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A LECTURER on the evolution theory recently held forth
to the congregation of a truly orthodox church in an inI land village of Pennsylvania. Great was the indignation
of. his auditors at hearing him denounce the atheistic
teachings of Darwin and Spencer. He appreciated the
point upon learning afterward that the people, who had
never heard of the English writer on soeial science,
thought he was referring to their beloved pastor, the Rev.
Ichabod Spencer.
!
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nuity to prevent the case ooming to a trial, unloss th 1,
court enjoins him to bring evidence of adultery botweon
l\Ir. B. and Mrs. T. on two days only. He claims the adulterous practices between the pair extended over a period
of fourteon months or parts of three years, and that if
the case is allowed to come to trial, he can prove by F. D.
Moulton,llfrs. Moulton and others that the crimo was confessed by l\Ir. Beecher and ll!rs. Tilton,
, In view of this fact, he deems it unjust to compel him
' to confine his evidence to two days only, and thus pteYent
his using all the testimony that bears upon the ~ase. Ho
seems to fear the purpose of Beecher is to so fettE'i·him
by the specious plea for a" bill of particulars," he (Tilton) will be compelled to withdraw the civil suit, Rnd that
then Beecher, under pretence of magnanimity, will withdraw tho criminal suit commenced against Tilton, and
thus prevent the matter ever coming to trial. He closes
by saying: "I ask all just men to join with me in declaring that, if lllr. Beecher shall still further clog
and hamper the civil action on the one hand, and at
the samo time Bhall withdraw tho criminal prosecution on thfl other, thus using both these cases only tn
prevent me from submitting to a jury the genPral
fact of his long-continued adultery; JIIr. Beecher shall
then be deemed to have confessed jUlkment, and must
stand self-acknowledged as guilty before the civilized
world."
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THE REV. JoHN S. GLENDENNING has resumed preaching pending the apPeal of his case to the Synod, which
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch will not meet for several months. His beloved flock manifests great affection for him, and hang with great fondfor subsequent insertions.
ness upon the sweet words he 11tters.
His theme, like his co-sufferer, HenrY Ward Beecher,
! was" Cast thy burdens on the Lord, and he will sustain
'you." It is probably a very comfortable thought when a
clei·gyman is arraigned for his immoralities, to feel that
A BLII:EPY deacon, who sometimes engaged -in popular the Lord is bearing his burdens and helping him through
games. hearing the minister nse tho words." Shuffie o:tl' his difficulties. It strikes us, however, the Lord has
this mortal coil," sturted up, rubbed his eyes and cx- other and better employment than sustaining adulterous
clergymen. We advise the Eliza Janes and the Anna
elaimed. "Hold on. it is my deal! "
}!arias of that congregation to beware of their smiling,
A TERRE HAUTE paper says: "The samo wise provi- fascinating pastor,and if he pays them visits at night,
dence which scourged Egypt with toads and Kansas with to not allow him to extend them to a late hour. Let them
.grasshoppers, kindly permits tho Terre Haute Gas Com- remember poor Mary Pomeroy.
:t>Rny to furnish the meanest gas in the United States."
Since this was written, we see Mr. G. has had the good
REv. J. H. TODD, of Sioux City, played a rathor neat lit- sense to decline regular preaching until after the Synod
THE " KATY KING" BUSINESS in Philadelphia has be on
tle ,ioko on his wife the other day. While she was un- have assembled in October next. It is thought the Pres- a little unfortunate. This somewhat noted resident of
~;uspectingly engaged in half-soling his winter trousers, bytery brought influences to bear to cause him to think "the bright world l:>oyond," had put in many appearanceR
he quietly slipped out at the back gate and eloped with a the cause of Christ will be better served by hi& preserving in the most satisfactory manner. She had convorf:od
silence. In this one matter of declining to preach while with many, had receiYed many endearing tokens of remilliner.
A METHODIST CLERICAL ScAND.~L.-The Rev. J olm Bo- under charges of a criminal character, he differs from gard from admiring friends. The distinguished Robcq,
Dale Owen and others had witnessed her repeate(liy; had
beart, a ·Methodist clergyman of Boston, has been n.r- the distinguished Brooklyn pastor.
taken her hand and arm. and 1·ealized how natural anrl
ralgned at Malden, for bastardy. The complainant is a
ANOTHER PREACHER IN TRoUBLE.-The Iteverend W. H. lifo-like it appeared; had oven been permitted to Pfioh
formor domestic in the family of the accused. The deJohnson of Rahway, N.J., was not long since caught in a their arms around her waifot, and to conYince themsoh"cs
fendant gave bonds for his appearance.
very disreputable business. A farmer who had been miss- that she was so thoroughly ·• materialized" as to appenr
THE Province Jou1·nal gives another instance of alleged ing chickens from his hen houso was on the alert for the like a veritable woman of flesh and blood and bone~.
<Jlerical delinquency, the transgresSOI" in this instancp, thief. Discovering early one morning that some one had Everything passed off plea~antly, und KtLty King ww;
being a Seventh-Day Baptist, who was formerly employ- visited his chickens, and had taken four or five of them fast becoming a very popular "spirit," and number~
ed by the Young l\Ien's Christian Association as a mis- away, and seeing trucks in the snow h<> followed him to 1 flocked to see her. l\Iany vnluable presents were mado
Aionary. It is very strange that so many cases of this the depot, where he found the Rev.l\Ir. Johnson with sev- her, and in return she gave her friend,; piece~ of her
kind should occur just now.
eral chickens in a basket, waiting for the cars. He recog- dress and clippings from her hair, which preserved their
THE Sun, in speaking of the "Brooklyn business," nized the fowls as his own and questioned the Reverend permunence in a remarkable manner. Thus mattnrR
says: "In the Beecher case there is one thing that the chicken thief so closely thut he acknowledged the crime moYed agreenbly ulong until a gentleman to whom Knt.y
public will neithe1· fail to understand while it is going on, and could do little but hnng his head in shame. Several closely aDprouchcd discovered she had an offensive
11or forget -after it is ovor, A11y compromise m· an·anue- of his neighbors soon gathered around, and one of them in breath-whether from onions, garlic, bad teeth or a foul
m.ent or ,ettlement, rxcept through a trial in court, is a con- discussing the offense remarked. that it was not a vm·y good stomach, we arc not informed-and this little fact did not
year .for 11 reachers, and cited the cases of Beecher, Glen- c1uite comport with his ideas of refined ":;pirit life." and
ft•ssiou lho.t HENRYW ARD BEECHER is a guilty man."
denning and others. It turns out that this Johnson had, his suspicions were aroused. He discovered, too. this
l'!A.Yon WICKHAM will soon be installed into office in for a oousiderabl·) time, been stealing chickens from dif- spirit Katy bore a very strong resemblance to a young
this city, and wi11 be the third Mayor the city ha15 had in thfl ferent persons, and since it is found out has discontinued lally he had seen at his bourding house hard by. Hl•
space of about thirty days-the first Orne such an event preaching for tho present. It may be proper to state this watched the matter closely, und when fully oo11vinced of
eve 1· occurred here. l\IayorHavemeyerdied within ubout. Iteverend gentleman belongs to the African branch of the her identity, ho approached the young lady upon tho
a month of the expiration of his term. l!Iuyor Vanco was church, but had a regular license to preach, and has been the subject, and ultimately she acknowledged slJC was
his logal successor, so soon to be supplanted l.Jy the l\fu.y- regarded as a pions man. Though in temporary dis- Katy King, and showed him the light gauzy dresses slH,
or eleet.
grace just now, he is by no means the greatest offender had worn when representing Katy. und tho numerous
STEPPING DoWN AND Ou•r.-lt is retJOrted in Toledo that n,mong his brethren of the cloth, who assume to be guides presents she had rcceh·ud.
It was found she had made her entrance and exit iuto
tho Rev. John A. Hudkins, who had beon l)!"Oaehing to a and patterns for their confiding followers; nor are the
United Brethren congregation in Mt. Ayro, is a bigamist. chickens hoieloniously purloined tho only kind which the and from tho cabinet by means of a pannol or secrol
drawer in tho vurtition, and with her artful representaHe married a young muiden from Pennsylvunialast Bum- dear souls seem to have a penchant for.
tions, sho lmd succeeded in" deceiving the vory oloct."
mer, and it was sahl that sho was wife No. 3. He has
THE peculiar literature of the Brooklyn scandal is uc- The philosopher and close observer, H. D. Owen, h!td
st.rengthe!Wd suspicion by running off to Canada.
cumulating. The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher and ll!iss faithfully attondod upon Kuty',; seances, und hus ho not
THE siR tors of a Baptist ch nrch at Haleig-h, N. C.,lield a Edna Dean Proctor have favored us with a pair of gush- detailel the whole "wonde1·!ul uffair" in the Alla 11 tic
public mooting the other dar. and raised a subscription ing" paroxysmal" epistles, in whi<'h appears a good u11- ,1Jonthlu. and churuote!'ized the same as the most romarkto release their pastor, who was in jnil on a charge of derstanding and a due amount of mutual admiration.
able i·opresentations of spirit ))OWer? Now, however,
bastardy. When the fine had l.Jeen paid, tho sisters rnnrchJudge Lord. tho eminent jurist of liiassaehusetts, has sin~o tho fraud is exposed, the good man is CO!llJJelled lc•
lld to the jail door and received the reverend gontlema11 given in the Springflelcl Bepttblica11 an ablo review of the ucknowledgo himself deceived by dishoncstmodiums.
with open arms. 'L'he scene is desCl·ibed as deeply affect- case from Beecher's letters and admissions, and shows
A lesson is to be learned from all this. If 1\Jr. and l\lr:;.
ing.
conclusively that Beecher's guilt of the charges made Holmes have been frnuds, it does not prove that all others
lf'A MISSING BAP'l'Ifl~' CLERGYMAN.-'L'he Uev. H. Shipe,vus- a<>ainst him is tho •mlv roasona!Jlc decision that can be aro. Chan: does not disprove the existence of wheat, and
·
all tho lies in tl~e world do n~t falsify one truth. But 80
tor of the Herbortsville (N.J.) Baptist Church for ovor a a~rivod at. '
Mr. Beecher, in hi,; pn.pcr, the Uhri~tian Unioil. again long as money 1s to be rondo lll the rol_l of mediums, it !s
year, has left the cliuroh and his whereabouts is unknoiYn.
For Bomo timo charges havo boen pending before t.ho asserts his innocence, trusts his cttse with God, und pro- not strange, perhaps, that dishonesty 1s reso1ted to. Tho
trustees and officers of the church in rdation to certain fessos anxiety to have the case hnetoned to a speedy trial./ public mnst be chary, and not believe too readily all
irregularities. and It is hollnved ho diAappeareij to IWoid This brought out " reply from 2\Ir. Tilton, in which he ropresentalions mncle. "'l'ry the spirits, that ye ,be not
sbows.that Beecher :tnd his lnwyors have n>~ed their inge- deceived."
public scrmdnl.
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victim of the fascinations of Miss Ravenswood and ·way to The Heights when Sloucher and his fiends
was endeavoring to get that poor, wronged, young have ransacked that q~rarter thoroug·hly, and satisfied
creature into his power, the Noose had fallen head themselves that she IS not there. I will take her
and ears in love with the ferryman's daughter, Mar- across when I find the coast clear and all safe."
tha, from whom he already had had so many rebuffs
" She has fe-od, and plenty of furs to keep ·her warm
A Tale of the Royal Colony of jlfassachusetts.
and sharp cuts that a spirit of revenge was beginning I know," said Martha, "but what is she to do for
to usurp the place of the more tender passion. Not drink and fire for even the 5 hort period you speak
that he had yet given up all idea of his suit, for he of ? "
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
was one of those wily and indomitable fellows that
"There is a beautiful :;pring in the cave," replied
hunt down their prey steadily, and never despair of the ferryman, "and as for fire, I warned her to be
CHAPTER VIII.
accomplishing their ends, no matter how nefarious.
very careful, although I left her my tinder box and
'Vhen S!oucher and Huskins turned away from the
To be authorized, then, to keep an eye on the ferry- some brimstone matches. The cave is not clark as
ferry, after having been outwitted by old Giles, the man's house, and to enter it if necessary, was some- you might suppose, but rather otherwise owing to
Fanatic, as already noticed, was in no very good hu- thing in his favor, for he knew that in carrying out numerous fissures in the rock lt is besides quite dry
mor.
the views of the Fanatic and the witchfinder he should and warm from the fact that it is small and not deep
'' This is a pretty a:fiair ! " he exclaimed to the be sustained by both the Church and the State, and in the earth. However, it is the only place I know of
witchfinder. "Worsted, and all because of that son that no matter what excesses he might commit in the that bids de.fia.nce, for .the. time being, to the pryiug
of perdition, Miles, who no doubt deceived us at the pursuance of what he termed his duty, they would be eyes of the mfamous v1llams S ouchcr ami Huskins,
villa, so that he should have time to dispatch a mes- passed over with as much leniency as was the murder or those of that vagabond and murderer who is more
senger to town to apprise the witch Ravenswood of of the pour girl whom he had strangled with the rope. dangerous than either of them-Nat the Noose."
her danger."
Well armed and wrapped up, then, he left the
On hearing these latter complimentary remarks the
"I can't explain how she escaped," returned Peter,
" and the wonder is, that the ferryman should have witchfincler's, where he had received his final instruc- scoundrel in the cellar ground his teeth, and drawing
taken her across so readily, and yet have refused us tions and to which he accompanied the conspirators a knife from his belt plunged it into the empty air.
when they had fallen in with him, and as this unholy He was, however, anxious to hear how Martha reso promptly."
· d h
b
t'
d
·
1
rendezvous was some distance from old Giles' he did
":My opinion is," rejoined Solomon, ."that he may not arrive at the latter until, as formerly men'tt'oned cetve t esc o serva tons, an- was qmckly al atten' tion again.
not, perhaps, have taken her over at all; but on learn"Yes,'' she rejoined, "you may well say that that
ing from her all that was on foot, stowed her away the dwarf had been horne away by the Indian.
It was late, therefore, when he reached the house of vii ain, the Noose as they call him, is more dangersomewhere until this tempest has blown over. - For
although his appearing as if after having left her on the ferryman, where he cautiously approached the ous than either of them; for I am certain there is not
the other side stands somewhat in his favor, he may door and the window alternately for the purpose ·of a more clespemte or cruel·wretcli in the whole settlehave only just entered his boat at some point, after reconnoitering the interior, as Red Wing and 'fit- ment. One glimpse of his horrible countenance is
having disposed of her on this shore, and rowed out mouse had done not very long previously. Lil!:e enough to satisfy any one that he is riot· only <t
on the river and then in again at the ferry, to mislead them, however, he was unable to get a glimpse through villain of the deepest dye, but one of the most hideous
these ?han nels of what .was transpi_ring inside,. and looking objects in existence."
her pursuers."
"You must be cautions, 1\'Iartha, and not let your
'• It may be as you say," answered Peter, "and followmg the same tram of invest;gation that had
what's more, she may be stowed away in his own characterized their operations, he proceeded to exam- impressions of this scoundrel get abratid," continued
house by this tin;,e, although I scarcely think that ine the building most minutely in the hope of discov- the ferryman, ·• for should they come to his ears there
either he or that daughter of his would venture to ering some aperture, no matter how small that might is no saying what mischief the villain might work us."
''But where is this cave 't Tell me the precise
harbor her o1· have anything to do with her if she told forward the designs of the conspirators or 'perhaps aid
·
spot," said Martha, "for I am determined to steal to it
them the true state of the case ; for the law is strict his own projects with regard to l\'lartha.
Quick of eye, he soon detected the small, red gleam to-morrow evening and ~pend the night with the poor
with regard to harboring a witch."
"We must capture her! We must capture her!" that had already attracted the attention of the Indian lady. You say it is not moi'e.tlmn a mile from this,
almost roared Sloucher. "She is a witch! yes, the and the dwarf, and was quickly able to ascertain and that it is close to the river. 1 can reach it and
woman Ravenswood is a witch! and she is now likely through the crevice between the Jogs, that .Martha leave it unobserved, or without exciting suspicion,
hidden in the ferryman's; we must set a watch upon only waa in the house, and that possibly she was for I frequently walk along the shore in that direchis house until morning, if we are unable, in this awaiting the return of her father, who, as the wind tion."
" It is," replied her father, "quite close to the deep
storm and at this late hour, to get enough of our peo- and rain had ceased, had probably been summoned to
ple together to force our way into it ; for this Giles is the ferry by some belated passenger, or who, if he had ravine that is so hard to enter, and that opens on the
a daring and dangerous fellow that one or two only deceived the conspirators, might now in reality bavc river. ·when you pass this about ten yards, turn to
borne M:iss Ravenswood across the ferry. He kept your left tt few paces, and you will obsarve huge
must not venture to deal with."
"Good ! " said the witchfinder. "You are wise. his eye to the aperture for a few moments, and per- mass~s of vines falli!Jg do~vn the. face of a cliff.. The
Let us set a watch upon the ferryman's, and see what ceiverl that Martha was in deep thought. Had he not openmg of the cave Is bchmd this screen; but tf you
feared the speedy reappearance of the ferryman, he are de.tcrmined on paying the p}acc a visi~ you mu.st
will come of it."
The latter few sentences of this co11versation were would doubt}ess have sought admittance on the pre- reac~1 1t ~eforc thn:k, else you Will have dtfHculty .m
carried on not more than three or four feet from the text of warnmg ~?-er and her father that they were sus-~ malung It out. It ts. a lonely ~P?l, and I would atlvtsc
point where Red Wing had stepped aside, and, as pected 1f harbormg a witch, and in the hope of estab- you to be most cautwus, for It IS rumored that some
already observed, stood against a tree in the path lishing more friendly relations between him and 1 In~ians have been discovered prowling about this Iathat the Fanatic and his companion were pursuing, them through some otl:'er of mediation in their behalf caltty lately; and yon know that scarcely two years
and where they paused for a few moments in the with the Fanatic and Huskins. But instead of this ago every house along the river was sacked by them.
eagerness of their observations, to decide upon the move he thought it more advisable to retire a few and this is why I have now put om fnrR beyond their
course they were now to adopt in relation to noor paces from the -house and await in silence the return reach until I can find a market for tltem."
"I wish, dear father, you had never tmded for
Alice. The Imlian was so close to the two conspira- of the ferryman, whose approach could now be obtors he heard every word they uttered; and having served at some little distance, as the sky was begin- them," she answered, "as the knowledge that you
ascertained the whole ~cope of their designs for the ning to clear, and the tempest had subsided almost possess them has gone al.Jroad, and you know how
dangerous that is in these uncertain times."
time being, he, as known to the reader, set about completely.
He now ~ook up his !?osition under a huge beech
"True, girl," returned Giles, :·but as t~ey are
thwarting them in the manner already described.
One of the most active and infamous emissaries of whose branches well-mgh touched the roof of the now beyond the reach of the red-skms, there ts nothSleucher was a villain called '• Nat theN oose," from building, and leaning against the trunk of the tree he ing to be feared regarding them. I forgot to say,
the circumstance of his having, on a certain occasion, fell into a train of musing, during which the time however, tha~ I gav~ Miss Ravenswood to understa~d
strangled with a rope an alleged witch who hades- flew rapidly, and from which he was ultimately tha~ I would tf l)QS~Ible convey to her mother the Il!caped fmm prison, and whom he had overtaken, and awakcned suddenly by the crackling of some under- telhge?cc that she IS beyond the reach ?f the Fanatic
'vas barbarously dragging back to jail again. He had brush, not in the direction of the ferry, but from a and Ins crew for the present. I pronused, also, that
slipped, in a noose, the end of the rope about the youug totally opposite point. Presuming it to be caused by I wo~1ld by some means keep ~he poor, Y.oung ci:ealure
creature's neck, and because of her being unable to some wild animal, h~ was about to look to his wcap- appr!secl ~f all that was takmg place m rclatw.n to
keep pace with him after he had seized her, he hauled ons when he percetved the ferryman approaching her, m so far as I was '!-l.Jle to make myself acqnamtcd
cautiously and disappearing almost beside liim as sud- with the movements of her enemies."
her along the ground until life became extinct.
Both the fer~·ymau. and hi~ daughter were educated
This scoundrel, who was a most forbidding wretch clenly as if the earth had opened and swallowed him.
Astounded beyond measure for a moment, the spy far beyo~d t!1mr statwn, havmg seen better days; and
both mentally and physically, had been at the villa
with the party that hoped to capture Alice, and had s~arcel~ dared to breathe; but speedily recovering l\la~'Lha, fee!I~1g l_ww scvcr~ly tho loss of. books shouhl
but just left the ferry with his companions, when it himself lte bounded forward and at once found him- be felt by Alice In her solitude, dctermmed to share
was supposed, from the absence of Giles' boat, that self sta~ding by the opening to the root-house from her own scanty library wi~h her. Upon reficetion,
she had escaped across the river, and when the Fanat- which the fugitive and her protector had emerged however, she began to consider that. tile poor, young
ic and the witclltinder had decided to remain and earlier in the niO'ht and which was almo•t level with lady would now be so absorbed with rl'ganl to her
the eartb.
"' '
'
own ultimate fate she might not be expected to devote
await the return of the ferryman.
It was but the work of an instant to descend the much if any time to reading. She therefore dismissIt was in search of him, therefore, that the two conspirators determined to proceed after their suspicions steps and try the rough wooden-door that had been ~d the idea ~he had just entert.ained in relation to takhad been aroused in relation to the truth of the story ju~t. closed by old Dick. It yielded to his pressure on mg the books, and ~lei·ei.y decided .to proceed alone t.o
told by Giles regarding the crossing of the river with ra1smg the latch, when, throug·h a brief gleam of light the cave on the. iollowmg eyemn t; so as to ,reach It
the young girl. Sloucher knew that no more trusty that illumined the end of the passage leading to the eel- about cllts~. Th.Is arptngcd m her ow1; mmd, she
spy conld be set on the ferryman's, and that in case of lar, he caught a glimpse of the receding form of old observ~d, m contmuatwn of the convcrsatto,n:
'' Is 1~ not a wond~r that some of tlte Inchans have
their being unable to make any fmther move for that Giles, and the next moment all was dark again.
li'rom the direction of this pasi;iage the spy was sat- never thscovered tins cave, ami that you alone stumnight, it would be advisable to dispatch him at once
to look after the case, so that they might have an op- isfied it commnuicatcd with the house, and that it af- bled on it?"
"W!1y, ye~,'' returned G.il~s. "But that t!1ey have
portunity of layin?, their hands upon the fugitive be- forded a means of egress from the latter. Once defore she reached 1he Heights, being well assured that cided upon this point he speedily followed in the never t:mnd It out I am satisfied, el.se Red W wg, who
through the instrumentality of .John Langton and the footsteps of the ferryman, and in the course of a very was wtth _us so oft~n a couple of years ago, would
numerous friends of the Fitz Haymonds, they might few seconds found himself in the cellar, into which have mentwned the cu·cumstance to me:"
"What a noble fellow that Red Wlllg wns," she
meet with not only powerful but dangerous opposition the light from the fire above flickered here and there
through the flooring, ancl from which he could hear answered, "and what a sweet. creature, hi~ ~vife. I
while attempting to seize their intended victim.
Nat the N oosc was not found so readily as they sup- with the utmost distinctness every syllable uttered by wonder where they. are now ; fOl' I. am .satisfied that
posed he would have been ; for it was not until after old Dick and his daughter, who were now engaged in whateyer depredatiOns some of h1s tnbe may h~vo
comnutted when they :vere enc~mped near the ravmc
Red Wing had grabbed Titmouse and dragged him anxious conversation within a single foot of him.
"A-nd won't it be very cold and solitary for' the he was no party to thmr robbenes."
away to the ravine that he was discovered and inform"Not he!'' returned the ~erryman, "and I lutVo
ed of the mission he was to undertake at once. His poor lady?" asked 1\'Iartha on having been informed
lower jaw fell in a sort of silent clemoniacal chuckle by her father that he and Alice had reached the cave heard that the government IS now sorry that th.ey
treated him and the good red men who stood b:l' Ium
when he learned of the suspicions of the conspirators wHhout any mishap.
and the ]}art that he was now called upon to play in
'' Oh, no!'' returned the ferryman, ''not for a few so harshly.". .
'' '.V ell," rep heel 1\'Iai:tha, "I llavn't much faith in
the inbJllous drama. 'l'he truth is, if Sloncher was a days; for wo have decided that she shall make her
[Written expressly for
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the remorse of the authorities for any act of cruelty\ in the cave to-morrow night, the -name of the Lord
NO NEED OF A UREATO!t.
or wrong they may have committed; for as long as will be glorified."
For the idea of miracles they substitute the g-rand conthey continue to till their dungeons with innocent
"Yea, verily!" drawled out Sioucher, as his small, ception of law, or uniformity of action. Nature oppersons, and to sacrifice human life so wantonly in sunken eyes burned green, ''the cause of the elect will erates in a certain manner ; by experience we find
support of one of the most degrading superstitions be exalted and honored by such a capture; for, of these methodo; do not vary. They are not suspended
that ever disgraced any people, there is nothin,; to be late, we have suffered severely through the machina- for the benefit of an individual ; and Freethinkers
hoped from them in any other relation."
tions of these children of the Evil One."
came to the conclusion that this law is universal and
As it was now long past midnight, Martha entered
~~Let us ~eet here, t~~en, one hour aft~r nightf3;ll," has always prevailed. The Christian religion is based
the snug little room already known to the reader, but ~atd the Wltchfindcr, an~ pr?ceed wrth s~1fiicre~t on the conception that God varies nature ; and here
not before she had laid down her father's sturdy set- force to capture these emrssancs of Sa!an m therr they jomed issue. They believe that natural life,
tie-bed, that during the day formed a comfortable seat s~rong~old. The. sam.c party that wa,~ wrth us at the species, and civilized society evolved, and that the
by the tire, and prepared it a.fi'ectionately for him as vrlla will be s.ufiicrent for our pu~·pose.
whole process of expansion came without any special
usual. Soon a sanctified kiss and good-night told Nat , "W:ell ?.evrscd, brother Huskms," twanged out the intervention of God.
of the N oosc til at his ears had a holiday. So when ] anatw 1 but ~ve ~ust keep our own. COI;lnsel . lest
Sometimes the Christian says : Where do you get
he found that silence reigned throughout the building ~hese ~Itches mrght m some way get an mkh~,g of our your ideas of morality without God ? The Freehe catttiously retraced his steps along the dark pas- m~~ntJO.ns, ~nd escape us finally a~d for:ever.
.
thinkers find the Christian not a rational system.
sage to the root-house, and soon emerged into the
I will warn some .of the bulwarks of the Fmth to For instance, they cannot reasonably explain the oriopen air with a glare of fiendish triumph in his terri- ~e. ~~re. at the .appomted hour, and Nat can see the gin of evil. Christians say God made everything
ble eyes more demoniacal than that which lit up the rest, smd Huskms.
good, to begin with. What the Freethinkers consider
gloomy 'features of the Fanatic when he d\scovercd
'.';er:>; good!, exc~aimed the sp~. ''~ll is safe and good is everything that promotes happiness, and evethe crimson rose-leaf on the beautiful tum of Alice.
stu e. Ill s~e one or two of the servants of the Lord rything evil all that is calculated to do injury and
.
,
.
. ,
. who were wrth us at the ferry, and tell them that some cause misery. They do not believe, because God apThe mstant th~ Noose entm ed. the t~wn, late as. rt of the brethren will meet them here at the hour you proved or disap~roved, that things are right or wron~r·
was, he posted oft .to the llouse ot ~Iuskms, d~ter~m- have mentioned."
that it is right or wrong according as it promote~
cd not to sleep before .he h~d. appnsed the wttc~tind"It must now be verging towards morning," said but
our good or works our evil.
cr of tf!e success ot hts. mtsst?n. C01;tra~y to hts ex- Sloucher with a yawn that swallowed up his whole
FALLEN S'l'A'l'J£ OF MAN,
pectatwn~ he found a h~ht sttll burnmg.m the wei~- face in a gloomy gulf studded around the edge with
~mown WI~Hl?w, and more unexp~cted still, on enter~ jagged and broken fangs; "let us, therefore, seek and the Christian's view that God caused this as a
mg t,(~c ~u.r~cl!ng he >~as ushered ~n.~o the presei_J-~e of some repose, so that we may be refresh~d and able to punishment, the Freethinkers substitute the idea that
the 1: anaL~c, who hac, not yet sep,uated fwm ht~ fel- smite the enemies of the Lord at the ttme set down man is not a fa~le~ but a ~·ising being, and as the ages
low conspu·ator.
.
.
and make them a terrible example in the sight of the roll on, man rs tmprovmg, and the defects of his
When ~loucher pe.rc01ved. lum he supposed that he nations. But before we part let us have a word of mind and body are the result of his imperfect state.
Going back to the rude days of dwellers in c1wcrns
ha~ g1.'o'.vn >~e.ary of ':~tclung ape~. had .c~me to re- pray~r.,
.
.
'
poll Ins malnhty to .lc,tin. al!ythmg of Mtss RavensWrth cruelty 111 their eyes and adultery and murder we demonstrate with absolute certainty that tho far~
wo~d. I~rpr~ssed w1th thts rdea, he launched forth in their hearts these three sanctified scoundrels now thcr we go, the lower we find man to be.
The Christians say they have a plan of redemption,
agatn~t. ~n.m 1!1 ~o very meas~n·c~ languag?, !"nd at prostrated the~selves before the Author .and Giver of
on, e cl.tssed h1m among the children of the Evtl One. every <>'Ood gift and dared to ask a blessmg upon the to save the soul. The Freethinker does not cousidet·
''Don't lle in such haste," returned the Noose to infern~l work before them. Sloucher shook the raft- it right that salvation shall depend on the shades of
some bitter observation. "Wait until you are sure of ers with his heavy artillery, while Huskins and the a man's belief. The wisest men differ, The beliefs
your tongue. I have not said a word yet. You say Noose worked in the "Amens!" In due lime lhey of men depend very much on their education. surall. Yes, you, who know nothing about it."
arose lo tneir feet again, and a few moments after- roundings, bringing up, for which they arc in no' way
Freethinkers substitute the practical
,, vVhat is it tp.en?" observed Huskins, who was wards there was silence and darkness in the house of responsible.
idea that the development of character and works
beginning to surmise that, possibly, their messenger the witchfinder.
shall determine man's right to happiness. As to the
migilt have something important to say.
''Come
LTo BJ£ CON'l'INtJED.]
scheme of the forgiveness of sins, the Freethinkers
Nat, let us have it; for if yon have failed now, it is
have
not often thttt such a thing happens to you."
NO SCAPEGOAT 'l'HEOltY
"I have not failed," rejoined the villain, ''for I
Be
Still
and
Wait.
know where Alice Ravenswood is concealed, and can
by which. men can get rid of the responsibility of
lead you to the very spot this moment. But as there
wrong-domg, and would substitute the simple idea,
IlY FREDERW R. MARVIN, l\LD.
are more witches than one to be disposed of just now,
that as a man sows, so he shall reap. Vv e see everyand as ttnother who is more dangerous can be secured
when' the demoralizing tendencies of this Christian
Be still, 0 Soul!
at the same moment yon lay lumds on the one that
belief. vV e see murderers professing a belief in
Immortal Fates with til·elcss finge1·s wo1·k,
has escaped you to-night, let us sit down and discuss
Christ's saving gmcc ; whilst we arc choking them,
And from the tangled threads nf time
the matter, for it is a serious one."
and they tell us that in a few minutes they are going
Do weave the garment of eternity.
The instant Sloucher heard what had been- said by
to the angels; yet if they were to step down, free, we
Be still, and wait.
the Noose, he leaped to his feet and exclaimed, as he
would not sec them under our roof-trees. FreethinkThe loom hath many threads;
shook him by the shoulder:
ers say tilere is no forgiveness in natme ; nothing hy
But the swift shuttle rn11n etlt well.
"Is it true? Is it true? Have you found the witch
which the consequences of an act can be avoiued.
A day, a 11ight, and lo! between two hours
Havenswood, and is she completely in our power?"
Whatever a man docs, the results and responsibility
The fabric falls.
"She is completely in our power," replied the spy,
are enduring, and can never be wiped out. Every
Be still and wait,
"and what's more, I have evidence as clear as day,
man and woman ought to take the responsibility of
For thou shalt wear the garment of eternity,
that Martha Giles is even a mol'e terrible witch than
their actions, and not expect to have it wiped out by
The shining robe of immortalitY.
the woman Havenswoocl; because, not more than an
the blood of an innocent p~rson shed eighteen hunhour ago, I saw her with tilese two eyes, astride of a
dred years ago. [Applause.]
llroomstick going down tile chimney of her own fathAs to
er's house, with a monkey astraddle behind her and
THE SYSTEM OJ.' PUBLIC WOHSlllP,
Lecture of B. F. Underwood.
one before her. I crept after her, throngh a dark
the
Christian
scheme is to make man a worm of the
passage that I discovered leading from a root-house "What IIave Yott to O.(fer z'n tlle Ptace of C!tristt'rmity?"
~ust, and God b~yond ,glory. He advo<Jated glorifyclose by into the cellar, just under the fire place, beside which she all(l the monkeys were sitting and
[The following is from the l\Iilwaukeo Sentinel of Nov. mg man, and lcttmg tlus pow·er called God look out
for itself. Instead of building churchc.~, let ns build
chatting together. I heard every word they said and· 21st.l
school-houses antl institutions dedicated to man. [Apfound out that they had been just visiting the witch
B. F. Underwood delivered the Sunday evening lcc- phwse.] He would not destroy chmches; they till a
Ravenswood in a cave near by, where she had been tnre !Lt tile Grand Opera House last night,, the subject
conveyed a short Lime ·before by tile ferryman, who being an answer to the question, "\Vhat have you to wnnt that is for the time felt, and by and by would
had deceived you in regard to her. I know where to offel' in place of Christianity '!" The gentleman was have them tettch something practical and good.
For the filt!ll'e life, the Freethinker will remind the
lay my IHlnd on her at any moment, for it is arranged introduced by llfr. Spencer, and at once plunged into
Christian that Christians are beginning themselves to
tlutt she is to lie concealed in the cave until The
his
subject.
have doubts on the subject. His idea is that a homll'Heights beyond tile river are searched for her, and
First it was necessary to glance at the leading dogthen when iL 1s found that she's not there, the fcny- mas of Christianity. The Christians say they have pathically ~mall proportion of people go along a narman will take her over and hide her among her friends the conception of Goll. The Freethinkers say in re- row, tlinty road to heaven, and the rest go pleasantly
or with the Fitz Raymoncls. I ttdvise, therefore, tint ply the conceptions of God v<Lry with the ages in to hell. Better the whole race should be annihilated
we put ofi her seizure until to-morrow evening after which they prevail. All these ideas arc ·not extemal than one should sutler such torments and the other
dark, when she is to be visited again by her sister verities, bnt transient, whilst the power called God enjoy ecstacies throu,gh all ages. :r'here may be, bewitch, and when we can entrap them botll at the same remained ever the same. Freethinkers say man makes yond the portals of death, a regwn of unbounded
moment, for they are to be quite alone in among the God in his own image, or, with Ingersoll, "An hon- bliss, but this is yet unproven; and we have in this
world and life enough to do, and the best preparation
rocks."
est god is the noblest work of man." The question
"Arc you sure," exclaimed Huskins, "that you is, not what we will give in the place of the tmnsicnt for another world is doing our duty in tl;is.
Freethinkers do not propose to substitute anythinn·
saw this Martha on tile broomstick, and heard her im1tge, but whttt in the place of the power ?
for the Bible. They accept the Bible. It is
"'
conversation with the monkeys?"
ALL l!'REE'l'IIINKhl\S RECO(; ~lZJ£ THIS POWEH,
Till£ llElU'l'.\GE 01-' ~IANKIND j
''Just as sure as I sec yon this monwut," replied
the villain, "for I was quite close to her when she bnt are unwilling to limit it, condition it, give it the nropcrty of the ages, come down to us to be acflew past me, and afterwards was nearer to her and qualities. Freethinkers call the power a phenome- cepted for what it is worth ; although it is to be interher two familiars than I am now to you."
non, meaniug Gomcthing they cannot account for. preted diil'erently to the interpretation pnt upon it by
"And did you understand her clearly as to where They deny the Christian belief tlmt lcl~ then~ to l.td· superstition and ignorance. A conception thttt run~
the witch Havens wood is hidden?" ejaculated the Fa- dress God as ''our father," and to attnbuto mfimty through the bible is that man is light, and woman the
and omnipotence to him, in that shape worshiping satellite that. draws life from it. The clergymen
nat:c.
"As clear as the sun,'' said the Noose, "and what's llim, and making him an enlarged edition of men. themselves n•Jeet the code of poverty; and surely the
more on her father's return from hiding this wo- Tile l<'recthinker says we will not recognize this pow- ~<'recthinkers might rC'ject what they thought proper.
man 'both the monkeys disappeared in a flash of er as entire or feminine, but simply as a power un- fhey do accept ,J csus as a brother, a noble man,
whose virtues have been exaggerated. For prayers
blue' flame when they heard him at the door, while lmowu.
Secondly, the Christian believes in creation ; that he advocated self-reliance, and for tile Christian 8abtltis l\Iartha soo11 seated herself beside him, and began
God suddenly a\\'oke, and spoke a universe into ex- bath he \\:ou!tl substitute a day of rest, peace and into speak to him about the runaway."
''And what did he say?" growled Huskins, "for istence. The Freethinkers substitute the idea that nocent CUJOyment.
Tile lecturer was rewarded with frequent applause ;
you know I have lmd my doubts of both him and this the universe never had a beginning, but was from and
d:mghter of his for some time, and hinted as much to will be to all time. As the child says: ''God cannot and at the close of the lecture several persons enrollhim at tile ferry to-night. That she is a witch and a make a three-year old colt in a minute." The Free- ed their names as supporters of a co11tinued course of
Sine<' ~Vintcr evening subscription meetings in hchalf of
dangeroti~ one I cnn well believe; so if we can manage thinker looks upon nature a.nrl calls it matter.
free thought.
to lay om t.a!llls on both her and her imp of a sister it was not created, there b
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wily priests; so long wiii mankind still hug tlle delu-/
Death-Beds of Infidels.
, sions of the past, wl1en tl1ey should be stepping: for·
.
. .
'wa d into tl1e brlcrhter
sunlight of intelligence sc·-1
On no subJect do our Clmstwn opponents 111nre
1
0
r mental freedom renson and common ens ' ' I perSIB
·
·
t at"wn t lmu
• t en1y use d et ractwn
A JOURNAL
nn d miHeprescn
: ence
In'our investigatiods and criticisms of thesBib~~' we with regard. to t?e dying hours of unbe~ievcrs. _They
' I wish always to treat it fairly, and not unnecessarily seem t_o tlnnk Jf. t~ey can only.make It app<'ai th~t
D. LJ£. BENNETT, Edit01' and Prop'r.
shock the feelings of any who entertain an exalted Fre.ethm~wrs qual! m the hour of death n~d recant In
No. 335 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. i opinion of it. W c regard it as a human production I t!Jcu·, dym~ ~omm.ts, they II~v.e pra<::tlcally _over~
J only, and believe it wrong to charge such n tissue of thr?'l\ n om stwng _mgl.~ments ngamst the fail ames of
impossibilities, contradictions, absurdities, obsceni- thmr creed. Notlnng IS more common than f?r them
A Happy New I ear.'
1 ties, details of savage ferocity, carnage and bloodshed,! to assert that all !nfidels recant at the hour ~f death,
'J'o every render of THE TRUTH SEEKER, we wisll ,. of lascivious immoralities, crllel intriwtes and mur· a~d call u~on p:Iests to pray for them nnd .mtercede
a " Happy New Year "-one freer from trouule, care derous incentives there narrated, upon the Supreme with Go? .m tllmr belHtlf, and tlwm:ands of t.nnes llln:e
and vicissitudes than the one just closed. ·we would Power which pervades the universe. It is wrong to they positively usscrter1 that V:oltalre recanted on Ius
that the poor shall not want for food, and that the charge this Power with being the weak, fickle, cliange- death-bed and that Thomas ~am? repented at tl_JC ~lOur
severity of the wenther pinch them not. for the want able, cruel, mallcious, revengeful, blood-thirsty, a;d of death, lll~d renmmc~d Ins life-long oonvict_wn~.
of clothing and comfortable homes. W c wisll the unjust monstel" which that book makes the Jehovnh !hese ussertwns_are entirely false, and though ]mnte<.l
ignorant may not grope in darkness, but tlwt knowl· of the Jews to be.
, m books, magazmcs nnd papers, and thot1gh announce~lg~ and truth mar. slli~c. upon all. We w. ish the
It is quite time the worlc1 of mankind lmvc a higher ed tl,IO~Isa~Ids of .timelil from the pulp.it and in co_I~mou
gallmg bonds of superstition and error may be rc- and more exalted ideal of the Supreme Power which com ~I sat !On, still a~c tl~cy wholly lalse. nnd WlthoHt
moved from the mental limbs of the sons and daugh-1 pervades all worlds, and iR equally the parent of all the slightest _foundatiOn m trl~th.
ters of men, and that the truth and tbe right may nations and all existences, than to believe he delio-hted
Onr a~tentwn bas, several times .recently, been callever be uppermost in the entire human family. We in or ever authorized wars and bloodslJed, and the ?d to tlns ma~ter by letter~ from. frwn ds, and by r_cadwish to see a feeling of brotherly love and paternal plundering and extermination of one tribe or race of lng extracts from newspaper artiCles upon the sub.] eeL.
good-will actuate all mankind, that each one may find barbarians by another, or thltt he indulges in Rnger, EI'CJl Ilarper'a Weekly not lo~g sin:e cont~incd a fnlsc
happiness in trying to increase the happiness of his I passion, vindictiveness, cruelty, and injustice. These statement that Thomas Pamc dwcl an I~tempc~·atl~
fellow beings. \Ve wish to see selfishness placed so absurd ideas of Deity all belong to the past, and it is de~tl~ and ~ouc1ly recant~tl and renounced lns p:cvw~IH
far in the back-ground that we will nt all times feel quite time the w,prld liad outgrown them. . There is rQlJgJOus VIews. There IS not_a word of. truth Ill tlll~,
nuxious nbout tile welfm·e of others-that we regard no more reason why we shollld go back four thousand and we wonder respectable Journals Wlll lend them1he whol ~ lmmnn race as brothers and sisters, and years for our idea~ and conceptions of Deity, and of selves to peddle out such wor~-out falsehoods.
It
that we feel willing to do nll we reasonably cnn to aid his ways with mankind, than for instruction in the seems to be a very pleasant service to ~hem to slandcl'
them
in the
strn~ro-Je
of life ·
a r..'sa n d sc"ences
. t.ry, and abuse
whom
·
·
do
I
; 1·u astronom y, geon1e t ry, c1Iem IS
. that good
. man, Thomas Pamc,
. than
.
May we learn wisdom hy the experiences the pass- mathematics, agriculture, the art of printing, tele- none dJd more to_mau~uratc and establish liberty antl
innyears afford us ' and
as time flits• so· rapid],on grap11y, tl1e power an d uses o f st cam, an d scores of free government
111 tlns land, bnt because
"
'
J
, .
.
. he
. had. the
mar
we all have
the "'o-ood 'sense to w 1·"e],I"mprove I"t 0 th
.
d t ·
~
t honesty anu
mdepenclence
to avow. l11s reltgwus
.
tl
d
.1
'
,, i
· er SCiences an fir S Ill W 1l!C1I · IC lllO crus 1ar OU .
. .
.
. Ylew~,
in adding to our stores of knowledge good resolves strip the ancients. Why should we go back to them though I~l ~PP?SitiOn to the claims of priests and
and good deeds. If affliction and adversity visit us, for our religious views any more than for our philo- church d!gn~tar~es.
.
.
may we Jearn to endure witlJ patience that which we sophie, scientific or artistic ? Their ideas of all these . A mmu:; h_fe lS more than ln~ death, and It matters
cannot prevent, but in every succeeding year we may were crude and imperfect and had not been developed little what. a man may soy on Ins .d:ath-b~xl, when snhuse the constant. effort to make ourselves nnd the by the superior intelligence and tlle spirit of progress dued by ~!Sease, affected b_Y mediC~nes: mftuenccd by
world a little better and a little happier.
peculiar to the modern mind.
surroundmg zealots and fnends, With life and_strength
•t·
d
f
"l"t"
f
t
d
.
nearly
W e h ave oppor t nm 1es an
ac1 I Ies or s u ymg
.exhausted. It would not he stran~ 1f, uudc1·
D e1"t y qUI"te cqua1 t o th ose enJOY- such Circumstances,
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d
life and belief, and" ere 1t so 1t would prove nothmg
g 0 to th em f or t 1mr vague concen IOns an errors.
. .
.
. .
.
Some of our J,iberal friends think it almost a waste W
· ht t.o Ill
. f onn ourse ves m
. one waJ OI the othm. But," .e Icpeat, these assertwn~·
e of course h ave tl IC l"lg
1
of time in tl1i8 latter part of the 11incteenth century
. t"wns l o ac- about
the dcnth-bed J·ecantatwns of Infldels. are 11ll
re f erencc t o th em, b u t are un d er no obl Iga
.
to bdng arguments to show that the Bible is not the
·
·
'"t"
d
W
d
"t
tnJse.
We boldly assert,
an(l challenge a clisprovn.l '
.
cep ttlJC!r re11gwus crucll Jes an errors.
e a nu ·
.
word of God, and that it is unworthy the blind adora.
· b eau t"f
thrrt not one promment Infidel ever recanted
th c B 1"bl e con t ams
1 u 1 passages, poe t"ICa1 Image.
. . at the.
l ion which the Christian world accord it. They think
ry, an d gooc1 m 0 ra1s, b u t t o 1ess ex t en ttl1an th
. e sacrec1 hour
. . of death, or renounced the honest conv1ctwnR· ot
in this scientific age, men of sense and education no writings of the Hindoos, Chinese, Persians and other his life.
longer believe it was writ ten with the finger of the
That Cln·istians have often shown fear at the hour
nations, more ancient than the .Jews. All the ancient
.\.lmighty, or at the direct dictation of the Supreme nations imagined they held direct converse with God of deatl1, nnd lost confidence in their religious faith
Ruler of tl1e universc, and that the implicit confidence, and lwd their prophets and sacred writing-9. The and their certainty of heaven, there nre numeron~
that it is perfect aud infallible, whicl1 the world l1as Cln"i.stian world adopted the Jewish system, and Jew- cases which can be cited. Even he who they ca.ll
Joug felt in that book is fast dying out, and that very
ish scriptm·es, without any imperative reason why t11eir Lord and pattern emphatically flinclJcd ln tltr
little more needs to be said about it.
they should do so. If tlwy want the most ancient, hour of deat11, and, unlike Socrates, who met his
But when we remember that the hook 1S Issued by the purest, nnd the least bloody, they certainly will death placidly, calmly and heroically, he cried out in
millions, that immeusc sums of money are spent in not select the Jewish scriptures, or the Jewish God.
anguish nnd terror, wit!J a loud voice, "Eti, El-i, lt:mw
scattering it broadcast over the land, that public libraAs other articles are crowding for admission we Sabachtltanil" (1\[y God, my God, why nus thou forries, reading rooms, scliOols, hotels, boarding houses, will defer till our next our remarks upon tl1e egress of saken me?)
families, lloli!pitals,asylumR, prisons, ships, steamboats,
Brother Henderson in an article in tLnother colunm
the Israelites from Egypt, and their forty years' jourand railroad cars, are furl1ished with it gratis ; that it ney through the wildernes~.
gives some facts ns to the death of Voltaire, and onr
______
next will contain a fuller article ou the subject from.
is kept for sale in every town and hamlet in the land;
that it is gotten up in all conceivable styles, and prices
THE names of trial subscribers are coming in free- another pen, which vdll obviate t.he necessity of our
running from fifty qents to twenty dollars per volume; ly, but we wish a still greater number. Tnie, the saying anything upon that particular case. We will
that every family in the landmust:have nt leaRt one, price we ask scarcely pays for the paper and press- lwwever give the !'nets as to t11e death of Paine, who
and many of ttem several, thnt it is crowded in every work, but it is a good way to introduce tl1e paper to perhaps oftener than any other Infidel, has ceen sianwhere; that it is t.he foundation upon which is lmiit those who never saw it, and a fait· percentage we hope dercl1 and vilified by Christian traducers.
t.he superstructure of one of the most injurious sys- will become steady patrons.
'l'homas Paine died on tl1e St.h day of Juue, !801), in
1ems of superstition and enor the world has ever
Friends, please take a little interest in the mo,tter, thi~ city, aged seventy-two and a half years. ThorP
known; that it has been, and is to-dn,y, one of the and send in goocl rousing lists of names. THR 'l'HUTll are several yet living in this city who were liere at
greatest baniers to the adv.meement of science and SEEKRR is not nearly as widely known as it ought to that time. lie was some time sick previous to his
mental liberty; that for centmies its inflnence has be. We hOI)e every person friendly to the eausc will death, dropsy nnd debility of the stomach IJCh1g among
ehaincd clown in bigotry and darkness millions of 1m- take nn active interest in extendiug its circulation. If his ailments. His mind was elear np to his clcath and
man beings, we cau readily understaud how it is a every patron will mnlte a reasonable effort., the list never for a moment did he evince tL disposition to rPgreat impediment to the onward progress of the llll- may be increased ten thousand. Hcmcmbcr we scntl cn,nt or renounce the religions views of his life.
man mind, and that it contains tlw errors and absurd- 1'uE TnuTH 8JEr£KEn to trial subscribers, post-paid
He was, as a matter of course, frequently visited by
ities of past cl•trk, superstitious ages, ancl of a mistak- three months, for twenty-five cents. Send in the officious clergymen, who importuned autl wearied
en, misguided people. vVe can readily understand names. 1Ve shall make a liberal present to the one him wiLh !.heir harangues, and they were intent on
the blind Ve11eration and worship which millions yield "'bo sends us the largest number of names of trial extrac;tiug from ]Jim some expression which they
to it is the great obstmetion to the onward march of subseribers within sixty days.
eoulcl distort into a re(:antation, but failing in this
the human intellect. This is the antagonist we have to
Send in the name;; of friends and rtct!tUtintanees they reported that whieh was uutme. A Rev. :Mr.
contend with, ancl it is idle to uuderl'aluc its import- who need the tmth. !funy of you can make a pre~- Millcdoller and a Rev. Air. Uunninghau1 were among
ance, or to inadequately estimate its strength. So ent of the paper to half a dozen friends at this low these persistent visitors, anti n, few dayg before Mr.
iong as the Bible is worshiped and accepted as the in- rate withont much inconvenience.
Sen(l in the Paine':; death the !alter said to him: ''Yon have noll'
Iallible word of God, so long· will mnnkind be le,d )Jy nn,meH.
a full view of death, you cannot, live long·, and whoso-
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ever does not believe in Jesus Christ will surely be from the fact their Lord and )laster was -on this day
damned.'' ]}I!'. Paine replied: '·Let me have none of born into the world, and was first laid in the manger
your Popish stuff. Get awn,y with you. Good morn- of a stable in Bethlehem eighteen hundred and seving ; good morning." The. other clergyman attempt- enty-foUl· years ago. This, however, is extremely
ed to address him, !Jut h'e objected, and after th·ey problematical. It is a matter of great doubt whether
left he turned to his housekeeper, and said, "Don't such a' person actually iived, and if he did, it is by no
let them come in again ; they trouble me."
means settled what year he was born, what month, or
Another clergyman,. Dr. Manley, the last.day of li!-. what day of the month. The early Christian authoriPaine's life, put this question to .Mr. Paine: ''Do you ties are very much divided upon this point, and it is
11 ish to believe that J csus is the son of Gotl ? " and extremely difficult for the most studious to arrive at a
.Mr. Paine's answer was, "I have no wish to believe fixed conclusion in the matter. It was claimed by
on the subject," and these were the last words he some his birth took place on the 25th of the Egyptian
spoke, as was testified to by Amasa W oodsworth who month Padwn, answering to the 50th of lVIay; others,
owned the house in which J}Ir. Paine died, and who that it was on the 24th of Pha1·muthi, corresponding
visited him nearly every day during his last sickness, with the 19th of April. The Egyptians kept the
and waH present ou the occasion referred to.
feast of Jesus on the 6th of January, and St. Epiph'!'hat Mr. Paine did not recant or renounce his pre- anius assures us it was fully established the birth uf
uious views was fully attested to by Mr. ·willet Hicks, Jesus occurred on this day; but St. Clement, of Ala Quaker preacher, who live,l near him, and often exandria, mucli more ancient and learned, fixes his
visited him in his last sickness; by lVIr. Jarvis, the birth on the 18th of November of the twenty-eighth
particttlar friend of Mr. Paine, who saw him two days year of Augustus.
previous to his deuth ; by Mr. Piggot, a very respectDespite the digagreement of the ancient Futhers as
>l!Jle gentleman, who visited l'Ir. Paine in company to when Jesus was born, it is by common consent now
with his brother, who was a clergyman. He testified supposed the feast of Christmas is to commemorate
that .Mr. Paine received them with politeness, but his birth, and that the custom is of Christian origin.
II' hen he learned they wished to convert him, or to Here is another great error.
The feast on the 25th of
change his views, he abl·uptly closed the interview, December was observed more than a thousand years
and expressed a wish that they would take their de- before the Christian erl\. Its origin was probably
p!trture.
with the sun worshipers of Persia and other nations,
:Mr. Thomas Nixon and his friend Mr. Pelton visi- and was held in commemoration of the ''birth of the
ted him expressly to see if he had changed his views, al- sun," for on this tlay it has its birth, or, as we all
~o B. F. Hm·ken, an attorney who many years after re- know, begins its rise in the:heavens, leaving gradually
~ided in Chambers street.
As they were aware false- the night and death into which it had for months been
twods in Volta ire's case had been industriously circu- sinking, and this is why the days from the 2fith of
lated, and believing they would be in .i\fr. Paine's, December begin to increase and lengthen. In this
they questioned him closely and they took his replies feast, held in honor of the birth of the sun, we
down in writing, and they all gave writt.en testimony doubtless discover one of the original ideas upon
that 1\!Ir. Paine did not recant.
which the Christian fable is founded. It is well
This also agrees wiih the concurrent evidencP- of known by students in ancient history and ancient re:\lrs. Hidden, his housekeeper, his special friend ligions, that religious worship and traditions were
lt[rs. Bonneville and several others who visited him! connected with the motions of the sun and heavenly
fre\tl•ently during hi~ last sickness. He died strong bodies. The course of the sun in its yearly journey
in the faith in which he had lived and the state111ents through the signs of Zodiac- Virgo-" the Virgin,"
of those who assert to the contrary are trttcrly false.
l'a·nras, "the ram" _or "lamb,'' accounts to some ex·
The religious views of Infidels ami Skeptics arc tent for the origin of the fabulous ·virgin and lamb.
Yery comfortable to live by and are perfectly safe to .All systems of religions have evolved or grown out of
die by, let the howlers about the dev·l and hellfire pre-existing systems and traditions, and it is not difiitalk to the contrary notwithstanding. We repeat we cult to understand how the Christian theory could,
never knew a prominent Infidel whc, in the hour of when knowledge was scarce in Lhe world, by the
ileath, quailed before the grim visitor, or renounced manipulations of cunning and skilful persons, be
the settled, honest convictions of his previous life. made to appear probable, and caused to be adopted.
When Christian maligners assert to the contrary they
It is not a little curious that while the iJi1ih of Jesus
depart from the truth.
was said to have occurred on the 25th of December,
We hope at a no very distant day to lay before our when the sun, begins to rise in the heavens, and the
readers a succinct history of the Lives and Deaths of days begin to lengthen, the birth of his herald, John
11oted Infidels, including the Sages and Philosophers the Baptist, was fixed on the 25tll of June, when the
of ancient times, the Skeptics of the middle ages, and days begin to shorten, or tho sun begins to sink in the
heavens. This may accop.nt for the somewhat mystithe Free ThinkerH of modern times.
cal language attributed to the Baptist, when he said
of his master: " He must grow, and 1 must become
Cbristiauity Examined.
less."
NO. III.
It was a great matter of dispute in the early centu'fhese are "Clu-i~tmas ,times "-in fact H is on
Christmas day that we write this article. Immense ries of the Christian era, as we observed, when the
preparations are made in the Catholic and Episcopal birth of Jesus really occurred ; nnd much blopd was
dmrches for the celebration of the anniversary of shed in trying to settle this disputed point. !tis more
than doubtful whether the correct day was finally sett.he birth of Jesus Christ. .l<3vergreens for Christmas
tled upon. The otronger party compelling by force
treeo, festoons, wreaths, trimmings, crosses, stars,
the weaker party to submit does very little towards
hearts, and tl1e vari01~s kinds of similar ornnmenta·
establishing !L truth. 'l'he Rev. Henry Ward Beecher
tion ~rc furnished in great profusion. To look upon
in his evening meeting a few days ago, in referring to
the sloop and schooner loads .of evergTeens that arc
the bloody contentions among the early Christians
brought to this city for Christma:; purposes, one
about the birth of Christ, admitted that the contestwould tlunk square miles of the hills bearing spruces,
ants did not probably come within ''several rods"
firs and cedars, must he denuded of their young growth.
"'V ax candles," "crucifixes," and " Virgin :Mary's" of settling the matter correctly, and he seemed to
think it made very little dill"erenee to us whether they
:~re also staple articles of trade with certain classes
settled the mutter right or wrong. He alluded also to
just now, as well as an incomputable amount of toys
the ancient Druids in Britain, and how they used to
aml plnythiugs, which are brought ,fron1 l~uropc by
believe the Nymphs of the Wood hicl themselves unship loads for ''Christmas times'' in the, United States.
der the evergreens when Winter came on, and staid
'fo walk through one of our popular commercial
there until Spring thawed them out, and how they
Ktreet:> and witness the thousands of ''holiday goods'
thought by putting the green boughs into their houses
t.oys, etc.. exposed on the counters and in show winthey would call the good spirits there. From this
dows is enough to da:r.r.le the eye and bewilder the
&ource the English, doubtless, obtained their custom
imagination.
of decorating their churches with evergreens at the
'lt is the common impression among Christian peofea~t of the 25th dny· of December.
ple that all this ado-all these preparations to observe
this celebration au~! fetlst of the 25th of Deeember is 1 'l'he more we examino into .,ancient history the
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more we learn the observance of the fea8t of the Winter solstice did not originate with Christians, any
more than Jesus was the ori[JiTUtl "Son of God,"
which men clnimed was born of a virgin, and the
more we see Christians have set up false claims as to
the originality of their dogmas and creeds. This iH
on a par with the claims they urge of originality
of moral sentiments and inculcations. They woultl
have us think Christianity has almost a patent for all
the sublime, moral truths and utterances the world
has been blessed with, and one of the stnng proot'x
they advance in support of their religion is the superiority and originality of the moral teachings of .Tesu"
over everything of the kind that had preeeeded him.
Here, again, they are in error. Even as the whole
Christian fable about the miraculous conception :lllll
birth of its reputed founder is a story borrowed from
the legends of the old Pagan nations, so also were
the best teachings antl moral sentiments of their Jesus
put into his mouth by hi'! biographers hundreds flf
years after they had been uttered by others.
Even if we admit Jesus lived and spoke the say:ngs
that aro attributed to him, he was not the tirst that
uttered similar sublime sentiments, 11nd we claim tht·
morality and beauty of the instructions and inculctttions of those who lived and died from four hundred
to twenty-five hundred years before he "·as born ate
as sublime, as true, and as divine as those he delivered. Our want of room will permit us to give but a
few quotaions here of the moral teachings of the semidivine pet"sonages who preceeded Jesns many centuries, but we will select a few.
Firstly, we will present 1t few passage~ from the tmcient Vedas of India-the sacrecl writings of the
Brahmins, which Sir William Jones and }lax Muller
informs ns, were written from one thouiand to two
thousand five hundred years before the time of Christ,
and even before the time of .i\'Ioses. We ask the
candid reader to notice if there is not as much of
beauty and truth, as much of the evidence of iuspimtion in the sacred writings of the old heathens as is
presented in the Jewish and Christian Scriptures :
··Any place where tho mind of mnn Mn I.Je undisturbetl
is suitable for the worship of the i:lupreme neing."
"The vulgar look for their god~ in Wtttor; tile ignorant
think they reside in wood, bricks and stones; men or
more extended knowledge seek them in celestial orbs:
but wiso men worshiD th•l Universal Soul."
"Thore is one living and truo God; overlastillg, without parts or passion; of inllnite power. wisdom andgoodnes~; the JIIaker and Pres.erver of all things."
"The way to eternal beatitude is open to him who without omission speaketh truth."
·• God, who is perfect wisdom and D\lrfect happiness, is
the final refuge of the man who has liberally bestoWP.d
his wealth, who has been llrm in virtue, and who knows
and adorl'B the Great One."
Several volumes nrc made· up of sublime moral
teachings of similar character. 'l'he following- nrc a
few of the inculcations attributed to Christna, the
Hindoo "Son of God," who, it wa~ claimed, wa.~;
born of n Virgin, had a band of disciples, and wu~
!inally executed on the cro~s :
"As a man throweth away old garments and putteth on
new, even so tho soul, having quitted i!B ole! mortal
frames, entereth others which are new."
"Wise men, who lla,·e abandoned all thought o! tht>
fruit which is produced by tlHlir actions, are freed from
tho chains of birlh, and go to the regions of eternal hapDiness."
"Ho who can bear UD against the violence Dl"oducoct
from lust and auger in this mortal /i!e, is Droperly em.
ployed and a haPl1Y man."
"The more happy in his hectrt, at rest in hfs mind, :wd
enlightened within, is ct Yogee, or one devoted to God, !tn<t
of a godly spirit; and obtaincth tl111 imm!Lterinl nature or
Brahm, the Suprem<:>."
"~ly servant is dear ltnto me, who i~:~ free from enmitr
tho friend of all nature, merciful. exempt from all pride
and selfishness, tllll same in pain and pleasure, patient of_
wrono:-, contented, eonotantly devout, of subdued pnsslou~
and firm resolves, and who~:~e mind and untlorstandlng
are fixed on me alone."
" Ho also is my beloved of whom mankind are not
afraid and who is not afraid of mankind; and who h•
f roe from the inftnonce of ioy, impatience and the drettd
of harm."
"He, my servant. is de!l.r unto me who i~:~ unexpectin~;·
us t and pure, impartial, free from distraction nf m inct
and who hath forsaken every enterDrisc."
"He also is wflrthy of my love, who neither rejolceth
nor llndeth fault; who neither lamenteth nor coveteth.
and, being mr servant, hath forsaken both good and evlJ
fortune."
( (JontimtBd on Paj)e S.l
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The Jews and their God.
CHAPTER IV.

Theology claims man fell from a high station of
moral pertection, in which God had placed him, to
that of total depravity. Being thus outwitted by the
Devil, it has been, and now is, the sole object of the
Jewish God to destroy tl1is Devil and all l1is works ;
and to do this he calls to his aid his son-who, theology claims, is as old as his father, equal in power and
iu wisdom-aud an innumerable host of angels, together with the assistance of man, in an organized capacity.
We have already shown the organization in the
Garden of Eden, that it was vanquished by the Devil,
and the designs of their Gocl thwarted and a general
smash-up took place; also the organization in the
days of Enoch was demolished by this Devil, and a
general state of wickedness prevailed over the face
of the earth. Here ended the second organization
iu a general triumph of the Devil over God, his opponent.
We shall now speak of the third organization, which
was commenced with Abraham, caniecl out through
Jacob, :tnd completed by l\1oses. I<'irst a trade was
made between Abraham and his Gocl, nml a land contract entered into, the same as any two land speculators, each party covenanting to fulfill certain stipulations named in the agreement. Abraham was to do
thus and so on his part, and for so doing his Goct agrees
aml promises to give a wananty deed to him ami his
seed forever, an everlasting possession of a certain
tract or parcel of land, naming and describing its
boundaries, flowing witl1 milk .and llOney, indicating
its extnt goodness above all other lands. This tract
of land was at that time inhabited by a race of people
called Gentiles, the same as America was by the
Aborigines of this country. The treatment of our
American Iadians at the hands. of our professed Christians fai11tly shows the treatment the Canaanites received at the hands of a nation who acted as the executioners of a God of vengeance who had commanded
their utter destruction. We would ask here, if that
is called a possession in the promised laHd of Canaan
above, as the land of Canaan -is claimed a type, may
we expect the Aborigines of heaven will be driven
out at the point of the sword after the resurrection of
the Jewish and Christian saints, as theology grants
lzeaven to no others?
How was the possession of the promised land obtained ? Was it in accordance with justice and the
Golden Rule ? VY e answer, no! The land was found
in tho possession of a strong, war-like people. And
the Jews were commanded by their God to kill and
destroy, and to take possession by force. To this
they demurred, with tears in their eyes (see Numbers
xiv), which caused their God to fly into a desperate
rage, upbraiding them for cowardice, declaring in
his wrath, they were unworthy even to see the land.
We will illustrate : A covenants with B to give
him a certain tract of land ; B.finds C upon the premises who shows fight. B informs A of the fact, A
fiies into a pet, and swears, " you cowardly pup, you
shall not set your foot upon. it ; but I will give it to
your children, who will accept my conditions." And
the possession is taken afterward in a sea of human
blood.
Friendly reader, the Jews taking possession of the
land of Canaan under the dictation of God is now be
fore you in its true light. lt truly is a case without a
parallel. Here was a nation of people, whose God
was their Lord, and who had commanded, "'l'hou
shalt not kill;" also, "W hoso'.s!tedcleth man's blood
by man shall his ulood be· shed;" likewise, "'l'hou
sllalt not covet thy neighbor's goods." This same
God now curses and upbraids this same people. for
refusing to kill and to take that which belongs to another. Here o11r Christian. friends may meet 11s by
claiming the Canaanites had forfeited their title to
life and property by transgressing God's h;ws. Supposing we admit this, and apply it in all like cases
\which would be just), that the transgressing of God's
laws works a forfeiture of li.fe and property, what a
.. helt un em·tl~ this ~could 1nrtke if )J'ttt in JYI'actice, and the
_Uh1'istiwu the ltuthmizecl executiqners. Nevertheless upon this idea the Jewish religion was based; and was by
the Christians carried out for centuries, and would be
now if they had the power. ·
'l'he blessing of religious frecuom, the value of
which can not be e~timated, arises fro1n the fact that
the power of the Jewi.sh God grows weaker in pro11ortion as man advances in civilization, and human
rights are respected. But the Jews failed to conquer
the world, and the Christians have about given up
the iclea, except Catlwlics and JHonnons. 'l'lw latter
persons organized in Kirtland, Ohio, nuder a bible
J>attern ; three persons forming the presidency of the
church, the same as the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
form the lzead of all things ; and Abraham, Isaac and
.Jacob formed the head or the Jewish nation. Next
are their twelve apostles, representing the twelve sons
of Jacou, and the twelve ap'ostles of Christ. 'l'hen
seve11ty elders, representing the Jewish sanbcdrim,
and Christ's seventies. All under the power of the two
priesthoous, Aaronic and .Melchisedek. With this
bible organization, and the a<!knowledgcment that
Jesus is the Jehovah God, made tlesh anc1 dwelt
among us, n•w enthrm1ecl in heaven, who had ''set his

hand again the second time to recover his people."
(We would say the second time proved the first a failure.)
Under a firm belief in the Jewish God, and the fnlfillment of the prophecies written in the bible, they
assumed, and firmly believed they were the chosen of
God;. and taking. the bible view.tl'.at ~he Gentile wo~·ld
had filled up then· measure of mtqlllty, and were rtpe
for destruction.-Isa. xi: 11,, 24, 25.
. .
The reader can ~etter reailzc th~ po.sitJOn t.he l\1:or~wns held .bY read1~1g the prophe~t~s m the bzble, ~nd
m p~·oportl?n ~~ Jus confidence 1s.m the prophectes,
so will he JUStify t.hc m?vements of .the Mormo~1s.
'~'hey commenced m c~om~ an~~ carrymg ~ut the ft~l1JIIment of the prophecws lll l'>-ll'tlanli, Ohw, t.h~.t;t m
.Jackson Co., lVlo., then at Nauvoo, Ill. But CJV1hzation and human rights overpowered them, a~d drove
them out, .th~ same as the Jews were. ~\.finn, ~mshaken be!wf m th~ G~u of the. Jews, and Ill the fnl~Ihnent o~ propl~ecws m .th~ lnble, was the soul and
hfe of thmr l'ehgwn, and zs JUStly chargeable ~or every
move the Monnons:made. The resu~t of th.1s pe~ple
l1a~ placed the Jew1sh God .and the bible, ~ mfalhble
gmdes, before the. world lJl the trues~ ~1gl1t o~ any
other sect now on earth. l' et our Chnstz~n fnends
!"all them a deluded set. Why? we ask. 'I he ans'.''er
1s easy ; the Mormons. earned. out .the p~·ophecJes,
precept~ and e~amples .m praetJCal. h.fe wh1<;h are rec<;rde~ m !he b.tble, wlule tl~e Chr~stmn rehe~ upo11
Ills .fa1th m hz.s Go<;J. and b1ble, w1th?ut practzc.e, sel~ctmg a few of the ntes an~ te~·emon1es tlll.zt smt the
ttm.es, a~d the balance of In~ tnne he t1~es m 12rayer,
uskmg hzs God to do that WliJch he won t do hnnself.
. We shall examine the tl1ird chm·ch of God, Ol' religious organization, as found on record. At the comlnencement, or the time tlzis national church separated
jtself from other nations, lVloses killed an Egyptian,
1zid him in the sand, and fled his country ; and this
was claimed to be a sign that God had appointed him
as their deliverer. 'In due time, after this, J\Ioses had
an interview with a spiritual personage whom he
sometimes calls God, at other times he is called an angel ; at times lie. could he seen and talked with face to
face, not only by Moses but by others. Invariably
when seen he was in the form of a man, having all the
attributes and disposition of a savage king. Uncivilization was stamped upon almost every act on his
part, conesponding in full with the low, undeveloped
condition of man at that age of the world. And how
could it be otherwise, he being one of them, having
only changed bodies and location, without reform?
Possessing power as he did 1ze undertook to organize
and raise up a nation, with a full determination to
conquer the world, and bring all nations to bow in
subjugation to him. The .Jews were by him intended
to stand at the head of all nations; who should come
and worship at Jerusalem, as the capital of tJie earth.
But in all this 11e failed, for the want of wisdom.
He not only failed in conquering the world, but failed
in governiug the Jews as a nation; whom l1e cmsed
and turned off as unmanageable, and has never shown
his face since, and who can blame him after such a
failure?
What, or who, can better portray the character of
the Jewish God than in the character of an ambitious
tyrant, who seeks glory and honor through blood and
carnage, meting out acts and threats of unsatisfied
vengeance to the full extent of his power ?
Next to Moses killing the Egyptian were the
plagues in Egypt. ·In this M~ses and his God bm·ely
succeeded ; the power and wfluence of other like
spiritual personages, influencing and contro]Jing the
magicians or mediums ofEgyp:, the same as all other
nations show as their recorclti do a universal similarity thr~ughout. As for blood 'and carnage, Moses
and his God starts out to excel all other Gods and
nations, al! for the express purpose of glory and lionor. But not being satisfied on this poiut, when death
and mourning filled the land of Egypt, Moses' God
brought his psychological force, or spiritual power,
to bear upon the organ!i of the mmd of king Pharaoh,
that he thereby might achieve to himself a great name
and get him hOJ,Ior among other nations and their
Gods. For this purpose he controlled and changed
the king's mind until he completed the king's ruin.
It would make my thoughts too lengthy on paper to
give the one-hundredth part of the exhibitions of blood
and camage that followed in the wake of the Jews
ancl their God. As for the contentions and disputes
between Moses and his God proves Moses was more
than God's equal in wisdom ancl reasoning powers,
and often in these disputations God c:ame out second
best, yielding to Moses' superior wisdom, abandoning
his own purposes and adoptincr :Moses' counsel instead
of his own.
b
This may be a theologicalmistery No. 13, yet easily accounted for. Moses l1ad the advantage of a later
and better educatio-n, being learned in all the wisdom
and arts of J£gypt in his day, and was well calculated
to give counsel. This his God well knew, and to execute !lis savage, 1:evengeful disposition upon.lzis own
people, would have, shown his weakness, and zt would
have been a pro~erb ill the land, and u disgru~e
anwng the nations '!'his Moses saw, and persuaded Ins
God not to execute. his wrath upon his own people.
'!'his proves .Moses possessed mo1'e wisdom, reas~m
and humauity than Ood, and God appealed to lnm
iri these wol'li~: ''Let me ~alone, that .my wrath may

wax hot against them, and that I may consume them."
This also proves J\IIoses had held him in check before; it also proves Moses was master as to wisdom
and reason, but not in power. In the latter :Moses
feared his God, and oft times had to be still and
quiet, lest God could not be restrained,
We have often thought it was well for the children
of Israel that l'v1oses and God had not both been
mad at tl;e same time. As it was, ·only three thousand lost their lives, iLstead of the whole nation.
Can it be true Moses prevented God from killing
off about four lmndrecl millions of humon beizws Y
If he did, .he did well.
"'
This whole affair is rediculously absurd under any
other view, than that God was of no higher order
than himself. Sec the destmctiou of the lives and
property of the Canaanites, infants and mothers, each
alike suffering death, while virgins, young and beantifnl, were saved :.!live, to be used us wives ani! coHcnbines. Theologians may tell us, it was God's object in all this, to destroy the Devil and !tis works.
But where can the Devil be brought in, in the case of
Pharaoh changing his better judgment in noc lett.iug the Israelites go, when the Jewish God said he
did it himself? (Yet it compares well with the Devil's general character, accorcling ttl theology.) But
the destruction and tormenting of King Pluii·aoh and
his host, was the work of the Jewish God, not the
Devil. Mystery No. 14.
Notlnng but a revengeful tyrant would punish a
man for doing that which he himself caused him to
llo. We find on several occasions this God doing a
Devil's work, supposing no other person than a Devil
wonld deceive a man, and tlzen punish him for being
cleceived. But what does the Jewish prophets say on
this subject ? They say tlze Lord, wlw was Israel's
God, deceived them.-Jeremiah xx. 7; Ezekiel. xiv.
9. The,;e men were inspired to write the truth.
They also say their God or Lord put a lying spirit in tile mouth of four hundred of Kmg Ahab's
prophets at one time, and they lied. We ask, how
how could they help it ? Can theology tell us? 'l'he
bible says the Iie they told was concocted in heaven,
suggested by a spirit, and sanctioned by the .Jewish
God, while sitting on his throne, in the midst of all
his an15elic hosts.-1 Kings, xxii. 23. It was the same
with King Pharaoh, when God controlled his mind
expressly to get him a great name, all at the expense
of the king.
We pass over, without noticing one thousand and
one circumstances of a similar character, low and
savage in their nature, that would now disgrace any
of our present heathen nations, yet we will name one
or two instances where the wnth of the Jewish God
was appeased. In one case, the liea(Js of seven men
were cut ott and stuck upon a pole, so as the smz
could shine upon them; this was well pleasino· in his
sight. One other case : The God was displeas~d with
King David, and not being fully avenged on David,
exposed to shame his wlves upon the lwusotup, by his
son Absalom, who, in the sight of the sun, prostituted l1is fat her's wives, and the Lord said "lJC should
do it in the sight of all Israel.'' It truly shows wisdom and good sense in other nations to look with
scorn and contempt upon the Jews and their God,
(being under his tuition and his direct dictation,) yet
they grew worse and worse, more wicked and steeper!
in crime, living as they did under, "thus saith the
Lord,".which proves the control their God had over
them dtd not lead to moral goodness.
. . .
The Homans, as a natwn, were far st~perwr m kindn.ess and. moral goodness, yet were dr!ven,, ~y necess1ty,.to loi.J them on a.ccouut of the bhnd iall.h tJJey
had m theu God, winch prevented them from surrender~ng. (~ec Josephus.)
.
'I heolog1ans clmm that the1r God forsook and left
thcm.as a nati~n on11:cconnt of the~r wicked~Jcss, and
the lnble sustams .tins ortlwd~x vww, ancl zt proves
the correctne~s of our re~ectmg thoughts, that the
Jews, as a natiOn, and. thetr God as ~ moral g_ove!·nor, was a ?ompletc fmlure. Tlle tlnrd o_rgauzzatwu
c.losmg. as 1t dzcl, under t}JC most .hcart-re~dmg destructwn, Wtthont.a parallel.m .the lustory of ma.n. Tl~us
ended the tl~1rd orgamza~wn, ~ot up by tins .Jewzsh
~od, accordmg to.t~ze cl~nns of theology. A reform
m the mor~l comhtwn of man, was never wore m•cessary, so f~r as the ·! e~·s wm:c concerned.
.
T!1e pevll thus gmm_ug a vJCtor:v: ~>Ver the thml orgamzatwn, and but little clone, zf any, toward de~troying hi.m. and ~1is works. (Poor en.coumgement so
f~tr.) But 1t 1s clanncd hy our .theologm~s, the.Jewish
God left the .Jews, that he m1ght assoCiate with the
Gen~ile~, who he once called" heathens" and '• dogs;"
but m fact they possessed more moral goodness than
the Jews; sucl!Hs old Conzclins, his equal wa~ bard
to find ;, also Father ,J o.b, the only perfect man IHUJH'll
m the bzble, were Gentiles.
Thus. the conc~itio~z .of man gave rise to .a n.ew and
better SJ:Slem Of rehgwn, and .a new org~nzzatzon was
entered mt~, emb!·acmg cqm,~Jty and universal br.otherhood, takmg tl!~ !?lace of .b1g?try ancl. ty.rmwy m .a
gz:eat .measure. l.lns or!?amza~wn had Ill 1t the spmt
of r~form a~ul progression, Wlih many o~her th.ings
leach!1g to v1.rtue aml I.noral good~~ss, wln_ch orJgwa ted Ill a ~oc1al band o~ angel~ (spll'lts), Will ell c~used
the angehc world. to reJ.Oic~, and many .made their l~p
pearance at the tune, ~mgmg songs of gladness wzth
great joy.
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'l'his system of religion being so foreign and different from that taught by Moses and his God, it was
said by the Jews to be of the Devil, and they treat('d
it as such, and put to death the founder and prime
mover in this grand reform. But the s~tme God was
acknowledged by a large portion of the adherents,
yet he was n1wer known throughout the organization
to have shown his face or any of his parts. But on!
divines say he overshadowed a virgin, and she brought
forth a son, and he officiated in his stead. But be
this as it may, he did not act in any sense like the
,Jewish God, providing he was by him begotten. He
tool' no delight in murder and rapine, he discarded
revenge. and condemned retaliation, sympathized w1th
man in ttl! his afflictions, a friend to the sinner and
those who erred, tang·ht moral goodness in all he said
and did, was mild and loving in his ways, except
when talking with the ,Jewish priests. For this no
one will blame him, who can realir.e what a cursed
set they were. ('rhis expression does them no injustice, tltongh it is harsh.) It is out of. the question for
a father to produce a son so unlike himself. He resembled the ,Jewish God in no sense whatever as to
character, disposition or animal passion. It was a
libel and gross slander, to charge him as being the son
of the .Jewish God. He acknowledged the God of
nature, only referring to the Jewish God when remonstrating against them, but claimed universal
fatherhood and brotherhood, and himself the son of
man m the common sense of blood relation. This
tile Jews called blasphemy, and treated !tS such.
This organization was like all before it, inasmuch
as it had the ruling passion of man ; and having gained a victory under the generalship of Constantine,
tyranny ruled, and the sword and bludgeon again was
instituted. Here the fourth organization fell, merging itself into what was called the Church of Rome,
and from that into the present Roman Catholic.
Church, called by the Protestants the Devil's church.
Here ends the fourth organization, falling as it did
into the hands of the Devil.
Here we would say, notwithstanding its fall and
failnre, there were prophets, seers or mediums in it,
who looked down through time, saw this organization represented to their spiritual view under the figure
of a woman, called "the great whore, the mother of
harlots, and abominations of the earth," and she was
tlrunk with the blood of those who had respect for
moral goodness. How strange indeed, that blood
and carnage were once the delight of a merciful
God t. Now the Church of Rome is charged with
being drunk with the blood of saints, tho~e who belonged to the class of which Jesus was one, who
sutfered and ·died under the hands of gods, l1igh
priests, clothed with the I)Ower of the priesthood.

Theology.

. Nature, in its objective bearing, attesting the om·
u1present, vitalir.ing principle on the lower and sen(Continued jrorn our laBt.)
~uous pl~ne ; history eqna.!ly attesting man's subjectJ~e reactiOn upon nature, his steady and continuous
Nature is an outbirth of soul : natural existences nse by successive ascensive and discrete degrees toare r~presentative, corresponding to spiritual or sub- ward the infinite, his spiritual consciousness (the keystan t1al causes. Material substance has no definite stone .of the arch of life), insuring to him continuity
form nor shape of its own ; form is an effect, the of ex1stence and eternal progression.
result of t!te spirit.ual potentiality, its actual dynamic
'V e, therefore, assert that the evils which effect the
energy bemg mamfested in the production of form.
. Wherever form is manifested, there must he an sensual nature of ma.n are not the greatest, being in
mterior and divine principle, termed spirit, soul or themselves only effects of internal and spiritual
substance, which principle in its essence is life or causes, (phenomena! only,) the supposition that they
love, the fOl'm and embodim~nt is wisdom, trut.h are, however, constitutes one of the greatest hinderatJces to the reception of truths, by which alone hupractic~lly expressed, which is goodness. Therefore
love, WISdom, truth and goodness exist in the divine manity can be elated and glorified.
The greatest and most mischievous evils are those
humanity or Grand Man.
Love and wisdom can, by no possibility, exist out- f!l-lse and erron~O\~S ideas concerning God, the creaside of man's spiritual perceptions ; that is, they can- twn of mau, h1s fall, total depravity and utter sinfnlnot become objective to him as abstract principles or n~ss, the unnatural and miraculous conception and
bn'th of Jesus !l-s a Savior, l~is sacrificial sufferings
subst~nces ; we cannot, by the most strenuous effort,
conce1ve a form, called love, neither can such form and death, phys1cal resurrectiOn and ascension to ef.
be created nor produced ; also as an individualized feet an atonement, expiatory and mediatorial with
entity, there is and can be no s~lCh existence as wis- G.od for ~nail ; the cl?c~rines. also of the Holy Spirit,
In~ W?rkmgs and stnvmgswtth man; repentance and
dom.
What then is love? It is the going forth of the po- faith Ill s.uch Savior as being superior to a life moralteutiality of the soul in action; potential life can only Ity, chanty and use; these and others growing out of
and connected with them, are the real obstacles to the
reach fullness of perfection iu its activity.
reception of regenerating truth; Rnch teachings are
To evolve and bring forth to freedom and spontane- poiso~wu~ to !l~e mind, paralyzing, weakening and deous action, this divine life principle is the true aim of stroymg 1ts life and power, the virus has penetrated
all philosophy and science.
and permeates the whole Christian world.
As all general effects are made up of an infinite . These.doctr.ines and teachings modify the iustituvariety of particular causes, the general advance- twus of socwty, enslave and destroy individual
ment, development and progress of humanity is made thought and spiritual life, demanding that reason
up of the free, spontaneous action of each individu- shall be subservieut and subordinate to faith or edual, just as the general character of an individual is cated belief in an utter impossibility, impossible bemade up of the numerous and varied motives which cause contrat'Y to the order and rule of action of unsuccessively actuate'him.
changeable love and wisdom. Before man can rise
Every individual atomic man, being part of the to a position capable of receiving, posses11ing power
universal or Grand Man, is qualified to fulfil and per- t? digest an<.l apply tr~th, he l:nust be vastated, empform some special function and use, existing in truth- tted of all such falses, falseswhl('.h are now de<>rading
ful relation to part or parts of such universal man, enslaving and crushing to the human soul. "
'
absorbed in the performance of such use ; feeling a
Truth is one, as God is one ; this infinite life prin·
spiritual attraction or gravity to perform it ; losing ciple permeates all material and spiritual existence,
consciousness of self in seeking·, promoting and ad- there can be no antagonism with perfect qualities and
vancing the happiness of all, he individually con- essences, if it were possible to exist in the realms of
tributes to the glorification of the divine humamty.
infinitude, an empire of sin, misery and endless
The " regeneration" or "renewing of the mind" wretchedness. God, as a principle, would be there :
in individuals; the development, civilization and glo- there can be no empire, uo power at war with infinite
rification of humanity is attended with great difficul- principles .i of th.is principle is the life of iill things,
ties and numberless trials ; they must be experienced, the love of all tlnngs, and the death of all things ·
for man having once perceived the beauty and attract- life and death are one.
'
iveness of a higher life, has no peace, rest nor satisfactiou whilst remaining in those internal associaIt is of and through this infimte l)riuciple, the
tions, habits and manners, which he perceives· are in- lightning's flash, the tempest and storm rages, the
imical to such superior state ; not that the condition hurricane or zephyr blows, the world moves silently
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
and state of his fellows is so bad ; not external mat- and harmoniously in its orbit with its sister planets ·
ters pertaining to society, but Tather the state and the whirlwind, hurricane, earthquakes, floods, fires:
condition of the self, the individaal and inner man, destruction and devastation by any and alt means;
My Ct·eed.
and from which he earnestly desires to be liberated, frost, flovd and flame are all of this omnipresent anfl
I do not know if future life
crying, "who will deliver me from the body of this eternal principle.
Has weal or woe for me;
death?"
The general warmth of Spring, tl1e retuming vigor
I only know his laws of love
Thi~ is the transition state, the beginning of wis- and growth of the vegetable worlfl, after the dreariForever more shall be.
dom.
ness and seeming death of ·winter, clothing the boI do not know that for my sake
What is wisdom ? Truth applied to life and usc som of earth with beauty, foliage and flowers, the
A Jesus bled and died;
practically, u:timating iu goodness ; goodness being sunshine and clonds, griel' and joy, sorrow and gladI think of all who for truth's sake
predicated of wisdom, being tlw ultimation of truth ness, love and happiness, hatred and misery, life and
The world has crucified.
in practical application to life and use in accordance death, each and all are manifestations of the same in·
with wisdom.
finite and eternal life principle, God.
I do not know whel·e God abides,
··What is truth? That which coucerns the realities
As perfection must, of necessity, be free from the
Nor of his great white throne.;
and actualities of life, relating and belonging to imli- limitations which environ all finite existence, there
I stretch my hand in darkness,
vidual collective and aggregate hum au life ; of the ca 11 be no goodness, wisdom nor love ; no wickedness,
And childlike touch his own.
system; the planet, the universe, it is one and insep· ignorance nor hatred ; no subjective nor objective,
I (lo not know if works an<l faith
Ul'able, indivisible and etemal.
!Jut containing within its own infiuite and eternal
Will buy me heaven's ioY;
~o ma.n, individual ~an, it is a ray. of li,ght, ill~mi- constitution the principles ol all hamwny, unconTl1e holy right to bless man kind
~atmg Ins undcrs~andmg; trutl.1 OJ' hght IS r~cmved ~ciously active in acconlauce with its own intrinsic
Is heaven without alloY.
Ill the understandmg, (as a. receiVer .or receptive ves- quality and essence; without either extension or proI <lo not know that earth's ones,
~el), by an.d through ~he will; ~he mmd of 1.nan see~- gression, neither time nor space, high, low, great nor
[n endless pain shall moan ;
mg truth. ts open to 1.ts r~ceptwn,, and per~1stence Ill small, its presence will "extend through all extent,"
I only know that Gotl·is lot•e,
the seekm& or pnrsmt of tr~th, 1.ts receptiOn by t!te
Jive through all life," till, houncl, and equal all.
And lw will claim his own.
l~nderst~nt~ng, subs~quent. ~tgestwn aJ~d '~l!P!'opr~aThe greitt totality of all lJeings, the coronation of
I know not that for one man's sin
~!on \?\~~~.,~1. tl~e ~ 1 1~ t~ hie a~ d use IS tegenma- the universe, as man, Jinite man is the coronation of
wn i. . r IS · 1~ c n e no o 1er.
. physical nature .
All men to grief are born;
.Tins pv~s nutriment l\n~ r~al.grow~h to the m~nlp
God and goodness arc synonymous, being the nltiI only know the trutl1 of thi.s,
lus aspu·att~)l.JS t.o:vard the miimtJ; Sll~Ce hnmamty ts
t'1011 f trnt.h its pncticable . pplic t'o
1
1 11 to l'f
"Blessed a/'e thP!J that mott.rn."
made up of mdJVIdnals, the same actwn and conse- ma
?
'
, ,·
. a
a
e
d't'
· tl
tl
and use m aceorclance \\ 1th wtst1om ; the natuml, log·
t t t r
I do not know that wrong au<lmight
q ue~fis at. e 0 fcohn 1 10 ~t Ill Je w 1101e, rna 1'e up Je ical and inevitable conclusion is that there can be no
Will wrap the world in sin;
g {i
on ca
·
· · 1e, excep t m
·
1 wn
, oth umam. y. t · tl . .
t'
ft. tl expresswn
or person1'J'1eat'wn o f prmctp
FoT 1·iaht is ?'ighl, sinee Uod is Oorl
. ~ooc ness: en! we tepea , 1~ 1e rec~p JOn o. ~~ 1 :wd through man, universal man.
And ?'iaht the day must win.
m tl~e undm standm~,. by the will and .Its. apphcat101~
\V"hen the hnnmn mind is expanded and developed,
I <lo not ask that for tl'nth's sake
to. life and use, bj tts lo.~es a~1d .aflcctwns, uncon when its varied elements assume" form and order,"
I constant praise shall find,
scr?usl,v ~n~ spontaueouslJ ' th~l ~ IS~ anti can be no when its qualities and attributes become haunonizetl
If no ?'ep?'oach come to my name.
p~rsomticatwn or perso~Jal expl esswn of love and and adapted to each other, reconciled and in a state
'l'he blessing were not mine.
w lsd?1~1, .go.oclness and tmth 1 except _by and thr~ug!1 of oneuess tl!Cn the oneness of the life principle,
~~an ' .~~ ~~ lfo m~r, not ontsHle of hun, these prmct- wherever ~nd however lllanifested, will be perceived,
Among the pitfalis round our way
P eFs wtll e uhn · b
d t b .
b
t'
for the individnal human mind will become more and
All of us blin<lly move;
1u· wr, we ave een 1e o e1teve, Yet1uca JOn
tl · t' as it allva11 ce' i 11 "0 )dness v'sd
Bo carllful! If thy brother falls
and other intluences thrown aronnd us in childhood, more padnlJcJs IC ·
'
~ "' (
' ' J. om,
·
f
·
1ove nn 1armony.
Give him thy ltttnd in love.
l portwu o our natm:e 1s onr enemy.
1
ttl
t
,1a.
.1e
sensua
For
"all
souls
A hall be in Got!, ancl shall be God,
Nm·t!tmHuPI'ittnd, Pa.
D. L. H.
'Uus 1B a gross error ; the sensuous 1s ns sacred and
b God be ,,
tl ·
l i,
tl
' 't 1
d
. , f . tl .
UIH1 no llllg IL1
.
l.O) a~ 1e spm .ua , a~. as necessat,J .' ~~ ,· JCJ e ca!1
God and man are one. 'l' he divine humanity 1s the
f 1011 0 f the divilw in man universally. .r. F.
THE Mohammedans of Constantinople, in a pamphlet be no teal, conscwus existence of the mth~ Jdual until . .. .
Palie<l "Asia's Cry of Anguish," complain that their re- au actual phenomenal one has been acqmred on the mcaJna
li~ion is likely to be overrun by English, Dutch and sensuous, physical plane of earth life.
Nature and history are portals or entrances into the
Hussian "barbarians." ~'he claim is put forth tlwt l\'IoIT is said that the resignation of the Uev. A<lirondaek
harnruellanism represents all or· science and culture that realm of consciousness, they constitute an inevitable
Asia possesses, and Asiati<-s are hesoughtto combine and matrix, a prelin1inary mould or womb for the ultima- 1\[nrray was a~repted in 1:141, the fastest time on church
l'cCOr<l.
tion and birth into spiritual life.
resist the invtt<lers.
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COontinued from Page 5.)
j ers, and to omit entirely the sayings of others of the /
A Great Convenience.
"He also is my beloved servant, who is the same in ·ancients. We trust, lwwever, by the above, we have j'
A PA'fEN'l' BINDER.
friendship and hatred, in honor and in dishonor, in cold shown morals as pure, sentiments as sound, as beauand heat, in llain and pleasure; who is unsolicitous ti.ful in cuiJception and expression as the most admir- i We have made arrangements with the manufactur··
about the event of things· to whom praise and blame are
. .
.
'
· K · h'
.
,.8 one; who is of little ;peach, and pleased with what- ed enuncmt10ns attnb?te~ to Jesus, and were,~ade by ers of
oc s Patent Bmder made to fit ~HE TuuTu
ever cometh to pass; who owneth no pllt'ticulnr home, others long befor~> h1s t1me. Even the
Golden SEEKER, so we can ,send them, post-pa1d by mat!,
and who is 0f a steady mind."
Rule," which is claimed to be the most sublime and with heavy board, cloth back and marbled paper side~,
"Th? man b?~n to divine_destiny is endued wit~ the God-like of all his utterances, was not first taught by at 90 cents. All cloth, with THE '!'RUTH 8EEKE11
fol!owmg qualities: E:cemptiOn f:o~ ~ear, a ~urtty of him but was distinctly tauaoltt by Confucius more handsomely stamped on the front in o·old letters for
heart, a constant attentiOn to the d1smp!me of his under'
·
.
.~
.
.
C ld $110 T . .
.
." .
.'
.
ou
. .
Jus lS an excellent mvent!On, munbeu1 of
standing, charity, self-restraint, religion, study,penunce, than five hundred yea1s befme he taught. 1t.
rectitude, freedom from doing wrong, veracity, freedom the sayings and teachings of those ancient heathen the paper can be easily and firmly inserted, and it
from anger, resignation, temiJerance, freeaom from sian- philosophers ana reformers be incorporated into the holds them as securely as a bound book. It is the
der, universa~ compassion, exem~tion f_rom th_e d?sire of Christians' Bible, how easy it would be for them to best thing of the kind that has been gotten up. It
s~aughter, mildness, ~odesty, discretiOn, digmty, pa- recognize their sU])Crior and divine character and llC· saves the numbers from getting lo8t soiled 0 r
ttence, fortitude, chastity, unrevengefulness, and freedom
.
.
'
.
from vain-glory; whilst those who come into life under cor? t~ them the sam_e adoratiOn they ywl_d to what worn, and makes then~ a conven.ICnt volume tor ref.
the infiueuce of th!l evil destiny, are distinguished by thClr b1ble now contaws ? The ausurd clium of our erence. Those who w1sh one, wtll let ns know.
pride, hypocrisy, presumption, anger, harshness of Christian friends, that the" beatitudes of Jesus" or-1
---·
speech and ignorance."
iginated with him, nnd that Christianity is parent of J THE SPIRITUALIST AT \Vonx.- Bro. \Vilson's puBUDDHA, another demi-god, who was ciaimed by all the morality in the world, we see falls completely j per makes its appearance regularly, and seems to imhis numerous disciples to possess an equally divine to the ground.
, prove as he becomes more accustomed to the editorial
and human nature, and like the last, these were in· ·-··----harness. It is a very readable, well printed paper.
culcated and written centuries before Christ's time,
Our Offers.
We are pleased to learn his subscription list is growtaught as follows:
To our patrons, who have not renewed for the Sec. ing these liard times, aud his hopes are cheering
"A man who foolishly does me a wrong, I will return to ond Volume and will do so within the next thirty that his paper will become a permanent success. Let
him the protection of my ungrudging love, the more good days, as well as to new subscribers who send $1. 75 , our Spiritualistic friends not forget him. His price
shall go from me. The fra<>rance of these good actions we will send Vol. II of 'l'HE TRU'l'H 8F.KKER nnd io'' "'
"'2 fot· fiftv
•wo nuntbel'B ' or "'"'1 fior J1alf •'I1at llUlll·
J .,
always redounding to me, the harm of th~ slanderous
b
B
W'l
·
1 d
k
dd
1
words returning to him."
Btakenwn's Two Hund1·ed Poetieal Riddles.
cr.
ro.
son 18 a tar wor er, an
eserves en··
.. A man \Vllo cherishes lust and desire, and does not
conragement. His address is Lombard, Ill.
'l'o those who send us $2.10 we will send TuK
•>im after supreme knowledge, is like a vase of dirty water, in which all sorts of beautiful objects are placed; the TRUTH SEEKEU one year, Blakeman's Two Hundred
THE Sl'InlTUAL MAGAZINE No. 1, Vol. 1, of thiB·
water being shaken up, men can see nothing of the beau· Poetical Riddles, and either of the following stllll- new publication of thirty-two pages, by Samuel 'Vattlful objects therein vlaced; so lust and desire, causing dard works : B1wns' Poems, tlu! Arabian Night~, com· son, of ~Iemphis, Tenn., is upon our table. It is well:
confusion and disorder in the heart, are like the mud in let
e'th of Marrynt's Not,els Robinson Cruwe
the water-they prevent our seeing the beauty of supreme p e, or 1 'er
. ,' '
,. : , gotten up, ably edited, and is well calculated to fill u·
reason. But if a man, by the gradual process of confes- Ohas. Lamb 8 Essays of ,Ella, '1om Jon<!i!, bg Ji 1euhng, place not hithel'to occupied with the Spiritua!istie
sion and penance, comes near to the acquirement of The Scottish Oldefs, l'terne's &ntwnental ,Jmt1''W!J, 01't public. The price is $1.50 a year, or 15 cents singlll'
knowledge, then, the mud in the water being removed,all Colleen Baton.
' numbers. Let there be a generous disposition to :tidl
Is clear and DUre; remove the pollution, and immediateTo those who send $2.35 we will send them 'l'nE tho new c,tndidate for public favor. Add1·es.s S. \T Nr·
lr. of itself, comes forth the substantial form. So the
three poisons-covetousness,anger,delusion-whichrage TRUTH SEEKER one year, "Blakeman's Two Hun· SON, 225 Union street, ]!1emphis, Tenu.
within the heart, and the five obscurities-envy, passion, dred Poetical Riddles," and "Shakespeare's Complete
sloth, vacillation, unbelief-which embrace it, effectually Works," containing over 1000 pages and thirty-six
TilE N ORTRWESTEU:ri ~1.-\GAZINIJ:.-vVe intended t()l
vrevent one from obtaining supreme reason. But once illustrations.
notice this new visitor in onr last number. The. Free"et rid of the pollution of the heart, and then we perceive
num was merged into this excellent publication. It
the spiritual portion of ourselves, which we have had
To those who send us $1.00 we will send THE
from the first, although involved ~in the net of life and '£RUTH SEEKEU for 1875, The Ladies' Own ftfaga?:ine is Liberal and Literary. It is presented in good style,
death."
for 1875, with sixty-four pages, and tt fine Oil Chro- the articles are well written, and it richly deserve~ n
. · H a man commits a. sin, let him not do it again; pain mo in sixteen colors, T!te Jlerald of Healtk, a monthly place on the centre-table of every Liberal in tJJ(,
is the outcome of evil."
country. It contains .Sixty-four pages, and is not Btll'·
.. If a man does what is good, Jet him do it again; let of forty-eight pa~es and1Shal.:espem·e's Complete Works.
passed in a literary point of view by any mttgazine
him delight in it; happiness is the outcome of good."
To those who will send us four new subscribers,
in
the country. W. S. BuRim, Editor; BTilEE'l',
"Let a man overcome anger with love; let him over- who have not before been npon our books, remitting
WHITE
& Bow.KN, PnlJJishcrs, 121 Lake St., Uhicago.
eo me evil by good; Jet him overcome the greedy by Jiber- us $7.00, we will send a copy of THE HEATHENS OF
Price, $2.50.
ality. the liar by the truth."
"He who holds back rising anger like a rolling chariot, THE HEATH of 500 pages in paper. To those who
lllm I call areal driver; other people n.re but holding the will send us six new subscribers, we will send a bound
EA'l'lNG FOR S•rRENG'l'll is the title of a medium
reins."
copy of the same. All sent post-paid by mail.
volume of 160 pages, by Dr..M. J•. Holbrook, of this
"There is no fire like l)assion, no shark like hatred, no
~narc like folly, no torrent like greed."
To TmAL SUBBCRIBEUS we send THR TRU'l'll city. It comprises, 1st. The Science of Health. 2,£l,
Receipts for Wholesome Cookery. 3d. Receipts fen,
"He who, by causing pain to others, wishes to obtain SEEKEl\ three months for 25 cents.
vleasure himself, entangled in the bonds of hatred, will THE TRUTH SEEKER three months' and Blakeman's Wholesome Drinks. 4th. Answers to ever 1·ecurring
never be free from hatred."
questions. It is a consise, practical, useful publictttion
.. Not to commit any sin, to do good, and to purify one's Two Hundred Poetical Riddles for 35cts.
mind, that is the teaching of the Awakened."
THE TRUTH SEEI>ER three months and Lamb's which has immediate reference to our health and well
being. The recipes alone are worth tloublc its price,
BuDDHA'S FIVE CoMMANDMENTS.-1. Not to destroy life. Essays or Scottish Chiefs, Robinson Crusoe, either
Sent by mail for $1. 'Ve have it for sule,
2. Not to obtain another's vroperty by unjust means. 3. of Marryat's novels, Burns' Poems for SO cts.
Not to indulge the 'passions, so as to invade the legal
THE 'fRUTH SEEKER three month!! and Shakeor natural rights of other men. 4. Not to tell lies. 5. Not
AcHILLE's WnATH.-A composite translation of the
to partake of anything intoxicating."
speare's works complete for 80cts.
first book of homer's flliad. Prepared by our friend,
CoNJ<'UCIUS, the Chinese reformer and philosopher,
Let all our readers become agents for THE TRUTH P. Rosevelt Johnson, M.D., of Sag Harbor: N.Y. A
taught as follows, more than five hundred years be- SEEKER, and let us see how far we can extend its nent pamphlet of 42 pages from the press of Colby
lore Christ. :
& Rich. It is a compilation from the principle transcirculation.
··When you go abroad, behave to every one as if you
To those of our patrons who have already so gene- lations of the best part of Homer's great Poem,
were receiving a great guest. as if you were assisting at roualy renewed and wish the books named, we will which has not been excelled in four thousand years,
a great sacrifice."
"lJo not to others as you would not wish doae to yourself, send as follows : Blakeman's Poetical Riddles, 10cts. Every perse~n wishing the greatest poem the world hill;
What you do not ~va;d rlone to uo,urself, do not do wdo (This is half-price and is made only to those who have yet produced, should send for a copy. Price, 21kt8,
r>tltas."
j renewed their subscription fo THE TRU1'H SEEKER). We hnve it.
.. Hold faithfulness and sincerity as first principles."
For 2octs. additional we will send either Lamb's
.. Have no friends not equal to yourself."
I
Essays of Elia, Sterne's Sentimental Journey, Burns'
Donations .
.. When you have faults, do not fear to abandon them."
.. To subdue one's self and retut·n to propriety, is per- Poems, Hobinson Crusoe, The Scottish Chiefs, ColJacob Reedy, $2 75; J. III. Kendall, $1; Wm. Helehkott
feet vhtue. If a man can for one day subdue himself, leen Bawn, 'l'he Arabian Nights or either of Marry- $1; 0. W. Lackey, !JOe.; E. :McGee, 50c,; Wm. McLonn. J.
and return to propriety, all under heaven will ascribe at's Novels sent post paid. Who wants standard H. Alexn.nder, Augustus Bailey, A. J,. Grinnell, C. B.
Lusk and Eliza Pnrchas, 25c. each.
perfect virtue .to. him.''.
· ?,
d
.
h b t
d . work s at h alf pnce
We trust we feel duly grateful to our kind frienrls, and
" The suvenor man IS mo est In speec . u excee s Ill
A
• tJ
ll
.
actions."
FTER THIS NUMBER te postage on a newspapers ask them to accevt our sincere thanks.
·• The way ofthe superior man is three-fold. Virtuous,+ will have to be 1mid in advance by publishers. We
_.
___,...,... · - - - · · he is free from anxieties; wise, ho is free from perplexi- shall make no extra charge for 'l'IIE TRUTH BEEKER
1'nE
daily
papers
inform
us Mr. Beecher hns reconth•
ties; bold. he is free ft·om fear."
on this account. We only ask that the patronage
placed another mortgage of $15,000 upon hia Brooklyn
•· The suverior man thinks of virtue; the small man
home. Some of the unregenerate are so lost as to won·
think~o of comfort. The superior man thinks of the sane- be generous.
der how a humble follower of the "meek and lowly
tiona of the law; the small man thinks of the favors
-------~-----which he mn.y receive."
Dll. R. P. FELLows.-This eminent Magnetic Pnysician Jesus," whose income amounts b the handsome sum of
We must for the present be content with the few is now treating the sick with great success by his Mag- $60,000 per year, should find it necessnry to I'epeatedly
.
netic Powder. We would recommend to those who :re- mortgage his home. Do his lawyers require suah munirtquotations here given, which are but a very small quire the services o! a reliable physician to send to him. cent pay, or can it be vosslble he has auy use for •· huB.h·
!1·aetion of the voluminous teachings.of these reform- His powder lJJ tl per box, HlJJ address is Vlnelaud, N, J. money?"
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But the Book of Genesis also says (chapter xxii, 4,)
'' And Abraham was seventy and five years old when
NO. IX.
he departed out of Haran.
This is the principle cause (for there are several
WOMAN V8. PRIEST.
W. E. OBANDALL, St. Oatharine.. M!J .• writes: Iwoul.dnot
others) of the dispute on the subject of Abraham's
''The survival of the fittest" was well illustrated age. How could it be at once a hundred and thirty- do without THE TRUTH SEEKER, tf 1t costs me the tmce ol.
a
cow.
Set me duwn as a life snbseriber. It is my Bihle.
two years ago in Washington Prairie,, Winneshiek five years and seventy-five. St. Jerome and St. Au- Hymn and
Prayer Book.
'0o., Iowa, where I had becu sent for to reply to a gen- gustine say that this difficulty is inexplicable. Father
:tleman of the Methodist persuasion, who proposed to Calmet, who confesses that these two saints could not C. L. HEATH, Angola, Ind., sending in the names of fifshow that Christianity was tllC best religion, because resolve the problem, thinks he does it, by saying that teen new f!Ubscribers, writes: THE TnUTH SEEKER is the
paper ot the kind I have ever seen. l\Iy papers are
jt enabled men to die happily, while men of science Abraham was the youngest of 'ferah's son, although best
doing missionary work here, and arn universally liknrl.
dreaded to meet the last scene which restored man to the book" of Genesis names him the first, and conse- Yours, &c.
the inorganic world from when?e he came. The quently the eldest.
s. F. WooDAHD, Osborn, Ohio, writes: I take moro pn-·
house was unusually crowded, as It was knowu that I
According to Genesis, Abral1am was born in his pers by one-half than I get time to read, but I cannot
was there, and a reply was expected.
.
father's seventieth year; while, according to Cal met, think of neglecting THE 'J'r.UTH SEEKER, the brightest
g~m of them all. In quality. your J)aper is a succcst;.
The g·entleman spoke long and loud, until both he he was born when his father was one hundred and May
it prove so finanmally The cause of truth needs
tmd his audience were exhausted, but finally clos~d thirty. Such a reconciliation has only been a new sharp. vigorous and manly strokes. Rest not till you
about the time when the candles had burned low m cause of controversy.
·have torn down the ancient strongholds of bigotry, suLheir sockets so tl1at if any more speaking was done,
Consequently the uncertainty in which we are left perstition and ignorance.
it would ha~e to be in total darkness. As he closed, by both text and comwentary, the best we can do is
\N ESTEEMED FRIEND writes us thus : At home, Lam!IJ:
My very
a call was immediately inade for me to take the plat- to adore without disputing. So that according to Co .. Texas, Nov. 13th 187!. nb o'clock r.
much
respected friend, D. ::\I. Bennett. Yours of Oct. 23rd
form. The gentleman said he would be glad to hear Genesis xii and iv Abraham would be fi~e years old- mtme to
hand in due time. I was flad to hear that you
the reply, but he must. defer ~h!tt pleasure, .a~ the er than his father.
were not only livina but workina. have trembled many
lights were abou~ to expue at t!ns Illll~ortant cr.IBls.
"According to Moreri, there were in his day, sev- times for the life Of THE TRUTH SEEKEll. I think I admil·e
than any journal I ever reacl.
A woman's vo1ce was heard m the far cornei of the enty systems of Chronology founded on the history it Imc•re
don't recollect when my paid time is out. I shall send
room. "Ladies and gentlemen keep your seats. I dictated by God himself. There have since ap- $2 in this letter to add what I have already _paid. Your
:am happy to announce that I have a good supply of peared five new methods of reconciling the various articles on the Bible a1·e truly delicious. I read ··Old
and Little Ike," to a congregation a few flundays ago.
candles here. ·when I came in this evening I noticed texts of scripture. Thus there are as many dis- Ahe
I have written out my creed, and read that in :;everal conthat every candle had been cut off to ~ nniforml~n~th putes about Abraham as the nnmber of his years ,n·egations last summer. It is a strong dose. I have been
·mtl were intended to last ouly wlulc the Clmstlan (according to the t_cxt) when he left Hl!'ran. And a Methodist and I have been a Cumberland Presbyterian.
But now I t:egard myself as a confirmed disbeliever iu
~ontiuued to speak. But, as ~ wished to nea~ both of these seventy-five systems, there IS not one the
Bible-I hold that it is no more the word of God. thnn
:litles l sent my son home as fast as he could nde to which tells us precisely what or where this vil- Webster's
Unabridged, or any other book.
briug a dozen of uew candles, aud _here they are,_" as lage of Haran was. ~Vhat thread shall _gt~ide u& in But Brother Bennett, I· believe in being a oooD MAN.
~he began deliberately to put them Ill the place of the thi 8 labyrinth of conJecture and contradiCtwn from I don't allow myself to do anything which my consciencu
I think I am as ha_I>py a man as any Chrisexpiring candles, amid bursts of applause and laugh- the first verse to the very last~ Resignation With the condemns.
tian I know of in the world. Well, the clock has struck
lor.
above sample of this style of w~it!ng you will see t~at 12 so I an1 into to-morrow-! must correct the date of my
'].'he discomfitted clergyman at once saw that he Voltaire was compelled by Chnstum tyranny to wnte letter: so here goes. Nov. Uth 1874. Now I must fold, put
$2 in envelope, back, and then go to bed. I was bornl7W.
had been outwitted by a woman, who had probably like It Jesuit.
Jan. 31. I guess my race is nearly run. but my health ls
read with care the memorable te2.:t, " Be ye wise as
So I shall proceed to show that because of the snme fine at the present. Fa1·ewell.
J. A. UUTHRRFOBD.
serpents and hanul~ss a? d~ves." ~Irs. James Daniels tyranny he was compelled to die like a Je_suit.
Tnos.
H.
DoDGE,
Oxford,
0.,
writes:
; 8 therefore a cuse m pomt Illtlstratm_g the tru~h of ~he
The Abbe Gauthrier confessed Voltaire, and re- FRmND BENNETT;
law of the survival of the fittest. 1 on can 1magme ceived from him a profession of faith, by wllich he
John l\1. Sturn is very wise,
And lands your paper to the skietl.
the benediction which she received from the Rever- declared he should die in the Catholic religion in
He says he can't have it a minute
end gentleman ns he sat down to hear the facts about which he was born. When this circumstance became
Unless he reads what there's in it.
the death-bed' scenes of Voltaire, Humboldt, David known it offended enlightened men more than it So enclosed you will find $3.50 to pay his and m:vsuh!!~riL>
flume, Adam Smith, Thomas Paine and Thom~~:s ~cf· edified' the devotees. Tltc cun:te of St. Sui pice ran tions to this volume.
So send it along without dehw.
ferson whose lives und deaths are worthy the mnta- to his parishioner (VoJtaire) who r~ceived him with
Don't stop to wait another day.
tion of all good men and _women, as compared with politeness, and gave him, as was lus cu~ton1, a hand- 1 ·tm trying to get you more subscribers. for I think 'l'nE
the terrible death scenes of Luther, Henry the. V_III., some offering for the poor. But mortified that the T~UTH SEEKER is one of the best papors in tile world,
I send you a few verses that I hurriedly wrote about my
Queen Elizabeth, Dr. Johnson, and. other <;Jhns~rans. abbe's hand anticipated him, he pretended that he
and h~r baby. If you will publish th,t;IP. in yom:
The Protestants accuse the Cathohcs of V1le m1srep- ought to have required a particular profession of ntcco
IlltJHlr they Will doubtless please the boys ou Long St.·
resentation when they write about the death of Prot- faith and an ~;;xpress disavowal of all the heretical
Clara's got another baby,
estant saints. But when Catholics write about the doctlines which Voltaire hatl ueen accubcd of mainDarling. precious,Jittle "tyke,"
death-beds of philosophers whom they both eqnal~y taining. The abbe declared t.hat by requiring everyGrandma says, and she knows suroly.
That you never saw its like.
tate, every word is accepted us di:iue truth, und.Is thino- all would be lost, During this dispute, Volpublished by the London and Amencnn tract socw- tair~~ccovered Irene was played and the profession
Isn't it a beaming beauty,
·Lying there so sweet and snug.ties, and greedily swallowed by the tnithful as a mat- of faith was fo~·gotten. But, at the. momenL of his
)frs. Dye £ray stop your scandal,
tcr of fact.
relapse, the curate retu~ned to Voltanc abs?lutely reDarlings nose is not a vu~r.
On the evening referred to, when, thank~;> to. a solved not to inter him 1f he could not obtam the de·
Home one says,·· 'tis pa all over:·
-shrewd woman's wit, we were enauled 1<? !nrmsh sired recantation.
Whereat pa turns rather red
the believers in miracles a double share of hght.
"The curate was one of those men who are a mixAnd to scan his features qnickh·
.l.''lrst. ~lrs. Daniels made a pyroteclmic display to ture of hypocrisy a?d imbecility_; he spol';e with
To the looking-glass has ftetl.
'the disgust of the rev_crend gentl~m.an who had spen~ the obstim~tc pei· 5 uaswn of a mamac, and with the
But recovers his composure
two hours in blackcmng and fals1fymg the memory of flexibility of a Jesuit. He wis~e~ to bring Voltaire to
When he hears the nurse's story.
Who admits that, of all babies,
men such as Voltaire ttnd then intended to leave acknowledge at }east the d1vme nature of Jesus
This
indeed's the crowning glor:v.
the whole shrouded in darkness.
Christ-a dogma, to whi~h he was more atta<:hed than
Now aunt 1\fary says she guesses.
Second. Under the light of authentic histol'y and to any other; and for tins purpo~c he. one ?ay aro,~sed
Says. indeed. she knows its Pa'~>;
Mrs. D1tniel's candles, I went on to show the. follow- him from his lethargy by shoutmg m Jus ear, Do
'rhn.t 'twill prove to be a greater
ing facts relative to the death of Yoltah·e as g1ven by yon Lelieve the divinity of Jesus Christ?'' "In
.Man than e'er its father was.
Condorcet.
. the name of God, sir, speak to me no mure of tlu~t:
Proving thus the modern thesis.
First. Voltaire lived and died nominally a member of man but let me die in peace."
Held hY reverend doctors sageThat in babies, us in wisdom,
the Roman Catholic Church, and in ,~IJ that h~."T?te
He died on the 30th day of J\Ia,Y, 17?8.
.
This is a progressive age.
ao·ainst superstition he had to so wnte that If tned
The curate was dissatisfied with Jus re?antatJ?n, .
uncle Tom looks on, and wondot"><
fgr heresy he c?uld,_like Ctue?n.Elizab?th o~ ~ngland, and declared that he was obliged to refuse lnm bunal,
At so great a prodifY:
or Cervantes of Spam, make It Illl~ossi_bJe f?~ men to but he was not authorized in this refusal ; for accord- ,
and closer stil he presses .
Close,
.~how that there really w~s he~·esy m Ius. wntmgs. _In ing to law it ought to have _been prcce~ed by excom- i
Thinking something brave to see.
,those days to Ol)pose Ohnstwmty wa~ to 1~1cur the nsk municat.ion. He was . buned ~t Sccll~rs, and the :
Up they hold the babe before him,
•0 f the mek, the gallows or the fagot Ill_ th1s world, _and priests agreed not. to inter.fere w1~h .the funer~J. _
;
While they gather in a ring.
an endless hell in tlle next. Voltaire was trawcd
However, two pwus Jad1es of d1st;ngushed rank and ,
But alas tlte staggered uncle
Vainly tries its praise to sl n/l.
among the Jesuits, and he became a consummate mas- very '"reat devotees, wrote to the. b1slwp of _Troyes to
ter of their own art. For he well knew that he wrote engage him in opposi_ng tho bunal; bu~, forunatcly.
.\she stares, the lovely infant.
Nestling by its mother's side.
with the halter around his neck, a_nd he had to launch for the honor of the bishop, the letters d1d no\ reach '
Opes lts little mouthiand smiling.
his thunderbolts of sarcasm agmust tho Clll;lrch and him till after the funer~;~.J. No wonder that the Chur_ch,
Gurgles fortllu mi ky tide.
the fathers, nnu still show ontward respect for them hated him after death as much as th~y had ieared lum ~
lJ ncle tries to hide his blushes,
and their dogmas .. ·writing o~ Al!r~thal_ll he says : while living ; for according to then· own ~tatement ;
Looks about to tlnd his hut,
,, We must say nothing of what IS chvllle 111 Auraham he b now a saint in glory an~ yet t_hcy adnut that h~ l
:'\tumbles blindly o'er the cradle,
since the .scriptures have said. all, '\Ye must no.t even died as he had Jived-the fnencd of Heasou all(l the
And upsets the startled cat.
touch except with a respectful heart, that which be enemy of superstition ; for his last words nttered t~e 1
WhY. oli why such awkward blunder~:< \1
longs to the profane-that whi?h belongs ~o gcograpny. conviction that the man-god of the Church WIUl to lum .
Better far have st-ayed away;
Nor have thrust yourself where women
with chronology and custom; for these bci~Igconnected but a man.
.
.
.- ,
Hold an undisputed sway.
sacred hbtory are so many streams whiCh preserve
Condorcet concludes his aduurablc hfe of Voluurc:
Do you think that now they'll nrtmo it
something of the divinity of their sco!lrce. · · ·
in the following words;
.
;
As they meant to. after you?
'rhe account according to the Reyistm· IS as follows : . , ''It ought not to be forgotten t)mt Voltmre, wh,eu 1
Wretched mortal, let me answer,
Gen. ix, 26, ·• And 'l'crah llved ,~c~.cnty year~, and in the height of his glory, and wlulc, thr~>Ughout En- 1
You're deluded if you do.
begat Abraham, N ahor and Haran. .:.2d verse, And rope he exercised a power over th~ mmds of men
Round about the noisy women
the days of T~ral~ were tw~ h.t~ndrcd_a~~~- five_rears~ hith~rto unparalleled.. The express1~e,w~rds.-' Th~
Pass the helpless stranger now:
and 'l'erah clwd 1n Haran.
ChaptCI xxu, 1, ~ o" little yood I have done, Ul my bost of 1o~rks w~s the un
Un,ptured with each nascent featuro,
Chin. and mouth, and eyes, and brow.
the I.ord had said unto Abr~ham, get me out of thy affected sentiment that held possesswn of h1~ soul.
cottntry and from thy km~red, a_ud from thy ' 'l'Jus and much more I was enabled to say m bcha~f
And fo1· this young bud of promise
All neglect the rose in bloom;
f•tthe•·'s house unto a land which I wtll show thee, of ·the glorious dead because a woman llad . Wit
Eldest bo1·n. who, quite forgotten.
I
)
and I will make of thee a great natwn.
enough
to outwit a Protestant
.J esmo m tlte gIor 1ou.s :
Pouts within his lonely room.
"lt is sufficiently evident from the text," says Vol- free State of Iowa.
Blow the whistle! Ring the car-bell!
tairc, "tht\t Torah having had Abraham at the a&c of
That the waiting world may know;
seventy, died at the age of two hundre? and. five;
l'ublish it through all our borders,
ilnd Abraham having quitted Cha!de!\ Immediately TEN 1'HOUSAND FEE:t' A.BOYE THE SEA.- The Westorn ·
Evon unto Mexico.
~fter the death of his father, was JUst one hundred Union Telegraph Company has opened oftlces at Fair Play
i:lelze your pen, oh dreaming poetb
and thirty-tivc years old when he left hi~ countt~Y· and Alma, Colorado. The latter place is supposed to be
And in numbers smooth as may e,
Spread afar the joyful tidings.
This is nearly the opinion of St. Stephen 1n his dis- the highest regular telegt·aph station in the world, being
Clara'11 6;'ot another baby.
UNCLlil·TO.l.C,
ten thousand llve huudrt>d fest above tht>level of thi> sea.
courill to the Jews. (Acta 7th chapter).
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\Amen.

Thank the Lord, we have got a gospel that God, and your good deeds count for nothing nt the
and easy to preach, and the judgment seat of Christ.
weakest mind cnn understand it.
No, my friends, the only thing that will avail you in
Sermon No. 2.
And this brings me to the second point in my dis- that terrible day is the wedding garment, the robe
course. The means of grace or salvation: 'He that t-hat has been washed in tbe blood of the r.. amb.
[Reported by THoMAs A. DmYllws.J
believeth shall be saved.' That's the condition, my
He that believetn not, shall be damned. Do you
Entercu according to Act of Congress, in thP. off! en of 1 friends. Faith in the Lord J esns Christ is all that is realir,e the full import of that terrible sentence, my
tl11e Lihmrian of Congress at Washington. D. 0.
required, and this bas power to save the vilest of the friends? I am afraid you don't. If you did, you
"Go ye into all the world and preach my Gospel to every vile. The thief on the cross, or t.he murderer on the would not wuste a moment of your p1·ecions time,
nreature. He tha~ believeth, and is baptized. shall be sav- sc~tffold can look to Jesus and l,1ve, fo1: has he not but would make haste to close in with the terms of
e~l. bnt he that belHlveth not, shal{ he damned. And these : saHl : ' He that cometh to the .Ji ather m my name, offered mercy.
Yon won!<.! tlee from the wrath to
s1gns shall follo'y them that believe: Il} my name shall ! shnll in no wise be cnst out.' And aO'ain he says : come as you would fl'om a terrible moPster.
they cast out devtls; they shall SJ?eak wtth. new tongues. I , . . _ _•
"' 1 1 , .
It is an a"·fnl thing to be torn in pieces by a lion or
They shall take up serpents, and 1f thev drmlr any dead- 1 W hatsoe' et .l e ask m my nnme, that s 1a I) e 1ely thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on 1 ceive.'
a tiger, but it's ·more awful to fall into the hands of
the sick. and they sha.Jl recover."
Yes, my beloved brethren. faith~is the saving power the living God and feel the rod of his vengeance. Hi~
The Elder is in the habit of rending a whole chap- of the gospel of Clll'ist. ~f salvation depencled 011 wrath waxeth not toward those that deny 1Jis name,
ter us n prelude to the reg·ular exercises, but last S~m- k~w.w ledge, none but. the w1se could get to heav~n. but his mercy abounds toward them that call upon
lhty he only read the four verses quoted, and. laymg· ·It 1t depended on. r~ghte~u~ness, th~. whole :volld his name in faith. l-Ie is long suffering and tender in
down the Bible, he picked up the hymn-book and would he damned, for thme 1s none _nghteous m ~II his mercies, but the day of his wrath kindleth as m1
lined out that holy war song:
t_he land. But, bless God, all can beheve, and thele- oven, and the wicked are consumed before it.
fore all can be saved.
It's got to be fashionable in these latter days for
"Am I a soldier of the cross,
By faith are ye saved, and thnt not of yourselves. preachers to explain away the passages in this bless1
A follower of the Lamb;
1 Ah! my beloved brethren and sisters, faith is what ed book that speaks of hell and the wmth of God.
And shoJI I fear to own his cause,
we need. By faith Enoch walked with God three But the preachers that do such things are deceiving
Or blush to speak his name?"
hundred yem·s, and then God took him bodily to him- the people 111Hl endangering their own soul's salva·
Brother Stutsman pitched the tune, and the whole sel~, that he might not taste de.ath. ~y faith Noah tion.
I tell you, my friends, the language of this bible. is
congreO'ation joined in and sang with as much enthu- bm!t the Ark, whe1:eby he and h1s family were saved,
siasm ~~the boys in blue were wont to sing:
wlule.all the unbehe~ers were ~r?wne~ by the flood. plnin and can't be misunderstood, unless yon want to
By fu1th Abraham oftered np Ius favonte son Isaac at misunderstand it: And this blessed book says: ''l'hese'
"We'll rally round th~ ftag. b()YS.
the command of God. By faith Sarah conceived and -meaning the wict,ed-' shall go away into everlastWe'll rally once agam,
bore a son in her old age. By faith the walls of Jeri- ing punishment, but the righteous into life eternal.'
Shouting the bn,ttle-ery of freedom."
cho fell down. By faith Joshua commanded the sun
And the rich man died also, and in hell he lifted up
The Elder's prayer was rather long, and as it con- 'i to stand still, and it obeyed him, and ceased to g·o his eyes, being in torment, and one had not on a ·wedtained nothing new, it will be omitted.
, down for the space of three hours. By faith Sam- ding garment, and the Lor<.! commanded that he !Je
On risinO' from llis knees-he always bends .the ' son slew the Philistine~ with the jaw-boue of an ass. cast into outer darkness. wbere there shall be weepknee and b~ws the head when he addresses the Lord Bv faith Moses smote the rock in the wilderness, and ing, and wailing, and gnashing of teeth. And again I
of hosts-he asked brotber Stutsman to sing :
t.lie waters gushed forth to quench the thirst of the read, 'All whose names are not found written in the
.. J
11 t 0 he ·en is gone
multitude. By faith Elijah was cnught up to heaven Lamb's book of life shall be cast in to the lake that
esus, my afl,
,;·
·
in a clmriot of fire. By faith the mouths of the lions burneth with fire and brimstone.'
. ha'
were stopped, so that they could not hurt Daniel. By
He whom I !X m~ opes upon.
It's no use for Beecher and the rest of the UniverBefore ol~ Uncle ~en A,Ihson and A~nt Sally ,Stu- faith the three Hebrew children escaped from the salists to try to get over or explain away these pasart--both of whom smg With mo~e unctwn than t1me, fiery furnace unhurt. By faith bave the lepers been sages. It can't be done, and any preacher that atand mo·re spirit than understandmg, and who always· healecl the lame made to walk, the blind to see and tempts to do it is either a fool or a lqpocrite, and I
come out a stave or tw.o behind at the ~los~-?all ?~as- 'I the de~d raised, and by faith alone can ye wh~ are warn you, my dying congregation, not to be deceived
ed to roll the last dymg sentence of th1s mspumg de ad in sin be raised from your helpless state, and by any such infidel palaver as these new fangled
hymn from their divinely-tuned throats ?Ut !!POn the made to rejoice in the new birth of the Gospel of preachers get oft' in tbe name of Christianity. They
palpitating air, the Elder had opened Ins bible and Christ.
are wolves in sheep's clothing. They use the livery
begun to read his text-none other than the ~essou a!Brethren, this is n comforting doctrine ; a glorious of heaven to serve the Devil in. Behold ! they have
ready quoted. Closing the holy volume w1th great o-ospel. Thank God, we have nothing to do but be- their reward in big snlaries, and the flattery of the
deliberation, and removing his spectacles, 4e began lleve on the Lord Jesus Christ and all our sins are rich and fashionab,e sinners.
his sermon.
.
.
blotted out, and we become heirs of salvation, beBut my lost friends, Elcler Harkins don't tlare to
" :M:y beloved brethren and ststers,_ and you my 1m- cause his righteousnes8 is imputed to us.
pervert the word of God as these preachers do, for
penitent fellow-traveler to the bar of God, ! want t~
The blessed Savior died on the cross for us. Yes, he knows that ,,he everlasting fate of your immortal
call your attention to the fact that the Scriptures of bless God
·souls hangs upon the issue of his preaching. If so
divine truth are plain and easy to understand. 'He
' 'He died for you, he died for me,
be you accept tile gospel, all is well, but if you reject
that runs may read,' and the wayfaring man, though
He died to set the sinner free.'
it the red-hot mouth of hell yawns to receive yvur im,
a fool need not err therein. If we will only take the
mortal souls.
J.. ord ~this word, it's all plain sailing.
Yes, he died to set the sinners free indeed. That's
0 that I had the voice of the seven trumpets, that
Secondly, I want you to take notice, my beloved t• ue, ain't it Sister Barnes ?" ''Yes, glory !Je to God, I might reach the dull enr of evety unconverted sinconO'regation who it was that used the language it is true," responded Sister Barnes. '!'bank the Lord, ner in the whole laud, and tell them as I tell you
quoted as u{y text. It was the Lord Jesus Uhrist we who have passed from death unto life, and been now, that as long as you neglect tile gospel of Christ,
himself-the Word of God.
'l'herefore this text translated from tht kingdom of darkness, to the glori- you are hair-hung and breeze-shaken on the very
comes to us with all the power and authority of a di- ous kingdom of our Lord and s,wior Jesus Christ, ver?e of the bottom Jess pit.
.
rect, and positive, and unequivocal command from on know what it is to be saved by faith. Satan may rage,
You have no lease of life. You are uot sure you
high.
ami his inJid .. l crew imag.ne vain things, we shall not will live another yeaT, another month, another clay.
'l'here are several points in this text, but I will con- be moved, for we know in whom we have believed. No, no! my friends, you are not sure of another
Being born of the spirit, we have an advocate with honr of life. If you leave this place to-day, without
fine myself to the three most important.
First The plan of salvation.
the Father, even J·esus Uhrist the righteous. We making your pence with God, his mercy may fail beSeco~dly 'l'he means of salvation.
know that our Hedeemer liveth, am! because he lives fore the sun rises to-morrow morning, and you 'lWake
Thirdly, 'Tile consequences of rejecting the gos- we shall live also. Bless tile Lord, brethren, this is to find yourself in hell, beyond the read! of human
pe1.
a glorious hope, the hope of salvation throu!!,'il Jesus help or divine mercy, there to sink in endless woe,
• Go ye into all the. world, and preach my gospel to Uhrist, and it's a glorious savation, my brethren, that forever and ever, and as often as you could rise to
every creature.' Tlus, my beloveal. brethren, was the awaits tbose who have been redeemed through the the snrface of that awful lake of boiling !Jrimstone,
last command of our ulE:ssed Lord bef•Jre he ascend- blood of the Lam!J, for whereas we were children of you would join the great host of the damned of al,
ed to his Father and our God.
the Devil, and as such subject to the wrath of God ; ages and nations in the one eternal cry, 'How loug,
He had taught tbem by precept and example for now we are children of the ldngdom of light and 0 how long am I to be tormented in these flames 1'
three years in the wilderness, and on the mountain joint heirs with tile Lord Jesus Uhrist to an everlast- And the only answer you would get, my dying friends,
ancl in the synagogue. 'fhey had heard the words of ing inheritance
would !Je the echo of your own voice, us it rolled
everlasting life, as they fell from his blessed lips, an.d
In the mansion above, where all is love,
back to you from the cavernous walls of your gloomy
now as he was about to leave them and take up Ius
Where sickness and sorrow, r>ain and death
abode and the fiendish laugh of devils as they mockabode at the right hand of the Majesty on high, he
Are felt and feared no more.
ed at your wails of anguish and rejoiced at your endcommands them to go into all the world and preach
There we shall bathe our weat'Y souls
less woe.
the words of life he had preached to them. Thus we
In seas of heavenly rest.
Hark ! what is that that ~omes wafted across the
see, my beloved brethren, the great plan of salvation
And not a wave of trouble roll
plains of Leaven, and the cchos of which reach the
depends on preaching.
Across our peaceful breast.
very confines of hell ? It is the song of the redemYea 'by the foolishness of preaching are men
ed host that walk the gold-paved streets of the New
saved,~ says the. Apost~e Paul. ''!'hank God for But what shall I say to you, my poor unfortunate fel- ,J erubalem.
this gospel plan of _salvatwn. And nght .here~ want low-traveler to the bar of God ?
You strain your eyes to catch a glympse of joy'
Mv text not only assures the believer of salvation,
10 notice, and refute one of the heres1es of these
modern times. It is this : Some of our own preach- but it also declares that 'He that believeth not sha.tl you never cnn taste, and your ears to catelt the last
ers and mrtny of other denominations, not to speak ·ue damned.' And this brings me to the third and last dying notes of m,nsic that is to you but the funeral
dirge of your dead hopes. There in that happy
of i.he Universalists and Unitarians, who are all Iufi- part of my sermon.
dels and don't deserve to be counted among the ·'!'he consequences of neglecting the Gospel of the throng is your pions mother, who has pray ell for you
L01·Zl's hosts; I say some even of our own preachers Lord Jesus Uhrist, 'Go ye into nil the world and ahd plead with you in tears and agony of son!. But
have been carried away with tile idea of progress, preach my gospel to every creature; he t.hat believ- her <lays of praying and sorrowing nre past. She
and are preaching a new gospel, and not the gospel eth, and is baptized, shalt be saved, but he that he- re:t8 from her labors, and her works do follow her
She looks to your doleful abodl'· Ah! she sees her
of our risen Lord.
lieveth not shall ue damned.'
Tiley talk about intellectual and moral developThere stands the word of God as plain and as posi- child. You lift yonr l!andR l:oward her, :tlld cry omt
ment and call religion a science, and all such bias- tive as it is possible to make it, and with this text be- in the agony of despair,.' Mother! 0 mother, pray
'l'he redeemed and sainted mother replwnions and anti-Christian stuft'. Now this is a,] a fore your eyes, how can yon escap~ the dau~nation of for me ! '
trick of the Devil, and all these leamed, scientific and hell if you neglect this great salvatwn that Is oJierecl plies: ':M:y cbild, your doom is juHt. God doet.h
philosophical preachers are the Devil's allies. They to you on such easy terms, nauwly, faith in the Lord all things well. To him be glory, nnd honor, and
power, and dominion, and majesty for ever and ever,"·
are not preacllmg the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, Jesus Christ.
!Jut the doctrines of Pagan pbilosophers, ancl modern
'It is not of works, lest any man should lJOast.' and in a moment your mother is lobt in the thtoug of
Spiritualists and Infid~ls. Hear brother Paul on this No, my dying friend, works will not save you; it is the heavenly host, while you sink down in despair,
point. He says to Jus brethren, 'I am resolvell to faith, and faith ouly, thut ean do that. Tlwuglt you and the waves of hell swallow you up.
'L'his is no fancy pictnre, my dying friends, !Jnt the
know nothing among yon but Jesus Uhrist, nllll him should spend your whole life in doiug good, if you
crucified.' Arid agnin he says: 'lf any man preach have not faith it would profit yon uothing, for the everlasting truth ol' God as found in the gospel of
any other e:loctrine than this, let hhn be accm·sed.' righteousness of mnn is !.Jut filtny rags in the sight of Jesus Uhrist, ami 1 Wal'll yon ttllll beseech you by the
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pains of everlasting damnation, and by the mercies face, and the sun, moon and stars made and set in tl1e will ever furnish a market for the produce of Kansas
of God, that you look to the Lord and live ; for, as firmament especially for its lights.
This article is growing more lengtl).y than I first antici~
Moses lifted up a brazen serpent in the wilderness,
But as I said in my first letter, there are scientists pated, and the subject being now open, I would respectthat w:tosoever looked toward it might live, even so and moralists in all lands and all places, (though not fully invite your correspondence upon the subject., and if
luth Jesus Christ been lifted up on the cross, and the being a traveler in thoEe countries) that are "outside we can succeed in getting 10,000 Liberals to settle here
sinner has only to believe on him and live. Yes, Je- of ~he shadow of the cross." I may not be able to upon small homesteads, and by co-operation of labor an <.I
sus, the lllcssed Lamll o£ God, died on the cross to ' c1te thee to them" of my own personal knowledge. means, build up the foundation of the future social life,
save you, and now he stands· all the day long with
John Fiske, speaking of ancient Athens says: I shall die content in the knowledge that there has been
bleeding bands and pleading tongue, saying, sinner, "'l'he Greeks esteemed more highly the beauty of the one step taken toward the ultimate happiness of the hucome to me and live.
body than that of its covering." Now is not that man race. Very respectfully, I am yours.
'0 the.Lamb, the loving Lamb,
real science ? the science of life, health and true
l\IA.RIE l'ii. D,EFORD, 1\f.D.
'I' he Lamb of Calvary;
beauty; while we, beneath the "shadow," cover, hide
REPLY.-Dea?' Ji'J•iend: I heartily sympathize in all
The Lamb that was slain,
and smotl~er, pad, stay, prop and lace our bodies, and
are oftentimes ashamed to have feet, hands, or even your good intentions and etl'orts. But while we are
But liveth again
face seen in public gatherings ; and the lame, ill- all more or less demoralized by the form and pressure
To intercede for me.'
shapen and deformed fill our hospitals, and throng of surrounding institutions, we can only escape from
Brethren, sing
in the dark, filthy alleys of our cities, a disgrace them by slow degrees, or by very short stag-es of ciY·
'Come humble sinner, in whose breast
to the civilization which, in this respect, is so far ilization. If it were possible that some few of us
A thousand thoughts revolve,
behind
that of the Greek age, which took such pride could develop the thorough principle of rights,
With all your guilt an<l fear oppressed,
in
t\1C
perfection and beauty of the physical pro- wrongs, and the remedies of all evil, why should we
And make this last resolve.'
not reach the last stage of a perfect civilized form of
portwns
of the race.
If there is one soul within the sound of my voice
society, with as little revolutionary struggle as we now
Fisl;:e
also
says:
''There
has
been
no
other
comthat desires to flee from the wrath to come, let him
munity of which the members have, as a general rule, strive to advance to some petty measure of reform ?
(~ome forward am! let that fact be known."
This co1tld be lione, if men conld learn to give heed
During tbe progress of the song, which was sung been so highly cultured, or have attained individually to the thorough principles of rights and wrongs,
such
completeness
of
life.
.
.
.
.
The
Athenian
with great lUJction by the entire congregation, the
which would put them outside of the "ring" of all
Elder kept up a vigorous attack upon the sinner's public was, on the whole, the most highly cultured the present institutions of society and gcJVernment.
public
that
has
ever
existed.
Their
moral
and
religious
stronghold by means of a steady fire of exhortation,
I behold you contending with men demoralized hy
life sat easily on them, like their own graceful draand after they had closed the li.r~t song, and rnn into pery, and did not weary them like the haiJ·.cloth gar- the present erroneous political economy of society;
the following camp-meeting chorus,
ment of the monk. They were free from that dar!;: with men making use of property only to monopolize
" I will arise and go to Jesus,
conception of a Devil which lent terror to life in the and swallow up other property, by graspmg at !urge
He will embrace me in his arms;
J\'Iiddle Ages. They had an open, child-like concep- tracts of land, which should never have been deseIn the 1trms of my clear Jesus,
tion of lleligion, and as such it was a sunny concep- crated by setting a money valuation upon it. If every
human being was establishetl in the natural right tn
0 ! there are ten thousand charms."
tion, . • . . 'l'hey were the most profoundly cul- an
equal, inalienable and individual share of soil or
some half-dozen young girls, from ten to fourteen tivated people of a], ages. A la,·ger proportion of
years of age, went forward and knelt at the altar.
men lived complete, well-rounded, harmonious lives homestead and sovereignty in township democracies,
'l'his, of course, involved the necessity of a prolon- in ancient Athens, than in any other known commun- subject to no liability to alienate by any consideration
gation of the services, and a large number of the ity," notwithstanding the fact (?) that they were not whatever, such ar; debt, sale, tax, mortgage, etc., who
then could acquire any other tract of soil or homecongregation retired.
''shadowed by the cross,'' and " they had no word for stead, so as to extort tribute in the form of rent, when
Your reporter begs to be indulged in a few reflec- the idea of virtue."
I-tespectfully,
there were none but those who had homes of their
tions on the Elder's sermon. It seems to me that
Er.MrNA P. D. SLENJmR.
own ? Under this system, homesteads might he exthe Hev. Zebedee failed to do justice to his text, in
changed for each other by simply paying the differomitting to impress upon the sinner the importance
ence in value. Here, too, no one could acennmlate
Land Reform.
of baptism. 'l'he text says, ''He that believeth, and
Each human being has a natural right to an equal, anything in any way but through labor and the natuis baptized, shall be saved." Now it strikes me that,
according to the text, baptism is as imperative a con- inalienable and individual share ot soil and sover- ral aid of children. No one would hire out his museigntY in townships and democracies throughout cle to servilely delve' upon his neighbor's homestead,
ll ition as faith.
instead of his or l1er own. They might; socially exAgain, the text speaks of certain signs that should ev~er}~ State and nation.
change an equal time of labor for labor on the same
follow them that believe.
CAWKER CrTY,l'iiiTCHELL Co., KANSAS,}
terms as the exchange of products, accordin!!· to the
Oct. 21st. 1874.
Now the Elder professes to believe. Let him prove
LEWIS MASQUERIER- Deai· Si1· : l have just been reading .time of labor with the materials added. Under this
his faith by castmg out a few devils, or by swallowing a dose of strychnine or prussic acid, or by letting your article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 1St, and have form of economy, no millionaires could arise. 'l'he
a rattlesnake bite him, or let him try his hand at also read several articles in tlie lnvestioato1· upon the few h'lndred dollars which these might accurnulule
llealing the sick by his saintly touch and the power of same subject, and I have come to the conclusion to write upon their homesteads, would only be expeuclcd in
prayer. A few such miracles as is here promised you and give you something of an idea of this, "the far improvements upon them, or in patronizing the arts.
1 see, too, that you speak of laying out thest' kind
would overturn Tyndall's theories effectually, and West" in establishing Homes for tlie many homeless.
probably convert him to Christianity.
Here where there is such vast quantities of land, em- of cities that consist of piling up houses against each
other, to bnrn up by acres, and that only produce a
bracing the finest soil and climate in the world, I think
destitute population, that depend on the uni:·ertainty
would be just the spot to begin the work. More than four of trade, and whose meagre twenty-five lly one hunLetters to a Preacher.
years ago, and soon after I embraced Infidelity, feeling dred foot lot, is not enough for horticulture and an
that my opinions ostracized me socially, and longing to independent living. But by securing all upon inalienNO. II.
"I want you and yonr hnsband to understand that live where I could enjoy the blessing of corresponding able homesteads, never to be divided down bdow the
yonr sentiments have nothing to do with my estimate sympathies, I determined to make an effort to build up, minimum of ten acres, the least for a family support,
of yonr characters. I do not know any person in our if possible, in some available spot, a society of Liberals, sufficient to raise all the grain, roots, fruits am! forest
village tnat I could more unhesitatingly trust in ques- I came here to this point and established a beautiful site trees, thus combining farm and park as one, with
tiOns of truth and honesty, and I believe in real be- for a city, with a thousand natural advantages of geo- dwelling, barn and shop on every homestead, surnevolence, for all of which I thank Jesus Christ, as graphical position, locality, etc.
rounded by this vegetation, the whole country would
Soon after I came here, a company of men from 1\'Iil- be reduced to a rural city all over the earth, while
all my knowledge of the world's history does not give
me two persons of the moral status I attribute to you, waukee, Wis., came on and laid out this place, and find- every six miles square of it would be organized aR a
outside of Christian influence, and this will be a good ing I !tad the advantage of them in all respects, they re- township democracy, with a CCJJtral exchange mart
time to re-assert the absence of the sciei1tist outside solved to beat me out of my quarter if they could. The and town hall, wherein to meet and vote uire(,t]y for
the shadow of the cross. It is bad logic in yon to call story is too long to relate, but suffice it to say, after the very little Jaw or judicature then needed.
this au assertion, while l can cite you to them in three and a half years of law in contesting me, I won.
In our land reform Jllovcment, under George ll.
Clnistian countries, and you cannot find them out- When I came here there was not a habitation to be seen, Evans I furnished a plan for laying out a village in
side."
and the country swarming with Red-skins. Now. al- the c~ntre of each township, with streets running
:B~RIEND B.: It is hardly a fair proposition to ask though the country is new, the settlements extend one from central circular public grounds to the cardinal
me tu lln<l scientists " outside the shadow of the hundred and seventy miles west of us still. We have points, which varied the size of the lots from thle crncross " as a proof that Christianity docs not in itself good school-houses, and, as a matter of course, churches tre outward. But I consider tlmt I have impro\'ed
adva;lCe science or n10rality, ior the "shadow of the with two lazy ministers to support.. Near here and near upon this idea by planuing the whole township into a
cross " rests on all the most civilized and enlightened my land lie 4,500 acres of beautiful lantl, belonging to rural city, wherein the houses a.re surrounded with
nations of the globe. Christian missionaries arc scat- four different railroads in the State, and adjacent to this sufficient soil to nuse all vegetables, where each can
terc(l wherever they can gain admittance, and thus is thousands of acres of beautiful prairie, inviting labor both farm and manufacture, or do only one. ManChristianity plants the c1 oss in all loc.alities where to unfold their rich and unfailing resources. This point is kind must eventually be forced into some snch systhere is science or morality, and then clanns the cred- forty-five miles from the Kansas Pacific Railroad south. tem as this in self-defence against the monstrous
it of all the goodness and intelligence that is found be- sixty miles from the Missouri and Burlington Hail road growth of present cities, concentrating capitalist hwdlords traders and manufacturers commandmg fomneath its slutclow, whether those so shadowed are on the north, antl375 miles east of Denver City.
themselves Christians, lnlidcls or Pagans. As well
The principal business to be carried on here would bo fiths 'of the product of labor at starvation pricPs,
say science and morality only flourish where sewing stock-raising and wool-growing, und the Solomon river while creating paupers, criminals and wretchedness.
machines and steam engines arc found. And besides, has some good water-powers, by which mills and facto- The present over-growing cities must become ruins,
leaving only enough of tile wareh?uscs, foundries,
what is Christianity ? And the cross, what is that ?
Only relics of Pagtmism, both of the1;11. The CJ'?ss ries might be propelled.
ship-yards, etc., in the sea and nver por!s. of the
I
like
your
ideas
of
social
life.
I don't wholly endorse earth for accommodatiOn of commerce. 1 !unk no
was in use ages before the reputed bnth of Chnst.
ami Christ himself is only a myth created out of Woodhull. I think she is an extremest, and her theories more, my friend, of building up little pau]w~·-lm;ed
some ancient Pagan lieity. At least we have so little unnatural communism; can only exist under some the- ino· villao-cs, but get every one upon au equal, malwnevidence of any other origin for him, that we may ory that fetters the mind, and is also unnatural, for it is able and". individual homestead, which will be far
natural for a man or woman to desire tho full control of more easy to iu~ucc m~ukind to embrace th:u~ thl• ersal ely conclude this to be the correct one.
'l'hc Christian religion itself is all t!JC time chang- their persons and labor. But I am extremely liberal, nncl ror of conJmunlSill, wh1ch 1 am pleased to JnHI yon
ing, expanding, cnlar.giug a.nd wiclening i~self, s? that am willing every one should enjoy their domP.st ic rela- have not been delltllcd into. I would gladly aitl yotJ
it may seem to its devotees to be lcadmg scwnce, tions as they see fir. but must all conform for their gen- to arouse the ten thousand settlers you want., bm the
while in reality science is actually forcing the •: shad- eral good to a constitution. framed so as to seeure to each gloom of years is coming ove_r m.e, and 1 have 11~1
ow nf the cross" to yield step by step, and pomt af- aud every one an individnalilv. and to the whole, secw·it11. power to move poor, conservatzve, zg·norant. and snlOur prospects for railroads here are not very en~our fcring humans. They will sufie1: themsdves to l:'e
ter point, dogma after dogma, aml superstition after
superstition is given up, till at last the most advanc.ed aging at present. Before the great financial crash, sev- hmlcd by hundreds of thou~auds mto each othe~ Jn
()hristiaus of the In£le;e and Golden Age stamp, bear eral were proposed running east and west. That there war, but no sueh nnmber can l.Je uronsell t.o settle l~au
uo semblance to the PurittuJs of Plymouth Hoc!\, the will be roatls here is only a c1uestion of time, for the de- sas into a land reform State.
Lours .1\lABQUERTEH,
believers in the old, blue laws of Connecticut, than mands of the country are ~onstantly on the increase, and
2d Cor. See., L. H. S.,
the enlighteued scientist of the Nineteenth Ventury there must ))f' some outlet to the vast produetions of thb
\19 Javu Kt., Green Point. N.Y.
does to the old logy who thinks the world a tlat snr- valley t.o market.. 'rhe mining regions of Colorado
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" "'
l1th, !874H. A. GuNN, !f. D., delivered a lecture suLjeet
•' Go-education of tlte Seaoes."
'
· '
He commenced by ~howiug the defects in the present system of educatiOn,' one of which was a false
delicacy by which the child was kept in profound jo-.
l~orance of its·own structure, and the various fun~twns of the body. An~ther serious evil resulted from
the foolish practice on the part of parents and teacliers of J?eetin9 tl~e enquiries o~ t_he ~hild by lying and
deceptiOns. flus practwe ongmatmg in a false modesty was attended :by the worst possible results, as it
tends to reproduce hypocrisy and cunning instead of
!rankness and truthfulness, which are virtues most
admirable in either_ y~ung or old. Tl1e physical development of the gu·l1s prevented by her dress from
playing in the dirt, and basking in the sun, and thereby acquiring like her brother a vio-orous frame
Girls learn much quicke~ than boys, but as the boy
must prepare for some profession, he has an incentive
to work, while the girl must look to marriao·e alone as
t.h_e ultimate end and aim of her existenc~; and the
wily mama stoops to all the despicable arts of husl.mlld hunting. '.fhus bad food, insufficient exercise
uncomfertable clothing, tight lacing all combine t~
unfit the girl to become the future ~ other. and she
l'e_eling hez: unfitness, often desires to shirk the dutie~
of matermty, and procures abortion to avoid the
great risk that nearly every falsely educated Amcrictu1 woman incurs in becoming a mother.
The lecturer went on to show that a rational educatlon would remove many of the evils which now re;;-nlt from false methods of teaching. Never lie to
a .c~ild; let there be no Santa_ Claus fables, no super::;trtwn. Let the dress of the girl be plain and conven!ent, so that,_ like her ~brother, she may play freely
m the open air. Let there be more play than study.
Let the children o~ both s~xes play together and study
togeUier. Let their studies be more objective than
su_bjective. He denied that there was any sex in
rnmd, or that there was ttny physiological hindrance
to the complete education of woman, as was assumed
by Dr. Clark and 1\'laudsley. He affirmed that there
was not sufficient data to support the assumption that
the menstrual period in woman would hinder herfrom
pursuing any_ course of c~uca:tion or industry, providcd her physical educatiOn 1n early life was natural.
He cited the women among the peasantry of Scotland
·wales, and Germany, who performed an equal and
in many cases n greater amount of labor than the men
In the name of justice he demanded that every road
be left open for every human being, man and woman
and that like labor will receive like compensation:
Let woman have au opportunity to become self-sustaining, and when she marries it will be for love and
not for the sake of a home.
He closed with a fine passage in which he predicted what would occur when the light of science should
illuminate the world ; when man and woman should
dwell sine by side in intelligence, equal before the
law.
The audience manifested their appreciation by long
~nd enthusiastic applause.
Messrs. HALLOCK, L.AMBh.l~T, HoEBER and ELLSBURG, as physicians, followed, in discussing the lecture, and, with some exceptions, generally coincided
with the spirit of the address.
Mr.. DxyvsoN took some exceptions to the propriety
of d~llve~·mg such lecture~ ~efore mixed assemb~agcs;
lmt m this matter the opmwn of the great maJority
of the audience was clearly against him.
Dr. GUNN, in his closing remarks, said science embraces all subject::;, and !ts teaching mnst reach every
human ear; and there lB no subject which can be of
more interest than that which relates to the structure
and functions of the human body. To dispel the popular ignorance it is necessary for the men of science
to instruct the populace from the public platform.
He deprecated the false modesty which could say
limb, but would blush at the word leg, for to the pure
all things are pure. For science must perform the
special work of stripping ~uperstition of its mystery,
:md 1gnorance of 1ts crimes, thereby substituting
kncowlcdge for belief and happiness
for misery.
.._
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______
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Am I a l,ree Lover ~
\Vbo ever loved by compulsi~n Y I didn't. Don't
helieve Falstaff ever did. He might as well give reasons by compulsion.
Hannibal, when twelve years old, is said to have
sworn on the altar of the gods eternal enmity to
Rome. I never swore eternal enmity to anybody.
Some go to the altar arid swear eternal love to one
little haap. How well they keep the swear your deponel.lt saith not. The understanding is they'll not
love any other heap. I infer that such is the understanding, for if the swearer looks in any other direcl.ion there is trouble in the wigwam.
l:lylvester, the Pillar Saint, wasn't a free lover, was
he ? He wouldn't allow a woman to come within a
mile of his pillar. The Empty Barrel Saint wasn't
<either ; but who wants to be a Pillar Saint, or an
Empty Barrel Saint ~

.~acob

Geuev~:

N.-;~,:~~~:r-Ho;;~lg

o~~;t:~~~~~n·o~

Dox, of
Outarioqo.,
yon will recognize the errors
SIXty years ago, w~s elected to the Legislature. Jacob to live IL Polygamous lffe, and advocate Monogamy~
would do the Legislature swear, but to never fight a I rem:tin with O'reat respect, truly your brother,
d11.el he wouldn't swear. He didn't expect to fight a
'
"
B y
duel, but wasn't to be so tied up. So stubborn was
___ --·
· OUNG.
Ja.cob that the Honse had to back down. 'Plutt sort
of swear got its quietus then and there.
Organization.
·was t.he Nazarine a free lover? What a question!
.
.
Is our Governor elect a free lover? I don't believe
It Js with the greatest pleasure we lay the' following
that he ,ever wen~ to the altar an~ swor~ he would, or l~tter ~efore our readers. We rejoice that the young
wo ~lldn t, lov.e, OJ h_ate., anybody 1!1 particular.
city of Peoria is able to enroll such a respectable numm some like H1s :F~xcellcncy m some thino·s In b
fF
·
1· 1
the little matter of love, I square myself by tl~e ~-ules ~r ? '~-eet nn {ers and fr_ee enquirers, with Ruch u
of our church. What church ? What chmch do dJstmguished leader at thmr head. Let I,iberals In
sensible people belong to? The Church of Humanity all parts of the country act upon this noble example
bsurde. "fBI:y the r~leds of O\lr church I c!ln love evety and go nnd do likewise. If they cannot count oneo Y I ve n mm to.
.
Do I love everybody ? How do you wish me to half or ~ne-qnarter as man~ names, let them not fail
at~swer that question ? I have a way of setting a to step forward and orgamze. It is time for the Libtlnng o~t, so as to make it appear just as it is. I love erals of the United States to show ~orne zealnnd enereverytlnng that: to me IS lovable-everythiug that is gy in the ctmsc of Truth and Proo-ress and fear not
pretty.
. .
.
.
"'
'
·
As far back as I Ct~n remember, the prettiest, the to let t~ICJr light shme. We hope soon to have some
most lovable of anythmg I could see or think of was good reports to make from our own quarter. We
a good little girl in her native innocence. l'o me shall be glad to often hear from our Peoria friends
sducl;tabre .ang~ls--;-mo re_ thand:tng_els. I neyer worship_- and to lay a summary of their proceedings before 011 ;.
~:m . e Ieve m It.
tIS un 1gmfied ; self-respect for- 1·ead rs
b1ds It. I reverence all that is reverenceable-adore
e ··
all that is adorable. Have heard tell of an Individ,
PEORIA, Iu,.' Dec. 17, 187:!.
ual, all of the masculine persuasion, tltree masculines 0 -~Dl:~o~ TSu~n
001 S~EKE_R--:Dea?· Sir: ~e have just.
grown together, like Siamese twins only more of !»~~lze(
jty
m
tins
City, and call It the "Peo1
them. I never made his (their) acqu~intance-could ~Ia_ l~ee_
ouj;; t ~ssociation." Col. Robert G. Inn't see anything adorable in monstrosity
Torso IS our resident. We meet at the Union
This side, my Ideal !Inn--the two moieties become
urner _Hall eve~·y Sml~lay afternoon anti discuss a
one o_n the angel plane-my ideal better moiety claims t~w~lo91C~l or plulosop_hical subject. · Th_e society is
my highest adoration, as the best exponent of the jet m Its mfancy, but It numbers. about sixty or sevmost loving-most lovable-moiety of the sublime cnty me~ber~. We are now makmg arrangements to
center of all vitality on the democratic platform of gav!' a s_cJentific lecture lll~o,_ at every meeting. Our
this little universe.
octet~ IS ~pen f?r the adnus~w.n _of mem~ers o~ every
If any kind of ignorance be bliss why is not io-no- deno~matwn, cree~ an~ belle!, Irrespective of sex or
ranee of humanity's lower plane~ in ways that are colm, ~nd our ?onstJtutwn guarantees them the prividnrk, as blissful ignorance as any of the ignorances ? lege ?f exprcssmg t!ICir views upon t~e subject for deHow sad to meet mere carricatures of humanity who bate m full, and without any rcstrnmt whatever, exhave neither father nor mother und never had 'They cept such as decorum may demand. Notwithstanding
who rushed the little squalid' things into e~istence 8tke broadness of our phitform and the cordiality
had not cliildren in all' their thoughts.
'
ow:; those who atten~ our meetings, the" faithful
Of the damnin~ cases where the weaker vessel is ones hav_e stoodaloof, and about u hundretl nambyforced into sexuality against the better feelings of pal?~Y,_ mi~k and '~a.ter, wen~-kneed "doubte1:s :· !tl't'
her soul by the worse than brutalit:r of the lte delica- waitSg. for the vCidJCt of orthodoxy before JomJng
cy forbids to make mention. The offspring 'of such our ' ocwty. }lore anon.
.,
embrace are worse than motherless. Instead of ma- I
DAN R. SHEEN,
ternal affections, the poor little miseries arc met with I
Cor. Sec. P. F. T ..As,~.
frowns and loathing. [Loud cries of order. Let the
------ ..- - - .. - ..- - 'l'o the Rev. S. H. Platt.
curtain fall.]
Jupiter is a prettier world than this-prettier folks
DEAR
SIR: I see by notice in the Brooklyn Eagle
there. They have had more time to o-et themselves
you intend to give some lectures at the De Kalh
1~p in good shape. Tlds will be a prett~r world some- that
time. Iconoclasts, God's faithful servants are now Ave. M. E. Church on Sunday mornings in ·vindicasmashin~ up the old theologic images-brushing away tion. o~ the Ch~istinn G~d, the Christi a~ Bible, the
the rubb1sh preparatory to laying the foundation of Chr1st1an ;E?"perwnce, agamst the assumption of ~Iod
a new earth-new generative order, in pursuance of e!n SkeptiCISm, and the deductions of modern Scientists.
uncontaminated physiological law.
Shall I be deemed impertinent if I usk you to disAnd the new heaven will be then in the etrnlctent
this ~ubject in a candid, honest manner ? My
brightness of Divinity in Humanity, Amen.
"' P. cuss
paii!t expenence tells me this is very rarely done
·
The "man ?f straw " you generally attack. is of
your own creatiOn. 'l'he foundations on which thiR
.A. Remarkable Bequest.
Chri~ti~n superstructure rests are taken for granted,
A LETTER l:<'ROM BRIGll.Uf YOUNG.
but ~~ IS those very foundations that are called in
The following has just been handed us by a friend qu~sti?n to-day. Paley's ltvidenc(31J does not meet the
obJCCbo~ ?f to-day; ~oi: this is ~n age, as Fronde sa s,
from the far west, who assures us it is direct from of s~el~~!cism, and "It _Is covenng the whole land Ifke
Salt Lake City. It will be seen the distinguished and a mist, and t~1erefore Ill your coming lectures we ask
venerable Patriarch of Utah Valley makes a most yo~ to prove first that the records of the Bible are historically true. We assert that it is all allegory, metamagnanimous offer to his friend, the eloquent pastor phor,
fable and imposture, and hold ourselves in readof Brooklyn Heights. Will it be accepted?
iness _at all times to give a reason for our belief. Second, _Is the Chris~ian, BJble divinely inspired?
SALT LAKE CrTY, UTAJI, Dec. 1, 1874.
Is Jt the potential ' T lms ~with the Lorcl" from GenREV. HENRY WARD BEECHER, BROOKLYN, N.Y.:
esis to H.evclations? or is it only the "songs of Solo·
)tfy Dear and Re·oerend Brother-Permit me to tenml!n ". tllat arc inspired ? Please tell us how muc1 1 of
der to you my warmest sympathy in this your hour thi~ B1~le we must believe as being inspired to-day
?
of tl"ibulation, and to offer to you an asylum from the Thu-tl, IS there anyJJroqf"outside the Bible that such
troubles and annoyances of a narrGw-minded mono- a person as Jesus Christ ever Jived, moved and had
gnmic, sectarian community by which you ~re sur- his_bcing_on this earth? We say, we can find no hisrounded. Come out like a noble man, that nature toncal evidence that he ever did exist. Now as oul"
intended you should be; openly avow and advocate only desire is to discover the truth we sh~ulrl !Jp
y~ur real belief and practice of Polygamy, and come
pleased to discuss this subject with you in the page~
with your many true and spirit wives and reside with of T:u;E 'l'RUTli SEEKER, and we pledge ourselves to
us, where you and they will, whenever you openly exanunc your arguments with fairness and candor ·
recognize them as snch, be respected by all. Do not but it may be, not to be outdone in liberality yo1;
remain where the higheBt and Twlie.~t attributes of your will permit a discussion in your own church. · 'If so
nature are looked upon by your neighbors with dis- as we think wo C!in give a good 1·eason for the fnlth
gust and horror.
w~ ~elieve in, we will then and there compare our
My most dear and reverend friend, I am gettino- opmwns, and see which has the better way.
old, my days of usefulness in certain respects ar~
Yours for Tmth,
WM. vVILLICO'l'l',
drawing to a close. For some years I have been look'>
362 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N, Y.
ing for some one worthy mid competent to take my
Dec. ~2, 1874.
place. I recognize in you sufficient ability in all respects. It only requires that you should openly avow
your real doctrines. Come among us, and conform THE REV. Dn. CUYLER says that if," by some extmordito our church regulations, viz : Openly marry your nary and terrible process," Brooklyn should suddenly be
several, now wives defacto, and I am ready to surren- deprived of all the religion in it. pro11erty would devreder to you the leadership of this great people, and eiate fifty ver cent. in value in twenty-four hours. This
assign and turn over to you such of my younger is the way of estimating the tempoml value o! rellg!Oll
wives as mayiprcfcr a more vigorous liead. Consider that SU/lgests great possibilities in real estate. Admiltlus matter well. I mu~t soon sunender my place, ting the soundness of Dr. Cuyler's assertion, the sure
und go to my long home. I desire that my m11ntle method of •· bulllng" the market, is to build a church on
faL npon one worthy, and thou art the mun.
i every eorner.
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sume a p~culiar helicoidal motion in varying planes:'
Being Tapped.
~ ~ "11~
:the mass ts under the influence of a magnet. The,
oc~tlus then goes outside ag!li!l and. stations itsel! near : BRo. BENNETT :-I am sorry to be unable to scntl
! the base of one of !he slunmg srl_ver moun tams; it you a full score of subscribers from here to your valullooks up at the ..brrght lnstrollS sides, and s~es t)Ie able semi-monthly TRUTH SEEKER, for it is truly one
On the Perception of the Invisible.
i ether-w~ves ~ashmg down upon them from mfimtc of the most consistent and effective taps that was ever
BY G. F. RODWELL.
i space; rt notices also that the motion of the waves inserted into the overgrown but decaying t
f
(Uontinued from No 7 )
diffe~s from that of the atoms-they cannot assimi- ecclesiasticism. Every trnlv progressive mincfc~~d
·
· ·
late It.. Consequently the ether-waves are dashed lover of humanity can only'wish that it might llltvc
Let us endeavor to visualize some of the invisible, back, h~e great sea-waves dashing on 11 rock-bound as speedy result as'the boy thought tapping his mother
actions which are perpetually taking place around us, j coast ; m a word, they are reflected, and to some for dropsy would have.
such as the assumption of heat by a mass of metal, extent scattered, as ether-foam.
The story runs the mother was sick . the doctOl'
rmd .the recept~on of sound and lig~t by the bmin.
Once again, .the ingot of silver i~ placed in a Cy- came and said sh~ must be tapped; the boy be,.an to
Havmg recogmzed from the f01·egomg remarks the clopman meltmg-pot, together With some sulphur : cry, and when asked what he cr·ied for said. "Father
fact that the senses are limited in their capabilities of t~e ocul118 places itself at the bottom of the mass, and don't have mother tapped for nothi~g in ~ur hous~
observation, and otherwise may oft.en give fallacious ~II igently w11t7he~. T~e melti~g:pot is placed in a was ever tapped that la~ted R week.,, However
results, we must at the outse.t provrde ourselves with furnace i motion IS rapidly assrmiiatecl by th.e o.toms, with the vast 11 mount of fear, superstition. ignoranc~.
a suitable orgrm of observation. A?d here we must 1 more qmckl:y by the sulphur than by the srlvcr; at and credulity prevailing among the priest-ridden, and
~eg the reader t~ grunt us a few I~p~rtant COI.Jces-~le!J&'th a w.hite atom of sulphur an~ two blaC'k atoms with s~ch an unbounded supply of clerical cunni.ng
~Ions· we must drvcst ourselves of thrs 'muddy vcs- of stlver me seen ~o coalesce, sepmate from the rest and dishonesty we may not even hope that tl
t.urc ~f decay," if we wish to hear the music of the of the. mass, an~ smk to the bottom as a molecule of life forces of the O'i"'antic tree of ecclcsiasticis~1
spheres ; onr bodi~s will be in the way i~ we v;ish to 1 sulp_Jude of Bilv~r. Th.e J??lecule continues the though mortally dise~;o;~d, can be exhausted in a week'·
glide !IIDOngst ultnnatc atoms.. W c wtll theref~re motiOn of heat which the mdividual atoms had before yet with a tap such as is contained 011 e>ery page of you;
dispossess ourselves of the mater1al part of us, retmn-~ possessed, but t~e t~ree coalesced at~ms now act !IS valuable paper, the last drop of vitality in it must be
ing only the eye and the ear, associated with our nor- one .. Th!l motion Js o_bserved to differ altoge~her, finally extracted, and the poor old mother of harlot:<
mal intell(lctual powers. But the eye can only he di·, both m kmd and velocity, from that .of tl~e smgle be buried away ''in the sight of the sun." and thl'
rectcd towards one point at once, and if a rapidly- 1 atoms; and the o~ulua no longer recogmzes crther the presence of her worshipers.
moving body passes it, the moving body (like the sulphur or the srlver as se.parate bodies ; the comIt. is a clear case, that when a pi·ofessedly religious
whirled stic.k) will app~ar ~o be drawn out ?n account I poun.d n.w.lecule now forms mdeed a new substance. ~ystem becomes so notoriously fals~ and corrupt, that.
of the persrstencc of Its Image on the rctma; hence T~Ie mdiVJdual atoms of the molec.ule p.lso move rei- 1ts ablest defenders dare not snbmrt it to the test of
we must have a more complete instrument of vision. attvely to ~ach ot~er. The combmatwn of the two science, reason, and the enlightened judo·mcllt of
Let ns then imagine a sphere whose entire surface is ato~e of Silver With one. atom of sulphu1· continues mmrldnd, the poor thing has '•'done its do, ,pand ?Jwst
studded with eyes, and Jet us call this organ of viswn, until the whole m~s~ of silver ha~ become a new. su!J- subside and make room for something that ca 11 nn!l
for the avoidance of repetition, the oeulus. We n~ ust stance. .A few !lulhon atoms of sulphur remam m zoill, to take its place.
grant it, moreover, the power of contractillg to the the.meltmg-pot m ~xcess; ~hey move mo_re and more
The ignorance, credulity, and hypocrisy 80 plainsize of an atom, and of penetrating where the Juminif- rapidly as the heatmg coutmues, and ultimately float ly commingled in church history, leave no' room for
.
1 doubt now, that priestcraft in the past has so falsified
m·ons ether can penetrate; the faculty of seeing in the away and arc seen no more.
<lark; infinite velocity in any direction, or across any
Here ends onr fh:st voya~e With t!Ie o~u.tu~.. ·we belittled and slandered the name and character of God
position of rest; power of clearly distinguishing the have se~n some actions winch arc farrly .fmm_Jmr to (or good) that they dare not meet the plain issue of
most rapid motion, and of seeing the imagined but many of.us. .We have endeavored to vizuahze the their own teachings and the legitimate fruits of their
ordinarily unseen; and Jnstly, power of resisting any assu~ptwn of heat. by a ma~s ~f me!ted metal; t!1e pious(?) slanders.
extremes of temperature. These gifts being conceded I c~ntmned assumptiOn resultmg In .fnswn and vaponzOnly calJ to mind tlmt villainous story of the son~
we have an instrument of vision welJ suited to otu· atwn; the subsequent co~densatwn of the vapo:; of God (angels) taking unto themselves wives of tlw
purpose, an all-powerful eye; potent as the winged- the conveyan~e of n:n elcctnc curren.t by the meta~hc sons of men, and breedin~ a race of ~iants in those
~ye which hovers over the head of Osiris in the Hall ma~s; the acti.on of a. magnet upon It; the refiecti?n days, palmed on to poor, Ignorant, and stupid men
of Perfect Justice, when the lJCart of the deceased of )Ight ~rom Its polished sur.face ; and :finally, Its and women as God's holy word.
trembles in the balance.
unwn w.tth sulpl!ur under the Influence of the force
Then call to mind the thousands of pricst-rirlden
\Ve will now accompany the oculus on its first voy- of che.mrcal affimty.
.
dupes who, on a Sunday, will sit in the oldest roekilw
age of discovery. We have before us a little in€;ot of
Whither shall we travel now ? To the fiery tnacl- chair in the house, and with a pair of the oldest spec to'::
silver; we magnify it a few billion times, untrl, for stroll'S o~ the sun ? To the zone of ~atur~ ? To a cles on their nose, will read that fable with a holy relish.
example, it is as large as Australia, and enter it as an cloud ~f planetary matter . conde~smg mto new pulling on a long face while rolling their eyeballs skyoculus. We make om·selves as small as possible, and worlds =
shall we float With the l!ght of Arct~trus ward, groaning ont half audible sounds-" how holy ~
perfcetly elastic, or all our eyes will be put out, and a1_1d a Lyroo mto the spcctrosc~pe ~f Mr. ~ugg~ns ~ -how heavenly !-nothing so refreshing ns the insj)irwe shall be pounded to pieces, for we are surrounded ~mce We have attempted to VIzuallze the !nfin!tclv ed word !-so full of warm gushing mercy and heavenon every side by small, black, clastic atoms of silver, httle. let us now .tr~nsport ~lw. oculus to the mfimtely Jy condescension !-bless God for his holy book!" we
nearly as large as peas. They are whirling round and great, and place It m the mrclst of a new solar system j never should have !mown that had it not been for the
.round in various planes with exceeding rapidity, in about to be formed.
.
goodness of God!
1
circles abont ten feet diameter. It reminds us a little . The OOltlUB ~peeds through space i It sc?s a~ eartl~Then think of that Ilice little speck of ., 'sacrerl
of the effect produced when we look up at a heavy ht n:~oon ; It reaches Mar~ dl!nng mrcl-wt!lter,, rt Jiteratme,'' thrown in, i!. must be supposed by wav or
!:In ow-storm accompanied by just enough wind to give cxamme~ the belt ~f Saturn wtth mterest., anclrt_gams inspired condiment, about old righteous(?) Lot nfter
t.hc flakes a whirling motion in mid-air; only here the s?me entirely new Ideas. about space of four dun en- coming out of Sodom with his two heavcn-snvef!
white flakes arc exchanged for little black spheroids SJons. It passes the regiOn
daughters.
which move rhythmically. We soon perceive that
"where eldest Night
Drunk! RO dmnk he didn't. know what was up.
t.he velocity augments, the circles become larger, fi
And Uhaos, ancestors of Nature, llolrl
0 temp01:a I 0 mores.' Is t.J~at not a .sublime lcs~on to
lurid light surround~ the atoms, the mass I~o ~onger
Eternal anarchy, amidst the noise
be read m.our schools on. bible phJ:SI~logy?
preserves its shape; It has exchanged the solid for the
Of endless wars, and by confusion stand."
Thcologrcal goggles off, take a j)Itymg look at poor
liquid condition, and settles down as a vast Jake of
Uriah, a side view at fascinating Bathsheba, and n
molten silver. The cil'cles of revolution of the utoms At length, far out of sight of our solar system, it square front look at King David, the lieavcnly tuned
arc but slightly larger, they appear now to be eleven comes to a firmamental desert, and sees beneath it an Lyre.
.
or twelve feet diameter. The motion still increases; extended nebulous mass, some ten trillion miles in
Time fails me and spa~e forbids, yet I must eornc
in other words the molten silver continues to acquire extent; the mass is hazv and cloud-like, and is grad- dmni to our era and mentiOn a case spoken of in our
heat when suddenly it commences to boil; the atoms, nally contracting its limits, until at length it con- scripture wherein a very noted Christian gentlen!Rn
wl;o~e velocity l!as c~nsiclcrably aug:mented, leave denses into a semi-solid spherical mass, intensely cal~ed Oabri.cl was badly mi.xe~ up ~n the. "over?hHrl·.
the circular path m Which they had lnthcrto moved, radiant, in fact still white-hot. 'l'he sphere assumes owmg" bnsmcss. And while m mmd will cnqmre oi
and fly off tangentially, moving rectilinearlv through rotatory motion, and as the motion augments it Bro. John Syphers, whether he can discover any
~pace. Now we fix our eyes on an atom, U'nd notice bulges ont more and more in the direction of its bmkcnlinks in the chain which connects that circumthat although its velocity is cuo~·mous, it does not motion ; then some dozens of musses of molten mat- stmice with "ncs~-hid!ng" of our day. From first. to
make so much progress as we might have expected, ter of difl'erent sizes are giYcn ofl from the circum- last the connectiOn ~~ complete. so far as I can ~ec,
because it pel'petually comes into collision with. other fercnce of the rotating mass. '1'hese fly out in orbits A::Jd unless wh~t wa~ nght once ts wrong now; what
ntoms . thus it docs not O'Ct even a hundred feet of more or less eccentric, ::mel revolve around the great was truth once rs a l.te now ; what would save n mun
contim'wns rectilinear motion, its path through space central body' the remains of the original parent mass, once would d~mn hm~ ~ow; and t~nless what w~s oncp
is zigzag because it is constantly diverted from its still far £larger .than any of its offspring. These in harmo11y wtth the divmcnature ts opposed to It now,
straight course by collision with neighboring atoms. new worlds possess rotatory motion of their own; the Plymouth pastor stanrls exonemtcd-thRf. is. 011
Thus the direction of its motion is changed several one has !I girdle; one is accompanied by little moons; Mille fi7'01Jnda.
The atoms are j)erfectJv some follow a very elliptical path ; some rush off into
IIllll(li·ecl timesb in a 1Recond.
ff f
h
J
infinite space in hyperbolic curves. The great cennathshclm was beautiful, so was Elizabeth.
elastic, and OUIH o
rom eac 1I ot 1rer w encvcr tral mass, now the .~un of a vast system, keeps lJi,q :
Urin!I was troublesome, so was Theouore.
collisions
occur.
· ore1er ; th
He muHt bo killed. the latter eruslicu.The ocul~t8
now leaves the interior of the mass, and a t ten d ant world 8 m
· c grca t er nnm b· er rc- .
having reached the outside, notices a vast greenish Yolvc about him with reg1rlarity. But one of the i Therefore in Christian charity sing:
clond of silver gas Jloating above it. Presently the worlds, a few times larger than our moon, has by tlte: Whn crushed Theodore'!
·, tire g"s
·, t.Jre velocity of its impulse
been
projected
I
I" k I
·r· t.,,o·k b.Illlln
. tl 10 fl 11n·.
k
recti'lt'uea.t' Iltotr'orr slacl•ens
'
" I's coolr'ng
~
b'
J'hb'
· into
'J a 1large 1and
.,snysbrolher.,an·,wtctl
atoms approach each othCI' until at length they come very elliptical or tt, "'liC rmgs rt wit rin t 10 sp rere
And I crushed 1'hcodore.
within t.he range of their cohesion, which compounds of attractioq of~ distant hb~rtl enolrn.wus sun. Then, las!·
Who Htrnek nt i\Ioulton 'i
'ts own r·ectr'lt'ncar attmctive force with the motion a ship is drawn mto a w rr poo , rs the errant wor c :
Iof
the aton~s into the former circul!lr motion ; they drawn to its destruction. It eircnlatcs about the. ,~r~c\t.iss~~I~;~Yn~~}~~;l;~~~~~ u. walTant fl·<•In tJw l,<.ml,

QCl• "n.il;lt,l•C

~"n'l2r·.i~-~-tf.
~~~" Pllf.elt-

1875.

1

=================='=-'= i

I

c

I

I

o:

itbandon their rcctilincnr angnlal' velocity. The greater body, not in a curved path which retums into I 'Vlw stole Elizabeth?
cloud of silver v:tpor condenses ; n gigantic rain of itself, lmt in an ever-narrowing spiral. At last comes I r. says bJ·otliOJ' Beeehor IYith llll' Pl.vll1onth \\'aud OIJtl
Jten silver falls ·, the drops are spheroidal and the final crash ; it rushes into the sun with a velocity ·
1110
of more than a million miles a second. nnd the heat :
sCt·eechcr,
ellipsoidal masses us large as the dome of St. Paul's; o·encrated by the collision volatilizes 'the destroyed : And I stole ElizalJeUl.
tl1ey solidify into a lengthene£l ridge of silver lll?IIII· planet. A thin, fiery cloud is now all that rcm11ins of, Now let. us all ttgnin p-r-e-y. So mot•" it be, alia"
tains. Again the ocnlHs enters the ma~s, and fmds whnt had a short time before been a world. All this,: amen.
IV.
the atoms still actuated by their ceaseless ci!'cular
.
. .. __ __ _
motion of heat. But on looking towards one end of and mucl.I more, the "''lli'U8 pcrccJvcs, and then retmns :
the iuCJeption of tL uew kind of motion is to earth.
A CLllHGYMA!i' of ltoading, Pa., has made a hit by i11trot'lle I•1·clo·c,
.,
('.1'0 BJ;; CONTINUED.]
perceived;
.the pal'ticlcs a:c assimi111tm$ an elliptical
·' uncing "personals" in prnyors. Hore j s n samplo:
motion whtch travels rapully from enu to end : the
'" Lorcl, ilavc mercy c.n John Shann!Jan. who keeps n samass is' conveying an elcctl'ic current. The atoms of; "Hg was killed I.Jy Providence." was the Ohio vndid in :loon near the old bridge. Either lay him <HI a hed of
silver, still retaining their elliptical motion, now as- i the ease of n man who was struck by ll"htning.
, sieknesR Qr l)llve hl!ll !llOYcd out of town."
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Altman's New Price List.

Altman's New Price List.

Altman's New Price List.

MORRIS ALTMAN begs to state to his old friends and
patrons that he has made extensive reductions in his various departments, and earnestly calls attention to tho
following QUotations. The fullest satisfaction is guarantegcl in every instance, and all goods not suiting will bo
exchanged, or the money returned in full.
·

SILKS.

We have just received a fine ttssortmcnt of Ladies' and
Gent's Kicl Gloves, including the following specialties.
Single button blk and col'clKid G!ovos at 50c. per pair,
Next_grade better at 95c. per pr. Warranted.
"AL'l'lVIAN" Kid Glove, our own make, in black and all
fashionable shades, at $1 25 two-buttoned, every pair
taken back and a new pair given if they rip or tear.
"JosepJ;tine" roal Kid Glove, perfect Quality, at $1 95 per
parr.
"Lucca" Kid Glove, an excellent wearing glove, ttt D5c
per pair, two button.
Gauntlet Gloves, every color and shade, 63c. and upward.
A large assortment of Woolen Gloves for Ladies', Genis'
and Children at the lowest prices, from 25c. to $1 oo
per tmir,
Gent's Fine .French Dogskin Gloves, every color, at $1 29
per pair.
Gents' fine French Gloves, excellent wear, at 05c. per pair.
Ladies' 3 4 and 6 button, every shade, $1 40 anclll 80.
Full assortment of Cloth and Wollen Gloves, from 25ets.
to $1 per doz.

N. B. To insure the immediate dispatch of orders by
mail a P. 0. Order, Draft, or Registered Lettm· must accompany each. Goods by express sent C. 0. D. Packages can be sent by mail at the rate of 2c. for 4 ounces and
1 centfor every additional two ounces. or fraction thereof
under four pounds.

Black Silks, of excellent Quality
- $1 $1 19 and $1 25
Better and wider
$1 33 $1 50 and $2.
Black gros-grain Silk, very rich and good,
$1 50 to $2 50
The very best gmdes.
3 and 3 50
Colored Trimming Silks, all shades,
$1 38 anc11 50
Colored Dress Silks at
- $1 25, $1 50, $2 oo ancl2 50
Black Satins, beautiful lustre, at
·_
1 50,1 75 and 2 oo
Colored Satins at
1 50, 2 oo and 2 25
Black and Colored Velvnts at
1 50, 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
5 oo, 6 oo. 8 oo anc11o oo
Velveteens at
- 60c., 75c. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
Hat Sashes in everl shade and color.
Sash Ribbons in al colors and widths, from 65c. up,
Colored Fringed Sashes, all tile new shades, at very low
prices.

We refer to A, T. Stewart & Co., H. B. Ciafliin & Co., E. S.
Jaffrey & Co., J. B. Spellman & Co., and all the leading
Houses in New York City, also to D. M. Bennett, Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and G. L. Henderson, Banker, both
of whom are well known to all Liberals, and especially to These goods will all be found Extraordinary Bal'gltius,
the readers of this paper, as to our responsibility and in- and includes
Hamburg edging at 10 cts. per Yard and upwards.
tegrity.·
Real Guipure Laces at 25 cts. per yard and upwards.
Black Thread Lace at 20 ets. t'er yard and upwards.
Valenciennes edging from 5c. per yard and upward.
Patent Valeneinnes edging from 6c. per yard upwards.
Beaded black Yak Laces at 25c. per yard and upwards.
All goods incidental to this Department not herein comBeaded black Y~tk insertion at sse. per y'd and upward.
prised are in stock, and will be furnished at equally low
Black
Yak Laces at 18c. per yarclancl uvward.
prices.
Cluny Laces from 15c. and upward.
Clark's 0. N. T. Spool Cotton, warranted, at 68c. par doz.
Colored
blonde Laces, from roc. per yard and upward.
Clark's Cotton on black spools, warranted, at 68c.
"
White blonde Laces from 9C, per yard and upward.
Brook's glazed Cotton. white, black and col'cl, 68c.
Spanish Lace for Scarfs at 5oc. per yd and npward. .
Coat's white, black and colored cotton, at - 68c.
Black Lace Veils, all paterns, at 50c. per ycl <tnd upward.
Corticelli's and Belding's bl'k and col'd
Black Silk Fringe at 23c. per yd. Blaek Silk beaded
Sewing Silk, 100 yds. at
lOc. per spool. Fringe
35c. per yd. ~tnd upward.
Cortieelli's black and col'd Button Hole
Black Silk Galoon 5c, per ycl, and upward.
Twist at
2c.
Black
Bullion Fringe from 20c. per yd and upward.
Knitting Cotton, white and colored, at
De. per ball
Black Beaded Gimp at 2oc. per Yd and upward.
Jlfilward's best Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Large
assortment Ill Hamburg Embroideries.
Crowley's patent Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Large_l_ot of Hamburg insertion at 6c. per yd.
l\lillin'"r's best needles, at 6 cents per paper.
Swiss lUcclalion Embroideries, great variety at VCI'Y low
Best American Pins, at 6 cents per paper and upwaru.
Best English Pins. finest manufacture, warranted, at 10 prices.
Lace Tidies in every variety at 1oc. and upward.
cents per paper.
Patent Safety Pius, at 6 cents per dozen, in all sizes.
French Hair Pins. two papers for 3 cents, in all sizes.
Best English Hair Pins, at 6 cents per paper, all sizes.
Best English Hair Pins, assorted sizes, at 8 cents per_
box.
English Pin Books, black and white assortecl, at 15 cents.
~Iourning Pins, at 6 cents and upward.
Buttons of every deseription, in all the leading styles,
greatlv reduced. From 10 cents to $1 per doz.
A Valuable Heduetion in prices has taken p!aee in Lhis
Deparhncnt, and we imperatively state that no
Black and colored Alpacca Braids, 6 yard pieccs,at 6 cts.
"Canl-Break-'em" Corset Steels, at 10 cents a pair.
other house can compete with tile general
Cotton Corset L:tces, at 18 cents per dozen.
inducements we offer. We quote tho
Linen
"
" 3 yards long, at 5 cents each,55 p, doz.
following as a samt1le:
Linen Shoe Laces, at 4 cents Per dozen, all lengths.
Whalebones, at 45 cents per dozen, full lengths.
Ladies' Fine Chemises. warranted Muslin, finished suJet Beads. all sizes, every variety, in latest novelties. at
perbly on Wheeler & Wilson machine. French corded
;; cents per bunch.
band. extremely neat, so cts.
Bl'k Alpacca from 25 cents to 50 ecnb; in good makes.
Ladies' Fine Chemises finished as above, with 75 tucks,
The eelebrated "Buffalo" Brand, pure Silk Lustre, at 82 yoke
back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids
cents per yard; Cr!lJai to that sold at $1.00.
and sleeves at $1.50.
Dl'ess Good;; of ever:v kind, style and pl'icc.
Ladies'
Chemises en pointe French pattern with fine
Bl'k Waterproof Cloth. a superior qualitv, at 92 cents.
hancl-n:;ade needlework edging and inserting, at $1.48.
The very best English Waterproof cloth 'at $1.38.
Ladies'
Night.
Robes, Utica l\Iills Muslin, pointed, tuck~av:v Blue Waterproof Cloth at $1.1!3 per vel.
eel, and ruflied yoke back and front, fulllengt.h, at $1.10.
jfedium and clear Bines from :Sl.25 to 51.'15.
Ladies'
Night
Robes, tucked and embroidered yoke,
White and colored Flannels at all priueo.
l\Iasonville Muslin, trimmed and embroidered collars and
Ladies' Suits in Empress Cloths, J\Ierino's, Cashmeres, cuffs.
reduced from $2.95 to $2.25
Lateen, and all other cloths from SlO to $60 per suit, made
Ladies' Night Uobes, greatest uttraetion in stock. made
and trimmed in Latest Styles.
of best muslin, with diagonal puffing and crubroiclerod
yoke, back and front, (new nhapccl) puffed and embroid"7'hi.o Depm·tment is 1·eplete with the thonsancl and one ered
pointed collars and cuffs, at $5.50. Worth $6,50 to $7.
Ladies' Night Robes-another attractive urtielc-ontirea1'ticles inciclental to it, but which cannot be enume1·ated in
ly "our own style," just received, made with diagonal
this advertisement."
tucks, puffing and embroidery, robe front; very elaborate, $5 to $6.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with deep hom
MILLINERS. STOREKEEPERS AND DRESSMAKERS
and wine tucks at 75 Cents.
Ladies' Fine ~fuslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks nnd
will be supplied with goods on unusually advantageous
ruflie and diagonal tucking at 85 cents.
Ladies' Fine l\'luslin Drawers, with deep hem. cluster of
terms, and every care and despatch, will!Je
tucks and needle work inserting, handsomely finished on
Wheeler & Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
used in filling orders.
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with doublo ruJJ\o,
cluster of tucks. at $1.
Ladies' Fine Walking SkirLs, made of Lonsdale Uusliu,
with cambric flower, six inches deep, diagonal puffing
and tucking with needle-work inserting live indies cletJp

Laces and Embroideries.

Notion Department.

Ladies' Underolothing,

IviiLLINERY DEPARTMENT.

at~~·ain Skirts, fine muslin, deep hem, elustet· of tuck;;
six inches Ion~. at $!.DO.
Ladies' Tram Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of
tucks, puffs, inserting and puffs over, with deep cambrie
ruffic. at $5.50.
Ladies' Masonville muslin Underskirts, with ruffles and
elustcr of tucks, at D5 cents.
Ladies' Cambric Toilet SaCftues, trimmed with fine ruffling, :tt $1.40.
Linen and 1\Iuslin Pillow-Cases and Pillow-l::ltands, in
A be:Lutiful assortment of :French Flowers in Hoses,
plain ruffles and needlework inserting, &c., on hand and
Bndo, Panscrs, etn .. from 10c. to $5.
Floral J:)ross Trimmings and Bridal Wreaths, branched made to ardor. Chemises, s<ruaro-tuckcd bosoms, trimmed
with ruflies, 75 cents.
to order, 1n any style.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
A fine ass<:?rtrnent of Pompons, Feathers and Wigs,
Corset
Covers, trimmed with Hamlmrg edging, insert,\n extensive assortment of Fancy Feathers very rich
from 25 cents up to $20.
'
' ing, rufliing, tucks. &c., at 80 cents to $1.50.
All tho newest shades of Ostrich and Plume cle Cock
Bands for Lrimming, from 65 cents and upward.
HOSIERY, etc.
All the ncw9st styles of blue steel and jet ornaments at
the lowest prices.
Elegant Ostrich Plumes, in all the latest shades, $2 and Ladies' Iron Frame Hose, excellent f!HHlity, at 25c. per pr.
up.
Ladies' full regular made Hose, at 25e. per pr.
Ladies' fine Balbriggan Hose at $2 50 per 1-2 doz.
~he latest shapes in Felt Hats, at 85 eents to $1 25.
Ladies' Striped Hose in every variety at 46e. por pr. and
I"legant Imnort~<l Felt Hats, best quality, at $1.15 to $3.
upward,
·
Drab Felt Hats, Ill tho latest., most fashionable styles, 85
c<1nts and up.
A full line of Ladies' Cashmere and Woolen Hose at lowest prices.
. Silk Velvet Hats, ?four own importation. in all <lUalili<'B, at great bargams from $4 to S10.
Children's White and Colored Woolen Hoso, a particular
spocialty.
E\·ening Bonnets, elegantly trimmed, from $:!0 to $35.
Carriage Bonnets. exquisite in design and <Jllality $15 to Gents' full regultLr Half Hose, cheapest in the city, nt 25c
a pair,
$:10, already trimmed in the latest stYles.
Ladies' al}d :i\IIisses' trimmed Bonnets and Hats for gen- Gents' J\leriuo and Cashmere Hose at 1ae. mill upward.
Gents'
fllmker So,!ks, not to be equalled, at a1c. pel' pair.
eml wear, Ill all shapes and shades hat $6 and upward
Children's B~nnets and l\Iisses' Hound H:tts, from $5
to S15. ready tnmmed.
Infant's Caps in all the new styles, at great bnrgains or Ladies' Hemst.itehed Handkerehiefs. aL uc. a.ud upward.
made to order at lowest prices.
'
Gents' Linen Handkerchiefs, suporior Quality, <Lt 18e. nncl
1fourning ~roods made to order at the earliest notice
upwards.
Sent in neat boxes, perfect]y.
·
Gents' Hemstitched Handkerehiefs, Ml Linen, at aoc. up.
One of the largost, and the most elegant and original
assortment of Imported Novelties to be found in this city,
is now in stock, inclucling the following specialities. All
goods selling lower than at any other house.

Gent's Furnishing Department.
This department is replete with a splcnclicl assorted
stock, and our prices a1·e such as undersell any aLlier
establishment, where QUality is included.
100 doz. Gents' l\ferino Shirts and DnLwct·~>, at 50c. aU<l up.
75 "
"
Clouded, all sizes, at
64c.
"
75 "
"
Red Flannel woven very fine, $1 69
"
Our own make Dress Shirts, perfect fit, made of Wamsutta Mnslin,llne linen bosoms, open or closed at baek,
at $12 per half doz.
Extra Hue ,Perfectly fitting Dress Shirts, New York l\lills
Muslin with Hicharclson's best linen bosoms, made
in anr. ~tyle to order, at $11 per half dozen,
Gents' Wh1te Dress Shirts as low as $1 each.
Gents' Merino Under Shirts at 85c. up to $2 oo.
Gents' Snspcnders, every varietr. at 25c. up.
Gents' Windsor Scarfs, best qua ity, at 89c. and up.
"
Wide end colored 'l'ies, endless variety, at 45c.
"
Co liars and Cuffs in all the latest styles,
Collars puro Linen, latest styles. $2 oo per doz.
Columbm 3 ply linen collars, at $1 DO per doz.
Turn clown collars at $1 75 per doz.
:l ply cuffs at 25c, per p>tir.
St. J•Lmes Cuff. 3 ply, all linen, at 31c. per pair.
Elmwood Paper Collars at 25c. per box.
Snpet·ior Paver Cuffs at 32c, per box of 10 prs.
"
Common Paper Collar at any price Per box.
A ilwgo assortment of Boys' Merino Shirts and Drawers
at 5o cents.
Boys' and ChilclrciJ'~ full regular made Shirts and Drawers at 73c. and upward.
Children's l\Ierino Dresses, :Lll sizes at $1 25 upward.
L~tclics' and Misses' lllerino Vests and Drawers at all
prices.

Toilet De:partment
Jewelry, &c.
Tooth Brushes, cxoel!eut to best. from we. and upward.
Nail
"
·•
"
"
14c.
"
Hair
"
"
"
"
2sc.
"
"
"
10c.
Dressin.,: Combs
Hand Murors, elegant designs,
31c.
Tortoise-shell Back Combs, 25c.
Ladies' Rubber Belt Buckle~>,
25c.
"
Jet
"
"
25c,
Ladies' Jet F.arrings, in ilttcst designs 1oc.
"
Real Garnet Sets, - 38c.
"
Bracelets of all kinds, 38tJ.
Beaded Belts,
- 75c.
Leather Bolts,
- 20c.
Hubbor Belts,
- 15c.
Beaded Pockets,
50c.
J,cathor Satchels, in newest styles, at $1.50 and up.
Heal Itussia Leather Satchels, from suo and up.
l\Ioroceo Pocket Books, from18 cents and upward.
neal Hussift Leather Pocket Books, from 35c. up.
"
Shawl Stmps,
from 45c. and np.
Childreus' School Bags,
81 to 89 cents.
Ladies' Tics,
- 28 cents and upward.
"
Linen Collars,
- 7 cents
"
Linen CulTs,
- from 5 cents per pair.
"
Neck Ruffling,
- from 15e. and upward.
"
Underslecvcs, - from 45e. and upward.
Gilt and Jet E:Lrrings, Pius aml Bnwelots, from 25 cents
per pair. or as high as $5 per sut, according to Qua.lJty nnd design. We guarantee that, in tho oxereise
of onr own jnclgmcnt, on receiving tts ncar a description as possible of what is required, and the
pl'ico desired to be paid, we will give cntil'C satisfa.ction or refund the moneY on return of goods .c. 0. D.
Hibben:; of all styles, colors and widths, !l.t priecs that
\Yill astonish customers.
In Velvet, Velveteens, Satins, anrl all kintlrccl goode, wo
have a fnll stock, of which we <Jilt oa bias at wholcs.'lle
prices.
We luwo on hand 5000 niece,; of tho Worsted Ball and
Twisted Fringes, now so much in vogue, which we are
9fforing at the unhoanl of low nrieo of 48 eents twr yard,
Ill all eolo t·s.
Forty di!Tercut sty los of the latest designs in Beacletl
Gimns and Fringes, now so fasltionublc, which we offer
at from 25 cents por yrLrd up to $:J, nceon!ing to the Quttlity a.ncl design. . . I will pcrsonnlly attend to all OlT!crs
coming through the Liberal papers, and ha.ving, for many
years. llJJed orders for tho readers of this paper, my judgment mny be relied ur>on in Lho proper seloction of purchases.
All goods 110t mentioned hnroin, inelnding stwh as are
cntiroly out of our regular Ji no of btt:rines·s, will he as
judieiously and carcfnlly sci•Jeted, and as readily sent a~
those enumerated, andl will gnarruJtee, in all ea;;m;, 1.hrLt
the prices will JJo as low as :mywhero else in t!10 United
States. Ladies' •tncl 1\!Iisscs' Snits 1tnd GonUomon's CloLhing may be eonliclcutly ordered, all tlwt is requisite being
the corrcet measure. and about tho ,;tyle, prieo and kind
of material rc•1nired. I will nwko myself personally reSl'onsiblc for the renmiudor.
I will gua.rantce to satisfactorily flU a!l ordoro that may
be sent, and assure all paLrous that wherever goods are
sent diJToront in prices or kinds th::tn ordered, that the
gootis may ho rutnrned by express, C. 0. D., at our risk
and expenses.
Au dress

MORRIS ALTMAN,
OF 1'HE Flnl\!I OF l\L ALTJ\IAN & CO.
Sixth Avenue and 19th Street,

TFIE THUTH

A Grand Co1nbination!

We offer a sample of the

The
THE HERALD OF HEALTH FOR 1375,
'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER FOR 1875,
·rHE ColiiPLE'rE WoRKS oF SHAKEsPEARE,
in one volume of over 1000 pages and 36
illusiraiions. and that charming Chromo,
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RARE OFFERS! Every Person

$10.00 for $4.00.
'l'HE LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE FOR 1875,

SEJ·~KEH,

L~tdies'

Own Magazine,

Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking:
turn of mind should read a COllY of
mailed Free
to all applicants. This
one of the
and most
Catalogues published. It
is printed on beautitinted paper, con16 pages, two ele·
colore1l plates, over
fine engravings, and
gives full descriptions, prices,
and directions for planting about

I ;

PROFESSOR DRAPER'S
SO
HI 'I' RY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

a sam. ole of its premium Chromo, and
cho·ice of the following popular books, all
for 5o cents: Victor Hugo's BELLRI NC·i
ER OF NOTRE DAME, Goldsmith's
vicAR oF WAKEFIELD, Lamb's EsSAYS, Defoe's ROBINSON CRUSOE,
Gerald Griffin's COLLEEN BAWN.
OBJECT, to introduce our superb Magazine and get agents for it. It is th·e best
LITERARY. H 0 USE H 0 L D and
FA S H I 0 N Monthly published. SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED- Bound in
ILLUMINATED COVERS, Over 40
first-class writers. ROMANCE. BlOC•

,

·

ReligiOn and Soienoe.

Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
all sent, post-paid, for only Four Dollars.
superstition. Let this new work be widelv
read.
·
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
'Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of
a35 BROADWAY,
price, $1.75. Address
·
NEW Yonx.
D. M. BENNETT,
RAPHY. HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY,
335 Broadway.
POETRY. PHILOSOPHY. HEALTH.

"J US T

0 N E,"

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

SC!ENCE, FASHION.

d'i2 00. A YEAI)t,, Sur,erb
postpaid;, with a
f.!) •
0hromo,

200 varieties of Vegetable

Flower Seeds, B e d ding
Roses, &c., and is invaluable

I

, Gardener and Florist.

D. M. FERRY & CO.

SeXU al PhYSl·olo gy•

in 16 Oil Colors. LARGE CASH PAY, or
Splendid Premiums for Clubs.
BY R. T. TllALL. 1\I.D.
make $50 a week. Now is
Le Bo'Y, Minnesota,
the time to Sub~cribe,
'l'his work contains the latest and most
and make up Clubs.
important discoveries in the Anatomy and
BRANCH OFFICE. ~32 East 13th St., N. Y
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Or, . .
.
.
T. A. BLAND, Publisher, igin
of Human Life; How and when 1\Ien- A Jjpu•tt1utl P{tpe·J• jm• the P(tcijic Coast.
11 CLINTON PLACE. NEW YoRK. struatio:q ..Impregnation anc~ Conception
MONEY INVES'fED
occur; gtvmg the laws by which the number and se.x of offsp,ring: are eontrolled, tLnd 1 .,1 ,.l'EEY I' i('·E:-lV-E"J•'l'Ll' !OrrRN il
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
valuable mformatwn m regard to the be- - · ~ -'
" - " ' ' · ~ I.
•
u ' " '
getting and rearing of beautiful a.nu hoalDEVOTED To
On Improved Fat''llts ·in li'L'innethy children. It is hil{li-toned, and should
sota and Iowa,
be read by every fatmly. With eighty fine 'l'HB PHENOJ\IENA AND PHILOSOPHY
engravings. AGEN'rs WANTED.
OF SPilU'l'UALISl\I, SOCIAL HERunning a to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Pocket Photoscope.
Notes d·rawing 9 per cent. annually in adSYNOPSis OF TABLE O~' CONTENTS.
FORi\!, WOi\IAN SUFFRAGE,
vance: or 10 per eent. paid semi-annually
The l\Ia.le Organs of Generation.
ETc .. ETc.
in acl vance, free of expense to the Loaner. Has great MAGNIFYING power, used for deThe Female Organs of Generation.
1¥ir 10 per cent. p_aid on receipt of money tecting Counterfeit Money, Shoddy in cloth
'l'ho
onlY
Free
'l'l,wught Journal west of
at the Bank, or in New York until invested. foreign substances in the Eye. in wounds.
'l'he Origin of Life.
I the ltocky 1\IounlltJll,;,
etc., and to examine Insects, Flowers and
For full particulars, send for Circular.
Sexual
Generation,
Plants, to detect flaws in l\Ietals, fineness of
'rhe Physiology of J\Iunstruation.
To Jan. 1, 1876.
wood-grain; to decipher writing otherwh;e
An Exeellcni Corps of Conlributorb.
illegible; and for the inspection of grain,
Impregnation.
minerals. etc. Useful for everbody. Double
Pregnancy.
Uevort.; of Hmlic1Ll Loduros mnl Dis~ub
Convex Lens. 1~ inches in diameter.
Embryology.
::iions.
l\Iounted in Leather, and carried in the
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Jlofes and Ukligpipgs.
EIGHT hundred thousand more women than men in
England.
WJI:Y was Ruth very rude to Boaz:? Beaause she pulled
his ears and trod on his corn.
No FRENCH play will hereafter, dating from Jan.1, 1875,
be allowed to be acted in Alsace or Lorraine.
"HELL closed for repairs," was the title of the Rev. Mr.
Lutz's sermon,'in New Haven, on New Year's night.
· IT is proposed to send out expeditions from India to
Bentinclt Island and the Andaman Islands to observe the
eclipse of the sun in April next.
IT is said that sixty different nations now burn American kerosene; Germany, in 1873, consumed 62,116,773 gallons, at a. cost of $11,479,151; Belgium, 22,616,550 gallons,
costing $5,127,406; England $2,00o,ooo l;wo~th, and Ireland
about $1,3i1,765 worth.
A RoMA.N says that a very important discovery has been
made on the Esqniline Hill. consisting of seven statues
in fine preqervation. There is a remarkable bust of
Commodus, several heads, and many fragments. All
these have been found in one room not yet entirely excavated. There are indications of 'the presence of other
objects.
A HARD TIME FoR PA.PERs.-It is stated that over two
hundred papers and periodicals have ceased to exist
within the last two months for want of patronage. Hard
times affect papers as readily as any interest In the country. It is hoped the friends of Free Thought will feel
sufficient Interest In THE TRUTH Sl!lEXEP. to prevent its
starving.
ANOTHER CLERGYMAN UNDER A CLOUD.-Thls time it Is
the Rev. Luke Miles, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church In Norwich, Conn. He has" stepped down
and out" with a. considerable sum of money belonging to
his congregation, and w.!).lch was raised for the building
of a new church. There is said to be a." lady In the case"
also, as usual,
DISGRAOEFUL SOENE IN CHURCH.-Cinclnnati, Dec. 25.
There was a stunning sensation to-day in one of our
high-toned Episcopal churches (St. John's) on the occasion of the Christmas services and Communion. The
rector of this church, the Rev. C. B. Davidson, died recently, and his place has not yet been supplied. To-day
another minister, of Covington, had been secured to officiate. Unfortunately, the latter gentleman had partaken
rather freflly of egg-nogg before going to church;. and
worse still, when .'he got there he dived into the jug of
Communion wine, drinking long and often of the rich
juice of the grape. He managed to get through the formal services decently, but by the time he commenced on
his Christmas sermon, the mixture of egg-nogg and wine
had so worked upon his brain that he was badly" of!',"
wa.ndering sadly, He rambled around, jumping from
one topio to another in suoh a. way that all could see that
the man was drunk. At last, when the thing became unbearable, the wardens gave the signal and the congregation, a small one, got up Quietly' and left wit!:\ qi~:Qjty,
leavhig the minister to ta.Ik to~elllpty l?encl;l.~s,{

CELIA BURLEIGH SAYS: "I see no reason why a girl
should not be taught the use of the jack-knife, hammer,
and saw, to drive a. nail, tighten a screw or put up a shelf
in her room. She should, if possible, have a garden, and
be taught to take a pride in her acquaintance with Nature,
in her good health and ability to endure fatigue. Each
should be taught what Is traditionally proper for the
sex to which he or she belongs, but! shall be very far
trom saying, 'Only this and nothing more.'"
A NUMBER of lady gymnasts are in regular practice at
the tooms of the Olympic Club In San Francisco. They
do their contortions In slippers, striped stockings, loose
pants, and other things, In which costume they are said
to look sweetly pretty. They run, jump, swing, pull
weights, and do lots of difficult things. The schoolmarms
ar.e given to practice on the trapeze and horizontal bar,
while it is noticed that the married women mostly devote their efforts to pr!tctice in swinging the heavy clubs.
ONE night1 recently, a Detroit policeman, passing a
certain house about 10 o'clock, saw a man drop from a
window, and heard smothered cries Inside. He seized
the man for a burglar, but soon found that he had the
owner of the house in his clutches. "Well," said the
officer," It looked suspicions to see you drop out of a
windowthatway." "Well," replied theman, heavinga
sigh, "when the old worn an gets her dander up I ain't
particular about what road I take to get out of the
house."
"MIND is a Property of matter. There can be no mind
wlfuout matter, and there can be no matter without mind.
When the matter is simple In Its' composition, its mental
tendencies are simple; as it becomes more varied In Its
composition Its mental tendencies become more complex.
The various tendencies of the human mind are not in reality more wonderful than the tendency which Impels two
ships to approach each other In a calm. For what can be
more wonderful than that which can never be explained?
'Every system which would escape the fate of an organIsm too rigid to adjust ttself to its environment, must be
plastic to the extent that the growth of knowledge demands.' 'For religion to oppose science proved disastrous In the past, and it Is simply fatultous to-day.' "
PREFERRING TO GO TO HELL.-An English teacher enjoining upon the members of a training class their duty
of giving to children bright and happy thoughts of religion, used this lllustration of the danger of the opposite
course:
He said a little girl was once asking her elder sister
about heaven.
·
"Do they play in heaven?'' she inquired.
"No. they do not play there."
" What do they do ?"
"They sing and are good."
"Are there no toys there?"

"No, not any."
"No dolls, nor balls, nor Noah's arks?"
"Oh. no!"
"Then," said the little one, "I shall take my dolly and
go to hell.''
A scHooLMASTER who had lately b<'~come a proud father
"so reported," had occasion to punish one of his pupils,
who was doomed to write a composition. It was a. much
dreaded e:tJort, and was jerked off In the following manner: "On Babies; by 1 who knows. Babies are small.
pet animals. Their chief fodder is new milk, You can't
tell how old they are when they are born, for they havn't
got no teeth. They run to taller, and If they didn't yell
some of it off, It would be dangerous to take one of 'em
near the fire, that is If you're afraid of grease spots. They
are the most selfish critters any one knows of. Like "chlldrf\n of a larger growth," only more so, they are bound
to have what they think they want, "sink or swim,live or
die," that Is, if they can't get it, but if they cam have It, they
"don't want any on their plate," and wont't have It, They
have no more cont'ern for the future to come. any more
than they <.'are who was their great-grandfather. Some
of them don't even ,know their own father, and may be
never-will. Enough said.''
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STILL ANoTHl!lR.-Rev. A. B. Burdick, of River Point, R.
I .. according to the Providence Dispatch, has been guilty
of Improprieties of a social character with female Iambs
of his flock, and he has been notified by the officers of his
church to preach no more until the matter has been duly investigated. When will inexperienced young ladles
learn to beware of these oily-tongued, false-hearted
tempters-these bogus teachers of morality and purity?
ANOTHER FALLEN CLERGYMA.N.-Winchester, Pa., was
lately astounded by the promulgation of the fact that Rev.
Joseph Stllllm had ruined Mles Sarah Hall, a young lady
of high standing In society, and of heretofore unblemished character. The discovery of her ruin has thrown the
young lady into a state of temporary Insanity, In her
sane moments she says he Quoted the Bible to prove that
his conduct was In accordance with the dictates of the
Word of God.-N. Y. Sun.
THE Annual Auction Sale of pflws In Plymouth Church
was recently held, at which the Pastor pleasantly presided. The bidding was very lively, and many pews sold at
a premium of over $500 each in excess of the regular rentals. The aggregate sales amounted to $58,395-some $12,ooo more than last year. Mr. Beecher's popularity Is not
waning with his faithful flock of twenty-three hundred,
and many of them have evinced a determination to sustain him and adhere to him, no matter what crimes he
may be proved guilty of. It Is a very wealthy congregation-gold and greenbarks, houses and lands, goods
and chattels it has in abundance. It fs admitted It ~tands
at the head of the Christian Church In the United States;
but the conviction with many Is becoming settled that Its
purity and honesty are not commensurate with Its riches.
The resemblance between this chureh of rich men a.nd
their amorous pastor. with his salary of $20,000 a year, andthe lowly Jesus and his penniless, homeless followers, Is
not so close as to mislead even an ordinary observer. If
these rich men find ready entrance into heaven, whY not
the average men of the world?
A OERTA.IN deacon, who was a zealous advocate for the
cause of temperance, employed a·ca.rpenterto make some
alterations In his parlor. In repairing a corner near the
fireplace, it was found necessary to remove the wainscot,
when lo! a" ma,re's nest" was brought to light, which astonished the workman most marvelou~<ly. A brace of deca.nters, s11n rlr:v junk bottles-all containing "something
to take"-11 pitcher and tumbler were cosily reposing
there In snug quarters. The joiner, with wonder-strlck·
en countenance, ran to the proprietor with the Intelligence. "Well, I declare," exclaimed the deacon," that Is
curious, sure enough. It must be that old Captain B. left
those things there when he occupied the premises thirty
years since." "Perhaps he did," returned the dlsooverer; "but, deacon, that lee in the pitcher must have been
well frozen to have remained solid."
THE GREAT BEECHER SCANDAL SUIT is at length In actual progress, and some eight days have alreadv been devoted to it. Some four days were consumed In ·obtalnln~r
a jury, and with it both sides 'seemed satisfied, especially
Mr. Beecher's. It Is composed almost entirely of orthodox Christians, embracing Presbyterians, Eplsconallnns,
Methodists, Baptist, Lutherans and Catholics. If this
dozen Christian gentlemen find the clergyman nn lnno.
cent, Injured man, we trust our Liberal friends favorable
to'Mr. Beecher will feel it Is " all right."
Five able attorneys are engaged on either side, besides
several aids. Gen. B. Morris opened the case for Mr. Tilton, occupying two days and part of another, His ar.
ralgnment and argument, including Mr. Beecher's numerous letters, ma.ke a strong case against fue Reverend
gentleman. Mr. and lfrs. Beecher are In attendance at
court, as well as Mrs. Tilton a portion of the time. In
view of all that has been said and divulged in reference
to these parties, it is a. novel picture t{) see them sitting
hour after hour within a few feet of each other without
recognition. It Is hoped the whole truth will be reached
before the trial terminates, which bids fair to last for two
weeks to come. Many predict the jury will not agree,
but like the general public be divided In their verdict.
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baggage began to tremble with terror in the appalling both parties, whose numbers were now terribly thintumult that surrounded them, while the tents, that ned for they fell back as if by common consent, aphad not been securely pitched, were one and alllllown par~ntly impressed with the idea th~t the issue of this
absolutely from their fastenings, and the fires C!Jm· single-handed encounter was to dec1de the day m Japletely ext.inguished. A comfortable mouthful was vor of the one body or the other.
A Tale of the Royal Oolony of Massachu~etts,
therefore out of the question ; so that wet and cold,
As good fortune would have it for the colonists,
and in a measure hungry, the poor young soldiers to Maurice was a swordsman of rare skill; and, now,
the number of fifty or sixty, had to content them- as the two blades began to flash in the rising day, it
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
selves, officers and men, with whatever food they was evident that the antagonists were well matched.
could pick rip in the light of a horn lantern, which
The Frenchman, who was the commander of the
CHAPTER IX.
enabled them to dispose of themselves, as best they party on whose side he fought, was a noble looking
Lon"' before the sun had set on the day of the de- could, in the shelter afforded, to some extent, by the fellow, and as brave and as chivalrous as a man could
partur~ of Maurice .Fit.z Raynwnd on his military rocks and the gigantic trees scattered about them.
be; for he had made a sign to his _men to keep aloof
campaign the party to which he belonged began to
In this position they lay all night ; as when the until the encounter was ended, wlule the officer who
comprehe'nd fully that the service in which they had wind and rain had abated, no one appeared de2irous had the second party of colonists in charge, not to
to renew his efforts to secure more comfortable quar- be outdone by an enemy in this relation, gave his
engaged was likely to be no child's play.
Maurice had been appointed to the command of a ters, inltsmuch as the attempt would involve a htbor men also to understand that they were to ground their
few followers from Charleston, who, were it not for which would have. to be continued until almost day- arms, and, so long as their antagonists held aloof, to
his example and influen?~· ":ould not havejC'lined the light before it could be anything like successful. The follow their example. Even the Indians seemed to
expedition as the authorities well knew.
fact, also, of their being fatigued, and of their hav- comprehend the whole affair, and to share the spirit
_He had not of course, the most distant idea of the ing in a measure, become familiar with their dis- that prompted it.
conspiracy of Sloucher and Huskins against Alice, coi~fort, prompted them to await the arriual of dawn
A thrust from the Frenchman was parried with the
else he should have been by her side to defend her before they should set about seeing to their tents or speed of lightning, and returned with a dangerous
freedom with his life.
attempting to pre}lare a warm meal.
adroitness that made him compress his lips and rivet
Singular enough it was, that while the Fanatic and
Maurice, although wrapped in a heavy cloak, slept his eye more keenly upon that of his antagonist.
his sleuth lwnnds were ready to pounce upon her and but little. He knew enough of the Ind1an character Fitz Raymond was cool and collected, and knew,
to .consign her to the depths of a ?ungeon, a terrible to feel that the party that had been so suddenly de- from the manner in which his blade had been foiled,
and inexorable enemy was hovermg about tl1e path feated a few hours previously, would hang upon tl~e that his life hung upon the cast of a die, as it were.
that he and his little party were pursuing, an<i that footsteps of t!1e whites, with a view to avenging their That the slightest carelessness or injudicious move
at· one and the same moment, both his own life and fallen comrades ; and besides, now that he was sur- on either side carried death with it was obvious ; so
that of his betrothed were exposed to sudden and im- rounded with darkness, he gave himself up alternate- that now each of the antagonists knew that his hour
minent peril.
ly to the thoughts of Alice and of the possibility of an or that of his adversary had possibly come.
Of the danger of his own situation, however, he attack being made, at any moment, upon the position
Another few seconds and the swords rained fire,
soon became aware ; for scarcely h~d he and his fol- of the party.
while each combatant advanced or retreated as he
lowers proceeded a dozen miles in the direction of
While the tempest, which had begun to fail about happened to press the other, or to be pressed by him
Cape Ann, whe~ a c~mple of scouts fell back upon midnight, was still sobbing around him; he could in turn. A slight scratch that soon reddened on the
them with the mtelligence that a small party of In- scarcely banish from his mind the reflection:that there Frenchman's hand, told that he hag had a narrow
dians, perhaps to the nuwh~r of twenty or thirt,r. had was something terrib e in the Christian creeds thnt escape ; and this conviction so chafed him, that he
been. just discovered skulking ahead on one s1de of created so much disorder and bloodshed. Here were again assailed Fitz Raymond, lmt this time with a
the way.
two Christian nations, the French and the English, glow of mortification and anger which so disturbed
This was not very pleasant news, but as the whole at war, each subborning the red man to carry death him, that again the swordsmanship of Maurice made
force of the whites, when concentrated, had nothing and destruction to the other, and both drawing the itself felt, but still in a very tritling degree. This
to fear from an encounter with so small a body, he sword in the name of the God of battles, and asking second evidence of the skill of his opponent so instill moved onward, his little command being only a the Supreme Being to consecrate their atrocities by flamed him, however, that he determined to make
short distance ahead of another small body of adven- lifting the light of his countenance upon them. Nor short work of it. So, bounding forward with the
turous volunteers, the commander of.which was now, was this all ; for in the very midst of the highest most. deadly intent, I1e sought to deal his powerful foe
of course informed of the p1 ecise state of affairs.
civilization known to the settlement, and with the one of those adroit and deadly coups which are regardIt being considered advisable, however, that the bible in one hand, those who proclaimed themselves ed as a dm·nim• 1'P-sort by some swordsmen, but the
whites should m:fder the circumstances, keep as close the servants of the Lord, were comtnitting ofienses fates were against him, for the next. instant l1e was
together as p~·acticable, th.e latter body quicken_ing so heinous against their own flesh and blood, that run clean through the sword arm; and his weapon
their pace, soon came up With the former. ~Iau~ICe, history stands appalled at their iniquity. Not sex, dropped from his hand; He stood erect, as if waitnot choosing to fall baclt, as the movemen~ ~mg~1t nor age, nor condition was spared in their fanatical ing the coup de grace from the victor; but instead of
countenance the idea that he was over-sens1t1ve 1n onslaugllts, and all, as alleged by them, "for the receiving the expected death-stroke fwm the hand of
relation to the danger that threatened him.
glory of Him who brought peace and good will into Maurice, his sword was restored to him ; and as both
It was about four o'clock in the afternoon, and the world."
of the main bodies of the antagonists had evidently
shortly after both divisions had become united, that
It was gray dawn before be closed his eyes, so in- had enough of it, a truce was agreed upon, during
the scouts again came in with the information that tensely was he moved by these various reflections ; which the French commander, in gratitude for the
they were certain the smal~ f01.ce of Indians they but just as be was about to glide into the regions of nobility displayed townrd him, restored to freedom a
had first discovered, was lymg m ambush about a dreams, the bugle sounded to arms, and the next mo- colonial officer whom he had taken prisoner a few
mile further on, in the very path the campaigners ment the pickers were driven in before a small body days previously, placing hin in the hands of :Maurice,
were pursuing, and that there was no doubt a sudden of French and Indians, who were advancing rapidly who acknowledged the act in becoming terms.
and deadly attack would be made upon the advanc- upon the post.
After this, the dead on both sides were buried, and
ing body.
In an instant every man was on his feet, with his the wounded cared for so far as circumstances would
Every precaution was now taken necess~ry to. the arms in readiness ; but before any disciplined move admit, when all that remained of both parties separepelling of the savage, and to the teachmg h1m a .could be made, the enemy wits in upon the camp, rated-the Frenchman and his thinned following,
bitter lesson if such could be effected. That he was when a hand-to-hand encounter the most frightful at winding their way with their Indian allies whither
mainly arm~d with bow and arrow, knife and toma- once ensued.
they would. The colonial soldiers, now that the
hawk, was supposed probable ; but that he had some
At. :first, owing to the uncertain light, friend and excitement of the single combat was over, withdrew
fire-arms could scarcely be doubted. If, however, as foe appeared mixed together in the most inextricable from the scene of carnage to a point where they
the scouts had reason to believe, he was not in any- confusion; but as the sky gradually became brighter, pitched their tents once more, with a view to rest and
thing like force so much the better ; but. as nothing the lines between them were drawn with fearful dis- refreshment, but determined, from their terribly recould be positively known on this point until an on- tinctness, and the work of death was resumed with duced numbers, to retrace their steps to Boston at
set was made, it was decided to push forward and awful earnestness and efi'ect.
once with the intention of recruiting their ranks, for
take the chances as they !Jappenect to present themThe men that were commanded by Maurice and his they were now only a mere handful, although in the
selves.
brother officer, although new to the field, performed prison&r that had been restored to liberty, :Maurice
On then the dauntless little body moved, every prodigies of valor. Emulated by the example of not only recognized a power! ul ally, but an old
eye a~d ea; on the qui vive, and every :finger on a trig- their superiors, as sword in hand they both dashed in friend.
ger. As they approached the spot indicated by the among the thick(;lst of the enemy, blood soon began
In the meantime, affairs at the villa were in a terscouts, it was discovere~ that the red man had taken to flow in streams.
rible state. Mrs. Ravenswood suffered the most inup his position on one s1de of a narrow entrance to a
As the bodies engaged were nearly of \)qual strength, expressible torments and forebodings regarding the
deep ravine, among some underw:ood that crowned a the :me seemed resolved upon the extermination of fate of her beautiful daughter ; and as may be pre·
ledge of rock which rose on the nght of the pass.
ilw other; so that, in an incredibly short period, the sumed, her agony was intensified when hour after
When however, the whites appeared about to en- space around tbe prostrate tents was strewn with the hour passed away without the re-appearance of Titter the {·avine at a signal from their commauders, dying and the dead of both parties. The French mouse. At last she found herself constrained to
they suddenly 'dashed out of the track, and in a few fought gallantly, but were not sustained adequately by retire to her chamber, where sh~ lay tossing upon a
seconds were in among the Indians, who, thrown into the Indians, who skulked with their bows and arrows weary and tear-bedewed pillow until the arrival of
confusion by so uuexpected a movement, as well as behind the trees and rocks ; while even those who the dwarf, a little after daylight, with an account of
bv a deadly volley that accompanied it the moment had fire-arms, could not be prevailed upon to keep the the cause of his delay, and the welcome intelligence
they were perceived, fled in every direction, without ranks-from the fact, as it became afterward known, that he had received from old Giles, as he passed his
striking a blow, leaving five of their number dead that they were greatly intimidated, having belonged house, of the safety of Alice for the time being ; but
behind them and bearing off one or two who were to the party that had suffered so severely on the pre- at what particular point, or under what circumstanwounded. This success, whic.h was cheering in the vious day.
ces, the fen-yman refused to divulge.
Notwithstanding this defection, however, the issue
extreme raised the hopes of those who knew but lil·
As the day advanced, the fact of Miss Havenswood
tie of the wiles and the cruel cunning of the red of the conflict wtts beginning to wear a doubtful as- having been denouuced a.s a witch, and of a warrant
man and who was not sensible of the fact that he sci- pect for the colonists, when Fitz Raymond, perceiv- having been granted tor her apprehension, became
doni' accepts· a defeat as final, and is never taught a ing the fact, urged on hie men once more, the com, known faT and wide, while her sudden disappearance
mander of the remainder of the party behaving gal- from the house of her frien.ds in town, and her escape
lesson short of absolute extermination.
As night was about to set in dark, dismal and antly also.
.
from her pursuers, was brUited abroad also. Such news
At this juncture, and wl1ile the contest raged fear- travels apace, and as it reached The Heights before
stormy; the little body of whites encamped on the
edge of the forest among some rocks by the sea fully around him, he encountered a French offcer noon, Floren<;e. Fitz R~ymond, in the direst dismay,
shore where, an elevated open space, ~mrounded by whose sword, like his own, was literally dripping prepared to VISit the villa and to learn from the lips
heavy timber, afforde~ them dry !Sround and a favor- with gore. As if tacitly recognizing each other as of Mi-s. Ravenswood herself, the particulars of the
able position for meetmg successfully any sudden de- leaders upon whom the issue of the day depended, terrible case.
scent that might be made upon them before morning. they stepped a.!;ide and were quickly standing almost
Just, however, as she was about to summon John
Now, however, the rain b-egan to descend in tor- foot to foot in a small ·open space' that, by·mere acci- Langton, the Fanatic and Huskins made their appeardent,
had
not
been
encumbered
with
the
fallen.
ance, together with a number of the men who had
rents and the wind to all but uproot the forest that
The appearance of the two men thus pitted against been with them at the ferry on the preceding night.
soon 'commenced to thunder with the hoarse cannonade of falling pinef?, T4(l animals that carried tb.e each other, seemed to have an (;llectric effect upon No sooner bad Sloucher and the witchfinder present·
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ed themselves, than the former began with his usual gore under .the banner
the Cross for .neariy seven-! nation has ever arisen from obscurit; and poverty, to
sanctified drawl, to excuse their intrusion to Florence, teen ?e~tunes, and feedmg upon the hide?us repast j greatness and wealth, ~o rapidly .as the United States
whose eyes flashed fire, and who, stung to the quick of milliOn~ of o?r race that have fallen m t?e red of America. But as no people ever had such con
at the idea of the monstrous and unfounded charge and. revoltmg highway of the so·called sold10rs of tempt for, and >~ntipathy to honest labor as the Amerpreferred by them against Alice, met them in a man- Chnst. From Calva:y to Plymouth R~ck, leading by icans, it requires no prophet's foresight to read the
uer they little expected, and which they were in no the way of the natwns of .both hemispheres, your horoscope of this country.
position to resent, as her brother was defending the course lu~s bee.n one of blood and rapine; and now
True,. from necessity a large proportion of our people
interests of the colonists, and as she herself had suf- yott are, ;n this latter d.ay, but illustrating that yo~ are actively at work in various industries, but only
ficient influence to get the scoundrels ducked in the ~ossess, m c~nn~ctlon w~th all your other monstrosi, from necessity. Almost without exception those who
river, although they visited her· dwelling under the au- tiCs, a canmbalism which sets all human ties at can live on inherited wealth or by I heir wits do so
thority of the Jaw, however she might suffer u:ti- naught, and prays upon evt>n those of your own and those who cannot envy 'these and toady to the~
mately for causing them to be treated so unceremoni- household."
as though they were a superior OI~der of men. Even
ously. John Layton and all the domestics were soon
At ~he close of this fier?e assault, t!Ie Fanatic. and the literary or professional man, though ever 80
at her side when they heard her voice in the hall, as the Witchfinder thought It Lest ~o Withdraw qmetly talented or cultivated-if poor-ranks below the
she demanued of the Fana~ic ~is right to invade her fron~ the sce~c of action. So, With muttered threats wealthy idler, in American wciety. And the man or
house unannounced and unmvited; al~h_ough she was and Imp~·ecatwns_, they turned away and were qUickly woman who lives by hard work, on the farm, in the
quite well aware of the. cause o~ the -yisit.
·
by the nver agam, w!Jere they entered the boat of shop, the factory, or the kitchen, is under universal
"We appear under the sanction of the law, and as "the ferryman who had brought them from the oppo- social ban. If the worker is a small out independent
the se.rvants of t110 Lord," twanged out the Fanatic, site s~ore, a_nd who now, s~emingly without any in- farmer, he is but ~t clodhopper; if a skilled artizan,
'' t? siOz.e upon the person of tl?e woman Ravenswood, tercst In their search for Allee Ravensw?od, recross- he is a greasy mecllanic. But if he or she is a hired
a vile witch, to whom we believ~ .ron have afforded ~d the ferry, amused secretly at the 11l-humor of worker, the still more odious term servant is used.'
shelter, as that godless ferryman mformed us that he Sloucher.
1'ltese terms exp1·ess the popular estimate placed upon
had landed J~e~· on this side. of the river last night."
It was far advanc~u in the afternoon before Flor- the most useful classes in this country. Now the VISit to ~lie ~e1ghts had been conc~cted once reached t~e v~lla, wl~ere she ~oon learned all . "I think I shall sell my farm and put my money
by Sloncher, so that It nught be supposed that neither that had transpiredm relatiOn to Ahce. .John Lang- mto bank stock "said a young farmer in our hearing
he nor Huskins had the. sl!g.htest idea of the place ton, :Wh? had lo11g been t~lC favyred suitor of. :Martha, recently. "Wl;y do you wish to do that ?" said the
where the poor young fngitlve lay concealed, and was m mstaut consultatwn Witll Robert J\hles, who person addressed. "Well for several reasons. Labor
• that any suspicion. ?n that head might be lulled to had. bee~ endeavoring t? s,ooth .his own swecthe.art, j is .so h!gh ~nd unreliable, that n man can't make anysleep, so that the VISit of l\fartl~a to the c~vc slwuld Emily Graham, po?1: Ahce s m.I?, who had but JUSt thmg fnnnmg unless he works like a hired man; and
not be prevented hy any suruuse that Miss Ravens- returned from a VISit to her fnends, and had only my father left me enough to keep me without work
wood was suspected of being still o~ the Boston side heard a ,moment previously .of the :flight o~ ~er mis- if I invest it properly, and I don't propose to be a
of the nver. The move was adro1L enough, but as tress. 'I he two men determmed to pay a VIsit to the clodhopper, or a drudge. I could Jive like a gentleFlorence knew nothing of this feature, of the case, ferryman; but as Giles had warned the dwarf lhat man on the interest of my money if I was to ;;ell my
she replied indignantly, and with the utmost seorn to !1-o one from ~he villa should appr?ach .his ;house dur farm, and I've made up my mind fa do it."
the scoundrel who addressed her, ~
mg the day, It was res~Jved to. wait untiimght before
"That suitR me exaetly," said his wife, who was
"You, a servant of the Lord? i:iay rather an em· they slwul.d start for his clwelhug.
present. "Why, would you believe it? I can't keep
issary of the foul fiend himself who has filled your
About 01ght o'c!ock, or an hour or two after dark, a servant in the country. 'l'he American girls are too
heart with lust and with lies 1 I know why it is that l\1artha set out for the cave in pnrsnance of her reso- proud to do kitchen work, and the Irish and Dutch
you and your bloodl!ounds are now on the track of lution to spend the night with kfiss Ravenswood, all want to live in the city; so you see its absolutely
Miss Ravenswood. It is because that, not long slllce, ~vho, as n;ay be pre~nmed, passed a we~try an~ anx- necessary for us to move ~o the city."
while seated by the side of my brother on the terrace wus day In her solitary. re~reat. A short penod afThis Inan's father worked hard and lived close for
of her own home, she gave you to understand !hat tc~wards,. by a strange COiuci?ence, J o?n and Robert Ji.fty years to accumulate this wealth for his son ; a.nd
your presence was no longer agreeable at the villa. left the VIlla1 and the Fanatic. and Ius pa~'ty star~ed this woman's mother was her own servant during her
There is more known regarding yenr nightly l)rowl- from the Witchfinders-the fnends of Ahce lakiiig whole life. Labor was respectable when they were
ings beneath her chamber window than you wot of. the road t? the house of. the ferryman, and Sloucher young .
•John Langton there could tell you something that he and Huskms, together With half a dozen other bloodBut the dry rot of idleness, and the maligmmt canheard from oile who'knows of your infamous rhapso- thirsty wretches, proceeding cautiously, under the cer of snobbery, have made a combined attack upon
dies and your criminal presumption in relation to guidance of N~t the N ~ose, in the dit eclion. of the the vitals of society within the last fifty years, and
that young lady. Bttt, remember, the day of your ?av~, the locality of wluch the Noose had refused to although the symptoms were mild at first, they have
power is drawing to· a close. Lady P).tipps has al- mchcate to any one, lest a P_rematurc movement on recently become so violent as to produce in the· nliucs
ready heard that you are whispering Witchcraft with tl~e part of Sloucher ~r tliewitchfinder, mtght destroy of all intelligent social science doctorR, the gravest
regard to her also ; and" this, sooner or later, seals Ins prospe?ts. of laymg h1s hands on .l\1artha: To apprehensions, and most serious doubts as to the fate
your doom."
.
these c~nfliChng clements now abroad m relatwn to of the patient. And the wisest of them are convinced
The eyes of the Fanatic seemed to disappear alto- poor A!Ice, there s~onld be added one m~re, th~t ~f that naught can save us from speedy and complete
gether and his features turned an ashen grey as these R~d Wwg, 'Yho, ":Ith two stalwortl~ rndians or hts ruin-se:ial and political-and ultimate annihilation
words 'smote his ear, while his ponderous jaw fell as tnbe, had, smce ~nghtfall, been movmg 11:bout .the en- but an entire change of sentiment, and consequent.
lle peered for an instant into the angry face of the ~ranee of the ravme that opened on.the nver, Intend- change of habit, on this subject of labor. 'l'he honest
speaker. Recovering himself quickly, however, he ~ng to drop downto the ferry about n.me or ten o'<:lock, worker must be respected, and the idler-be he rich
returned with his usual demonaical self-possession :
m. hopes. of gettrng s~me w~orruatwn ~rom !lls old or poor-put under ban. Snobbery must p~rlsll,
,, It is the witch Ravenswood we want, fair lady, fnend Dick, uot only m. relat~on to the mtent10ns. of and true democracy con1e into its lawful inherit·
and not your ungodly words. So deliver her to us at the Government regardmg: Ins own pevple, .but Wfth ance.
once ere we turn your house inside out."
referenc8 to the case ~f l\iiss Ravenswood, m which
Labor is not shunned because it is disagreeable
''Yes, yes ! " chimed in Husldns, ''it is the witch he had become deeply mterested.
but because it is not T€SJJectable. To be known as ~
we want. and we must have her or know for what.''
----- ·------·-laborer who earns his bread is to be excluded from
· "The' witch ! the witch!" echoed the remainder
The Lesson of History.
polite society. Neither intelligence nor culture have
of the party of intruders, "we must have her or
much to do with determining one's social status in
know for what--"
BY T. A. BLAND.
America; that is settled by his habits. If you live
"Go find her where you 1nay, if it'~ a witch you
Certain races of Asiatic origin, notably the Chinese on inherited wealth-no matter how obtained-or if
want!" roared John Langton. ''But this much I say, and Hintloos, have maintained an existence on the you are sharp enough to dead beat your way in some
that if ~Iiss Alice Ravenswood was even beneath tliis planet, while race after race of Europeans have successful, hence honorable gatne of fraud, you are an
roof you should only take her hence over my dead arisen, fionrished, and disappeared, or sunk into oil- aristocrat of the true American type, but if you
body 1 And as for Y.our turning; th\:l house insicle out, scurity. China was an old country, thickly populated through choice or necessity, earn your bread and
just Jet me see the first .man. ot. you that dttre Jay a with a highly civilized people, when Home was found- raiment, you are but a mud-sill, a commoner, a
finuer i1pon a single article m It, or even cross the ed; when England had no population but a few naked drudge.
thr~shold of one of its rooms."
savages, when America was in possession of the now
This is the reason American boys leave the farms
''Well spoken, John Langton," said the servants extinct mound builders.
and workshops, and factories, and .American girls
one and all together with some of their friends who
China is still a populous anti wealthy empire, whose refuse to do housework, or any other sort of work.
bad already' gathered in the IIall. . "~nd _it i~ .time,:' inhabitants have all descended by direct line from Through this monstrous heresy, our cities and viithey muttered in chorus, "that tlus wnchtindmg !JU~l- progenitors, who lived in Chiua before the Pyramids !ages are being overrun with idlers, our prisons with
ness was put an end to, and the sooner we begm to of Egypt were t>uilt, before t,he foundations of Baby- thieves ; the almhouses with paupers ; the brothels
do it the better."
.
Jon were Jaiti, ages and ages before Home was found- with girls who believe that a life of the bnsest sort is
At this threat, the two leaders a!ld t~1e1r creatures eel. Why this difference in the ability of races to more Tespectable than one of honest industry.
began to draw in th~ir burns ;. wlnle 1:3lo.ucher, fear- maintain an exi~tence ? History contains a full soPeople of America arc not these things so, and will
ing some personal vwlence mu2;ht be _ofter~d them, Jntion of the problem, uml the philosophical student yon allow this most contemptibl<!, this most vile, this
commenced to discourse on the necessity of all goud has uo difficulty. in nndersta1Hling it.
most fatal of all the heresies inherited from our
Christians aiding the servants of the Lord in ridding
Useful labor has always been and still is universal· European ancestors, to continue to ~oison the atmosthe earth of the agents of the Evil One, Wh\> were ly respected in China, and the whole people-from phere of the republic, paralyze the· ciiergies of our
now workin"' their infernal spells throughout the the Emperor to the poorest subject, are required by people, sap the foundations of our liberties, destroy
land, "in th: shape of beautiful maidens."
.
Jaw and custom to maintain habits of industry. Idle- the usefulness of the rising generation, and annihilate
"'l'he only iufm;nal spells .thai. ar<;t no~v b;lllg ness is a sin and disgrace in the eyes of the Chinese. the anglo-saxon race ?-1lw La die.~' Ozcn Magazinejm·
wrought in our midst," exclam~ed n'liss Fitz hay'l'he history of those nations that have arisen, 1Vov&mber.
---·------mond, "are wrought by a host of s~cn!ar scoundrels flourished a while, and disappeared or sunk into
CHURCH
quarrels
are almost as common as they are disand clerical mon~ters, who, steepetlm Ignorance and contempt, shows that honest toil was held in con·
graceful, but they seldom amount to more in the vresent
superstition, as well as in every i?i<tm?us lust, have tempt by all of t.h~m.
been wallowing in blood and cnme for more t.han
Food, clothing, shelter, and all of the good things age than mere wordy battles. But cerrain staid church·
one generation ; and all, as th~y allege, .under ~he of life are the results of labor, the just reward of tlic men in Lan~aster county were bell!gerent last Sunspecial stu1ction of that great disturber of mankmcl industrious worker ; and the God of the universe has day week aftci· !t more carnal fashion. The circumand obstruction to human progress-the Bible. Uon- declared through the constitution of nature, in tile stances art> briefly these: l\Iudrly Creek Chu·rch. in that
tainin" as it does, a warrant for the commission of pages of history, and by the mouth of the prophet, county, was the field. and a dispute about a charter
almost~very tiin known to the annals of infam.y, and that he who will not work shall not eat, and the peo- the cause of a pitched battle between a Gorman Lutherinculcttting social views, an<! m~rals repuls.Ive to pie that despise labor shall be cut off" from the face of an and a Reformed congregation. joint. occupants of the
every pure mind, you and y1>ur fellow-eonspn·ators Lhe earth, as unworthy and contemptible cumberers church building. A lawsuit to which resort W!lS had not
having settled tlJe difficulty, and both parties essaying to
avail yourselves of its monstrous precepts ttutl.debas-. of the ground.
ing innuendoes as authority for tile perpetration of
It required a period of seven hundred years for take vossession of the church. !t forcible laying on of
the crimes and for the indulgence of the Just that. are Rome to re>~ch the eli max of her greatness and the hands, likewise of fence valings, etc., made up a very
born of your own hearts, and that r~nder yon aeacl height of her folly and sinfulness. Her decline was pretty fight. which was not quelled until some county
to every feeling that ennobles humanity. 'l:he ghoul by rapid stages, her fall a hopeless one, her degrada- constables interV(l1led with the persuasive argument Qf
·
of your religion b'as been wading knee-deep 1ll human tion complete, her extinction, a. matter of time. No revolvers.
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This story is of the same character as that of
the cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night which
went before the Israelites in their forty yenrs' tramp
A JOURNAL
through the wilderness ; and of the water suddenly
flowing out of the dry rock at Horeb .when Moses
struck it with his rod ; also' of this vast concourse of
D. M. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'r.
600,000 people being fed for years with manna which
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. dea€ended from heaven like dew, and was about the
size of Coriani!er seed, and when the people tired of
The Bib I e.
this food and loathed it and murmured at their fare,
NO. XVIIT.
1 the Lord became very angry and sent his fire among
:; In our Bible article in our issue of Dec. 15, we no- them which burned and con~umed them that were in
ticed the Bible account of the dealings of its God with the utermost parts of the camp. This fire was not
the Egyptians, when he wished them to let "his peo- stopped until Moses cried out unto the Lord, when he
ple" go, and how he .brought the plagues of frogs, was kind enough to stay his anger and quench his fire.
lice, locusts, killing fish, turning all the water into
The grief of the people was so great at the sameblood, sending terrible lightning and hail-storms that ness of their diet, that Moses entered a formal combroke down trees and drove nearly everything to the. plaint to the Lord, and asked him to kill him and
earth, killing off all the cattle, and finally the first- thus relieve him of his burden and responsibility in
born of every family in the land. How, upon the in- the charge of the people. This seemed to so soften
flictions of these various scourges, Pharaoh's heart the mind and purposes of the Lord, that he agreed to
would relent and he consented to let the Israelites de- give the people all the flesh they wanted to eat, not
part, when Godj immediately hardened [it again, and for one, two, five, ten or twenty days, but for a whole
caused him to prevent their going, thus necessitating month, and until it came out at their nostrils and it
more cruelties, devastations and loss of life to bring became loathsome unto them.
around the desired result. We saw, also, that the
The statement goes on to say a wind went forth
Israelites were authorized by God to dishonestly from the Lord and brought from the sea (a singular
wrong the Egyptians out of all their valuables, gold, place, by the by, to get quails from,) such a vast
silver, jewels and their best wearing apparel. It may quantity of quails that they covered the ground for a
be ·difficult for many to understand how the kind day's journey on every side of the camp to the depth
Father of all-the Supreme Power of the universe- of two cubits, or over three feet. This is unmistakacould thus engage in spreading suffering and destruc- bly the most extensive quail story the world has ever
tion over a vast country, and incite one portion of been favored with, and it illustrates the tendency the
his people to- swindle and defraud another portion. Lord exhibited on so many occasions of ''overdoing
It is hard to realize or believe that such is the conduct the thing," and when he got angry to go from one exof the good, impartial, benevolent Being men fondly treme to the other. He seemed to act upon the prinimagine presides over the destinies of his creatures, ciple of "feast and famine." If this vast supply of
who is all love and kindness to every human being quails could have been :apportioned to the people as
and to all animate existences, but the Bible tells us they required them, as the manna was said to have
so, and we have either to believe it or conclude there come, the stock provided on this occasion would have
is some mistake about it, and that it is simply an im- lasted them for years.
perfect rendition of an old legend.
It is not 1:itrange they were able to gather large
The narrative states after the Israelites left Egypt
the Lord again hardened Pharaoh's heart and caused quantities of these fowls ; the story says those who
gathered the least, gathered ten homers, equivalent to
him to raise his armies and pursue them to the Red
Sea. Certain destruction seemed imminent, but J\'Ioses forty bushels. What prevented them from gathering
four hundred bushels or four thousand bushels each,
stretched out his rod and the waters parted and were
we cannot see, when the birds covered the ground
piled up like a wall on the right hand and on the left,
in such profusion. It seems unnecessary they should
and the Israelites walked through on dry ground,
when the Lord once more hardened Pharaoh's heart have been gathered at all, more than they were already.
and induced him and all his hosts to rush in after
This quail feast would truly have been a rich treat
to the flesh-hungry wanderers who had been so long
them, when the waters closed back upon them and
without animal food; but, unfortunately for them,
drowned every man and every horse, so that not even
while the flesh was still between their teeth, and be·
one was left. In this way God is said to have ''got
unto himself great honor."
fore it was chewed, the Lord's wrath was again kindled
There are several ;very difficult things to believe agaJnst them, and he smote them with a very great
about this story, and if they were narrated anywhere plague, and it seems a vast number of them were then
slain•and buried, for simply craving animal food, and
else than in the "word of God," a sensible person
could not be found in the world who would believe for which reason the place was called Kebroth-ltattaathem. The matter of water being piled up like a vah, and whether this means ''Pigeon-roost," or
wall on either side, leaving a dry roadway for hun- "Quail-camp," we are not Hebrew scholar enough to
dreds of thousan d s of people, horses and cattle, decide.
through the mud and sediment that mmt inevitably lie
How much effort it required on the part of the
at the bottom of the sea, was a most singular occur- Lord to produce this supply of quails, we are unable
renee. In no other instance was water ever known to judge, as the nanator does not inform us, but from
to act in that manner. It is a :fluid so elastic that it a human point of view, it must have been a great feat.
always seeks its level at once, and ever moves in uni- Anderson, the Scotch Wizard, and Hermann, the
son with the universal law which controls it. If it great prestidigitateur, frequently produced half a
did comport itself in the manner thus described, the dozen pigeons or so, apparently from a boiling kettle,
invariable laws of, nature were changed, and God but that was nothing in comparison to a bed of quails
may be said to have acted against himself for the fifty miles in diameter and three or four feet deep,
sake of showing a special favor to a portion of his and all blown from the sea. We beg pardon for
offspring, and overwhelming with destruction and drawing comparison for a moment between the feats
death another portion.
of the Lord and those of Anderson and Hermann, but
Such extravagant statements are however much really it seems a pity to have wasted such a fine lot of
easier made than sustained by proof. It· so happens ·quails-to produce them only to putrify and cause a
this remarkable affair is atteRted to by no historian or deadly plague. We feel confident neither Anderson
writer sav~ the unknown one who wrote the story nor Hermann would have done this-first raise the
under consideration. The Egyptians have histories hopes of a hungry people, and then after they got
dating back long anterior to the time of ,Moses and the food into their mouths, but before they l1ad time to
they have no account of one of their great kings and chew it, to smite them with a deadly plague, even
all his hosts being drowned in the Red Sea by this had they the power.
device which the Lord planned for them. If such a
Seriously, these childish tales about the Deity getthing l).ad ever occurred it is altogether probable their ting angry and doing weak, silly things on so many
histories aJ+d literature would have contained some occasions, are utterly unworthy the Supreme Power
account of it; whereas nqt tAe ~lightest allusion to it of the universe, and it is singular sensible people will
p~s ever 'Peen fom~<l.
continue to give credence to these old stories and do

o·F REFORM AND FREE THOUGHT.

all they can to compel others to believe them. These
legends and tales may have answered very well for a
barbarous people thousands of years ago, but they are
utterly unfitted to the intelligent, scientific mind of
the present day. It is an absorbing question among
thinking people of our age as to what is the principle
of life and motion which is found to exist everywhere
in the universe and inherent in every molecule of
matter in whatever form. It is a debatable point
whether this living principle is outside of matter and
superior to it, or whether it is part and parcel of it
and inseparable from it. The more intense thought
is brought to.bear upon this great and almost unknowable question-the better it is understood that the
force which exists in the Universe-the principle of
all life and motion-the Supreme Power which is denominated Deity, Lord and God, is not confined to
our planet, our solar system, or our constellation, but
pervades equally the boundless, eternal universe of
whiCh our globe forms but an infinitesimal part,
In this elevated view of the ever-present Power,
how imperfect, how absurd, how utterly silly appears
these ancient Jewish legends and tales about their
Jehovah who was so fickle, who so oftbn got angry
with his helpless creatures, who busied himself in
getting up plagues of frogs, lice, locusts, quails, etc., to
tantalize, torment and destroy them. It is certainly
high time these puerile notions of Deity gave place to
more sensible views; that the vagaries of a barbarous
time should be unceremoniously set aside and instead
be adopted the teachings of science, the axioms of
truth, and the dictates of common sense.

------------

.Are We Really

Progressing~

In the Marine Court of this city, Judge McAdam
presiding, in a suit between Mrs. A. J\I. Truman vs.
Woodhull, Claflin & Co., a few days since, Joseph
Treat was prohibited by the Judge, at the instance of
C. F. Brooke, attorney for defendants, from giving
evidence in the case ; not because he was an incredible, untruthful witness, nor because his statement of
a fact is not just as correct as another person's, nor
because he is not a citizen of the State, or the United
States, but becnuse he did not subscribe to such a
rel!:gious belief as the judge thought he ought to, or
that he did not believe in such kind of a God as is
prescribed by others.
This ruling in a court of justice(?) seems more fitted to the times of religious intolerance, a few centuries back, or in the Dark Ages, than to this advanced
part of the Nineteenth Century, when the teachings
of science and increasing knowledge is more and
more shaking to the very foundation, the creeds and
superstitions of the past; when the teachings of Humboldt, Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Mill, Draper and
many other scientific minds are being accepte.d by intelligent men in all parts of the civilized world. Is
it still to be the ruling of our courts that, in order to
be allowed to bear testimony in an ordinary suit, a
person must believe in a Pagan God, a Jewish God,
a Christian God or some other God that is a.person,
having body, parts and passions, and occupying, as
such a being must, but a single point in the entire
Universe? In short, must he subscribe to any particular set of opinions before he can give evidence in
our courts ? Are we really advancing with science,
reason and intelligence, or are we groping backward
toward superstition, proscriptbn and intolerance ?
To the questions from the attorney, "are you an Infidel ? " ''are you an Atheist ? " Dr. 'l'reat admitted
that he was what is commonly understood by those
terms. The Judge then asked, "Have you any religious ideas ? " and the reply was, "I am a Scientist
and accept that postulate of science which makes th~
Universe the only Infinite, Eternal and self-Existent.'' "You cannot testify," was the immediate decision.
We hope all our judges are not to be J\ticAdams or
so Mac-adamized that. a person who honestly belidves
the inherent powers and forces of the Universe are
eternal like the Universe itself, will have equal privileges in court, and elsewhere with those who imagine
God to be a person in the form of man, occupying a
throne somewhere in the ethereal regions of space,
and governed by the passions and incentives of anger,
cruelty, vhHUyt~venei!s and revenge.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 15, 1875.'
Christianity Examined.
NO. IV.
In our last we gave a few extracts from the sacred
writings of some of the Asiatic nations which were
written hundreds·and thousands of years prior to the
Christian era and a portion before the time of Moses
even, in order to show our readers that in point of
morality and purity of the teachiugs of these ancient,
seers, sages, philosophers and reformers were not
inferior to the inculcations attributed to Jesus and
that the best even of his dodrines were not original
with him but had been taught by others hundreds of
years before he was born. We will give a few more
of these quotations that it may be better seen various
nations and religions in the world besides the Jews
and Christians have sacred writings and divine instructions by no means inferior to those of the nations
named. And we here again make the assertion, that
if we had been educated to regard these teachings
with the same veneration with which we have been
reared to regard the Hebrew and Christian scriptures,
they would seem to us as equally inspired, divine,
and holy.
ZoROASTEn the Persian philosopher and prophet
who is held by different authorities to have lived from
seven hundred to fourteen hundred years before
Christ, taught thus :
·· I raise my hands in adoration and worship ; first, all
true works of the divine spirit and the intelligence of the
good mind, that I may be partaker of this blessedness.
To those works and the earth-soul do I offer up my
prayer.
"With pious sense will I approach Thee, thou wise and
living, with the prayer that thou grant me the earthly and
spiritual life. Through truth are these blessings to be
attained, which the self-luminous sends to those who
strive therefor.
" Long as my strength shall last to worship, so long
will I continue in search after truth.
"Thee I conceive as the original first, as the one.
supreme, both in nature and in mind, father of the good
disposition,-since with clear eye.! beheld thee, as the
essential substance of t1·uth.
"All good do I accept at thy command, 0 God, and
think, speak and do it. I believe in the pure law.
By every good work seek I forgiveness of all sin. I
keev vure for myself the serviceable work and abstain
from the unprofitable. I keep pure the six powersthought, speech, work, memory, mind and understanding.
'·I revent of all sins, all wicked thoughts, words and
works which I have meditated in the world, corporeal,
spiritual, earthly and heavenly, I repent of in your
vresence, ye believers.
·
"I confess myself aZarathustrian, an opponent of the
Daevas, devoted to the belief in Ahura, [Ormuzdl for
vraise, adoration and satisfaction.
··I praise the best purity, I hunt away the Dews, I am
thankful for the good of the CrP.ator, Ormuzd, with the
· ovposition that comes from Gaua-Mainyo, I am contented and agreed in the hope of a resurrection. The Zaranthustrian law, createn by Ormuzd. I take as a vlain act.
For the sake of this I repent of all sins.
"That which was the wish of Ormuzd the creator, and
I ought to have thought. spoken or done and have not:
that which was the work of Ahriman, and I ought not to
have thought, svoken or done, and yet haye; of these sins
I repent, with thoughts ,words and deeds."
HERMES MEncunrus TRIS.l\IEGISTUS a noted king of
Egypt, and placed among the Pharaohs before the
time of ~loses ; in the DIVINE PYMANDER, a work
which has been translated into several languages and
deemed authentic. by eminent writers, wrote as fol" lows:
··That part of the soul which is sensible is mortal, but
that which is reasonable is immortal.
"Every essence is immortal. Every essence is unchangeable. Every thing that is, is double.
"None of the things that are, stand still. Not all things
are moved by a soul, but every thing that is, is moved by
a soul.
"Heaven is the first element. Providence is Divine Order. Necessity is the minister or servant of Providence.
"What is God? The immutable or umtlterable good.
What is man ? An unchangeable evil.
"Holy is God, the Father of all things.
"Holy is God, whose will is performed and accomplished by his own powers.
··Holy art Thou, that by Thy word hath established all
things. Holy art Thou of whom all Nature is the image.
"Holy art '.l'hou,.whom Nature hath not formed. Holy
art Thou, that art better than all praise.
"Aecevt these reasonable sacrifices from a pure soul,
and a heart stretched out unto Thee.
"I believe Thee, and bear witness, and go into the life.
and light."

THE PYMANDER contains by another writer the following Song or Psalm :
"Let all the nature of the world entertain the hearing
of this hymn. Be open, 0 Earth, and let the treasure of
rain be opened. Ye trees, tretnble not, for I will sing and
praise the Lord of creation, and the All. the One. Be
ovened, ye Heavens, ye winds, stand still and let the immortal circle of God receive these words.
"For I will sing and praise Him that created all things,
that fixed the earth and hung up the heavens, and commanded the sweet water to come out of the ocean into all
the world inhabited, to the use and nourishment of all
things, or men.
"That commanded the fire to shine for every action,
both to God and man,
"Let us together give him blessing, that rideth uvon
the heavens, the Creator of all Nature.
"0, all ya powers that are in me, praise the One, the
All. Sing together with my will, all ye powers that are in
me.
" 0 holy knowledge, being enlightened by thee, I magnify the Intelligible Light, and rejoice in the joy of the
mind.
" This is God, that is better than any name, this is he
that is secret; this is he that is most manifest; this is he
that is to be seen by the mind; this is he that is visible to
the eye; this is he that hath no body; and this is he that
hath many bodies, rather there is nothing of any body
that is not of him, for he alone is of all things.
"And for this cause he hath all names, because he is the
One Father."
ORPHEUS, of ancient Greece, 1,200 years before
Christ, thus sublimely taught :
"'!'here is one unknown Being, prior to all things and
exalted above all. He is the author of all things, even of
the eternal sphere and all below it. He is Life, Counsel
and Light, which all signify One Power, the same that
drew all things, visible and invisible, out of nothing. We
will sing that eternal, wise and all:vowerful Love, which
reduced chaos to order.
"The Empy~ean, the deep Tartarus, the earth, the
ocean, the immortal gods and goddesses, all that is, that
has been, or that will be, was contained in the fruitful
bosom of Jupiter. He is the final and th.e last, the beginning and the end. He is the Primreval Father, the immortal Virgin, the life, the cause, the energy of all things.
Thine is One only Power, One only Lord, One universal
King."
PYTHAGORAS, another Grecian philosopher and instructor, thus taught 600 years before Christ :
"There is one Universal Soul diffused through all
things-eternal, invisible, unchangeable; in essence like
truth, in substance resembling light; not to be represented by any one image, to be comprehensible only by the
mind; not as some conjecture, exterior to the world, but
in himself entire, pervading the Universal Sphere.
"Unity is the vrinciple of all things, and from this
Unity went forth an infinite duality,
" Truth is to be sought with a mind purified from the
vassions of the body. Having overcome evil things,
those shall experience the union of the immortal
God with the immortal man.
"Every man ought to speak and act with such integrity
that no one would have reason to doubt his simple affirmation.
" Do what you believe is right, whatever peovle think
of you.
" It is either reQuisite to be silent, or to say something
better than silence.
"It is impossible he can be free who is a slave to his
vassions.
··We should avoid and amvutate by every possible artifice, by fire, sword and all various contrivances;-from
the body, disease; from the soul, ignorance; from the
belly, luxury; from a city, sedition; from a home, discord, and at the same time from all things, immoderation.''
Prayer of SocRATES 500 years before Christ.
"0 Beloved Pan, and all ye other Gods of the place,
grant one to become beautiful in the 1nner man, and that
whatever outward things I may have, may be at peace
with thee within.
"May I deem the wise man rich, and may I have such a
portion of gold as none but a prudent man can either bear
or employ. Do we need anything else, Phredrus? For
myself I have prayed enough."
We could give, would space allow, many quotations
from the voluminous writings and teachings of
Socratlls, Zeno, Plato, Aristotle and others, all of
whom lived hundreds of years before Christ and left
much behind, of their deep and pure thoughts.
These teachings of the ancients perhaps have no direct
connection with the subject of Christianity ; but our
object in giving them is to show our readers that
Jesus, who never wrote anything himself, was not the
:first to inculcate moral sentiments ; that philosophies
as deep, instructions as elevating and morals as pure
as his were taught by others, long before be came
upon the earth. And we repeat, had we been reared
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to regard the utterances of these Heathen philosophers
and teachers with the same reverence that we have
been required to pay to the sayings of Jesus, they
doubtless, in our eyes would have seemed equally as
prof11.ne, equally as wonderful and equally as divine.
In our next we will probably give some extracts
from other ancient reformers and teachers, after
which we will resume the direct examination of
Christianity, with a view of ascertaining its origin,
early history, characteristics, its cruelties, persecutions, bloodshed, and its general influence upon mankind.
[NoTE. In our last, in mentioning some of the signs of
the Zodiac, we inadvertently named Tau1·us, where it
should be Aries. Our readers will vlease make the correction. ED. T. S.l

New Enterprise.
It is with pleasure that we call the attention of our
readers to the advertisement of our esteemed friend
and co-laborer in the cause of free thought, G. L.
Henderson, of the :firm of G. L. Heuderson & Co., of
LeRoy, Minn., who, as our ·western readers know,
has established a branch office in the city of New
York, and who now proposes, in addition to their
regular banking business, to open a GENERAL SuPPLY
AGENCY, by which the wants of their friends and the
public living remote from the business centres may
be supplied at greatly reduced rates. This they can
do by reason of their large business connection and
the great amount of patronage at their disposal.
In this age of corruption and general decay of
commercial integrity, it is gratifying to be able to assure our readers that in his case, as in the case of our
other advertising patrons, "HERE IS A MAN."
Mr. Henderson will be assisted in this new branch
of business by Mr. Hug!! Byron Brown, a gentleman
well know"u to our patrons as 11 contributor to THE
TRUTH SEEKER and to all the radical papers, and
whose integrity and reliability are well known to us
and to the liberal public. We cheerfully recommend
our readers to patronize the new :firm.

A Generous Donation.
With due gratitude we acknowledge the donation
from Col. Robert G. Ingersoll of THIRTY DoLLARS,
much the largest we have received from any source.
In connection with :five dollars he presented us on
another occasion, it establishes the fact of his Liberality.
This present we consider not as pe1'sonal but as
llevoted to spreading truth and freethought, and with
all humility we are bound to acknowledge we have no
trouble in finding legitimate uses in that direction for
such material.
We still have the Colonel's Lectures for sale and shall
feel renewed pleasure in sending them to such of
eur friends as have not yet ordered a copy. Price
$2".00. Postage 15cts.
Col. Ingersoll recently paid our city a visit with his
faruily. We called at his hotel to see him, but were
not fortunate enough to finll him in, and consequently
did not see him.
·wE OWE an apology to many of our correspondents for not more promptly answerin!!; their lette1:s
many times. We receive so ~any, anti our time is so
occupied we are often compelled to let them lie over
longer than we would desire.
vVe again ask the forbearance of contributors for
the tardy appearance of their articles. It is impossible to find room for all that come, and we mean to
select the best. We have many filed for insertion as
soon as possible.
We again ask contributors to study brevity. Short
articles are nearly always preferable to long ones, and
they afford a larger number a chance to be heard.

B. F. Underwood
Will lecture at Oskaloosa, Iowa, Jan. 9, 10; B~chan
an, Mich., Jan. 13, 14; Anderson, Ind., Jan. I5; In·
dianapolis, Ind., Jan. 17; Brighton, ll:Hch., Jan. 19,
20; Auburn, 0., Jan. 22; Elyria, 0., Jan. 23, 24;
Erie, Pa., Jan. 25, 26.
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ties o~ the Jews;" a much fuller account is given in the mouth of all these thy prophets" Can it 00
CHAPTER v, of tlns won;tan than in the Bible. "When Saul posE.ible, a man possessed of common s~nse can sink
.
.
·
.•
had, heard thts, he could n~t speak for grief, and fell his ideas of the God of the universe the fountain of
After some five or SIX thousand years, wtth all the drn' n on the floor, whether 1t were from the sorrow truth and perfection low enough to ~1eet the d
d
aid an~ assistance that tl~eology clai~1s for him, that ~rose upon what Samual had said, or from his 1 of those recorded fa~ts, and the teachin r of thee;oan ;
the Jewtsh ~od h~s so far fat led to e8ta.bhsh a church, emptu;ess, for he l.wd taken ?o food the foregoing day I confess I cannot.
g
gy
?tan orp;amzed ktngdom on earth; and as for destroy- n?r mght, he eastly fell qmtc down, and when with
[To BE cONTINUED]
IDP,; th~ devil,, by insna~ing, catching, chaining, or im- dtfficul~y he had recov:ered l~imself, the woman would
· •
pns~lllllll! hun, tl\ere IS no encouragement, by way of force lnm to eat, beggmg thts of him as a favor on acgettmg nd of so loathsome a creatmc. He remains count of !1~1' concem in that dangerous instance of
.A. Lady on the Soc· I
t• •
an eye-sore to the clergy, and yet their best (1·iend. fortune-telling, which it was not lawful for hedo bave
I&
ues IOU.·
W.e will now ~ool• after.tlwse who perished under the do~e, becau8e of the fear she was under of the king,
['l'he following private letter was not written for
pnesthood of the Jewtsh God. It is not to be -won- whtl~ she knew not who he was, yet did 8he under- THE TRUTH SEEKER, but is published at the request
~ered at, th~t John th,e seer, saw t~e church organiza- take 1t, and .go througl~ with it, on which account she of a friend. It is a clear argument in favor of the
twn, by whiCh the pnests held thetr power, and by it entreated htm,, to adnnt that a table and food might
· 1 tl
·
thpusands were put ~o death ; that it was drunken be set before !mn, tl!at he might recover his strength socta wory It advocates, and is deserving of a careWith human blood, bemg controlled as it was by the and so get safe to hts own camp. And when be op- ful reading.-En. T. S.]
Jewish pr~esthood, ~vhich put to death all wlw dared pos~d her .motion, and entirely rPjected it, by reasou
MANH.A.'l"l'AN, Oct. 28, 1874.
to oppose 1ts authonty, Jesus not excepted.
o~ Ius anxtety, she forced him, and at last pmsuadetl JIIy 1Jea1· Friend: Your letter reached me yesterday.
The church under the control of Constantine a ty- hun to eat.
I can never be oft"ended at anything you may say to
rant in every sense, whose genius failed him in i~vent~
"Now she had one calf that she was very fond of and me, especially when the question is prompted by sucb
ing ~ays and means to kill, torment and punish one that she took a great deal of care of, and f~d it tende.r matern.al solicitude.. Let us discuss all these
herettC?S, as they were called under that organization herself, fo1· she was a woman that got her Jivi rw by questwns relatmg to my affatrs freely and fully, With
(or witches and wizards by the ,Jews.) The estimat~ the labor of her own hands, (I wish this could be :uHl, ~ny on.e else I w_ould not deign to lift the veil of mv
we have made of the Jews and their God is based of our clergy,) and had uo other possessions but that ;nn~r life, unless 1t may be I could aid ~orne poor soul
as a foundation, upon their own record sacred and one calf ; this she killed, and made ready its flesh In 1ts struggle for its share of earthly happiness. I
pro.fane; but we will not vouch for the truth of it in and set it before his servants and himself, so Saui should ~·ather say. I would not open my life to the gaze
alltts fullness and particulars. Nevertheless it is held cam~ to the camp while it was yet night. Now it is of the st.mply cul'lous, only to ~hose whom my ex periby many as tbe unernng word of God. If the Bible but JUSt to recomend the generosity of this woman ~nee tmght help to better tlungs. I would shrink
account is reliable, we have not misrepresented the Jews because when the king had forbidden her to use that from the world's gaze, not from shame, only because
or t~wir God ; but beli~ving it .is no.t all strictly true, at:t wlwnce he!· circumstances were bettered and im- &ood cau~es are Bo. often dan!age~l by injudicious handjustiCe den}ands tlu~ quahficatwn.
The Jews ptoved, &he dtd not remen.ber to his disadvanta~e hng by'.' ell mea!lml{ but m.1sg~uded people. I would
charged therr God Wtth many thino-s he was not that he had coudemned her sort of learnino- aud dtd ~almly live my hfe m a rhg'lllfied way; "commencguiltv of, by saJ:in~, "Tln;~s .saith the Lord," when the not re~use him a.s a stranger, and one, thaCshe hacl no mg:." as t~1e poet says, "by my presence. •: You seem
Lord had not sat~ 1t ; yet 1t !s so recorded.
a?quamtance With ; ?ut slw had coml?assion upon to llll]:ly ~11. your l~tter a ~ear that I a?l m the fu~ure
S.econd, t~ey d.t~ man~ thmgs themselves to gratify hnn, a~d comforted hun, and exhorted htm to do what to be Sl~bJe~te~ to tleachmy tllld desm·U!:Jn. Now JUSt
thetr own dtsposttwus; If successful they ascribed it he was greatly averse to, and offered him the only suppose th.tt ts to b~ the case-thnt 111 the future
to their God, and it comes down through their records (calf) creature she had as a poor woman and that somewhere, I am .left alone !JY t.his man whom Is~
to us, as being san?tioned and dictated by him.
earn~stly, and with great humility, while she lmd no dearly love. If thts happens 1t IYlli he because, either
'I' bird, many thtngs arose from superstition and reqmtal made to her for her kindness nor hunted sol,Il: other magnet att rn~ts more strongly, or he will
imagination ; yet were recorded as facts. What 'I sav afte~· any future favor from him, for she 'knew he was be tired of Dl?· N ~w brmg to bear 011 this question
of the Jews on this point, I say of all nations. Thet~ to che; whereas men are naturally either ambitious all y-our naitve wtsdom and answer me candidly.
is a universal similarity, and there is iwthing more to please those that bestow benefits upon them or are Whtcll would he the most. comfortable position m
wrong in the Hindoos believin& Alayone, daughter ve~y ready to serve those from whom they ~ay re- such an emergency, the deserted wife or love? I
of .lEolus, ·who drowned herself m grief fol' her hns- ?et_ve some advantage. It would be well therefore to would much prefer to be the de.sertcd love than the
band, was turned into a kingfisher, (a bird) th 11 n for the tmttate the example of this woman, and to do kind- coolly treated and .neglected .wife. Is not the quick
~ews to ,believe Lot's wife, for looking back, was
tumed ness .to ~II such as are in want; ~nd to think that stroke of the .~xec~tliouer for ~md~r. anti less painful
mto a pillar of salt ; all from the same cause (ignor- notlung ts better nor more becommg mankind, than than the horu.d agt_Jny of the mquzsttor, the torturer~
ance) and eqll1llly untrue.
such. a general beneficence, nor what will sooner The w.orld thtnks.tf a man swears to a 11aper, he will
_ "\Ye have .now shown the failure of the fourth organ- re?der God favorable, and ready to bestow good ~e obhged to do hts duty. lie will do this uniler any
.IZatwn, whtch was swallowed up by the Church of thmgs upon us. And so far may suffice to have ctrcumst<!,nces as long as he can. And any woman
Rome, "the ~reat whore," seen in a vision by John, a spoken concerning this woman."
ought .to, be thankful t? be well rid of a man whose
~e wo,uld ask '~here does that woman livt, in all word tsn t .a~ goo~ as Ins bond. Legal marriage is a
seer a;nd ~e imm, as being t~e "mo~l~er of Harlots,"
out of wh1ch most of the present religwus sects have Chr1stenuom, that 1s worthy of a better character than bondage f1 om WhiCh only death frees many a poor
sprung.. These four f~ilures prove one of these things. the o.ne Josephus, ~he g~eat his~orian, gives this3poor wretched so~!. Could any woman of fine fee~ing
The Jewtsh God was mcompetent to govern man in des~nsed woman, sttgmattsed with the name of the allow herself to be dependent on a man who desp1sed
the capacitv ot a nation or church. If this is not "wttch of Endor," nevertheless as for l.Jer mor~l char- her ? Or any man hold a woman who despised him ?
true, then it proves all these organizations had no acter she is the person whose life, habits and Why, when two people are as bappy as we urge a
higher origin of authority than man, in and out of the disposition, are the nearest and most likeJ~sus'- change:-a change, that seldom brings anything but
earth form. If this is not true, then it proves the al.ways ready to do good. How did the life and death wranglmg, dece1t, selfishness and tyranny. Look
Devil, after achieving a _victo~·yin ~he garden of Eden, of Jesus staud among the Jews? He was in like man- !~-round an? tell m.e.! do ron fin~ much real l1appiness
has kept the field ever swce, m spite of all the eft'orts ?er condemned; pronounced and looked upon as an ~n the soctal mauwd life~ 'lake--'s parents for
on the. part o_f God, man and. ang;els. As we have Impostor :,tnd put to death, by :vhat the priests called mstance, (~ud they are a fatr ~ample of the world,) are
heretofore rehed up?n the .Jewtsh htstory, inh·eference tl!e law of tl:_le ;Lord, under whtch thousands before they happ~ ? She watched hm! as th~cat watches the
to the Jews and the!r God, we do the same in looking ~1m lost thmr lives; _of whom he spoke, when he said, mous~, for ~ve~ a glance of .m:fideht:y:. Instead of
after those who perished at the hands of, and was put Y:our fathers have killed them." N otwitllstanding all studymg to m.c1ea~e her attractwns, she ts prematurely
to death by the autbority of the Jewish priesthood. tlus, .our present teachers of theology arc threatening old an~ sour, m th1sconstantstruggle to look after him.
and those in power. The Jews in no instance clnin~ us wttlt hell and everlabting damnation if we do not There ts not even the ghost of happiness under that
or admit they ever J?Ut a man to death without just acknowledge the Jewish God, declaring J C$liS (who roof. They are what the world ca~Js 1·espeetable, nice
cause; therefore thmr laws and s~atutes were so word- was born .o~ a woman, ~he .same as all children are) to people ..
r~sp~ctnblr to everythlll·!!'· but th.eir own
ed tbere was no trouble to convtct and put to death be the legttlmate son of thts personal God who talked soulo, \lhH •!, brmg unt.rm•nnil hypocrll w;:J. p01~on the
all who vio1ated their laws under which Jesus with face to face, with.Abraham Jacob and Moses. when springs of ~1fe, producmg wrung1tng and liitttmcss.
tbousands of others, suff!\r~d death. Jesus spbke to his character, disposition a~d man~er of life bad no The ~ount:mn of all domestic peace is dl'ied up because·
those J.cws:thcn in authority, who held the priest- more resemblance to the character of Jesus; than a of thts a~Jectslav~ry of heart and. life. Let me be left
hood, formtng the grand Snnhedrim, wbo sat on the ravenous she-bear, (such as destroyed forty-two chil- alone, dnv~n out mto the desert like Hagar, (far from
judgment seat a!!.d condemned him to death, he whose drcn)has to a dove which was tbe emblem of Jesus' all h~l~~n life,) before ever I mn subjectetl to such a
motto was to do good, and, he said "Woe uuto you God, the spirit that abode with and controlled him !tumtliatmg dose of gall and wormword. Desertion
for ye bt~il'd the sepulcbers of tbe 1;ropbets, an 11yom through life on earth; whilethcse'~wo she-~;ears, carried 18 ~~ave?" compared to it. .Do 1!ot argue t~tat we .are so
fathers k1fled them." From the blood of Abel unto ?Ut and executed the curse of Elisha when under the pmtect<y suttee!, so ltarnwmous.
lVtM nav'tgat01·s
the blood of Zacharias which perished between the mfiuencc or spirit of the God of th~ Jews when he don'~ run any nearer shoals and rocks because the
altar and temple, embracing a period of some four cursed the children. Wlw dare deny this tltat believes day IS clear. 'flw unwary may do this, the sudden
thousand years. Luke xi. 47-51. Who dare say his Bible, antl who dare say, these two ~he-bears did and unacr;onntahle stor.m may dash them to pieces.
this testimony is false~ If true it speaks louder not portray ibe God-power under which Elisha cursed C!'ood nayzp:ators, profitmg by the ex]Jerience of past
than the ~hunder of Sinai; and what does it mean? the children, whose oft'ense wasachildi&hretort upon t~mes, nnn~ the danger signals. Along the shores of
If true, and we take it us such, it amounts to this. a man who had a bald head ? Who dm.:e s~v the hfe are thtc~dy strewn .matrimonial wrecks without
The Jewil!h priest, and those in authority, had been in dove does not portray the God-power by which •.Je&us number. 'VVtth such a stght before us who dare venthe h!l-bit· of killing, stoning, and putting to death a was controlled through life?
ture? There are. unaccountable freaks of nature both
certam class of people that Jesus culled prophets and
'!'here can be no doubt but tbat· Abr 11
M
mental a11:<1 phystcal, that two persons can never disapostles. '\Ve will call them mediums; the Jews called and others who acted undc~ authority we~e f::fiueno~eJ cover t~ntt~they hav~ lived together. What has poor
them witches, wizard~, blasph~~ers, necromaucers, by the spirit of a savage king, whose disposition ~ad h~malllty. one .t~,at lt.must. !Je compelled to suffer a
perso?s who talked With the spznts of the do ad. For undergone 110 change perceivable b wa of reform " I ole mu~ tal life fo~ a mtstal'e ? . No ! no ! I am
all thts class, t~1ey had a. law that all such should be who was by ,.imes petulent and c~·o!s a/other time~ n~t. one of til~ schennug yo~:~ug ]adze~ ?f the period
put to death; tf the te~ttmony of Paul can be relied noble and grand varying from the 'sublime to ib Lly~ng
to entJ,tp some man mto provtdmg me a sup01
on, where he speaks of the treatment and condition ridiculous uevcr 'above but often below tl 1 at f 1 e P .t. I nsk only health and the menus of earnin!!'
of such. Heb. xi. 37-38 "They were stoned, they manity; ~hile the prophets who Jesus su wc~e kHt an md~pcu~ent ljvelibood. If l ever take tJ.tis man's
were sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain with the ed and put to death were co~trolled and iKfiuence 1 b name,
It Iwtll ~ot he th1:oug!J any legal J?larnngc cerf•1
sword, they wandered about in sheepskins and goat- spirits more mild ~uch as the one he was. an de rJ· ~wny.0 f dn tlus I am hying ttp to my lughcs~ conl'icskins, being destitute, afflicted, tormented,, of whom instance, John th~ apostle, who was contr~lled and twus
. nty f~o ~~.~~·s.elf, to hiU:, and. to the. world.
tbe '."orld was .not wort~1y; they wandered m deserts, governed by a God-power that was all love. What a I!e ~.me to :n~ ftc~~_y, and pouzed bts.love tnt~ my
and m mountams, and 111 densandcavcsofthcearth." contrast between the God-power that c t·1 11 d life, tf he e'e1 desues to go, fhe door JH open, kmdlv
These w~re considered as violaters of those laws, the Jesus and John; and the power that dicLat~d fiw~e ~s h~ (dame he shall dci!art .. Did you ever see a chiltl
same as m tl~e days of king Saul. It. is evident_ the words: "I am a jealous God, and a God of war I .OI'~l~ en to do a cet·tam tl~Jl~g, o~· go beyond a st~ted
woman that lb called lJy our present prwsts, theW itch will stir up nations to battle. venaeance is mine 1 ~d hf!t. 1.1 It tt one~ beco~e~ frantw to do the t.hmg,
of End01·, who was banished by kmg Saul, and had I will repay. I will laugh nt 'your~alamity ·md m' ck 11 IIC uuc cr or~l1uary ctrctunstances iL would never
secreted herself as best she could, was one of these. when your f~ar cometh I tl'e Lord have' de ·e·~
. wc thoug.ht of. v.:-c are very much like children
1 •d 111
In this case we will quote from Josephus' history-a that prophet and I will' sh'et~h out 111 ha d l
c
the mnrnnge relatwn. If compelled to a certain
Wtlll auth~ntirated work, and ouc that may be relied him, and wih' destroy him. from the Ymicls~ oflll~~n line of conduc,t it.becomes irksome, w.hereas if spontaon,. fu his 6th book, 14th chapter of the "AntiquL people Israel. Also the Lord had put a lying sp·r{
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VIe not
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gize. .All the arguments of reason and common sense
are in favor of freedom. I am to-day a happier and
more self-respecting woman than ever before.
Marriage-the true one-is founded on love, and not
dependent on man-made ceremonies for its truth, faithfulness and continuity. I love this man so well, that
nothing but his perfect happiness will satisfy me, and
if that can come only through the ministrations of
some other woman, then in the words of Emerson,
and with a heart overflowing with tender love, I say,
"go, sweet heaven." Do you never feel when you are
looking at some glorious sunset, fine work of art, or
listening to some poem or gem of thought, 0, if all
my friends could share this! So do I feel us, day by
day, some new beauty of--'s character is unfolded
to me, if everybody could feel the joy of this gentle,
tender, glorious love. If it ever goes from me it Will
go in the s>~me noble, open-handed way that it came,
for it could do no injustice.
How much talent has been lost to the world
in domestic slavery! Souls from a mistaken idea
clinging to each other, though each moment Llings
only agony. The life narrowed, the powers which in
other channels. might flow out to bless and gladden
some other life, now, only '' cabinec1, cribbed, confined," from a false idea fatal to all the good they might
do in the world. '.roo often it is only selfishness that
binds two, in those too weak to have idea or principle.
Whittier says:
·
"0 doom beyond the sadest guess,
As the long years of God un.roll,
To make thy dreary selfishness
'!'he prison of a soul."
I cannot resist the temptation to tell you a little anooodote apropos to this subject, which as a facetious
friend remarked who imparted it to me, "contains
the whole thin_g in a nutshell:" And unhappy husband and wife quarreling. The .wife says, '' see how
peaceably the cat and dog lie on the rug." " Yes,"
sad the man, " but tie them together and see how like
h-1 the fur will fly.''
I must live in the truth as I see it. Speak of me
with the samb confidence and joy as ever, and
remember our marriage, when it comes, will be the
purest under heaven, because ''God will have joined
us." And now one word from the outside world.
\Ve went last Sunday to hear Mr. Frothingham. Shall
I tell you my impression of the whole service·? Well,
then, in the words of Burns, I found there, " devotion's every grace except the heart." I came away
with a sense of coldness. My heart had not been
warmed to any new love of humanity, nor had my
intellect been quickened and fed by those scientific
truths poured out so freely now to supplant old errors
of superstition and bigotry. I came away in a very
negative condition. Good, red-hot !fethodism, where
heart, son! and fists are in earnest operation, is far
preferable to this cold-blooded, meaningless talk,
which is neither good science nor good 1·eligion, but just
pulpit buncombe which tickled amazingly a few shallow-headed, fashionable women.
But I must draw this letter to a close, though I
could fill another sheet, with telling you of our several glorious trips to tlle Park lately, and how it glows
in an unusually fine dress of Fall splendor. And then
I should like to tell you what glorious times we have
with our books. Think of me always as contented
and perfectly satisfied with my present bliss. If
change and sorrow come, so le it. Shadow and sunshine are ever mingled. Shadow has its divine use as
well as sunshine. Ever with dearest love,
Yours, H.
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Every leaf we find paged with blood, every volume fate was to close the lips of spies and informers.
But the Bishop sees the ruse for he is very angry
filled with records so black, cruelty so fearful, statistics telling of millions slaughtered to the great Jug- with the priest of Fernay, and he writes to him, forgernaut of their faith. For fifteen hundred years bidding him to confess Voltaire or administer the
this black cloud of superstition covered all Europe, eucharist to him. Voltaire is. at once taken with a
and the fairest portions of our Eoarth was turned into fever, and he summons the priest to administer ghosta Pandemonium-a Hell. It was the davs of the In- ly comfort. The priest pleads the rumors of the
quisition, when the morning and the evening sacrifice world as to the damnalJle character of the books he
was not paschal lamiJa, for the fiend they worshiped had written. Voltaire warns him, in the most per·
emptory manner, that in refusing to administer the
as God, now demanded human victims.
viaticum he was infringing the law, and the conse"And blood-red rainbows cano~ied the land."
Yet, he whom they claim to be the founder, was quence was the priest did administer the viaticum.
Cundorcet remarl~:s on this tomfoolery, (for such I
ushered into this world with the words, "Peace on
earth, good will to man." But the Church gave for con!!ider it), " that the satisfaction of forcing his
peace, war and all its horrors, and for good will, the priest to administer by fear of the secular judges, and
fires of persecution and the tortures of the Inquisi- insulting the bishop in a judicial manner, cnnnot excuse such a proceeding in the eye~ of the free and firm .
tion.
I dilfer somewhat from my friend, Mr. Henderson, man." It would be taxing our credulity too much to
for he says "that Voltaire wrote in such a manner suppose for one moment that any one in ~hat day saw
that if tried for heresy, he could, like Queen Eliza- iu this conduct of Voltaire's anything approaching to
beth or Cervantes, make it impossible to find any in a recantation. No wonder the bishop was mad, for
his writings." He also says, he was a '' consummate Voltaire in his confession nctually pardons the
Jesuit." I do. not; never have thought so. I never bishop, for we read that he signed a solemn act in the
thought that Voltaire spoke with feeble voice or presence of a notary, declaring that he (Voltaire), pctrfaltering tongue. "Is it with trembling lips that he c'ons andfO?·gives his t:alumniators, and thutb.e finally
puts these questions : Is the bible historically true, forgave the bishop <'f Annccy, who had calumniated
and divinely inspired ? and is your Christian church him to the king, and whose maliciou~ designs, had
a holy and beneficent organization?" Did he answer come to naught. My Christian friends, your cause
those questions with Jesuiticai casuistry, and so must be weak indeed, if you need the support of this
leave you in doubt as to his meaning? No, sir! for confession of Voltaire's. I have no need to speak of
he answered those questions without the possibility his return to Paris in 1778 after an absence of nearly
of a misconception ; for he says : " The records were thirty years-for that is one of the historic events of
saturated with fable and absurdity; the doctrines im- the century. It was the last great popular burst of
perfect at its very best, and a dark and tyrannical enthusiasm under the old regime : that reception has
superstition at its very worst, and the Church the been described over and over agd.in, no one ever rearch-curse and infamy I '' If Voltaire was a Jesuit, ceived a more splendid greeting : but the agitation of
lwwcould he merit this glowing encomium which this so much loud triumph, and mces,ant acclamation,
was more than his feeble health could re~ist. The
essayist passes on him ?
" Our lofty new ideas of rational conviction, and immediate cause of his death was thought to arise
of emancipation of understanding, as emancipation from the administration of an overdose of laudanum.
from the duty of settling, whether impm"tant propo- He died on the 30th of May, 1778.
"Stick a pin here please," as Capt. Cuttle would
sitions are true or false, had not dawned on Voltaire.
He had just as little part or lot in the complaisant say. Voltaire's death in Paris, is just ten years after
spirit of the man of the world, who, from the depths his celebrated recantation. We hear nothing now of
of his mediocrity and ease, presumes to promulgate ghostly comfort, or priestly blessingll; but his last
the law of progress, and as dictator to fix its speed. writing was a line of rejoicing to young Lallv that
Who does not know the temper of the man of the their efforts had been successful in procuring justice
world, that worst enemy of the world? His inex- for th.e memory of one who had been put to death un·
haustible patience of abuses, that only torment othM·s>· justly. And now if I have been able to brush away
his apologetic word of beliefs, that may perhaps not some of the cobwebs which the spiders of malice and
be as precisely true as one might ~ish ; and ins~itu superstition have woven over the fair fame of Voltaire.
tions that are not altogether as useful as some might I am more than content, and will conclude with the
think possible ; his cordiality toward progress and words of the poet Shelley :
improvement in a general way, and his coldness or "'That tho' the grave hath quenched that eye,
apathy to each progressive 1n·oposal in particular his Aml dcath's l"elentles!l frost withered that arm;
pigmy hope that life will one day become somewhat But the unfading fame, the deathless memory of that man
Whom kings call to their mind and tremble,
better, !Jut still it might be infinitely worse."
To Voltaire far different was it from this ; to him Shall never pass away."
WM. WILLICOTT.
a degrading superstition was not to be treated with
light indifference. Cruelty, wrong and injustice were
B1·ooklyn, Jan. 5, 1875.
with him something to overcome at every hazard.
-----·--Our author says" that the rays from Voltaire's burnA NEW liiO'l'IVE POWEn.-A new, cheap and powerful
ing and shining spirit no sooner struck upon the motive powet· is said to have been discovered by John
genius of the time, seated dark and dank like the M. Keeley of Philadelphia. Little is known about it, as
black stone of JVIemnon's statue, than the clang of the invention is jealously guarded, and the secret known
the breaking cord, was heard through Europe, and to only a few persons. Mr. Keeley claims that with two
men awoke in new day and mora spacious air." Vol- gallons of water he can generate force enough to draw a
taire a Jesuit! why, man, he was in the front rank a~d train of cars from Philadelphia to San Francisco ilnd back
in the very midst of the fight. Our author calls. him again. He uses no fuel, neither does he employ any
the "dogmatic destroyer," "and that he earned a chemicals, or electricity; or magnetic currents. It is
banner many times rent, but never out of the field." stlpposcd the force must be obtained by the rapid deSo much for the Jesuitism of the man that Morley composition of water into its aonstituent gases, but he
calls "the very eye of modern illumination." Ah! denies using any of the CU.§tomary methods for reaching
but say you, when he came to grapple with death, that result. In the machine he is now constructing he
what then? Did he not seek the saving power of the has developed, he asserts, a pressure of 7000 lbs. to the
Voltaire.
Among the recent contributions to our Liberal lit- Uhurch? Was be not agonized at the bare possibility square inch, and when it is remembered that the pressure
erature, there is none more worthy of a careful perus· of Christianitv being true ? After a long and patlent to whicll steam boilers are subjected is seldom more thau
al than that of Voltaire by John ~Iorley. He places search I have not been able to find the least evidence 200 lbs. to the square inch. the enormous leap 1\lr. Keeley
the great Iconoclast in the very front rank of those in support of this assertion. They are like Sir John claims to make with his new moter may be oartia!ly apwho have bravely battled with sacred creeds and Falstaff's eleven men in Buckram existing only in preciated, The public ~vi!J have to wait tor the practical
their own fertiie imagination.
.
. application of this power before they can decide upon its
time-honored superstitions.
Let us present this case as we are able to _gather It merits. As a rule things that threaten to revolutionize
His opening sentence is grandly prophetic, for he
from the records. We find that Vol~au:e, now the world seldom do.
says : " When the right sense of historical proportion up
________ _
is mort) fully developed in men's minds, the name of nearly eighty years of age, '':as greatly P-XCJtea by the
RAISING ALMONDS IN CALIFORNIA.-Mr. Olmsted of CarVoltaire will stand for as much as the names of the monstrous proceedmgs a.gamst La Barre, who was
by the tribunal of Amiens, at the instance penteria has finished picking his crop of almonds. He
great decisive movements in the European advance, condemuecl
of the bishop to have his tongue and right hand cut
f
like the revival of learning or the reformation."
off and t.hen'be burnt alive, a ~entence that was com- will have from his orchard this Reason over 11 ve tons o
We who are living in this present day, are apt to mt{te<l by the Parliament of Paris to decapitation, and the Lttnguedoc or soft-shell almonds. l\Ir. Olmsted's orunderestimate the great work that was so ably done the ease which in this and numerous other cases, the chard is only four years old, and, of course, is' not yet in
by this glorious Heformer. Our author tells us that : tribunal lent itself to the
' erne 1ty of ·f ana t'tes, no c1ou I.Jt full bearing. His trees bore a few nuts when two years·
''The existence, character and career of tltis extraor" excited in the mind of Voltaire
a very painful alarm old. The third year tho average yield to the tree was
dlnary man, constituted in themselves a new and for his own sufet)', and most certainly he had good about .five pounds. Two rows in the orchard, covering
prodigious era. The peculiarities sf his individual reasons for it. We know he could not-Clared not- ground equivalent to .two acres, that reeeived great care
genius char.ged the mmd and spiritual conformation venture into Italy, for t_he. Inq'!-isition would have in planting and special culture, produced two thousand
of the West, with as far spreading and in vincible an thrown its great antagomst mto Its secret duu~eon~.
pounds of dried almonds. This yield, at the wholesale
effect as if the work had been wholly done, as it was
Who is there to-day that does not sympathtze wtth San Francisco market price for tile soft-shell ah.nond~,
actually aided' by the sweep of deep lying collective this old man of eighty, and make every allowance for will give ilfr. Olm5ted about $230 per acre, aft~r paywg exforces."
an occa5ionul fit of timorousness?
penses of the year's cttlture. gathering, sacklllg and m.arTo be able even slightly to comprehend the great
"vV . t ld tl at in 1768 he makes a nominal peace 1 keting. iiir. Olmsted keeps the ground dear, cultivatmg
work accomplished by those great Reformers, Calvin,
Luther, Spinoza, Voltaire, we must endeavor to real- withe~~= ~hur~li by coJ;jes~iug and p~nticipTat i!lg in I foth~n~~:we,~~!h~r:~:es~l~~~~~~~~:vi~~g~~:~st!;e;~~~;~
us te oro
·
ize the condition of the greater part of Europe at the the solemmLy of an Eustern commumon.
commencement of the fifteenth century. What had did do, and the philosophers ?f Paris ":e.re dt;eply apart each way.
and D'Alembert, Ius o'vn fannl.un· f.neu<~,
---~----Christianity given us as the result of fifteen hundred scandalized,
could not refrain from protest; and Voltaue, m Ius
"PRETTY bad under foot to-dtw." said one citizen to
years of her work ? Did she not have a fair trial? reply
was honest enough to give what was no doubt another, as they met in the street. "Yes, butitsflne. overNeither let nor hindrance; none to make her afraid.
. SHE HAD DONE HER BEST. And what that best Was, the tr'ue reason, that he did not wish to be b_urnt alive, head," responded tho other. "'.rrue enoug!~·" saJ.d the
the iron pen of the historian has indellibly written. and that the ouly way to make certain agamst such a ftrst; "but theu very few are going that way •
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More Offers.

In addition to the liberal offers mada in our last
and to encourage the patronage of THE TRUTH SEEKER we hold out the following inducements:
We will send THE '!'RUTH SEEKER one year and
one set of Rogers' Best silver Pla:ed 1easpoons which
sell everywhere for three dollars, for $3. 00.
We will send 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER one year and
one set of Roger's Silver Plated Table Spoons which
retail for four dollars for $3. 75.
We will send THE TRUTH SEEKER one year aud
Calkin's Oltampion WtJSltm· which retails at $7.50 for
$5,75.
The plated ware is from Rogers, Smith & Co,, is
double plated on alabatta. Every package is stamped
and warranted by the manufacturers. Our friends
can rely upon getting first-class goods every time.
The Champion Washer is an excellent machine, it
has taken several premiums and over 60,000 of them
have been sold within two years.
We will furnish The Ladies' Own Magazine, one
year, a.fine mounted oil chromo in sixteen colors,
THE TRUTH SEEKJtR one year, and a set of best silver
plated teaspoons all for $4.00.
It is not necessary that all should go to one address.
The paper may go to one and the premiums to another, if desired.
Here is a fine opportunity for those who wish to
take 'fHE 'fRUTH SEEKER and be paid for d,)ing so.
THE supply of some of the books we offer as premiums and which comes from London are exhausted.
Our patrons will please wait patiently, we will forward as soon as received.
PHILOSOP;EIIO REviEW ; Darwin Answered, or Evolution a Myth, a volume of 85 pages, by LAwRENCE
S. BENsoN, author of " My Visit to the Su~." We
have not found time to give this work a close examination, but we see the author opposes the theory of
Darwin and Spencer. He is a deep thinker and a
finished writer. His work will be found interesting to many. Price, $1.25.
0UGH'l' CHRISTIANS To DEBATE ?-A lecture delivered by W. F. JAMIESON at Parker Fraternity Hall,
Boston, Oct. 11th, 1874. Published in pamphlet form.
It is a very sparkling, racy lecture in the author's best
style. He hits the Church and the clergy some hard
knocks, and decides the question in the affirmative.
Price, 10 cents, and worth double the money.
•'AROUND THE WoRLD." We have just received a
fine octavo volume by this title, by our friend, J. M.
Peebles, and published by Colby & Rich, BoEton. It
is written in ~Ir. Peebles' usual interesting, racy style
and contains full desq,riptions of his journey around
the world, of the principal scenes he witnessed, and
the interviews he had with prominent men in China,
India, Polynesia, Arabia, Egypt, Syria, and other
countries, with clear accounts of their religious beliefs and traditions, as well as the geographical, political and intellectual condition of the various countries
he visited. He is a man of close observation and
quick thought, and po:,sesses a happy faculty of stating what he sees and hears in a most interesting and
fascinating manner. 'fhere is a vast fund of useful
information in this volume, and few books are more
instructive and entertaining. Price of the volume,
$2. We shall be glad to send it to such of our readers as may wish it.

Volume I.
WE will furnish the First Volume entire, ·Of 'fHE
TRUTH SEEKER bound in paper covers, postage paid,
for
$1.00.
The same minus one number
75 cts.
60 cts.
two
"
",,
50 cts.
three "
"
40 cts.
four
"
five
30 cts.
Single copies, of back numbers of Volume I, such as
we have on hand, 3 cents each. 'fhose who wish,THE
TRUTH SEEKER from the beginning and to have it
convenient for reference and perusal will do well to
avail themselves of this opportunity.

Conversation about Society and Churches.
BY G. L. HENDERSON.
(Oontimted fr(tm Number Eight.)
FATHER.-Suppose, then, I affirm as a self-evident
truth, that every organ appearing in any plant or animal must, of necessity, be serviceable to it.
DAUGH'l'ER.-Analogy again ; I am afraid of them.
We were talking about religion and the church, and
here yon confro.,.t me with plants and animals. But
let me try your self-evident proposition. Some men
have been born with an extra pair of fingers on each
hand, and we fail to see what use they were to them,
and occasionally a child has appeared with one head
too many, and has died in consequence. Where then
is your self-evident truth?
F.-Now I see, you are to admit nothing, not even
propositions heretofore recognized as self-evident; not
even if stated on the authority of recognized philosophy and religion. I must present such a case to your
consciousness, that it shall have its basis therein, and
not rest upon any authority, however ancient or imposing it may be. In this you are right, and I could
wish that this intellectual condition prevailed over all
the world. If it did, the worth of an opinion or doctrine would be valued in proportion to its reasonableness. But now, with many, the opposite idea prevails, for the value of an opinion or doctrine is too
often estimated in proportion to its improbability and
inconsistency with the ever recurring order of nature.
I now find that my proposition does not contain the
whole truth, aud I find that language is often inadequate to express what we re:.tlly wish to convey ; nay
more, I think there is something in our consciousnes~
that cannot be expressed in words, for when so expressed, there is either too much or too little, therefore absolute truth exists in the mind only, and whenever what exists in the consciousness is formulated
in words, it is not altogether truth. I will restate my
proposition, but you will bear in mind what I have
just stated, that from the imperfection of human
language, it will still contain either more or less than
the truth. There is in nature the power to produce
an infinite variety of plants and animals, each individual being slightly different fl'om the other. Regular and continuous uniformity is from time to time
changed by the appearance of new organs. as in the
cases to which you refer, but if when the' individual
in whom the supernumary organs appear comes to
struggle for existence against those posse~sed of the
normal number of organs, and it is found not to be
an advantage to it, either the individuals or the organs, or altogether disappear, so that nature (by what
Darwin calls natural selection), preserves all her plants
and animals which are the best adapted to the condition
in which they are to continue to live, and if the new
organ proves an advantage to its possessor then the
old or normal type will become the abnormal and
must disappear.
'
D.-Now I remember, you once told me of a tribe
of fishermen on the Mediterranean Sea, who laid
their nets at a great depth to catch a particular variety of fish, and it became necessary for them to dive
down and grasp their nets between the toes of their
feet, and use their hands in swimming to the surface
and that, in the course of generations, individual~
appeared who could grasp the nets firmly with their
feet, as we grasp objects in our hands so that the
fishermen who attained this power most 'fully became
the wealthiest, and the finest women desired them for
their husbands. 'fhis preference on the part of the
women resulted in thus reproducing this ad vant~g~ous peculiar.ity in then· offspring, and thereby
givmg them an Immense advantage over those who
differed less from the old normal type. So that in
course of time, a foot would difl'ereutiate so far as to
perfo~ m the ~uplex f_unction of bo~h walking and
graspmg. This explams the law of the survival of
the fittest. Now let me see how you are to apply this
law of nature to the necessity of a church and its
continu~d existence as an organ of society.
F.-lou stated clearly not only the law itself (but
also) one of the many instances from which the law
is deduced. 'fo cover the naked, feet, man has found
it necessary to strip animals of their skins and make
them into shoes. Hence shoemakers and shoe-factories. To cuver the naked body, it became necessary
to shear the sheep and cultivate cotton hence wool
and cotton spinners and factories for 'makng garmenta. His body was liable to disease from exposu:e, excess or _insufficient supply of food, im~roper in
kmd or quahty. Hence surgeons, physicians and
c~res, _with their s_urgeries, ho~pitals and asylums.
His mmd was subJect to passwns sentiments and
feelings, all of which were liable' to misdirection
throu~h ignorance, either from inactivity or excess,
resultmg m sorrow, repentance and remorse, hence
the priest, the teacher, the philosopher with their'
churches, schools and laboratories. You' may object
to their value. You cannot deny their existence.
The shoemaker, as among the Chinese and even in
America, may cripple the feet by making small shoes
rendering it almost impossible for men and womer:.
to walk. 'fhe tailor and the staymaker may crush the
life out by narrow clothes or tight lacing. The physician may administer poison and aggravate instead
of eradicate disease. The surgeon may set a bone

wrong side to ; the nurse may drive the patient mad
instead of soothing to rest. The priest may stand
between you and the light of heaven, drive you from
sorrow to despair, urge you from repentance to torture, enforce restitution in the idea of utter and ever·
lasting self-relinquishment in the gloom of eternal
torture-a night without, followed by no rising sun.
But there are good shoemakers who make comfortable shoes, protecting the feet from bruises and the
bite of poisonous reptiles.
There are good weavers who have not spun in
vain. 'rhere have been good tailOl'S and dressmakers
who have made comfortable garments, neither so
tight as tO· dwarf the body, nor SO loose as to hinder
movement, protecting the body from the scorching
sun, the biting wind and the venomous insect. Good
physicians and surgeons have allayed fever, arrested
delirium, found antidotes for poison, restored the
sight, patched up broken bones, amputated limbs,
which, if left, would have hurried the whole body to
the grave. ThertJ have been good priests, too, who
have aided man to subordinate passion to sentiment,
and sentiment to reason; who, when death has seized his kin, and he is swallowed up. in the passion of
grief, has in turn lost his passion in compassion, forgetting his own grief while helping to diminish the
sorrow of others.
Who has converted the vain passion of remorse
into the nobler restoration, justice ? Who have
taught that he who lightens another's load, becomes
stronger to carry his own; that he who love; most, is
most beloved ; that he who lights another's torch
from his, adds to the volume of his own ; that he
who has done another a wrong, cannot, by increased
kindness, change the previous fact, even if that
wrong could be weighed in a balance, and the agony
resulting therefrom could be expressed in terms of
hundred weights and pounds. 'fhe infliction of an
equivalent weight of agony on the guilty one, or ou
one million of innocent ones, or on angels, or on
Gods, could not diminish by one fraction of a scruple
the result of the first offense, if it could, then it
would be conceivable that when one used a pound of
lead to find an equivalent pound of some other substance, the first pound would have ceased to exist.
Since mere subdivision of matter into equal parts, as
in a pair of scales (the scales itself the emblem of
justice), cannot diminish by the fraction of a scruple
the integrity of the parts left, by adding an innumerable number of equal parts to the part taken. N either is it conceivable that the suffering inflicted by
one person on another, can be alleviated in the smallest degree by any sufl:'ering inflicted on any other being, either in tlle past, present or the futme.
D.-I do recognize the exiHence of industrial and
professional men.. But your closing remark is really
an admission of the weakness and worthlessness of
a class who you still insist ought to contin'le in
some form or other, as important and beneficent servants of man, or as important organs C!lf the social
body, whose function cannot be dispensed with.
LTo BE coNTINt!ED.)
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On the Perception of the Invisible.
BY G, F.

BODWELL.

With our organ of observation we might now visit
those profound depths of the ocean, of which the
Challenger is telling us so much; we might swim
through a di-electric-subject to electrostatic induetion ; we might inhabit a Geissler's tube, or bury ourselves in a slice of tourmaline, about the time when
a high-priest of Nature cries lJliat expe1'imentum in the
matter of polarized light. Let us rather visit with
the oculus those obscure regions in which perception
itself originates. Let us float with a sound wave in to
the ear, and with an ether-wave enter the portals of
the brain itself.
Behold, then, the ocul,us with the dim porches of
the ear, tapping upon the tympanum, through which
it passes and entangles itself among those complicated
little bones which anatomists call malleus, the incus,
and the stapes. The tympanum is quivering, and the
little bones appear to accept its motion, and to transmit it. As the oculus passes on it sees beneath it
what appears to be a deep, narrow well-tile liJustachian tube ; then it looks through the fenestm rotunda,
and floats through the fenestm ova/is into the perilymph, a clear liquid mass agitated by waves ; then it
nearly loses itself In the labyrinth and cochlea1·, a sort
of plaee lil'e the maze at Hampton Court; escaping
from this it swims through the endolymph ; and
finally comes in sight of the cortian fibres, scala media,
and the ends of the auditory nerves. 'fhe ocul'as
fails not to see how each particul!l.l' fibre vibrates to
one particular tone or semitone, and it hears the
transmitted vibrations around it ; as, standing in the
belfry at Bruges, the dreaming listener hears about
him, now one bell, now another, bursting into song,
and at last a great symphony poured from fifty
throats of bronze.
The oeulus now returns to the outer world, and
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makes friends with an atom of luminiferous ether Then the reading ceased, and the will somewhat lightly charged with endeavoring to drag unsophistiwhich is about to enter the eye. But before they can peremptorily asked the brain the precise meaning of cated youth injj> a mire of mere assertions.
.A great many worthy but narrow-minded people
join company the ocu:us has to shrink to a smaller the passage. Whereupon the molecules of the brain
size than ever before. It has now to enter very mi- -notably the corpuscles of the gray matter-became who are disposed to sneer at the development theory,
croscopical channels, to which a particle the sii;e of strangely agitated ; they moved with wonderful have been in the habit of holding up Aga~siz as an
a grain of sand would be as a cricket-ball to the motions in wonderful planes ; they described in their acknowledged authority who held opposite views.
channel of a small straw. We next :find it with the motions spaces of four dimensions ; they moved in They probably do not know that Agassiz had been
ether-wave dashing upon the outer surface of the eye. vortices which rolled over each other ; in a word, devoting the greater part of his spare time in what he
It enters the organism by a gate of horn, the oo1·nea, the whole organ was in a state of intense molecular hoped to be the crowning efl:'ort of his life, viz.: the
and enters the brain itself by a gate of ivory, the optic activity. Waa this T/wu,qltt.~ At all events the will overthrow of what is popularly known as the Dar-foramen. We are a little reminded of Virgil's idea of received no answer to its question, and having winian theory, and that it was his complete inllbility
requested the brain to cudgel itself no more, the and failure to Jo this, and the consequent chagrin
the two gates:subject was dropped and the reading continued. The and depression that so wrought upon him, in connec",Bunt gemime somni portre, quarum attera fertur
ocutus was endeavoring to thread its way through the tion with hard work, that it broke down his physical
Cornea. . . . .
A.ltera, candenti perfecta nitens elephanto."
countless corridors and chambers which surrounded powers and indire9tly caused his death. There· is
Having passed the aqueous hum01·, the oculus per- it, when it came upon a small cell, out of which came now no leader of science in the civilized world who
ceives an increase of resistance· as it encounters the the Genius of the place, who conducted it safely to does not accept these theories and the conse!tuent delens and on emerging enters a vaulted chamber the frontier.
ducticns from tl.tem. How extraordinary, then, is
:filled with a substance as clear as crystal. Impulses
Our typical man, who says ·'I will believe it when the real spectacle of theologians quarreling among
are speeding through this with extreme velocity, and I see it," has after all a good deal of reason on his themselves about tl.te petty forms and ceremonies of
delivering their messages to the brain.
side, for we cannot.speak with any certainty of irivis- religious belief, when the very ground tl.tey stand
Of all the wonderful things that the oculus saw in ible things ; we can only say what we believe them upon lias been washed away by the flood of science
that crystal chamber, with black walls, and a window, to be, or what they may be. It is thus that we must and fact that has overwhelmed them in the last decnot yet darkened, which looked upon the external regard the revelations of the oculus.-Macmillan's Mag- ade. How much better would it be for the clergy,
world, it would take us too long to tell. It saw the azine.
who are now years behind their congregations, to acvaried images reflected upon the walls, of things discept the situation, take the lead, and instead of attant, and things near ; it saw too the movements of
Agassiz.
tempting to stifle knowledge to promote its diffusion,
the ciliary muscles which cause the front surface of
and standing on the basis of all that is good and pure
the lens to change its curvature, and much more. It
The grave has closed over the', mortal remains of in life, preach the doctrines of the ~o~e of man and
could have lingered there longer, but its guide, the Louis Agassiz. Relieved from the self-imposed Ia- ~he brotherhood of th.e race, the Religion of humanether-wave, hurried it on, till1t reached the far end bora of a long and studious life, the man whose sim- Ity and the God of Science.
of the chamber, and saw the commencement of the ple eloquence held us enthralled in the lecture.room,
"God of the granite and the rose I
optic nerve. The particles of the nerves were seen to whose genius bound us as with a spell, while from the
God of the sparrow and the bee!
be rapidly vibrating under the influence of the ether- rich treasures of his mind he explained the secrets of
The mighty tide of being flows
waves, and to be finally yielding up the motion to the that nature which his penetrative intellect had been
Through counties channels, Lord, from Thee.
particles of the brain. '!'he oculus floats between the ~o long engaged in exploring, like a morning cloud
It leaps to life in grass and flowers,
nerve fibres into the brain itself. But there it sees no has melted into the infinite azure of the past. His
Through every grade of being runs,
more. In vain it endeavors to comprehend how the name remains to us, and those works, the emanation
While from Creation's radiant-towers
delicate impulses ot the ether become transmuted into of his genius and the fruit of his untiring industry
Its glory flames from stars and suns." P. R. J.
the sensation of light ; how the images of the external which will give that name immortality. This celeworld are recognized by the centre of perception.
brated naturalist was born May 28th, 1S07, in the vilAlthough now within the most private chambers of lage of Mortier, Switzerland, canton of the Pays de
A Parody.
the great domed palace, the oculus can understand Vaud, which lies north of the lake of Geneva, borbut little of its inner life. It is reminded somewhat dering on France, and has Lausanne for its capital.
BY ANTI-BRIMSTONE.
of a central telegraph office, where messages are per· This canton is one of the largest and most populous
I'm not a soldier of the cross,
petually being received, and as perpetually being of the confederacy, and. the one in which the advanA follower of the clan
sent· where sometimes a message 1s retained, care- tages of education are most generally enjoyed. The
Who have the parson for their boss,
fully' copied, and stored away in a safe ; where again populati9n of about 180,000 are almost all ProtestUpon the go8pel plan.
a message. as soon as receiyed, is sent off by an~t~er ants. His death and obsequies at Boston are too reline of wires ; where sometimes the messages ongm- cent to have faded from the memory.
Must I be thrust in gospel-shops,
ate in the office itself, while at other times clerks rush
And there on bended knees
Toilers for self might take the fame
in breathlessly with messages for instant despatch.
Be crammed and stuffed with gospel slops,
Waiting to crown their toilings so;
The most distant nerves conveyed messages and
An unknown God to please?
Careless of ease, or wealth, or name,
received back answers, whereupon bodily motions reIs there no way for me to shun
All that HE asked was leave To XNOW.
sulted. Thus the will said, ''I want to move the
This blood-washed, pious crew?
arm " and the necessary directwns having been given,
Two great objects seemed to inspire Agassiz in
I must decide to fight or run,
the 'arm moved. Or the stomach said, "I am hun- life, and both illustrate the deep attachment he has
Else they will put me through.
gry ; there is food in tl!e jaws, let them commenc.e formed for the country of his adoption-the collecoperations," and forthwith the Jaws began to masti- tion of a museum that would be worthy of this
Sure I must fight in self-defense,
cate antl all the auxiliary apparatus of deglutition great country, and the foundation of a school in
'Gainst this religious mob,
was'simultaneously set in motion. Or the mind said, which future generations might avail themselves of
And shell them out with common sense,
"I send you these important facts ; copy them care- the specimens thus collected to open new channels of
These Christians and their God.
fully and store them away in a chambei', untii I want thought and knowledge. He was successful in layWe Infidels in this great strife
them'." But some of these chambers appeared to have ing the foundations of the first and maug1uil.ting the
Will conquer by and by;
very defective locks, an_d sometill;les broken door~.
second.
We would not change the present life
Thus it was that messages contmued to be received
The position of Agassiz, and his connection with
For one beyond the sky.
and transmitted by the brain. It was apparently a a New England college, -was one which rendered it
kind of head-quarters, to which _eveTy action was inexpedient as it would have been distasteful to him
Soon mental liberty shall spread
referred before being executed. No nerve or muscle to have involved himself. in theological controversies,
Her blessings "'very-where,
ventured to act upon its own account wi~hout iirst and he probably never met any one indelicate enough
Then parsons will not eat our bread
obtaining leave from head·qnarters, whiCh leave, to catechise him as to his religious belief or concepAnd pay us off in prayer.
once given, was responded to by the whole ~ental tions of the Deity, yet orthodox Christians would de-~
and bodily syst~m. 'l'h~ heai:t and the respiratory rive little comfort from searching his record. Older
· We'll have no God in our laws,
apparatus were frequent m thell' demands, and had a than the leading scientists of the day, like Faraday,
No priestly institution;
vast number of separate telegraph wires for their he did not fall into the line with the most advanc.!d
We want no Christ to plead our cause,
special use and behoof. Soon the will said, "I want thinkers on all subjects, but that he did not believe in
NONE IN THE CoNSTITUTION.
tu read aloud," and the bmin at ~nee commenced to Adam may be plainly seen from the following obserreceive communications, and to 1ssue the necessary vation on the Unity of the race. ''That the different
instructions. There were the muscle~ of the arm to types of the human family have nn independent ori- ANoTHER name has to.be added to the list of clergymen
be directed, in order that the book might be held a~ a gin one from another, and are not descended from who have been brought before the criminal courts to ·anproper distance from the ey~s; and th~ muscles wlu~l.t common ancestoi·s, I still maintain. And this idea I swer accusations of wrong doing-that of Father Forhan,
cause the eyes to move lwnzontally ~rom the begm· do not apply to Negroes only, but to the Indians, the a Roman Catholic priest in Chicago, y,ho has been chargning to the end of the line, and verticall.Y fr?m th~ Chinese, the Hindoos, etc., as well. In fact, I be- ed with emb(\zzlement. His case is notable on account of
top to the bottom of a page ; ancl the. VIbrat!ons of lieve that men were created in nations not in individ- the singular defense he urged. He was accused of retaining in his own possession funds intrusted to him "by
the particles of the optic nerve. conveymg the Impres- uals."
the managers of a church fair, amounting to several
sion of the letters to be be received, and then commuIn his address before the Califomia Academy of thousand dollars, of which the sum of $1,408 was the pronicated, to the muscles of the larynx, and .the muscles Sciences, he says it will not do for the coming geneof the tongue, and the mus?les ~f the l.IJ?s, and the rations to say '' I will accept thi~ or til at doctrine," ceeds of a raffie for a watch. According to the report ,of
respiratory nmscles, and then· vaned aux~hary appar- because knowledge is presiding at your halls, and will the case in the Chicago Journal, the counsel of the accusatus : all these concurrent causes combmed to one say to you, '' You must klww it, and unless you are ed took the ground that this money was received from· a
end and thus the words seen by the eye came to be willing to learn it you may grope in ignorance and be lottery scheme, and as gambling is unlawful, there could
spol~en by the mouth, and the organism perfon~ed the tool of a designing priesthood. That is the con- be no legal owner for it. The Judge before whom the
the act of reading aloud. No\~ the. passage. Which clition which stares us in the face for the futuro, and preliminary examination of the priest was held, declined
was read was this : ''It was likewise certam that, it becomes on that account the duty of every man to to take this point into consideration, but decided to hold
when we approve of. any rea~on whic~. we do not foster knowledge and to prepare the coming genera- him to bail in the sum of $5,000, to appear for trial before
apprehend we are either deceived, or, If we stumble tion with all those appliances which lead to an inde- a higher court.
upon the t;·utll, it is only by chance, aud thu~ we can pendent opinion on these matters.
never possess tho a&snrance that we ~re not 1ll en:or.
CHINESE MAXIMs.-1. Let every man sweep the snow
The most ardent evolutwnist could desire no heart1 confess it seldom happens that we JUdge of a thu;g ier indorsement of the importance of his theory than from his own door, and not busy himself about the fros
when we have observed we do not . apprehend 1t, that accorded to it by Prof. Agassiz. '!'he great nat- on his neighbor's tiles.
because it is a tlictate of the natural hght, never to tnralist never allowed an opportunity to slip of pro2. Great wealth comes by destiny; moderate wealth DY
judge of what we do not know. But we most fre- claiming his abhorrence of the wbole scl.teme, and industry.
quentlY err in this, that .we pres.ume upon a past denounced the transmutation theory as a ''mire of
3. The ripest fruit will not drop i1<to your mouth.
knowledge of much to wlu~h we give our assent, a~ mere assertions." In this, his irritation at what he 4. The pleasure of doing good is the only one that doe
to something treasured up m ~he memory, and pei- conceived to be a great scientific heresy, may l.tave not wear out.
fectly !mown to us ; wl.tereas, In truth, we have no betrayed him into injustice to his contemporaries.
5. Dig a well before you are thirsty.
All the leading German naturalists without excepsuch know ledge."*
6. Water does not remain in the mountains, nor vention, and very many of the English, ought not to be jleance in a great mind.
~ Descartes, PririC"ipia Part, I., .H,
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filtler §ebedee lJ.arkius.
Sermon No. 3.
[Reported by

THOMAS- A. DIDniUs.]

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the office of
the Librarian of Congress at Washington, D. C.
"And the Lord God formed man of the dust of ~he
eround and breathed into his nostrils the breath of hfe,
and he became a living soul.
·,
"And the Lord God planted a garden eastward in Eden,
and the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it.
"And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, Of
every tree of the garden thou mayst freely eat.
"But of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil thou
shalt not eat, for in the day thou eatest thoreof th_ou shalt
surely die.
When a man builds a house, if he is a wise man, he
digs down to the solid rock and lays a substantial
foundation on it; then his house will stand. But a
f?olish man builds upon the sand and uses rotten
wood instead of stone for foundation material, and
though he may build a magnificent looking house it
won't stand, but will come tumbling about his h~ad
ere long.
Now I want to say, my beloved brethren and
friends that many of the preachers of these modern
times ~re building upon the sands of infidelity, and
using· the rotten rubbish of Pagan philosophy and
modern science as their chief building material. And
their work will not stand the test of fire, nor stand
approved at the judgment seat of Christ. Bret?re.n
let us stick to the old-fashioned bible doctrines, for If
we do we are sure to come out right in the end.
And the right place to begin is at the begin.ning; ;
and the beginning of the gospel plan of salvation 1s
the fall of man. Therefore it is of the grEJatest importance that we fully understand that subject. We
learn from this holy book that the Lord. God created
the heavens and the earth a1.1d all tlnngs that are
therein in six days, by the word of his power, which
St. John tells us was none other than Jesus Christ,
the eternal son of God. Thus we see that the blessed
Savior is the visible word or power of God-God manifest in the tlesh, as the Apostle hath it.
God the father is a spirit without body_ or parts,
hence invisible, and when in his infinite w1sdom he
resolved to create this world, he did it through the
son, ''All things were made by him and without
him was not anything made that is made," says St.
John. To the true believer who studies this blessed
book it is plain as can be that the Lord Jesus Christ
was the creator of the world as well as the redeemer
of man.
But what is it to create ? Did the Lord God make
the world out of nothing, or did he build it like a
child builds a cob-house out of materials that he found
to his hand ?
·
This is an important question. The inJ;idels and
scientists all take one side, and the true behevers the
other, while a great many don't kno:w w~ich to_ believe and are carried about by every wmd of doctnne.
N~w the only scriptural and sensible definition of
ereate is that found in Webster's dictionary. CTeate,
to originate, to bring into existence. Now, my ~e
loved brethren if this world existed from all etermty
in any form then the Lord God did not create it, and
this bible is false, and God is a liar, and our faith is
vain.
But I am for one ready to exclaim with the Apostle "Let God be counted true, though all men are
lia{·s." No, my friends, we must stand ~y _the word
of God as found in this holy and blessed b1ble, though
all the world should oppose it. And the preacher
who will !l"ive up one such vital point as this about the
creation has surremlered his strongest post to the
enemy.
.
.
I have nc)t time now to dwell on the perwd of creation, but if there is anything_so plain that e:-e~ a fool
can't be mistaken about, it IS the length of t1me required for the creation of !h~ worl~ .. And it's astonishing to me that any Chnstwn mm1ster should surrender this point to the scientific infidels as some have
done.
lt just took six days to complete the job from the
start, as you will all find by reading the first chapter
of Genesis.
And after the earth and all the trees, and herbs and
animals had been created, the Lord God wound up
by creating man in his own image, on the sixth
day.
.
.
d l'-k
'fhis was the crowning worl' of creatwn, an
1 e
all the rest of Gocl's works he was perfect. But the
Lord God saw that it was not good for man to be
alone so he caused him to fall into a deep sleep, and
then he opened his side and took out one of his ribs
and formed a woman out of it.
Thus we see that woman was not created, but only
formed out oi a rib of the man, who had been created.
This rib was taken out of Adam's left side, and men
all have one rib less on that side to this day, which
fact proves that this was the way w_oman was made.
And I want to call your attentwn .to the _fact ~hat
whosoever says woman is the equal of man IS an mfi
del, for this bible shows as clearly as can be that she
is inferior.
There are a great many schemes set on fo?t by the
Devil in these later times to overturn the testimony of

this book; and this woman's righls doctrine it clearly
one of his schemes.
The Devil always took every opportunity to contradict the word of God.
And this brings me to the first time he did this. It
was when he told Eve that the Lord God knew that
they should not die if they partook of the forbidden
fruit. But the Devil proved a lie that time, and he
has been the father of lies and of liars from that day
to this.
But did they die? That's the question! Yes, my
friends, they did die 01i that very clay. They died a
moral death ; from that day they were _de!l;d in sin.
But this was not all. The effects of the1r sm rested
upon all the rest of creation, for the Lord God cursed
the very ground for man's sake, so that whereas before it produceu only good fruits and pleasant !lowers immediately thorns and thistles sprang up and
the' land became barren. So much so. that man JJad
to get his bread in the sweat of his face Jrom that day
forth forever. But this is not all, still.
No my friends there was n tree called the "Tree
of Lffe," that gr~w in the Garden of Eden, and the
fruit of ihis tree had power to make any one who
should partake of it live forever. And the Lord God
drove the man and his wife out of the Garden, and
placed a cherubim and a flaming sword at the gate
lest he should eat of the fruit of the "Tree of Life,"
ai1d live forever. And now he was suhject to diseases, and old age, and all the other calamities by
which he and his chitdren are cut off from the earth.
And the woman being the chief sinner was made the
chief sufrei·ei· for the Lord God said to the woman:
"I wlll gr~atly multijJlY thy sorrow ; i~ sorrow
shalt thou bring forth chlidren; and thy des1re shall
be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.
The old serpent. the Devil, put the first woman up
to disobeying the Lord's com!nandment. An4 now
his tryin!!: to get the women mto trouble agam by
telling them they are tl1e equals of men, and ought to
have as many rights as their husbands. I tell you,
my beloved sisters, the Devi_l will ~ake fool~ of you. all
as he did of old mother Eve If youhsten to Jus cunmng
lies. And Elder Harkins warns you not to attempt to
escape the penalty of original sin, or try to e;et out of
the sphere in which you have been placed by the Lord
God Almighty.
Don't try to unsex yourselves for you can't be men,
if you try and you will only make yourselves ridiculous, and 'bring down the vengeance of Almighty God
upon your poor weak heads.
But I digress, and must hasten on to the more im·
portant points of my subject.
'.fhe chief effect of the fall was to banish man fromthe face of God, and put him under the dominion· of
the Devil. He was now totally depraved, and the
frowns of an offended God hung over him, shutting
out all hopes of heaven.
Ah, my friends, there was one hope-;-but Adam did
not understand it. It was found in th1s passage:
" T!l.e seed of tlte woman 8lutll bruise tl.e serprnt'sltead."
The eternal son of God then and there promised to
redeem the worl(l in hi~:~ own good time by being born
of a woman, and taking upon himself the sins of the
world, and dying to appease th_e wr~th of God.
What a glorious plan! Infimte Wisdom alone could
have conceived it, and infinite mercy alone could have
prompted the son of God to leave the shining-courts
of heaven and the royal ,palace of its glorious king,
and come down and live anwng men, and sufier the
ignominious and painful death of the cross.
But this was the only means whereby poor, fallen
man' could be redeemed, and the justice of God satisfied.
God is infinite in all his attributes; therefore it required an infinite sacrifice to satisfy his wrath and
turn aside hie vengeance.
The blood of bulls and goats failed to do it. These
could only stay the judgments of heaven from year to
year, till, in the tullness of time, the Lamb of God
should descend out of heaven to be offered up on
Calvary once for all. All the blood that had been
shed from the righteous blood of Abel to the day that
Zacharias stood !Jy the altars of Jerusalem, as .the
morning stars sang together, and the angels proclaimeLi peace on earth and good will to man, had failed to
blot out one single sin or restore poor, fallen humanity to the favor of God.
, ,
.
But Jesus Christ, the blessed Lamb of God, offered
up his life as a willing sacrifice to appease the vengeance of Almighty God.
What a scene is here my friends! The gloriou~ son
of God dying like a malefactor between two tlueves
on a Roman cross to redeem a lost world.
Hear him in anguish cry, "liLy God, my God, why
hast tltou forsaken me?" Again he exclaims, "It is finished," and with a groan that rent the heavens and
made the solid earth tremble, he gave up the ghost.
He dies; the friend of sinners dies,
Lo! Salem's daughters weep around;
A solemn darkness veils the skies,
A sudden trembling shakes the ground.
In conclusion, my dying friends, I want to impress
upon your minds and hearts the important fact that
although Jesus died to redeem the worl_d, he has le~t
each one free to choose whether they Will accel?t ~s
salvation, and reign with him in heaven, or reJect 1t
and sink in endless woe.

Brethren, sing
Alas! and did my Savior bleed
And did my Sovereign die;
Would he devote that sacred head
For such a worm as I?
The Elder's closing prayer and benediction followed upon the heels of the song, and the congregation broke up and entered upon a general hand-shak·
ing and other expressions of brotherly and sisterly
love.
'l'he J<~lder was most heartily congratulated upon his
success in overturning that outrageous idea that woman
is the equal of man. And strange to say, these compliments came from the sisters exclusively.
" Why the Idea ''says sister Barnes, "of a woman's
wearing the breeches, and votin', and fitin', and goin'
to 'lections and a-gettin' drunk like u man. Don't
talk to me I tell yer the Elder's right in callin' this
woman's ~ites business, the work of the Devil."
'''!'hats so "-responded sister Skinner-" I've got
all the rites I want now, and if I hadn't I wouldn't set
myself Ut) to oppose the plan of the Almighty. We
wimmin's got to suffer for Eve's sin, and for my part
I'm will in' to stand it, for I hadn't got no rite to say
anything about H."
Thus the course of comment ran, indicating that the
Elder's reference to the one vital question l1ad served
to effaee from the minds of his people, all thought of
the chief points he had made. And thus it will be
ever what concerns us here and now is of vastly more
interest and importance to even the most superstitious
as well as the thoughtful.
---------~--·--

Materialization.
With modern facts, we have to deal-materla.lization must be something of a modern word-a new
coinage-! don't find it in thEJ dictionary. M;J.teriaJi.
zation in modern spirit manifestation parlance,
means' or seems to mean, the taking out of a material
body 'by a soul-a man, wom·m, child, or Indian,
who had left the mortal body, and gone to what is
called the spirit world, or land.
_
Near eighty years ago, I underwent materialization
-was rushed into a material body, without my consent-wasn't even consulted about it-a sorry blunder!
1 haven't got over it yet. Here I am, in this material
body.
In the world I came from, all WllS harmony-calm
sunshine and gentli\ breezes- perpetual verdurei
and perpetual bloom. '.fhe change of worlds, when
had looked about here, I regarded as decidedly to my
disadvantage. And that material body sticks to roe
et
y Do I still regard materialization as a calamity?
Not so much so as at first. I begin to see a use, in
being inducted into this rough and tumble world.
It is for educational purposes. The material body,
with which I was clothed upon, had all the proclivities, common to animals in general. And like bogus
politicians in general, the anVIJUtl wan(ed to run the
government machine.
Lawsuits, under most favorable auspices, are bad
enough, in all conscience. 'l'o be driven to the extremity of taking issue with a party-going to law
with a sloyster-a "what is it," who values himselfitself-on low, pettyfogging trickery-oniy think of·
it !
EdwardS. Savage-law student, of Rahway, N. J.,
-1 met him at the Stark House, in Bennington
-gave me his autograph, requesting my opinion
of his iutellectual status. I told the young gentleman
he wouldn't make a shy~ter. The best use he could
make of his law education, would be to avert lawsuits, His father, Hon. Geo. W. Savage, sagely re·
plied-" That is the best use, any body can make of
law education."
I never was plaintiff, nor for plain tift, in any case.
The best may be made defendant, nolens volens, as was
this little sinner, in the case aforesaid.
In the high court of Chancery, the case hat~ been
tried. It has been tlu; cause of the session-dragging
its slow length along, through many years. But no
"bill of particulars" has scotched the wheels of jurisprudence. Plaintiff being irresponsible, and having
no indorser, I have had some heavy bills of cost to
pay. He, she, or it, as the case may be, has entered
-not willingly-by compulsion-has entered a nolle
prossequi-leaving me master of the situation.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, if my opinion, of rnaterialization, be of any service to you, you can have
it for what it is worth.
When liberated, from this 'IIW1·tality-which I hope
to be pretty soon now-not all the Holmes, Eddys,
and other saiut.s and sinners in this, or any other
world, will ever drag me into another such a lawsuit.
Amen.
PRENTISS.
A GENTLE, husbanule~s creature in Il!inoi8 writes to a
lawyer who advertised that ho would provide companions for unmarried persons: "'My Dear Mr.: ~'his is to
certify that I am a widow with thirteen children bom, and
hrwe had three husbands, each of whom died in peace in
his own ·.vay. I have a. small farm, and would take another husband yet, if I could find a young one; no old,
bull-headed sardine need apply; he will not be taken in.
Ten dollarl! will be given to you to produce the Illau.
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[Translation from .EZ Mundo Nuew, a Spanish journal the interest of the critic but also with the vehemence
Anti-Christianity.
of t~e partizal?- who if n?t wholly admitting the conpublished in this city by F. Fesser.]
clust~ns o_btame~ by_ ~us predecessors, sympathizes
Some of the reasons why we reject Christianity,
Tyndall's Mhlress.
heart1ly
· w1th
d their
b d.lspmt and tendencies ' and to this as it is taught, by its votanes.
The address recently delivered at Belfast by 1'r1r. cause ts un ou te Y to b~ attributed the impression
John Tyndall, to the British Association of ~hich he prod~ced by _the address, because by inclining to the
First.-lt has neyer been defined, what Christianity
is President, is an event too important that we should 1 atomtc d?ctrmes, s~ch as th!"Y are understood to-day, is, practically. Theoretically it is, five lumdred conlet it pass inadvertantly. The celebrity attached to the Enghsh na~urahst has grven as much encourage- tradietory sects, each infallibly the true religion.
the eminent professor in Europe as well as in America ment ~ 0 the. defe~ders of those doctrines as displeastue · Second -Accordino· to the account of the getting
the transcendency of the doctrines sustained by hi~ t? then· adversanes. Hence the applause and invec- '
.
·
"'
.
and the respectability ot the scientific body in whose ttlhves that havellbeenhheard from all quarters. But tCqh> ~f :he _Jesuls, a~d the ll!allller
get_tmg the
bosom they were set forth have all tended to make
e ones as we as t e others have also originated on
n~t mto It, t rere IS strong presumptive ev1dence, of
~he eloquent address to wh'ich we refer produce an account of .the energy ~d sin?erity with which Tyn- forgery.
A witness who uses no date, only "It
Immense echo throughout the con_fines of the civilized dall l.tas ,t,ned to !"~anCJpate science, so to speak, f_or, came to pass," and who contradicts llimself, in ali
world. It ha~ met everywhere etther with enthusias- says he, All_rehgw':ls theory and all systems wh1ch
.
.
>
,
• •
,
••
tic applause or severe censure, passionate commen- embra~e n~ttons of_ cosmog~ny or which otherwise -~m ts of h_ls statement,- IS not to be rehed upon
taries or ferocious attacks on the illustrious naturalist, reach_ mto 1ts domam, mus~, m so far as tJ;ey do this, 1n all busmess transactwns amoug men. Matthew,
who_ while lleing_ looked upon by not 3: few of his submit to the cont~·ol. of ~c~~nce _and reil~qui_sh all Mark and Luke's Jesus, are difl:'erent from John's
adm1rers as one of the most notable gem uses of the ~hought of contl?llmg. It.. Fo 1 a long tm1e 1t was -talked di..tferently.
These four contradict each
present age, many of his adversaries attempt to dis- llmposetl as an article of faith that the ea!·th was ~he other-are different in uetail. From Paul's Christ
credi~ him by applying to him the epithet of Material! centre. of the planetary ~yste~, notwlth:sta~dmg_ 1. Cor. lGth, there is proof of forgery l.lcre. Dr. A..
Athetst..
t!re eai th moves af!-d ha~ mo' ed from the begmmng of Clarke says ''Jesus was a title of dignity·" Ya.~ha Yeh'Ir. Tyndall's address may be said to have as a tmle. ~t. Augustme dld n?t admit the possibility of lwslrua Jc!sl.nm all signified Savior if translated
princ~pal_obje_ct the_ ass~rting of the ri_ghts ?f E?ience the A~tlpodes, because scnpture do~s not mention into EI{g!ish. C!J.dst was lll!t~hak, lla;nashiac, Meilim SC1~nt1fic mve&tlg-atwl!s, an~ on th1s pomt Its ex- that lace _among the desce~dants from Adam, and ah, 01!1-utos, Greek, signifying, anointed in Engtraordmary effect on the 1llustnous minds of the old yet. the e~lsten~e of the Antlp_odes has proved_to be lis!J., two titles of dignity pcrsonlrtcd. Note. Ex. xxix.
and new continent is undoubtedly a very significant an mcon.tlOvertible fact. Dm:mg some years 1t has 7, :Nlatt. i: 16, Luke ii; 11; John i. 1, proof posis_ympt~m of vitality_ and progress.. It is known that\ bee~ be~leved_ tha~ _the_ world IS onl~ a f~w thousand tive, that Jesus an~l Christ were a forgery. Chriswhat m byr:.one Urnes was admitted as the result of yeats sm~e. Its_ Cieatw::r and .neveltheless day after tians were named from I-1 incloo Christna onr English
philo§ophical conclusions, is to-~ay'sought by means ~ay the opimon I~ bec~mmg more general that !w.t by priest-forged name.
'
of the study of nature aud that from its constant un- 81 ~ thousan~, not. by Sixty_ thousand, but by mtllwns,_
God made man male and female, Gen. i: 27, gave
~rejudiced and true observation are expected resolu- t~ls planet m wlu~h we hve has been. the theatre of them all the world, and every tree whose seed is in
twns of great impo1tance to the existence and progress hfe and death. Wtth these_data a!Jd many otller anal- itself, for meat, 29 : ''Blessed them and re,ted."
of nations both physically and morally.
o~ous, Ty~dall sets fort~ lns thesis and demonstrates In chap. 2Ll, other forget! uanH!S made it all over
'fhis inductive method is indeed substituting more his ded~ctw!~· ".l'Yiy ~bJect has been,_" says he, o~ again, muue man alone, made a garc\eu of tree~,
at;~ more the ancient arguments from artifical super- co:rcl~swn, . to esta~hsh Lllat c_on_cerm!lg mat.tcrs o_f and prohibited one. An irreconcilaLle abBurdiLy.
stltwns and the labor that was then bestowed to the thl~ kmd, SCience c~alnl_s an unlmut.ed rtght of mvest1- It were necesl:lary, to forge, hell and dmnnation, and
construing of a hypothesis is to-day applied in prefer- g;atwn. The questwn IS ~otto deetde whether_Lucrc- an immortal soul; and begin in our infancy, to scare
ence to _the sc~·ntiny of facts and the attainment as much tms and Bruno, or Darwm and Spencer are r:g~t or us, make us say we believe the lie, to save our forged
as possible of exact causes. But we must acknowl- wrong. I ~0 not doubt ~or a molnent_that. thetr Ideas souls. In our bible the English name God, is deedge that· the eJi'ect produced by the speech of lir. ~re susceptible of corr~ctlon, but_ what 1s oftJ:!lportance clared to be the Creator-and no man or woman,
Tyndall has revealed much gt·eater progress in this ts.that they may ~e ~hsm~~sed With perfect hberty and ever knew anything ahout Creator, only a Priestsense than was generally supposed. If there have not Without any restnc~wns. .
.
forged name. Christiuns have adopted thu cha1'acter,
been wanting those who would have liked to prevent . As n_rere. exposrtors of the work to ":'hrch th~se of the Jewish Yavee, Shaclai ttntl 1£lohim, (the gods)
the enunciation of m,odern doctrines, it is evidenced hues ref_er, lt h~s not been our _purpose to Judge of Its and forged the word God, to express that charactergenerally that these are considerably extended and dogmatiC. do?trmes when even 1ts author chd not pre- the worst dwmcier that was eYer described by pen
what is more important is, that it is not thought best to tend to gtve It such_ a cha~acter.
.
.
or 1)encil. And Christians are the most. proud.,
reject them with contempt, but to discuss them by . ~Vhat ~yndal_l thmks of the atomic theo_ry IS rath;er pompous, lying hypocriteH, the sun ever shone ou.
logical nwt!J.ods. Fortunately there are not many- mferred from h1s adc:~e~s than. expressed lll a defimte Their past and present. hi,;tory proves it, as sure as
and the uumber is steadily decreasing-who have with manner and pro_of of It Is t~e fac;t tha~ not many d~ys a tree is known by its f1 uit. If we had been trained
the editor of the New York T?'ibune that, ''all sensible ago he h;;,s pu~llslled a mamfest m wlu?h he comp~ams to truth speaking, l.Jenevolen t ading and just pracpersons w1ll consider the address of Prof. Tyndall as of not bemg nghtly understood and reJects the ep1thet tice instead of faith <rreat would have been our
extremely impudent and absolutely unnecessary.''
of "~aterial Ath_eist." Anyhow,_ ":hether reasonably rew~rd on earth. lt ~o~ts two hundred millions a
The majority on the contrary although not accept- apphed or not, h1s addr~ss IS a bnl!I~nt _def!"nce of the year to pay 1)riests, for telliug who created our earth
ing the tendencies of the English naturalist have not. · l'l?l'ht_s of h~tman reason, masmuch_as_It vmdicates those and the heavens. Ali our Priests say Uod, made it.
questioned his right to study the problems of science\ of SCience _m th~ study of nature? It I8 a most eloquent 'l'he last, forged name, it is highly important, that
and emit his idea sincerely and honestly accordin..,. to protest of the mdependence of thought, and a token all in Christendom should know that all tho rwml(Ji;
his own judgement, however refutable it may be. The of love for the truth as pure, noble and· worthy of that priests have' ever forged-'-never created any:
privileged patents for seeking the truth have passed sympat~y and respe9t.
.
. . .
thing : or imparted one particle of information.
away in the present age.
In ~h~s sense we tr?bute him our appla~se, ms1gmfi- Ghosts, Christs, spirits, Gods, Devils, and dogmns,
But what was it Tyndall said to create such com- •Jant It lS trne, but smcere and ent.husrastJe.
of all superstitions, have ouly made men ignorant,
motion and occasion such contradictory appreciation?
------------and ugly.
His address, magnificent in form, contains in the
~ome books are lies from end to end,
Liberal
Libraries.
ftrst place a most brilliant review of the history of
But none too great, for priests lo print;
the atomic doctrine in all its phases. Democritus,
A monstrous jargon they have pen'd,
[We are pleased to receive such letters as the folthe laughing philosopher, profounder than Plato or
Aml fastened to us without stint.
Aristotle, according to Bacon's idea, and to whom the lowing. It shows what may be accomplished in al.John
Milton, with his art sublime,
phenomena of nature could not depend on the cap- m~st every community. Let friends in other places
Wrote many lines· to help the Priests;
rices of the gods ; · Empedocles who explains the follow this good example. Every towu in the land
All in blank Yerse, without a rhyme,
combinations and separation of atoms by the interven- containing 3,000 inhabitants should have a Liberal
Describing mighty, horrid beasts.
tion of love aud hatred and foreshadowed more than
Library.-ED.
'l'.
S.)
two thousand year~ ago the theory so accepted to-day
Except Dante, none else could tell,
of the "survival of the fittest." Epicurus his disciple
l!'REMON'r, NEB., January, 1875.
What he saw, when in Tartarus;
and enthusiastic disciple of the sempiternal laws and
M 1,_ Editm· : About two years ago the Liberals of
An<l in the dark ttn<l burning hell,
Lucretius who in his great poem "De Rerun Natura'' this city started a library, known as the Fremont Lib'l'o scare the world; yea. all of us.
the ind~structibility of ato~I~' "first be_ginning;s," eral Library Association. Z Shed Esq. after taking
H.e that believes, and is baptizeu.
from_whlCh_eve~·ythmg e!ee on,gi~a~es and mto '~hte_h _ an active part for making a.· succ~ss of 'it, has been
Shall saved bo, for Jesus' sake,
all ~hmgs are d1~solved m ~.he\\ orld ~nd on~ -whose able to gather together one hundred and sixty-seven
He that" believes" not, shall all alive,
danng conceptlo!l gav~ nse, centunes aftel, to the olumes among which are Voltaire's works fifteen
l3e clam neil in hell, chained to a stake.
nebu~ar hypothesis of Ka~t, a~e on~. by one b~oug:ht ~olumes; Huxley, Darwin, Paine, Motley, Le~ky and
to mm~ by Ty!Jdall, and set forth bnefiy but Wlth In- many other standard 1vorks, they all amounting to
Go, and of all sects, be thuu a preacher,
compawble sk~ll.
.
. .
.
.
$470. The membership is $3, entitling the member
ltomish-1\Iormon-down to udvent, sereeoher;
_Next rn ~mn co_mes 1n the r~v~ew, the ~.m1 e JUSt to send for books to that amount, or giving the title
Your" isms," down the world's throat cram 'em,
after ~he nuddle ages when Copemlcus fiounshed_ as of a book he wishes to read, and if tl1ere is money on
And if they won't receive it, damn 'om.
th_e d1scove~·er of_ :l~e paths of th~ ~I~a~enly b~d!es, hand to make up the price of the work, it is sent for;
G10~dano B1 U!lO VlcLUu of the. InqmsltlO of VeniCe, many members have made donations. 'l'ot.al number
Go proneh my gospel, saith the Lo1·d;
~a.hl~o (who. m o1·c~~r to avor~ the s_ame fate had t~ of members, sixty-seven.
.
llid the whole worl<l vuu1· word receive;
abJure on l!1s knees nstr~momical tiu~h~ s mpJY. be
This library improves slowly, but surely, and 1ts
He Bhall be saved, that trusts yow· word,
cat~se they did not a~ree with the preva1llllg reltgwus success is due to .Messrs. Shed and H. 0. Paine,
He shall be damn'd, that won't believe.
belief), 3:nd Kepler, forerunner o~ Newtol~.
,
strong Liberals and earnest W')rkers in our cause.
Go make men siek, go kill 'elll dead,
But With regard to the atom!c. d_octnne, ryn~all
Hespectfully
MEPHISTOPHELES.
And like the Satan in my name,
does not even find any traces of It for a great penod
'
of time until the seventeenth century when it was re_....,_ __
Amen to what John Calvin said,
Hervotus <lied, in shocking vain.
vived by Gassendi, contemporaneous with Hobbes and
"'
Descartes, since that time scientific progress has been
llfARK ~I.'WAIN, in his work," The Innocents Abroad," in
It
seems
to me true, that not one in a thousruid ;
wonderfully great, a_nd _such a fundau.rental.rcv?lutiou. speaking of the discontent among the passengers of the
has been affected m 1deas that the mvestlgatwns ot excursion steamer, says: "There were even grumblers nay, million; of profebsed disciples of the suppoSed
Darwin and the works of Herbert Spencer became at the prayers." The executive oflleer said the Pilgrims dear Redeemer, knows anything about Ofm",tinnity and
possible.
had no charity: " There they are, down there every night its dogmas. Only names, IU<'n' sound. Or what is
'!'he exposition which 'l'yndull !Jlakes of both prin- at eight bells, praying for fair winds, when they know as in our bil.lle ; and merely nothing of the crimes Chrisciples is admirable. We should never have tlwught well as I .~o. that this is the only sl1iv going East this time tianity has perpetrated. They are afraid of hell,
that doctrines so abstruse in themselves could have of the year, but there are a thousand coming West-what's aud 'l'ophct, and have got hold of wmc priest's
been condensed without becoming unintelligible, yet a fair wind for us is a head wind to them-the Almighty coat tail, is all they know of religion. Infallibly
nothing is clearer than the fm;mula laid out by til~ blowing a fair wind for n thousand vessels, and this tribe ignorant and sour, supporting their safety, depends
President of the British Association on the theory of wants him to turn it clear around so as to neoornmodatc on their bigotry ; and priests keep them so. Proof
''Natural Selection," and upon the generating system one, and she u. steamship at that! It aint goou sense, it overwhelming, that priests are, and ahn\ys were a
oi' the most eminent of contemporaneous sociologists. aint good reason, it aint good Christianity, it aint com- gang· of knaves. A Realist,
JosEPH NoYES.
Tyndall devotes himself to his analysis not only with Jlllon human charity. Avast with such nonsense!"
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MR. JoHN ELDERKIN delivered a cultured lecture
upon the Drama. After alluding to the low estimation in which the art IS held by some, he asserted it
possesses the highest domain of art and yields in
definitions, depth, subtlety, form, variety, aud
beauty to no other of the arts, and in its appeal to
universal humanity exceeds them all.
Dramatic art was born in the service of religion,
and so long as it was its exclusive servant there was
no anathematization of it. Greek tragedy in the
beginning was purely a religious worship and afterwards passed to the temples and theatres. The
Hindoo drama was based on mythological narratives,
and were acted only on solemn occasions. In China
alone, of all nations poesessing a national drama, the
ancient civilization had been so overlapped and obliterated by the changes of succeeding ages, that it is
impossible to trace an original of the drama with religious observance. The Roman drama and that of
Europe was deriveu from Greece.
The early Christian Fathers, nourished on Greek
learning, and witnessing the effects of the Greek drama
upon the multitude, the Apollinaire, .A. D. 370, turneat particular histories and portions of the Old and
New •restaments into comedies and tragedies, though
previous to this they had stoutly denounced all heathen learning. Chrysostom, in his homilies, cried,
''Shame that people should listen to a comedian
with the same ears that they hear an evangelical
preacher." About 378 Gregory Nazianzen, .Archbishop of Constantinople, and one of the Fathers of
the Church, composed plays from the Old ·and the
New Testaments and substituted them from the
Grecian plays of Sophocles and Euripides. It was in
one of the tragedies of this Christian Father that the
Virgin JHary was first introduced upon the stage.
Much of the rapidity with which Christianity supplanted the old faiths of Paganism was due to the
facility with which it adapted itself to prevailing
tastes and habits and during the JHiddle Ages the
acting of mysteries or plays representing the miracles
of saints and stories of the Bible formed an important
part of every religious festival, and were often of a
very questionable character.
In 1264 a company was instituted at Rome to represent the sufferings of Christ. In 130! the creation
of .Adam and Eve was acted there, and afterwards
introduced into France, and subsequently into England. In time by the employment of inferior actors
and who by the introduction of additions and "gags"
the drama fell into comparative disrepute for religious
services and speedily became secularized, and the
theatres drawing popular audiences more than
churches . the priests soon began to denounce the
drama. An English divine in 1578mournfully wrote:
"Wyll not a fylthye play, wyth the blaste of a trumpette, sooner call thyther a thousande, than an
hour's tolling of the bell bring to the sermon a
hundred."
Some just criticisms were passed upon immoral
features of the drama by pandering to sensual and
depraved tastes by the introduction of such plays and
representations as inflamed the passions; tb.is, however, was an abuse, not an essential feature of the
drama. Dr. Channing said, "Poetry has been made
the instrument of vice, the pander of the passions
but when genius thus stoops it parts with half it~
power."
There is no degradation inherent in the stage, as
there is none in poetry, of which the stage is the interpreter. For a long time it held the same relation
to poetry that the printing press does to modern
literature. It was through the instrumentality of the
drama that the mass of people got their knowledge
of the works of genius, of hietory as well. It is by
the means of the stage that the mighty influence of
Shakespeare has been exerted upon all English-speaking men and women, developing and modifying their
intellectual structure. The drama is as old as the
first story-teller who tried to make his listeners
realize his narration by appropriate rhetoric and
memetic gestures.
The stage is not the only institution which reflects
the infirmities of human kind, governments, politics,
diplomacy, the press, tlw pulpit and society are all
aftiicted and its common origin forbid us to look. at
the stage for anomalous perfection. Pleasure is
essential to human well· being, and not even. the religion which taught asceticism as the highest form of
virtue was able to effect any important change in the
conduct and opinion of the world. It is only by the
resources an.d power of the stage that the masterpieces
ofdramatic literature can ever be adequately interpreted. It still remains the heritage of the stage to
reproduce the noblest passions and heroic pl·oportions
of humanity.
1'he declme of the stage at the present time may
be traced in a measure to the neglect of the primary
purpose of the drama to represent character. The
demand for dramatic entertaiument has outrun the
means of our dramatic artists. 'rhe number of actors
capable of represeuting character is ridiculously small

as compared with the number of theatres. To make
up for this defect many devices have been seized upon,
as dress, spectacle, grotesque contortion, slang, etc.,
which have signally failed to meet the public demand.
There is a gulf between nature and art which cannot
be bridged. The unmerited disrepute in which actors
have been held has exercised an evil influence by
habituating the public to regard in them with an indulgent eye offenses which have been severely reprehended in others. A prolific source of the discredit into
which the drama has fallen arises from the want of
proper training on the part of actors. '!'here is no
school of acting, and barely a tradition of the requirements of the histrionic art. Hence we have a class
without the ability and training of actors who have
managed to obtain a connection with the theatre to
the incalculable detriment and disgrace of the drama
and its genuine followers.
But when all that can be urged against the theatre
has been weighed the sum of good which remains far
overbalances the causes of censure. It must ever be
remembered that it always is in the power of the
public to restrain the license of the theatre and make
it contribute its substance to the advancement of morality and the reformation of the age.
There has always existed a great affinity between
authors and actors. Cicero was the friend of Roscius
and modern instances suggest themselves to every
mind. The poet is indebted to the stage for the best
reading of his verses; the stage is indebted to the poet
for the warp and woof of its productions. The literary knowledge of a well-informed actor is necessarily
extensive, and his perception of ideal and verbal
relationship quick and suggestive. It is in the
intercourse of these co-workers that we get the best
view of the social character of eminent actors.
MR. NAsH opened the discussion, and .viewed the
moral aspects of the stage, commending it in its higher qualities, and deprecating the lower tendencies.
Among the objectionable features he ment.ioned late
hours, bad ventilation, immodest ballet dancing, undue exposure of person, etc. He admitted the great
power for instruction the drama possesses. He thought
Shakespeare had been over praised, and that other
dramatic writers had been quite as moral and unexceptionable. He was more in favor of comedies and
even farces than tragedies, deeming it better for people to be pleased and to laugh heartily than to view
tragic representation of murder, bloodshed and death.
In the dancing of the stage, he saw good and bad
features ; the poetry of motion, the grace and beauty
of artistic, modest dancing was elevating and refining, while the immodest and low tended in a contrary
direction. The partial nudity of the dancers he regarded not necessarily low and degrading.
MR. WILCOX thought in former times the drama
was more essential than uow, when by means of the
printing press hundreds of thousands can be 1·eached
by the novel writers easier than three thousand could
be by the drama, and that the novel writer supersedes
the dramatist. If Shakespeare had lived in this
day, he would have been a Dickens. He thought the
drama was degenemting, and its tendency was to become lower and lower.
DR. HALLOCK took a different view ; he thought
there were bad novels as well as bad plays, and they
possessed equally a» objectionable qualities. The
drama us holding the mirror up to nature, and representing the actual_feat~res o~ society, is productive of
much good, and m dtscardmg it we exclude much
that is beautiful and grand. 'l'he presentation of the
human form upon the stage is not low and degrading
any more than painting and sculpture. He commended amusement and mirth; they have a salutary,
hygienic influence upon mankind. The man that
laughs is rarely a villain.
lYlR. DAWSON complimented the drama and said
the pulpit and the bar were greatly indebted to it.
The greatest statesmen of England had drawn freely
from dramatic literature. He made some comments
upon our leading actors. J. B. Booth was the only
one of that family wh.o was really an actor, and he
was truly great; Edwin Booth, though polished, is
not a great actOl'. Charlotte Cushman as Mea- }ferrilles is grand, but when you see her in Lady Macbeth and other characters it is only Meg Merrilles
over again.
The subject was further ably discussed by L. T.
GARDNER, DR. LAMBERT, MRs. HALLOCK, DR. HoEBNhR and '1'. B. WAKEMAN, but want of space compels us to pass over m!lch that was said we would otherwise be pleased to lay before our readers.
On Dec. 25th and Jan. 1st, on accoun't of the Holidays, the Club held no meetings. Jan. 8th, T. B.
WAKEMAN delivered a very interesting lecture entitled, The Harmony of the New Gospels,· or, Ll. Review
of Prof. John JJ'iske's Oosmic Philosophy. For want
of room our report· must necessarily be brief. He
drew attention to the adv!l-nce made in science and
knowledge, and of the gradual introduction of a New
JJ'aith- a new gospel of truths, through the teachings
of Comte, Strauss, Lewis, Spencer, ]4ill, :Praper,
Fiske and others, and claimed the uncertain and conjectural theories of the pa&t must give way to the
positive and knowable truth of advancing science.
The world now wants not apparent truth but scientific
truth.

~e entered extensively into the classification of
sciences, which he illust.rated by diagrams, making
frequent reference to the philosophies of Comte,
Spencer, aud others, and contrasting the different
schools of thought as represented by Descartes, Humboldt, Buechner, and numerous other writers. He
differed from Spencer and Fiske in some points. He
discarded the uebular theory of the formation of suns
and stars, preferring that of Proctor, that the sun, the
earth and other bodies grow by the accumulations of
mutter from surrounding space in the form of meteora, aerolites, etc. He placed evolution as the basic
law of all laws, and regards Darwinism ·as beilw triumphantly sustained. He accorded Positivism a front
rank in the new gospel of the religion of humanity.
He denied th ?se holding to this faith were Atheists,
and claimed their Deity to be humanity in the aggreg-ate, in past, present and future, the .Absol·utc-the
Unknowable being beyond our reach or comprehension. His school does not deny the infinite, nor are
they irreligious, but revere the God of Science, and
the God of Humanity, with a devout reverence. He
pronounced scientists really the most unblasphemous
of men. He claimed it was belittling the Infinite
Power to give it the form pnrl figure of a man, or a
person, possessing passions, i ... ,.,ulses and emotions.
The God of Humanity he claimed as a being in the
aggregate, but not a person.
He accorded to Sociology an important position
among the sciences, and claimed much from it iu the
future happiness of the race, controlling as it does
the relations of capital, labor and all the conditions
of social life. He termed human society as the ~~;rand
protoplasm which surrounds the earth, containing the
elements which, with the aid of science, a oetter and
happier condition can be evolved. He indulged in
much hope for an improved state of society. in keeping with the advance of science and true knowledge.
He alluded to the representation that had been made
of Death shown as a skeleton with a smiling babe
within its ribs. The skeleton was the errors and superstitions of the past, while the smiling babe was the
coming true faith of science and knowledge. He
thou~ht the world should reject the skeleton and
chensh the babe.
He closed his lecture of one and a half hours with
complimentary allusion to the able minds who have
preceded us, and by their labors and efforts have
thrown light upon the world. The lecture embraced
a great range of subject, and evinced much close
thoughJ;. It contained much wholly unnoticed here,
but as it probably will hereafter be published, we-will
do it no further injustice now.
S. P. ANDREws followed. He approved of much
that had been said, and used, also, sharp criticism.
He recognized in the lecture many of his own views
as enumerated in his science of Universology. He
evidently felt .Mr. Wakeman had not done him full
justice, and he defended himself eloquently, and was
frequently applauded by the large audience present.
He explained some of the principles of Universology
and added a few remarks in favor of Metaphysics asserting it was the foundation of all science and knbwledge.
DR. LAMBERT spoke next and was very humorous.
He made some excellent hits, which were highly appreciatecl by the audience.
DR. HALLOCK followed, criticising somewhat the
lecturer of the evening. Could not see that his idea
of Deity-merely power or a blind force"--was anything better than Atheism ; nor could he recognize
in the new religion of humanity, a being capable of
forming or creating anything that exists. He discarded a portion of the doctrine of Evolution ; while he
understood how 'the perfect plant could. develop from
a seed, he could not believe one species of existence
could merge into another, that a pigeon could become
a hawk or a puppy evolve into a bear.
REV. W. R. ALGER made a few remarks, and defended theology from some attacks that. had been
made upon it. His remarks were conciliatory and
liberal.
1'. B. WAKEMAN closed the- speaking, by making
replies to some of the criticisms that had been made
upon hiUi.
1'he hall was well filled, and great interest in the
speaking manifested.

---------..--------

To Mr. Wm. Willicott.
BnooKLYN, N. Y., Jan. 7th, 1875.
DP,a7' Sir : Your open letter addressed to me in •rnE
'riW'l'II SEEKER of Jun. 1st is at hand by to-day's
mail. My self-respect willuevlr permit me, in these
columns, or elsewhere, to hold any disc.ussion with
one who stigmatizes me in advance as wantinO'
in
0
candor and honesty. This you have done iu the letter refened to by a very broad insinuation, and by a
positive but utterl~· baseleBs assert-ion,
Your langqage ts (italicised by myself), '' Shall I be
deen~ed impertinent if I ask you to discuss this subject iu a candid, hont!'st manner? My past experience
tells me this is very rarely done. The man of straw
you generally attack is of youl' own creation."
Yours, without detraction,
S. H. PLATT.
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IsAAC SNYDER, M.D., Horton. Mich., writes; Permit me
Reply.
to congratulate you upon the success of T:tm TRUTH
SEEKER. It is doing mighty service for the right, as the
A:N: APor,oGY AND A JusTIFICATION.-Last Sunday j
wedges of science are being driven home by that mighty
morning I attended the M. E. Church, De Kalb ave- ==-=-==-==-=-==-=-=-=~=----=--=-=--=--=-=-=---:::..=~=-=·-=-=-=-=-=-·==-=-= maul of truth and common sense. I hear the splinters of
nue, Byooklyn, for the purpose of hearing the first of
MARY :E:. Fisher, Frederika, Iowa, writes: I read every superstition and bigotry crack and snap, and soon the
a series of discourses on the "ChTistian God, the week twenty papers or more and yours I like best of all. old, rotten, worthless log of religions error will
come open, with a great noise, perhaJ28, but that Will be
Chri;stian Bible, the Ohrist.ian Experience against the
all there is of it. The light of eternal Truth will ultimate•
E. F. FULLER, South Boston, writes: It is with mueh ly
Assumption of Modern Skepticism and the Deducshine upon and enlighten all the human race, and then
pleasure I greet THE TRUT:S: SEEKER. ::\Jay its Editor live people
will look back with amazement upon these dark
tion of Modern Science."
long and prosper.
times,
and wonder how any could be so ignorant in the
_It was evident the lecture had been prepared
nineteenth
century. Stand stiff in the back, brother BenJ. A. RuTHERFORD, Fannin Co.,Texas, a man of seventy- nett, and ultimately
w1th great care. The Rev. gentleman gave good eviI, hope, as I believe, THE TRUTH
five years. writes: I think I shall read THE TnuTH SEEK- SEEKER
will
dence that be had been sitting at the feet of the Great ER
as long as I am able to read anything, provided it serves to be.be as much of a pecuniary success as it deGamaliel:; of science, viz : Darwin, 'fyndall, .Hux- lives that long.
.
ley, etc., etc., and had been a careful reader.
D. W. SMITH, Farmer City, Ill., writes: I herewith send
JAMES H. LINDSAY, Scott River, Cal., writes: Put me
The Rev. S. H. Platt may be classed among that down as a life subscriber. let it be monthly, weekly or dai- you the names of nine new subscribers, which please
advanced guard of Christian teachers, whose aim is ly. I would let all other papers go in preference to THE accept as a New Year's pre~ent for the interest you take1
and the time and labor you devote to the good work or
to lutrmohize the Bible with the teachings of. modern TRUTH SEEKER. It I must have.
disseminating solid and substant-ial facts in place of the
science. Be made admissions last Sunday, which, if
W~r. F. SUPPLE, Buffalo, N.Y., writes: I haven't been to old musty, superstitious dogmas of former ages. The
followed to their ultimate, would be fatal to present church in eight years, and people call me a heathen I churches have such immense power, through the instru·
all the consolation I want in THE TRUTH SEEKER. mentality of the priesthood, and their wealth is so
<~rtlwdox. Christianity.
He laid great stress on our find
Your little paper just suits me.
great it will take time and labor to compel them to release
emotionnl nature, which he said "religion alone could
their hold upon the popular throat. Their struggle for the
THoMAS RoBINSON, Pawtucket, R. I., writes: You are supremacy
be terrible. but gradually, and so surely
justify,'' ignoring the fact thnt this emotional nature engaged
in a good work. '!'he raper is well conducted as time rollswill
their power and life will ebb awa_y. The
is entirely the outgrowth of education. But as this and well printed. I am proud o its exist<'nce, and hope Liberal presson.
with
such co-workers as Tyndall, Huxley,
lecture was only preliminary, I do not intend to be it may be a permanent success.
Bradlaugh, and oth<Jrs, all administering such doses of
Free
Thought
and
Liberalism, that til at old serpent, the
critical, but to correct. a construction which he placed
A. SWEET, P.M., False Cape, Cal., writes: Your valuaon my Jetter to him in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. ble paper comes like a missionary of truth lighting this curse of mankind, the Church will ultimately succumb.
Go
on
in
the
good
work
of liberating the public mind from
extreme western part of our continent. We hail it with
1st.
mental slavery, and we will render you what assistance
He said he had received a challenge, but the Jan- delight, and pray for its success.
we can .
A. LARSEN. Morgan City, Utah, writes: Your valuable
. guage in which it was written was so impertinent he
E. BoXLEY, Cardington 0., writes: I am what is called
paper is all I can ask for; it is my best companion. I am
couhl take no notice of it ; he was accused of being livmg
in a community of bigoted, ignorant, priest-ridden an .Atheist in the full sense of the word. I have heard so
a hypocrite. Then he read from THE TRUTH SEEK- neople, and it does me great good to receive and peruse much about God, the Lord Jesus Christ and him crucified, the Holy Ghost, The Great I Am, religion. heaven
ER tile followir;g: "Shall I be deemed impertinent if the truth.
and hell, til at I am sick and tired of such jargon If
I ask yon to discuss the ~niJject in a candid, honest
J. ELVERSON, Newark, N. J., writes: I would not do David is in heaven I don't care to go there unless he'bas
manner ? My past experience tells me this is very without one number of your paper for ten times its cost. changed from the bloody brigand he was in this world.
I sometimes can scarcely wait till its arrival. ~Iy wife I can see nothing in existence but matter and force
rarely done. The 'man of straw' yon generally at- says
she wishes THE TltUTH SEEKER was a daily paper; Force changes the materiality and gives it a new name
tack is of your own creation."
then she would be snre of having me home every night. only. I expect to be as well off after I am dead as I was
By what construction of language did he give a
before I was born. I quite often read the bible, and in
J. 0. CuMMINGS, Murphysboro, Ill., writes: In this sec- almost every chapter I find so much vulgarity, bloodpersonal application to those words : "My past expetion
we
want
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
I
am
glad
to
see
yon
shed, impossibilities, gasconade, a little rnercv,and much
rience tells me this is very rarrly done.'' I generally intend to put in more SciencA and not so much Theology. ~argon,
that I wonder how sensible people cim believe it
can find language to express the idea without appear- Yet we want plenty of these eye-opene1·s, that make old JS the word of God. In it God is accusecl of almost every
ing ambiguous, and if I meant to be personal I hell-fire and damnation to sigh for a lodge in some vast crime known to man. I will tell you, I am a temperance
man. I use no ardent spirits of any kind, not even beer
should have written it thus: '• My past experie~ce wilderness.
or ale. I use no tobacco in any way, nor tea and coffee
MRs. SA.RAH C. TODD, Forest Grove, Oregon, writes: and some other little mean tricks I don't do. I keep
tells me you very 1·arely do tl.is. Surely t11is is a 'man
Your valuable and daring Journal comes to us regularly. clean skin, clean underclothes and a clear conscience. I
of straw' he is attacking this time.
won't do to let any Liberal paper go down for lack of take great delight in reading THE TRUT:S: SEEKER. and
. I did not mean anything personal; and questions of It
support. So come, Liberals, let us consider this our
call upon the nnme of the Lord. I sleep soundly in
a personal nature, I would not di~cuss in a newspaper. home mission, and lend a helping hand. Your paper anever
well ventilated room, eat coarse, healthy food, work
But I do mean those words shall apply to clerical suits here exactly; so don't let me miss a copy. Yours in moderately, but never pray. I am in years, but am not
too old. and never will ne, to be fond of cheerful, lively
controversialists in general. It is tlw tntth! The the Liberal cause.
W. I. HALDEMAN. Pine Grove, Pa.., writes: In my opin- people, and have them for neighbors. I seldom go to
Rev. Dr. Carroll of Bedford Aveuue Church is a reuTHE TRUTH SEEKER is one of the soundest and rich- church, but am happy and enjoy the best of health.
resentative man, is he not? Does he not stand ion,
est papers printed, and I would be glad if every honest,
officially in the very front rank of his denomina- truth seekmg person in the land could read it. It is a
JoHN W. PoWER, Brighton, Mich .. writes: Friend B.:
tion ? The utterances of such a man must haYe glorious thing a man can enjoy the liberty of his own It seems to me the cause of truth must be progressing to
greater extent than ever. The signs of the times are
weight, for from his commanding position he is ena- opinions on theological as well as ot11er ~ubjects, free afavorable,
and my" depraved nature," is prone to believe
from the fears of the torture of hell.
bled to compel attention, yet this man in his r<"cent
that the world is in a better condition than it was six
lecture on skepticism, uttered words that slJOuld have
PETER BAcoN, Angola.. Ind., writes: The world is get- thousand years ago, when our first pr"rents were skipping
blistered his lips with burning shame, for he well ting tired of these old dogmas and frost-bitten creeds. I around in that beautiful garden in all their naked inno~
very well remember what the chairman of an ecclesiasti- cence, while yet the earth was young and fresh and damp
knew they were not those of ''truth and soberne."l." cal convention said in New York, thirty years ago. "That from its maker's hands~like THE TRUTH SEEKER, just
He said, "he regarded the skeptic as a man uni- infernal thing, the Free Press, must be put down, or some from the press. I notice that some religious people who
versally corrupt, of impure life, and the apostle of day it will put us down. Thank God, they have done it. acquire some knowledge of geology. are vain y trying to
ollution. Ther call thomse. Jves Freethinkers., yes, ing
I amfor
nearly
and for
fortywith
years
have
been SEEKlook- make their knowledge and their belief in superstition
light.seventy,
I am well
pleased
THE
TRUTH
P
square with each other, by calling" days" those periods
they were free l1h:e the rept1le, to c1·avtl among the ER. With best wishes, yours, &c.
')[many thousands of years. If you corner them on any
many n.bsurditios and contradictions of the Bible,
slime of pollution, corruption and decay,-free like
c. c. BURNS, Greensburg, Ind., writes: I cannot find of the
show them that their belief is founded upon evidence
the tiger to pounce on tlw lambs of the flock to tear words adequate to express my approbation of your pa- and
that
would
not con viet a thief of pPtty larceny. or convince
them a wax from the folds of the Church, and 'the hal- per and the many able articles it contains. It would cor- a single person
blessed with a small portion of common
lowing intluence of the family altar, and suck from tainly be impossible for me to be without THE TRUTH sens~. if it was not surrounded with a cloak o.f foggy obir
hearts
their
very
life
blood
.
,
and
·f
-t
'uere
not
SEEKER
and
Irwestiaato1·.
They
are
lull
of
knowledge
and
scunty
of
from
two
to six thousand years. Stlll supersti1
1
"
common sense. That is the food we want. Infidels can't
tlle
comvels them to cling to their early teachings in difor the restraining influences of Christian civilization live on wind and water, if it is scented up with mustard tion
rect opposition to what their good sense will tell them is
these men and women would make the whole worlc! a seed faith, which I was once taught and actually believed false. J\Iany, I think, are hoping for better things than
brothel, a pest-house, a den of pollution !"
could
remoYe
mountains.
All (like
hail tothe
THEStar
TRUTH
SEEK- "believe or be damned" doctrines, but fear will not let
ER; may
it continue
to wave
Spangled
go, We are going to have B. F. Underwood here to
' Is this the teach~ng of Christianity or the courtesy Banner) over the land of the Free and the home of the them
deliver two of his lectures. A few of us Freethinkers
of a gentleman ? How often have I listened to tile brave.
have circulated a subscription paper, and have tile necesvile and false aspersions which Christian ministers
WM. E. COLEMAN, Buffalo, N.Y., writes: I think THE sary amount of money about secured. We expect a stir
have cast on the memory of that man to whom Amer- TnuTH SEEKER in some respects thebes' of all the Liber- among the dry bonos. We intend making it a free lecture, and will Ice! ourselves well paid if the people come
ica owes more than all others, he to whom she will al Journals. It is solid and substantial. able and inter- in
and hear him. From what we know of 1\Ir. U.'s repuesting. Being a thorough Spiritualist I deprecate tile
l
d
tation
ns a speaker, we believe he will send some of the
yet erect b er gran est, 1er proudest monument, ultra materialistic tenor o: many of its articles. and am
'fJIO}IAS PAillE !
glad to see occasional gleams of Spiritual light in some creed-bound ones away with a flea in their enr, and perhaps
start
wedge that will ultimately cmck the shell
"It is not ours to judge-far Jess condemn."
of the contributions to its columns. In its onslaught up- :>f bigotry the
and superstition. J'riaythe New Year be happy
on Christianity, Bible-worship, superstition and bigotry
It is Byron the Infidel who writes those charitable of every name and hue, I am one with the Freethinkers, with you, and may THE TRUTH SEEKER prosper.
words, he whom the refined, cultured Olwistian lady l\Iaterialists and Secularists, I wish THE TRUTH SEEKCHAS. B. CHURCHII,L. Canton. Ill., writes: THE Tll.UTH
'' Mrs. Harriett Beecher Stowe" so cruelly slanderecl El< abundant success.
SEEKER is my Bible. I am pleased to see you laborin~; so
for the paltry sum of one hundred and fifty dollars.
W. E. RoBERTS, New Haven, Ct., writes: I believe I have earnestly in spreading truth and light hefore the rislllg
I would tell the Hev. gentleman I can truly say rnv read copies of. most of the reform, religious and liberal generation. It does my old bones good, and if I can help
.
• papers for the last thirty years. Believing, as I do, that
in the glorious work I wish to do so. I am an old
conscience does acqmt me of meaning any discourt· tntih seekina is the way by which all reach brighter con- you
man~was born in the State of Connecticut in So pt., 1785,
esy to himself. I tllen give this as my apology and · ditions of life, we should not forget that others are as thus you will see I am nearly ninety years of nge. I have
vindication.
Yours with respect,
earnest as we, and to be regarded charitably. This is the lived long enough to see superstition and fear give way
WM. WILLICO'l"!'.
strong feature of your paper, that it aims 1o be just to all. to the bright rays of intelligence. I can write but little
One may think religion all moonshine; another, that it yet I contrive to read your valuable paper and I want
Brooklyn, .January 12th, 1875.
consists in reading prayers out of a gilt-edged prayer- now that bright light may be placed in the hands of othbook .. and so on. To me, the best religion is that condi- ers,
that it may lead them to the land of knowledge and
vVe regret Jiir. Platt understood Jiir. \Yillicott as tion of mind that is the ultimate of a life of pure inten- truth.
Your paper affords me a large field for thought.
being personal in the expression used. We feel cer- tions. That alone bring.-;" peace on oa.rth, good will to When I look back to the day those good old Puritans
men."
12!"1Jached" infant damnation,' ·• Seek ·and ye shall find,
tain no offense was intended. We have heard :Mr. W.
R. l\-1. CAsEY.Pendleton,S, c..writes: These lines leave me Knock and it shall be opened unto yon." there awakened within me a hope that I might yet" be saved from that
speak highly of J\!Ir. Platt, as an intelligent, fair- in a feeble state of health-barely able to sit up and walk f,·arful
old hell. Alas! soon would this bright hope be
mitlded ...,
a-eutleman, and we cannot thin]'' he 1·ntendccl about
rbeweeks.
house. The
I have
been season
confined
close quarters
over fiye
holiday
wastopassed
with in- driven from my mind by the shouting in my ears, that
··hell
was
full of infants not a span long,"that nine-tenths
any perwnal ofl:"ense. We will cheerfully give space trmse suffering and pain. I nevertheless had some real of the human
family mnst tnko np their future abode with
enjoyment. for The Old Investiuato1·, T:s:E TRUTH SEEKER
for any remarks l\lr. Platt. may see fit to send us on and Gornmon Sense all came lik,. ministering spirits to His Satanic l\Ia.iesty in spite of all their prayers. I well
remember
how
t.llc old minister would question the little
'1
l" t f ('l · t" "i
I f"d 1"
d
my relief, alleviating my sufferings to some extent and
, 1e su lJCC o
, HlS ·1am Y or u 1 e 1ty, an hereby renderin<4" it altogether unnecessary to call in the parson, children i.J1 their Sabbath-school lesson, A.ncl tell us what
a
fearful
place
old
hell was, and picture out the awful fate
invite him to use our columns for the purpose. He or to have prayers in my room. I had previouslyintend- that awaited us, until
I thought indeed there was no othed to sv.end Christmas holidays in getting up some new
er
hope
for
me.
But,
thanks to progressive thought,
slw]1 have the same opportunity of being heard as his subscr 1bers to THE '!'RUTH SEEKER, and sendmg them to
that
terror
has
fied,
and
I now calmfy abide my time,
Oj)poneut ; and that, per~1aps, is nuite us much as the you for a Christmas vresent, but I was unable to do so, waiting, watching and listening
for the voire of some
"'
and you will have to take the will for the deed. I hope
sweet
angel
to
call
me
home
to that bright land where all
Christian press would do by us.-[ED. T. S.l
others more fortunate than myself have procured you are peaceful and blest. Friend.
continue
to let your light
many new subscribers, and that THE TRUT:S: SEEKER begins the new year under the most favorable auspices, and shine. Your vaper is now the beacon light of thousands
you have been abundantly encouraged to go on in wh0 are toiling on in life's dark and weary way. Go on
THE Mohammedans believe that old maids have no that
your noble efforts against the strongholds of bigotry and with the good work; and thou~rh I am soon to sail for
chance of heaven.
suverstition. I hope in a few days to be well enough to that peaceful land on the other side, I shall still strive to
go out and attend to business, a part of which shall be to show others the way while I remain here. I wish you
'!'HE avple crop of Connecticut in 1874 was worth $2,000,- work as heretofore for the jnterest of THE TRUTH SEEK- prosperity and success in the noble work you have undertaken.
ER a.nd the Liberal cause generally.
ooo.

I
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inter~st.

Dawn, a, Novel of intense
1,75 12 Life of Thomas Paine with critical and explanatory obServations
Death. and the After-life, by A. J.
of his writings, by G. Yale....... 1.00- s
75 6
S'l'AND.'\'RD AND POPULAR RADICAL D~b~t~t'ieLanii,'l)}.'th'eiion:i'Cii. '
Life of Jesus.....by Renan.... ... ... .. 1.75 10
Love and its .nidden History, by P.
2 00
AND sPIRITU ALisTio BooKs.
J D~'i;l'it~toi·s· iiew ·book: 'tii~· :Ris.iiig
'
B. Randolph....................... 1.50
Lefi'alized Prostitution, or MarFoR SALE BY D. M. BENNETT, Editor, F~1th ............................... 2.00
riage as it Is and as it should Be,
·'TRUTHSEEKER"33513'DWAY NEWYoRK /EatmgForStrength ................ 1.00
by U.S. Woodru~J.M.D ........... 1.00 8
· .
:
· Essay on Man, by Pope, cloth,
f¥j1 All orders, wrth .the pnce of books
gilt................................. 1.00 4 Letters to Elder JYiiles Grant, by
Moses Hull.......... . .. .... .. .. .. . .25 2
llesired, and the additional amount men- Early Social Life of l\'fan. . . . . . . . . . .25 2
tioned for postage, will meet with prompt Errors of the Bible demonstrated
Lb~~~r{g~t~~~~-:-.~.~~~..~~~~·-~~-~: .50 4
&ttention. Postage is free 1nhere no postaae
by the Trutl1s of Nature. by Henis mentioned.
ry C. Wright, paper....... .. .. .. .. .25 ! Les Miserables, by Victor Hugo... 2.50
Library of Mesmerism, by Wells.. 4.00
,\,ncifont Symbol Worship .......... $2.00
English Life of Jesus. by. Scott.... 2.00
Love, from 1\Iichelet................ 1.50
A-ntiquity of Man by Lyell......... 3.00
Emgmas of Life, by Gregg........ 2.00
Life of Fourier \by Shaw......... .". 1.50
1\.utobiography of J. S. Mill........ 2.50
Exeter Hall, a Theological Ro1\.ncient Faiths, by Inman .......... 27.00
manee, paper..................... .60 5 Life of Parker, oy Weiss, 2 Yo is... 6.00
LessollBfor Children about Them~rtificial Somnambulism, by Dr.
Empire of the Mother over the
selves, by A. E. Newton, cloth.... .50
Fahenstock.................... .. .. 1.50 8
CJharacter and Destiny of the
!\.lice Vale, by Lois Waisbrookor .. 1.25 s
Hac_e, by f-.,q. Wright............ .50 4 Lectures on the Bible, by Yoysey.. .10
8
Modern
Thinker, Nos. 1 and 2,
A-merican Crisis, by Warren Chase .25 2 EloctJyo Afiimt10s, by Goethe...... 1.25
each ................................ 1.00
!nswers to Questions, Practical
Ele.ctrw\tl Psvchplogy, by Dod~.. 1.50 s
Mental
Medicine\
_by Evans........ 1.25 7
and Spiritual, by A. J. Davis.... 1.50 10 Ep1demw Delp.filOns; Dr.ll'larvm. .25
Ministry of AngeiS Uealized, by A.
!pochry_phal ~ew Testam,e~t...... 1.25 7 F~ar of the L1vmg God, by FrothE.
Newton.........................
.20 2
A Peep mto Sacred TradJtwn, by
mgham .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .05
Manual for Children (for LyceOrrin Abbot........................ .50 2 Footfalls on the Boundary of Anums),
by
A.
J.
Davis,
cloth.......
.70
8
1
A~1o%~~-~~~~:~~.':?:~.~~~-~~~~~:
4
Z~~~ ::~:-. .~: ..~:.. ~~~~~~ ..~~~~ 1.75 12 I Mti~:iiJot~~~- -~~~~-~. ~~~~~~~: ~~ 1.50 10
Aile of Reason, by Thomas Paine,
F~ee Tho~hts concermnJ Rehg1\Iediumship, its Laws and Condil'aper............................... .25 3
Awn; or ature vs. Theo ogy, l:iy
tions, with brief instructions for
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tut. J. Davis, paper................. .50 2
the formtttion of Spirit Circles,
tie. Yo is. I and II................. 1.25 8 Faithful Guardian, an Inspimby J. H. Powell................... .25
ABC of Life, by A. B. Child....... .25
a! Stqry, by J. Wm. V:an Namee. 1.50 8
6
llloravia
Eleven Days at, by T. R
Arabula; or, The Divine Guest, by
FoU!J~am, qy A. J. Dav1s...... .... . 1.00
Hazard............................. .10
A. J. Davis......................... 1.50 s Fug1~1Ye W1fe, by .Warren Chase.. .a5 4
1\Iarned
Woman;
Biographies of
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis 1.00 7 God m the Constitution. by Brad1 ford .............................. .. .. 10 1 · Good Wives, by L. Maria Child.. 1.25 8
AI1_ostles (translated from the
Modern
American
Spiritualism,
.French), by Renan .. , ... :...... ... 1.75 10 Good S~nse, by ~aron ItHolba<Jh. 1.00
1
As~onomyandWorship of the An.
Gates A.iar, by llllss E. S. Phelps .. 1.50 s 1 lW!--1868, by Emma Hardinge.... 2.75 16
10
Moral
Physio~y,
by
R. D. Owen.. .65
ments,l:ry G. Vale.................. .20 2 GatBS Wide. qpen, by Geo. Wood ... 1.50
A Stellar Key~o the SummerLand,
Gist of Spiritualism. by Warren
4
MFi~~e~~~-~
....
:~~~~~~
... ~:.~~~~ 2.00
by A. J. Dav1s. Paper Covers.... .30 4
ChaM ....................,. .. . .. ... .. .50
Mystery of Matter, by Picton ...... ·3.50
11
1.50 10 !darning Lectures (twenty dis2.00
courses), by A. J. Davis.......... 1.50 9
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for chi!Great Harmonia, by A. J. Davis, 5
Mediums and Mecliumship, by T.
dren, by H. C. Wright. Small
vols., viz.. Vol. I., '.rhe Pl!ysician;
R. Hazard.......... .. .. .. .. .... . .. . .10
Edition............................. .60 6
Vol. II., 1'he Teacher; Yol. III.,
Mental Cure....................... 1.50 9
Larg_e Edition....................... 1.50 81 ~he Seer; Vol. Iy., The Reformer
Mart~-rdom
of Man, by Reade..... 3.00
9
An Eye-opener, by Zepa. Paper
vol. V.. The Thmker, each ....... 1.50
Man m the Past Present, and FuCovers............................. .5o 4 God Idea in History, by Hudson
ture,
by
Dr.
L. Buechne1·, elegant
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish. 1.50
Tuttle.............................. 1.25
English Edition .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4.00
Blakeman's 200 Riddles....... . . . . . . ,20
Gibbon's History of Rome, 6 vols ..
Mill's
Autobiography...............
2.50
1
Cross. or Sex Worship,
~~Yl~f1~ ~~diitie" UiiboHevers:. l;y 2' 00 10 G~~rgGs'of'tiie's'ta;rs: i:i:Y'"rlii<)li'eli' ~-~ ex Masculine
illustrated, paper, 5oc,lTcloth...... 1.00
Frothmgham ...... ;.. .. . .. .. .... .. .20 2 Genesis and Ethws of ConJugal
New Physiognomy, by vvells, gilt.. 5.00
Better Yiews of Living, by A. B.
Love, by A. J. Dav}s. 142 pp..... .50
Nebulre, Meteoric Showers and
Child............................... 1.00 6 1Greg'£< Creed of Chnstendom...... 2.50
Comets............................. .25
Brotherhood of JVIan, and what
Harbing,cr of Health, by Andrew
Follows from It.................... .25
J. Dav1s....... ... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 1.50 1o-, Nature's Laws in Human Life; an
ExJ;Josition
of Spiritualism...... 1.50 10
Book on the iYpcroscope............ .75
Harmonia! Man; or Thoughts for
Book of Relig10ns. by J. Hayward. 2.00
~e Age ....... ·:....................
.50 4 New Testament lVI1racies and Modern
Miracles..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .60 4
Bible Chronology, byl\11. B. Graven .10 2 ·History and Philosophy of EVil,
Bailey's Festus...................... 1.25
/ paper . .. . .. .. .. .. .... . . .. .. . .. ... .. .50 a Nature's Divine Revelations. by A,
12
J.
Davis
..........................
.. 8.50 24
Buechner's Man. English Edition 4.00
1 Hayward's Book of all Religions.
1.75
Ni~j:ht Side of Nature, b_y Crowe .. . 1.25 10
Boooaccio's Decameron ..........
1.50
Helen Harlow's Yow, by Lois
Eradlaugh's Is there a God?....... .05
Waisbrooker...................... 1.50 10 1 Oriental Religions, by JohllSon .. . 5.00
Origin and Development of ReligBuddhist Nihilism, by Max Muller .10
How to Bathe, by E. P. Miller, l\1.
ious Belief, Heathenism and
Buechner's Materialism..... . . . . . . . .25
D., paper.......................... .30 4
Mosaism. by S. B. Gould......... 2.00
By-and-B;y:, by E. Maitland......... 1.75
Hedged in, by Elizabeth Stuart
Buechner s Force and Matter...... 3.00
Phelps............................. 1.50 8 Old Theo}op, ,Turned U.vside
Down, b:y T. B. :raylor, A.M., paBastian's Modes of Orig-in.......... 1.25
History of the Intellectual Develper................................. .75
Beginnings of Life, by Bastian.... 5.00
opment of Europe, by J. W. DraOn
the Yision of Heaven. by Prof.
Buckle's Historx of Civilization... s.oo
per,M.D., LL.D................... 5.00 30
Newman........................... .10 2
Birds and Reptlles.,by Figuier.... 4.00
History of the Conflict between
Ol;'tho9-oxy
False since SpiritualBody and Mind. by JYiaudsley. ... . . 2.00
Science and Religion. Draper.. 1.75
18m IS True. by Wm. Denton.... .10 ~
Babbitt's Health Guide,............ 1.00 5 HumanPhysiology±Statistical and
Origin of f;lpeciest,by Darwin...... 2.00 12
Origin of Civilization and Primi~~ii~~fi~~ ~o~i-~~i:;iVo~~~~
I ~JJI~~~~~~; olYif~~f ):t~g~~~~~
tive Condition of Man, by Sir J.
Cooper on the Soul................. .90
W. Draper, M.D .. LL.D .. 650 pp ..
30
Lubbock ........................... 3.00 17
Clodd's Childhood of the World.... .50
cloth . .. . . . . .. . . . .... . . .. .. . . .... . . . 5.00
One Religion, Many Creedl5, by
Cranial Affinities of li'Ian and the
Hobbes' Works. 16 Yols .. Royal
Winans .. .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. 1.50 16
Ape. by Professor R. Yirhow, of
~yo ................................. 25.00
Papa's Own Girl, Marie Howland,. 1.75 13
Berlin.............................. .25
H1story of European Morals. by
Pilgrim
and Shrine. by Maitland.. 1.50
Comte's Philoso];1hY of the Sciences 2.00
Lecky. ... . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . .. . .. . . 6.00
Paine's Political Works, 2 Yols., of
Confucius and Chinese Classics... 2.00
History of Rationalism in Europe,
about
500
pages each.............. 5.00 .50
Confucius' Life and Teachings, by
by Lecky .......................... . 4.00
Philosophical Dictionary by VolLegge.............................. 4.00
Higher Law, by Maitland ......... . 1.75
taire....
..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5.00 30
Child's Book of Religion, by FroHegel's Philosop.hy of History ... . 2.00
Persons and Events, by A. J. Da~
thingham.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Half-hours with Modern Scientists,
vis .................................. 1.50
Confessions of an Inquirer, by J.
cloth,12mo., reduced to.......... 1.50
Planchett-the Despair of Science,
J. Jarves. Ver; interesting...... 1.50
History of American Socialism, by
by Epes Sargent.................. 1.25 8
Curious Myths o 'the Middle Ages.
J. H. Noyes ........................ 3.00
Penetralia, by :A. J. D~vl!'o .. .. ..... 1.75 12
bv S. B. Gould.................... . 2.50
Historic Americans, by Parker.... 1.50
Philosophy of Spiritual InterClergy a Source of Danger, by
His Marriage Vow, by Mrs. CorcourseJ>Y A. J. Davis, paper.... .GO
Jamison, .......................... 1.75
bin ................................. 1.50
Positive rrimer. beinl" a series of
Christianity before Christ, by M.B.
Injurious Influences of Schools... .25
familiar
conversations on the
Craven............................. .25 2 Influence of Christianity on CivilReligion of Humanity. ReducOt·itical History of the Docltt'ine of
ization by B. F. Underwood...... .25
ed v.rice...... .... . ............. .... .75
a Future Life in all Ages and NaIs Romamsm Real Christianity?
Plato s Phoodo on Immortality..... 1.25
tions, by Wm. R Alger........... 3.50 25
Two Essal'§, by Francis W. NewPlato's Divine and Moral Works.. 2.00
Contrast:._ Evangelism andSpirituman and F. E. Abbot............. .10
Plutarch's Moral's, 5 Ynls ......... 15.00
a.lism uompared by Moses HuU. 1.50 8 Is the Bible Divine? by S. J. PhinProssimos's Religious Experience,
Oriticism on the Apostle Paul, in
ney, paper......................... .35
by R. D. Owen..................... .05
DefenceofWoman'sRights, etc.,
Is there aDevil? The argument
by M. B. Craven ............
.25
pro amlcon............. ... .. .... .. .25 2 Poems from the Inner Life, by
Lizzie Doten....................... 1.50 10
Conjugal Sins ag_ainst the Laws of
Incidents in my Life, first series,
Life and Health, by A. K. Gardby Cooper ......................... 1.00 8 Philosophy of Cl'eation, by Thos.
Paine. through Horace Wood,
ner, A.M., M.D..................... 1.50 8 Is it the Despair of Science? by
Constitution of 1\fan, by George
W. D. Gunning................... .15 2 medium'ppaper......... .. .. . .. .. . .35 4
Poems
of rogress, by Lizzie DoCombe.............................. 1.75 8 Impressible Conflict and the Unity
ten ................................. 1.50 10
Common-sense Thoughts on the
of God, by Emma Hardinge and
Bible, by Wm. Denton............
.10 2
T. G. Forster...................... .25 2 Parturition without Pain. by M.
L. Holbrook, M.D................. 1.00
Common Sense, by Thomas Paine .20 2 Ingersoll's Gods and other leeChrist Idea in Histo1·y, by Hudson
tmes,neatly bound............... 2.00 15 Pentateuch-Abstract of Colenso.. .25 2
Progress
of Religious Ideas
Tuttle..............................
Is Spiritualism True·? by William
through Successive Ages. by L.
Christ and the People, by A. B.
Denton............................. .15 2
Maria
Cl:iild,
3 Vols ........... , ... 6.75 36
Child, M.D.............. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 12 Irreconcilable Records of Genesis
Physical Man his Origin and .anChristianity and l\faterialism Conand Genealogy, by Wm. Denton,
by
Hudson
Tuttle........ 1.50 10
4
ti9.uity,
trasted, by B. F. Underwood..... .15 2
p~per ........ ,.. ...... ...... ...... .
.25
Plam Home Talk and Medical Com.
Christian Amendment, by Abbot... .10
InCidents of ;rMe, second series
mon
Sense,
by
E.
B.
Foot, M.D
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit- .15 2
Hqme .•... ·............. ... . . .. .. . . 1.50
1000 pp., 200 Illustrations. Price,
ualism Superior to Christianity, .05 1 Jum_us Unmasked; or, Thomas
with
a
fine
chromo..............
3.25
by Wm .Denton.................... .10 2
Pame ~he author of the Letters
Question of Hell, by a Puritan..... 1.00
Criticism on the Theological Idea
ot Jumus and the Declaration of
Hadical Discourses, by Denton.... 1.50 8
of. Deity. by B. i\I. Craven........ 1.00 s
Independenc,e .... .. .... .. .... . . .. . 1.50
Ravalette'v and the Rosicrucian's
,
.
Jehovah Unvmled; or the CharaeOhapters from the B~ble of tl)e
ter of the Jewish Deity Deline1.50
~r;e~, ~G. B. St~b~1~s, Det~o1t,
ated .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. . .. .as 4
1 50 12
Radical Rhymes, by William DenChrl~tian Pr~S:~aiili~~_P;;'l'bi:iot ' 1 1 Joan, of A,r~. a biography.......... 1.00 6 ton ................................. 1.25 6
Claims of Spiritualism. embracing '
K\tnt s Cr!tJque of. Pm;e Reason... 2.00
Rabelai's Works, 2 Vols....... .... . 3.00
the Experience of an InvostigaKmg Dav1d.~nd h1s.TJmes ......... 1.50 10 Iteligion of Humanity, by Frothtor, by a Medical j)fan...... .... .. .25 2 Key to Political Sc1ence, by John
ingham...................... .. .. .. 1.5u
Compulsory Educatwn, by Abbot.
.5
1
Senff ........ ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . 1.25
Religion of Inhumanity, by HarriChristianity by S. B. Gould........ 2.00
Koran, w1th explanatory notes, by
son................................. .'JO
DictionaryC\Vebster's unabridged} 12.00 ex f!Ge,o;rge Sale, 8'?0., 670 pp. Best
Reli~ious Ideas and Beliefs, origin
Pocket, flexible cover.. 1.00 10 ~editiOn yet published.......... . . . 2. 75 20
Descent of Man. by Darwin, 2 vols.
Law of li'Iarriage. by C. L. James. .25 . 21 ~~ns~T~e~~~~~~~-~.f:.~.~ ..~-~~~~~ ,,50 13
., ($2.Per vol.}...... .... .. .... . ...... . 4.00 24 Looking Beyond, by Barrett..... .75 6 Religious Demands of the Age, by
Devil's Pulmt. by Robert Taylor, 2.00 10 Life Line •of the Lone One, by
Miss Frances Power Cobb. 12mo.,
Delu~:e, by Wm. Denton............
.10 2
Warren Ch!!oi!e, ........ , , , . . . . .. . .. 1.00 1 5o paper , .. .. • .. .. . .. ... • .. .... . .. .. .. .50
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Ra.aical Rroblems, In' Bartol...... . ~.oo
Strauss' The Old Faith and the
New, proceeded by the author's
Prefatory Postscnpt. 12mo.... . . VlO
Songs ef the Sun-lands, by :Miller.. uo
Sl!I>ernatural. History of the, by
Wm. Howitt, 2 Yols....... .... .. .. ~.oo
Spirit Works; Real, but not Mirttculous, b:y Allen Putnam.......... .35
Soul Afiimty, by A. B. Child........ .20
Satan, Biography of, by A. K.
Graves .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .60
Sermon from Shakespeare's Text,
by Denton ..................... :... .10
Sacred <;los pels of Arabula, by A.
J. DaVIs, cloth..................... .60
Sunday not the Sabbath............ .25
Sexual Phrsiology, by R. •r. Trail,
M.D ................................ 2.00
Self-Abnegationists; or, 1'he ~'rue
King and Queen................ . .51J
Soul of Things, by Elizttbeth and
Wm. Dontou... .... .. . .... .. .... .. . 1.50
Social Evils, by l\Irs. M. 111. King.. .25
Spirituul Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by l\Irs. King................. .25
Spiritual Delusions, by D. D. Lum 1.00
Strauss' Life of Jesus. Very rare. 12.00
Science of 1'honght, by Prof. 0. C.
Everett.... .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . 2.00
Secret History of t.he French
Court ............................... 1.2r.
Sartor Resartns, bl' Carlyle........ .75
Songs of Life. by S. W. Tucker.... .20
Science Df Evil, by J oolMoody. . . . 1. 7o
Spirit l\lanifestations, by Rymer.. .10
Synta;;ma. Tayle>r .................. 1.00
System nf Nature; D'Holba<~h ..... 2.00
St!LL'tling- Ghost Stori!ls, from au.
theniic sou rC"es. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .50
Self-Contradiction~ of the Bible...
.25
Sofena; or, The l\Iental Constitution, by Merton.................... 1.00
Science of Knowlodge by l!'iehte.. 2.00
Science of Rights, by Fichte....... 2.00
Strange Discoveries respecting the
Aurora and recent Solar Researches, by Hichard A. Proctor.
F.R.A.S........... .................. .25
Spectrum Analysis Explained, . . . . .26
Spectrum Annlysis Discoveries, .25
S)'.lpbolism, Ancient Pngan ana
Modern Christian. exposed and
explained 16 plates, 172 cuts . . . . • 3.00
Safest Cree(t and other Subjoets,bv
0. B. Frothingham ............... ·. 1.50
Startling Diselosures in Spiritualism, by N. B. Wolfe................ 1.50
The Truth about Love............ 1.50
The Past and Ji~uture of our Planet.
by Wm. Denton............... .. . 1.50
Transformations of Insects, by P
H. Duncan, F. R' S .. elegant. il
lustrated, Extra gil< led........ . . 7.30
The Sun, by Guillemin. illu"t,·aled .................................. l.Jo
Treatise on the Intolleetual, Moral
and Social Man, a valuable work,
by H. Powell....................... 1.25
Tale of a Physican, by A. J. Davis,
paper.............................. .75
The Heathens of the Heath; a
Thrilling, Radical Rorhance, by
Wm. li'IcDonnell, Esq .. author of
"Exeter Hall," &c. 50o pag-es.
12mo. Paper covcrR. $1; in cloth.
neatly bound...................... 1.50
The Essence of Religion. by Feuerbach ............................. .50
Tb:e ;Relation of Witchcraft to Re·
ligwn. .............. ....... ... ... .. .15
The Essence of Christianity.... . . . 3.00
The Patriarchs, by Frothingham .. 1.00
The Parables. by Frothingham.... 1.00
Thoughts of the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius........................... 1.00
Tyndall's Fragments of Science.. 2.00
Tyndall' Light and Electricity ..... 1.25
Tyndall's Great Inaugural Speech .25
Tyndall's Forms of Water......... 1.50
Tyndall's Heat a.s a !!lode of Motion .....................
2.00
Tyndall On Sound.................. 2.00
Tyndall On Radiation.............. .50
Tyndall's Six Le<'tures on Light.. 1.00
The Safest Creed. and twelve other
discourses, by 0. B. Frothingham 1.50
The God of Science, by Abbot..... .10
The Present Heaven, by Frothingham................................ .05
The Sabbath, by Parlfer Pillsbury .10
Truths for tho 'rimes, by Abbot.... .10
The Inner Mysterv, an inspiratiow
al Poem by Lizzle Doten.... .. .. . .20
The Yoices. by War1·en Sumner
Barlow ............................. 1.25
Theological and l\Iiscellaneous
Writings of Thomas Paine...... 2.5o
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the
SJ)irit World ...... :..................75
Tobacce> and its Effects, by H Gibbons, M.D.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .20
The Temple: or, Diseases of the
Brain and Nerves. by A. J.Davis.
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Three Plans of Salvation.......... .10 2
The Hereafter, by Hull. Paper.... .5fi i
Testament, New. shown in its trne
li!"ht, by J.P. WhipJ;>le............ .50
Umversology Basic Outline of, by
Stephen Pearl Andrews.......... . 5.00 ao
Unwelcome Child. l)y Henry C.
Wright. Paper.... . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .30
Unconscious Action of the Brain, .2li
Unity of Natuml Phenomena, by
Saigey . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 1.50
Voices of Prayer, by Badow ....... · .25 2
Yestigos of Creation................ .75 s
Volney's Rosearche8 i.n Ancient
History. Yery rare.............. 1.50
Volney's Ruins ...................... 1.00 6
Yivid •.rruths, by A. B. Church.... .50 2
All books not mentioned in this list
to be had in this city will be sent postpaid,
at the Publishers' prices. Address,
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Bro~dway,

N. i.

15

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY US, 1875.

A Grand Combination!
$10.00 for $4.00.

•

R.ARE OFFERS! Every Person

TRE LADIES' OwN MAGAZINE FOR 1875,

We offer a Bample of

Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should read a CODY of

The La.dies' Own Magazine,

PROFESSOR DRAPER'S

THE HERALD OF HEALTH FOR 1875,

a sample of its premium Chromo. and
choice of the following popular books, all
for5ocents: VictorHugo's BELLRINC•
THE COMPLETE WoRKS OF SHAKESPEARE, ER OF NOTRE DAME, Goldsmith's
in one volume of over 1000 pages and 36 VICAR OF WAKEFIELD, Lamb's ESillustrations. and that charming Chromo, SAYS, Defoe's ROBINSON CRUSOE.
Gerald Griffin's COLLEEN BAWN.
"J US T 0 N E/'
OBJECT, to introduce our superb l\fagaall sent, post-paid, for only Four Dollars. zine an<.! get agents· for it. It is the best
LITERARY. H 0 USE H 0 L D and
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
FA S H I 0 N Monthly published. SU335 .BHOADWAY.
PERBLY ILLUSTRATED_ Bound in
NEW YoitK.
ILLUMINATED COVERS. Over 40
first-class writers. ROMANCE. BIOCRAPHY. HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
POETRY. PHILOSOPHY. HEALTH.
SC!ENCE, FASHION.
THE TRUTH SEEJ!ER FOR 1875,

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L.· HENDERSON & CO.,

Bankers,
Le .Roy, Minnesota,

Religion and Soienoe.
I>rof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are .doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and I
superstition. Let this umv work be widely
read.
f'\ent by mail,]Josta.ge paid, on receipt of
pnce, $1.75. Address
D. ~I. BENNETT,
335 Broadway.

Splendid Premiums for Clubs.

n ENTS nake
$50 a week. Now is
tr
the time to Subscribe,
A
and make up Clubs.
·

.MONEY
IN FIRST MORTGAGES

On Imp1•oved Farms in .b.finne-

T. A. BLAND, Publisher,
11

CLINTON PLACE, NEW YoRK.

sota mnd Iowa,

Runnin_g 3 to 5 years, with Coupon I~terest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually m advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
. IfF 10 per cent. paid on receipt of money
at the Dank, or m New York until invested.
For full particulars, send for Circular.
Ha.s greatliiAGNIFYING power, used for deTo Jan. 1. 1876.
tecting Counterfeit Money ~hoddy in cloth
--------foreign substances in the .l!iye. in wounds.
etc., and to examine Insectll, Flowers and,
SPIRITUALISM. Plants,
to detect flaws in Metals, fineness of
wood-grain; to decipher writing otherwi~e
illegible;
and for the inspection of ~rain,
The recent extraordinary attent-ion the
Useful for everbody. Double
subject is attracting, and its investigation minerals-..etc.
Convex
.ueus.
l! inches in diameter,
by eminent scientists, increases the de- Mounted in Leather,
and carried in the
mand for ··urrent literature devoted to the vest pocket. Price 60 centsitwo
for $1, free
subject. In order that ali may become fa- by mail. Agents Wanted. Uustrat.ed
cirmiliar with the most able, fearless and culars and terms free. Address
widely-circulated exponent of Spiritualism, we will send the
M. L. BYRN,
0. 3ox 4,669, New York. Office, No. 49
Religio-Philosophioal Journal P.Nassau
Street.

3

MONTHS

~--~-··

for 30

CENTS.

POSTAGE FREE AFTER JANUAP..Y 1st..
The JoURNAL is a large 8-page weekly
Jl.aper regular price $3 per yearA now in its
Ninth'Year. Address _s. S. JvNES.EDITOR, 180 E. Adam St., Chicago.
N. D.-State where you saw this advertisement.
J, M. FOLLETT.

Sexual Physiology.

$2.00 A YEAH, ~~1t~~dch~~~o~
in 16 Oil Colors. LAHGE CASH PAY, or

BRANCH OFFICE, 332 East 13th St., N. Y

-----~----

I

E. B. HILL.

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.
We will send by mail, post-paid:
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
Wllcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-fl ve cent.s per doz.
Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
send for circular. We want the patronage of everY ··liberal" in America.
Say you saw this Adv. in THE SPIRITUAL'
IST AT WoRK.
FOLLETT & HILL.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers ·in
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
Oils, ett:.. etc.,
OAMBll.IDGE, HENRY 00 .. ILLINOIS,

A Valuable Home Book j'o1· Women.

Talks to my Patients
HINTS ON GETTING WELL AND
KEEPING WELL.
BY MRS. R, B. GLEASON, l'>I.D.
'l'able oJ Contents:
Growing Girls; ~Ienstruation; Aruenorrohea · Menorrhagia; Dysmenorrhea;
Prolapstis Uteri; Leucorrhea: :}'regnancy;
Approaching Confinement; Delivery: After
Delivery; Care _of the Dre~sts; After Confinement; Dathmg of ~abws; D~ess of Infants; Nursinl\'; Wo!tmng; Feeqmg of Infll.nts; Infantme Diseases; Diseases .of
Children; Children'!! Dress; O<;mfldenh~l
to Mothers· Intentwnal Abortwn; AcCIdental Abo~tion; Sterility; N:ervons D~
rangements; Sleep; IndigestiOn; ()onRtipation: Menopause, or Change of Life.
It is a most Val1table Wo·rk, and 8huu.ld be
in the hands oj evm-y Lady.
:Price, $1,60 by mail. Sold by
D. M. DENNETT.
835 Broadway, N. Y.

BEST AND CHEAPEST

SEEDS
In America. or Money Refunded.

BY R. T. TRALL. M.D.

Buy dir ctfrom GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price& quality,
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
A nice Floral anti Garilen Guide free.
Wholesale list for Seedsmen free.
R.. H. SHUMWAY.,.,
till Apl. 15.
Rockford, ul.

No Quarter to

"Common Sense."

This work contains the latest and most
important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains tho Origin of Human Lifo: How and when Men- A Spiritnal Pa.Jle1" [o1• the Pacific Coast .
struation. Impregnation and Conception
occur; giving the Jaws by which the number and sex of offspring are controlled, and A SlXTEJCN-PA GE WEEKLY JOURNAL
valuable information in re!'l"ard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healDEVOTED TO
thy children. It is high-toned, and shonld
be read by every family. With eighty fine THE PHENO~fENA AND PHILOSOPHY
engravings. AGENTS WANTED.
OF SPIRITUALISM. SOCIAL P..EFOR.l\I, W0~1AN SUFFRAGE.
SYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF OONTENTS.
ETO., ETC.
The Male Organs of GBneration.
The Female Organs of Generation.
The only Free Thought Journal west. of
The Origin of Life.
the Rocky l'ilouutains.
Sexual Generation,
The Physiology of ~Ienstruatiou.
An Excellent. Corps of Contributors.
Impregnation.
Pregnancy.
Reports of Rarlical Lectures and DiscusEmbryology.
sions.
Parturition.
Lactation.
This paper has now reached its a2d number, and is growing in interest and influThe J"a.w of Sex.
ence.
It is filled mainlnvith original matJl.egulation of the number of Offspring. ter, well
written and ably edited.
The Theory of Population.
The Law of Sexual Intercourse.
'I'hree Dollars per Annum, Post-paid.
Hereditary Transmission.
St•ecimeu copies sent free. Address
Philosophy of Marriage,
COMMON SENSE,
This work has rapidly passed through
236 JYiontgomery SL,
twenty edition><, and the demand is conSan Francisco, Cal.
stan~ly increasing. No such complete and
valuable work has ever before been issued
from the press. Prof. Wilde1·, of Cornell
University, says it is the be,;t wnrk of its
kind published.
vVANTED
Price. by mail. $2.00. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT.
To Rubacribe for the second volume of
335 Broadway. N. Y.

S~perstition !

Every Freethinker should
have our New Catalogue nf
English antl American Freethought and Miscellaneous
Books. SENT FREE! P..are,
sea-roe," 0. P." ·works a specialty,
Address
J. FHANCIS RUGGLES, Dibliopole,
Bronson, 1\Iich.
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Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
By l\I. L. HOLDROOK,l\I.D.
Which should llo in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health. strength and bettuty. It. eontains,
besides the science of eating and one hl1ndred answers to questions which most people are anxious to know. nearly one hundred pal{flS devoted to the best healthful
reciptl8 for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate 0hildren so as to get the best boflilY development. :Mothers who cannot nurse t-heir
children will lind full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who hrwo
delicate rhildren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. :r.I. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

500,000 Freethinkers
THE LYCEUM.

Parturition without Pain.
EDITED nY III. L. HoLBROOK, Jill. D.
Editor of the Hemld a/ HPalth.
CONTENTS:
Healthfulness of Child-Bf'n.ring.
2. Dangers of Preventions.
3. Medical Opinions as to esm>ping l'ain.
4. Preparation for Maternity.
5. Exorcise during Pregnancy.
6. The Sitz Bathing nnd Bathing generally.
7. What Food to Eat and what to Avoid.
s. The ltiind during Pre;:rnancy.
9. The Ailments of Pregnancy and their
Remedies.
10. Female Physicians, Amcsthotics.
To which t1rc added:
1 The Husband's Duty to his Wife. 2.
Best Age for nearing Children. 3. Shall
sicklY people he<'Ome Parents? . 4. SJ:l?.all
Familieil. 5. Importance of PhYSiOlogical
Adaptation of Husband and Wif~. 6. Ce!ibacv. 7. Effects of Tobacco on Offspring.
R. Latest Di~coveries as to the determining
the sex of Offspring, 9. Father's tlS. Mother's Infiueuceon the Child. 10. Sh!tll Pregnant Women Work"/ 11. Eft'eets of Intellectu.al Ac:tivity on n~Imber 9f Offspring.
12. Size of Pelvis, and Its reln.twn to healthful Parturition. etc., ek.
1.
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ubout "Pa1•tu?"iti<m
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Godeu's Ladu's Book says: "We give
our cordial approbation to this work, and
would like to see it in the hands of every
mother in the land. The information it
contains· is most important, and, WA are
fully convinced, reliable.
Price, by mail, $1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N. Y.

A Monthly Illustrated Liberal Pap,er for
the Young, designed to teach them 'Religion without Superstition." Its writers are
amongst tho ablest in the Liberal ranks,
and, as it oeimpies an exclusive field-the
education of the young in the principli!B ot
Froethougbt-it appeals to every libflral
and non-chureh member for support.
'l'hf' publisher, determined to offer every
possible inducement to subscribe, makes
thlil following very liberal
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Two dozen steel pen~. or the ex0ellent
little book, "Stories for Our Children,"
and THE LYCEUM three months for twentyfive cents and a~ cent stamp for postage.
Two dozen steel peus, and the" Stories
for Our Children," or four dozen steel pens
and THE LYCEUM six months for fifty cts.
and two 3 cent stamps for postage.
For seventy-five cents THE LYOEUM will
be sent oue year and "Oue pack of Arithmetical Cards and Games," or four dozen
steel p,ens1 and the" Stories for Our Children, 'or 'The Lyceum Stage."
For one dollar THE LYoEUM will be sent
one yenr. with oue pack of·· Arit.hmetical
Carrls and Games aurl frmr dozen steel
pens; or one pack of., Arithmetical Cards
and Games." the .. Storires for our Oh!ldren," and two dozen steel pens.
When requestfld wA will oubstitnte other
hook~ of equal value for any of the above.
'l'he above liberal rates are made to secure the patronagfl of ovory one not in
sympathy with the churches. Please forvinr<l the an7ount of at least one subscription to
P. H. BATESON,
Publisher of THE LYCEUM,
s
TOLEDO. OHIO.
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WHAT comes once in a minute, twice ina.
moment, and once·.in a man's life? The
letter M.
A DABKEY arrested with chickens in his
!!ack, declared," De man dat put 'em dar
was no fren' of mine."
"THE-one thing needful for the perfect
enjoyment of love is confidence." Same
with hash and sausages.
WHAT is the difference between fixed
stars and shooting stars ? The first are
"suns,, the second, "'darters."
"C-e-o-cAN that p-p-parrot talk?" asked a. stuttering man of a German. "Ven
he don't talk so gooter as you, I schop, by
dam, his head off."

WHILE on her way to leap into the river,
a Min:r;.eapolis girl met a m!J.n, who proposed marriage, and she turned back and
was happy. Almost any day now one can
count four or five Minneapolis girls wandering along the river banks.
JuDGE JEFFRIEs when on the bench, told
an old fellow with a long beard that he
supposed he bad a conscience as long as
his beard. ' Does your lordship," replied
the old man, "measure· consciences by
beards? If so, your lordship has none at
all."
"STEP in," said a chea.p clothier to a
countryman; "the cheapest goods in the
market." "Hav-e you any ·fine shirts?"
"A splendid assortment, sir." "Are they
clean?" "Of course, sir-clean, to be
sure.." "Then," said the countryman
gravely," you had better vut one on."

G. L. Henderson & Co., Science in Story,
BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
wm· on receipt of P; 0. Order, Draft, or
Registered L<Jtter for any amount send

.Adapted to Ohikl?'en and Youth.

~oods as per following list to any address
Imparts more valuable .information than
m the Umted States.
any other book.

Care must be had to send Accurate Measurements and description of Goods wanted, as no article can be returned except
for defect in the goods~ which are warranted to be as representeu. We have arrangements with the manufacturer to furnish us
out of their entire stock which is equal to
custom made, and at lower prices than
is usually charged for very much inferior
goods.
Grey_ Union Sack Overcoats,
Wool Lining,
$5 50 to $6 50
Black Union Sack Overcoats,
Wool and Italian Lining, 8 oo to 10 oo
Blue Chinchilla ditto,
9 oo to 11 oo
Mixed Fur Beaver Overcoat,
Italian Linin~.
14 oo to 16 oo
Velvet Binding d1tto,
13 oo to 15 oo
.
19 00
Worsted ditto,
Blue, Dahlia, Brown and
Olive Heavy Beaver,
16 00 to 21 00
Grey Reeling Jackets, Wool
Lining, ·
•
3 oO to 4 75
Black and Grey Union Sack
Coats, wool lining, quilted, extra long,
l 75 to 7 oo
Black All Wool Cloth Sack
Coats,
8 oo to 9 50
Black Union Cloth Frock
Coats,
6 50 to s 50
Black All Wool ditto
s 50 to 15 50
Black Union Cloth Pants,
3 oo to 4 50
Black all wool Doeskin d1tto, 500to700
Black Union Cloth Vests
2 oo to 2 50
Black All Wool ditto,
2 50 to 4 oo
Union Cassimere Sack Coats, 400to550
All Wool ditto,
600tosoo
"
Walking
"
6 50 to s 75
Union Cassimere Suits, Sack
and Walking Coats,
7 oo to 10 oo
All Wool Cassimere Suits,
13 oo to 17 oo
Union Cassimere Pants,
2 oo to 4 oo
All Wool ditto,
5 oo to 7 00
Union Cassimere Pants and
Vest,
7 00 to 9 oo
Our Overcoats and long Sack Coats are
quilted all through and superior in make
to any other house in our business.
Q"' Measurements for clothing should
include length of limbs, circumference of
body over chest and stomach.

A FBENCRJIIAN, exhibiting some sacred
relic& and other curiosities, Produced a
sword which he assured his visitor was
"de sword that Balaam had wen he would
kill de ass." A svectator remarked that
Balaam had no sword, but only wished for
A MEBOHANT not over conversant with one. "Ver well! dis is de one he wish for."
geography, on hearing that one of his ves"JACOB KISSED RACHEL."-The followsels was in jeopardy, exclaimed,' jeoparing are the "Opinions of the English
dy, jeopardy,' where's that?"
Press" upon the subject of the text which
SALLIE MoRBIS, a pretty Newark glrl, is tells you that Jacob kissed Rachel and lifta "mind reader." She said to a bashful ed up his voice and wept:
beau the other night, "La! I believe you
Because there was no time for another.are going to kiss." She was right,
Express.
A WAG, in" what he knows about farmHe thought she might have a big brothing," gives a very good plan. to remove er.-ffporting Ght·onicle.
widow's weeds. He says a good looking
He wept for joy _.because it tasted "so
man has only to say" wilt thou,'' and they
good:-Jewish GhroniclP,
wilt.
He ·wept ibecause there wa.s only one
"I AM a son of Mars," proudly exclaim- Rachel to kiss.-GlPrkenwell News.
ed a West Point cadet at an evening party.
The fellow wevt because the girl did not
"Does your maknowyou're out?" asked a
kiss him.-Pal! Mall (}azette,
young lady to whom he had just been inA mistake-not his·eyes but his mouth
troduced."
watered.-Ladies' Chronicle.
"I AM afraid, my dear, that while I am
Jacob wept becaui;!e Rachel threatened to
gone absence will conquer love." "Oh,
tell her mamma.- Sunday (}azette.
you needn't fear for me," said his wife,
How do you know but that she slapped
"the longer you shall stay away the bathis face for him ?-Ladies' Treasury.
er I shall like you."
We reckon Jacob cried because Rachel Will be promptly filled at wholE>sale _prices,
A MINISTER, who came into church duradding 5 per ct. on sums over $20 and 10 per
ing a sudden shower. requested another to had been eating onions.- British Stand- ct. on sums less than $20.
We can su_pply Ground SIJ.ices, Sugars of
preach for bini, as he was very wet. "No;" ard.
grades, Br,l'ups, Dried Fruits, Raisins,
He thought it was a fast color, but wept all
said the other," preach yourself; you will
Currants. Citrons, Prunes, Figs, Peaches,
to
find
the
paint
came
off.-Fine
Art
(}abe dry enough in the pulpit."
and all kinds of canned fruits at lowest
prices.
zette.
AN experienced Sunday-school teacher
COFFEE.
He
remembered.
he-was
her
uncle,
and
says that it is impossible for a scholar with
recollected
what
the
prayer
book
says.Green,
No.1, 35 cts., No.2, 30 cts.
a boil, to satisfactorily fasten his mind
Roasted,
No.1, 37 cts .. No. 2, 83 cts.
down even upon the simplest exposition Church Jout•nal.
He knew there was a time to weep-it had
of the scheme of salvation.
TEAS.
come, and he dare not put it off.-M€tho- Oolong,
25 to 60 cents per pound.
A YOUNG gentleman remarked to his dist New.,,
Japan,
45 to 95 "
"
companion," Ah, the most beautiful \'veYoung
Hyson,
35
to 1.15
"
He was a fool and did not know what was Imperial,
ningin my recollection. Luna looks pe40to 90"
"
25to 40"
"
culiarly beautiful." "Was that her just good for him.- Enulishwomans' AdvPr- Twa Kay,
Eng. Breakfast, 40 to 90 "
"
tiser.
went by?" quickly asked the lady.
He tried to impose on her feelings be"FoAR .God.- he's a niggah,'' exclaimed cause he wanted her to lend him five shilAll 01•ders for Milline1•y
an old black man in the crowd as King lings.-Baptist (Juide.
Kalakaua alighted from the cars at WashAnd DRESS GOODS for Ladies' wear will
When he lifted UI> his voice he found it -be carefully filled by NELLIE HENDERSON,
ington. "And now who will be able to live
was heavy, and could not get it so high as who will give this department special atwith the ' cullud folks' at the Capitol?"
he expected.-Musica! Notes.
tention.
__
"WHAT is fashion, Annie?" ·• Fashion ill
We will issue soon a more extended
The cause of Jacob's weeping was the
something that causes Betsey, who goes refusal of Rachel to allow him to kiss her Price List, including many additional
branches of business, with full partim1lars
bareheaded all the week, when the sun again.- Nonconformist.
of our New Enterprise,
is shining, to wear gloves and carry a parIt is our opinion that Jacob had not kissasol on Sunday, when it is cloudy,"
ed Rachel before, and we wept for the
A GENTLEMAN was examining an umbrel- time he had lost.-Oity Press.
THE CODS,
la, and commenting upon the fine quality.
Jacob wept because Rachel told him" to
"Yes,'' said a person present, "he fan- do it twice more," and he was afraid to.cies everything he sees.'' "And,'' added Methodist Recorder.
a third party," is inclined to seize every
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
If Rachel was a pretty girl, and kept her
thing he fancies."
face clean, we can't see what Jacob had to
A riew edition. containing "The Gods,''
A FEMALE lady in Washington advertis- cry about.-.Daily Telegraph.
ed that her infant child, whose father" as
Our own opinion is, that Jacob wept be- "Humboldt,"" Thomas Paine,'' "Indivi(l·
a Congressman, was ill, and that if $10 was cause he found after all " it was not what uality," and "Heretics and Heresies,'' all
not at once sent to an assumed address .• it was cracked up. to be."- Ne>.v ZPaland
newly revised andcorrected by the author.
she would call in person to see its father FJxamin-her.
The volume is handsomely printed, on
The result was thirty-four letters, each
Weeping is· not unfrequently produced
enclosing a ten dollar William, without by extreme pleasure, joy and happiness; tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
comment.
Among all the works from the Liberal
it may have been so in Jacob's case.-HardPress, in force, clearness, and incisiveness
A DETBOIT father purchased a tool-chest wiok's Science (Jossip.
for his son, a lad of eight, who seemed to
A truce to all! Beneath the starry vault none equal these admirable lectures. The
have considerable mechanical genius. Up or golden sun is there aught in nature or work ought to be in the l!brary of every
to latest accounts the boy had sawed off in art equal to the rapture and intense debut two table legs, six knobs from the liciousness of the flu "~tiss? I answer ver- Liberal and every skeptic, and every enbureau, bored seven holes through the ily, no. Jacob nad never kissed fair ·maid- quirer. Price $2; postage 20 cents. For
doors, and three through the piano case, en before, and the first realizations of salfl, wholesale and retail, by
and by the aid of the glue pot stuck the "crowding a life's deliciousness in these
D. M. BENNETT,
family supply of napkins firmly to the moments,'' overcame him, and he wept for
parlor carpet.
joy,-Hornsey Hornet,
885 Bl'oadway, N.Y.
"JoHNNY, what do you expect to do for a
living when you get to be a man?" "Well,
I reckon I'll get married, and board with
my wife's father."

A •NOVELTY IN LITERA TUBE.
EDUCATION AND ROMANCE BLENDED

ORDERS FOR GROCERIES

And Other Lectures.

SAMMY TUBBS,
The Boy Doctor,
AND
SPONSIE, the 11·oublesome Monkev.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.,
Author of "Plain Home Talk," "Medica
Common Sense." etc.
The entire series comprises five vol
umes, though the first four are perfect in
themselves. and max be purchnsed with or
without the fifth. Each volume contains
over sixty illustrations, and is neatly bound
in uniform style.
SAMMY TUBBS is an intelligent colored
bov, who becomes a Doctor. SPoNBIE is a
very mischievous nnd interesting monkey
'l'he !!tory is so blPnded with physiologi
cal and and anatomical snience, as to make
it not only interesting to the young mind
but very instructive.
The work is giving extraordinary satis
faction wherever introduced.
Sent by mail. post-paid, for $1 per Vol.
Address D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

For Children and Youth
Amusement and Instruction.
BLAKEMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

Poetical Riddles
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

JNTER.ESTING

AND

NEW

PUBLISHED BY

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.
Sent postpaid on receipt of Price-20 cents

DON'T FAIL
TO ORDER A COPY OF

THE

Heathens or the Heath,
A ROMANCF,

Instructive, Absorbing, Thrilling
BY WM. McDONNELL,
Aut.hor of "Exeter Hall," etc.. etc.

The Gre9.test Book
that has been issued for years.
THE ENORMITIES OF THE CHURCH
PRIESTCRAFT, THE MISSIONARY SYSTEllf,
and other pious wrongs Rbown up.
A perusal of it will open

THE EYES 01/' THE BLIND

Read it and hand it to Your
Neighbor.
__

No Person who buys this Book will Re
gret the Investment.
It contains nearly 450 pages. 12mo, Is
printed from new type, on good paper,
and gotten up in excellent style.
Published at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.
PRICE:
In Paper Covers ......................... $1.0
In Cloth, neatly bound .................. 1.50
Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of prioe,
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
835 BROADWAY,
New York,
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"Come now and let us recr,son together;" .Let us hear a,ll sides; .Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
edzwation; .Let us "prove all things and hold fast to tlud which is .food."
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PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
TERMS:
One Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75
''
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00
"
"
each 1\fonth, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one
address.
Oanadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents additional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.

RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
for subsequent insertions.

Jflotes and !l[;lippings.
THE REV. WILLIAM 1\f. PARRY, pastor of the Tabernacle
Church of Worcester, 1\fass., was recently unfortunately
deprived of his horse by the Sheriff, who took it for debt.
It is suggested the pastor's next text be,
··
"The rich may ride in chaises,
But the poor must walk by Jases."
THE GREAT BEECHER TRIAL, Which bids fair to he the
longest, the most thoroughly reported and read, of any
trial that has ever been known, is still in progress. At
this writing over three weeks of the trial have passed.
The jury has been selected, the opening speech made and
one witness examined. Many other witnesses are totestify, many other elaborate addresses are to be made, and
it is probable the blue-birds and martins, the daffodils
and tulips will come again before this interminable case
is ended. Intense interest is maiJift>sted by the crowds
who try daily to gain admittance to the court-room. If
the room was as large as the Hall of Representatives at
Washington, with the Senate Chamber added. it would be
"packed and crammed" every day. Hundreds of thousands of the daily papers leave the city every morning for
all parts of the country, containing verbatim reports of
the trial, to be repeated more or less by the country
press, and to be read by millions. G1·eat is Beecher!
THE REVEREND CHICKEN THIEF.-J. W. H. Johnson
mentioned recently, has been tried in the Court of Spe~
cia! Sessions, in Elizabeth, N.J., and found guilty of the
charges brought against him. He, of course, as his
brothers "of the cloth" do, when charged with criminal
conduct. stoutly denied the charge and asserted his innocence. But the proof against him was too positive to be
ignored. It was shown conclusively, he had stolen chickens, turkeys and geese. Several fowls fonncl in his possession were identified by their owners. Feathers in
abundance were found in his room, and parties were
produced to whom he had sold fowls. He claimed he had
innocently bought them of another party, but as he could
not tell who it was, the court readily pronounced him
guilty and he was sentenced to imprisonment. For a
while the good man will be kept where the temptation to
steal chickens will not again lead -him into trouble.
THE PLYMOUTH PASTOR very blandly imparted to one of
his Friday evening audiences, that his mind goes out in
love to everybody-in short that he is sweet upon his enemies and sweet upon all mankind. No doubt the man
has been sweet upon many occasions, and if he had been
less so to certain individuals he would not now be under
the necessity of being arraigned before a court of /justice.
Sweetness may all be very well in bounds of discretion
and moderation, but if a man ha9 too much of It, with
deficient principle and caution, we see it leads him into
grievous troubles. Possibly if he had not been so sweet
on Elizabeth, he would now feel sweeter on Tlleoclore and
Fr.:tncis D. Verily, such men as overflow with sweetness
should also aim to keep it well directed and if they muet
sometimes give it full vent they shoulcl try and arrange
their little plans so discreetly that there will be none of
these t.roublesome "a.fter-<'lst1JS." Henry Ward, let us
hope, will learn by what he suffers.

ANOTHER CLERGYMAN IN TROUBLE.-Rev. John Hobart
a Methodist clergyman, was recently brought before the
District Court in Malden, 1\-fass., to answer a complaint
made by Mrs. AnnaL. Lundleery, charging this reverend
gentleman with being the father of her unborn babe.
From facts that have been gleaned from the parties, it appears that Hobart hails from the green hills of Vermont,
and is at present over sixty years of age. He graduated
at Wesleyan Seminary, in Middletown, Ct., as a minister,
having preached in Fall River for the space of two years.
He served during the war of the Rebellion as chaplain in
the Eighth Wisconsin Regiment. At the close of the war
he settled down with his family in Framingham, 1\fass.
In April last he removed to the town of 1\fedforcl, where
he resided till July, though not as pastor. Mrs. Lundleery, then a single woman, was hired by the Rev. John,
at the former place, to work as a domestic, and performeel her household duties in an excellent manner for a year
or more. About the first of May, Mr. Lundleery was emI>loyed to attend to the outdoor work, and as matters began to develop themselves, the reverend clergyman married the domestic girl to the man servant, performing the
ceremony himself. Mr. Lundleery afterward implored
his wife to make a eomplaint against his em I> Ioyer, which
has been done. The case has been continued, when further developments will be made.-Sunclay .Mercury.
IT IS EXTREMELY GRATIFYING that the good Henry Ward
Beecher, notwithstanding his hanging so long upon" the
ragged edge of remorse and despair;" notwithstanding
the thousands of dollars ho has been compelled to PfLrt
with; notwithstanding twenty-five millions of the American people believe him guilty of adultery. falsehood and
perjury; notwithstanding his dark deeds and ·dark sayings are daily repeated in·court and daily sprE'ad broadcast over the land; notwithstanding himself. his wife and
children have to sit day after day and listen to the recital
of his clE>eds that seem enough to make a coal-scuttle
blush with shame; notwithstanding all this, and much
more. it is truly gratifying he is able to assure his admiring flock that he is the "happiest man alive. "What a hapPY temperament. the man must have. How fortunate for
him that he is so able to turn all these annoyances, that
would worry a common man almost to death, to his complete happiness. He looks to his flock for approval and
support. So long as Plymouth Church sustains him, he
cares for little else. This they assuredly will do. l\Iany
of them have said they would stick to him, though he
were proved ever so guilty. Why not? An adulterer and
perjurer if he only has "gush," will answer their purpose
perfectly well.
INTENsE cold weather has recently prevailed over the
whole country. carrying death to man and animals, and
great suffering to thousands. In some places the mercury settled to 40 degrees below zero-an additional instan~e
where the "Divine Being," the "Special Providence,"
the "BeneflceJ;tt Father," the "Supreme Power," the
"Forces of Nature," or whatever it may be called, seems
not to be governed by a feeling of compassion tu man or
brutes. In view of the great suffering that now and at
other times exists among the poor, the sick and unfortunate, we see but little evidence of the superintendence of
a kind, watchful, over ruling Providence. Wishing not
the slightest disrespect to the" powers that be," we have
often thought, had we the control of all things, with "power equal to our will," there would be far less suffering in
this world than now, and that it would be vastly better
anti happier. We would not cause pestilence, famine,
drouth, floods, sickness, suffering, wretchedness, and lingering death that so generally prevail. If our power and
will were sup1·eme, we think we would speak these evils
out of existence. Grasshoppers, locusts, chinch bugs,
rattlesnakes, copper-heads, vipers, tarantulas, scorpions,
mosquitoes, bed-bugs, roaches, flies, fleas, spiders. wood
ticks, sand-ticks, diptheria, small-pox, the itch, croup,
consumption, fevers. dy_:;pepsia, headache, heartache,
and a long train of similar ills, would be rendered obsolete. The mercury should not go dO"(U to 40° below !n
winter, nor 1209 above in summe~. if we could prevent 1t.

~ j 335BltOA.DWAY, }
I SINGLE COPIES. 8 CTS,

$1.75 per Year.

The "Special Providence" so long believed in. will have
to give place to the conception of a" Human Providence"
in which the whole human intellect must combine to work
out the problem of human benefit and progress.
llfR. BEECHER assures his faithful lambs that he has
all confidence in God and that God will bring him safely
through the troubles he has brought upon Plymouth
Church and its pastor. He fully believes the hand of God
is in all this business. and that he will so direct the events
of the case as to redound to his own glory. We believe in
this case, as in thousands of others, vsry much is laid to
God that he is not guilty of. If Henry and Elizabeth were
too "sweet" on each other. and if they were guilty of some
" youthful indiscretions," better omitted th~o~n performed,
wG think it hardly t.he fair thing to lay it to God and say
he directed the aff~tir. God maY have a great partiality
for Henry Ward and Plymouth Church, but we insist it is
unfair to hold him responsible for all they may do. Besides, if he pays too much attention to Plymouth Church
and the grertt" sweetness" which abounds in it, is it not
barely possible that some other portion of the Universe
may be slightly neglected? We expect Plymouth Church
and its "sweet" pastor to come in for a large share of
" divine favor" and attention; but we protest against
their monopolizing the '\\hole of it. Give us a little
show, we entreat you.
TASTES DIFFER.-Mrs. Beecher and 1\frs. Tilton are day
after day paraded in the Brooklyn clerical scandal court
room to listen to the sickening details of the case. under
the eye-shot and ear-shot of the crowding multitude;
while good taste would seem to advise their remaining at
home. It is said tQ be done to produce a theatrical effect
upon the jury. It is quite possible the game may be overI>layecl. The ordeal seems to be wearing on the ladies,
and we prediet they will tire of it before the trial is ended. The flower display was also a" big thing" for a wintry day. Beecher's admirers bountifully supplied the
court-room with magnificent bouquets; but Tilton's
friends, not to be outdone in this way, soon sent in larger
and more magnificent flowers for his table; so, in the floral contest, as in other features of this remarkable trial
victory seemed to perch on the banners of the plaintiff.
The flowers, however. were deemed by the court and the
legal gentlemen to be in bad taste and out of place, and
they have gone to the rear.

F~w WITNESSEs have ever been subjected to such a pro·
tracted and trying ordeal as F. D. Moulton in the Beecher
trial. For ten days he has been under sharp fire and
cross-fire. His statements have been clear, coherent and
direct. His cross-examination of five clays by the most
able lawyers, has failed to embarrass him, or cause him
to contradict himself. He states emphatically that the
Rev. l\Ir. Beecher. on several occasions, confessed the
rtdultery verbally and in writing, and this is in keeping
with Mr. Beecher's numerous letters by his own hand
which have been presented in evidence. l\Ir. l\Ioulton's
statements will be corroborated by Mr. Tilton,l\Ir. Carpenter, Mrs. Moulton, 1\frs. Bradshaw and oth~rs. To
break clown this crushing testimony, and to explam away
llfr. Beecher's unfortunate letters, will be a hard task for
the defense. Plymouth Church, however, is very wealthy.
Its members are worth many millions, and they are determined to sustain their pastor, whether innocent or
guilty. 1\fr. Tilton, on the other hand. is a poOJ:' man, _a
persecuted and a vilified; his home devas_tatod, his happiness destroyed, his money gone and his prospects for
life blasted. In these respects the conflict is unequal ,
As a witness, and as a" heathen." we hav~ no,occasion
however. to be ashamed of" tho mutual fnend.
Since this was written, and on the tenth day of lii;.
Moulton's examination, it was announced to him that his
mother had just died. It of course was a severe blow to
him, and the tears rushed to his eyes .. In vi~w of the bereavement, the court proffered to rehev~ him f?r a f_ew
days from farther duty; but after a few mmutes, in Which
to compose his mind, he said firmly, h_e proposed to have
his examination fl.ui!34ed theu, and it was :tt once +e"
sumed,
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\ ''She is in a cave a short distance from this, but them t0 the rope-although they were not ~>Ware that
a fate more terrible was intended for them, so far as
\ how do you know that sh£: is pursued ? "
"Uome!" said Red Wing, without answering her Siouchu- and Nut the Noose could influence their des1 question, "white mans close now ! Red Wing too tiny.
Now the murderous gang and their principals movquick for 'um. ~Ic know cave. Come ! "
ed away from the cave by the path which had brought
A Tale of the Royal OolonJJ of JlfasMtchu8ettN.
In the space of a very few minutes Martha, the them to it, while Alice aud Martha under the guidance
chief and his three followers were in the cave, where of Red Wing and his companions cautiously descendthey found Alice seated upon some furs beside a few ed the rocks to the right in the direction of the ravine.
BY J,oTHAlR LOGOS.
embers, that threw a feeble, fitful light around her.
Martha was paralyzed to learn from the observaShe bouuded to her feet on becoming aware of the
CHAPTEll X.
presence of some one, but perceivmg Martha and Red tions of Sioucher and the Noose that she, too, had
been denounced ; and almost sank under the terChristian writers, who are so fond of ringing their \Ving she knew she was still safe.
In the twinkling of an eye, and while Martha whis- rible consciousness that it would now be as much
changes upon ''the clark ages," seldom pause to consider that long after the revival of letters, and up to pered a few words to the poorfugitive, Red Wing !Jad as her life was worth to approach her father's house.
These thoughts pressed heavily upon her as she
the very threshold of the last century, om:_ boasted the furs packed up and in the hands of his followers.
civilization, in the so-called light of the gospel, pre- 'l'he next instant the fire was extinguished, and before slowly wended her way, by the silte of her fair comsented features more repulsive than any that had pre- she had time to collect herself perfectly, Alice was panion, in the footsteps of the chief who from time
viously characterized its history on either side of the hurried out of the cave and found herself standing in to time ejaculated, as if to himself: .
"White man's Great Spirit like much kill and
the midst of the little group on an elevated spot diAtlantic.
Although from the seventh to the thirteenth centu- rectly above its entrance, where she now began to trouble! 'Urn a squaw! 'Um no brave! 'Um make
ry the Church was all-powerful in England, and igno- comprehend more fully the danger with which she bad mans!"
And no wonder that the untutored c!Jild of t!Je forrance and superstition consequently filled the laud. was threatened more immediately.
'l'hey had not been standing here many minutes, est shouhl arrive at a conclusion like this, seeing that
the forms and fruits of this mental and moral degredation were infinitely less disgusting and appalling when the sound of approaching footsteps mingled those who professed to be doing the work of the
than those which distinguished the Puritan element with voices in low conversation reached their ears. Lord were. steeped, body, soul, and &pirit in~;infamy,
of J\iassachusetts from sixteen hundred and thirty to Alice trembled as she caught the well-known accents so hopelessly saturated with all that was Ignoble,
of the Fanatic, while Martha became excited and an- bloody and cruel as to eflhce from the record of their
sixteen hundred and ninety.
The correctness of this observation will be perceiv- gry on recognjzing the voice of Nat the Noose. being everything that bore the slightest semblance to
ed at once, when we come to consider that whatever Neither Alice nor she, however, was alarmed at the humanity.
When .John Langton and Robert Miles left the villa
intolerance and blindness may have marked the ca- closeness of the sleuth hounds, well knowing that
reer of Catholic superstition in the other hemisphere Red Wing and his companions were now quite com- they turned their steps, as we have already seen,
towards the dwelling of the ferryman.
in clays gone by, it had its great pageants, and was petent to baffie all pursuit.
Old Giles who had much to think of and had no
always well fed. It had its Saint Days, its jolly pilThe party now arrived at the mouth of the cave,
grimages, and its ''Friar of Orders Gray," who, ac- and within twenty yards of their intended victims easy card to play in relation to Sioucber and Huskino,
curding to the old soug, loved "fat pullets and clout- who were concealed from observation among some in expectancy of a visit from the latter, had procured a
ed cream." There was some humanity in this at least, rocks and underwood. Sioucher was the first to pro-. substitute to attend the ferry for the afternoon and
and although the rope and the fagot uid their terrible duce a lantern, which he speedily lighted. A similar night of the clay succeeding the flight of Alice. To
work from time to time, it was done on an infinitely one was quickly glowing in the hands of Huskins, and this person, who had previously been his proxy on
more respectable basis than that which signalized the in those of the Noose also. It was sometime, how- many occasions, be resigned his oars, after he had
operations of these two gentle Christian agencies in ever, before the entrance to the cave was discovered, broug!Jt over the Fanatic and his crew from The
the days of John Endicot of New England, when the for although the party had halted within a few feet Heights, so that now when the two men from t!Je
gaunt and gloomy spectre of the Church looked at all of it, owing to the masses of vines and creeping villa entered his house, they found !Jim seated in his
things beautiful througli smoked glass, and robbed plants that concealed it, there was some difficulty ex- accustomed arm c!Jair ami apparently wrapped in
profound thought.
the human soul of every generous impulse.
perienced in striking the opening itself.
''Are you alone?" he observed on perceiving them
Yes, for more than half a century, the lean, lank,
At last it was found, however, when Nat, Huskins
hollow-eyed superstition of Puritanism ate into the and Sloucher entered-all three confident that they standing in t!Je door which they had opened, he not
very vitals of the land, and sat a nightmare upon the had entrapped their victims, and had now only to bear having heard their knocl,, or perhaps not having
hopes and the progress of the people. Repudiating them off to_ a dungeon already thronged with the thought proper to notice it.
"Yes," replied Langton, "we are alone; and you
the proud, clean-cut, up-and-down Devil of Milton doomed of both sexes.
and of aristocratic Uhristendom, that was, to some exWhen t!Je three conspirators had disappeared, .leav- know what has brought ns here."
''I can give a pretty good guess at it," returned tl!e
tent, a gentlemanly and fascinating fellow, it made its ing the ot!Jers on watc!J outside, Red Wing pointed
own foul fiend to meet the necessities of its damnable to a gleam of light that shot up through a deep fis- ferryman, "but these are time& for great caution and
essence, and, of course, found no difficulty in produc- sure in the rocks and brushwood at his feet. Immedi- a close mouth."
"True," said Robert, "but is she ~afe, and have
ing !L sup1:eme scoundrel t~ trump him with'uw!Iich it ately afterward, Sloucher and his two companions
dared to liken to the beneficent ruler of the mverse. were observed through the aperture hurrying wildly you seen her since last night ? "
"She is safe for the present," he rejoined, "but I
And now, beneath the dark shadows of night, we to and fro and searching every nook. In the spac-e
find in continuation of our story, t!Je accursed agents of a few seconds, the Fanatic was heard to exclaim in have not :-een her to-day, as it would be dangerous
to approach her hiding place w!Jile people might be
of this system of intensified Christianity out on t!Jeir a voice of thimder to Nat the Noose:
way once more, with murder anti lust iu t!Jeir hearts,
''Thou hast lied, child of the Evil One ! the witches passing to and fro. :Martha," he continued, '' is now
in the hopes of being able to lay tlleir blood-stained Ravenswood and Giles have never been here, else with her and will remain by her side until morning.
When she returns we shall learn how the poor, young
· hands unexpectedly upon two unoffeuding women where are the traces of them?"
who were as innocent of any offense against them or
"I am no more a child of the Evil One than you creature bears it. She left here about half an hour
against heaven as the child unborn.
are," growled the Noose, who was completely bewil- ago."
"I must see her to-night, and bring intelligence
IV hen it was observed some time back, that Red dered when he found the cave empty and both the
Wing had received from Titmouse the information he birds flown. "And as for there being no traces of from her own lips to her mother," said Hobert, ''else
req•Jired, it was in relation to the case of Alice only ; the witches, li'Iartha Giles and Alice Ravenswood, the good lady will expire before morning."
'' It was very venturesome of Martha to trust herself
for the dwarf was not able to enlighten him, to any about here, I should like to know what this means"great extent., respecting the plans of the Government stooping down at the same time and directing atten- out at this time of nig·Jrt, and when Indians are said
with reference til his tribe. The reforc the Indian, as 'tion to the smoke which was struggling through t!Je to IJe close at hand; 1 hope no ill will come of it,"
remarked at the close of the last chapter'and previous- clay and dust that had been hurriedly thrown on t!Je observed John Langton.
"She would go," said the ferryman. ''But as you
ly, was anxious to see old Giles, and to learn from fire.
him at once all that was known to him upon t!Je sub''Yes," replied Huskins eagerly, "they have been say, Hobert; that it will be necessary for you to see
ject; for, notwithstanding the idea of the ferryman, here, and have fled, doubtless some time ago, for the Miss Ravenswood for the poor old lady's sake, if you
that the Governor, Sir W Iliiam Phipps, was now well furs of w!Jich you .spoke have disappeared also, incH- can manage to reach her !Jiding place wit!Jout betraydisposed toward some of the red men, he was himself eating t!Jat they have had warning and assistance ing it, I'll give you t!Je clew to it, as it is not over a
mile from this."
surrounded by difficulties that embarrassed all his from some quarter."
"As you have, I hear, a ,uLstitute at the ferry,"
views in this and other relations, and even thre .. tened
"I cannot comprehend it," hissed the Noose behis own household.
tween his teeth,·'' unless the Foul Fiend himself came chimed iu John La11g1ou, who was anxious enough to
About half-past eight o'clock, then, as Red 'iVing to their aid. But," he continued, "we shall yet lay be assured of Martha'~ safety as well as that of Alice,
and his two companions were conversing at the mouth our hands on them ; and then," he whispered into "can you not come with us yourself, for without _you
of the ravine already alluded to, they were joined by Sioucher's ear w!Jile Huskins was prying about at we shall scarcely 1Je able to make PUt the place where
a third lnclian, 'rhu had evidently something of im- some distance, "we shan't mind what the law says on J'rliss Alice is lJid ; lllld, moreovl'r, JHar!lm nwy not
portance to communicate, as he sprang up to the the subject, but divide the spoils ; for you under- have found it so l•asily as you suppose.
This latter remark ~cemed to strike old Giles forcichief, who had just answered hi~ low signal cry, and stand me, and I understand you! I am tired of the
bly; so without another word he arose from his chair
informed him that a body of men were cautiously settlement."
,tealing upon him, led by Hloucher and Huskins, and
On hearing this, Sioucher fastened a meaning look and in the course of n few minutes he and his two vis·
that the daughter of the ferryman was approaching upon his companion, and immediately the devil danc- itors were wending their way iu the direction of the
about a quarter of a mile in advance of the party.
ed once more in his small, green eyes, and his lower cave, and along the very road that hud been taken
With the quick perception of his race, Red Wing- jaw fell in a sort of silent, demoniacal chuckle. but a short time vreviously by ~lartlw. As they
instantly came to the conclusion t!Jat the presence of Soon, lJOwever, a sense of his present dire disappoint- neared the mortlb of the ravine, however, they lteard
Martha in the vicinity of t!JC ravine at such an hour, ment returned to him, and he ground his huge heel the voices of some pe!Bous upproachiug them, and
not wishing to be recoguiztd. tlwy stepped aside from
aud the proximity of the Fanatic and the witchfinder, into the solid rock as he exclaimed :
were in some way connected with the case of Miss
''Yea, verily thou hast told the truth. They have the track and pursued their conrse along the very
been here, but they are gone, and who shall say edge of the river, until they came to a poiut directly
Havcnswood.
Quick as thought· he sprang forward into the J)ath whither, unless to keep their midnight orgies among opposite the entrance of the cave, when they struck
in which the ferryman's daughter was advancing, and their familiars. But, after all, it cannot have been so in from the water and quickly stood IJcfore the mases
in the course of a few moutents was by her side ; long since they departed, else tliis fire would have of foliage that concealed the opening.
Although the night had been clark enough when the
having first used some cxpre,sions well known to J,er, been completely extinguished."
and adroitly given his name, just as he joined her, so
"True," observed Huskins, who now rejoined three friends started from the house, by the time the
that she, al,hough surprised at Ius sudden appearance, them, "but as we have been foiled this time also, cave was reached their eyes had IJecoute sufficiently
was not alarmed in any degree.
there is no use in remaining longer here. So let us accustomed to the gloom to he able to discover objects
" Where white squaw Ravenswood '!" he exclaim- return tu town by the house of the ferryman, who has in their immediate vicinity. Hence the ferryman
soon managed to draw aside the clustering n1asses
ed in her ear, presuming there was not a moment to had his finger in this pie from first to last."
be lost, " bad Christian mans close by to catch and
·when the party outside had been infmmed of this of evergreens at the right point, and immediately t!Je
kill 'um. Some one tell wlwre 'um hide."
second failure, they were filled with pions indignation. three men stood within the gloomy retreat. That
Mar ha, who was quick of apprehension also, seem- Tlwy saw the hand of the devil in it, inasmuch as there was no voice in recognition of their entrance
ed to divine instantly that Alice had been betrayed, Miss Havenswood and Mar-tha had just escaped the did not surprise Giles, as he supposed t.lmt the incruel and merciless grasp that would have consigned mates were waiting to discover who had arrived beand replied promptly:
[Written expressly for THE TRUTH SEEKER.!
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fore they made their presence known. When, how·
ever, the ferryman had lit his lantern, which he had
brought with him, and flashed it upon all the corners
and spaces about him, he uttered an exclamation of
surprise and horror, and stammered out:
'' They have disappeared ! They are gone ! They
have been betrayed ! They have been captured by
the persons ,vhose voices we have just heard ! Let
us pursue them ! It is Sloucher and his bloodhounds !"
Instantly the little party were out on the path taken
by the persons alluued to, and hastening their steps,
they were soon within hearing of them once more.
Sloucher's voice was plainly recognizable among
them~!lnd this led the ferryman to ·believe that not
only ll'liss Ravenswood, but his daughter, had been
arrested in the cave. In a short time, however, he
became satisfied that neither Alice nor Martha was of
the party; but learning from the conversation that
the infamous gang were on their way to his house,
and supposing that the prisoners had been already
hurried off to the town and thrust into a dungeon, he
whispered to his companions, who were hanging with
him close on the footsteps of the party, and all three
shot off through the woods, reaching the house they
had left but a short time previously, fifteen or twenty
minutes before Sloucher and his crew stood at the
door.
It had been decided on the part of old Dick and his
friends, not to give even the slightest intimation of
the knowledge they had acquil:ed to the ruffians who
now entered the building; so the instant the ferryman uerceived them he exclaimed iu a voice uf
feigne·d surprise and with seeming annoyance :
'' Well ! Is there no one to take you across the
ferry if you want to try it again ? I left a substitute
there this afternoon."
"We don't want your. services in that direction,"
replied the witchfinder," but would like you to assist
us in finding the witch that you conducted last night
to the cave near the ravine, after you lied to us at the
ferry, and that your daughter went to visit this evening."
If the house· had fallen about old Giles' ears, he
could not have been more thunderstruck ; but being
brave and cool, he evinced no trepidation or knowledge of the circnmsJance alluded to. He, therefore,
replied deliberately:
"As you appear to know so much about the case
you better endeavor to master it altogether without
consulting me, as you say I'm a party concerned."
"Yes," drawled out Sloucher, as he fastened his
small, devilish eyes on Robert Miles, "I see thou hast
one of thy familiars here, who has doubtless assisted
thee again to make away with the witch Ravenswood,
while this other child of perdition, from the opposite
side of the river, has no doubt aided and abetted in
frustrating the law and the aims of the Lord, in affording shelter to thy daughter, who is now known
to be as great a witch as the woman Ravenswood, as
Nat the NoosJ here can bear witness!"
"Yes," said the Noose, seeing that he was surrounded by his fellow-conspirators, ''I can say, before the Lord that, if anything, she is a greater witch
than the other, and worthy to die the death ! "
There was a slight movement in the earner where
John Langton was seated, and the next moment the
Noose was felled senseless to the floor by a swift and
fearful blow from the powerful arm of the faithful
servitor from The Heights.
When l\iartha and Alice descended from among
the rocks, they were at once conducted into the depths
of the ravine, and directly to the wigwam of the chief
where they met once more his beautiful wife, who
was greatly moved and delighted when she kissed
Alice and welcomed her old friend, Martha.
In a few words Red Wing explained all; and, having placed the two fugitives in charge of the lovely
squaw, at the instance of Martha, he set out with the
other three Indians to bear the intelligence of what
had occurred to old Giles, who, in turn, was to communicate with the villa in relation to the place where
Alice was now secreted.
He and h:s companions being swift of foot, arrived
at a point close to the ferryman's a very few moments
after Sloucher and his gang had entered the dwelling,
but hearing voices in angry altercation as he presumed, he crept close to the building, which he just
reached at the very moment when the Noose was
knocked senseless by Langton.
Immediately afterward there was a cry for help,
for half a dozen ruffians had set upon the fearless lover of Martha, who now with Robert and the ferryman were engaged defending themselves against fearful odds.
In a single bound the chief reached the door with
his followers armed with knife and tomahawk. and
as it was ajar, he at once perceived how the' case
stood. 'l'he three men were defending themselves
bravely, and Sloncher had just made a deadly blow
at Miles with his heavy staff, which, fortunately, was
caught by one of the rafters ere it crushed his skull.
There was not a moment to lose, so with a fierce
war-whoop, while their knives and tomahawks glittered in t.he air above their heads, the four lndHtns
sprang in among the combatants, the majority of
whom fled swift as lightning from the scene in the
utmost consternation, satisfied that a whole tribe of
the red men was upon them.

The Noose who had recovered his feet and his
senses, was the first to disappear, although Sloucher
and Huskins were not far behind him. On seeing
how the case stood, the remainder of the gang took
flight also, leaving the four red men, who had not
struck a single blow, and their three friends masters
of the field and without a scratch worth speaking of.
It was now, only, that old Dick recognized the
chief whom he warmly greeted, as did John and Robert who had known and esteemed him previously and
who now dropped a word iu his ear regarding the
intention of the authorities towards his people.
Sloucher and Huskin's fiends fled in every direction,
not sure of their scalps for a single moment, while the
two leaders and the Noose parted company the instant
they had regained the open air-each taking whatever
direction his legs could be most freely used in, and all
believing that the scalps of the old ferrymen and his
two companions were already dangling at the belts of
the Indians.
In a few brief sentences Red Wing recounted the
adventures and circumstances of the evening, and relieved the terrible anxiety of the three whites in relation to the safety of Martha and Alice; advising, at
the same time, that they shmdd be permitted to remain unvisited by their friends or relatives in the impenetrable recesses of the ravine, until some project
was devised tending to their ultimate sa.fety.
Hearty thanks and congratulations having passed
between both parties, the chief and his companions
prepared to withdraw and turn their face toward their
wigwams. Before going, however, Red Wing expressed a fear that his presence on the scene of action
would probably lead to his quitting the ravine sho~;tly,
as it being once understood that there were red men
hanging about the settlement, pursuit would be speedily set on foot by the authorities. He promised, however, to afford an asylum in the meantime to the fugitives and not to remove from the ravine for a few
days,' unless there was absolute necessity for doing so.
Well knowing that Ahce and Martha were in safe
hands while under his protection, Giles and Robert
declared themselves amazed at the fortunate turn
affairs had taken through his promptness and tact;
and congratulating themselves that the two persecuted women were now with the kind and beautiful
Firefly, they all shook hands with their benefactors,
who, on informing them that they should be kept
apprised, for some time to come, of the. whereabouts
of the fugitives, disappeared once more m the gloom.
Among the numerous scoundrels known to Sloucher was a half-breed who, like all mongrels, hated a
pure-blooded anything. This wretch, who was called
Lightfoot, was a special favori!e with the Fa~atic,
from the fact that he shared his nnplacable enm1ty to
the red man, and had always been used by the au.thorities as a spy upon his movements. Bymere acc1dent
this treacherous villain who was one of the most arrant cowards living, w~s passing the house of the ferryman just as Langton had knocked down the Noose;
but comprehending that there was danger,_ and n_ot
caring to tempt it in any way, he st~pped as1de to listen and watch, in the hope of tm·mug whatever wa£
occurring to good account.
.
He was thus honorably engaged when the Indmns
stepped in on the scene, and decided th~ encounter in
favor of the whites. He sa\v the Fanat1c and the rest
of them fly from the house, and perceiving, thr~ugh
the half-open door, that the red m3;n had remamed
auc entered into friendly converse w1th the fer~yman
and his two white companions, he crept cautwusly
around the building, and through the very same aperture at which '.ritmouse had been snatched up on the
previous night, heard all that transpired between
them.
His eyes dilated with fiendish pleasure as he lca:ned that the two fuO"itives were concealed In the mvme
in the wigwam or"'the chief; for in this ~iscovery he
felt that he had not only something to enhst th~ attention of his friend Sloucher but to command mstant
action on the part of the a;1thorities in relation to the
proximity of the Indians, which action _he felt assured would result in a golden harvest to h1m, who alone
knew of the precise spot where the red man was to be
found.
.
He had heard it whispered that the Fauat1c was
smitten with the charms of Miss Ravenswood, and
that he had denounced her simply becau~e she ha_d
driven him from the villa. These two stnngs to h1s
bow, tlieu, were most important ones, and the 11!ore
so as he heard Red \Ving, whom he now dogged mto
the woods, tell his companions _that he should be
obliged to be absent from the ravme on th~ morrow
and all the succeeding ni~ht, ha_ving re~e~ved SOI_He
information which constramed h1m to VISit a chJCf
who was encamped some miles deeper in the forest.
Understanding perfectly the language in which the
Indians were speaking, he became aware that only
one or two of their number should remam about t_he
ravine, as the other eight or ten were tog? on a bnef
hunting expedition, as their stock of vemson had got
very low, and as it wo~ld b~ ~a?gerous to attempt to
renew it in the immediate VIClllJty of the settlement.
By the time the conversation began to flag _between
the chief and his companions, they hll;d. gamed. the
edge of the ravine and Lightfoot percCJvmg a twmkling beam among the dense an~ tangled br~1slnvood
in the deep, narrow glen at lus feet, coutmuetl to
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creep cautiously after the party until he saw th~hief
enter his wigwaTP, and the others pass on as they
bade him good night at its door.
Soon, prompted by the devil within him, he was
creeping close to the spacious and comfortable lodge,
when he henrd the words of welcome and enquiry uttered by the two fugitives, as well as bv t-he beautiful
wife of the chief. Alice and lVIartha h-e had seen frequently, but to assure himself of their presence, he
now crawled on his hands and knees toward the entrance of the frail abode, when through a chink in
the birch bark of which it was mainly formed he
perceived t!Jem both seated with Firefly on the d~er
skins and costly furs that were spread upon the floor.
This was sufficient; so creeping cautiously toward
the side of the ravine, which he had but just descended, he bounded to his feet, and was soon in town
knocking 3:t the door. of the Fmmtic, who had just
recovered from the fnght he had 1·eceived an hour
previously, and who, as his eyes rested on the halfbreed, felt satisfied that he had come to inform him of
the murder of the ferryman and his two companions
by the Indians.
In the meantime, Robert Miles and John J~augton
hastened to the villa with the intelligence of the further
providential escape of Alice, and also with the news
that the ferryman's daughter had been denounced
and was now a fugitive in the same place of rcfug~
with Miss Ravenswood.
The invalid was greatly excited by what she heard,
but appeared to experience some relief from the fact
that her daughter had now a companion to share her
solitucl.e and trials-such is the reaRouable selfishness
of the world. There is no denying it, Misery likes
company, at the expense of even the de~ rest friend.
The Noose was terribly mortified at the manner in
which he had been disposed of by l1is successful
rival; and now that he had leisure to recall the whole
circumstance, he almost hoped that he had not fallen
a victim to the Indians, so that !Je might one day have
an opportunity and the fiendish pleaRure of deliberately plunging a knife into his heart. As for Huskins, he simply looked upon the whole affair as auother failure, thnt was only to be remedied at the
earliest possible moment; and cheered himself with
the conviction that the two witches would turn up
before they were much older. He was however a
little afraid that, unless the Indians were 'driven fr~m
the settlement, his midnight adventures would be embarrassed to snme extent, inasmuch as there was no
saying at what moment his scalp might fall into their
hanus. Like Sloucher, he waR determined to call the
attention of the authorities to this at once· but first
as the flight of their party was somewhat iguomin:
ions, he must consult with the Fanatic, although
he felt satisfied that it would be utterly impossible to
hush up the fact of their having- been scattered to the
winds at the first onset of the enemy.
·
As to John Langton, his heart almost died within
him when he thought of how terribly his beloved
Martha was exposed to peril on all sides.
He
was, of course, determined to find his way to her,
come what might ; hut then he must first obtain the
permission of Hed Wing, to whom t.hey had tacitly
pledged themselves not to approach the ravine until
they had his consent to uo so.
But what of poor Alice and of :Maurice Fitz Raymond, who ought really to be the central figures of
this strange drama? The one was in utter blindness
as to the diffir.ulties and dangers that had beset the
other. And now, as the body of volunteers, reduced
in numbers, approached the town, disheartened and
anticipatmg no very warm reception, the brave young
officer began to console himself with the conviction
that the failure of the expedition could not be in any
way attributed to him, and that, at all events, he
should be blest with the society of his beloved Alice
for a few days longCJ, or until the ranks of the party
were ~ufficiently recruited to warrant his taking the
field once more.
STARTLING.-'fhe N. Y. rVorld publishes a special
cable dispatch from Loudon, giving the computations
of the savans of Greenwich Observatory, from the
data obtained from the recent observations of the
transit of Venus. Its gives the sun's paralhlx as !J,24
seconds. By this it is decided that the SUll is s:;,ooo,ooo
miles from the earth. By the observations made by
En eke, 105 years ago, at the transit of 1761 and 1769,
the distance of the sun W!IS decided to be 95,000,000
miles. If these two computations are correct., it foll0ws, the earth is nearing the sun at the rate of 7,000,000 miles in one hundred years, and that in 1,400 years
the earth will tall into the sun and cease to l'Xist as a
separate planet.·
It is more likely these measurements and computations are imperfect than that the distance between the
sun and earth is materially changing. A learned
friend of ·Ours in this city, [Dn. \VrNTEnnvm;,J holds
that the calculations of astronomers as to the <listanc·e
and size of the sun, moon and planets are ~.;ntirely
wrong. .He claims the moon to be 2,000 miles awa.1·,
only, and 300 miles in diameter. The sun, 5,000,000
miles away and 5,000 miles in diameter, and that it
revoives around the earth instead of the earth revolving around it. vV c hope at no distant day to present
to onr readers his views, backed by his argnll!Cllts,
which, to say the least, appear plausible.
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against Aaron, saying, ye llave killed the people of
the Lord. And it came to pass when the congregation
was gathered against Moses and against Aaron, that
t~1ey looked toward the tabernacle of the congregatwn, and behold, the cloud covered it, and the glory
of the Lord appeared·" This appearance of God's
glory portended mischief, and it is to be inferred he
was much ~ore angry than on the previous day, for
the destructwn of life was immensely greater. The
Lord spoke to lioses and notified him to get out from
among the congregation, that he might consume them
all in a moment. This time his anger was doubtless
~aised to fever heat, for a fire or plague, (the account
1s not very clear in stating which it was), went out
from the Lord, and slew immediately fomteen thousand and seven hundred persons.
The destruction of life on this occasion, would in
all probability, have been much greater had ~ot
Moses been a little cooler-headed than on the previous
day. He saw in a moment that the Lord meant business, and by a simple device-the sending of Aaron
with a censor containing incense and fire, to go out
among the congregation and make atonement for the
people, great destruction was averted. The inference
is, when the fumes or odor of this burning incense
rea~hed ~he olfactories of the Lord it immediately
pacified l11s anger and checked the destruction of life·
for when Aaron thus "stood between the dead and
living, the plague was stayed·" But for this timely
device of lfoses, there is no telling to what extent the
work of destruction might have gone. It might have
reached the number of fifty thousand, or seventy
thousand as it did on other occasions when the Lord
became enraged and no one stepped in to hold him
back. As it was, the people, doubtless, could not feel
very grateful for his visit; and if the "glory" which
was seen at that time over the tabernacle portended
the destruction of near fifteen thous~tnd people, they
doubtless wished it would not present itself there very
often. A funeral of fifteen thousand, at one time,
was probably more extensive than agreeable.
These stories of the LorJ.'s becoming angry and
slaying his people in this wholesale mauner, is very
derogatory to the character of a first-class deity, and
belittle~ and vilifies the Supreme Power that pervades
the U mverse. It seems almost blasphemous aud sacreligious to charge a God of love-a beneficient Providence with such extreme cruelty, malice and vindictiveness. It isl more fitted to the character of a de~ on ; and no devil or demon is known at the present
t1me who .would be guilty of such conduct. The usu.al argument that "God maale the people, and had a
nght to do what he pleased with them," fails to rationalize such conduct. No reasonable God would al~ow. hi~s~lf to fly into fits of rage and anger and slay
mdrscnmmately fifteen to seventy thousand persons
at one time for the offense of an individual and who
was permitted to go without punishment.
These stories about God's getting angry and becoming so malicious, so blood-thirsty and destructive;
that he caused the earth to open its mouth, swallow
up a body of its people and then close its mouth
again, partakes so much of the character of the fables
exaggerations and tictions of a barbaJ"ous age that w~
ca~not acce~t them as truth, for less as having been
wntten or dictated by God. In fact, we cannot believe them at all. We see nothing of this kind oceuring now. We sometimes have shocks of an earthquake,
houses are thrown down, and, in some instances,
cracks or fissures occur, but we understand now that
these are all the result of natural causes and conditions, and that the earth never opens its mouth like a
huge beast and closes it again, taking in at a gulp
large numbers of people. The sa.Jne ever-pervading
laws that g·overn the Universe to-day govemed it four
thousand years ago, and four hundred thousand years
as well, and these laws, or this Supreme Power if you
choose to so denominate it, is unchangeable in character; it does not ''get mad," it does not fly into a
rage ; it is not malicious ; it is not vindictive; it is
not destruct.ive, and all stories and fables accusing it
of these monstrosities are utterly unworthy of belief.

Christianity Examined.
NO. V.

. While giving brief extracts from the sacred writmgs of ancient nations, we will quote a few passages
from Plato, the deepest and most learned of tile Grecian Philosophers, and one of the soundest and wisest men that ever lived. Though he did not claim to
b~ t.he so~ of God, nor to be inspired directly by him,
h1s teachmgs were of a very elevated character, and
have been called " divine" by his followers and ad~irers.
~ad his teachings and morals been adopted
m Europe m place of Christianity, it would have had
a. r~ligion quite as rational, quite as moral, quite as
~rvme, and attended with far less of wars, persecutwns and bloodshed. He was born four hundred and
twenty-nine years before the Christian era. He thus
discoursed :
"l\'[y friends. you cannot easily convince mankind that
they should pursue virtue or avoid vice. not for the reasons which the many give, in order forsooth that a man
may seem to be good.
··This is wh~t they are always repeating; and this, in
mv Judgment, 1s an old wives' fable.
··Let them have the truth. Iri. God is no unrighteousness at all; he is altogether righteous; and there is nothID;~ more like him. than he of us who is most righteous.
And the true wisdom of men and their nothingne8S
and cowardice are nearly concerned with this.
··For to know this is true wisdom and manhood and
the ignorance of this is too plainly folly and vice. ·
"All other kinds of wisdom and cunning. which seem
only, su<'h as the wi~dom of politicians or the wisdom of
the art&. ·are coarse and vulgar.
··The unrighteous man. or the sayer and doer of unholy things. had far better not yeltl to the illusion that his
roguery is cleverness.
··For men glory in their shame-they fancy they hear
others saying of them, ·these are not mere good-for-nothing persons. burdens on the earth, but such as men should
be who mean to dwell safely in a state.'
"Let us tell them that they are all the mo1e truly what
they do not know that they are; for they do not know the
penalty of injustice; which. above all things, they ought
to know.
"Nor stripes and death, as they suppose whi<?h evil
doers often escape, but a penalty which cannot be escaped.
" There are two patterns set before them in nature· the
one blessed and divine. the other godless and wretch,ed.
··And they do not see in their utter folly and infatuation. that they are growing like the one and unlike the
other. by reason of their evil deeds; and the penalty is
that they lead a life answering to the pattern which they
resemble.
··And if we tell them that unless they depart from their
cunning, the plnco of innocence will not receive them
after death; and that heJ"e on earth they will live ever in
the likeness of their own evil selves and with evil friends.
"When they hear this, they in their superior cunning
will seem to be listening to fools.

In passing along with the Bible narrative we find
many wonderful stories, if true, and many 'instances
where the Lord became very angry and committed
great slaughter and devastation among his chosen
people. We will here instance the one of the insurrection of Korah, Datham and Abiram, who, tiring
of the protracted journey through the wilderness and
at the dictatorial and imperious rule of Moses, incited a mutiny in the camp and induced some two hundred and fifty others to join them in demonstrations
of opposition to the tryanny of Moses. When Moses
learned this he became very much excited and fell in
anger to the earth. He appointed a meeting on the
following day. When it occurred, Moses again became very angry and filled with wrath. He held a
short conversation with the Lord, in which he enjoined that Kind Being to respect not the offering of the
mutineers.
After separating the faithful from the unfaithful
and after the amiable :Moses had spoken a few words
to the assembly, the "ground clave assunder that was
under them, and the earth opened her mouth and
swallowed them up, and their houses and all the men
that appertained unto Korah, and all their goods."
They all went down into the pit together when the
earth closed again over them, and, as a matter of
course, tht:y "utterly perished." "And there," also
it is said, "came out a fire from the Lord and con~
sumed the two hundred and fifty men that offered
incense.
Thebe were heroic measures, truly. The otlense in
the eyes of Moses and the Lord (they seemed, indeed,
to have a good understanding in the matter.) was of
an alarming character, and they seemed to be very
angry about it. That probably explains the terrible
character of the punishment inflicted. This must
have been an aggravated case, for Moses and the
Lord were both angry. It was customarv for l'r:Ioses
to hold his temper when the Lord becam~ angry, and
often when the latter had it in his heart to destroy his
people utterly, and to wipe them from the face of the
earth, lfoses by his persuasive style of reasoning
THE DIVINE LAW.
showed the Lord the foolishness of such conduct, and
··God. as the old tradition declares, holding in his hand
how the surrounding nations would laugh at him ·
the beginning. middl~ and end of all that is, moves achow, after he had put himself to so much trouble t~
cording to his nature in a straight line toward the accomplishment of his end.
bring his people out of Egyot, and through the Red
"Justice always follows him. and is the punisher of
Sea on dry land, and keep them so many years alive
those who fall short of the divine law.
with manna sent daily from heaven, it would be rash
"To that law. he who would be happy holds fast and
and foolish on God's part to thus destroy them, and
to !lows it in all humility and order.
"But he who is lifted up with pride, or money. or honthe book tells us, '' Moses would not let the Lord deor. or beauty. who has a soul hot with folly and youth
stroy Israel.''
and in8olencc. and thinks he has no need of a guide or
It was truly fortunate for the Israelites and their
ruler, but is himself to be the guide of others;posterity that on most occasions Moses was able to
"He. I say. is left deserted of God; and being thus de"hold his temper and remain placid when the Lord
serted. he takes to him others who are like himself, and
dances about in wild confusion. and many think he is a
became so enraged with anger or wrath, and thus hold
great man;
a check upon the Lord and prevent him on many oc"But in a short time he pays a penalty which justice
• casions from playing "general smash " with his peocannot but approve. and is utterly destroyed, and his fample. But in the case under consideration, when Ms
ily and city with him.
THE SOUL.
rule and authority were opposed, his wrath, also,
"Of all things which a man has. next to the gods. his
waxed extremely hot ; he was not disposed to hold the
soul is divine and most truly his own.
Lord back at all, and the only wonder is that a few
··Wherefore I am right in bidding every one next to the
gods, who are our masters. and those who in order follow
hundred only were destroyed, when the aid both of
them. to honor his own soul. which every one setoms to
earthquakes a.nd heavenly fire was invoked.· If the
honor. but no one honors as he ought.
earth opened its mouth and took that number in, why
•• For honor is a divine good; and no evil thing is honnot open it wider, while about it, and take a larger
orable.
mouthful? When this fire from the Lord was loose
•• And he who thinks he can honor the soul by word or
gift. or any sort of compliance. not making her in !tnY
among the congregation and consumed them, why
way better. seems to honor her. but honors her not at all.
stop at two hundred and fifty ? It must be attributed
"For example. every man. in his very boyhood. fancies
to the possibility that on this occasion the Lord was
he is able to know everything. and thinks he honors his
-fortunately-not so angry as Moses was ; the revolt
soul by praising- her, and he is very ready to let her do
was more particularly against Moses tlli'm against
whatever she may like.
"But I mean to say in acting thus. he only injures his
God, hence, perhaps, the comparative small destrucELDER HARKINs.-We are unable, in this issue, to soul, and does not honor her; whereas in our opinion. he
tion of life.
ought to honor her as second only to the gods.
"But on the morrow, all the congregation of the lay one of the Elder's sermons before our readers, lt
"'Again. when a man thinks others are to be blamed. an<!
children of Israel. murmured against Moses and did not arrive in time.
!J.O~ )l.imself, for the errors he has committ~;d, and the
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many and great evils which befel him in conseQuence,
and is always fancying himself to be exempt and innocent; he is under the idea that he is honoring his soul,
whereas the very reverse is the f~tct, for he is really injuringher.
"Again, when one prefers beauty to virtue, what is this
but the real and utter dishonor of the soul?
"For such a preference implies that the body is more
honorable than the soul; and this is false, for there is
nothing of earthly birth which is mora honorable than
the heavenly, and he who thinks otherwise of the soul,
has no idea how he undervalues this possession.
'"No~ again, when a person is willing, or not unwilling
to acQuire dishonest gains, does he then honor his soul
with gifts?
"Far otherwise; he sells her glory and honor for a small
piece of gold; but all the gold which is under or upon the
earth is not to be given in exchange for virtue.
THE DIVINE NATURE.

"Whatever is beautiful, is so merely by participation of
the Supreme Beauty.
''All other beauty may increase, decay, change or perish, but this is the same through all time.
"By raising our thoughts above all inferior beauties,
we at length reach the Supreme Beauty, which is simple,
pure and immortal, without form, color, or human uualities.
"It is the Splendor of the Divine image, it is Deity himself.
"Love of the Supreme Beauty renders a man divine.
"God provides for other things, the least as well as the
greatest.
"He is the original life land force of all things, in the
ethereal regions, upon the earth, and under the earth.
"He is the Being, the Unity, the Good-the same in the
world of Intelligence that the sun is in the visible world.
"God is Truth, and Light is his shadow.
"What light and sight are to this visible world, truth
and intelligence are in the real unchangeable world.
"The end and aim of all things should be to attain to
the First Good, of which the sun is the type, and the material world, with its host of ministering spirits, is but
the manifestation and shadow.
"The perfectly just man is he who loves justic'J for its
own sake; not for the honors and advantages that attend;
and is willing to pass for unjust while he practices the
most exact justice; who will not suffer himself to be moved by disgmce or distress, but
continue steadfast in
the love of justice, not because it is pleasant, but because
it is right."

will

The writings of .Plato are quite voluminous and
might be profitably quoted at length, would space allow, but we must pass on. It will be easy for the
reader to see his teachings are eminently moral and
elevated, and that they have not been surpassed in
any other direction. He taught his disciples to as·
pire to virtue and purity for the advantages they yield
and not to escape the damnation and vengeance of an
angry Deity. His philosophy has had a great influence in the world, and it is greatly to be regretted
that it was not more generally adopted, rather than
the relics of a cruder paganism ; had this been so,
it would have been happier for mankind.
We will naxt give a few quotations from the writ·
ings of MARCUS AUHELIUS ANTONIUS, a Pagan Roman Emperor who lived in the second century. He
had no connection with Christianity, and the force of
his moral inculcations cannot be credited t.o that
source.

tranQuility which others give. A man must stand erect,
·
not be kept erect by others.
"Never value anything as profitable to thyself which
sball compel thee to break thy promise, to lose thy selfrespect, to hate any man, to suspect, to curse, to act the
hypocrite, to desire anything which needs walls and curtains;
" For he who has preferred to everything else his own
intelligence and the demon within him, and the worship
of its excellence acts no tragic part, does not groan, will
not need much solitude or much company, and, what is
chief of all, he will live without either pursuing, or flying
from lifA;
"But whether for a longer or shorter time he shall
have the soul enclosed in the body, he cares not at all;
"For even if he must depart immediately, he will go as
readily as if he were going to do anything else which can
be done with decency and order, taking care of this only
all through life, that his thoughts turn not awaY from
anything which belongs to an intelligent animal, and a
member of a civil community.
" If thou workest at that which is before thee. following
right reason seriously, vigorously, calmly, without allowing anything else to distract thee, but keeping thy divine
part pure, as if thou shouldst be bound to give it back
immediately.
"If thou holdest to this, expecting nothing, fearing
nothing, but satisfied with thy present activity according
to nature, with heroic truth in every word and sound
which .thou utterest, thou wilt live happy, and there is no
man able to prevent this."
For want of room, we will have to omit for the
present the moral teachings of EPICTETus, SENECA
and other Romans, and conclude by giving a few ex·
tracts from the Arabian prophet MAHOMET, who
claimed to write by divine dictation. We quote from
the Koran:
"The pious is he who believeth in God, and who giveth
his money to the needy.
"'I' hose who perform their covenant with men in adversity (or excessive poverty) and affiiction and disease, and
do what is right, shall have their reward.
"A kind speech and forgiveness are better than alms,
which harm and reproach followeth.
"Give the orphans when they come of age their substance, and render them not in exPhange bad for good,
and devour not their substance by adding it to your own;
for this a great sin.
"Those who do evil ignorantly, and then repent speedily, to them will God be turned, for God is knowing and
wise.
" Those who believe and do tlrat which is right, we will
bring into gardens watered by rivers; therein shall they
remain forever.
"Show kindness unto your parents, whether the one or
both of them attain to old age with thee; speak respectfully unto them, and submit to behave humbly toward
thAm, out of tender affection.
"Meddle n0t with the substance of the orphan, unless
it be to improve it. Perform your covenant, and give full
measure, when you measure ought, and weigh with a
just balance.
"Walk not proudly in the land.
·• He who forgiveth, and is reconciled unto his enemy,
shall receive his reward.
"Let not men laugh each other to scorn who peradventure
may be better than themselves:; neither let women laugh
other women to scorn, o;yho may possibly be better than
themselves.
"Neither defame one another; nor call one another by
opprobrious epithets.
"Consume not your wealth among yourselves in vain,
nor present it to judges that ye may devour part of man's
substance unjustly."
These quotations, from what are claimed to be
"sacred writings" of various nations, could be con·
tinned indefinitely, but further room can hardly be
spared. We think the reader will admit that in the
extracts given, excellent moral sentiments are inculcated ; that no immorality or vindictiveness, at all
events, is manifested therein, and that in these respects they compare very favorably with the Chris·
tiau Bible, which abounds with vengeance and terri·
ble denunciations.
In the teachings of Jesus, even, which are claimed
to be mildness and love par excellence, we find not a
little of this denunciatory and vindictive character;
witness such pa~sages as the following, taken from
what are said to be his words :
" He that believeth, and is baptized, shall be saved; he
that believeth not !!hall be damned."
"Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlarsting fire prepared for the devil and his angels."
"But those mine e11emies which would not that I reilln
over them, bring hither and slay them before me.',
"I come not to bring peace, but a sword."

"From my grt<ndfather Yerus I 'learned good m'orals
and the government of my temper.
"From the reputation and remembr~tnce of my father,
modesty and manlY character.
"From my mother, pity and beneficence, and abstineee, not only from evil deeds, but from evil thoughts;
and further, simplicity in my way of living, far removed
from the habits of the rich.
"From Diognetus, not to busy nll·self about trifling
things, and not to give credit to what was sa.id by miracle-workers and jugglers about incantations and the
driving away of demons and such things.
"From Appolinus I learned freedom or will and undeviating steadiness of purpose; and to look to nothing
else, not even for a moment, except to reason; and to be
always the same, in sharp pains, on the occasion of the
loss of a child, or in long illness. And from him I le~trn
ed how to receive from friends what are esteemed favors,
without being humbled by them, or letting them p!tss unnoticed.
"Labor not unwillingly, nor without regard to the common interest, nor without due consideration, nor with
distraction; nor let studdied ornament set off thy
thoughts, and be not either a man of many words, or
busy about too many things.
"And further, let the Deity which is in thee be the guardian 0f a living being, manly and of ripe age, who has
taken his post, like a man waiting for a signal which
There are others of a similar character, but we will
summons him from life, and ready to go, havin10 neither
not
quote farther now. It is, however, the spirit of
need of oath nor any man's testimony.
"Be cheerful, also, and seek not external help, nor the such inculcations as these tha~ gave authority for the
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persecutions, tortures, wars and bloodshed which the
Christian Church has employed. If its master .de·
clared those should be dammed who do not believe, it of
course deemed it had the right to persecute, to torture
and to kill by the hundreds of thousands and millions ; yes, hundreds of millions, and for the same
reason.
We find none of this spirit of unreasonnble cruelty, arbitrary demands, or vindictive threats in the
teachings of any of the Pagan Sages and Philosophers from whom we have quoted, but instead, a
spirit of kindness, justice and sympathy for the 1mman race, and well would it have been for humanity
had these superior teachings pervailed in the world in
place of the cruel, blood-thirsty rule of the Christian
Church.

Uncomplimentary Letter.
Among the many friendly and appreciative letters
we receive from all parts of the country, we occasion.
ally get one of an opposite charat:!ter, and as we are
rather fond of publishing those of the first class it is
perhaps only just to occasionally give one of the latter. The following is one of these, and not to do our
ex-patron injustice we will give his letter verbatim et

literatim.

BELOIT, OHIO, Jan. 16th,1875.
Mr. Bennett Dear Sir: Pleas Stop Your Truth Seeker,
I do not See what good you Expect to Derive from Publishing such Nonsense and foolishness as is Printed in
What you call the T. S. It most certainly mistakes its
name and clings to Things and Doctrine That you and
your Coajutors in spreading such pernicious Doctrine
Poisoning the minds of the rising Gener"tion; Desecrating everything that tends to Enable man and tends to
make home enjoyable. You Disrobe man of all; you
Draw the Centre Bolt that Keeps Nations Governments
and Hearthstones together: Send men and nations on
the Ocean of Distrust and Unbelief liko a clock without
its Weights; all Confusion and Disorder.
Yours in the Hope of reform,
GEORGE SNDDE.

REPLY.-We are of course sorry to lose a single
patl'On, but m01'e sorry that reading THE TnUTH
SEEKER a year and a half has done Mr. Snode no
more good. He seems to be as much in the dark as
though he had never seen a Liberal paper. He ap·
pears te regard Free Thought and Free Speech with
great disfavor. We, of course, regret to fail to meet
his approbation in the course we are earnestly pursuing, but we cannot see that he has anything better
to oJi'er than the hireling priests have been dealing
out for hundreds of years. Their fable& and fallacies
will not satisfy the enquiring, scientific minds of today. The thoughtful are reaching for a higher phase
of truth than the superstitions of the past. We think
we shall be content to pursue the highest truth we can
find, in company with such men as Humboldt, Spencer, Huxley, Darwin, Mill, Crookes, Wallace, Draper,
and other scientific men of that class, rather than to
pick up the dry husk! of error that old theology has
to present, though we have to part company with .Mr.
George Snode.
We are also sorry that our friend in ordering THE
TRUTH SEEKER stopped, did not deem it a matter of
right' and justice to pay for the time he has been
served with it. He paid last year for Vol. I, but for
the ten numbers of Vol. II which have been sent him
not a cent has he paid. Among publishers it is usual·
Jy considered honorable for a man, when he stops his
paper, to pay up for the time he has had it. The law
also declares a man bound to pay for a paper so long
as he takes it from the post-office whether he ordered
it o1· not. lt is a very small matter to notify a publisher to discontinue his paper, or request his postmaster to do so, and to remit the amount in arrears.
We hope none of our readers wish us to furnish the
paper for nothing. Had Mr. Snode paid the seventy·
five cents due us, we should think more of his religion, more of his .honor, and part with him in friend·
ship. We hope, too, he will some day obtain a better
view of that which is true, and be less swayed by
prejudice and early education.
WE regret to learn in a letter from our patron,
James Daniels, Ossian, Iowa, that Mr. Rosa, senior,
a first-class Liberal and a generous-hearted man, has
been badly gored by a furious bull. We hope to soon
Jearn of the old gentleman's complete recovery-and
we trust that bull won't do so any more.
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~citniiffic l/ltpal'f.ment~
On Tyndall's Materialism.
To THE EDI'l'OR OF THE TIWTH SEEKER :
Though Tyndall, in his Manchester lecture, delivered since his address to the British Association, declined to give an opinion, then, un what he calls "the
question of questions," as.to whether al_l phenon1ena
are the result or an orgamc growth, a smgle natural
process from the beginning, or whether the passage
from the inorganic to the organic forms, require~ for
their introduction special creative acts, he certamly,
in the uddt ess, rejected the latter, or '· clock-maker"
conception of the origin of things ; and declared that
whenever theological influences are introduced into
science the>y always produce· delusions ; antl that, but
for these iutlnences, scientific men would never have
accepted the idea of a detached Creator and have regarded him as using each successive geological su·atum as a kind of be11ch for the manufacture of new
species of plants and auimals.
In criticising the atldress, the London correspondent of the N cw York Tribune, (Smalley) says, that
Tyndall did not shrink from " the terrible question of
tile orio-in of life ; '' that •· abandoning all disguise,''
he to<fk a "new departure," and proclaimed the
doctrine of :Materialism, but a d~fferent Materialism
from that which his hearers supposed. But, says
Smalley whether· this recognizing "in matter· the
promise' and potency of every form ot life '' will, or
will not, be repll(liated by the Association, '·it expres,es so nearly the convictions of the greatest of its
members" that he does "not know that any tlissent
by a numerical majority would be of much moment."
Abbot (lr~dex, Sept. 17,) says, that he cannot see
what "drsguise" Tyndall has abandoned, or what
"n.-w departure" he has taken. Abbot says Tyndall
explicitly said us much in 1868, and quotes : "You
sec I am not n::incing matters, but avowing nakedly
what many scientific thinkers more or less tlistinctly
believe. The formation of a crystal, a plant, or an
animal is, in their eyes, a purely mechanical problem." Tyndall includes in these thinkers the Evolutionists and Materialists who sec the gradual production of all organic life out of inorganic matter. He
says of the Materialist that, "I do not think that he is
entitled to say that his molecular groupings and his
molecular motions explain everything. In reality they
explain nothing. The utmost he can affirm is the
associations " of the phenomena of body and soul ;
but the problem of their connection '·is as insoluble
in its moder!l form as it was in the pre-scientific
ages."
Abbot says that, "neither of Tyndall's addresses
[those of 1tiu8 and 1874,] if carefully analy~ed 1 will
LJe found to stute anythmg more pronounced m the
direction of .Materialism," than what Abbot stated two
years earlier. Abbc.t does not ''at all object to
Tyndall's discernment in matter of 'the promise and
potency of all terrestrial life;'" what he objects to is
Tyndall's hesitation to accept a doctrine which Abbot
does ''unqualifiedly accPpt, . . the doctrine of
'spo~taneous generation,' or the origination of life
out of inorganic matter," which is •' implied in the
_very idea of EvolutiOn." (Index, Oct. 29.)
Tyndall, like Spencer, for reasons given, disbelieves in the evolution of life under experiments like
those of Bastian ; Abbot docs believe in them, and
affirms that 'l'ynclall explicitly accepted, in 1868, the
doctrine that physics alone [that is, the molecular
groupings or inorganic matterj will account for the
brain and all its motions of sensation, emotion and
thought. But there is this impo!·tant difference that
whatever Tyndall thought, in 1868, he has now for the
first time, declared that though he believes in the
p0tency of matter, it is not such matter as modern
Materialists postulate ; he says, "we naturally and
rightfully reject the monstrous notion that out of such
matter any form of life could possibly arise."
'l'yndallmust have known that the above utterance
carries the implication that the notions of such Evolutionists as Spencer and Abbot, and the notions of
such 1\-laterialist.s as Buechner, Bradlaugh, and Underwood, are monstrous notions, since they all conceive
that all the forms of life, with their correlated phenomena of sensation, emotion, and thought, have been
evolved from dead matter, or atoms that never had
life. Tyndall makes Bishop Butler the exponent of
hiA own ideas as to the impotency of dead atoms to
produce life, thought, etc., and 'l'yndall expresses, as
his own idea, that which is expressed by Bayle, who
said, that he had often wondered "why Leucippus
and his atomic followers had not accepted the doctrine of an inherent vital principle in each atom, for
which there is as much foundation as for the eternal
inherent motion which they attribute to their individual atoms. It would, he mid, have delivered them
from much of their perplexity; from "the thundering
objection" of Plutarch and Galen; and from difficulties
which can never be resolved by" stretching om· wits"
as Lucretius and Gassenclus have clone." Galcu asked,
''if any one could picture or imagine how any combination of separate, sensationless, and individually
dead atoms could run together a .. d form sensation,
emotion and thought." Boyle said, ''such an hypothesis is as confused a::s that of Hesiod's chaos ; but by

the means of the doctrine of eternally living atoms we
may, he said, conceive that in their varied com binations, divers species of animals, modes of sensation,
and varieties of thought, may arise. Tyndall represents the Bishop as using precisely the same argument
that Galen used in the second century; and as reminding his" Lucretian" opponent that "the demand of the
understanding for logical continuity between molecular process and the phenomena of consciousness
. . is a rock on which Materialism must inevitably split, \\'hen ever it pretends to be a complete philosophy of life;'' and that it was "to get riel of this
monstrQUS deduction of life from death . . that
the great Liebnitz displaced the dead hydrogen, oxygen. carbon, nitrogen, phosphorous, and all the other
atoms, dead as grains of shot, of which the brain is
formed, . . by his living monads."
Tyndall says, it is "indeed certain that these views
[Darwin's and Spencer's] will undergo modification;"
and that we must " open our doors freely to the
conception of creative acts, or, abandoning them,
radically change our notions of matter . . as detined for generutioiJS in our scientific text books;"
and that he now, abandoning all disguise, proclaims
his belief in eternally living matte?'/ and says that he
sees that "all the phenomena of physical nature, as
well as those of the human mind, have their unsParchable ruots in a co~mical life."
This is a "new departure," Mr. Abbot to the contrary notwithstanding. Tyndall says, that the question raised is inevitable, and is approaching us with
accelerated speed. It is a terrible question for the
theologian, far m.ore so than the other Materialistic
hypothesis of the origin of life from dead atoms.
Conflicting opinions are held respecting Tyndall's idea
of eternally living matter. Mr. Weiss says the idea
is new_- but the fact is that it was held by Grecian
philosophers 600 years before Christ, who S!IW
"Through this air. this ocean, and this earth,
All matter quick and bursting into birth."
I endeavored more than four years ago, to introduce the discussion of the question in the Index, and
earlier in the Investigator. Mr. Abbot. derided the
idea, said that the question could not be discussed,
except at a considerable length ; aml that it was not
true unless the geologists had blundered.
JOHN CHAPPELLSl\fiTH.
New Harmony, Ind., Jan. 4th, 1875.

On the Nature of Time and Space.
BY A. 0. GENUNG.

That marvelous factor in nature, the human mind,
although approximating so near perfection in its several concomitants and belongings, as well as in its
general mode of action, is subjected at times to erroneous impressions. The intellectual powers are not
able to apprehend in their entirety the innumerable
facts embraced in the material and moral world, t.hat
crowd for recognition, and it not unfrequently occurs
that the most promising fabric reared in the understanding, after exercising a long and tenacious hold
on the mind, has to be abandoned as unstable and
worthless. Opinions which, in early life, appear incapable of change-so firmly fixed as to escape all
the vicissitudes incident to time and experience-in
maturer years lose their original significance, and are
finally lost sight of and supplanted by others more in
accord~tnce with truth and accuracy.
The mind, like its adjunct, the organ of vision, is
not without its mirage, insomuch that it possesses the
unhappy tendency to mirror facts in nature the reverse of· that in which they really present themselves.
And to extend the simile, the effects of the diverse
phenomena of the external world on the mind, are
not unlike that of the aurora on the retina ; as the optic nerve no sooner becomes sensitive to the peaks
and pinnacles of polar light, than through the sorcery
of some occult law, they fade and are transfigured
into other forms, so does the mind, after apparently
solving some problem of the universe, find it necessary to reconsider the premises involved, and rear its
superstructure on a more enduring foundation. The
Athenian bard and philosopher, Euripides, had something akin to this in mind when he penned this aphorism : " There is nothing in the world, no glory, no
prosperity. The gods toss all into confusion, mix
everything with its reverse, that all of us, in our ignorance and uncertainty, may pay them the more
worship and reverence."
The student of philosophy has earned his greatest
meed of praise, and has accomplished his greatest victory when, untrammeled by the tyranny of preconceived ideas, he has learnt to unlearn, in that sud1 a
course will enable him to arrive at a still greater de
gree of a, curacy in his deductions through repeated
and suecessive eJJorts.
Among the diverse conceptions with which the human mind is accustomed at times to indulge, is that
comprehending the character and signification o.f the
conditions in nature designated by those seemingly
simple, l.mt intrinsically abstruse terms, 'l'ime ancl
Space. Were we to vouchsafe the subject only casual
or passing thought, these appellations would convey
ideas of tangible realties, &s much so when applied
to things included in the province of physics, as
right and wrong signify forces which exist inherent

in that of ethics. The belief appears to be general
even among the educated, and the idea is not without
encouragement in our standard lexicons-that the correct and legitimate rendition of these words implies
states which exist in and through themselves; that is,
principles that occur in nature apart from, and independent of, a material universe. The average observer encounters a thousand examples in nature, that
seem to corroborate such an assumption, every one of
which appears so superlatively self-evident as to preclude the necessity for controversy. To one disposed
to give the subject studious att<mtion, however, it
will readily appear that such a view is untenable and
erroneous, that neither of these terms express ideas
of physical conditions which may be properly regarded as absolute entities.
It is, perhaps, safe to assume that no principle embraced in the universe, possesses the attribute of
making itself known to the senses, as existing separate and distinct from matter, not forge. ting the several incidental forces which exist in nature, including
indeed the human mind. It follows, then, as a legitimate and self-evident sequence, that both the princ.plcs, time and space, are not only inseparable from,
but are also identical with, a material world, as much
so as those properties of matter known as impenetrability, or the attraction of gravitation.
For convenience of illustration, we will examine
the several data bearing on the two diverse shades of
meaning of these terms in consecutive order, givi"g
pr!lcedence to those relating to time. 'fhat a principle
exists in nature which may be expressed by such colloquial terms us years, decades, centu1 ies and cycles, is
beyond dispute. From our earliest infancy we have
this fact continually before us ; still, it is readily ascertained that these words merely express to the judgment the idea of motion, as inhenmt in, and inseparable from, every phrase of material organization.
Let us consider, for example, the space of time known
as the civil year. This interval of duration embnces
in whole numbers, twelve calendar months, or three
hundred and sixty-five solar days, of sidcral computation. It will then appear evident to most persons,
bearing in mind the fact that the year is capable of
being tlivided into fractional parts termed months,
and that each of these months is in its turn divisible
into days, and remembering further that transactions
that occur in January are certainly not enacted in
May, that these facts must furnish conclusive evidence
that time may exist in the character of an entity.
But to arrive at accuracy in our estimates, it is only
necessary to revert to the primal conditions which
render the astronomical year, togetl:ter with its concurrent factors, possible ; and it will be seen that
these conditions obtain, first, through the revolution
of the earth around its primary orb, the sun ; and sec·
ond, through the revolutions of the moon around its
primary, the earth ; and third, through the earth's
revolution on its own axis.
And another familiar example of the seeming passage of time, is that oi a man engaged in walk,ng,
say from one street crossing to another. To the cas·
ual observer, this act appears to prove that a certain
amount of "time" is necessary in accomplishing the
journey, and that every object he encouuters on the
way, and every sound of his foot-fall, necessadly affords evidences of duration. But to elucidate the
true aspect of such a circumstance, we will merely
point out the fact that were it not for the principle
of motion as manifested in a physical animal organization, viewed in relation to such material objects as
may be encountered, the interval <..f duration occupied in making the passage, could not be conceived
by the mind.
But the example which furnishes, perhaps, the most
indubitable proof of all, in this conuection, is the following: When we attempt to convey ideas of the
fractional parts of a day, it is necessary to call into
requisition some method of artificial measurement of
duration, which can only be accomplished by employing m·tijicialmotion. This is exemplified in the origin, and in the universal usc and application of the
several terms hour, minute and second.
If we except the method of ascertaining the hour
practiced by the Ancients, through the shad{JW cnst
by the gnomon in the sun-dial, which method was
only applicable during a moiety of the interval occupied in the earth's diurnal revolution, no mode of deterrrining the fractions of a day, other than that
through arbitrary motion, has obtained in practice,
from the primitive hour-glass used by our ancestors,
to the complicated French clock resting on the mantel in the modern dwelling. We will take us a familiar example in illustration a common pocket chronometer. How every component part of this intricate piece of mechanism is calculated to subserve the
purpose of causing its indicators or hands to move
uniformly over a dial marked with intelligible characters, whose use is to designate the fractional parts of
a clay. This instrument, on first thought, appears to
point out and record intervals of duration, and practically it accomplishes such an end ; still, the actual
result is merely to register the degree of force stored
up in the springs of the instrument. Destroy the
ingenious contrivance that records the fractious of a
day, and the fractions themselves no longer exist.
And through the same methods of reasoning, destroy
the orbs involved in recording the fractions of a
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year, and these fractions are also destroyed. Annihilate the physical Universe, and time itself is annihilated.
And th superficial observer is equally unfortunate
in his estimate of the physical conditions implied by
the term space. To mo_st minds this word signifies a
principle, which like time may exist in the character
of an objective entity; but ag>tin we find such an as·
sumption to be altogether wrong. It is indeed impossible for the mind to conceive of extension existing separate and apart from a material world, albeit
an authority in lexicography defines space as being
"extension considered independently of anything
which it may contain ; that which makes extended
objtcts conceivable and possible."
It may seem
little less than pedan tism to oppose the professed interpreters of a language, and in doing so to ignore the
expositor of abstruse, physical phenomena, who
through their writings have p_en_nitted .such interpretations to obtain, yet we find It Impossible to accept
these definitions, as they appear only capable of leaclino- to anarchy and confusion in the understanding.
so" far as respects ~he former of these definitions, it
certainly can be demonstrated that the mind is unable
to entertain an idea of extension considered apart
from contents ; and in relation to the latter, the
conditions ne• essary for the existence of extended
objects is, not the presence of extension or space, but
the absence of alien matter.
To disabuse ourselves of erroneous impressions in
this field of inquiry, it may be found profitable to examine the condition in nature designated by the term
space, in connection with famili ..r surrounding object~.
Let us consider as an exampl!l present to all,
the principle believed to occupy t~e mterv~l ~et.ween
two hills. Now, although the extstence of tins mterval is sufficiently apparent to admit of measurement,
and tile fact being conceded that the distance may be
rendered either greater or less by changing the reative position of the hills, still it is nevertheless true
that to annihilate from the mind all ideas of this interval of extension it is only necessary to remove the
objects. This idea will be made still clearer to tilemind by the following illustration: It is apparent that
should we gaze into the atmosphere which surrounda
us and endeavor to establish definite limitations in
sp~ce unaided by the presence of material objects,
the a~t would £imply end in failure. .
..
Another circumstance encountcredm common life
which must be accounted for, is the fact that standards
o(measurement are common and indispensable in the
arts and sciences. The workmen in wood and in the
metals have their rules and scales; the surveyor can
accomplish nothing withonthis "Gunter's" chain; and
the manner recognizes in every mark on his s?L!ncling-line on index to the character of susptcwus
waters. It would seem to folio w that, such being the
case, absolute space or extension is indispensable for
the very existence of these several standards of
measurement in that they imply extension to be
measured· a~d moreover, that the media themselves
could not ~xist isolated from such a principle. But
it will again be seen that, so far from such a solution
being a correct one, a medium _of m?usurement c~n
only be applied to extended obj()Cts m nature, 01: m
their relation one to another ; and that the numencal
characters tilemsel ves could not be expressed were it
not for the material substance whkh either forms
their essence, (as in the example of the surveyo!·'s
chain) or with which they are connceted. And agmn,
the same mode of ratiocina1ion is applicable to purely
arbitrary methods of measurement. An instance in
point is that of an astronomer calculating by pam_Hax
the distance of a fixed-star, from two opposite pomts
in the earth's orhit. Destroy the conditions that
render such a computation po,ssible, and the interval
of space supposed to oc,cur between tile earth a~d. tile
star uo lono·er exists. And strike out and anmlnlate
fro~ the mi~cl that infinite Universe which. is ever
manifestino- itself through the countless multitudes of
astral worfds that scintillate and blaze in their r~
spective paths throughout the firmament,_ and there IS
no lono-er a possibility of, nor a necessity for, conceiving a principle of absolute space.
Still every observer of psychological phenome_na is
aware that the mind reverts, and postula.tes a prnno.rdial time when the Universe did not extst,-even m
tile form of an ethereal nebulous mass. VV e are apt
to believe that under such circumstnnces, tile mind
still retains the impression of space as existing apart
from limits · and we are all familiar with the fact
that when w~ attempt to grasp the st~rtling concepti?n
of unlimited space, the nund reels from tts own msufficiency, and recoils _upon itself powerl!lss and
abashed ! But it is only Ill the effort of the I_ntellect
to unite the several interva.s of extension winch sub~equent stellar and planet.ary organization has called
into being, into a grand mtegral whole, that such a
circumstance occurs.
It is not remarkable, however, that the comr~on
mind should regard the conception of space as bemg
able to survive in con8cionsness when all contents are
expelled, when acute metaphysicia?s have suffer~d
the same misapprehension. A questt.on s~ oc~ult I!l
its character as to employ the attentton-foi~ tllustnous examples-:-of such thinkers >lS Emanuel r.._ant, _and
Herbert Spencer, is well calculated to confoundnnnds
of average capacity.

The popular idea that there is no end to time, and
no limit to space, is, however, in a sense correct, in
that the unive!·sal, which gives occasion for these
terms, is itself probably endless in duration and unlimited in extent. Infinite ages anterior to the time
when man first left tile impress of Ilia foot on the soil
of earth, did the world in some form exist ; and other
countless ages after we shall have passed away, will
planets, suns, and constellations move on in their
majestic courses through the azure vault above ? And
sweets of space so vast and unfathomable as to be
expressed only by "distances that are counted only
in heaven," stretch out from centre to circumferenee,
till they multiply themselves into a fearful and unutlerable product!
It is, however, quite apparent, that both the terms,
time and ~pace, consiclered as implying states which
exist as absolute and objective entities, are misltJadmg
in their tendency. The true solution to the difficulty
of their comprehension lies in regarding them as
strictly relative terms, and it is indeed, only in this
sense that they can convey to the mind any meaning
whatever.

The Bible and Science.
[This letter is the last of a series, and therefore will not
be so fully understood.]

To the Rev. Howard Crosby, D.D., LL.D., Chancellor of
New York University :

MY DEAR FRIEND: You preface your last night's
Lecture, "the Bible on the side of Science," by admitting, by asserting, the conflict between "Religion
and Science," but denying any inharmony between
the "Bible and Science." Pray, why has Religion
ever opposed Science ? Simply because Science contradicts the Bible ! For no other rea&on on earth has
there ever been a conflict between " Religion and Science," than because there has been one between the
'' B1ble and Science." The conflict between ''Religion
a11d Science" has been an ejJ"ect, of which the confti<:t
between the "Bible and Science" has been the cause!
Merely stating this is forcing you and everybody else
to see it ! And then you have annihilated your whole
Lecture, even before you have begun. Shall I quote
to you, that "a short horse is soon curried " ? I will
not, but proceed.
If you say it is not the Bible, but only awrong interpretation of that book, that has hitherto Icc! mc11
to oppose Science, then you s:ty that up to this time,
men have either had a false Bible, or they have had no
Bible. They have had what they got out of the
Bible, what it revealed-and it revealed that or it revealed nothing ! Take either horn!
And you can put your fir,ger on tile very passage
where Timothy Dwight, D.D., LL.D., President of
Yale College, and the greatest divine New England
ever produced, says in his System of Christian Theolo"'y that we have just as much reason to believe
Cre~tlon took place in the precise manner narrated in
the first chapter of Genesis, involving the six clays of
twenty-four hours each, as we have to believe it took
place at all !
So, you yourself and all the rest have given up Genesis as it plainly reads and teaches-you are Infidel to
it, Dwight himself being judge!
And you are all giving up everything as fast as Science drives you to-but still you will have it that it is
the same old jackknife !
But what also kills you before you start, and what
you have got to meet if you talk about Science, is
that your iufinite Universe makes impossible the very
God who is to give your Bible ! And that infinite
Universe is the very foundation of t:lcience! Here you
a1·e again !
.
But passing this, your whole Lecture, instead. of
manfully grappling with the difficulties confr?ntmg
you, is a pusillanimous running off after false Issues,
a pitiful begging the question :
1. Your first argument to show the Bible on the
side of Science is, that "Bible men" founded the
Colleges and Universities, both in Europe and this
country, which have educated tile Scientis.ts! ?t.tly
the same'' Bible men" who were all the tmte gwwg
up the Bible, and becoming Infidels, but still dreamed the book good as new!
2. Your second argument is that "the very _first
Scientists are Bible men"! Only as they have gtvcn
up almost the tohole Bible, but still don't !mow but i~'s
the same old jackknife! And yet are pe1'Sewted m
one way or another for doing it, even to Newton ~tim·
self ! And in so far as they stuck to the Btble,
made such mistakes (Newton's Gravity, Kepler's L<tws
and the like ) as Science uow has to 1·epu.diatc! And
how about ;nany of those who like Halley, Laplace
and Humboldt were Atheists?
Aud how about
Spencer, Huxl~y, Tyndall, Darwin, Wallace, Lyell,
Helmholtz, and Youmans now~
3. Your third and fourth aro·umcnts directly assert
and overwhelmino·Jy prove thg Bible opposed to Seience, thus: Yon ~nake it t~acil that the Jewish Jehovah ~ent "hailstones" to help General Joshua rout
his enemies in battle ! And that he rained aerolite8 to
help Colonel Deborah and Corporal Barak destroy the
arm~ of Sisera ! And I _nndei:stood you. to. vouclt. for
the Sun and Moon stundmg still, on a smular august
occasion and for a like end! And you say that Evolution is as utterly foreign to Science as tile South Sea
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Bubble! And yon reveal your caliber and animus, in
calling Spencer, Darwin, Wallace, Huxley, and Tyndall, ''clever wags" ! And yet you say ''no such
strong evidence for any fact cognizable to man can be
gathered, as the evidences for the divine authorship
of the Bible" which tells all these monstrous falsehoods, 1en-fold more falsehoods than any other book
in the English language, since it is the oldest book in
the language, and so m'ust tell most that is false ! And
you say that all our Civilization rests on the Bihle,
when for hundreds of years we have been having to
outr1row the Bible, in order to reach. our pre:;ent Civilization-outgrow Slavery, and Witchcraft, and the
Puritan Blue Laws, and Persecution (ancl we haven't
got beyond it yet), and the four bundr.:d mortal sins
tile Bible required to be punished with death, and the
superstition that taught that a superuatlll·al God did
'lverything, and that made men look to him to do
everything for them, and the religion that commanded
to let all go but taking care of the soul and preparing
for another world, and the awful holiness that solemnly wamcd against Science, and human, "carnal" Heason !-yes, the Bible had its origin in the absolute
heathenism of a Baby-\Vorld, and you tell us it is the
source of Civilization ! And then you end all with
m·eaching to us! It is your right, :tllll we accept it,
but the whole will go down to history as a most as-.
tounding marvel, the unapproachable miracle of the
Nineteenth Century! That Chancellor Crosby, of
the New York University, representing the Science of
the world, speaking from the stand-point of the Advanced Knowledge of to-day, in one iustnnt should
shrivel and shrink to rehabilit .. ting Balaam 's ass, Jonah
and the wh>lle, Noah's flood, rums' horn~. quails thrl'e
feet deep, and all the rest, even to the jaw·bone of an
ass! Who ever heard of such a fall before-to the
inane drivel of Cotton Mather, Thomas Aquina~,
Duns Scotus, and the very depths of the Dark Ages !
At least I am kind, and also the Scientists will forgive you, though they will protest that they will hereafter choose their own bedfellows! But you ought to
know that everybody is Infidel to the Dible ; ·nobody believes it; the book is so outrageous and outlandish, nobody c"'n believe it; there is not a page nor at last a
single chapter, whicilts not full of the ignorance, superstition absnnlities ancl falsehoods of the clark age in
which 'it was written: the whole account of Creation,
in Genesis, meanB all those ridiculous and contelllptible lies it tells-everything manufactured out uf uotlting; light three clays before there was any t:lun; all
the rest of the heavenly bodies for the Earth ; clowu
to a man rolled out of clay, and then galvanized into
life by breathing iuto hir; nostrils, and a woman nHHlc
as an after-thought, out of one of his ribs; and all
the plants and heros of the field improvised before
they g1·ew, because it had not rained yet-creat~~l fir~t,
allCI stuck into the ground afterward [Gen. u. 5,] !
and even, the herbs and trees bringing fortlt and
ripening their seeds and fruits, before there was any
Sunlight [Gen. i. 11, 12,]! ancl God so utterly exhausteel by his tremendous job, that he had to rest and
•' refresh" himself (the only reason for our holy Sabbath !)-besides the Billie asserting iu one place that
a certain king began to reign when he was twenty-two
years old, but in another, when he wasfo·rty-_two, and
this last making a boy t:wo years older than It~~ {athm·!
[2 Kings viii, 16, 17, ~5, 26:2 Citron. xxi, 20: xxii,2,2,.J
Even 1fiJU do not belt eve that, and then you are an Intidel ! 'And all this time, the greatest falsehood in the
whole and running through the whole, that there
was e~cr any more any being, to create, make Bible,
and do all thi~, than there is to-day-but that their
mere ignonmce which we have outgrow11!
And so the ~nly reason people think they believe
such a book, is that they have cxplainecl it nll away
and made another out of it : to that first, old, uat
Bible they are lufidel, but they have pnt a new meaning into it and tha_t they aceept =. the,y have ~orrected
''Almighty God," JUSt as the /lorczgn B1ulc S•)Ctety corrected the tuistake which makes the boy two yea• s
older than his father, but the American Bible Socicly
has not! \Vlmt fools, ever to have dreamed that
there could be such a tiliug as an infallible book ! Or
then a Bible ! So infinitely ridiculous that one day
they will say that any mau who ever thought so was
a heathen and tell tllc truth l
Chancehor Crosby, you are immortal ! You have
illustriously put your foot i;r. it. .~eoplc now will
know the worth of all these lin1vcrsttJCs you extol, by
the head of one of them believing in a snake talkiug
to a womuu, and universal Nature changed fiym ~he
eatin.r of an apple! No wo.tdcr it talws a Umvcrstty
~o wtitc unclemeath that, ''This is Science l" ,
But you dare not tlis~uss .. W ~defy you. 'I here
arc a thousand persons m tins City who would u_wct
you to-morrow night l They would answer the aJji~·m
ative points in your third and fourth arguments, wlu.eh
I have not nad time to. Believe me your brother for
"omethin" better than heathl'nism can give us, as also,
your fric~d willin.r to take as hard \Jlows on G-ravity
or anything else, a~ I have given you on the Bible,
Dec. 8, 1874.
JosEPH TREAT, lvl.D.
"SINCE the murder of Hypatia in the fifth century,
when the polished blade or G-reek J?hilosoph;v :vas
broken by the club of ignorant Catliohc Chnstmmty,,
Until to-clay, super~tition has detested every effort of
reason"
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ENQUIRIEs have sometimes been made of us whether Volume II of THE TRUTII SEEKER will be bound
when completed. We have to reply that a limited
number will be bound. We are saving numbers for
the purpose. Those who wish a bound copy of the
Second Volume will do well to send in their names
before the expiration of the term. Orders filled as received-first come, first served.
Persons to whom sample copies of THE TRUTH
SEEKER are sent, are requested, if they approve of the
objects and aims of the paper, to give it their encouragement by allowing us to add their names to our
list of patrons. There are thousands of Liberals in
the country_whose names should be on our list but are
not.

Byron's complete works, 650 pages, and 21 illustrations, or Shakespeare's complete works, 1000 pages
and 36 illustrations.
All postage prcpmd.
Here is a fine opportunity to obtain standard works
at half price, and TIIE TRUTH SEEKER three months
included, The names of n1any trial subscribers have
been received, and we are anxious for thousands
more. Friends of THE TRUTII SEEKER, please make
a little effort to send us all the trial subscribers you
can. The outlay is very small, and the good resulting from it may be considerable. Let us hear from
you.
True, ''the times are hard ;"we are in a position to
realize it. While all are struggling to get through
"the pinch," let THE TRUTH SEEKER not be forgotten.

P A'rENT BINDERS FOR TIIE TRU'l'H SEEKER.-Let
OBITUARY NOTICEs of the dsaths of Liberals and u& again call the attention of our readers to this confriends of Free Thought will be inserted in our col- venient article. We now have a supply of them on
umns if the same are sent us by surviving friends.
hand. They hold the papers firmly, and are easily
adjusted. The name, Truth Seeker, is in gold letters
on the front cover. They are neatly made and give
Renewed Offers.
good satisfaction. Price, $1.10.
We are anxious to extend the circulation of THE
TRUTH SEEKER so far as possible, and are disposed
E. B. CA...'\!PBELL, Armstrong Grove, Iowa, acto give all the encouragement we can to the moveknowledges the receipt of a large package of clothment.
ing, etc., from G. L. Henderson aud .J. L. Hamilton
For $1.75 we will send TIIE TRUTH SEEKER postof this city, sent out for the benefit of the sufferers in
paid for one year, and a copy of "Blakeman's 200
''the grasshopper region.'' We hope many poor sufPoetical Riddles."
ferers in that locality are kept from freezing by the
For $2 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, "Blakeclothing thu.s generously contributed.
man's 200 Poetical Riddles," and either of the following works: "Lamb's Essays of Elia," Sterne's'' TrisIN our last issue we calletl the attention of om·
tam Shand:v," "SentimentaJ Journal," "Colleen
readers to the advertisement of our friends and coBawn," "Robinson Crusoe," '' Gnlliver's Travels,"
workers in tile Liberal cause, G. L. Henderson and
"Arabian Nights," "Burns' Poems," "Moore's PoH. B. Brown. We again call attention to a fuller
ems," ":Milton's Poems,'' "Vicar of Wakefield,"
statement of their New Enterprise contained in the
"Bell-ringer of; Notre Dame," "Scottish Chiefs," or
Supplement accompanying this number. We recomeither of Marryat's Novels.
mend them as entirely reliable.
For $2.25 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, "Blakeman's Riddles," and Byron's complete works.
ANTIQUI'rY OF CnRISTIANITY.-A pamphlet of 60
For $2.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, "Blakepages, by John Albcrger, of Baltimore, published by
man's Riddles," Shakespeare's complete works, and
Charles P. Somerby, 36 Dey street, New York. A
either of the works named in the paragraph above.
concise examination and review of the origin and
For $2.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and a
character of Christianity. The author has made
copy of ''The Heatl;ens of the Heath," paper.
thorough research in ancient church history. QuotaFor $3.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and a
tions are made from the Christian fathers and early
copy of '' The Heathens of the Heath," cloth.
writers. He shows conclusively that the Christian
For $3.50 TIIE TRUTH SEEKER one year, Shakesfables were not original in Judea or Jerusalem, and
peare's, Byron's, Goldsmith's and Milton's complete
that ~ther nations hundreds of years bebre the Cnrisworks.
tian era had their saviors and that all the dogmas and
For $3.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER and a set of Roger's
ceremonies of the Christian _Clmrch were borrowed
best silver-plated Tea-spoons, which retail at $3.50.
from the older heathen nations. As a text-book for
For $3.75 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and a set
authorities, for the imformation it imparts, it possesses
of Rogers' best silver-plated table-spoons, which sell
much value. Price 35 cents. We will cheerfully
at $5.00.
mail it to any address.
For $4.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER, The Ladies' Own
Magazine, a fine oil chromo in sixteen colors, and a
CULTIVATION OF ART, and its relation to Religious
set of Rogers' silver-plated tea-spoons.
Puritanism. A pamphlet of 48 pages, published by
For $5.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and one Chas. P. Somerby. An able treatise on the rise, progof "Calkin's Champion Washing :Machines," which ress and cult.ivation of art in different nations and its
the Company invariably sellr.t $7. 50. They are decid- connection with religion in the past and present.
edly one of the best washing machines in use. Over Price 25 cents.
60,000 have been sold within two years-more than
have been sold of any other washer in the same time.
D. R. BURT, Dunleith, Ill. 'fhis staunch, sterling
For representation and description see 14th page. Liberal has just spent a few days in our city, on his
The papers and premiums sent to one or more parties way to the Paine Hall dedication in Boston, and we
as desired. The papers and books always !lent post- had an opportunity of making his acquaintance, and
paid by mail ; the washer and spoons by express.
we found him one of the most agreeable, genial, inHere, friends, are liberal offers. Those who accept telligent persons we ever met. He is seventy years
them will obtain more than their money's worth in of age but seems as active and vigorous as a man of
every instance. We hope every friend of the cause fifty. He has been 11n active business man for half a
will take interest enough in THE TRUTH SEEKER to century, and has accumulated a comfortable compesend us a few names, at least, upon some of the tence. He is firm and unshaken in Liberalism and
above propositions.
'
has been for many years. As the evening of his life
TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS.
approaches·, he feels no lessening in the force of his
We will still send THE TRUTH SEEKER three life-time convictions, and appears to be more and
more convinced of the correctness of the truths he
months to trial subscribers for 25 cents.
For 35 ceuts the Paper three months, and a copy of in early life espoused. It does one good to meet
"Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles."
such a hearty, happy person, and to feel the peaceFor 50 cents the Paper three months, and either of ful,;inspiring influence be imparts.
the works mentioned in -paragraph third, up above.
As we write, Thomas Paine's birthday is drawing
For 65 cents the Paper three months, and Gold- near, when the fine Hall which has this season been
smith's Works, complete, illustrated, 375 pages.
erected in Boston will be dedicated. We hope to be
For 75 cents the Paper three months, and either able to be present.

-------

IN the last Investigator we find the following kind
notice of us.
"TIIE TRUTH SEEKER looks well, reads well, and
we hope is well supported. lts Editor understands
the rare art of making a good paper."
We thank our kind friends of The Investigator for
their friendly words. We certatnly wish them the
prosperity and patronage commensurate with their
earnest, efficient and long continued efforts in the
cause of truth.

----------------

To show the potency and deadliness of some poisons, we call attention to experiments recently made
by a French scientist and microscopist who took one
drop of blood from a putrid animal and diluted it
with a thousand drops of water and injected one drop
of this into a live pig, which soon died from the effects of the poison. One drop of the blood from the
dead pig was then blended with a thousand drops of
water as before, and one drop of this was injected into another healthy pig which also died. Then a drop
of the blood from the second dead pig was diluted
with one thousand drops of water, and that injected
into the third pig, and produced death as before.
This operation was faithfully repeated-taking one
drop of blood and adding to it a thousand drops of
water and injecting a minute quantity 0f this into
another pig unt!l the fourteenth pig died from the
poison. The last pig could not have received onebillionth part of the first drop of poisoned blood. It
must, indeed, have been a virulent poison.

Conversation about Society and Clmrcltes.
BY G. L. HENDERSON.
DAUGHTER.-! do recognize the existence of industrial and professional men. But your closing remark
is reall,Y an exposition of the weakness and worthlessness of a class who yon still insist ought to continue
in some form or other, as important and beneficent
servants of mvn, or as important organs of the social body, whose function cannot be dispensed with.
FATIIER.-Indeed I do insist that a specialized organ and its function become indispensable so long as
the conditions remain under which their existence began. I freely admit the relative impCI·fection of all
who have served the humnn race in the past and you
must bear in mind that where ignorance b'arred the
way to progress and happiness it afl'ected all alike.
'l'he shoemaker, in order to have the neat foot tortured himself as well as his customer. The t~ilor
the dres<-maker, while making garments for others o~
the plan of separating the abdominal from the thoracic viscera, had themselves to become models of the
beauty which their art was supposed to create. The
physician swallowed his own poison when sick as
freely as he would order his patient to do so. So with
the priest, who has led, as well as the devotee who
has followed. 'l'hey have scourged themselves ~tarv
ed themselves, imprisoned themselves m~tilated
themselves in order that self-indulgenc~ should not
only cease, but that it might be impossible. Denying
~hemselves every luxyry attainable through the senses,
m order that they might compel and enforce some degre~ of self-de~ial on others. All this resting upon
the Idea that piled up agony was the stepping-stone
to bliss, the ladder by which to ascend to heaven had
not this idea taken root in the mind and found i~ the
priest one who was not only willing to preach it but
also willing to practice it, man would to-day be' still
a naked savage, seeking shelter among rocks and dens
like a wild beast, subsisting on human flesh and at
~ach meal devol!ring !lis last mouthful, to b~ again
Impelled by ~amm~ to seek for food, his life being a
mere succeSRIOn of hunger, apprehension and of terror. His wife a slaYe, his child a wolf's cub a commodity both to be killed and sold.as caprice ~r necessity might direct.
A time came when the priest-man's first philosopher-taught him to eat less to-day in order that he
~ight h~ve something to eat to-morrow. This taught
hm1 to hve beyond the present Uour, an accident then
a~ now revealed to the wise man of the tribe, the
fact that salt prevented the decay of flesh, and that
f<;>Od ple~ty to-day could be saved to supply the defiCiency of to-morrow. Hence a surplus. That surpll!s f\'I'adually inc~·easing, rendered it possible for
this WISe man to Withdraw from the industrial to the
contemplative life. Even his withdrawal from the
love of. woman, home, society, intensified his con!emplat~ve powers, .and bore a rich harvest to society.
m creatmg a cla~s,Jrom whom have sprung the arts o±'
sculpture, arclntecture, painting and music. The
first enabled man to transform the rock into an object
of beauty, an ideal form. 'l'he second enabled him to
rear dwellings and temples. The first became the
home of his per~on and its adjuncts · the latter the
home o~ his gods, angels and saints~his ideals.' At
first he IS content to live himself in a hovel in order
that his ideals might live in a palace. His own dwelling interested himself alone, it being the product of
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his $Olitary toiL While the temple, the home of the the inference to be drawn that, as in, matter, so in and cramped their powers, are not the result of ma,n's
gods angels and saints interested all, and was there- ethics. The first offense could not be extinguished oppression, but of the ignorance and false ideas upfore the product of all, and in grandeur, beauty and by the reproduction of any number of equal or simi- held more strongly by themselves than by men. We
solidity, as much excelled the individual home as the lar offenses, and that to punish an offense would be have long since forgiven Eve and her apple (?) for
simply reproducing it, and that if the first was wrong the little trick she played us, but we will never forgive
aggregate wealth exceeds the indiviriual wealth.
In painting-, man seeks pleasure in the sense of every subsequent reproduction would also be wrong. Christianity nor its founder for the miserable pigeonbeauty. Through this art mortality pnts on immor- You have told me yourself about a judge who was hole assigned us in the world. If Paul had had much
tality. The great masters have transferred to canvas about to yronounce sentence of death upon a boy who of an insight into feminine character, he would never
the transcendant beauty of women, her tapering had stolen a sheep, and who compmined that it was have commanded woman to be silent anywhere, knowlimbs, on whose transparent surface are seen the blue very hard indeed that his life should be taken as an ing that the tongue was the only weapon left her to
use, and that she would 1tse it in spite of him. Preveins like streams of unsurpassed beauty winding equivalent for a sheep worth only 5s. sterling.
dominating now in the church, they have almost the
around the voluptuous form now like a great river,
[TO BE CONTINtffiD.l
whole say. Church and church societies have been
now like a thread 0f azure, seeking inaccessible realmost the only cl.ange for women in the past from
cesses as a little stream hides among the beautiful
the narrow sphere of home. We have nothing to
hills. The lips rioting in all the heart's wtalth of
thank for the enlargement of our bounds but freeblood as ripe fruit has stolen the sunlight, so beautiful
Illness of the Pope.
thought and liberal ideas. They have shown us our
indeed that we dare not touch it lest it vanish from
sight; and the eye, mysterious orb, ''inaccessible to
[''The Pontiff is suffering from a chill. Serious alarms wings, and that n :>limit can be put upon us but the
itself," as it is indi~cribable by us, the dumb expo- are entertained. Being born in 1792, he is now eighty- limit of om own capacities. Few of us will become
nent of the soul within. It speaks without a voice, three years of age, and any new attack added to eagles in our soarings, and be enabled to bask in the
it pleads without a tongue, its beauty feeds you, but the gout, from which he is continually sufftlring, may glories of upper air ; but even fluttering from branch
the sense of hunger remains. The painter trembles bring fatal consequences. . _ . The demise of the head to branch will be an immense satisfaction to us, who
as he !tttempts, throt.:gh you, to lift the veil that hides of the Catholic Church might :Drove the signal for a gen- have so long been compelled to brood quietly in the
the soul within. When he can make the eye tell its eral conflagration in Europe still more effectually than home nest, watching the flight of our more fortunate
tale of sorrow, grief or love, as did the artist who any number of German troops."-N. Y. Com. Adv., Jan, bro.thers, often .secretly ~omparing ?ur wings with
thmrs, and feelmg sure, 1f opportumty were given
painted the sister of Garibaldi's priest in the act of 19th.]
we could many times outsoar them. The bulk of th~
interposing_ her own beautiful form between her
The Pope is like to die!
liberal-~inded women of to-day, while still clinging
brother and death from a dozen muskets leveled at
Well, what then?
to the B1ble as the word of God, and upholding its
his breast.
What is that to you or I?
teaching, have only reached .their present position by
Here the eye told of fear, but it was not the fear of
Not a pin!
violating it both in spirit and letter.
death to her. It told of love so deep. so all-absorbOr if other human frauds,
Liberal ideas and Christianity are not compatible.
ing, that had she possessed a thousand lives, she
Whom designing people laud,
To be a Christian is to blindly believe. To be a Libwould have given them all away for his, as " frankly
Left their superstitious gauds
eral is to search and think for oneself. The term
as a pin." It told of pity for the poor soldiers who
With their sin?
Liberal Chdstian is a paradox. Let the world diswere compelled to put to death their own best friend.
abuse its<)lf of the idea that the two can go hand in
ln this Italian maid divinity stood revealed, with her
He is eighty-three years old;
hand. I said I could not forgive Christianity for its
crown of black hair floating in the wind. Her upWhat a life!
?arrow ness ; rather 1 cannot forgive those who grope
raised hand, so fair, so spiritual that the sunbeams
Selfish icicle so coldm darkness to-day, while the light of truth illumines
played through it. Her parted lips, and heaving
Child or wife,
the world.
ureast ; her eye, in which fear, pity, reverence, love
Or the ties that true men feel,
all found utterance.
A woman lecturer has recently admirablv pictured
That creation's plan reveal,
The brother trembles lest she whom he adores
the postme of Christianity. She says : .-,The last
This mock~god would fain conceal;
should even be touched by the rude winds of heaven.
argument which is to crush us is the authority of the
Foolish strife 1
The soldiers drop their muskets in terror, and shut
Bible. Frederick Maurice warned people of the danWhy
the
world
should
tolerate
their eyes in horror to even conceive it possible that
ger they ran, when they 'turned the bread of lifP,
In
our
day,
their hands should commit tile sacrilege of wounding
into Btones to cast at their enemies.'
This self-sanctified old cheat,
or even frightening a vision so fair. Thousands have
''Now, passing by the fttct that many of us do not
Truth may say,
gazed and womlered and worshiped at the shrine of
consider the Bible as t~JC b_read of life in any sense, I
And the uout, with torture twist,
this divine product of art. Though those beautiful
would suggest that, usmg 1t as a pebble to sling nt the
That great toe which fools have kissed,
forms must go back to dust in the earth, iron in the
forehead of Liberty, has not in the past teudecl to
mine, and lime in the rock. The subjective, the ideal
Or the Infallible resistexalt it, nor is it likely to be more successful in the
becomes immortal and transfers itself to succeeding
-Growing gray.
future. For centuries Religion has stood with the
forms through infinite time. 'fhe thinker evolves
Bible in her lifted hand, warning back ench wave of
Why
should
Europe
go
ablaze
them in his inmos.t thoughts, crystalizes them in words
the rising tide of liberty, and each wave has rippled
When
he's
gone?
and leaves them as a legacy to his race. The painter
forward, regardless of her threat.
Is
it
that
•·
St.
Peter's
keys"
in a moment of inspiration transfers them to the can" • Let every soul be subject to the higher powers,'
One by one,
vas, and thus defies the grave to entomb the beausaid the Bible to Cromwell; and Cromwell, though he
Should
lose
their
rusty
catch
took off his hat to the Bible, struck clown the tyrant
tiful.
On the minds beneath their latch,
who strove to enchain the people.
D.-I can hardly r.ealize that in the short space of
And
that
reason.
like
a
match,
a. thousand years a savage could, through any agency,
"'Honor the king,' said the Bible to \>Vashington
Light
them
on.
be transformed from the beast, impelled by hunger
and Washington defied the king and founded th~
and governed only hy desire, eating human tlesh, and
American Republic.
This puppet, made by kings
" 'If a city be withdrawn to serve strange gods,
ready to push into the grave wife or child, in order
As an aid
thou shalt surely smite that city with the edge of the
to p~·olong his own miserable existence, a century of
To fetter reason's wings,
sword, destroying it utterly,' said the Bible to AI va
which would now be deemed a poor exchange for one
And degrade;
and Alva obediently hurried the Netherlands, and th~
mc.ment of life such as the beautiful Italian maid felt
And in the name of God,
people rose, fought for their lives ttncl won.
when she pushed her good brother-the true priesLLet the toilers' necks be trod,
'' ' Cursed is Canaan, a servant of servants shall he
back from the grave, and begged his life in exchange
Till they bow and kiss the rod.
be unto his bt'ethren,' said the Bible from ten thoufor her own.
While they're made
sand pulpits ; but men arose, and swore, Bible or no
I see everything in r. new light now. The wisdom
The slave producing slaveBible, slaves should go free.
of the past may indeed become the folly of to-clay.
Take, 0 take unto the grave,
"'!'he Bible! why, it has bolstered up every injustice,
The stern, self-abnegation of the father which, in this
This soul-broker, who on heaven and
bulwarked every tyranny, defended every wrung !
wild search after justice, could be satisfied only with
Hell
cnn
trade.
P.
E.
0.
With toil, and pain, an(1 b!oo,blted ha-ve the soldiers
the death of God or the eternal torture of men, offerof liberty wrung frutu the reluctaut Jtands of priests
ing heaven and immortality to him who had crucitied
and Bible-worshipers, every charter of our freedom,
the flesh, and had scorned the pleasures of sense.
every triumph of our cause. But take heart, you w!Jo
And this crown of imrnortal.glory was after all to be
Woman
vs.
The
Bible.
cling to your Bibles, as soon as we have gained this
the offering of grace, nnd not the reward of merit, a
something given because of the wish to do rather than
We heard some one say, not long since, that but one step forward, as soon as it rings through the
from the fact of having done anything to deserve it. for the women supporters of orthodoxy, the Christian land that women are no longer in subjection, you will
Hi nee self-denial leads to such sublime possibilities, Church could not long maintain its stand with all its be able to claim as the offspring of your Christinnity,
even though the steps be slow and the path crooked. humbug and nonsense. '''Tis true, 'tis pity, and pity that which, at its birth you anathematized. Each
From the cloister of the l\'Iicldle Ages looked the pro- 'tis, 'tis true." We can account for this only on the trophy of advancement, each symbol of triumph is
phetic eye of Hoger Bacon, and saw steam and fire hypothesis, that men are more spiritual than women. claimed by the bibliolater as his, as soon as it becomes
harne~sed to the carriage not of the king, but of the That the latter in their reach after the higher and popular. You will be able to find in yom Bibles a
people ; and the air, like the set, plowed by ships better-the spiritual-cling to the Church, the accept- sanction for the development of womanhood, even as
out-stripping the eagle in his flight as they pierce the ed type of spirituality. I know most women will you have found room in the six days of Genesis for
ethereal blue. His philosophic eye gazed with won- denounce this statement as false. I accept it and im- the vast eons of geology, and spate in the petty finnder as he saw the sublime transmutations of matter mediately jump at my conclusion. \>Vomen reach up ament of Moses for the mighty bets of astr. nomy.
from gas to solid and from solid to gas. The igno- after the spiritual ; men reach down after the mate- The Bible is claimed as the true parent of freedom.
rant multitude chtmored for his life, and but for the rial. I am sure reaching up is the most creditable. It is the spirit of Christian1ty that has clone all this,
protection; of a pope the father of chemistry would Women, the types of materiality, Ret fearfully taken you say; when the letter said •' kill," it meant "prehave been consumed in his own crucible in the prime in by these spiritual reachers. "I i.-; true, many wo- serve;" when "obey," it meant "resist;" when
of his life, and our civilization held back five hundred men have failed to discover any trace of spirituality, "enslave," it meant:'' set free." So take courage, yc
years.
after long years of s•.udy, in the masculine types, by wur~hipers of a book, your idol will fall once more,
But before closing this conversation; allow me to whom fate has surrounded t!Jem. Caught by creat- but 1t can be rc-mcnded. We mean to set woman free,
recall that part which referred specially to the doc- ures of grace, only to find them graceless creatureR to follow the guiding hand of nature; to !ulfil every
trine of atonement for sin. The ethics of an early after all. I constitute myself a special pleader for fair capability d her being; to develop every noble,
age, and to a great extent the ethics of the present, the much-abused, sterner sex ; and the spirituality is intelleelual powel', and every passiunatP longing of
rests upon the idea of punishment fur crime, being in there, only you haven't, dear sisters, discovered the her !teart. Little care we whether or not our work
squrrr88 with the rules of an old Eastem civilization.
some degree proportionate to the otl'ense, and there- way to it.
fore its equivalent, as an eye for au eye, and a tooth
\Vomen are indeed the powers that move the world, If Religion and the Bible grapple wlth us and try to
for a tooth. You introduced as a means of illumin- and it certainly is on the eve of an immeuse stride for- stop or destroy, they must either stand aside or falL"
As we finished reading tlte allmirable lecture, we
ating the subject the idea of a weight equal to a ward, since they are at last asserting themselves,
putrnd, from which you went on to produce other rousing to the absurdities and nonsense so long palm- felt that the ji1·st Savior of mankind did his work
pounds of any substance without end. Keep in view ed ofl as truth. They are wakening to the fact that very imperfectly. His unfinished job must be comthat each reproduced equivalent, left the original man is not their oppressor. That the disabilities and pleted. And that is being accomplished by Saviors
Dr VERNON.
pound weight untouched or unchanged, and you left restrictions which have so long narrowed their sphere, in petticoats.
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Jesus as Seen by Mt·. Underwood.
EDITOR OJ<' THE TRUTH SEEKER:-In his first article on "Jesus Not a Perfect Character," Mr. B. F.
Underwood accused him of teaching men to •' take no
thought for the morrow." In this Mr. Underwood
followed our common Eng·lish version of the New
Testament. ·In criticising Mr. Underwood's position
I called attention to the fact, that, the original Greek
of the New Testament showed Jesus as saying a very
diffe:·ent thing. 'l'he word he used was merimnao
(your compositor mistook, and made it morid1·o); l
said that me1·imnao does not mean "to take tltougltt,"
but it means "to be anxious.'' And thus it should
have been translated for English readers; Jesus' real
saying being, "Be not anxious for the morrow.''
·• Mr. Unam·wood, in rejoining, says: "Now the
fact is the Greek word mentioned has, like almost
every other word, different shades of meaning. The
exact meaning of such a word can be known only by
the connection in which it is used. In the passage
referred to, it is true the morrow does not mean the
morrow must not be thought of, that the contemplation of it must be excluded from the mind ; but it
does mean not simply that we must not be 'torn with
anxiety,' but that we must have no care or concern
about the morrow in I'egard to worldly matters, that
we should be entirely occupied with spiritual atl'airs.
• . . It was not simply anxiety, as we understand
the word, that Jeoms forbade, but what we to-day
would consider thoughtful good for 1he future. I
will quote from the Sermon on the Mount.'' Mr. Underwood then quotes Matt. vi: 25-34.
Mr. Undecwood is careless. As a lecturer, at th:s
seasou, his mind is too much occupied for newspaper
controversy. But, had he taken time, and looked into his Greek dictionary, he would have found that
• 'anxiety'' is the very essence of the word 1ne1·imnao.
No" shatle of meaning" possible can make it mean
less or other than ''to be anxious." Jesus said, exactly, precisely, and only, "Be nut anxious for the morrow." And no sound scholarship can, by any possibility, make the phrase under consideration mean
anything else.
ln the passage where the disputed word occurs,
Jesus utters the phrase, as translated at present, "For
after all these things [i. e. food and clothing,] do the
Gentiles seek.'' This sentence Mr. Underwood italieises. He does so to make it appear that Jesus looketl upon providing food-e. g. going a-fishing-as a
heathenish act, Christians were to avoid it. Again
Mr. Underwood would have done well to have consulted his Greek dictionary. He would have found
that the word in the above quotation, translated
"seek," needed revision. The Greek word zeteo means
''to seek.'' That word occurs in a sentence soon following the one about" the Gentiles." '' 8eek ye first
the kingdom of God,-" etc. In the sentence about
''the Gentiles," the word translated ''seek" is not
''zeteo" but "epizeteo." 'l'he addition of the word
"epi" to "zeteo," makes it mean "to seek with anxiety or misgi'IYing or apprehension." Jesus' disciples sought
food by fishing; and once, at least, we read he helped
them at it. He was consistent with his teachings.
Mr. Underwood says, "Jesus taught we should be
~ntirely oc_cupied with spiritual alfairs." Certainly,
1f Jesus sa1d 'take no thought for your life, what ye
·shall eat or what ye shall drink; nor yet for yom·
body, what ye shall put on.'' But I have shown, beyond any possibility of dispute, that he did not say
that. Mr. Underwood is probably confirmed in his
error by his misunderstanding of the nature of the
business Jesus enjoined. For Jesus did enjoin a
business in these words: "Seek ye :tirst the kingdom
of God and his righteousness, and all these things
shall be added unto you.'' Almost every one has been
accustomed to confound the phrase " kingdom of
heaven" with the word "heaven.'' Hence they have
understood Jesus to mean, in the above command,
"Seek to get to heaven, and be good," etc. Now,
the phrase, "kingdom of heaven" must be broadly
distinguished from the word "heaven," if a man
means to have a knowledge of the gospels that shall
be anything more than a mere superficial smattering.
The word ·' heaven" means the world above; the
phrase ''kingdom of heaven " has a much broader
meaning. Jttmes Martineau, whom Mr. Underwood
quotes as very high authority in gospel matters says
the phrase" kingdom of heaven" means'' pe;fected
society." Uampbell, a scholar of the highest rank,
says that in o~.or g·ospels it should be translated ·'the
reign of God.'' According to these great writers, the
first branch of the business Jesus enjoin8 upon every
man is, not to seek heaven, but "seek to make the
condition of earth perfect." If a man ever conceiv-'
ed or hearJ ot a grander ideal of business than that,
I'll be obliged to him to put it into THE TltUTH SEEKEn, where 1 can see it. The whole thing is clear
enough to any man who will read the sermon on the
Mount ca1 efully and without prejudice. Jesus first
tells us to pray, "Thy kingdom come . . . on
earth as it is in heaven." That teaches us to look
forward for what the world has generally considered
· a matter of the past, a "golden age.'' ''But not
alone pray for this," tiays the Master, "make it your
life's business to bring it about, by working for it."
Now, the ideal of heavcu is a place where every one
is abundautly supplied With all that is needed to sustain life and make it full and happy. Therefore, tbe

man who is engaged in supplying anything that will
make I ife perfect here, is so far striving to make
earth like heaven, is, so far, " seeking the kingdom of
God."
In my first article, in reply to l\'Ir. Underwood, I
said of Rationalists, that thmr knowledge of Christianity " is to the last degree superficial." In .the article, to. part of which I am now replying, Mr. Underwood quotes one of the most thoroughly informed of them, tts follows : ''Christianity in common
with Buddhism," says Strauss, "teaches a thorough
culture of poverty. The mendicant monks of the
Middle Ages, as well as the still flourishing mendicancy at Rome, are genuinely Christian institutions."
1 have shown above, that Jesus enjoined upon men
not to live by mendicancy, but to do for the world
the most valuable business the imagination of man
can conceive. And, had not the great German Infidel been ''superficial to the last degree" in his understanding of Jesus' business precept, he could not
have blundered. so egregious as he did in the above
sentences.
2. l\Ir. Underwood says: "Mr. Willard tries to get
riel of the objectionable utterances, 'Blessed be ye
poor, for yours is the kingdom of God,''' etc. Had
Mr. Underwood known l!nough of Jesus' teachings
to be competent to examine them, he would have
known that Luke is no autholity for that Master's
revelations. . . . Mr. Underwood continues: ''The
verses which I quoted from Luke, are nut inconsistent with words ascribed to Jesus by other New Testament writers. 'It is easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of Heaven.' "-Matt. xix: 24. Jesus does,
indeed, as Matthew tells us, enjo.n upon men not to
get rich. " Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
e'lrth," is unmistakable. Luke, on t],e other hand,
reports him as instructing men to live in pove11y. lf
Mr. Underwood cannot see the vast clifl:"erence between these two positions, he has less perception than
other men. Crowds of very wise men-not believers
in the bible, all of them-have been struck with the
great sense and beauty of the prayer of Agur, " Give
me neither poverty nor riches." And the "golden
mean" between the two has been the theme of some
of the most approved and admired literature of the
world. And here let me show how time vindicates
the Master's supreme wisdom.
Last winter Mr.
Beecher, a remarkable indicator of the growing opinions of his time, stated most emphatically, in one of
his lectures, that we must have laws preventing the
accumulation of great fortunes. At the anniversary
of "the Boston Tea Party," Ja,t Summer, 11-Ir. Wendell Phillips, in lauding the grand statesmanship of
Jefferson, said, that "the Jefferson of to-day is employed in devising means to prevent the acquisition
of great wealth by individuals." Thousands of very
able men, who Hre not believers in Jesus, see clearly
that the efl:"ort among our people to " lay up for themselves treasures upon earth," is doing more for the
ruin of our race than all other causes combined. The
wisdom that, eighteen hundred years ago took ground
against this evil, must have been unerring.
Other points in Mr. Underwood's last article I hope
to answer in future numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
JOHN B. WILLARD.
Still River, TY01·ceste1· Go., Mttss.

To whom do we Look for the Origin of
Christian Civilization.
A correspondent within a few days has stated some
facts in the illustration of this subject that are worthy
of consideration.
Several communications in the 15th of December
issue having revived associations connected with this
subject, I revert to the facts brought to light by the
lectures of two Asiatic foreigners iu our Metropolis a
few weeks since. From the specimen already obtained, it appears probable that great secrets may be
yet revealed to tlte truth seekers of the present day, from
the fact that the literature of the East is now thrown
open to their research by introducing to them, not
only the educated men from that quarter of tbe world,
but also their various sources of information touching
their past and present state of religion, showing that
the same rules of criticism should be applied to every
species of literature.
W. H. J.
Newtown, Pa., Dec. 19.
EXTRACT FROM THE CORRESPONDEN'.r's LETTER.
"Did you see the synopsis of the speeches made by
the Chinese and Persian speakers at the Academy of
Music less than a month ago ? They proved pretty
fairly that our 'advanced Christian civilization' is
due to the observance of the teachings of Confucius
utteretl 300 years before the birth of Christ, and stolen
(as printers will steal,) by us, witl>out credit to the
author? And have you seen Macmillan's Magazine
for November, 1874-"l'he Oldest Fairy '1\lle in the
World '-written thirty-two centuries ago, by one of
the scribes of the Pharaoh's? There is a story running
through several chapters, in scripture style, in which
we have a history-a fable, like that of Joseph and
the frail woman-and incidents of craft and attempted
murder, with miraculous rescue, the parallel of those
enacted by Joseph's brothers-with the accompanying pit and bloody clothes ? I wish you would procure
it. I think the author qf 'Modern Chronicles' would

perceive that one story was be~otten by the others.
'l'he editor of the Telegmplt sent It to me. If I had it
of my own, I would forward it. I think as the literature of Persia, India, China and Japan are opened to
us, we will find that we owe our moral precepts, our
religious ideas, and onr religious superstitions, loo, to
those peaple. But not our 'llan of Salvation!' That
was invented, or at least given practical worldng, by
' ur people. It is, too, being irnprovecl every year.
The machinery being complicated-by new belts and
cogs, and levers, so as to do other work than that at
first designed, and involving a necessity for a greater
variety of workmen and increase of salaries. It
would be a sad blow to the plan, if it ~hould be proved that it· had been patented a thousand years or more
before the present claimant was bom!
H. C.

Letters to a Preacher.
NO. III.
FRIEND B.: You say ''there are many things not only
~fs and pe1·haps, but positive inventions which ignorant
Christians accepted as truth, but Jesus is a more notorious character than Augustus Cresar. and his history
greatly more authentic because its oral and written progenitors were as incapable of inventing the character
they describe as I am of repeating it in my life, or of
making a world, and so far as having a motive to lie,
had a motive as valuable, at least, as their lives tor
suppressing that knowledge which they imparted."
Now it is no marvel that not only ignorant but educated Uhristians aceept positive inventions as truth,
when we consider who and what were the founders of
Christianity. The learned Dr. Semler of Liepsic,
said, "It is an undeniable fact that the first Christians
were the greatest liars and forgers that had ever been
in the whole world, and that it was their best scholars,
the ltig!test in mnk and talent, who were the practitioners, of these forgeries," and Paul also ad vised Christians to lie for the good of the Church, and indeed it
has always been thought to be a virtue to do so.
If the evidence of the existence of Christ depends
upon the testimony of such men as these, what is it
worth ? And as to not being able to invent such a
character that is mere assertion. All the ancient
classics, poems, tale'!, traditions and other books
that have come down to us from past ages, prove that
men were always capable of inventing greater and
better lives then any one man could live out in his own
na\ ure. It is easy to bring together in one's imagination all the separate goods in all humanity, and combine them so as to form one individual who shall be
greater, wiser and better th.an any "Son of God" that
ever yet trod this earth. Therefore I claim that it
was posslble that just such a character as that called
Christ could have been created by his reputed historians, and doubtless was created, because there is no
evidence aside from the Bible, a_nd little, if any, in
the Bible, that is reliable, to prove that he ever existed!
And if he did he was far from perfect in that very
history. And again, granting the Bible account to be
real biography how do we know even then that it is a
fair statement ? No biographer can write a t,rue
life. If he loves too well he is blind to faults. If he
hates he is blind to virtues. If indifferent he has no
real stimulus to write at all; and again as to his reputed
biOgraphers "having a motive as valuable, at least, as
their lives, for suppressing that knowledge they imparted," that is no argument at all. lf they really
believed in him and were honest, they were compelled
through their conscientious scruples, to speak as they
believed ; b_ut belief never created facts. More, a
thousand times more, have been martyrs for error
than for truth. Self-evident truths never need proof
but things that are impossible to be known are generally
what men are always martyrizing themselves over. lt
is just as easy to die for a false belief as for a true one
as long as one has real faith, and his martyrdom only
proves his since1·ity, not the reality of the thingprofessed.
Again you say "I should like very much to have
the sciences universally diffused, but they have no
existence except under the shadow of the cross."
Mere 11Ssertion, without a shadow of proof. The
real mission of the cross or church is to crush out
all science, all knowledge, a.l happiness, ull truth,
everything that does not help to build up Christianity
as its fir::;t aim. Everything else must be secondary,
or not be at all. 'l'he one assertion that '' God
made all things" has been the greatest stumbling bloek
to real knowl~dge the world has ever known. The
geology of the earth was for hundreds of years a
forbidden book because its facts could not be made
to come within '' the shadow of the cross," or to tally·
with the account of the Bible creation. But after
many generations of scheming, contriving and fixing
up, a p1·etence is made of the two being '•reconciled,"
and Mahomet has gone to the moun tam since it would
not go to him. Where science and religion conflict
the latter always has to yield in the end, though
the "shadow of the cross" so often defers that end
making it so much more difficult to reach· but th~
world does move. All life is evolution, and 'tlwugkt is
j1 ee, even though the cross casts its shadow still. But
that shadow grows dimmer and dimmer and very
soon it will fade entirely from view and the battle of
science will be won.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Snowville, Pulaski Go., Va.
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Turningto the New Testament and conning over give its first impress al'e, according to Lubbock, savathe stories there, so variously reh~arsed by the differ- ges very low in the scale of humanity. They admire
[We clip the following from a spicy article in a ent apostles, ~he story of the miraculous feeding of something that strikes their fancy, without any apparlate number of the N. Y. lLe1'ald :]
5,000 persons IS seen to stand out most prominently. ent reason, except what the object possesses within
I find a singular confusion ·of ideas in the Old Tes- If the statement is tv be credited at all, modern sci- itself, beyond which they haye no idea; a simple isotament as to the personality of the manifesting "spir- ence shows us that the most likely explanation is that lated attention to some object that partakes ot a religit." Whoever appeared was called the "Lord." th~ 5,000 wer~ magnetized into a belief that they were ious character; that is, they seem bound to it fol' no
Take Abraham's case-" And the Lord appeared bemg. fed. If tl.w. modern materializing of all sorts othel' motive, apparently, than simple admiration.
This principle iu man has been, and is now, used by
unto him in the plains of Mamre as he sat in the tent of thmgs by spmt power were credible, we might
do01' in the heat of tl~e day ; and he lifted up his eyes, suppose this food concentrated from the atmosphere· men to obtain influence over their fellows, and it is
and lo ! three men (m buckram?] stood before him." but as that is out of the question, and as we find such through this influence that cunning men have imposThis was a strong case of materialization, as the three men as Mr. Beecher able to convince even an audi- ed upon others thei1' views of the way this adora"did eat" the veal cutlets and johnnycake which e?-ce of 5,000 of anything, the first theory seems the tion should be performed ; thus a system has
grown up among men which we call religion, having
Sarah made ready, an<i then (in different verses called nght one.
The "Transfiguration" scene and others where un- its ineeptiou in admiration of some natural object,
'·he" and" they" and the "Lord") made wonderful
prophecies. You see our orthodox friends find them- earthl:y lights appeared, seem ca:pable of a natural ex- this feeling taken up by sharp, cunning men and
selves in an "Eddy" as soon as they begin to read planatiOn, after reading t~1e writings of the great anti- made use of to aggrandize themselves by the ignorance
Spiritualist, Baron Reichenbach, who showed that a of those around them. This single fact, iu time, has
with their eyes open.
Genesis, xxxii.-Jacob wrestles, "collar and el- light called by him'' odyle," emanates from ma<Ynets grown up among mankind until a morbid sensibility
bow,"all night with a materialized spirit, who gets no and from the magnetic poles of the human bodY. A has become the prevalent force goveming the higher
great accumulation of this by will-power might be civilization.
advantage over him until he takes an unfair hold and visible in the day time.
It is not necessary to trace the influence of religion
puts the patriarch's thigh out of joint. This, like
The stor~es about the healing of the sick are nearly on the civilized races, for its influence is well known
ma_ny of the others, ought to be counted out anyhow,
P.aralleled 1n our <lay, without making much impresas 1t was a dark srance and there were no witnesses. siOn on the.general pubhc. A few years ago the won- as having blotted out most effectually, all true sociaThis spirit was "nowhere" as soon as the light was derful healing power of the Zouave Jacob, of Paris, bility, dividing" parents from children,'' and causing
discord in families that would not exist if not producturned on.
brought such crowds around him that the priests be. Genesis, xliv.-Joseph puts himself among the or- came fearful for their goddess Diana, and the gov- ed by a religious sentiment-by an organized priestdmary Egyptian " diviners" by .sendin"' after his ernment was induced to force his withdrawal from hood. We might have this principle, religion, from
divining cup. Divine, nota bene, that all these ancient the business. We hear frequently of "healing me- point t.o point, and from age to age, and find it always the cunning few, imposing upon the confiding
wonder-workers only claimed to "go one better" in diums" in this country, whose offices are thronged
and ignorant multitude. It was a simple and consistthe same line as the ordinary magicians.
for months by such crowds as no doctor draws· but
All through "the plagues of Egypt" we find that we all know that this is onlv the result of the fact that ent proce~s. that artificial objects would take the
place of the natural; convenient and cunning devices
when Moses changed rods to serpents, turned rivers the credulity of the people· has been aroused by the
would easily follow the abscence of more familiar
to blood, brought up droves of frogs, etc., the "magi- uncommon power of a mere ma"'netizer.
ones, and thus cunning men have, in time, become
ch.ns did so with their enchantments." He" stumpThe perception by Jesus that~ certain man would sole proprietors of the religious thought of their feled" them first on the plague of lice. Then they gave be will in~· to have him keep the Passover in the upper
up beat. But he gave them a fair chance and did not chamber, his seeing Nathaniel under the fig tree, his lows.
Religion, then, is a thing of growth, and always
scorn the competition. The reason of this is that they knowledge that the ownm' of a certain "foal of an conforms to the education that the young have liveu
were the orthodox diviners of that time and he had ass " would put the same at his service, his percep- under; variable, because the conditions vary, and in
to show his hand or '' go hang."
'
tion of the treachery of Judas and Peter are of the fact the circumstances surrounding all society is the
Exodus, xxxi.-In the Sinai manifestation there same style of '' clearseeing" as that everywhere prac- prime cause of the great variation in the religious
was "slate writing" on a large scale, but Moses got tised, with varying success, by fortune tellers, astrol- opinion of the people. This religious, morbid feeling
angry and broke the first stone tables, and he was ogers and clairvoyants in this city. Nobody but has produced its sequence in emotional sensibility,
forty days behind the cloudy "curtain" before he simpletons pay much attention to these phmiomena producing, first, confused ideas, a wandering of the
produced the second set.
now occurring about us ; why will the religionist mind, a resort to stimulants, madness, suicide or murNumbers, xvii.-Aaron's rod buds. Any cunning make such a bother about similar thine;s said to have
der.
magiciau can make plants grow ''miraculously."
The priesthood have imposed upon their adherents
occurred thousands of years ago, at a time when sciIt will be found that mo~t of the wonderful things entific investigation was impossible.
the presen<!e of supra-mundane or spiritual power,
spoken of as seen and heard by the old prophets;
~gain, the miraculous draught of fishes. Why, whom they control; the ignorance of the masses, towere encountered by them when in the condition de- clan·voyance could show the seer just when and gethel' with their fear, gives them power over this
scribed by Balaam, Numbers, xxiv.-" Which saw where to order the net dropped, as certainly as an mass, who feel, without knowing why, a pressure
the vision of the Almighty, falling into a trance, but ''inside view" can show a Washington official when that produces this morbid sensibility that leads to the
having his eyes open." 'fake away the dreams and to telegraph to his Wall street pal to ''go in " on acts spoken of. This feeling on the part of the faithsolitary trances and commonplace clairvoyance, and Pacific Mail or Uni~n Pacific.
ful, is called by the cunning priest an evidence that
the "miracles" become very few.
Acts, viii.-The spirit of the Lord caught away they have sinned, and their services are needed to reIn Joshua vi., is recorded the greatest ''tipping" Phillip, and he was found at Azotus, miles away. So move it, as tlwy are the agents appointed by God for
manifestation in history. It took the Jews seven days now, we have so-called well authenticated stories this purpose.
.
to "prepare the magnetic conditions" for tipping about Home and other mediums being hoisted lon.,.
'fhis, then, is the condition of the civilized world
over the walls of Jericho. The whole people formed distances through the air; and what so1t of people ar~ to-day. The whole religious world, nay, even among
a circle all around the city on seven successive days. they who swallow the:;e yarils ? Yet many of our some we call savages, feel there is something wrong,
They concentrated their \vill, power and magnetic solidest men really seem to believe the old story.
the savages have no name for it, the civilized races
force upon the wall as one man. Then "music was
Acts, xii.-It is thought a wonderful thing that a call it "Sin," or another word is added, cal.ing it
called for," and the priests tooted on the ram's horns. light shone in Peter's prison and his chains fell off. "Original Sin." Now, if we examine this idea, that
Instead of singing a dismal song like a modern Rpil'it There certainly have been some queer concentrations original sin means, we will find it enclosed entirely
circle, the whole people shouted with a will. No of magnetic light around some of the mediums, and in the religious fervor, influencing the minds of the
wonder the wall fell (if it ever did), though no men- they have a queer way of shaking off handcuffs ; but people ; they feel oppressed, or in other words, sometion is made of sappers and miners.
if we find so many ways of explaining these phenom- thing is wrong; this something, then, we know to be
Judges, xv.-We find Sampson !tt the rope and cab- ena on rational grounds, why make such a time' about purely ideal, yet it is imposed upon the tleluded peoinet trick. He had himself tied successively with the bare possibility of one Peter having had the same ple as a reality, and they feel it as such, because
new cords, green withes and new ropes; but every experience 2,000 years ago ?
their emotional organization is afrected in a manner
time the "committee" approached the medium to exI have thus shown how readily these old stories the same as from reality. We thus find tbat Religion
amine the knots, the stupid fellow, instead of slip- can be put in the same boat with the new ones. If per se is the "Original Sin," under which the human
ping the ropes off, broke them by main strength and any of the D.D. 's "cry for more," I am ready.:
race is groaning; all emotional influence acting upon
awkwardness. At his last seance, though his eyes
man through the imposition of these cuuning priests
SI. Rocco.
were bandaged, he smashed the cabinet and the affair
for their own aggrandizement, is what oppresses manbroke up in a row, with many sore heads.
kind, and through their ignorance not knowing any
1 Kings, xviii.-Elijah called down from heaven a
What is Religion 1
better, they submit to the priestly diction, only to be
fire that consumed a sacrifice, a stone altar and the
drawn deeper into their toils. Yes, religion is the
It is very easy to ask a question, but not always so original sin that curses mankind.
water in a trench. Well, they say that an old woman
L. T. W.
up nt the Eddy's made a fire burn by pouring water easy to answer it intelligibly, so that all may compre(Ja1'ondelet, .Mo.
on it. Shall we believe the old story sooner than the hend the answer. Among these questions (for in religion there are many,) that have come clown to us
new ? " Do gray hairs make folly venerable ? "
"MILLIONS upon millions were sacrificed upon the
2 Kings, iv,-There is commotion in the Syrian with scarcely a thought of their meaning, and what
Court, because "Elisha the prophet that is in Israel idea they were intended to represent. 0ur ancestors, altars of bigotry. The Catholic burned the Luthe(and many miles away) telleth the King of Israel the as we may call them, though not of the same race, ran, the Lutheran burned the Catholic, the Episcowords that thou (Syrian King) speaketh in thy bed yet form a part of our antececlence, and the ideas palian tortured the Fresbyterian, the Presbyterian
Every denomination
chamber.'' Very simple clairvoyance. Some of the of one became engrafted upon the ideas of those who tortured the Episcopalian.
'' :;eventh sons," who advertise in the Herald, can were our immediate ancestors. The idea attached to killed all it could of every other ; and each Christian
the word religion has, perhaps, a greater diversity of felt in duty- bound to extirminate every other Chrisequal it.
2 Kings,xxii.-Hezekiah is magnetized into thinking conditions than any other word in our language. tian who denied the smallest fraction of his creed.
that he sees "the shadow brought ten degrees back When we see a barbarous. race giving attention to, In the reign of Henry VIII-that pious and moral
and going through a ceremony ever so rude, we say founder of the apostolic Episcopal Church-there was
in the dial of Ahaz."
1 0hronicles.-David produces plans and specifica- he is at his devotions, which is another word for re- passed by the Parliament of England an act entitled
tions for a temple, and says, like many a modern ligion ; we may thus trace this religious idea through "An act for abolishing the tliversity of opinion."
writing and drawing medium, "All this the· Lord all nations that claim a civilization above savages, And in this act was set forth what a good Christian
made me understand, in writing by his hand upon who are so low in the scale of humanity that they rise was obliged to believe.''
but little, if any, above the brutes that have no thought
me-even all the works of this pattern."
"'rHE Church hates a thinker precisely for the same
Daniel, v.-We find Israel's great prophet, Daniel whatever upon the subject.
A principle or force of so universal acceptance, and reason a robber dislikes a sheritl, or a tbief despises
(in accordance with a previous statement), gratefully
receiving the position of "master of the magicians, so diversified in its character and influence, demands the prosecuting witness."
astrolou:ers, Ohaldeans and soothsayers," and ever of us Infidels a clear understanding of its import, for
without this confusion reigns supreme. Webster gives
ready to beat them at their own games.
"TYRANNY likes courtiers flatterers followers fawnIn the same chapter we read about •· the part of the it, "Religion, to bind, an oath, an obligation, a belief," ers; and Superstition wants believer~. disciple~, zealetc.
Perhaps,
we
may
say,
if
we
must
reduce
the
hand" that wrote on the wall ; but no expert, like
ots, hypocrites, and subscribers."
Olcott, handled that hand, "finding no arm behind word to one point, the cletinition, to bind, covers all
essential
points,
for
we
find
it
so
practically
in
all
the wrist," or looked for a hole in the plaster. Can
"THE Church demands worship-the very thing
we trust the old test more safely than the thousand forms of religion.
The religious sentiment or idea among those who thut man should give to no being, human or divine."
new materializations?
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cared for by relatives ; never be fed, or clothed, or
Heathens of the Heath.
educated at the cost of the community. When a man
Among the friendly notices taken of this interestcan get a thing without labor he will make no effort
to obtain it. Habi~ of labor has to be learned, and is ing work, we clip the following from The Banne1' of
a pleasure, especially if crowned with success, and Liglt.t:
JANUARY 15th, 1875.
will be so if pursued with diligence. When the
The lecture this evening was by Dr. Heitzmann, a time comes that I can get of my fellow-man only as
'' THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH, by William Mclearned scientist and microscopist, recently from Vien- I give in return, when self-interest and competition Donnell, author of 'Exeter Hall,' is a new book of
na, where he has won an enviable reputation as author are left untrammeled by law, then we shall have the five hundred page~, And is a beWitching, mysterious,
and microscopic student upon
millennium, so long dreamed of, but which neither and powerful fiction, which its readers pronounce to
the Christian Church nor any other institution has be such at once. 'Exeter Hall,' as is well rememberTHE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN SKIN.
ever given us ; and what indeed has it given us but eel, was a theological romance ; the 'Heathens of the
He illustrated the subject by splendid diagrams and bloody wars? Insurance is another form of making Heath ' surpasses it in the vivid sketches of character
drawings by himself. The lecture was a lenrned one one part of the community suffer for the carelessness whose actions develop the most remarkable religious
and contamed information upon the subject never be- and neglect of the rest. Goethe says we may grow possibilities._ Theology is generously discussed in its
fore brought to the knowledge of the audience. As up under the tenderest, fostering care, every want pages, but not didactically or in set phrase ; it is done
the lecture contained numerous technical terms, and supplied, every desire gratified, but we shall eventu- in living dialogue, by the changing panorama of inas the accent of the delivery somewhat prevented a ally be thrown back upon ourselves. :Mr. Alger cidents in perpetual motion, and through the conduct
perfect understanding, and as we hope in a future says, " If I loved all men with the same intensity that of its mo&t striking characters. We could not pretend
number to be able to lay the lecture before our readers I love myself, it would prove.my ruin. The divine to give an outline of this fascinating romance in the
in a more perfect form than we are able to present plan is the best." The law of life then is, "primarily space to which the present notice is restricted; suffice
to them now, we decline making a report at this time. for oneself, secondarily for all."
it t~ observe tliat fo_r all that is startling yet truthful,
!\..fter the lecture, a lively discussion took place upThe first criticism offered was by Mr. Wehle. He radiCal and attractive, novel and wonderful, poweron the subject, participated in by_Prof. Ellsburg, Mr. objected to Mr. Moran's patent formula for curing ful and noble, it is one of those books which are writNash, Dr. Atkinson, T. B. Wakeman, Dr. Heuber, the ills of humanity. A close observer will find that ten, not to die with the single sensation it creates,
Dr. Hallock, and Dr. Cook. A little feeling was ex- general rules will not meet all cases since the excep- but to leave au impression on the mind that w.ll
cited for a few moments, but was amicably settled.
tions are nearly as numerou!l. Of course we don't prove indelible and lasting. The romance is entirely
give
anything except we ~et it from some other religions, but in a lnrge and Jib~ral sense. It elevates
JANUARY 22nd, 1875.
source, and probabl:[ Mr. Moran is the only man in the reader's thoughts to a very high plane, and exThe subject of the lecture this evening was, "Do New York that don t require any help from his fel- panels them to the real and vivid comprehension of
Eleemosynary Institutions Benefit Mankind?" which lows. I do often. The speaker's views on eleemos- the grandest and most beautiful truths. It is an enwas very ably handled by the lecturer, Mr. Charles ynary institutions were correct. But they exist and tirely new era in popular literature when religion is
Moran.
have become a necessity and can not at once be abol- powerfully presented in fiction, and so as to stir and
stimulate the hungering soul instead of burying it still
The subject appertains to Political Economy, or ished.
rather to Sociology which is one branch of it. Some
MR. ORMSBEE next spoke. He said the speaker deeper under a load of precepts and dogmas borrowdeny either to be a science. Let us see what science was the Plato, he the Aristotle of this subject of self- ed from tradition, priestcraft, and the creeds. Read
means. Formerly it meant anything systematically interest. He had entertainell the idea that most peo- this book, all you who would enjoy an entirely fresh
arranged. 'fo-day it applies to laws, forces, impulses ple have, that God's cl!arities were all right. After and healthy spiritual sensation. Published by D. M.
in active operation. Tested by that rule, Political reading Herbert Spencer on that subject, I concluded Bennett, New York.
Economy becomes a science, relating to the laws gov- it was a great wrong. One idea I g,. t from this was
erning man in the social condition. The science of that public charities kill private ones. That is, we
Badly Frightened.
Astronomy has only reached its present perfection pay some one to do what we should do ourselves. lf
through long years of patient and unremitting research there is any efficacy in prayer it must be done for oneA friend in Iowa sends a local paper containing a
and analysis. Man has never been analyzed. Only self.
when that is done will Sociology become a science ;
DR. HALLOCK followed, showing that society had a letter referring to friend B. F. UNDERWOOD, who
and the principles and laws governing man's actions duty to individuals, as well as they to themselves. was advertised to deliver a lecture at Oskaloosa:
be fully understood. Law means a force or impulse. Too many mistake philanthrophy for justice. The
"AND SATAN CAME ALSO."
Violating we suffer penalty, obeying are rewarded. Church, boasting of its work, points to its hospitals
EDITOR REFORM LEADER : In looking over your
Hence we see the folly of man-made laws-when for and charitable institutions.
They are rather its
last issue I was startled on observing an announceour code we should look only to the higher laws shame.
which control every atom in the Universe. The moMn. NASH would show where he disagreed with the ment ~ha_t B. F. U nd~r.wood, ~he great exponent of
ment we meet with suffering we know that some speaker. Pain and suffering were not always the l\iatenahsm, would visit our c1ty, and lecture at City
where there has been a violation of law. An infringe- result of the violation of natural law, but the means Hall, on the evening of January 9th and 10th 1875.
ment of a natural law always results in this.
otten for our development, rather than our punish- Subject, Bi~le Prophecies Falsified by Facts of R2qtory.
Man is born with innumerable latent wants, and ment. The law of life should rath r be, •' from each . Now, I will not_ attemp~ to answe: this gentleman
also a craving to satisfy them. The first natural want according to his abi.ity, to each according to his m advance, but will predict an entire failure on his
part to prove his position.
is food, and as he develops, other wants are created need."
·
It appears he is here at the solicitation of "The
which become as much a necessity as a desire for
DR. LAMBERT acknowledged Mr. Moran to be a
food.
First comes the lowest or animal ; afterward master of finance, and in that he' should always hum- Liberal Association." Who constitutes the Liberal
the intellectual. These latter bring far the greatest bly sit at his feet. But on this subject he must criti- Association ?_ Where do the:y: hold their meetings,
joy and satisfaction ; they never cloy or grow stale. cise. The speaker said children should be cared for and what obJect do they have m sending for this selfLabor is one of the necessities of life. It Is only by their relatives; brother by brother, etc. But who admitted Infidel and Materialist, whom we admit to
tlirough its division that any progress has been made is my brother? The man next me-who needs me. be no mean champion of a dangerous cause ? We
in tlie world. It is in this distribution, every one do- With regard to insurance he would say from experi- know the man and have heard him lecture on several
in" his part, that the world has advanced. W t> see ence that he knew life insurance to be conducive to occasions. He denies the Bible and the truth of the
ev';;ry day some reformer comes forward to suggest life and peace. That the satisfaction of knowing our Christian religion, the existence of a personal God
means of improving the race. It would be far better families would be provided for, was a great blessing, and the immortality of the soul. His doctrine one~
to leave it to n~tture. Communism, trades-unionism, and promotive of a satisfaction here. (It is needless a?~ep1ed give!! birth to c•:im~, takes away responsi&c. &c., are all signal failures. Every soul should to say tli.e Dr. is President of a Life Insurance Com- bility for conduct, makes the Intemperate and licentious the equal of the pious and self-sacrificing probe l~it to act as self-interest dictates. There is a great pany.)
cry against self-interest. Nothng is more absurd.
MR. WAKEMAN, at the close, addressed the meeting vided they can succeed in evading the statute ~r 1mTime will come when the muscular l~tbor of man will with regard to the recent rejection of Dr. Joseph man laws of the land (which are all based on the
not be needed, except to direct the operation of the Treat as a witness in the case of Truman VB. Wood- Bible code).
He comes not as a reformer or as a bearer of "glad
forces of nnture. .\Ian loves distinction and will al- hull, Claflin & Co., on account of his not acknowlways seek it. ln the future there will be none except edging any religious belief, (which was referred to in tidings," but as an iconoclast, taking all we have and
that of intellect and intelligence.
our last issue). He said if allowed to stand unchal- giving nothing instead. But we are not fri"htenecl
'l'he good of one is the good of all ; and the evil in lenged it would afford a had precedent, and at any nor do we intend to "whistle to keep our"'courag~
the world effects all humanity. The effect of charity time exclude Liberals who refuse to swear on the Bi- U].J." ~ e have faith in our religion, the divine origin
of the Bible, and the good sense of our people. It is
is one of tlie most damaging and deg-rading in the ble or subscribe to some body's God.
world. It interferes with the plans of nature. The
The following resolutions were submitted and pass- the young and thoughtless only that are in danger and
priesthoods always advocate charity; being non-pro- ed, and a committee of five appointed to attend to the ignorant-those who have nut tasted of the truth
born of God and the religion of Jesus. Therefore we
ducers tl!emselves, they cry charity. Look at the the case.
convents in the world. But, you say, what would
The undersigned, officers and trustees of the N. Y. say to the Christian people of Oskaloosa, arm for the
become of the poor if convents were abolished. You Liberal Club, request the President and Vice Presi- conflict; see to it, that you who are parents and
forget how much greater benefit to the monks and dents of the CluiJ to appoint a committee to see that guardiars, keep your children and wards under close
priests they are, in comparison to the little help they the case of Truman VB. Woodhull be appealed ; that surveillance. Let the clergymen of the respective
afford the poor. To-day charity is a trade, as mucli the right of every man in the State of New York to tes- chur_ch~s appoint rt;~ee,tings on the nights in question,
as commerce or anything else. Whnt is charity? It tify be thereby secured and maintained. That said and InSISt on the laity s presence, and pray with one
is taking from the producer or laborer and giving to committee collect the necessary funds fur the purpose accord for the discomfiture of this child of the Devil.
the idler. When we supply a want even iu a child and account to the Club therefor. And also t!Jat they Satan is strong ; be tempted even Christ himself, and
if a desperate effort is not made to resist this powerful
without some return, we retard nature. There is a confer with other societies for that purpose.
adversary, how can we expect the young and ignorant
government-boanl of charity, which is simply a sys(Signed)
to resist him ?
tem of taking from the industrious and giving to the
CJOURTLANDT pALMER,
Be not deceived, my dear brethren, this is no ordishiftless and non-producers. If the doctrine of selfW. L. ORMSBEE, Jr.,
~ary f<?e.- l~e is blessed with more than ordinary nadependence were taught us, that if we ever came to
D. 'l'. GARDNER,
tive ability, IS a profound scholar rmd evinces a bravthe verge of starvation there would be no help for us
'1'. B. W AKKMAN,
ery worthy of a better cause. He is no outlandish
-no charitable institutions to tal'e us in, do you think
R. T. HALLOCK,
fellow from a backwoods country, but hails from the
young men would turn to grog shops and in thousand
!-IEJNRY EvANS.
classic shades of a modern Athens. I believe that
ways squander their means? Throw away the prop
Committee:
this man is permitted to thus invade Christian comthat alone could sD.stain them in the future ? Every
JAMES p ARTON-.1. Pres.,
munities as a just rebuke to a careless and ease-loving
fine building, every advnnce in science, every imCouwrLANDT .1:" ALMER,
clergy. Our clergymen are becoming lax in duty ·
provement, 1s due to the compounding sources of
CHARLES MouAN,
they are succumbing to the corruption of muder~
those acquired. But, you say, would you let the litT. B. WAKEMAN,
fashionable society; dancing and r.ard-playing arc
tle child or the aged, tlie sick, the infirm suffer? No ;
D. '1'. GARDNElt, Sec.
being tolerated in church circles, and hardly rebuked
there is that instinct in the human breast, that will
REv. CYRUS OLIVER. of tbe Zion M. E. Church, Jersey by the men who are paid to rebuke these evils. Minsupply such wants. But these should not be regular
institutions which a man feels he can rely on at any City, has been arrested for traducing two young ladies. isters are getting so refined that we no longer hear of
time. Man does not laiJor for himself alone ; he la- Justice Corrigan held him to appear and answer at a the terrors of the law, only the glories of the l!ereaf. Iter. Beecherism is very popular nowadayl!-preachbors for his lOved ones. Children should always be subsequent trial.
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ing Jesus as a per;fect man instead of the divine being
we take him to be. One can scarcely tell a J.Vletho·
dist nowadays, or a Baptist, from a Universalist.
Members of orthodox churches proclaim their un be·
lief in a personal devil and literal hell, with all the
bravado of so many Infidels. Once the rich man
could hardly enter the kinp:dom of Heaven. Now he
is the chief corner-stone ; the church doors swing on
silver hinges ; the clergy are dressed in "purj:>_le and
fine linen and feast splendidly every day." When I
was young in my far-off New England home even fire
was not tolerated in church ; now we have furnaces
and splendid chandeliers and hired choirs, and ere long
we will perhaps be called upon to pay for hired
mourners.
The time has been when Infidels were
outlaws; now, they go about challenging Christians
to discuss the origin of the Bible ; flaunt their vile
publications in one's face ; they even have bad the
impudence to establish a tract society in Boston, and
publi~h eulogies on Tom Paine and scatter broad·cast
all over the country the writings of the Tyndalls,
Millses, and Herbert Spencers, who under the digni·
lied title of scientists, are poisoning t,he youthful
minJ with their sugar-coated poison. "0, Jerusa·
!em, Jerusalem ! how oft would I have gathered ye,
but ye would not," etc.

Noble Lives.
There are hearts that never falter
In the battle for the right.
There arA ranks that never alter
Watching through the darkest night.
Anj the agony of sharing
In the fiercest of the strife,
Only gives a nobler daring,
Only makes a grander life.

13

sin no more; I do not condemn thee " and she went brimful of ignorance and superstition, the legitimate re.
but whether she sinned "no more" i~ not recorded. ' suits of priestcraft. Let the thunderbolts of common
sense batter these mummy piles till they go down.
All crushed and stone-cast in behavior,
W. R. WILCOX, Rocky Hill, .N.J. in sending in a list of
She stood as a marble would stand;
new subscribers, writes: Verily ' 1 truth is stranger than
Then the Savior bent down, and the Savior
fiction." I am throwing the seed of truth broad-cast right
under the shadow of the wings of the two churchisms
In silence wrote on in the sand.
lnr. McCosh aml Dr. Hodge) that overshadow the mercy
seat of Princeton College and Seminary. As soon as we
What wrote he? How fondly one lingers,
can get people to divest themselves of preconceived Ol)inAnd questions-what holy command
ions, and look rhatters ·• square in the face," they cannot
Fell down from the beautiful fingers
help seeing how unreasonable and absurd it would [.e for
angels to rebel, have a war and turn devils. It is said in
Of Jesus, like gems in the sand'/
the Scriptures." There was war in heaven. Michael and
his angels fought against the Dragon and his ange Is, and
Oh. bett.er that Homer uncherished,
the great Dragon was cast out-that old serpent called thA
Had died ere a note or device
Devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world." And
Of battle was fashioned, than perished
that God drove Adam out. of the Garden of Eden just for
eating an apple he told him not to eat, and cursed the
The only line written by Christ 1
P.R. J.
earth and exposed Adam and his posterity to hell-fire in
another state of existence with those angels-devils to
A RELIGIOUS VIEW OF THE BEECHER TRIA.L,-The pros- harass and torment them in this world. with the priYiof buming them in hell-fire while eternal ages shall
pects are that Mr. Moulton, 1\fro;. Moulton, Mr. Tilton and lege
roll, and just for eating an apple. Ho11l ausu,·d.
Mr. B. F. Carpenter will swear to Mr. Beecher's confesThe priests tell us what a merciful Heavenly Father we
sion of guilt; that Mr. Beecher will deny the confession, have got. I d"fy them to produce an earthly parent-the
degraded tyrant that ever lived-that would punish
and that both he and Mrs. Til on will deny the general most
his ehildren to that degree. Another dogma. equally abcharge; that there wlll be a cross-examination of the surd, is that Go I was born of a poor woman in a stable.
most searching sort. and a determined and unsurpassing cradled in a manger, reared in the wilderness, worked at
carpenter's trade till thirty years of age; that those
effort to impeach the confronting witnesses; and that the the
angel-devils had kept him there forty days without anyjury will disagree. As the trial goes on, it is one of the thing to eat, and all that twaddle. My dear sir, it looks
saddest scenes that the sun looks dOWn Ul)On in the whole to me more like blasphemy than anything else. to assert
uphold such idle stories.
world. It is pitiful to see poor Mrs. Tilton brought into and
The" plan of salvation" is another institution equally
the court-room daily for theatrical effect. The noncha- unreasonable. What would we think of a Governor that
lance and levity assumed by some who are iuost interest- would not set a prisoner free whom he had pardoned,
not reinstate him again in society, but leave him in
ed are painfully out of place. Whatever be the trutlil at and
jail to writhe in his chains, with the promise of great rethe bottom of the matter, the sin committed by one party wards in another. world? That is just the kind of freeand the wrong endured by another, are of a sort to awak- dom that is offered us through Christ. If Christ is not
to reinstate us in the original condition that Adam
en feelings of the profoundest pity and sobriety.-0/l.ica- able
was in before he transgressed, it is of no practical use
Cid .Advance, Orthodox Gonu>·euational.
whatever, and I would not" give a fig" for it all.

There are those who never weary,
Bearing suffering ~>nd wrong;
Though the way is long and dreary,
It is vocal with their song;
While their Spirits in God's furnace,
Bending to his gracious will,
Are fashioned in a purer mould,
By his loving, matchless skill.
There are those whose loving mission
'Tis to bind the bleeding heart;
And to teach the calm submission
Where the pain and sorrow smart.
TheY are angels bP.aring to us
Love's rich ministry of peace;
While the night is nearing to us
And life's bitter trials cease.
There are those who battle slander,
Envy, jealousy and hate;
Who rather die than pander
To the l)assions of earth's great;
And no earthly power can crush them;
Nei'her fear nor favor hush them.
These alone, are truly great;
These are the conquerors of fate;
These truly live; they never die;
But clothed with immortality,
When they lay their armor down,
Shall enter and obtain the crown.
-Balance . .August, 1874.

"Go and Sin No More,"
The story of Jesus, and the woman taken in adul·
tery as all scholars know, is an interpolation in the
text: As it is fonnd in only one of the gospels, and
not in the oldest manuscripts of that gospel, there is
no ret1son for believing that the events as recorded
ever happened. Still, the _majority of C!lris.tians accept it as truth, and :ts genu me an? auth~ntatJ ve as the
Sermon on the Mount. IllustratiOns of the event, of
the persecuting crowd, the ~ompassiouate Jes~1s, and
the humiliated, perhaps pe~Jt~nt woman at l_ns feet,
hang up in hundreds of Chnst1an homes ; while these
mao-ic words are daily used to shut up the mouths of
the"merciless in all Christendom, "He that is without
sin among you, let him cast. tl_w first stone." If this
story is not strictlv gospel, 1t IS good enough to pass
as such and we ui'ay believe that it is not improbable
that s01i1ewhere sometime, .lesus did say these words
to somebody. \lve!l,grantit; are they altogether wise
words ? Ought he not to have condemned her. ? Is
adultery such a light offense that we should simply
dismiss the offender as the Plymouth Church did
Beechm', with a gentle" Go and sin no more." Jesus
was not called upon to condemn her to be stoned to
death according to the law of _li'I.oses ; th~t. power did
not belong to him but to the c~v1~ authont1es. Is not.
such amicable ti'eatJnent of crumnals weakness rather
than wisdom? Perhaps there were palliating circumstances in this case which made such tender treatment
politic and wise ; perhaps the elderly Phari~ees ha~
been rather hard on such offenders; but loolung at 1t
from a modern stand-point we think it would have
been wiser if Jesus had rebuked tho woman for her
great sin and then turned to the .Pharisees and denounced the extreme severity of their laws against
adultery, which were out of all proportion to the of·
fense. But he simply said to the woman, "Go and

GEORGE VA.NDERHOFF, Esq., the eminent actor, in reply
to the Rev. Mr. Talmage's bitter attack on Theatres, used
these truthful words: "I know of no single profession; I
want to weigh my words-I know of no single profession
which has produced, in proportion to its numbers, so
many and such flagrant instances of crime, such gross
immoralities, such breaches of confidence and trust, as
well as of the divine law, of which they are supposed to
be exemplars, as the clerical profession."
BUCOLIC.
In the spring the spurs grow longer on the gaudy rooster's legs;
In the spring a pullet's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
eggs.
-St. Louis Democrat.
AQUATIC.
In the spring the vernal blubber ripens in the burnished
whale;
In the Spring a tadpole's fancy lightly turns to thoughts
of tail.
.
-.Minneapolis 1'1·ibune.
URBAN.
In the spring th' umbrella owner 'gins to wonder which
is his;
In the spring the soda fountain lightly turns to thoughts
of fizz.
-Boston Globe.
DOlliES TIC.
In the spring the vagrant tomcat howls with more discordant cry;
In the spring the housewife's fancy turns to thoughts of
rhubarb pie.
-Boston .Advertiser.

Jlriendlu

fii Ol'l'tSJ! ondence.

JosEPH B. SELLEGREN, Knoxville, Ill., writes: I must
say I like THE TRUTH SEEKER and I wish tt to be a permanent success.
A. BELLis, Berlin, Wis., writes: I have this morning
been reading over your P<wer of Jan. 1st. I find so many
excellent articles in it, and so much to be learned from
it, that I desire you to s 'nd it to my daughter attending
school at Michigan University. Please find address below, and the money enclosed.
JoHN G. JENKINS. Denver. Col., writes: Send me tile
"four dollar Combination" you advertise. I like THE
TRUTH SEEKER very much, It is of the right striue and io;
bound to do much good in storming the sirongholds of
Supertitition, I shall do the best I can to promote its circulation.
CHA.s. JONEs, Waynesville, Ill., writes: I am very much
pleased with your paper. I hope it willlwep on advancing until reality is substituted for ima(Jination and falsehood. I am a well-wisher to the cause of truth.
IsRAEL BETZ. Oakville. Pa., writes: THE TRUTH SEEKER
is improving rapidly. The reports of the Liberal Club
are very interesting. I hope yon will before long give us
the lives and deaths of noted Infidels. This is still a
great scare-crow among the ignorant.
WM. WEsT, West Elizabeth, Pa., writes: Send me THE
TRUTH SEEKER for six months to start On. As a (fOOd
Christian, I want to read some 1·eli(Jious publication. and
I find THE TRUTH SEEKER just "fills the bill." Elder
·Harkins' Sermons are very comforting these hard times.
H. H. HALSEY, OrPgon, writes: I must compliment you
on the neat and tidy appearance of THE TRUTH SEEKER
which comes all readv gummed and trimmed, ready for
reading. with the date at the head of every page. The
matter contained in its columns seems to me just about
right, and I read it with great interest.
J. P. E. WHEDON, Winterset, .Iowa. upon sending in
thirty names of trinl subscribers, writes: l\Ir. Kiser and
myself have done what we could to seml you a list of new
names, and we hope some of them will become permanent subscribers. We intend continuing our efforts for
the spread of "the bread of life." It is conceded by those
who appre~iate the" situation" that THE TRUTH SEEKER
columns are giving some of the hardest blows to priestcraft of any paper extant. Don't "let up." Brother Bennett, for the weak-kneed gentlemen of our ran lui. but pile
on the blows "thicker and more of them." The world is

THos. B. JOHNSON, Sterling, Iowa, writes: I read your
remarks on Noah's Flood in former numbers with much
interest, and thought you threw some new light upon the
subJeC.t. You showed the utter impossiJ?ility of the whole
story m the clfmrest manner. It IS plam a new creation
of the entire vegetable kingdom would have been necessary after its inevitable death from being covered for
months with water. Not an oak of the forest or a blade
of grasR of the fields could have escaped. There are
many minor points that might be questioned-for instanP-e, was the one window of the ark put in after glass
was invented or before? We have no account of gJass
being invented so long ago as that. The window could
only have been a scuttle. and therefore as it was closed
the inmates must have been in utter rlarlmess. and old
Noah would be troubled to tell Mrs. Noah from one of his
daughters-in-law. from the ele):lhant's trunl• or from a
boa-constrictor. I think :!!Irs. Noah must have been as
patient as Job. for we have no reason to suppose God provided a cook-stove f<;n· her, or a chimney for the ark; and
we have no account m the story that she ever fretted o1·
scolded, or gave any" curtain lectures" to the captain of
the vessel. She was truly an example of peacefulness
and patience for the ladies of the present time. There is
no account that Noah or either of his boys ever brought
a pail of water or cut a stick of fire-wood during the
whole voyage. _As f~r tl?e animal kingdOJl?. ~II perishing
that were not w1th !11m m the ark, I thud• 1t 1s a matter of
doubt. l\Iet.hinks I see the young ducl•s Notth left out in
t.he rain "·ithout an umbrella. enjoying themselves finely. True, it might have been inconvenient for them in
" breeding time," but perhaps the old ducks made necessary accommodations ~ccordipg to circumstances, and
gathered together ftoatmg tw1gs and grass, and in the
crotch of some floating trees built their nests and raised
their broods. Naturalists tell us some birds build floating nests and succeed admirably. I cannot say whether
birds take the spirit form or not, but one whispered to
me last night and said:
I ride on the wave while I sleep,
The dee I) all my wants will supply;
On the crest of the surf I can creel),
And feed on the salt water fly.
My home is well known to the whalers,
A thousand or two miles from the shore;
And superstitions seize the mind of the sailors
If by chance I am struck with an oar.
'
I follow the course of a steamer,
And play on the crest of the foam;
I call to my mate like a screamer,
And over the billows we roam.
Not a flood since creation began,
But what I've enjoyed like a lark;
And oft have I pitied the man
That God had shut up in the ark.
[So said the sea-chicken, or Mother Cary's chicken.]
The sea utters reply:
Drown me! Indeed what a folly;
Indeed. sir, I'd show you a trick,
I live on fat salmon quite jolly.
Rise up, take fresh air with a lick.
I lie like a log on the wave,
So expose my full side to the sun;
I know that the water's my grave,
But not till my mission is done.
I change my abode at my leisure,
Nor caoo wilero the drift it may carry;
I ride on the iceberg with pleasure.
And where there's good feeding I tarry.
'T"is true, I've enemies round,
I know well the smiles of a shark.
But still was not born to be drowned
Or breathe the foul air of the ark.
Such. frien:l, are my muRings fo'r pastime.
If the beaver. mink, ospray, swans.pelicans. gnails and
the like use me f. -r medium to inform the world how thev
rode out the storm, on floating logs,living on fish, I wiil
keep you posted.
Some critics ask, what became of the" 'l'ree of Life"
and good and evil? Why, sir, they were drowned out in
the flood with all the vegetable kingdom, and as they carried so much trouble in the brief time they existed, God
deemed it best not to take the trouble to re-create them.
In closing, permit me to say I admire your pluck, spirit and perseverance. Go on in the good fight.
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CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER.

A Grand Co1nbination! I,.............~............,......_
$10.00 for $4.00.
THE LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE FOR 1875,
THE HERALD OF HEALTH FOR 1875,
THE TRUTH SEEKER FOR 1875,
THE CoMPLETE WoRKs oF SHAKEsPEARE,
in one volume of over 1000 pages and 36
illustrations, and that charming Chromo,

"J US T

0 N E,"

all sent, post-paid, for only Four Dollars.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 .BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

RARE OFFERS!
We offer a

~ample

of

The Ladies' Own Magazine,
a sample of its premium Chromo, and
choice of the following popular books, all
for 50 cents: Victor Hugo's BELLRINC··
ER OF NOTRE DAME, Goldsmith's
VICAR OFWAKEFIELD,Lamb's ESSAYS, Defoe's ROBINSON CRUSOE.
Gerald Griffin's COLLEEN BAWN.
OBJECT, to introduce our superb Magazine and get agents for it. It is the best
LITERARY. H 0 U S E H 0 L D and
FA S H I 0 N :r.ronthly published. SUPERBLY ILLUSTRATED. Bound in
Buy the Best.
Price $7'.50. ILLUMINATED COVERS. Over 40
first-class writers. ROMANCE. BIOCSIXTY THOUSAND SOLD IN TWO YEARS!
RAPHY. HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.
Medal awarded at the N.Y. State Fair. 1874; First Premium at Western N.Y. Fair. POETRY. PHILOSOPHY, HEALTH,
1874; 12 State Fair Premiums taken the past year; also. Silver :Medal of Honor at Penn. SC!ENCE. FASHION.
State Fair, 1874.
postpaid, with a
This gem of a Washing Machine has claims on public attention that few machines
'
'Superb Chromo,
possess.
·
in
16
Oil
Colors.
LARGE
GASH PAY, or
We have tried it and find it all that it is claimed for it.- West Rural.
Splendid Premiums for Clubs.
We have thoroughly tested the Calkins' Champion Washer and find it in all respects
simple, durable and cheap; efficient in its work, and capable of doing all that is
n\:r
Clake $50 a week. Now is
claimed for it. We endorse the Champion and recommend the tirm.-P1·airie Farme1·.
the time to Subscribe,
and
make
up
Clubs.
We have seen the machine in operation, and feel safe in recommending it to our
read.ers.-Moore's Rural New Yo1·ker.
T. A. BLAND, Publisher,
.Aamost every family will buy it, after seeing it in use. Send for descriptive Circulars and Terms to Canvassers.
·
11 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER CO.,

$2 00 A YEAR

A ENTS

106 Chambers Street, New York, and 207 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
Having made special arrangements with the Company, we can send it by Express to
all parts of the country, at the Company's price. In connection with THE TRUTH
SEEKER, we send it at a greatly reduced price.

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, New York

Scottish Western Loan Co.,

J. M.

FOJ~LETT.

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.

We will send by mail, post-paid:
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Le Boy, Minnesota,
Sewing :r.Iacbine Agents and Dealers please
send for circular. We want the patronBRANCH OFFICE, 332 East 13th St., N. Y
age of every "liberal" in America.
saw this Aclv. in THE SPIRITUALMONEY INYES'fED ISTSayATyou
WORK.
FOLLETT & IIILL,
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
On Improved Farms in Minne- Sewing-Machine
Attachments, Needles,
sota and Iowa,
Oils, etc., etc.,
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO,. ILLINOIS.
Running 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
BEST
AND CHEAPEST
in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
Q- 10 per cent. paid on receipt of money
a~ the Bank, or in New York until invested.
For full particulars, send for Circular.
To Jan. 1.1876.

Bankers,

SEEDS

In America or Money Refunded.

The recent extraordinary attention tae
subject is attracting, and its investigation
by eminent scientists, increases the demand for current literature devoted to the
subject. In order that all may become familiar with the most able, fearless and
widely-circulated exponent of Spiritualism. we will send the
·

Religio-Philosophical Journal
3

MONTHS

for 30 CENTS.

POSTAGE FREE AFTER JANUARY 1st.
The JoURNAL is a large 8-page weekly
p_aper, regular price $3 per yea1A now in its
:Ninth Year. Address S. S. JuNES. EDITOR, 180 E. Adam St., Chicago.
N. B.-State where you saw this advertisement.

Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price&, quality,
reliable, fresbfenuine seeds, true to name.
A nice Flora and Ganlen Guide free.
Wholesale list for Seeds men free.
R. H. SHUMWAY,
Rockford, Ill.
till Apl. 15.

No Quarter to Superstition!
Every Freethinker should
have our New Catalogue of
English and American Free~·
thought and Miscellaneous
Books. SENT FBEE! Rare,
scarce," 0. P." works a specialty.
Address
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES, Bibliopole,
Bronson, Mich.
6t8

II

Seeds, B e d d i n g

&c., and is invaluable
Gardener and Florist.

D. M. FERRY & CO.
Seedsmen and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.

"Co1nmon Sense."
A Spi1·itnal Papev fm· the Pacific Coast.
A SIXTEEN-PAGE WEEKLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO
THE PHENOMENA AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITU ALISl\I, SOCIAL REFOR:III, WO:IIIAN SUFFUAGE,
ETC., ETC.
The only Free Thought Jotlrnal west of
the Rocky l\Iountains,
An Excellent Corps of Contributors.
.Reports of Radical LecturE's and DiscusS1ons.
This paper bas now rea~hed its 32cl nnmher. and is growing in interest and infiuence. It is filled mainly with original matter, well written and ably edited.
Three Dollars per. Annum, Post-paid.
Specimen copies sent free. Add tess
COl\f:IIION SENSE,
236 Montgomery St,,
San Francisco, Cal.
--~-~-----------------

500,000 Freethinkers
WAN'TED
To subscribe for the second volume of

Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should read a copy of

E. B. HILL.

G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

SPIRITUALISM.

Every Person

mailed Free
to all appHThis
one of the
and most
Catalogues published. It
is printed on beautily tinted paper, con216 pages, two ele·
colored plates, over
fine engravings, and
full descriptions, prices,
directions for planting about
varieties of Vegetable

PROFESSOR DRAPER'S

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

Religion and Science.
Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
Sent by mail. postage paid, on receipt of
price, $1.75, Address
D. :III. BENNETT,
335 Broadway.

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOXERY BOOX.
By :III. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

THE LYCEUM.
A l\fonthly Illustrated Liberal Paper for
the Yqung, designeq t,o tei}ch them "Relig1011 w1thout Superst1t10n. Its writers are
amongst the ablest in the Liberal ranks
and, II'! it oc<'upies an <:xclusive field-the
educatwn of th.e young 1n the principles of
FrP-etbougbt-1t appeals to every liberal
and non-c~ureh membe1: for support.
Thf nul?hsher, determmed to offer every
poss1ble mducement to subscribe makes
the following very libr,ral
'
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Two dozen steel pen5, or the excellent
little book, "Stories for Our Children "
and THE LYCEUM three months for twentyfive cents and a 3 cent stamp for postage.
Two doz~n stec,l, pens, and the "Stories
for Our Children, or four dozen steel pens
and THE LYCEUM six months for fifty cts.
and two 3 cent stamps for_posta.ge.
For seventy-five cents THE LYCEUI\I will
be s~nt one year and "One pack of Aritbmet1cal Cards and Games," or four dozen
steel p,ens1, and the "Stories for Our Children, 'or The Lyceum Stnge."
For one cl<?llar THE LYCEUM will be sent
onA year. w1th one pack of •· Arithmetical
Carel~ and Games a!}cl four dozen steel
pens, or one pack of Anthmetical Cards
and <James." the "Stori.es for our Children, and two dozen ste.el pens
When requested we will oubstitute other
books of equal value for any of the above
.'l'be above liberal rates itre made to se~
cure tho pa.tronage of every one not in
sympathy w1tb the cburehes. Please for'yard the amount of at least one subscriptwn to
P. H. ~ATESON,
Pubhsber of THE LYCEUI\I
8
TOLEDO, OHio.

Which should be in the hands of every person who would Rat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains
besides the science of eating and one hun:
clrecl answers to questionR which most people are anxious to know, nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foodR and drinks, bow to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate chi!- -~~clren so as to get the best bodily developTW8 PAPER IS ON FllA!: WI'l'H
ment. Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them, and so will mothers who have
delicate 0bilclren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
WbP.re Atlvcrtisinl01' (~ontractH cnn be madE
335 Broadway, N, Y.
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.Altman's New Price List.

.Altman's New Price List.

.Altman's New Price List.

MORRIS ALTMAN begs to state to his old friends and
patrons that he has made extens'ive reductions in his various departments, and earnestly calls attention to the
following quotations. The fullest satisfaction is guaranteQd in every instance, and all goods not suiting will be
exchanged, or the money rElturned in full.

SILKS.

We haveJ·ust received a fine assortment of Ladies' and
GS_ent's Ki Gloves, including the following specialties.
mgle button blk and co I'd Kid Gloves at 50c. per pair,
~ext_grade ,j:>et~er at 95c. per pr. Warranted.
ALTMA~ K1d Glove, our own make, in black and all
fashiOnable shades, at $1 25 two-buttoned, every pair
..
tak~n J;>,ack an~ a new pair given if \hey rip or tear.
J osepi_Jme real K1d Glove, perfect quality, at $1 95 per
pmr.
" Lucca" Ki~ Glove. an excellent wearing glove, at 95c
per na1r, two button.
Gauntlet Gloves, every color and shade, 63c. and upward.
A large assortment of Woolen Gloves for Ladies' Gents'
and CJ:!ilclren at the lowest prices, from 25c.' to $1 oo
per pa1r.
Gent's Fine .French Dogs kin Gloves, every color, at $1 29
per pa1r.
Gents' p.ne French Gloves. excellent wear, at 95C. per pair.
Ladies 3 4 and 6 button, every shade, $1 40 anclll so.
Full assortment of Cloth and Wollen Gloves. from 25cts.
to $1 per doz.

N. B. To insure the immediate dispatch of orders by
mail a P. 0. Order, Draft, or Registered Letter must accompany each. Goods by express sent C. 0. D. Packages can be sent by mail at the rate of 2c. for 4 ounces and
1 centfor every additional two ounces, or fraction thereof
under four pounds.

Black Silks. qf excellent quality
- $1 $1 19 and $1 25
Better and Wid~r . $1 33 $1 50 and $2.
;slack gros-gram Silk, very rich and good,
$1 50 to $2 50
The very best grades.
3 and 3 50
Colored Trimming Silks. all shades
$1 3S and 1 5o
Colored Dress Silks at
- $1 25 $1 50. $2 oo and 2 50
Black Satin~!!, beautiful lustre, at
-' 1 50,1 75 and 2 oo
Colored Satms at
1 50, 2 oo and 2 25
B)ack and Colored Vel vAts at
1 50. 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
5 oo, 6 oo. s oo and 10 oo
Velveteens 1!-t
- 60c., 75c. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
Hat Sashes m everl shade and color.
Sash Ribbons in a! colors and widths, from 65c. up
Colored. Fringed Sashes, all the new shades, at ve~y low
P~JCes.

We refer to A. T. Stewart & Co., H. B. Claftlin & Co., E. S.
Jaffrey & Co., J. B. Spellman & Co .• and all the leading
Houses in New York City, also to D. M. Bennett, Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and G. L. Henderson, Banker, both
ef whom are well known to all Liberals, and especially to These goods will all be found Extraordinary Bargains
the readers of this paper, as to our responsibility and in- and includes
'
Hamburg edging at 10 cts. per yard and upwards.
tegrity.
Real Guipure Laces at 25 cts. per yard and upwards.
Black Thread Lace at 20 cts. ner yard and upwards.
Valenciennes edging from 5~. per yard and upward.
Patent Valencinnes edging from 6c. per yard upwards.
Beaded black Yak Laces at 25c. per yard and upwards.
All goods incidentHl to this Department not ht>rein comBeaded black Yak insertion at 3Sc. per y'd and upward.
prised are in stock, and will be furnished at equally low
Black Yak Laces at lSc. per yard and upward.
prices.
Cluny Laces from 15c. and upward.
Clark's 0. N. T. Spool Cotton! warranted, at 6Sc. per doz.
Colored blonde Laces, from 1oc. per yard and upward.
Clark's Cotton on black spoo s, warranted. at 6Bc.
"
White blonde Laces from 9c. per yard and upward.
Brook's glazed Cotton. white. black and col'd, 68c.
"
Spanish Lace for ScarfR at 50c. per yd and upward.
Coat's white, black and colored cotton, at - 6Sc.
"
Black Lace Veils, all paterna, at. 5oc. per ycl and upward.
Corticelli's and Belding's bl'k and col'd
Black
Silk Fringe at 23c. per yd. Black Silk beaded
Sewing Silk,100 yds. at
1oc. per spool. Fringe 35c.
per yd. and upward.
Corticelli's black and col'd Button Hole
Black Silk Galoon 5c, per yd. and upward.
Twist at
2c.
Black
Bullion
Fringe from 20c. per yd and upward,
Knitting Cotton. white and colored, at
9c. per ball
Black Beaded Gimp at 20c. per :t_d and upward.
Milward's best Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Large
assortment
111 Hamburg Embroideries.
CrowleY's patent Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Large lot of Hamburg insertion at 6c. per yd.
Milliner's best needles, at 6 cents per paper.
Swiss
Medalion
Embroideries,
great variety at very low
Best American Pins, at 6 cents Per paper and upward.
Best English Pins, finest manufacture, 'varranted, at 10 prices.
Lace
Tidies
in
every
variety
at
1oc. and upward.
cents per paper.
Patent Safety Pins, at 6 cents per dozen, in all sizes.
French Hair Pins. two papers for 3 cents, in all sizes.
Best English Hair Pins, at 6 cents per paper. all sizes.
Best English Hair Pins, assorted sizes. at s cents per
box.
English Pin Baoks, black and white assorted, at 15 cents.
Mourning Pins, at 6 cents and upward.
Buttons of every description, in all the leading styles, A Valuable Reduction in prices has taken place in this
greatly reduced. From 10 cents to $1 per doz.
Department, and we imperatively state that no
Black and colored A!pacca Braids, 6 yard pieces,at 6 cts.
·· Can't-Break-'em" Corset Steels, at 10 cents a pair.
other house can compete with the general
Cotton Corset Laces, at IS cents per dozen.
inducements we offer. We quote the
Linen
•·
" 3 yards long, at 5 cents each,55 p. doz.
following as a sample:
, Linen Shoe Laces, at 4 cents per dozen, all lengths.
Whalebones, at 45 cents per dozen, full lengths.
Ladies' Fine Chemises, warranted Muslin, finished suJet Beads, all sizes, every variety, in latest novelties, at
perbly on Wheeler & Wilson machine. French corded
5 cents per bunch.
band. extremely neat. so cts.
Bl'k Alpacca from 25 cents to 50 cents in fi(OOcl makes.
Ladies' Fine Chemises finished as above, with 75 tucks,
The celebrat.ei" Buffalo" Brand, pure Srlk Lustre, at S2 yoke
back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids
cents ·per yard; equal to that sold at $1.00.
and
sleeves at $1.50.
Dress Goods of every kind, style and price. ·
Ladies'
Chemises en pointe French pattern with fine
Bl'k Waterproof Cloth, a superior quality, at 92 cents.
hand-JLade needlework edging and inserting, at $1.4S.
The very best English Waterproof cloth at $1.38.
Ladies'
Night
Robes, Utica Mills Muslin, pointed, tuckNavy Blue Waterproof Cloth at $1.13 per yd.
eq, and rufl).ed yoke back and front, full length, at $1.10.
Medium and clear Blues from $1.25 to $1.75.
Ladies'
N1ght
Robes. tucked and embroidered yoke,
White and ~olored Flannel$ at all prices.
Masonville l\1uslln, trimmed and embroidered collars aud
Ladies' Suits in Empress Cloths, Merino's, Cashmeres, cuffs,
reduced
from
$2.95 to $2.25
Lateen, and all other cloths from $10 to $60 per suit, made
Ladies' Night Robes, greatest attraction in stock, made
and trimmed in Latest Styles.
of best muslin, With diagona.l puffing and embroidered
yoke, back and front, (new shaped) puffed and embroid"This Department is 1·eplete with ihe thousand and one . ered
pointed collars and cuffs. at $5.50. Worth $6.50 to $7.
Ladies' Night Robes-another attractive article-entirearticles inl'idental to it, but which cannot be enume1·ated in
ly " our own style." just received, made with diagonal
this aduertisement."
tucks, puffing and embroidery, robe front; very elaborate. $5 to $6.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with deep hem
MILLINERS, STOREKEEPERS AND DRESSMAKERS
and wine tucks ao 75 Cents.
·
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks and
will be supplied with goods on unusually advantageous
ruftle and diagonal tucking at 85 cents.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, with deep hem. cluster of
terms, and every care and despatch, will be
tucks and needle work inserting, handsomely finished on
Wheeler & Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
used in filling orders.
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with double ruftle,
cluster of tucks. at $1.
Ladies' Fine Walking Skirts, made of Lonsdale 1\'Iuslin,
with cambric flower, six inches deep. diagonal puffing
and tucking with needle-work insert111g five inehcs deep

Laces and Embroideries.

Notion Department.

Ladies' Underclothing,

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT.

at$5.

Train Skirts, fine muslin, deep hem, cluster of tucks
six inehes long, at $1.90.
Ladies' Train Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of
tucks, puffs, inserting and puffs over, with deep cambric
ruftle. at $5.50.
Ladies' i\fasonville muslin Underskirts. with ruftles and
cluster of tucks, at 95 cents.
Ladies' Cambric Toilet Sacques, trimmed with fine ruffling, at $1.40.
Linen and l\Iuslin Pillow-Cases and Pillow-Stands, in
A beautiful assortment of French Flowers in Roses
Buds, Pansers, etn .. from 1oc. to $5.
' plain ruftles and neerlleworl• inserting, &c., on hand and
Floral Dress Trimmings and Bridal Wreaths. branched made to order. Chemises. square-tucked bosoms, trimmed with ruftles, 75 cents;
to order, in any style.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
A fine assortment of Pompons, Feathers and Wigs.
Corset Covers, trimmed with Hamburg edging, insertAn extensive assortment of Fancy Feathers, very rich,
ing,
ruftling, tucks, &c., at so cents to $1.50.
from 25 cents up to $20.
All the newest shades of Ostrich and Plume de Cock
Bands for trimming, from 65 cents and upward.
HOSIERY, etc.
All the newest styles of blue steel and jet ornaments at
the lowest priceR.
·
Elegant Ostrich Plumes, in all the latest shades, $2 and Ladies' Iron Frame Hose, excellent rruality, at 25c. per pr.
Ladies' full regular made Hose, at 25c. per pr.
Up.
Ladies' fine Balbriggan Hose at $2 50 per 1-2 doz.
The latest shapes in Felt Hats, at S5 cents to $1 25.
Ladies' Striped Hose in every variety at 46c. per pr. aud
Elegnnt Imported Felt Hats, best. quality, at $1.15 to $3.
upward,
Drab Felt. Hats, in the latest, most fashionable styles, S5
A full line of Ladies' Cashmere and Woolen Hose at lowcents aud up.
est
prices.
Silk Velvet Hats, of our own importatiou. in all qualiChildren's White and Colored Wonlcn Hose, a particular
tiPs. at great bargains from $4 to $10.
specialty.
Evening Bonnets, elegantly trimmed, from $20 to $35.
Carriage Bonnets. exquisite in design and quality $15 to Gents' ful) regular Half Hose. cheapest in the city, at 25c
a pan·,
$30, already trimmed in the latest styles.
Ladies' and Misses' trimmed .Bonnets and Hats for gen- Gents' J\'l;erino and Cashmere Hose at 43C. and upward.
Geuts' Shaker Socks, not to be equalled, at 34c. per pair.
eral .wear,,in all shapes and shades, at $6 and upward.
Children s B_onnets and l\fisses' Round Hats, from $5
to $15. ready tnmmed.
Infant's Cn.ps in all the new styles, at great bargains or Ladies' Hemst.itchecl Handkerchiefs. at 12c. and upward.
made to iJrcler at. lowest prices.
'
Gents' Linen Handkerchiefs, superior quality, at 18o. and
Mourmng goolls made to order at the earliest notice.
upwardR.
Sent in neat boxes. perfect]y.
Gents' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all Linen, at 39c. up.

One of the largest, and the most elegant and original
assortment of Imported Novelties to be found in this city,
is now in stock, includiug the following specialities. All
goods selling lower than at any other house.

Gent's Furri.ishing Department.
This department is replete with a splendid assorted
stock, and our prices are such as undersell any other
establishment, where quality is included.
100 doz. Gents' Merino Shirts and Drawers at 50c. and up
75 "
"
Clouded, all sizes, at
'
64c
•· ·
75 "
"
Red Flannel woven very fine, $1 69
"
Our own make Dress Shirts, perfect fit made of Wamsutta 1\'Inslin, fine linen bosoms, open or closed at back,
at $12 per half doz.
Extra fine ,Perfectly fitting Dress Shirts, New YOrk l\Iills
Muslin with Richardson's best linen bosoms, made
in any :;;tyle to order, at $14 per half dozen
Gents' White Dress Shirts as low as $1 each.
'
Gents' Merino Under Shirts at S5c. up to $2 oo.
Gents' Suspenders, evArY variety. at 25c. up.
Gents' Windsor Scarfs, b0st qua.litv, at S9c. and up
"
Wide end colored TieR, endiess variety, at 45c.
"
Collars and Cuffs in all the latest styles,
Collars pure Linen. latest styles, $2 oo per doz.
Columbia 3 ply linen collars, at $1 90 per doz.
Turn down collars at. $1 75 per cloz,
3 Pi¥ cuffs at 25c. per pair.
St. James Cuff. 3 ply, all linen, at31c. per pair.
Elmwood Paper Collars at 25c. per box.
Superior Paper Cuffs at 32c, per box of 10 prs.
"
Common Paper Collar at any price per box.
A large assortment of Boys' l\ferino Shirts and Drawers
at 50 cents.
Boys' aud Children's full regular made Shirts and Drawers at 73c. and upward.
Children's 1\Ierino Dresses, all sizes at $1 25 upward.
Ladies' and Misses' Merino Vests and Drawers at all
prices.

Toilet De:partment
Jewelry, &c.
Tooth Brushes, excellent to best. from 10c. and upward.
Nail
"
"
"
"
He.
"
Hair
"
::
"
2Sc.
Dressin~ Combs
"
1oc.
Hanel JlfHrors, elegant designs,
31c.
Tortoise-shell Back Combs, 25c.
Ladies' Rubber Belt Buckles,
25c.
"
Jet
"
"
25c.
Ladies' Jet l'arrings, in latest designs 1oc.
"
Real Garnet SetR, - 38c.
"
Bracelets of all kind-;, 38c.
Beaded Belts.
- 75c.
Leather Belts,
- 2oc.
Rubber Belts,
- 45c.
Beaded Pockets,
50c.
J.eather Satchels. in newest styles, at $1.50 and up.
Real Russia Leather Satchels, from $4.50 and uP .
lifo rocco Pocket 13ooks, from 1S cents and upward.
Real Russia Leather Pocket Books, from 35c. up.
Shawl Straps,
from 45c. and up.
Childrens' School Bags,
Sl to S9 cents.
Ladies' Ties,
- 2S cents and upward.
"
Linen Collars.
- 7 cents
"
Linen Cuffs,
- from 5 cents per pair.
Neck Ruftling,
- from 15c. and upward.
"
Undersleeves, - from 45c. and upward.
Gilt and Jet Earrings. Pins and Bracelets, from 25 cents
per pair, or as high as $5 per sot, according to quality and design. We guarantee that, in the exercise
of our own judgment, on receiving as near a deseription as possible of what is required, and the
price desired to be paid, we will give eutire satisfaction or refund the money on return of goods C. 0. D.
Ribbons of all styles, colors and widths, <tt prices that
will astonish customers.
In Velvet, Velveteens, Satins, and all kindred goods, we
have a full stock, of which we out oa bias at wholesale
prices.
We have on hand 5000 pieces of the Worsted Ball and
Twisted Fringes, now so much in vogue, which we are
9ffering at tile unheard of low price of 4S cents per yard,
111 all colors.
Forty di1Terent styles of the latest designs in Beaded
Gim ps and Fringes, now so fashionable, which we offer
~t from .25 c.euts per yard. up to $3, according to the qualIty and des1gn . . . I Will personally attend' to all orders
coming through the Liberal papers, and having, for many
years, filled orders for the readers of this paper, my judgment may be relied upon in the proper selection of purchases.
All goods not mentioned herein, including such as are
entirely out of our regular line of bu~iness, will be as
judiciously and carefully selected, and as rea<lily seut as
those enumerated, and 1 will guarantee. in all cases, that
the prices will be as low as anywhere else in the United
States. Ladies' and Jlfisses' Suits and Gentlemen's Clothing may be conficlontly ordered. all that is requisite being
the correct measure. and about the style, price and kind
of material required. I will make myself personally responsible for the remainder.
I will guarantee to satisfactorily fill all ordArs that may
be scnt, and assure all patrons that wherev!'r goods are
sent. different in price~ or kinds than order<>d, that the
goods may be returned by express, C. 0. D., at our risk
and expenses.
Address

MORRIS ALTMAN,
OF THE FIRI!I OF Ivi. AL'J'J\IAN & CO.
Sixth AVbllue and 19th Street.
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A WIFE'S farewell to her husband: "BuY
buy."

WANTED.-Young ladies to sell on commission.
ADviCE is like castor oil-easy enough to
give but dreadful to take.
··Woman, with all thy faults I love thee
still." as a man said to his scolding wife.
A WISE philosopher has discovered how
to avoid being dunned-never to go in debt·
" 0 you be darned," said a bachelor as he
poked his toes through a hole in his stocking.

FoR SALE.-A piano, by a lady about to
visit Europe with carved legs in an oak
case.
ABSENCE OF J'>IIND.-A girl once bleW
her lover out of doors and then kissed the
candle.
A voCALIST said he would sing "Way
down on old Tar River," if he only could
get the pitch.
THE greatest triumph of the surgical art
is said to be taking the jaw out of a scold·ng woman."
A GERMAN waiter at a hotel said to a
boarder: "Of you see what you don't want,
yoost spheak out."
A YOUNG physician asked a young Miss
or a kiss. "No, indeed," said she," I wish
no doctor's bill stuck in my face."
"SoMETHING to love" is all very well, but
Jenks says in order to do that he must have
something to put his arms round.
A YOUNG man named Turn married a
cousin by the same name, on the plea that
'one good Turn deserves another,"
·• THE water cure is no new invention,"
says Stiggers, " it is as old as the deluge,
and even then it killed more than it cured."
A WiscoNsiN man recently killed six
skunks in one day. After interviewing the
first one he became reckless and so kept
on.
"I'll give that girl a piece of my mind,"
said a young man. "No," said his uncle,
'I would not do that, you have none to
sl)are."
A WITNESS in a case of assault and batery, when asked what he said, replied: ··I
said to him with the toe of my boot, go
home."
WHEN Adam got tired of naming his descendants, and when he got about half
through he said, "let's quit and cali all the
·est Smith."
"THAT's very singular," said a young
ady, when a gentleman kissed her. "0,"
said he," then I will make it plural," and
gave her another.
A coUNTRY magistrate being called on to
marry a couple, said: "I pronounce you
man and wife, and may God have mercy
on your souls. Amen."
AN Irish crier being ordered to clear the
court-room, did so by announcing: "Now
all you blackguards that are not lawyers
leave the court at once."
THE time has now arrived when the voice
of the shivering husband is heard at claybreak murmuring: "Hanner, where'n the
old scratch are my boots?"
"AM I not a little pale?" inquired a lady
who was short and corpulent, of a crusty
old bachelor. "You look more like a big
tub,'' was the blunt response.
THE young man who sang, "I'm lonely
since mother died," has got bravely over
it. His father has married again and his
step-mother makes it lively for him.
A PERSON was boasting that he sprung
rom a high family. "Yes," said a bystander," I knew some of the same family so
hi(lh their feet could not touch the a:·ottnd.
"HERE'S to the vine that grew the grapes
hat made this wine," said Spivens, as he
swallowed a glass of milk. "What vine
was that?" asked Smitl:). "Bovine." was
the :prompt reply.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY I. 1875.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN often stumbled UP·
on the truth. He said: "The eyes of other
people are the eyes that ruin us. If all but
myself were blind, I should neither want a
fine house nor fine furniture."
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THE LATES1. OUT.
"I CAN'T say as he went to heaven," reTHE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
marked a Fort Scott citizen of a deceased Sent Post-paid by Mail, for $1. Address,
TJVE REMEDY,
townsman," but he vaid a bill of eleven
E. M. McDONALD & CO.,
years' standing only the day before he
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
died. and you can judge for yourself."
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
335 Broadway, New York.
LUNGs, and heals the lacerated and excoriA POOR fellow begged for five cents with
ated surfacps which the von om of the disease produces.
which to pay ferriage over the river. "0,'•
said the party importuned, " if you have
HALL'S BALSAM
no money, it makes no difference which
BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
side of the river you are on."
is also a Sure Remedy for
A LADY setting for her picture was tryThis work contains the latest and most COUGHS,
ing to render her mouth much smaller by important discoveries in the Anatomy and
COLDS,
contracting her lips. "Do not trouble Physiology of tho Sexes; Explains the OrPNEUMONIA,
igin
of
Human
Life;
How
and
when
Menyourself,'' said the artist. "I will draw struation. Impregnation and Conception
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your face without any mouth at all."
occur; giving the laws by which the numAS1'HMA,
ber and sex of offspring are eon trolled, and
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
A MINNESOTA Editor says a man came valuable information in regard to the beCROUP,
into his office to advertise for a lost dog, getting and rearing of beautiful and healWHOOPING
COUGH,
children. It is high-toned, and should
and that such was the wonderful power of thy
be read by every family. With eighty fine
advertising that the dog walked into th~ engravings. AGENTS WANTED.
And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
office while he was writing out the adverSYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF CONTENTS,
tisement.
The Male Organs of Generation.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
A GEoRGIA paper knows a man who went
Price $1 per bottle.
The Female Organs of Generation.
all the way from Cassville to Atlanta. On
The Origin of Life.
his return he looked solemn with the
Sexual Generation,
weight of garnered wisdom, and said; "If
The Physiology of Menstruation.
the world is as big t'other way as it is that,
Impregnation.
it's a whopper!"
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Pregnancy.
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED,
Embryology.
MR. B., did you say, or did you not say
Parturition.
what I said you said, because C. said you
CARBOLIC
SALVE positively cures the
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said you never said what I said you said.
worst sores.
The
Law
of
Sex.
QARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
Now if you said you did not say what I
Regulation of the number of Offspring. pams of burns.
said you said, then in the name of stars
CA~BOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
The Theory of Population.
what did you say?
eruptions.
The Law of Sexual Intercourse,
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
A GENTLEMAN who took a common-sense
blotches.
Hereditary Transmission.
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SALVE will cure cuts and
view of things being asked his opinion of
Philosophy of Marriage,
bruises.
a poetical individual, replied: "Oh, he's
This
work
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rapidly
p~~ossed through
Sold
everywhere.
Pl"ice 25 cents.
one of those men who have soarings after twenty editionK, and the demand is conthe infinite, and divings after the unfath- stantly increasing. No such complete and
valuable work has ever before been issued
omable, but who never pay cash."
GREENE'S
from the press. Prof. Wilder, of Cornell
THACKERAY tells us of a woman begging University, says it is the beRt work of its
publis)led,
OXYGENATED BITTERS.
alms from him, who; when he put his hand kind
Price, by mail, $2.00. Sold by
in his pocket, cried out: "May the blessing
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
D. M. BENNETT.
of God follow you all your life!" But when
the most popul.ar r!Jmedy for Dyspepsia,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
Heartburn. Ind1gostwn, and other like dishe only pulled out his snuff-box she immeorders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
diately added, "And never overtake ye!"
YEARS, .and stii.J maintain their unrivalled
populanty. Pnce Sl per bottle.
A ScoTCH physician being asked the
meaning of metaphysics explained it as
follows: When the party who listens doesTO ORDER A COPY OF
na ken what the party who speaks means
THE
and the party who speaks doesna ken what
Toothache Anodyne
he means himself: that is metaphysics.
the
Subdues the most Ago)lizing Toothache in
One Mmute.
A PERSON named Owen Moore being
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere.
deeply involved in debt suddenly left for
A ROMANCE,
JOHN F. HENRY, CUHRAN, & Co.,
parts unknown, upon which a wag remarkProprietors,
ed:
Instructive,
Absorbing,
Thrilling!
"Owen Moore ran away
8 and 9 College Place, N.Y.
Owen Moore than he could pay."
BY WM. McDONNELL,
" I WISH to consult you upon a little projAuthor of "Exeter Hall," etc., etc,
REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S
ect I have formed,'' ~>aid a noodle to his
friend. "I have an idea in my head."
•' Have you?" interposed the friend, with
a look of great surprise. " then you shall
have my opinion at once. Keep it there.
that has been issued for years.
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the head, Which may end Ill Deafness var
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ARY SYSTEM,
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PEPSI4- and. all disorders of the Stomach
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have used them.
ed to a friend as follows: "True, isn't it,
R~acl carefully ~he .Pamphlet that accomMr. P.? I speak of Deacon Brown-you
PRICE:
panies the meclwme.
know Deacon Brown?" "Y-e-s," replied In Paper Covers .. , ...................... $1.00
the friend, "that is, yes I know Deacon In Cloth, neatly bound .................. 1.50 JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & 00.,
Brown; I don't know as I ever heard pre- Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
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cisely how many pounds of butter and
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cheeRe he makes a year, but I know that he
8 uncl 0 College Place, N.Y.
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has twelve saw mills that go by butterFor sale by all Druggists, Price 50 cents
each.
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New York.
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Is a pretty round sum for the'friends of a clergyman to
have to pay for his errors and indulgencies. If he only
had had the grace to exercise due self-dflnial and continenoe, it would have saved his friends these heavY ex"(lenditures and himself many a regretful pang.

TERMS:
One Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75
THERE ABE Two BEECHER SUITS.-Solomon Skinner, a
"
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00 former dentist of Brooklyn, bas brought suit against
"
"
each Month, making a Monthly ....·......... 1.00
Henry Ward Beecher for $600 for three sets of teeth furOne Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one nished twenty years ago,-two sets to Mrs. Beecher and
to Lyman Beecher. father of Henry Ward,-and for
a~c;[ri'!~ian Subscribers ~Ill please send fifty cents addi- cine
which payment was never made. The dentist was rich
tional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
and did no~ care for the money, but since becoming poor
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
he finds it would be convenient to have it. Mr. Beecher,
One Dollar per Inch, first Insertion; 75 cents per Inch through his attorneys, pleads the statute of limitation. If
for subsequent insertions.
the work was performed, and JVIr. Beecher does not deny
it, would it not be quite as honorable to pay the debt and
say no more about it? Twenty years is certainly a good
long credit. Possibly the Reverend gentleman thinks as
did that other fellow on a similar occasion: "As it has
stodd so long a time, perhaps it had better run awhile."
THE divorce business seems to be pretty good in Maine.
THE GREAT BEECHER TRIAL still drags its slow length
Last year 487 bills were granted, of which 238 were for dealong, and a large portion of the public are W)lary with
sertion.
it and heartily wish the great Preacher had behaved himIT has been suggested by a friend at our elbow that, in self as a decent man ought to do, and thus have saved the
view of the g1·eat fll'ial through which Plymouth Church is recital of such a mass of prurient testimony. Mr. Tilton
passili.g, that its name be changed and hereafter be known has passed through the ordeal of a direct examination
as The Ohurch of the Holy Adultery.
and a close cross-examination, in which he was clear and
THERE are in the United States 156 firms and corpora- concise, clothing his ideas in more finished language than
tions engaged in the silk manufacture, with an aggregate is often heard from a witness stand. Mr. Evarts, in his lacapital of $16,000,000, and with a force of 10,6111 operatives. bored cross-examination, made very little· off Mr. Tilton
New York has 61 of these establishments, New Jersey 30, and "lugging in" Mr. Tilton's Poems, Editorials, etc.,
which have no connection with Mr. Beecher's guilt or inConnecticut 22, and Massachusetts 12.
nocence only show the weakness of the case for the deA TROY stove firm has rer.eivecl a letter from the West fense. Thus far the testimony of Messrs. Moulton, Woodin relelatlon to the purchase of a heater for a church. ruff, West and Tilton has agreed remarkably, and must
which concludes as follows: "The heater furnished by have made a decided effect upon the minds of the jury. It
you for the church a t - works bully. Give us your rock will, doubtless, be the purpose of the defence to break
bottom prices, as we are poor, but very pious.
down this testimony, but it cannot easily be done. These
witnesses all presented a candid, impressive manner, and
A LATE MINISTERIAL SCANDAL comes from Baltimol'e.
Charges of gross immorality have been preferred against their credibilitY will be vouched for by any number of
the Rev. Alfred N. Gilbert, pastor of the Paca Street persons of the first respectability. It would seem averdict for the plaintiff will be inevitable, but it Is tp be reChristian church. The charges are made by members of
membered the jury Is a Christian jury, and it is the first
his own church. A female is connected with the scandal. Christian clergyman of the country that Is upon trial,
•raE Science of Health impresses on its readers the per- and the main witnesses against him are heathen or unbenicious efl'ects of the habit of breathing through the lievers. "The good of the cause" will possibly have
mouth, sleeping or waking. The nostrils are the proper some effect upon the minds of those twelve Christian
breathing apparatus-not the mouth. A man may inhale jurllrs.
poisonous gases through the mouth without being aware
A NOTICEABLE FEATURE of Mr. Tilton's examination was
of it, but not through the nose.
the respect and consideration he bore his erring wife.

Jl,otts and Ukli1Jpings.

A CHURCH DIFFICULTY IN HOBOKEN.-In the Methodist
Episcopal Church a serious misunderstanding has arisen
between the Shepherd and his flock. They do not seem
to like his style of preaching. and have secretly organized a party to oppose and" oust" him. Brotherly love, accord and concord seem to have departed from their
midst.
!T HAS BEEN ASCERTAINED a slight mistake was made in
the rendition of the statement of the remark made by
Samuel Wilkinson in reference to the publicity of Beecher's little deviations from the path of virtue: It is now
claimed he did not say," If this gets out, It wm knock
The Life of Gh1·i-~t higher than a kite," but that his real
words were, " It will send 'The Life of Ghrist' to the
Devil." That our readers may understand the precise
direction Beecher's "Life of Christ" was to take, we
cheerfully make this correction. Our sympathies are
still with the aforesaid" Life of Christ." We cannot helo
thinking," what a pity, what a pity, that this is thus."
THE papers inform us the Hon. Wm. M. Evarts, the
leading attorney in the d9fense of the Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher.ls to be paid $25,000 by Mr. Beecher's friends for
services thus rendered. It is said there are twelve other
lawyers working for the defense, with Porter, Tracy,
Hill and Shearman at their head; and in the aggregate
they ought to be able to earn as much as JVIr. Evarts. Other expenses connected with the trial are heayY. $50,ooo

He repeatedly pronounced her a woman of unusual excell~nce, intelligence and devotion, possessing in an eminent degree the characteristics of a "true .lady." He
blamed her not for the mistake she made in listening to
the artful arguments and importunities of the man her
religious views and associations conspired to cause her
to look up to with trust, confidence and adoration, but
car;ts all blame upon her seducer and deceiver.
If he still cherishes for he1· such esteem, confidence and
perhaps, too, love, is it not to be hoped she may reciprocate the feeling, and when all" this cruel war Is over," a
reconciliation may take place, and this once happy, but
now scattered and distracted family again be united, and
the bliss of former and better days be at least partially
restored? We will cast our vote for this" consummation
devoutly to be wished." However reprehensible it may
have been in Daniel E. Sickles to shoot the seducer of his
wife, we thought it was noble in him that he forgave her
and again took her to his arms.; and the late great and
good Gerrit Smith wrote Sickles a letter warmly and emphatically approving his noble magnanimous course. If
Daniel set a good example In this respect, let Theodore
follow it.
THE GoLDEN AGE says It has heard of "people dancing
at the funeral of a wife or child, but it Is not often a man
dances at his own." This was said with reference to the
remarkable eheerfulness and jolity of the pastor of. Plymouth Church exhibits during his trial. No matter how
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damaging the evidence. whether it is Moulton's narrative
of Beecher's numerous confessions, whether Tilton's
of his wife's admission of the sin. whether it is the Pastor's own letters of contrition or his ~onsequent resignation of the oastorshil) of the church Is read. he Is all
smiles. and his face beams with radiance and good humor. His jokes and witticisms come in on all possible
occasions, and he assures us he never was so happy before in his life. These continuous smiles and jokes of
the Plymouth Pastor would seem to make applicable to
him the merited rebuke, which Mrs. Miller addressed to
the Rev. Mr. Glendenning. when he, while being tried
;for adultery, also frequently indulged in smiles and
laughter: •· Sir: I see nothing to laugh at in this business." How cheerful. indeed, it makes these reverend gentlemen to be brought into court for their offenses. The
more their shame Is exposed. the more they laugh. There
Is some co~trast between this conduct and the tears which
frequently rush to Mr. Tilton's eyes while giving testimony of the pathetic parts of this sorrowful story, or
when the endearing letters which passed between his wife
and himself are read. He has, during the trial, often
wept, but rarely smiled. He possibly sees but little to
laugh at. Which looks the most like Innocence? Which,
under the circumstances, seems the most appropriate.
the assumed cheerfulness and jollty of the one, or the
grave, sad demeanor of the other? Among the accomplishments and talents of the great Plymouth Preacher,
the art of dissembling and hypocrisy Is by no means. the
least, And is there not danger of his playing the cheerful game too strong?
IT IS FORESHADOWED that the defense in the Beecher
Scandal trial will be to break down the evidence of Moulton, Tilton. Woodruff, and others. a:u.d to pronounce the
whole thing a conspiracy. If It .was a conspiracy Henry
Ward Beecher was a party to it. He must either be guilty
of the charges against him, or he must be one o£the conspirators in making It appear so. How else can his letters of confession and contrition and his resignation be
accounted for? Why else should he pay out ten thousand
dollars so willingly? Why else should he have been in
secret conclave at hours \larly and late with the other
conspirators?. Why else should he propose to abdicate
Plymouth pulpit with its $20,000 per year? Why else
when Deacon West was trying to bring Tilton to a church
trial did the pastor do all he could to defer it and stave It
off. that the whole affair need not be dragged to the light?
Why else d:d he send away Bessie Turner and pay hundreds of dollars for her tuition? Why else did he propose to send Tilton and Moulton to Europe at his expense? Why else did he write so m1my letters with his
own hand, fitting and dovetailing into the entire statements of Moulton and Tilton? Verily If there has been
conspiracy in the case, he himself has played an Important part In it, and his confidential attorney, Gen Tracy,
was also a conspirator. By the corrobative testimony of
Moulton, Tilton, and Woodruff (who, by the by, will not
be easy to impeach as he stands as high for honor and
truthfulness as any man in this community), proves that
Gen. Tracy was made acquainted with Mr. Beecher's
criminality, when he said, while he was not in favor of
lying as a general rule, in this care he approved of it and
it m•st be used. It Is also intimated by some of Beecher's friends that if it Is necessary, it will be shown that
Mrs. Tilton acted upon the instructions of 'rilton and
Moulton in her advances to Beecher, and thus herself became one of the consiJirators. If this lying <lodge is taken
it will be meaner than any other conduct in the whole case,
and throw Into the shade Adam's defense when arraigned
in· the celebrated apple case, Will not that be a beautiful
defense, that Mrs. Tilton acting upon the instructions of
her husband and his co-conspirators by her sweet arts
and allurements tempted the good Plymouth pastor when
he unconsciously and innocently stepped into the trap
thus wickedly set for him? Will it not be a defense worthy a great Christian Church and a great Christian Pastor? Let us at all events hope this great Christian
preacher when he is brought upon the witness stand, will
not sit day after day and coolly commit perjury. "WR
shall see what we shall see."
·
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Tile Witch of tlle Wine-Mark.
A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massachusetts.
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

CHAPTER XI.
When the half-breed stood before the Fanatic and
informed him of the discovery he had made, the latter bounded to his feet with au exclamation of surprise and pleasure, which was most grateful to the
wily and treacherous scoundrel who evoked it.
"What !" ejaculated S!oucher, "you saw them
with your own eyes in the wigwam of the Indian; and
saw the ferryman and his two godless companions
alive, and with their scalps safe and sound?"
Now there was one peculiarity about the manner
and language of the Fanatic which was known to but
few in the settlement, and that was the readiness with
which both changed when there was no longer anythine: to be gained by the observance of a sanctified
meiu or drawl. Hence when he addressed Lightfoot,
his voice was quite commonplace, and his drawl and
long· face completely cast aside for a curtrress and vivacity most marked.
"Yes," returned Lightfoot, ''saw them with my
own eyes, and heard them speak. They were seated
on some furs in the wigwam beside Firefly the chief's
wife, who was here with him a couple of years ago."
"And you say the Indians are all or nearly all to go
away on a hunting ;expedition to-morrow,'' rejoined
the Fanatic, "and that Red Wing will be away also,
not to return until the following day?"
"That's just what I heard him tell his three companions as I crept after them to the ravine," said the
half-breed. "Arrd that the whole of his party hereabouts numbers only eight or ten, I know also, for I
heard him mention the fact, and that only one or two
would be left behind to keep w!l.tch over the two
whites and his wife."
·
"Don't mention a sentence of this to any one living" said the Fanatic, "but go and find Nat the
Nobse, and bring him to me before you sleep, if you
can fall in with him."
"Good," returned the half-breed. "I think I know
where to meet with him ; altilough after his frightfor I saw him run-he may not like to venture abroad
again to-night; and, besides, it is now getting late."
"You shall be well rewarded for your trouble if
vou find him," replied Sloucher, "and what's more,
you shall have all the credit due to the discovery of
the retreat of the Indians ; and you know the government will recognize that service handsomely."
''Well," rejoined the other, "I will try and persuade him to accompany me here if I can make him
out, for I suppose whatever work you have in hand,
I can help you with it. But will you not inform Peter
Huskins of how the case stands ?''
"No !" returned the Fanatic. "Not a word must
be sp.oken to him or any one else on the subject.
Bring me the Noose, and then you shall !me-w more
of my intentions in this matter, and shall take a part
in whatever work we may cut out."
.
In a few moments Sloucher was alone once more ;
ancl no sooner had the door closed behind the halfbreed, than he bolted i~ securely; and while his
whole aspect changed, as It had changed at the gate
of the villa when he was repulsed by Maurice and
Alice, he exclaimed, in a suppressed voice, and with
a fiendish glare of his eye:
· ''This time! this time! Alice Ravenswood you
shall fall! The Indians are not aware of the t;eachery of this Lightfoot, but will still believe in his
friendship, and still trust him, although he has proved their deadliest enemy, and was the means of all
the troubles that. beset Red vVing two years since.
He shall betray those to be left in charge of the fugitives to-morrow into the hands of the authorities,
while I and the Noose shall be left free to dispose of
our share of the live spoil."
The dwelling of the Fanatic, which was us repulsive in appearance as himself, was situated among
some trees in a gloomy hollow that invaded the town
on one si_dP, and as yet gave sheltm· to his lonely habitation only, of which he was the sole inmate. The
building was a large, rough one, that had been ·used
formerly as an outpost, and which, on being- abandoned, had fallen in some way into his hands.
.
The windows we~·e small and of a loop-hole character, and the entrance narrow and secured by a
heavy oaken door with iron bolts and bars. The interior was divided into three or four rooms, one of
which only appeared to be occupied by the Fanatic,
the others being always kept locked, as if to shut off
t!Jeir gloom from the already sufficiently fol'bidding
apartment in which the meek and lowly follower of
the humble Nazarine partook of his coarse fare and
sought repose upon his uninviting pallet of stra~.
In this cheerless room only was he to be found
whenever Huskins or the· Noose visited him·; and
here, also, he received such of his brethren of ''the
cloth" as came to consult with him in the best methprl~ of carrying out their diabolical designs in relation
to those whom they were determined to sacrifice to

their cupidity, superstition or lust, as the foul fiend
inspired them. The half-breed, however, whose eyes
and ears were always open, became somehow impressed that, notwithstanding all these appearances of
mortification and humility, S!oucher was not altogether indifferent to the comforts of this life, and
that there was beneath his lonely roof some little
nook to which he could at times retire and obtain a
more dainty morsel and a more refreshing night's
rest than his every-day quarters seemed capable of affording.
Contrary to the expectation of the Fanatic, the
half-breed had not been absent but a very short period
wlien he again presented himself, accompanied by
Nat. He had met theN oosc approaching the house,
his fellow-conspirator after his fright, as he was
anxious to learn something more of the affair with
the Indians; from the fact of·his having been unconscious at the moment they appeared on the scene of
action at the ferryman's, he was terribly confused
on the subject; and, like the brave fellow that he was,
having looked only to his own safety when be regained his legs, he had not paused in his flight to ask any
of his companions as to how the matter stood.
"Have you told him anything?" said S!oucher to
the half-breed when both the men entered.
''No," returned Lightfoot, ''I have left that for
you to do."
''How many Indians were there?" interrupted the
Noose ''and how many scalps were taken ?"
" There were no scalps taken, and not a single drop
of blood spilt," replied Lightfoot.
"How is that?" said the Noose, turning to the Fanatic.
''Don't you hear how it is ?" rejoined Sloucher.
"No one has suffered save yourself, and I must say
vou went down very easy under the hand of that bully from The Heights."
This sarcastic observation .nettled the Noose, who
ground his teeth on hearing it. But before he could
make any remark upon it the Fanatic continued:
"Lightfoot has discovered where the two witches
are hidden · and, besides, has happened to fall upon
the spot wh~re Red Wing and a few Indians are secretly encamped. It was the chief and three of his
tribe that routed us an hour or so past."
Now,, as already stated, the language of S!ouc~er
lost all of its sanctified twang when he was dealing
with those who knew him. Itr the presence of the
witchfinder, or of those to whom he did not wish to
reveal himself, did he only drawl out his villainous
projects and sentiments. In fac.t, he knew Huskins
to be a sincere and consistent monster who believed
in the terrible delusions that had overspread the land,
and he had consequently to keep on the right side of
him with a view to furthering his own nefarious design;; for although he had himself great power with
the Church and the authorities, Peter in the· matter
of witches was a law to both.
In a few moments all reserve being thrown completely off by the three men, it was decided that the
half-breed should visit the ravine, stealthily as it
were, on the mon-ow and betray whatever Indians
were in it into the hands of a party that S!oucher
should induce the authorities to ·post toward nightfall
at a point to be decided upon. No allusion whatever
was to be made to the proximity of Firefly and the
fugitives. ·These, when left unprotected, were to be
pounced upon unexpectedly and liutried off to some
place of security by the three ruffians-Firefly being
now named as the prize of the half-breed.
As' may be presumed, Florence felt almost as 'much
relief as the invalid at the intelligence of the escape
of Alice from the second attempt to capture her
made by the Fanatic and his party. Seein~ the intense anguish of the mot.her of her dear fnend, she
determined to remain at the villa for a few days, in
the hope of being able to solace the poor invalid to
some extent, and to hear something more from Alice.
The dangers which surrounded- Martha. press.ed
heavily upon the heart of John Langton, wlnleEnuly
Graham, the maid of Alice, was inconsolable at t!Je
terrible calamity that threatened her young mistress.
Again and again did she beg Robert to.take her tl} the
hiding place of Alice, so that she might share her
dangers and troubles. Dearly as he loved. Emily,
however Robert could not accede to her Wishes m
thl·s resp'ect, because he was not only ple.dged not to
approach the ravine at present, but percmved that to
add to the number already in sore distress would be
to embarrass their secrecy and to expose them to a
greater-chance of falling into the hands of their enemies. This Emily soon saw was a reasonable view
of the case, so she gave up h~r pleadings ~nd betook
herself to the solace of tears m her own little chamber.
Titmouse said but little, although he thought a
O'reat deal and a11 he had not heard from either John
~r Robert' anything of the true merits of the case, or
of where the fugitives had now found shelter, he determined to return to the ravine on the following
night and lay all he knew of the matter before Red
Wing and Firefly, convinced th.at they would )Je abl.e
to give some advice on the subJect, as ~e believed It
was not known where Martha and Ahce fled after
they had left the cave.
Although Maurice and the detachment that had
marched in the direction of Cape Ann, were con-

strained to right-about face and retrace their steps,
they found it no easy mattar to dispose of the few
miles that separated them·from Boston.
.
The fatigue of a single day, of one sleepless night,
and the effects of the bitter encounter with the enemy,
brief as the latter was, had so preyed upon some of
the party that, after a march of half a dozen miles,
the little command was constrained to pitch their
tents once more, so that the strong and the hardy
might minister to the needs of those who had fancied
that a couple of hours' rest was sufficient to restore
their wasted energies after the hardships they had
suffered.
They still kept close by the sea, and where they
halted they found a second sheltered spot in -which
they determined to encamp for the remainder of the
day and foi' the approaching night, as the wounds of
one or two vf the men, which had at first been considered mere scratches, were becoming not only extremely painful, but absolutely dangerous.
Maurice and the officer who had been liberated after the fight with the Frepch and the Indians, were
active in making the best of the situation during the
delay, a duty in which the commander of the other
section of th!) volunteers was busily engaged also.
The restoration of this officer to liberty was a source
of extreme gratification to Maurice, inasmuch as he
was neither more nor less than Francis Ellencourt,
the cousin of Alice, who, at the time of his capture,
was on his way to Boston to visit his· relatives and
friends, whom he had not seen for a long period.
Maurice and he had first met-at Cape Ann a couple
of years previously, where our hero and his sister Florence bad been on a visit, and when an intimacy
sprang up between the three which became very warm
in a very short space of time.
So far as Mr. Ellencourt and Florence were concerned, this was soon made apparent; for, in the
course of a single week, there was no disguising the
fact, that the one was exceedingly happy in the society of the other.
Nor was this all; for on the return of Florence to
Boston, she frequently received a missive from the
young officer that heightened the rose on her beautiful cheek and set all her pulses in rapid motion.
T"he fact is, Francis had received permission from
Maurice to write to her, and hence the correspondence in question, and the tender secret, which inBoston was known only to brother and sister and the
Ravenswoods.
So deeply imbued were the people of Boston and
the surrounding settlement with the terrible superstition of the day, that the few who were possessed of
more rational views on the subject, and who regp,rded the league between-Church and State against freedom of thought.as infamous in the extreme, dared
not express themselves openly, for fear of becoming
entangled in the meshes of both powers.
Among the boldest and most outspoken of the mere
handful of Liberals-a dozen or so-to be fo.nnd in
the town and near it, were the Fitz Raymonds and the
Ravenswoods; although even these were cautious at
times, and knew that their opposition to the persecutions of the Church was at their peril.
It was to them revolting in the extreme to hear of
the atrocities inflicted almost daily upon innocent
persons of every l!.ge and sex, by men who assumed
to be commissioned from on high, and who alleged
that the dungeon, the fagot and the rope were necessary to the spread of gospel tmth and the welfare of
human souls.
If Baron Munchausen was the central figure of the
creed of Christendom, and the originator ·of the beliefs and theories of which it is constituted, it could
not be more absurd and untenable than it is. In the
first place, it presupposes a creator of all things
who is omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient; wh~
is all-wise, all-great and :111-good, and, the next moment, it tells us that he had botched the work of creation, and got so angry with the fruits of his own incapacity, that he wiped out the whole animated world
with a- flood, save some necessary representative
pairs, that he had most consistently preserved to perpetuate the very breeds he was about to destroy.
There is not one of Baron Munchausen's stories more
lamentably preposterous-more utterly ridiculous than
that of the Deluge. The efficacy of the Flood, in so
1
'f ·
f h
ld
far as t ~e pun J:mg. 0 t e wor was concerned, may
find an 1llustratwn m Sodom and Gomorrah, and tie
infamous wars of the Jews. It was a dead failure,
for the races that succeeded Noah were composed in
part of !ll!l infamous a pack of scoundrels as could
possibly have been found among antediluvians.
What did Baron Munchausen ever fabricate more
absurd than the story of the Ark, with its freight of
lions, tigers, panthers and every other savage creature
in existence, from the white bear of the polar regions
to the deadly cobra of India? Would it not have
been quite as pleasant for the Creator to have harmonized and purified all the inhabitants of the world
and to have saved them from destruction, as to have
created a special millennium for the dangerous mansters that crowded that impossible old scow, and that
became so amiable and so docile all in a moment as
to approach in sample pairs from every quarter of'the
globe, ignoring intervening seas and walking across
that plank to their floating quarters in as gentle and
good natured a manner as if they had never previously preyed upon each other.
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The theory of evaporation wae not well understood
in those fanciful old days, else the people w~:mld have
discovered th tt not a single dt:op of rain that fell from
the clouds but had been prevwusly drawn from the
stock of waters already on earth·, and was but simply
returned to them under a most admirable law. ·To
have achieved the Flood, we should haye had five
miles deep of additional waters spread over the level
of the ocean, with a view to submerging the tops of
the highest mountains, and as there was no possible
place for these waters to come from ; and as, if they
had b~en called into existence in any miraculous manner, at such a: height from the earth's surface, they
would have been frozen solid to a great depth, encasing the world in a sphere of ice, it may be fairly presumed that this old fable has been ruled out of court
by common sense, and CQnsigned to the dust heaps of
the past.
It was an implicit belief in the alleged atrocities of
the divine being, as set;forth iJ;J. the Bible, that fostered
the spirit of blood and rapine which has characterized the Christian religion throughout a lapse of eighteen hundred years. If'God told the children of Israel
to steal, and prompted the murder of his own son,
who shall find fault with those who choose to emulate
his example? '.rhe fact is, as already observed, if
you want a warrant for the commission of any crime,
no matter how heinous, if you don't get it somewhere
between the first chapter of Genesis and the last of
Revelations, a drop of blood has never been shed under the laws of Draco.
These points had often been privately discussed
between the Fitz Raymonds and the Ravenswoods,
and a conclusion arrived at in relation to them, which
influenced both families to repudiate much that was
contained in " the book of books," and to set their
·faces against the terrible persecutions which were devastating the settlement under the sanction of the secularand the religious power. The households of both
were permeated throughout with a deep hostility to
the fiendish movements set on foot in these relations,
and were consequently the most implacable enemies
of Sloucher and the witchfinder.
The ferryman and his daughter had also become
deeply impressed with the degraded aspect of the
creed that led to the heinous crimes that were almost
daily perpetrated beneath their eyes by men who assumed to be doing the will of God, notwithstanding
that they were palpably imbruing'their hands in innocent blood.
There were of course some others in and about the
towri who sympathized with the opinions of the two
families, and who secretly denounced the superstition
that had consigned so many already to the dungeon
and the rope· but so deep a dread had fallen upon
the people, that few dared to copy the example of the
Ravenswoods or theFitz Raymonds, by uttering occasionally an indio-nant protest ao-aiust such foul inhumanity.
"'
"
When Sloucher and his companions, the Noose and
the half-breed had decided fully on their course of
action, the t~o latter sallied forth once more,
and left the Fanatic to himself and his humane meditations. Now that he was alo ue, and the hour so late,
one might suppose that l..te would have repnired at
once to his humble couch. But the supposition would
be at fault, for no sooner had the Noose and Lightfoot disappeared, than he closed and bolted the heavy
oak door through which they had juet passed, and
approached the hearth where the fire was still burning.
Here he knelt down, and raising a small flag close
to the chimney, drew from beneath it a large key,
which he at once ttpplied to the lock of one of the
doors that shut off the apartments already mentioned.
Speedily the bolt answered to the nervous 'twist of
his massive, bony hand, and the door swung upon its
hinges, revealing a comfortable, if n_ot expensively
fumished room, with a large and cunonsly wrought
silver lamp, upon a centre table, whose mellow rays
were thrown upon an arm-chair of antique workmanship that stood beside a few dying embers that smouldered in the fire place.
·
·
1
d
·
·
Into thts se~t he now threw htmse_f, ~n , restmg hts
. head. upon ~ts hand, he began thmkmg aloud, and
runnmg ,ovet the events o; the last cou~le of days.
" Yes!' .he observed, '.my resolve 1~ taken; she
shall be mm.e, were I ulttmately ~onstramed to seal
the secret.wtth her death. Once m my power, I c~n
shut her m f_rom t~e whol~ world,, and then her hfe
and her harwmess, tf she :Wtll, are m her o.wn hands.
The Noose and the half-bteed can. take. care .of then;t:
se.~ves, and try th~ depths of the. f01est wtth theu
pnzes; a~d then btd go.od-by to the settle.ment. As
~or myself, I have co_mnutted my whole bemg to this
tssue. Ahce Raveu.swood, I shall not trust you .eyen
to the w:~lls of a. pns.o_n, now.. ·I shall be. Y1?,ur Jatlor
and yom execnttonei tf you. duve me. to
. tt · d t.
~ f ter some se.ntences, whteh were CJact~1ate a mtet vals, he remamed for a few m~H?-ents wtapt m tl~e
most profound thougl~t. Then, nsmg slow!:\:'" from hts
seat,. he to~k up the .•amp, the rays oi whteh could
not find a smgle crevtce to struggle through to any of
the adjoining apartments or to the outer world, and
opening another and smaller door,. which led into a
sleeping room, he disappeared for the night.
•
When .&lice found herself in the wigwam of Red

Wing, by the side of Martha and Firefly, she breathed more freely than she had since the hour of her
~ight from the t?wn ; and expressing her sense of rehef to her beauttful protectress when the chief disappeared at the instance of the' ferryman's daughter
she observed:
'
''Dear Firefly, when we last parted, I had but little
idea that when we met again it should be thus, and
that I should be indebted to you and your brave busband for the shelter and assistance that enable me to
set my enemies at defiance for the time being. How
grateful ought I to be to kind Providence for this favor shown me in the hour of my extremity."
"Sweet white squaw make 'urn mistake," returned
Firefl:y, smiling, " 'urn Providence make all spoil ;
'urn illllke white squaw trouble, and 'um no kill bad
mans who hunt 'urn. 'Urn half-breed! 'Um make
good one side and trouble on the other so much as
more_"
"There is some truth in what she says," chimed in
Martha, "for this Providential escape you allude to
involves Providential exposure, which balances the
account; so that, after all, there's. very little to be
grateful for, when we come to view the affair in its
proper light."
"White mans make 'urn Great Spirit too much in
one place," said Firefly. "Make 'um too much talk
like squaw. Make 'urn bid bad mans sneak after poor
white squaw and kill 'urn. Red Wing better than
white man's Great Spirit. 'Urn fight for white squaw
and save 'um from kill."
Even the most liberal minds in the settlement had
not yet advanced so far as to doubt in toto the authenticity of the Scriptme records, so that the startling
proposition of Firefly regarding the superiority of the
God of the Red man found but little favor with Alice,
although there was something about the unsophisticated argument of the beautiful squaw that impressed her seriously. She perceived, without an effort,
that between the alleged beneficence of the Creator
of all things, and the works of his accr~;dited agents,
as they termed themselves, there was au impassable
gulf, and that had the latter been the emissaries of
the foul fiend himself, greater infamy and cruelty
could not have been expected at their hands. She
had not yet learned the great fact, that cause and ef-.
feet are'God's right hand and left, and that good and
evil are necessarily complements of each other. Had
she comprehended that all law is universal, and that
a partial revelation, under the divinegovet:nment, was
an impossibilty, she would have arrived at the conclusian that all religious sects, beliefs and theories were
bl:lt si.mply the offspri~g of an imperf~ct appreciat~on
of thmgs, and of the mfluences of climate, educatiOn
or early habits on our part.
T.he three friends wer~ conversing on this and other
subJects, when Red Wmg entered from th~ ~erry
man's. Martha was glad to hear from the chtet that
her father had .accepted, with more than his ordina.ry
courage, the mtsfortune that had overtaken her, whtle
Alice felt some consolation on hearing that Florence
hitd determined to remain a few days at the villa, and
that Robert Miles and John Langton were now aware
of her place of refuge.
After some remarks upon the ~ceue. at the ferryrnau's 1 and the _summary manner m whtch the ~?~se
was chspo~ed of by the_lovf?r of Martha,-the cl_nef Illformed Ftrefly of the JOUl'ney he was coustramed to
take o,n the mor:-o.w, and of the fact t?at all the Indians m the ravme, save two, were gomg, at the same
time, on a lmnting exp~dition, from which they might
not return-for three or four days, altho~:~gh he should
be back o~ !he clay followmg that of hts depart~~e.
The fugtttves hada~ready partaken of SO?J-e re,r~sh
ments prepared by Ftrefly; and now, as tt was ttme
to retire, the furs, which had l.Jeen bro!..lght from the
cave, were·called into requisition, and Firefly a,nd her
two guests entered th~ compartl?ent of the W115wam
alr~ady spoken of, >yhtle Red Wmg stretched. htmself
bes.tde tl~e smonlclerm~ embers, on the. deer skm.s upon
whteh Tttmo~se had slun~bered the mg~t prevwus.
The mornmg broke bnJSht. and glonous over the
town and B3;y, and, constden,ng. t?e lateness of the
se:tson, the atr was warm and mvttmg.
'l'hat something of deep ·interest was about to oc.
't e 'de t for towat:d ten o'clock long~~~~cf:~~~{l~utv~ro~ps were seen moving to ~nd fro
in the vicinity of the prison, where some lay unsentenced, and numbers who expected the rope or the
cat-tail, were lying in awful suspense as to their fate.
There was to be a double spectacle of horror. A
woman was to be publicly whipped for some offense
a ainst the Church, and another was to suffer the
d~ath penalt for witchcraft. Although the Fanatic
and his two ~ompauions of the preceding night had
other matters in hnncl, they could not resist the temptation of being present ; and, besides, Sloucher's absence on so glorious and triumphant an occasion,
could' not fail to attract attention, that might, per11aps, emb ana
. ss his operations in another direction.
At the prison gate the three scoundrels met Huskius, who had just emerged from the gloomy buildin , and who-ip.formed them that the whipping would
fi ~ t t k 1
and almost immediately.
IS a .e P ace,
~
. In thts ~e. was correct; ,or scarcely !~ad he mad~ a
smgle addttwnal remark, when th~ l?ates of the dungeon.were throvv:n open, and a VISIOn. of p~le-faced
lovelmess and fnghtened modesty-a creature of the

most exquisite beauty, stripped to the waist, was led
forth between two coarse, low-browed ruffians, one
of whom held a knout made of knotted whip-cord in
his sinewy right hand.
When the sunlight struck on the beautiful apparition, and she caught a glimpse of the numerous faces
that were turned .sternly toward her, she uttered a
sharp, wild cry, and attempte,! to conceal with her
outspread hands her two beautifully moulded breasts
which in their fullness gushed between her taper
fingers where one of her nipples gleamed like a rosebud or ruby. Her hair, which had not been cut off,
was dark and luxmiant, and swept her ~boulders as
she eagerly turned from side to side, as if seeking
some avenue of escape. Her eyes were a miracle of
darkness, and her face so exquisite that something
like a suppressed murmur ·of admiration was heard
in one part of the crowd, as she was pushed forward
by her jailors.
In a few moments she· stood in &n open space surrounded by trees opposite the dungeon where she had
been confined for but a short period only, so speedily
had her sentence followed her arrest, and so inexorable the clerical council that had doomed her to such
cruel and.ignominious pain and degradation.
Not a fibre of compassion was moved in the infamous soul of the Fanatic, or in that of any of his
companions, at a spectacle so well calculated to melt
even a heart of stone. The Noose even passed some
unseemly jokes upon the fair bosom and trembling
lips, and seemed anxious to witness the first cut of
the lash that should lacerate her delicate flesh, for
she had evidently been born in no low station of life.
Her hands were now quickly fastened with cords to
a post in the centre of the space, and the man with
the knout stepped back a pace or so, as if about to begin his hellish work.
At this junctme there was the report of fire-arms
among the trees, and the next instant, and just as he
was in the act of raising his murderous lash, a.bullet
pierced the brain of the executioner, and he fell a
corpse where he stood.
The wildest commotion ensued in an instant, but
ere it had time to manifest itself in any active measure for the apprehension of the murderer, a second
report was heard, and, this time, the head of the
beautiful prisoner fell suddeuly forward, and she sank
to the earth without a moan. Another bullet had entered her heart just below the crimson nipple she had
sought t,o conceal a few moments previously from the
rude gaze of the fanatical mob.
The last deliberate deed of .blood, which had anticipated the sufferings of the now lifeless maiden, and
saved her from a further sense of shame, degradation, and from bodily anguish, leading doubtless to a
lingering death, wrought the cmel and relentless
crowd into madnese filled with terror. They could
not comprehePd the tenible daring which prompted
the two deliberate acts-one in the light of vengeance,
and the other ip that of mercy. There was no one
to be seen, and all were anxiously looking for some
explanation as to the possible perpetrator of the terrible deed, when suddenly there appeared in their
midst a youth of noble presence, with a gun in his
hand and a brace of pistols in his belt.
Without uttering a single sentence, he bounded toward the lifeless form of the beautiful maiden, and in
an instant cut the cords that l.Jouncl her hands. He
then, as she sank deeper on the earth, leaned over her
and kissecll..ter wildly. The crowd recognizing in him
the person who had committed the double deed of
blood, ru;,hed forward to tear him limb from limb,
but ere a single hand was laid upon him, quick as
lightning he drew one of his pistols, fired and sank
a corpse on the prostrate form of her he loved.
He and a few friends had tried every means in their
power to soften the heart of her judges, but to no
purpose. So, finding that she was to be whipped on
the morning in question before the jail, he secretetl
himself at day-break in au evergreen close by the
whipping post, determined to rescue her with a bul·
let from the degradation that awaited her, and then
to sacrifice his own life on the same altar.
The body of the coarse ruffian who had been struck
down was bome away hastily from the scene, while
those of the two lovers were left to some friends who
ventured to claim them when the crowd had gathered round the jail ouce more, to await the appearance
of the witch who was to expiate her crime on the
scaffold, for the time for her execution had now arrived.
The Fanatic and his friends had been terribly disappointed at -the unexpected termination of the wh!Pping affair. The release of instant death was constderell by them altogether deplorable, inasmuch as the
crimt: of the accused had not been expiated fully,
through lengthened pangs of bodily anguish. This
latter humane idea was entertained by every longfaced clerical wolf on the ground, as well as hy the
degraded wretches who, following in the ~ootsteps ol
the Church, bel:eved that human angm~h, humuu
o·ore and human degradation formed the staple of the
~nly adoration acceptable to the triHne Gael.
Scarce half. an hour had elapsed since the tmget~y
just descril.Jed had closet! when the gates of the pnoon were thrown open on~e more, but this time a being of very different aspect emerged. from them Lietween two guards who had not previously presented
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themselves, and who were surrounded by a number
of soldiers, with halberts, and bearing horse pistols
•
in their belts.
This was a woman, also, but with white flowing
hair, and almost bowed to the earth beneath the
weight of years. As she was not yet bound, and lean·
ed on her well-worn staff, she looked up now and
then as she passed along, at the cruel eyes that were
fastened upon her, and heard with a sort of ston~_un·
concern and with lack-lustre eye, the heartless Jibes
with which she was greeted.
One of. her arms was bared to the elbow for the
purpose of exhibiting to the superstitious groups
through which she moved, a large brown mole, no:v
scarcely distinguishable from the flesh. of the frail
dark limb on which it was pointed to as Incontrovert·
ible evidence of her dealings with the foul fiend.
On this having been mentioned by one of the
o-uards hisses and hootings immediately filled the air,
togeth~r with a chorus of opprobrious epithets heap·
ed at every step upon her defenseless head. Only one
thing that had life among that cruel crowd looked upon her wonderingly and lovingly, and that was a dog
which followed close by her side, and which now and
then gazed into her withered and wr!nkled face w!th
a piteous moan. He had been her faithful compamon
for long years, and now he was her only friend in the
last moments of her existence. She seemed to comprehend his faithfulness and love ; for once or twice,
as she was hurried along, she tried to reach him with
a caressing hand, but in vain.
The ~allows had been erected at some distance from
the whipping-post, so that the poor creature was so
much fatigued when she reached it, she had to be
carried on the scaffold. Here she was unable to stand,
having to be supported by two brutal soldiers who
had just passed a heartless joke with Nat the Noose.
As the rope was being put about her neck, and her
hand pinioned behind her back, she caught a glimpse
of the Fanatic and his companions, All her apathy
and feebleness seemed to disappear in a moment, for
she stood almost erect, and !eJOking about her upon
the throng of upturned faces, she cried in a voice of
unexpected power and startling energy, while fasten·
ing her eyes upon Sloucher, ont e more :
''Accursed among men, and forsaken of heaven,
hear my dying words, Solomon Sloucher. You who
have brought me to this with your infamous falsehood,
and who are the prime mover in all the persecutions
that now afflict this land, shall soon be called to a
dread account for your infamy.
"Those whose instrument and prompter you are,
shall fall with you, but your last hour shall be filled
with horror beyond that of any of them. Blood and
plunder and lust have marked your course. Your religion has been that of the wild beast ; and the sanctified murderers and robbers that fill the Church and
the pul-"
Before the word was finished, a signal from a ca·
daverous looking minister who stood on the scaffold
beside her, cut the sentence short, and before the cap
had been even put on her head, she was ~winging in
mid air with her white hair streaming in the wind and
her dog howling mournfully beneath her.
Applause and execrations arose to the echo, as she
struggled and writhed in the merciless clutch of death.
Through some error the cap, which should have cov·
ered her face, had been forgotten, and now the latter
presented to the gaze of some few present at least, a
battle field the most terrible. Her frame was so light
that her neck had not been dislocated by the fall, so
that, as her features indicated, she was being remorselessly strangled. The veins stood out on her forehead like whip-cord, and her tongue protruded from
her mouth, while her eyes had started from their sockets, and glared hideously far beyond her forehead.
At this terrible stage of the murder, the hangman,
a huge, burly scoundrel, took hold of the rope, and
with a hoarse laugh leaped down upon her shoulders.
'l'he blood sprang from her nostrils, purple patches
overspread her face, a slight tremor ran through her
whole form, her limbs fell limp and straight beneath
her, and she was dead !
When the last scene was over, the Fanatic, the
Noose and the half-breed turned away from the spot.
They had kindred work in hand, and as it was
verging toward the afternoon, there was no time to
be lost. As they moved along, the Noose referred to
the prediction of the witch ; but Sloucher, who appeared to be occupied with his own thoughts, made
no remark upon the subject ..
ANOTHER BROOKLYN SCANDAL.- This time a Catholic
Priest, the Rev. Michael Rickey. Pastor of a church in
South Brooklyn. has suddenly abandoned his flock, and
charges of a two-fold character are brought against him.
1st. For appropriating to his own use considerable sums
of money that had been contributed toward building a
new church. But the more serious charge is connected
with a young lady. He had been holding a clandestine
correspondence with a young lady at a boarding school.
These letters had been intercepted by the father of the
girl, and when he went with the letters to the priest and
upbraided him, the latter was at first imperious and contemptuous, but when he learned the father had his letters,
he cooled dovin very materially; and the next thing kncrwn
ab.iut hiru was that he was among the missing.
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The Bible.
NO. XXI.

Among the many "big stories" with wh.ich the
Bible abounds may be included that of ·Balaam and
his ass (or his jennet, for it was a female ass), and the
conversation she held with her master~ This is the
only instance in the whole history of the world, in.
eluding the animal kingdom, of an ass speaking the
human language. Asses and mules have a language
of their own, if the noise they make may be dignified
with that title, but while it is very sonorous it is not
regarded as being musical or possessing much varia·
tion.
The formation of sounds constituting human language requires a peculiar set of organs which alone
are found in man, and hence it is au utter impossibility for horses, cattle, dogs, and all other kinds of ani·
mals t.o make the various sounds and connect them
together, which constitute a human language, and no
amount of education or practice on the part of animals can overcome this difficulty. Parrots are ab0ut
the only exception to the rule; they have the faculty
of imita,ting various sounds, and can be taught to articulate words and imitate human speech. Thus, asses, though they have no deficiency of lung power,
are lacking in the essential organs for modulating and
connecting sounds, and they will never be able to
speak with a human voice.
Our remarks apply only to four-legged asses; there
are many of the two-legged kind that not only possess the organs of speech, but use them also· to such
extent that many who have been compelled to listen
to their braying have heartily wished they could talk
no better than their four-legged namesakes.
JEsop, who lived some four thousand years ago,
and who taught excellent moral lessons by means of
fables, often represented asses, nons, cattle, dogs and
other animals and birds as using human speech, and
he often caused them to utter sound sense and wisdom. He knew, however, his reauers would understand hifl recitals were mere fables, and that no one
would for a moment think thpse animals really talked.
Charles Dickens, of our own time, used to dr&w
largely upon his imaginat1on in the stories he wrote.
If he did not say that animals used human speech, in
his fancy he converted the merest shadows, articles
of furniture, andirons, shovels and tongues and various other household goods into human beings, and
made them talk, and often with excellent sense too,
but after all, he knew nobody would believe these
articles were really human beings, or that they used
human speech, but would understand in a moment,
that he was only letting his fancy have a little innocent play for a specific purpose.
How often have many of us in our childhood days
witnessed the efl"ects of imagination when alone in
the dark, either out of doors or within; how impelled
by fear, trees, stumps, posts and other objects assumed
human shape, the slightest movement of a limb would
fill our imagination with ghosts and hobgoblins, and
in the sighing of the wind through cracks and crevi·
ccs often we heard human voices. As we arrived at
years of discretion, however, these fancies took their
flight, having no more existence, in fact, than " the
baseless fabric of a dream."
This Bible story differs from all these. This is
given us as a bona fide fact, and priests tell us it is di·
vine truth, penned even by the hand of God himself,
and must be believed. Let us look at it a moment and
see if it appears probable. That which is divine
ought at least to possess probability. No one knows
who wrote the account. Our Christian friends attrib.
ute it to Moses, but they have not the slightest author.
ity for doing so, and even if he did write jt, we cannot
see why we should believe him, as he was not present
to know the events he was writing about. This total

uncertainty us to who wrote the story is quite st;ffi_
cient, with the improbability of its truth, to excite our
strongest suspicions as to its fabulous character.
It seems while the Israelites were journeying towards the land of Canaan they come in among other
nations and tribes of people, who, from tDe aggres~ive
character of the Israelites feared and dreaded them.
Balak king of the Moabites was greatly annoyed by
their presence, and wished to gain some advantage
over them, and for this purpose sent some of his
princes ·to Balaam, a prophet of Mid ian to come over
and curse the Israelites for his benefit. Balaam did
not belong to God's chosen people, but nevertheless
seemed t0 be on ve1·y good terms with him, and held
direct conversation with him. When the king of
Moab sent for Balaam, God went to him and asked
him what those men wanted. Balaam, like an honest
mn., told God the facts in the case; that Balak wanted
him to go over and give Israei a good cursing. Then
God told Balaam he should not go, neither should he
curse his people, for they were blessed. So Balaam
the next morning sent word to Balak that he could
not go over.
Upon receiving this intelligenee, Balak sent over
more princes of a still higher grade, and urged Balaam
still more strongly to come over, offering to confer
great honors upon him if he would come. Balaam,
however, was unmoved and replied, if Balak would
give him a house full of gold and silver, he would do
:md say no more than God authorized. He, however,
begged the messengers to wait over ·night, that lie
might see God again and have another conversation
with him upon the subject. God held another interview with Balaam that night, and he told him to go
with the men when he arose in the morning, and tliat
he would be there and direct him in what he should
say and do. So in the morning, in .accordance with
God's instructions, Balaam saddled his ass and went
with the princes of Moab. But here we have another
instance of God's fickle and changeable character.
though he had just a few hours before told Balaam t~
go, yet no sooner had he yielded to these instructions,
and while be was on his way, God's anger was kindled
very suddenly, and he became greatly incensed toward Balaam for doing just what he told him to do
and he had one of his angels stand in the road for a~
adversary, so as to prevent Balaam and his two· servants from passing. This disagreeable habit God had
of flying into a passion on the most trifling provocations, as so often narrated in the Bible, was one which
cannot be recommended for human beings to imitate.
It is far better, under all circumstances, to keep cool
and unruffled.
There was one fact connected with this affair which
seems singular. Although Balaam seemed to be a
man remarkably favored of God, and had several in·
terviews and conversations with him, yet he was far
inferior to his ass in spiritual discernment. She saw
the angel, but her master could not. That was truly
a remarkable ass ; she could not only talk, but
could t>cc spirit3. She must have been a medium.
She seems, however, to have been afraid of the angel,
for when she saw it, she turn ell out of the road and
went into the fields. It was Ba!dam's turn to get angry now, and he struck Jenny to turn her back into
the road; but as Balaam and the ass were passing
close to a vineyard wall, the angel appeared again
before the ass and caused her to shie up to the wall
and crush Balaam's foot, when he beat her again.
FartlJCr on, in a very narrow pass, where there was
barely room for the ass, the angel again placed himself before the ass, and as she could neither turn to
the right nor left, she fcii down, and probably Balaam
fell oft", for now he got very angry again and smote
the ass with tt staff. At this juncture God interfered
and' opened Jenny's mouth, and slJC talked and asked
her master what she bad done. to cause him to beat
her these three times. Balaam did not seem at ail
surprised to hear his aFs talk thus, and simply replied
that he had beat her because she had mocked l1im,
and regreted he had not a swol"d with l!im that he
might kill her at once. The ass then asked him if
she was not his ass, and whether she had ever misbe·
haved before, and he acknowledged she had not.
Then the Lord c;>pened Balaam's eyes, and he too saw
the angel wit)l q, sword in his Land, and pe immedi-
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atp.ly fell on his· face. The ang~l put hi~ through a
short catechism and reproved hrm for hrs conduct.
He also told Balaam if the ass had not turned out of
the way as she did, he (the angel) would have slain
Balaam and kept the ass alive. Balaam, fearl:ng he
had been doing wrong, proposed to turn back and
not pursue his journey farther, but the angel told him
to go on with the men.
·
Now this is all a singular story. That God should
interest himself so greatly in a matter of no more apparent consequence ; that he should hold conversations with Balaam, and talk to him as one man would
talk to another, is entirely different from what he
does now-a-days. Then his being under the necessity
of asking Balaam what the men wanted, seems a little
odd. God who knows every-thing would not seem to
be under the necessity of doing this. What great difference could it make whether Balaam cursed Israel
or not ? If God had blessed him and did not wapt
curses should fall upon him, couldn't he .do just as he
pleased about it ? Then after conferring with Balaam and telling him to go, it" seems to us weak in
him that he should fly i.n, a passion at him for.going.
A man merely, with a small allowance of reason,
would hardly act so absurdly, but [the Bible makes
God to get very angry on a great many occasions on
the slightest provocation, and to do many things
which a man with half sense would be ashamed of.
Then obstructing the way so the ass could not get
along, causing her to be beat three times, ·and
crushing Balaam's foot, really seems like "small
business" for God to be engaged in, especially with no
greater apparent reason. The story says he made the
ass to talk, and as it was probably the only time that
such a beast ever did talk, it would seem she ought to
have uttered something more important. All she said
was to ask Balaam what he whipped her for, and
whether she had not always served him faithfully ?
As it was so easy for God and Balaam to converse together it appears wholly unnecessary for God to perform such a miracle, to make a beast speak which
had no organs of speech, merely to ask two or three
simple, unimportant questions. God does not do such
things now; but the priests tell us his ways are mysterious and past finding out. Nothing seems to have
been gained by all this trouble and detention, for Balaam was told to go on according to the programme
laid out. When he met Balak he had the latter build,
in all, twenty-one altars, and offer on each an ox and
a ram to get God in a good humor so that he might
put into his mouth what he should say; but blessings
on the Israelites where Balak wanted cursings were all
that came. This shows one thing, that building altars
and offering oxen and sheep to the Lord to produce a
favorable influence was not peculiar to the Israelites,
for the heathen around them had the same fashion.
We also see that heathen prophets had access to God
and talked with him the same as the most favored of
God's peculiar people.
A question that naturally arises is, why did God
open the ass' mouth and give it human speech ? Was it
because Balaam had beat her ? If it was for that reason, and he is" always the same," why does he not
now open the mouths of asses, horses, mules, oxen
and br•1tes of all kinds when they are whipped, and
so cruelly abused by-hard-hearted man ? If he did
not give Jenny human speech for that purpose what
in the world was it for ? Did he get before her to
cause her to shie and crush Balaam's foot that he
might beat her, that her mouth might be opened and
she ask Balaam why he did thus ? The conundrum
is too great,. we give it up ; the mystery is too deep,
we will not try to fathom it.
·
Balaam seems to have been a good sort of man and
doubtless tried to do as God wanted him to, but nevertheless in a short time after this he was cruelly
mmdered with the five kings of Midian, and all the
men of the nation, at the time God authorizrd }foses
to send twelve thousand men to utterly destroy them
· and devastate their country.
There are a good many points in this story we would
like to notice, but we will have to let them pass. Our
article is already too lengthy. In closing we will just
say, we are willing anybody should believe this story
who wants to. For our part we think it is altogether too silly and childish to believe for a moment
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cents is not an immense sum to us, but a good many
of these together count up, and we find these little
amounts very necessary in meeting the bills presented to us.
As to the sum of seventy-five cents buying our
friendship or respect, our friend slightly miscomprehends us. Though it does cause us to esteem a man
Another Letter from· George Snode.
higher if he pays what he justly owes, it docs not buy
BELOIT, OHIO, Feb. 8th, 1875.
our respect for a blackguard or a falsifier.
MR. BENNETT, ])em· Sir: THE TRUTH SEEKER of FebruIt seems our remarks had the effect to draw Mr. S.
ary 1st Contains a article to stop your Paper, written over
my signature; you called it m1eomplimentary (Thanks out-not only his pocket-book, but his piety and hisfor the consessionl I should· have been sorry indeed, if torical lore. We only wish he had adhered more
you had construed it in anY other way; Was sorry that closely to the truth in his rejoinder. An Infidel valI forgot the sum due ori your paper, as I do not want you ues the truth very highly, and expects to be amenable
to estimate my Religion and honor as low as you do your
friendshil.l, which can be bought sold and bartered away if he violates it. With a Christian it makes not so
for seventy-five cents. (For that is the amount th-at sever- niuch difference ; if he deviates from the truth, or
ed us taking your own Words for it) I shall remit that commits any other offence against morality, the one
amount with the greatest of Pleasure; and Pleas accept he depends upon for righteousness and atonement
my thanks for the great favor you confered by giving-my will perhaps pay all such debts he may contract, and
name a Place in your Dr. column.
1st. You say you are SORRY that "a year's Reading the he possibly even shine brighter in glory than he who
depends upon his own good deeds for happiness and
T. S. has done me no more good.
My Dear Sir do you go to the gutters of your cflty or justification.
some filthy stagnant Pool to wash and exl,lect to come
Mr. Snode says, "when Infidelity triumphs in any
away clean and refreshed?
heart,
the hope of immortality is banished." This is
Or when you want to breath the pure fresh air, do you
go to some back filthy alley or some loathsome dark dun- wholly untrue. There arc hundreds of thousands in
geon? Or are you in the habit of going in a cellar or a this country, and hundreds of millions in the world
coai bank to see the sunshine; Instinct would teach you who are entirely infidel to the system of Christianity,
better than that if nothing else.
and yet entertain a bright and cheerful hope of a life
I intend to go to the fountain head for all Pure good and
enabling titQUghts to guide my steps in this world let that beyond the grave; and we think a far more consist"nt
one than the average Christian. True, immortality is
be to sustain my Phisicial, Moral, spiritual or mental.
2d. You think I am as much in the dark as though I had a mystery; many cannot understand how orgtmized
never seen a" liberal Paper." Mr. Bennett Pleas tell me beings, which had a beginning fifty or seventy-five
what good has such liberal Papers and free speech done years ago, can become immortal or never-ending, and
in the world? We only have to look at France Blood
they have doubts upon the subject. Others have reWashed Infidel France, and that answers all.
Infidelity was the mother, Disbelief and Obscenity the ceived proofs that are satisfactory to them that there
Cradle that nursed and cradled the vil)er that poisoned is an intelligence outside of the body, and that their
her life's blood.
friends and relatives who have passed out of sight,
You say, "the thoughtful ·are reaching for a higher still exist and retain their identity. Unfortunately
phase of truth." A Heard of men that can see more beauty and morality in the Koran (than in the Bible) a Book Christianity tJ.rows no light upon this subject, and
that has very little novelity or Originality to recommend what belief or views it has, were borrowed from the
it, the most material parts of it being borrowed from the heathen religions which preceded it. It so happens,
Old Testament or the New, and eaven these are so de- however, that no belief that may be entertained upon
formed by Passing through the hands of the impostor.
who vitiates and debases everything he touches. In the the subject makes the slightest difference as to the
Koran, Mahomet continually basting of his own merits facts. Whether we exist as individuals after death or
and the Excelencies of his book the son of Mary is the not, belief or non-belief in the matter makes not the
oposite.
slightest difference one way or the other. If there is
3d. When Infidelity triumphs in any heart the hope of a brighter world after this, an honest Infidel will
imortality is Banished; It crowns the Tyrant Death forever on his Throne and seals the Conquest of the grave ov12r doubtless be quite as well prepared for it as a cantthe human race forever, it wraps the tomb in eternal ing, self-righteous hypocritical Christian.
darkness, and suffers not one Particle of the remains of
}fr. S. says, "Infidelity crowns the tyrant Death
the great, the Wise, the good. oi all ages to see the light forever on his thrpne, and seals the conquest of the
of eternity; but consigns by an irreversible doom all that
-was admired. loved and revered in man, to perpetual an- grave over the human race forever; it wraps t4e tomb
nihilation. It identifies man with the vilest reptile and in eternal darkness, and suffers not one pal ticle of
levels man to the grade of the meanest weed whose utili- the remains of. the great, the wise, the good of all ages
ty is yet undiscovered.
to see the light of eternity, btit consigns to an irrevers·
You rob him of everything which could make him dear ible doom all that was admired, loved anq revered in
to himself. ahd proud of his Existence, it murders all his
hopes of future being and future bliss. It cuts the cable man, to perpetual annihilation." This is also utterly
and casts away the golden Anchor and sets man adrift on false. There are ten times, yes, probably a hundred
the ocean,of uncertainty to become the sport of the Wind times as many Infidels in the world who believe in a
and waves of animal passion and appetites untill at last happy existence after death as there are Christians.
in some tremendous gale" he sinks to everlasting ruin."
0 skepticism is this thy Philosophy-is this thy Basted As we just remarked, however, no belief we may hold
victory over the Bible ? And for this extinguishment of upon the subject can make the slightest change in the
light and life eternaly, What do You teach? You teach reality, what we want is the truth, so far as it can be
us to live according to our appPtites and Passions, a ascertained; and this is what the intelligent Infidel is
mear animal life; You might well l,lreach with zeal and searching after. The most skeptical view that is cnexert all your energies for your heaven is only worthy of
your efforts and the Purity of your life is just suited to tertaineu, is not so horrible as our friend paints it. It
is simply that we return to the same condition we octhe high hopes of eternal annihila.tion.
Yours in the hope of a hereafter,
cupied previous to our birth. We never heard any
GEORGE SNODE.
one bewail the death, the horror and the eternal darkP. S. Mr. B. I have confidence enough in your honor ness he was in previous to his existence.
as a man and as one of those that is earnestly seeking afWhat, on the other hand, is the future which the
ter "a higher phase of morality'' and better code of morChristian
religion holds out to us? It is, that ninetyals that you will let the readers of the T. S. know th,at I
have Paid the price of lost friendshtp •· 75 cents." I nine-hundredths of the millions Gf billions of human
would not lose the Friendship of anoa for that sum much beings that have existed on the earth are irr~vocably
less that of one of the poor deluded sons of Adam.
doomed through an endless eternity to suffer the torRespectfully,
G. S.
ments of an excruciating, burning hell. The most
REPLY.-W c cheerfully lay the fact before our read- ultra Infidel unbelief is a thousand times preferable
ers, that Mr. George Snoue has sent in the sum of to this horrible doctrine, and if belief could possibly
seventy-five cents, which pays for THE TRUTH SEEK- change it at all, commend us forever to a long, quiet
ER up to the time of his discontinuance. We are sleep rather than burning and writhing in a terrible
obliged to him for this compliance on his part to the hell. The bell-believers seem to think that the torrules-of right and justice. The publishing of his let- tures of that horrible place are not destined for tltem,
ter with our accompanying remarks, has done this but for their cursed neighbors, and especially for the
much good, if no more. If, by the same means, oth- Infidels. But the belief that one-millionth part only
ers in nncars-both those who have stopped and those of the hull) an race are to suffer forever in hell, is inwho have not stopped their papers-can be induced comparably worse than the most ultra form of skepto do likewise, we will feel well repaid. Seventy-five
( Continued on paoe s.)

that the Deity that rules all worlds and pervades eyery
particle of matter in the Universe, either ever had
anything to do in the asinine events here narrated, or
in writing or dictating such a senseless, preposterous
story.

.
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The Jews and their God.
BY ISAAC PADEN.
CHAPTER v.-CONTINUED.
In connection with the examination .of this subject,
the existence of spiritual beings inevitably comes in
for a share of our attention. In the Bible various ac·
counts are given of these spiritual personages being
seen, under various circumstances and conditions.
The seeing of them is not an opinion, but a fact,
claimed by all nations and ages of the world, and even
at the present day. To deny their existence, would
give the lie to all nations. and to some of the best
men of our own time. This, perhaps, should place
it beyond a doubt. But here is a mystery, the extreme
Materialist, who denies the immortality of man, and
our Christian friends agree, that there are none seen
and talked with at the present time. In this the ma·
terialist is far the most consistent, as Christians claim
they were once seen and talked with, but not now.
lf the question rested upon the claims of the Chris·
tian, and those who deny man's immortality, presumption decides the question in favor of the Infidel;
if none now, there never was any.
Here the Christian, in his defense, replies to this
reasonable decision : "Yes, there may be spiritual
personages or spirits now seen by those who are me·
diums, but they are all of the Devil and his angels or
evil spirits, but those seen and talked with by A braham, Jacob, Moses and others, were God himself and
his holy angels." Here we propose to take our Chris·
tian friends at their word, and admit their claims,
that God and his holy angels administered in person
in tlre affairs of man, from Adam to Constantine, and
that t!Je Devil and his angels have been exercising in
person to rule ever since, or at least from the days of
Swedenborg, and are now doing all in their power to
govern the affairs of man. '!'his is the subst.ance of
the claims of the Christian world on this point. And
the thing most necessary is to realize the condition of
man then and now.
How was it then, commencing with Abraham, when
the idea of one God and angels were first in traduced
previous to Abrahan;)'S day? Gods were in the plu:
ral, and the original Greek from which the Bible was
copied, begins with the words, "In the beginning the
Gods created the heavens and earth, Gods in the
plural was used throughout" in the creation of man
which agrees with all ancienfrecords of the different
nations. Abraham and his (}od, entered ir.to a cove·
nant of circumcision, changing and altering the pri·
vate member of each male as a mark of distinction
the same as a stock raiser cuts off a piece of the ea~
of his calf or. pig. There was also a land contract
entered into, the possession of which cost rivers of
human blood and the destruction of property, the
value of which is beyond figures. This was all done
by the command of Abraharu's God in person, aided
and assisted by angels. As for the slaughter and carnage throughoSt, there is no parallel.
It is also recorded, Jacob had a wrestle (rough
and tumble) with the same personage that he calls
God, a~d. prevailed, but in the fall got ~is thigh put
out of JO!llt. Here he refused to tell Ius name, but
blessed Jacob and left for fear of daylight. . We
would ask, was he afraid some one would see him
and know him?
It is an undeniable fact, wars and bloodshed were
the only means advised by the Jewish God to settle
national disputes; in fact death was the penalty for
all crimes, a:nd in some cases the criminal's father's
house had to suffer with the criminal. Fraud, deception, theft and robbery were the national character of
the Jews; polygamy, whoredom and concubinage
were tolerated. Human slavery and selling femaiPs
for wives and concubines were the practices of the'
day. A compound of drugs, that would poison a
horse, was given to the wife of a jealous husband, but
np redress for the woman, who was cursed with a dis·
honest companion. Where is justice to be found in
such a law. The priests and tiJose in authority, put
to death all who dissented from them in religious
views-their God aiding and assisting in all this.
Tyranny was the ruling power.
But our Christian friends may tell us, G(J{l and his
angels have n 1t spoken to man on earth, nor made
their appe~rance sin.ce the New T_estan:ent was writ·
ten, therefore God IS not responsible for what Constantine and the Pope did. Not so, friends, you
claim the commands, statutes and laws recorded in
the Bible, were put there by God himself, to govern
his people in after days. 'l'h1s Constantine and the
popes believed and acted in accordance therewith.
How are things now, under the reign of the Devil
and evil spirits, who now appear in person, convers·
ing with meri ·and women·face to face, such as Swe·
denborg, Judge· Edmonds and thousands of others,
who, for tmth, and veracity, stand unimpeached~
These spirits or spiritual .personage:; are, and have
been, using all their power and influence to wean the
affections of man away from the God of the Jews,
and to abandon all the Jewish and heathen relics of
savage barbarism. I ask, how is it now ? Wars and
bloodshed are being now discarded, and arbitrations
are now about to be instituted to settle national difficulties. Crimes of all kinds are now being punished
accordin_g to the _ag,gravation in the case\ an~ th~ death
penalty IS now lnmted to only murder In the first de·

gree, and that is discarded by our best humanitarians. the other two by saying, ''Comfort ye yqu1· hea1·ts," and
Polygamy, who1·edom and concubinage are prohibit· they said, "so do," etc. And th~y did cat; after dinner
ed by law. As for jealous wives and husbands, our the nwn (not one) rose up from thence and Abraham
laws are the same for both. As for priestly power went with tltem to bring tltem on the way. It is evi·
and divine authority, by which thousands were put dent here they parted, and two went to Sodom-Lot's
to death, they are becoming things that once were, and house ; the other one Abraham called Lord, who said
men and women are now permtited to worship God he had come down (from the spiritual sphere) to see if
according to the dictation of their own conscience. what had been told him was true. After a chat with
As f~r huiD:a~ slavery an~ selling females to the high· Abraham, the Lord (in the singular) went ltis way unto
est bidder, It IS almost umversally abandoned. Fraud, Ids place (Gen. xviii). Two angels are next seen at
deception, theft and robbery are n< w individualized Lot's, and stay with him over night, and Lot calls
and punished by law, except in war, which is a Jew- them Lords. He now appears to Jacob as the Lord
ish relic, and caunot be avoided, until the god of war God of Abraham, and havingcharge.over a ladder upand of vengeance is discarded, and the god of peace on which the angels (spiritual personages) ascended
and good-will to man adopted. The reader is left to etc., (Gen. xxviii: 12, 13). He again appears to Jacob
decide and judge between the condition of tlten and as a man, the same as he was when he ale dinner with
now.
Abraham-being alone he is called God, seen and
We have said, there was a plurality of gods before the handled by Jacob (Gen. xxxii: 24-30).
days of Abraham and Moses; and it is true. '!'he
This same personage appears to Jacob, and orders
Jews, as a nation, were the first people who claimed him to build an altar, and is called God Almighty
one God, andallotherspirilualpersonageswereangels. (Gen. xxxv: 1·11). His first appearance to Moses was
Before this they were all called gods, and many were that of an angel of the Lord in the burning bush, and
named according to circumstances. Thus, Mammon said, "I am the God of thy father Abraham," etc.,
was _the god of riches, Bacchus was the god of wine, (Ex. iii: 2·6). When presented to Pharaoh he was
Cup1d, the god of love, lEo Ius, the god that ruled the call eo:} the Lord God of Israel. Pharaoh asked wbo is
wind and lived on an island in the sea. '!'here were the Lord, and was told he is the· God of the Hebrews
the god of war and the god of peace. There were (Ex. v: 1-3). Again he appears to MosPs, and says his
gods many, and lords many, but with the Jews there name is Jehovah; by this name he was not known
was but one God, all other spiritual personages were (Ex. vi: 3). Before this he (!aimed his name to be I
called angels. Thus their God and his angels were am that 1 am (Ex. iii: 14). He also tried to kill J\IIoses
belieYed by the Jews to constitute the spirit world.
and is called Lord (Ex. iv: 24). He makes Moses a god
How was it with Abraham? He saw three men to Pharaoh (Ex. vii: 1).
which were three spirits Who were materialized, sa a~
When 'killing th~ first-born in Egypt it was necessa.
to be a tangible substance, afae simile, but could have ry to put blood upon the door-post of each house in
vanished and disappeared at pleasure, the same as the whicl! the Jews lived, lest the Lord might make a
hand that wrote upon the wall. Abraham called them mistake (Ex. xii: 7). He was called Bauli, but this
men, and they were men in every sense; 'they ute name he refused and was called Ishi (Hos. ·ii: 16);
which proves their condition was the identical sam~ these names mean man, husband, etc.; the name Baali
as Jesus' was, when seen on the bank of the sea eat- got mixed up with other gods. [See Hitchcock's Bi·
ing broiled fish. Two of these men or spirits ~ere ble Margin]. His name, for common, was the Lord ;
afterward called angels, whose interest it was to in· or, the Lord of Hosts, which meuns boss or cltairman
form the Sodomites that a volcano was abciut.to burst over a goodly number of his equal lords, or one in
upon them. But on account of ignorance and religious chal'ge. ]'or instance in council sitting as chief (1
super&tition, the history of the facts in the case are Kings xxii: 19 i...Job i: 6 and ii, 1). In both of these
·very imperfect, yet we may get the outlines. Abra- councils there Were different grades of characters, yet
ham believed one of these three men was God the all on friendly terms, attending to the business of the
Lord, and neld a conversation with him as such· and times.
he was God in the sen-se he conceived him, ~hen
We have given a few quotations in regard to the
in fact, he and the other two were angels or spirit~ perwnages, whom the Jews claimed to be their God.
materialized, the same as now. How was it with J a· -we will now give a few others in regard to the
cob, who sa1d, I have seen God and my life is preserv- places of his abode. Darkness was his secret place
ed. Yet he calls the same person a man. How was (Ps. xviii: 11). Darkness was under his feet, and
it with Moses at the bush ? He some times says it round about him dark waters and thick .clouds (2
was G0d, at other times the angel of t!Je Lord. It is Sam. xxii: 10·12). Dwells in thick darkness and Sol·
recorded God got angry several times with Moses, and omon builds him a house-a settled place to abide
one time declared he would not go with him on their fore~r (1 Kingtl viii: 12, 13). 2 Chron. vi: 1 says the
journey, but would send his angel. And the next thing same. We now give a few quotations as to his dispo·
you read, "And the Lord spake unto Moses saying." sition. On this point he is well mixed. One moment
In all cases the power of an angel (spirit) was the same he is full of love, mercy and human kindness, and the
as he whom they called God. The idea of a god next, as it were, he burst opPn in the most horrible
showing fear, as is recorded in the case of the build· rage like a savage monster. In fact in almost every
ing of the tower of Babel, that a man could build a page of the Jewish history, he is stained with human
road to heaven with brick, w~en -he, God, said, "Go blood and most .heart-rending threats: on this a few
to, let us go down," etc.; also m the case of Sou om he quotations will suffice. He is as a bear in wait and a
came down-but there were three distinct persons- lion in secret places (Lam. iii: 10). I will pour out my
to see if the report he had heard was true. Are such wrath like water; as a moth, and as rottenness to the
ideas calculated to represent the true character of the house of Judah (Hos. v: 10-14). '1 will be unto them
Jewish God ? If so, no wonder he yielded to the as a lion, as a leopard by the way; I will meet them
counsel of Moses, and asking Moses to let him alone, as a bear that is bereaved of her whelps, and devour
that he might execute his wrath. All this proves his them like a lion (Hrs. xiii: 7, 8). The Lord is a man of
inferiority and petulent passions. As for his name war (Ex. xv: 3). Hath sworn that he will have war with
he refused to give it to Jacob, but gave his name Je: Amalek from generation to generation (Ex. xvii: 16).
hovah to Moses. By this name he was not known Full of vengeance, wrath and is furious (N ah. i: 2).
among the gods. 'l'his proves he assumed this name The Lord goes forth as a mighty man; he shall stir up
or was a new god.
' jealousy like a man of war. Yea more, will cry like a
Even in the d'lys of Moses, the Lord himself makes travailing woman, destroy and devour at once (I sa.
Moses a god to Pharaoh, and claims to Moses that his 42: 13, 14). This is the day of the Lord God of hosts, a
origin is back of Abraham, lsaac and Jacob, but says day of vengeance, the sword shall devom and made
he was known to them as God Almighty, but by the drunk with their blood (,J er. 46: 10). I will laugh at '
name of Jehovah he was not known to them. The your calamity; I will mock when your fenr cometh·
idea of this Jewish god existing or figming in anywise when they call I will not. answer; they sliall seek m~
in the singular, previous to the days of Abr.aham ib as- early but they shall not find me (Prov. i: 26-28). Dear
sumed and unwarranted. lt is true he calleC. himself reader, my soul sickens when reflecting on such a sav.
God Almighty ; but t.)lis proves nothing, when the a~e god, now imposed upon humanity by our thco]o.
plmality of god~ is not only sustained by the records g1ans. One of the most changeable and exC'itablc be·
of all nations but admitted in the original Greek and ings on record ; one moment full of love and tender
so expresse? in the fore part of the Bible as being kindness, overflowing wi:h compassion, the next minthe order of the day prevwus to Abraham.
·
ute in a rage of anger, bursting open with wrath and
From Adam to Abraham he is not spoken of in the rev.enge, fi~ding fault with that which he does him·
plural (Gen. i: 26; iii: 5·22; xi: 7) to Abraham self (Gen. VI: 6; 1 Sam. xv: 11, also 35; Jer. XJ<.vi: 19·
and the Jews in the singular. The Lord appeared 1 Chron. xxi: 15; 2 1:;\am. xxiv: 16; Ex. xxxii: 2-14:
unto Abraham, etc. (Gen. xii: 7) to Hagar he appear· Ps. cvi: 45; Deu. xxxii: 36.) Notwithstanding hi~
ed twice. First he is called th~ angel of the Lord savage ~isposition, yet in the same record many acts
then Lord, und spake unto her · she· says "'l'ho~ and saymgs are recorded that would be an honor and
God seest me ;" also he says, "I' will mu!hp!y thy credit to any man. All of w!1ich goes to show he
seed," etc. (xvi: 10-13). Next the angel of God speaks .was a personage no~ onlY: subJe~t to, bt.Jt absolutely
out of heaven, tells Hagar what to do, assuming the pos~esse? of all the l~lp_erfect attnbutes of a man from
authority of God himseif as before. "For I will make the sublime to tl~.e l'l~J~ulous. In no sense whatever
him a great nation." It is evident the angel of the above men, only m spmtual power and angelic majesLord, the Lord, thou God, the angel of God and God ty.
.
·
who opened his eyes, were all one and the ~arne per·
[To BE CON1'INUED.]
son (Gen. xxi: 17-19). He again is said to appear to
Abraham as the Almighty God proposes to make a
REv. .)"OHN A. HusKINS, who has been acting as pastor of
covenant with him and to m~ltiply, etc. (Gen. xvii: a Methodist Episcopal <'burch at Germantown, Pa., has
1). On another occasion he appears as a man one of been discovered to be a bigamist, having two wives in the
three. In t:llis case the plural is used the sam~ as be- same State. Upon the fact being discovered, he Immedifore Abraham, except the first salutation after seeing ately fied with wife No.2. Some are beginning to think
them. Abraham addresses the singular and includes ministers are not verY much better than other folks.
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A Respactable Lie.
BY LIZZIE DOTEN.

"A respectable lie, sir I" pray what do you mean?
Why the term in itself is a plain contradiction;
A lie is a lie, and dsserves no respect,
But merciless judgment and speedy conviction.
It springs from corruption, is servile and mean,
An evil conception, a coward's invention;
And whether dire<-t, or but simply implied,
Has naught but deceit for its end and intention."
Ah, yes I very well! So good morals would teach.
. But facts are the most stubborn things in existence,
And they tend to show that great lies so in r~spect,
And hold their :position with wondrous persistence.
The small lies, the white lies, the lies feebly told,
The world will condemn both in spirit and letter·
But the oreat.'bloated lies will be held in respect, '
And the larger and older the lie is, the better.
A res:pectable lie, from a popular man,
On a popular theme, never taxes endurance;
And the pure golden coin of unpopular t1·uth,
Is of~en refused for the brass of assurance.
You may dare all the laws of the land to defy,
And bear to the truth the most shameless relation,
But never attack a respectable lie,
If you value a name or a· good reputation.
A lie well established, and hoary with age,
Resists the assaults of the boldest seceder;
While he is accounted the greatest of saints
Who silences reason and follows the leader.
Whenever a mortal has da1·ed to be wise,
And seize UPon Truth, as the souls'" Magna Charta,"
He always has won from the lovers of lies,
The name of a fool, or the fate of a martyr.
There are popular and political lies,
And "lies that stick fast between buying and selling,"
And lies of :politeness-conveiJtionallies(Which scarcely are reckoned as such in the telling.)
There are lies of sheer malice, and slanderous lies
From those who delight to peck tilth like a pigeo~;
But the older and far most respectable lies,
Are those that are told in the name of Religion.
Theology sits like a tyrant enthroned,
A system per se with a fixed nomenclature,
Derived from strange doctrines, and dogmas and creeds,
At war with man's reason, with God and with Nature;
And he who subscribes to the :popular faith,
Never questions the fact of divine inspiration,
But holds to the Bible as absolute truth,
From Genesis through to St. John's Revelation.
We moek at the Catholic bigots at Rome,
Who strive with their dogmas man's reason to fetter;
But we turn to the Protestant bigots at home,
·
And we find that their dogmas are scarce a whit better.
We are called to believe in the wrath of the LordIn endless damnation, and torments infernal.'
While around and above ns, the Infinite Truth,'
Scarce heeded or heard, speak~ sublime and eternal.
It is sad, but the day~ star is shining on high,
And Science comes in with her conquering legions;
And every res:pectable, time~ ho-nored lie,
Will fly from her face to the mythical regions.
The soul shall no longer with terror behold
The red waYes of wrath that leap up to engulf her
For Science ignores the existence of hell,
'
And chemistry finds better uses for sulphur.
We may dare to re:pose in the beautiful faith,
That an Infinite Life is the source of all beiJOig;
And though we must strive with delusion and Death
We can trust to a love and a wisdom all-seeing· '
We may dare in the strength of the soul to arise '
And walk where our feet shall not stumble or falter·
And freed from the bondage of time-honored lies, '
To lay all we have on the Truth's sacred altar.

Enthusiasm and Enthusiasts.
TO YOUNG TRUTH sEEKERS.

To all earnest men and women, to every one learning for the first time how to shake oft' the shackles of
educational prejudice; most especiallytothoseyounrr
and ardent souls who are just beginning to know th~
satisfied pleasure of thinking for themselves independently of creeds and dogmas, there comes a transitionary stage, which is termed, by older and colder brains
''A. period of enthusz'asm"-entlmsiasm which at
white heat, is fanaticism, and when frozen into s~lid
ity is bigotry.
The first glimpse of truth comes to the heart of the
man just beginning to think for himself as does the
world of reality to the dreamer, newly a'roused from
his slumber, and as yet only partially awake as rather
~ ~ortion of the world of vision than the rea'! ; and so
It ~s not to be wondered at, that sometimes ludicrous
mistakes are made ere the glamor of dream-land is
co.mpletelr shak~n. off. But having once caught a
glimpse o! the diVIne face of Truth, it is not long
before, With all a young lover's ardo1·, he seeks boldly to know he.r face to face. ·And it is in his tirst

1875.

clouds of mixed and debatable theologies, and soars
too far above the heads of common minds and com
mon sense. We ·want the practical, with less theory
and Sunday formul!e, and more real, solid work of
moral reform and social improvement; less of costly
and gaudy steeples, and more of home culture. That
is sensible grange religion.
Partizan editors and leaders are highly gratified
with the fact that the granges are non-political, and
expect, therefore, to retain their party leadership as
heretofore, and secure the offices and emoluments
right along, under the old names. The late election
~s claimed as a glorious democratic~ triumph. But is
It not a mistaken interpretation? Aye, that is the de·
lusion of it. Certainly it is a different sort of democ·
racy, so far as the grange vote is concerned. There
has been a considerable landslide under our very
feet, and we stand on advanced ground. Some don't
seem to know it, but so it is, nevertheless. With the
granges it is now a democracy with an equal rights
plank. The reform element is dift'used, which commends it.
Woman suffrage is a grand and happy feature of
t~e. grange. Woman in the old ~arties has no recognitiOn as a part of the human family except as a mere
subject, but is kept down as somethlng below the 1mman. But now she rises up, and is welcomed to the
grange,, to its J.?Olitics and its new government. Her
domestiC services fit her most admirably for government housekeeping, and such a cleaning out of the
filthy .A.qgean stables of masculine corruption will be
n:arvelous .in our eyes. Our bachelor-hall government will be changed by the new order from a house
of moral disorder to a ladies' parlor and home of industry, refinement, frugality, and economy. Man
without woman is but half a man. With her help,
corruption must fall, and monopoly cease.
The grange philosophy remodels our old polities in
all its practical arrangements, and brings the ruling
power lwme to the people. It individuates them, and
makes each one personally responsible. Home,
streng~h and manly dignity are self.sustaining, and
more Important to the country than any outside law.
lt is its own law, and if united it is public law.
Unite, then, dear workers-combine in a con1pact
body. Organize, co·operate! We have sense enough
among the people, scattered round, confused ; but. it
must be transferred from the city to the countryfrom the tender and delicate professionals to the
rough-skinned industrials. The farmer's home is
made his royal palace. The November election is
past, and we wait a whole year for another. But the
workingman can never wait so long for the political
wagon. He requires his daily meals with his regular toil, and to depepd on legislators a~d congressmen
is a discouraging life deltty. The home is a little
world-a kingdom-to every family.
Let us understand, that co-operation kills all monopoly. The grange saves the farmers, and therefore
all should come into granges and lodges. Dairy as·
sociations are co-operative, and when the cows <W·Op·
erate all can eat cheap butter and cheese. The world
is a big monopoly of kings, presidents, governors,
money, and professions. to be subdued by co-opera·
tion. The post-office system is a grand example of
universal co-operation, most perfect and beautiful.
SA.RA A.. UNDERWOOD,
A. letter goes thousands of miles for one cent, ~r three
cents, when, if a man carried his own mail, his correwould cost a fortune! So all things are
Politics and Religion in the Granges. spondence
cheapened by co-operation. Banks are cruel monop·
olies. The few are rich ; the many, poor. Apply co·
BY A. GAYLORD SPAULDING.
operation to finance, and every workingman will have
It is evidently a wise regulation to exclude from the plenty of work, and plenty of money.
granges all exciting and bitter debates and discussions
Love is co-operative. Marriage is the co-operation
of partizan politics and sectarian religion, which tend of the sexos, and equal rights make it happy. W o·
to distract and divide the order ; since the success and man's ballot will equalize. Monopoly of wives is
prosperity of any people or enterp'rise requires a spir- Brigham Youngism. Death, death to monopoly!
it of harmonic unity and co-operation, firm and un- Lawyers monopolize law; and doctors, medicine, and
wavering, that the winds cannot shake. But the rob the ignorau t masses. The priest monopolizes re·
principles of true politics and true religion are very Egion and lives nice and easy, fine and cosy, with
different thing5. We want a new political dictionary very little work. Co-operation remedies such things.
for workingmen. When politics means home inter- There is no monopoly in heaven. All are in the
ests and every-day duties, of labor, pn,duction, wealth, grange. Anti-monopoly is the essence of grange pol·
and comfort, then it properly belongs to the grange. itics and grange religion.
We also need a new defining of religiOn. When that
What a mignty revolution in a single clay, us it
is made to consist of love, affection, brotherhood, sis· were, and that without blood I Now, inRtead of a
terhood, it at once becomes most heavenly in its char· king, with his sword, to awe his subjeCts, we have
acter, and fit for the Patrons and the family.
thousands of farmers with the plow, mechanics with
The politics of p~rty, as understood by professional their tools, and women with their needle, broom,
politicians, is of course wholly unsuited to grange ex- cook-stove, and cradle-each and all armed witll the
ercises, because the principle of equity and brother- ballot. The hand that holds the bread is the power
hood is not its basis. Its motive is selfish, and its that makes the law. The farmer's granary is his
method a continual conflict for personal station and bank, and he holds the key, anti should govern the
aggrandizement, and t.b.e spoils of office. It is rough, transportation. Under Putter law, or no law, the
heartless, wrangling, and unprincipled, and consists of right belongs to the people-the common people.
cunning tricks of leadership and caucus management, That is the true democracy.
.
election days, and counting votes. It is the politics
Now, it is plain that such discussion is eminently
ot lottery speculators, and not of the common people; appropriate
to the grange, in its County Councils, aml
of salary grab and monopoly, and not of plain, honest
the newspaper. It is friendly and brotherly, and
production ; of the small-souled trinket peddler, and in
unchecked and unlimited free speech. Let
not of the fair and sober farmer, mechanic and requires
it rouse up the sleeping apathy of all drudged laborers
worker.
•
the whole land. The idea is strange and absurd
The religion of sect, like party politics, is a thing of over
that grangers have tied their own hands or choked
popular aristocratic, professional church leadership.!... their
own mouths .in any true sense of politics. 'l'he
of theological dogmas, controversy, and speculation. retorm movement is really both politica1 and religious
It gives an easy living to men in high seats of sancti· practically. Theologically, free 1·eligion only suits tlJC
mony, who pick their bread from the hard toiling
class. It is not the religion of humanity, and not the order. Toleration is freedom.
Champlin, Minn., December, 1874.
kind for the grange. It dwells too much in the

eager and uncertain pursuit of her, that enthusiasm
c~mes to help him on his way, makin~ the beginning
of the rugged path, which is to lead h1m to her easier
fur his te~d~r and inexperienced feet.
'
~nt~usiasm always accompanies our first sincere
b~!Ief m any truth ; and sincere belief is the offspring
of earno;st thought and the parent of action ; or, as
Theodore Parker states : ''In all great movements
!here are three periods ; first, that of sentiment-there
IS o~ly a feeling of the new thing ; next, of idea-the
feeling has become a ~bought ; finally, of action-the
thought becomes a thmg, ''
I !.ike to meet in this prosaic world of ours, an enthusiastic man or woman, even though, in their eager
pursuit of the true, they plunge floundering at first in
the direction of error. I do not fear for them; for I
know that Truth will yet meet them half-way and
lead them to the light. Enthusiasm has been the lever
applied to every progressive movement and grand acchievement. It is that whict~ gives us at the outset in
any great aim the faith to believe m our fellow-mali's
willingness to help, instead of retarding us on our
way; i! is that which makes martyrs smile at and glory m their pains.
But to all enthusiasts, there comes at last an hour of
reaction-an hour when the young and fervid hearts
are filled with a divine despair of acwmplishing. They
wonder at the luke-warmness, the apathetic indi.ffer.
ence which men exhib~t toward them and their aims.
They begin then to question whether they have not,
after all, been mistaken in their ideas. Then, for the
first time comes lassitude, weariness, and they feel as
though they had at last
"Lost the dream of doing,
And the other dream of done,
The first spring in the pursuing,
The first pride in the begun,
The first recoil from incompleteness
In the face of what is won."
It is in this hour that enthusiasm is first tested as to
its solidity ot basis. If the aims and hopes from
which it emanates are not founded on the inherent
love of truth in the soul and the most inflexible principle, then .alas for the enthusiast!_:_for henceforth
enthusiasm, which was but the propellin& power to
start him on his way, is gone forever, anc. only the
bitter ashes of the Dead Sea fruit of error remains. .A.t
this time of depression and gloom, when firmness of
principle must take the place of ardent enthusiasm,
many fail from lack of wiU sufficient to overcome the
difficulties which appear like mountains, but which
indomitable resolution may reduce to mole-hills. But
he who truly brave,-0 how brave, how courag.aous,
you who have never dared to think for yourselves,
who know not the dishearting task of fighting daring·
ly for "truth which men receive not now," can never
know or even guess at-dare yet turn his face and
footsteps steadily toward the goal of :P.is early ambition; who shall, in spite men's unbelief and coldness,
yet cry passionately with recantin~ Galileo, "But
still it moves." He shall in the end triumph over all
obstacles:
'·For with his side shall stand at last
The victory of endurance born.
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ticism or Infidelity. In this respect the Christian
religion is the most direful, the most abhorent, of any
religion upon the face of the globe. Tbis belief in
eternal damnation, endless misery, and ceaseless torture, for any portion of the human family is most ex·
ecrable, and makes God a cruel monster-an infinite
fiend.
l'I'Ir. Snode has the gentlemanly (?)bearing to speak
of Infidels as a "herd of men who can see more beau·
in the Koran than in the Bible," and that it contains
less novelty, and that its important parts are borrowed from the Bible. This is not correct. Hm·d is not
just the word to apply to men, it is more appropriate
for cattle, sheep and hogs. It is particularly inapplicable to Infidels, as they are somewhat scattered over
the country and are hardly numerous enough yet
anywhere to get together in herds. As to the
Koran being copied from the Bible, it is possible it
may be to some extent, as it was written a long time
after, but that seems a singu~ar reason why a CMistian
should condemn it. We are no special champion or
adm.irer of the Koran. We believe it to be entirely
a human production, as all other books are, and con·
sequently possesses excellericfes and imperfecti~ns, as
nearly all others do. As a '' copy" it is far less so
than many parts of the Christian's Bible. A large
portion of this is essentially borrowed from the literature of nations older than the Jews, as can be easily
shown.
If success is a proof of excellence and truth, the
Mahometan religion is superior and more under divine patronage than the Christian. Although some
five or six hundred years its junior it has far outstrip·
ped the elder, more than four adherents having flocked to the crescent to every one that has gathered to the
cross; and to-day there are 140,000,000 believers in
Mahomet in countries that were once Christian,
but where a Christian is now scarcely to be found,
except such few as occasionally pass through. In
civilization, enterprise and wealth, which are not
dependent upon religion, the Mahometans are
in the background, but in mor-ality and good conduct they are ahead. There is less murder, less stealing, and less crime of all kinds in Mahometan than
in Christian countries;
If, however, the Koran has less "novelty" than the
Bible, it also has less of cruelty, slaughter,earnage
and bloodshed. In morality, likewise, it is eminently above it. We cannot take the room here to draw
comparisons or point out one· case in a hundred where
the morality of the Bible is below the Koran, but will
cite one chapter only, which will answer our present
purpose. It is the thirty-first chapter of Numbers,
where is narrated how Moses, who acted under the
direct command of God, sent out 12,000 brigands and
murderers to despoil and destroy a peaceful, quiet nation, the Midianites, and how they put all the men to
death, captured women and children together with all
their property, consisting in part of 675,000 sheep,
72,000 beef cattle, 61,000 asses and several hundred
shekels of gold, besides jewels and other valuables.
These the holy robbers (for they were no better,) took
to their camp, but the meek man Moses became very
angry with the officers and captains of the hosts and
said: "Have you saved all the women alive ?" "Kill
every male among the little ones, and every woman
that hath known a man by lying with him, but all the
women and children that have not known a man by
lying with him, keep for yourselves. In pursuance to
these orders, 32,000 virgins, consisting of children,
half-grown girls and young women were divided out
pro-rata among the officers and soldiers of the differ·
en t tribes, to be the helpless victims of their animal
lusts, and fifty to seventy-five thousands of defenseless women, mothers, children, babes and suckling
infants were fiendishly put to death in cold blood for
committing no offense at all; and all this by the
command of God. There is nothing like this to be
found in the Koran, nor in any of the Bibles of the
Pagan nations in the world. Nay, take all the cruelty, bloodshed and assassix;tations recounted in all the
other bibles that were written, (and· there have been
many of them,) add them all togetherin one aggregate, and so much horror and extreme cruelty cannot
be found, as is narrated in this one chapter.

We will say more, among all the tyrants, despots
and murderers that have lived in any part of the
world, whether savage, barbarous or civilized, including all the Neros, Caligufas aad Dracos that. ever lived, not one of them, in their maddest. freaks of cruelty, malice and devilish hate have ever equaled the
horrid recit~ls of this one chapter. Mr. Snode wishes·
to compare the morality of the Bible with the Koran.
If he is pleased with this aspect of his idol, we have
nothing to say, only that he has a very singular appreciation of goodness and morality.
He also introduces the subject of obscenity. This
is a point in which his adored book is so vulnerable it
would seem better for him not to mention the subject. Why, the Christian Bible is one of the moEt ob·
scene books in the world, and those which are more
so, are prohibited by law, and men are sentenced to im·
prisonme~ t at hard labor forfrom five to fifteen years
for selling them! Why, George Francis Train within
the last thirty months was imprisoned in the foul and
malarious "Tombs,'' of this city, till his life and
health were seriously endangered, for simply publishing some quotations from the Bible, without a wol:d of
comment. We could call attention to a thousand ob·
scene and impure passages of the Bible, but lest the
pious " Comstock " get after us, and to spare time
and room we will pass them by _for the present. We
are, however, free to say that in all the other Bibles
(and we may add, also, all the other books of the
world, except the small number of obscene books alluded to,) of the Pagans, not a tenth part of the
obscenity can be found that exists in the Bible
of the Christians-a pretty source, indeed, from which
to look for morality and purity.
Mr. Snode in his flings at Infidels refers to France
and the French Revolution to show how much infer·
ri0r Infidels are to Christians. The allusion is not a
happy one for him. The facts in the case are very
damaging to the Christians. True, in the French
Revolution there was a great rebound from the political and religious tyranny under which the people had
been groaning for centuries, and it is· only natural
that under such conditions, as in many similar ones
in changes of governments and dynasties, excesses and
wrongs should be committed, thus, during ten years
known as the French RevolutiQn not exceeding 4,000
executions of cri!llinals and political offenders took
place all together.
Admitting, to please Mr. Snode, that Infidels were
responsible for all this, which is by nO means true, as
a large share of these executions took place under the
avowal of the existence of a God, how does it com~
pare with Christian rule? We will~ for instance, take
a single day of Christian work in the same France
when, by pre-concerted arrangement, and by the direc·
tion of priests, over 40,000 men, women and children
were assassinated and cruelly put to death, not. for
political offenses, but for opinion's sake ? A more
cruel, infamous and bloody piece of business was
never known, and when the intelligence reached the
ears of the Pope-the head of the Christian Churchhe was greatly rejoiced at it, and ordered Te Deums to
be chanted in honor of the good work thus performed.
If the executions of the ten years named reached but
4,000, they make but a small show compared with the
40,000 the Christians basely slaughtered in a single
day.
Does Mr. Snode like this picture of Christian France
better than that of Infidel France ? In truth, very few
of the executions during the French Revolution are
chargeable to Infidelity. They were political not re·
ligious. Infidels have rarely ever persecuted their
fellow men for not believing as they do. This business is monopolized almost entirely by Christians.
We caLnot undertake to give one case in a thousand of Christian persecution, or even a minute frac·
tion of the enormities the Church has committed. It
would take volumes to contain a brief recital of them
only. One has but to read the horrible details of the
bloody work of the "Holy Inquisition " which existed under the imme!rate control of the Church for five
hundred years, and under whose infernal tortures
hundreds of thousands of innocent people were most
cruelly mangled and murdered; of the relentless and
exterminating persecutions for years visited upon the
unhappy Albigenses and Waldenses, by which scores
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of th0usands of men, women and children were tor·
tured out of the world under the most cruel and damnable circumstances; of the wars of the Crusades, by
which a great effort was made to exterminate Infidels
and unbelievers, and by which millions of all ~ges,
sexes and classes were sent to bloody graves by those
emissaries of the Church. We say one has but to read
these historical facts to be entirely convinced there
has in all the world been no such bloody persecutions,
such continued and relentless slaughter as the Christians have been guilty of. All the religions the earth
has been c)lrsed with, falls in this respect far behmd
the Christian religion. Pagans and heathens cannot
compare with them for cruelty, persecutions and horrors.
Mr. Snode's enquiries as to what good Free Thought,
Free Speech and a Free Press have done in the world,
are too insipid and senseless to even merit an answer.
What have these agencies done? Why, they have
broken down and destroyed just the state of things
we have here described. But for the existence of
Free,Thought, Liberal Sentiments and a Free Press,
the world to-day would be groaning under the same
relentless tyranny, the same murderous persecutions,
the same mental slavery and degradation which
existed in the Dark Ages, when Christianity had
entire control. A moiety of Liberalism infused into
Christianity made Protestantism ; a little more brought
out Quakerism; a little more produced Unitarianism
and Universalism; another degree brings in Spiritualism, and when all superstition is discarded, Liberalism is pure and unadulterated-a state of belief as
much superior to the bloody and darkning creeds and
practices of Christianity, as the glorious sun of day
is superior to a common "tallow dip."
Mr. S. talks glibly about "filthy gutters," "stagnant pools," "filthy back alleys," "dark dungeons,"
"damp cellars" and all that sort of thing, but we have
no taste in that direction, a'nd will leave him in that
locality with the superstitions and fallacies of a dark·
er age, while we climb the high grounds of science
and truth, and bask in the glorious sunshine of ~en
tal freedom and human progress. Mr. Snode, good
bye.
WE REGRET exceedingly to learn that the Shakers
at Mt. Lebanon, N. Y., have sustained a heavy loss
by fire. Eight lmildings, some of them large and
valuable, were swept away in a few hours on the 6th
inst. The loss is estimated at $140,000. Mid-winter
is a sad time to be turned out" of house and home by
the destroying element, and we sympathize with those
thus situated. Having spent a portion of our child·
hood and youth at the locality designated, we remeJ.llber it distinctly as our boyhood home. We are truly
sorry such a loss should fall upon our whilom friends.
We also have suffered to the extent of a few hundred dollars by two fires within the last few days. In
one instance some five hundred volumes of Tlte
Heathens. of tlte Heath were consumed in a Bindery
that burnetl, and a lot of stereotype plates for pamphlets and tracts, were destroyed in a printing house
where another fire occurred. We are sorry to say we
were not insured.
MATTIE'S OFFERING is a collection of original songs
by Mattie Sawyer of Boston. Many of the pieces
possess poetical merit, alld are faultless in sentiment.
Price 25 cents in paper, or.50 cents in cloth.
THE GoLDEN AGE.-We call the attention of our
readers to the advertisement of our cotemporary on
page 14. Our friends of the Golden Age are making
extra offers to subscribers. To every one is presented a pair of Ladies' Elegant Kid Gloves. The Golden
Age is one of the very best papers published. Its articles are able, well digested and well written .. Mr.
Williain T. Clark, the Editor, understands how to get
~pan interesting paper, well calculated to please and
instruct the studious, enquiring mind. It is Litera·
ry, Progressive sheet, favorable to all true Reforms
and Liberal in sentiment. It is not so Radical· a~
THE TRUTH SEEKER by considerable, and for this
many will like it the better. Those who want a splen.
did pair of kid gloves for nothing, will do well to subscribe for the Golden Age, Box 2848, New York.
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Paine Hall Dedication-Boston.

is very deaf he is vigorous and active in the cause Moses Hull followed in a speech of moderate length,
dear
to us. Allusion was made to the objects of the firs.t pf dedications, next of Thomas Paine and TheoWe had the pleasure of attending the opening and
dedication of this new LiberaTHall, just completed in donors, that the donations were not made to individ- dore Parker, .and lastly of social reform. In the latBoston, on the birthday of THOMAS PAINE, on January uals, but for a Memorial Hall to aid in the diffusion ter discussion he alluded to his ·well known theory
29th, and met there a large collection of Liberal of Liberal sentiments. He hoped New York and upon this subject. His manner is impressive, and his
eloquence of no mean order.
friends from various parts of the country, including other cities would have similar temples of. Science and
Materialists and Spiritualists. The best of feeling Liberalism wherein the scientific truths inculcated by . Mr. John Verity, of Cambridge, Mass., was ~ext
seemed to animate and cheer the spirits of all pres- such teachers as Spencer, Huxley, Geo. Combe, Mill, Introduced, ~tnd made a brief speech, and recited a
poem of his own in answer to the question, " Who
ent, and the opportunity of thus meeting and holding and others can be made familiar to the people.
communion in a beautiful hall devoted to free discus~ . Mrs. Prudence Worcester, ninety years of age, was Thomas Paine ?" His remarks were in reference
sion and mental liberty, seemed to be appreciated by was invited on the platform by Mr. Seaver, and spoke to the progress that has been made ia mental liberty,
for a few minutes. She l;ltated she was at the opening and the charity we ought to exercise towards those
all present.
The Building Committee-Messrs. Mendum, Seaver of the first temple in which Abner Kneeland taught in who differ from us.
Anthony Higgins, ,Jr., made one of the most eloand Savage, as well as the architect, Mr. Brown-are Boston. One hundred and fifty took dinner with· her
entitled to much praise and gratitude for the. fine edi· family that day, and they were insulted by cries and quent speeches of the day. He commenced by saynee they have so well constructed, to stand as a me- abuse from people in the streets. She spoke in warm ing he felt much inclined to keep in the rear guard
morial to the memory of the gr~at man who per- terms of the efforts Mr. Kneeland made in the cause and remain a listener to others. He could not probaformed such valuable service for his adopted country of truth an"d progress. She gave adyice to me-thers bly claim to be one of the Old Guard of Free Thought
and all mankind, in breaking down the idols of su- upon . the treatment of children, and said children as it had not been very long since he had "broken
should not be whipped. She dilated somewhat upon the shell." It was some thirty-five years since his
perstition, and opening up the way for the lovers of
this subiect. The remarks of the aged mother were birth. Mentally and physically he came into the
truth and light to walk in.
world a Radical. It· would be hard to mould him a
Three meetings were held, one at 10:30 A.M., the kindly received.
Mr. Se;ver made the closing speech, expressive of conservative. Christianity did for a time try to do
second at 2:30P.M., and the last at 7:30 in the eventhe kindest feelings toward Spiritualists, and declara- something in that direction, but it proved an utter
ing, after which in the upper hall two or three hundred for five hours joined in the mazes of the dance, tive of the freedom of speech and sentimen.t that failure. He complimented Messrs. Mendum and Seaand partook of a splendid supper. The arrangements should be maintained in Paine Hall. He gave credit ver on the fine Hall thus reared for the expression of
were well planned and ~xecuted, and everythingpass- to Mr. Savage, one of the trustees who bad given his Free Thought, and said it would command respect
personal attention to the erection of the building, and from our opponents. Oh I money and its products
ed off agl'eeably.
who had hardly given sleep to his eyelids for many are wonderful charmers even to old Mrs. Grundy.
we have not space to give even a brief report of
In alluding to the spirit of proscription and want of
the many speeches made, and can do little more than months. Much credit was due him for the meritorious style and appearance the building presented. This due gratitude exhibited towards Thomas Paine for
name the speakers. Josiah P. Mendum of the Investigator, presided. Horace Seaver, Editor of the same closed the forenoon meeting. The Hall was full- the great services he had rendered this country, while
not a. seat ·being left unoccupied.
Washington, Jefferson and others stood out from can~ paper. delivered the first address. It was one of welvas and were sculptured in marble, Thomas Paine
AFTERNOON SESSION.
come ~nd congratulation. It abounded in appropriwho had rendered equally valuable services, has no
The
Hall
was
densely
packed,
the
aisles
and
standate allusions to the struggle that had been made in
the direction of Free Thought and in dispelling the ing room being tully occupied. The 'dedication hymn canvas to represeut him, no marble to hold him in
mists and fogs of superstition and ignorance. He by F. C. Birtles was sung by the choir, after which memoriam. And why? Because of the spirit of
hoped Paine Hall would be to Mental Liberty what Mr. Seaver read a poem by J. Alberge rof Baltimore, fanaticism and persecution that has had its hand upFaneuil Hall was to Political Liberty. He hoped in entitled Tlte .Age of Reason, after which another hymn on the people of this country, and because the brave
the former Trut"!:l, Reason, Liberty, Equality and Fra- was sung. A toast proposed by D. R. Burt was read. man dared to be anti-Christian-to oppose the super}lr. Hamilton then read a somewhat lengthy but stition and absurdity of the Christian Church. But
ternity might everJifind a home, and that its doors
may ttl ways be open to .enquirers after Truth. He spicy poem in which many fine hits were made at old his admirers took it into their heads to build a fittinomemorial to his name, and hence this proud edific~
paid a fine tribute to Abner Kneeland, and alluded to theology-the same was well received.
has been reared. And now as a Spiritualist I must
the efforts he made to build up a temple of science.
Miss Susan H. Wixon, of Fall River, Mass., made a
Since Mr. Kneeland's death there had been little agita- very pleasant and effective speech which was entirely believe if ever a spirit could come back to earth, that
tion in regard to a public Liberal Hall until a few extempore, as she stated she had no time to make any the spirit of Thomas Paine stands upon this platform
years ago, when it was revived by Mr. Mendum and preparation for speaking. She passed happy eulogies and addresses you to-day.
Thomas Paine did not end the warfare in behalf of
others, through whose efforts and struggles the task upon the memory of Thomas Paine, whose bir'thday
the
rights of man when he attacked the Bible. He
was at last completed. His address lasted for an was being celebrated. She was proud of being numbut attacked the cause of human ignorance, iniquity,
hour, and :was warmly applauded.
bered with his admirers, and of being counted an InThe Rev. Mr. Sargent of Boston made a few con- fidel. She felt to be cou~tcd a Free Thinker was the priestcraft and superstition. The triumph of the
rights of man is yet to come. We have only entered
gratulatory remarks, and referred to his having been proudest title to which she could lay claim.
upon the dawn, the sunrise is yet to appear. We
disfellowshiped by the Unitarian Church on account
She said she held no dogmas in regard to the exist- have here a monument to one of the heroic leaders in
of his Liberal views.
ence of God. To her it was of far more concern to that warfare. While there are thousands who have
Mrs. Townsend, a Spiritualist was called upon the know of the poor who were walking the streets hunno memorial it is grand to think that one at least has
platform, and made a beautiful address, which was gry and shivering with the cold. "Let us," said she,
been remembered.
cordially received. A splendid bouquet of flowers "relieve the suffering of humanity about us, and let
Prof. Morse, of England, followed with a good
which stood upon the desk afforded her a good text all theological nonsense and superstition take care
speech. He avowed himself a searcher after truth.
to illustrate the organization of the human body and of itself. I know no God, save that which appears
He was proud to stand upon this platform in an edisoul, and she handled the subject beautifully. She to me in humanity up or down. Which ever way !look
fice reared to the memory of an Englishman, one who
expressed great love for humanity, not excluding the I can understand nothing about any God, except as it
had been a foremost worker in securing the indepenlowly and despised. She regarded all mankind as appears to me in human beings. I love Humanity,
dencP. of this country, and in securing the rights of
her brothers· and sisters, and she felt willing to spend and if that is loving God, I love him well. I cannot
opinion for all. He as a Spiritualist hailed with joy
her strength and life in lifting \'lp and helping the find him anywhere else. I never saw a man so dethe fraternization of Spiritualists and Liberals and
down-trodden.
graded, or a woman E<o utterly vile, but that I could hoped they would continue to work together in acF. C. Birtles of Woonsocket, R.I., addressed the discern some evic:lence of God in him or her. I have cord an~ luuiDony.
audience in a vigorous speech, and alluded to the come to the conclusion there is no God anywhere exProf. Toohey made an excellent speech. He paid
progress he had made in freeing himself from the cept as he is exhibited in Humanity. Hence I love a tribute to the memory of Paine ; hoped for a conbonds of ignorance and bigotry. He had for twenty- all human beings.
tinned fraternal feeling between Liberals and Spiritsix years been free from the fetters that once bound
I know nothing about the 'atoning sacrifice ' and ualists, and for a steady progression in the cause of
him, and he rejoiced in the increasing light and free- all that kind of absurdity. I don't want to know any- Right and Truth.
dom which were spreading over the world.
thing about it. I would not if I could. I know very
Mr. Corwin, delegate from Milwaukee, made a few
Mr. Mendum read congratulatory letters from W. F. little about creeds, except as I see the d1fferent sects remarks. He had come a long dist ~nee to attend this
Freeman, Stockton, Cal., Mrs. Mary Brown, Mrs. L. fighting with each other. What concerns me most is celebration, but would travel ten tim£.s as far to witto know how the poor people of our cities are to get ness another.
F ..Smith, and Morris Altman.
Dr. H. B. Storer made a good speech. Was rejoicG. L. Henderson of this city was the next spQaker. through this Winter; whether they have food enough
His subject was the moralizatiOn of wealth. He al- to keep them from hunger, and whether they have ed at the fraternal spirit manifested. He did not want
luded in complimentary terms to George Peabody, clothing enough to keep them from suffering with the to advertise his personal convictions, but believed
Peter Cooper of this city, and James Lick, for the lib- cold. I don't want to meddle with anything but that." Thomas Paine was doing as much, aye, more good toeral donations and magnanimous efforts they had She referred again to Paine, and said in concluRion: day, than he did when in the body, for the deliverance
"When I think of the immortal sage who said, ' I of the mind of man from the thraldom of dogmatic
made for the amelioration of mankind and for the advancement of science. He paid a merited tribute to believe in the equality o"f man, and that religious du- superstition. He believed Paine's influence pervaded
D. R. Burt of Dunleith, who had contributed liberally ties consist in doing justice, loving mercy and endeav- the country. He congratulated the Liberals of Bosto the Paine Hall fund, and induced others to do the oring to make our fellow-beings happy,' I am com- ton, and Messrs. Mendum and Seaver especially upon
same, and had made a trip to California and sbld the pelled to say, 'If this be Infidelity, the more of it the erection of this elegant structure.
( Oontinued onpaoe 1~.)
property donated by James Lick. Though Mr. Burt the better.' "
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life were cast into the lake that burneth with fire and mirth, when suddenly his horse shied to one side of
brimstone, which is the second death."
the road and threw him off and broke his neck. He
Poor sinner, its a solemn and awful thing to die ; had been heard to say, that if he was ever thrown
but who can describe the terrors of that second from his horse, he would s~y as he fell, •' Lord have
Sermon No. 4.
death, the death thatnever dies. When the soul shall mercy on my soul," and all would be right.
[Delivered at Mt. Zion Church, near Frog Island, South- be doomed to endless woe, there to dwell in a sea of
But what, my dying friends, do you suppose this.
ern Illinois. Reported by THOMAS A. DIDYMUS.J
red-hot fire beneath the hot and stifling air of hell and poor lost young man said as he fell into the open
Entered according to Act of Congress, h1 th'l office of mingle your groans of agony with the laughter of mouth
of hell ? It is enough to' make one's blood curthe Librarian of Congress at Washington, D. C.
dle in his veins and his hair stand on end to think of
Qujrterly Conference has just closed here, and the heartless devils, and the oaths of the damned.
Oh ye of little faith, and you who are hardened in it. He found himself falline;, and no doubt tried to
excitement incidental to this important .occasion is
subsiding, but I assure you we have had a lively time. sin, I beseech you by the mercies of God; and I warn remember his prayer, but the Devil was there and put
Elder Slocum, the presiding Elder of this quarterly you by the certainty of judgment and the terrors of these awful words into his mouth: "DEVIL TAKE
hell to flee from the wrath to come, and I warn you BODY, SOUL AND ALL.))
confer~:nce, ably ~sisted by Elder Harkins (formerly
And his prayer was answered, and to-night his
a presiding Elder, but now a circuit rider), were the now that I shall meet you at the judgment seat of
preachers who conducted the series, and each of them Christ on that terrible day that shall burn as an oven, poor lo'st soul is writhing and shrieking in hell, and
and I shall there present you as. brands snatched from if he could come here to-night he would say, "Young·
did their tallest preaching.
The result was a revival such as is seldom seen in the eternal burning, jewels in my crown of glory, or man, take warning by my awful fate, and flee from
·
modern times. There was a wonderful outpouring I shall then and there be a swift witness against you the wrath of God." Now will you do it?
Perhaps some of you are saying, I am honest and
of grace, and many souls found joy and peace in be- for having rejected the gospel.
For how can you escape the damnation of hell ifye upright, and have done nothing to repent of. 0 ! my
lieving.
friends, this is the most awful state of mind you could
The meeting began on Friday, and by Sunday even- reject this great salvation?
Oh sinner, come to Jesus to-night!
get into. You may be all that you claim to be, yet
ing the interest and excitement cuJminated in a scene
Delay not another moment!
you are lost and ruined without faith in the Lord Jeof the wildest enthusiasm on the part of the saints,
Tarry not in all the plains of doubt nor sin! Heark- sus Christ, for there is no other name given by which
and a re!!Ular panic in the ranks of the sinners.
Elder Harkins preached one of his most powerful en no wnger to the voice of the Devil, who tells you you can be saved.
there, is time enough!
I once knew a man, who was a good man, an honrevival sermons, from the following text:
Time enough? Life itself is but a span; time but a .est man, a moral and law-abiding man, and a good"For, behold, the day cometh that shall burn as an oven fleeting moment compared to eternity.
•
hearted, benevolent man, but he was an Infidel. He
and all the proud, and all they that do wickedly shall be
· Cling not. to the world and its joys, for th(ly are de- denied the Lord, and even doubted the existence of
as stubble."
God. I saw this man just before he died. He was
''Thus saith the Lord of Hosts by the mouth of the ceitful and transient.
then an old man, and his race was almost run-for he
prophet Malachi, the last of the long line of il"This world is but a fleeting show,
was then sick-and I asked him how he felt in view
lustrious prophets, who testified to the righteousFor man's illusion given."
of the near approach of death, and he answered,
ness of Jehovah, and warned the people of the
Come,. sinner; if you are old and hardened in sin " Serene and peaceful."
terrible vengeance that would come upon them if they 'and
rebellion against God, come and see how merciI said, "Do you base your hopes upon the merits
refused to flee from the wrath of God, and close in ful he
is, how freely he forgives. If you are young of a crucified Redeemer ?" And what, my dying
with the offers of mercy,
The prophet Malachi died and slept with his fath- and of tender years come, for it is written, 'Thou friends, do you think was his reply? It's awful to
ers, but before he departed he foretold the coming of shalt remember the Creator in the days of thy youth." contemplate; it's terrible to repeat. He said:
"No, I have lived as true a life as I could, and if
the Son of God and of the end of the world, and also If you are a moral man, and upright in all your walk
of the great judgment day, in which the wicked should and conversation, but have not a.cknowledged the there is a God, I am ready to stand before him and
Christ, come, for there is no other name take the consequences of my actions, scorning to beg
be burned up as stubble. And now my dying congre- Lord Jesus
under heaven whereby you can be saved, ·but for mercy, or to shield myself under the skirts of
gation, it is for you to decide whether you will be ·given
name of Jesus Christ. All your morality and Christ or any other man."
among the wheat that shall be gathered. into the gar- the
will count for nothing in that day that shall
He died only three days after uttering such terrible
ner of the heavenly kingdom, or whether you will be honesty
found with the chaff and stubble, that shall be cast burn as an oven, for the righteousness of man is but blasphemy, and of course he went to hell, there to
.
learn that God's vengeance is not to be defied or
into hell, and burned with the fire of God's eternal as filthy rags in the sight of God.
Sinner, come; start now. The old Ship of Zion is trifled with. Young man, come to Jesus. Though
vengeance forever and forever. ·
her anchor and spreading her sails. Come your sins be as scarlet, they shall be washed as white
Now is the day of salvation. Now is the accepted weighing
on board and register your name for the port of glory as wool in the blood of the Lamb.
time.
before it is too late. 'rhis glorious old ship has land"Stop, poor sinner, stop and think
'To-day, if you will hear his voice,
ed tliousands safely on the shores of everlasting delivBefore you farther go 1
Now is the time to make your choice;
erance.
The
passage
is
free
;
then
come
and
go
with
Will you sport upon the brink
Say, will you to Mount Zion go?
us.
.
Of everlasting woe?
Say, will you come to Christ, or no?' "
Why will you stay on board the pirate ship of InfiYes, poor sinner, I beseech yon stop and think be- delity; the privateer craft of Science, or the balloon of
The effect of the Elder's anecdotes was electrical.
fore it is everlastingly too. late. Too late ? What an Spiritualism? I tell you, my friends, these modern
awful warning is found in these little words, too late! ships will go to the bottom sooner or later, and the Young and old of both sexes pressed forward, and
To-morrow may be too late. This may be the last Spiritual' bubble will burst and pass away in God's prostrated themselves at the foot of the throne-pulopportunity some of you may ever have to close in own good time. But the old ship of Zion will ride pit-and asked to be prayed for.
Elder Harkins led in prayer, and the saints all joinwith the offers of m(ilrcy, the last sermon you may the storm and safely land you in the port of glory.
ed in, and for ten minutes exclamations, ejaculatiOns,
ever be permitted to hear. Then listen to the voice
Brethren sing,
pious expletive!!, adjectives and groans filled the air,
of the Savior to-night. He is waiting to be gracious ;
-and toward the close a number of the penitent mourn'0 do not let the ship depart,
yes, the blessed Jesus is whispering in your ear, toers began to shout glory and clap their hands, and
And close thine eye against the light,
night. He is saying to you, "poor sinner, I died· on
one you,ng lady d!}!!.ced a minuet and then fell on the
Poor sinner, harden not thy heart,
the cross for you. To secure your salvation I sweat
floor in a trance.
Thou wouldst be saved; why not to-night?'
the bloody sweat of Getltsemane. It was the weight
of your guilt that bowed my head in grief and agony,
During the singing of this song the Elder's Vol.Ce
as slowly and painfully I climbed the rugged steeps could be heard above the. roaring waves of heavenly
The Sunday Question in this City.
of Calvary. And its expiation on the cross wrung music that surged up from the congregation, exhortfrom my agonized soul those groans that rent the vail ing in loud, yet pathetic tones, the sinner to come to
To
the
Clergymen of the Dtty of New- York.
!lf the temple, and shook the foundations of the earth. Jesus.
Sinner, do you believe this? Then confess my
Some half-dozen specimens of total depravity walk-'
DEAR FRIENDS : We may as well have this fight
name before this congregation, and your sins shall be ed forward and knelt at the anxious seat.
out, first as last. It is you who are opposed to grantblotted out ; for whoso confesses me before Irian, him
It was evident that these were but the first fruits of ing people liberty on Sunday. It is you who wish to
will I confess before my father and all the hoiy angels. the harvest, and after a prayer, in which the Lord was shut all up to the strict observance of Sunday us a
But he that denieth me before man, him will I also invited and implored to come right down from heaven Sabbath. You regret every open door affording them
deny before my father and the holy angels.
in all his power, and majesty, and glory, and make escape from the ministrations which you see fit to
Oh sinner, how can you resist such an appeal? one in their midst-an invitation whtch was not ac- provide them in your pulpits. The old-fashioned
The King of heaven and earth, the Son of God stands cepted-Elder Slocum entered up6n an exhortation Sunday has been yours, and you wish .to keep it.
with open arms waiting to be gracious; stands plead· by telling a story, or rather two stories.
So we grapple at once with you, and hold you to this
I want to appeal to the young men that are here to- public expose of your inevitable weakness and doomed
ing with you to come to him and be saved.
night.
I
want
to
tell
them
that
they
are
standing
upBut if tender mercy will not move you, remember
defeat! You will fail, the Sunday will be rescued
the words of the text and tremble. For behold the on the very brink of hell, and there's no telling what from your grasp, till there will be no pretenee of any
clay cometh that shall burn as an oven, and all the minute any one of you may be plunged in that gulf such sacred Sabbath as you have claimed! There is
proud and they that so wickedly shall be• as stubble. of dark ctespair. 1 know yeu 1\re each saying to no holy Sabbath, there never has been any; and noOh my dying friends, that will be a terrible day to yourselves, " there is time enough; I will enjoy the body ever dreamed there was, except because it is a
you, if you are out of the ark of safety. When the pleasures of sin for a season, and then get religion." Baby:-World! There never was a Bible that was the
Archangel shall stand with one foot on the sea and This is a dangerous course you are pursuing.
word of God, there never was a God to give a Bible,
I once knew a young man who took this course, there never was a God to make a holy Sabbath! Yon
one on the land, and swear by Him that liveth forever and ever, that time is, and time was, but time and when the pious ministers of God would warn him may wriggle and twist, but Seience tells you the Unishall be no longer. Then shall the solid earth melt of his. danger, he would say, "0 ! I don't mean to verse is infinite, and then it was never created, and
with fervent heat, and the heavens be rolled together die without a hqpe in Christ, but I can't give up the there is no Creator, and there never was any Bibfe,
as a scroll and pass away with a great noise. And the pleasures of the world just yet. When I get older I and the1.·e never was anv Sabbatll! Now that is the end
moon shall be turned to blood, and the stars of· hea,ven mean to get married and get religion, and settle down of it! Even if the Scientists will not stand to this, they
to a steady,· pious life."
must, they will have to-they can no more ·get away
fall.
Remeinber, my young friends, this young man was from their own Science than you can! Once for all,
'!'hen will the wicked, both great and small, flee
from the fate that awaits them and finding no place not an Infidel. No, indeed; he believed in the Lord Evolution is true, and this is a Baby-World, and there
to hide, they will c1y to the rocks and mountains to Jesus Christ as most of you do, but he was not willing never was a finite Universe, nor any Creation, nor
fall on them and hiue them from the wrath of God, to give up the pleas~;res of sin and serve the Lord. He any Creator, nor any holy Bible, nor any sacred Sab·
and from the face of him that sitteth upon the throne put off repentance that he might enjoy this life as bath-but your whole foundation and superstructure
long as possible, intending to get religion when the have gone to the bottomless together! And Luther,
of judgment.
Hut my poor, lost .. j'riends, let me warn you that joys of earth should cease to please him, or if sud- Calvin, Melancthon and all the other early Reformers,
you cannot escape in that day. The rocks and moUn· denly cut off, he meant to repent and call on the Sav- had no sacred Sabbath, they scouted any such institutains will refuse to hide you, and and your prayers ior in his last moments. But the Lord would not be tion! But the Puritans were the creators of your
will be in vain, for the day of grace will be past and trifled with in that way for ever, but cut him off sud- strict, holy day, and the.y went back for it to the old
denly, and he went down to hell with all his sins on Jewish Book calling itself a Bible, but no more one
the day of God's vengeance come.
·
"And I saw the dead, both small and great, stand his head.
than an;y other product ~f the superstition of all ages,
He was on his way home from a horse race one as all Bibles have been simply the product of this subefore the throne and the books were opened and they
'.Vhose names were not found in the Lamb's book of night, being about half drunk, ~nd fuil of devilish perstitious Baby-World!

fllder lebedee §arltius.
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And these very Sunday statutes on which you have·
always relied to enforce the observance of the day, so
far from being in your favor, are ten thousand times
against yon, for they are the spawn of the BabyWorld, such bald relics of the ancient heathenism and
idolatry, that they shall not only, not be suffered to be
executed, but they shall not even be allowed to remain on the statute-boolr, longer to disgrace our civilization\ 'file first heathen, such uncounted thousands of years ago, worshiped fetishes, and you make
Sunday a fetish, and these statutes, framed in those
days of the Puritans, and handed down till now, require all to make Sunday a fetish, under penalty of
fine and imprisonment ; but the people of this country, wlll not submit longer to be insulted by such
priestly impositions! The statutes are already obsolete, the people have outgr?wn them fifty or a llu?dred years, and now they will sweep them away till
there shall no vestige of them be fdund, except on the
same page of history which preserves the shameful
record (but no more shameful) that our ancestors offered up human sacrifices! Under this blaze of
Science these laws, these insults and not laws, will be
erased from every statute-bqok in this country within
two years [if we only make the strike within our power], and you an~ we all shall say Amen! Fur you·
want the best thmg done, and we shall show you by
what Science will give in exchange for your holy Sunday and in exchange for your way of keeping it, how
mu~h better all become, how much happier all are,
under a rational system of spending that day. We
will have nothing immoral on Sunday, for we will not
tolerate that on other days, for Science will make the
secular stage purer and worthier than it is now ; but
on Sunday we shall have such scenic representations,
and c"oncerts, and lectures, and whatever may be necessary, as shall instruct, entertain and amuse .t~e whole
population together, men's moral .and spmtual demands attended to and supplied equally with their
physical, social and en tin; self-needs; and you wi!l
come in to help, for you Will convert yourcllurch·e(hfices into lecture-rooms and halls-temples of Science
-so that Sunday will be made a day of universal rest,
recreation . enjoyment, intellectual ·and moral improvement, as the need may be! You Elare not say, iu
the light of Science, this is not good and noble! You
dare n9t cro before t-Ile country, against us on this
issue! Y~u know the people will say this is right,
and will sweep you away forever if you _oppose!
e
represent the immense and overwllelrmn!S maJOrity,
and they will rule and ought to, and you (If you stand
out) go to the wall! The newspapers ot the country
will" all be on our side, for they cannot but see-they
know this is Science! And you dq,re not say we who
propound this are not good, honest, spotless and holy
as yourselves aud doing all this because we must,
doing all for' the regeneration and salvation of the
world! We defy you if you dare pick up the gauntlet,
but we know you will not, you wil~ admit .all this, and
turn in and-help us. And so we g1ve you our hands
and our hearts and with you march on to a natural
and secular su'nday, as the only thing right, the only
thing possible, _the inf~llible dictate of Science, the inevitallle fate of EvolutiOn!
In the name of over forty millions of Americans,
.
Your equal brother,
JOSEPH TREA'L\
P. s.-DEAR FRIEND HENDERSON: This very Evolution means to many, the tr~nspa~·ent reverse of
what yon insist on, in your articles m THE TRUTH
SEEKER. It means that since the whole past from
which you draw your inference, was one of l!eathenism therefore we do not want "priests" and "churches,,/ but only Lecturers and _Teachers for Congr_e!Sations and Meetings, thus le~tmg the old s~pent~twn
die and "be buried out of n;md_ as well as _mfiuence!
Evolution is good for not-llmg, ~s not EvolutiOn, unless
it SUllersedes!-outgrows the old-not only grows out
.of it but beyond it!
J. T.
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Talmage and Byron's •• Cbilde Harold."
••Ohilde Harold is ad01·ned w~th, evil till it smiles like a
May Queen.''- Tal rna ge s .8e1"fll on, Jan. 12tli.
The imagination of the. Rev. Dr .. Talmage is truly
wonderful! What yowCI:ful mag,m~,ring glass~s h~
must use that can discern m Byron s CluJde Hmold,
"adultery until it smiles like a llfay Queen!"
I have read that beautiful poem so oftell: that I can
1 ost repeat it from memory, and you Will allow me
~o~ell Dr. Talmage, tl1at in the. whole on~ hundred
and eighty-seven stanzas, there IS not one mdecorous
line one licentious thought ; but he shall find more
tha~ he can in any otll~r. poem of the same len!S~h,
that iR so pure, so exquiSitely refined an_d bea·~ttijul,
that Byron might ~ave plucked the pen)VI~h winch he
wrote it from the Willg of the angel of Pm1ty. Why does
ot Dr. Talmage preach a sermon on the command~ent "Bear not false witness," and be sure to pres~
the ~pplication home· to his own hea.rt, and conscience ? But then the ways of the Rev. Gentleman
are "not our ways; " "his thoughts are not o~r
tholilghts," and I have not tlle_leas~ doubt that to Ills
distorted vision, he sees only ill this wonderful poem,
impurity and vice. In the second canto we _find such
lines of beauty as these following (I am quotmg from
memory, excuse me if I should drop a word) :

"Yet if, as holiest men have deemed, there be
A land of souls beyond that sable shore, ·
To shame the doctrine of the sadducee,
And sophists madly vain of their uncertain lore!
How sweet it were in concert to adore
With those who make our labors light!
To hear each voice we fear to hear no more I
Behold each mighty shade revealed to sight
The Bactrian, Samarian sage, and all who taught the
right!"
Is tller!J any vice and immorality in those ·words of
thrilling beauty ?
" Dear Nature is the kindest mother still,
Tho' always changing, in her aspect mild;
From her bare bosom, let me take my fill,
Her never-weaned, though not her favored child.
Oil! she is fairest in her features wild
Where nothing polished dare pollute her path;
To me by da.y or night she ever smiled,
Though I have marked her when no other hath,
And sought her more and more, and loved her most in
wrath."
This second canto contains also those lines so often
used by our buncombe orators :
" Hereditary bondsmen! know ye not,
Who would be free themselves must strike the blow?"
And the whole of the remaining twenty-three stanzas to the end of the second canto are so fringed with
beauty, that it will make them as enduring as the language they are written in. Who •ver forgets these
words:
"Wherever we tread, 'tis haunted, holy ground."
"The sun, the soil, but not the slave the same."
Was Sir Walter Scott a libertine ? Did he pander to
the" lascivious pleadings of a lute" ? He says of the
first and second cantos of" Cllilde Harold," that they
place at once on Lord Byron's head the garland, for
which other men of genius have toiled long, and
which they have gained late.
.
The third contains the very gems of the English
language:
"Stop 1 for thy tread is on an empire's 'tlustl
An earthquake's spoil is sepulchered below."
I need not quote, but I will write the word Waterloo, and the magnificent stanzas ring in our ears,
for ni.emory retains them forever.
Then comes "Lake Leman wooing with its crystal
face," and we have in the following fourteen stanzas
an avalanche of poetic beauty.
Do give space for these three, that the face of the
libeler may be tinged with shame! (That is supposing he has a soul and feelings that can be touched
with those exquisite lines of the great Master Artist.)
" All heaven and earth are still, tho' not in sleep,
But breathless as we grow when feeling most,
And silent as we stand in thought too deep:All heaven and earth are still: from the high host
Of stars, to the lull'd lake and mountain-coast,
All is concentrated in a life intense,
Where not a beam, nor air, nor leaf is lost,
But hath a part of being, and a sense
Of that which is of all, Creator and defence.
Then stirs the feeling infinite, so-felt
In solitude, where we are least alone;
A truth, which through our being then does melt,
And purifies from self; it is a tone,
The soul and source of music, which makes known
Eternal harmony, and sheds a charm,
Like the fabled Cytherea's zone,
Binding all things with beauty ;-'twould disarm.
The spectre Death, had he substantial power to charm.
Not vainly did the early Persian m~J,ke
His altar, the high places and the peak
Of earth-o'er-gazing mountains. and thus take
A fit and unwalled temple, there to seek
The spirit, in whose honor .shrines are weak,
Upreared of human hands. Come and compare
Columns and idol-dwellings, Goth or Greek,
With nature's realms of worShip, earth and air,
Now fix on fond abodes to circumscribe thy prayer."
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"Yet peace be with their ashes,-for by them
If merited, the penalty is paid;

It is not ours to judge,~far less condemn."
Think you that the pen would not have dropped
from her clasping fingers ; and the cruel and wicked
slander, by which the author has forfeited her right
forever to the mime of woman, would never have
been written. Read Byron's justification .from the
conservative pages of Blackwood in 1825: "Nothing
can be more unfair than to give as the personal character of Lord Byron what may be guessed at from his
poems. Is there a noble sentiment, a lofty thought,
a sublime conce1ltion? Yes is the answer, but it is
the roue Byron that speaks! Is a kind and generous
action of the man mentioned ? ''Yes, yes," comments the sage, but only remember the atrocities of
Don Juan; depend upon it, this is only a bit of caprice or vile hypocrisy. Thus salvation is shut out at
either entrance, the poet damns tLe man, and the man
the poet. Was Byron dishonest or disllonorabll! ?
Did he ever do anything to forfeit, or even endanger
his rank as a gentleman ?
No such accusation has ever been maintained against
Lord Byron. Was he so p~·ofiigate !n his m01:aJs, t~at
his name cannot be mentioned with anytllmg. hke
tolerance? We should like extremely to have the
catechising of the individual man who says so. Was he
worse than the majority of those who join in the cry
of horror at his sensuality ? We believe exactly tbe
1·everse and we rest our belief on very intelligible
grounds. How could sensual proflig-acy form such a
great part of the life and character of the man! who
dying at six.and th_irty, bequeathed such ~ collect~on of
works as Byron did to the world ? Agam, lookmg· at
the nature of the intellect w llicll generated, and delighted in generating such be~utiful and noble con~
ceptions as are to be fo_u~d m a!most every page of
Byron's works-we hold Ii Impossible that very many
men can be at once capable of comprehending these
conceptions and for sensual prufiigaey to form the
principal or even a principal part of their character.
No story 'of villianous false intrigue, no story of base,
unmanly seduction has ever been made against him.
No father has ever reproached him with the ruin of
his daughter! No husband has ever denounced him as
the destroyer of his domestic peace!
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, there is an Eastern
proverb that says, " Cllicl<ens always come home to
roost," and this carrion buzzard clliel<en you hatched
so kindly into life on Lord Byron's grave, now fullfledged, full-grown has returned to its home.
"The mills of the gods grind slow."
" And the measure ye mete to others shall surely be meted to you again."
""\'VM. WILLICOTT.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Educating Children.
''As the twicr is bent the tree is inclined," is a selfevident fact. "'And this fact is, I think, universally
known and is every-where more or less acted upon.
If w~ desire our children to possess a fine education,
we tutor them at an early age. If we want them to
follow a certain branch of industry, we direct their
attention to it as soon as advisable. •If we wi;;h them
to become labor-loving men and women, we give them
at an early age such emplqyment.. as will not. be too
fatiguing, and which will· create m them an mterest
fur its accomplishment. If we wish them to love pure
morals we inculcate them at a tender age.
In the religious world, it is well known, that children must be drilled into any desired religious belief,
as soon as their prattling tongue can lisp the word
"Dod" or Desus ; " hence the Sunday-schools ev~ry
wllere · and hence the zealous eare, and watclung,
and tr~ining which the religious devotee feels it his
bounden duty to exercise to the utmost, over the
heathenish youth.
Many well-meaning Freeth.inkers say, the;r :Will not
ask their children pro or con Ill regard to rehgwn; and
that when they are of age, they shall have the privilege of accepting that which their judgment conceives tcf be the truth. But, dear parent, are you
aware how difficult it is, with religious teachings all
about you-in the public schools, in the lecture. room_,
in the three or four churches to a thousand m habitants on the street-aye, every-where-to b~·ing up
your' children to maturity without their havmg received religious teaching? We can everyday see the
sons and daughters of Infidels uniting themselves
with this or that creed; and why? because of iufiuence, impressions and teachings received outside of
the home-cirele.
If Infidelity, so-called, is good enough fur parents
to live and die by, it certainly ought to be good enough
for their children · and I sec nut why they should
hesitate to verse th~m in its teachings; or, at least impress strongly upon their minds the neces8itY: of k~ep
ing aloof until they have made a thorough mvesti_gation of tile subject, and are capable of comprehendmg
it.
.
Berlin, Wis., Jan. 24, 1875.
J. D. KnuscnKE.

The fourth and last canto contains that wonderful
apostrophe to the Ocean, which every school-boy or
girl knows by heart.
Of this fourth canto, Sir E. Bridges says, "It is the
fruit of a mind which had stored itself with great care
and toil, and had digested with profound re~ection
and intense vigor what it had leame«;: t~e. sentiments
are not such as lie on tlw surface (the Itahcisms are my
own) but could be awakened by long meditation.
Whoever reads it and is not impressed with the
1ilany grand virtue; as well as the gigantic powers of
the mind that wrote bt seems to me to afford a proof of
insensibility of llea1·t and g1·eat stupidity of intellect! "
Oil, Bigotry 1 How thou canst blind the under·
standing! How thou canst harden the hea1;~, W!Ien
thy votary declares that the wonde~·fu~ poe'7' C!nlde
Harold,"" is adorned with evil t1ll It smiles hke a
REv. J,uxE MILES, pastor of Zion Methodist church at
May Queen 1"
I have often wondered if Mrs. Harriet Beecher Norwich, Ct.• has decamped with all the Society's funds
Stowe ever read those touching lines, breathing such he could appropriate. 'fhere is also :;aid to be some female scandal connected with it,
a s!?irit of loving cl1arity:
--------~------
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( Oont·inued f1·ompage 9.)
Notice to the Liberal Public.
Mr. G. L. Henderson was the next speaker. He was
A letter was rea,d from Mrs. Ernestine L. Rose followed by others in a series of brief addresses,
M. ALTMAN & Co.,
t
from London, which closed the afternoon meeting.
which concluded the evening's exercises. At 9 o'clock
301 & 303 6th Ave., N. Y. f
EVENING SESSION.
the ball opened in the upper hail, where a large comI have during the last six years kept my name and
The Hall was again crowded. The exercises were pany enjoyed the dancing, while yet the exercises business constantly before the readers of Liberal paopened by an overture from the orchestra, after which continued below. Refreshments were served in the pers, and have during that time supplied most of them
a young lady sang two pieces with well cultured and banquet hall, and the crowd in Paine Hall was con- with merchandize from my establishment, orders in
musical voice accompanied on the piano, when B. F. stantly augmented up to 11 o'clock, at which time the .most cases coming through the advertisements pubUnderwood, the able champion of Free Thouv;ht, was floor presented a very brilliant appearance. ·At two lished by me.
introduced, and gave the address of the day. He o'clock the company broke up.
But the limited space necessarily occupied i~ a
said:
This terminated the exercises of the celebration of newspaper makes it impossible to enumerate or speciI understand the object of these exercises is to hon- the !38th anniversary of Thomas Paine's birthday and fy accurately the many articles required by the public
or the name of Thomas Paine, and to dedicate this the dedication of the elegant Hall to his memory. and I have been and still am in receipt of many letters
hall to Free Thought. I venerate this object, and I
wish Thomas Paine· might give us a "materializa- Everthing connected with the exercises passed off begging for a more. detailed Price List or Catalogue, I
tion " to-night (laughter), so as to look upon this sea pleasantly, It was a "feast of reason and a flow of have determined to issue the most complete P1ice List
of faces before him, to stand up before us, a human soul " that will not soon be forgotten by thos!) who of Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, 'Ladies' and Gent's Unbeing in flesh and blood, and express his gladness at participated in it.
dergarments and outfits, Suits, Costumes, Hosiery,
the great progress made since the time in which he
lived. I delight to speak the praises of Thomas
We hope the time is not far distant when in this Gloves, and the thousand small articles in Millinery,
Paine, not because I ag;ee wit~ him in all his views, city we may witness the dedication of a similar Hall Notions, and HaberdashCiy, that has ever been circubut because he was a piOneer In Free Thought, and
F
T
.
.
lated, free of cost, to all who may send stamp and addid great and noble service in his day and generation; ·to ree hought and the best Interests of humanity.
dress. The matter is now in the 11ands of the printer
and we should be ungrateful if we neglected to give
and by the time this is read will be ready to mail.
him his just meed of praise. He did a great and noWE are now getting up a printed list with which to Send on your addresses with stamp for return postble service for this country in its hour of need, and
but for the fact that he went farther and honestly de- mail THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hope to have it ready age. Liberals who may not be able, or who hesitate
finea his radical creed, he would have occupied a po- for our next numier. The tabs accompanying the to send stamp, may simply send their address and I
sition of great honor among all people to-day. His
little book, " Common Sense," was published in 1776. paper will show the time the subscription expires, and will mail a few for distribution among their friends.
Fraternally yom~s,
It attacked monarchial governments, portrayed the ex- will inform those in arrears when their time was out.
MORRIS ALTMAN.
cellence of Republican institutions, and pointed .out This improvement has subjected us to considerable
the practicability of American independence. When expense, but we are satisfied it will be much more
these sentiments were first advanced, it is difficult for
us to understand how they were received. The great perfect than the plan heretofore used, and will tell
mass of the American people were shocked ; they all patrons when their time terminates, and we hope
thought it was premature. At first it created indig- will alleviate the necessity of so often requesting our
nation, but soon it spread and the opposition diminJANUARY 29TH, 1875.
ished until from New England to the Carolinas spread readers to remit their dues.
the c~y for independence. Mr. Underwood depicted
Kind readers, permit us, right here, to request such
The lecture of this evening was by MR. W. L.
Paine's signal services to the country during the dark of you as have not renewed your subscription for Vol. ORMSBY, JR:, Vice· President of the Liberal Club.
days of the Revolutionary war. ''These are times
Subject, ''Known Facto'/'8 in Sociology."
that try the souls uf men," are his own words. (Ap- n. of THE TRUTH SEEKER, to do so without further
Science is the knowledge of laws. The test qf sciplause.) But he lived to see the cause so dear to his delay. This number completes the first half of Vol. ence is prediction-the verification of science the
heart triumphant. Paine's style as a writer has in II., and we think it is time every patron who feels fulfilment of prophecy.
some respects never been equaled. Every sentence like sustaining the efforts we are making in the cause
That there is a science of society is now unqueshe wrote was stamped with his luminous mind. He
tioned; and man, since his appearance upon earth,
of
truth
and
mental
freedom,
had
sent
in
his
renewal.
was a sa<racious and clear-headed man, and he wrote
has been engaged in discovering the laws of his behis thoughts in such a lucid and sttiking way that the If there are thos,e who don't wish to continue the pa- ing or the order of nature. We must all of us be
most uncultivated person cannot read his works with- per, we simply ask them to notify us of the fact, and prophets for ourselves, and upon the correctness of
out being struck by the logic and force of his ideas.
pay us for the time they have received it. We hope our prophecies mu~t depend our weal or woe. In
This building is dedicated to Free Thought and to
our youth our parents must l?rophecy for us, and sur-·
universal mental liberty. It has been built by the there is not a person who reads THE TRUTH SEEKER round us with proper conditiOns for our welfare, and
contributions of many who go much further in their who feels unwilling to pay for it so long as he receives we in our turn for our children. Indeed, in all the
radical ideas than Paine did. We have not accepted it and reads it. Those who have not remitted for the relations of life this element of prediction must enPaine as a leader; no peason who is entitled to the second Volume must certainly know it, and as half ter. Pre-vision for the sake of pro-vision.. The legname of a Free Thinker ever acknowledges any man,
islator predicts the result of legislation; the merliving or dead, as his mental leader. (Applause.) the Volume has already been sent them, they should chant, of commercial venture; the philanthropist,
This hall ought to be a reminder to us not to accept not ask us to wait on them longer. We assure our measures of reform; the teacher, the results of eduour beliefs as ultimate truths. We must not ignore readers we are needing the amounts due us to enable cation.
the great ocean of truth that lies beyond. Mr. Under- us to meet the bills we are compelled to pay. It has
I know of one restaurant keeper, who prophecies
wood advocated great courtesy and moderation in setevery day that his patrons will reqY.ire five hundred
been
suggested
that
we
'Publish
the
names
of
those
in
ting forth the idellOI of Freethinkers, and thought that,
baked dumplings on the morrow, and as he is generthus presented, radical thought would always be re- arrears, and especially those who refuse to pay for the allv correct, so far he is a social scientist. He has
ceived with respect. The editors of the country, he paper after taking it for months from the post-office, discovered that a certain compound will please the
Raid were as a rule sufficiently Infidel. The largest but we dislike to take that course. We much prefer average human man, and justly reaps the reward of
circ~lated papers were those which were not afraid.J;o
his discovery. A. T. Stewart is merely a true prophreport the most liberal utterances of the platform. that those who are indebted to us will ,send in the et, who has discovered the operation of certain laws.
Our advances, which this hall marks, have been in little amounts without such a reminder. Friends, In trade these laws are simple. The purchaser will
every department, in science, in theology, in philol- please let us hear from you.
invariably buy where he can get the best goods for
ogy. We have cause for· rejoicing over its compleWe have to pay the postage on all the papers we the least money. Every purchaser will look out for
tion. Mr. Underwood showed at considerable length
his own interest. Solomon says, "it is naught, it is
the immense strides that had been made in skepti- send out, which is quite a tax on our limited resources, naught, saith the buyer, but . when he hath gone his
cism free thou!!ht and free enquiry, and that this was and ask friends to help us, by sending what they owe way he boasteth." That is the explanation of Jay
true in the pulpit, in authors and publishers. Litera- us.
Gould's bearing the stock market.
ry matter tending to Radicalism was tolerated now,
The object of this lecture is to show what are the
that a few years ago would have been utterly discounknown laws of society. Mr. Wakeman, a men1ber of
WE have received from several directions, notices this Club, some years ago made the assertion that
tenanced. The speaker concluded with a complimentary allusion to the Investigator and its editor and and accounts of Birthday commemorations of Thomas there was no such thing as a natural law. Mr. Moran
publisher.
Paine, but the pressure upon our columns will not replied that he was prepared to demonstrate that there
At the conclusion of Mr. Underwood's address admit of our giving place to them in this issue. it is was one natural law of society, namely, that all manwhich was liste.ned to with great interest and atten- gratifying that Liberals and friends of Free Thought kind are guided by self-interest, and that only in proportion as the self-interest is enlightened, can human
tion, Mr. Francis E. Abbot, editor of the Index, was in various parts of the country are sufficiently imbued hafpiness be secured.
called for, and, stepping to the platform, made a few with the memory of this great man to celebrate his
am prepared, after years of careful study, to concur with Mr. Moran. The universal desire of mallsensible remarks. Paine, he said, was a great popu- birthday when it comes around.
kind to secure his own welfare and happiness is the
larizer of free thought, and for this service I think he
We hope at every future recurring of the 29th of potent source of human well-being and social progmerits the great credit which has been so long with- January, the grateful admirers of Thomas Paine may ress. Various religious systems and social theories
held from him. Mr. Abbot referred to the innumer-· meet in every city and town in the land and commem- have sought vainly to build a social progress upon the
able slanders and calumnies that have been heaped orate his great services in behalf of both political and very opposite principles-self-abnegation and selfsacrifice. The Christian system teaches, "If a man
npou Paine's name, and added, this stately hall is to mental liberty.
take thy coat, give him thy cloak also." But the
be one of the answers to these foul and baseless
Christian practice is far dilferen t. Christians now
calumnies. It is a testimony of the living sentiment
a-days ·won't even allow you to take their umbrellas-Dr.
R.
P.
Fellows.
unless you leave a better in their place. They don't
we feel toward a great servant of American liberties.
.Mr. Abbot closed by paying a deserved tribute to the
This distinguished Magnetic Physician stands to- submit kindly to these things in the Nineteenth Century. If sued for seduction, they will likely employ
untiring industry and single-hearted devotion of day without question the most successful Spiritua) J.\llr. Shearman, Judge Porter, 1\ir. Tracy or Evarts to
Messrs. Seaver and M.mdum to the cause of truth. Physician of the age. He is now treating the sick in defend them. People whose theory is ''live for othHe was followed by Mr. Barker of California in an almost every State of the Union by his Magnetized ers," usually look after the main chance like the selfeloquent adq.ress~ in which he referred to the noble Powder with unsurpassed success. The Powder can interest· groundlings.
This law of Compte didn't even work well in its
bequest of Jame~ Lick, who was the first man, he be procured of the Doctor at Vineland, N.J., at $1 founder's life, for he took good care to make others
said, who was wise enough to he his own executor. per box.
live for him. Self-regarJing motives lie at the bottom
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of many acts which seem to be self-sacrificing. '_'Wl~at gines of civilization, printing press, means of locomoLearn three-mile prayers and half-mile graces,
a devoted woman," you say, ''is Florence Nightm· tion, etc., all have been extended by the greed of man
Wit.h well-spread loaves, and long, wry faces;
gale. Here is indeed a life given for others." And for money making.
Grunt up a solemn, lengthened groan,
yet she herself says: "I give a quarter of a century's
The self-interest of man is then the known factor
And damn all parties but you?' o·wn."
European experience when I say, the happiest people, in Sociology. From this we may predict that, in our
Dr VERNoN.
the fondest of their occupation, the most thankful present state of ignorance, it is unsafe to trust men
for their lives, are those engaged in sick-nursing. It with unlimited p_9wer. You may predict that municPLEASE read our friend M01 ris Altman's article in
is a mere abuse of words to represent the life as a ipal, State and National jealousies will embroil men
self-sacrifice and martyrdom." If a smoker bands a for long years yet to come. You may predict that, another column, in reference to the varied and extenfriend a freshly lighted match, it is less from polite- under the present false relations of the sexes, mar· sive list of goods· he offers at remarkably low prices.
ness, perhaps, than a dislike to inhaling the brimstone riage will continue to be an effort on the part of each Many of our readers have purchased goods of J';Ir.
himself. If a man denounces a certain indulgence, to outwit the other, and result in unions of wideAltman, and need not be told he sells merchandise of
you are not sure he is depriving himself of a pleas- spread misery.
ure, or that lie does not, in the words of Hudibras,
You may predict that the only way to compel men the very best quality, and at the lowest possible prices,
to do what is for the interest of society, is to prove to and those who have not yet patronized him, just give
"Compound for sins he is inclined to,
them it is for their own interest.
him a triaL
By damning those he has no mind to."
Social and individual interests are in den tical. ForBut we may believe also a man may serve his own inter- merly the tutor was a tyrant. Now education is made
A CASE OF NEED.-We are acquainted with a worest and ours at the same time. When we see the Treas· attractive.
ury Department at Washington filled with be~~;utiful
When self-interest becomes enlightened, we shall thy Liberal by the name of C. .A. Zamzaw, a German
girls, the gayest of the gay, let us not be so unkmd as see the altruist and the egotist shake hands, im amal· by birth, with a wife and child. He has for a year or
to imagine there is anything wrong about it. Doubtless gamation of in!lividuals and social interests, and all more been coming down with Pulmonary Consumpeach is an efficient government clerk, and the Con- shall join in these beautiful lines of Bryant:
tion, and has become so reduced in health and strength
gressmen who keep them there a1•e actuated by a sense
"With light from heaven, a nature pure and great,
he can no longer work at his trade, and is in absolute
of the str·ictest public duty. Some years ago, some
Will place its highest bliss in doing good!"
public-spirited men were active in establishing Cenwant. If there are any friends in our ranks who feel
tr!).l Park. Some of them proved to be owners of vast
able and disposed to contribute something toward this
tracks in the vicinity, which became greatly enhanced
Ministerial Courtesy.
friend's necessities this cold winter, and will remit
in value in consequence.
"0 ye who are so good yoursel',
such sums to us, we will see that the same are placed
If we examine we shall find Society a vast network
S J pious and so holy;
of lies, subterfuges and hypocrisies. It was amusing
in·his hands. He has no relatives to call upon, and
Ye've naught to do but niark and tell
and instructive to listen to the honest indignation of
needs the help of sympathetic friends.-[ED. T. S.]
Your nei~<hbor's faults and follies."
some boys who had expended their hoardings of
pocket money at Barnum's. "Why," said they, "It
We have been led to ponder seriously lately, on the
wasn't like the advertisements at all." Like the ad- many instances of discourtesy shown by ministers to
vertisements indeed! Do you want a housemaid with each other, and to members of other denominations.
the qualities of an angel! They will find her. Are And may we not conclude that among the many deyou a:ffiicted ? they will cure for twenty· five cents a grading influences of Christianity, this is getting to be
HENRY CASEY, Ashland, Oregon, writes: I send you two
bottle. Do you wish to get married ? behold they of- one of the most injurious to public rrorals, at least dollars for THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is a" nippe1·."
fer you a paragon of perfection. Your housemaid among the votaries of the church. We are not inclin- · Miss CoRA E. STONE, Crab Orchard, Neb., writes: My
turns out a slattern ; your patent medicine, poison ; ed to be particularly captious and fault-finding toward father has been reading your paper over a year, and
your wife an adventurer. On all sides you are assail- this class 0 r misguided souls. We only believe that they thinks there is nothing like it. · also prize it highly myed b¥ the surreptitious advertisement. It gets into the should be'Jjudged by the rule which is used in esti- self; it is good.•
obituary and on the coffin plate. '.rlie genius of adverat . g common l1umam"ty Because they have set DR. R. P. FELLows, Vineland. N.J., writes: I am much
m
·
pleased with the neat appearance of your paper as well as
tising is too much for us. He puts his signs in the m
themselves up as teachers of morality, there is even the grand and noble utterances within its pages. I predome of the Capitol, on Washington's tomb, and plas- more reason why they should be judged for things diet for it, success ..
ters our most beautiful scenery with medicine cards.
which we severely condemn in the ordinary mortal.
Ex-REV. A. B. WHIG, Vandalia, l'IIich., writes: I am so
There is a great deal of sympathy wasted. on the Among
the many noted instances which have occur- highly pleased with TRE 1'RUTH BEEKER I shall do all in
fact that there are so many wolve!) in sheep's clothing,
we would mention first my power to give it a wide circulation. I think all who
d I t I 0 f gr os~ d"scourtesy
1
a eDr.
Y Adams
~ of this 'city ' in his uncalled for and want
can be
Let us not do injustice to the w·olf. In the scheme of re
that of
it induced
longer. to read it three months will be likely to
creation lie is a very valuable link. None af the ungentlemanly attack on Prof. Tyndall, who,. among
traps and pitfalls of life but are necessary, for the scientists, occupies so high a position.
JAB. R. BIRGE, Creston, Iowa, writes: None of the club
whose names I sent you regret the investment. They
education of the race. We learn by suffering; and
Next, that of the Rev. J. S. Glendenning during like the paper well. I again send you a few more names.
lie who does not profit by experience is, as Mr. Dar- l!is trial for the seduction of J';Iary Pomeroy. Who, Please also send a copy of THE HEATHENS oF THE HEATH
win sa;rs "a perennial perambulating calamity." If that read the account of those proceedings, but felt a to Mrs. F. A. C. Fitzmaurice, Princeton, Ill. I have with
much pleasure read the copy you sent me, and· think it
people w'ill go through life without using their brains
shudder of disgust, when this man, on trial for one the best book of the kind I ever read. I wish it could be
it is surely no great calamity for them to take the of the grossest of crimes, rudely laughs in court at placed in the hands of all.
consequences. While from the stand-point of human- some statement of the dying girl? We could hardly
D. R. SPARKS, Alton, Ill .. writes; My beloved sister, Mrs.
ity we deprecate the wolf, from the stand-paint of conceive of this in a hardened villain, much less in a Mary S. Coon, of Staunton, Ill., while at my house on a
philosophy we view him complacPntly. Every Tom Christian minister. The displays of Talmage lately visit this winter, found THE TRu'.rH BEEKER among othCollins is a public benefactor, since he teaches us to of this sort of impertinence, in his attacks on actors ers of my pap6lrs and was delighted with irs bold and free
religious thought. I promised to make her a present of a
be on the alert for myths. Myths have caused a great and authors, are too well known to need repeating. copy
for a year. Enclosed find two dollars to pay for the
deal of trouble in the world. The myths of a person- This man is, in our opinion, almost too contemptible same. Never mind the change-that will pay for the pasal devil and a literal hell, and multiform Gods. And to speak of. If we forget our·qwn early teachings in tage. May your Jist gradually grow until it really be. our estimate, it comes a power in the land.
the day will come when we may appear as foolish for this criticism, and fail to be polite m
our belief in Tom Collins as do our ancestors for is because we feel these fellows must be fought with
DR. C. D. GRIMES, Kalamazoo, Mich., writes: Your
· d 1 ·
d
paper still comes to me, and I delight to devour it, for
their belief in infant damnation. When happy and their own weapons. Hidden b ehm
t ICJr sacre cloth, my soul delights to feast on fat things, and watch the unprosperous villages are engulphed by the bursting of they .lash their fellow men unmercifully. It is only,· foldings of God in the new revelations of Science. I am
a dam humanity bewails, but philosophy points the really an evidence of their own inward depravity. sustained as I revel in the new light which is bursting
"ll ·
d th
I
ld upon us in this much favored era, and hail it as the harlesson: which will result in the protection of genera- T
hey see naugh t b ut VI amy aroun
em.
wou
binger of a clearer day, which" kings and prophets waittions to come.
remind them. that to the pure in heart all things are ed for and sought but never found." Be thankful, brothThe Christian system is fu!! of appeals to self-in~er pure." Recently Dr. Carroll of Brooklyn made an at- er, that it is yours, not only to strike herculean blows.
est either by promise of reward or threat of pumsli- tack on Liberals. In the course of his remarks he said that will tell on the hydra-headed monster of ignorance,
bigotry and superstition; but to blaze the trees through
me'nt. Isaiah says, "do ye what is good, and let your something like this, "Infidelity and Atheism are syn- the
dark foregts of the world. that the millions that are to
soul delight in fatness." And again, "if they serve omous terms with adultery, lying and licentiousness." foil ow after may clearly see their way.
Him they shall spend their days in prosperity, and This man was ejected from his own church some two
L. w. BILLINGSBY, Lincoln. Neb., writes: On Thomas
theil~ years in "pleasure; but if they obey not they years ago ?r ~ore, on the charge ?f adult~ry, and his Paine's birthday we organized a Liberal Club in our city.
shall perish." The Bible and Koran are alike full of wife left lum m consequence. Fme specm1ens these, We think we can get as many as one hundred members
and chiefly of our best citiz(lns. We have a "broad-gauge"
. ·
threats arid promises, appealing to the self-interest of to teach the world morality! L ast 0 f a ll the 8 h mmg
religious society here with a lecture each Sunday to crowdman. The old negro woman's prayer ill~strat?s this, light of orthodoxy,
ed houses by Professor Copeland, who is very liberal, enand proves she had hit upon a factor m socwlogy:
" Our great Congregational preacher,
dorsing Abbott's nine vropositions ur demaads. These
lectures oc services we are supporting at an expense of
"l'se got one favor to ask; 0 Lord, he-abit, he-abit!
The Reverend Henry Ward Beecher,"
$! 600 per year. Our Orthodox divines have opened Upon
J';Iy tree sons ! dems de burden! Trubble 'em, 0 in a Friday
evening prayer me<:ting recently, said he our young society all their heavy artillery, but we enjoy
Lord .trubble 'em l Don't gib 'em no peace 'till deys ha(l been invited to attend a conference in this city it. Underwood is to be here in a few weeks, from whom
·saved! Gib 'em a rough time, 0 Jesus, gib 'em a and as he coulaln't go, he should substitute his assist- we will doubtless have some fine addresses.
rough time!"
DAVID PORTER, Salem, 0 .. Writes: THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
.
t "Wh t' l'
a s 118 name-any- is invulnerable and mighty in vulling down the strongThe fear of punishment and the hope of reward ant-pausmg a momen have been alternately used by moral teachers to keep how?" "Halliday,'' was the response oi the crowd, holds of superstition; it is·· a power in the land" for
Now this wasn't quite as bad as the fore- good; it furnishes food for reflection; it brushes away
men in the paths of morality. The Christian lias no lau.rhing.
oi~g examples; but it was a co_a rse and rud_e way to the vail of Moses; it annihilates the old Jewish Jehovah;
right to any especial claim to a high motive, who g
it furnishes its readers with arguments to defend comd
d f nen d · B ut l1k e poor mon
sense; it gives us history in a nut-shell; it keeps us
desires merely to lay up his treasures in heaven. If treat a faithful and. evote
Tilton, Beecher's friends have a way of being posted with the progress of the age; it gives us a catalogue
the joys of heaven are no~ depicted in sufficiently at- ~Iril,
atient
under
all
circumstances.
Is
it
not
time
that
of
good
books; it is not only a truth seeker but a truth
P
tractive terms they prove meffectual.
.
.
·
h
h f" 1"t h l 0 0 f
t"t
finder; it is easy to read aud understand; it is a schoolsane 1 y, teacher to instruct us in our duty, and it surely ought to
Most moralists are. constantly representmg nght the world divested the c nrc o s a
conduct as a self-denial. Instead of pointing out that through which it has so long looked, blinded to its be sustained.
JACOB w. GREENE, Chillicothe, Mo., writes: Please send
there is a lerritimate and proper qualification for every real deformities and shortcomings?
Gentlemen of the cloth, more courtesy would beget me a bound copy of The Heathens of the Heath. I have
human fac{':lty they represent that certain faculties
more
respect.
If
you
will
throw
mud,
you
must
not
carefully
the copy in paper you sent me and wish
must be repres~ed, cut off, extinguished, a?d that to complain if you get besmeared. Remember you have one for myrearl
library. I consider it a most masterly stroke
be a proper person, a m:;n mt~st be somethmg contJ:a- ·ven lt"ttle cattse for charitable treatment.
at superstitious teachings. religious bigotry, intolerance,
politrcal oppression, social disord<Jr, and an Ullcommon
ry to his nature. The mtelhgent and educated dis- gl
move toward disenthrallment from mental slavery. It is
"Morality, thou deadly bane,
cover that their own happiness is not inconsistent
truly
multum inparvo-a hundred volumes in one, and it
• Thy tens o' thousands thou hast slain I
with that of others but that both may be secured at
would indeed be a deeply anchored faith and devotion to
Vain is his hope, whose stay and trust is
"things as they are'' that wouJ,l not be shaken from cenonce. The mere effort of each individual to better
tre to circumference by its careful verusal. No work I
In moral mercy, truth, and justice!
his condition, though it leads to strife and competihave ever read is so well calculated to remove moral cowtion, and a struggle which ends in the survival of the
*
*
*
*
*
ardice as this.
No-stretch a poi.nt to catch a plaek;
fittest contributes to the progress of the race. If
Many other letters and communications are unayou e~adicate from these things, the selfish principle,
Abuse a brother at his back.
voidably crowded out.
you destroy the very essence. Take the greatest en*
*
*
*
*
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Wonders of Nature and Art.
How few seem to learn of them ! True, the great
mass seem to want the time, or lack the curiosity or
determination to learn even the origin of\ the common
pin how made, or the struggles of genius to produce
the~ stuck on paper by machinery as now sold, the
only ~ttention it requires being. a su.pply of paper and
pins into the cylinder, to furnish eight to ten tons a
week ln the United States alone. ·
The making of needles is a still more delicate and
difficult process, yet one person handles ~000 e:"ery
hour, each needle going through many m';lmpulatwns
in its make. How few can tell the operatiOn orwh~re
made ! Glass is in advance of any oth.er mate:Ial
of man's invention in its service to .humamty, especmlly in the aid it has given to chemistry and ast~onO!llJ;;
yet, how few seem to know o~ what mat~nal.s It IS
composed, how made, or manifest a determmatwn to
learn.
Few, I presume, know of the great heat 're~uired,
the quick and nice movements, of the vanety of
forms prbduced, and how easily put in any form de~red.
.
If we reflect what is necessary for a good telescope,
the lenses of optical instruments-for photographic
purposes, or even the com~on. spectacle, it must be
evident that somebocly's thmkmg powers have been
exercised in their production as also of _thous.ancls _of
articles not here named. In connectiOn With tins,
think of the study necessary to produce the beautiful
pictures of many, many kinds seen every-where, showing every iota ~;>laced in the focus of t~e camera.
.
Of iron, how few know the process of 1ts manufa~tu! e
in bars, etc.; of heavy masses almost reduced to a hqmd
condition, being seized, and though re? hot, conveye?
with ease and dumped into a machme that rolls It
round and round to its exit, being some two feet long,
and one foot in diameter, when it again. is seized, .and
placed in fluted rollers ~ove~ by mac~mery, .the process repeated until the s1ze ~Ishee! for. IS obtamed, requiring less time than to wnte about It. Of the thousands upon thousands conveyed by steam power, how
·f~w take the trouble to learn how it is applied, or to
learn of the trials and struggles of the inventors of the
steam eno-ine-of the printing press, of the telegraph,
and many other things of clail;,: use ; how little also,
are their labors properly apprecmtecl.
Of the nature and habits of the animal creati~n,
how little is really known! Of the sky lark for. Illstance, iu its wonderful ascent spirally, or perpe~dJCI!
larly, commencing .its S?n·g at the ~tart, contmu.mg It
to a great height, It bemg heard for several mmu.tes
after being lost to view, its .song when clesce~clmg
beino- different· and never roosting on a tree.
The
ston~y petrel is ~nother curious bird! being continually
on the wing far out to sea, never gomg on land except
to continue its race.
The kingfisher is another, depending. on :fish .for
its food, pouncing down upon them With unerrmg
aim from quite a distance. These wonders are as nothing compared to snail~ and .shell-fish, the. former
having its eyes on the pomt of Its l.ongest ho!ns, and
each being both male and femal!), Impregnatmg each
other each hiding their eggs in the earth with great
attention and industry.
.
The oyster is equally curious, each hav~ng two
ovaries as a female appendage, an~ two semmal. ves7
sels as a male appendage; yet each Impregnates Itself
~lone, by having_ this self-creating power, t_h_ough ~s
dependent for its food as all other ammatecl life. Mme
wonderful still are the zoophyte, and polypus. The
former if divided in two or more parts, the head pa_rt
shoots forth a tail and the tail part a head, each In
time becoming as perfect as the original. More s_urprising yet is the Polypus, with several young grow!ng
out from its body, and they also havmg young _growmg
to, or from the their body all at the same. time,_ and
all produced naturally without any . uniOn of sex
or previous act of nature, each droppmg. from the
-parent stem without any ll.nown cause, or time necessary, and more wonderful still, for, if cut into .te~, a
hundred or a thousand pieces, and even turned mside
out it wi'll continue to move, seek its food, and s~on attain its original perfect form, ~nd becomes as mdustrious and voracious as ever. While the land polypas are
small, being often seen in. a wet ditch, or in stagnant
water in the mud those of the sea are from two to four
feet long. For the' truth of the foregoin~, examine Goldsmith who informs us that naturalists have spent
months and years examining into the nature and h~b
its of the animal creation.
In my you:Qger clays I lived some time ~ith a family
whose son spent clay after clay for a long t~me, secreting himself in the branches of a tree hangmg over the
water, so ns to learn the habits and actions of fishes,
Seth Green by name, now famo_l!s. for the k~owledge
he then obtained, and he is yet llvmg to benefit others
by it.
.
.
b
Other wonders are learned from history-viz: t at
in 1721 John Baratier was born, and at four years
of age ~oulcl talk French to his mother, Ll;ltin ~o his
"father, and high Dut~h to the SCI'V~nt g1rl Without
ever being instructed, or any confusiOn of the languages. He understood Greek when six.years old, and
Hebrew at eight years, and .could translate from the
Heb!'Cw bible into Latin or F1·ench the moment he
opened the book When fifteen, he applied fo1· the
degree of Master of Arts, drawing up fourteen theses

0 those of" Egypt, wise abode in bogs,
in one night, defending th~m next. day before ~000
Decent priests, where monkeys are the Gods."
·hearers who were amazed With a umversal astomshment and also delighted.
The history shows this was as far as he dare g? to
Th~ King of Prussia assisted him with money,, tools, keep from prison and save his life. Well, Mr. Edito~,
books etc. but his powers gave way, he dymg at this I admit is an odd communication, but the fact IS
ninet~en aher experiencing great suffering.
with me, papers having the same old s!ory oyer and
The sa'me year was born Henry Heinecker, a still over they soon become stale, and devoid of Interest,
greater prodigy. I omit his biogr~phy thinking many whil~ those filled with variety, having spice and vim,
readers would view it as incredible ; the same as and good sense manifested, then each issue beco~es
many do of the items called spirit doings published by of interest and is eagerly looked for by all Widethose having the grit to do s~.
. .
.
awake pedple. As nature is exhaustless and never
I have a neighbor who vis1te.d ~ wntmg .medmm, can be fully learned, OI' the arts and sc!ences become
and says he received a commumcatwn from his deceas- generally known, it appears to me that If your re!lclers
ed wife t.hat was impossible for the medium to know generally. would communicate facts of general mterof but' there it was on the slate, and how it got there est that it would help much to extend useful informawithout hands is past his comprehensi<im, and was no tio~. That is the reason of this article. As "variety
humbug, let the people call it what th~yylease.
is the spice of life," I send this close; w~Iich you can
Now let us reflect a moment on existmg facts, and consign to the waste basket, or the fire, If deemed unthe inconsistency of calling them humbugs,, when so worthy of an appearance in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
many believe the power that c_reated ~ll thmgs w~nt
Yours very truly,
A. B. CHURCH.
into the "overshadowing'' busmess With a Jew girl,
the result being a baby God, born in an ox manger
December 25 at three o'clock P. M., 1874 years ·ago
[To show the spil·it of intolerance that exists in valast Christma~ at the town of Bethlehem in Judea, Tarns
the bull being the zodia?al si~n of his hea~enlr par- rious· parts of the country, we lay before our readers
entage, the witnesses bemg w~Be men pre~entm~ It per- the following communication from the WUtewate1·
fumes and sugar plums. W:here the WISdom Ill SUCh (Wis.) Sentinel, which was sent us by a friend,
presents to a squalling young one is, is not apparent
Ed. T. S.]
unle~s to dissipate the odrn· of the stable. .
Now Mr. Editor, I infer from the headmg ?f THE
Religious Intolerance.
TRUTH SEEKER it is to embrace all useful top1cs that
"tend to emancipate and elevate the human ra~e ; "
A Bcunt Instanu at the Wltitewate1· (Wis.) Nonnal
hence it must prove itself.as a grea,t, glorious, enlightSchool,
ened, an!} active mis~ionary, re~cly to glean an~ ~u1kc
WHITEWATER, Dec. 11.-B. F. Underwood, of
known facts in history, plulosophy, physw.ogy, Boston, recently gave a lecture in this village on Evpsychology, the arts and sciences, political economy olution. Many of the students of the State Normal
of nature and human industry, of noted characters School intended to hear the lecture, to which for sevconferring benefits to humanity, the claims of sect~ of eral clays they had looked forward in expectation
Materialists, and Spiritualists, and also .all possible of an intellectual treat. This coming to. the knowlrespecting deity religion, arid human destmy.
edo-e of President Arey, he requested them not to atMuch is said ~bout a "free press," and I feel confi- teri'd Underwood's lecture, giving as a· reason that
dent yours will prove one, but in gen.eral I feel sure Underwood was an Infidel. Some of the students
they are no more " free" than a fox m a trap. T~Ie came to Mr. Underwood full of indignation and comeditor of a paper in this place has no confidence m plained bitterly of the bigotry and tyranny of the
sectarian dogmas ; yet, for his bread and butter, !~els President. But since they could not attend the leccompelled to pander to it; such being the concliti~n ture they gave their attention the same evening to the
of our boasted free press all over our land ; such aHl President, and his course was discussed in the society.
to its continuance and a suppression of free speech But they had not the backbone to vindicate their
and of free press'. J'IIany conceal their con.vic~ions cause to the end, as the next issue of The W!titewate?'
from fear of beino- called an Infidel, and their views Reqiste1· shows the following:
being. unpopuhu deters them from free speech. Out
" The following resolution was unanimously adopted at
upon all such-for all humanity of any sense always
recent meeting of the young men's Literary Society in
honors and respects an honest man, far, far more than aconnection
with the Normal School:
·
·
<t hypocrite.
.
'Whereas, We, the members of the Lincolnian.Literary
It should be widely known, that those .havmg pow- Society, having learned that the action of Presid,mt Arey
in requesting us not to attend the lecture of B. F. Underer, or wishing for it over the human mte.llect, are wood,
delivered in the village on last Friday evening, has
mum respecting absolute truth, Its effects. bemg. :Vhat been severely criticised by certain parties, and we being
they fear. A few words more respectmg. spmtual de@lY sensible of the conscientiousness and faithfulness
items Sectarians raise a Babel sound, callmg them of President Arey, do hereby
Resolve. That. in our opinion, his action was reason"all humbugs, oi' of the devil." Well, they believe able
and proper, under the circumstances, and we do
Jesus was botli God and a man, and that John xx: 19 hereby extend to him our sincere thanks for his kind and ·
tells the truth in his appearing to his disciples, the salutary counsel in relation thereto, and the expression
of our gratitude for his continued efforts to promote our
doors being closed, Luke confirming- it in xxiv:36 an~ moral
and intellectual welfare.' "
yet he calls the peopJe·fools, "fools and slow of heart
Comment is unnecessary. The bigotry and intolerto believe the prophets-see v. 25-and yet the sects
believe the prophets foretold the coming of Jesus, ~ne ance of President Arev deserves a rebuke. What
of them being "with child as a woman"-see Ismah right has ~e to dictate to the students what church or
xxvi: 17, 18 ; that bar,ren women ca~ have children by lectures they shall attend ? The school is supported
the milli0n-Gen. xxiv. 60-that EliJah went to heav- by the state, The students ought to be free to attend
en in a chariot of fire, and that God ~s .a co~sumi,ng a scientific lecture if they wish to do so, if it did not
fire-see Heb. xii:29-and yet taunt Spintuahsts with lwppen to be just his own religions notion.
I hope the people of 'Visconsin will give their atbeing credulous fools. They also believe the ~I?ost.les
were all filled with the Holy Ghost, or the spmt, ~•,nd tention to this matter .. I see Mr. Underwood's leccould talk all the languag.es of the earth-see Act. u- tures were given at Milwaukee, and are spoken of in
and yet they soon forget it all, for chapters 4-13 say, high te1·ms by the daily press. They all &ay }'lr.
"'they were unlearned and ignorant." So let ~ll those Underwood is a thorough master of his subject, and
who raLt about imposition in mediums, assertmg they made the discourse very interesting to the highly inwere" ignorant of their sayings when in a trance," tellectual audience with which he was favored.
etc. for if they assert an untruth, let fault-finders Again, ''The lecturer contrived to crowd into the lecack~owledge that Acts ii :20 and the prophet Joel, are ture of last evening the greatest mass of information,
less to be depended on than these "devilish mecli~ms." well digested, which it has ever been one's good forRanters against. them show the~selves as cleyoid .of tufle to hear on the same topic in one evening, and he
good manners as the ApostleH did w?~n tJ;Ie th~r~ per- rendered his summary acceptable, as well as elear to
son in the Trinity made them a VISit, VIZ: srttmg- most of his hearers."
Yet such a lecture must not be listened to by the
Acts i.i:2-and doubting and mocking-12 an? 13 vs.
.-not so much as bidding him welcome to mstruct students of the State Normal School. It has the apthem, the same .as sectarians act to-day. To show the pearance that he feared they might hear something be
ignorance existing a few years ago, I (IU()te: " The did not know anything about, and they might ask
·
Rev. Mr. Marsh, a preacher in New Hartford, pr~~ed questions he could not answer.
In this village Mr. Underwood had a large and inthat Satan's kingdom might be destroy~d, thus ra1smg
the wrath of one of his hearers to a h1gh degretJ, be- telligent audience. There is no cliffercnbe of opinion
cause he owned land so nick-named, which Mr. Marsh as to President Arey's course umong liberal-minded
was not aware of. He damned the preacher for men; and the time is not far distant when such men
will not be allowed to control our State Instit.utions.
praying for the destruction of his prope~·t.y."
Another of a dift'erent kind entirely, IU the person Mr. Underwood is engaged to return here at his earliof an English clergyman bJ:: name of.J~hn. Henly, too est convenience, when he will give a course of scieninuependent to submit to Church diSCipline a?cl the tific lectures.
orders of his Bishop. So he preaches on his own
hook for thirty years outside of church Ro:'"ernme?t,
SOMEBODY has figured out the interesting fact that the
publi811ing a paper, "The ~Y,P Doc~or, filled w1.th total amount of State, county, city, and town taxes collectburlesque and nonsense to ndJCule Ius opponents1 ISsuino- at times ridiculous advertisements, such as "A ed in the United States in 1870 'Vas $280,591,000, which was
short way for shoemakers to make shoes. By cutting ab,mt $7 a head for the entire population. The total
off the tops of ready made boots," or ''To mak:e mon- amount of these taxes collected in 1860 was $94,186,000,
keys laugh, let them listen to the speeches of oppo- which was about $3 a head for the entire population. It
cost, therefore, more than twice as much to take care of a
nents," and at times in verse, as
man in his State~ county, and ·municipal relations in 1870
"0 great restorer of the good old sage,
as it did ten years before. This does not include the Feqeral taxation.
:Preachers at once, and ~anv of the age-
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COLDEN ACE.
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CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER.

Capital Stock $100,000.
Enlargement of Oircub,tion, Improvement
in Form, Increase of Attractions.
On the first of January, the financial and
business management of the Golden Aae
. passed into the hands of the GoLDEN AGE
PUBLISHING COMPANY, which is composed
of enterprising ancl energetic gentlemen
of experience, who will spare no pains to
extend its circulation, and give it a leading
place among the weekly journals of the
country,
The (}olden Aae will be the organ of no
man, party or sect, bu~a broad, progressive, undenominational paper, representing the most advanced thought of the age.
devoted to politics, science, religion and
societY.

WILLIAM T. CLARKE,

its editor-in-chief, is widely and favorably
known as one of the most able, brilliant,
and forcible writers in the eountry. Mr.
Clarke will be assisted by a corps of famous
contributors, and the literary department
of the Golden Aue will be of such a character as to insure its careful perusal by
wide-awake readeJ·s, well-to-do families,
and enterprising business men.

"Comnton Sense."

KID GLOVES GRATIS.

A 8pi1'itttal Papm• fm• the Pacific Coast.

The Golden Aae offers the most liberal
premium ever before presented, viz:

A SlXTEEN-PAGE WEEKLl' JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO
THE
PHENOMENA
AND PHILOSOPHY
1
OF SPIRITUALISM, SOCIAL REFORM, WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
ETc., ETc.

A pair of Ladies' Elegant Two-Button
Kid Gloves to eve'l'1J new ~tuhsoriber. •
Thousands of people from ail sections
of the country appreciate this generous
inducement, and the subscription list is
ra11idlY increasing.
,·
We also offer to new subscribers who
may prefer them, the two elegant chromos:

'' The Falls of Minnehaha," and '' The
Gorges of the Yo-&mite,"
or the handsome" FLOWER PIECE," the
best chromos ever produced.
Term~ of the Golden Aae. post-paid, $3,00
The Golden .Age, one year, including a
beautiful pair of Ladies' Two-Button Kid
Gloves any size or color, $3,25.
The Golden .Age, one year, including the
Flower Piece, or both the landscape chromos, unmounted,$3.00.
The Golden Aoe, one year, including
mounted chromos, $3.50.
Address,
GOLDEN AGE,
Box 2848 New York.

HULL'S CRUCIBLE;
A Wide-awake 8pi1•itualistic and
Sodal Reform Journal.
Prominent among the reforms advocated
in HULL'S CRUCIBLE are the following:
1. REFORMS IN RELIGION, such as shall do
away with many of the outward forms and
restore the power of godliness,
2. REFORMS IN THE GoVERNMENT, such as
shall do away with the Rings, Cliques and
Monopolies, and put all matters concerning the Government of the People into the
hands of the Peoi>le.
3. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONS
OF CAPITAL A)lD LABOR, such as shall secure
to Labor. the producer of Capital, the control of Capital.
4. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONs
OF THE SEXES TO EACH OTHER, such as shall
secure to every member of each sex the
entire control of their own person, and
place Prostitution in or out of Marriage
for money or any other cause, out of the
question.
Any thought calculated to benefit humanity, whether coming under any of the
above, or any other propositions, will find
a cordial welcome in t.he columns of HULL's
CRUCIBLE.
HULL's CRUCIBLE joins hands with all Reforms and Reform!JrS of whatever School,
and welcomes an.y rdeas,bo·~ever unpopular, caleu!ated to benefit humanity.
Those mte~es~ed in a live .Reformatory
Jo~rn.al, are mvrted to hand rn their subscriptiOns.

The only Free Thought Journal west of
the Rocky Mountains,

Price $7.50.
Buy the Best.
SIXTY THOUSAND SOLD IN TWO YEARS!
Medal awarded at the N.Y. State Fair, 1874; First Premium at Western N.Y. Fair,
1874; 12 State Fair Premiums taken the past year; also, Silver Medal of Honor at Penn.
State Fair, 1874.
This gem of a Washing Machine has claims on public attention that few machines
posses11.
·
We have tried it and find it all that it is claimed for it.- West Rural.
We have thoroughly tested the Calkins' Champion Washer and find it in all respects
simple. durable and cJreap; efficient in its work, and capable of doing all that is
claimed for it. We endorse the Champion and recomll\end the firm.-Prairie Farme1·.
We have seen the machine in opert;ttion, and feel safe in recommending it to our
readers.-.Moore's Rural New Yorker.
Almost every family will buy it, after seeing it in use. Send for descriptive Circulars and Terms to Canvassers.
·

CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER CO.,

106 Chambers Street, New York, and 207 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
Having made special arrangements with the Company, we can send it by Express to
all parts of the country, at the Company's price. In connection with THE TRUTH
SEEKER, we send it at a greatly reduced price.

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, N11w York

SPIRITUALISM.

J, M. FOLLETT.

E. B. fiLL.

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.

The recent extraordinary attention the
We will send by mail, post-paid:
subject is attractinl\. and its investigation
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
by eminent scientrsts, increases- the deWilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
mand for current literature devoted to the
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
subject. In order that all may become familiar with the most able, fearless and hewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
widely-circulated exponent of Spiritualsend for circular. We want. the patronism, we will send the
age of every " liberal" in America,
Say you saw this Adv. in THE S?IRITUALIST AT WoRK.
3 MONTHS for 30 CENTS.
FOLLETT & HILL,
Wholesale and Retail ])eale~·s in
POSTAGE FREE AFTER JANUARY 1st.
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
The JoURNAL is a large 8-page weekly
p_aper, regular price $3 per yearA now in its Oils, etc., etc.,
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.
Ninth Year. Address S. ~. JuNES, EmTOR, 180 E. Adam St., Chicago.
BEST AND CHEAPEST
N. B.-State where you saw this advertisement.

Religio-Philosophical Journal

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

SEEDS
In America or Money Refunded.

Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price&, quality,
reliable, freshfenuine seeds, true to name.
TERMS:
A nice Flora and Garrlen Guide free.
Le Roy, Minnesota,
One Subscription, 52 numbers - - - $2 50
Wholesale list for Seedsmen free.
"
"
26
"
.
BRANCH
OFFICE,
335
Broadway,
N.
Y.
R. H. SHUMWAY,
"
"
13
"
- - - -- ~:i~
Rockford. Ill.
till Apl. 15.
All Letters. Money Orders and Drafts
should be addressed,
:MONEY INVESrl'ED
MOSES HULL & CO.,
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
24 Newcomb St., Boston,

An Excellen_t Corps of Contributors.
Reports of Radical Lectures and Discussions.
This paper has now reached its 32d number, and is growing in interest and infiu.ence. It is filled mainly with original matter, well written and ably edited.
Three Dollars per Annum, Post-paid.
Specimen copies sent free. Address
COMMON SENSE,
236 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Every· Person
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should road a copy of

PROFESSOR DRAPER'S

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

Religion and Soienoe.
Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
Sent by mail,Jlostage paid, on receipt of
price, $1. 75. Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway.

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

:Bankers,

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

On Improved Far'ms in Minnesota and Iowa,

Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to auestions which most people are anxious to know, nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children so as to get the best bodily development. Mother~ who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who haYP.
delicate rhildren. and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

No Quarter to Superstition!

gI

Every Freethinker should
have our New Catalogue of
~
English and American FreeRunning 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
thought and Miscellaneous
Notes drawing 9 per cent. annually in adBooks. SENT FREE! Rare,
vance: or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
scarce," 0. P." works a specin advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
ialt . "
q:;r 10 per cent. p.;tid on receipt of money
Aadress
.
at the Bank, or in New York until invested.
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES, Bibliopole,
For full particulars, send for Circular.
Bronson, ]\fich.
6t8
To Jan. 1. 1876.
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A wouLD-BE school teacher in Toledo reFor Win,ter Evenings.
cently replied to a question by one of the
examiners: .. Do you think the world is PLAYIN
CARDS.
round or flat?" by saying: ""Well, some
Fancy,
Transparent,
Illustrated.
people think one way and some another,
and I'll teach round or fiat just as the paTHE LATES'l OUT.
rents please."
Sent Post-paid by Mail, for $1. Address,
THERE is a gruff old party who lives op!>OSite to a church, where the members of
E. M. McDONALD & CO.,
the choir met twice a week to practice, and
3~5 Broadway, New York.
who says if the singing affects heaven as
it affects him, there'll be no use going
there for happiness.
A THoMAs street school boy had just got
his face fixed to sing," Let us love one anBY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
other," when a snow-ball hit him in the
mouth and so confused him that he yelled:
This work contains the latest and most
"Bill Sykes. just do that agin and I'll chew important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physio\Qgy of the Sexes; Explains the Oryour ear off."
igin of Human Life; How and when Men"Ah !. Sam, so you've been in trouble,hab struation. Impregnation and Conception
occur;
giving the laws by which the numyou?" "Yes, Jim, yes." "Well, well,
ber and sex of offspring are controlled, and
cheer up, man; adversity tries us, and valuable information in re~ard to the beshows up our best qualities." "Ahl but getting and rearing of beaut1ful and healchildren. It is high-toned, and should
adversity didn't try me; it was an old wag- thy
be read by every family. With eighty fine
abond of a judge, and he showed up my engravings. AGENTS WANTED.
worst qualities."
SYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF CONTENTS.
"GIVE us a copper, yer honor?" cried a
The Male Organs of Generation.
little street Arab of tAn years, recently.
The Female Organs of Generation.
"Be off with you!" replied the gentlemen;
The Odgin of Life.
"I have no change." "Please, sir," c'onSexual Generation,
tinued the urchin in the same nasal voice,
The Physiology of Menstruation.
"do give us a half-penny; I've lost half an
Impregnation.
hour running after yer !"
Pregnancy.
Embryology.
"JoHN, stop your crying," said an enragParturition;
ed father· tp his son, who had kept up an
Lactation.
intolerable yell for the lMt five minutes.
The Law of Sex.
"Stop, I say, do you hear?" again repeat-'
Regulation of the number of Offspring.
ed the father after a few minutes, the boy
The Theory o"f Population.
still crying. "You don't suppose I can
The Law of Sexual Intercourse.
choke off in a minute, do you?" cried the
Hereditary Transmission.
urchin.
Philosophy of Marriage,
A GENTLEMAN whose house was repairing
This
has rapidly p!IBsed through
went one day to see how the job was gettin~r twenty work
editionR, and the demand is conon, and observing a quantity of nails lying stantly increasing. No such complete and
about, said to tho carpenter; "Why don't valuable work has ever before been issued
the press. Prof. Wllder, of Cornell
you take care of these nails ? They'll cer- from
University, says it is the beAt work of its
tainly be lost." "No fear of that," was the kind published,
Price, by mail, $2.00. Sold by
reply; "you'll find them all in the bill."
D. M. BENNETT.
A LITTLE boy of six Summers was sent
335 Broadway, N.Y.
one morning to call his grandfather to
breakfast. The old gentleman was in the
habit of snoring very ..tard, and as the boy
pushed open the door he was frightened at
the unusual noise. He rushed back to his
TO ORDER A COPY OF
mother, exclaiming." Ma! grandpa's been
barking at mel"
THE
"Now then," said a physician, cheerily,
or' the
to a patient, "you have got along far
enough to indulge in a little animal food,
A ROMANCE",
and-" "No you don't, doct0r." interrupted the p~tient; "I've suffered long enough
on your gruel and slops, and I'd starve
sooner than begin on hay and oats."
BY WM. McDONNELL,
A coUNTRY deacon went home one evenAuthor
of "Exeter Hall," etc., etc.
ing and complained to his wife that he had
been abused down at the store shamefully.
One of the neighbors, he said, called him
a liar. Her eyes flashed with indignation.
"Why didn't you tell him to prove it?" she
that has been issued for yearB,
exclaimed. "That's the very thing-that's
the trouble," replied the h u.· band; " I told
him to prove it, and he did."
THE ENORMITIES OF THE OHURCH
AN industrious citizen of San Juan arose
PRIESTCRAFT, THE lliiSSIONa few mornings ago, and with a tin bucket
under his arm, went to the barn to milk
ARY SYSTEl\I,
the family cow. It was dark and rainy
and other pious wrongs sh0wn up.
and in fumbling about tor old Brindle he
got into the wrong pew and began to pull
A perusal of it will open
the off mule of his wagon team. He can't
remember which E<ide of the roof he went THE EYES OF THE BLIND.
out at, hut his recollection of alighting on
Read it and hand it to Your
the picket tence is very vivid. He expects
the bucket·down in a few days,

c·

How ·much cloth is required to make a
spirit wram;ier? About a medium pattern
PEOPLE who travel barefooted in the dark
around a newly-cH.rpeted bed-room often
find themselves on the wrong tack.
"PAPA, are you growing taller all the
time?" "No, my child, why do you ask?"
" 'Cause the top of your head is poking
through your hair."
"'WHERE do people go to who deceive their
fellow-men?" asked alSunday-school teacher of a pupil. "To Europe," was the prompt
reply.
AN Illinois woman has sued for divorce
because her husband made her eat for her
supper a loaf of sour bread she had set before him.
THERE is a good supply of fruit hanging
on the trees of Texas at all seasons of the
year. The fruits of iniquity-horse thieves
and sich.
IF yon don't like your neighbor, buy his
child a small drum. But not your next
door neighbor. If you don't like him, raise
chickens.
A WESTERN paper decides that, from the
darkness of his epidermis. King Kalakaua
is a descendant of Ham. He is therefore a
member of the Ham-Sandwich family.
"YouR feet are not very stylish," said a
man to his friend whuse feet covered with
bunions. "No, not very stylish, but exceedingly nobby," was the good natured reply,
i\fRs. PARTINGTON, reading of the strike
of the wire drawers, remarked: "Ah, me!
what new fangled things won't they wear
next?"
ENCOURAGE her to take her beau into the
house, and our grown-up sons and daughters won't have so many severe colds. And
yet it's a funny feeling-this kissing when
both noses are cold.
THE New Orleans Times, speaking of a
man who had lately died, says that he has
"passed to his sempiternalheritage." This
is a good phrase, but, after all, it leaves a
torturing doubt.
"ONLY a woman's hair," remarked Spivens, musingly. as he gazed down into his
plate; "a red haired woman at that! It
may be very sentimental, but it somehow
gets away with my appetite."
THEY tried to scare a man in Missouri
by threatening to tar and feather him ; but
he replied," Come on with your old tar?
I've been there six times, and I've got a
recipe for washing it off."
"WELL, !:ow do you get along?" inquired a country landlord, one rainy morning,
of a guest whom he had put in a to,p floor
room under a leaky roof. " Oh, swimmingly," was the reply.
"Srn," said a Yankee," you promised. to
vote for my bill. "Yell," said the Dutch
member, "vat if I did!" "Well, sir, you
voted against it." "Vel!, vat if I did?"
"Well, sir, you lied!" "Yell, vat if I did?"
BAGGs got up too early one morning, and
began to scold the servant girl. His little
six vear old, who had been listening very
attentively during the conversation, broke
in with, "Father. stop scolding; you needn't
think that Jane's your wife."

A SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher remarked:" You must recollect that all I am telling
you happened one thousand eight hundred
THE foltowing love letter is published as
aml seventy-four years ago." "Lor, miss, the production of a North Carolina boy,
how the time do !!lip away," was little Sal- nine years old:
WILMINGToN, July 5.
lie's comment.
i\IY DARLING LUcY: I must leave you toSCENE, a court room.-Seedy individual morrow, you used to love me but your love
artaigned for theft. Question by the for me is gone but my love for you is just
judge-Did you· steal the complainant's the same just think lucy how your words
coat? Seedy individual-! decline to grat- cut my heart i would give you things too
ify the morbid coriosity of the public by as well as Robert but if you want to Hell
answering that interrogatory.·
your love for two or three apples go ahead
i dont care a straw lucy i love the ground
A YOUNG man of Marshall, Mich., has re- you walk on i would die for you i love you
ceived a gift of seven shirt bosoms from lucy please receive my vow.
his sweetheart, with her photograph on
•
FRANK J. E.
each, so that he will wear her next to his
P. B. if you here of me being found dead
heart. Is that young lady warranted to you drove me to it R, says he dont care a
fig for you more the rest.
wash?
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kindness and trust which your noble wife has shown. and
which have lifted me out of despondencies often, though
sometimes her clear truthfulness has laid me pretty flat."
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
How are such protestations to be reconciled with claims
that both 1\fr. and 1\frs. Moulton were at that time engaged
TERMS:
One Copy, one Year ................................·...... $1.75 in a damnable conspiracy to ruin the trusting vastor who
"
·~
Six Months ................................... 1.00 bad not the sagacity to discover their base designs?
·"
"
each llfonth, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
i\fr. Beecher, in his Friday night and Sunday talks to his
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one devoted flock, continues about as jovial and rollicking as
address.
(Janadian Subscribers will please send fltty cents addi- ever. He abounds in witticisms, fun and mimicry, and
tional. for extra postage, which haf! to be prepaid,
he has a great deal to say about God and Christ, and the
excellence of prayer. He has concluded that if God is on
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
his side, it matters not if all else are opposed to him. In
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch this way he may become reconciled to the fact, that thoufor subsequent insertions.
sands who have heretofore sympathized with him, are
now losing confidence in his innocence. He ·probably
needs to have God on his side,

IJotes and Uklippings.

MR. GLADSTONE has published another pamphlet, entitled ··vaticanism:" in reply to Rev. Dr. Newman and
Archbishop Manning. He maintains his original assertions, and eulogizes Dr. Newman, whose secession, he
says, is the greatest loss to the English Church since Wesley's.
Ho:r-IE TESTIMONY.-It 'is, perhaps, a coincidence that
while llfr. Beecher's sister, Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker,
has all along been fully convinced of her brother's guilt,
Mrs. Tilton's brother. Mr. Richards, has had grounds for
entertaining the same opinion with respect to her. It is
honest conviction, truly, that brings out such reluctant admissions.
CHARLES LYELL, t.he greatest Geologist of this or any
other age, has recently died in London at the advanced
age of seventy-eight years. His investigations and sound
reasoning have done much to destroy the confidence of the
intelligent p6rtion of mankind in the fables of the creation,and the age of our planet as given in the Bible. His
works will long survive him.
STILL J\foRE.-The Rev. Mr. Deardoff. of the United
Brethren denomination, recently held a protracted meeting near Yates City. Ill., and was invited by one of the
sisters to spend the night at her house. Soon after being ensconced in the comfortable quarters, and they being alone, he said: "We are commanded to greet each
other with a holy kiss." She was not in the humor for
familiarities. and tearing herself away fl:om the clergyman, rushed to one of the neighbors. It is almost needless to say the protracted meeting was not longer continued.
STILL ANOTHER.-The Rev. Mr. Curtis, not !ong·since
met with a slight accident. He had been conducting a
revival meeting at Plano, Ill., and had been living on
"chicken fixings" and everything nice, as the pious
friends there knew how to prepare them. Business 'called him to the village of Blackberry a few days ago, and he
put up at the hotel and staid over night. When he retired, he was either so sleepy. or so" full of the spirit,"
he got into bed with a woman who was not his wife. He
was so absorbed in his devotions he did not change his
location, until he was discovered by some over-inquisitive
persons. He insisted the matter was entirely an accident. Is it not a little singular how many such accidents
are recently befalling our good clergymen?
BEECHER To MOULTON.-In 1873 Mr. Beecher thus Wrote
to Moulton: "Oh l that I could put in golden letters my
deep sense of your faithful. truthful, earnest, undying
fidelity, your di~interested friendship. Your noble wife.•
too. has been to me one of God's comfofters. It is such
as she that renews my waning faith in \vomanhood.
"For a thousand encouragements-for services that no
one can appreciate who has not been as sore-hearted as I
have been, for your honorable delicacy, for confidence
and affect.ion-I owe you so much that I can neither e:KDress nor pay it; Not the ·least has been the grea.t-hearted

ELIZABETH CADY STANTON, one of the ablest women in
this country, knows a great deal about the Beecher-Tilton
business, and while she declines to say to a Chien go interviewer he is guilty, she is decided that" in 1\'Ir. Beecher's defense, his attempt to establish his own innocence
by pulling down the character of many noble people, is
alike unmanly and·contemptible." Of Tilton she says:
"He is one of the best-hearted men I ·ever knew, but
like all men of genius he has weak points." Of the Tilton
home, she says: "One hardly ever meets with a hotterordered household, or a husband and wife who lived in
such harmony as did Mr. and l\Irs. Tilton." [Was it not
a crime to destroy such a home ?l Of 1\foulton, she says:
"I know him to be a gentleman in every sense of the
word-a man of honor and honesty." Of Tracy she says:
"I think his position is as dishonorable as it is lacking
in legal etiquette."
REv. DR. FisKE, upon trial in 1\fichigan, honestly "owned
up" as follows: "I frankly confess to the fearful sin of
which I am charged, and will not be a coward to lie or seek
a palliation of my weakness and guilt. I can only crave
the pity and compassion of the world I have offended,
and the forgiveness which my sincere and profound repentance before man and God calls for. I have return·ed
my letter of fellowship to the denomination I have so
greviously stricken, and abandoned the profession I have
so deplorably shamed. May God and man pity and forgive me. and aid me to do some humble work yet in life
for the good of society. I am not a coward or a sneak to
make Adam's plea that a woman did it. It was my own
weak and unguarded soul that in a moment of frenzy
and passion wrought my downfall." If some of the
clergymen in our midst hereabouts, would be half as honest as this one, and if npt so self-condemning, they would
to-day stand far better in the estimation of thousands.
Persistent lying and perjury are a far greater sin than the
original offense. Some think us rather severe upon
weak, fallible clergymen, but so long as they do wrong,
so long as they persist in lying egregiously about it,
and so long as an equally corrupt church holds them up
as models and paragons of perfection and morality, so
long we shall not hold our peace.
THE BEECHER TRIAL slowly drags its tedious length
along. The eighth week (we think it is) as we write,
is nearly completed. Very damaging testimony against
the defendant has been presented. We recapitulate:
Moulton stated that Beecher on many occasions admitted
lhe crime of adultery with Mrs. Tilton, and numerous
letters were read confirming the same. Tiltonltestified
Beecher admitted his crime In his presence on different
occasions. Mrs.'l\Ioulton stated Mr. Beecher and Mrs.
Tilton had both confessed their crime to her on more
than one occasion, and she detailed long conversations
held with 1\'Ir. Beecher on the subject. She stated that
l\Irs. Tilton had said to her that in an examination she
should turn against her husband, tell a falsehood, and do
all she could to exonerate Mr. Beecher, and she thought
it would be right for her to do so. llfrs. Tilton's brother
testified to seeing l\Ir. Beecher and l\Irs. Tilton in close
and improper proximity. Mrs. Cary did the same. The
plaintiff has rested his case. Gen. Tracy has read his
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long opening sueech, giving the plan of the defense. He
of (Jourse made Tilton a base man and Beecher a paragon
of virtue. The skill with which cunning lawyers construct the most ingenious defense for vile, abandoned
criminals Is well known. and on this occasion we must
look for an extra effort in this direction. One side in this
extraordinary case has perjured himself in the most fearful manner; which side is it? From the testimony now in,
it would seem a clear case had been established; and that
a verdict accordingly must be rendered; but we must remember the party being tried is a Christian Clergyman;
a Christian Church worth ·millions of dollars is at his
back, ready to spend any needed amount to clear their
favorite; Christian lawyers are defending him, and a
Christian jury is to judge him. We need not be surprised,
then, if we obtain a Christian verdict-guilt pronounced
innocence.
A LARGE majority of the American people appear to be
settling down in the conviction that Henry Ward Beecher is guilty of the charges preferred against him; that he
is involved in such a complete net-work of complications
and suspicious circumstanc, esthat his own letters are so
self-condemnatory, and the mass of testimony is so
strong against him, as to preclude the possibility of his
innocence. In this view of the case we ought to be lenient
toward him, and not bear too heavily upon him. He is
only a man with the temptations and infirmities incident
to his species. If he is susceptible to the charms of the
opposite sex, if his own domestic conditions ha:ve not
been just as happy as might be desired, if he found
abroad that sympathy and love that were denied him at
home, if he found others who fondly administered to his
earthly bliss, can we wonder at his cultivating their acquaintance, or blame him for doing that which is perfectly natural for a man to do? Perhaps not. His offense is
not so bad as his defense. Falsehood and perjury are infinitely worse than yielding to the wants and incentives
of human nature. This can be excused and overlooked,
but that, never. A mean and desp.icable feature in the
defense is, that the virtuous Mr. Beecher was beset and
importuned by both Mrs. Tilton and Mrs. Moulton; that
they loved and adored him and were willing to do almost
anything in the world for him, but Joseph-like, he turned
his back to them and said unto them nay. This defense
in reference to Mrs. Tilton was made in his statement
before the Church Committee last summer, and as to
Mrs. Moulton, it is made now; and by this ignoble, false
claim it is hoped to neutralize her damaging evidence.
Will it succeed?
THE Ne:w York Herald, after admitting Mr. Beecher's
great talent and ability, says: "His recent pulpit displays are as indecorous as his extraordinary letters to
Moulton and others were unwise. While this scandalous
trial is pending, it would have become him to subordinate personal considerations to the honor of the
Church. No judicious person can believe the cause of
rl"ligion iS promoted by the preaching of a man who
stands in the equivocal position of Mr. Beecher. The
honor of the Church, public respect for religion, and a
decent regard for morals would forbid the entrance into
a Christian pulpit, of a man whose purity was impugned,
however brilliant his talents. His usefulness in the great
cause of religion Is totally Impaired, until he can 'vindicate his character. His weekly demonstrations that he is
a brilliant and unequaled J)reachet·, prove his talentR,
but not his innocence, and an attempt to make it such
would seem to display a consciousness that he cannot
stan<l on the result of an impartial Investigation. Nc,thing is more delusive than the idea that a man who mak<'s
eloquent discourses on virtue, is therefore virtuous. i\Ir.
Beecher must be judged by the evidence of facts, and
neither his eloquence nor his popularity ~an avail him,
unless he can confute the testimony of his accusers. Ho
must stand or fall by the evidence in the case, and the
grea~ display of eloquence which he makes in his pulpit,
is quite as likely to be interpreted against him as in his
favor. If he felt sure of his ground of defense, it would
seem a becoming act of dignity and re!;pect for religion,
to suspend his pulpit labe>rs nntil his character is clAat·erl
of unjust reproach,"
· · · ·
· ·
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'fhe Witch of the Wine· Mark.
.A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massa;;husetts.
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

CHAPTER XII.
When the two fugitives found themselves alone
with Firefly, on the departure of Red Wing and all tbe
Indians save two, they began to experience some nneasiness. What if the Fanatic and his crew should
again procure some clu!l to their retreat, or what was
to be their ultimate fat~ ?
·
These reflections pressed heavily upon them, and
the more so as they now found themselves without
anything like adequate protection, should they again
·
be assailed by their enemies.
They were surprised to perceive the cheerfnlness
that characterized Firefly, a!th0ugh she, too, was in
a measure an outlaw, and liable to be pounced upon
by the emissaries of the govemment. Her husband
and tribe were under a ban ; and now that he had
ventured within the very Jines of the enemy, so to
speak, she, in her unprotected state, seemed to be in
as great danger as they were themselves.
They could not, therefore, comprehend the confideuce that she displayed ; for it was obvious that the
merest accident might betray her into the hands of
the whites. They therefore asked her why she evinced so little fear in the ·absenee.of the chief and so
many ofthe red men, while almost in the very grasp
of her foes. To this the beautiful squaw replied :
''Great Spirit now come and watch over Firefly! She
no want 'urn so much watch when Red Wing in 'urn
wigwam with her. Red Wing watch then, and save her
from white mans. Reel man no want Great Spirit to
do 'um work when 'um can do it 'umself. White mans
make too much ask Great Spirit eberyting. ''
. 'rhis was a philosophy that struck both t4e maidens
as not only consoling in tlw extreme, but exalted in
no ordinary degree. Here were they, brought up in
what they were taught to consider the purest and most
enlightened of all beliefs-in fact, one stamped with
the very signet of the Creator himself-put to the
blush by a person whom they had been told to consider an untutored savage plunged in both mental anti
moral darkness the most profound.
That God exacts no particular religious belief at the
hands of his creatures is evident. from the fact, that the
world has, for ages upon ages, been filled with conflicting religious theories, and that there are to-clay as
many shades of Chlistianity as there are days in the
year. Strange, if he favored any peculiar system of
belief that be d d not attach some symbol by which
we should become satisfied of its genuineness ane\ comprehend that it alone was worthy his unqualified approbation. The members of all creeds are subject
alike to the Jaws of nature. There is, we apprehend,
but very little difference between a Methodist and a
Mohammedan toothache; ~tud medical men have not yet
been able to classify the decay of the human body as
Baptist or Presbyterian. TI-le beggar outlives the
rich man and the rich man outlives the beggar. All
die alike and suffer from the same causes. 'l'he sun
shines for all; the rain falls for all ; the wind blows
for all and the earth yields fn~it for all whatever the
zone. 'In all physical things we share alike at the
hands of the giver of all good. There are no two
opinions on this subject. And why ? Simply because
these tacts are demonstrated in evcry-cla,y life -and in
every portion of the habitable globe. No one disputes
them. Their existence is constantly before our eyes,
and we therefore accept them as true.
But see what becomes of us· the moment we enter a
field of a more metaphysical character, where demonstration is completely out of the question. 'fhen we
forsake the impartial physical basis upon which God
_has manifested himself to us in his goodness, and assume that we are no longer a universal family, all
sharing his care and love alike,- but that Brown is
more favored than Jones, or Jones than Robinson. So
that on the one hand we declare the Great Father to
deal impartially with his creatures, while on the otllcr we assert that he does ·what is cliamctriC'nly the
opposite.
This latter is as illogical a feature of our existence
as could possibly obtain in any relation. There is,
thercfor·e, no partial revelutiou. God speaks to all
creatnres alike, and in a language that transcends the
petty creeds that dot the earth. No book is inspircJ
whose C<imtent~ arc not Jznown and comprehended by
all. for it would be inju~tice and tyranny to exact
ol.Jddicnce on the part of any individual to a Jaw of
wllidl he had no pcrccptiuu. lu rehttion to things
truly divine and cosCJitial to man's happiness and elevutwn in this world or the world to come, all intcllk
gent beings must think mainly nnd fundamentally
itlikc. Hence, the' •nly truths to he found in creeds are
those which me common to tJl and consistent with the
manifestations of natme.
_
·when the Fanatic parted from his two companions
after the horrible scene mentioned in the last chapter,
he regained his lonely dwelling in the gloomy. and' deserted hollow, and entering it, closed and bolted the
)leavy door t]}at shqt. him in from the world.

This done, he gained the apartment ln which we
found him seated in. deep thought on the previous
night, and throwing himself into ·the chair already alluded to, began ruminating aloud upon the probable
success of the nefarious project that he had concocted, and that he now hoped should be consummated
before another sun rose.
"Yes," he muttered as if in answer to some enquiry from within. "I ca'l manage it !
Once surrounded by these wall, she shall never see the light of
day again, save through these dim windows, invisible
. to the -outer world. l can never trust her! Were she·
out of my sight a single moment, sJ.e would betray
me, and 1 should_ be,-lost.>l
As he spoke he looked up to a couple of skylights
by" which only this inner apartment was made sensible
of the day. There were along th-e sides some narrow
loopholes that had been securely boarded, and that,
although on'ce affording light find air, were iww blind
as midnight. Along these his eyes ran also, as if to
detect whether there was any tell-tale crevices in
them. Finding them all safe as he supposed, he once
more fell into his train of self-communing, and in a
voice that could not be heard by any one who .happened to be in the apartment close by, continued:
"The Noose knows too much of me," be mused,
''and so does the half-breed! I wish they were both
out of the way-although I am less anxi'ous on that
score about the latter than I am about the former.
lHadge, old"Madge, however, will be here ere long,
and to her I will hand over the proud beauty. She'll
know how to manage her ; for she is the only person
on this ea1th that I can now trust implicitly."
Madge Gordon was not only-a fanatic of the most
hopeless character, but was one of the most cruel and
reckless creatures in the whole setttlement. She had
only one virtue, if it could be called such, and that
was her blind adherence to Sloucher, and a confidence
that nothing could shake, in his divine mission and
powers. His will with her was law, and under his influence she would, it was said, use the knife or the
poisoned bowl in the carrying out of his commands,
as though these were the most divinely appointed
agents that ever effected a noble purpose.
·
·On more than one occasion rumor had it, she silenced a poor innocent creature who happened to provoke
his malice, or who stood in the way of one of his criminal designs. And now that he had determined to
seize lip on Alice and bear her to this forbidding retreat,
he determined to place her, "until she came to her
senses," as he termed it, in the hands of this remorseh;ss woman, w~thout letting his confederates know of
his intention in this relation.
Everything was in readiness for the evening. The
soldiers were to be secretly stationed near the ravine,
where the two Indians were to be betrayed into their
hands-the half-breed promising that they should
capture the chief and a dozen besides ; although we11
aware of the nu_mber left to ~ruard the whites andFirefly.
The Fanatic and the Noose, it was decided, should
be waiting near .the wigwam, into which the halfbreed should rush, after the capture of the Indians,
and warn the inmates to fly as the witch-finder and his
men were upon them. ··
When once outside the lodge they were to be seized
and bound-Nat bearing off Martha whither ~he
would, and the half-breed carrying o:ff Firefly into the
depths of the forest or to any point he deemed safest.
The Fanatic knew, of course, what line he was to
pursue, and was, therefore, not much perplexed as to
the final destination of his prize ; and, moreover, circum stance favored him so far, that, with ordinary
caution, he should be able to bear his captive to her
prison without the possibility of·detection, as the path
from the ravine·to the hollow was one almost wholly
unfrequented even in daylight. Already three stout
horses in· a barnyard on tlw verge of the town, had
been secretly pitched upon by the Noose and the halfbreed as necessary to the furtherance of their conspiracy · These were to he led into the woods after
nightfall and held convenient to the wigwam of the
chief. They were to· serve in bearing away the intended victims to their points of destination, upon
which the animals were" to be turned loose.
· 'l'h'e three scoundrels agreed to bind and gag their
victims lest there should be any cry for help, or any effective resistance. This they thought could be done
without any serious injury to them, while their helpless forms could then be hastily swung on the horses
and ridden away with.
All this, or a great portion it, had been passing
through the mine\ of S!oucher, when he was aroused
from his revery hy a loud knocking at the outer door.
He instantly arose from his chair and going to the
apartment in which we first encountered l1illl with
his two fellow conspirators, he demanded who it was
that knocked, and was answered in a hollow voice:
"Madge Gordon, a hand-maiden of t.he Lord, and
the scrvaut of his servant, Solomon Sloncher!"
A hideous grin overspread the· forbidding face of
the Fanatic as he drew the heavy bolts and admitted
the tall, gaunt figure of a woman, wearing a long,
grey mantel, with the lwod thrown over lwr tead, and
with a· long oak staft' in her hand.
As she entered she threw ba!"\k the .hood and revealed a face never to be forgotten. She had been once
remarkably handsome, and even now, while her white

hair huPg in hopeless tangles about her shoulders and
her eyes blazed with unnatural fire, there was, a~ she
stood erect, a ruined Juno about her look and mien
that was terribly fascinatin~r- Her features, though
weather beaten and wrinkled, were singularly regular ; and to tl.wse who were given to analyze the
human face, there was sometimes a tenderness in
their expression and a far off-look in her eyes that
seemed as if she was struggling to regain some long
lost memory that had once been heaven to her.
When she perceived the Fanatic, she at first recoiled from him -with an expression of horror; bnt the
involuntary spasm, as it were, passing away instantly, without his having observed it, he extended his
huge, bony hand to her, which she kissed reverentlywhile he closed and bolted the door with the other. '
"·Well, fnithful servant of the Lord/' he drawled
out, as he led her int~ the room .in whicu he had just
been seated, ''the Children of Zwn are sorely tried in
these times, and his servant has had a narrow escapt!
from the spells of the woman Ravenswood, who is
now proven to be an emissary of the Evil One."
The new-comer stood silent ·for a moment 1llcn
leaning upon her staff, she loofwd irito the Fa~atic's
long and solemn face, and exclaimed in' a strange
though not unmusical voice ;
'' 'l'hc fagot or the rope ! The rope or the fagot for
Alice Ravenswood ! She is doomed ! A most beautiful witch, ·and a most clnngctons witch ! She is
doomed ! She is doomed ! 'l'hc fagot or the rope !
the rope or the fngot !''
""No, 110t yet.," returned Slouchcr. · •' I have had a
vision warning me not to· lie too hasty, !Jut to seize
upon the witch,,_ and place her in your chiu;ge, in your
secret charge, m this very npartmcnt, until certa:iu
things arc IJroug],Jt to light. No one is to suspect that
she is beneath this roof! Not a whisper of it even to
Peter Huskins. So says the vision. She will be
brought hither to-night., and the will of the Lord be
done."
"Amen !" ejaculntcdl\Indge, an expression of awe
passing over .her countenance, which was quiclrly succeeded by the !\Rille 11ingular, far-ofi, lost look that bespoke her what she reully was, a lunatic that seemed
completely swallowed up in the terrible superstition
of the day.
·
. SliC now divested herself of her cloak, and at the Jnstance of S!oucher, laid aside her staff and took a
seat by a ?lear. tire. t~Jat was blazing in the _chimney,
the flue of which Jomed that of the fireplace in the
other apartment, so that but one column of smoke
issued from the building.
..
Sloncher now instructed her with great minuteness
and emphasis as to the strict watch andjward she was-to
keep over her prisoner when she arrived ; and that jn
case of her attempting to make any outcry ·she was
to thre~tcn her with instant. death ;, although, except
under circumstances yet to be explamed, she was not
to put. her threat into execution. The villain would
however, not have called in the poor lost creature t<;
assis.t hi:n'l in his insa~e design of u.ltimately pi'ocurine;
the forgtvencss of AliCe and coercwg her into a union
with him, could he have accomplished it unaided. nut
perceiving at a glance, that the poor fugitive could not
with safety be left alone for a single moment. and that
without attracting suspicion he.coulll not remain shut
up with her for one day evcn 1 he struck upon the
plan of placing her under his faithful- dupe, and of diverting attention from her· place of confinement by
being seen constantly abroad himself_
'
When night set in, evCI:y.thingwas in <?rdcr. During
the day the half-breed VISited the ravme where he
soo:n fel~ in with the two Indians v.:Iw, believing him
their fnend, an"d as he spoke thmr lanu·nnge were
glad to see him. 'l'hcy walked _with him good wny
along the bottom of. the glen in the <lircct.ion of the
town.. Here tl\CY i1artccl at a certain huge clm-t.he
h_alf-brecd suggesting that if they met IIi m :~t the smnc
point an hour after nig!Jt-fall, he should bring tlwm
son1e trifles from l1is own house that he knew they
stood in need of.
The red men were delighted and promised to be at.
the trysting place. to the moment, and so they sepm·ated. The Fanatic and the ·Noose were apprised of
this, and now that it was dark and Lightloot had.
previously instructed:Slouchcr as to where tlw soldiers were to be po~ted, all three set out-the Fanatic for the ravine, and the N oosc anclthe Imlf-brced to
secure the horses and lead them by a circuitous route
to the edge of the glen where Nat was to hold them in
readiness while his treacherous compal)ion was away
disposing of the two unsuspecting reel men.
'l'he horses were to be kept on hand by the side of
a track, along which the half-breed WllS to lead Firefly and her companions whq1 he bounded iuto t!JC
wigwam and warned them to fly, to which point the
Fanntic was to make his way also.
'l'he _tit~ws, as we remarked in a ·former cha})ter,
were stunng and dangerous. On the one side were
the wild and su]:ierstitious whites, consigning both
men and wom~n of their own race to the rope and the
fagot, in accordance with the most debasing law and
improbable theory that hac1 ever been propounded ;
while on the other, were the Indians ready to take the
scalp of any settler who happened to stray a single
yard beyond the range of his own property without
being well armed,
·
'l'his feeliug of insecurity and a sense that an ene-
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my lurked in every corner, made the carrying of
weapons, both offensive and defensive, a necessity
upon the part of the sober-minded colonist~, whatever
their sex ; so that both Martha and Allee had for
many a day concealed about their persons individually a small keen poniard, unknown to any living soul
save themselves respectively.
Singularly enough, whi~e Sloucher was approaching
the point of rendezvous, where the Noose had already
arrived with the horses, and while the half-breed was off
to betray the red men into the hands of the soldiers who
were ready to pounce on them, Martha and Alice were
exhibiting to Firefly the two weapons just alluded to,
either of which might prove deadly enough in even
feeble hands.
The squaw examined them with .great interest, and
returning them to their respective owners, remarked:
"'Urn kill berry soon, dead! 'Urn like 'urn for bad
white mans, or 'um like 'urn for bad Injuns. 'Urn kill
berry quick!''
·
In the mean-time, the two Indians had arrived at
the spot where they were to meet Lightfoot, and were
now awaiting his appearance. They soon heard his
step and the signal he was to give them on his approach. They rnov\3d forward to meet him, but ere
they had proceeded a dozen yards, they were surrounded by the soldiers and hurried off toward the _townthe party being somewhat disappointed on learning
from the half-breed, that· the chief and the rest of the
Indians had discovered the ambush, and fled.
However, as it was supposed that some important
information might be extracted from the two prisoners,
no more was said on the subject ; and Lightfoot being satisfied that the coast was clear, now retraced
his steps along the edge of the ravine until he came to
the point where Sloucher and the Noose were waiting
with the horses, but a short distance from where the
fugitives were still conversing with their dusky hostess.
On learning that the two red men were prisoners,
the Fanatic advised instant action in relation,to the
fugitives; upon which the half-breeu turned toward
the wigwam of the chief, but first informing his fellow conspirators, that Firefly and her two companions
would be flying before him or with him along the
track in a few moments.. Upon this he disappeared,
leaving theN oose and Sloucher in a stat!J of .the most
anxious expectation.
On gaining the wigwam; and hearing its three inmates conversing without any apprehension of immediate danger, he paused for a moment and then, at a
single bound, was in among its startled occtlpants.
"Fly! fly!" he exclaimed in a voice of well-feigned alarm. "The witch-finder and his soldiers are upon you! Follow me! Follow me! " he exclaimed,
"there's not a moment to loose!"
Firefly who knew the half-breed and who always
believed him to be friendly, did not hesitate a rroment but sprang to her feet and counseled her companidns to follow his advice. Bewildered and not
knowincr anything of the villain, they were instantly
by her ~de, and preparing to rush out into the night,
the half-breed waiting to lead the way.
The betrayed fugitives equipped themselves hastily
to meet the growing coldness of the season ; and the
squaw without being noticed by Lightfoot, thrust a
dear k~ife intg her girdle as she threw her fur mantle
about her shoulders, so that, like her companion, she
also was armed.
Martha great as was her danger, felt no small repugnance' to leaving her father's fine bundle of furs to
the tender mercies of the party she supposed now all
but within grasp of her ; but the love of life, overruling every other ~entimcnt, she soon d1smissed the
subject from her nun d.
'1\he three conspirators had provided themselves
ropes and gags, whic~ in the latest consulta~ion they
had held they determmed to use, lest the cnes of the
victims should possibly attract attention, or that the
difficulty of carrying them off should be insurmountable. 'l'hcy were, of course, powerful and agile
themselves ; but then Firefly and :Martha and Alice
were no dwarfs ; and the strength of a woman, when
that which is'dcarer to her than life is in danger, was
not to be underrated.
Once outside the wigwam, the half-breed, who had
been a few steps in advance, fell back and walked
besides Firefly, with whom he conversed freely, although what he said was in a low and seeming!Y. agitated voice. A~ the path was narrow and di111cult
up the ascent to. where .the horses and the two villains were standmg, Allee and Martha followed, one
after the other, until the party arrived within tt single
pace of the infamous ambush. Here the half-breed
paused when there was a suppressed cry, and a momenta.ry struggle, and then all was silence ! Firefly
and her two fair companions were securely gagged and
bound and in a few minutes afterward, Lightfoot
and N~t the Noose were riding away, they scarcely
knew whither, with Firefly and Martha supported by
one arm before them on their respective horses, while
Sloucher, who had not been recognized by Alice, began making the best of his way with her to the
gloomy retreat wher? Madge Gordon was await!ng
her arrival, and whrch she was ~.:>on approachmg
while lying helpless and almost insensible in the powerful arins of the Fanatic, who managed to sustain
her weight, and guide his p!laceable and sturdy animal
at the same time.

It :was now eight o'clock ; and Titmouse, who, as
prevwusly observed, secretly resolved te revisit the
ravine for the purpose of enlightening the chief as
to what had again befallen Alice, found himself in the
wigwam once more. It was deserted, and hastily, as
he could peceive, for there lay a bundle of furs and
several articles that would have been removed, had
not the chief and his party been surprised. He stood
for a moment bewildered and disappointed ; but as
no one appeared, and as there was nothing to be
gained while there might be something lost by delay,
he sprang into the night once again, and soon stood
at the door of old Giles the ferryman.
(TO BE CONTINUED.]

Orthodox Musings.
I don't want to know anything about science. Science is all:.bout matter and force, and nothing about
the soul. It tells about rocks and bugs, and all kinds
of animals, from tadpoles to horses. These- newfangled scientists say that man is only a high kind of
animal, that he is an improved editiJ:>n of the monkey;
This is all nonsense, for how eould there be even a
calf if there wasn't first a cow for it to suck? A calf
is always preceded by a cow. That's a law of nature.
Calves don't grow around on bushes. But they say
that life started in a mere bag of jelly that took in
food without any month. That's contmr.x_ to Genesis.
Now, when I was young they squared sc1ence by the
Bible, not the Bible by science.
But suppose life is transmogrified, where did the
matter come from? There can't anything be eternal,
for then it would exist without a cause, which is contrary to reason. Something can't come out of nothing, therefore God made matter. He made it so that
it produces plants, bugs, and all the other things that
worded folks call phenomena. Besides, suppose matter is eternal, any fool knows that it could not move
unless somebody moved it.
Science is of no use unless it brings in money. In
this material world we want material things._ IN e
want hundred thousand dollar churches, rich clothing and jewelry and five hundred dollar carriages to
cro to therein. It is true that• millions of heathen are
going to hell annually for want of missionaries, but,
then men should go to them like the old apostles,
without purse or scrip. In this land want and poverty abound, but that's an inscrutable Providence.
I am on the safe side. I enjoy the good things of
this life, and by believing the Church dogmas I shall
gain an eternity of spiritual joys. If I should die
while digging potatoes I shoulcl go straight to heaven
and be equal to the angels. I pity the poor Infidels.
There's neighbor A. His mind is so obscured by the
phantoms of human reason that I fear he'll be eternally lost. He does not know that he ought to be baptized ; he does ·not know that men's souls
Rise to good with holy yeast
When soured iu water by a vriest.
He's a born skeptic; he can't help it, but he'll!Je
damned if he don't believe. "Has not the potter
power over the clay to make one vessel to honor
and another to dishonor?" That proves election.
There's a text somewhere that proves free-will. True,
there's a text somewhere that proves astrology, for it
says, "the sturs i~ their ~om·ses . fongh.t against Sisera." But exegesrs explams all d1ffi~;:ultws. Exegesis
explains one text literally, another figuratively, and
where a text is too tough to agree with either, yon
strike an average.
A is a good man in some respects. He is very careful about the right of other people. He don't order
his wife and children about in a tone of voice that
would jar the sensitive nerves of a mule. But I don't
believe women and children ought to have personalities. They ougllL to be kept in awe. Being descended from an ancestry in whom the devil was kept
down by force instead of ideas, if force is removed,
the devil is raised. 'l'he devil is hereditary-clear
from Adam. But angels come through grace.
A believes something, but it ain't what we believe,
which alone is true. He has never wronged any one,
nor done anything for which the civil law can punish
him but if he dies before he is· converted he must go
to h~ll. 'l'his looks hard, hut, as :i\Iahomet said; "It
is for God alone to punish man with fire."
A is sunk in vulgar materialism. Still he seems to
be pure-minded ; he never speaks a vulgar word, or
reads it, except in the newspapers, or ~ome ~arts of
the Bible. I dC!ight to saturate my mmd w1th the
criminal record. It proves natuntl depravity, allll
shows me that by the grace of God I am better than
people. He seems fond of intellectual pursuits, and
I can't see how he can be such a fool about theology.
But the Bible and the newspapers are enough for me.
In the time of the Beecher juro1'e to read his trial in
connection with those vigorous old lJatriarchs was extremely refreshing.
A talks of enjoying this life in a ra.t onal manner,
and then going bacl{ calmly to nature fron1; whence he
came. That'll never do for me. I am John Smith,
and John Smith I want to bG forever. He will merge
his individuality into !hut of all humanity. Now; if
I was famous as Yvashing;ton, it wouldn't do me any
good if I didn't know anything about it. Jones' bacon don't do me any good when he eats it himself.

Solomon's nor Brigham Young's wives never gave me
any satisfaction. I believe in salvation by proxy, but
I prefer to exist as John Smith..
If A can bear to go unprepared to the judgment,
he's ~ot stronger nerves than I have. His talk about
morality, and pripciples, and justice, won't avail him
then. All the desperate wickedness of his skeptical
heart will come to light then. If he does not believe
the Church dogmas, nothing will save him. Can he
withstand the awful vengeance? Wily, how I used
to quake at the awful voice of my father when he
roared out, John, come here, sir! and the withy hickory lJrodnccd its salutary effect on my immaterial
soul. Yes, I am on the safe side. By believing I live
to the glory of. God, and receive eternal happiness as
my reward. It is true that for every one in l:eaven a
million or two are roasting in hell. But that won't
hurt John Smith. If it don't help me when Jones
eats his bacon, .it won't hurt me when he gets his hide
scorched. No, one, say I. ".The devil take," etc.
Amen.
J. E. P.
Du Quoin, fll.

"Clever Devils."
"Educate men witilont religion, and you only make
them clever Devils."-A Ch1·istian Aphor·ism.
Beginning wit.h the history of lilat most successful
of all devils, Satan, in the Garden of Eden, where he
took our great progenitor, Adam, from the hands of
his Creator, an absolute moral and intellectual failure,
a total idiot, and taught him knowledge like unto the
gods, and revi~win,g all the great inventions and grand
schemes for the enlightenment and happiness of mankind which have been accredited to his wonderful
genius for eighteen centuries, the question may well
be asked, " Who would not be a 'clever devil,' and
with such devils dwell?"
According to religious authorities, contemporary
with their lives, the following great men have been
"possessed of devils," which the world must acknowledge have been very '' clever devils" indeed :
Socrates had a "just and virtuous" devil, Christ had
a '• meek and forgiving" devil, Spinoza had a '' rationalistic" devil, Galileo hacl a " mechanical" 'and
'• astronomical " devil, Faust had a ''printer's " devil,
Milton had " Lucifer" and a " hell" devil, Harvey
had a "blooued" devil, Brunei had an "en~ineer
incr" devil Stephenson had a'' devil on wheels,' Watt
ha~l a pow~rful '' steam " devil, Franklin had an "electro-magnetic" devil as high as a kite, Evans had a
"Orukte1' Ampldbolo8," which was the most unsightly
devil that ever "materialized'' on this favored planet;
Fulton had a "walk-in-the-water'' devil, Whitney had
a" gin" devil, ''w~th t.eeth lil~e a s~w;" l\Iorse, had a
'• telegraphic" clcv1l With a '' llghtmng tongue,' Goodyear had an ''India-rubber" devil, and his was the
only devil on record that was actually made better by
"fire and brimstone" treatment; Ericsson had an
"iron-clad" devil, (so the Chaplain on the 11fer1imac
said) Howe had a little devil, with the ''eye in t.be
poidt " and General Grant had some "devilish whiskey" in the rear of Vicksburg.
'l'o this list of personal devils there might be added
a thousand more, to say nothing of that great "Devil
of Progress," which the age has placed on the throne
of the world's thought, aud yet we find that the only
utterly worthless devils in the whole catalogue have
been those "possessed'' by Milton and the " God-like
John Calvin."
Has it not been a good thing for the world-though
a poor thing for religion-that there has been so much
of this " clever deviltr)_' " goi!1g on am011gs.t ·me.~ ?
These '' Uhristian aphonsms" 10ok vcr.y well m Chnstian almanacs, but they don't " ventllate" worth a
cent.
A. FmmEsT.
Sioux City, Iowa_._ _ ___,_ _ _ _

TilE UNHONOUED DEAD.-lt iS sad to tilink Of the multitude of good and true men and women who, in the reign
of snverstition, now hapvily declining to its death, have
been during their lives (if permitted to live) branded and
ostracised as felons, and who, when dead, were consigned by religions bigotry, to unknown graves, "unkept,
un'honored and unsung."
.
·
Among this nr>ble army of martyrs, there lived about
forty years since in New Itochelle, N.Y., Cavtain Daniel
Pelton. a neighbor and disciple of Thomas Paine, who,
for his heretical opinions and attachment to Paine, was
refused burial in lhe vublic cemetery, and whose remains
were in consequence consigned to the earth in the burial
ground of the Friends, whero it lies without even a slab
to mark the spot.
The following incident is related o~ him by an o~d resident still living thoro: During a very severe wmter. a
vessel was frozen on the sound op~osito New ~ochelle,
ttbout two miles from shore. The. ICe wa9 not IU so:ne
places thick enough to bear the wmght of a ma.n, and ehe
crow being out of provisions, after many day's delav
raised a flag of dibtress. No one dared venture to the
rescue, the risk was so great. Finally our hero, providing himself with a plank, on wh_ich he ~lacod s_ome vroyisions, and arriycd with two Il'Oll-DOillteLl stic~s. prop-elled himself and load over the trea?herons I?e, and
after incredible labor and risk of the IC.e ~roakmg up,
reached the famished crew and saved thelr hves. Honor
to the brave.
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When Moses, afte~ forty years of wandering with
the Children of Israel in the wilderness between the
Red Sea and the river Jordan, (which is but a few
hundred miles in distance,) and becoming aged in
making a journey that could be performed in a few
weeks, at length died without entermg the promised land, Joshua, the son of Nun, became his successor. It seems the Lord :s-:mght an early opportunity to hold a conversation with the new general,
in which he informed Joshua that Moses was dead,
and that he, Joshua, must assume the leadership of
the only people in the world for whom he, the Lord,
had anv special regard. He made munificent bequests
of territory to the descendants of Abraham, and gave
them the homes of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the
Hivites, the Perizite$, the Girgashites, the Amorites
and theJebusites; "even unto the great river Euphrates and unto the great sea toward the. going down of
the sun." He repeatedly enjoined Joshua to be strong,
courageous and valorous in driving out the luckless
inhabitants of the· countries the Israelites were to become possesed of. It seems most clear, the Lord was
extremely partial in his· preference toward the Jews
and favored the fillibusters which Joshua led, far before those who had been born and raised in the land
of Canaan.
Joshua sent out a reconnoitering party of two, to
spy the city of Jericho, not far from the Jordan. They
arrived there a little before nightfall, and put up at the
house of a prost.itute named Rahab. The officers of
the king, learning of the presence of the strangers,
enquired of Rahab in reference to them ; · but she being in the interest~of the Lord, resorted to falsehood
and made statements at utter variance with the truth.
Before morning she let them clown from her dwelling,
which was on the top of the wall, so they landed outside of it. For the services thus rendered, she subsequently received great favors from Joshua.
Porty thousand of the warriors of Israel crossed the
Jordan in the same remarkable manner in which forty years before their fathers had crossed the Red Sea,
upon their escape from Pharaoh. The manner in
which the waters of the Jordan were parted is thus
described : "The waters which came down from
above stood and rose upon a heap very far from the
city of Adam, and those that came down toward the
sea failed and were cut off ; and the people passed
over right against Jericho."
God's way of doing things at different times is very
noticeable. Thus when Joshua with 40,000 men wisheel to cross the small river Jordan, God saw fit to pile
the waters up in a heap, so this comparatively small
army could pass over ; but a few hundred years later,
when Xerxes with near 2,000,000 of men wished to
cross the Hellespont or the Dardanelles, a strait or
arm of the sea, and probably containing one hundred
times as much water as the Jordan, he did not see fit
to lend his aid. But Xerxes mangaged it extremely
well, and by a system of pontoons, constructed a
bridge over which hts immense army passed, thus
performing one of the greatest feats of the kind the
world has ever known. In our late war many of -our
rivers, larger than the J m·rlan, were successfully spanned with pontoon bridges over which our armies and
their artillery and baggage easily passed. God left
our generals to their own resources and they seemed
to get along pretty well. It is a natural question to
ask, if God does not now pile up waters' to aid armies in
crossing rivers, have we any reason to suppose he ever
did? If he did it 4,000 years ago, why not later?
There have been many instances where armies
would have been extremely glad to have had the
waters thus piled up for them, but it was not done.
Even our own sainted Washington, when in winter he
wished to croRs the Deleware, when large bodies of ice

made crossing in boats extremely hazardous, would
doubtless have been very glad to have the water
or th~ ice piled up so he could pass safely; but he evidently was not the favorite Joshua was, and the Americans were not the Jews, and he had to pick his way
among the huge masses of ice the best way he could.
This crossing of Jordan when the waters were piled
up was only effected by the 40,000 warriors; how the
old men, women, children and cattle afterward got
over we are not informed. Possibly the river parted
again for them, or a boat or boats were constructed
for them. That the warriors were passed over so that
fighting and bloodshed could be taking place was, perhaps, the main necessity.
As remarkable as Joshua's style of crossing rivers
appears to us in this unmiraculous age of the world,
his manner of taking a_ walled city and throwing
down its walls by blowing on rams' horns aud sooutin!!:, was a feat in acoustics quite as wonderful. It
seems the Lord told him just how to do it. Seven
priests with seven trumpets of rams' horns for seven
days to march around the doomed city, and then when
they blowecl a long blast on their rams' horns and the
people at the same time all. shouted, the heavy stone
walls of the. city were to fall like a cob-house; and
verily thus it came to pass. This story sounds a good
deal like the hocus-pocus tales of the n•1rsery, but it
is in the Bible, and every one has a right to believe it
.who can and wishes to.
Priests have been noted for making a great noise in
nearly all ages of the world, and if they have not done
it by blowing rams' horns they have by blowing their
·own ; but this is the most remarkable account of the
effectiveness of their blowing that has ever been written. Those seven priests evidently were extraordinary "blow-hards." Whether the tumbling of those
walls was the result of t!J.e sapping and mining which
joshua might secretly have prosecuted dming the
seven days of waiting ; whether it really "~Y:aS the rams'
J10rns that did it, or whether it ever occurred at all,'every person is probably at liberty to believe, as to him
seems most likely.
The mercy ·and kindness (?) of the Lord which are
ever extended to all of his creatures, were exemplified
by the manner in which the citizens of Jericho were
treated. Every man, woman and child were put to
death for no other offense than staying at home and
minding their own business. Not one escaped except
the woman of easy virtue already mentioned, and her
household. God doubtless attended to it that she was
not forgotten for the favors she had done the two
spies.
One noticeable feature in the conduct of the soldiers
at the fall of Jericho, was the carefulness with ~hich
they took charge of the gold a-qd silver and all the valuables of the slain Jerichoites, and these were all added
to "the treasury of the Lord." What an honest way
of acquiring wealth, to cruelly murder the possessors
and then steal their treasures and jewels ! but this is
the manner in which God and his chosen people
worked in those days, and they were always careful
after killing all the men, women and children, to gather up all the gold, silver and wealth of all kinds and
carry it off. _Such conduct would now be considered
low and barbarous in the extreme, and· would hardly
be tolerated by the most savage. We must remember, however, these things, according to lihe Bible,
were done under the immediate command and inspection of God, and however monstrous it may appear to
us now, we have 0nly to raise our hands in admiration
and exclaim : holy! holy! ! holy! ! !
After the city was burned with fire, Joshua pronounced a curse upon any one who should ever rebuild
it, but it is not known that this curse ever amounted to
anything. The city was afterward rebuilt in greater
splendor than ever before, and existed to the time that
Vespasian visted it, when he destroyed it, many centunes after. It was subsequently rebuilt, and as a
small village, by another name, it exists to this day.·
That cursing; of Joshua was, doubtless. entirely
thrown away.
There is one consolation growing out of all this, and
it is that God has grown much more mild, peaceful
and benignant, than he was in former times. Then
he seemed to deligl!! in partiality, cruelty and carnage
more than anything else. Now he has become less
warlike, leAs malicious, less revengeful, less destruc-

tive and more forgiving, more amiable, more undemonstrative, more fair and even-handed with all the
different nations of the earth, and more inclined to not
interfere unduly, or to take sides with one against another, and to let every nation manage their own affairs to suit themselves. Verily, with the many advances made in the world, in th.e fields of scienc'e, art
and progress, it is gratifying "in the extreme, to see that
God also reforms and improves. In fact, in the histories of the gods of the past it is very noticeable that
the character of such deities always corresponded
with the peculiarity of the nations who worshiped
them. The tribes who were ignorant and debase, had
a coarse, crude god. Barbarous and warlike nations
had gods that were great for battles, butchery and
bloodshed. Nations more advanced in the intelligent
scale, created or took unto themselves a god that- partook of such intelligence. The Jews were no exception to this rule. They were a· barbarous, marauding,
quarrelsome, aggressive, warlike people, and it is not
strange their God should also par.take of their characteristics. Possibly the day may come when all
those murders and ~>bhorrent traits which the Bible
wrongfully attributes to Deity, will be accorded to unprogressed mankind, where they doubtless belong,
when the Supreme Power of the Universe will not be
believed to be such a cruel, vindicitive beiqg as the
Bible represents him.

Visit to Dr. H. Slade.
There have recently appeared in the HeralJ, and
other papers, some accounts unfavorable to this gentleman, as a medium, and though we have lived in
this city some fifteen months without calling upon
him, we decided a few days ago, to pay a visit at his
residence on Twenty-first street, and see for ourselves the nature of the manifestations which occur
in his presence. It is not unknown to many of our
friends that 'we are rather materialistic, and not a
very strong believer in the endless existence of beings
who had a beginning only fifty or seventy-five years
ago. We, nevertheless, have a "warm side" for our
Spiritualistic friends, believing they have done much
towards breaking down the walls of superstition and
bigotry which have so long encircled mankind and
we really hope their theory of the· continued existence
of the human race is true. Albeit, we think we are
able to give an unprejudiced an.d truthful statement
of what we witnessed at Dr. Slade's.
We met there, by appointment, a friend, and after
a few-minutes' conversation with the Doctor, we entered his back parlor, some twenty feet square, and
lighted by two large windows. Near the centre of
the room was a good sized walnut b:!;eakfast-table.
We examined it closely. and found no machinery nor
wires about it. With the leaves opened, its surface is
some five by five and a half feet square. This is the
table at which the Doctor and his visitors sit. We at
once took our positions, Dr. Slade on our left and our
friend on our right, occupying a side each. The Doctor sat near our corner, and somewhat sidewise, with
his feet toward us and in our sight. When he had
them under the· table, our feet were placed upon his,
so that we might be assured he was not using then1-.
We each placed our hands in the centre part of the
table, and touching each other. Within a minute a
sensation somewhat similar to a current of magnetism
from a magnetic machine was perceptible; light and
heavy raps occurred, apparently on the under side of
the table, some of them were so heavy as to visibly
jar it. In response to questions, raps were promptl,Y
given, indicating yes or no, in answer to questions.
Dr. Slade handed us an ordinary slate; we examined it closely, and found it clean, imd without any
writing on it, and we held it under the table, firmly up
to the leaf, no hand touching it but our own, and a
sound like writing with a pencil was distinctly heard.
Upon looking at it, a few lines of writing were plainly visible. Tllie was repeated two or three times, and
at no time when writing on the slate occurred, did Dr.
Slade touch it at all. On one occasion it Jay on the
table, three feet from either of us, but plainly in our
sight, and we heard the pencil writing as before. Upon reading the message, it was in reference to ourself,
saying several of our friends were present· and would
be pleased to communicate with us if we would call
another day: As the slate waR held under the table
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by o.urself it wafj nearly wrenched from our grasp by
a force we could not see. Once it was taken from our
llands and it immediately appeared on tile opposite
side of tile table, where no one was sitting, and stood
in the air in a perpendicular position and disconnected witll anytlling, and at least five feet from us, after
wllicl). it returned under tile table to our llands.
An accordeon was llanded us. It was not unlike
an ordinary instrument of tile kind. We lleld the
lower part witll one ham], and some invisible force
pulled the other part, it seemed to us with. a force of
live or ten pounds; tile keys were manipulated, and
music from it was discoursed, witll no lland touclling
it but our own, and that not within several inches of
the keys. A popular air was played-we cannot play
a tune ourself were we to use botll hands.
We frequently felt gentle but distinct tappings upon
our knees and otller parts, once our coat was forcibly
pulled, a~d twice tile cllair in 'wllich we. sat was pulled suudenly back from the table and turned nearly
quarter· around by an unseen force. An easy chair
·several feet from tile table and from us, was suddenly
moved around, and a centre-table, with marble top,
standing apart by itself, wheeled around in a curious
manner.
We tllen placed our llands upon the table again, and
it raised immediately twelve inclles from tile floor, remaining thus suspended some seconds. It next tipped toward us, and while all our llands were still upon it, it continued tipping until exactly bottom. upwards, the legs pointing up, after wllicll it returued
!o its position without our aid or dropping to tile flour.
Tile table is ratller heavy, and tllis operation seemed
ratller curious. We know not wllat force produced
tile results we llave mentioned. We say not tllat it
was spirits, or that it was not. It may have been odic
force or od force for ougllt we know, and tllat it seemed decidedly odd to us, we will not deny. Tllis, 'Ve
assert, it was in daytime, tile room was ;ligllt, we
saw or touclled the Doctor's hands and feet all tile
while, and we are sure no trickery was used in our
presence. We tllink of paying anotller visit to Dr.
Blade wllen we can spare the time.

Christianity Examined.
NO. VI.

The desultory remarks we have made upo.ti tllis
subject up to tllis time, cover but a. sinal! portion of
tile ground we propose to occupy, but as it llas perllaps been indifferently said, we will for a few moments review tile ground thus gone over. We llave
seen, first, tllat tllere llave been very few original religions or systems of faitll i~ tile world. One creed
llas evolved from anotller, or patterned after it, sometimes being improved by tile cllange, and sometimes
not. In primitive times, when man occupied a mucll
lower mental grade til an now, llis religion was in keeping, llis views were crude, llis God was a monster,
and llis worsllip feticllism, As he advanced in civilization, his religious views advanced also. We said
Cllristianity offered no exception to tllis rule. We
find wllile it is claimed by its devotees tllat it is superior to all other systems of religion tllat have precedeu
it, tllat it is not new in any particular.
We have said, and assert again, til at every dogma in
its list of dogmas has been bon-owed from systems
tllat existed in tile world long befora it did. Its wllole
story of the miraculous conception and· birtll of its
reputed founder, tile events of llis life, llis teachings,
his conduc.t toward llis direct followers, tile manner of
llis death are all so completely plagiarisms of religions
and creeds ~llousands of years older, til at tile most
fair conclusion tllat can be arriveu at is, tllat tile
reputed founder of Ch~·istianity-Jesus Cllrist-was
n mytll, and never llad an existence save in tile imaginations of llis deluded followers, or, tllat if sucll a
man as J.esus did live he was begoten just as otller
persons are, and possessed the same amount of divini-·
ty tllat every "human being does. Tile tale is sucll a complete copy of tile story of the lleatllen god of India,
Krisllna, Cllristna, or J ezeus Cllristna as the name is
uifferently rendered, wllo was llalf God ,and llalf
man-that several nations prior to Cllristianity borrowed the same fable from India. These facts, we
say, coupled witll the entire lack of proof tllat there
ever li veli such a person ns Jesus of Nazareth, begot-

ten without a natural fatllLr, tllat it becomes us as honest enquirers, to examine tile subject closely, and be
sure we have due grounds for sucll belief before we
yield implicit assent to its demands.
The accepted account of tile origin of Christianity
is eitller true or it is not. Jesus Cllrist was an original cllaracter or simply a revision of his prototype
-the Hindoo savior: It is Strictly right every person
shottld look closely into tllis subject, and be sure he is
founding llis belief upon the truth. If the story
Cllristians are insisting upon is true, we want
to know it. On tile otller lland, if it is false and untenable it is quite time we are apprised of it, and that
the delusion under whicll Cllristendom is laboring is
made apparent. We wisll not to sllock any llunest,
sincere person, but the truth is what we are seeking,
and we shall continue the searcll and to give utterance
to our convictions as we pr~gress onward.
N otlling is more susceptible of proof that tile fact
that India is the great source from whence tile whole
world has obtained its .religious and tlleological dogmas .. Tile Sanskrit is tile oldest human'language known
to man. It went out of use more than two thousand
years ago, and consequently before tile dawn of tile
Christian religion ; but by autllors of tile lligllest respectability, botll Christian and Infidel, and wllo by the
learned men of tile day are regarded truthful and reliable in the first degree, as~ure us in that language
is found written, not only the whole story of Jesus
Christ, but tile foundation for an important portion
of the Jewisll Scriptures. They demonstrate positively tllat the writings possess an antiquity greater tllan
tile Old Testament and consequently far greater tllan
tile New.
Sir William Jones, an English Christian scllolar,
spent many years in India pouring over tile voluminous literature of tllat ancient country, and he positively asserts tllat tlleir mytllology contains a character
closely resembling tile Christian semi-deity in all
tile essential particulars, and tllat tllis doctrine was
taugllt a thousand years before tile story of Jesus
Cllrist llad an existence. llfax J'r!uller, probably
the most learned Sanskrit scllolar now alive, has
been for several years delving in tile lore of tile olden world, and lle bears testimony extremely similar.
Jacolliot, the learned Frencll author, llas given years
of study in tile same direction, and llas written elab'orately upon the subject. We will make here a few
quotations from tllis autllor :
"India is tile world's cradle; thence it is tllat tile
common. mutller, in sending fortll ller clliluren, even
to tile utmost West, has, in unfading testimony of
our origin, bequea~lled us tile legacy of ller language,
ller laws, ller mo'rale, ller literature and ller religion.
'' Science. now admits, as a truth needing no furtller
demonstration, that all tile idioms of antiquity were
derived from tile far East; and tl!anks to tile laboi·&> of
Indian pllilologists, our modern languages have tllere
found tlleir derivation and tlleir roots.
"Having exllibited conspicuously tile influence of ancient India on all tile societies of antiquity, proven tile moral, pllilosopl!ic, llistoric and religious traditions of Persia, of Egypt, of Judea, of Greece, and of
Rome, to have been drawn from tllat great ptimitive
fountain, exposed tile work of Moses as derived from
.tile sacred books of Egypt and of tile extreme East, we
sllall now see Christ and Ilia apostles recover, whether from Asia or from Egypt, the primitive traditions
of the Vedas, tile :morale and teachings of Christna,
and, witll the aid of tllose sublime and pure princiJJles,
attempt regeneration of the ancient world wllich
was everywllere crumbling under decrepitude and
corruption ..
"We llave recounteu simply and faithfully the Hinuoo Genesis, the conception of tile Virgin, tile· life
and deatll of the redeemer Cllristna, reserving, as far
as possible, all reflections and all commentary.
" Cllristna appears, proclaims llimself tile promised
Redeemer, tile offspnng of God, and the entire of India recognizes and worships him as snell."
In giving in detail tile Indian mytllology Jacolliot
continues thus:
" The Hinuuo'~ Hedeemer, son of Devanaguy, is
named Christna, and 1ater_llis uisciple decreed l).im
the title of J ezeus.
"Tile son uf M~ry, the Christian Hedeemer, is
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named Jesus, or ratller J eosuah-and later llis,disciples
gave him the title of Cllrist!
"The two motllers of the Redeemere conceive by divine intervention, and remam virgm, maugre tlleir maternity. To wllicll assign priority ? To wllich the
reproacll of i.mitation ? To ask the question is to answer it. Devanaguy and Christna preceded Mary and
Christ at least tllree thousand years ; tile antique ci vilizatiqn of India resulted from tllat incarnation ; all"
sacred books, all works of philosoplly, rnorale, history
and poetry, llave made it a point of honor to re.st upon
it. To suppress Christna, would be to suppress an~
cient India.
''Tile tradition of tile Virgin-Mutller, brougllt from
India is common to tile whole of tile East-in Birmall,
China and Japan-tile apostles llave but recovered
and applied it to tlleir doctrine."
We will not quote farther from this autllor at tllis
time, tllough·we migllt go on almost indefinitely. We
will give a simple quotation from Rev. Father
Dubois, for thirty years a Christian missionary in India, and noted alike, for his purity and intelligence.
"Justice, llumanity, good faith, compassion, dL~in
terestedness; in fact, all the virtues were familiar to
tllem, and taugllt by them tu otllers, botll by precept
and example; hence tile Hindoos profess, speculatively at least, nearly tile same principles of morality as
ourselves."
'.rllere can hardly be a doubt of tile '' second-hand"
cllaracter of the Cllristian mytllology wllen it Is so
tllorougllly demonstrated that the same incidents, tile
same cllaracteristics and tile same essential details were
taugllt in the East thousands of years earlier tllan it3
birtll. Til ere is no room fur a question as to wllicll is
tile original and wllicll tile copy.
To show tllat Christian autllurities even, were in
doubt about tile autllenticity of tlleir system, we will,
in our next, quote from tile early Cllristian Fathers
upon tile subject.

Our Delinquent Readers.
Wilen we commenced the seconu volume of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, we deemed it best to continue sending tile paper '' rigllt along," lloping our friends
would promptly renew, as tlley found tlleir time llad
expired. To encourage tllis, we llave made several
appeals to our frienus, and llave endeavored to explain
our necessities. Many responued promptly, wllile
numerous otllers llave, even until tile present, failed to
responu. Many thanked us for continuing their papers, and otllers thougllt we ougll t to stop w llen their
time llad expu·ed. We llave repeatedly askeu such of
our readers as diu nut wish to continue THE TRU'fll
SEEKER to either inform us by postal card or get tlleir
postmaster to do so fur tllem, but many llundreds
still-tllough tile secund volume is more than llalf expireu-lla ve neitller remitted fur it, nor notified us
they wislled tile paper discontinued.
We llave recently sent notices by mail to sucll persons as are in arrears, requesting tllem to send tile
price of tile second volume, $1. 75, or at least for tile
l!alf tllat has been sent tllem, anu to notify us if tlley
wished the paper stuppeu. We are surry to say tlle:;e
notices have received far less attention til an tlley
slloulu. We llaruly know w llat to make of a portion
of our readers. We are lutll to believe we ought to
publisll tile paper auu Send it to tllem, }JUSt-paid, for
nutlling. If tlley think it is just anu equitable that
we slluulu do so, they view tile matter uifferently
from ourselves. Tiley are sucll curiosities that we
serioUbly think of publislling tlleir names, and if tlley
Jeem their course strictly llonorable auu rigllt, tlley
cannot cum!Jlain if we do so.
We llave made cunsiuerable sacrifice to make TnE
TRUTH SEEKEU a success, and llave toiled almost unremittingly in tllat liirection, anu if tllose whusemur.es
are on our list feel willing to contribute their small
share-tile price of tile paper-tllere will be no uoubt
of its success. We will be glad to continue senuiug
tile paper to all wllo llave lleretofore _receiveu it, but
we cannot longer uu so unless it is pail! for. We are
not able to publisll it and send it, post-puid, witllout
pay. 'fllere are numbeJ"s we sllall be cumpelleu to
cross oft", unless we llenr from til em soon; allll if tlley
still refuse to pay Jur tile thirteen number~ of tile
( Uo1,l
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reasonable mind, one free from religious prejudice, whom the people received communications, whose
that our position isfully sustained. It is an undeni· powers were equal to the power of the Jewish mediums,
BY ISAAC PADEN.
able fact, that the actions of the person claimed by and about the same with their gods, which gave rise
Moses to be his god, and the council seen by Macah, to jealousy. Balaam was a heathen medium, whose
CHAPTER Y.-CONTINUED;
and the actions of angels in general, fully correspond· powers were not surpassed by_ 11,ny of the Jewish
The whole end and aim of the Jewish God, (a spir- ed with the low, savage, and revengeful condition of prophets, and to his credit he could not be bribed. As
itual·personage, as we have no doubt he was),. was to man at that clay, which in fact, sets the question at for the Gentiles as a race of people they were more
create and get to himself a great name among the rest, that our position accords with the facts in the honest than the Jews. As .for priests, prophet, seers,
nations and their gods. This accounts for his .jeal- case.
revelators and mediums, they were all similar. They
ousy as he had many to compete with, and thus
were all religious and devotional. The. Jews, as to
CHAPTER VI.
every Jew, that would not· acknowledge him to be
immortality, had no preference-Moses nut being a
We now propose to look after spiritual mediums, teacher of immortality, it riot being congenial to the
greater than all other gods, was put to death .. I will
here say, be has got bravely over his jealousy, or lost and the present condition of man, as well as the for- position lie held. Therefore, in a manner, they were
his power, or lacks executi?ners. Yet there are many mer, which shows man in his earthly career, has been disbelievers in man's immortality (see Josephus'
priests who would now: do rt, but they lack· the pow- traveling on the path of progression, the same as an Wars of the Jews, Book 7, chapter 8, ph. 7).
er. Whom shall we thank for these priceless bless- individual, from conception to eml.>ryo, infancy and
Then Jesus came, who was a teacher of immortalings the Jewish God or the Jewish Devil ? I propose childhC>od to youth, and is now becoming as it were ity, and through his teaching it was brought to light,
tha~ks to the god of progression for the religious lib- twenty-one, a proper age to do our own individual but the Jewish priests claimed he was in league with
erty we now enjoy. It is· said, God told M?ses he thinking, living as we are upon a plane of eternal pro- .the Devil, the same as the priests now say of spiritual
could not see his face (he must have been makmg be- gression. 'l'his present period was faintly seen by mediums. Socrates was a medium,. and talked with
lieve as he did to Abraham, when·he commanded him many who mediumistically saw our clay, and rejoiced spirits; Conh!Clua was one, and taught the principle
to kill his son, when he did not intend to have him that religious freedom, as well as political, would be involved in the "Golden Rule." Plato was a medo it, which proves he did not know the confidence tolei-atecl, and every man be permitted to sit under dium, and talked with.spirits. Itisinperfectkeeping
Abraham had in him until after the expe1:iment. He his own figctrce [in his own house] and none should with my position for the followers of. Jesus, who bewas. then satisfied and said so) as Moses had before make him afraid, and be permitted to worship him lieve in him to hold him as their gqd, and ,offer praythat talked face to face with him, and so had others. who is spirit power, and the life of all existing things, ers and worship to him as such. The Catholic ofl:'ers
. B~t our Christian friends claim he was now in a and do it in spirit ·and truth; and this beautiful theo- prayers not only to him, but to Mary his mother' and
halo of glory. We are ready to admit this, but what ry will increase till·it covers the whole earth, thereby. other saints, and it is consistent with past ages.
does it prove ? He was only iii the same condition uniting and binding together all nations in love for
Sweden borg was a. medium, and an honorable,
in which Moses himself appeared in company with one Father and one universal brotherhood, and learn ·truth-telling man, and we give credr.t to his statethe prophet Elias (Elijah) on the Mount, a thousand war no more. This is the age of man we are now en- ments, not claiming for him nor any others infallibility.
vears after their decease, which proves the spirit of tering; and it was seen by many (mediums) out from Perfection in its full sense lies far above m'an's fir~t
this heathen king could assume a glorious body, the under a clark cloud of despair, when dens and caves sphere in spirit life. Judge Edmonds, of New York,
same as Moses and Elias. The assuming of this glo- in the earth were the only places of safety from the whose character was unimpeachable, saw and conrious body, seen by ~oses, did not _make a god of savage disposition once the ruling power over man, versed with the spirits of the dead, recognizing them.
him any more than drcl Moses and Ehas. As to what when ignorance and the God of the Jews ruled the na- There are now in the United States about 9,000,000, behe ~aid to Moses, it only showed the position he tions. But, thanks be to the god of progression, love sides a vast number in other countries, who are conand humanity, brotherly kindness will in time super- vinced of the fact of an intercourse between earth and
claimed.
We now pass over many facts recorded, co-operat~ sede the present religious superstition, which claims SlJirit life, and of this class of thinkers arc mediums.
ing with our views, 1~r?ving !~e Jewish God to be that moral goodness is infe~ior and worthless in the But here is a wide difference between the Jewish
none other than the hvmg sp1nt of a heathen mon- absence of Church membership.
mediums and those of our day, and it is worthy of noarch as can be seen in the offerings of animals as sacwe find their gods were of the same disposition, tice. The Jewish mediums, when once deceived,
rific~s, commanded by_him, with their dung, their character and temperament as the people, and it could accused their God of deceiving them, and of putting
entrails or inwards, their galls, cauls, livers, should- not be otherwise; a savage people always ·had a savage lying spirits into their mouths, and that evil spirits
ers and blovd ; pigeons, turtles, cloves, bulls and heif- God, and all spiritual communications were the same, from their God troubled them, and if evil was..done in
. ers, (can a heifer represent the same sacrifice as is while the present communications are now more or the city, the Lord did it. Not so with our meuiums.
claimed for a he-goat) rams, lambs, oxen and sheep ; less seasoned with universal love and brotherly kind- They have a higher nncl more exalted opinion of a god
all these go· to· show he was of heathen origin, and de- ness, similar to the greetings of the heavenly hosts at of justice· and the father of mankind. They discard.
lighted in the she~ding of blood, un<:i~iliz~d and _sav- the birth of Jesus, yet more mild. Hell fire, and end- the idea of such. a god. How do our. present mediums
age in all his requll'ements. Our pOSitiOn rs sustamed le~s damnation, and the surging billows of a lake stand in the estimation of those who hold the _present
on almost every page of the Bible. Dear reader, if bui·ning with fire and brimstone are not now the priesthood ? They are held and looked upon as the
you have never realized the silly rites and ceremonies teachings from the spirit world, and it is a fact this Jewish priests looked upon the class of mediums to
of the heathens and savage nations, in their zeal and doctrine is not heard from the pulpit, as was fifty whom Jesus and the woman of Enclor belonged, and
religious exercises, just read Leviticu~, or th~ twelfth years ago; it was then the hue and cry from the tall those who suffered death and banishment at their
chapter, if no more ; "A woman havmg a eluld born, steeples to the shanty. I will vc•nture to say at this hands, from Abel to Jesus, whom they nailed to the
a sin-ofl:'ering was required,· and this heathenish idea day and age, a man cannot be found on earth (a luna- cross. Comment is not needed on this point. Yet it
was held sacred even at the birth of Jesns, who is tic or savage excepted) that he having the 1)ower to is a well-k)l9Wn fact, many of our present priests, had
claimed to be God in human flesh; yet it was a sin save or destroy in endless misery, :would do the latter, they the power, would witlingly do honor to the Jewfor his mother to be delivered, and an offering of a independent of :mcient precepts and exampks. Let ish God by executing his wrath upon spiritual here· pair of turtledoves or two yonng pigeons was requir- every man .test this question by divesting himself of tics (mediums). .[To BE CONTINUED.)
ed to satisfy the law of this Jewish God.
·
religious prejudice and pass judgment in the case.
As for the conception, birth, and all things perta~n Therefore, looking back upon the past life of man,
ing to Jesus' nativity, withont doubt, it was managed under our present developed condition, we arc not
The Deyil Still Ahead!
by angels or spirits, bnt God, as a person, is denied in justified in condemning our forefathers and their God,
BY JOliN SYPHERS.
·the New Testament_:_see Tim. vi: 16. Bnt the spiritual neither are we justified in worshiping the same God.
personages spoken of are in perfect keep_ing with onr In fact, there is no such a god now in existence; such
According to the teachings of old, rotten theology,
position from the beginning-an angel proper is a a god as the Jews wors~ipe~ is inconsiste_nt, and must there are· at least -twe gods in this great Universe.
spiritual personage. Moses and Elit~s, when seen on have been more or less.rmagmary, and Will p~ss away 'l'hey are represented a's being of about equal power.
the Mount, were an,gels in a full sense. The Holy like all other heathen gods.
lt is true they call one of them" the Devil," but it
Ghost is a spil'it. i' our dictionary will tell you a
As for mediums, they arc a class of men and wo- makes no difference what they call him ; their own
ghost is a dead man's spirit; and these spirits vary in men designated and known as prophets, seers, revela- history of him shows that· he is a being of as much
character, in the same proportion as when in the flesh. tors and men of God in past ages, female included. power, and even greater in some things than his oppoT.\lis accounts why so many of the Jewish prophets All of these, both male and f~male, who acknowlcdg- nent, and much better success attends many of his
were deceived, believing as they did, they supposed ed the authority of the pnesthood and the divine operations. If God is God, then the Devil is God too.
it was God that deceived them, and it was their God right ·of kings, were more or less connected with in all 'No one can do what they say he has done, and is still
that did it ; but who having common sense, can be- important :rr;.attcrs, but should any speak against those doing, unless he be possessed of goddish attributes
lieve the God of the Universe uses deception; but as in authority, they were punished with death as lilas- and powers. They· say these two gods are at war
the Jewish God claimed the e1'clusive right of com- phemers ;and seditionists. For it was written in the with each other--,-perfectly antagonistic in all their
municating, the prophets were justified in charging law of the Lord, "'l'hou shalt not speak evil of the operations. When one says yes the other says no.
·him as they did, and of being the author of evil, act- ruler of my people." What tymnny! Y ct there were When one pulls up the other pulls down_- but the
ing direct in all the domestic affairs of life. If there a few whose development and mediumistic powers downward pull seems to be the long pull, the strong
. was t>Vil in the city, it was their God that did it. If were sufficient to sustain and protect themselves. by pull, the pull all together, and takes the crowd .
a prophet was deceived, it was his God that deceived spirit power, as Elijah did when he destroyed the fifThe upward-pulling God, although all-powerful,
him. If they prophesied lies, it was their God that ties sent to him by the king, and others of the same finds it an up-hill business, and the consequence is
put lies into their mouth.
development and power. Jesus had this same power, that his gospel net is ·taking, and has taken but very
If a man at any time was influenced by a good spil·- and could have· protected himself the same way, but few fish from tlie great ocean of humanity, and those
it, and on the morrow by a vicious and revengeful refused to exercise it, choosing rather to suffer, than generally Of a very small fry! One of these Deities
spirit, it was said of hi1J1, an evil spirit of God troub- to revenge himself upon his encmie~. '!'here were they call God, the other the Devil, but both they say
led him. And should a prophet's vision or sight be others who did not acknowledge the Pharisee's or- are ?'eal persons. Both great,.big m~sculines, but not
such as to enable him to see spirits, and should in der. These were looked upon as. outcasts, and were supposed to have any wives. One of these Deities
· open vision see them in council, having an object in held under condemnation, and by the priest, called they say has bad children, at least an only begotten son,
view, he would suppose the chie.f spirit or the one neromancers, witches, wizarus that peep, and those and this said son oflen spoke of his brothers and siswho conducted the council was God. Thus' the having familiar spirits, such as the woman of Endor. ters, which icads one to infer that this god-family
prophet Micah says, "I saw the Lord (Gou) sitting on
Taking a retrospective view of the ancient mediums embraced quite a number of persons.
his throne, and all the host of heaven (perhaps one in all their grade::> of clevelopmcmt, we naturally con- · But Mr. Deity No. 2 hacl·somethihg of a family too,
huudred) on his right hand and on his left (which elude, if we were in possession of all that was said that is, if a certain ancient writer is to he believed,
council was and is a common thing). The object ot and done by them, it would not add to the credit or for. I remember that he on one occasion, when he
concourse of spirits being made known by the chief, respectability of that which is recorded. In addition wished to spit a little fire and be unusually severe on
one said on this manner, another on that, (each one to the foregoing, many of the prophets, rulers. and his enemies, said to them, "You are of your father,
made his proposition) anu there came forth a spirit priests, of Israel were bribed and hired to lie, while the Devil, anu his works will ye do;'' .But then there
and made his, (tLe fact was, they were all spirits, and others were honest, yet clircctccl by lying' spirits, and· is no ancient or even modern writer who has ever afcould talk, and did counsel together, and the Lord charged to their God, though he may have been in- firmed t.hat this creature of orthouoxy, the Devil, was
(the chief) being satisfied with the plan proposed by nocent. Others actiug under the influence of wine ever engaged in the 1·eyular, nat'uml, oill-jasltioned bethis one, commissioned him to execute it: Thus the and strong urink ; upon the whole things were badly getting business I His c!Jildren, according to the Ileaprophet exclaims after seeing what he did, "Now mixed up at times. Those who were bribed and those then writer nwntioneu above, are only his because they
therefore, behold the Lord (Israel's God) hath put a who acted under the influence of wine or any other work for him. ''His works will ye do," etc. But if
lying :>pirit in the mouths of all these prophets. We spirit, except . himself, were· condemned. We also God never had any wife, how could he have an only
have called the reader's attention to a few facts re- c. til 1he reader's attention to the mediums of other begotten son? The only reasonable. natural conclucorded by the Jews. We think enough to satisfy a nations, all having mcuiums and their gods, from sion must be that he used somebody else's wife. Born
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out of wedlock, 'tis monstrous, oh 'tis monstrous;
what an example 1 But the idea oLbig. masculines,
without any feminines-only think what an anomaly
in natur&.
They sal that one of these gods is very good,.while
the: other rs very bad, and that one is very black, yvhile
the other is very white. Theology repl'esents these
two great antagonistic gods as having set out on a
very long race many thousand vears ago, The prize
for which they run is the human race, a race for the
human race. The thing is laughable. Theology also
demonstrates that in this race the Devil is stiU ahead!
It is now demonstrated by a little close figuring, that
if theology be tme, the Devil will get, and has already got, about nine out of ~en of the entire human
family. Rather a losing game that, and to be played
too by an .Almighty playm· on the losing side. He had
better invest his almighty power and material used. in
making men and.women in something else than to
make them, and tben 1Hwe them golJbleu up by a cunning Devil, who invariably beats him at his own
game. It don't pay. If God represents good .. and
the Devil represents evil, then the_ great question before the worlu is to tell wily it is that good is so continually outstripped by ev1l, especially '\Then every body
.knows that good is the most powerful principle of the
two..
___ . __
.. . .
·
_
· Why don't the Lord exchange positions with .the
Devil, and get the down-hill side of the question himself? If .lle is .as all-wise and all-powerful as he is
represented, why does he let the Devil outwit him
anjl. get tile advantage of him in every case ? Why
did he not have the advantage of . the broad,
.smooth and down-grade road .for his followers at the
start, Q.nd not have his friends going around through
this. world all the. while singing the doleful songs,
'' How ted ions and tasteless the hours," '' Jordan is a
hard road to travel," and that .'' Sweet prospects,
sweet birds and sweet flowers, have lost all their
sweetness," etc.
. · Wily should this be the condition of the special favorites of an Almighty? If God is all-mighty, of
course he- could have had everything his own way.
If he has not, there is nobody to blame but himself.
Why does he allow himself to be thus .beaten in
• everything, even on grades, and per consequence lose
ninety per cent of the wllole human family, all of
whom naturally belong to him by the rite of creation?
W lly lmild so great a house of many mansions in the
heavens, and tllen be clleated out of men and women
to occupy them? But why ask questions.? I could
ask ten thousand right here, not one of which old
theology could answer to the satisfaction even of a
, nu~u possessing only an ounce of brains; Such doctrines are ridiculous .. They are awful. They are old
. reminders of heathenism. How humiliating and derogatory to the character of the great God to thus suffer himself.to be beaten at his own game by a subordinate being of his own creating. Ho~o very like a God!
But 0! methinks I now see ·how this matter all is.
I have discovered the.key that rtnlocks the whole mystery. God is sick. If not so, why do they have so
many Doctors of Divinity?· The D.D's. have been at
work on their .patient for thousands of years, and still
he is neither healthy nor. happy. No being can be
happy while he is angry, and God's doctors say that
he is angry with the wicked every day. I pity him,
or any other being in a like state of mind. But the
god-doctors are too much divided among themselves
to accomplish anything. They represent too many
schools of , medicine. '.rhey Ira ve too n::any plans
of salvation. 11Iethodists feel certain that God is
. a Methodist and the author of the Methodist plan
of salvation ; Presbyterians are just as certain tllat
their peculiar plan is God-given; Catholics think the
-_same of theirs.
These are the old regular allo}mths in religion, and
believe in giving strong medicine, and lots of it.
They administer to sinners tre)lleudous closes of hell
ji1·e and damnation.
Universalists and Unitarians are Hommopaths. They
use small pills, IJUgar-coated.
The Campbelites and Baptists are Hydropaths, and
believe in sacred hydraulics and hydropathic salvation, using rivm·s of water, applied externally. But if
Deity is not sick, llis affail s on earth ~·e. He has got
things into a pretty pickle by entrustmg them to the
hands of those ditt'erent .orders of priests. His king-·
dom which should be a unit, is all cut up into sectarian' factions, rival institutions, presenting the finest
specimen of a house divided against itself that the
world ever saw. The kingdom of the Lord is now
fearfully demoralized, and sadly needs reconstructing. He must either come himself; or send another
only begotten son, clothed with full powers, as minister plenipotentiary direct from the High Court of
Heaven. His present corps of ministers (carpet-baggers) have made merclJandise of his gospel, and think
only of ways and means whereby they may be able to
filc!L substance out of tl!e people.
'!'his demoralized condition of affairs pertaining to
the Lord's kingdom, has brought his religion into
general disrepute with all .the thinking, progressive
minds of the age, giving the Devil all tile best minds
-the very flower of the intellect of Christendom,
leaving all the imbeciles and fools for the Lord.
What a singular mystery this great system of theology is, anyllow! What great effects, without any

women, it has been said, are prone to avarice and ambition ; but what shall be said of the magistrates ?
Have they always been free from irregular passions ?
and if not., will it follow that men arc no longer to be
trusted with the administration of the provinces? We
are told til at tlw vices of the wife have tlleir influence
on the manners of the husband ; and it is therefore
true, in a life of celi lmcy we are sure to find a life of
unblP.mishccl honor?
"The Oppian laws were formerly deemed expedient;
the policy of the times required them; but the manners .have varied since, and with the manners tile law
has been·modified. We strive in vain, under borrowed terms to hide our own defects. The trutll is, if
the wife exceeds the bounds of the female" character,
the blame falls.on her husband. In two or tllree instances we may have seen.that the men were weak and
too luxurious; ·and shall we for tllat reason take from
the commander of armies the most endearing comforts
of marriage, the mutual joy in prosperity, and in affliction, tile balm that heals his sorrows ? By tile restraint r.ow proposed, the weaker sex will be left in a
state of destitution, the sport of tlleir own caprice,
and a prey to the passions of the profligate seducl'r.
The presence of the husband is scarce sufficient to
guard the sanctity of the marriage bed; what must be
the consequence if they are separated, and as it were,
divorced for a number of years ? In that interval, the
nuptin.l union may be· obliterated from the mind. Let
us, if we can, prevent disorders in the provinces; but
us not forget the manners of the capital."
•
Woman's Rights in the Ancient Roman letDrusus
followed in the same strain. A few conSenate.
sented to the proposition of Cmcinus, but in consequence of the arguments of the opponents, it fell to
BY J<;)HN ALllERGER.
No just person can deny woman her rights ; no ~he ground by an overwhelming defeat.
generous person will refuse to accord and vindicate
them. The only question wllich may embarrass a
Woman and the Church.
just and generous pen'<onage is, what are her rights?
This problem once solved to his satisfaction, he would·
It is frequently thrown out by Liberals, and with
be more likely to err in exceeding them thau dimin- reason, that women are the cllief supporters of the
ishing them; ·and feel prom'pted, in·pr'bliortiori to her Church. It is said, and justly, that they are, generweakness, to commit this magnanimous fault. But ally speaking, the bitte!' denouncers of Free Thought
should a barbarous and antiquated surperstition so far and liberality of religious sentiment. Every now and
degrade. and obdurate tile public mind, as to induce it then we hear of some woman who violently opposes
to withhold what should be accorded woman unasked, the reading of the Investiyato1· by her husband, betileD. common justice requires that she should be in- cause it is an "Infidel paper." A Christian woman
vested with all the political power necessary for their not long ago, told me, with much bittemess, that said
acquisition and vindication. My object is not to ex- paper was "rank poison." In her opinion TnE
amine the question, but simply to submit to your TRUTH SEEKEit would be regarded no better.
readers a discussion which occurred in the Roman
But who is to blame for tllis sad state of things ?
Senate under the reign of Tiberius, at the time it is Surely the subject is worthy of investigation. It is a
alleged Christ was on earth, eJlicited by a motion palpable fact that woman has never beep permitted to
made by Cmcinius Servus, forbidding governors of enjoy a very wide range of thought upon any subject
provinces in future to be accompanied by their wives. whr.tever. For ages she has been driven in a certain
The discussion is recorded in Tacitus' Annals, Book groove, ·and taught tlrat outside of that limited space
III, "ret. XXXIII, XXXIV, XXXV. It is interesting for hei· were only disgrace and clisllono!'. SlJc acceptas it shows the status of woman in the Roman Pagan ed man as her teacher, guide, controller and pr_otector,
world at that period.
and most shamefully and to his cliscredjt has he abused
In support of his motion, Ct:ecinus said: •' It is with the position he assumed. A" strong-minded woman"
good reason, that in former times, women were neith- was the special abhorrence of man, and an object
er allowed to visit the allies of Home, nor to have any shunned by her own sex. Man demanded woman as
intercourse with foreign nations. The softer sex a plaything for his leisure hours, a household dn•dge,
brought many inconveniences ; in time of pen.ce they a nurse for his children. The supply bas been equal
were prone to luxury ; and in war, easily aiar·mecl. to the demand. Shut out from everything else bnt
A female train, in the march of a Roman army, pre- the house of her husband and tile "house of God,"
sented an image of savage manners ; it had the ap- is it any wonder that woman bas lived, and so lives
pearance of barbarians going to battle.
to-day, almost entirely in her affectional and devotionThat women are by nature feeble, and soon over- al nature ?
come by hardships, was not the only objection : other
·This was the boundai'y of her world, the extent of
qualities entered into tile female chll!'acter ; such as her latitude, according to her teachers, her minister
pride, revenge, cruelty and ambition. The.lovc of and male relations. She was tau.yltt that she must be
power is the predominant passion of the sex, and in silent, and only those having a wonum's tougue may
the exercise of it they·I?:now no bounds. They appear know .the full meaning of that word. Suhjection bas
in the ranks; they march with the troops ; they rule been tile great lesson of her life, engruftcd in her natlle centurion of their party. W c have seen, in a late ture before she was born. Hence the great faculties
instance, a woman reviewing the cohorts, and direct- of her being, that she possesses equally with man,
iqg the exercise of the cegeons. Have we forgot, that have, from disuse, become dulled and morbid, and
as often as rapacity and extortion have been laid to ceased· to run into the broad channels of life and
the charge of the husband, the wife has proved the thought. She is not to blame. She is not to blame.
principal offender? She no sooner enters the prov- She could not help it. She has been educated to beince tllan her party is formed. The . unprincipled lieve tllat she has no part nor lot in the business aflairs
attend to pay her homage. She becomes a politician; of tile world; that tire original woman was only a
she takes the lead in business, and gives a separate miserable bone abstmctecl from the anatomy of man,
audience. The huslmnd and wife appeur in public whose first business was to get her lord and master
with their distinct train of attendants. The trilmnals into trouble, in wllich his descendants have been walare established, and the female edict, dictated by ca- lowing ever since; and to try to remove the cmse imprice and tyranny, is sure to be obeyed. By the Op- posed; woman meekly accepted a subordinate position
pian and otller Ia ws, tire wife was formerly restrained in the Cllurch.
• .
'l'o remedy the effects of long years of false teachwithin due bounds ; at present all decorum is laid
aside ; women give the law in families; they preside ing, let woman have the bcneti.t of tile true. Give
in the tribunal of justice, and aspire to be conuuand- her a chance to unfold and tlevelop the noble priner-in-chic;f."
ciples of her nature that are not dead, only dormant.
To this speech, Valerius kicssatinus, an orator of Make her an independent citiz.en in reality; let her
no inconsiderable eloquence, replied: ''The rigor of choose freely her own work in any department, and
ancient manners has taken a milder tone. TI1e enc- give her a chance to do the best site can. Permit her
my is not at the gates of Rome, and the provinces to tlnnk for herself. Make her free and equal before
have no hostile intentions. In favor of the tender sex the law. Show her that she is expected to be familiar
some concession ought to be made, since it is now with the live issues of tile day, and she will not cliskoow u by experience that the wife, so far from being appoint your expectations. Let her understand that
a burden to the province, is scarcely felt in the the fossil teachings of St. Paul, in regard to woman,
private economy of the husband. She is no more are behind the age, and tinctured with a cynical oldthan a sharer in his splendor and dignity. In time bachelorism foreign to our time and institutions. Let
of peace what danger from her preser1ce ? War, her have an interest in the body politic, as well as the
indeed, calls for vigor; and men should go'unemcum- body religious, and see how quickly she will outgrow
bcrcd to the field. When the campaign is over, , the falsities of tile past. Man has made the mischief
where can tile general so well repose from toil and in bending woman to himself. and the Church, let him
labor as in tile bosom of his wife, whose tenderness be quick to unllo it.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
relieves his pain, and sweetens every care? llut
Fnll.lUvm·, .JJfnss., Feb., 187G.:;
natural, appropriate cause! Nature teaclles us that
all efl:'ects must have natu1·al causes sqfficient to produce them. This is reason and pllilosophy. It follows, then, that the great systems of theology now in
existence, being founded on no natural principles
whatever, are purely imaginary and superlatively bogus, Now what is the cause of this. great loss of so
large a per cent of the whole human family? Analyze the whole bogus system clown to first principles,
and we will easily discover that it all resolves itself
into tllis silly story, laughable as it is. That Adam
and Eve made a slight mistake in a garden, and ate a
few apples from off the wrong tree.. A certain walk·
ing, talking serJ)ent persuaded them to just nibble a
little, if nothing more; at that forbidden fruit, whose
mortal taste brought death into our world, with all our
woe. A religion that has nothing better to present to
the thinking, reasoning mind of this Nineteenth Centul'y, should not be astonished that the whole 'JOrld
is fast running into Infidelity. Our present theological system~. based as they are upon the ignorant,
superstitious stories of a dark and by-gone age, are a
disgrace to the present light, knowledge and intellect
of the age. Tile sectarian Infidelity of the churches
is the meanest Infidelity that was ever born froru the
great kingdom of darkness. The only hope of the
world is now centered in the success of the new dispensation, now being ushered in, full of science, light,
progress and spiritual salvation.
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ing from it may be.considerable. Let us hear from
Letter from the West.
you.
MILWAUKEE, Feb. 21st, 1875.
True, "the times are hard ;"we are in a position to
MR. EDITOR : By missing the train, I lie over here
realize it. While all are struggling to get through to-day, and have the pleasure of meeting with the Ger·
I I the pinch,,, let THE
TRUTH SEEKER not be for- man Freethinkers, or rather the Positive-thinkers of
this city, who have an organization incorporated un·
gotten.
der the name. of Bundperer Gemeinden of North
· OwiNG to an accident which occurred to the engine America, of which J. E. Louis is President; A. Keye,
Vice-President; E. Solomon, Secretary; Otto Kaiross,
or machinery where THE TRUTH SEEKER is printed, Book-keeper; and Wm. Hoeckler, Treasurer. They
this number is a few days late. 1We hope a similar have a fine hall, 50x100x26, which cost $18,000. They
accident will not again occur, and that we hereafter em_pl<-y Freitz Schuettez as lecturer, who, this forenoon, addressed an intelligent and thoughtful audi·
may be promptly on time.
ence, on Physiology,which he handled with skill and
some humor, and at the close was highly applauded.
CoRRESPONDENTS will please bear with us patiently.
J. E. Louis received me as a friend and brother, and
Several articles we would gladly find room for if pos· is an earnest and v.ositive thinker, and has cut loose
Renewed Offers.
sible, we are compelled to defer. Writers for THE from superstition in every form, but has not for that
reason cut loose from the world and its great inter·
We are anxious to extend the circulation of THE '!'RUTH. SEEKER will please aim to be b1iej. Short ests. He is desirous of seeing the German and Engarticles
suit
everybody
best,
and
are
the
o;::::
s
first
lish-speaking people. of this continent more firmly
TRU'l'Il SEERER so far as possible, and are di~posed
united together, in order to resist the encroachment
to give all the encouragement we can to the move- read.
of Evangelical sectarianism, and also to increase their
lllent.
THOSE who in connection with THE TRUTH SEEK· own happiness and extend the knowledge of science,
For $1.75 we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER post· ER have subs·cribed for The Ladies' Own and Tlte Her· which is the redeemer of the world from ignorance,
11
paid for one year, and a copy of Blakeman's 200 ald of Health, anlil fail to receive. them regularly, are poverty and crime.
Milwaukee is the centre of a social and scientific
Poetical Riddles."
requested to address their letters concerning them to organization, of which there are ·several in Wiscon·
Ror $2 THE TRU'l'H SEEKER one year, "Blake· the publishers themselves. This course will save us sin, and quite a number scattered throughout the
man's 200 Poetical Riddles," and either of the follow· some labor, and insure more prompt attention.
United States. The Provincial societies pay into the
general fund $1 for each paying member, and this is
ing works: "Lamb's Essays of Elia," Sterne's" Tris·
used for a lecture fund. The society in this city has
tam Shanti¥," "Sentimental Journal," "Colleen
THE CRoss AND THE STEEPLE, a little pamphlet of over 300 members. The choir, consisting of fifty ladies
Bawn," "Hobinson Crusoe," ''Gulliver's Travels," sixteen pages, by Hudson Tuttle, and published by and gentlemen, are led by Prof. Bach, one of the
"Arabian Nights,'' "Burns' Poems," 11 Moore's Po· Bateson & Tuttle, Toledo, 0., has been sent us. It ablest musicians of the city. They have also a select
ems," 11 Milton's Poems," "Vicar· of Wakefield," gives the origin of the Cross and tlie Steeple as sym· committee of sixty ladies; who have general super·
"Bell-ringer of Notre Dame," 11 Scottish Chiefs," or bols derived from the ancient sex-worship. It is a vision over their special entertainments at parties,
and also provide the money-for lailies are in every
either of Manyat's Novels.
curious little work, an~ very cheap at ten cents.
society, the best agents to find a way to the hear\ and
For $2.25 THE '!'RUTH SEEKER one year, ''Blake·
the purse of the male members.
T!Iey have a debating society, where young men
WE would agilln recommend to our patrons, Koch's
man's Riddles," and Byron's complete works.
women discuss every question which can interest
For $2.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, "Blake· Patent Binder for THE TRUTH SEEKER. It holds the and
a rational being. They have a fine scientific library
man's Riddles," Shakespeare's complete works, and papers as securely as a bound book, keeps them from and a museum, where the student of natural history·
being lost or soiled, and the numbers are easily insert· will find specimens of nearly everything, from the
either of the works named in the paragraph above.
For $2.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and a ed. It is the best thing out for the purpose. The shell-fish up to man. Back of the speaker's desk there
is a fine bust of Humboldt, the greatest German scicopy of 11 The Heathens of the Heath," paper.
words, THE TRUTH SEEKER, are in gold on the front entist
of this century. On the wall there is a fine
cover,
·and
it
looks
as
well
as
a
neatly
bound
volume.
For $3.00 THE TRUTH SEEKEH one year, an:l a
picture of the Paine Memorial Hall of Boston. In
Sent post-paid by mail for !$1.10. Address this office. the library they have a portrait of J. J. Loubenheim·
copy of "T~e Heathens of th{) Heath," cloth.
er, one of the founders of the society, who, though
For $3.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, Shakes·
dead, now holds a subjective existence in the Temple,
WE
would
again
call
the
attention
of
our
readers
to
'which, while living, he had helped to rear.
peare's, Byron's, Goldsmith's and Milton's complete
the Spring Price List of goods to be found in another
"This," said Mr. Louis, ·~is the knell of immorworks.
only, which falls to him who serves well the
For $~.00 THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER and a set of Roger's column, of our enterprising and Liberal friends, G. L. tality
human race." This is indeed a society of brave men,
Henuerson
and
associates.
Also
to
his
spicy
and
inl!lest silver-plated Tea-spoons, which retail at $3. 50.
structive letter from the West, where he is now so- noble women, and broad thinkers. They are ready
For $3.75 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and a set journing on business connected with his Banking and to accept cremation, or any cheap and ino:ffensi ve
mode of disposing of. the dead. But they are desirof Rogers' best silver-plated ta!Jle-spoons, which sell Purchasing Agency. Our friend while conducting a ous of preserving the memory of the just, and will
at $5.00.
large and flourishing business, does not forget the give them a place in the temple where the living meet
For $5.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and one claims of humanity nor the cause of progress and free for social purposes, both to commemorate the deserv·
ing dead and devise new methods ,of increasing the
of "Calkin's Champion Washing Machines," which thought. We can cheerfully recommend to our r~ad happiness of the living.
the Company invariably sell :~,t $7.50. They are decid· ers both his services and his ideas, believing they will
I hope soon to see a· temple of science in New York
edly one of the best washing machines in use. Over be of benefit to all who u::;e the one, or accept the oth- city erected by the industrial and professional men,
where the truth as it is in nature, will be taught to the
60,000have been sold within two years-more than er.
million, and where the brotherhood of man will be
have been sold of any other washer in the same time.
GARDEN SEEDS. The winter is now nearly spent, enjoined, and where a great furnace wiJ.l reduce the
For representation and description see 14th page,
body to ashes, so that the organic remains of the wise
and
soon the warm, cheering days of Spring will be and the foolish, the rich and the poo1·, will be consign.
The papers and premiums sent to one or more parties
as desired. The papers and books always sent post- upon us, when sowing and planting will be the busi· ed to a common democratic grave, but where the
ness to be attended to. It is time that every farmer memories and featu!'es of the good, the wise and the
paid by mail ; the washer and spoons by express.
and gardener had supplied himself with such seeds as noble, will be enshrined in grateful hearts, and pre·
served by the art of man.
Here, friends, are liberal offers. Those who accept
he will need. Two reliable seed firms are advertising
There are now millions of rational thinkers in the
them will obtain more than their money's worth in
in our columns, and being somewhat acquainted with United States. Their infiuence for good is felt even
every instance. ·we hope every friend of the cause
them and the business they are transacting, we take now, scattered and divided though they be. But let
will take interest enough in THE TRUTH SEEKER to
this force unite, and their power will be irresistible.
pleasure in recommending them.
Thrones, both temporal and spiritual, will, at their
send us a few names, at least,. upon some of the
D. l\L Ferry & Co., of Detroit, Mich., probably do touch, crumble into dust. A crowned humanity,
above propositions.
the
most extensive seed business in the· United States, wise, beautiful and rich, will rise Phcenix·like out of
TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS.
the ashes. 'l'he laborer will occupy the palace; the
We will still send 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER three and their seeds are well known to hundreds of thou· paupers, known as kings, princes, popes, bishops and
sands of America's husbandmen. '!'heir extensive priests, will disappear. The cathedrals, churches
months to trial subsqribersfor 25 cents.
seed farms in th~ immediate vicinity of Detroit com· aud colleges will then be filled by a new order of men
For 35 ceuts the Paper three months, and a copy of
-men who will know about what they reason, and
"Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles."
prise several hundred acres, where seeds of vegetables reason about what they know, men who will explore
For 50 cents the Paper three months, and either of and flowering plants are produced in immense quan- the earth where they live before they attempt to ex·
tities, and of the best possible quality. They issue a ·plore a world they have not yet discovered, men who
the works mentioned in !;>aragraph third, up above.
will first serve man, whom they know, before· they
"
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· illustrated catalogue of. 218 pages,. gotten
.
. serve the gods, of whom they know nothing. 'l'hey
F or 6o cen s
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up m the very best style, representmg all vanetres ot will fumish every human being with fresh objects and
smr s or s, comp 1e e, 111 us ra e , 375 pages.
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'th .vegeta es, an the prmcrpal m so owers. These motives for love. The suicide will disappear, be·
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en to them for a cause life will then be worth preserving. Regicide
·
B yron s complete wor s, 6tJ 0 pages, an 21 111 us ra·
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catalogue.
If
you
send
to
them
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for seellS you will cease, for there will be no kings to kill. P rosti·
t IOns, or
a espeare s comp e e wor {S,
pages
.
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.tution will be impossible, for to be human will be
and 36 illu:~trutions.
WI 11 no regret It.
to be noble, and to be a mother of what is noble will
All postage prepaid.
R. II. Shumway, Rockford, Ill., is also an extensive be the desire of woman. To be loved by such a wo·
man will be the ambition of man. Therefore there
Here is a fine opportunity to obtai.! standard works grower of seeds, giving his personal attention to it. will be no child without love, and no mother not a
at half price, and THE TRU'l'H SEEI\.ER three months When we were in the seed business we bought and wife, aml neither wife rior child without husband and
included. The names of manf trial subscribers have planted many seeds of his growing, and found father.
0! glorious future, come quickly !~eu of science,
been received, and we. are anxious for thousands them reliable and satisfactory in every mstance. His
work bravely! 0 humanity! rise proudly and de·
more. Friends oi 'l'HE 'l'Ru'rH SEEKER, please make prices are also very reasonable. He fumishes a caLa· mand the worship and service of all thy children!
a little effort to send us all the trial subscribers you logue free. He is a good Liberal !Jesides being a good
Yours till death, for such a work,
G. L. lL.NDRHBON.
can. 'l'he outlay is Vtlry smtLll, and the good result- secdsman. Send to him for catalogue and seeds.

second volume we have issued, and they received, we\
hope they will not complain if we feel impelled to
publish their names.
The notices we have sent out in some instances have
inadvertently been directed to subscribers who have
already renewed for the second volume. We beg par·
don of such. We do not wish to dun those who have
already p&id. We are content to collect once, and
don't mean to ask any one to pay the second time.
Hoping the great bulk of our delinquent readers will
decide to contiuue on with us, anQ. promptly send in
the sum of $1.75 for the year, we will Jor the present
subside.
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MoNDAY, Feb. 22d, 1875.
Last evening after I wrote you, I went to Plymouth
church (not Beecher's, but J. L. Dudley's, and at least
as goo<!-)· I listened ,to an e:-cell~nt lect).lre, the gist
of which was, that humamty, hke a volcano, was
!mbbling and throbbing and struggling upward to the
light, not by the help of churches, and priests and
kings, but in spite of them.
That Luther, Voltaire and Rousseau have not lived,
and written and pattled in vain. Their works live
after them, in a vastly improved social condition for
man. "Away with your salvation for the futme.
What man needs is to -be saved now I Give him rather, a nobler aim in life, a higher culture, and all-controlling reason. The grandest palace is none too
good for the humblest being that bears the human
form. Improve the home, surround it with flowers,
tlood it with light, purify it and put the redeemed humanity therein, and let him occupy it as a god."
Such is a specimen of the gospel preached in Plymouth church of l'Iilwaukee. l have hope for man
when the priesthood are prepared to do such work.
I was delighted with the whole discourse, and wish I
could send it to you. I hope he will send you some
of his sermons for publication in THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER. He is ready to go hand in hand with us. I went
home with him, and passed a very pleasant evening.
Mrs. Dudley is a woman of extraordinary power of
mind and ~oodness. She !laid not very much, but
,what she did say was pointed and eil'ective. Such a
pair might revolutionize a continent.
'l'hey, Mr. and Mu. Dudley, ofiered a plea for the
human Christ. Thus I asked: ''How about his specific gravity? was he lighter than wafer? could he
pass through oak doors and stone walls ?" Mrs. D.
quietly 1·emarked: "That is what they said of him,
and not he of himself." '' Ah, true," said I, " but
where is there anything he did say about himself ? Who can separate the false from the true
amid such a cloud of fable and parable?" Her answer was: "The authority is in the thing said, and
does not depend upon whom or when it was said."
. She was right, for when it is said, "The sun shines
upon the good and the evil, and the rain falls upon
the just and the unjust," it matters not wllether
Christ or Confucius uttered it, since it is demonstrably triw.
·
·
Since I have met Mr. and Mrs. Dudley, I now think
a good thing may '·come out of Nazareth." Yours
for .the truth and THE TRUTH SEEKER,
G. L. H.

Precedents.
MR. EDITOR : I have been waiting some time in
hopes that some one would point the way for an easy
a.1d proper solution of the 'l'ilton-Beecher scandal.
Let it ]Je taken out of the hands of sinners, and be
treated as a parallel case was, by the "man after God's
own heart." Beecher should get some memuer of
Plymouth Church to kill Tilton, and then have God
kill the boy Ralph, who is of doubtful paternity, and
then Beecher can take Elizabeth and raise up another
.Solomon, who, with such parentage, would doubtless
eclipse the glories of his father in as great a degree
as did the ancient Solomon his, as recorded in the
word of God. I fail to see the use of a word of God,
if it is only to be preached about and not practiced.
The only other way that I can see to settle it, is
for some Jesus of the present day to scratch in the
sand with his finger, and then say, "go and sin no
more." If he dare not adopt God's firsfway out of
the difficulty, let him adopt the second way, as it is in
Jesus.
H. SEVEUENCE.
Dunki1·k, Feb. 18th, 1875.

God and Science.
BY T. B. TAYLOR, A.M., M.D.
I am utterly unable to understand what is meant
by the use of such terms as " God," " the Great First
Cause" 11 the Creator,"" the Unknown and Unknowable ,• and such like terms, that I find in the writi~gs
of Theodore Parker, Heri.Jert.Spencer, Mr. Darwm,
and men of like scientific and philosophical thought.
When I find such terms in the writin_gs of Drs.
Lig;htfoot, Clarke, llickersteth, Newman Hall, Bishop
Simpson and Henry Ward Beecher, I understand perfectly what they are'' driving at." 'l'hey mean to r_efer to that imaginary or real mtelligence spoken of m
the Old and New Testaments, called sometimes ''God,"
"Lord God," 11 Jah," 11 Jehovah,".'' I Am," etc, But
surely the scientists named above do not mean to
n:fer tu, and llave us believe in, that character as the
" Original Creator" of matter, as the author of a
work called "The Genesis of Species," would have
us to believ·e. They surely do not mean to say that
an intelligence, in the form ?f a man, h~ving "feet,"
as when he was seen· standing on a bnck pavement
upon the top of Mount Sinai; "legs," "body,"
'' lleat't," ''bowels," ''"'head,"'' eyes," ''ears," ''face,"
"hands "etc. for these terms are applied to that personage, \vho, in his pe1:sona propria, seem~d to b~ ~in!r
ering around on the lull-sides of Judea, m the '"wilderness " aml other very small and limited sections of
the cou~try, the whole extent of which was not larg·
Cl' than the littl . State of Connecticut, Ol' of this and
Hhotle hlanu combined, at the outsidt•, working

"miracles" for the f:{lace of 1,500 years, or 1,800 at pher has recently published to the world that if an opand then al_l of a sudden quitting tician should construct an optical instrument for him,
off, as It IS claimed by theologians, as with the death with so many imperfections in it, as the human e~e,
of Christ and his apost.k!s, " all miracles ceased."
he would send it back and ref"use to pay for it. 1:3ee
I say our scientists can scarcely mean this character Prof. Tyndall's Lecture on Light.
But admitting that there are many beautiful and
when they usc the terms referred to above. Whom
then do they mean ? If you ask them if they believe useful things in nature, shall we plead these as evi'dence
11
in the God of creation, +• such as is popularly ad- of a personal Creator ? If so, as a candid man, I am
dressed in public prayers, referred to by our Presi- bound to check-mate that idea with the fact that Nature
dents, Governors, Mayors, etc., in their "proclama- teema 1citli mo11strosities and nevis-rnate~·ne. I can fill
tions," and claimed to be "the a a thor and giver of volumes with these and not exhaust nat me.
'' The goodness of God " is urged from the fact that
every good and perfect gift," the Bible amongst them,
they, the scientists aforesaid, simply smile an incredu- there is so much "more of good than evil in the
lous smile, or sneer at an idea so absurd and ridicu- world! " But that is a mistake and a mere assumplous. Yet they do all of them use the words I have tion!" Where is there a closet without a skeleton ?
"And eve1-y l.eart knows its o1an bitte~··ness." And if
quoted at the head of this article.
Some of them essay to tell us that he is a 11 force," God is still crea1ing by and through the laws of evoor an " unknown property in matter, operating through lution, as some of our Scientists seem to contend, why
molecularparticles to form specific animals and plants." does he not stop the evil and create only the good ?
One man, claiming to be quite a scientific thinker, Let us have at least a new Theodicy.
Chicago,
Mr. J. J. Murph~> "Habits and Intelligence," Vol. i.,
p. 348, says: 11 'I here is so1nethingin organic progress
which mere .'natural selection' among spontaneous
Radical l'ragments.
variations will not account for, and this something is
NO. I.
that organic intelligence which guides the actions of
Mr. Edito1·: The scraps here commended for your
the inorganic fol'ces, which neither 'natural selection'
nor ·any other unmtelligent agency could form." So columns, are from the pen of one no longer young
he, Mr. Murphy, would make out that the "force" but for half a century in the same field of enquiry'
spoken of by Spencer, is an "intelligent force," and now occupied by THE TRUTH SEEKER. You will say
this he calls God-so determined is he with others to he must have been a dull sr.holar inueed, if he has
have a God-even if it be one whose head they can not arrived at some· definite conclusion respecting
pinch off with finger and thumb, as I will show you some of the problems of human life.
For the last twenty-five years an earnest investlga.
in a moment. This "intelligent force," however, Mr.
Murphy considers-be it said to his shame, 01:,.the tor of mediumistic phenomena, known under the
shame of his prejudice and superstition, as a defend- name of Spiritualism, and yet leaving condition after
er of a position that has no show in science, but is death still an open question ! J\.nd for twenty years a
only a ''sop" handed out to orthodoxy-" this force, "revival" minister, under the auspices of ancient
though intelligent, may be unconscious." The italics mediumism, and yet to this day the personality of the
Deity is an open question, and still undecided. But
are mine. Loc. cit. p. 348-9.
Now, reader, the truth is, these scientific gentlemen here is a question that has been fully settled in my
have whittled the 11 Divine Being" down to so small own mind for many years, settled beyond all doubt
'
a point, that he is utterly undiscoverable in nature, and it is this:
I was not consulted as to the matter of my own
and absolutely anniltilated as to "P1·oviilential dealings." As a being fit to worship, an entity to be iiear- birth, and there is no good reason why I should feel
ed, or loved, or honored, he does not amount to "the any more concern in respect to my future after death,
than there was why I shonld have felt concerned
end of a burnt straw."
If the scientists and philosophers of the present age about this present life, before I had been born into
have discovered, by actual research and disquisition, it. And now upon the threshold of an acquaintance
that there was and is a world of philosophy in the an- with a large circle of truth seekers, whose faces I
swer of that little kinky-headed darkey Topsy, in her have never seen, it may be well for me to premise a
answer to Miss Ophelia (''Uncle ~I'om's Cabin"), why few words of explanation:
What is the correct idea of religion ?
do they not say so, frankly and candidly say so, and have
Religion, from Zigo, to bind, and 1·e, again or anew,
done with itl Miss Ophelia stamped her foot down
upon the floor and screeched out to the little negress, signified among the heathens, by whom this term was
originated, a constant sense of obligation to the god.
"Topsy, who made you?"
The child answered very serenely, "Lo'd bless yo' And Christians, having borrowed this word from the
so'l, }!iss 'Phelia, I wan't made at all! I des growed!" heathen, have misapplied it to signify faith in dogNow I ask, if these gentlemen have found that the matic theology and mystical phenomena; whereas
world, and all that is therein, have "des growed, "- when used in its legitimate import, it signi,fies that in:
and that is really what they say-why in the name of nate sense of obligation that binds us to the fulfilment
common ser;se and good English do they not tell us of the relations of life in human'conduct.
Hence we find this sense of obligation in the first
so, and there stop f Not state a given proposition, and
go on to prove it, and then to conciliate the churches, dawn of emotion and consciousness, which is manifest"sugar-coat" it, and throw it as a "sop" to ortho- ed in the infant's .mind as it hangs upon the mother's
doxy! I am sick of this contemptible catering. It breast.
What is 11 saving faith ? "
may be admissible in a Socialist, but in a Scientist
It
is that mental act which creates for itself the
never.
I can't believe that anything is gained by avoiding "evidence" in regard to invisibilities (God or ghosts)
the naked truth. ''The truth shall make you free!" upon which the mind implicitly relies. See Heb:
1. This faith is a paramount power, and in cerNow let us look at a few aspects of t1'uth, as develop- xi:
tain temperaments it cures diseases, induces the
ed by science.
1. As to the existence of a Creator. Science leaves "trance," converts the sinner, and" sees" what othll'o room in the universe for such a being, that is, a erwise cannot be seeJi. It is the motive power of
personality outside of Nature. Even Mirvart, an ad- Christianity, modern Mediumism (Spiritualism). and
vocate of Evolution, but a believer in God as a crea- Mesmerism, and without which these movements
would-each of them-collapse like the empty baltor, says, p. 281:!, "The Genesis of Species": " Some loon
when its gas is spent.
TRUTH TELLER.
persons seem to object to the. term ' creation' being
Q·uirwy, .Mass.
applied to evolution, because evolution is an exceeu--------~-----ingly slow and gradual proceBS." ''The terms 'slow
and gradual' are simply relative, and the evolution of
•
The Wordy 'forrent.
a specific form in 10,000 years would be instantaneous
to a being whose days were as hundreds of millions."
"Men, from the wordy torrent fly"-can't say how
Did you ever see such a begging of the question ? it is with other folks.
Everybody knows that the doctrine of '(11-eation,' as
Many years ago, I attended a meetimr. as I did
taught by the gospel expounders, is like this ; and I sometimes, in those days. The preacher for nearly a~
hold that the conception is granu and glorious, poet· hour, had been toiling to say something. I occupied
ical and full of rhetoric ; and the only trouble in the a seat near the door, endeavoring to reconcile myself
case is, it is not true. Viz.: He spoke, and it was to the situation with, "what can't be cured must be
done! He commanded, and it stood fast! He said: 'Let endured."
•
there be light,' and there was light! 'Let there be a · An Irish lady approached me, and with a graceful
firmament,' and immediately the blue curtains floated bow, ~aid: "Can you tell me, sir, who is that preachaloft in the sky! 'Let the sea bring forth, a)J.d the er ? " I respectfully gave the name. 11 And sure it
dry land!' and immediately the great whale, the takes that gentleman to say nothing." With attother
leviathan, the shark and the ten thousand f<>rms of bow that would do honor to a queen, the lady with·
life, on land and sea, spmng into existence, and that drew.
~
.
since then no animal, or plant, great or small, has
When I open a paper, I cast m;v eye over the titles
ever been created. 'For in six days God created the and read the short articles. Articles occupying ove;
heavens and the earth and rested on the seventh;' and a column I pass by as wordy torrents, taking for
th·ey tell us he has never resumed operations. Why granted that if a man has something to say-we know
not 'tell the truth and shame the devil ? '
how it is with the ladies-we appreciate their brevity
2. Science demonstrates that 1UJ,tU1·e is a slow and -if he has something to say, he can say it without
gradual process of growth. This is a fact and a truth! using up all the dictionaries. If he has nothing to
Now theJJ., what and where is the use of talking say, of course, what he lacks in substance he tries to
of a force or power outside of natu1·e. Why we are make up in wind.
told in reply : " That such exquisite skill and workWe are not disposed to take issue on a talker's or a
manship as are displayed in the mechanism of the writer's right to spin out of nothing, a yarn for his
human eye must show a wisdom and skill superior to own edification. In this fast age, we respectfully deman and natnre ! " Y ct. a mouern German philoso· cline to be audience.
PuENnss.
th~ gre!lt~st e~tent,
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~lder

lebedee 1Jarhius.
A Class-meeting.

Entered according to Act of Congress, iLl thA offic<l of
the Ljbrar!an of Congress at Washington, D. C.
EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER :· Dear Sir : The
great revival meeting on the first ult., resulted iri a
large number of conversions1 and yesterday a number
of the new converts attendea class-meeting, and gave
their expe'riences. It was a solemn and interesting
occasion, and I am quite sure that a brief report of
what was said will be accepted by your readers as a
substitute for one of the Elder's sermons. You and
. your readers will please remember that this is not a
fashionable church, but one of the primitive type.
The people here are not trammeled in their manners
by forms of etiQuette, nor by the rules of grammer in
'their speech: On the contrary, they act out their natttres, and express their feelings with a rude sincerity
that would shock a city Christian of the· regulation
type.
'l'he Ellter led the class .personally, and after singing
a song and offering a prayer, he said : " I hope the
young converts will not be bashful or backward, but
boldly stand up for Jesus and tell what he has done
for thcii· souls ; for remember that if yon are ashamed
of Jesus now, he will be ashamed of you in tile great
day of his glory and power." The Elder had scarcely
cease to speak, when sister Nancy Bryant arose, and
said : ·"Bless God, I've been married to Jesus, and I
want to tell all the world how good I feel." A suppressed smile rambled over more than one saintly face
at this announcement ; for this good sister is a maiden
of forty summers-or was until joined to this illustrious bridegroom. "Y~s, glory be to God, I'm not going to be a foolish virgiu any longer, but, by the help
of the Lord I'll keep my lamp trimmed and burnin',
and be ready for my heavenly bridegroom whenever
he comes. My young sisters, let us all keep our lamps
a-burning', and then we· rieed not be ashamed nor
afraid to see the bridegroom a cumin', nor there
won't be no danger of him a catchin' of us asleep if he
should even com.e at the da.rk hour of midnight. I've
fixed my affections on Jesus, and I feel in my very
soul that I am accepted and I am on the road fO
glory."
.
The newly-made bride resumed her seat, and Elder
Harkins commenced singing :
"Prone to wonder, Lord, I feel it,
Prone to leave the God I love;
Here's my heart, Lord, take and seal it,
Seal it for thy courts above."
As this appropriate stanza was concluded, our Teutonic friend, Hans Snyder, arose ·and gave his experience·:
"}line frines. you all knows clot old Hans vas shust
so vicked '!IS never vas. I drinks lager bier unt rein
vine, unt somrdimes viskey, unt I gets drunk, den I
swears, unt my frow, Catrine, she gries, unt den I
gets mad unt dells Catrine to go mit the tifel, unt all
clot. Bimeby somcdimes one day, Catrine she games
Jwme singin' shust like von leetle angel,· unt she say,
'Han~ I lofes you shust so goot as never vas,' den she
buts h~r leetle arms around mine neck shust like she
used to do ven I vent a sparkin'; to see her ven she
vas Catrine Swartz, I dells you, mine frines, ·dot vos
burty goot unt I said, Catrine, mine frow, I loves you
shust a right smart goot deal, unt den Catrine, she say,
• Hans vont you go mit me to hear de bi:eachin' at de
Zion I~eetiri'-house to-night?~ unt I gissed herr unt
bromised to go mit her to de breachin', nnt ven I got
to de meetin'-house de breacher he vas a breachin'
about de tyfel unt de bel !fire, unt all dem dings, unt
I got skeered so ball ·as- neve-r vas in mine porn days
afore urit veil I -vent home mit Catrine, she dalks to
to 111~ uut dells me dot if I not got conwerted, de tyfel viii get me shure, unt· he viii pitch me into dot
hell. Vel! den I vas so skeered dot I never sleel? von
vink dot night, ·unt'de·next day- Catrine unt mE!" vent
back to hear sum more about dot hell unt dot old tyfel lint vim dey ~ing de sorrg ahout de poor sinner a
go~vin to Jesus, I vent up unt I got down on mine
knees unt I bmyed unt l brayed, un t l feel so bad as
never' vas. Bimeby, somedimc all at vance I dink
somebody just hour more as two gallons of varm milk
all over me, unt I felt so goat dot I shust jump up unt
slap uiine hands togedder, unt say glory, nut den de
breael!er he say, 'you all right now, you got religion,'
unt mine frines, I ain't afraid of de tyfel eny more, unt
I don't drink no uwre lager so long as vot I lives, riut
Catrine she is so glad as never vas, and vc all go to de
himmels togedder ; dot's so !''
Amen ! Thank the Lord ! . rt~ponded the Elder.
Brother Snyder, you have witnessed a good confession. Jl'lay the Lord !Jlcss you, and keep you in the
hollow of his hand.
"Oh to grace, how great a debtor,
Daily I'm constrained to be;
Let thy goodness like a fetter
Bind my wandering heart to thee."
It is the invariable custom to sing one verse of some
emotional hymn or choi'Us _of'an inspiring song !Jetween the speeches of the smnts-who are alone permitted to speak in class-meeting.
As the above musical interlude closed, Miss Sally

Bowers-the youne; lady who fell into a trance during
the time of the late revival-arose and in a timid manner and modest voice began the relation of her experience:
.
.
,
.
.
"Aunt Sally Bames says as how 1I ort to speak m
this meetin', and tell what great th ngs the Lord has
done for my soul."
"That's right, bless God; go on, my young sister."
Thus encouraged by the Elder,- the yonng 11\dy proceeded to relate the following remarkable experience :
" I've bin awful wicked all my life. Ever since I
was big enough, I've loved to dance and go to parties. I knowe<t it was wrong, 'cause mammy told me
so, but 1 just couldn't help d:mcin' and goin' to parties. - But one night, abont three weeks ago, rne and
Andy Simpson was a goin' to a clance over to
Squire Y-oung's, and we had to go rite past the meetin'house, and the big meetin' was a go in' on, and just as
we got fernenst the door, I heard somebody say, 'Sally Bowers, turn from your wicked ways to-night or
you will never have another chance.' I said, Andy,
did you hear that ? and he said 'what ?' and then I
told him what I heard, and I told him Twas a goin' to
meetin', and he said 'all right; I expect we can have
as much fun there as anywhere.' So we both went in,
and when the tilne come for mourners to go up and
be prayed for, I wish I may never breathe again if
that same voice didn't tell me to go to the mourner's
bench.
11
Well, I went because I could't help it, anti I
knelt clown and began to pray, when something said
'I want to dance with you,' and before I knowcd w)mt
I was a doin' I was a dancin' as hard as I could. I
didn't want to do it, but I couldn't help it; and. when
I tried to quit, I fell down and didn't know ennythiu~,
only I thought I was in heaven, and they had a !Jig
dance going on, and somebody asked me to jin.e in,
but I said I'm goin'. to quit darrein' and jine mectin',
and then the angel said, 'it's no harm to-dance, we
dance as much as we please here,' and after a little
persuasion, I jined in and danced like sixty, and then
they all went to dinner in a great, !Jig room, and of all
the good things- I ever l1earn tell on, that beat all, and
I ~as as happy as a lark, and everybody else was happy, and wanted to stop there allers; but they told me
I wan't reatly to come yet, and all of a suddent I waked up a shoutin', and that's all I can tell about it,- but
I know I've got religion, for I'mehuck full of glory."
During the recital of lliss Sally's remarkable experience, profound silence prevailed, _but a c~ose observer could detect looks of increduhty and-drsapprobation on the faces of the older brethren and sisters.
The Elder lqoked puzzled, but as Sally- resumed her
seat; he arose and said:
11
The sister who spoke- last has had a wonderful
experience ; and some thing-s about it is hard to understand but I believe she is soundly converted. We
should ailreme!Jlber that God works in a mysterious
way his wonders to perform. You all know I'mllown
on dancing, that is, such sinful dancing ~ts the yo_un_g
folks of this wicked generation engage Ill; but It 1s
written that David danced before- the Lord, and he
was a man after God's own heart; and there may be
dancing in heaven for all we know to the c~nt;ary;
bilt if there is, it's a holy dance, and the musrc 1s sa·crecl music.·
The Elder's argument produced quite a change in
the n1inds of the merely doubtful, but after class was
over one man there and au old lady were heard to say,
I don't kecr what Elder Harkins says, I never will believe there's dancin' in heaven ; and as for that story,
Sal Bowers allers cot1ld tell whoppers when she got
started, and it's my opinion she just macle up ~h,e most
of this yarn about going to heaven and seem em a
dancin'just to justify herself in her wickednes~. TJ;e
idea of folks a dancin' and havin'· a good time m
heaven why it's perfectly ridiculous. Why, they do
nothin' 'but holdprayer-meetins' and love feasts there,
and if enybocly was to offer to git, up a dance,rt~e a~
gel Gabriel would put him out o d_oors so qmck 1t
would make his head swim. Don't tell me!
The greatest triumph of grace over depravity that
ever occurred in this ncighi.Jorhoocl, is conceded to be
found in the conversion of old Dick Hatfield, WhGJ got
hauled in during the late revivaL Dick is a queer
fish. Few men have stronger points of character,
but he seemed to run to depravity naturally. He
could lie with Longbow or Sinbad, utter ~ore oa~hs
to· the minut"e than Captain Kid, drink whrskey W1th
an Irish squire imd beer with a Dutch Alderman; and
drunk or sobe~, he was as pugnacio';ls. as a bull fiste.
For years he was the tenor of the 1tmerant preachers some three or four of whom he waylaid and whipped moHt soundly.
·
He was the terror of the camp-meeting managers,
for he neve~· failed to come. do_wn upon t~I~ meeting at
exactly the wrong time, bnngmgthe spmt of Bel~e
bub to supplant the holy influences that hi1d been m·voked:
On one occasion he captured a hornet's nest, and
carefully closing the opening, he hid it in the straw
that lay scattered about between the b_ench~s reserved
for the mourners. 'fhe result can be Imagmed. The
Elder had preached one of his m?st terrible and exciting sermons, and the alarmed smners crowded the
altar by scores. Of course the horne~'s _ne~t· was·
smashed, and the unsanctified but patnotrc msects

avenged the destruction of their house in their peculiarly vigorous manner. A panic ensued, and worship
sue;R_erided for that day. "
·
When, therefore; old-- Dick Hatfield, popularly
known. as Old Sinner, went up to be prayed for, there
was great rejoicing in the camp of Gideon's,Band, and
his conversion was regarded as a· great triumph for
the L0rd.
Expectation was on the qui vive yesterday in the
class-meeting, on the occasion of the ex-sinnel''s first
attendance upon this means of grace. Won't brother Hatfield favor us with his experience? said the Eld=
.
Dick ·arose to his feet rather gingerly, anti cast
about' him a glance of embarrassed suspicion, and
thus began:
"This taw kin' in meetin's a leetle grain outer m~
line, but as how old Dick's brolw with the Devil
and jined meetin', I spose he ort tu say sothin' just
to show that he ain't afear'd or ashamed. You know
it ain't my way to be afear'd of nothin'. I ·swow I
don't scacely know what to say, but here goes fur a
ventur'. The night I got religion I'd bin to town,
and was just a little 'how cum ye so,' and was a comin' home a leetle arter ·dark, and jest as I struck Mud
Creek bottom, who should I see but Old Split-foot
hisself a standin' rite afore me. He was the homeliest critter I ever sot eyes on, and he looked as· cross
as a meat-ax. I begun to think Old Sinner's time had
come sbure enuff, and I got weak in the knees, especially when ·Old Roan snorted and reared up and nea~
ly throwed me off, but I stuck to the saddle like .a
mud turtle to a nigger's toe, and the old mar' reared
up a time or. too, and then set to runnin' like- all sin,
and the fust thing I knowed I was rite furnenst the
meetin'-honse, and I sed to myself, says I, Old Sinner,
it's about the rite time for you to repent and get religion; so I went in, and jest as I got in they was a singin' and a callin' for mourners, and you bet I djdn't
waste no time. I tell you, I felt a mity site safer then
than out in Mud Creek bottom, and I kept on a feelin'
better till I thought I should bust with real glory,- and
I told Elder Slocum how I felt, and he eaid, 'you'se
got religion, shure,' and by this time the old ooman
get her eye on me, and she· went fur me, and hugged
me, and cried and shouted over me awhile, and then
the meetin' broke up anal we went home, and I told
Sally I had turned over' a new leaf, and she sed she
thought it was about time I had, and she was awful
glad ov it.
''I never believed the yarns about the Devil before;
but I've seen him, and I clqn't fancy his looks; and he
ain't a goin' to git his clinchers on me if I can help
it; and a~ I haven't seen him since, I'm in hopes I've
got the start on him, and if you'll all pray fur me, I
thinki'll gitto heaven yet, as hard.an old siriner as
I've been."
Old Dick was listened to with ciose attention, arid
when he resumed his seat, the Elder said, "Let us
pray." He then gave an exhortation, and dismissed
the class.

Be True.
BY Ml\S. JACOB MAl\TIN.

Public good-will is a nice thing to have,
I neither despise nor defy it;
But I'd rather lose tho respect of mankind
Than sell out·my own to buy it.
And though I'!ll a" horrible'Infldel,"
(How they sneer who thus express it,)
And Suffragist and Spiritualist,
I'm one that's proud to eonfess it. -

'

For with hated name does glorious tt·uth
Perch high on fair reason's steeple;
Though scorned by progression's enemies,
The world's respectable(-?) people.
Persons-opposed to-my ways and belief,
Can drop me without any trouble;
The event -will not cause in .the ocean of life,
I da,re say, a ripple or bubble ..
Should I lie to please a fastidious world,
And nature's sweet counsels smother,
My outraged conscience would be no friend,
And I might lose every other.
Were I vile, dishonest and wicked-peace
Would~y like a frightened swallow;
While I could not run so far nor so fast,
Bnt my sins would also follow.
So it's to my interast to strive for the right,
While reason and honor guide mo;
If in aught I fail, I'll be glad to know
There's no one to blame beside me.
While many may fawn for favor and show,
And cower to fashion and pelf;
I'll try to be true, and oh; above all,
I'll try to be true to myself I
Uairo, Ill.
"
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Bazaar it would be worn in the prairie towns had been made to the great Brooklyn trial. He said
of the far West. Money has a great deal to do in it was a great lesson from which we all could learn.
making up respectability, and it seems to matter but Pontiffs must be dethroned, and the shams and ablittle in the general estimation how the money is ob- surdities of society and the Church must be seen as
tained. Tweed, who stole $5,000,000 from the people they are.
FEBRUARY ·5TH, 1875.
FEBRUARJ 12TH, 1875.
The lecture this evening was l:)y JAMES PARTON, and gave back $50,000 to the poor of his ward, ~as
the honored President of the Liberal Club. The sub- counted generous. Peabody spent fifty years of toil.
'l'he
lecture
for this evening was TILe "PlLysiology of
twisting, screwing and making every possible exer:
ject, "Who a1·e the Vulgar?"
the Skin," by Dr. IlEI'l'ZMAN, an able microsCOl)i stand
:(t was such a masterpiece of wit, wisdom, and lit- tion,- in old age to go over the world to scatter it learned student of science, recently from Vienn
erary gems as is but seldom li8tened to from the plat- again. The better W1ty is not to aim to accumulate where he attained distinction for his discoveries an cl
fonn, and we l'.egret we are not able to present our such vast sums, but to make the best use while we scientific productions, and who has established a Mi.
live of such 11\eans as we have in our reach.
readers a mor'e perfect report of it.
croscopic-Anatomical Institute in this city. The lecSome hold it very respectable to have late dinners. ture was an able one, and well illustrated by draw·He stalled that until the last century there had always been.attachecl unto the mechanical and indus- In Kansas he .met an Englishman engaged in stock ings and charts of the doctor's own paintin&, but
_trial callings a degree of reproach; and in evidence of raising, and he gloried in dining at half-past seven at there is so much demand for our room we will be
this he quoted from Plato, Shakespeare, and other night the same as he used to in his father's house in comi)elled to give a lJrief abstract only of the lec,authors. The first had implied that for shoemakers, London. Dining·attbat hom· in a swallow-tailed coat tUTe.
makers of pickles and other laborers there could not be was his idea of gentility. In Colorado he once witThe skin is composed of two principal tissues, the
much respect. The latter in his characters, that nessed a State dinner, when one man stot)ped short first called by anatomists the Corium, the other the
and
looked
with
surprise
at
dne
.near
him,
and
exfarmers and clowns were synonymous. 'l'he names
Epide?'mis. The corium is provided with blood-veseven of bis mechanics were suggestive of the low es- claimed, "By golly this is more than I can stand, he sels and lympathic vessels; in the epidermis, on the
is
eating
his
pie
with
a
fork!"
timation in w.hich they were held, thus, Snug the carcontrary, these are wanting. The nerves terminate in
He alluded to t.4e time when he was young and liv- the elevation of the corium, the so-called papilla, in
penter, Bottom the weaver, a starveling for a tailor,
and others w2re mentioned. To such extent did ed in White Plains in the. adjoining county of West- the form of touch-corpuscles, while the lower fila. Shakespeare carry his disrespect for laboring classes chester, when the idea of vice and virtue was held to ment enters the lower layer of the epidermis and terthat the late Horace Greeley had justly pronounced be represented by the slu~ep and the goats." The grim minates with button-like knobs.
him a Tory. Passing over the twenty centuries from deacons, who made wry faces when they sang, and
The epidermis sends processes into the depth of the
. Plato to our own time, we still perceived the same prayed for' the rocks to fall upon the wicked-these corium, which are denominated sweat-glands, tallow
were
the
sheep.
The
goats
were
the
young
lawyers
. discrimination against labor. Even our own Washor sebaceous glands, and root-sheaths of the hair ; we
ington had spoken of gentlemen in contradistinction and such as cared not for the outward forms of piety, ~an distinguish au external and internal root-sheath.
who
bowed
to
the
ladies
and
knew
how
to
dance.
to those· who labored, and he had given orders on
These different strata, or layers, form a tube-like covcertain occasions that none. " but gentlemen be in He remembered these used to.help the boys out with ering, in which the hair proper is implanted. The
their
lessons
iii
Virgil.
charge." In Europe the same sentiments prevail: A
hair itself may lJe considered as an epidermic formaHe alluded to an instance of spending two clays tion in which the mucus and epidermic layers, inlady of wealth in England is shocked if she thinks
last
winter
in
Springfield,
Ill.,
where
.the
monument
her daughter in the boarding-school comes in contact
stead of being extended fiat on the surface, grow simcommemorative of Lincoln stands. On Saturday he ply in their length in form of cylinders. We have,
with the daughter of her grocer.
walked
around
among
the
bookstores
and
saw
the
Ignorance is the real vulgar, and ignorance is the
therefore, in the hair again two layers, namely, the
past. While civilization is indebted to those who counters well supp.ied .with the works of Tyndall, external or cortical, and the internal, or medullary or
Huxley,
Darwin,
Spencer
and
Mill,
and
one
of
the
have leisure to study and think, and while per hap~
marrow substance.
. it would not exist to-day but .for these men of leisure, clerks·informed him they sold more of that class of
The hair shaft on its surface is covered with small
books
than
any
other.
He
thought.
it
argued
favorlabor is becoming more and more to be respected, esscales, to whicli the Latin term cuticula has been apable
for·
the
increasing
intelligence
of
the
people.
On
pecially ,in this country. How often. when we hear
plied. The principal mass of the hair consists of
hones.t toil sneered at as degrading, we characterize the next day he attended Sunday-school", and listened spindle-shaped, fiat elements, containing in different
to
the
minister
addressing
the
scholars
upon
the
Delit as" British vulgarity." The old idea of vulgarity
colored ·individuals and homogeneous coloring subuge. He had a representation. of the ark, Mt. Arrarat stance. It is a matter of taste to decide which is the
is fast becoming obsolete..
and
God
himself
holding
conversation
with
Noah,
and
In olden times it required the labor of hundreds to
more pleasing to the eye, jet-black, the auburn, the
maintain a few families in ease and leisure. Social God appeared much as .Edwin Fonest used to look in flaxen, the sandy, the red or the white hair. It is said
King
Lear.
This
clergyman
was
impressing
it
upon
· society_was then in its infancy-it had not become of
the color of the hair is peculiar to certain temperaage. Various authors. were quoted to show the mean- these children that the tlood, the animals in the ark, ments, so that dark-haii·ed persons are held to be more
and
the
ark
landing
)ligh
and·
dry
upon
Arrarat,
were
ing of vulgarity. In a book he found in a bookstore
lively, l:)nergetic and amorous, but less constant than
he had read, "nothing can be more vulgar than for a all important facts which they inust believe, and when those possessing paler tints. The color of the hair
in
a
little
time
after
they
read
in
the
works
of
the
lady to present her gueets with soup uncomfortably
depends princi])ally on the supply of their substance
hot." By some the art of fencing ''"as esteemed a geologist Lyell, that there nev_er was such a deluge at with granules of pigment and an evenly distributed
all,
they
could
make
up
their
minds
whether
to
believe
high mai:k of gentility-as with Claude Melnotte in
coloring matter. It has been asserted bubbles of air
_ the ''Lady of Lyons." Chesterfield had laid it clown the great man in London, or the small man in Spring- within the marrow of the hair favor especially the
field.
He
thought
nry
littleof
the
lies
taught
in
ai an axiom that nothing was more vulgar than imgray color, but this is not fully established. ·
moderate and loud laughter, and gave reasons why Sunday-schools, and deemed it not best that children
'l'hc development of hair begins at the end of the
should
be
taught
old
legencjs
and
superstitions,
but
a gentleman should never be heard to laugh aloud.
third month of fcetallife. lt first appears in the eyerather
science,
truth
and
the
moral
principles
of
honIn religion there was the n!}mtablc and the disrebrows and eye-lashes, next the hair of the scalp, and
putable side. Charles II.· said, " Presb;)'terianism esty, and virtue, and right. :
then the othei· parts of the body, and last of all the
In
America
no
ordeal
is
more
severe
than
letting
was no religion for a gentleman." Walter Scott even
hair of puberty. The first formed hair is not permagave as a reason why he changed his religion, that people do just as they please. 'l'he genius of this" nent, but is frequently thrown off in childhood to
country
means
that
no
honest
and
decent
person
shall
·"Episcopalianism was more refined than the religion
make room for a stronger growth. The formatron of
"be looked down upon because he is poor and does new hair ceases when the papilla lJecomes sick and
of the dissenters."
common
work,
or
has
no
pedigree
of
his
grandfather;
shrinks, when the wig replaces what the stubborn
Ruskin held th1lt the stain from the battle field was
more respectable than the smurch from the forge or that every person shall .have a fair share of the good skin refuses longer to furnish.
things
of
the
land.
It
means
that
every
honest
man
Similar to the horny formations of the hair are the
the kitchen. The lecturer dissented from this; he be· nails of the fingers and toes. The coriup1. is well suplieved the honest toil of the farmer, the mechanic or is a gentleman, and every honest woman a lady.
He made some humorous remarks about the pride plied with blood.vessels and nerves, while the upper
the cook in tire kitchen ranked far above the occupation of the soldier, whose trade is to kill his fellows. of ancestry. Many South~rn f<1milics claim to be de- and outer portions of the nail are without sensation
A- century ago the queue was thought to be a great scendants of the youuger son or scion of ~orne distin- and life. 'l'he horny formations-the epidermis, the
mark of respectability. It was thought,)n the time guished English family. ln New England almost hair and the nails require a tasteful culture. Water
when James Madison was selected for President, a every person believes his d ire"ct ancl,stors came over aucl soap remove the superfluous epidermic scales, and
great shame·that "such men as Daggett of Connecti- in the Mayjlowe1·. In Pennsylvania they point proud- scissors and knife the unnecessary elongations of the
cut, or Stockton of New Jer'sey-either of whom had ly to W m. Penn, in New York to their Dutch ances- hair and nails. We may appreciate how appropriute·
queues as big as your arm-should be get aside for such tors, now represented by "shoddy ami codftsh aristo- ly it has been remarked by the great chemist, Liebig,
that the consumption of soap indicates in u great
.
a man as Jimmy Madison, who had a small queue not cracy."
Allusion was made to the Guelph family of Eng- measure the degree of a nation's civilization. 1 will
half as large as your wrist." Mrs. Somerville relates
when she remonstrated with her father against wear- laud-au old one which had nevtr produced a great state, without fear of contradiction, that there is no
ing a queue, he said emphatically: ''If his queue must man or a distinguished character. He complimcuted nation known to me on this globe that equals the peoJoseph Arch in what ·he had done for the ht \Juring ple of the Unitetl 8tates in the consumption of that
be cut off, his head s1Jould go with it."
b. alluding to the aristocratic feelings of the Vir- classes of Englaud, though himself a laborer and the article.
·
I will next mention the moving apparatus of the
ginians of former times, he mentioned John Ran-. son and gran.dson of a laborer.
Passing attention WitS made to Commodore Van- skin-its muscles. In the face and on the neck exist
d•)iph, who had no-sympathy for a laboring man, and
\Vho had a special hatred for sheep. He said he would derbilt, anti of the much he . has accomplished, but muscles of the skin, partly subject to our will, these
any time go out of his way to kick a sheep. He hated that now in his old age he took more pride in recount- being far less developed in man thau some mammalia.
u sheep because its wool was made into cloth and the ing his life when captaiu of a sclwouer than of what Besides these there are numerous muscular bundles
composed of spindle-shaped elements, which produce
manufacture gave employment to the laboring man. he had done since he became a Railroad King.
Among the Indians it was considered respectalJle. Humorous remarks were made about fashionable a net-work, partly single muscle-strings and layers
for a young warrior to !).ave a good string of ·scalps on dinners-four hours ut tile table, and seven kinds of traversing the cornium in oblique directions. 'l'hese
their belts, and if he has the scalps of young ladies wine in colored gla>ses-and the dinners given lJy va- hairs themselves are obliquely implanted in the skin,
thus to exhibit, it raises him in the eyes of his people rious clubs and associations, in which many fine hits and when the III uscle cou tracts, then the hairs stand
straight, ami the corium is retracted. ln this manner
were made.
far above the vulgar.
We will not do further injustice to this excellent the so-called "goose skin" is produced, which, by
lie said all ti:adcs are partial to their own. With
a shoemaker there was nothing lilw leather. The lecture by trying to report it. Suffice it to say, the some persons, can be brought on at will.
Let us consider the function of the skin as a protailor lJclieved in cloth, the book-worm like himself, large audience were greatly pleased and amused with
thought more of books than anything else, though he it, and but little idea of it can be obtained from this tective covering of the b~dy. It possesses a solidity
and elasticity to a consiuerable degree. Dull bodies
hall noticed many who read the most really knew the meagre outline.
MR. DAWSON followed, complimenting the lecture. coming in contuct with the skin with great force do
least.
.
·
· W"ith soiQe, respectability was gauo-ed by the quan- He alluded to the writings of Shakespeare and Dick- not always produce lesions, even if the underlieing
t. ty and value of the jewelry wor:p.. Some men assert ens, giving.his prefercuce and.admiration for the Iut- muscles, vessels and nerves are torn, the bones brothey can tell a lady' at once by the jewelry she wears, ter, and called attention to several of Dickens' char- ken, and the intestines are smashed, still tile skin remains unimpaired. This properly presents itself to
antl can in a few moments take· an inventory of the acters.
The following gentlemen made remarks: Dll. LAM- our observation when, for instance, a heavy weight
value of her·:outiit. If it only amounts to a few dolnER'r, Drt. IloiWER, D. '1'. GAUDNEit and Dn. HAL- falls on the body, or a spent cannon ball strikes the
lars, she is not accounted a lady.
skin, or when a careless railway employee is caught
Speaking of the devotion to fashiqn which exists in LOCK ; also Mus. liALLOCIL
Mit. PARTON made a few closing remarks, in the between the puffers of two cars. Sometimes all the
our country, he saicl.within one or twoweeks after a
new fashion in lJonnets or dress appeared in liar- course of which he referred to some allu,sions that tissues lJeneath the skin are smashed into a soft, :uel-

lfltw=lorlt fibtntl fllub.
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low pulp, and still the skin remains uninjured. The half an inch to an inch were found in the chest and tial in the physical domain, is it not equally so in
toughness of the skin makes it possible to use it in upper portion of the abdomen.
morals and religion ?
the form of leather, after having passed through the
The functions of the different tissues of the skin
Does the "Universal Soul'' turo "sharp corners"
to deceive, and then punish his children because they
hardening process at the hands of the tanner. The will be more fully discussed in a future lecture.
heavy boots of a longshoreman, the delicate shoes of
A. discussion, bearing upon. the subject, wllsp_artici- m·e deceived ? Where are the consistency and gooda l~dy, the c~vering of ?ld books, the P!ll'Chm~nt on pated in by Dr. Atkinson, Dr. 'Cooke, Dr. Hoeber ness of an arbitrary book-religion when none of them
whteh we wpte and pamt, the belts with whtch we and two or three othe:t: medical men.
are commensurate with the penalty affixed to unbeunite the wheels of machinery, and the drum-skin on
lief :-Eternall& damned forever lost f Is the Chi·istian
which the drummer beats the tattoo, are all from the
book-revelation any more consistent, when measuredskin of different animals. During the French Revoby eternal principles, than the Shasters, Vedas or
Then
Who's
to
Blame
1
lution, towards the end of the last century, when
A.! Koran ? Is it not too human to say God writes
If God foreknew all things at first,
le11ther became scarce and dear, the skins of the peobooks?
,.
ple eJ>ecuted by the guillotine, were- sometimes turned
And likewise planned the same;
Would .it not be less "human " and mor"consisten t
into leather. The skin of men furnished straps, while
to say God makes worlds, and systems of worlds, and
If man strict follows out that plan,
the skins of ladies, being generally of a more delicate
governs all by universal, unchanging law, that measThen who's to blame ?
character, were used for the manufacture of gloves.
ures out exact justice for every act of obedience to, and
If moral agents men are made,
for every infraction of it? Do you believe the plan to
It is again due to the elasticity of the skin that some
It still connects the chain;
dispose of sins as laid down in the sixteenth chapter
persons accumulate large quantities of fat, and in
· For reason guides-God gave the aid,
of Leviticus was given to-Moses by God? You do! You
others in certain physiolqgical functions, or in the
Then who's to blame ?
believe then, that by heaping your sins on the back
pathological derangements, caused by dropsy or large
of an old he-goat, and killing him, you thereby clear
If God deereed an endless hell
tumors. If a sudden diminution in the volume of
yourself of the effects of violated law, eh!
To sear the human frame;
these follows, the skin accommodates itself again, af·
What a god is this, you have set up, who takes no
ter a brief lapse of time it comes to its former normal
If man is sear' d. then, reader, tell
notice of violators of his law, or, if he does, is pleased
condition.
Me, who's to blame?
to accept an " ofi'ering" or dumb animals, and perThe skin regulates the temperature of the whole
If Election be the plan of God
mits you to palm your sins upon the head of a goat (as
body, preventing on the one hand the giving off the
A part to save from shame;
under Judaism) or, as you are now trying to do, upon
heat too quickly as a bad conductor, on the other
And part must feel his scourging rod,
Jesus? Don't you think you will be just a little surhand spending the surplus heat produced in the body.
Then who's to blame?
prised when you wake up some day before long to find
A. cold skin is pale and contracted; as the temperathat the effect of every violation of universal law, has
If I arrive in realms above,
ture sinks, the skin becomes paler and paler until
unmistakably stamped itself upon ·every department
And
you
in
sin
remain
;
white and stiff in frost.
of your being, whether of body, intellect, mind or
The skin has the property of absorbing gaseous and
'Tis God's decree, the will of love,
soul ? Do you think it was a sensible manceuvre for
other substances held in 'solutien. It is well known
Then who's to blame?
Moses, four thousand years ago, to tell the ignorant
that the absorption of noxious gases, which are unand fearful, they could" pile" their sins (like ponderIf
nature all was formed in sin,
fit for respiration, is sufficient to produce death by
ous articles) on the head of a goat ? Do you think
Did I my nature frame?
acting upon the skin alone. Sparrows being immerspriests to-day are any 1nD1'6 sensible to instill into the
Or can I change what God has made?
ed in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas, with their
minds of the ignorant, credulous, and immatured
Then whv's to blame ?
heads free from the agency applied, die within one or
youth, the heathenized dogma, that they can ''pile"
two hours, while rabbits being placed in an atmos· God formed our limbs and gave us breath,
their sin on Jesus ? Is it an act of justice that the inphere of sulphureted hydrogen, their heads alone beOur thoughts he formed the same;
nocent Jesus should bear the great penalty due your
ing kept above the same, die in ten minutes.
And now if man should meet with death,
sins ? Is it in accordance with your reason for you to
It is well known that persons whose occupation reThen who's to blame?
palm your guilt upon him, even if you could ? Is it
quires the handling of dead bodies, sometimes become
reasonable to believe that a just god would accept an
If life eternal rests on works,
poisoned though their skin being unbroken. A.n iminnocent person for punishment, instead of the guilty
To praise the Almighty's name;
measurable and imponderable quantity of this poison
one, and let the latter go free ? What is your honest
If man is weak and cannot work,
transmitted from the dead body to the healthy skin,
opinion of the character of a god who would do it ?
Then who's to blame?
produces, under certain circumstances, the most alarmIs it not your candid opinion that such a god is to be
ing symptoms. Many talented and promising stuIf Satan gets full half of man,
watched instead of worshiped ? Do you know of any
dents have thus laid down their valuable lives as vicTo you and me lays claim,human government that has so far deviated from the
tims of science.
Not me, 'twas God who formed the plan,
path of justice, reaiion and common sense, as to save
In the hot-air baths, by perspiration, the weight of
Then who's to blame?
by proxy and hang by proxy ? Where is the civil
the body is often reduced one or more pounds in a
W. K. TREMBLY.
gover.ament on earth that would allow it!! president
short time, but the weight is soon recovered from the
or rulers to establish a system such as the Christian ( ?)
atmosphere by the absorbing power of the skin, and
plan of ... Atonement?" How do you think an honwithout the aid of' drink, as proved by absolute exA Chapter of Queries for the "Cloth."
est man would look and feel, to be caught creeping
periments.
}fy ORTHODOX BUOTHER :-Is it a fact that man is into a heaven made up of hon~st men, on another
The skin is an organ of perspiration, its office being
the elimination of certain volatile substances from endowed with Re!tson? If so who gave it to him? person's ticket ? Don't you honestly think that all
the. blood. In order to study this property of the God? Let it stand as granted. Then, has God given but Christians would feel and look as though they were
skin, repeated experiments have been made in such a an arbitrary book revelation that contradicts it? If caught at last-at mighty little tricks?
Do you not imagine that sometime when you arrive
way that the skins of various animals were covered so, does it not involve the absurdity that God has conwith an impermeable coat of gum Arabic, of lead' tradicted himself? A.re you as sure that God is the au- in spirit-land, where all are clear-sighted and all things
varnish, or oil paint. The duration of life of animal~ thor of a book revelation which man might make, as you transparent, your borrowed "cloak of righteousafte't· thus completely closing up their skins, depends are that he is the author of Reason which you are cer- ness" will be stripped from your guilty back, and you.
upon the size of their bodies. Having thus covered, tain none but God wuld make? If you find ten thou- be left in all your hideous nakedness ?
Would it not be acting more the part of a man, to
for instance,. one-eighth to one-sixth of the surface ot sand statements in the book revelation which men
their skins, rablJits die very rapidly. If a less cover- might make, contradicting every principle of Reason go where you justly belo11g, be that where it may, ining is made, death follows somewhat later. The phe- which none but God can make, which is the safest to stead of "squeezing" into good (?) company with
nomena a~e great restlessness, trembling, difficult follow ? Is the doctrine of" A.tonenient" or forgive- nothing but borrowed merit ? A.nd finally, Which
breathing, convulsions, etc. The post-mortem exam- ness of sins, a sentiment of Justice and Right ? Is it view do you think au enlightened reason takes of your
ination of animals so treated, show that the brain, the not the !)Vangelical doctrine, that a man guilty of "Christian-Scape-Goat-plan" of saving souls ; nameliver, the spleen, the kidneys are over-filled with heinous crimes against God and man, can be forgiven, ly : Is it Heathenized Christianity, or Christianity
WHEDON.
blood, with infiamation affecting various orga,ns. An- and be as good, pure and happy in heaven as though Heathenized? wltidt?
Winterset, Iowa, Jan., 1875,
imals deprived of their skin, survive longer than he had never been guilty of evil deeds 1
those covered with varnish. A. child who, to repreCan ~ god, that will permit a violator of his law to
sent the " Golden A.ge" in the celebration of the elec- escape due punishment, be ·a god of Justice ?
Volume I.
tion of Pope Leo 'fenth, was covered with gildCan a goq, that does not, or will not, reward a man
ing, died a short time afterward from the efi'ects. 'By for every good deed, be a god of Justice and Right?
WE
will
furnish
the
First Volume entire, of THE
experiments made with animals, it has been found a
Can a god, that will punish the innocent, or allow
rabbit, by covering with varnish and applying thermo- the innocent to suffer for the guilty, be a righteous TRU'l'H SEEKER bound in paper covers, postage paid,
.
electric needles, the temperature was found to lessen ~d?
for
·
$1.00.
What is the efi'ect of the doctrine of Atonement or
from 100"' to 89°, in the next half-hour to 96.,, and in
The same minus one number
75 cts.
a third half-hour only at 30q, while the surrounding "forgiveness of sins" upon evil-doers ? Is it good, or
"
"
two
60 cts.
atmosphere was 63°.
does it offer a premium on vice?
,,
,,
three
50 cts.
In view of the many delinquents in morals among
'l'he fat, which we accumulate beneath our skins,
"
not only furnishes us with protection, but is also an the "faithful," is it not a clear case, that to teach
four
40 cts.
"
"
"
,,
excellent respiratory medium. This is proved_by the them to believe they can escape a just punishment due
30 cts.
" five
"
"
experiments made on animals during their Wmter to their sins, is the surest doctrine of all others to enSingle copies, of back numbers of Volume I, suc11 as
courage them in them 'I Suppose there was no posi"
sle_ep.
What an immense influence on the function of res- tive, fixed law, regulating the movement of our earth we have on hand, 3 cents each. Those who wish THE
piration our fat cushion underneath the skin possesses, and the innumerable worlds of infinitude-what do TRUTH SEEKER from the beginning and to have it
is evident from the fact fat people generally need far you ouppose would be the condition of things ? Do convenient for reference and per·usar will do well to
less nourishment and non-nitrogenized, therefore less you suppose there would be any certainty in calculating
fuel or respiratory materials than lean persons. If, in the ebb and flow of tides, or reckoning about day and avail themselves of this opportunity.
consequence of, or during disease, the nourishment is night, the revolution of planetary worlds and systems
not assimilated or cannot be properly introduced into of worlds, eclipses, seed time and harvest ? What
the body, and the supply of nourishing material is cut would be the natural consequence, if things were left
Liberal Lectures.
off, in the first place we o~erve the disappearance of wrthout law, and governed only by capricious dictation
SAN BERN ANDINO, CAL., Feb.· lOth, 1875.
the fat. If, however, the supply of nourishment is and special legislation ? Would not the result be just
MR. EDITOR: We have just lJeen highly entertained
suddenly withheld, death follows before all the fat of the state of things we find in the religious (?)worldthe body has been consumed. This fact is sadly il- " confusion wone confO't.wded," cont1·adiction and anar- by thirteen lectures delivered by Dr. L. York, from
San Jose, Cal. Dr. York is a full team in the Liberal
lustrated by the case of a girl in England, named chy?
Sarah Jacobs. She ate notbing for some time, and -A. child in comprehension ought to be able to see field. His lectures were attended by large audiences,
notwithstanding she remained very fat. It being sus- that without a fixed, unvarying order or law, to rule and highly commended. He goes from here to San
pected the statement was not a true one, the child was supreme with all existences, in every department of Diego. Thus we see the Liberal element extended
carefully watched, and it was founct she partook of being, confusion, dis-order and despair would be the from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Canadas to
the Floridas. Yours for universal mental freedom,
no food whatever. After eight days she was a corpse. legitimate result.
P. H. WlUGll'l'.
U poll post-mortem examination, layers of fat from
~ow,)f a universal system of'' order" is so essen-
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Jl}riendlu f!Iorresuontlence.
R. THOMAS, Winterset, Iowa, writes: THE TRUTH SEEK~
l>R mfl:kes the church-members here feel very uneas ·but
fehw Will hold COJ?.versations on the scriptures or relfglon.
T ey saby they Will not argue on the Bible They know
we can eat them with their own text-book ·
SENECA BEHYMER, New Palestine, Ohio, writes· I like
very much. We need many such documents
m this neighborhood, where old superstition has reigned
sup.reme fJ:Rm time lnmemorial. Carry on the · ood
\bvork~ untf1r·. Reason, thrown on the world's brain fhall
e mg o kings and lord of lords."
'
your.pap~r

WM: STACKHOUSE, East Cambridge, III., writes; I must
congiftulate you upon the merits of THE TRUTH SEEK)!JR.
grows better all the while. Each number is an
Improvement upon Its predecessor. Its typographical appearance cannot be ):>eat, It Is full of advanced ideas of
~~a t~~~~~~hga:. are·destmed to revolutionize the dogmas of
CLARK B. CHATTEN, Mullica Hill, N. J., writes· I a~ a
re!!-der. of your falsehood-destroyeJ•, and tl1link
1~to.nstan~
IS net easmg m. knowledge and Interest. Your readers can htardly fa1l to see how worthily you carry out
!our co.n r.acts, and those who are negligent about a mg ~teu JUSt dues for work so honorably perfor£e~
oug. not to adopt Mr. Snode's religious views of not
paymg up.
DR. C. R. DWIGHT_. Danville, III., Writes: My brother, at

1\Ion~outh. III., Writes me to order THE TRUTH SEEKER

for him. He saw a; copy or two of your paper but could
not remember your address. He says he likes It the best
of anything.he has seen. All who are taking It here are
oelighted With it, a!' every one must be who has outgrown
the metJ::tod of takmg sugar through a rag or playing
horse With a broomstl~-k.

J.W. ScoTT, Morrill, Kansas, writes: Youuapermakes
som~ of the har? heads howl hereabouts. When I fail to
obtaml!- subs.cnber I send them a paper now-and-then.
My l!usmess IS farming, so I speak my sentiments openly Without fear of being injured in business. I know of
several wh9 dare not speak their honest sentiments for
fear o~ losmg trade. I send you five subscribers now
and Will send some more after a while.
[We presume our friend finds the sun shines ju11t as
warmly and the rain falls just as gently upon him as upon his Christian neighbors, and t!Iat he raises as good
corn and wheat as they. We hope the time will come
when merchants and mechanics will not fear to express
their belief lest they lose Mrs. Grundy's patronage and
approval.-ED. T. S.J
M. K. TREMBLY, North Fairfield, 0., writes: I regret I
have n.o~ been. ab.le to send you some new subscribers, but
I a~ livmg w1thm gunshot of four orthodox churches
havmg four preachers to watch and pray fo·r their bread
anq butter. There is not m1•ch .chance to work upon
their flocks. Again, my wife and her people. my father
and his whole family, except myself, are "the Simon
Pure" of the" Elder Harkins" stripe; and since I have
taken yo~r paper~ have been persecuted from every corner, by fnends, pnests and all. I am the only person in
this community who dares to open his mouth and speak
!lgainst th!J dogmas of tpe Church· and though I may be
Ignorant m scholarship, I trust i have some rational
ideas, and with the aid of your ];)a per I stumJl and confound J>riests with their boasted learning. They get mad
and call me crazy. They would burn or kill me if they
could. In s<;~~ttering the seeds o~ trutli against bigotry
and superstitiOn, I know I am 'domg no harm. I want to
say, my brother, the reading of your pa_per has brought
light to me and caused me to see myself as I never did
before. I find I have not been living as I ought, I have
not set the examJ)le before my fellow men I should. I
have not practiced love and <,harity. I have resolved to
change and live up to thA best light I have.
UNCLE ToM, of Long street. Ohio, sends us the follow-

~M. A. TH.oMPSON, _Duquoin, Ill., in sending in a ll~t of ing Mm"rlwn Sermon, delivered at Indian· Creek Bridge

trral subscnbers, wrr.tes: I hope soon to be able to send
on 111ore names. I 'YIII do all I can in this direction beIIevmg ~hat by so domg, I am not only assisting you', but
conferrmg a great favor upon those who read your pava~. I am aware. Mrs. Grundy. is looking awry at me for
domg w~at I am, but I am gettmg used to _persecution as
I have hved lopg enough to be mobbed ·for opinion's
sake, b't~t ~his gives me no fear or uneasiness· I am perfectly Willing to stand by the truth.
'
TowNSEND WARE, Fairfield, 0 .. writes: I esteem THE
TRUTH SEEKER highly, a_nd hope it mar long be sustained
to promulgate t~e.prmcip!es of.menta freedom and the
cause of the religiOn of humamty and ·a common brotherhood among mankind, I believe it wrong to attribute
the barbarous imputations the Bible contains' to that
~reat power w~ call God. If it were half true w~ should
mdeeq fear !]1m greatly, more even than the devil, and
love h1m but li~tle. He Is there reJ?resented as being cru.
el and bloodthusty toward the children of his ·creation.
I hoP,c you may be encouraged in the efforts you are
makmg to expose a false theology.
CHAS. L. RoBERTs, Yates City, JII., who has sent in the
names of near fifty subscribers, some for three months
~d some for a year, writes: I received your card stating
· ere was sol!le prospe.ct of my I obtaining the largest
number of tnal subscnbers. I do not wish you to be at
any expense for a prpsent to myself, should I be the lucky
pe r son. I am satisfied if my feeble efforts will help to
ro 11 the ball of rrogress. I consider THE TRUTH SEEKER
tihe best Libe.ra pap~r published in the United States and
am acquamted \ntli a number of them. It is a perfect
eye-qpener, and meets the wants of those who are really
!leekmg for truth. I am therefore willing to do all I can
m extending its circulation.

. ¥· 11f. PERKINS, Collins, 0., writes: A friend of mine,
!Ttvmg m Chicago, sent me last year a few numbers of THE
RUTH SEEKER, the tone of which suits me much and I
Intend to beco~A a life-long subscriber to it. Your comments on the. Bible precisely agree with my views, and I
hav\ mal!y t1mes !JXPressed the same opinions as I find
you faLve m your Bible na.rrative. We have a goodly number o
lherals hEJre, and I shall try and introduce your
paper among t.h!Jm, so far as I can, beli<·ving it will do a
gr~at work, beatmg back fogyism, and letting light shine
W ere Piag_an .fables have gone for more than their true
vt a 1ue , ht IS t1rne the old humbug was shown up in its
rue 1Ig t and the good sifted from the bad.
.
FRA!'IK M. TERRY, Liverpool, N. Y., writes: Through
the kmdness of my esteemed friend, Dr. Sterling, I am
mtroduced to you through the medium of your valuable
paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am happy to congratulate
you upon your success in editing a paper that exactly fills
the .Place so much needed in the minds of thinking, intelligent People. The a~e of miracles has passed, and
what we now need is the mstructions you are publishing
to.the world-common sense and facts, not fancies. I am
much pleased with the candid manner in which y'Ju unravel the .mysteries of the past, and your able course in
overturnmg the falsities of life and the creeds of the
past. As I read in music the character of Its author, so
can I r!Jad from your paper the charactel' in the history of
our children's children. Your principles will be recorded
as the outbreak from fettered· ignor-ance and superstit1jon. I re.ioice that I live in the day when we can talk by
Ightning and ride b;v flteam, and that the rays of light
and truth are spreading over the world. I sent one copy
of yotur paper to my father, and he soon got up a club of
eigh subscribers and sent you:
.

on Long Street, Ohio:
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"TAKING IN WASHING."-TheRev. J. Hyatt Smith, Pllll·
tor of the Lee Avenue Baptist Church, in Brooklyn, has
in his church a·· comfortable baptistry," and has been
in the habit of baptizing all who came to him; whether
they joined his church or not, but he has now declined to
longer perform this very holy sacrament, so necessa"ry
for the salvation of the soul, unless for those 'Yho propose to join his church. He says the" Lee Avenue Church
has not yet descended quite so low as.to tal!.o in washing."
ANOTHER.-The Rev. John Deffendorf, of Summit, four
miles west of Yates City, III., attempted to seduce his
wife's maid, a girl16 or 17 years of age. He was arrested
and brought before the police magistate of Yates City.
By some technicality ofthe Jaw he was discharged, when
he at once left for Iowa. This same clerical scamp was
six years ago brought before a justice of the ueace and
fined for a similar offense. He is fond of young chickens.
The young girls of Charlton, Iowa, (whither he has gone)
should beware of him.
SAMUEL R. THOMPSON, near Pleasant Valley, Iowa, has
been insane through religious excitement by attending
revival meetings, and has been sent to the insane asylum
at Mt. Pleasant. We know not what is better calculated to
drive a person crazy than a belief in the fundamental
dogmas of Christianity-that God created a devil and a
hell in which ninety-nine hundredths of the human famIly are doomed to suffer indescribable torments forever.
An angry God with a malicious devil to act as deputy in
inflicting punishment upon helpless·sinners for endless
ages is quite enough to make a weak-minded man hopelessly insane.
INF.A.MY.-J. W. Thorne, member of the North Carolina
Legislature from Warren county, has been expelled from

Brothers and Sisters: I have a very practical-but search- that body by a vote of 46 to 31 because he was honest

ing·dis<'ourse to bring before you this morning, and one
which is of great personal importance to all. I therefore
most earnestly desire you to pay thE' strictest attention to
my words. My text is, •· Why stand ye here all the day
idle?" Perhaps some have not heard me, and I will repeat," Why stand ye here all the day idle?" For the
benefit of that man who has just came in, I will repeat
again for the last time, " Why stand ye here all the day
idle? " Why, Why, Why? Why not if? Why not it?
Why not of? Why not because? Why stand? Why not
sit? Why not lie? Why not kneel? Why not she? Why
not it? Why not that dog? Why not that woman, sitting
in tile corner? Why stand ye here? Why here? Why
not there? Why not down under the bridge? Why not in
your mill there? Here he pauses and says, "I dori't
know how you feel, brothers and sisters, but I do wish
some one would open a window.
Why stand ye here all? Why all? Why not part? Why
not a half-a-dozen? Why not one?
A young woman has just entered the bridge and for her
especial benefit, I will repeat my text. in order that she
may fully understand what we are discussing," Why
stand ye here all the day idle?" Why stand ye all the
day? Why the day? Why not the night? Why not the
morning? Why not the evening?
•
Lastly and finally, "Why stand ye here all the day
idle?" Why idle? Why not at work? Why not sowing?
Why not reaping? Why not spinning? Why not weaving ? Why not washing? Why not ironing? Why not
scrubbing? Why not digging? Why not hoeing? My
brothers and sisters, I have exerted myself to a great extent, in order that you might leave the place of worship
fully impressed with the sense of duty imposed upon you,
and hoping that J; have not wearied you, and I am very
sure I have not, I bid you good morning.
I incline to think the story a fib,
Of Eve's being made from a stolen rib;
I'd sleep till they stole every rib from my side,
If I got in exchange a beautiful bride;
For I know of no swap that would bring greater bliss,
Than to trade away bones for some Eve's pure kiss.
Philadelphia, 1875.
H. M. R.

NoT long since a German was riding along ~Samson
street, near Sacramento, when he heard a pistol shot behind heard the whizzing of a ball near him, and fRlt his
hat shake. He turned and saw a man with a revolver in
his hand, and found a fresh bullet-hole in his hat. "Did
you shoot at me?" asked the German. "Yes," replied
the other party: "that's my horse: it was stolen from me
recently." "You must be mistaken," said the German,
"I have owned the horse for three years." Well," said the
JEssE MUNN, Anderson, Ind., writes: Through the exertions of Dr. Hockett-vanguard in thought and action other," when I come to look at him, I believe I am misin this place-THE TRUTH SEEKER has taken root here taken. Excuse me, s}r, won't you take a drink ? "~
and is enjoying a healthy gt·owth. Another volume will
find its way to 100 subscribers here. In accelerating
A SINGULAR clerical dispute is reported from Newcastlethe doom of church despotism and preparing the way for
:Free Inquiry in all that concerns the welfare of man, .on-Tyne, in England. The Rev. Mr. Veale, the rector,
your paper is doing a big work, only requiring the sus- who had left his house and cure to Archdeacon Matthais,
taining mfiuence of public opinion to make its effective- on Saturday, Jan. 16, entered with six men, took possesness the more certain. Though many regard Christian- sion, and barricaded the house. At first the Archdeacon
itv in a state of decrepitude, as it most certainly is, yet
th6l Church is still a power in checking every onward im- refused to leave, and was restricted to one room. He drew
provement and must be effectually squelched before any up his food in a basket with a rope through the window.
great good can be attained. I rm glad to see your shafts The Mayor and leading men of the town met, but could
li.O well .Pointed in that direction. Your articles on the
Bible are pungent, clear and withering in the extreme. decide on nothing. On Sunday the Archdeacon was huntEach number shows a clear insight of both the ne~ative ed from room to room by the rector and his attendrmts.
and affirmative sides of the \!reat questions at tssue. Having been assaulted by the bailiffs, he has taken out
The reports of THE LIBERAL CLUB fill a very commendable s:r;mco in the columns of your journal, and afford summons against them. Crowds gathered aro•und the
m.uci). tn.formation.
house, and constables were cjj.lled in,

enough to avow his disbelief in such a God as the Bible
describes. It is to be regretted the resolution was otl'erecl
by one of the newly enfranchised citizens of the African
persuasion. The object at all events was impelled by a
spirit of intolerance and bigotry. The time remaining
for such exhibitions is short. It will not be many years
before a man who doubts the existence of the Jewish Jehovah will be as much respected as he who disbelieves in
Brahma, Vishnu, Fot or Jupitm·.
THE supply of black .walnut lumber is reported to bo
greatly diminished. A Cleveland, Ohio, paper says:
"Kentucky has quite a stock of good walnut, and much
that is verY inferior on account of its grey color and
tough, hard texture. Missouri also has some of a rather inferior quality. Western Ohio claims good walnut
but that of Eastern Ohio and Western Virginia is poor in
quality. The whole stock of the States is not eciual to a
full demand for ten years to come, Furniture manufacturers do not use it so lavishly as they did five years ago,
Other woods are substituted when possible, andonethousan·d feet of WQ,inut is made to go as far again as it did a
few years ago."
TERRIBLE AcciDENT.-At half-past eight o'clock on the
evening of Feb. 24th, as some 1200 people, a large proportion of whom were women,were assembled in St.Andrew's
church (Catholic) on Duane street in this city,listening to
a Lenten sermon from Father Carroll, a high wind prevailed, and blew a part of the wall of an adjoining building upon the roof of the church, when brick, mortar, and
'timbers came suddenly crashing·down upon tho unsuspecting worshipers below, creating terrible consternation and terror. Some jumved from the gallery on the
heads of those below, scores of men and women trampled
upon their weaker neighbors, and hundreds screamed
prayers and ejaculations of terror. Five persons were
killed and some thirty wounded-some of them seriously.
How will those who believe a kind, overruling Providence carefully watches over all, account for these sincere people being stricken down in this instantaneous
manner, while engaged in devotion? The fact vroves
that in time of real danger, the church~and the attitude of
prayer are no safer than other places and positions.
ILLUSTRATIVE of the fanaticism often engendered by
the Christian religion, 'Ye will mention the case of a
beautiful young lady in Honsdale, Pennsylvani.ho not
long since, by frequent attendance at.church, and brooding over the doctrines she had heard there, became the
victim of the hallucination that she had committed" the
unpardonable sin," which made her extremely despondent. Fearing she might do herself harm her father had
a watch kept over her, but having occasion to leave
town one day the person he left in charge of her was negligent in hifUluty. and she constructed an altar of combustible material near one corner of the house, and having set fire to it she threw herself upon it. She was burned to a crisp when found by her father on his return .
Previous to immolating herself, she wrote a letter to her
father:
"MY DEAR FATHER: My Immanuel appeared to me today. He reveal '3d to me ti).e fact that I have committed the
unpardonable sin, which I can only obtain forgiveness
for by passing through the cleansing of fire. I will intercede for you, my dear father. Bury my ashes on Immanuel's ground, at the north-east corner of the house;('iS
Meet me on the Eternal Ground, CRrssY.
Of all the causes of insanity the world has ever known,
none have been more prolific than the Christian religion.
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The Agency Is also prepared to ·transact any business that may be entrusted to
them. such as effecting Insurance on Life
and Property, renting property and collecting rents, searching records and examaming titles, procuring legal advice; negot.iating the sale or exchang-e of real estate
investing money for capitalists, obtainir,g
desired information, and imparting advice
other than legal; in short, we will undertake the execution of any legitimate business which persons in ·the country may require to have done in New York City.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

LIFE INSURANCE
On the most SAFE and reliable plan.

PRICE LIST OF CLOTHING.

Grey Union Sack Overcoats, $5 50 to $6 50
Black Wool .Sack Overcoats,
8 oo to 10 oo
Blue Chinchilla ditto,
PROFESSOR DRAPER'S
9ootonoo
Mixed Fur Beaver Overcoat, 14 oo to 16 oo
Grey Reefing Jackets,
3 50 to 4 75
All Wool Sack Coats,
8 oo to 9 50
HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN Black
Black Cloth Frock Coats,
650t0850
B 1ack All Wool ditto,
850to1550
Black Union Cloth Vests
2 oo to 2 50
Black All Wool ditto,
2 50 to 4 oo
Union Cassimere Sack Coats, 4 oo to 5 50
All Wool ditto,
60oto8oo
All Wool Cassimere Suits,
13 oo to 17 oo
7ooto9oo
Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of Cassimere Pants and Vest,
American Scientists and Liberals. His
S2ring and Summer Clothing.
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely Cottonade Suits cut in Sacks
read.
and Walking Coats, from
6 50 to 8 oo
. Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of LightWeight, all wool, Fancy
Price, $1.75. Address
Uassimere Suits cut in
sacks and walking coats,
10 50 t:o 20 oo
D. 1\L BENNETT,
Cottonade Pants lined and
unlined,
1 50 to 2 50
335 Broadway.
Light Weight fancy CassimerePants,
250to750
Light Weight fancy Cassimere Pants and Vests,
4 oo to 8 oo
Spring Overcoats in CassiE~ting
9 oo to 20 oo
.
ll!eres.
Light worsted Coats and
Vests all designs,
7 oo to 20 oo
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
Black cloth Frock Coats,
600tolOOO
Clack cloth Sack Coats.
4 50 to 6 50
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Union and all wool mackDoeskin Pants,
2 50 to 9 oo
Which should be in the b.and~ of every per- Union and all weol Black
son who would eat to ret:am and regain
2 oo to 5 00
Cloth Vests
health, strength and beauty. It contains Linen Sack Coats,
1 oo to 2 00
besides the science of eating and one hun: Linen Pants,
1 oo to 2 00
dred answe~·s to auestions which most peo- Linen Vests,
1 oo to 2 00
ple are anxious to know, nearly one hun- White Duck and Marseiles
2 oo to 5 00
elrod pages devoted to the best healthful
Vests, all designs,
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed Alpacea Sack Coats.
2 oo to 5 00
ones self, feeble bttbes and delicate chil- Blue Flannel Sack Coats,
400 to 7 50
dren so as to get the best bodily develoi;>- Heavy Satinet Suits, variouf!
7 oo to 8 50
mf!nt, Mo.lhers who c.annot nurse theii·
styles,
children will find full chrE:ctions for feedThe above articles of clothing are all of
ing them. and so will mothers who havo Superior
Quality, good material, and well
delicate children, and invalids who wish to
mado, and are not surpassed by any in this
know the best foods.
city.
Price, $1.00. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
l¥ir Measurements for clothing should
include length of limbs, circumference of
D. M. BENNETT,
body ovor chest and stomach.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Religion and Science.

...--

For Strength.

or the handsome" FLOWER PIECE," the
best chromos ever produced,
Terms of tho Golden Aue, post-paid·, $3.00
The Golden Aoe, one year, including a
beantiful pair of Ladies' Two-Button Rid
TID8 PAPEU. IS ON FILE Wn.•H'
Cass!meres, all colors, ricr yard, 75 to 2 oo
Gloves any size or color, $3;25.
·
Black Doeskins,
1 oo to 2 oo
The Golden Age, one year, including the
Broadcloth (uouble width}
2 oo to 5 01
Flower Piece, or both the landscape chroCalicoes (hy piece}
07 to 12
mos, unmounted,$3.00.
Ginghams "
10 to 10
The Golden Aue, one year, including
D·ress Goods ·•
25 to 30
mounted chromos, $3.50.
Alpaccas
"
21 to 32
Addr.ess,
Brown Sheeting,
8 to 16
GOLDEN AGE,
Bleached Sheeting,
7 to 10
Box 2848 New York. · Wbere Advertising Cm1tro.cts co.n be mo.df Hosiery (all colors} per dozen, 1 25 to 4 oo

Dry Goods!

ORDERS FOR GROCERIES
or not less than 5 lbs.
Will be promptly filied at wholesale prices,
adding 5 per ct. on sums over $20and 10 per
ct. on sums less than $20,
COFFEE.
No. 1, 35 cts., No. 2, 30 cts.
No.1, 37 cts., No.2, 33 cts,
TEAS.
Oolong, .
25 to 60 oents per pound.
Japan,
45 to 95 "
••
Young Hyson, 35 to 1.15
"
Imperial,
40 to 90 "
'l'wa1{ay,
25 to 40
Eng. Breakfast, 40to 90"
Green,
Roasted,

ORDERS FOR

HATS, CAPS and FURS.
Wool Hats
Fur Hats
Silk Hats
Cloth Caps

from .·15. to 60 cts. apiece.
'·
.80 to M.oo
"
"
" $2.00 to $8.00
"
. 75 to. $1.50

F'ur8 f1'0Jn $2.00 to $60.00 pm· &t.

BOOTS~ SHOES~
Boots, Cal!, (pegged}
$2.75 to $6.ooper pr.
·• · ·· (sewed}
2.00 to 7.oo "
· •• coarse, (pigged} 2.25 to 4.50 "
Shoes,
1.00 to 5.oo
Families and neighbors by ordering not
less than ~ dozen can obtain "bottom"
prices, while c.ost of freight will be correspondmgly reduced,
·

SPECIAL ATTENTION
Given to purchasing

Sewing Machines, Jewelrv
"

and Musical Instruments,

We can fum ish most of the older Sewing
Machines at 20 to 40 per cent. less than reiail price.
We can send a superior two-thread hand
machine for $13,
Also a superior Shuttle Machine complete for $20,
We will also make selections for

Public and Private Libraries,
Or procure any single book that may be
ordered.
,
We can sup}lJy Agents with fast selling
and Ilol'Ofltab.le Novelties and Notions, and
Merchants with Job Lots from Auct·ion.
MERCANTILE COLLECTIONS.
On collections less than $50, twenty
per cent.
On collections exceeding $50, ten per
cent.
OB'rAINING PATENTS.
From $25 to $100.
Negotiating the Sale or Exchange of
Real Estate, from 2 to 5 per cent.
The commission f.or procuring Legal
Advice, and for investing Capital, will
be fixed by correspondence.
Confidential letters requiring labor
and research, should include a fee adequate to the service required, but all
letters of simple enquiry, enclosing
stamp, will receive prompt attention.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. MARCH I, 1875.
RULES AND CONDITIONS OF THE
AGENCY.
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"Common Sense."

CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER.

All orders forthe purchase of Goods.
must be accompanied with the funds in
the form of Postal Order, Check, or
Draft on New York City, or money in
Registered Letter.
All orders and G.ireetions for shipping
or mailing articles must be written plainly and futty, to prevent toss, delay and
trouble.
Collections, balances and remittances
promptly remitted at the 1isk of the
Agency.
Care must be taken in ordering goods
to avoid mistakes~ as it will be impracticable to return articles shipped.
All goods guaranteed as represented.

A Spiritual Paper for tlte Pacific Coast.
A SiXTEEN-PAGE WEEKLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO
THE PHENOMENA AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUALISM, SOCIAL REFORM, WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
ETc., ETC.

The only Free Thought Journal west of
the Rocky Mountains,
An Excellent Corps of Contributors.
Reports of Radical Lectures and Discussions.

RA'I'ES OF 'I'RANSPOR'I'A'I'ION:

This paper has now reached its 32d number, and is growing in interest and influence. It is filled mainly with original matter, well written and ably edited.

By mail, 4 lb. packages, or less, 8 centc
per lb.
By Fast Freight, about. 2 cents .per lb.
By Ekpress when great dispatch is of
more account than cost.

Three Dollars per Annum, Post-paid.
Specimen copies sent free. Address
COMMON SENSE,
236 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

For their respectability, integrity, and
ability, the Agency are permitted to refer
to the following well-known gentleman:
W. I. GILCHRIST. McGregor, Iowa.
"
"
FRANK LARRABEE,
MORRIS ALTMAN, New York.
GILMAN, SON & CO, 47 Ex. Place, N.Y.
L. MANZ, Lyons, Iowa.
D. M. BENNETT, Ed. TRUTH SEEKER.
D. R. BURT, Dunleith, III.

BOOKS!
BOOKS!!
D. M. BENNE'I'T, Editor Truth Seeker.

Parturition without Pain.

Wishes the Public to remember he is
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
and Progressive Works of all kinds.

EDITED BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
Editor of the He-mld of Health.
CONTENTS;
1. Healthfulness of Child-Bearing.
2. Dangers of Preventions.
3. Medical Opinions as to escaping Pain.
4~ Preparation for Maternity.
5. Exercise during Pregnancy.
6. The Sitz Bathing and Bathing generally.
7. What Food to Eat and what to Avoid
B. The Mind during Pregnancy.
9. The Ailments of Pregnancy and their
Remedies.
10. Female Physicians, Anresthetics.
To which are added:
1. The Husband's Duty to <his Wife. 2.
Best Age for Rearing Children. 3. Shall
sicklY people become Parents? 4. Small
Families. 5. liiiJ>ortance of Phr,siological
Adaptation of Husband and ¥\ ife. 6. Celibacy. 7. Effects of Tobacco on Offspring.
B. Latest Discoveries as to the determining
the sex of Offspring, 9. Father's vs. Mother's Influence on the Cb.ild. 10. Shall Pregnant Women Work? 'h. Effects of Intellectual Activit¥ on number of Offspring.
12. Size of Pelns, and its relation to healthful Parturition, etc., etc.

Price $7.50.
Buy the Best.
SIXTY THOUSAND SOLD IN TWO YEARS!

Books by tlw following Modern AutlW?'&
kept in Stock :
Huxley,
Darwin,

Tyndall,
· Medal awarded at the N.Y. State Fair, 1874; First Premium at Western N.Y. Fair,
Herbert Spencer,
1874; 12 State Fair Premiums taken the past year; also, Silver Medal of Honor at Penn.
J, Stuart Mill,
State Fair, 1874.
Froude,
This gem of a Washing Machine has claims on public attention that few machines
L. Fu~rbach,
possess.
·
Dr.
Louis
Buechner,
We have tried it and find it all that it is claimed for it.- West Rural.
Th01nas Buckle,
We have thoroughly tested the Calkins' Champion Washer and find it in all respects
Louis Figuier,
simple, durable and cheap; efficient in its work, and capable of doing all that is
Sir John Lubbuck,
claimed for it. We endorse the Champion and recommend the firm.- Prairie Farmm·.
Charles Bradlaugh
We have seen the machine in oper~tion, and feol safe in recommending it to our
Robt. Dale owen,
readers.-Moore's Rural New Ym·ker.
·
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
·
A. J. Davis,
Almost every family will buy it, after seeing it in use. Send for descrivtive CircuPt•of'. Wrn. Denton,
lars and Terms to Canvassers. .
· B. F. Underwood,
CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER CO.,
Hudson Tuttle,
106 Chambers Street, New York, and 207 South Clark Street, Chicago, III.
Henry C Wright,
·
Dr.
A.
B.
Childs,
Having made svecial arrangement!l witlt the Company, we can send it by Express to
J'ICaria Ill. King,
all parts of the country, at the Company's price. In connection with THE TRUTH
III. B. Craven,
SEEKER, we send it at a greatly reduced price.
D. D. Horne,
D. :M:. BENNETT,
III. and D. W. Hull
335 Broadway, New York
As well as nume1·ous ~Jtlte?' authors.
Books on
E. B. illLL.
J. M. FOLLETT.

HULL'S CRUCIBLE;

A Wide-awake Spi1•·ituaUstic and
Social Ref'orm Journal.
What is said about 1 1 Parturition without
Pain."
Prominent among the reforms advocated
~ God~y's Lady's Book says:
"We give in HULL'S CRUCIBLE are the following:
our cordial approbation to this work, and
1. REFORMS IN RELIGION, such as shall do
would like to see it In the hands of every
mother in the land. The information it away with many of the outward forms and
contains is most Important, and, we are restore the power of go<;lliness.
ful1y convinced, reliable.
2. REFORMS IN THE GOVERNMENT, such as
Price, by mail, $1.00. Address
shall do away with the Rings, Cliques and
Monopolies,
and put ali matters concernD. M. BENNETT,
ing the Government of the People into the
hands of the Peovle.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
3. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONS
OF CAPITAL AND LABOR, such as shall secure
A Valuable Home Book for Women.
to Labor, the producer of Capital, the control of Capital.
4. REFORMS REGULATING TilE RELATIONS
OF T:Ej:E SEXES TO EACH OTHER, SUCh as shall
secure to every member of each sex the
HINTS ON GET1'ING WELL AND
entire control of their own person, and
place Prostitution in or out of Marriage
KEEPING WELL.
for money or any other cause, out of the
BY MRS. R. B. GLEASON, M.D.
question.
Any thought calculttted to boneflt humanTable oJ Contents:
ity, whether coming under any of the
above,
or any other·propositions, will find
Growing Girls; l\fonstruntion; Amencordial welcomo in the columns of HuLL's
orrohea; Men.Drrhagia; Dysmenorrhea; aCRUCIBLE.
Prolapsus Uteri; Leucorrhea; Pregnancy;
Approaching Confinement; Delivery; After
HULL's CRUCIBLE joins hands with all ReDelivery; Care of the Breasts; After Con- forms and Reformers of whatever School.
finement; Bathing of Babies; Dress of In- and welcomes anvb ideas, however unpopufants; Nursing; Weaning; Feeding of In- lar, calculated to eneflt hum11nity.
.fants; Infantine Diseases; Disenses of
Those interested in a live Reformatory
Of~tildren; Cliildren's Dress; Confidential Journal, are invited to hand in their subto Mothers; Intentional Abortion; Acci- scriptions.
dental Abortion; Sterility; Nervous Derangements; Sleep; Indigestion; ConstiTERMS:
pation; Menopause, or Change of Life.
One Subscription, 52 numbers - - - $2.50
••
26
u
...
- 1.25
It is a most Valuable Work, and should be ••
13
0.65
in the hands o 1 e-ve?'Y Lady.
All Letters. Money Orders anrl Dmfts
Price; $1.50 by mall. Sold by
should be addressed,
D. M. BENNETT,
MOSES HULL & CO., .
835 Broadway, N.Y.
24 Newcomb St., Boston,

:Talks to my Patients

U

IO

II

-

Science, _
The Arts,
SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.
lUedieine,
Theology,
We will send by mail, post-paid:
Law,
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
History,
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
Biography,
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Literature,
Sewing :r.rachine Agents and Dealers please
Romance.
Poetry.
send for circular. We want the patronage of every " liberal " in America.
And all Miscellaneous Subjects furSay you saw this Adv. in THE Sl?IRITUAL- nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
IST A~· WoRK.
Express or Mnil as directed.
FOLLETT &; HILL,
Address
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
D. M. BENNETT,
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
335 BROADWAY.
Oils, etc., etc.,
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.

BEST AND CHEAPEST

SEEDS
In America or Money Refunded.
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price&, qunlity,
reliable, fresh genuino seeds. true to name ..
A nico Floral and Gnr<ic'u Guido freo.
Wholcsnle list for ScedAmen free.
R. H. SHUMWAY.
till Apl. 15.
Rockford. III.

No Quarter to

~uperstition!

Every Freethinker should
have our New Cntalogue of
English and American Freethought and Miscellaneous
Books. SENT FREE I Rare,
scarce," 0. P." works a specialty.
Address
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES, Bibliopole,
Bronson, Mich.
6t8

~

Will
mailed Free
to all appliThis
one of the
and most
Catalogues published. It
is printed on beautitinted paper, con16 pages, two ole·
colored plates, over
fine engravings, and
full descriptions, prices,
and directions for planting about
200 varieties of Vegetable
Flower Seeds, B e d d l n g
Roses, &c., and is invaluable
Farmer, Gardener and Florist.
Address,
D. M. FERRY & CO.

Seedamen and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.
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fdds and ~ndft.
'Tis naught when woman humbugs ma,i.
For that's the good old style;
But, oil, man's confidence in man
Makes countless thousands smile.
A oiROUIT preacher in Missouri prayed,
for rain one night at a farmer's house, and
the farmer, who had a horse race:arranged for the next day, was so mad that he
turned the good man out of doors.
CoNVERSATioN•at breakfast table: Smith
"Ain't John late in bringingthe'mail this
morning?" Jones-" I guess there is
something on the postal cards that he
doesn't understand, and has to read them
the second time.''
A SooTHING PROMISE.-" Be easy.'' said a
rich invalid to his son-in-law, who was
every hour perplexing him with complaint's of his wife's misbehaviour. "Be
easy, I say: as her behavior is so very
blameable, I will alter my will nnd cut her
off with a shilling.'' The old man heard no
more of his daughter's failings.
AN absent-minded professor in going
out of the gateway of his college ran
against a cow. In the confusion of the
moment he exclaimed, "I beg your pardon, madam." Soon_ after he stumbled
against a lady in the street: in sudden
recollection of his former mishap he said,
So that's you again, you brute ! "
IT is reported that a man went home at
about three o'clock on Wednesday morning, and using his umbrella for a billiard
cue smote his sleeping wife in the short
ribs, crying" Pool," and sunk into a sweet
slumber. He has since explained to his
wife that women can have no idea how the
cares of business will sometimes affect a
man's brain.
EPITAPH ON THE ToMBSTONE OF AN OHIO
WOMAN.
Neuralgia worked on Mrs. Jones
'Till 'neath the sod it laid her.
She was a worthy Methodist,
And served as a crusader.
Her obseauies were held at two,
With plenty of good carriages.
Death is the common lot of all,
And comes as oft as marriages.
A VALENTINE.
. I dearly Iuv the slngin' bird
And -Ilttle buzzin' bee,
But dearer far than all the we> rid
Is thy sweet voice to me.
Oh, very deep is daddy's well,
And deeper is the sea,
But deeper in my buzzum is
The Iuv I bear for thee.
Then smile on me, dear Angeline,
And make my heart feel lite;
Chain the big dog and I will cum
A courtin' Sunday nite.
A HASTY man, with his arms full of his
wife's baggage.- thought he was left by the
train last night. and running rapidly
across a platform fell oYer a truck. He
straddled one of the handles and rode it
for a second, lunged forward and got his
legs tangled up in the cross pieces, when
the malicious thing reared up and slid forward just enough to throw the man off his
balance and get him down: he blacked
his eye, broke his spectacles against the
handles, and ran over his ·foot with the
wheels, and even after he got away from it
and was seated in the car, he says the truck
ran after him and kicked him in the ribs
twice before· the brakeman could get it
away from him.
A MARRIAGE between a young couole
recently took place in one of the southern
tiers of counties in this state. The young
lady was very precise and discreet, and
would not allow her lover the felicity of
hugging and kissing which young :people indulge in so ardently and which is so
much desired. She deemed it more proper such exercise should be deferred till
after marriage. After this interesting
ceremony took place, this city was taken in
in their bridal tour, and they stopped at
one of our _up-town hotels. He engaged a
room with two beds, and told her as he

should necessarily be absent on business
she had better retire and not wait for him.
She did retire but remained awake. 'rhe
young husband came in at a late hour and
immediately occupied the 1racant bed. After a few minutes he breathed heavily and
she became impatient and thus spoke to
him:
"My dear, are you asleep?"
"No, love." was the response.
"Darl!ng," said she," you have not kissed me since our marriage."
A loud snore was the answer to this.
"You are as mean as you can be," said
she.
Iii" What is the matter, my love?" he enquired as he raised his head.
"You don't love me," she c1'ied, real
tAars suffusing her eyes.
1!11." Yes I do, my little duck," sa-id he tenderly, "but you knowwe don't believe in
affectionate demonstrations. That is why,
you know. I never kissed you."
"But, now that we 'are married," said
she, bursting out with a cry, ''I'd-rather
-have-some-demonstrations.''
Like a good fellow, he got u!) and joined
her, when, we have every reason to believe," demonstrations" took place_ which
rendered her happy.
A PHILOSOPHIC DARKEY.-A correspond"
ent of the Gincinnatti Gazette, writing from
the Columbia river in the war times, gave
the following humorous account of a colloquy with a philosophic dar key:
I noticed upon the hurricane deck to-day
an elderly darkey with a very philosophical and retrospective cast of countenanc!',
squatted upon his bundle toasting his
shins against the chimney, and apparently plunged in a state of profound meditatation. Finding upon enq11iry that he be.
longed to the 9th Illinois, one of the most
gallantly behaved and heavily losing regiments atiFort Donaldson battle. and part
of which was aboard, I began to interrogate him upon the subject. His philosophy
was so m uc·, in the Falstaftlan vein that I
will give his views in his own words, as
near as my memory serves me:
" Were you in the fight?"
"Had a little taste of it, sah."
"Stood your ground, did you?"
"No, sah, I runs."
" Run at the first fire, did you ? "
·• Yes sah, and I would have run soonah,
had I knowd it war coming.''
·• Why, that wasn't very creditable to your
courage."
"Dat isn't in my line. sah-cookin's my
profeshun."
"Well, but have you no regard for yoi'!r
reputation?"
''Reputation'snofin to me by the side of
life.''
"Do you consider your life worth more
than other people's?"
•· It's worth more to me, sah."
·• Then you must value it very highly?"
"Yes, sah, I does-more den all dis world
-more dan a millions ob dollars, sah, for
what would that be wuth to a man with the
bref out of him? Sel.f.preserbashun is thll
fust law wid me."
" But why should you act upon a differ.
ent rule from other men ? "
"Because different men sets differen:
values upon dar lives-mine is not ii1 the
market.''
"But if you lost it, you would have the
satisfaction of knowing that you died for
your country."
" What satisfaction would dat be to me
when de power of fee lin' was gone?"
"Then patriotism and honor are nothing to you?"
"Nufin, whatever, sah-I regard dem as
among de vanities.''
" If our soldiers were like you, traitors
might have broken up thegoverment without resistance.
"Yes sah, dar would had been no help for
it. I wouldn't put my life in de scale 'ginst
no goberment that eber existed, for no
goberment could replace de loss to me."
"Do you think any of your company
woulrl hnve missed you if you had been
killed?"
·• i\Iaybe not, sab-a dead white man ain't
much to dese sogers, let· alone a dead nigga
-but I'd a-missed myself, and dat was de
pint wid me.''
It is safe to say that the dusky eoJ't>Se of
that Afric-an will never darken the lie],] ()f
carnage.

DR. WM. HALL'S

Positively
$50,000 Worth of Information
givei:. f!Jr 60 <Jents, conceruing Fowls. Eggs
and Chwkens.
BY A CLOSE OBSERVER.
How to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance of eggs, even in winter. How to pre;yent hens from ever wanting to set, and
how to make them set. How to preserve
eggs good one year. An easy plan to do it
Enclose 60 cents with order for full direc~
tlons. Address,
.
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville, 0.
-------------------

Sexual Physiology.

.BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS
THE CREAT• AMERICAN CONSUMP
TIVE REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATs, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excori
ated surfacfo's which the venom of the dis
ease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy !or
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
This work contains the latest and most
impo_rtant discoveries in the Anatomy and
PhysiOlogy of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation. Impregnation and Conception
occur: giving the laws by which the number and sex of offspring are controlled, and
valuable information in ref;l'ard to the begettin~ and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, and should
be read. by every family. With eighty fine
engravmgs. AGENTS WANTED.
SYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF CONTENTS.
The Male Organs of Generation.
The Female Organs of Generation.
The Origin of Life.
Sexual Generation,
The Physiology of Menstruation.
Impregnation.
Pregnancy.
Embryology,
Parturition.
Lactation.
The Law of Sex.
Regulation of the number of Offspring.
The Theory of Population.
The Law of Sexual Intercourse.
Hereditary Transmission.
Philosophy of Marriage,
This wo.rJr has rapidly passed through
twenty edrtionR, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and
valuable work has ever before been issued
from the press. Prof. Wilder, of Cornell
U.niver&itJ;. says· it is the beRt work of its
kmd pubhshed
Price, by mail, $2.00. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

The OXYGENATED BITTERS baTe been
the most popular remedy for Dyspepsia
Heartburn. Indigestion, and other like dis~
orders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and still maintain their unrivalled
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What is Catarrh? It is an affection of
the head, which may end in Deafness partial or total Blindness, diseases o'f the
throat.and vocal organs, and even in ConsumptiOn.
In nine cases out of ten. when people
fancy they have onlY a "cold in the head"
they have CATARRH!
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Rev. R. B. Lockwood's NASAL DOUCHE
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Rev. R. B. Lockwood's LIVER AND
STOMACH PILLS, for the cure of DYSPEPSIA and all disorders of the Stomach
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have used them.
Read carefully the pamphlet that accompanies the medicine.
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A Nov.Ew·~ in the mode of hanging criminals was recently introduced at Newgate, England. Instead of erecting the usual scaffold above ground, a pit was dug in the
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soil. and a trap-door made level with the ground opening
into the pit. The convict was pinioned by the executionTERMS:
One Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75 er on the top of the trap, and at a given signal the drop
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Six Months ................................... 1.00 fell, and the unfortunate ceasea I o live.
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each Month, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
BEECHER knows, and also his friends know, that nothOne Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one ing can be kept back. The whole truth must be evolved.
address.
Canadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents addi- This case is one of life or death with him, and his appeartional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
ance before the judge and jury will recall the manner in
Which the gladiators saluted the throne: Ave Gresar, morRATES OF ADVERTISINC.
itunts vos saluto, ("Hail, Cmsar, we who are about to die,
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch thus salute you.") All feel that this trial imperils destifor subsequent insertions.
nies hardly inferior 'to those of national importance.Troy 1'imes.

J/Joits and g[lipping.tJ.
HoLLAND now has 12,000 windmills in operation, at an
estimated annual cost of $4,000,000.
THERB are estimated to be about 55,000 bahies born every
year in Paris, of which number 20,000 are putout to nurse.

FALLIBLE CLERGYMEN.-Rev. George 0. Eddy. was
recently deposed for bigamy at GloversviJJe, N.Y., and
now his successor, Rev. Mr. Edgerton, is charged with
theft. He boarded at the l\'Iansion House, and in his
room the other day a servant found a quantity of stolen
napkins, towels, etc., packed in a valise. He was arrested. and left his watch in payment of his board bill. Ed·
gerton is a man about forty-five years of age, has a cork
leg, a brassy face, and remarkably talkative.

MRs. GERIT SMITH soon followed her distinguished husband to the grave. He died in December, and she a few
A BENEVOLENT gentleman from Vermont applied to a
days ago.
Boston gentleman for aid in·sending a Vermont missionIT has been colder in Sweden this winter than in any ary to Turkey. The reply was as follows: "I have inother civilized country. In Furndal the themometer vested much in Vermont securities, and lost many thousands by the acts of your railroad men, sustained by the
marked sixty degrees below zero.
people and the courts. I have also lived in Turkey, and
A cLERGYMAN at Taunton, Mass., lately asked his parish- had much intercourse with her people. I would far rathioners to reduce his pay, as many members of his church er give my money to send Turks as missionaries to Verhad lately suffered.a reduction in theirs. They cheerful- mont.''
ly complied. This is decidedly out of the usual course of
IF the Beecher-Tilton scandal does not improve the
things.
morality of the people it adds several remarkable phrases
THE church of the Rev. A. B. Burdick,at Westei"!y, R.I., to literature, such as ·• ste.vping down and out,"" hangdo not accept his denial that he his innocent of the charge ing on the ragged edge," and "nest-hiding." And here
of nest-hiding, since that denial is not supported by any comes a Miss Anderson of Virginia, who sues Capt.
evidence beyond his own word. They think him guilty, Blackburne for breach of promise, stating also that she
a;nd he will probably have to step down and out.
has intrusted him with several thousand dollars of her
JACOB's ExAMPLE THE BEST.-" Jacob kissed Rachel, and money, and has been to him "a wife in every sense the
lifted up his voice and wept." His example cannot be too word implies."
highly commended. It were better for a man to utter for'l'HE trial of a clergyman is in progress at Knoxville,
ty penitent howls than to write one letter of contrition, or Tenn. Several months ago the Rev. Archibald Hines was
to utter falsehoods and say he didn't do it.
accused of stealing flfty cents from a bowl in a cupboard
AN English scientist, by way of experiment, injected ab- in the house of a member of his congregation. An intersinthe into the veins of some dogs, for which he was fined esting scandal arose. 1\Ir. Hines declared it was all a conby an English magistrate for cruelty to animals. Shortly spiracy to ruin his reputation and drive him from his
afterward the French Academy of Sciences awarded him pulpit. The suit now in court is brought by him against
his accuser f<;jr shinder. Already over thirty witnesses
a prize of $500 for his scientific researches.
have testified, and the end is not.
IN China the bamboo is extensively cultivated. There
are no less than sixty different species of it, and it is used
IT IS NOW THOUGHT PROBABLE Mrs. Tilton may be
for almost everything. Out of it are made baskets, beds, placed upon the witness stand. Tilton's lawYers express
chairs, mats, pipes, brooms, matches, umbrella ribs, and their perfect willingness to the same, and everybody says
ever so many kinds of household and agricultural imple- "aye." While we arc about it let us have the whole truth.
ments.
Mrs. T., in all probability, knows quite as much about the
JoHN RusKIN has just given £7,000 to buy a piece of land matter at issue as any one. Let her be heard; also Susan
In England, to be cultivate.d by men of like sentiments B. Anthony,. Mrs. Stanton,l\Irs. Woodhull, Henry C. Bowwith his own, all of them to work with their own hands, en, Thomas Kinsella, Joseph Howard, and F. B. Car·and no machinery to be allowed. This sum is to serve as penter. Let all be called who know anything about
!t nucleus for other gifts, and all ol them together to be this delectable business. When all have had their say
called St. George's Fund.
may we have peace I
A CLERGYMAN in Fond du Lac, Wis., publicly prayed:
THE }3EECI!ER TRIAL.-The tenth week of this elephant.. Oh, Lord, Thou know est that my hatea wife is the one ine infliction has nearly passed, and we hope ten weeks
great obstacle in the way of a revival in my church. Wilt more will complete it. The defense have spent two weeks
Thou, in Thy goodness, remove her?" The next day the in examining their witnesses, and up to the present write
wife removed herself to her father's house, and now the ing nothing has been produced to set aside the points
petitioner is likely to be removed by his congregation.
made by the plan tiff, but rather corroborates his evidence.
ANOTHER DEPRAVED MrNISTER.-The Rev. Mr. Miles, The great effort seems to be to blacken Tilton's charac, late pastor of the American Methodist church, at Norwich, ter, hoping thereby to whiten Beecher's. But it wi~l not
Conn., who decamped with the church funds !tnd a strange avail. Tilton's crimes will not establish Beecher's mnowoman has bee!l heard from in New Hampshire, where cence. It is even doubtful it" the fountain of blood from
he had traveled about, taking collection" lor a church in Emanuel's veins," which he so greatly extols, will wash
Norwich." The public are warned against him by the all his stains away. It is feared they are too indelible to
be easily removed.
Zion's Hm·ald.

335BR0ADWAY, }
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$1 • 75 per y ear.

THE QUEER COMPLICA~'ION OF PLYMOUTH CHURCH.-The
scene presented in Plymouth church,lMarch nth, is one
that has never had a parallel, und it is to be hoped never
may-a minister preaching to a church, one of whose
members has·just sworn in court that he confessed to her
his adultery with another member, while a third member
has been charged by the minister (through his lawyer)
with being a "conspirator" against his reputation, and
retorts by pronouncing the charge a" malignunt fabrication," and daring his pastor to call him into court.Sp?·inofield Republican.
RELIGION GoNE STARK MAD.-The revivalist, Hammond, has been trying his skill upon little children in
San Francisco, by getting up a revival meeting for children ranging from four to twelve years of age. By
Hammond and a half-dozen associates, these little susceptible fellows are told in impassioned language that
"they are great sinners, and wlll inevitably go to hell and
be burned forever. unless they at once come to Jesus, and
are washed in his blood." Itisnotstrangethcyshouldbecome excited and go through the form ot" getting religion." ·• Little tads" of four, six and eight years confess
themselves great sinners, but when asked what particular
wrongs they have committed they cannot remember them.
How wrong thus to force upon the tender minds of children the llogmas and absurdities of theology I Better that
they never hear them until they arrive at mature years.
It requires many years in after life to disabuse the mind
of the flrrors und fallacies imbibed in childhood, and so
persistently inculcate(! )Jy priests and Sun(lay-school
teachers. It is far better to instruct them in the primary
branches of education and how to conduct themselves,
leaving creeds and dogmas until they are better able to
judge them.
BuRNS AND BEECHER.-The following poem was written
by a Scotch woman, Mrs. Janet Wood, oii the occasion of
the Rev. Henry Ward Bee!Jher being t~ppointed to deliver
an oration, in New York, at the celebration of the Burns
centennial, Jan. 25th, 1859. Part of it now reads as if it
had been prophetic:
I hear the task has fa'n to you,
To gie the bard o' Ay r his due;
But use him weelHe kept sweet charity in view,
E'en for the deil.
His wee, sma' fau'ts ye noed nae tell'Folks say ye're nae o'er guid yersol,
But deil may care;
Gin ye're but half as guid as Rab,
We'll ask nae mair.
'fhen clinna seek to find a flaw,
But o'er his fau'ts a mantle thraw,
And leave the rest
To Him wha made and tried th' heart,
He kens the best.
A century hence, and wha can tell
What may befa' your cannie sel'?
Some holy preacher
May tak the cudgels up for ane
Ca'd Harry Beecher.
·
I mak nae doubt, ye'd like tae ken
'tYha 'tis taks up the auld Quill pen
To write this rhyme;
The knould be little worthI'm past my prime.
But when a lassie, young and fair,
I've wander'd aft by bonnie Ayr,
Wi' heartsome glee:
Ere fate's stern mandate sent me forth,
Far o'er the sea.
Still Scotia's hills, and Scotia's plains,
Her poets, and her poets' strains,
To me are dear;
A desert spring within my heart
May claim a tear.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH 15, 1875.
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The Witch of the Wine-Mark.
A Tale of the Royal Colony ef Mas.wuhuRetf,q,
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

..

CHAPTER XIII.
Notwithstanding that when we last parted from
Maurice Fitz Raymond and the volunteers, the party
was but a few miles distant from Boston, the late rain
storms had so ploughed up the roads, and bad carried
away so many rnstic bridges, the task of regaining
the town was no easy matter.
Still the soldiers, after a good night's rest, struggled
onward in their course; although. during the whole
day, at the evening of which we have now anived,
they had scarcely accomplished half a dozen miles ;
an<:l it was not until after night had fallen, that they
began to recognize their proximity to their final destination.
1\'Iamice and Francis were, of course, congratulating themselves upon the happiness that awaited them
individually in the agreeable surprise which their unexpected presence would afford Alic~ and Florence,
although Fitz Raymond did not feel quite at ease in
relation to the partial failure of the little expedition,
a.ncl inclined to the belief that upon him and the other
otficer in charge, the censure of some Of the authorities would probably fall somewhat heavily.
No one in the town had suspected that the rarty had
met any reverse, or was on its way home, and ere the
lights of the clustering houses began to twinkle in the
distance, there was a sudden resolve on the part of
more thaH one of the soldiers, not to resume the
journey toward Cape Ann until they were better equipped and their numbers largely augmented.
All the inmates of the villa had been moving heaven
and earth to influence the authorities to revoke the
warrants that had been granted for the arrest of AliP.e
and Martha-the latter having been brought under
the ban of the. gloomy ecclesiastics on the representations of Huskins and the Noose. Every effort to relieve the poor fugitives was in vain, however, and resulted onlY. in an intimation, that those who made it
we..re possibly just as amenable to the charge of witchcraft as the accused themselves.
Poor Mrs. Ravenswood was in a state of health so
feeble that personally she could do but little. Florence, however, was all alive to the necessities of the
case, and was in town daily, secretly endeavoring to
reach the ear of the Governor. But, then, so frightful a hold had the superstition won upon him, and so.
elosely was he surrounded by a host of the wildest
and most cruel fanatics, that she discovered but very
little hope in that direction.
In fact all the authorities, both lay and clerical,
seemed to have lost even the slightest sympathy with
humanity. Day after day petitions were pouring
in upon them from those who, in a state of desperation at the dangers that threatened some beloved
one upon whose head the fat.al blow was about to
descenc1, cared nothing for their own personal safety
or interests. It was all to no purpose, for even when
the case was of a nature to melt the most obdurate
heart, the response was: "'J'IJC enemies of the Lord
must. he exterminated!"
An offense against the State, no matter how heinons, was regarded as nothing, when compared with
one against the Church. As in the case of the murder committed by the Noose with the rope which had
gained for llim the terrible sobriquet that clung to him
with such pertiuacity, blood might be shed with impunity, so long as -the mnnlerer acknowledged the
ecclesiastical power, and declared it of supreme authority and divine origin. Hence the terrible darkuess that overspread the land. All reason was clouded! A peal of thunder was tlie roar of an angry
Deity a flash qf lightning was the appalling sweep of
his r~vengeful scimitar, and the great winds that
swept the unhealthy mists from valleys, were the
lireath of his wrath.
No. executioner that ever stood by a dripping block,
c:ould be more hideous and bloocl-stained than the
Christian God of the period. In the estimation of
his cruel and mise;';lidecl w<;ll'shipers, his omnipotent
arm was always ra1sed to stnke, and was never exteQ.d"d in love or compassion toward the majority of his
r:hildren.
As a man is, so is his God. '£here are hells of ice,
and hells of brimstone and fire. All ancient and
modern Deities may be regarded as simply mirrors in
which the people see themselves reflected, individually or collectively. '!'here are in teality as many
Gods as there are men, so long as the latter ignore the
sublime and unified teaching,s of nature, or endow the
creator with passions and pulses that are simply 1mman. We can conceive of nothing more perfect or
powerful than that which might be centered in a being
formed as we are. Man, in some shape or other, or
something that feels or thinks or. acts like him, will
be at the back of all mysterious forces. We .willhave a finger in. the .I?ie, some~ow ;' and bene~ our
great failure and mab1lity to arnve at any prox1mate
reasonable conclusion as to the true nature or charac-

ter of that universal entity-the Great First Causethe Father and Giver of Light.
When Titmouse knocked at the door of old Giles',
it was speedily opened by the ferryman, who, with a
keen perception of the dangers that surrounded himl
at once saw that something of an unusual natnre han
occurn~d to induce such a scrap of ni.ortality to visit
him from the villa at that ~omewhat unseasonable
hour.
. "What's up now, Titmouse?" he asked, as he closed the door behind the dwarf.
"I have been to the ravine," returned the other
" to see Reel vVing and Firefly, but they were gone!
They must have been surprised in some way, for when
I entered the wigwam l saw things lyil~g scattere.d
about that they would not have left helund them If
they had time to take them along.
"Fled from the wigwam!" exclaimed Giles, while
the color faded from his cheek.
''Yes!" rejoined the dwarf, "and left a valuable
bundle of furs behind them, which ought to be taken
charge of by ,some one o.f them, if they ever come
back again."
·
In a moment the ferryman was equipped as for a
journey, and seizing his lantern he sallied forth, accompanied by the dwarf. He had, for the time being, transferred his vocation on the river to another
party, as already observed, so that now he was free to
visit the ravine. But not knowing the precise spot in
which the lodge of the chief stood, he prevailed upon
'ritmonse to accompany him, who was .in total dark·
ness as to Martha and Alice having been secreted in
the wigwam, or as to the fact that the bundle of furs
belonged to Giles.
We all have some absurd weakness, however we
may seek to disguise it; and that of Giles was a profound conviction that, at soine period when he was on
the river, his house would be forcibly entered by Indians or other thieves, and his fnrs, which were the
apple of his eye, be stolen. Although brave as a lion,
and of excellent judgment-nay, exceedingly keen
and observant in other relations, upon this point he
was at sea completely; and hence his little secret
closet, already referred to, in which he kept these treasures beneath his own roof, and in which Alice had
concealed her~elf for a short period on the night of
her flight from the house of her. friend in the town.
Even in this secure place, however, he found no relief; for, as we have already seen, he had removed
hi.s valuable package to the cave, in the hope of placing it beyond all casualties, although from wllat we
have shown, it was obvious that, instead of adding to
its secnrity, he absolutely placed it in the highway of
danger.
It was now, however, the case of his daughter and
Miss Ravenswood that moved him to instant action;
for although the exposed condition of his furs, which
he knew to be in the wigwam, did not escape his notice, it was the fate of the poor fugitives which now
overwhelmed him, and it was in the direction of its
discovery tllat all his enquiries were now bent.
From what the dwarf had told him, he felt assured
that Sloucher and Huskins had somehow become
aware of their second place of refuge, and had pounced upon them, unexpectedly. He was satisfied that,
had they not been surprised, they would have borne
off the furs and all that was in the wigwam besides;
for Red Wing had informed !lim that his property was
safe and in good keepine;. Now he determined to
possess himself of it agam, and bear it back to the
little closet from which 1t had been removed so secretly, and there let it take its chance until he found an
opportunity of disposing of it.
Having traveled at a round pace, it being unnecessary to light the lantern to make out the track, although it was quite dark enough, they soon reached
the ravine. Here Titmouse took the lead, and in
a few moments they were both standing in the deserted, wigwam.
It was precisely as the dwarf had stated-the lodge
was complete!)' deserted, and evidently in haste; for
there lay the furs, while various articles of Indian apparel and some valuable skins were scattered about.
The fire was reduced to a few dying embers, from
which the ferryman had lighted his lamp the moment
he entered the place.
Silence the most profound reigned tln·ou~;;lwut the
glen. 'fhere was not a sound to be heard m any direction. The place was voiceless. The Indians and
the fugitives, for some cause, had had to make
their escape from the spot without a moment's preparation.
This fact ascertained, the ferryman turned with his
lantem to try and discover some traces of their flight
outside, and to learn, if possible, the direction they
had taken. With this intention, he was about to step
from the wigwam, when he was suddenly confronted
by a man in the uoorway. It was John Langton, who,
notwithstanding his half-promise to Red Wing not to
approach the ravine, was so distresseu and alarmed
regarding the dangers that surrounclccl Martha, he
could not resist stealin!): away for the purpose of satisfying himself, with h1s own eyes, that she had not
sunk under the calamity that had befallen her.
Each man was an apparition to the other. But after the first start of surprise, old Dick revealed the
true state of the case to Langton, who fairly staggered beneath its terrible weight. 1'here was no time to
be lo£t, however, so the two men, followed hy the

dwarf, started forth to inspect the gnmnd about the
wigwaui.
Here they soon discovered the path that had been
taken by the fugitives, and of the certainty of this
they had the most complete evidence, for Titmouse
picked from a thomy shrub, what tumed out, upon
exainination, to be a piece of Martha's dress.
On they moved along the same nanow track until
they reached the point where the horses had been
standing, and where the fugitives had been gagged
and bound.
Here ~hey perceived the evidences of a most violent
struggle, and the ground deeply indented and broken with the traces of horses' feet. 'rhis was a tenible disclosure ; for obyiousJy there WaS no flight of
the Indians, bnt quite another affair, where the captors had esP.aped with their captives, But as to tlw
identity of the former, no clear opinion could bearrived at for the time being ; as eviclen tly Sloucllcr m·
Huskins would have resorted to no such means of
removing the fugitives had they fallen upon them,
but"have seized tllem in the wigwam.
However, there was no more to be clone at the moment ; for to add to their perplexity, they made out
that two of the horsemen, whoever they were, had rielden off in one direction, while the remaining one had
taken another ; and it was to the fact of their having
discovered the tracks of two horses on the one side
and those of one on the other, that they found there
had been three horses and three only went upon the
mysterious occasiou.
Returning to the wigwam with the determination
of removing the furs and aught else of value, the two
men and the dwarf were soon retracing their steps
from the ravine, Langton carrying the bundle of furs
and the others bearing off ~uch things as they thought
of any value.
They soon reached the ferryman's where they sat
in agonized council for an hour; after which ,John
and Titmouse started for the villa-the former telling
old Dick that he should return early in the morning to
take up the clue with him that they had discovered at
the edge of the ravine.
Were it not for the all-pervading and inexorable exactions of the laws of Nature, or some laws that control us physically and metaphysically there would uot
be a sane man in existence. There would be no co·
herence in our being if onr metaphysical and our
physical selves were not, while in this state of existence, mutually dependent upon each other.· It is
while in that state of equilibrium arising from their
muti.1al influence upon each other, that we escape being absolutely crazy on the one hand or mere sensual
animals on the other. The body holds down the
spirit and the spirit holds up the body. Give either
full power over the other, and both are lost; for
the spirit, regardless of the trammels of the flesh,
would be continually attempting impossibilities; while,
were the body wholly in the ascendant, we should not,
be removed above the beasts of the field. For our
part, we should, were we driven to make a' choice,
accept the more ethereal calamity.
Madge Gordon might illustrate one:side of this knotty question, with this exception, that there were moments of her existence in which some struggle seemed
to be takin~ place ili her being with a view t0 restoring
its lost eqmlibrium. At times a gleam of reason shot
athwart her darkened mind, and then she sllrank
back as from tile memory of some terrible dream out
of which she had just awoke. And hence, when she
encountered the Fanatic at his own door, in the light
of a sudden flash of retui'ning reason as it were, she
recoiled from him for an instant, as if sensible, for
the period, that he was a foul thing. nut soon the
wonted cloud fell upon her again, and she who had
once been noble and good, was once more the victim
of the blind and bloody superstition that so frequently usurped her whole being.
Although bearing all the impress of age, Mauge
had not yet seen her fiftieth year. She had been
married when quite young, but her husband, like the
father of Alice, had fallen a victim to the Indians.
She had had but one child, a daughter, who had been
born after ehe bad attained her twenty-second year,
and who had grown up a beautiful girl until she
reached the age of fifteen, when she became entangled in the meshes of a net woven by Sloucher, at the
point where the family resided somewhere on the
coast. The plot bad been so mysterious and infernal,
that the poor girl believed she had entrusted herself
one night to the guardianship of a young minister
whom she loved sincerely, and who adored her in return, and was pledged to make her his own within a
few days. She awoke to a sense of her awful situation .on iiuding that she had been betrayed into thP.
arms of the villain flloucher, and that the stmlight
had departed from her forever. ,
Slw regained her mother's house, but ere she had
recrossed the threshold her reason had given way emcompletely, and the past was as blank to her as if it.
had never existed. No one suspectP.cl the FaJJatic,
and no one divined the true nature o( the ease, until
little 'fitmouse was bom-an occurrence whic:h was
followed an hour subsequently hy the death of his
unfortunate mother.
From this latter moment a veil fell over the reason
of Madge, and she became gradually more and more
lost to herself until a belief in the superstition of
witchcraft seh>:ecl upon her, nncl converted her into
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the wild fanatic that she had now so long been.
Being unable to take care of the child, he was
brought up by strangers until he at last was taken in
charge by the Ravenswoqcls, who treated him with
the utmost kindness, for which he displayed in return
fl fidelity not to be surpassed.
Sloncher, although finding his infamy had liot TH~cn
divnlged by his victim, and ])resuming it was now
buried forever, was, nevertheless, attracted toward
Madge as though he would stand between her and
the terrible secret. In the ruined state of her mind,
he thought also, that he could convert her into an
agent to work out his nefarious (lesigns, whether in
the line of hiA r]ark superstition, or in another, more
reprehensible still, were such possible. In pursuance
or his purpose he gained absolute ascenclency over
the wreck of her reason, such as it was, and made her
his slave.
'fhe;youn~ minister who had been affianced to the
mother of 'I itmouse died of a broken heart. He had
given an old signet ring to his betrothed, which she
wore on the night of her disaster. This ring waS" disC"\ov.ercd by Sloucher lying on a table in the apartment from which the poor, rqined creature on hecoming aware of her situation \\'as preparing to fiy. He
had snatched it up hastily and thrust it i!1to his pocketjnst before she clisrtppeared. She seemed to have
noticed the act before her reason gave way ; for just
l.Jefore she breathed her last,she whispered to her mother, in a returning g;Ieam of light, "Avenge me on
him!" The poor elistractcd parent could make out
no more, save the words, "The signet ring! He h~ts
robbed me o1' it! I know my love is dead!" '
These were the only sentences that lived unimpaireel in the memory of Madge. When not engaged in
the work of persecution, they were ever present with
her; but not having the power or the inclination to
seek any fnrtheF elucidation of them, she brooded
over them in silence, and without ever uttering them
to any one.
She had become perfectly familiar with the appearance of the signet, and had long cherished its form
and peculiarity as something mysterious and solemn.
She entertained the idea, also, that Titmouse was in
so1ne way connected with the ring, and that besides
he had been left in her care.
'fhis latter, however, did not at first appear to infiuence her affections to any great extent, although it
subsequently seemed to awake in her bosom a more
tenelet feeling toward the poor child, than she evinceel toward any other soul living-her relation to
Sloucher being simply of a wild and fanatical nature.
BJiO'ht as thi.s feeling was, however, it was sufficient
t.o lead her to the villa quite frequently, where she
met the (lwarf, and where recently she appeared to
take a growing pleasure in contemplating him from
some retired corner. ·
But if she had no adequate idea of the relationship
in which Titmouse stoou to her, Sloucher, who hr,d
never lost sight of the child from the moment· of his
birth was better informed; for he !mew precisely ho"\v
the V.:hole case stood. And this it was that had attracted him to the villa ii:J. the first instance, although
he evinced nothing but the most heartless f!uriosity
toward the poor boy, who, by others, was regarded
an orphan, and without any relatives living. When,
however his unholy eyes had fallen a few tilres on
Alice a~cl when he considered what power ]le wielded a~ong the fanatical brotherhood to which he belono-ed other inducements began to dmw him thither l':mti\ at last he found himself aspiring to control
th~ religious ideas of the ~eautiftll gi_rl, so. th~t he
might ultimately coerce her mto hecommg Jus wife.
'fhe result of all this, for so far, we have already
seen and now as Madge sat gazing gloomily into the
clem~ lire, awaiting the appearance of Alice, who had
always been kind and considerate to he_r whenever she
visited the vtlla, the memory of the nng came upon
her as usual, and in a singularly lucid interval the impression began to steal upon her, that she was about
to participatr~ in a foul wrong against Alice Ravenswood.
.
.
.
!3efore the veil fell agam, and as If moved by some
mysterious impulse, slie took up the ~amp from the
table beside her, and entered the sleepmg apartment
already alluded to. Scarcely had she closed the door
behind her, however, until all was dark once more,
and she began moving about without any apparent
aim or purpose. Soon, however, she notiCed something gleaming on a small table close by the soft; cottch
of the Fanatic, on which she had laid down the
lamp. She looked again, and starting, seized it with
u wild cry!
It was the ~ignet ring! and scarcely had she clntched it wheu she fell senseless to the tloor, strikiug her
hettd' ao·ainst a comer of the table as she descended.
The ~hock seemed to be attended with results the
moBL sitwnlar for before she had lain prostrate a
minute ~~e r~gaiuecl her feet; and, passing her hand
over h~r eyes, began -to look about her in bewilderment. She still clutched the ring firmly, and lter eye
fallino· upon it once more, she replaced it where she
had fi~st discovered it, aml, with a long and deep-drawn
sigh took up the lamp and retired from the room.
1n' the apartment which she now re-entered, all appeared strange to her. Had she awakeuecl from a
long and h illeonR dream ? She had; fo{ ere J\Iaclge
Gordon resumed her seat, the cloud had passed away
forever, and she was no longer the poor, crazed crea-

t~re she had been for so many years. The sudden
~1gl~t of the. ring, and the shock experience.cl while
falling, !mel m some mysterious way combined to restore her reason.
The occurrence 'that we have just narrated, took
place shortly after nightfall, and a few moments subsequent to the period when the conspirators had set
out on their infamous mission to the ravine. So that
while the villain, S!oucher, was full in the assnrance
that his fiendish plot would _soon terminate in accordance with his desires, heaven was preparing, beneath
his own roof, an obstacle to its- consummation, of
which he could not anticipate the existence by any
possibility whatever.
At first all seemed confused to 1Yiadge; but as she
·became gradually calmer, some instances of the past
and the present began to impress themselves upon
her tmderstanding, which was acquiring more strength
momently. The situation was strange and startling
to her; but as she now felt her reason had been long
prostrate in the dust, and that she must cherish its
retum without overtaxing it, she simply made up her
mind to conceal her altered condition nntil she should
learn more of the signet ring, and of the reasons why
Alice Ravenswood was denounced as a witch, aud
secretly carried to the lonely rasidence of Solomon
Sloucher.
.
In a single moment the mysterious light in which
she had long viewed the Fanatic disappeared in the
most forhicleling gloom. All the weird charms of his
wild superstition bad lost their power over her; ane1
she began to suspect that the man of whom she had
been a blind and willing slave, she could not say how
long, was a wretch that had the gratification of his
own lustful and sordid views at heart only.
These reflections were passing through her newlyrestored mind, when she heanl the tramp of a horse
outside. She arose to her feet, still dizzy and a little
bewildered, and listened attentively. In a moment
there was a loud knocking at the door. She hasten
eel to open it, when the first object that met her eye
was S!oucher with the helpless and half· unconscious
form of Alice, gagged aud bound in his long sinewy
arms.
She recoiled from him as from a viper, but perceiving that the)poor girl was almost suffering the aguo1iies of death, she snatched the gag from her mouth,
and winding her arms. round the all but inanimate
girl bore her into the adjoining apartment, while the
villain Sloncher stepped on~ into the night, to lead the
horse some distance from the hou£e, and to set him
free, so that he should regain the barnyard from
whence he had been taken before his absence was
tliscovered, or at least that he should not be encountercel in the vicinity of the old and gloomy blocl'
house hy any one who chanced to pass thrtt way.
[To BE coNTINUED.]

Professor Swing.
BY W. E. LTirillNS.

Very few preachers stand in such prominence hefore the Vvest<lrn public as Professor Swing, of Chicago. His bold :mel fearless utterances of a theology
somewhat in advance of old orthodoxy, has given him
an audience extending far beyond tl,e limits of the
congregation that assembles to hear his earnest and
eloquent discourses. His trial before the presbytery
for heresy, and his subsequent withdrawal from the
Church has contributed largely to his fame as an eloquent preacher and intlependent thinker, and bas induced thousands to study his thoughts who would
otherwise have passed him by without notice. 'l'here
are very few, perhaps, of the many thousands who
have read his sermons, but have been profited by
them, even though they could not agree wi.th him in
all his conclusions. 'l'o his friP-nds who reject the
Bible as the infallible word of God, his arguments do
not always seem to rest on well-established premises.
But, assuming the Bible to be what the Church holds
it to be, his logic may be faultless.
In the sermonl'vlr. Swing preached on Sunday, 2±th
of Jan., he manifested his usual benignant and· tolermlt spirit. He contends that the churches of to-clay
are not responsible for the Christian practices of former ages. For the persecutions of those times he has
no need of apology. He admits that this historyloving age has thrown the Church into a little confusion. It is his present purpose to·remove this emJ,arrassment.
He says : ''In the presence of such a history-loving
age there is only time this morning to state that the
Church of to-day cannot be held responsible for past
conduct and past beliefs, unless tl1at conduct and
belief are still inculcated by the words of Christ. It can
only be held responsible for what is still taught in its
creed and revealed in its life. The awful catalogue of
crimes, the array of silly or wicked doctrines, t.he
hostility of the old Church to astronomy and all science, the cruelty of Christians toward the unbelieving,
all this large indictment. drawn up ag!tinst the Clmrcil
by Buelde, an1l Lccky, and Draper indicate only this :
t!Jat the past held the words of Jesus without nnrlcrst:mLling them, :tnd trampled divine ideas nuder foot
as swine trample pearls into tlle lllllll."
j'l'he Christian Church has written its own histo1'y in
inefl:'aceable characters. It is not made lly otllerR. lt
has opposed every iuuovation that outside intlnences
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have offered for the betterment of humanity, whether
of science or philanthrophy as long as opposition was
possible. Then when it was obliged to admit the
new idea, with supreme at'l'ogance it has claimed to
be its author. :Mr. Swing says : " It (the Church)
can only be held responsible for what is still taught in
its creed and reveal't)cl in its life." Let the Church
disclaim all interference with the consciences of others,
let it cease its denuyciations of good men for a simple difference of opinion, and none will charge her
with the spirit that actuated the Christians of other
times. The Church at any time is justly chargeable
with her crimes and beliefs of that time; and is justly
chargeable to-day with the spirit she exhibits to-day.
Is she not intolerant tci-day? Is she not hurling the
ugly epithet of Infidelity at some of the wisest and
truest philanthropists o1 the pres(>nt? The spirit that
marked her cOUJ:Se in other years is her animating
spirit now. She appealed to what she called an infallible authority then, she appeals to the same authority
now. Mr. Swing bases his theology on the same.
Are all who difl'erfrom him in their interpretation of
this infallible book "trmupling divine ideas under
foot as swine trample pearls in the mud ?" When
did spurious Christianity end, :mel the genuine begin? Hut! John Calvin, the Scotch Presbyterians of
the seventeenth centnry, and the Puritans of New
England the tme idea oi the Christian religion?
1\lr. tlwing says : "Instead of writing a history of
the Christian C.:hnrch, Dr. Draper has given us whut
might lle called a 'biography of fools.' "
Did not the Christian Cimrch array itself on the
side of the slaveholder in the heated discussion that.
preceded the downfall ot that wretched institution ?
Are not many of them now using every influence in
their power to haY@ a clause inserted in the Constitution of the United States that will give them the constitutional power, if they can muster the legislative
influence, to drive every Jew and lniidel from the
country, as Torqnamanda clid the Jews and l\Ioors of
Spain ? Why do they wish this power if not to exercise it ? W oulcl the history of the much boasted
Puritan~, the history of the Church in opposition to
the An tl-Slavery movem(>nt, with its numerous sermons and pamphlets in proof of. the ·divine institution
of Slavery, and the more recent history of the attempt.
to obtain political power in the government be a "biography of fools'' rather than the history of the Church
t!Jrough that period ? Is the history of the trial of
Swing by the Chicago Presbytery a "biography of
fools,'' or is it a part of the history of the Presbyterian Church-the closing part, as the burning of tlervetus was the beginning.
'file writer of this hati recently seen the principle of
a sellool in a neighboring city excluded theretrom
for the reason, as the directors averred, that "he wa~
not orthodox.'' Yet he wus acknowledged to be a
superior edueator. He had the friendship d all the
patrons exc·cpt a few bigots, and of all the teachers
aml sci1olars without regard to religious opinions.
Tney did not accuse him of the least taint of immorality nor of teaching any kind of theology, inside or
outside the sehool-room. But he di:d not teach tlte1:·1'
theolog-y, though to have done so he would have
violate<.l 8tat.e l!LW. The directors cared nothing for
honor nothing for the good of the school, nothing fo~·
a viol~tion of an implieel cou:tract, nothing for pecuniary JosH imposed upon him and a weakly familyall must be sacrificed to gratify this bigotry. '!'his is
out an isolated case, but uo doubt there are thousand~
Buell all over the conn try. Is the Uhurch not respon~ible for sueh wicked intolerance now? 'l'hen wllere
does their responsii.Jility begin? Whether such history is the'' biography of _fools." or not, it is a history
of ille iutolerauec o1 ChnstJamty to-day.
There are thousands of good men and women all
over our country who cannot conscientiously adopt
the cltwmas of the ()Jmreh, who are shorn of half
their e~joyment of life by the persecution, the obloquy uncl contempt heapett upon them by the Christian
Church of to-day, for which it is alone responsible, as
it has been· in all agl'S of its existence, tor its wickedness and folly when they gu as far towarel punishing
heretics as Jaw and pull lie opinion permits, it is not
uncharitable to suppose that they wonlcl go to greater
lengths if they hall the power.
Rock ]llJliN, Ill.
A sEmous now occurred a few llays ago in l\Iontreal
in a Uatholie l'imrch upon the occasion of Father Chiniquy's leeturo. Stieks :.nd stones were useLl and some
ltealls were Llroken. A few shoti! from revolvors were
llred but no one kil-led.
'l'HR amount of coinage executed. Lluring the six months
en<ling Dec. ~~, 187-l, at the mints in Philadelphia, San
ilmneiseo, and Car~on has been in go I. I, $1~.714,820~ tradtl
llollars, S2,546,10U: subsillinnr ;;i lver en ius, $G50,4ll5: total,
$~2.ml,.J.:{;,.

During the Rame period tho

l~oinerti

have ope-

rat.<'tl ut.on S!l\,G7!1.~17 of gohl ant! silvt·r lmlliou, at a loss
of only S2,70t\ to tho government. :.nll of which loss at
least two-flfths will be recovered at the nnnnr.l settlement
from sweepings, 1llings, etc. At the annual aet.tlement of
Mint :w.,ounts in Juno last. tho entire loss on $142,744,097.
gold ant! silver bullion opera.terl upon was. only $7,505•
The sweepings for the fls<ml year ending June 30, !874,
amonnted to Sl:J,lll,88,
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make a living by it in the present world. It is the blind said quite as much in his pulpit, and insisted that
leading the blind, and all will fall into the ditch. It would skeptics and Liberals, in representing the enlightened
be far better for you, if you would leave off your writing, Christian clergymen as adhering to the letter of the
even if you had to take hold of the plow andgrubing hoe
Genesis nanative, were wrong, and that a very small
A JOURNAL
for an honest living.
Do just what you please with this composition, and be part of the learned, sensible- poriion of clergymen
sure to r·ead it every night before you say your Prayers. now preach the Bible account of creation and the flood.
Yours in Christian sincerity,
ELD. J. C. SHELTON.
In the advances made by science, it is difficult for a
D. M. BENNET'.l.', Editor and Prop'·r.
Our Christian Elder evidently thinks he has given man of se"nse and education to longer insist the
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. us a "knock-down" argument in favor of Noah's story nal'rated in Genesis is true.
flood, but if he has nothing better to offer in proof of
Brother Shelton, the world is progressing; the old
it
than a poplar log or two in a gravel ridge, we fear fogy notions of the past are gradually yielding to the
A Christian Letter.
the world will still remain in doubt as to that remark· good sense of to-day; mythology and fable are giving
We recently received the following pious, lmt not
able freshet. Doubtless he stated the facts correctly place to scientific truths and reason. You had better
very gentlemanly letter, from a zealous Christian Elder
as to the finding of the logs, and it is also a good ar- study up a little, and take a few steps forward, or we
in Alabama. If he had a little less faith and some·
gument that, at some unknown time in the past, a fear.you will be left away behind among the stumps
what more of good manners, we think he would be
flood or floods occurred in that locality. 'l'hnt and pitfalls of the Dark Ages.
considerably benefitted by the exchange. 'Ve forgive
local floods have occurred in nearly all parts of this
him for the lack of comtesy he exhibits, presuming
and other countries, there are too many proofs to ad·
he has done as well as he knew how. It is by no
mit of a doubt. '.rJmt great changes in the topography
Geo1·ge Snode Again Hear<l From.
means uncommon for members of the clergy to fo~·get
of the American continent have occurued in the past,
This gentleman has favored us with eight pages of
to be gentlemen, and to deem it perfectly right to be
we have the strongest ev.tdence. These have been pro- foolscap manuscript in reply to our remarks in an·
insolent toward unbelievers. We will '' consider the
duced by floods alluvial deposits in the mouths and swer to his former letter in No. 12. He failed to
source," etc.
deltas of rivers, and more especially by tremendous pay full postage on his clocumen t, and we had the opBROOKSVILLE, BLOUNT Co., ALA.., Feb. 10, 1875.
upheavals that have from time to time occurred. In portunity of advancing six cents upon it, and we are
MR. D. M. BENNETT:
SIR-Some of your poor, foolish, deluded readers of very early times the American continent was doubt· not sure but we paid its full value. It issuch a ma~s
your abominable stuff, called THE TRUTH SEilKER, handed less largely under water, That much of Ohio, Iildime No.4, Vol. 2d, printed Oct. 15th, 1874, in which you tried ana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, ·wisconsin, Minnesot«, of cant, twaddle, bad grammer and insolence that we
cannot spare the room for it, believing we can give
to make sport of the Bible account of the flood. Now we
don't wish to try to enter into any at guments with a man Kansas, Nebraska and other States, have been thus our reauers matter they will appreciate more highly.
that does not believe, or is liar enough to say that there long submerged, there is abundance of evidence, The In the few quotations and remarks we have to make
is no God, but will simply state that the power that brought character of the prairie soil presents strong proof that
on the flood, first created the animals and also Noah and it was once the bed of the sea. ·Sea shell; have often we shall endeavor to do ~Ir. Snode no injustice.
First. ~Ir. Snode takes us to task for calling the Oath·
his family, and of course that Power was sufficient to preserve those animals on the amount of food that Noah was been found in hills and elevated grounds one hundred olics Oln-i~stians, and says : '' Cathoiicism is a mixdirected to take into the Ark. But a man of your great feet at least above present water lines.
ture of Jnuaism, Paganism and Christianity." That
The upheavals of this continent have !Jeen tremen·
self-conceited sense and learning might say there never
the Catholic Church took much from the Jews and
was any flood.
dous; the extensive mountain ranges of the AlleghaI say there was just such a flood in times past as is rep- nies, the Andes and the Rocky ~Iauntains, with the the Pagans we will not deny-in fact, its theology is
mainly made up from the latter source, but it is, nevresented in the Bible, and I am going to prove it by your
God (Malter). Close to me, in Blount county, Ala., is a volcanoes and volcanic debris so frequently found, ertheless, tlte Christian Church ; and our friend is
man by the name of H. Scott, who lives on a small free- afl'ord the strongest proof of this. This in part is the narrow in his views anu sense of fairness to deprive
stone gravely ridge. This man Scott, last Summer digs a explanation of the deposits of gravel, earth and rock
well, close to his house on this small ridge, and when he so often found over the coal .strata of Pennsylvania them of this honor, if such it is. Protestantism got
all its Christianity-its whole stock in trade-from
gets down some 36 or 37 feet, digging through clay and
gravel, he comes to a chestnut stump that had been broken and other coal districts. That these deposits or strati· the Catholic Church. 'Vhen Luther and his compeers
off from the main body of the tree, also limbs of trees im- fications have been caused to some extent by local protested against the Pope and the Church of Rome,
bedded in rich soil some two and a ha,Jf or three feet thick, floods, but far more by upheavals, there ·i~ no room it was r;ot against the dogmas or doctrines of the
with a black, brackish water oozing out of the soil. He for doubt. Prostrate trees of different klnds of wood
continued his well below this, through clay and gravel -similar to the cases mentioned by our co!'respond· Church, but simply against .the power and government of the Pope; in short, he wished to be the Pope
some thirty feet, and got no water, he then goes about
one hundred yards farther on this same ridge and digs ent-have freqnently been found in various parts of himself.
Every dogma, every superstition, and
another well, and he comes to the same black soil with the country: Vvhole trees, even, have been found im· every sacrament was retained-the same trinity, the
timber, &c., which hundreds of people can witness too. bedded in strata of coal, but it is in no wise probable
Also there is no large water course in twenty miles oJ' they were indebted to Noah's flood for such imbeu· same Virgin ~lllry, the same Redeemer, the same
Cross, the same Sunday, the same Devil, the same
these wells. Also there was another well dug in four miles
Hell. The Protestants obtained everything they have
of this place, and there was an Elevated ridge west of this ment.
W c readily admit the facts asserted about the buri- in the way of creed from the Catholics, save such
well close by: some thirty or forty feet down in the well
the man came to a poplar log. near two feet through. ed logs, but utterly fail to see how they prove that in modifications as they have presumed to make, and
'I' here was a skeptical man in our country that did not be- Noah's time the earth was covered over its entire surlieve in a Bible flood, and he also would not believe that face with water to the depth of five miles ; that the are as legitimately children of the Catholic Church as
the latter is the direct offspring of Judaism and Pathe log was in the well until he went down and examined
for himself. These evidences show conclusively, that animals and birds from all latitudes and zones of the ganism.
there was a great flood once, that washed the dirt and earth gathered together of their own accord, and volSeconu. Mr. Snode says, "Christians never persegravel from the high ridges and formed these small ridges untarily marched into the Ark in pairs or sevens, lions cute," and wishes to evade the odium of the extensive
on top of this soil, and timber where these wells have and calves, wolves and lambs, dogs and rabbiis, cats per:;ecutions perpetrated by the Catholics upon the
been dug.
But Sir, you in your self-conceited logic, will say that anu mice, hawks and chickens, swallows and flies, ground that they, the Catholics, were not Christians.
this timber would not last from the time of Noah's flood poisonous serpents and gentle cloves, in all, over three This is very cool. He, of course, thinks Protestants
until now. But my logic says that when matte1· of any hundred thousand animals-fowl£ anu insects of all are Christians. Have they never persecuted? When
kind is entirely excluded from the action of the air, that varieties of character and dispositions-crowded in- Luther denounced Copernicus as afool because he de·
it will remain in that condition thousands of ages. So to an ark pitched without and within, with a sinclared the earth was round and revolved upon its own
the Christian has abundant proof of the flood, and the
truth of the Bible, but you have nothing but your Infidel gle door and window, and they closed, and thus de- axis; when John Calvin burned Michael Servetus at
prejudices against it. If a man will cavil at the Bible, and prived of air, light and appropriate food they remain- the stake with a slow fire because he held there was
Christian Religion, he must do so as much as the devil eli over a ye;tr-Noah's family, stench, filth anu all. but one God, was that persecution ? Was he not a
will give him power to do. There are some men who can If our friend's poplar log convinces him that all this Christian, when he transferred to writing those mem·
find no wisdom any where, except in their own heads.
Such men, however, are no judges of wisdom. We should occurred, perhaps it also reveals to him where all the arable words: "Whoever shall contend that it is Ull·
not set up a j}[ouse to explain the great phenomenon of water came from that covered the earth to the depth just to put heretics and blasphemers to death, willingly
the Earth's Creation and formation. It is necessay that a of five miles, where it was stored previous to its de- and knowingly incurs their very guilt"? Was not the
man should be honest at least, and have a share of com- scent, and where it went to when dry land again ap- mceJ;:: reformer, ~felancthon, a Christian when l.te
mon sense before Christians need to discuss with them. peared ? He is pro!Jably one of those credulous mor·
approved of Calvin's burnink Servetus to death, and
A man that is born with his eyes open, and can look
around on all created things, and say there is no Gocl, no tals full of "saving faith," who can just as easily be· dec:larocl that his body should have been chopped to
Christ, no Hell, no pure and vital Christian religion, is licve that ·Jonah swallowed the whale as that the pieces and· his bowels torn out!" Was not Munzer,
either a fool or a notorious !yin~ Jf[onster, who would whale swallowed Jonah, if the book only says so. We a disciple of Luther, a Christian, when at theheau of
wantonly tear down every thing that would give a foun- will, however, take this occasion to a.~sure Elder Shel- some forty thousanu turbulent fanatics he ravaged the
dation to truth, morality, virtue and a civil Government;
and none but poor, deluded, sinful, degraded men will ton that, in maintaining so zealously that the flood oc- whole country and scattered devastation and destruccurred just as related in Genesis, he is entirely antag- tion ?
ere not the Protestants of the Establisheu
take, read or eountenance such men'·s trashy writings.
Sir, your trashy Infidel notions can do the true Chris- onistic to the position on this subject, now held by his Church Christians, when they persecuted to death
tian no harm, and especially in the world to come, be- more intelligent br<tthren of the cloth in this locality. in England, Scotland and Ireland, not only Catholics,
oouse, according to your teaching of things, even bad We fear he is getting behind the times. No intelli·
but Covenanters, Dissenters anu Quakers ? Did not
Christians and the HEA.Tl(ENS of the llealh will have as
quiet a sleep in a state of nonentity, when this life ends, gent orthodox clergyman of New York or Brooklyn Ciavcrhouse act under the orders of the bishops and
as you Infidels, bnt on the other hand, if you are wrong, now claims that the Bible account of the deluge must priests of a Protestant and Christian Church when he
an eternal hell will be your portion. What is the l>Se for be understood literally. They holu Genesis to be roved around the country with a band of marauders
an Infidel to say anything- about the Bible, when, accord- merely a poem or fable, and that it is not longer to be and cut-throats, killing and slaughtering indiscrimining to their notions, mankind is just as safe without it as
'vith it. Sir, we are fearful you arc making merchandize regarded as incumbent on the Christian to believe its ately such persous as dared think for themselves and
of men's souls, and we are fearful you don't care, so you litem! language .• Rev. DeW itt Talmage not long since dissent from-the Estab:ished Church ? Were not the
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Puritans of New England Christians, when they tortured and put to death in various ways unbelievers,
Quakers and the hapless mortals they claimed were
bewitched ? We have seen the tree on Boston Common on which a woman was hung by Puritans
for being a Quaker. Were not these Protestant Puritans Christians? If they were not, will Mr. Snode
inform us where to find them ? Will he still tell us
''Christians do not persecute" ? Verily, the Protestants in proportion to the power they have had,
have shown the same intolerance, the same cruelty,
the same bloodthirstiness, the same disposition to
persecute skeptics and unbelievers that Oatholics
have ever shown. They are tlie legitmate children of
a sanguinary, remorseless parent.
Third. J'I'Ir. Snode says: "I am astonished at your
ignorance, or your entire lack of honesty in your quotations from the Bible and from history." With such
an amount of astonishment, and upon ni:aking such a
charge against us, he ought to be able to point out
wherein we have been so ignorant and so dishonest,
which he could easily do if we were guilty, but he
fails to mention a single instance and we are left to conelude it is he that is dishonest, and that his dishonesty
is only equaled by hi!! insolence. What right has a
man to·charge another with mis-quoting and dish onesty, and not point out the paragraph and passage
where the mis-quotation occurs? We insist we quoted
correctly, and that. .be has accused us falsely.
Fourth. Mr. Snode attempts to apologize for the
cruelty of God or Moses in slaying all the Midianites,
men, women and children, save the virgins (who were
kept for the use of the soldiers), upon the ground of
their wickedne~s. We can, perhaps, understand the
beauty of this justice by examining for a moment the
nature of this Midianitish wickedness. '\Vhen "Israel
abode in Shittim the people began to commit whoredom with the daughters of Moab, and they called the
people unto the sacrifices of their gods, and the peopie did eat and bowed down to their gods." (Num.xxv:
1, 2.) This was the offense, and it certainly seems the
Israelitish men were equally to blame with the Midianitish womei-t. The women could not very well
force the men to commit crimes with thtm against
their will. If it was just that the women and the
whole nation of M!dianites should be rut to death,
ought not the men of Israel to have been punished a!so? Were ·the women wholly guilty and the men
wholly innocent ? How much better was it for thirty-two thousand Midianitish virgins to be divided
among the Israelites for their base uses? The justice
of Phineas the priest was more equal, to say the least,
when he rose, and with a javelin run through the
bodies, killing instantly, the Israelite man, Zimri, and
the Midianite woman, Cozbi, who had been acting as
man and wife together. In this case the same severe
punishment meted to the woman was extended
to the.man ; but in God's dealings with the two nations, though the Israelitish men were equally as
guilty as the l\fidianitish women, the latter nation
were all cruelly put to death, except the young girls,
who were reserved for a worse fate, while not one of
the former nation wus hurt at all. If Mr. Snode
thinks that is a fine specimen of Divine Justice, he is
welcome to all. of it, and we will go without.
Fl'ftll. o' ur friend labors hard to make out that Infidels would persecute just as badly as Christians if
they only were numerous enough and had the necessary power. As such a thing has not occurred yet, it
·
b
bl
is hardly worth while for hun to orrow trou e about
it. He reminds us, somewhat, of the silly girl who
stood before a heated oven and burst out with a" boo
hoo " and said, "if I was to get married, and if I
' have a little b a b y, anc1 tiftlm t ]'1t tl e b a by s h on ld
should
fall into this oven and be burned to death how bad I
should feei_; boo hoo hoo."
Mr. Snode tries to mal{e InfiLiels and skeptics responsible for the deaths of Socrates and Jesus Christ,
as well as the persecutions of tho early Christians.
We object to shouldering this responsibility. Socrates, the ·Grecian philosopher, was put to death by religionists who believed in gods and dogmas that he could
DOt accept, and he died like a brave, noble man.
As to Jesus Christ, there is great doubt whether
such a person ever had an existence. If he had, we
will be glad if Mr. Snode will demonstrate it to us.
If he did live and was put to death, it wa& d.qp,e at t,he
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instance of God's "peculiar people;" and as it was in
the divine programme that he. should be thus sacrificed that a sm:lll percentage of the human family might
gain the favor of heaven and escape the torments of
·hell, then there was certainly great virtue in thus carrying out heaven's great plan of salvation and putting
the young god to death. Mr. Snode does wrong to
deprive the Jews of this honor, and at the same time
make false accusations against Infidels. As to the
early .Christians, their history is extremely mythical.
About the first reliable accounts we have of persecutions connected with Christianity was after Constantine became the first Christian Emperor. He caused
to be put to death his own father-in-law, his brotherin-law, his nephew, his wife, his eldest son, and by
his edicts and armies he caused human blood to run
like a river. It was this man who; like St. Paul, saw
a vision in the heavens and was instantly converted ;
but he was the first man_ of mark in the Christian
Church, and one of the worst and bloodiest tyrants
that ever lived.
No, Mr. Snode, we accept none of the honors of
persecuting Christians, for we have never done it.
Persecuting for opinion's sake is almost entirely a
Christian characteristic, to which Infidels lay no claim
at all.
Sixth. Our correspondent refers again to the times of
the French Revolution; in fact, it seems to be a favorite
theme with him, as he fancies he thereby proves that
Infidels have persecut~d. He seems to be unable to
comprehend, or not honest enough to admit the fact,
that the miseries and troubles of those times were of a
political character, and not religious, and grew out of
the excesses and wrongs which had preceded them. In
proof of this Atheists and Christians alike went to the
guillotine, not for the sake of religious opinions, but
political, being, as was supposed, inimical to political'
liberty, or to the parties then in power. Thomas
Paine, one of the greatest· Infidels of the day, came
nea,r being executed, as it was decided by the ruling powers that he should be beheaded, and he
h<:l only escaped by an accident. The charge against
. him, as against others, was solely of a political character. Not a single person during that ''reign of terror " was put to death because he was a Christian, or
because he was not a Christian, because he was an Infidel or because he was not an Infidel, and Mr. Snode
ougl~t to inform himself of the fact, and not again
make the false accusation that Infidels at that time
persecuted because of the religious opinions of their
opponents. 'fhe charge is entirely devoid of truth,
and it is only an ignorant or a dishonest man that
ma]{eS it.
Seventh. Mr. Snode winds up his homily by expatinting upon the superior knowledge which a Christian possesses over an Infidel as regards his vie>17s and
convictions, and the superior advantage he enjoys.
We quote him:
"The Christian first believes and then knows Christianityto be divine. There is one advantage which the Christian has over the skeptic; the skeptic never can disprov(l. even to his own satisfact-ion, much less to any
other person's, that the Christian's experiencJ is not
what it purports to be. The Christian has proven that
Christianity is true by his own experience, and the slwptic can never, by his experience, provo it to lJe false."
And again," We, then, who submit to the government and
guidance of our Saviour, have these advantages over the
skeptic: we have reason, true philosophy and experience
all on our side. We have the promise of the life that now
is, and of that which is ro come. Hich or poor, noble or
ignoble In the worl4's reckoning, we can always eat our
food with gladness, sleep sweetly, and contemplate nature with adoration. The consciousness that we have the
eye of God always upon us and his arms encircling us,
is worth more than all the promises of all the Atheists,
Deists, Skeptics and Freethinkers upon earth. On their
philosophy, we have nothing to fear. We ar<" happier
while we live-if Christians-inconceivably happier, and,
on their theorY, cannot fail to be as happy after death.
But on our principl13s they can promise themselves only
the happiness of a stall-fed ox here, and everlasting destruction hereafter. · This is a fair contrast of the two
systems. We h ave tl10 presen t a.n d tl1e ftiture., tliey 11 a,•e
the present only in part and nothing in future but utter
darkness and everlasting night. If immortality be worth
anything it is worth everything which imagination can
grasp. This is the boot between the two systems-animal gratification and death-Jesus Christ and immortality. The Materialist will choose the former, but the rationa! philosopher and the man of common sense· will
choose the latter.
.A.Jl this is ~imply " bosh and nonsense." The
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Christian has no more assurance that his views are
correct, knows no more about the correctness of his
experiences, has no more advantages, knows no more
about the eye of God, or his encircling arms, has no
better appetite, enjoys his meals no more, sleeps no
sweeter, has no more claim upon immortality and a
future existence, than the believers in any other systern of religion in the world! It is mere arrogance or
stupidity that malres Mr. Snodc, or any other Christian, set up this claim. If there is a God he is everywhere, his eye is as much upon the unbeliever as the
believer, his arm encircles as far around the Infidel as
the Christian. Nature looks as beautiful to the one as
the other, and the rays of the sun and the gentle rains
fall upon him jt1st as ple~santly.
The Christian has not an exclusive or patent right up
on God nor a future existence. If there is the one he
is just as near to us as to him; if there is the other,
we shall be there and enjoy it just as much as the
most arrogant Christian. Belief ro unbelief in a future state neither causes nor prevents its existence,
neither is it an invention of the Christian nor his
Christ. If it is the birthright of one human being, it
is of the entire race, and no priest nor bigot can deprive us of it. Neither can they send us to everlasting night nor the flames of a sulphurous hell. These
are but the figments of a diseased imagination, and
have no terrors for a truly sensible man. The same
Deity that presides over this state of existence presides over that. He is ever the same, and burns and
torments no more there than he does here. All will
be the recipients alike of hi~ favors there, the same as
here.
Christians are welcome to the proprietorship of the
Devil ami his hell. They were invented by priests to
frighten ignorant, silly people into their support, and
never came from the Deity that presides over the Universe. It is an infernal belief, and detracts from the
happiness of all who harbor it ; therefore Christians
are less happy, have less real love of God, less sympathy for their fellow-men than Infidels. The Christian has nothing that is good, nothing that lis desirable that we have not equally as large a share in,
while we are freed from the fear of the Devil, the
burnings of hell, the harrassing doubts and tlie conStant uncertainty which he must inevitably feel if he
believes what he pretends to, '\Ve yield to him entire ownership in this Satanic Majesty and his brimstone hell-they are his principal stock in trade and
occu.py .a large share of h.is thoughts. We. relinquish
them wtth .all the grace m the world, havmg no use
for them, ctther here or hereafter.

Another Christian Letter.
'fhe following clelectaule note we received through
the mail, and was written in this city:
NEw YoRK, Feb. 25th, 1875.
1\fR. HEATHEN: I have bough a c0py of your vile paper,
THE TRUTH 1-:lEEKER, but no one but a he11then and coward
such as yourself would pron0unco it nothing else but a
Heathenish, lying and doggish p:wer. and you know it is
not a paper published for the welfare of the people, but
only to degrade them and fit them fQl' hell, which will
never be full until it receives such men as you are. What
can you say of religion, Christianity and the bible, anything else titan it is true. good and virtuous, making mankind better and mor0 no))Je, and fitting them for a world
to come? What business has a Heathen like you to dietate the bible? but I don't want to be too hard on you. and
I tell you that unless you turn from your wicked ways
and live a man, god will judge harshly with you, and i
tell you furthermore, that I will give you all March to settle up your business, and if I seA another copy of your
))aper after the first of March, I will blow your ))rains out,
and rid the world of one vile carcass. 80 pay the postage
on this letter until I see you soME TIME, that is if you
don't comply with my wishes. From one that was wonse
a IJad man, now turned Hicheous.
This letter was evidently not written by Bishop
l\'IcC!osky nor t.hc Rev. l\Ir. Ting, D.D., but that it
comes from a pious soul, who is, to some extent, a
believer in their creeds, we have no reason to doubt.
However bad he once was, ht\ assures us he is now
one of the righteous. W c wonder if Christianity and
the Bible cause him to 1vish to deprive us of life. If
this is so, their influence is dangerous in the extreme.
VVe seem to meet with very indifferent succees iu
pleasing our Christian friends, though we try to the
extent of our ability. We fear they even feel un( Concluded on Page 8.)
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tasm. I do not struggle. I not fear the charge of The kingdom of science, then, cometh not by obseratheism ; nor should I even disavow it, in reference to vation and experiment alone, but is completed by fixany definition of the Supreme which he, or his order, ing the roots of observation and experiment in a rewould be likely to frame. His '' links" and his ''steel" gion inaccessible to both, and in dealing with which
and his ''dread imputation's" are, therefore, even we are forced to fall back upon the picturing power
'fyndall's Reply to his C"ritics.
more tmsubstantial than my "streaks of moming of the mind.
Passing the boundary of experience, therefore, does
The world has frequently been informed of late that elond," and they may be permitted to vanish together. not, in the abstract, constitute a sufficient ground for
*
.*
*
*
.
*
*
I have raised up against myself a host of enemies; and
These minor and more purely personal matters at an censure. There must have been something in my parconsidering with few exceptions, the deliverances of
end,
the weightier allegations remain-that at Belfast ticular mode of crossing it which provoked this trethe press a~d more particularly of the religious press, I misused
.
my position by quitting the domain of sci- mendous "chorus of dissent."
I am for~ed sadly to admit that the statement is only ence, and making
Let us calmly reason tlrc point out. I hold the neban
unjustifiable
raid
into
the
dotoo true. I derive some comfort, nevertheless, from
ular theory, as it was held by Kant, Laplace, and
the reflection of Diogenes, transmitted to us from Plu- main of theology, This I fail to see. Laying aside William Herschel, and as it is held by the best scienabuse,
I
hope
my
accusers
will
consent
to
reas.on
with
tarch, that "he who would be saved must have good
tific intellects of to-day. According to it, our sun and
friends or violent enemies ; and that he is best off who me. Is it not competent for a scientific man to specu- planets were once diffused through space as an impallate
on
the
antecedents
of
th~ solar system ? Did
possesses both." This ''best" condition, I have rea- Kant, Laplace, and William Herschel quit their legiti- pable haze, out of which, by condensation, came the
son to believe, is mine.
.
spheres when they prolonged the intellectual vis- ~olar system. What caused the haze to condense ?
Reflecting on the fraction I have read of recent re- mate
ion
beyond
the boundary of experience, and propound- Loes of heat. What rounded the sun and planets Y
monstrances, appeals, menaces, and. judgments-c?V· ed the nebular
Accepting that theory as That which rounds a tear-molecular force. For
erning not only the world that now rs, but that whrch probable, is it nottheory?
permitted
to a scientific man to fol- ::eons, the immensity of which overwhelm man's conis to come-it has interested me to note how trivially
low
up
in
idea
the
series
of
changes associated with ceptions, the earth was unfit to maintain what we call
men seem to be influenced by what they call their rethe
condensation
of
the
nebuhe
; to picture the suc- life. It if now covered with visible, living things. They
ligion and how potently by that "nature" which it is
cessive
detachment
of
planets
and
moons, and the re- are not formed of matter different from that of the
the alleged province of religion to eradicate or subdue.
lation
of
all
of
them
to
the
sun?
If
I look upon our earth around them. They are, on the contrary, bone of
From fair and manly argument, from the tenderest
earth,
with
its
orbital
revo'lutiou
and
axial
rotation, as its bone and flesh of its flesh. How were they introducand holiest sympathy on the part of those who desire
made
solar ed? '\Vas life implicated in the ·nebul::e-as part, it
one
small
issue
of
the
process
which
niy eternal good, I pass, by many gradations, through. system what it is, will any theologian· deny the
may be, of a vaster and wholly Incomprehensible
my
right
deliberate unfairness, to a spirit of bitterness which
Life ; or is it the work of a Being standing outside
to
entertain..
and
express
this
theoretic
view?
Time
desires with a fervor inexpressible in words, my eterwas when a multitude of theologians would be found the nebul::e, who fashioned it as a potter does his clay,
nal ill: Now, were religion the potent factor, we to
do so-when the arch-enemy of science which now but whose own origin and ways are equally past findmight expect a homogeneous t~tter~nce from those vaunts
tolerance would have made a speedy end of ing oi1t? As far as the eye of science has hitherto
professing a common creed ; whrle, rf human nature the manitswho
venture to publish any opinion of ranged through NatNre, no intrusion of purely creabe the really potent factor, we may expect utterances the kind. Butmight
that
unless the world is caught tive power into any series of phenomena has ever been
as hetrogeneous as the characters of men. As a mat- strangely slumbering,time,
observed. The assumption of such a power to account
is
forever
past.
ter of fact we have the latter ; suggesting to my mind
for special phenomena has always proved a failure.
As
regards
inorganic
Nature,
then,
I
may
traverse,
that the common religion profes!"ed and defended by
It is opposed to the very spirit of science, and I therethese diflcrent people, is merely the accidental conduit without let or hindrance, the whole distance which fore assumed the responsibility <Jf holding up in conseparates
the
nebul::e
from
th«j
worlds
of
to-clay.
But
through which they pour th_eir own teml?ers, lofty or only a few years ago this now conceded ground of trast with it that method of Nature which it hns been
low, courteous or. vulgar, mrld or ferociOus, holy or science
was theological ground. I could by no means the vocation and triumph of science to disclose, and
unholy, as the case m~y be. P',lre ab~1se! lwwev_er, I regard this as the final and sufficient concession of in the applictttion of which we can alone hope for
have deliberately avorclecl readmg, wrshmg to keep
further light. Holding, then, that the nebul::e and all.
not only hatred, malice, and uncharitableness, but theology; and at Belfast I thought it not only my right subsequent life stand to each other in the relation of
even every trace of irritation, far away from my side but my duty to state that, as regards the organic world, the germ to the finished organism, I reaffirm here,
of a discussion which demands not only good temper, we must enjoy the freedom which we have al- not arrogantly, or defiantly, but without a shade of
won in regard to the inorganic. I could not
but largeness,. clearness, and many-sidedness of mind, ready
discern the shred of a title-deed which gave any man, indistinctness, the position laid down in Belfast.
if ft is to guide us ev. n to provisional solutions.
Not with the vagueness belonging to the emotions,
or any class of men, the right to open the door of one
*
*
*
~:~
-:\of these worlds to the scientific searcher, and to close but with the definiteness belonging to the understandIt has been thought, and said, that, in the revised the other against him. And I considm·ed it frankest, ing, the scientific mnn has to put to himself these
Address I have retracted opinions uttered at Belfast. wisest, and in the long run most conducive to perma- questions regarding the introduction of life upon the
A Roman Catholic writer, who may be taken as rep- nent peace, to indicate without evasion or reserve the earth. He will be the last to dogmatize upon the subresentative is especially strong upon this point. ground that belongs to Science, and to which she will ject, for he knows bes~ that certainty is here for the
Startled b.}; the deep chorns of cli~sent with which my assuredly make good her claim.
present unattainable. His refusal of the creative
dazzling fallacies have been received, he convicts me
Considering the freedom allowed to all manner of hypothesis is less an asse1·tion of knowled{je than a proof trying to retreat from my position. This he will opinions in England, surely this was no extravagant test against t!te assumption of kno~oledge which must
by no means tolerate.
.·
position for me to assume. I have been reminded long, if not forever, lie beyond us, and the clt>im to
"It is too late now to seek to hide from tile eyes of man- that an eminent predeccs~or of mine in the presiden- which is the source of manifolct confusion upon earth.
kind one foul blot, one ghastly deformity. Prof. Tyndall tial chair expressed a totally different vieiv of the With a mind open to conviction, he asks his oppohas himself told us how ancl where. this Addres:o of his
was composed. It was written among the glaciers and Cause of things from that enunciated by me. In do- nents to show him an authority for the belief they so
the solitudes of tho Swiss mountains. H was no hasty, ing so he transgressed the bounds of science at least as strenuously and fiercely uphold. They can do no
hurried crude production; its every sentence bore marks much as I did; but nobody raised an outcry against him. more than point to the Book of Genesis, or some other
of thought and care."
The freedom that he took I claim, but in a more pure- portion of the Bible. Profoundly interesting and in·
My critic intends to be severe: he is simply just. In ly scientific direction. And looking at what I must deed pathetic to me arc those attempts of the opening
the "solitudes" to which he refers I worked with de- regard as the extravagances of the religious world ; at minrl of man to appease its hunger for a Cause. But
liberation · endeavoring even to purify my intellect the very inadequate and foolish notions concerning the Book of Genesis has no voice in scientific quesby disciplines similar to those enjoined by his own this Universe entertained by the majorit.y of our relig- tions. 'l'o the grasp of geology, which it resistecl for
Church for the sanctification of the soul. I tried in ious teachers; at the waste of energy on the part of a time, it at length yicldell like potter's clay ; it~
my ponderings to realize not only the awful, but the good men over things unworthy of the attention of authority of a system of cosmogony being discredited
expedient ; and to permit no fear to act upon my mind enlightened heathens; the tight about the fripperies on all hands by the abandonment of the obvious meansave that of uttering a single word on which I coulu of Ritualism, the mysteries of the Eucharist, and the ing of its writer. It is a poem, not a scientific treatnot take my stand, either iu this or any other world.
Athanasian Creed ; the forcing on the public view of ise. In the former aspect it is forever beautiful : in
.Still my time was so brief, and my process of Pontigny Pilg-rimages ; the dating of historic epochs the latter aspect it has been, and it will continue to be,
thought and expression so slow, that, in .a literary from the definition of the Immaculate Conception ; purely obstructive and hurtful. 'l'o knowledge its value
point of view, I halted, not only bchinrl the ideal, but the proclamation of the Divine Glories of the Sacred has been negative, leading, in rougher ages than ours,
behind the possible. Hence, after the delivery of the Heart-standing in the midst of these insanities, it did to physical, and even in our own "free " age, as cxAddress I went over it with the desire, not to revoke not appear to me extravagant to claim the public tol- emplilied in my own case, to moral violence.
its prin~iples, but to impr?ve it_ verb~lly, and above erance for an hour and a half for the statement of
* * * * * * * * *
all to remove any word whrch mrght give. color to the what I hold to be more reasonable views: views more
Though managed and moulded for ccnturiee to an
notion of ''heat and haste."
in accorclancc .with the verities which science has obedience unparalleled in any other country, except
My critic is very ·hard upon the avowal in my pref- brought to light, and which many weary souls woul(J, Spain, the Irish intellect is beginning- to show sig-ns
ace regarding atheism. But I frankly confess that [ thought, welcome with gratification audrelief.
of indel1endencc, demanding a diet more snited to its
his honest hardness and hostility are to me preferable
The expre~sion to which the most violent exception years than the pubnlnm of the midtlle ages. As for
to the milder but less honest treatment which the pas- has been taken is this :
the recent manifesto where pope, canlinal, archbishsage has received from member's of other churches.
"Abandoning all disguise, tl.le confession I feel tJOund ops, and bishops, may now be considered'ns united in
He quotes the paragraph, and goes on to say:
to make before you, is that I prolong the vi8iun baekwartl one gran(l anathema, its chttractcr and faith are
"We repeat this is a most remarkable passage, i\Iuch acruss the boundary of the experimental evidence, and shadowed forth by the vision of Nebuchadnezznr,
RS we dislike seasoning polemics with strong words, we discern in that Matter which we, in our ignorance, and recorded
in t!re Book of Daniel. It resembles the
Rssert that this apology only tends to affix with links of notwithstanding our protessed reverence for its Creator,
Ateel to the name of Prof. Tyndall the dread imputation Iw.vc hitherto covered with opprobrium. the promise and image, whose t'urm was tcniblc, but the gold, and
potency of every form and quality of life."
a.gainstwhich he struggles."
silver, and bras~, and iron of which rested npon feet
Here we have a very fair example of subjective reTu call it a "chorus of dissent," as my Catholic of clay. And a stone smote the feet of clay, and the
ligious vigor. But my quarrel with such exhibitious critic does, is a mild way of describing the storm of iron, and the brass, and the silver, and the golll, 'l'crc
is that they do not always represent objective fact. opprobrium with which this statement has been as- broken in pieces together, and hccnmc. like the chafl'
. No atheistic reasoning can, I hold, dislodge religion sailed. But, the first blast of passion l.JCing past, I of the summer threshing-floor, and the winll cm:ried
from the heart of man. Logic cannot deprive us of hope I may again ask my opponents to consent to rea- them away.
life, arrclreligion is life to the religious. As an expe- son. l!'ii·st of all I am blamed for crossing the boundThere is somethingin.rcsuilism profonmlly ilrlcrest·
rience of nonsciousness, it is perfectly beyond the as- ary of the experimental evidence. I reply that this ing, and at the same time clearly inlelligihlc, t.o men
saults of logic. But the religious life is often project- is the habituP 1 action of the scientific mind-at lcnst of strong intellects and determined will. /l'he wca kPr
ed in external forms-! usc the word in its widest of that portion of it which applies itself to physical spirits, of whom there are many itmung us, it simply
sense-by no means beyond the reach of logic, which investigation. Onr theories of light, hcn.t, magnetism fascinates and subdues. From the sturly of its now inwill have to bear-and to do so more and more as the and electricity, all imply the crossing of til is boundary. ward forces, and their possible misapplication, the
jVOrld becomes more enlightened-comparison with lily paper on the "Scientific Use of the Imagination," really lletermined man can understand how po~oihlc
facts. The subjective energy to which I have just. re- illu&tratcs this point in the amplest manner; itnd in it is, having once chosen an aim, to reach it in detianee
ferred i8 also a fact of consciousness not to be reason- the lecture above refencd to I have sought, incident- of every moral restraint-to trample under foot, hy an
ed aw~y. 11-Iy critic feels, and takes delight in feeling, ally, to make clear how in physics the experiential in- obstipate clfortof volition, the dictates of honesty. lion·
that I am stru~gling, and he obviously experiences P.essantly leads to the ultra-experiential ; how out of or, mercy, and truth ; and to pursue the desired eud, if
thp most exqnisrte pleasures of "the muscular sense" experience there always grows something finer than need be, through their destruction. This force· or
in holding me down. His feelings arc as real as if his mere experience, and that in their different powers of will, relentlessly applierl, and worldng- through subimagination of what mine are were equally real. His ideal extension consists for the ·most part the diffcr- missive instruments, is the strength of Jesuitism.
picture of my "$trnggles" is, however, a mere phan- en"ce '\Jetweeu the great and the mediocre investigator,
Pure, honest fanaticism often adds itself to tbis

~citnti/(ic 1/!tparf.mtttf.
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force, and sometimes acts as its equivalent. Illustmt ions of this are not far to seek, for the dazzling prize
of England converted to the true faith, is sufficient to
turn weak heads. When it is safely caged, it _is interesting to watcil the operations of this form of energy.
In a sermon ou the Perpetual Office of the Council
of Trent, preached before the Right Reverend Fathers assembled in Synod, the archbishop of W estminister has given us the following sample of it : "As the
fourth century was made glorious by the definition of
the Godhead and the Consubstantial Son, and the
fifth by that of his two perfect natures, and the thirteenth by that of the procession of the Holy Ghost,
so the nineteenth will be glorious by the definition of
the Immaculate Conception. Right Rev. Fathers,"
continues this heated proselyte, ''yon have to call the
legionaries and the tribunes, the patricians and the
people, of a conquering race, and to subdue, change,
and transform them one by one to the likeness of the
Son of God. Surely a soldier's eye and a soldier's
heart would choose by intuition this field of England
for the warfare of the faith. It is the head of Protestantism, the centre of its movements, and the stronghold of its powers. Weakened in Eng~and, it is paralyzed everywhere ; conquered in England, it is conquered throughout the world. Once overthrown here,
all is but a war of detail : it is the key of the whole
position of modern error." This is the propaganda
which England has to stem. ·what mere stubble a
dilettante ritualist or a weak-headed nobleman must be
when acted upon by this fiery breath of fanaticism !
The only wonder is that weak heads, which arc so
assiduously and deliberately sought out, are not more
plentiful than tlley are.
The course of life upon earth, as far as Science can
sec, has been one of amelioration-a steady advance
on the whole from the lower to the higher. The continued effort of animated Nature is to improve its conditions and raise itself to a loftier level. In man, imJll'OVCJUcnt and amelioration .depend largely upon the
growth of conscious knowledge, by which the errors
of ignorance are continually moulted and truth is organized. It is assuredly the advance of knowledge
that has given a materialistic color to the philosophy
of tlus age. Materialism is, therefore, not a thing to
be mourned over, but to be honestly consideredaccepted if it be wholly true, rejected if it be wholly
false, wisely sifted and turned to account if it embrace
a mixture of truth and enor.
Of late years the study of the nervous system and
of its relation to thought and feeling has profounclly
occupied inquiring minds. It is our duty not to shirk
-it ought rather to be our_ pri;i~egc to accept-the
established results of such mqumes, for here assureclly our ultimate weal depends upon our loyalty_to the
truth. Instructed as to tile control which the nervous
system exercises over man's moral and in tellcctual
nature, we shall be bct1 cr prepared, not only to mend
their manifold defects, but also to strengthen and
purify both. Is mind degraded by this recognition of
its dependence ? Assuredly not. :i\Iatter, on the
contrary, is raised to the level it ougllt to occupy, and
from which timid ignorance woultl remove it.
.
But the light is dawning, and it will become stronger
as time goes on. Even the Brighton Congress affords
evidence of this. Fro111 the manifold confusions of
that assemblage my memory has rescued two items
which it would fain preserve : the recognition of arelation between Healtl1 and Relig·ion, ancl the address
of the Rev. Hal"ry Jones. Out of the conflict of
vanities his words emerge fresh, healthy, and strong,
because undruggctl by dogma, coming directly from
the warm bram of one who knows what practical
truth means, and who has faith in its vitality and inherent power of propagation. I wonder is he less
effectual in his ministry than his mote embroidered
colleagues ? It sun;ly behooves our teachers to come
to some clcli.nitc understanding as to this question of
health : to sec how, by inattention to it, we are dcJraudeu, negatively, by the privation of that "sweetness 111Hl light'' which is the natural concomitant of
good health ; positively, by the insertion into life of
cynicism, ill-temper, and a t.lwt~sa!Hl corroding anxieties which good health woulu tlt~slpate. IV c fear and
scorn "materialism." But he who knew all about it,
ancl could Apply his lmowlecLc, mig-Itt hceomc the
preacher of a new gospel. Not, however. through
the cstat.ic moments of the imlividual dol's such
knowledge come, but through the revelations of
ticiencc, in connection with the hi~iory of mankind.
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Through our neglect of the monition~ of a rcasonni.Jle materialism we sin ami suJrn tlaily. l might
here point to the tmiu of deadly disorders over which
science has given modern society Ench con1rul-disdosing the lair of the- matcri.al enemy, insming his
destruction, and thus prcventmg that nHH":JI S((ltalor
and lwpclcssncss which lm!Jit.uatly (.rc:\l] on the heels
of epidemics in the case of the poor.
Rising to higher spheres, the vi~ions of S\\;C(lcnhorg and the ectasy of Plotiuns and Porphyry, are
phas~s of that psychical condition, obviously conneeted with the nervous system ant! state of hcaltli,
011 which is based the V cclic cloetrine of the abs'lrption of the individual into the univcrs:\1 soul. Plotinus taught the devout how to pass into a comlition of
ectasy. Porphyry coniplains of having been only
once united to God in .eighty-six years, while his

master. Plotinus had been so united six times in sixty
years. A friend who knew W ordswortll informs me
that the poet, in some of his moods, was accustomed
to sieze hold of an external oxject to assure himself
of his own bodily existence. The "enttanced mind"
of Mr. Page-Roberts, referred to so admiringly by the
8pectatO'J•, is a similar phenomenon. No one; I should
say, has had a wider experience in this field than Mr.
Emerson. As states of consciousness those phimomena have an undisputed reality, and a substantial
identity. They are, however, connected with the
most heterogeneous objective conceptions. Porphyry
wrote against Christianity; Mr. Page-Roberts is a devout Christian. But, notwithstanding the utter discordance of_these objective conceptions; their subjective experiences are similar, because of the similarity
of their finely-strung nervous organizatwns.
But whatever be the fate of theory, the practical
monitions are plain enough, which declare that on
our dealings with matter depends our weal or woe,
physical and moral. The state of mind which rebels
against the recognition of the claims of "materialism" is not unknown to me. I can remember a time
when I regarded my body as a weed, so much more
highly did I prize the conscious strength and pleasure
derived from moral and religious feeling, which I
may acld, was mine without the intervention of dogma.
The error was not an ignoble one, but this did not
save it from the penalty attached to error. Snner
knowledge taught me that the body is no weed, and
tllat if it were treated as such it would infallibly
avenge itself. Ami personally lowered by this change
of front? Not so. Give me their health, and there
is no spiritual experience of those earlier years-no
resolve of duty, or work of mercy, no act of selfdenial, no solemnity of thought, no joy in the life and
aspects of Nature, that would not still be mine.
And this without the _least reference or regard to any
purely personal reward or punishment looming in the
future.
But, admitting the practical facts, and acting on
them there will always remain ample room for speculati~n. Take the argument of the Lucretian. As
far as I am aware, not one of my assailants has attempted to answer it. Some of them, indeed, rejoice
over the ability displayed· by Bishop Butler in rolling
back a difficulty on his opponent; and they even in~
agine that it is the bishop's own argument that 1s
there employed. Instructed by self-knowledge, they
can hardly credit with the wish to state bo~h sides of
the question at issue, and to show, by a logiC stronger
than Butler ever usee!, the overthrow which awaits
any doctrine of materialism which is ~msed upon the
definitions of matter habitually received. But the
raising of a new difficulty docs not abolish-tloes not
even lessen-the old one, and the n.rgumcnt of the Lucrctian remains untouched by anything the bishop has
said or can say.-Populct1' Science Montft.!y.

Tyndall all(l his American Critics.
BY JOHN

CHAPPLELLS~IITII._

To THE EDIToR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER : The
critics I shall notice arc Ja.mcs Freeman Clarke, Howland Conner, Francis E.- Abbott and John 'Veiss.
These men whose scholarly attainments qualify them
to criticize' the philosophy enunciated by 'l'ymlall in
his address, unclcrta.kc to enlighten us as to the nature and bearings of that philosophy on the problems
of life and mind ; but as the opinions they give us
conflict 'vith each other, it becomes tile btLSinCSS of
TnE TRUTH SEEKER to determine which opinion is
nearest to the truth. So far as I know, W ciss is the
only American crttic wl~o has clearly clefincd wh~t
the fundamental change 1s that Tyndall has made m
his notion of matter ; but., as I have rcmnrkccl, W ciss
is in error in ~up posing that the idea that the Universe
is living matter, aucl that sensation and thought are
the pr~duct, not of the esscn_tially ~~a~l, lm~ of eternally hving m:tttcr, 1s a nmo 1dca._. Ilns _n_ot101~ ot t_he
immediate umty of matter and life, of life bcmg Illseparably connected \Yith matter, was held by th~ old
Greek philosophers, and is now held by some of the
most eminent biologists-for iuslance by I-Iacckel in
Germany.
,J. Frcc!llan Clarke, contrary to 'Vciss, says that
Tyndall has not '' espoused " ~· ne_w itle:L; and he
says, banteringly, that Tynd~ll1s usmg the term matter in a new sense, aud has g·tvcn n~m·ely a nc1~ name
for Spirit or Got!. '!'here is, therefore, says CIarke,
not any materialism nor at,hcism in the f;t,m_on~ sentence about the ''potency·' of 111;1lter. llus IS not
trur, and Clarke shows that he know,; that it is not;
for he says, "Tyndall'~ theory ~v~s. avo11:cdly. constructed in order to av01d the belie, llt an llltel!Jgcnt
CrGator, and in a Universe nmrketl b.)' the pr~se_ncc ~f
design." Tyndall SllYS ihllt there z_s 1_natcnallsm Ill
in his meaning, though, "The malenali~m_ht•rc cnuuciatcdmay be diflerent from wl~<~!., you ~l11_s he~r~rs]
snpposc." Clarke compl:IJns of I ymlall s mtkCJSJOJJ,
uml thinks that it is tine to accepting _Spcl_Iccr's ~Joe
trine that God is unkuowa!Jlc, creatwn uupossiblc,
and that the knowledge ~!objects is a lmowle~l~:·e _of
their appeamnccs only .. l yuda_ll docs not exh1b1t IIIdecision in cxpros~ing Ius co~1v1ctwn that the theory
of "Evolution" is a more ratwnal theory than that of
"Creation"; and, "·ith s~mngc iuconsistcncy, Clarke
shows that he knows tins.
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Abbot says that Tyndall has not stated anything
new in the direction of materialism. ·He does not
say; as Clarke does, that Tyndall uses the tc1'm "matter" as a new name for Spirit or God ; and it is because Tyndall does not do this, that Abbot treats his
philosophy with extreme contempt. Abbot says that
there is "a somewhat baffi.ing vagueness of thought"
in the address; and he, too, thinks that it is clue to
Tyndall's following, with undeserved fidelity, the
Spencerian philosophy; ''which philosophy," he
says, "exhibits unutterable shallowness, and that its
general acceptance is the intellectual disgrace of the
age." Abbot is sorry to see Tyndall reiterating Spencer's" meaningless jargon" and'' empty gibberish."
Tyndall says : "Let us radically change our riotion of matter; " and says .A.bbot : "This is what he
does: he discards the old Democritean conception of
atoms for a conception which endows them with inherent polar force;!;, and reduces or ascribes 'the activity of each animal as a whole to be the transferred
activities of its molecules.'" Abbot says : "In the
notion of self-subsistent, substantial atoms Tyndall
seems to halt ; and these polar or 'structural forces '
he seems to regard as the ultimate course of all organic. life, so fct1' as tlwugltt cctn go.''
Now what is the conception of atoms which 'ryndall has discarded ? It is the conception that atoms
which are "individually without sensation, can by
combining in obedience to mechanical laws, originate
not only organic forms, but the phenomena of sensation and thought also, as the result of their combination." Looking at matter as thus pictured by Democritus, and as defined in our scientific text-books,
Tyndall says be sees the absolute Impossibility of any
form of life coming out it. He says : " The definitions of matter given in our text-books were intended
to cover its purely physical and mechanical properties.
And taugilt as we have been to regard these definitions as complete, we naturally ancl rightly rcjed the
monstrous notion tllat out of such matter any form of
life could Jmqsibly arise ; and Tyndall plainly asserts
a belief that matter has, inherently, polar and strnctnral forces which are the ultimate cause of organic life.
This radical change in Tyndall's notion of matter is opposed by Abbot, and he objects that he can conceive
of mechanical laws as applying to notions of molecules, and masses of molecules, "so long as all motion
is communicated from zoitlwut, but he cannot conceive
of these laws "as applying to motions originating from
within." 'rhc polarity of the whole magnet, according
to 'ryndall, is the sum of the polarities of its molecules. "Therefore," s:tys Abbot, "all polarity must
be traced ultimately to the molecule itself. That is,cach
molecule spontaneously m:tnifests a polar force not
referable to any outsidu cause, while this lJO!ar force
acts as an outside cause upon all other molecules."
Abbot mys "Tyndall drops not the slightest intimation that the atoms depend either on c<tcil other ·or on
anything else." And he asks : "How happens it thai
the inhercnt_forccs of all these self-subsistent atoms
should obey any general law at all?" "The fundamental conceptions of iJhysics break down hci·c ; they
cannot explain why the opposite ;JOles of the molecule
should manifest opposite attractions, or indeed any
attraction at all. 'l'hc polar or structural forces of
nmtually independent atoms manifesting themselves
un(ler h~cw~ which govcm permanently all their variou£ interactions, present, when regarded as the ultimate of all organism, a new {]ifficulty as great as that
of supposing that the Univcrse results from the fortuitous concourse of atoms."
Abbot says the "conforinity of all atomic ami molecular action to a universal i:Lw of volarit.y by which
alone all organic forms ar~ con~civell to be cvolv~tl,.
point clircrtlv to some deep llleni1ty of t.hc atoms w1th
each other, un<.l, in fact., seems to reduce them to
mere manifcstatious, under 1ixcd temporal and extensional conditions, of u1w. ouwipresent Mnei'Y!I· 'Vhen
Tyndall comes to ponder more profoundly the enormous difficulty here inclicaietl, Abbot suspects t_hat
Tyndall will be driven to make a still more radJcal
charwc in his notions of matter, and to embrace a
vaste~· conception-that of a power whieh pcrvad~s
all, whieh, in the immensity of my own igJJontutc, t
can call by no other name than God."
1 infer that Tyndall would say that the ator11s do
ad on each other, a!Ill tlmt their :tctions arul re:n:tion'
arc all the law thorc h<. The how aud tire why may
not 1Je effi.eicntly traced, but can we t.ra< l' I he operations am! intlucnees of tlw outside cause 1o -,,·bi.-Ir .\ h!Jot appears to refer ? Can we comprclrcnd tire mode
of act.iou of the "one omnipn•sent Em·rg_y 1 C1111
we cnpceivc the God that pervadcsall nratlt'r, ilr,,l
mauil'ests itself in countless atoms? Is it not 11~ c:tsy.
to manv of us, to conceive that atoms h:n•t· in herrnl
polar a~1d struduml fo_rees, a~ to concl'i Vf' tlud ~he"'
forees are t.he expresown or a uuJver~ally dtiln,o('d
power callcll Got! ?
•
AIJ!Jot :-;ay~: "True it b, a~ Tyndall ,.,,nr<'.'-'"''·"· tlr:•t
scicnee C>llinot to-day, int.elligent,ly collrH•ct nwk<ll 11r
motion with plrenomt·nal conscionorH~'~; IJnl li_r a11
intelleetnal nec<·~~ity we cross th" !JOII!td:tr_)" ol tire
cxperimt•ntal evitlcncc, and arc willing to CPilccdt·
l.hal. this eounectic>n ,,·ill en•Htnallv he cstahlisl!hl ill'·
yond a liou !Jt.; What follows ? Nol . t hnL //tail';' I' f.,
nil-far from 11. But that tho one olllnlprescni bncrgy which manifests itself in countless at<JlllS asa uni·
vers1\l organic polarity, manifests itself :Liso m iht;
(Concluded on page 10.)
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(Continued from Page 5.)
friendly toward us. Elder Shelton and Mr. Snode
gently consign us to that torrid climate. called l~ell,
and tl.lis righteous man, who has not the. manliness to
give his name, goes a step or two further and threat·
ens to blow our brains out. He must be a heartless
man indeed to want to reduce us to the same hapless condition he is in. We had rather not spare
our brains just now. We have no more than we need,
and don't see how we could get along without them.
We are not afraid of death, and when the time comes
fdr life to cease with us, we trust we shall meet the
change without fear or terror. We however, like
this life pretty well, and if it is all the same to our
righteous friend, we would rather stay here awhile
after this month has passed-say till after the Beecher
trial is over, any way. We have a curiosity to see how·
that case" comes out," and would prefer to keep our
brains till after that time if this ardent admirer of
Christianity and the Bible will give his consent.
This person evidently means business, or would
lmve us think so. "\V e suggest, however, that it is
getting most too late in the day to take peopl'il's lives
becai1se they do nut see things in the same light we
do, or believe just to suit us. It used to be quite common a few hundred years ago, and was practiced extensively, but the custom has fallen into disuse, and
probably it is not best to revive it.
"\Ve are satisfied God has no objection to our publishing THE TRUTH SEEKER, (for if he has, and wishes
1o do so, he can easily stop us at any time without
help,) and as we feel that we have a duty to perform
in this direction, so long as our patrons supply us with
the necessary means to run it, and we have health and
strength, we shall "keep pegging away," regardless
alike of pistol shots and righteous threats.

B. F. Underwood.
We were fnvored with a visit from this active
champion of Truth and Free Thought upon his passage through this city to fill his lecture engagements
in the West. We were pleased to learn from him
that there is an increasing interest manifested to hear
Liberal lectures, and that he has fully twice as many
applications for le!"\tures as he is able to supply. Those
may regard themselves as fortunate who secure his
services, and are enabled to hear him. He is truly an
able exponent of Science and a zealous advecate of
Truth. He is doing much good in the country, and
is doubtless appreciated by all who have an opportunity of hearing him. His present engagements last
till May, when he assures us he will return to this city,
when we hope the Libera1s here will have an opportunity of hearing him.

Book Notices.
DEsCENT AND DARWINISM, by Prof. Oscar Schmidt,
of the "International Scientific Series" is one of the
finest and most comprehensive works we have yet
seen. The key-note of the subject-matter of this book
is found in the following passage: ''The subject is
of deep importance, and whether we take part for or
against it, must influence our whole theory of life.
Here, too, that has happened to many, which so often
happens in questions, the difficulties of· which are
veiled by an apparent general familiarity. Every one
thinks himself capable of deciding about life, and
since to non-scientific per@ons the notorious relationship with apes is the alpha and omega of the doctrine
of Descent-since the most confused heads are often
most thoroughly convinced of their own pre-eminence
-on no subject do we so .frequently hear superficial
opinions, mostly condemnatory, and all evincing the
grossest ignorance. I wish, then, to render the read(;lr
able to 'ilurvey the whole ramified and complicated
problem of the doctrine of Descent, and its foundation by Darwin, and te enable him to understand its
cardinal points."
Our author also says, '' the domain of the mirMulous at best fosters only pious self-deception, and in·
dolence of mind," and in substance affirms that no
deep investigations were ever made by scientists until
they had thrown aside the Bible entirely.
_After a careful reading of the book, we are prepared
to say that our author has been entirely successful in
his attempt to elucidate this subject of Descent. It is
a full and fine epitome of Darwin ism-a whole library
in itself. He places ortliodoxy just where it belongs
-out of the pale of common sense-away in the region of the emotions. He holds up to our intellects
hard, incontrovertible facts-pure, mu>clulterated materialism. We wish we could put it into the hands of
every man and woman in the country. No Liberal,
who desires to act" from intelligent premises, can
afford to be without it.
"\V e will cheerfully send the book by mail to all applicants. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts.

a! and sensible. This accords with universal institutions and spontaneous judgments, which never separate force and phenomena, nor make matter and its
forces to be anything other than objects of our senlies.
For all men, from peasant to philosopher, .ascribe
some force to sensible phenomena. Carpenter himself does it all through his writings just as H ume did."
Our author handles Hume without gloves, and has
certainly furnished us one of the most intelligent
criticisms we have ever read of that author.
The metaphysical and supernatural schools fare
badly at his hands. If space permitted we would
gladly give more extended extracts from his very
able argumen~s. Through 295 pages of good reason·
ing he gives to matter all the "forms and potencies
of life." The logical deductions from his arguments
might lead us to the doct.rine of a Supreme Power,
but consistently they could not even hint at a Supreme Being. What then w·as ot.r surprise to read
the closing paragraph thus:
"Now the great problem is, can we expound this
unity so as to prove a persoual Deity and one personal
immortality? With emphasis I answer Yes!" This
reminds us of the story of the cow that gave a generous pail of milk only to kick it over at the last moment. Verily, "consistency thou art a jewel."
The work is a neatly bound volume of 300 pages.
Published by the Authors' Publishing Company, this
city. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts.

WE APOLOGIZE.-We believe in making apologies
whenever we commit an error that requires it. In
sending out notices to delinquents, our clerk, by mistake and without our knowledge, sent to several who
have renewed. We beg pardon for this and hope our
friends will not be offended at it. We do not wish to
dun any one who owes us nothing, and ask all such
to consider it a mistake.
We would be glad if those in arrears felt more disposed to come to our aid. Our expenses are heavy,
and we need the help of all those who have not renewed.
We regret there are so many disposed to discontinue
their paper and feel not interest enough in the life of
THE TRUTH SEEKER to be willing to spare $1.75 per
year to help sustain it. There is much ignorance,
error and mental bondage in our land, and sheets like
this are sorely needed to dispel the same. If every
one who has emerged from the wilderness of eJTor
and doubt only felt willing to contribute a very small
sum annually t0 aid in helping others out, our Liberal
•publications would not need to languish.
We ask every active friend of truth and mental
freedom to send in all the new subscribers they can to
take the place of those who, through apathy and the
Evor,.uTrON AND PROGRESs, by Rev. W. I Gill, A.
fear of spending $1.75 for a Liberal paper, have de- 1\L The claim that our author makes is that Evoluserted us. Let all do what they can for truth.
tion and Progress were written to, from the following
points, viz.: ".'!'hat orthodox do not understand their
A CAUSE Fon REGRET.-Our recent officiou5 Con- oppoi1ents. That, in the present state of philosophy,
gress, not being content to leave the postal laws as Evolution can be rigidly maintained, and triumphantthey were-satisfactory to everybody except our rich ly vindicated against all the assaults of Theism, and
Bxpress Companies-have seen fit to change them, that the latter will have to adopt an entirely new theraising the postage on books, pamphlets, transient ory of defense." He certainly well sustains this proppapers, and small packages of merchandise to double osition. His disposition of Dr. McCosh and his thewhat they were, or sixteen cents a pound in place of ories is only equaled by the happy and conclusive
eight, and calling for a two-cent stamp for THE manner with which he refutes the arguments and theTRUTH SEEKER, and other papers weighing ~er an ories of Hume and Carpenter, all three of whom are
ounce, to those not regular subscribers. "\Ve regard diametrically opposed to each other. On the question
this as an outrage upon the people to please rich mo- of force, and_ the forcefulness of matter, he meets
nopolies that have made immense fortunes from the the arguments of his opponents thus: "Matter and
public, and would be glad to make people pay a dol- force are identical, are one and the same, and for this
Jar a pound to transport a book a thousand miles, reason in knowing matter we necessarily know force.
whereas the postage has ])een eight cents a pound, but If we are cognizant of force at all, and if yet our
now sixteen. While Congress has thus doubled post- knowledge does not transcend phenomena, then we
age :fe>r the public, they have partially restored to are cognizant of phenominal force. If cognizant
themselves the odious franking privilege. Thus the ot force by the senses, and therefore thus cognizant
innocent have to suffer for the guilty.
of sensible! force, and if the senses can not transcenu
We ask our friends who order books by mail to en- phenomena, then we are cognizant of the senses of"
close enough to cove:r t4e increased postage.
. phenominal force. And material force is phenomin-

OVERDOING THE THING.-The Right Rev. William Croswell Doane, Episcopal Bishop of Albany a few weeks ago
ordered prayers to be offered up in the churches under
his jurisdiction for rain, which was much needed. In due
time raiR came, and he has congratulated the faithful under his charge at the success thus achieved by prayer.
The question arises here, if their prayers produced the
rain. ought not the country hold the bishop responsible
for the devastating floods that have recently taken place
in the Susquehanna, the Delaware, the Tennessee, and
many other rivers, by which hundreds of thousands of
dollars worth of property have been destroyed, and large
numbers of poor people thrown out of employment in
winter? Good Bishop, please do not deluge the whole
country because you need rain at Albany! If your prayers up there are so powerful, they are, perhaps, too much
like nitro-glycerine to be used indiscriminately. ··Have
a care," Bishop," don't overdo the thing!"

Notice to the Liberal Public.
J\1. ALTMAN & Co.,
1
301 &303 Sixth Ave.,N. Y. f
I have during the last six years kept my name and
business constantly before the readers of Liberal papers, and have during that time supplied most of them
with merchandize from my establishment, orders in
most cases coming through the advertisements pub:
lished by me.
But the limited space necessarily occupied in a
newspaper makes it impossible to enumerate or specify accurately the many articles required by the public
and I have been and still am in receipt of many letters
begging for a more detailed Price List or Catalogue, I
have determined to issue the most complete Price List
of Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Ladies' and Gents' Undergal·ments and outfits, Suits, Costumes, Hosiery,
Gloves, and the thousand small articles in Millinery,
N otious, and Haberdashiery, that has ever been circulated, free of cost, to all who may send stamp and address. The matter is now in the hands of the printer
and by the time this is read will be ready to mail.
Send on your addresses with stamp for return postage. Liberals who may not be able, or who hesitate
to send stamp, may simply send their address, and I
will mail a few for distribution among their friends.
Fraternally yours,
MoRRIS ALTMAN.

Anniversary Celebration.
Extensive arrangements are being made to celebrate
the 29th Anniversa1y of Modern Spiritualism, by the
First Spiritual Society of Terre Haute, Ind. As an
additional attraction, arrangements have been consummated with C. W. Stewart, Spiritualist of J\icHen·
ry, Ill., and Rev. A. Wright, Methodist minister of
Vienna, Ill., to discuss the merits and demerits of
SpirituaJism in Pence's Hall, beginning on the evening
of the 29th in st., and to continue each evening there·
after (excepting the evening of the 31st), so long as
the contesting parties desire. Wednesday evening the
31st being the Anniversary proper, will be devoted to
festivities. All are invited. By order of Committee,
ALLEN PENCE, Chairman.
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Teachin~8,
'rHE ONLY REMEDY FOR THE ILLS
OF HUMANITY.

Self-Culture, and Not Religiou8

·.BY U. K . .BOOTH, DETROIT, ,1UCH.

An old adage says, "children and fools tell the
tnttb." And yet the priests, clergy and their deluded followers will persist in the erroneous belief and
statement that it is natural to do wrong. That it is as
natural for a child to go astray as for the sparks to fly
upward. And tba£ "all mankind by nature are depraved." Paul also shared the same opinion wherever be expressed the law of antagonism which he used
to think existed between the flesh and the spirit. But
this is a grave error and a grievous mistake, and most
"grievously hath the world answered for it. Nothing can be more foreign to truth and the facts in the
case. Mankind are taught to do wrong from their
earliest childhood, either by example or precept, more
particularly by the former. In fact, before the child
bas an existence even, does its education begin in the
errors of ali ignorant parentage. A child, however
young, may in its ignorance, being impelled by the
natural appetite or demand of some yet uneducated
and unenlightened propensity, perpetrate any wrong,
whether it .be the destruction of life, property or principle, and yet when interrogated and called to an account for its action, if done in a cool and dispassionate
manner, will respond readily ancl truthfully, seeking
neither subterfuge, evasion nor concealment.
But if, on the contrary, the interrogations and invest.igations are carried on in an angry, threatening,
and chiding manner (as they usually are), t.hen the
child, acting under the impulse of the very first and
most authoritative law of its nature, namely, the law
of self-preservation or self-defense, will resort to falsehood, deception, evasion and concealment, to save itself froiD impending danger. And in so doing, from
the very in.stincts of its nature, acts as wisely, conscientiously and as rightfully as does a nation by misleading, deceiving or Sl,lrprising, by recourse to any and
every species and means of stratagem, an inv·ading
enerriy, whose object is the overthrow of their capital.
The fact that the character of the child is largely and
_alarmingly due to pre-natal conditions, tbr'ough an
ignorant; vicious and corrupt parentage, both by pllysiological irregularities, psychological impressions and
mental influences, by which the child is ushered into
the world, not 11-nder natural, but preternatural laws
and conditions, has led the unobservant and unphilosophical Bible writer, to assert _that "it is as natural
for a -chile! to go astray as for the sparks to fly upward," and·the equally unphilosophical priest taking
his "cue'' from this idea incorporated in "holy writ,"
has elaborated the thought still further, and pronounced man in a state of nature "totally depraved."
But this is by no means the case. It is true that,
under hereditary influences, or the ''laws of hereditary descent," the child having a depraved parentage,
and necessarily partaking thereof, enters life in a state
of physical and mental depravity. But the child, under such influences. does not receive a natural, but
only a preternatural or an abnormal existence ; the
evil in the case being due, not to nature, but to the
·penalties 'consequent upon the violation of, and departure from nature on the part of the parentage, before
and during the pre-natal conditions of the child. And
the very idea of the doctrine of regeneration, (the central idea of Christia11ity,) implies a bad or an abnormal generation. If, thel'efore, we would obviate the
necessity of ?'egene-ralion, let us understand and attend
to the laws of generation. Take for instance the following example : A child is brought. into the world
by parents whose entire lives have been spent in the
one direction of acquisitiveness-of making and hoarding up money. Now applying the old adage, '~like
father, like son,'' or "like begets like," is it not perfectly reasonable to suppose that the child will collle
in to the world under a predominately developed acquisitiveness, under a pretematural bent, and an abnormal tendency in that direction? Hence tlw child,
until educated up out of its pre-natal condition, will
be depraved in this faculty, and will tend to become
a thief, not by nature, but by receiving a prcter~att~r
al or abnormal development of that faculty, wluch .Is
only the penalty inflicted upon t.he child by Nature,
through the parental violation of her sacred laws.
'l'he parents upon discovering the thievin~ propensities of the child, and desiring to correct Its errors
and wayward tendencies, naturally seck a remedy in
the same "holy book," which asserts that it is as ''natural for a child to go astray as for the sparks to fly upward." Hence, upon opening this '' holy book," they
read "spat'e the rod and spoil the child." And thereupo~ they betake themselves t.o the task of whipping
out of the child that which they themselves have
stamped upon its v"'ry life and being. And if happily, after a long, painful and severe course of corporal
punishment and penal discipline (during which there
is often much praying, and not unfrequently some
swearing), they succeed in whipping out of the poor
sorrowing child the wrong, t.he crime and the evil for
which they atone are responsible, and for which they,
and not the child, ought to suffer, they will rejoice in
the good work they have accomplislted, and bless the
Bible for furnishing them so wise and holy a rule of
action. But if they fail, (as they usually do,) then the
priest will bring the magic powers of his sacred office
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to bear, a~~ t~e. child, having ~rrived at the years _of
I said, What Great Phenomena ? Reporter replied:
accou~tabtht) '· ts. expect~d t? ,;epent and.be )Japt1z-, I m. not posted any further. You must, if you wish
eel for the remt.sswn of hts sms, for all of whtch he, 1 to mvestigate further, have a reporter who knows
the repen~~nt smner, ~ust ~ecor.ne a regular attendant more than I do. Which shalll call, Peter or John ?
upon _the . means of guce, wbtch m~ans, VI_'hen prop- I I scratched my cranium to get the best idea out-give
erly mtetpreted, that. he must contnbute liberally to us Pet~r. Petet· forthwith put in an appearance.
the support of the pn~st and t~e church. . .
.
, ~along my prettiest bow, I said, Please have the
~~t If all th~se p_mental, Btble and mmtstenal or\ politeness to tell us what are the Great Phenomena of
rehgwu~ remed~es farl to correct the errors of the way- the Islands of the Southern Seas ?
ward, .whose hves have been thus cursed by and
"Are you prepared to write 9'' I am
t!1rongh the wrongs and follies of an ignorant Chris"Among the inhabitants of the Sonth.ern Seas is an
ttan pare!ltage, t~e;r are tqe!l handed ~ver to the ten- organization whose central idea is to think by 1·ule !"
d_er mercies of cr~'tl~ mt~mctpal or pohce. courts. p~e- Here Peter examined my notes to see if they were
s!de~ o-:er by C~nsttan JUdg~s, found gmlty by Chns- Cc.>!Te.ct. ''In their organic laws are metes and bounds
tmn JU;tes, are m~arc~ra!ed m, and sentenced to hard defimng what thoughts may enter the mind, and what
lal;JOr m the Pemtentmnes of the country, where a may not enter the mind." This so novel a code
pnest, under the." na~ne _and style" of a" cha:plain," brought to my mind a little historic· reminiscence of
at a fine salary. rs. ~t1ll ~n attenda?ce, ost~nstbly for many year~ ago, the recollection of which touched m
the p_urpose of ,f'etteratt!lg t)w l~ttherto meffectual bump of mnthfulness, an<i I laughed aloud-! awokl,
teachr~gs of t.he holy Btble, wh~ch commands the and behold it was a dream. Wbrtt a pity I lauo-hed!
poor, Ignorant and unfortunate smnner to "repent I must take better care next time.
"'
and be baptiz_ed, and_1v.ash_ !!-way his sins." And ~f.
Dream _or no dream, does it not open a fissure in the
afte~· all, the sms and tmqmtws of the parents are still cloud whtch now so obscures our benighted Christian
earned out by pro:vy, by the hapless chtld, then at last, land?
by an "!1-ngry God_,'' he is delivered int~ the hand~ of
·what, for an idea, would it be f<Jr the Islands of the
3: prowh~g "Devtl, who goes about like a roanng Southern Seas to send missionaries to this world-wide
1~on se~lnng whom he may devo~1r," ~nd by bin~ is renowned land of liberty to establish Christian
cast,t?;to a lake that burn~th wrth fire and brn~- churches on t~e Jesus of Nazareth idea, "whoso
stone,
whe~-~ the worm ~~e~~ not,_ and the fi~·~ IS looketh,:' ~r tbm!<eth? 'IVould not such change, in
not quenc~ed, and w~~re_ hts weepmg al!d watlmg on_r Chnsttan et?-ws, avert some little unpleasantness?
and gnaslung of. teeth VI_' Ill be heard. by hts parents,
'As a man thmketh, so is he." Why not, so is ahe?
who are seated m glory JUst above hu~, and ~round If a man or ".'oman-a gentleman or lady if you please
whose brows wre:tths and garlands Will entwme, as -allow an Impure thought to enter the mind the
the ",~moke of his torment shall ascend forever and thought is the cause-;a feeling, a /il~cretion, is' the
ever.
effect-next the cause. rhe neJ't effect 1s some act that
0 ~hen will mankind learn to. study, inv~tigate, will not bear the light-that will not bear the scr~tiny
exerctse, re~son, reflect ~nd . thtnk, and _tht!Jk f~r of a~gels. Some act that will want a cloak of •• impnthen?selve.~ r_nstead of p~ymg tgnorant, destgmn_g, lt- ted nghteo_u_snes~," to:-co.ver it.. We ([rop the curtain.
centwus
bishops, cardmals, prelates, crafty pnests,
To Sprntuahsm, m tts sublimer manifestations we
ministers, blergymen, Right Rev. divines, doctors of make our most rt'Verential bow. It touches the bond
divinity," and all other cognate appellations fo_und in thr.t binds this stupendous Universe togetller. It
the nomenclature of knaves and fools, to thmk for reaches the sublime center of all vitality. It thrills
them?
.
every fibre of our being. Through this vitilizing
When a people surrender governmental and State agency, man, now so rudimental is to be perfected iu
'
affairs into the hands of a few men, under the mistak- tlte lik8ness of God.
en idea that they will look after their rights and inW_e wou_ld not speak disparagingly of the current
terests better than they themselves can, thus leaving mamfestattons called materialization. They have
them free from governmental responsibilities, then their use. Some minds could be rene bed by nothing
the mask falling from the pretended patriot, the usurp- less tangible. The Powers alJOve us mean us gooder steps forth, sets his iron heel of tyranny on the mean us all good.
PRENTISS.
necks of his impoteu t subjects, fills his. coffers with
the hard earnings of the toiling millions, grows insolent, heartless and eruel over the very amusement
afforded him by the groans, sighs and tears, the unQuestions for the Clergy.
heard and unheeded petitions ot his menial, abject,
MR. EDITOR : Permit me to ask the clergy a few
suffering subjects. If then in matters of State polity,
"eternal vigilance is the price of liberty," how much questions through the columns of your paper:
First, do you believe in a Creator ?
·
more is human development, moral and intellectual
Do you believe in special Providenceg ?
freedom -the price of self-culture, self-thought, philoDo you believe the Bible represt•nts the true God?
sophical investigation, mental reflection, individual
Did God have a design in all his worl{S ?
effort and personal study ? When will the people
Is he a respecter of persons?
become philosophical instead of theological? When
Did he intend that man should fall through the inwill science take the place of superstition, and scientific works, which embody demonstrated facts, super- fluence of the Devil?
Did he intend this Devil should cause him to besede Bibles which only contain in the main, exploded
theories, the "say so" and the "guess-work" of relig- come grieved at his heart ancl!Jecomc repentant?
Did he make all the fish of the sea?
ious world-makers, designing priests and ignorant
Did lle intend the large fish to eat up the small
divines ? ·when will the people learn that freedom
from pain, sickness, sorrow and "sin" depend ·wlwlly ones? If yes, does he expect the small fish to render
and entirely upon a knowledge of and obedience to tlranl\s to him?
Did he drown everything upon the earth, because
our recip1·ocal relation to the elements, of which we
are composed, and "in which we live and move and everything was as he intended it?
Vv'hat lmcl the beasts of the field d<Jnc that they
have our bein~ ?" When will theyleam, that obedience to law and not repentance of violated law will should be drow.Jed ?
Were Lot and his two daughters the onlv righteous
alone secure individual happiness? When will they
"
learn that nature is not depraved and corrupt, but persons in Sodom and Gomorrah ?
Is it. 1\ l!lark of righteousness to corr:mit incest and
corruption and dcpr.avity are but the sequence of our
'
ignorance of nature ? And finally, when will they to get ~o drunk you know nothiJ!g?
IYas David a man after Go<l's own heart ?
learn that a corrupt and depraved nature implies a oJor\Vas his heart in accordance wit.h God's, when he
rupt and depraved God?
put Uriah in front of tlw battle, tlmt he might get kill·
ed, so that he might get ltis wife, because she was
pretty?
We Live in the Eternal Now!
Did Gll(l onler the Israelites to slay all l!Jc males
Spiritualism, in its modern phase, called materictliz. among the little ones, and kill all the women that had
ation, is, as appears by the papers, a.tt.racting some at- known man by lying with him, and to keep all the
tention. Though an obscure individual, as one of the virgins alive fur their own use?
Does God expect those mothers, brothers and
atoms of our common humanity, I need not be surprised if I do not wholly escape the magnetic current claughters to worship him or his religion?
Arc yon clergy looking for the second coming of
At present I take no stock in the coucern, either pro
or con. I would not go three perches to see Miss Christ and the judgnwnt day?
Did God s•1y in 1\Iatt. xvi. "tli:tt there wa3 some
"Katie King,'' and all the Indians, little and big, that
could be resurrected-not even the squaws. I lived standing there that should not taste death until lte
with Indians, away towards where the sun goes down, can1e ?''
Did he say in Matt. xxiv., "thrrt this generation
a long time ago, when Indians were Indians, and
squaws were squctws. Those Green ]\fountain Indians should not pass away nntil he e;tme to jndge the
seem to be another thing entirely-and so of the world?"
Then why are you looking for his coming yet?
squaws.
By answering these questions, it mny be the means
The thought just pitched into my cranium-I'm not
quite sure I have not already felt an oscilating tonch of converting a person from Atheism. I ask them in
good faith, for information, and nut to eavil nnd mal<e
of the magnetic force aforesaid.
Night before last a gentleman came and introduced light. of yom doctrine, but that I may receive the trne
himself to me as a reporter. Said be had been inter- light, if yon have it.
JA~IES 1\I. PRATT.
Pratt, Ill.
viewing :Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher. Mrs. Beecher
told him she and 1\Ir. Beecher bacl !Jeen lecturing
about the country since the first of November-expectTHE Centennial buildings in Philadelphia will cover
ed to keep on doing so 'till the middle of January,
whe11 they were to start for the Islands of the South- twentY acres, and to lessen the fatigue of a thorough visit
an elevated railway is :projected.
ern Seas, to witness the Great Phenomena.
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( Contimwd j1·om No. 7.)
derwood is tt well-known representative of Infidelity,
A ShOJ't Sei'JllOll
to You l' R.eaders.
and is quite noted as a writer and debater. A Boston pa,
atom-built organism af! intelligence; in tl word, that per (the Index) says he is in this country what Beuchner
'l'O
I
th t
l'b
11 ,,R E
matter and mind ewe one."
is in Germany.
m. • DI It : see
a you are a I era1 man, and
I think Tyndall plainly states that he does think . Both gentlemen are ready, fluent talkers; but Burgess •ever ready ;to publish t1"/.ttk as well as ei"'·m·. And
mind and matter ·are one, in the sense that mimi is, Is the most !3loquent,-Un4erwqod perhaps the most ex- I see that most of your contributors talk as though
0
as Lewes says it is, a functional .product of matter, ~?fe~~{}ni ~tc~fs ~~~~~~soif ~~~~k~~ ~~t~}~·lf~~ ~tt~~~~ they did not bel~ev~ the holy Bible to be the infallible
though Tyndall does not understand how the function he presents. Underwood is direct, never uses a super- word of God, m Its every word and line. In fact
originates ; but I presume that he cannot any better fi~ ous wo_rd, milkes no attempt at word-painting •. but many of them claim that 1t is contradictory in many
understand how the mind, which is always in prop or- ~~[;;s 1~!:ig.ub:ih't~ha~1s~~~~t';;elJr~~is~tZia\~~ ~OJ-~1J~~ o~ its statements! and. th.at God i~ devilish in many of
tion to the development of brain matter, can be a familiarity with the various schools of thought. The In- hiS acts. Now su~, t.hJs IS all owmg to their not being
manifestation of a "universal Energy," which is not fiqel seems to have given the most attention to physical theologians, thereby not understanding the language
SCience,
however.
' au·"tl!a pro d uc t 0f rnatt er.
As usual,
both parties claim the victory. Tile debate of heaven
·
· For
. ' s1·1· ! be I't knoum
.,...... that 1leavens
Rowland Conner and Abbot agree that Tyndall's was conducted in a good spirit, and the large audiences metJC ~nd grammm can be only understood by the
conception of materialism is the reverse of the ordin- in attendance were much entertained and instructed.
theologmns. But I am to preach a sermon to your
ary meaning of the word ; but Conner does not recog.
.
. 1
·
.
. contributors; so to my1 text.
nize the radical change in Tyndall's notion of matter (From the Can·o corres~~~~~~ )t of the St. toms DatlY
2 'l'hes. ii: 11, 12, ' And for this cause God shall
that Weiss recognizes, viz : the conception of eternal
C·
I
send them strong delusion, that they should believe a
living matter. Conner demurs to Abbot's definition of
There has been in this cit/iY~e\yLJ'~~afeE'Sef!:i:~±O. lie; ~hat ,\hey all might be damned, who believe not
Tyndall's "Scientific Materialism." Abbot says Tyn· A. Burgess and B. F. Underwood on tile Bible. its ilistor- the tmth.
dall rejects that genuine form of materialism whlch ic, scientific and moral worth; the most lively debate it
We shall divide this subject into three heads :
· every th'Ill~ b Y rna tt era1one, an d assumes 1.1le has
ever been
to hear.
First
exp Iams
Burgess
is ofmy
thepleasure
Cambellite
denomination, and Presi. · Who and what I·s th
. 1's God. that
. sen d sa st.lOng
existence of an illimitable number E>f self-subsistent dent of their theological college at Indianapolis. Under- d<;luswn to make them beheve a he Ill order that they
molecules governed by a strictly universal law of po· wood is a hard-hPaded, matter-of-fact llfaterialist, from mrght be damned?
Jarity. (The molecules are matter, and it is their J?oston, the home of heresy and the city of isms in gene~econd. The reason that he sends them a strong de.
function of polarity that constitutes the law. Tyndall ratinderwood had the affirmative all through the debate. luswr; that they might all b.c ?am ned?
does not suppose any other law of polarity.) Conner The propositions required him to prove that the Bible
Third, and lastly, who IS It he wants to damn, and
declares that Abbot, by the innocent introduction in aboun,ds in errors in history .and science, and teaches a what does he want to damn them for?
the above. definition of se!J:subsistent or eternal atoms, mTorahty not adapted to. the nmeteenth century, .
·
1. Who and what is this God? It is evidently 110t
he attendance was Immense from the begmmng to
G d f
.
.
in which, Conner considers, Tyndall never believed, the end of the debate. The general opinion is that Un- t1I.e o o nature. that sends the ram and sunshme
has altered the entire question as reganls Tyndall. derwood got away with Burgess. that the Boston man allke upon the evil and good, who scatters his bless·
Conner says he has not yet sufficient reasons for accept- was too m.ueh for the Hoosier,. Albeit it does not follow ings every-where from whose hand the flower"
ing Al.lbot's conception that Tyndall's notion of sub- ~~~tet~ear~R~e!!~ifse~fth~nc?e'b1~~e~rei\~~~~~~eh~fJ;gf~bl~ b~1rs~ forth with 'every re~urning spr:ing upon ever;
stantial atoms endowed with inherent forces m '1St dis- Ipfidel, are not ready to admit that the Bible and Chris- lnllsicle, and valley, and Wide extendmg plain, appasolve un(ler the influence of the new doctrine of the t1anity are. defeated or their claims invalidated,
rently not caring a cent whether man ·or beasts treads
Cons.ervati'sm of Energy,
Burgess
IS smart.
IS not the upon .them ' or gathers
eve·I t l ·ue t o 1nm·
- I'nto that of ]Jure forces·, but man
to make
the besttonguey.
defenseeloquent,}mt
of the .1:>1ble.heUnderwood
. them up · But
.
if it be true, it will not, he says, affect Tyndall's argn· on. the contrary is learned, logical, and scientific; and self, regardless of lngh or low, nch or poor, sublime
ment for seeing in matter the promise and potency knows how to make the. most of a weak cause. :S:e is 01: vulgar, all nature brought forth in perfect accord
of ever& form and quality of life. Conner says en- nrobab.ly the best deb.ater m the ranks. of the A,mencan w1th her development. 0 no . it is not RUeh a God
Freethmkers. He IS a representative of ' modern
th' th t h
t
'
'
'
dmccd ecause he draws his conception of that ti·om thought," and is one or the most logical speakers as IS a as no sense enough to know who to bless
Tyndall's allusion to "the Creator of matter," in an and skillful debaters in America, Burgess stll;.llds and who to curse, oh, no.
expression intended by Tyndall as a reproach to those Well' with . b. is de~omi!lation, but our ~6mJ?J.unity is
'r:his God is the author of the holy Bible. 'Tis true
who despised matter whiCh they believed their God hardly satisfied 'Vith his defense of then· .faith.
that sometheologians claim that in his better mood
had created. It was not intended to be the expression
A Chicago Times correspondent, in a letter dated he is one with the God of nature, For y9m· contribu·
of his belief in a Creator of matter, nor of an Endow- Dec. 28th, noticed th.e debate at the length of half a tors must be made to understand that nouns have
cr of forces upon matter. Conner concludes from column, and while the writer said '' Christians and moods in heaven's language ; and so powerfitl arc
this expression that Tyndall means that a Creator Freethinkers both seemed well satisfied with the re- these moods, that they change a saint to a demon anti
"endowed" matter with the" promise and potency," suits," admitted that Underwood was "the closest a G,o~l to a Devil in t~e t'yinkling of an eye.
'
:r~IS God of the B1ble IS~ pure and holy being, not
etc., though Clarke says this is what Tyndall pur- thinker and most careful reasoner."
posed to deny.
The Boston Investigator mentioning the debate, Willmg that any should pensh; but as a Iovino- father
Regarding Abbot's statement that "the way out of s.aid:
caring for all his children alike, without rc~pect t,;
Tyndall's imperfect material:sm is clear through it
THE GREAT DEBATE.
persons, in the one mood, and a pcrf~ct demon senrl·
into a philosophy which shall show atoms to be maniUNDEmvoo'n ·vs. BuRGESS.-Western ptwers speak high- ing lying sp~rits to deceive his prophets, tempdng the
festations of a unitary energy or ''Power." Conner ly of Mr. Underwood in his debate with Mr. Burgess, man after hiS own heart to number Israel in order that
Sa}'S if Abbot will frame an argument which shall real- at Cairo, Illinois. and rather give our Boston Infidel tho he might have an excuse to slay seventy thousand
d
preference on the score of ability, though as Burgess is
(b ·
·
ly go .through it, into the modified pantheism wit!t President of a College the Christians were sure he would men eSIC1cs women an cluldrcn) to satht!e his thirst
which Abbot desires to replace it, he is ready to go conquer. But we read that David slew Goliall, and we in- for blood, and in accordance with our text sending
through when he sees an opening, which he does not fer from r®orts that our Brother Underwood doubled up st~ong delusion to make men believe a lie sd that he
see as yet.
President Burgess in the most approved style.
might damn the;u for not believing the truth, in his
P. S. ~onner thinks _when Ab~ot wrote, ''We re'l'he Carroll County (Illinois) Gazette quote~; the de- other mood.
~
fuse to Juggle or be Juggled With, by Spencer and scription of l\'Ir. Underwood from the Christian StanG?d and the D~vil, acco~·d~ng to tl~c Bible, are one
Tyndall's' empty gibberish of the unknowable,'" that dard and says:
and the same bcmg; and It IS all owmg to tlie mood
he forgot that the first lesson in controversy is to un- ·
'
whet her he be the one or the otlw1·.
Jearn our native tendency to treat our adversaries as
"We publlsh it so tlH>t our rcaderF, the most of whom
"This is a ba!·e assertion," I hear some unbeliever
· ·
1 accep t ancc o f nark.
will recollect
between
gentlemen
La- s,aY H o1l 1 on, s u·, I h ave tl IC proo f , b oth logical atul
1.oo1s. H e th'm k s th a t tl·le proviSJOna
may seethe
fordebate
themselves
the these
corre<'lnc~:;
of theinliketlpence~.;'s views seems to make Abbot almost angry; ness! It is the first timo we have ever hPnrll that lllis scriptural; and "in the mouth of two or three witand he sa~s that other friends of. Abbott think that 'heavy-set, thic~-neckcd. dark-haired, tlrtrk-(·umplc:xion- nesses shall every word be established."
exact justlCC to Spencer is prevented by Abbot's ed pnze fighter was at n loss for words.' Such a dcscrip- . 1. Logically-it is impossible for two SU]Jreme be~
t
h
tion, we venture to f'tty, coulclnever find a place in a secremembrance o f some ol d grudge, or from prejudice ular newspaper."
mgs o occupy t e same space and territory. This
on account of being defeated in controversy with
God and this Devil are eve~y-where present, and rule
Spencer. Abbot smiles at this quaint suggestion of
The following addit1onal extracts in regard to l\'Ir.
the. sa;me laws. Y~u n:1ght as well conceive 0 f au
any "remembered drubbing at his hands," and says : Underwood's personal appearance and characteristics
llTeSIStible ball commg m contact with an inpenc·
"If there was any drubbing it was in the opposite as 11 speaker will show the' pious contributor to the trable wall," as to conceive of two Supreme Beings
direction."·
pious Christian StandMd to be a bigot and a falsifier : to hold control at the same time. Sir; it is impossi·
New Harmony, Indiana, Feb. 10th, 1875.
ble. "'fhe thing can't be did." Therefore logically
(Prom the Inrlianopolis Journal (Ind.) of Oct, 15th, 1874.) God and the Devil are one.
'
'
"An audience of 800 or 1000 people listened to B. F. Un2. Scripturally-2 Sam., xxiv: 1, "'l'he anger of
8
The Underwoo<l-Burgrss :Oebate at Cairo. rl~n~o~e1t ~~:hti~1W~~ ~~~~~~~~;e~ ~~~dfs"a~f}~l~1?e~t the Lord ":as kmdled against Israel; and he moved
ing and engaging &JlCaker, often quite witty.''
Dav!d ag~mst thell! to .~ay: ·~Go number Israel."
A contributor to the Ghrixtian Standard of .January (.I!' rom the Jllilwaukee (Wis) Daily Arlve1·tism·, Nov. 23, 18H.) Agam, 1 Chron.' XXI: l, And tlatan stood up against
I~rael, an~ pr?vok~d Da:"id to number Israel." eNow
16th, pretends to give a rrport of the recent delJate at
"i\Ir. Underwood's appearance is familiar to most of Sir, the Bible IS an mfal!Ible book and never contra·
Cairo. Such a report!
our readers. He is sli~.rhtly under the average size, sol- diets itself when 1·i,qhtly understood. The above Lon!
Of Burgess, he says: "He seemed much V.etter a<;· idly built, but without ~uperfiuous Jlesh, and has an open,
quainted with the works of modern Scienti&f s than pleasant face. . . His delivery is quiet and business a~d Satan must be one and the same. If your 0011 •
entirely free from the flourishes of art, lmt e:tsy and tnb?tors only understood heaven's ~anguage, cspeeiJ\Tr. Underwood and refuted eyery position that was like,
pleasing. His style is singularly pure and exact.''
a~y ~ts moods, the:f 'Yonld, not ?c crymg out, "contra·
taken by such writers as 'J'yndall, Huxley, Darwin,
(From the Penn Yan (N.Y.) Gh!·onicle.)
dictw~s! contradzc~wus I
It 1s all in the mood, sir!
etc.
"I (lid not hear of a person snyiug that he tliuught
"tir. Underwood is an expcriimced and rather· Jluent . Agam, 2 Cor., XI: 14, "For Stttan lumself is tr·w::;.
'
lecturer, and states his points with clearness :tnu force." formed into an angel of light."
)lr. Cnderwood SllFtainetl himself.
"It is a poor rule that won't work both ways."
'· I am sure that not tmly "·as a great viet ory gaillctl
(From the Stockton (Cal.) lJeJ·alcl.)
fur the eau;;e of Christ., but it has do1~e much to c!Jcek
"1\Ir. Underwood is a good. thorough, somewhat mpid ~ou ~ec th~t one mood transforms (God) ttll angel ot
1nliclelity in Southern Illinois anti the acljoiuiug por- speaker. and evidently has his subject well in hand as he light mto Sa~an, and the other mood, Satan into (Clod l
refers but seldom to notes or authorities.''
an angel of hght.
tions of Kentucky and J\Iissouri.''
Again, "\Vith God all thin~s are po~sible." A 11 d
The same writer gives a pen picture of Mr. U ntlerHeferring to the debate between Hev. F. F. Camp·
wood. He is described as <t thick-set, clark, ugl'y- bell <tnd B. F. Underwood at Eugene City, Oregon, then again, •:G?ll c.annot lie.' . Here would S!'Clll to
be a _contr~clwtwn m our _language, showing that iL
lookiug fellow, who has the appearance of 11 "prize the Eugene Hawkeye said:
W!ts unposs!ble for Goc~ to he. But not so with heavfighter," and wlJO spoke stammcringly, and occasion·
"Campbell is a learned mtlll, a ,;mooth speaker, a deep
aliy ~;ccmecl coufusecl."
thinker, and a profound logician. And we cannot say en's language; lor a!. you have to do is to eli!UJL:C
the mo.od, and he becomes the " father of liar~,' '(u;
iujustice to Mr. Underwood anti the cause he rep· less of Underwood.''
i·escnts, let us see what sou:e of tlw secular papers · And Rev. Campbell, President of :Monmouth (Ore· the Scnptures abundantly prove.
.Again,_ "~od is not m~n that he should rc]Jt•uL"
saicl about the debate.
gon) College, after a six nights' cleb!tte with Mr. Un- And agam, . I~ repented God that he had made mnu."
derwood, wrote in his own paper, the Christian J,:Ies- No contradiCtion hc!·c: In the diubolie:tl mood be
(From the Ghicaao.lJailu 'l'riuune.)
scnuer, of Aug. 20th, 1873, as follows:
~ev?r repents, bu~ reJoices, "that to the glory of his
A BIBLE DEBATE.
"We found i\Ir. Underwood a gentleman of talents and JUStiCe" he has mnumemblc rleludetl men to damn.
A vury animated Bible debate has just lJ.,,m ednelndetl attninments, worthy of the reputation he lias won a.s a But change the mood and he repents that he is to briuo·
in Cairo, between Prof. 0. A. Burgess and Prof. 13 . .1!'. Un- lecturer, and affable, courteous and fair in debate.''
so much misery upon men that he has deluded
"'
derwood. 1'he debate was con tin ucd through six sessionR,
·whether Mr. Underwood sustained his position in
and before large and interested a.tulieJWllS. Burgess is
I think it must be J?lain to all your dt ludc;l readPresident of the North-western Christian University at the Cairo debate, or whether he is a mflian in appear· ers, tl~at the .P!·oof. IS beyond controversy, that God
Indianapolis, and has the reputation of being the ahlest
FAm PLAY.
nnd Ins Satamc ,MaJesty arc Qne npd the same.
debater m the Christian (Cambellite) denomination, Un- ance, let the reader judge.
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I therefore, hasten on to dispatch the other heads.
2. The reason that he sends them a strong delusion
·that they should believe a lie, that they might a,ll be
damned that believed not the truth."
.
God's servant Paul had been teaching the Gentiles
some very wholesome truths, about the resurrection
of the body and salvation of the soul, "through faith
in the blood of a crucified Jesus,>' whose blood was
drawn out into a fountain opened (for the purpose) in
the house of David where they could wash themselves
in that ]Jlood from all uncleanness, and come out pure
and spotless. In fact Pan! taught the beautiful and
logical doctrine that they only had to believe or have
faith that there was a fountain of Jesus' blood in the
house of David at Jerusalem, in which they were to
be washed, and it was all that was necessary to save
and safely house in heaven, the nastiest, blackest,
dirtiest blackguard of a sinner that ever lived.
Now as God in one of his diabolic1tl moods looked
down the line of the coming race, and s:1w the innumemble multitudes tbat would (if left to themselves)
believe this logical and reasonable doctrine of Paul's,
and saw that heaven would be overburdened with
saints and hell lack for fuel, he with diabolical fin·
gcrs touch eel the pen of the sainted Paul, who, moved
by the inspiration, penned the sacred text, "God
shall send them strong delusion that they should be·
lieve a lie, that they all might be damned that believe
not the truth."
3. Who is it that he wants lo clamn,·ancl what does
he w·o~nt to claron them for?
It is those that. he has del1uled to believe a lie, in order
that he might damn them for not believing the t1"Uth?
Let none Cflll the above an absurdity. If you only
was a theologian, and understood the language of
heaven you could see it in its grandeur and beauty.
Sir this short sermon is so applicable to your numero~ts contributors, that it ne\lcls no application; but
by way of parenthesis I might put in a
MORAL.
There is nothing so absurd, but it can be proved by
t)cripture.
H.EV. THEOLOGICUS, D.D.
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drift towards unity regards everything in its unitary it is performed. Now all these movements of nutri·
aspect, and depicts it as tied up in one unbroken or- tion and waste, as the laws of physiology demonstrate,
dcr, or dependent on one infinite will. Historic, sci· are intermittent and measured work, not in continu·
entific; philosophic and religious literature, then, seek. ons flow, but in vibrations or pulses. When the nerv.
to give verbal registry to the actual material and life ! ous force workctl off in gestures, is so copious as tu
of the world as they are in themselves, in their causes secure a regularly recurring discharge, the man, as in
and in their relations as a whole, without abatement barbaric· tribes, breaks into measured movements, and
or addition.
the dance is born. Dancing, music and poetry, unBut poetry, in distinction from all these, is creative, cler prepared conditions, are products of the overthe building of literary fabrics out of stuff at least stimulus of brain and nerves.
partially fictitious. With the objects and events em·
Our life consists of the deep-seated, mysterious acbodied in its descriptions, poet1y avoweclly mixes the tion of organic polarities, securing time-regulated deenergies and colors of the mind, which the other varie- posits of nutl"ition and discharges of functional enertres of literatnra profess to keep out, so as to report gy. When verbal utterance catches 11p this m,ctrical
the bare reality. Thus the historian shapes the mat· movement, we have verse, which is distinguished from
ter of his narrative into the dry likeness of truth, but prose by its regularity of accentuation. Then pulse
the poet niakes it move and glow as his august proto- on pulse of mental power beats forth in parallelism
type breathed consciousness into an image of clay. and rhY,mes. This principle pervades all nature.
The scientist sets forth the cold form of an actual ob··For tho world was made in order,
ject; the poet transfuses it with a soul. The philosoAnd the atoms march in tune:
pher and the religionist each in his way attempts to
Thou" cans't not wave tby staff in air,
grasp those determinations of motive and end between
Or dip thy paddle in the lake,
which all things proceed. The poet, careless of the
But it curves the bow of beauty there,
And the ripples in rhymes the oar forsake."
spectral domain of metaphysics, embraces the living
appearances of things, as they approach, and sheds a
Every man is keyed to some measure, set to some
transfiguring radiance and warmth over them .from tune. Whenever a passion, adequate to that measure,
his own purity. Poetry is the spontaneous producer strikes him, a mood up to the level of that tune posof phenomena, the soliloquizing overflow of rhythmic sesses him, he breaks" into music and song. The poet
mind. Poetry fills things with illeal life, and blends is a mau whose sensibility is so keen and rich, whose
them wtth glorifying associations. To sum up in a facnHy of expression is so quick and copious that he
word, the matter-of-fact man would portray a thing easily overflows into beautiful verse.
as it is in itself, but the poet portrays it as it appears
Verse economizes the mental force required to folin t1JC excited mind with all sorts of enrichments.
low a train of thought or emotion, by furnishing it
I once saw the full moon rise out of the ocean, and regular rests. 'l'he recurrent succession of mental
h~ng for a moment, broadly poised, on the edge of the pausing and f?!"Ouping, looking for, and leaning on
clark waste of waters, when suddenly a ship, with the measured mtervals and rhymes, sustains attention
sails all spread, passed solemnly across it, seeming as by regularly relieving it, and gives to poetic composiit passeLl to be a perfect picture stamped on the gleam· tion tilat intensity of emphasis, that prose vainly
ing disc. So poetry sets its lucill and beautifying strives to reach. How much more effective the sentimirror behind the objects it exhibits, lending them a ment, there is no better time for man to die than
distinctness and glory not their own. Other forms of when he falls a sacrifice for the good of humanity, if
literature aim to reflect the Universe in the white light put into poetry, thus:
ef truth; poeti"y shows it to us tllrough the many col•' Or on tile gallows high,
ored prism of the imagination. They will be historic
• Or in the battle's van.
or scientific, that is, statements of experience in pre1\Ian's noblest time to die
Is when ho dies for man."
cise accordance with the facts. When the reactions
arc excessive, the exuberance and fictitiousness, furThe other element of poetry is metaphor. You will
nished by the mind, joined with the truth, fo1·ms a find the nature of metaphoric lanl?uagc to be a spoupoetic product. The overflow of thougilt and feel- tancous clevice to express the copwns excitement of
FEBRUAH.Y 19m, 1875.
mg, which finds nothing without to react on, must the miml, when the immediate objects of its experi·
make something. 'l'he surplus mental energy, if na· ence do not furnish it sufficient vent, by associating
'Hte Nature and Uses of Poetry.
tnre supply no mould, will harden in its own fluent with these objects in a sort of living union, such other
BY RHV. W. R. ALGER.
form and then forcibly print its die on whatever is stimulati vc objects as can be brought into imaginative
Every thought or emotion on reaching a certain first ~ffcred to it. This is the origin of all mythology, relation with them. For instance, a person of sensipitch of clearness or intensity, seeks a vent through which is really poetry, clisguisell as philosophy and tive nature seeing a solitary cloud floating in the sky,
some channel of expression. The most ~dcqu~tc religion.
below the stars, unable to express in a literal descripByron says: '' P.oetry is to create from overfeeling tion of the bare fact, all the emotion engendered in
vent is an action aiming to adjust the or_ganJs~ w1th
the exigency. Thus hunger expresses Itself m the good or ill." There are tw? devices ~o which the .QO· him, says, '' one snowy cloud hangs an avalanche of
act of appropri.atin,g food'I,J!ate in the _inflict.ion of v!- etic mind has recourse to dispose of 1ts unappropna- frozen light on the peak of night's blue crest." All
olence terror tn fi1ght. vv hen the mner 1mpulse IS ted cncr""Y· Since it cannot strictly create new things, metaphor is at bottom the heightening of mental ex·
not str'ong enough to embod:y itself in an act ?f ~ulfil· it virtually does it by filling inanimate things with tl.te citement, by joining to a less exciting thought a more
men!., it may expend itself m a gestu.rc, WhiCh 1s an spirit of life. This is the great characteristic of the exciting one. Byron, describing an innocent maiden
imitative or substitutional representatwn of the real minll overchm·""ed with spiritual force. Tile enthusi- of the South Sea Islands emerging from her ocean
act. For instance a hater restrained from smiting astic lover tran~fu~es all nature with the presence of bath, illustrates this adding effect of association whea
his enemy may sc~wl, set his teeth, make a lunge in- his beloved. The intensely believing phantasy of the he says:
to empty ~pace, and thus wor~ off,_ in m!~etic g~s Greek saw the landscape alive with aryads, nayalls
·· ~aked in faith, and feeling as in form.
ture, th~ nervous energy, kept from 1ts legJtmHite dis- and 01·eads. The brain filled and tingling- with exShe stood as stands the min bow in a 6torm."
citement discharges its profuse batteries mto whatcharge m an actual blow. .
.
.
The
first use of poetry is to give the soul the relief
Another vent for expenencc IS language; that 1s to ever obj~cts are brought in relations with it, and ani- a1Hl pleasure of expression. The experiences !.hat
say, human thoughts or emotion~ may be. expressed, mates them with its own states.
or burn and cn>wd within the soul, are not satisThe other devices to which the poetic spirit has re- stir
first in fnlfiling deeds; secondly, m syn_JlJOhc gestures;
fied nutil they obtain a revelation of themselves.
and thirdly, in verbal signs, oral or "?Jt~en_. The fine course, is nssociation, making objects anll event~ emThe poet has the gift to do this. What all men
arts are modes of language, whose ann. 1t 1s to exter- blematic of something beyond themse!Yes. Smcnce dimly feel, he f~cls so powerfully liS to compel_ an utnalize the experience of men-tile pamter, sculptor, dissects thinn·s. rrroupH them by themselves, and pre- terance and he IS so cmlowcd as to secure for It a IIH~
musician respectively employing the resources of col- sents them ~s· dry facts. Poetry collects and f~tses lotlions'ancl beautiful one, which imparts srn~atiom;
or form and sound to express human feelings and things, weaves over them a voscn!nr web o_f emot!on- of case and joy to all who appr<.!ciatc it. The enj<•yicl~as. 'l'he literary arti~t seeks the. same end ~y al relationship, :tnd presents themmmystenous umon, ment of a full and felicitous exprcssio11 of its rxpcri·
mean:; of words-the most complete mstrnmentahty each wearing a vague fringe of beauty, and all s_wath· cnee. confronting it again as iu a mirror, is one of the
given to any of the arts-the breathing organ of eel in a trailing cloud of meaning beyond what 1s ex- purest pleasures of the mind.
thought. The other arts can only hint thoughts, but pressed.
.
Poets arc persons of more allluent a1Hl snst·cplihlP.
This characteristic goes to the mmost root of the natures than other men, and symbolizing t]l('ir experiwords· utter them as articulate coins immediately
stamped and dropped from tl~c mint _of the !~lind. No distinction between science and poetry, namely, that- ence in the choicest words, reveal man to himself.
hrusb, ehhel or lute can .so threct~y 1m part 1deas an.d while in the statement of the former, each fact, or set No small portio11 of tile astouislnneut and delight we
emotions, so freighted w1th m~anmg and pat~ws as_ IS of facts stands distinct and self-sufficing, in the lat- derive from the works of the poets, arises from re<·oginstantaneously done by the simple words fnemlslup, ter it is ~-obed i.n :t cloudy halo of emblematic ftssocia- niziug the glorified shapes of what we had uhst'llrcly
home joy sorrow, farewell, mother. The author or tion and suggestiveness. The poet sc.es and feels so felt in the most secret slirines of our being, aud had
~penk~r, therefore, is the .m?st !ll~ghtily eguill~ed of deep and wide, the sensitive and tenacwus tentacles of though!, peculiar ~o ourselves. Poetry wo.uld he am·
;~ll those artists, whose m1sswn 1t 1s, by pr~manly ex- his imagination, are so numerous, ~bat when ~ny earn- ply justified, hacl1t no olher_usc than to gtve ldeasnrpressing, secondarily to rekindle and nounsh the ex- est experience goes _forth, it. carnes S)_'~tbohc mean- able vent with reacting enriChments to the yeanllll!-;
ino·s with it. tears oft aud bears along frm~es of asso- cxperien~e of the soul. !le is no g~·uninc i'"<'l l'l'ho
perience of the human soul:
.
A hmgnage, to express h1s emotwns. anc~ thoughts ci~tion, int~r-penetrating mcchanical.forms with spir- needs a motive beyond tlns. Two lllf!llllllp;:tl<·", \Yll'>
in sio-ns which,J!is fellows ct~u recogmze, 1s a neces- it, and loading insiguifi?ant f:tcts With eternal truth had long filled the woouls with_ their melody, uw·e >at
sity for 'man as a socil~l being, else he. were de~titn.te and prophecy. E:tch tr1te obJect bears a burden of silent a moment., when one s:ml to the ntl1cr: ··I ant
of sympathy-shut up ill a_ hopeless soh~tule. I r~YIS· adu10nishing suggestions to pierc~ the_ soul. .
weary of singing all Bight to l_hc~c dull lmu;.:h~. "'"'
The two peculiarites which disttng~nsh poet1c verse the
ion is J!Hitle for thi~ necess1ty m the autl!blc reactwns
heedless moon and sttll""· Witlr uuue to l1s!t'n a11d
of the mind through the vocal organs. As. soon as from prose, are rytlnn and comp~ralive abunuancc of call my songs beautiful. I will tly lo tht' t·lly, :11111
visible Cl[Uivalcnts are invented fo_r these autl!b~e sym- metaphor. · The character and office of these t"·o elc· there lift my voice till the euraJl_tured now,[ 1•au . t'.
bols of experience, l_ite~·atnrc begms. Po~try 1s a l~C nwnts must be illustrated for an accurate understand· and praise me." The otl!er _one snHI: " I am h·. f'i'Y ! "
culitlr department witl11~ ~he gc~eral pr?Vm?e of li_t· ino- of the formalnatnre of poetry. Hytilm is a spon- sing because my brcas.t IS 1t~ll. .\ly ~"llt' ' ' :111 <lllucraturc. The clmracterlstiCs winch d1stmgm@h poet1c ta~cous attribute of our physical organism, when ac~ encc of joy and wor~hip. lt men l1~len :~nd are pleacfrom other literary products, are important. Alllit- ing with profuse wealth and force; an_d metaphor IS ed, I am glacl; if they lwed. not, nwH' !Ill.' lt·.'s l!af'I'Y
emture may be ai·ranged under the five heacls-his- an instinctive artifice of the mind uctmg under the am I in singing." The amlnt1011~ une ll<'IY lu Hte •·11.1.
[.dry, science, philosophy,_ religion and_ poet~y. I_Iis- same condition. Both arc natural marks of spiritual but amid the din ant! jostle "·as nn he•·dt•d, :11ul rc·u rntory records ~ccurrenccs m the o~·~ler m. winch tney richness or excitement., and. poet.ry is a fruit of their cd disappointed, soon died w:lh IW1 1e to ln•:u;n.
take plncc. Science exac.tly class1fi.es o~Jects .andre- union. Let us sec how tliis 1s.
Bnt the other still coJJtri\•cd lu rnlr;tllCC_the 111gl.l,
We know that all the functi0ns of our l)eing are and the laborer paused to listen, «lid ~tndt"IJI,.; atl!l
lations as they arc. Plnlos.ophy mqmr.es after the
causes and laws o~ things as they operate m the realm sustained by the assimilation and consu.mpti.on of lovers who wandered there ]o,·ed mtture m0rc bt·C'rmse
nf nature and seeks"to construct a coherent theory of force. The performance of any act by us 1mphes ~he t.his bird hrtd snug.
what ap])r-p,rs~ Religion, wlfi<::h is the omnipre~ent aCC\)mqlation and expenclitnre Of the j)OWer by Wl\tch

JJltw=forh liberal Uklub.
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The Eecond function of poetry is to reproduce in
the soul of the reader, the experience expressed by
the author. This is the second use of poetry, to enrich the impoverished multitudes of beneficiary mankind with the ideal wealth of the great millionaires of
soul. Who can read Moore's exquisite lines on "Vesper Chimes,'' and not have his son! :filled with delightful memories?
'' Those evening bells, those evening bells,
How many a tale their music tells.
Of love and youth, and that sweet time
When first I hen,rcl their soothing chime.
Those joyous hours are ·Passed away.
And many a heart that then was gay,
Within the tomb now darkly dwells.
And hea.rs no moro those evening bells.
And so 'twill be when I am gone.
Tlt[Lt. tunofaiJ?eal will still ring on,
While other b1rds shall walk these dells
And sing your praise, sweet evening belis."
In the third place it is the marvelous prerogative
of literatme in general, of poetry in especial, to transhtte all nature, life and experience into their verbal
equivalents, and preserve them embalmed in a sort of
intellectual amber, in perpetual readiness for realization and enjoyment. For example, .few persons, and
they only rarely, can roam amidst the stately piles of
feudal architectnre, listen to the reduplicated notes of
the m10llow ~orns fading over the distant glens and
rocks, and call np the magic tales and sights of fairy
love in their native localitieB. But when Tennyson
sets it in verse, any oue, by repeating, may surround
himself with the romantic scenery and legendary
sounds.
"The splendor falls on castle walls,
And snvW£ summits old in stvry:
The long light shakes across the lakes.
And the wild cataract leaps in glory.
Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying,
Blow, bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dyin.:. dying.
0 hark! 0 hear! how thin and clear.
And thinner, clearer, farther going!
0 swf'et and far from cliff and scar,
The horns of Elfland faintly blowing.
Blow. let us hrmr the purple glens replying:
Blow, bugle; answer, echo, dying, dwng. dying."
Poetry condenses tile great provinces of the material creation, history, fancy, passion, philosophy into
portable forms, to be borne in the memory.
Another mission of poetry is to reveal to duller eyes
and colder hearts, the beauty and joyfulness of nature ; to unveil the attractions, rouse the imitations,
illustrate the wholesome pleasm:e$ of nature; to redeem the hardened from their sullen seclusion, and
to restore the outcast from poverty and despair to
their proper heritage in the open spectacle and banquet of the Universe. :Millions of men are so coarse
and vulgar, so absorbed and harrassed, or so thin and
frivolous, as to be insensible to the infinite loveliness
and awe that crowds every nook of creation, the
infinite sweetness and mystery that pervades our existence. It is the happy privilege of tile poet to be
intensely alive to these divine realities, and it is his
sacred commission to quicken others to" the same
exalted perceptions.
For 0 is it you. is it you
Moonlight, and shadow, and Jake,
And mountains that fill us with joy,
Or the poet that sings so well ?
Is it you, 0 Bounty and Grace,
0 Charm and Romance. that we tell,
Or the voice that reveals what you alre?
Are ye like daylight and sun.
t;hared and rejoiced in by all "I
Or are ye immersed in the mass
Of matter, and bard to extract.
Or sunk in;the core of the world,
'roo deep for the most to discern 'I
Like stars in the depth of the sky,
Which arise on the glass of the sage,
But are lost when their watch is gone?
The poet is eminently an emancipator of men. One
of his choicest functions is to thrill imprisoned souls
with the notes of liberty, open their cages of care,
and s\J~ them free in the cosmopolitan freedom of
love and truth. To many a soured and weary di"llclger, a volume of verse h<tS come with blessed bcguilment-, as a ,bird lighting on a dungeon bar, has made
the captive forget his fetters, wooing ilim lJack to tile
loves and hopes of his childhood. The poet lifts n~
out of self, tears off the husks of stupidity aud bigotry, expantls us beyond the limit of egotism, makes us
live in tile whole life of humanity. He carries ns
into the boundless realms af ideality. lu a world so
filled in and set on fire with jostling rivalries as modern society is, tile most universal weakness, sin and
misery C'ln hardly fail to be egotistic jealousy. Tlutt
fault 1s rebuked by every true stm1za of poetry, from
:first to last.
With what exquisite delicacy and contagious insinuation poetry teaches the lesson of sympathetic
generosity.
A nightingale made a mistake;
She sang a few notes out of tune;
Her heart was ready to break,
And she hid away from the moon.
She wrung her olaws, poor thing,
But was far too proud to speak,
So tucked her head under her wing,
And pretended to be asleep l
A lark. arm in arm with a thrush,
Came sauntering up to the place,
The nightingale felt herself blush,
Though feathers hid her face.
She knew they had heard her song,
She felt them snigger and sneer,

She thought this life too long,
And wished she could skip a year.
"0, nightingale!" cooed a dove,
"0. Nightingale, what's the use,
You bird of beauty and love.
Why behave like a goose?
Don't skulk away from our sight,
Like a common, contemptible fowl,
You bird of joy and delight,
Why behave like an owl?
" Only think of all You have done!
Only think of all you can do!
A false note is really fun
From such a bird as you.
Lift up your proud little crest.
Open 1our musical beak;
Other birds have to do their best,
Yon need only to spea"k."
The night.lngale shyly took
Her head from under her wing,
And giving the dove a look,
Straightway began t0 sing.
There was never a bird could pass;
The night was divinely calm,
And the people-stood in the grass,
To hear that wonderful psalm.
The nightingale did not care,
She sang only to the skies,
The song ascended there,
And th'Jre she fixed her eyes.
The people that stood below,
She knew little about.
And this story's a moral I know,
if you'll try to find it out.
Loving sympathy is far better than conceited and
censorious cril-icism.
Another. central feature in poetry is consolation.
The poet rs the tenderest and most sympathetic of
men.
To do justice to the usefulness of poetry as a chosen
vehicle of wit, wouicl require a whole lecture. This
department of verse is exceedingly rich, and dispenses un_m~asnred relief lind. cheer t.o men, breaking np
the viscid network of sent1mentaht.y, cutting the faculties free with its flashing strokes, filling the mind
with charity and elasticity, giving smiles for frowns.
"When Sarah Jane, the moral miss,
Declares 'tis very wrong to kiss,
I'll bet a shilling I see through it;
The damsel fairly understood,
Feejs just as any Christian should.
•
Shed rather suffer wrong than do it."
Entering the enchanted realm of poetry, we half
find, half create, a better sphere. ·when old, worn
and weary from t~e battling cares of our days, we
renew ourselves wrth literary nectar and ambrosia
we have recourse to those
'
"Olympian bards who sang
Divine idea8 below."
Ideas which if they do not always find Ub young,
at least possess the power to make us so.
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words, they are never as great in their lives as in their
writings.
MRS. DoUGH'rY thought poets seldom exceeded
themselves. It has been said Shakespeare '' builcled
better than he knew;" this she dissented from, believing that poets had to be possessed of the intelligence and poetic feeling their productions contained
to be able to write as they do.
D. ·T. GARDNER was not inclined to place poetry so
high as had been clone by the other speakers. He
had paid much attention to the subiect, and for six
years had studied it closely; but he must say he had
not been able to make much out of it. He remembered some years ago reading a poem of Gerald Massey's,
entitled "The People's Advent," and was highly interested in it. When Prof, Massey visited this city
on his recent tour, he had an interview with him, and
in courRe of the conversation alluded to the poem
named, and mentioned the peculiar impression it
made upon his mind. Mr. Massey cavalierly passed
the subject by, saying: "0, that poem I wrote many
years ago. My mind has greatly changed sinee then."
He regarded poetry-as the language of extravagance,
and nine-tenths of it was mere doggerel, insipid and
worthless. He quoted the expression often used when
a person becomes sensible and sound, that ''poetry is
all knocked out of him," as havi:ng much meaning
and force. How absurd the figures often used by
poets. The one alluded to just now is a case in point
in reference to water blushing.. Why water cannot
blush. It is utterly impossible, God· or no God. What
nonsense to talk about water blushing. The license
of poets is all of much the same (~haracter. When
they cannot easily find a rhyme, or the idea they
wish, they substitute something else, and this is .called "the poet's privilege," but he did not value it very .
highly. While he regarded poetry well enough in its
way, it was not entitled to the high position which
manv accord it.
D-R. ATKINSON and DR. HALLOCK each made a few
remarks upon the subjeet.
W. J. ORIIISBY made a few closing remarks. He
allowed then was much difference in persons possessing ability to appreciate poetry. He doubted not his
friend Gardner's six years in studying poetry had been
entirely thrown away. It is not worth while to criticize ppets and their figures too closelv. True, with
regard to Edgar A. Poe's admired poe1i1 of "TheRaven," there was evitlently imagination there, but
science has even discovered that a raven, sitting on a
bust over the door of a room, could hardly throw a
shadow on the floor, unless a lamp or light of some
kind was back of it, but probably we should not be too
exact in oen criticisms.
FEBRUARY 26TH, 1875.
li'IR. SIMON STERC\E spoke before. the Club on
T. B. IV AKElllAN followed the lecture and spoke in Nominations and Elections. The speaker took a very
very compli~entary .t~rm~ of. the sal?~, a?cl yielded practical view of his subject. He commenced by
to poetry a high positiOn m hrs classJficatwn of sci- saying there were two sides to thiS question-the roences. He referred to a chart he had used on a form- mantic and real. When we hear it talked of, when we
er occasion in illustratin"g his theory of classifications listen ~o a~l the fine thing_s this suffrage will bring us,
in the similitude of a tree, the roots -of which are the we thmk It the most glorwus and desirable thing in
senses representing science, next above the will and the world. This is the romance of it. But when
intellect, the body and trunk, and highest of all the once behind the scenes we see how vastly different the
feelings and emotions, the branches and leaves' the reality is. The management of caucuses and primary
roots in the air. In the emotions was poetry loc~tecl. meetings was given at length, showing how seldom
Its influence is ennobling. He rolled the chart in our office-holders are the choice of the people. Policylindrical form, thus bringing the roots and branches tics is a business as much as anythmg else. There
in unison, illustrative of the close connection be tween are many wrongs in our systems of elections-majorithe senses, the intellect and the emotions. He ob- ty representation being tiJc worst feature. Magna
served some men were great in one sphere, and others Uharta did not come into existence as the result of
in another. He mentioned a name-Goethe who was any theory. It has clone more for tile English people
great in all-a whole man, great in scientific knowl- and mankind than any other one thing has done. It
edge, great in intellectual power, great in his emo- embodied a real practical want of the whole people.
tional nature-a tJ.iinker, a philosopher a statesman
Onr elections are guarded with the most jealous
a poet-great in all.
'
' care, but we vote for people we know nothing of
He thought poets were becoming humanized. For- indeed, have never heard of before. These t.ickets
merly .they yielded to tradition and superstition and have been concocted at caucuses and primary meetplaced their God in the skies; now they saw the divine ings. People say men don't do their duty. They
nature in man, their God is becoming humanized, and should atten(l these prima1 y meetings and see to it
now is seen most in human beings. Human and di- that good men are nominated. Go and raise your
vine are more ~~d.more becoming to .be synonymous voice m opposition to the plan and difcussions in a
terms. The chvimty of the present and future is Im- primary meeting ancl you will he put out.
munity.
'l'hese bodies make a business of apportionin"" o[MR. DAWSON followed in very eulogistic approval fices and securing them. All the machinery of these
of the lecture, and of poetry and the poets. In beau- places must be paid for. One man wants to be a
ty, terseness and perfection of language and expres- judge; he quiet.ly puts into the hands of these men
sion, he placed poetry far above prose, and gave sev- $50UO. He has no further trouble about it. Slavery
eral specimens in point; among others, Christ's. turn- is not so terrible as this system.
ing water to wine. This, when stated in prosaic lanOne remedy for this is a legal o~anization of the
guag2, was common-place and pointless; but this is peojJlc, w!Jere they can rea.";ly have a voice and choose
the way the poet expresses it: "The conscious water for themselves. In each ward there should be a place
saw its Lord and blushed." He recited several poetic of public mueting. 'fhe burden of t.he lecture was to
gems, and was very ardent in his admiration of poe- show the injustice of the minority having no repretry.
sentation, which 'Vas discussed at length by members
S. P. ANDREWS spoke in hi'gh commendation of the of the Club, some thinking it an impossibility and
lecture of the evening, and highly appreciated the others differing from this view. .
man. He yielded to poetry a high position among the
Mn. MoRAN objected to all kinds of governments
arts, and accorded to it beauty, emotion and eleva- charters and laws, and advocated the inherent right
tion, but it was tl1e incisive, the analytical, the doubt- to govern ourselves.
ing, the invtstigating element in human nature that · MR. S'l'ILLIIIAN spoke of the corruption at the polls,
was most useful in increasing knowledge. He found anci how bad men could buy themselves offices.
his analogies in the human organization. While physDR. HALLOCK said there were two parties responsiJ
iology was the most pleasant and agreeable, it was the ble in such a transaction ; for if no one was ready to
harsh, cruel, cutting knife of the anatomist that devel- sell a vote, none could be bought.
oped truth, and had done moot to d"iscriminate it in
Mns. HALLOCK said she couldn't sit still any longer
the world. He I'emarked that poets, in their actual and hear men deciding this question from their point
lives, rarely equaled their ·idealizations, or in other of view only. For her part, she l.Jelie-v:e~ t~e wrongs
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of the system would never be righted until women heat ; also as to his discoveries iu regard to hydrogen,
were admitte<l to their proper an<llegitimate place by as well as to otilers of his investigations in the fields
the side of men. She believed that our legislators of science. He was impressed with the magnitude
divided their time btl tween making and breaking laws. of Thompson's attainments and discoveries and
l\IR. STRAUS, St. Louis. l\Io., writes: Please don't stop
MR. NASH didn't see how minority representation deemed it a coincidence that Franklin and Tho~pson,
my paper. I should prefer losing my breakfast to misswas to be brought about. He said if a street needs the only two great scient\sts America ilad produced, ing TilE TRU'£II SEEKER.
gradine;, and two-thirds of the residents are in favor silould have been born ill the same town or a few
S. L. RUFFNEll, Ciwrleston, Mo .. writes: TilE TRUTH
of that improvement tile rest ought to be compelled miles apart.
SEEKER is an excellent paper of its kind, and is dealing
to submit to it. There are times when their vote
effective
blows upon ohl theology.
MR. NAsH followed.
He thought' scientific men
would be injurious to the general good.
often jumped at conclusions on too small data. He inWM. NoRRIS, Salem. Ill., writes: The few subscribers
MR. S. P. ANDREWS saidile believed in one manpow- stanced Thompson testing upon himself the nuritive you have hete are so well pleased with your paver that if
er, if tile right man could be found. He said Mr. l\io- properties of a pound of corn meal and setting down they miss a number the loss is irreparable,
ran's ideas of self-government were what he called for fact that which had not been sufficiently tested .on
Miss ANNA GEBEKE, De Costa, N.J., writes: I herewith
''individuality run mad." There was a point where a large scale. He also alll!ded to the early life of enclose you the price of Vol. II. I like your paper very
Thompson,
and
criticized
his
course
in
turning
much. Some of the ideas you exvress therein are really
individul\l interest became more intimately connected
•
with the general interest. He considered our govern- agai~1st his ~wn country in til~ struggle she was excellent.
makmg
for
freedom,
and
staten
as
a
fact
that
he
R. K. Jus~us, Washington, Ark., writes: All your subment the best the sun ever shown on, and the best tile
world would see for many years to come. A voice retumed from Europe and raised a regiment to scribers in this place sveak in the highest terms of your
paper. They couldn't do otherwise, because it is just
in tile au<lience asked how about the govemment of fight against the patriots who were contending for wilat its name implies.
Louisana. Mr. Andrews quickly turned, and throw- liberty.
Mrss JENNIE E. HALE, Lincoln, Ind .. writes: My uncle,
ing all his wonderful power into his words, said :
DR. LAMBERT playfully said it was true Franklin W. Tracy, with whom I reside, con&iders your paper a
"Yes, even Louisiana is a better govemed State to-day and Thompson were born· near each other, and it ven; valuable one, and I am also much vlea~ed with its
than it was thirty years ago wileu I was hounded from may well be regarded as a coincidence, but as his outspoken sentiments.
within its borders for advocating human rights!" We friend Andrews holds there are three states or conWALT$R WALKER, Fa,rmiugtou. Utah, writes: Your welare in a transition state, he said, and gradually im- ditions in all things, which be denominates Unism, come paper comes regularly to hand. '!'here is no paper
that
I look for so anxiously as it. It is so mollestand unproving.
JJuism and Trinism, the coincidence was greater and assuming,
and yet so fearless.
MR. STERNE closed the discussion by answering the trinity would be illustrated by his conveying the
Mrss MARY E. HaRTLEY. Alliance, 0., writes: My father
Mrs. Hallock with regard to woman suffrage, but he intelligence that he, Dr. Lambert, Lad done Mr. takes
your paper, and we like it very rnuch. I wish you
had no objection to women being admitted to the ballot 'fhompson the honor of being born within four miles would publish the·· Blue Laws of Connecticut;" I would
-was of tile opinion that it was not !Jest to admit of the place ot his !Jirth. [Laughter]. True, there was like to see what they are like.
any greater numbm" into tile ranks of voters until several years discrepancy in time, be coming conEiderJ. RUNYAN, Flint, 3Iich., writes: I doubt not your statesome better plan was devised for running the machin- able later, but that, perhaps, was a matter of no very ment of my account is correct. I take it for certain that
~reat consequence.
ery of politics.
a man who is honest enough to avow his Jibeml opinions
MARCH G'l'lr.
He alluded to items of history regarding Thompson, as you do, is an honest man.
:!iiRS. MARY J. STEWART, Brightou,l\'Ii~<h., writes: A few
PROF. P. H. VAN DERWI£YDE delivered a lecture he had heard in Woburn when young. That be was
days aao a friend handed me a copy of TilE TnuTII SEEKon BENJAMIN 'l'HOMPSON, known as "Count Rum- a shoemaker and was the first to invent shoe pegs; ER.
I have read it ttll through, and like it very much. I
ford." Massachusetts is justly proud of having been that he manied a rich widow considerably older than have showed it to a number of my friends, and they hrwe
tile birth-place, cradle and .school of this great pbilos- himself, that his aristocratic tendencies or unfriendly resolved to take it for a few months. Please send it. three
opher, who had the boldness to overthrow the spect- prejndiQes took him within the Britisilline:l. Wheu, mouths to the an closed names.
ulative.notion of the existence of :1 caloric fluid which ilowever, be reached London he was a republicanA. P. TILDEN, Chardon. 0., writes: I enclose you the
had prevailed 8ince the time of A1>istotle, and who what -wab regarded aristocratic in Woburn was clemo- subscription price. I don't wish to be among the deliugueuts,
for I prize your paper higher than all others.
proved that the mysterious, so-called vital force does era tic in London. • He repQated some points in ThompYour series of lectures ou the> Bible has more than paid
not exist, and boldly proclaimed the materialistic doc- son's life not very creditable to him. He regarded that its
cost. It has set some of my orthodox neighbors to
trine that the motive power observed in all liviug be- Thompson's greatest merit was in his elaborate scien- thinking, (the few who dare read,) and the time is not far
ings has its origin in their food, as tilat of the steam tific investigatious with reference to the motive forces distant when their eyes will be opened.
engine comes from its fuel. This man was Benjamin of animal life.
D. HIGBEE, l\I.D .. Mungersville, Mich, writes: I take
Thompson, born in ·woburn, Mass., in 1753. At sixHe said far more people judged by 7'esemblances your paper, though I am not a l\'Iaterialist, but a Sviritteen he attended the lectures on n.1tural philosopily than by d~/Jerences, and mentioned an artist who ualiet. 'l'hese two forces should make" common cause"
old superstition. What tLll honor to rid our felin Harvard University. This stirred up his enthu~i- painted a portrait, who observed ni11cty per cent of against
lows. to ·(JeJW?'ale right so us not to need regeneration.
asm for pilysical research which never left him. those who examined it noticed the resemblances, while Let this be practiced one generation, and the truth t11ught
When the war of the Revolution broke out he joined not more than ten per cent noticed the differences. and the priesthood may lay on the shelf.
tile American army, and took pmt in the battle of True scientists were men who were able to detect
HouATIO GATES, Breukaheeu, N.Y .. writes: !was formLexington. Being ambitious he sought a commission minute differentiations. Darwin was of this class, erly a devout bible reader, and before I ever saw your
from Congress, but failed for tile reason that he had and so was Franklin and Thompson. The Doctor bold and truth-telliug paper had Jeamed to doubt the
claims of supernatural parentage; but let me tell
been acquainted with Governor Wentworth, of New discussed the subject of dependence of mind on brain, Bible
you it was like pulling eye-teeth to be obliged to give UIJ
Hampsilire, and otilers friendly to England. ThiE the dependence of brain upon the quality of food a long cherished hope oL heaven. I cun say, hOwever
brought him under suspicion which he could not used, urging that without proper food the brain could that I now have hopes far brighter than lormel'iy when i
overcome. He eventually went within tile British lines not be properly supplied witil the quality of pabulum was in the church.
and left in 1776 for England.
it required.
S. D. G90DALE, Duquoin, Ill., writes; Please send No.
as spec1meus to the names I enclose. It is a good numln Loudon he formed the acquaintance of scientific
S. P. ANDREWS admitted the fault was often made 12
ber. Your re1)ly to Geo, Snode has not left a grease spot
andmillitary men and was soon raised to distinction of generalizing on too small a basis. The widest and of him. How would it do to insert this fol' an advertiseas a member of the Royal Society and Under Secre- closet examination was necessary. He had recently ment? WANTED-by the friends <'f G. SuoLle, a microscove
the highest magnifying power, to discern the iufinitestary of State, also as Oolonel of the British army. His noticed efforts of a careful investigation made in the of
imal atoms left after his manipulation by the Eclitor of
fondness for travel took him to Strasburg. Here he French army us to the effects of salt upon animals. 'l'uE TrmTII SEEKER.
made the acquaintance of Deux Pouts, afterward 10,000 horses had been freely supplied with salt for
R. J. LAMBORN, Glen Hall, Pa., writes: I tmst ere long
King of Bavaria, who introduced him to men of six months and an equal number had been deprived THE 'l'RUTII SEEKER Will be I.L weekly. When the change is
eminence aqd literary distinction. l\iunich became his of it entirely, anclno perceptible dilference could be made, put me down as a regular subscriber. If it was as
popular to be a Liberal as au orthodox, your list would
residence and the seat of his subsequent fame. His discovered.
be more than double what it is. I haYGl a number of acphilosophical researches and discoveries became eelHe agreed with Dr. Lambert upon the subject of quaintances who read your paper in lhe corne1·, and take
ebrated throughout Europe. His public and domes- resemblances and difl'erences, and enlarged some much ple11sure in it, but they do not want a customer to see
do it, for !fear they might miss a sale or Jose their
tic improvements were acknowledged and adopted.
what upon his special tileory-the Unismal, Duisnial them
approval.
His scientific investigations ,.,.ere la!Jorious, origin- and 'l'rinisn,aL and illustrated the principle by the
WM. H. KISER. Winterset, Iowa, writes: 'l'hb Jist makes
al and tended to purposes of practical utility. The fork; tile knife and tile shears. The first holds togethtrial subscribers I have sent You. I hope the
two mysterious agencies, heat and light, were special er, the .second divides, and the third possess the forty-six
greater part of them will become regular subscribers.
objects of his attentiou. He experimented 011 the quality of oatil-holds first and then divides. He held As an eye-opener, u creed-demolisher, a priestcraft-exnon-conducting power of the different substances of that sounds were made by the back-month, the mid- )oser, or for auy similar chmnic all'ection of several
mndred years' standing, I would heartily recommend
heat, that he might bring tilem to practical use in dle-mouth and the front-mouth. 'l'he first was TilE
'l'RUTII SEEKEll. If taken according to direction I
clothing. He investigated the phenomena of radiation unismal or primary, the second cluismal, the tilird think I would be safe in warranting a. cure.
'
and thli modes of produciug retaining and econo- most advanced or trinismal. In the snvage state the
,J.
W.
BAILLET,
Salamo,nca,
N.Y.,
writes:
I
have
half
mizing heat, that the greatest results might be brought language had !Jcenlargely of soumls made in tlJC back mind to take o1Yeuse at the notice I received, because ita
into use with the smallest expense of combustion. part of the mouth, and the more advanced and cui- hints at a possibility of mr having no further use for
His philanthropic institutions for the support and tured they became, the more their language was your paper. I 11po!ogise for my neglect. I rmtlly took no
nourishment of the poor were among the most fortu- spoken or enunciated with the front moutil and note of the time. For God's sake don't stop the paper fur
want of n dollar from me. I take lmlf 11 Jozen aH'}ii!ly
nate a11d successful eft'orts of his genuis. He succeed- lips.
wicked papers, but none pleases me as well as yours. I
ed in relieving society of one of its most unprofitable
'1'. B. vV AREiiiAN felt proud of Count Runiford's sometimes think you conduct it almost as well as I could
burdens, and substituting industry and cumfort in gteatness, and regl'etted any defe~ts or weakness had myself. Is not that quite a concession?
place of medicancy, profli.gacy and want. In appre- marred a repnt>ltion otherwise so glorious. His great
J\'IAnY HAZEN. l\Iedford, Minn., writes: It is impossible
ciation of his services in this direction an expensive discernmeut of the principle of the conelatiou of to keep by mo a full file of 1'HE 'l'RUTII SEEKim-wouldn't
monument was erected at .Munich, commemora: ing forces would ever make his reputation, and addlarge- if I could, Some I have sent to Wisconsin, and some to
point& in this Slate. 'l'ho consequence is several
h.is efi'orts in behalf of the poor, and bearing inscrip- Iy to his credit. Thompson had discriminated be- vurious
have subscribed for your ])'lain, outspoken, truthful
tions to that effect. He was knighted by the kings of tween true science and the false. Among the latter TRUTII SEEKER. It emphatically is nn "eye-opener." I
Great Britain aud Poland, and was raised to the dig- he had ranked theology !ind mythology. He alluded \\ish it could reach every family from :Maine to California
from the everglades of FloriLla to the glooms of Alasnity of Count of the German Empire. His title was to his experiments as to the power of heat as derived ttnd
ka. It woul<i· soon break the baniers of superstition and
Count Rumford, taking the same from a place in from friction.
))igotry, and leave people free to think for themselves.
New Hampshire by that name where he taught school
In social matters he was pre-eminent and had
P. 0. CmLsTnOM.l\Iinneapolis,l\Iinn., writes: You are
in his early life and where he was duly appreciated.
shown how to clispense ..with pauperism, mendicancy, migtaken
in sending me rL notice of delinqncnor. If you
He afterward took up his residence in Paris, but an prisons and nlmhouses by fumishiug labor to all, thus will examine your books you will find I ha1·e remitted for
excess of homage had the effect to render him nn- uii'ording them the opportnni1y of procuring such Vol. II. But tlHtt mistake shall not nmke me unfriendly
to TilE 'rRuTR SEEKER. Iu my opinion it is doing much
aimiable in demeanor and unconciliatmy in-manner. foods as natme demauds. He said Rumford's failure good,
and opening many eyes that lmve heretofore lJeen
Aft~r his c~eath, European jomnal.s were ful~ of his was not in Science, uot in Sociology, but in morals. blind. I will inform you that a Liberal League has been
pra1se. H1s eulogy was sounded 1n the lnst1tute of ln tilis latter he differed from Franklin and while formed hero recently, composed of some of our prominent citizens. Each SnnLlny a large hall is lllled with perFrance by one of the most learned men of the llay.
the latter was greatly revered not only in'this land of sons
who come to talk ant! hom· others tn.lk of the princi'l'he lecturer alluded to the series of experiments his hirth, but in every civilized land of the globe, the ples of Libemlism. Many of t.!tcm know of THE TuUTH
made by 'l'lwmpson in ascertaining the amount of lnnllle of Humford was aln~ost forgotten. .The moral i:lEEKEU. and speak well of it. Tl\O President of the League
C. Gale, one of the wealtluest and most successful
friction necessary to prod nee a given amount of heat, principles and true devotwn to the best mtcrests of isS.
real estate den.lers in our citY. Other officers of the
and in lifting bodies of certain weight by means ot: humanity ar~ iudispen~able ill establishing a reputation League n.re substantial and prominent men. We are in
uarn est, and " mean business."
cords and pnllies, demonstrating the exact power ol and populanty that will l.ve forever.
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October 10, 1871.
low a price as can be bought of .any one or
any-where,
IN FIRST MORTGAGES

.

PUBTJ8HED EVER I' SATURDAI' BY THE RELIGIO-PRILOSOFHIGAL On Imp1•oved Fa1•ms in MinnePUBLISHING ROUSE, Adams Street and Fifth Avemte, Olticago.
sota and Iowa,

Terms, $3.00 per Yeair, in Advance.
SPECIMEN COPIES FREE, The Religio-Philosophical Joumal is a large eight-page
paper; printed on fine, heavy paper, and universally acknowledged as
1HE LEADING SPIRITUALIST PUBLICATION IN THE WORLD.
With able and careful correspondents, both in this country and Europe, it is able to
and does, each week, present to its readers the latest phenomena, essays of great power and research and all itemS' of interest bearing upon the subject. The recent extraordinary attention the subject of Spiritualism is attracting and its investigation by
eminent scientists, increases the demand for current literature devoted to the subject.
In order that all may become familiar with the most able, fearless and widely circulated exponent of Spiritualism, we will send the

RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL .JOURNAL

3

months for

:10

cts.

AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM,
We assert without hesitation, that it is unsurpassed by.any publication with the same cir·
r;Hlation in the world. Hundreds of advertisers will testify to the beneficial results
flowing from their use of our advertising columns. All legitimate advertisers are solicited to give the JoURNAL a trial, with the assurance on our part that they will meet
with square and liberal treatment.
JNO. C. BUNDY:. Secretary,
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

THE

Boston

Investigator !
__

THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washin_g_ton street, Boston, 1\'Iass., by
JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
HORA OE SEA VEB, Edito1·.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies seut on receipt
of a Two-Uent Stamp to vay the postage,
The Im,estioato1· is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. Jndevendent
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to things of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one, to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believing that it is the duty of mortals to work for the interest of
!his 1V01'ld, it confines itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
from those· who are fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news, anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
.Journal. Reader, vlease send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Im>Pstigator is conducted, we won't ask you
to continue with us any longer. Now is
the time to subscribe.

For Children and Youth.
Amusement and Instruction.
BLAKEMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

Every Person
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking,
1 turn

of mind should read a copy of

Running 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paid annually at
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange PI.
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
and security _guaranteed in every loan
made by us, We vay9 per cent. until money is invested.
The Agency will purchase and forward
goods in any quantity to any part of the
United States, and transact any business
whatever for pa!'ties living at a distance,
thereby SAVINC to the purchasers from

20 TO 50 PER CENT.
The Agency is also prepared to trans-'
act any business that may be entrusted to
them, such as effecting Insurance on Life
and Property, renting property and collecting rents, searching records and examaming titles, procuring legal advice, negotiating the sale or exchange of real estate.
investing money for capitalists, obtaining
desired information, and imparting advice
other than legal; in short, we will undertake the execution of any legitimate business which persons in the count~ymay require to have done in New York Uity.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

LIFE INSURANCE
On the most SAFE and reliable plan.

PRICE LIST OF CLOTHING.

Grey Union Sack Overcoats, $5 50 to $6 GO
Black Wool Sack Overcoats,
8ooto1ooo
PROFESSOR DRAPER'S
Blue Chinchilla ditto,
9ootonoo
Mixed Fur Beaver Overcoat, 14 oo to 16 oo
Grey Reefing Jackets,
3 50 to 4 75
All Wool Sack Coats,
8 00 to ..9 50
HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN Black
Black Cloth Frock Coats,
650to85o
Black All Wool ditto,
8 5o to 15 5o
Black Union Cloth Vests
200to250
Black All Wool ditto,
2 50 to 4 oo
Union Cassimere Sack Coats, 4 00 to 5 50
All Wool ditto,
sooto8oo
All Wool CassimereSuits,
13 oo to 17 oo
700to~too
Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of Cassimere Pants and Vest,
American Hcientlsts and Liberals. His
Spring and Summer Clothing.
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely Cottonade Suits cut in Sacks
read.
and Walking Coats, from
6 50·to 8 oo
Sent by mail,JJOStage paid, on receipt of LightWeight, all wool. Fancy
price, $1. 75. Address
Uassimere Suits cut in
sacks and walking coats,
10 50 to 20 oo
D.lVI. BENNETT,
Cottonade Pants lined .and
unlined,
1 50 to 2 50
335 Broadway.
Light Weight fancy Cassimere Pants,
2 50 to 7 50
Light Weight fancy Cassi4 oo to 8 00
mere Pants and Vests,
Spring Overcoats in Cassi9 ooto 20 oo
meres.
Light worsted Coats and
7 oo to 20 oo
Vests, all designs.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
6 oo to 16 oo
Black cloth Frock Coats,
Clack cloth Sack Coats,
, t GO to 6 50
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Union and all wool Rlack2 GO to 9 00
Doeskin Pants,
Which should be in the hands of every per- Union and all wool Black
son who would eat to retain and regain
2 oo to '5 00
Cloth Vests .
health, strength and beauty. It contains Linen Sack Coats,
1 oo to 2 00
besides the science of eating and one hun~ Linen Pants,
1 oo to 2 00
dred answers to questions which most peo- Linen Vests,
1 oo to 2 00
J;lle are anxious to know, nearly one hun- White Duck and Marseiles
dred pages devoted to the best healthful
Vests, all designs,
2 oo to G 00
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed Alpacca Sack Coats
2 ooto 5 00
one's self, feeble babes and delicate chil- Blue Flannel Sack Coats,
400 to 7 GO
dren so as to get the best bodily develop- Heayy Satinet Suits, various
ment, Mothers who cannot nurse their
7 oo to R GO
styles,
children will, find full directions for feedThe above articles of clothing are all of
ing them. and so will mothers who have
delicate children, and invalids who wisl; to Superior Quality, good material, and well
made, and are not surpassed by any in this
know the best foods.
city.
Price, $1.00. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
fBi" Measurements for clothing Rhould
D. M. BENNETT,
include length of limbs, circumference of
body over chest and stomach.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Religion and Science.

Eating For Strength.

Poetical Riddles, I
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

INrrERESTING

AND

NEW!

PUBLISHED BY

D. M. BENNETT,
33a Broadway, New York.
Sent vostpaicl on re<'eipt of Price-20 cents.

Dry Goods!
'I'HHf PAPER IS ON FILE W1'1'H

Cassimcres, all colors, ver yard, 7G to 2 oo
Black Doeskins,
1 uo to 2 oo
Broadcloth (double width)
2 oo toG 01
Calicoes (by tilece)
07 to 12
Ginghams "
10 to 10
Dress Goods"
2G to 30
Alpaccas
"
21 to 32
Brown Sheeting,
s to 16
Bleached Sheeting,
7 to 10
Hosiery (ali colors) per clozen, 1 25 to 4 oo

ORDERS.FOR GROCERIES
Of not less than 5 lbs.
Will be promptly filled at wholesale friees,
adding 5 per ct. on sums over $20 anc 10 per
ct. on sums less than $20.

COFFEE.
Green,
Roasted,

No.1, :i5 cts., No.2, 30 cts.
No. 1, 37 cts., No. 2, 33 cts.

TEAS.
Oo'Iong,
Japan,
Young Hyson,
Imperial,
Twa Kay,
Eng. Breakfast,

25 to • 60 cents per ponnd~
45to 95"
"
35 to 1.1G
"
4oto 90"
25 to 40
40to 90"

ORDERS FOR

HATS, OAPS and FURS.
Wool Hats
Fur Hats
Silk ·Hats
Cloth Caps

from .45 to 60 cts. apiere.
'·
.80 to U.oo
"
" $2.oo to $8.oo
"
"
,75 to $1.50

J!ln?'S j1·om $2.50 to $60.00 per Set.

BOOTS~ SHOES.
Boots, Calf, (pegged)
$2.7G to $G.oo per pr.
"
" (sewed) · 2.00 to 7.0o •·
" coarse, (pegged) 2.25 to 4.50
Shoes,
1.00 to 5.oo
Families and neighbors by ordering not
less than :} dozen can obtain "bottom "
prices, while cost of freight will be correspondingly reduced.

SPECIAL ATTENTION·
Given to purchasing

Sewing Machines, Jewelrv
ami Musiea.I Instn1ments,

We can furnish most of the older Sewing
Machines at 20 to 40 per cent. less than reiail price .
We can send a s-uperior two-thread hand
machine for $13,
Also a superior Shnt.tle lVIachine complete for $20.
We will also make selection!! for

Public and Private Libra1·ies1
Or procure any single book that may be
ordered.
We can suppJy Agents with fast selling
and profitable Novelties and Notions, and.
Merchants with Job Lots from AucNon.
MERCANTILE COLLECTIONS.
On collections less· than $1i0, twenty
per cent.
On collections exceeaing $50, ten per
ceut.
OB'fAINING PATEN}'fl.
From $25 to $100.
Negotiating the Sale or Exchange of
Real Estate, from 2 to 5 per cent.
The commission for procuring Legal
Advice, and for investing Capital, will
be fixed by correspondence.
Confidential letters requiring labor
and research, should include a fee adequate to the service required, but all
letters of simple enqmry, enclosing
stamp, will receive prompt attention.
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CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER.

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF THE
AGENCY,
~
All orders for the purchase of Goods
1nust be accompanied with the funds in
the form of Postal Order, Check, or
Draft on New York City, or money in
Registered Letter,
All orders and direetions for shipping
or mailing articles must be written plainly and fully, to prevent loss, delay and

''Common Sense."
A Spiritual Pape1• fo1• the Pacific Coast.
A SlXTEEN-PA GE WEEKLY JOURNAL
DEVOTED TO
THE PHENOMENA AND PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUALISl\'I, SOCIAL REFORli'I. WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
ETC., ETC.

trouble.
Collections, balances and remittances
promptly remitted at tile risk of the
Agency,
_
Care must be taken in ordering goods
to avoid mistakes, as it will be impracticable to return m•ticles shipped,
All goods guaranteed as represented.

The only Free Thought Journal west of
the Rocky Mountains.
An Excellent Corps of Contribntors.
Reports of Radical Lectures and Discussions,

RATES OF TRANSPORTATION:

This paper has now reached its 32d number, and is growing in interest and influence. It is filled mainly with original matter, well written and ably edited,

By mail, 4 lb. packages, or less, 8 centb
per lb
By Fast Freight, about 2 cents per lb,
By &press when great dispatch is of
more account than cost.

Three Dollars per Annum, Post-paid.
SpecinH•n copies sent free. Address
COMMON SENSE,
2:16 Montgomery Rt ..
San Fmncisco. Cal.

For their respectability, integrity, and
ability, the Agency are permitted to refer
to the following well-known gentleman:
W. I. GILCHRIST, McGregor, Iowa.
FRANK LARRABEE,
''
MORRIS ALTMAN, New York.
GILMAN, SON & CO, 47 Ex. Place, N. Y.
.L. MANZ, Lyons, Iowa.
D. M. BENNETT, Ed. TRUTH SEEKER,
D. R. BURT, Dunleith, III,

BOOKS!
BOOKS!!

----------------'------

D. M. BENNETT, Editor Truth Seeker.

P-arturition without Pain.

Wishes the Public to remember he is
prepared to furnisll Scientific, Liberal,
and Progressive Works of all kinds.

EDITED BY M. L. HoLBROOK, 1\f.D.
Editor of the Hm·ald of Health.
CONTENTS:
1. Healthfulness of Child-Bearing.
2. Dangers of Preventions.
s. Medical Opinions as to escaping Pain.
4. Preparation for Maternity.
5. Exereise during Pregnancy.
6. The Sitz Bathing and Bathing generally.
7. What Food to Eat and what to Avoid
8. The Mind during Pregnancy.
9, The Ailments of Pregnancy and their
Remedies.
10. Female Physicians, Anresthetics,
To which are added:
1. The Husband's Duty to his Wife. 2.
Best Age for Rearing Children. 3. Shall
sicklY people become Parents? 4. Small
Families. 5. Ill!Jlortance of PQysiological
Adaptation of Husband and Wife. 6. Celibacy. 7. Effects of Tobacco on Offspring.
s. Latest Discoveries as to the determining
the sex of Offspring, 9. Father's t!S. Mothet•'s Influence on the Child. 10. Shall Pregnant Women Work? 1h Effects of Intellectual Activity on number of Offspring.
12. Size of Pelvis, and its relation to healthful Parturition, etc., etc.

What is

-~aid

aoout '' Pa1•tu'l'ition witltmtt
Pain."

Godpy's Lady's Book says: "We give
our cordial approbation to this work, and
would like to see it in the hands of every
mother in the land. The information it
contains is most important, and, we are
fnlly convinced, reliable. .
·
Price, by mail, $1.00. Address
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

A Valuable !lome Book fm' Women.

Talks to my Patients

•

ITTNTS ON GETTING WELL AND
KEEPINa WELL.
DY MRS, R. B, GLEASON, M,D,

Buy the Best.
Price $.7.50.
SIXTY rrHOUS.A.ND SOLD IN TWO YEARS!
1\'Iedal awarded at the N.Y. State Fair, 1874; First Premium at Western N.Y. Fair,
1874;.12 State Fair Premiums taken the past year; also, Silver 1\Iedal of Honor at Penn.
State Fair, 187 4.
This gem of a Washing Machine has claims on public attention that few machines
possess.
We have tried it and find it all that it is claimed for it.- West Ruml.
We have thoroughly tested the Calkins' Champion Washer and find it in all respects
simple, durable and cheap; efficient in its work, and capable of doing all that is
claimed for it. We endorse the Champion and recommend the flrm.-PI"airie Farrnm·.
Wll have seen the machine ih operation, and feel safe in recommending it to our
readers.- Moore's Rural New Yorker,
Almost every family will buy it, after seeing it in use. Send for des-criptive Circulars and Terms to Canvassers. CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER CO,,

Books by the follmvin_q Afodern A1tflto?·s
kept in Stock : ·
Huxley,
Da.J.·win,
Tyndall,
Herbert Spencer,
J, Stuart lUlU.
F1·oude,
L. Fuerbaeh,
Dt·. Louis Buechne1·,
ThoTnas Buckle,
Louis Figuier,
Sir John Lubbuek,
Cha>"les Bt·n tlla «fill
Robt. Dale Owen,
!'tepheu Pearl Autlrews,
A. J, Davis,
Prot". WTn. Dentou,
B. F. Underwootl,
Hu<lson Tuttle,
Henry C. Wright,
D•·· A, B. Childs,
~Ia1·ia ~1. King,

lOG Chambers St1•eet, New York, and 207 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
Having made special arrangements with the Company. we can send it by Express to
all parts of the country. at the Company's price. In connection with THE TnUTH
M. B. Craven,
SEEKER, we send it at a greatly reduced price.
D, D. Hon>e,
D. M. BENNETT,
~1. and D. W, Hull
________________________________________________3_3s__Broadway, New_York
As 1vell ag nmnernu.q othe?' nutlw?·s.
Books on

HULL'S CRUCIBLE;

A Wide-awake Spi1•itna-listic and
Social Be[o1•1n Jmwnal.
Prominent among the reforms advocated
in HULL's CRUCIBLE are the following:
1. REFORMS IN RELIGION, such as shall do
away with many of the outward forms and
restore the power of godliness.
2. REFORMS IN THE GoVERNIIIENT, such as
shall do away with the Rings, Cliques and
Monopolies, and put all matters concerning the Government of the People into the
hands of the People.
3. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONS
OF CAPlTAL AND LABOR, such as shall secure
to Labor. the producer of Capital, the control of Capital.
4. REFORMS REGULATING THE REI,ATIONS
OF THE SEXES TO EACH OTHER, such as shall
secure to every member of each sex the
entire control of their own person, and
place Prostitution in or out of l\Iarria~e
for money or any other cause, out of tne
question.
Any thought calculated to benefit humanity, whether eoming under auy of the
above, or any other propositions, will find
a cordial welcome in the c:olumns of Hur,L's
CRUOillLE.
HULL'S CRUCIBLE joins hands With all Reforms and Reformers of whatever School.
and welcomes any ideas, ho·.vever unpopular. calculated to benefit humanity,
Those Interested in a live Heformatory
Journal, are invited to hand in their subscriptions,

Table Of Contents:
Growing Girls; 1\'Ienstruation; Amenorrohen.; 1\'Ienorrhagia; Dysmenorrhea;
Prolapsus Uteri; Leucorrhea; Pregnancy;
Approaching Confinement; Delivery; After
Delivery; Care of the Breasts; After Cont!nemeut; Bathing_ of Babies; Dress of Inl'ltnts; Nursin~; Weaning; Feeding of Infants; Infantme Diseases; Diseases of
Uillildl·cn; Children's Dress; Confidential
to Mothers; Intentional Abortion; Acci<lental Abortion; Sterility; Nervous Derangements; Sleep; Indigestion; Consti•
TERMS:
vation; Menopause, or Change of Life.
One Subscription. 52 numbers - - - $2.50
•·
2G
••
• • • - 1.25
It 1~q a most Valna7Jle Work, and sltould be "
13
O.fl5
in tlte ltands of e'IJery Lady.
All Lettet·s. llfoney Orders and Drafts
Price, $1.50 by mail. Sold by
should he addressed,
D. M. BENNETT.
MOSES HULL & CO.,
33u Bron.dway, N. Y.
24 Newcomb ~t .. Boston,
II

II

II

-

•J. M.

FOLT~ETT.

E.

n. rrrr.r, .

Science,

The Arts,
SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.
llletlh~ine,
Theology,
We will send by mail, post-paid:
Law,
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
History,
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
BIOD"l"R plly,
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Literatut·e,
Romance.
Sewing 1\'Iachine Agents and Dealers please
Poeh·y.
send for circular. We want the patronage of every "liberal" in America.
And all Miscellaneous Subjects furSay you saw this Ad\·, in THE SPiliiTUAL- nished at Publisher's Prices, mHl sent by
rsT AT WoRK.
·
Express or Mail as directed.
Aclclres~
FOLLE'l'T & JIILL,
D. M. BENNETT,
lVholesale and Retail Dealers in
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
335 BROADWAY,
Oils. etc., etc.,
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.

BEST AND CHEAPEST

SEEDS
In America or Money Refunded.
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price5, qun.lity,
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
A niec Floral and Gnr<len Guide froe.
Wholesale list for R1Jedsmen free.
ll. H. HHU!I!W AY,
till Apl. 1u.
Rockford. III.

No Quarter to Superstition!

gI

Every Freethinker should
have om· New Catalogue !>f
English and American Freethought and Miscellaneous
Books. SENT FREE I Rare,
scarce, .. 0. P." works a specialty.
Address
J, FRANCIS RUGGLES, Bibliopole,
r.ts
Bronson, Mich.

l

.,

ma11cd FrPP
to all ~ppli
cants.· This
one of the
and most
Catalopublished. It
printed on beautitinted paper, conpages, two ele·
colored plates, over
fine engr.:n-.ings, and
gives full descriptions, prices,
and directions for planting about
200 varieties of Vegetable

Flower Seeds, B e d ding
Roses, &c., and is invaluable

to Farmer, Gardener and Florist.
Address,
D. M. FERRY & CO.
Seeds!llen and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.
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issuing from the windows of a warehouse.
"No, sir, that is only the smoke," replied
the boy.

AN Iowa woman ends her views on fe"MARRYawidower! Not I!" said Matilda. "Babies are like tooth-brushes. Every- male suffrage w.ith: "You may look at this
matter in whatever light you will, but simbody wants their own."
mer it down anJ it is but a quaJTel with
•· IT is discouraging to think," said a the Almighty that we are not all men."
complaining shoemaker, ··that whatever
"Will you please insert this obituary nopains I may take with my work, it is sure
tice?" asked an old gentleman to a counto be trampled under foot."
try editor. "I make bold to ask it because
AN old Indian wiw had witnessed the ef- I know the deceased had a great many
fect of whiskey for many years, said a bar- friends about here who'd be glad to hear of
rel labeled "whiskey" contained a thou- his death."
sand songs and fifty fights.
"DID anything about the defendant strike
A YOUNG lady, intending to paint her your eye as remarkable?" asked a judge
ch<Jeks with rouge. put all the paint on her of the plaintiff in a case of assault and
nose, and did· not discover her error until battery. "It did, yer honor." "And what
requested to sign" the pledge!"
was it?" continued the judge. "His fist,
A MANjn Western, Missouri, fired in the yer honor."
dark at a man who was stealing his corn,
A WEsTERN editor, noticing the present
and the next day the county sheriff was of a silver cup to a brother editor, says:
around with his arm in a sling.
"He needs no cup. He can drink from any
AN Arizona girl shot her lover, and then vessel that contains liquor, whether the
nursed him tenderly till he died. His last neck of a bottle, the mouth of a pickle jar.
words were," I forgive you, TIIary; you did the spile of a keg or the bung of a barrel."
it with an ivory-handled pistol."
·• I SEE but very little of you," said an old
A MAN from Chicago, when asked by a gentleman at a Louisville ball to a lady
Saratoga waiter what he would have for whom he had not met in a long time bebreakfast, replied, " Well, 1 rather guess fore. "I know it," was the artless reply
I'll just flop my lip over a chicken."
.• but mother wouldn't allow me to wear
WHEN a Chicago man loses the respect of low-neck dress to-night, the weather is so
the community, he takes his gun and starts cold."
out to kill an alderman as the only means
THRE;E Saginaw girls of the Methodist
of being restored to popular esteem.
persuasion having met together, conclud··HEAVENs! what a cow!" was the ap- ed to pray for the welfare of their lovers,
proving remark of a teetotal judge of Ver- but the first one had not got very far along
mont, after swallowing a potent punch in her petition when it was discovered
which had been offered to him as a glass of that they Were all engaged to the same
man. The religious exercises were at once
milk.
terminated,
" JoHN, I am afraid you have been forgetting me," said a bright-eyed girl to her
A FARMER was bargaining with a lawyer
sweetheart the other day. "Yes, Sue, I to defend him before a justice of the peace,
have been for getting you these lust two and when it came to tlie price, the lawyer
years."
said it would be fifteen dollars. "Fifteen
dollars?" exclaimed the farmer; ·• why,
A MissouRI woman who applied .for a
situation as cur driver, being asked if she that's the price of a hog." The lawer askcould manage the mules, scornfully repli- ed him if he meant to be personal, and the
farmer said he didn't.
ed: "Of course I can, I've had two husbands."
A FRENCHMAN exhibiting some sacred
A MUSICAL critic, in speaking the other relics and other curiosities, produced a
morning of the vocal performance of a cel- sword whi<lh he assured his visitors was
ebrated singer, said: "We hang upon every "de sword that Balaam had wen he would
note !"-tt remarkable proof of the singer's kill de ass. A spectator remarked thatBalaam had no sword, but only "Wished for
power of ~xecution.
one. "Very well, dis is de one he wished
"Did the defendant go at the plaintiff for."
seriatim?" inquired an attorney the other
A Boy's CHARITY.-·· Well, my son." said
day, of a witness in a case of assault and
battery? ·• No; he went at 'em with tt po- a Detroit father to his eight-year-old boy
the other night, .. what have you done toker," was the emphatic revly.
day that may be set down as a good deed? '•
A DAMSEL applied for a place behind a "Gave a poor Loy five cents," replied the
counter. "What clerical experience have hopeful.
you had?" asked the man of dry goods.
"Ah, ha! that was charity, and charity is
··Very little," she said with a blush, "for always right. He was an orphan .boy, was
I only joined the church last week."
he?"
"I didn't stop to ask," replied the boy: '·I
SUNDAY-SCHOOL teacher to pupil: "Now gave him the money for licking a boy who
my little man, can you explain to us the spit in my dinner basket."
cause of Adam's fall?" Little man (emA DRUNKEN fellow who had slept in a
phatically): "Yes, sir; 'cause he hadn't
horse pound at camp, woke up one mornany ashes to throw on the sidewalk."
iug to find himself haltered and the proA WICKED boy, upon whose shoulders his prietor demanding pay for his oats. The
mother was expressing her resentment fellow protested, saying he was not a
with both slippers, felt too proud to cry, horse. ·• No difference," was the reply,
and kept up his courage by repeating to "we charge as much for an ass as for a
himself: "Two soles that beat as one."
horse. 1•
THE old gentleman who spent a fortune
A STORY is told of an old gentleman who
in trying to raise colts from horse-chest- took notes of the minister's sermons,
nuts, is now attempting to get it back again a11d on one occasion read to .the minisby cultivating the egg-plant with a view to ter himself. ;·Stop, stop!" said the latter,
supplying the market with eggs and chick- on the occurrence of a certain sentence," I
ens.
didn't say that." "I know you didu't,"was
" THERE was an old family fuel between the reply; •· I put that in myself to make
them," was what a female witness in a Chi- sense."
cago murder case said to the jury. A juryASAD EXPERIENCE.-After shaking hands
man asked her if she didn't mean " feud?" at the ferry dock the other day, one colored
and she asked him who was telling the man enquired of anotheJ·:
story.
"Didn't you marry de Widow Jones about
A CHICAGO man insist!; that he saw a red de first of Jin uary?"
"Dat's me, I did," was the answer," but
and black snake forty feet long, and as big
round as a barrel of whiskey. We have no I've dun left her."
"Who I how's dat ? "
doubt that he did. but he unquestionably
"Well, de fustweek she called me 'honsaw the barrel of whiskey before he saw
ey;' de next week she sulked around and
the snake.
called me' ole Richard:' de third week she
"I SAY, boy, is that the fire?" asked a cum for me wid a fiat-iron and broke two
gentleman of a ragged urchin, and point- ribs, and I'm gwine to keep right away
ing to a dense volume of smoke that was from dar!"
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University of Strasburgh.
ated surfaces which the venom of the dis
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produces.
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a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains is also a Sure·Remedy for
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REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S

The Greatest Book

GATARRH 'CURE.

that lias been issued for years.
THE ENORMITIES OF THE CHURCH
PRIESTCRAF'J\ THE MISSIONARY SYSTEM,
anll other pious -wrongs shown up.
A perusal of it will open.

7'HE EYES OF 7'HE BLIND.

Read it and hand it to your
Neighbor.
No Person who buys this Book will Re
gret the Investment.
It contains nearly 500 pages.

12mo. Is
printed from new type, on good paper,
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Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

What is Catarrh? It is an affection o
the heatl, which may end in Deafness par
tial or total Blindness, diseuses oi the
throat.and vocal organs, and even In Con
suruptwu.
Iu nine cases· out of ten, when people
fancy they have only a "cold in the head"
they have CATARRH!
'
It is a terrible disease and should not be
trifled with. The Best Remedy known for
it is that prepared by the Rev. R B. Lock
wood, Which lias the endorsement of such
eminent phys_icians as Dr. Geo. N. Tlbbles
of Hudson C1ty, N. J.: Dr. W. H Newell
Jersey Cit;r: Heights; Dr. A. B. ·Laidlaw
Ht~dson C!tY.• N. J.: and of such dl!Btin
gmshed m1msters as Rev, W. H. Dikeman
New York. Rev. W. H. ·McCormack Mt
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['his mndJclne IS prepared in oood faith
aud may be relied on in every case to effect
a permanent and speedy cure.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's NASAL DOUCHE
to facilitate the uso of the CATAURH CURE
is indispensable to insure the cure of ob
stin!tte chronic mtses and will be found
valuabif, in all stages of the disease.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's LIVER AND
STOMACH PILLS, for the cure of DYS
PEPSI4- !tnd. all disorders of the Stomach
nnd D1gest1ve Organs, luwe the highest
recommendation from the thousands who
have used them.
Read carefully tho pamphlet that accom
pauies the medicine.
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MR BEECHER seems to grow more and more in favor of
Catholics. Formerly he lashed them terribly, but latterly
this has entiNly changed. Several times lately he has
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
spoken of them in the kindest terms, and seems to think
them the best of men. It is to be presumed he has no
TERMS:
personal motive in all this, though, it will be rememberOne Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75 ed, there are two Catholics on his jury.
'
"
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00
"
"
each Month, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
THE TWELFTH WEEK of what was the Beecher trial has
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one nearly passed, and has evoluted into a trial of Tilton.
address.
Canadian Subscribers wil'l. please send fifty cents addi- Beecher has not been on trial for more than four weeks.
tional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
The supposition is. by proving Tilton guilty of improprieties, the innocence of Beecher is established. When
RA,.TES OF ADVERTISINC.
Tilton is tried and convieted, the trial of Beecher will
One Dollar· per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch probably be resumed, if the Judge, the lawyers and the
for subsequent insertions.
jury are fortunate enough to live so long.

THE Rev. A. F. Baxter, a Met~dist minister, was recently refused admission to his church at .Peterboro, N.
H., by the leading men of the society, because he had
exchaJ;lged pulpits with a minister of liberal views.
THE GREAT PUBLIC is tiring of so much Beecher, and
look forward to the infliction for the eighth or tenth week
to come with dread and apprehension. If a vote on the
subject could be taken to-day, undoubtedly Mr. Beecher
would be allowed to "step down and out."
THIS IS THE TIME FOR FLOODS.-Swollen rivers in all
parts of the country; great loss of property, and some
loss of life the result. If there is a superintending Providence conducting this business, he either attends to it
badly, or he is not as kind as many give him credit for.
THE Rev. Mr. Warren, a Baptist pastor at Burnt Hills,
Saratoga county, was exposed several weeks ago as the
husband of three living and undivorced wives. He resigned at the request of his congregation, and wanted to
preach a ftJ.rewell sermon, but they would not hear it.
Mrss May Flora May Peters, daughter of Emanuel Peters, of Frankford, Pa., has made an affidavit charging
Rev, Thomas Cooper, of the Free Congregati~mal church
of Frankford, with unbecoming conduct toward her.
Upon this affidavit, Mr. Cooper was arrested by a sheriff's
officer, and was held i_n $5,000 bail to answer Itt court.
Dn. R. A. Holland, rector of St. George's Episcopal
Church, in· St. Louis, has lately preached a sermon in
which he said in very plain words that he did not believe
in eternal damnation. It has evoked considerable disoussion, and it has been insinuated that he would be desposed of by Bishop Robertson.
ANOTHEB 0UTRAGE.-A Philadelphia judge has recently
denied an applicant his naturalization papers on the
ground that s.aid applicant is an Iufldel, When these good
Christians get everything as they wish it. with God and
Jesus and the Bible in the Constitution and all that, they
probablY will hardly allow us poor Infidels the right to
breathe.
PLYMOUTH SUIT No. Two.-Assistant Pastor Halliday,
who gave such willing testimony in behalf of his revered
superior, and in which he stated the New York Juvenile
G-uardian Society is a humbug, has been prosecuted by
the President of the Society for damages. The assistant
Pastor has already come down handsomely and says he is
willing to make restitution in any way he can.
ONE SuNDAY Mr. Shearman called on l\'Ir. Beecher to
talk over some points in the case. 1\ofr. Beecher declined
to have anything to do with the matter. It was Sunday,
he said, and he wanted to rest, The lawyer reminded
him that the case was coming on, and that as a defendant
he must attend to it. He also told him of the" ox and the
ass" that were drawn out of the pit on the Sabbath day;
to which the pastor-of the Plymouth Church, shrugging
up his shoulders, replied: "Sherman. look at me. Did
you ever know a bigger ass fall into a dee.Per pit?"Bvrl~h'B
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A MINISTER WHO STEPPED OUT IN A HURRY.-Mr. BaldWin of Michigan knew that the preacher was in the parlor with his wife, but he didn't think anything about it
until he heard a voice sav, "Yauch! Parson! you've got
me by the crazy bone!" and then 'Baldwin dropped his
axe, spit on his hands, picked it up again, and walked into that parlor just in time to see a preacher jump out the
front door six feet at a jump.

HENRY WARD BEECHER is not a cheap luxury to Plymouth church, though it is one of the wealthiest in the
country. Their pastor's salary is $20.000. It is sairl its
members have rem')ntly subscribed $125,000 to pay the thirteen lawyers and four-score witnesses engaged. Then
there is Mrs. Tilton and Mrs. Morse to support; Bessie
Turner and Mrs. Putnam to bring on from Ohio and
maintain; Mr. Cooke from Detroit, Mr. Cowley from LowIT is an unsettled problem whether Beecher's witnesses ell, and others from other places. Truly their pastor is
in the main have been an advantage or a disadvantage to "doubly dear" to them.
his case, but that there have been some verY" willing witA SAD, DISGRACEFUL AFFAIR.-From Austin, Minn., we
nesses" among them, cannot be denied. When Beecher
himself shall be called upon the stand, it is presumed get the mournful intelligence of a respectable married
many questions will be propounded to him, that he would ladY being villianously treated by a brother member of
rather not be obliged to answer. It is expected Judge the Church, who took her out sleigh-riding. He turned
Fullerton will have little " pity for the sorrows of the poor into a by-road and into It piece of woods at a distance f1·om
any house, and failing in the·urgent entreaties he made
oldman."
for her to yield to his animal desires, he resorted to
IN view of the fact that Mr. Beecher on Sundays and Fri- force. She. plead for mercy, but none was granted; she
day evenings holds forth in his church to large audi- called loudly for help, but none could hear her, and she
ences and virtually pleads his case, it has been suggested felt herself forsaken by God and man. Three times she
that Tilton also be provided with the Academy of Music started the horse by applying the whip. When this
or some. hall where he can speak to public audiences, and church-member, after a struggle of an hour, became im(jlnlarge upOn his efforts and labors in years that have tient and furious; he choked her cruelly and tl]r'lW the
passed. Doubtless large concourses would flock to hear buffalo robe on the snow and placed his helpless victim on
1
him. and it woulcl seem to be only •· fair play and equa} to it. and by sheer physical force accomplishe his hellish
purpose. His name is Jaques and hers is Wilbour. She
rights."
immediately reported the case to her husband when the
A CROW To Prcx.-Miss Lovejoy of Princeton, Ill., \illain was incarcerated in jail. and bound over for a
whose name has been so cruelly introduced into the speedy trial. It is to be ho peel the just deserts will be
Brooklyn Scandal trial, has resolved to bring suit against meted out to him which his vile conductso richly deserves.
Beecher's lawyers for $25,000 damages for the injury they
have done her. Her brother-in-law, Col. J. H. Elliot, has
ANOTHEB :r.!INISTER IN TROUBLE.-A clerical scanda,
been on here taking notes and picking up facts, with a view in Baltimore hushed up. A clergyman of that city very
to the suit named. Mr. Tracy will also have a settlement or frequently visited a widow boarding near him, and who
two to make after this trial is over, with parties who feel attended regularly upon his preaching. His visits to the
aggrieved. Thus we may expect it will be a long time be- lady's room became so frequent as to attract noti'le. The
fore we get to the end of this complication.
house-maid looking through the keyhole discovered that
whiCJ.h she thought highly improper conduct. and reportAMONG THE DEVELOPMENTS of the Beecher tri l is the ed the same to her mistress. who, bytheway, is a communfact that Oliver Johnson, the editor of the Orthodox icant at the same church, and an intimate friend of the
Christian Uniun, is not only unorthodox, but ii, or has clergyman's wife. She was at a loss what course to take.
been, a Quaker, a Frothinghamite, a Unitarian. a Univer- but decided to write a plain letter to the clergymnn. Insalist, an unbelieYer in the Deity of Christ, a semi-Liberal forming him what was known of him ani! urging him for
and a Spiritualist, though he claims not to be a" damned the sake of his family and his own renutation to immefool." How will the orthodox readers of the Union like diately discontinue his visits to the widow. This threw
such a heretic to write their rditorials? "Can a bitter him upon the" ragged edge." and he conPludP.d to act
fountain send forth waters that are sweet?"
upon her suggestion. The wido~ has gone South and
the pious clergyman is now fervently advocating the
IT is said by some who are supposed to know, that the claims of his Lord and Master, whose blood washes away
Hon. Mr. Evarts feels a trifle uneasy in the position he all stains.
occupies, that when he assumed the management of the
CHRISTIAN LovE.-It is a m~st shocking account of a
case he believed Mr. Beecher innocent, but that subseChristian massacre we get from Acqpulco. Mexico. which
quent revelation's had changed hi' mind and that he
occurred on Jan. 26th last. A Protestant congregation
wished to sever his connection with the case, wh n promwere assembled in their church and were engaged in
inent members of Plymouth Church ardently objected,
worship, when some forty men of the Catholic Church.
and proffered to add $10,000 to his fee. A man will indeed
armed,with machetes-( along curved', he<tvy, sharp blade,
perform quite a unpleasant task for $10,000.
with a handle, and something like a butcher's cZPaver)LoGANSPORT. Ind., has added her bit of scandal to the rushed in upon the defenseless worshipers ond simultaalready growing amount. Rev. J. R, Stilwell, pastor of neously commenced chopping them to pieces. A Hemld
the WestSide Methodist Tabernacle, has been 1 resident correspondent, writing up the bloody affair. says: "The
of that city more than a year, and, to all outward ap- deadly machete was wielded with fearful effect; human
pearances his daily walk has been unexceptionable. flesh cut and gashed like bullock meat, while blood
A series of meetings were commenced in his church about streamed in torrents over the gory floor, now encu "'be red
six weeks ago, and about sixty accessions were made. by dying or wounded men and women." Some twenty
During a pastoral call on a lady, 11e made improper ad- persons were soon dispatched or seriously wounded, and
vances toward her, whieh she indignantly repelled, and among the rest the presiding minister. It is thought the
turned him out of the house. She made the fact public, Catholic priest was privy to the alTair-at all events, he
and the miscreant pastor, acknowledging the statement, made no remonstrance before or after. It was indeed a
tendered his resignation of the pastorate, and went to sanguinary affair and only proves that in the Nineteenth
Indianapolis to prepare to move his grief-stricken fami- Century :murdering for opinion's sake is not yet whollr
done away with,
ly, which bas the sympathy of the e11tire community.
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The Witch of the Wine-Mark.
.A Tale of the Royal Oo'ony of Massachusetts,
BY J,oTTI A TR T.OflOS.

CHAPTER XIV.
Whrn the NooRe an·d the half-breed had started
from the ravine with the terror-stricken captives, they
gorm began to find it next to impossible to make 11ny
headway with their animals through the dense atJd
tangled forest whicl1 they had hoped to penetrate for
miles before they came to a halt.
Liglltfoot had already become aware of the direction taken by Red Wing and the Indians who had
gone hunting, and was careful to shape his own course
and that of the Noose accordingly. At first he had
no very- settled plan in his own mind as to how he
should dispose of his victim ; but having, the day
previous to that of this outrage, hrard that some Indians hostile alike to the tribe of Red Wing and the
whites, were hovering ahout the pa~ses between Boston and Cape Ann, he suddenly resolved to join them
if possible, and, in return for their protection of himself and his captive, betray all he knew of the intentinnR of the authorities touching the red man generally.
.
.
'die Noose fell into this scheme at once, although
it may be said not to have been fully dec'ded upon until they found thcmsel>cs alene with their captive!' and necessitated to seek some track along which
they 'could proceed with speed, and place some miles
between them and Boston ; for now the project they
had previously entertained, of seeking the depth uf
the forest and then turning their horses loose~ was
abandoned as not only d~tngerous, but untenable on
any rational grounds, taking the near approach of
Winter into consideration.
Of course each had his gun slung over his shoulder,
and had a knife and plenty of ammunition, while
Light.foot carried a tomahawk in his belt, but then
there was something more than this necessary to render their sojourn in the depth of the f'urest at all practicable. Like villains generally, however, they were
willing to trust much to chance in the accomplishment of their nefarious designs, and hence this project of joining the band of red men sprang into existence in a sing-le moment as it were.
When tired of their victims, both might be readily
disposed of, and be silenced forever ; but here there
appeared to be a slight obstacle in the way, for, strange
as it may seem, tl1e Noose l1ad now a terrible and
criminal admiration of Martha which, notwithstanding all he had heard while concealed in the cellar of
the ferryman, was sufficient to keep any such bloody
intent completely in abeyance. Nor was the halfbreed much differently situated in relation to Firefly;
for it was simply owing to an unlawful passion he had
entertained for her, that he had two years previously
sought to betray Red Wing into the hands of the authorities with most of his tribe, in the hope· that the
beautiful squaw, when unprotected, might become his
prey. He had failed, however, at the period, although
now it would appear he had triumphed beyond a
shadow of doubt.
This sentiment of vile regard on the part of the
scoundrels, seemed to touch a chord of something
like compassion in their breasts, for when once they
found themselves skirting the l1ighway which led
along the coast in the direction already mentioned,
they gave theil; captives to mid erst and that they would
relieve them in a measure of their bonds if they would
express by a sign or token upon which they had dccidecl, that they would permit themselves to be borne
along passively, and neither by word nor act-by cries
nor struggles attempt to encol1111ass their freedom.
As both the poor creatures were suffering terribly,
they readily gave the required token, and were consequently soon freed from the painful gags ; although it
was some time before they could sufficiently control
their organs of speech to utter a single intelligible
word.
It was only when the half-breed began to speak to
his fellow-conspirator that J\Jartha became aware
&he was in the clutch of the Noose. 'Terrible as
!'he l1ad already conceived her situation, this revelation completely overwhelmed her. Now, however,
that her bodily ~utTering was mit·igated, and that her
hands, like those of Firefly, were released in a degree
fmm the galling pressure of her bonds, she began to
hope, although surrounded by doubt and darkness the
most dire.
Firefly comprehended the treachery of the halfbreed to the fullest extent. She knew intuitively that
he had betrayed the two Indian sentinels or guards
into the hands of the whites, and then taken allvautage of the absence of the chiet and the other red
men, to make a descent upon her and the fugitives.
Were her 11ands sufficiently free, however, sJre would
soon be able to settle accounts with her treacherous
captor, for the weapon she had concealed beneath her
man tie, she <:ould still feel in its place, and almost
within touch of her fingers.
A similar ide-a had siezed upon ~1artha. Could she
bnt release one of her hamls, she might inflict at a single blow a mortal wound upon her captor ; but here's

wl1ere the difficulty lay-her bonds, though relaxed,
were not sufficiently so to enable her to reach her dagger or to strike with any dee:ree of force.
Tl1ey had'now gained a point about two miles from
the town, when both the scoundrels, finding their
captives made neither outcry nor resistance, pmposed
that they should change positions on their respective
horses, und sit behind instead of before, as they could
ride with greater ease to themselves and to the animals. To this arrangement the fugitives at once
agreed; and after a halt of a few moments, they were
again under·way, with their captors riding in front,
one end of the rope that bound them being fastened
to the belt of the Noose and the half-breed iudividually.
Now it was that the spirit· and cunning of the fullblooded Indian began to work in the dark eyes and
tumultuous bosom· of the beautiful Firefly. If she
could but free one hand and sieze her knife without
awakening the suspicions of Lightfoot, all mig-ht be
well. Witlt a view to concealing her motives in lter
attempt to slip her hand through the noose that encircled it, she felt the keen edge of the half-breed's tomahawk that still stuck in his belt, and ad.roitly managed to bring the cord across it, she permitted the aclion of the horse to work like a saw, and cut through
the different strands, until at last it gave way, and she
was partially free. In a few moments more, one arm
was completely released, and the next instant she had
siezed her deadly kuife a.nd was ready to strike.
At this juncture, a cry rose upon the air which
startled the horses and sent the blood back to all their
hearts. The wolves were upon their track, and nothing hut the swiftest flight could insure their safety.
This both men perceived at a glance ; and now that
their own lives were in imminent danger, each began
to think of his own safety only, while both arrived
simultaneously at the same resolve-that of sacrificing
the two women 1f the animals were not able to outstrip their dreadful pursuers.
Each had already grasped his knife for the purpose
of severing the cord that bound his prisoner to him,
so that he might be able to hurl her from the back of
his beast at a moment's notice, and thus gain time
while the ferocious monsters were devouring their
prey.
The horses had bounded forward, and were holding
their own, and for a mom_ent Firefly had lost sight of
her dreadful purposlil. But now comprehending the
appalling position in which she and Martha were placed, she determined to make tl1e best of her partial
freedom and the knowledge of the intention of the
villain before her.
As, then, the frightened horses soon began to give
evidence of. their being overtaxed with weight, and us
they sped on side by side, she cautiously brought her
long knife to bear a little below the the shoulder-blade·
of the half-breed, and the next instant, and just as he
had himself· cut the cord that attached her to his belt,
he fell mortally wounded in the track.
Firefly, who could ride a horse as only an Indian
<;an, perceiving that the Noose was not aware of what
had occurred, but was blind to cverytiling but his own
safety, now rode a little in the rear, but soon pulling
alongside Martha, who perceived her alone, she leaned
over and severed her bonds also. Nat thG Noose,
urging his horse on at the top of his speed, while listening to tbe savage yells and cries of the wolves that
seemed suddenly arrested in their flight by a something they had encountered in the track, over which
they were now quarreliing- Firefly understood the
drama that . was being enacted, and so did Martha
when she perceived her alone; but as the wolves had
again resumed the pursuit, and the horse of the Noose
was becoming terribly jaded and excited, there was
not a moment to lose. So causing her animal to
spring forward until she was within reach of her unconscious victim, she struck him a swift and sudden
blow also, which, although it was not fatal, hurled
him to the earth, while both horses relieved of more
than hlllf the weight that had encumbered them, began at once to gain upon their pursuers. Scarcely,
however, had they got a hundred strides ahead, when
a wild cry for help ·rang out behind them. It was
heard but once only; for it died away amid a cJwrus
of how lings and barkings that caused the blood almost
to freeze in the veins of the two women, that now
rode side by side, :Martha clinging -to her horse us best
she could, while Firefly so managed her animal that
she kept within grasp of her now bewildered and all
but paralyzed companion.
Again the savage pur.suers had finished their revolting repast, and were nearly upon them once more,
when their ear caught the sound of approachipg
voices. Grateful for any relief from the monsters on
their track, and perceiving that no worse danger could
threaten them ahead, after having reined up their
animals, they were about resuming their course, when
they encountered two men, one with a lantern, walking side by side. Alarmed and all, as Martha was,
she recognized in the one who carried the lantern as
no Jess· a person than Maurice Fitz Raymond who,
with Francis Ellencourt, were wending their way to
town a short tlistance in advance of the returning
volunteers.
In a few minutes sufficient was said to induce the
soldiers to step a@idc with the horses a few yards from
thc road, until the purt:y came np. In t.lic meantime,
the wolves suifl:ling danger, with their usual coward·

liness turned away from the beaten track they had
been pursuing, and were now heard deeper in the
forest to the left.
--.
In a few words, Jlfartha, recited to Maurice all the
dreadful intelligence_ regarding Alice of wbic.h she
herself had knowledge, but without being able to give
him any clue as to where she now was, _or into whose
power she bad fallen. In the anguish of his soul ]Je
groaned audibly and staggered against a tree where
he stood supporting himself like one who would avoid
falling to the earth.
Recovering himself w.ith.an effQrt the most heroic,
however, he- informed the two women, that it was
best for. them to gain the villa unobserved, and take
shelter in it for the time being, and that he and his
friend would lead them thither when he had spoken
with the officer wlw shared command with him.
On the arrival of the party at the point ncar which
the horses stood, both gentlemen stepped into the
tracl,, and said whatever was necessary in relation to
the disposition of the men until morning. This arranged they fell bnck again, and, joining Martha and
Firefly, soon struck off on a road that led direct to
the villa, where they anived after midnight to find
Mrs. Ravenswood and the family a prey to the deepest anguish, and John Langton in a state of sullen
despair.
Notwithstanding the absolute benefits conferred
upon this our day and generation by Professors Tynd>:~ll and Huxley, yet, on the higher planes of thought
these gentlemen are failures of a most signal charac~
ter, inasmuch as they predicate their theories upon the
assumption that there is nothing outside science in its
llfesent material aspect, and that all phenomena
should be submitted to a mere physical standard and
s1>.ch a one only as is recogMized by the schools. '
This would he all well enough, perhaps, if the
schools themselves, with all their boasted knowledge
and comp_letenegs, were not still sittil'lg at the feet of
Gamaliel, although seeming-ly unconscious of the fact.
Because they are able to explain, upon what appears
to be immutable principles, some of the phenomena
that make up the total of this physical existence, thev
entertain the idea that they see and comprehend ali.
And yet they are obviously able to deal with proximate causes only, and are at sea the moment they are
unable to demonstrat~ We know the result of certain
properties of the loadstone, but we have no philosophy beyon? thi_s that re~c~Jes its essence intelligibly.
And so It JS w1th electnmty and magnetism in all
their phases. These are the subtle links that seem ·to
unite the visible or the grosser world to that which is
more sublimated and which is not recognized npon a
simply material plane.
One might suppose tbat the existence of such my.oterious and inexplicable agents would hold the
Materialist in check, and prompt him into researcheR
more elevated than he bas yet explored. Where there
is palpably so much mystery connected with our present state of being, may there not be something more
lying beyond our ordinary means of apprehension ?
Wherever we turn we stand before a gate of mystery!
At whatever point we may arrive, there is an unexplored region beyond! '\Vho, then, shall set boundaries to the possible in connection with the sentient
portion of our being, or say that, because it is recognized in his state of existence in association with a
gross material organization, it. is impossible that it
shall continue to exist in any other relation.
Here is where Tyndall and -Huxley fail. Their
reason stnggers beneath the weight of too many physical facts, which they dismiss upon the meagre basis
of simple demonstration, and without leading to any
higher end than a mere advancement of science. But
what can be expected, in this relation, from a philosopher like llfr. Huxley, who declines to accept as evidenccs of the immortality of the sOul manifestations
that are not couched in the choicest language and
fraught with the moet profound originality, as if a
hailstorm and an avalanche did not illustrate the. laws
of gravity alike!
ProfeHsor Tyndall, also, With respect to his famous
inaugural address at Belfast, or at least a certain portion of it, .should be censured by other and more
infiuential pens than ours, for the discourtesy and
want of generosity displayed on the subject of modern
Spiritualism towanl those distinguished gentlemenFellows of the Hoyal Society-scientists ancl tl1inkers
of the first water-who had given the subject grave
consideration, and who testified upon a basis of demmonstration not to be held in light esteem, to the
occurrence of phenomena of infinitely more importance to the human family than anything yet acnie:ved
by ,the class of scientists to which Mr. Tyndall belongs. Nothing can possibly interest men so deeply
as the question whether they shall live forever. To
tlJCm it is of more importance than the establishment
of any particular theory of light, heat or color, which,
according to the Professor's metaphysical or religions
ideas, would, at the very best, be worth only thirtythree years purchase, if that be the average of human
life.
No one can pronounce with any degree of certainty
upon eithc:t' the destiny or the powers of the human
soul, without being inferior· aml superior to himself at
one and the same moment. The soul can never sit in
judgment upon itself, bnt simply upon what the functions of -the body, or rather upon what the ,organs of
Llic bmin arc able to achieve, and have aehicvCll,
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through its instrumentality .. Here is where we can ways,. and w_ith a desire to save her life by insuring seized upon he1·, as she clutched a loT'g, keen dagger
perceive a metap.hysical whip on the physical coach- the fnendsh1p and good offices of one who after all and took a step toward the door, she sank into a
box, and all the speculation or reasoning in the world although acting under the S!illction .of the Church' and seat close by, and covering her face witll her hands
State, had now only borne her to a place of security wept long and bitterly.
can't make it otherwise.
- On this point mystery upon mystery crowds upon beyond the iron clutch of those who hae1 already
Notwithstanding Alice was herself in a situation of
us. - And who shall explain the case of Madge Gor- made up their minds to bring her to the gallows.
dire peril, she forgot her own woes for a moment in
As Madge turned into the apartment in which Alice those of the po?r heart-broken mother. Although previdon whom, after long years of insanity and consequent irresponsibility, we now find restored to her w:as se~ted, trembling lest the Fanatic should present osuly aware of the cmelty and fanaticism of Sloucher,
normal condition instantaneously, anU through a sin- h1mself before her, she measnred the scoundrel in the she _h~d had _no absolute evidence of l1is infamy and
gle glimpse of that signet ring ; for previous to her light of her newly awakened intefligence; and now, cupH]Jty ot1ts1de the gloomy boundarieo of his superfall to the floor, the light had· evidently burst upon as she closed .and firmly, but noiselessly, barred and stition ; hut now another veil was lifted from bt'r eyes,
her? The truth is, all·is mystery from beginning to bolted the door between both rooms she stood erect and she began to discover that she was intended but ·
end, and no after state of existence can be more inex- for a moment, and then raising her' clenched hand as simply another link in the chain of the Fanatshoo}' it menacingly as against the viii ian outside wh~ ic's infamies;- and that, with all his pretended sanctiplicable than this. ·
Until Alice had arrived at the door of the Fimatic fanCied himself so secure in all his machination~.
ty, Solomon Sloucher was a lewd and claring ruffian,
The monster once cut securely off from their pri- who had, perhaps, solely clothed himself with the tershe had no clear idea of how absolutely terrible wa~
her situation. She had, in her dreadful alarm and confu- vacy, Madg~ took up the s~lver lamp from the table, ri~le superstition ?f tl_w times, for the purpose of
sion, mixed up in her mind, at the instant of her cap- and bcckomng her compamon to follow, both women bemg able to gratrfy Jus love of gold and his baser
ture, both white men and Indians as having assailed entered the chamber which contained. the signet ring. lust with greater secriuty when the fear of death was
her in some way, although she soon began to surmise They were now ~ecure, for, as formerly observed, pressing upon his victims.
that she had actually fallen into the bands of some of there was no crevwe between the room occupied by
Of ihis tliere seemed now before her abundance of
the emissaries of Sloucher and the witchfindet. Some- Sloucher and the one they had just left through which evidence,
as well as proof of the additional fact that
bow she never supposed, for a moment, that she was a single gleam of light could find its way, so that tbc some of the seemingly most sanctified of the clrc~clful'
actually in the very arms of the Fanatic, and it was Fanatic could not mark their movements in even are- fraternity to which he be~onged l1ad been in leao-ue
.
only when the ligl).t fell upon his hideous countenance mote degree.
Although often previously visited by Madge, the with him for: years in projects of plunder, based lll~On
as his own door opened, that all hope fo1:sook her.
the fears of those who dreaded the power of the
When, however, she became aware of the presence chamber now seemed new and strange to her. Small Church, and those who hac! in self-defense to buy off
of a third party, and had recovered her senses suffi- closets and chests that had before escaped her notice blood hounds privately, when they fopnd themselves
ciently to perceive that she was in the arms of 1\'Iadge obtruded. themselves upon he1· attention, as did a in danger of being -denounced as witches or wizards.
Gordon, and no longer in those of the Fanatic, she bunch of keys hanging against the wainscot that con- Of the hearts crushed and the sums paid nothing
felt a sense of relief that was wholly inexplicable to cealed the rough bark of the logs of whic.h the building dure_d be said; for these agents of the Church, or the
her at the moment ; for now that she believed herself was constructed.
DeVIl, were all-powerful, and could ronsio-n their
entering the den of the master, she could scarcely exBefore these latter she paused for a moment, \"!"hen victims to death, even after previouslv extra<7tin,y the
pect much mercy or forbearance from any one beneath handing the lamp to Alice, who moved as in a dream most terrible tribute. So that no one ventunfcl to
his roof.
she took them down and began to inspect them: disclose the secret that lay at his or her heart whether
However, she was not for the time being, to be \Yhile th_us en,gaged, her eye again fell on_ the signet it involved the loss of fortune on the part of'the man
alone with him, and there was some consolation in rmg, whwh st1lllay where she had placed 1t earlier in or a greater calamity on that of the woman.
'
this. Besides, although she had heard many terrible the rvening, and once more her whole being seemed
The two sat long in earnest conversation Alice
stories of the cruelty of Madge to those whQ had been to umlergo a fearful change. Alice observed the wild
denounced as witches, she had never witnessed any- and sudden glare of her eye as she clutched the ring, knitting together, throu_gh circumstantial details, the
thing, on the part of the poor demented creature, in and once again riveted her gaze upon it. It wa< poor broken remembrance of l\Iadge, who now with that
relation to herself, that did not savor.of something Alice felt satisfied, the clue to some fearful my'~tery, strange lucidity which not unfreqnently su~ceeds long
Him friendliness, and in this, also, she took refuge for and s)le was about to speak when her companion, periods of clouclecl reason, seemed to comprehend fulthe moment. When Sloucher had disappeared, and droppmg the keys upon the table where the ring had ly the true conditiou of her affairs, and to perceive
she found herself completely relieved of her bonds lain, siezed her by the arm, and exclaimed while she that, looking matters in the face just as they were, she
and placed in a chair by 1\'l:adge, she could scarcely held up the quaint jewel in her trembling hand be- had a terrible task before her in an endeavor to thwart
the infamous designs of Sloueb.er; and to shield Alice
credit her ears, when the woman exclaimed hnn-iedly tween her almost fleshless finger and thumb:
from the certain death or destruction that might overand in an undertone :
·
''I thank God for this long night of darkness he has take her through one false move.
"Alice Ravenswood, Madge Gordon has found her permitted me to pass through, because it has brought
It had now become so late and Alice was so weary
long lost reason, and is here to protect you! Yes," me t? a knowledge of the murderer of my child !
she continued, "the veil has fallen from me, and at a Had 1t not been for these lost and weary years, !should with watching and anxiety as well as the sense of the
danger that surrounded her, ·Madge proposed that she
moment, too, when I have work to do, both on your never have been the trusted slave of that fiend in 1m- should
seek some repose. In the chamber there was
account and on my own. You are in great peril, and man shape out.side there, who was the cause of their quite sufficient
out of which to make a comfortable
so am I ; for, if Solomon Sloucher knew that I know existence, and upon whom they are now to recoil iJ,
; and as both women seemed to shrink from
what I do to-night, and tllat this terrible cloud lw~ vengeance as dire as that spread by vast accumulated couch
bed th~t was rtt times occupied Ily tlle Fanatic,
passed away from me, neither you nor I should possi- waters that had burst their barriers. This ring-," she the
lhey soon d1sposecl themselves to rest at some distance
bly see the light of dawn.:'
continued, ''belonged to my only child whom he had from it, but not before they bad decided fully as to
A prayer of thanksgiving struggled to the pale lips foully betrayed and ruined, and whose downfall anll the course they should now pursue toward Slouchcr,
of the fugitive, as she whispered feebly:
death had robbed me for all these long years of the who, as they well knew. would not hesitate to encom"There is, then, yet hope ! Yet one hope !"
light of reason. I know I have had occasional brief pass their death suddenly and secretly, had he the
"There is," replied the woman, "but you must ·be gleams that have enabled me to keep track of the dire slightest
surmise tllat they were leagued against him,
. guided in everything by me. That man will return in disaster; and I remember her dying words-the first or that Madge
hac! at one and the same moment rea few moments. I have heard your .story. It is as a coherent sentences she spoke since the period of her covered her reason
discovered that he was the
dream to me; but I can comprehend all now. Let ruin ; for, as she was about to breathe her last, sh6 destroyer of her onlyand
child, now long mouldcring in
there be no visible token of friendship between us in informed me that her"destroyer had possessed himself
his presence. I must dissemble· also. I know you of this ring, and she enjoined me to avenge her down- the grave.
(TO BE CONTINUED.J
have been denounced, and dreadful as your position fall; but before she could name the monster who hacl
may be here, you are perhaps more free from death accomplished it, her lips were sealed forever. Even
and danger beneath this very roof at the present mo- within the last few hours after having first discovered
Seeldng After il'ruth- Goilment than you would be under your own. Be cau- this token in this very apartment, I have been able to
tious and interpret aright any severity I may assume link circumstance to circumstance in such a manne1 Therefore this aphorism: Truth is Deity; to worship
to e~ince toward you in the presence of Solomon as to identify the false, foul wretch beyond a shadow it is to do right-the only true road to true happiness.
1f mistake, and now I shall seek for further evidence I think identity never recurs; similarity >lllll diver~i
Sloucher. ''
·
Although these may not have been the precise words of his infamy, and of the deceit and treachery that ty only can folio ,y; forms perish, actions, the rehtti vc
changes of matter (not entities or substances) past,
used by ll'ladge, what she said to Alice carried their have swallowed up his whole being."
With these words she thrust the ring into her bo- can never recur; thus vital, nfental, chemical am! meimport. Grateful for any J'espite from the perils that
surrounded her, the poor girl caught up the hand of som, and resuming the keys she began to inspec1 chanical (all of which, perhaps, are mechanical.', arc
the woman, and pressed it so far as her feeble strength minutely the small closets and chests just alluded to. only such tlm·ing said clwnges.
'vV e cannot see anything imlcpeudent, or behind
would admit. Fortunately her poniard still remained 'l'nrning the keys in their locks one after another, she
concealed in her bosom, ami to this sl~e determined to soon brought to light various articles of great vnluc, matter, that forces it to act, yet we may, perhaps, vencommit herself in any .case of extremity where the t<nd one small casket of jewels, which, on the morning ture the supposition that the elcetive reciprocal actions
exertions of Madge might perchance be paralyze,!. of the execution, the Fanatic had been gloating over of molecules of matter arc the initial ultim,ttcs. There
Now, however, a loud. knock at the outer door an- alone, and to which he had forgotten to restore the never was, nor can there be, two partieles of m,<tllr,
nounced the return of the Fanatic, when 1\hclge, aris- signet ring, There were some offensive weapons also, or two ttets identically the same; simihri;y and divering from her seat, and with a finger raised in caution which were n1ost costly, and which had no doubt sity seems the rule. If so, there can l.Je no li:i:cd, eterto the poor fugitive, left the apartment and at once accomplished some foul work in their owner's service. nal and immutable law, (if law be only the :1~ts d
admitted Sloucher into the room which lie used as his What, however, attracted her attention most was a matter,) for we cannot conceive that actions (so-cr.llsmall package of papers, or rather letters, with her ed) can act, but that matter only can move, thc~·cfurc
sham quarters.
that all the changes, phases allll forms of matter nrc
Here "they remained for a. considerable period, the own name seemingly on the band which hehl them due to matter itself. Aside from nwttcr, tht:re can [;C
sanctified, drawling tones of the Fanatic reaching the together; and which slle suddenly seized the moment no nerves to feel, no feet to walk, no hmin to think;
cars of Alice .from time to time, w bile the voice of ller eye fell upon them.
and when tllese return mutually to !irst elements, Liley
With a celerity scarcely to be cxpectecl from her long have simply censeu tlwir organic acts-no more, no
JVIadge occasionally broke in in wild denunciation of
the witches and the enemies of the Lord. Through period of mental aberration, she on opening one of the lese:. Therefore, if life be vital action, there can be
all her incoherent ravings, however, she managed to missins at once recognized the handwriting of ller no intlivitlua:t inuuorality, as all past identity of nctiou
impress the infamous scoundrel that Alice was in sm·h long-lost daughter! As she read she began to quiver lras ceased. The sorrows of p:1st ages are not the rwra state of prostration, and mental exciten:eut witlml,. from head to foot; for she soon perceived that it hac! rows of to-tiny; the thoughts ami steps of yc$tl'rday
that his presence might prove fatal on tlle spot, and been written bv her child to the young minister to were not tl1e same as to-tlay; our life acts ot to-tlay,
that she must be left to herself solely for the remain- whom she hac! been betrothed, unci that it lmll evidently not the same as yesterday; nll are past with the p;bt
been intercepted by Sloucher ; while close by her sillc forever.
der of the night.
Sloucher preceived at once that this would, after lay one from the minister himself to the ill-ftlted girl,
The pictnrc may not suit us, !Jut the trul11 remains,
all be the beli!t course under the circumstances, as he wllich hac! also fallen into the hands of the Fannt·ic, and we cannot alter it. Perhaps it may l>e cmid that
and
upon
which
the
infamous
wretch
had
1mlpably
nu;st stand fair, for the present at least, with his crazy
material snl.Istance~, simple, arc eternal truths, hrms
sltlve as lle still supposed her to be, He, therefore, based the terrible rmd effective scheme that hud re- 8ccotular)!, and actions the •cvi<lcnccs. Truth, t h0n, is
sulted
iir£t
in
the
loss
of
reason
and
then
in
the
cleatll
lighted some fagots that were piled upon the hearth,
the ,JJ!ly Uurl, tlw g;real .Jl'lwvah, the Atlonii, 'l'rirnurti;
All in all, alter which wo should sc0k, ouch is st:i011ct.
and·prepared to retire to his straw pallet, after having of llis innocent victim.
Agr1in
l\Iatlgc
Gordon
stc,oU.
er,~ct
as
she
held
this
\Vhtlt then is truth?
AmLur Bno~;::.
first bid Madge good-night and counseled her to imtwo-folu
evidence
of
the
villian's
guilt
in
her
trmuUpress upon the witch that she had only been carried
Jliko, J.Vc;:wla, Jan. 2Dlh, 187:3.
Iiug
hand.
But
repelling
a
terrible
iuca
which
hit,her in the hope of inducing her to forsake her evil
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shop where numerous huge and ponderous wheels are
nuwing wi~1 great velocity, the larger matching and
fitting into the smaller, and all being impelled by a
A JOURNAL
tremendous power, gives a very imperfect idea of the
countlessworldsandsuns:fillingtheUniverse,moving
• in perfect unison in their intricate connection, and
should a heavy bar of iron or stick of timber be
D. lJ'C. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'r.
thrust between two of the wheels so as to suddenly
No 835 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
interrupt the movement of the machinery, it would
afford a very imperfect conception of the utter confuThe Bible.
sion and destruction it must cause in the Universe
No. XXIII.
should a part of its machinery be suddenly stopped.
Of all the remarkable tales _that ?ave ever been nar·
No machinery made by man can give an adequate
rated by any story-teller, or wntten many book, wh~th· idea of the machinery of the Universe. As well talk
er "B aron M nne h··msen, "'' G u ll"1ver' s T rave l s, ""The . about a fly at the Cape of Good Hope stopping the
Arabian Nights," "~obinso~ Cn~soe," or in the wild Falls of Niagara, as Joshua stopping the sun and
nursery tales for children, m pomt of extravagance, moon. The thinp; is too preposterous to be thought of
improbability, impossibility and absurdity, ther~ is seriously for a m~ment. The silly argument so often
nothing that equals the acc~unt of Josht~a's caus:n~ used~" all things are possible with God "-will not
the sun and moon to stand still, a~ related m the tent_h avail. God cannot act against himself, and to subvert
chapter of the book called by his name, After this the forces of the Universe would be to act against
mighty military man had demolished the cities of J er· himself.
icho and Ai, putting to death every man, woman and
Perhaps it is hardly worth while to allude to the
child, ''leaving not a soul to Breathe," some of the trivial matter of the sun and moon both cheering the
neigh boring nations very naturally became alarmed Israelites by·shining upon them. at the same time, in
at these blood·tbirsty Israelites, and deemed it best to their bloody work of carnage, the one b.eing on Gibeplacate them and make friends with them. Thus the on and the other in the Valley of Ajalon. It would
men of· Gibeon dressed themselves in tattered gar- seem unnecessary for Joshua to have detained both of
ments, with worn-out shoes and clouts on their feet, them, and it may strike some as singular how the
and with mouldy food, and rent wine-bottles, appear- moon could give much light while the sun was poured before the Israelites, pretending to have come a ing down his rays; but people are required to have
long journey and were anxious to make a treaty with faith and believe what the book says.
them. Joshua and his men were deceived by this
It may be justly urged that if a day was to be instratagem, and entered into a solemn treaty that they
creased in length, it would not be necessary to stop
would do no harm to the Gibeonites, and swore to it
·
the sun, but the earth. This does rtot remove the im·
in the most sacred manner by their God.
possibility of the story, but simply illustrates the to·
When the five kings of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jar·
tal ignorance of the motions of the heavenly bodies
muth, Lachish and Eglon, heard of the treaty thus
on the part of the. person who wrote the book of
made they were very much incensed at the Gibeon·
·
Joshua. It was then believed day and night were
ites and united their own forces to destroy the nation
'
produced by the sun every twenty-four hours, making
at ,which they had become offended. Whereupon the
·
a complete circuit around the earth. The fact that a
Gibeonites deeming their danger imminent, called up·
person ~o ignorant of the actual movements of our
on their new allies, the Jews, to "help them out."
sun, moon and earth, should be held up to us as one
Joshua, with commendable alacrity, went to their rewriting the "word of God," is sufficient reason why
lief, and the fighting and bloodshed were soon in acwe should not believe a word he utters. As well
tive operation. He evidently had a great fondness for
might we believe th'e ancient false supposition that the
this business of carnage, as nearly his whole time was
earth had corners, that it had foundations and rested
occupied in that direction. The number of men enon the backs of huge elephants, tortoises, etc. True,
gaged, however, was very in~ignificant compared with astronomers assure us the sun has two distinct momany other al"mies the world has known. ''The na·
tiona, one upon its own axis, and another with the en·
tions," so-calle{l., were small, being little more than
tire solar system around a more immense and far dis·
tribes, occupying a single city each. Nevertheless it
tant sun ; but the writers of the Bible knew nothing
was evidently a pretty lively time, and J o'3hua deem·
of this, and supposed the sun and moon every day
ing the day too short to properly finish the slaughter
performed a journey around the earth.
so vigorously prosecuted, commanded the sun and
moon to stand still, and they obeyed him, for nearly
It would be no easier for Joshua to .stop the mothe space of a whole day, thus giving him and the tions of the earth than t!.J~ sun. It has been whirling
Jews time to be avenged upon their enemies.
for unknown ages at the speed of one thousand miles
we repeat, this is the most monstrous and utterly an hour in its diurnal revolution, and through space
impossible story that ever was told. To say a fica at the velocity of sixty-eight thousand miles an hour
swallowed Bunker Hill Monument, that a spider and in its yearly course around the sun. It has never
a bed-bug built a ship five hundred feet long, or that stopped for an instant, and never will so long as the
a grasshopper hauled a train of twenty loaded cars matter which composes it retains its present form.
five hundred miles in ten hours, would be tame and How idle, then, for any story-teller to talk about a
insignificant compared with this Bible story. What man, or any other being, stopping it for a day.
is it to stop the sun and moon in their courses ? The
If for one moment we admit such a, possibility,
sun is an immense body of matter nearly a million would not that day, "unlike any before it or since,"
.miles in diameter. One hundred globes the size of and nearly double the length of other days, have been
the earth, placed side by side, would not equal the di· known elsewhere than at the city of Gibe on? The
ameter of the sun. It is more than a thousand times same sun that shone there, sent his rays to every part
greater than the earth, and nearly a hundred times of the earth, and the intelligent nations of Egypt,
greater than all the rest of the solar system. The mo· Persia, India, China and other countries whose histo·
mentum of such a vast body in rapid transit is utter· ry runs much further back than the time of Joshua,
ly inconceivab1e. The moon is smaller thaJ;J ~he would assuredly have known it and had some account
e:1J"th, and only two hundred and forty thousand miles of this most wonderful occurrence, had it ever taken
distant, but what can a man, or all the men that ever place. But not a word do we hear of it from
Jived combined, do towards stopping it, much less the any part of the world, ur any being except the anonysnn, ninety· five millions of miles away? Those orbs mons author of the book of Joshua. Who this wrihave doubtless for millions of years been in incessant ter was, no one knows. It could not have been
and rapid motion, performing their regular circuits, Joshua himself, for it refers to events. that occurred
pursuant to laws and forces impossible to be set aside long after his death, and in several instances uses !an·
for an instant, and how idle to say a man ever stopped guage that has no meaning, unless the book was writthem or even that a God ever stopped them. They are ten long after the events were said to have transminu'te parts of the boundless Universe which move pired.
The motive or reason assigned for this most wonin harmonious accord and co-operation, and were it
possible to stop a part, the most inconceivable confu- derful miracle that ever was related, is as improbable
·sion would ensue. To go into an immense machine and as unreasonable as the story itself. It is, that a
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few thousand, at most, of poor, .hapless mortalsoffspring of the same UJliverEjal Power of which we
claim to be emanations-might be cruelly slaughtered
by the merciless Israelites, pursuant to a treaty they
had been wheedled into by fraud. Can any 'sane
person, for a moment, believe the Architect of all
worlds,'if he had the power, would stop the machin.
ery of the Universe for a reason so contemptible, as
to give time for one barbarous nation to slaughter a
few t!lousands of another barbarous nation ? Reason,
justice and common sense forbid! Such a disposition
may have been in keeping with the warlike, bloodthirsty and partial character as credited to Jehovah,
the tutelar Deity of the Jews, but It does not inure to
·
1 F orce an d l"f
·
1e pervadmg the
t h e U mversa
1 e·p•:mcip
immense Universe, which shows no partiality to one
nation over another, and delights not in carnage and
.bloodshed. The two should not be mistaken, one for
the other; there is no similarity between them. If Je.
hovah wished to destroy those ·unfortunate Amorites,
why not-accomplish i~ suddenly, as he is said to have
exterminated much larger numbers on other occasions? Or why not slay them by continuing the throwing of rocks upon them out of heaven, as the same
chapter says he did .on this occasion ? It asserts he
"slew them with great ·slaughter at Gibeon, and chased· them along the way that goeth up to Beth·horon,
and smote them to Azekah, and unto Makkedah. And
it came to pass as they :lied from before Israel, and
were in the going down to Beth-horon, that the. Lord
cast do~n great stones from heaven upon them unto
Azekah, and they died. There were more which died
from hail-stones than they which the' children of Israel slew with the sword.'' It appears the Lord had
a special ill-will toward those poor people, to treat
them in that harsh manner, and it would seem his
ammunition must have been exhausted-the heavenly
rocks-or he would have kept up the fire until the last
man was killed, and thus save him the trouble of in.
terfering with the machinery of the Universe to length·
en out the day, so that Joshua and his bloody co·
ho:rts could slaughter the few that remained. One
would think t.he killing of a few hundred exhausted
men, a much easier task than stopping the /sun and
moon, or the earth. By the by, we. wish to enquire
right here, is it a strictly· god-like occupation for a
deity to stone his offspring to death in that kind of
manner? And is that tl:te best use he GOuld put them
to?
Now, reader, this narrative is true, or .it is falsethe idle fancy of a silly brain, unfit alil~e to edify men
and women, or to amuse little children. How stands
the evidence? One unknown, nameless, anonymous
writer who once Jived, but nobody knows when, and
·
nobody knows where, says it was so. Science, phi·
losophy, reason, the negative testimony of many na·
tions, truth and common sense ~ay it is untrue. Which
shall we believe? Those with brains, and who are
free to think for themselves, must accept the latter
testimony.
In Isaiah xxxviii: 7, 8, a story of similar credibili·
ty is narrated, when merely to give Hezekiah a sign·
that his life should be prolonged fifteen years, the sun
not only was stopped, but moved back ten degrees on
the dial of Ahaz. · Here we have a reiteration of a
similar impossibility. Oui: Christian friends, however, swallow it as readily as. six-year-old children do
the tales and melodies of "Mother Goose,'' and are
ready to doom all who cannot, to the endless torments
of hell.
.Such belief, they assure us, constitutes virtue, and
to doubt it is a heinous crime. We are rejoiced, however, to see their idol is losing its hold upon the minds
of intelligent men ; the sun of reason and truth is
breaking through the clouds of ignorance and error,
and its course cannot be stayed any more than the
sun of the solar system. Mankind will, in due
time, emerge from the n;.ists and fogs that for ages
have enveloped them, when they will no longer give
credence to idle, silly tales that do such gross injustice
to the great Source of Life, Light and Truth that per·
meates and impele every atom in the entire Universe.

____ .....,......._ ________

PoPE Pio Nino has recently given to the world his infallible opinion concerning Tyndall and other scientists.
He calls them "spiritual pirates seeking to destroy the
souls of men."-Haywood,
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Christian Untmthfulness.
Our attention has been called to recent issues of
the N. Y. Observer, one of the wheel-horses of ortho·
doxy, in which untruthful statements are made in ref.
erence to Thomas Paine, and the present condition of
Liberal sentiment in America.
,
One article of considerable length; by the Rev. WID·
Hall, entitled, "The Death-bed of Thomas Paine,"
and made up principally from extracts from Cheet·
ham's slanderous life of Pain~, published over sixty
years ago, interspersed with unfair and false statements to the effect that, though Paine was entitled to
some gratitude from the country, hi..s immoral life and
writings, detracted greatly from his fame. We give
a few quotations :
"Biographical truth has lifted the veil from the closing
life-scenPs of most, or all, of the great apostles of infidelity. And that of the death of Thomas Paine, who takes
the lead. as it were, among them, in boldness, outspoken
virulence, and also in scurrility? His life was defiant, his
pen and tongue full of the poison of soul-destroying error. But how was it at the last? How did he meet the
last enemy and cross the dividing line between time and
that eternity where his deathless spirit now abidPs? We
have answers to this important inquiry which his disciples would be but too glad to suppress or invalidate.
"Why? Because the facts they embody respecting Mr.
Paine's death-bed utterances admit o(but one solution,
viz.: that he had then the most terrible misgivings as to
his infidel opinions and publications. The statements
made on this subject by Dr. Manley, his kind, attentive
phystcian; by his nurse, ' a woman of sense and piety;'
and particularly by Stephen Grellet, the eminent Quaker
philanthropist, harmoniously unite to establish this conclusion.
"Onue, when an exeellent young Quakeress was there
to take him some refreshments suitable for. an invalid,
•three of his deistical associates came to the door, and, in
a loud, unfeeling manner, said: 'Tom Pltine, it is said
you are turning Christian, but we hope you will die as
you have lived,' and then went away. On whieh, turning
to her. he said: 'You see what miserable <'omforters th•'Y
are I' Once -he asked her if she had ever read any of his
writings, and being told that she had read very little of
them, he inquired what she thought of them, adding,
'From such a one as you, I expect a true answer.' She
told him, when very young, his 'Age of Reason' was put
in her hands. but that the more she read it, the more dark
and distre'lsed she felt. and she threw it into the fire. 'I
w·ish all had done as yqu,' he replied; ·for if the Devil had
an agencY in any work, he has had it in my writing that
book.' The same unimpeachable witness saw him writinu

political services he rendered his adopted country, and
for the force, clearness and honesty of the moral
truths he uttered. They are becoming divested of the
prejudices they were taught to entertain towards the
hero and philosopher, and that it is no dishonor to
respect him for his political services, or esteem him
for his fearlPss advocacy of truth and free thought.
In our issue of Jan. 1st, we paid some attention to
the slanders of Christians as to the death-bed of
Thomas Paine, and cited proof to show the utter
falseness of the accusations b1'ought against him by
thousands who never saw him nor knew anything
about him, save to repeat the slanders of others. We
showed by the evidence of Mr. Paine's most intimate
acquaintances, his nurses and most constant attendants, that·be did not recant, that be did not deny the
honest convictions of his life, that he did not embrace
Christianity, nor call upon Jesus to help him, and it is
hardly worth while to repeat it here. He died strong
in the faith in which l1e had lived, his views and opinions in this respect undergoing no change whatever.
It is very easy to originate and circulate false statements. That Christians have done this in thousands
of cases with regard to Infidels, we have oft-repeated
evidence. Misrepresentation, however, is a poor element to depend upon-with which to sustain a sinking cause. The dogmas of Christianity cannot always
be palmed upon the masses· of mankind by falsehood,
dishonesty and misstatements of truth. ·
Neither will these always tarnish the name of one
of the noblest men that ever lived, and who did much
to remove the fetters of political and mental bondage;
be of whom the eloquent Ingersoll says ;. "He lived
a long, laborious and useful life. The world is better
for his having lived. For the sake of truth, he accepted hatred and reproach for his "portion. He ate
the bitter bread of sorrow. His friends were untrue
to him because he was true to himself and true to
them. He lost the respect of what is called society,
but kept bis own. His life is wh.at the world calls
failure, and what history calls success.
"If to lo\<6 your fellow-men more than self is goodness, Thomas Paine was good.
" If to be in advance of your time-to be a pioneer
in the direction of right-is greatness, Thomas Paine
was great.
•
·
"If to avow your principles and discharge your
duty in the presence of death is heroic, Thomas Paine
was a hero."
lt was he who uttered the immortal sentiment-

much during his last illness. His infidel friends never
published it; and why not, if favorable to their cause?"
The foregoing are fair specimens of the entire arti' cl€1, It is probable no man who ever lived in the
United States bas been more maligned and vilified
,' THE WORLD IS MY CoUN'l;RY, AND TO Do GOOD
than Thomas Paine ; and these falsehocds have been
MY RELIGION."
reiterated until some, perhaps, believe what they reWe here give a,nother quotation from the Christian
late is truth.
Observer, to show how truthful it is:
Ingersoll aptly says: "Not content with following
him to his grave, they pursued him after death with
" 'TOM PAINE.'
redoubled fury, and re.::ounted with infinite gusto and
"Thol)las Paine's birthday was scarcely noticed this
satisfaction the supposed horrors of his death-lJetl ; year in the city of New York. Thirty years ago it was celebrated with great.jjnthusiasm. Before, and indeed after
gloried in the fact that he was forlorn and friendless, that time, a grand dinner was eaten by his disciples.
and gloated like fiends over what they supposed to be speeches were made, long columns of the daily papers
the agonizing remorse of his lonely death."
were taken up with their reports, and it was considered
However often these false assertions as to the death· · higotry and intolerance to say a word against the demonbed scenes of Thomas Paine made by Chi·istians are strations.in his honor. Now none so poor to do him reverence.
disproved, they will doubtless continue to repeat
"'And this is worthY of being mentioned only to prove.
them, believing if they can establish that Paine recant- that in spite of the yauntings of skepticism, the truth of
ed when be faced death, it disproves the philosophy Christianity has a stronger hold than it ever had upon the
and views of his life. It is, to some extent, labor common mind. Infidelity is not half so rife as it was just
after the American Revolutionary war; not half so widethrown away, to show up the falseness of our oppo- spread as it was fifty years ago.
nents in this direction, as it is about all the argument
•· We have in mind two places, one on Long Island, an\1
that is left them, and they have to make the most of one on 1he banks of the Hudson River, where infidel so"
it. But there is a cruelty in it-meaner than ordina- ci.eties, or clubs, existed fifty years ago. holding regular
ry theft-to belie a mau after his death, to tarnish the meetings and making no secret of their object. But they
are uow extinct.
fair fame earned by a life of devotion and integrity,
"The old members have gone into another world, and
and to accuse him of falsifying the honest convictions learned what they did not believe. And they have left no
of his life, and denying the li15ht of reason which had successors. As poor P:.tine's bones have been carried
illumined his heart.
away from American soil. and his grave is no longer a
shrine, it is well that his birthday is passed into forgetIt is easy to make these unfounded assertions. Every fulness. A few dreary disciples at New Rochelle, we pornew-tleclged preacher that bas been t~rned out by our ceive, still try to cheer up when it eomes round, but they
patent theological colleges feels it incumbent on him will soon forget it, and then the place that once knew
to throw Rlime,nnd tilth on the grea.t name of the pa· 'Tom Paine' will know him no more."
triot, Paine. They seem to think if they speak ill of
Thus because the friends Qf Thomas Paine failed to
one of the grandest and best men this country ever celebrate his birthday this year in New York City our
pos~essed they have done a special service to their Christian joumalist would maKe it appear his views
cause and their master.
are losing ground in this community, that skepticism
But their efl"orts arc futile; His name and fame are is going backward, and that, per consequence, the
every day looming up brighter and more brilliant. Christian religion is becoming more firmly established
Thousands arc learning to l'Cvere him for the great in the minds of the people. Nothing could be further
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from the truth. There are in this city and in. this
country to-clay many more friends of Thomas Paine
than thirty.five years ago. We believe we greatly
understate the number when we say there are in
the United States twenty Infidels to the Christian religion for every one then.
,
The friends of Thomas Paine here, consulted about
celebrating his birthday, but in view of the special
dedication of Paine Hall on that" day in Bos.ton which
many wished to attend, a celebration here was deferred, and that affair was certainly glory enoug4 for two
cities. In other parts of the country there were more
commemorations of Paine's birthday than on any
previous year. Our Christian friends are hugging a
delusion to their bosoms if they imagine the cause of
free thought is dying out.
Those who have clared to throw off the trammels
and creecls of dogmas have not been idle. Thousand~
have been able to get their eyes open so they could
see clearly between truth and error. The bonds of
priestcmft have greatly loosened, and large numbers
who formerly took the word of their preacher as law
and gospel have taken the liberty to examine and
think for tbemsel ves.
Science has done, and is doing much for the
cause of truth. The leading minds of the day, in this
country and in Europe, are. scientists. The geologist
with his pick and hammer, the chemist with his crucible and alembie, the astronomer with his telescope
and spectroscope, the naturalist with his micro~cope
and object-glass, the anatomist with his scalpel and
forceps, and all the other scientists in their special
fields and departments, are busily studying Nature in
all her various phases and forces, and deciding what
is true, what is real, and wha~ will stand the test of
investigation.
The number of these men is rapidly increasing,
and their disciples are multiplying by thousands.
They arc searching for realities, and are not satisfied
with 1~ssertions and conjectures. Nine-tenths of these
men !).ave become satisfied of the untrut,~lfulness of
the theological superstitions and dogmas of the past.
They have demonstrated the fallacy of old theories
and assumptions built upon that which is claimed as
revelation to obscure and unknown persons.
As light increases, darkness is dispelled ; as Science
advances, the errors of the past step into the back·
ground and pass out of sight. Certainty is takipg the
place of doubts, and knowledge the place of ignorance. By this process the mind is enlarged, and the
comprehension expanded; the love of truth succeeds
the taste for fictions and fables.
The growth of this Scientific and Liberal "element
is not confined especially to our own ranks. It is
spreading abroad through all the land. Even the
churches are becoming impregnated with it, and
in consequence the confidence and faith in the old notions are gradually lessening. Church people in many
cases begin to examine, and to think. They have
not the same implicit confidence in the assertions of
their minister or priest that was .common half a century ago. They, too, begin to read scientific books,
and Christian publishing houses are issuing works
that completely overthrow .the basis upon which their
creed is founded. In this way light and truth is being diffused far and wide, and thousands of Infidels
made yearly.
In view of all these facts, how idle and false it is to
claim that fl·ee thought is retrograding, tl1at mental
liberty is taldng the backward march, and that the doctrines promulgated by Thomas Paine seventy-five
years ago are becoming le~s popular, and that the
bright mind& of the age are again gathering up the
husks of ignorance and error to feed upon, and are
throwing away the ripe ears of Reason, Seience mH1
Truth. If ourcotemporary is satisfied with the advance
that is being made in Liberalism, we certainly have
no reason to complain.
IN THE divcrsitv of duties claiming our attention we
are frequently c~mpelled to neglect correspondents,
and leave letters unanswered for severar days sometimes. We ask our friencls to take no offense at this;
we would ·be glad to reply promptly to all, but we so
often find ourselves unable to do this we deem this
apology necessary .
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Unity in Dive1·sity.

the most cultured and enlightened nations, wllose must not his power and well-being be enhanced lleretemperaments, habits of tllougl,lt, and modes of rea- after in tile proportion tllese have been attained or
llUGH B. BROWN.
soning are tlte antipodes of tile former class-men to evolved llere, providing tllat deatll causes no break in
What a profouml enigma is man! "\Vllo can un· wllom imagination lends no wings, wllo prefer tile llis conscious identity ?
Do not tllcse facts, tllen, constit)lte an ample bond
ravel tile mystery of llis exiRtcnce ? Far deeper and hard-pan of tile senses to tile .dream-land of tile imagmore sign itican t til an any meaning concealed in tile ination, wllo would ratller dig with tile scientist than of union-a common ground on wllicll the Spi.ritualE<>·yptian Sphinx, is tllat llillden in the confused soar with tile idealist, wllo prefer tile substance to the ist and Materialist can associate for their own individn~ise between two silences whicll we call life. "\Vllat slladow, tile known to tile unknown, tile seen to tile ual culture, and for the promotion of the welfUJ·e of
its origin-its real signiilcancc-and wllithcr it;. tends unseen, and who cannot realize tile existence of life tlleir fellow men? Nay, is not such an association a
are· lH.:yoml tlw keu of tile wisest men ? Tile scientist witllout a material organization, or tllougllt Witllout a necessity ? Is not one but tile supplament of tile otller, and us necessary to each otller to form tile com'
lias as yet no plummet tllat can sound its deptlls, no brain.
Such men reason only from ·tile objective ; tlley plete wllole and to accoruplisll tile ends of life, as the
lens tllat will reveal its secret.
'\Vllat, if aught, lies beyond tllis "hank and slloal " evolve no tiling from their inner consciousness," rec- segment is to tile complement in the completion of tile
·
of time," none can tell. Tile vast ocean of tile un- ognize only that whicll is susceptible of proof or dem- cirCle?
Too intense a realization of tile spiritual, has often
known yet awaits its Columbus, if, indeec, the limited onstration, and refuse to believe anytlling that is not
manifest to tile natural senses. 'l'llese are the Grad- in the past led to the neglect of the llere and now,capacity of man is adequate to its exploration.
One of the world's profoundest pllilosophcrs has Grinds of science and tile doubting 'l'llomases of so- tlle exceeding glory and eternal duration of tile heresaid to us that "tile proper study of mankind is man." ciety, who will not believe that tile Cllrist lias risen after belittling the importance of tile present, causing
A study, tllouglt pursued in some directions from tile unless Liley '• shall see in his il"mds tile p1 int of the men ratller to endure the imperfections of tlleir surearliest dawn of lluman consciousness, is nevertlleless nails, and put tlleir finger into the print of tile nails, roundings and the poverty of their eartllly homes, in
tile anticipation of that "llonse not made with llands,
. yet in its infancy, botll as regarcls metllods and re- and tllrust tlleir lland into llis side."
In a word, the l\Iaterialist llears no voice tllat is not eternal in the heavens."
sults.
Til us we see that '• whatever is right," and wllatTile Oriental mind sougllt tile solution of man's articulat(;d from the vocal organs, sees no object tllat
existence anu uestiny in tile realms of the supernatur- is not depicted on the retiHa of the eye, touches noth- ever tile future of man may be, tile higllest good and
al. In tllis ligllt, the material or visible was only tile ing that is not of tile ear til, eartlly, llopes for no tiling best interest of tile race, eitller in this life or tile posmanifestation of tile unseen reality. Tile soul of man tllat is not on the plane of his senses, and looks upon sible future, lie in the same direction. If at the end
w .. s but an emanation from tile infinite Spirit into the cllerislled beliefs of tile Spiritualists as but dreams of a virtuous and well-spent life we awake to the consciousness of no otller, nothing has been lost, us notllwllose existence it was again merged, as a snow-fiake and phantasies of a lleatcd imagination.
:Man, viewed in tile ligllt of this pllilosoplly, is but ing can be. If the immortality in store for as by
is dissolved and lost in tile boundless ocean.
a lligllly organized body vitalized by a materially gen- Nature, the dear mother of us all, is only til at of speOtller anu less imaginative nations of antiquity llave erated force, evolved originally from an infinite series cies. If, as in other organisms, the specie only sursought tile explanation and pllilosopllJ: of life. in tile of lower forms by the law of llevclopment, and vives, wllile tile ,individual members perislles, we must
material alone, being unable, from thmr pecultar con- returning again to tile inorganic clements of which 1t accept it as we accept allller other gifts, for that wllich
stitution, plane of devc(opment, and tile pllysical is composeu-tllis transient and mysterious principle is in tile order of Nature must be ri~llt. Til is consolation,
aspects of Nature around tllem, to oonceivc of augllt of life being, as far as 'VC can know, tile "be all and at least, we llave, tllat is not afforded by any of tile
in tile U nivcrse except til at w.llich is cognizable to tile end all."
world's llistorical religions, tllat "from notlling notlltlleir senses.
Tile gulf tllat divides tllese two classes of minds- ing can come, not even sorrow." But if, on tile otller
All tile speculations and tllcories of modern theolo- l\Iaterialists anu Spiritualists-is indeed wide and lland, tile intuition of tile Spiritualist proves true, tllat
gians and metaphysicians are bl:lt modifications of .one deep, and seemingly as impassable as tile vne recorded "life is ever lard of deatll,'' and tile dissolution of
or tile otller of these assumptwns ; for assumptwns in the Gospels, which separated Lazarus in Heaven pllysical only tile birtll of tile spiritual, tllen we are
tllcy undoubtellly are, having never yet ~een verified, from tile rich man in Hell.
indeed doubly blessed, llaving l!ad tile liie that now
nor, indeed, so far as we can see, susceptible of proof.
Can differenceb so radical and fundamental be ex- is, and tile certainty of anotller, where, under better
Aside from the bias of their education, men intui- phtined or reconciled? If the belief of one be deem- conditions, witll all tile advantages of our eartll-lif~
tively gravitate to one or tile otller of tllese scllools of ed true, must not the otller be necessarily false ? There experience, tile dropped tllreads and unfinislled work
pllilusoplly, according to tlleir peculiar organization, are tllose, indeed, wllo confidently assert tllat Revela- of our initial life may be taken up and completed
developuwut, llabits of thougllt and mode of reason- tion lias definitely and for eyer settleu tile questions of and wllere. all its imperfections, and fail\]res sllali
ing. Men of sanguine temperament and vivid imagin- man's origin and destiny ; but the time· lias forever eventually be corrected. Nor sllall tile slladow of any
tion especially if inclined to arrive at conclusions gone by wllen tile .doctrine of authority can settle angry God or tlleologians' Hell be observable tllere
frodt tile deuudive or subjec,ivc mode of reasonin.g, tllese, or any otller questions.
for Nature's gifts to ller children are as universal a~
are inevitably Spiritualists. Tile present, witll 1ts
Science, not Scripture, is now tile Court of last ap- her beneficence is unlimited and impartial.
impcrfectious anu limitations, is 90 inferior, prosaic peal in every matter appertaining to man and tile UniIf we are destined to awake to another life beyond
and unsalisfactory, as compared witll wllat they can verse. Ancient Scripture may indeed assist, as all an- tile grave, we may, from all ller known works in tllis
readily conceiv_e in tllcir imaginations,, and in whi.cll Cient writings do, in solvin~ problems in Biology and spllere of existence, and from tile universal and mintlley soon llalHtuatc themselves to belteve-:tlle WISil in many otller sciences. Tiley are valuable as a rec- ute economy every-wllcre seen in ller operations, confibecoming fatller to tile tllought, and tile existence of oru of facts in relation to the beliefs, religious expe- dently proclaim tllat Nature has given her guarantee
tile desire an indubitable proof tllat tile thing desired riences, and-modes of thougllt of different races of that not one soul can e'er be lost.
must be in tlie order of Nature.
men in different epoclls of tlleir llistory, but they are
To sucll, tile order of tile Universe seems an evo- very far from being infallible, and of tllemselves can
(Continued j1·om No. 11.)
--lution from witllin outwardly. The unseen becomes settle nothing.
But w llat says tllis Court of last resort to tile great Conversation about Society and Churches.
to tllem the real, the seen being only tile visible ma~i
festation of an invisible entity-tile material casket m questions of man's origin and destiny ? Of his oriBY G. L. ,HENDERSON.
wllicll is cnsllrouded an immortal principle whicll 'had gin, tllere seems now, since Darwin has spoken, a
no beginning and whicll can llave n? end. To tllem prospect of a final verdict in favor of evolution, or
DAUGllTEn.-'flle reply of tile judge, I tllink, threw
life is no lon"cr a riddle. Its meanmg and purpose progressive development; but of h1s destiny, as it re- some light. upon tile wllolc doctrine of punisllment.
are fully und~·stood. Life, say they, in its relations to lates to any otller state of existence, it has as yet come "Young man," said lie solemnly, '• tile law does
human destiny, is but as tile prelude to tile oratorio, t~e to no decision. In the presence of tllis great que~tion not hang thee for llaving stolen a slleep, but tllat slleep
dawn to tile day, or tile rivulet to the ocean! 'l'lleu· of questions, science veils 1ts face and is silent. might not be stolen."
intuition of tlle unseen reality is so strong til at they Wllctller this silence will ever be broken, wllethcr in
'!'his points also to the old doctrine of Loyolaarc impatient of tile deductions of log~c, and scarc~ly tile distant future tile key to tllis mystery will be so mucll abhorred-tile· "end justifies the means."
requ:rc proof of tllat, to tllem, so obvwus und .Plum. found, or wlletller, indeed, tile key may not now be Let me here repeat what I have already said about
To tile sceptic and unbeliever tlley say, " mor~ m sor- already found in tllose mysterious and seemingly spir- analogies. They lie above, beneatll and around us
itual phenomena that are occurring around us, the fu- like snares to tile bird, fish or fox. Tile bird sees an
row than in anger,"
ture alone can reve·aJ.
•
abundant supp:y of food bencatll tile lloop, but it sees
•· Ala,! for him who never sees
But irreconcilable as tile beliefs of tile Spiritualists not the loop that crosses upon it, and conducts it to
The stars shine through his cypress trees I
and Materialist are, need tlley necessarily divide them prison. Tile fox, with all its cunning, moves cauWho hopeless lays his dead away,
into llostile camps ? Is there not some neutral ground tiously througll his accustomed burrows wllere tile
Nor looks to see the breaking day
-a common platform on which all can meet for "the trap lies llid. Every busll seems to be removed, and
Across the mournful marble play;
doing of good, seeking of trntll, and the .promotion the passage mor~ inviting t~an usual, but his next step
Who hath not learned in hours ·of faith,
of fellowsllip ?" Wllatever may be tile verdict of perllaps leads lum to nnpnsonmcnt and deutll. .Tha
The truth to fiesh and sense unknown,
science in the matter of llis immortality, one tiling is unsuspicious tisll sees the fiy bobbing on tile water·
That life is ever lord of death,
sure, whicll is tllat tile interest and welfare of every sees severalllungry companions in llaste to make til~
And love can never lose its own! "
individual, so far as llis earth-life is considered, is in- dainty meal. Be darts upon his p1·cy, ·and is immediNor is tllis belief in a future state of existence con- tinmt!lly related to tllat of every other person. No ately launclled upon dry.Janci, a victim of m1spluccd
fined alone to civilized men. Its conception and its evil that llappens to one but will in a measure affect confidence, clleated out of its life by a thing tllat recft'ects on cllaracter and institutions are equally ap- all; and no good acllievcd by some but will in a de- sembles afiy-a mere analogy. You must excuse me,
parent among savage nations. While some ~re so. gree be enjoyed by all.
but you have yourself urged me to exercise tile utmaterialistic in thought as to llave no conceptiOn of
We must, per force, travel tile road of til is life in most caution in every case wllere analogy is used for
any mode of life except the present, nor indeed any company; and whatever tile future may llave in f!,tore tile purpose of guiding tile minu to w llat seems to be
words in tllcir language to express sucll tlloughts, for some, must, like tile sunslline and the elements trutll, wllen it frequently proves to be error fatal and
tllcre are otllers whose imaginations have pictured to here, be sllared by all, for Nature's designs and benefi- irretrievable. If the fox llad llands, he '~ould with
their minds a more blissful state than tile present-a cence are as universal as llcr laws.
a stick llave feh cautiously, and bpring the trap upon
llap])y hunting ground-a sea of a' ~thousand isles,"
Whatever may lie beyond that we are accustomeu something less sensitive than llimself. I must do what.
possessing in far greater abundance and excellence to call tile realm of Nature, is in fact still a part of ller tile fox cannot do. I must move cautiously, using all
cvcrytlling tllat is desirable in tllis, to ~whicll the Great uomain, and subject to ller laws; for tllere can be no my powers to guard against anv posaible error that
Spirit will lead til em at the close of tlle1r mortal career. place in tile Universe where Nature and law are not, may lie hiJ in tile magic circle of analogy ; and dearnor any antagonism between tile part we see and know, ly as I love you, I must be myself, and must not be
"Lo.! the poor Indian, whose untutored mind
and that which for tile present is beyond our ken.
~crg~din you. But :wuen. I fi?d tlJat eacll analoe;y is
Sees God in clt>uds, or hears him in the wind.
hke hgllts m a street 1llummatmg a common highway
"All are but parts of one.stupendous whole,
Whose soul proud science nevei· taught to stray
to a common lleaven, I sllall tllcn boldly ent~r myseif
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."
Far as the solar walk or milky wayand wllen I am once assured tllut this road and t11es~
Yet simple nature to his hope has given
Tile same mstlletic and moral culture, mental disci- ligllts lead from error to trutll, from a world of llatred
Behind the clouu-topt hill an humbler heaven,
pline, and intellectual development that are requisite to a world of love ; from a partial, narrow, gloomy
Some safer worlu in depth of woods embraced,
to tile llappiness and well-being of man on this plane cllurcll to one so impartial that it can exclude none ;
Some happier island in the watery waste,
of (•xistencc, must be equally advantageous and nec- so wide tllat it will contain all tile races of men · so
Whore slaves once more their native land behold.
essary to tile. disembodied man, sllould such a state grUJ'ldly illuminated tllat all will not onJy be visibl~ to
No fienus torment. no Christians thirstfor gold,
of existence prove to be in the order of Nature.
each, but tllut eacll will become visible to himself.
Anu thinks, aumitted to yun eQual sky,
If, as we know, no force generated here can ever be 'fhis would then indeed be the lloly Catholic Church,
Rio faithful dog shall bear him company."
lost or destroyed, anu if virtue and culture conduce tile home of all that lives, us it will become the llomc
But then there are others to be found, even among to the lligllest goou of man on this stage of existence, of all that shall ever live.
BY
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FATHER--And I add, this home, this Church of meet with many wlw possess but little love and less coulcl not or would not educate me into knowledg<',
which you speak, as if you were already in it, or rath- reason. But, on the other hand, I shall meet with wisdom or morality, could I help it? ·wen, ought I
er, as if it were alre(1cly in you, has· existed since that many who will love more than I can repay, and who not to feel the greatest and broadest charity for all
remote clay when the mother could feel that her child possess more reason than I now or ever may, there- p_eople then, who do not see and know the right ?
was more to her than she was to herself; when her fore I will always receive more tban I can give. I Why I have so little of the feelin11; of revenge, th:.t
own happiness was swallowed up in the desire to pro- enter this temple erect because the brain crowns the had I the power, I would blot out all punishment from
tect and perpetuate lmppiness in her cbilcl, and when person. When within, I find in homage to the past, the world! I would guide, guard, restrain and conthe father could face death for the motber and child, because we demand, take homage in the future. I fine, but never punish!
both or either, when love demanded everything and accept and adore the pr~sent because it is the crown,
My mother always blamed me for my excess uf
took nothing, for even when the life disappeared in the glmy of all that went before. 0 society, take me charit-y, and would often exclaim: •' I do believe you
defending the love, the love that remained to the ever- to your heart, use me ! 0 brothers and sisters, come would excuse the ve1y Devil!" and l'IIr. S. often reitliving man was worth more than tile life that disap- with me and find rest, sympathy, love, in and on this erates the same expression, and indeed why not have
peared i.n the ever-dying unit. The love that was left great human heart-the Church of Humanity!
the greatest of charity for this worst-abused being in
atl'ned for the life that was lost. Show me a race uf
existence, granting that he does exist (which, of course,
men in all past hbtury who had outlived their lovewe Infidels deny), for nu fate could, by any possibililove of home, love of clan, love of nation, love of
ty, be sa elder than his-a being all evil-created by a
Letters
to
a
Preacher.
man-and I will show you of an instance of the grand
God all good, specially to be bad ancl to do bad and to
and final atonement-an atonement that ends in exmake others bad. I really do not know which would
NO. IV.
tinction.
be actually needing most of our charity, this God who
Thomas
Paine
was
a
drunkard,
a
w--e-master
ln such a case the Univt~rse becomes ashamed of
was so cruel as to make a being so bad, or the vile
its progeny and swallows it up. Cut me loose from and a swindler. This is the testimony of his disci- thing that was so made from no demerit of his own!
And
now
with
a
thousand
times
more
charity
ples.
all that I love, and this life itself is death. Lite,
Respecf ully,
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
even in its grossest forms, would become impossi- for you than it is possible fur you to exercise fur me,
Snowville, Pulaski County, Va.
am
your
friend,
Uncle
C-B--.
I
ble if there were not some impulse that brought two
lives tugetlwr, in order that the life that is, should
It is all a mistake, friend B., as regards the personal
merge into be life that is t(} come. That impulse is character of Paine, and that thee is honestly mistaken.
The New Scriptures,
love. 'l'his, aml this alone, atones for life. When I will hope, in spite of the aimost universal practice
lov·e becomes extinct; life will become extinct. But of preachers, in speaking of the merits or demerits of ACCORDING TO TYNDALL, HUXLEY, SPENCER AND DARWIN.
each individual has two outlets from death-the one those who oppose their holy(?} religion. Ever since
Genesis-Chapter IL
by the reproduction of their person, the other by tlie Paine carne out publicly against Christianity, he has
reproduction of their character. The family is to a been malignecl ~nd vilified by every one who imagined ···1. Primarily the Unknowable moved upon cosmos and
. great extent an instituiton for the reproduction of it to be a meritorious act to destroy and annihilate, if evolved protoplasm.
both. But in a true Church, man finds the means of possible, all that coulcl in the least hinder or obstruct
·• 2. And protoplasm was inorganic and undifferentiated, containing all things in potential energy: and asx;irit
begetting principles and of perpetuating them forever, the cause of the " blessed Savior !"
.
so that as the individual life is absorbed in the family
In reply to a question put to Col. Burr, as to Paine's of evolution moved upon the fluid ma&s.
life and is perpetuated through it, so the character alleged vulgarity, intemperance and imlllorality, as dis•• 3. And the Unknowable said, Let atoms attract; and
aud principles which the highe~t individuals hold seminated by his political enemy, Cheetham, (aud their contu,ct begat light, heat and electricitY.
.dearer than self-family, country-finds existence, since retailed and magnified by every enemy of Free
•• 4. And the Unconditioned differentiated the atoms,
culture, expression perpetually in and. through a Thought,) he remarked, with clignity, "Sir, he dined at each after its kind; and their combinations begat rock,
my table. I always con~idered Mr. Paine a gentleman, air and water.
church.
Here the subjective man finds immortality; here the a pleasant companion, a good-natured and intelligent
'"5. And there went out a spirit of evolution from the
past speaks to the present, and the pre~ent to the fu- man, and decidedly temperate/" He was generous to Unconditioned. and working in protoplasm, by accretion
ture · here a com!llon consciousness finds expression a fault; he gave, at one time, his whole year's salary and absorption produced the organic cell.
in a ~ommon conscience ; here the little rill becomes to head a private subscription for the use of the army
"6. And cell by nutrition evolved primordial germ, and
a mighty river; here the aggregate intellect becomes when public resources failed, "and did more with his germ developed protogene; and protogene begat eozoon
a sun which lights the cu!llmon mind; here the ag- pen for liberty than \Vashington did with !lis sword,'' and eozoon begat monad, and monad begat animalcule.
He wrote his •• 7. And animalcule begat ephemera; then began creepgregate love swells and surges until it spouts out. as John Aclams himself declared.
Bvery barrier to human happiness, and the ags-regate "Age of Reason'' to defend natural religion, and in ing things to multiply on the faeo of the earth.
wealt!J tluws in involuntary munificence, ana flows direct Ot)position to Atheism!
"8. And earthy atomon-vogetable protoplasm begat the
As to his sexual immorality, that also is a falsehood molecule. and thence came all grass and every herb in the
back in increasecl beneficence. Here.we stand, and
with open arms welcome the child as it comes, a fresh of the pious clan, who hate to acknowledge that there earth.
contribution of love from the womb. At puberty we can be any good outside of religion. Tlwre is not a
"9. And animal culm in the water evolved fins. tails, claws
accept its promise to work and to serve-humanity, to thousandth part of the proof that Paine ever had illicit and scales; ·and in the air. wings and beaks. and on the
intercourse with any woman, that there is that hunwhom all service is due.
land they sprouted such organs as were necessary as
Still later we endorse and approve its right to re- dreds uf holy, pious, sanctimonious preachers have. played upon by the environment.
procluce a better than itself. At this great epoch we Why, scarce a city paper issues a s_ing!J number which
"10. And by accretion and absorx;tion came the radiata
recu«nize it as the purified social unit, the under in- dues not contain one or more artLcles exposmg some
diss~luble 'factors uf innumerable lives, each to rise lecherous Rev., whereas the closest and most careful and mollusca, and moiiUBCa begat articulata. and articuscrutiny of Paine's whole life, by both friends nut! lata begat vertebrata.
llio-her and hio·her in the scale uf being.
•• 11. Now these are the generations of the higher verte'Later still ~e welcome in him or her the teacher to enemies, has failed in aclclucing one atom of proof
illuminate, the guide to lead, the common friend ; ao-ainst him in tl1at line. He was more mot•al, and brata. in the cosmic period that the Unknowable evoluted
aLHI when the last scene collies, we close tiLe eye n~ure temperate than the majority of the great men uf the bipedal marnmalia.
" 12. And every man of the e·arth, while he was yet a
and lay the object back iJ?b_o the objective_ an_d place his day.
. .
.
Being of Quaker descent, and hvmg at a tLme when monkey, and the horse while hGl was a hipparion, and the
the subject in its true posJtton, the rank of saints. I
h 11ve nut only shown you what the Church is like, but Quakerislll was [airly puritanic in the rigidness of it& hipparion before he was an or.edon.
•• 13. Out of the ascidian came the amphibian and begat
(have tried to tell you what it is. But you cun de- llloralit.y, i.s uf itself almost absolute proof that he
scribe nothing as it is, but ,only as it is related, ancl never did, and never coulcl, deserve that vile name the pentadactyle; and the pentadactyleby inheritance and
tb.is we can only do by analogies. Analogi~s are then which thee applies to him. His life was filled witll selection produced the hylobate; from which are the simtu t_he !llind what crutches are tr• the !awe ltmbs, sub- good deeds and nublP, rreneruus actions. His pen iadrn in ail their tribes.
"14. And out of the simiadrn the lemur prevailed above ·
stituted by the brain toJengthen the fOJ'earm,_ s~ that was alway~ wielded in defense uf liberty, freedom
you fur a time becom~ a _qu~dr_uped. And thLs Ls but :md morality. He died calmly and pea~e.fully, leav- his fellows and produced the platyrhine monkey.
•• 15. And the platvrhine bl'gat the catarrhine; and the
just for since the bram, Ln Lts mterest, has robbed the ing a fortune_ of over $11,000, althuug~ 1t _1s so often
bucly uf two of its feet, why should it not make new said by his pwus traduc<irs, that he dLed m extreme catarrhine monkey begat the anthropoid ape. and the npe
bagat the longimanoris orang. and the orang begat the
.
feet of wood,land place them under the arm-pits to re- poverty, and suffered untolLl horror~.
If thee wishes tu read more of 1·elv.tble evtdence con- chimpanzee. and the chimpanzee evoluted the what-is-it.
lieve the two who call fur help, ur demand the re""16. And the what-is-it went into the land of Nod and
turn uf their ancient allies to their duty. But the cerniuo- his virtues and good deeds-judging him by
brain when it take,; possession, never surrenders when what tlie first and best men uf his own day saicl of took him a wife of the longimanous gibbons.
it un~e places the man erect, it will never again per- ~Lim- I refer thee to the Boston Investigator of Jan. • "17. And in process of the cosmic period wore born
mit him 'to crawl. Who ever saw a quadrupecluse 28th 1874, containing testilllonials to his merits from unto them and their children the anthropomorphic prim·
crutches ? 'l'hey do not need thew, and therefore can- seve~ P1esidents of the Unitecl States, anu many other ordial types.
•• 18. The homunculus. tbe prognathus, the troglodyte,
nut invent the!ll. Crutches may be but pour substi- good and trustworthy persons: I could fill !?ages 'Y'ith
tutes for Jeo-s. )Jut they are substitutes. Ancl if the accounts of his good deeds, Ius labors and mventwns the autochthon, the terragen: these are the generations
feet slill cu~plain, the brain still refuses to give back fur the general benefit of his nee, bul_have alrmcly of primeval man.
"10. And primeval man was naked and not ashamed,
the hand !Jut it sets tile hands to work to construct a given more than enough tu prove that, mste.t~l uf b_ecaniage, 'and places the whole body in it,_ and thus ~he ino- one of the wurst of men,· or even medwcre m, but lived in quadrumanous innocence, and strugglmf
feet become content because the oppresswn of whLc.h m~rit, he was actually as good, if not better, than the mightily to harmonize with the environment.
fabled Jesus of Nazareth.
they complained ha~ been cunsiclered ancl removed.
•· 20. And by inheritance and natural selection did he
As to tlw abundance of t!Jy charity for me out- progress from the stable and homogeneous to the comAnd you, my dear child, nt the very mom~nt when
you were denouncing analogy as ~al?gero?-s, ~nvented rankino- mine fur tlwe upon what gruuncls does thee plex and heterogeneOUS; for the \ve:.Lkest Uied and the
one and walked un it, and was s~tLsfied With Lt. You base st'fch an asscrtio~ ? Remember, I have " been strongest grew and multiplied.
compared a church tu a stree~, ltghted at the general through the mill," and while thee has se_en, felt and
"21. And man grew a thumb for that he had need of it.
expense, because it was. appll_ed tu the general _use. experienced only one side of the que~twn, I h~~;ve and developed capacities for prey.
Nothing more beautiful,_ nuth~ng more apprupnatc. learned how hard it was to give up chenshed theunes
··22. For, behold, the swiftest men caught the most aniAnd let me close by pushmg th1s a~alugy tu the verge. and lovecl opinions that a life-tillle had interwoven mals. and the swiftest animals got away from the most
Who shall enter this Church, ltghted by the accu- with all my past. I can realize as it is impossible fur men; wherefore the slow animals were eaten and the slow
mulated wisclom uf all ages, enriched by the voluntary thee tu clo, this rending away of <;me's sel_f from all men starved to death.
cuutributions of myriads of indi':'iduals, ~durned. by that has grown so· dear, and leavmg- behmd n_ame,
"23. And as _typeii were difierentiated the weaker types
the sublime inspirations of all gemus, archltect, paLnt- fame reputation 1 ancl more than all else, frwnds, continually disappeared.
er, poet, musician and every bmn~h of art ancl ~nuns whos~ luv.e was li fe itself and building up a new field
·· 2-1. And: the earth was fiiled with violence; for man
try ? 'l'he priest is but the custodian; I an~wer m tlw upon entirely a new foJm'datiun, beg~uniug a new life, strove with man. and tribe with tribe, whereby they killed
.
name uf the people, all. shall enter ! N eLther rank, ancl starting all from a ne_w stan~-p_omt.
Charity! Why there IS nu ltnut to lllllle for all oli the weak and foolish and ~ecured the "survival of the
nul' wealth nor virtue nor age shall be reasons for
fittest."
either adllli~sion or exclusion; eume to share a common those who see nut and know nut the t-ruth! who err
daily through ignoran~e, though with tlle best of molove a common light, a common telll pie.
THERE is probably but one woman connected with thO'
D:-1 am satisfieu, since I am not to merge, bnt to tives. Do I not fe~;;l that what men me, depeads up- Plymouth church or the scandal \'\"hom Beecher hasn't
emerge. I am to love all, to be loved by all.. lH:l_' rea- on tllC conclition and circumstances of their birth and kissed-that's Mrs. Beecher. It was a narrow escape. for
sun is tu be the sacred inller tern pie, out uf w hteh I surruumlings, ancl that to blame them fur not being she. too. might have rallen had she yielded to one of thos11
shall t;volve >\reason, the aggregate u_f which will con- perfect, is to blan.e what they cannot help? If I was varoxysmtLl ki~>ses.
stitute the sole llu!llan reason. In th1s Church I lllay bum of wickecl, improvident, reckless parents, who
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ll.ditorl Jjlotes.
WE SEE Dr. Liess is out with No. 3 of the Jilreethinker, and the hope is held out that in the future it
will appear more regularly. We hail it with pleasure,
and hope it will be fully sustained. The price is so
small it is really no tax to any one.
WE HAVE again to ask the indulgence of our contributors whose articles we have been unable to find
room for.,;;;. We have many valued communications on
hand which we want to lay before our readers as early as possible. We again ask all to be patient; we
are trying to do the best we can.
WE FAILED in· our last to notice that our young
friend Common Sense of Paris, Texas, has recently
doubled its number' of pages, and changed its dre~s
somewhat. It is an able, earnest little sheet, and is
dealing hard knocks to the errors and follies of the
past and present. It is published monthly, at 75 cts.
per year. It is still very willing to add names to its
list.
THE BRILLIANT Common Sense of San Francisco
makes its regular weekly visit to us, and we always
find in its clean, bright pages rich and valuable reading. No paper is more ably conducted. Those who
wish a portion of Spiritualistic literature blended with
Scientific and Liberal matter, should patronize it.
We cannot have too much common sense. It is a
sixteen-page paper, weekly; price $3 per year.
WE wisH to again call attention to Koch's Patent
Binders for THE TRUTH SEEKER. They are well
made ; the nall).e of the paper is in gold letters on the
front ; the arrangeme~t for holding the papers securely is perfect, and quickly applied. Those who care
to preserve their copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER intact, should have one of these Patent Binders. The
postage on them has been doubled, still we will send
them at the same price-$1.10. Who next ~ ·
ON PAGE 14 we again give our Book List. Owing
to the outrageous Postal Law recently enacted by our
worse than useless. Congress, doubling the postage on
papers and books, we have been compelled to raise the
amount of postage. This is a necessity, as in many
cases the postage will equal the· profit we make upon
the book. We will be glad at all times to fill orders
for books, whether in our List or not, for readers in
all parts of the country. 11 Every little helps.''
J. WILLIAMS THORNE, who was so unjustly expelled
from the House of Representatives of North Carolina,
because l:.is belief was not sufficiently orthodox, and
his God was not of the required pattern, has sent us
one of his pamphlets-The Great Ecclesiastical Trialcontaining sixty-eight pages, and a full account of the
disgraceful proceedings, as well as several poems, es·says and letters by Mr. Thorne. Thousands who have
heard of this case will be glad to read the account in
detail, and also to learn Mr. Thome's theologlcal
views. Such can be· accommodated. Price twentyfive cents. We have them for sale. Address us, or
the author at Ridgeway, N. C.
WE TAKE pleasure in again calling the attention of
our readers to the advertisement of our person"al
friends, G. L. HENDERSON & Co., who are prepared
to send to parties in any part of the country any kind
of merchandise. to be had in this city, and much
cheaper than can be purchased in the usual course of
trade, Those who have entrusted them with commissions, we learn, have expresseci. full satisfaction.
We will say to our readers that both G. L. Henderson
and Hugh Byron Brown are ardent and earnest L_iberals, and are justly worthy of your confidence and support. We fully endorse them for their honesty, integrity and punctuality. Reaci their advertisement again
on page 15, and see what they have to offer, and if
you wantto save money in the purchase of goods just
give tb,em a trial.

•

WE GRATEFULLY acknowledge the sympathy and
consideration some of our patrons evince in response
to our requests for arrearages to be settled, and we
her~tby thank our kind patrons wbo have thus responded. A few have expressed a consciousness tbat
we could not in this large city get along without mo-

ney, and that our expenses must necessarily b.e heavy.
One friend told us, he knew we could not live on
11
air pudding," and that we required something more
tangible and solid.
We wish it were in our power to get up THE TRUTH
SEEKER at a less expense, but do not see how we can
do it. A certain amount of funds are necesBary, and
we hope the tax will never be so heavy that the Liberals of the United States will refuse to meet it. Those
who can aid us by sending us new subscribers, will
confer a favor upon the cause. Every additional
name adds to our strength, and will be duly appreciated.
Those to whose notice these pages come, and who
are not already patrons, and they approve of the efforts we are making in advancing Science and Free
Thought, are requested to come to our aid and to allow us to add their names to our list. The hard times,
and, we fear, too much indifference, have induced
many to withdraw their support from us, [or, what is
just the same, decline to send in their renewals,] and
we need new recruits to fill their places. We are resolved to work faithfully to the end, ~tnd Friends let
us all work together. Every de>llar that is sent us
helps in diffusing light and truth. We ask not for
luxuries or comforts, but the necessary force to keep
the machinery running. Fail us not.

Dr. Bland's

Lec~ures.

Dr. T. A. Bland of this city will answer invitations
to lecture within two hundred miles of the city of New
York on reasonable terms.
His 7_"epertoire embraces the following subjects :
1. The Age of Brain.
2. The Victories of Science.
3. The Triumphs of Philosophy.
4. The Science of Society.
5. Plato and Epicurus.
Committees and societies wishing to make an engagement will address T. A. Bland, 11 Clinton Place,
New York.

Working for Jesus.
A couple of American blatherskites, Moore and
Sankey, are in London preaching in the streets and
public places to ignorant assemblages about the terrors of an angry God and a burning hell, and they
have succeeded in frightening considerable numbers to
the church, and to bow to the priests to escape the etermll fires aforesaid. As a return of the compliment,
Mr. Varley of Liverpool, (said to be an uncle to our
somewhat notorious townsman, Henry Varley, otherwise called 11 Reddy the Blacksmith,'' who a few
years ago was arraigned for killing a man in tbis city,)
is now with us, using his best efforts to frighten people into getting religion. Sundays he holds forth in
Barnum's Menagerie or Hippodrome among thewild
beasts, and nights and days through the week he is
b,aranguing assemblages of little children from si'x to
twelve years of age, and is endeavoring to show tbem
what great sinners they are, and how sad and hopeless their case is unless they succeed in findiug Jesus.
He has a stereotype form of presenting bis argument for drawing children to the Savior, and presents it upon every occasion. He asks them to suppose there is a great friendship between himself and
Queen Victorht, and that she loves him very ardently,
but be finally commits a grievous offense against her,
and by the laws is doomed to death; but to avert this
dire calamity, the Prince of Wales steps forward and
suffers death in his place, and thus satisfies tbe se.tJse
of justice of his mother, and at which she is
greatly pleased. Mr. Varley then appeals to the
tbe children, and asks them if, in that c~se, he ought
not to feel very grateful to tbe Prince of Wales ? He
tells them this is just what Jesus bas done for them,
and calls upon them ferv~ntly, to come forward and
embrace him, or stand up and acknowledge him. Of
course, under such an appeal, little children will rise
up for any one who tbey think bas died for them.
Then a song closes the bargain, and they are 11 born
again."
Mr'. Varley's picture of queenly or divine justice is a
little bit abhorrent. Wbat kind of justice.would it be
in Queen Victoria to b.ecome incensed against poor

Varley for doing wbat be could not help, and exacting bis death for tbe ofiEmce, but after, to be willing
ber own first-born and innocent boy should suffer
death in his place ? What should we think of the
Prince of Wales, who would tbus freely sacrifice
bimself for another: to please his angry mother? And
what sbould wtHhink of Varley, who would thus consent tbat tbe innocent boy sbould be put to deatb for
the crimes that he bimself had committed ? This is,
perhaps, a fascinating illustration of the beauties of
Divine j'lstice and tbe lovely plan of salvation, but
we 11 can't see it.''
We are somewbat rejoiced, however, to learn that our
Mr. Varley proposes to return to England with his uncle, and join him in tbe preaching business. He insists he can preach as well as his uncle can, and that
it will be so glorious, when he arrives at the gates of
heaven, to see ten thousand children flocking there,
wbo come by his agency. What beautiful pictures !

A Touching Letter.
In our issue for Feb. 15th we made a brief appeal to
our readers in bebalf of a Liberal German Brotber
wbo was sick with consumption, too weak to work, no
money with wbicb to purchase food for bis wife and
babe, and no friends to call upon for aid. We had an interview with the pa.rty and found bin:r an intelligent
man and an ardent Liberal. He was in this city at tbe
time, but afterwards went to Elmira, wbe~e bis wife
bas connections.
Our appeal, like most of tbe appeals we have made,
was not immensely successful. A very few responded in small amounts.
A few days ago we received the following sensible
letter from his Christian wife, and altbough not designed for publication we will lay it before our readers:
MY DEAR SIR: I hope you will not think ill of my writing for help to you again. But indeed I am in a very
peculiar situation, I wrote you in my last letter that we
were living with friends in Elmira, also that they were
strict Catholics. I had hoped to receive help from the
Liberals but that hope seems to be in vain. I communicated that hope to my friends and they said I would not
teceive any help from that source. About three weeks ago
they told my husband that unless he became a Catholic
they would do nothing more for him. Of course ifthey
turned their backs on us we would have been left to
starve or go to thepoo1·-house as I am not able to work on
account of our child who is only three months old, and
very troublesome. I told my husband that the only thing
he could do was to say yes and become a Catholic-or indeed the name hypocrite would be better applied, as he is
stili as firm a Liberal as exists, as you know. I myself
am a Catholic, but it tortures ICe to see him say yes· to
what he firmly beleives to pe untrue. I should ·be very
happy were he a Catholic from his own choiee, but never
from necessity, as I should lose all respect for a man
were he to say yes against his conscience. It is hard to
think that he must become a hypocrite on his dying bed
for the want of a few dollars, If you ca·n do anything no
matter how little, I beg of you to do it .as soon as possible;
it will comfort him in his dying hour to think that he can
die a Liberal as he has always been. May you be happy
in this life, and if there is a next world, may your portion
be there among the select, is the earnest prayer of your
supplicator.
MRS. MARY E. ZAMZOW.
Elmira, N. Y.,

Please direct all letters to MR. 0. A.
West Water street, Elmira, N.Y ..

ZAMZOW,

No.
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Friends of Liberal thought, is it not harJ that in tbis
land of liberty and plenty an honest and decided Lib·
era! sbould be compelled to deny his firm convictions
and even apparently relinquish his principles for tbe
sake of a place to lay bis sick body, and the few
mouthfuls of food he requires to keep bim alive for a
few weeks at most, and all for the want of a little help
from those who entertain the same belief he does ?
Were it in our power. we would gladly contribute
to his comfort more than we have been able to do, but
our own necessities are snell we cannot.
Friends wttl! Zibe1·al ltem·ts, those of you who are
are able to do sometbing for tbis wortby, ueedy brotber, and feel tbe dispo.sition to do so, let us urge you
not to clelay this impulse. The motive is a good one,
and the needs great. Let not tbis man be compelled
to forswear his belief in the bour of deatb for the use
of a bed and a moiety of food. We endorse this
man's bonesty and truthfulness.
Donations may be sent to our care, or directly to
the party. Address as above.
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.A. Witness and his God.

Mr. Murray assured the court and the jury that I wants, and the same divine power restrained the
was on the God subject _insane, and repeatedly de- wolves, their enemies, so that no one could lay hands
BY G. L. HENDERSON.
clared to the jury that the evidence of a man who did on th'3m. They needed no swords, though like sheep
W e:had supposed that the time had gone by when not believe in God Almighty ought to be rejected. among wolves, for the Lord God of Hosts was as a
the value of evidence in court was made to depend ''He tells you," said the learned counsel ·"that he owes wall of fire about them.
When they returned he said unto them, ''Lack ye
upon the amount of faith a witness might have in any obligations to men and animals ; that' he would not
of the existing creeds. But it seems an attorney has eve_n cheat a dog, but he says nothing about his obli- any thing?" and they replied: "No, nothing." He
still a right to enquire into the speculative opinions of gatiOn to God. Is such a man to be believed under said to them, "Take swords, and he that hath no
a witness in order to impair his evidence in the minds oath ~" I hope Mr.. Mu_rray will do all he can to get sword, let him sell his coat and buy one." Thev anof a jury, who might happen to hold opinions differing God mto the Conshtutwn of the United States, and swered, "Here are two, and he told them -they
when once there, let him be described in accurate were enough. If hill intention was to fight, would he
from those of the witness.
expected to conquer all that would come against
But recently a judge of a court in New York City le~al la~guage, giving the color of his eyes, and have
with two swords? Nay, vetily. He had no inre;ected the evidence of Joseph Treat, lLD., because hair, heJght and thoracic measurement ; whether him
tention of fighting. The same scripture declares that
Victoria C, Woodhull declared that he had no belief he parts his hair in the middle and wears a mustache; he
knew his hour had come. Why then did he want
in a personal God, or in a future Hell for the wicked. also as to what kind of clothing he wears, if any ; swords
? For t!Ie purpose of bearing a final and deAnd yet Dr. Treat's word is worth more without an whether he owns real estate, and how much. If cisive testimony
against war by stowing that though
oath, than that of the immaculate Victoria. ·were she clothed, it would be interesting to know whether they a~me;t ~e would not permit his disciples to fight. If
to swear upon a stack of Bibles as high as the Andes. are made by a Howe, Wilson, or Sing,er machine. If h;rs diSCiples had no swords people might have quesA similar attempt was made, on March 5th, in the he owns a farm, ~t would be worth while to know twned whether he would not have fought if he had
District Court of Mower county, Minn. I had taken whether he prefers a McCormick reaper or a Marsh been armed. But having swords and forbidding his
in~utting his grnin. But the most importhe witness stand, and was about to take the usual harvester
tant thing will be to assist a witness how to swear in disciples to use them, even to save his own life was a
oath, as a witness in the case of McCormick & Co. vs. court,
and how to answer proper legal questions put by testimony that none need doubt nor mistake. Yet the
Henderson & Trask, when R. A. Murray, attorney for such attorneys
as was employed to defend McCormick blind leaders of the blind, who with their followers
plaintiffs, objected to my oath, on the ground that I & Co. If the legal
God is to be of the Pres- are all wallowing in the filth of their own lusts, have
disbelieved in a God and in future rewards and ptm- byterian type, one innational
and three in one, one of taken. this last. t~stimony of <;J!Irist ag:ainst war, plain
ishments. Sherman Page, Judge of the court, the three Gods havingthree,
born by a Jewish maiden and srmple as It rs, and made rt mean JUSt the opposite
promptly decided that the evidence should be taken, in the year one of this been
era ; or whether he is to be of of what Christ intended, so that in the late war were
and the attorney might afterward ascertain whether I the scientific type, a self-existent Universe, infinite in seen people who professed to be the followers of the
had a sufficient amount of orthodoxy to satisfy the extent, duration and variation, outside of which there Prince of Peace, mangling and destroying each other.
jury that I could tell the truth. To test this .matter
be no existence. Then the person and attributes 01thodox arrayed against Orthodox, Methodists
Mr. Murr.ay, (who was merely doing the best he could can
of God will be definitely known and legally defined, against Methodists, and so on through a hundred diffor his client,) put the following questions :
and when a person is asked on the witness stand, ferent sects .. all a~rayed against each other, all praying
" Do you believe in the existence of a God ? "
what his God is, he can describe him according to the to the same. rma~mery. War Demon for success against
"!do."
'' Offidal Regulation," and his evidence will be re- each other, whtle pnests all over the nation were
"What kind of a God is it ?"
ceived at par. In some respects, the orthodox God shouting, '' Christ commands his disciples to take
" The Universe."
and the scientific one are alike, but they also difl"er swords, and therefore it is the duty of Christians to
"Do you believe in the Christian Religion P"
very materially. They say God is every·where pres- mangle and kill those who never harmed them at the
"I do not. There is a Christian religion, but it is ent. So is the Universe, (at least I will swear that I beck of ungodly demagogues, to preserve a 'union
a mere superstition, as I believe.''
have always found a Universe where ever I have that each generation has a right to dissolve.
•· Do you. believe in any obligation toward God ? "
Your Friend, J. HACKETT.
been). '!'hey say that God has always existed. So
'' I believe in every obligation that binds me to my has the Universe, at least I will swear that it has exFriend Hacker is right- and wrong- rie;ht in
fellow men and to animals; but !know nothing obout isted as far back as I can remember. They say that
his idea that war is wrong-wrong, in his idea that
the gods?"
God is unchangeable and never varies. So is not the
Here the learned counsel fol' McCormick & Co. and Universe, for it is infinite in its power of variation, Jesus and the apostles were infallible in judgment
the Holy Ttinity & Co. stopped seemingly well satisfied and never reproduces the same form, so far as I have perfect in knowledge, and that the Protestant Bib!~
that his two clients had won their case. That the been able to observe. They say the second person of is the word of God, a finality.
Jesus and the apostles were all born Jews-born of.
first would get a judgment against me in this world, the Godhead was born of a virgin, making him an
and that the other would surely damn me in the next. Anthroporphic God. I will swear that so far as I know, Jewish women, and educated by them, under the MoAllow me, however, to say, that I am assured that every plant, animal and virgin has come from the saic Law, and traditions then existing.
John, the Baptist, and his disciples had a similar
ten out of twelve of the jurors believed the truth of Universe, and gone back to it.
schooling.
my statemeni, and gave judgment Jor McCormick &
Let us then have a strictly legal regulation God, or
Jesus was over thirty, when he began a new departfor just what I had offered to pay his agent in my office, forbid forever all attempts -at meddling wi.th the reas.his just due, and that this same number was in favor ligious opinions of any person, either in the courts or ure, under influences, coming from far above all
of a verdict of "no cause of action," on the ground as a test of qualification, either for office. veracity or heavens, ever known to the Jews, and from spheres
'
that the plaintiff should pay the cost of an action virtue. When a man or woman is so unfortunate as into which David had not yet ascended.
Tilton has borne strong testimony to the fact, that
. where he could have had his money without a suit. to possess an organization predisposed to crime, it
The counsel referred, with the utmost complacency, matters" little what his creed may be. If the Ortho- early imbibed theological ideas have a tremendous
to the enormous wealth of the great reaper builders. dox ''regulation" creed affirmed that there were power of coCI·sion with the soul.
Jesus -and his disciples, like Ann Lee and her disHe said, ''The defendants will have less money th1 ee hundred gods all in one, and every god had to
when my clients get done with them." I happen to be born by three separate and distinct virgins, and yet ciples, were converts to the missionary labors of the
know one of the members of that firm, and I feel but one virgin, the igno1 ant and credulouR would Christ spirit, who came to intmduce, to humanity a
'
assured that, had he heard the evidence, he would accept it, if they were promised heaven for accepting New Order-the Resurrection.
By the Law, was the knowledge of the sins of the
not have allowed me to pay one cent of the cost. I and nell for rejecting. But crime WtJU!d not cease.
do not in this reflect upon the jurors. l think, that Rape, murder, perjury, and war wou1d continue un- flesh, in the marriage relation. lt taught use not in·
after a long and protracted contest,· they did the best der one form of superstition as well as another. And dulgence, of the repro"ductive forces. Under that law
they could to do justice. The merits of the suit is a when a man or woman has an organism predisposed Jes~s and his disciples could attend weddings. I~
matter which does not interest the public at large, to virtue, and is possessed of a mind capable of ration- Chnst, they ceased to marry, and to attend marriages.
but the right of an individual to hold any set of opin- al enquiry and logical reasoning, he may disbelieve They neither bought nor sold, private property. If'
ions which he may deem the best for him, without in ghosts, witches, angels, devils, gods, and yet be they used war power, in the temple, it was white unbeing subjected to insult on the witness stand, by truthful, honests, chaste, humane ; for by his very der the inspiration of the God of the house for the
every petty attorney, who may set up an inquisition nature, be would feed the horse that plows his field, purpose of restoring that house to its norm~! condiinto his private opinions or religious beliefs, is a mat- ::tnd caress the dog who watches his house, or rescues tion, as a Jewish temple. There was no Christianity
ter that does, and should, interest evCiy man who his drowning child. How much more must he love about the temple, nor any Christian services performclaims the right to speak, to tftink, and to speak freely his wife and child who are bound to him by all that ed therein.
The Christ spirits impressed Jesus that he had been
what he thinks. The Greeks poisoned Socrates be- is good and noble in the nature of man, This is what
transgressing.
cause he denied the thirty thousand gods of his time. is meant by ''obligation to men and animals."
Calvin Green, a deeply-inspired man, claimed that
Christ was crucified because his fellow Jews found
Jesus himsel~ put the sword into the hands of the
him guilty of blasphemy, supposing that he claimed
Jews, by which they took his life.
to be a god. Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake,
[From Shaker and Shakeress.l
Is it not quite as simple to· admit, that when Jesus
on the 17th day of February, 1600, after two years
BERLIN, N.J., Jan. 26th, 1875.
and his disciples armed themselve~ with two swords
imprisonment in- the dungeon of the inquisition, in
DEAR FRIEND EvANs: For several years past I they anticipated spirit assistance, similar to what they
the city of Home, becaused he affimed the " Dellnjinreceived when clearing the temple~ that the Christ
ito Universo e Mundi"-that tlie Universe was all in have desired to write an article for th!j, Shaker and spirit
withdrew from them ? Hence the exclamation,
Slwke1·ess, on the. pCisition of Christ in relation to war,
all.
In the reign of William and Mary, Robert Aiken, a but you have so many better writers within your own "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me !!!"
This accords with the present light of the writer of
lad of fifteen years, was hanged at Edinburgh by a society, l have thought you would not care about
mob of Presbyterian clergymen because he pronounc- communications from so imperfect an outsider as my- this article, for which none other is responsible, aced the doctrine of the Trinity an unthinkable, contra- self. I will, however, send you a few lines and you countable or accusable.-ED. Shuke1· and Shake1·ess.
dictory falsehood. Servetus was burned for preach- can do with them as you think best.
During the late tenible war, nearly all the ministers
ing what Dr. Channing and Theodore Parker were
B. F. UNDERwooD will speak at White Hall, Ill.,
applauded for uttering to intelligent audiences in the in this nation preached war as a Christian duty. Their March 80th to April 4th, inclusive.
city of Boston. Witches were once hanged at salem,' texts were always the words of Christ, where he comApril 6, 7 and 8
and Quakers on -Boston Common. Now a man who manded his disciples to take swords. Had they un- Chillicothe, :Mo.,
April 10, 11 and 12
would affirm a belief in witches would be looked up- derstood the true meaning of that command, instead Ottumwa, Iowa, on as an object of pity; and Quakers testify without of its favoring war it would have been a most em- Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
April 18, 14 and 15
phatic and decided testimony against war. When he Oskaloosa; Iowa, an oath.
April
17 and 18
Gen. Cole, in his very able closing plea for the de- sent forth his apo3tles to preach, he commanded them
'l'oledo,
Iowa,
April
19,
20 and 21
fence, set forth the absurdity of. bringing into the to take neither gold, silver, brass, purse or scrip, nor
His next engagements are at Osceola, Red and Sidcourts any questions a~ to the religious opinons ot two coats apiece, and at the same time told them he
witnesses. He stated that John Stuart Mill, John sent them even as sheep among wolves, and that they ney, Iowa; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Joseph, Mo.; and
'fyndall, '.rhomas Huxley, and Ralph W a! do Emerson, should have power over all devils.
Paola and Columbus, Kansas.
all held opinions similar to those of the witness, and ,Now, if swords are necessary for protection, by
that it was merely the last remnant of that barbarous whom could they be needed more than by people who
THE fanatics and Infidels of one gener•ation i:Jecome the
and persecuting spirit, which in a former age; poison- go as sheep in the midst of wolves? If Christ believ-. heroes and J>hilan.thropists of the next.-S. H. Hauwood.
ed, crucified, or burned philosophers and reformers, ed in war, why did he not arm them then ? What
TYNDALL now stands at the flood-mark of scientitlo inhung witches, expatriated Jews, and imprisoned and was the sequel? Why, they went forth as he had
tortured men and women for the sake of their opin- commanded, and a divine power went with them and vestigation, and must bear the surginll:" of every tide,-S.
opened the hearts of certain classes to supply the H. Hauwood.
ions.
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Did Christ

Exist~

1\'IR. EDITOR: D. Winder [in the R. P. Jou1·nal]
wants a more refined literature for Spiritualism. Does
he give it to us in his article on "Bible Spiritualism,"
in Vol. XIX. No. 21, where he says: ''I recognize
that Christ existed with God as his only begotten son
before time began, and ~hat he was the medium or
agent in the production of the material Universe,"
etc. If this be "refined Spiritual literature," it is so
ethereal that I can't see it. The expression, "before
time began," is very definite. Will Brother Winder
tell us what the condition or state of the Universe was
''before time began"? and when did time begin? It
cannot be that any part of the human race were in ex·
istence before time began, or did Christ exist with
God before he was born ?
Let us have the proof that Christ existed with God
before time began; we want tangible1 positive proof,
not the orthodox proof that is found w a book. (N.
B. Spiritualists will not be satisfied with the testi·
mony of the witness himself, or of his apostles ; that
testimony is too •'far-fetched," if not "dear bought.")
Vv ere there any suns, or moons or stars in existence
•'before time began ?" And what particular hitcil
took place in the Universe that produced the birth of
time? I am anxious to know. I had always suppos·
ed that orthodox Christians were the· only people that
believed in this notion of the great· antiquity of Jesus
Christ ; but it seems tluit some professed leading Spir·
itualists cannot throw off their early religious ideas,
but must try to make "Revelation and Spiritualism
harmonize," as if it were necessary to make the
fundamental doctrines of one philosophy harmonize
with tllC jargon of the llible.
M.

to the universality and intensity of the belief. When
has it been stronger or more general than during the
ages that followed the establishment of Christianity ;
yet what scenes of hori·or and what spectacles of
depravity the world presented during that reign of
faith. Of the Byzantine empire Mr. Lecky says,
"The universal verdict of history is that it constitutes,
without a single exception, the most · thoroughly
despicable form that civilization has yet assumed.
There has been no other enduring civilization
so absolutely destitute of all the forms of greatness,
and none to which the epithet mean may be so emphatically applied. 'fhe Byzantine empire was preeminently the age of treachery. Its vices were the
vices of men who had ceased to be brave, without
learning to be virtuous."
Surely belief in God did very little for morality in
those days. To-day, ifwego amongthe lower classes
-the ignorant, the vicious, the depraved, the outcasts
of society, we do not :find them Atheistic ; but on the
contrary, these classes are composed of the strongest
believers in a God. and are the first at .U.e approach of
death, to avail themselves of the advantages which
religion holds out.
Morality depends not for its existence or support
upon the supernatural. It is founded on the relations
which exist between men. Its object is the happiness
of man-not the glory of God. ·And we must look to
secular and not to religious agencies for the improve·
ment of man, morally as well as intellectually and
physically.

Jerrie's Release. ,
A

Atheism and :Morality.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Belief in a God, together with a belief in future r-ewards and punishments, it is said, is the only true
foundation of morality, and is absolutely necessary to
prevent the world from becoming a Pandemonium.
Atheism, we are told, destroys the moral responsibili·
ty of man and extin6uishes every guarantee of virtue.
'• Virtue with immortality expires," says the poet
Young.
·But it is very certain that belief in one or more gods
neither insure us sound principles of moral action, nor
eonscientio'us practice of precepts which, in any age,
make up the established, recognized, moral ·code.
'l'he history of the world attests that religion and mor·
als, in principle have nothing in common. Epicurus,
one of tile most Atheistic of· ancient philosophers,
was, according to the concurrent testimony of a host
of writers of antiquity, one of the most abstemious
a,1d virtuous Atilenians of his day, even though aversion to his teachings has caused his name to be pro·
verbalized for general licentiousness ; and of Lucretius, the Atheistic poet a:; well as philosopher, Mr.
Frothingham says, ''Few nobler minds have lived,
not many as noble," while ·on the other hand, "David, tile sweet singer of Israel, the darling of theolo·
gians, the man who has been extolled for his faith and
piety by many millions of tongues, was morally a
very bad man, a liar, an adulterer and bebauchee, a
f•.ruel conqueror who tortured prisoners of war and a
murderer.
Max Muller, in his "Science of Religion," says ''the
fact cannot be disputed away that the religion of
Buddha was from the beginning purely Atheistic.
'l'he idea of the Godhead, after it had been degraded
by endless mythological absurdities which struck and
repelled the heart ·of Buddha, was for a time at least,
entirely expelled from the sanctury of the human
mind, and the highest morality that was ever taught
before the rise of Christianity, was taught by men
with whom the gods had become mere phantoms, and
who had no altars, not even an altar to the unknown
God."
It was the .opinion of Lord Bacon that "Atheism
leaves men to sense, to philosophy, to natural piety,
to laws, to reputation, all which may be guides to
an outward moral virtue, though religions wer(\ not ;
but superstition dismounts all these and erecteth an
absolute monarchy in the minds of men. Therefore
Atheism never did perturb states, for it makes men
wary of themselves, as looking no further, and we see
the times inclined to Atheism (as the times of Augustus Cresar) were in civil times, but superstition hath
been the confusion of many states and bringeth in a
new prinum mobile that ravisheth the spheres of government."
· 'l'heodore Parker, a zealous opponent of Atheism,
says of Atheists, "They seem to be truth-loving t\nd
sincere persons, conscientious, just, humane, philanthropic and modest men. They arc men who mean
to be just to theh· natme and their whole nature.
'l'hey are commonly on the side of man, as opposed to
the enemies of man ; on the side of the people against
the tyrant ; they are, or mean to be, on the side of
truth, of justice and love. I think they are much
higher in their moral and religious growth than a
great many men who are always saying to God, 'I go,
sir,' and never stir. These are men who have m.ade
sacrifice to be faithful."
If the belief in God were so salutary in a moral
point of view, its good effects should be in proportion

FABLE, BY A.

0. GENUNG.

One day as I :Dassed by the bright gilded cage,
.Where my little brown thrush sat silently swinging,
I ventured to ask, just my thoughts to engage,
"My birdie, why are not you sweetly sing~ng ?"
Strange, strange to relate, yet no more so than true,
My pet soon directed his glances at me
And said: "My dear master, I'll tell you
Why I am so remiss in my minstrelsy.

.. 0 :DOOr little me! 0 :DOOr little me!
I languish in I>rison all day long,
My hap:DY mates no longer I see,
Then how can I sing my gladsome song?
I am ke:Dt hero to mourn throughout all the long year,
Far away from my friends, in a dismal goal,
With l;I.One to condole with me; none to giv@ ear
When I grieve for the flelus where no dangers assail.
"How well I remember my mother's warm nest,
Where, heedless of storms and windy weather,
All shielded from harm by her soft downy breast,
I lay with my brothers and sisters together.
0 how sad is my lot; so many long hours
Have :Dassed since that day-they are ages to mel .fear that the grass, and the bees and the flowers
Will no longer be there, should I ever go free.

An Illinois Letter.
DEAH TRu•rn SEEKER: Perhaps a few words from
this region may be of some interest to your readers ·
and as we have lately been enjoying a small ripple of
religious excitement in this community, it affords an
opportunity and subject for a few thoughts of interest
to Liberals. This community is strictly orthodox,
with the exception of about It dozen, more or less, of
Liberal thinkers. The saints lately became frightened at the progress and boldness ot the few Liberals
here who have the courage t·o investigate and question
the dogmas of the holy(?)· church of Jesu!l; and last
week a gentleman of the cloth, under the name of
Prof. Hamlin of McEndry College in this State, appeared among us, aud it was announced that he wo.uld
lecture. or preach at the C. J:>. church on Saturday
evening, Sunday anti Sunday evening.
I attended on Saturday evening-having previously
learned that he would discourse upon the resurrectiou
of Cilrist. The Hev. began by asserting that all Infidels, etc., admit that Christ lived, was crucified and
buried, and that all Infidels, etc., admit that the four
gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John were written by the men whose names they bear, both of which
assertions all Infidels and all other persons who have
read the Liberal literature (or a tenth part of it,)
know to be untrue. We do not all admit that Christ
lived and died, nor that those gospels were written by
those men, as tile gentleman stated.
During the comse of his argument, (I mean his discourse, for it was no argument,) he referred to the
passage in the writings of Josephus, as. evidence in
favor of Christ, when all intelligent persons know
that passage is a forgery, which has been often and
clearly shown to the world, not by Infidels only, but
by Christians themselves-Dr. Lordner and Prof.
Bellany, Christian historians.
Thesame Prosessor attended Sunday-school at the
same church the next day, and in the cour~e of his
instructions to one of the classes, he remarked, (in
answer to a question on one of the so-called miracles
conflicting wilh the laws of nature,) ''There are no
such tilings inexistence as the laws of nature."
Such an assertion needs no comment from any one,
for if does not even rise to the dignity of nonsense,
and is as innocent of truth as some of the accounts
of miracles in the Bible. This assertion came from a
Professor of a college in this State, in tilis Nineteenth
Century; such teachers as this bigoted ignoramus have
kept the world in darkness in past ages, and prevent
pr~ress still.
C. J.
ie;nna, Ill.,,.Feb. 18th, 1875.

Labor Reform.

The late war tended to demoralize the community
more than any event that ever happened to us. Huge
fortunes came out of it as if by m;~gic, and a great im-.
petus was given to general extravagance, ''putting on
~tyle," and shirking work.
Peddling and agencies of
all kinds, so. one can live "respectably," with as little
labor as possible, have taken the place of learning a
trade and working at it. We Lave too many non"At night, when I sit in my lonely cell,
producers, and yet from our defective financial and
business arrangement, even skilled workmen wander
How often..J visit my comrades in dr~ams,
around in idleness.
And again with my dear mother's brood I dwell
The great aim of this generation is wealth, no matIn woodlands where murmur their swift running
ter, how acquired ; and, failing to reach this, no one
streams.
wants to stop short of "respectability ; '' said respectAh mel could I soar with my dear mates once again,
ability consisting, not in being an .ordinary "workWith my boisterous mates-which can only atone
ing-man," however estimable, but something better
For im:Drisonment here-! would never remain
paid and more regarded by tile community. For it is
To shar:Den my bill on cuttle-fish bone.
a notorious fact, that the working classes are held in
aboqJ;..as little estimation by their employers as the
"Ah well, if I thought that man's ha:DI>iness lies
In crushing the weak, and in aiding the strong,
late Southern slaves were by tileir masters.
This is a natural consequence of the. division of ·soI would never :Drotest if the birds should arise
ciety into separate classes, some interior to the others,
And unite to :Drevent such a terrible wrong.
tile dividing line being pecuniary, and having no reI know of no bi1·d, be he ever so bad,
lation whatever to personal qualities. The "master"
Who would build him a cage and im:Drison therein
to-day was in most cases only the "man" yesterday ;
A poor butterfly, to grieve lonely and sad,
hut to leave the men and rise among the masters
And mayha:D to die; it would be such a sin.
seems generally to revolutionize the whole nature,
"I wonder if in the wide world there can be
giving new eyes, a new heart, new opinions and creating a new being, Human nature, like everything
One so lonely as I, one so cheerless and sad.
else, is governed by conditions and surroundings.
0 why do• they not show more :DitY for me,
This is a country of free schools anti newspapers.
And send me away to be ha:DI>Y and glad?
Education and enlightenment penetrate in degree eve0 poor little me I 0 :DOOr little me I
ry-where. It is this education and enlightenment w.\lich
I sigh for the branches all day long,
is constantly seeking for higher and better social couAnd never a grub nor a worm do I see,
ditions than is the lot of the general agriculturist and
Then how can I sing my favorite song?"
working class. It manifests itself in granges ami
As my :DOOr little Jerry-for that was the name
trades-unions. The "lower classes" are crowding the
I had long ago christened him-ceased to speak,
upper ones, and clamoring for a greater share of the
My heart was sore troubled with feelings of shame,
general wealth.
.
.
Now, as there must be a natural limit to the numAs I saw a great tear trickle down his brown cheek,
ber of non-producers, as well as to the patience of
You can guess what I did I I told Jerry to go,
tllose whose labor produces everything and supports
And to prove my sincerity, O:Dened the wicket;
all, it is plain that there must ultimately come a strugWhen with joy, that none but freed :Drisoners know.
gle between those up and those down. Those down
He bade me farewell and was lost in the thicket.
must be kept down by" strong governments,'' and the
Now the moral of all my sad story is this:
republic fail, or the up must enter into equitable arIn living my life, I have learned one thing;
rangements that will gradually obviate all, and ultimately merge all classes into one great producing and
If in acts toward others. you would not be remiss,
distributin·g community where all have equal interests
Give to all his just rights, be he :Deasant or king.
and a sufficiency of everything. The working. classes
And boys, if any there be who read this,
are no longer a brutal and ignorant mob, but all caNever steal the :DOOr oirds, neither robin nor wren,
pa!J:e of reasoning and being reason eel with.
For none but the vicious would rob them of bliss
As a people, we must go backward or forward.
~'hey enjoy when at large; and bad bOYs make bad men.
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Modern discoveries and appliances prevent retrogression, so forward we must go, driven by the inexorable necessities of progress and development_ Forward to what ? More wealth for the masses, with
better conditions and surroundings! The ancient way
to acquire wealth was:
" That they shall take who have the power,
And they shall keep who can."
And this primitive mode is not yet out of fashion,
but accomplishes by chicanery what was once done
by force_ But it is plain, fi:om the contingencies of
the case, that existing accumulations must be divided
by anarchy and force, as has always happened in political conquests, or some means must be devised to
create a new share for those without anything_ The
advantages of the latter course, fur all sides cannot
be questioned- To divide would be to destroy_ To
create a new share benefits alL
But how shall this new share be created? How
shall existing capital and labor come in contact, not
in war, but in peace ? What steps shall be taken to
enlarge or double our annual productions, with a
more equitable division of them? We lack no ingreuient of power_ We have abundance of labor and
food, exhaustless raw material, and an indefinite but
adel{uate amount of fixed capital in the shape of
mills and manufactories of all kinus- No nation on
earth is so. favored in every particular. Shall the selfishness and greed of the few stand in the way of justice to the many, as has always been the case heretofore, establishing despotisms to support its aristocracies ? or have we, as a new people, with a new form
of government, as yet acquired new light for the settlement of industrial and social questions ?
'
J. F. BRAY.

MARCH 12TH, 1875.
P.hy~iology of the Skin.
BY PnoF. CHARLES HErTzMA.NN, M.D., late of
Vienna,
In the previous lectures I gave here I considered
the skin as an organ of protection, of excretion, o.f
absorption and respiration. We will now take a view
of the most intricate performances of our general
covering.
Every particle of the skin is endowed with life except the epidermical formation ; namely, the upper
layers of the epidermis, the hair and fat-globules in
the sub-cutaneous tissues. 'l'he w!Jole body is built
up by a highly complicated matter or proto plasma ;
single lumps of which we find, fur instance, in infusions
or suspenued in ~he blood, and are called colorless
blood corpuscles. · We may put a drop of blood from
the living frog or newt on the slide and cover it with
a thin glass, the edges of which have !Jeen oiled
for the purpose of preventing evaporation; frogs and
newts being cold-blooded animals, we are able tu
study the life of their colorless bloou corpuscles in a
room of moderate temperature, while we ha\"e to heat
the specimen when taken from a mammal or man
until it reaches 90° or 100°.
The first thing we observe under the microscope is
that a. lump of prutoplasma changes its form by putting forth hyaline fiaps or small uti-shoots, sometimes
one, sometimes several, and varying in shape.. During
such change of form, the net-work representing the
living matter becomes narrower in the central part of
the lump, while, on the contrary, the pripherical parts
become prutuded, apparently, by the pressure of the
invisible fiuid contained in the mesh-work of the living matter. That however this fiuid actually does exist, although it is not perceivable, can be proveu,
when foreign bodies or particles of food are imbedded
in the protoplasma, which fioat to and fro in the
midst of the same during the change of form of the
living lUIDp.
.
'l'he motion l)elunging especially to the living matter is called cont1·action, and is essentially the same,
as well in the amoeba as in the colorless blood corpuscle of beast or man, or in the apparatus knows as
muscles. The visible effects of this motion are the
increase of the granules forming the knots of the net
work, shortening of the uniting threads of the same,
and therefore the narrowing of the meshes tilled with
what we then term "proto plasma tlmd."
'l'he next phenomenon observed is the creeping of
the lump. '!'his creeping can be seen in the same manner on amoebae, or colorless blood-corpuscle, on puselements and on corpuscles which are suspended in
our saliva. When one of the p1·otruded uft"shoots of
the prutoplasma sticks to the surface of the glass, there
is a fixed point, toward which the whole lump is diagged after, when _the contracti<;m of the living m~~;tter
ceases. It is ev1deut that dunng such a contractiOn,
certain fiuid parts can be pressed out from the interior
of the lump, and this may form the sil,nplest appearance of the process termed 1 1 secretion.'' 'l'be result
of the same is the proCiluction of an almost watery
tluid, in which different chemical substances are held
in solution.
If we add with care a drop of water to the drop of
blood, we observe phenomena similar to those that arc
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produced by the application of the electric current. i~ working with the shovel, and in gymnastic exerThe. contraction of t_he living ma.tter leads to the pro- Cises.
truswn of large llyalme flaps, Which do not disappear,
Perspiration is augmented, secondly, by the use of
but by and by become enlarged and separated from certain meats, exciting bev~rages, such as spirits, tea,
the principal lump. The separated present structure- coffee, hot water and certam drugs. These are often
less globules which become solved and form the secre- used as remedies for the purpose of prouucingperspition termed "mucus.'' In this jelly-like fluid there ration in diseases in Which a profuse discharge of the
are suspended many of the remains of the lumps of sweat-glands can be taken as a sign of recovery. It
protoplasma, though diminished in size and muti- is always a bad symptom when perspiration cannot
lated.
be produced. It is well known perspiration reaches
Under certain circumstances the liviuO" matter itself its highest activity during digestion.
undergoes changes which lead to the for~ation of fat.
The quantity of perspiration is much· influenced by
The fat globules are tmnsformed particles of living the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere. It
matter, which first adhere by means of delicate, slen- takes place in the easiest way when the temperature
der threads to the neighboring net work, but after- is high and the air very dry. If the temperature of
wards become separated and float in the protoplasma- the atmosphere is high even, but loaded with moisture
fluid. From the latter they became pressed out by the perspiration is much prevented. It is a remarkathe contraction of the remaining living matter, and ble fact that the increase of the heat of the body never
these are suspen?ed in a watery fluid, giving to the surpasses 120"' or 140" of Farenheit, even when the
same a cloudy, milky appearance. '!'his process leads temperature of the surrounding medium has been
for instance, to the produ'ction of milk, and can b~ raised to 200"' and more. This is stated to place also
considered ascii third kind of secretion, in which the by experiments on animals ; if the temperature of
transformed living matter is mixed with evacuated the surrounding air reaches a degree sufficient to
protoplasma fluid.
cause death in a short time.
. You might ask me, ladies and gentlemen, if all this
A wrong impression prevails about the beneficial
IS not mere imagination, speculation and hypothesis, effect of profuse sweating.
By the enforced irritation
or whether these statements are based on facts? Let of the skin, usually a greater activity of the heart
me assure you these are all true facts, direct o bserva- takes place, and this is the cause why those fund of
tious, indeed, the results of the work of many years of exaggerated cold bathing never attain a very old age
careful investigation and study by the best and most being _liable ~o a dilation of the heart just in th~
trustworthy naturalists. These facts can be easily same way as 1n the case of persons who take too much
demonstrated, as well as how the fo.Imation of the muscular exercise ; as gymnasts. Althongh muscular
sweet fluid called milk goes on, which is used with exercise, as well as cold bathing, is conducive to
pleasure by most people without the knowledge of its health, if immoderately used they shorten life.
origin.
·
The weight of the body can be very rapidly dimin· We come next to the secretion. called 11 perspira- ished
by profuse perspiration. Exact experiments on
tion." The sweat-glands lay almost on the borders
subject have been made by Southward Smith on
between the cutis and the sub-cutaneous tissue ; they this
the stokers ·of gas-works. He ascertained that the
are simple tubes which form coils on the surface of maximum
loss of weight of men who worked ~n a very
the skin with funnel-shaped openings. The blood high temperature
for a period varying between fortyvessels of these glands are mostly small arteries, so five minutes and seventy-five
minutes ranged between
that the fluid coming in contact With the epithelium three pounds and five pounds
and two o"unces · the
of the sweat-gland, belongs in the greater part to the ~reater loss occuring in a warm,
ciear and som~wh&t
arterial blood, like in the kidneys ; and indeed there windy uay the lesser on a cold and foggy
day. The same
is some similarity in the secretions of the two organs. is the case withjockies who have to attain
a certain
The perspiration is a fluid of an acid re-action, con- light weight before they engage in horse racing. A
sisting in a great degree of water, which contains the person, fur instance, weighing 140 pounds will in three
less solid parts in solution. The salts arc solved in or four days reduce his weight to 120 pounds, simply
the same which exist in the organism, as well as fat- by very active exercise several hours daily. Such a
acids, which are more to be smelled than analyzed. forced reduction in weight becomes sometimes very
In perspiration are also found u1•ea and annrnonia, but dangerous and in some instances produces death.
uot. constantly uric acid; .mostly in the perspiration of
ERASMUs \VrLBON remarks, that the secretion of
individuals suffering from gout. Peculiar to this ex- perspiration is alone modified by the greater or less
cretion is sometimes a blue, staining substance, name- activity of the other secretions, particularly of the
ly, indigo, which gives a bluish tint. The perspiration lungs and kidneys, the functions of these organs beis secreted in the form of single, sticky drops, as ing frequently vicarious with the skin, and vice ve1'8a;
during the agony of death or severe pain and anxiety. thus during the Summer, and in warm climates, the
It isasserted that such pers1~iration is of au alkaline perspiratory secretion is augmented, while the exhalareaction. How this sticky perspiration originates is tion from the lungs and the activity of the kidneys
not known, but Brucke, of Vienna, thinks it is a are diminished, while in the Winter and in co1d clifluid which fills up the tube in a state of rest when no mates the reverse is the case. On leaving a warm room
secretion t!ikes place in the fgland and is pressed out especially after ~ndulging in stimulants, for the cold
from the tube itself. Another theory is, that under air, a sudden check iil given to the cutaneous function,
the infiuence of intense excitement of the nervous while that of the kidneys is suddauly and actively callsystem many of the epithelial elements evacuate their ed into exercise.
contents into the fiuid and cause the·denser consistence
Peculiar formations are the beautiful acinous glands
of the perspiration.
on the eye-lids, termed the rneybornian glands, which
. The largest sweat-glands are to be found in the arm- secretes the oil for t11C protection of the eye, and the
pits, and these are provided in their extensive layers cerurninal glands in the external auditory canal, which
with numerous muscle-fibres. The secretion of these produce the waxy matter p1:otecting the organ of hearis very different from the perspiration of other parts, ing. It is remarkable that the latter are constructed
as _perceivable by the sense of vision and smell.
like the sweat glands, and notwithstanding produce
'.rile quantity of perspiration varies in different indi- fat.
Another function of the skin remains for our conviduals in different parts of the body under the same
circumstances. Some portions of the body are more sideration ; namely, sensation. Already a superficml
favored by a profuse perspiration than others, and consideration of living organism is enough to show
these portions consequently have to be better protect- .there are two different action of nerves, one by which
ed, because a good deal of our healthy cundi tiou de- the impressions coming from the outer world will be
pends on the easy and uninterrupted performance of perceived and cause sensation ; the other by which
transpiration. Heinhard asserts that cheeks pro- the. motor apparatus, namely the muscles, will be
duce most of the. perspiration, somewhat less the excited for the purpose of of producing motion. By
palmar. surface of the hands, and least of all, the fore- the excellent and nearly contemporaneous investigaarms. The quantity of perspiration depends, first, tions of Chas. Bell and Magendie, we learned to disupon the action of the nerves. Under an excited or tinguish two kinds of ·nerves-those that minister to
depressing influence of the nervous system, the qual- sensation and others to motion. We are not to iluagity of the perspiration becomes changed, and the same ine that the nerves so different in their functions arc
is the case with its quantity. Anxiety, fear, accidents constructed in an es~entially diflerent manue1· ; only
increase our' perspiration suddenly in a remarkable the direction in which the conducting .of irritating
niauner. Students going to a rigorous examination, impalses goes on is different ; namely so, that the
and soldiers going into battle for the first time, very sensitive nerves leads the impression from the periplioften suffer from greatly increased perspiration. eJy toward the center, while the motor nerves lead
Brown-Sequard and Barther produced an increase of the same from the center toward the periphy. Beperspiration on the checks by putting irritating mat- sides the motor impulst:s there can also be conducted
ters on the surface of the tongue. On the other hand, from the center toward the peri )Jhery other ones, such
Goltz of Strasburg, proved by many careful expen- as impulses in glows, called secretory nerves. Furthments, that the section of a sensitive nerve causes di- ermore, we know prohiUWry nerves which prevent
lution of the blood-vessels at their peripheric distribu- motion by bGing irritated, and finally l!rop!tic 1J-C1'Ve8
tion·s, explaining it thus, that there follows a paraly- for the regulation of the nutrition of the organs. 'l'he
sis, but on the contrary, an· increased activity of the assertion that such regulating nerves exist is based on
nerves, causing a dilutwn of the vessels, and hence the fact that certain skin diseases strictly follow the
a highly increased temperature in the parts supplieu region of the ramification of certain nerves, ami
by them. Such a dilation of the blood-vessels can moreover the disease itself .is caused sometimes by
easily be produced in a direct way after a tcm porary lesions of certain nerve-fibres,
Not all the nerves leading impulses from the percontraction of the same by means of cold applications, which are left remaining on the skin for a time, iphery toward the center are simply nerves of sensaand the evaporation of which is prevented by water- tion. There cxi:>ts nerves with a specific faculty of
proof coverings ; and further, by hard work imposed conducting; for instance, the nerves of vision, those
on the muscles, as fur instance, in riding on hors<Jbt>ck, of hearing, of smelling, of taste, and of the sense of
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touch; moreover, nerves serving for conducting g'3n·
era! sensation. We do not kuow whether there exist
in fact such different kinds of nerve-fibres, or whether only the irritations that act on the mme nerves are
so different. It is not yet explained whether the sensation of warmth and cold, that of different tempera·
tures is conducted by the same nerves which serve to
the sense-of touch, or whether ithere exist really different nerves for touching and perceiving different
temperatures. I mention all these nerves because
they are assumed to be present in our skin, and more·
over certain appearances compel us to believe in the
presence of the so-called reflex nerves, which conduct
impressions from the periphery towards the· centre,
and then excite motor secretory actions as first demonstrated by l\'Iarshal!" Hall. When we touch the
membrane covering the surface of our eye-lids and
eyes, the eye-lids are closeq immediately ; after a
slight irritation of the mucus ·membrane of the nose,
then follows sneezing ; and after irritation of the skin,
scratching with our hands, entirely without the influence of our will, even during sleep. I also mentioned that a reflex secretion of the sweat-glands can also
be observed.
Each and every nerve-fibre may conduct the irritation
applied on the same by mechanic, thermic or chemical influences toward the center, to wit : the brain and
spinal cord ; but in the latter organs the irritation
proceeds by the way of the motor or reflex nervefibres. The sensation itself is not localized on one
point of the sensible nerves, but always radiates toward periphic distribution of the same ; even our imagination itself is sufficient to produce sensation, when
the periphic distribution of the nerves is wanting. The
man who lost a limb, very often feels intense pain in
the toes or in the foot after these having been rell1oved.
Some persons can tell beforehand the ad.vent of good
or bad weather by such feelings. Similar observations were also made on noses, which after their loss
were newly formed out of the skin of the forehead.
When such a newly-transplanted nose is touched, the
sensation originates as if the forehead were touched.
Later such newly-formed nose loses entirely the capacity of sensation and finally gets it again with the
right impression of touch, apparently because.,.the
neighboring nerves enter the tra·usplanted flap or the
newly-forined organ.· On these facts is based a funny
anecdote. A man accustomed to shaving himself
while bathing, once chanced to faint while the razor
was in his hand and unfortunately cut off his nose
with the same, and by falling one' of his toes was also
singularly severed. The surgeon being immediately
called in, and by means of sutures the bit of the toe
was fixed to the face and the nose to the foOt. Now
this unhappy man suffered from a corn on his nose,
and in damp weather having 11 caught a cold," was
compelled to take off his boot to "blow his nose."
The sense of touch, a! though dispersed on thew hole
surface of our body, varies considerably in intensity
in different parts. Of cour~e it can be refined to a high
degree, as we observe, for instance, in blind people
who are enabled to spell, and play cards by the aid of
their sense of touch. An example is known of a blind
sculptor who touched a statue and copied it with admirable accuracy. The finest sense of touch exists in
the points of the fingers, especially the second finger,
which is often the index or pointing finger for the oth·
er organs of sense.
Besides the sense of touch in the skin, there is located another sense, which assists to feed our own
body-the so-called "general sense," to the perception of which belongs, for instance, the sensation of
pai:q, of titilation, of shudder, of chill, of malaria,
etc. It is possible the sensation of titilation is a special perception of touch, and appears when the nerves
of touch are slightly and successively irritated, or different groups of nerves are irritated one after the other, The sensation of pain seems to belong, according
to the views of Johannes l\lluller of Berlin, to the intense irritation of the nerves of sensation which provide the skin, besides those of the sense of toueh.
Th~ is proved in diseases where the sense of feeling
is entirely lost, and notwithstanding a tolerably good
sense of touch remained. These observations were
carefully made by Vieusseaux, a physician of Geneva,
on his own body. The same is the case with the sensation of cold and warmth, which can be lost without
the loss of the sensation of touch. The reason why
we feel cold or warm, depends, however, not alone
on the temperature of the surrounding medium, but
very much on occurrences in the whole organism. In
certain fevers, especially in that termed purulent infection or pyaemia, the patient feels terribly chilled,
to such a degree that he rattles his teeth and trembles
all over his body, notwithstanding the therruome'ter
shows a very high elevation of the temperature of the
skin.
"'·-The question was once raised, whether we possess
sixth sense, belonging to the skin, namely, that of
perception without direct contact of an irritating
agent. Spellanzani, an Italian naturalist, observed
that bats, even in a perfectly dark room, get out the
way of obstacles, never touching them with their
wings. He deprived the flitter-mice of their eyes,
and proved that they were enabled to keep clear of
obstacles placed in their way with the same cleverness
as before, as for instance, not touching threads extended across a room during th~ir flitting. '.rhe existence
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of a sixth sense of perception does not follow from
these perfectly reliable observations, because our
nerves of the skin are enabled to perceive the radiating·rays of objects, without. direct contact, as for instance, the rays of warmth coming from the fire-place;
That such perceptions can be felt by animals only,
and never by man, is a matter of course; but is it not
surprising to observe the fineness of ~he eyes of an
eagle, the subtlety of the sense of smelling in dogs?
Thus it may be that, the sense of touch is much more
developed in flitter-mice than in other animals.
Finally, let me say a few words about the general
nutrition of our skins. The blood-vessels play surely
the greatest role in providing the same with nourishing material, and they are subject to the regulating influences of the nerves. The skin of the face becomes
suddenly red in anger and suddenly pale in fear.
How could we explain such rapid changes without
the influence of nerves?
The protoplasma itself, which constructs the whole
animal body, possesses the property of contraction,
and facts exist which prove the contraction of protoplasma of the skin, and can be observed by the naked
eye. Frogs, for instance, show difl'erent hues of their
skin, evidently dependent on the contraction of the
protoplasma bodies provided with coloring matter,
with pigment granules. After .we stretch the membrane of a common frog, under the microscope, in
the beginning it is covered with dark lines, but being
stretched for some time, it looks granular, because
the whole mass of pigment is united with small lumps.
The irritation belongs directly to the protoplasma and
excites it for a cm:traction; at first the nerves become
excited, and compel the protoplasma in bodies to
change their forms. The chamelion, a species of
lizard living in the southern part of Europe and in
Africa, has the property of changing the color of its
skin,. showing the blue, green, gray, brown or black
tints, thus the drawing 0t its body being either streaked, roan or of a plain color. Brucke stated that different exciting influences of the nerves easily produce
changes of color. Poisoning with strychnine makes
the skin pale ; in diseases it becomes spotted after the
section of a quantity of cutaneous nerves, there appears tooth-like ramifications on the skin, which finally gets black. Before the anim'al dies, it is mostly
pale, but soon afterwards it is interspersed with large
dark spots. Pouchet of Paris, has found that different fishes have different colors of their skins in light
and in tlarlmess. FishBs which look bright in the
light, and dark in the twilight, get the latter hue also
when tleprived of their eyes. Such observations show
of what an important influence the nerves are for the
vital functions or manifestations of the protoplasrua.
In former times it was asserted that the nutrition of
our body takes place in such a way that the eldE)r ti~
sues become substituted by new ones, so that we
change every part of our body every seventh year.
This opinion is a false one ; when the living matters
produces its own kind by growing, when it restitutes
parts of the body that have been lost, as in healing of
wounds, the eldLr elements do not disapptar. Observations on the skin illustrate this fact in the simplest
way, since granules of insoluble substances brought
into the Corium or the Rete matpighii, remain there
without change of their quantity during the whole
life. Tattooed drawings, performed, for instance,
on the forearms, as is done often among the laboring class, the cinabar giving the red, and the indigo the blue color, remain unchanged during
life ; only a certain portion of these· substances is
brought into the next lymphatic glands, after the tattooing of the forearms for instance into the axillary
glands, as stated by Veichow of Berlin, where thty
reinain without change, either by the application of
washing or• cauterization, nor are they altered by the
process of nutrition.
·
'
- The subject of the lecture was discussed by Drs.
ATKINSON, RoEBER and LAMBERT. Dr. Roeber called attention to the w·ant of more knowledge on the
part of the people of America as regards the laws of
health, the importance of air and light, and the proper functions of the skin. Physicians are often called
to see patients, who, from not attending to the sim·
plest rules of health, anu. necessary cleanliness, find
themselves feeling badly, and expect the medical man
to prescribe some ointment or embrocation to be rubbed upon the surface, which, in fact will do no good,
when, if the simple laws of health were observed,
neither the doctor nor the druggist would be necessary. Nothing pertaining to the health and happiness
of the people is of higher importance than that the
masses duly understand the functions of the skin.
PROF. LAMBERT 1·eferred to the importance of early
retiring to bed, and thought the neccessity of it is not
sufficiently understood. He said of a large number
of people in England who had attained to a very old
age, and to whom a series of forty question!! were pro·
pounded touching their habits of life, but two of the
questions were answered alike, and one of these was
that they had always retired early to bed, and conse·
quently rose early in the morning. Soon after the
midnight hour the body exhales a different character
of perspiration than in any other portion of the twenty-four-more laden with fetid gases and. effete qualities that the system requires be thrown off, in order
for a healthy contlition. This may at any time be
perceived by entering a sleeping-room a short time af-

ter midnight, where two or more persons are sleeping,
and the odor is different from what it is in any other
part of the day. It is also apparent in our street cars
on a cold moming, when the doors are kept closed
and the body is closely wrapped, thus retaining the
offensive oders arising from the perspiration of the
night. Wherr the car in the morning is full this mixed fetid odor is highly unpleasant. It is better always
to retire one or two hours before midnight, that sleep
may come to the slumberer before the tinie for this
peculiar perspiration occurs. If a person remains up
till after this time, though he may lie later in the
morning, he is not as well refreshed, and feels feverish and languid. It is also wrong to ;wal,en children
and g;et them up after they have gone to bed, even
though friends should call in. It disturbs their
healthy slumber, and they do not feel so well for it
the next day.
PROF HEITZMANN made a few closing remarks.

A "Hard-Shell Baptist" Sermon.
[Delivered on a fiat-boat at Island No.lo, on thl~ l\iississippi river. I was there and had it taken down. and want
it preserved in THE TRUTH SEEKER for IllY grand children to read.
UNCLE ToM.]
The text wlls this: "And they shall gnaw a file and
flee unto the m0untains of Hepsidam, where the lion
roareth and the whang-doodle ruourneth for its first
born." "Now ruy breethering, I'm a plain unlernt
peacher of the gospil what's been fore-ordained and
called to cupound the scripturs to a dyin world from
the day of wrath. 'For they shall knaw a file and flee
unto the mountains of Hepsidam, where the lion
roareth and the whang-doodle mourneth for its firstborn.' My beloved breethering, the text says they
shall knaw a file-it don't say they may, but shalt.
There's more than one kind of file ; there's the hand
saw file, rat-tail file, single file', double file and profile,
but the kind of file spoken of here isn't one of them
kind neither, because it is a figure of speech, my deer
breethering, and means going it alone and gettin ukered; 'for they. shall knaw a file and flee unto the
mountains of Hepsidam where the lion roareth and
the whang-doodle mourneth for its first-born.'
''And my deer breethering there's more dams besides
Hepsidaru, there's Rotterdam, Haddam, Amsterd~m,
milldam and don't care a darn. The last of whrch,
my dear breethering is the worst of all, ' for they
shall knaw a file and flee unto the mountains of Hep'Sidam where the lion roareth and the whang-doodle
mourneth for its first-born.'
11
'Where the lion roareth and the whang-dooclle
ruourneth for its first born.' This point of the text
ruy breethering is another figure of speech and it isn't
to be taken as it says ; it doesn't mean the howlin
wilderness where John the hard-shell Baptist was fed
on locusts and wild asses but jt means my deer
breethering the city of New Orleans the mother of harlots and hard lots where corn is worth six bits a
bushel one day and nary red the next, where niggers
is thick as black bugs in a spilt bacon barn, and gumbiers, thieves and pick-pockets go skiting about the
streets, just like weasels in a barnyard, !Jut my dear
breethering, take care you don't find when Gabriel
playes his last trump, you've all went it allme and got
ukered, 'for they shall gnaw a file and flee unto the
mountains of Hepsidam where the lion rometh and
whang-doodle mourneth for its first-born.' There's
nothing like religion, my breetbering; its better nor
silver nor gold and jim-cratks and you can no more
git to heaven without it than a jay bird can fly without
a tail. Thank the Lord, l'ru an unedclicated mau, ruy
breethering, but I've sarched the scripturs from Da.u
to Beersheba, and found old Zion right side up, and
the hard-shell religion the best of all religions. Ancl it's
not like the Methodists who exiJ.ect to git ·into heaven
by hollering bell fire, nor the Universalists who gets
upon
the 'broad-gage' and goes the 'whole
hog,' nor the United Breethering who take each
other by the seats of thar trowsers and try to lift
themselves into heaven, nor the Catherlicks who buy
through tickets from thar Priests; but it may be
likened, my breethering, unto a muu who had to
cross a river and when he got there, the ferry-boat
was gone, and he just rolled up his breecllcs and
waded over. Hellelujah! 'for they shall gnaw a :tile
and flee unto the mountains of Hapsidam where the
lion roareth and the whang-doodle ruourneth for its
first bom.' Pass the hat, brother. Flint and let every
Hard-Shell shell out. Amen."
SciENCE desires not isolatio1!, but freely combines with
ev(ery effort toward the bettering of man's estate. The
lifting of the life is the essential point.-P.,·of, 1ilndall.
A FEW fearless scholars have embarked UDon the high
seas of scientific thought and research. Truth is tho
prize for which they seek. For its cake they are willing
to ftoat a flag which is always regarded as hostile by
those who choose to forever remain anchored in the harbors of tradition and suDerstition,-Haywood.
THE Concord clique of philosophers have been in Dast
years most bitterly denounced in orthodox circles, and
the Datr·!otic old town itself has been called "the hot-bed
of moral Dolson." But now the leader of that radical
coterie, the revered Em.erson, lectures acceptably before
the theolo~::ical students of Andover Seminary.
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E. W. PrKE. Pittsfield. Ill .. writes: My wife and mYself
were brought up strictly orthodox. but we have been
growing more and more skeptical for the last twenty-five
years. and to-day we would rather part with all other paP'"rs than be deprived of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Its utterances are none too radical for us. We endorse it. and
" W. D. BRISTER, New York Mills, N.Y., writes: I like heartily wish it success. We are comparative strangers
[g~~ ~~r~~~f{.e and more, and would hardly know how in this pla,oe; having been here but a few months. It is a
very religious town of some 2000 inhabitants. Four revival meetings have been held here this winter. and runJ. W. TuLLER. Lone Rock, Wis .." writes: For a number ning at the same time. Those who do not belong to the
of years I have be"n wishing for just such a paper as THE Church are very much afraid of Infidelity. I wi>~h to orTRUTH SEEKER. Long may it prosper.
der some books soon.
S.C. STRATTON, Leetonia. 0 .. writes: I notice letters in
B. M. W--. M.D., New Kingstoh, Pa .. writes· The reports of the New York Liberal Club are of the' greatest your paper from many parts of the country, but none
interest to me-in my estimation, the best feature of the from this point. I wish our friends to know how our
orthodox friends are progressing here. I will briefly
paper.
state what I have heard from the pulpits lately. First.
B. HoAG, New York Mills, ·N. Y., writes: I Ilke THE that God is as much glorified in the damnation of a sinTRUTH BEEKER and ardently hope you will be sustained ner as by the salvation of a saint. Second, that every inin the enterprise by the Free Thonght of the age. The dividual born into the world is a child of the Devil and
day ls at hand when it will be an honor to be called an In- an heir of hell; and without being born again cannot be
fidel.
saved. Third. that unbelievers and skeptics that do not.
will not. accept the humanity and divinity of Christ as
H. H. Janesville, Iowa, writeEY; I have been a reader of or
are fools. They misrepresent our belief. treat us
Your paper for a year, and I am very much pleased with God
coolly
and uncourteously; but. Brother Bennett. we will
it and the fearless stand you take in defense of truth and set them
a better example.
against religious bigotry. I shall do all I can to extend
its circulation. I heartily wish it a long and prosperous
PERRY N. ALLEN, Hastings Centre, N.Y .. Writes: I adlife.
mire your paper and hope to be a constant reader HO long
as you sh!!Il continue to print it. I like its manly, outMICHAEL KELLY, Falls City, Pa., writes; I am much spoken
and indeoendent manner together with its open
pleased that you are doing so well in the management of oages for
the hearing of those who ditl'er from yourself.
your paper. and hope ere long to see it a weekly. Lan- It fiils a want
long felt. and I know of no paper that angU!tffe is inadequate to express all the good wishes I feel swers this purpose
so well. Although I am a Spiritualist
for 1t. If I believed in prayer as our Christian friends co and believe in the continued
existence, and in this reI would pray th&t it might have a long life.
' spect ditl'er from yourself anrl some
of your contributors,
yet, as you said in one of your reoent articles with regard
J. G. GRAY, Orange, Ind .. writes: Allow me to say I am to us so say I. "I have a warm side" for all indepenmuch pleased with your paper and that I am much in dent Freethinkers and lovers of reform and improveyour way of thinking. In fact. I am becoming quite an ment. Wishing you the best of success and support, I
enthusiast in that direction. With great pleasure I hand will remain your friend and brother in the cause of
your papers around for others to read, and I have suc- truth seeking.
ceeded ln obtaining several subscribers. Long may the
L:Evi WooD, Galesburg, Mich., writes: I make you anlight shine I
other remittance. as I don't wish to be in the debtor column.
I cannot say as Mr. Snode did, that reading THE
J. D. L. MONTANGE, Wilson, Kansas, Writes; THE TRUTH
SEEKER is a very creditable naper and a good medium for TRUTH SEEKER has done me no good. Your on•l article
about
Noah
and his ark to my mind is worth a year's subthe dissemination of useful knowledge. I like it for its
scription. Neither can I agree with Mr. S. that Infidelity,
boldneRs in grappling with error and superstition. . .
so-called,
consigns
ali that is good in the human heart to
Go on in the noble cause you have enlisted. Tear up the
root of bigotry, cut down the seeds of ignorance, and perpetual annihihttion, or in other words, robs the human
heart
of
all
hope
of immortality beyond this life. J
sweep out of the way the enemies of physical and mental
know of many in this priest-ridden. creed-bound comfreedom.
munity, acknowledged to the best of our citiz"ns. w)lo are
J.D. HAGEMAN, Bushnell, III., writes: Put me down as a denominated Infidels, and yet they have an abiding faith
If Science's "dry light," at its meridian,
life subscriber for THE TRUTH BEEKER if it continues in of a life beyond this. Persevere, Bro. Bennett, I know
Finds men no more than automatic midges
the future as in the past, a bold champion of Free your paper is doing good.
Thought and Liberal sentiments. I have taken it from
In its cold ray, the history that bridges
BENJ. REESE, ST. CHARLES, KY., Writes; As my trial trip
its commencement and am well pleased with it, and wish
The space between us and the first asci dian
you an abundant success. I am a Materialist and was is over, and I find I cannot do without THE TRUTH SEEKER.!
enclose $1.75 for it one year. I have long thought
Were better blotted.
tmce a Methodist in good standing.
that a screw or two was loosA in the old "Salvation Ship,"
To aichetypal atoms was allotted
but
three
months' reading of THE TRUTH BEEKER has
SAMUEL KNoDLE. Mt. Morris, Ia .. writes; I cannot do
An easier fate than to the complex mass
without THE TRUTH SEEKER; and hope it may live and convinced me that all the screws are loose, and nothing
can
be
expected
but a general shipwreck some of these
grow strong and prove mighty in· pulling down the
Of" clever matter." which has dared to pass
strongholds of superstition and priestcraft. THE TRUTH days. THE '.rRUTH SEEKER through your perseverance
For man. but is. for all its prayers and panics,
SEEKER has now a well established mission. and if Free- cannot fail to release thousands from the fetters of their
A problem in molecular mechanics!
thinkers do not appreciate the great importance of sus- early edu(,1>tion. I wished to send you a list of subscribtaining their publication~ they are not as wide awake and ers. The only excuse is the hard times. Many of my
If Conscience be but chemic combination,
libe1·al with their money as our opponents. Vive la neighbors come promptly to hear what THE TRUTH
And Love a mere molecular affinity;
SEBimR has to saY. They had a hundred times over rathTRUTH
SEEKER.
What boots all Life's superfluous botheration
er hear what it had to say than the old Elder Harkins that
J. BuRGEsS, Zanesville, 0., writes: I am much pleased comes around here once in a while, spinning his orthoOf mad and painful dreams. that limn Divinity
with the valiant little TRUTH SEEKER. It is bold and fear- dox yarns.
On fool-projected limbos? Life's a swindle,
less in promulgating truth, and I think it is doil!g vast
MRs. C. A. SYME, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes: Please find
If taken a la TYNDALL.
good in exposing the superstitions of the day. 1:\ince I enclosed $4.00 for subscription for two copies of THE
received the copy of "The Heathens of the Heath," I '.rRuTH SEEKER. One my own for the present year, now
And, let who may in that demoniac war win
could hardly stop after <'ommencing it. I find it one of half expired, and the other for one copy which I wish you
("Survival of the fittest!")-yet, as groping
the best books I ever read to forward the cause of Liberal to distribute as specimen numbers. to any you may elect
Less anxiously, less fearing, striving, hoping,
thought, and to dispel the darkness which surrounds us as suitable persons, who would read so radical a paper,
by the dogmas of Christianity.
An ape was less a dupe than is a DARWIN.
and accept and promulgate the grand iden,s it advances.
Please do not send any chn,nge. for I consider that no triThat Atom must be a misguided dutl'er .
JoHN HEBERLING. Miles, Iowa. writes: I am so far much fling sum of money can repay you for the great good you
Who'd join a Co.; alone it could not sutl'er.
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER and hope I may contin- are doing the people by disseminating the splendid truths
Why should it long for partnerRhip and pain so?
ue to he favored with its perusal. It contains much val- aud profound principles which every number enunciates.
uable information suited to the times. I hope its Editor How deeply it is to be regretted that the qtate of public
I would I were a monad-I'd remain so;
will continue to bll the right man in the right place, as he opinion is so low t\lat your efforts are not better underAnd as for " nascent thrills" and ganglia, drat 'em I
has thus far shown himself. I recently handed a copy of stood, and mor~ h1ghly appl·ecmted. Please allow me to
They're things for which I should not care an atom I
the paper to one of our teacher with the request that he express in partwular my approval of your admirab earread it. He replied, he thought F:·eethinkers as a class ticles on Labor Reform, Social Science, Finance, and sev-Popula1· Science Monthly.
were very bigoted persons. I thought· him much mis- Aral masterly essays on the mutual relations of Materialtaken and that he had got the boot on the wrong foot.
ism and Soiritualism; the one being the body and the
other thA soul, or the life and the form of everything that
S. FosTER, Marysburg. Minn., writes: THE TrmTH exists. ThE'se should not be divided but ever united, as
SEEK!l:R is the best paper for its size in the wo:-ld; but they are entirely dependcmt upon each other-Matter upon
T.he Magic Urn.
there is no money here in the timber. We arf' not in the Spirit for ·vi.vification. and Spirit upon Matter for manifescity where may be seen a few dollars; but I would not do tation· and bolh onlY leave lower forms of manifestation
Hark! Whence come all these lovely strains
without the paper if it cost five dollars a year. :Iffy fami- for higher and more perfect ones. So that Materialism
ly, consisting of ten. all· esteem it highly. I am an Athe- nne\ Spirit~lalism sho':lld be indissol':lbly unit!'Jd. forming
Of music? Who can tell?
ist, and preachers f\t~p out of their way to get around me. Universahsm, 1ne!udmg all there 1s m t:he kmgdoms of
What silv'ry sounds do thrill my veins ll
They call me the" Wheel-horse of Infidelity" for their both Matter and 1!ind.
0, do not break the spell!
part. l have re~td THE TRUTH SEEKER with great benefit.
I am not in thiR respect like 1fr. Snode. I would not, by
JoHNKEAY. North Lawrence, 0., writes: I consider THE
Is what the people used to call
the by, be whipped as you whipped him for twenty-five TRUTH SEEKER a power for good; it must live and condollars.
·
"High Heavens" wherein dwell
tinue its formidable attucks upon the strongholds of bigotry, hypoc~isy a_nd ~uperst.ition. I all! pleased with
All Gmces,-Beauties,-Goodnesl!!,-all 'I
UNCLE ToM. H. DoDCJE, Oxford, 0., writes: DEAR the manner m whwJ:l It .has u;npr~ved smce ~ hecame .a
Pray who of you can tell?
FRIEND BENNETT;
subscriber. The smentific, historw and anti-dogmatw
essays speak highly for their au(\wrs. Without.any dis~
With pen and ink, and paper, too,
Or is it where-some people tellgreemE'nt with Nlr. Pa.den-the biOgrapher of h1s Satanw
I
write
another
line
to
you,
Majesty-! must candidly say he did not llnish his history.
One" Satan" plays his game?
To let you know that I am well,
It
is useless for anY person to tell m!J ~here ,is no such J?eCan Music emanate from-well,
And in Long Street I still do dwell.
ing as the Devil. I have the most positive evidence of him
I'm overcome with shame '•
of my respectable neighbors, who related their experionce
*Go, gentle
*
*lines.* thy *
*
*
*
message bear,
at a revival met,ting I·ecently held h~re. Qne convert had
No, no, my Friends, not in the Sky
Go with the writer's fervent prayer,
proved the Devil to be a co~V!LI'd, wlncJ:l !'Jhcted t~e fol.JowHaste
thee
away
in
rapid
flight,
ing remarks from a dimumnve, parasitlC', ~anctimon1.ous,
Do Bliss and Glory dwell;
Swift as the beams of morning light.
theological
vendor of mansiOns and bnmstone:
Ah,
No Singing .Angels from on-high,
dear brother. the Df?vil is. too muc)I for any '?an. bu,~
Of Heaven's Kingdom tell.
CHARLES JoNES, Fairbury, Ill., Writes: I feel t,;rateful for when any man and h1s Savwr are umted the Devil flees.
the opportunity of supporting such an illustrtous paper Another brother. who, by the by,"befor!'l going to qhu~ch
Nor is it luring music, pjayed
as THE TRUTH SEEKER. I have been takiug three papers. the same evening had made an affidavit before a JUst we
By demon-hands below I
but there are none of them I look for so anxiously as I do charging a man with bribing him, saifl ('latan would not
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. l believe YOU speak the truth tlght n man face to fttee, but come snealong around and
No dreaded spectre ever swayed
when you say you wish to publish a fearless, outspoken he said "get behind me Satan," he fled (an open sesseme).
'.ro terrify us-no I
sheet, exposing the errors. superstitions and fallacies of 1.'he'other said the Devil had. taken the coat off his back
the past and the present. You have accomplished your (a close euco •mter truly) .. Smce I heard t_he above nuThe charming melodies you hear,
aim, rather remarkably so far, and so long as you pre- thentic testimony of tho existence !Jf tho Ku1g of. Hell I
Are sung and played by Man;
serve the same course you will find me one of your most do not entertain a doubt as to lus personal extstence.
ardent supporters; and I will induce as many of my Lib- But as the three meu alluded to are older men than myThey show his joy, when Fortune's near,
eral acqutJ.intances to subscribe for your paper as possi- self and have conquered without a scar to bear record of
His woe when under ban.
ble. My recompense will consist in your exposing the the conflict. I feel no terror and believe I shall also preabominable practices of Churches, ancient and modern. vail. Quantum suf.
Behold! From yonder Magic Urn
in the future as you have in the past. The people are in
Do Love and Music start!need of this kind of knowledge, and for some fearless
man
to teach them the absurdity of the old systems of reTHE VALCOUR FREE LoVE CoMMUNITY had but a brief
'i'hey emanate from, and return
ligion, and I feel that the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER
·
•b k
" 'th
thi
b t
Into the Human Heart.
is able and willing, and I hope sympathizing friends will ex1stence, and recently ' ro e up Wl
any ng u
not withhold their needed support.
• Love and good will.
New York, Nov. 1st, 1874,
S. EDINGER.

.Address to

BY AN UNCOMFORTA.:BLY CONSCIOUS AUTOMATON.
Mysterious particle,
Intangible and most indefinite article,
Which even Science cannot fix or focus;
Are you indeed of all this hocus-pocus,
Mischristened Cosmos, protoplast? If so,
'Tis pity that the happy status quo
Of universal dumb inertia ever
Was broken up by vortices or voices.
'Twere surely better far that space had never
Re-echoed to objectionable noises,
Or witnessed all this pother,
Of biologic bustle, whose chief law seems Bother!
Why could not you,
And all your fellow-motes, far, far too prankful,
In the embraces of the boundless blue
Rest and be thankful ?
A plague on all your forces and affinities I
A mob of monads, to my notion,
Surpasses one of demons or divinities
Only while idle. With the earliest motion
Began the immitigable mischief. Why
Must you in chaos cut those primal capers,
Which were the " promise and the potency
O f - all the woes that fill our morning papers?
'Tis surely a reflection most unpleasant
To think that all the plagues that haunt the present,
Spring from that moment in the hidden past,
When the first molecule, weary at last
Of immemorial motionlessness, stirring,
·Jostled his. neighbor atom. What a whirring
Went through astounded space!
Thought pictures a grim grin upon the face
Of him, the Prince of Evil;
Only then. of course, there was no devil.
At least of the New Creed that's one prime article;
Though I have little doubt
He was incipient in that self-same particle,
When fidgets caused the first great stirabout.

Jlriendlu f!Iorrespondence.

---------
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OF

STANDARD AND POPULAR RADICAL
AND SPIRITUALISTIC BOOKS.
FOR SALE BY D. J\f. BENNETT, Editor
• TRUTH SEEKER." 335 B'DWAY. NEW YORK.
)!G!f" All. orders, with the price of books
issirod, and the additional amount mentioned for postage, will meet with prompt
tttention. Postage is free where no postage
is mentioned.
-\.ncient Symbol Worship .......... $2.00 15
A.ntiquity of Man, by Lyell......... 3.00 20
<\.utobiography of J. s. Mill ........ 2.50 20
~ncient Faiths, bv Inman .......... 27.00
>\lice Vale, by Lois Waisbrookor .. 1.25 16
A.merican Crisis, by Warren Chase .25 4
Answers. !o Questions, Pr!!-ctical
and Sp 1ntual, by A. J. Dav1s.... 1.50 20
Apochryphal New Testament...... 1.25 14
A Peep into Sacred Tradition, by
Orrin Abbot........................ .50
Age of Reason by Thomas Paine
Cloth ........ .'..................... : .50 8

A!f,~~~f~~~.~~.'. ~~ .~.~~.~~.~~~~:~.'

.25
Arcana of Nature, by Hudson Tnttie. Vols. I and II.: ............... 1.25
A B C of Life, by A. B. Child....... .25
Arabula; or, The Divine Guest, by
A. J. Davis ......................... 1.50
Approaching Crisis, by A. J. Davis 1.00
A{Jostles (translated from tile
l<'reneh). by Renan ..... , .... .. . .. . 1.75
Astronomy and Worship of the Ancients, by G. Vale.................. .20
A Stellar Key to tile Summer Land,
by A. J. Davis. Paper Covers.... .so
Astro-TheologicalLectures,byRev
Robert Taylor..................... 2.00
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for chi!dren, by H. C. Wright." Small
Edition............................. .60
Larg__e Edition....................... 1.50
An Eye-opener, by Zepa. Paper
Covers............................. .50
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish. 1.50
Blakeman's 200 Riddles.............
.20
Bible in India....................... 2.00
Beliefs of the Unbelievers, by
Frothingham...................... .20
Be~r Views of Living, by A. B.
Ch 1Jd ............................ ; .. 1.00
Brotherhood of Man, and what
Follows from It.................... .25
Book on the Microscope... :-........ .75
Book of Religions, by J. Hayward. 2.00
Bible Chronology, by M. B. Craven .10
Bailey's Festus...................... 1.25
Buechner's Man. English Edition 4.00
Boccaccio's Decameron...... .... . . 1.50
Bradlaugh's Is there a God?....... .05
Buddhist Nihilism, by Max 1\lnller .10
Buechner's Materialism............ .25
By-and-By, by E. 1\faitland......... 1.75
Buechner's Force and Matter ...... 3.00
Bastian's Modes of Origin.......... 1.25
Beginnings of Life, by J3astian.... 5.00
Buckle's History of Civilization... 6.00
Birds and Reptiles by Figuior.... ·!.00
Bodyand·Mind,bvlviaudsley ...... 2.00
Babbitt's Health Guide.............. 1.00
Burroughs' Notes on WaJtWhitman 1.00
Correlation of Forces, by Youmans 2.00
Cooper on tile Soul................. .90
Clodd's Childhood of the World.... .50
Cranial Affinities of Man and the
Ape, by Professor R. Vir how, of
Berlin.............................. .25
Comte's Phi!OSOJ!hyoftheSciimces 2.00
Confucius and Chinese Classics... 2.00
Confucius' Life and Teachings, by
L.ed>g~ eB.. • . k... .f.. R
...e. .,.g. , . n.....b·y"F"r'o"- 4.00
11 10
00
0
thingham............... ... . . .... . . 1.00
Confessions of an Inquirer, by J.
J. Jarves. Very interesting ...... 1.50
Curious Myths of the Middle Ages.
by S. B. Gould.................... : 2.50
Clergy a Source of Danger, by
Jamison ........................... 1.75
Christianity before Christ, by M.B.
Craven............................. .25
Critical History of the Doctrine of
a Future Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger........... 3.50
Contrast;,_ Evangelism andSpiritualism uompared. by Moses Hull. 1.50
CJriticism on tile Apostle Paul, in
Defence of Woman's Rights, etc.,
by M. B. Craven................... .25
Conjugal Sins against the Laws of
Life and Health, by A. K. Gardner, A.M., M.D..................... 1.50
Comrtitution of 1\<Ian, by Georgo
Combe......................... .. .. . 1. 75
Common-sense Thoughts on the
Bible, by Wm. Denton............
.10
Common Sense, by Thomas Paine .20
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson
. Tuttle..............................
Christ and tile People, by A. B.
Child, M.D......................... 1.oo
Christianity and Materialism Contrasted, by B. F. Underwood.....
15
christian Amendment. by Abbot... ·.10
Chri s.tianSityno ¥inatlity ; o,r.t~pi~·tit- .15
1
ua11sm upor!Or o C.1rrs
Ialli Y,
.05
C l?('Ym .Denton .... "j ...... "i(I'.. .10
rr IC!Sm on the 1'heo ogica,l ea
of Deity, by B. 1\1. Craven........ 1.00
Chapters from the Bible of the
A,.es,
by G. B. Ste.bbins,
"'
d Detroit, .•o
M ICh., 400 Dages, t1!lte paper .. ·· 1."
Christian
Pronagandism, by Abbot 10
Claims of Spiritualism, embracing
th E
·
f
I
t'
e bxperMrend~e o Man nves rgato r. Y a e rca 1 an............ .25
Compulsory Education, by Abbot.
.5
Christianity. by S. B. Gould........ 2.00
Dictionary(Webster'sunabridged) 12.00
Pocket. flexible cover .. 1.00
Descent. of Man, by Darwin, 2 vols.
($2 per vo].)...... .... .. .... .. .... .. 4.00
Descent and Darwinism. Oscar
Schmitt............................ 1.50
Devil's Pul~it. by Robert Taylor, 2.00
Deluge, by Ym. lJonton...... .... .. .10
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Dawn,aNovelof intense interest. 1.75
Death and the After-life, by A. J.
75
D~~t~~·Je'i.ai:i(i,\iy.tiieii'ou:·it::D. '
DrO.w;B,eanrt'o:l.'s"n"e'w" ·b·o"o'l~·.·t·ll·e"
.R..r·'s'r,'rr·~
•
.• 2.00
Faith ............................... 2.00
Eating For Strength................ 1.00
Essay on Man, by Pope, cloth,
gilt................................. 1.00
Early Social Life of Man........... .25
Errors of the Bib!~~ demonstrated
by the Truths of 1~ature. by Heriry C. Wright, paper............... .25
En(5lish Life o.f Jesu~ by Scott.... 2.00
Emgmas of Lrfe, by u-regg........ 2.00
Exeter :ijall, a Theological Romance, paper..................... .60
Empire of the Mother over tile
Character and Destiny of tile
Race, by H. C. Wright............ .50
ElectivfJ Affinities, by Goethe...... 1.25
Electrical PsYchology. by Dodds.. 1.50
Epidemic Delusions. Dr. Marvin. .25
Fear of the Living God, by l!'rothIngham .. ,.......................... .05
Footfalls on the Boundary of An-

Z\~~~ ..::~:.'~·...~:.. ~~~~~: ..~~~~

Free Thoughts concerning Religion; or :Nature us. Theology, by
A. J. Davis, paper.................
Faithful Guardran, an Inspira16
a! Story~by J .. Wm~ Van Namee.
14 Fountain, oy A. J. Davis...........
Fugitive Wife, by Warren Chase..
20 God in tile Constitution, by Bradford................................
4 Good Sense, by Baron D'Holbach.
Gates war, by Miss E. S. Phelps..
8 Gates'\ ide Open, by Geo. W.,pod...
Gist of Spiritualism. by '\varren
26
Chase .................. :.. .. .. .. .. .
Gospel of Good and Evil, by Silver ..·..... .... .. ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
12 Great Harmonia, by A. J. Davis, 5
16
vols.;viz.. Vol. I.. The Physician;
Vol. II., The Teacher; vol. III.,
8
The Seer; Vol. IV .. The Reformer
1u
Vol. V., The Thinker, each.......
God Idea in History, by Hudson
20
Tuttle..............................
Gibbon's History of Rome, 6 vols.,
4
sheep ..............................
Geology of the Stars, by Winchell
12 Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal
I Love, by A. J. Davis. 142 PlJ.....
Gregl''" Creed of Christendom . . . .
5 Harbmger of Health, by Andrew
15
J. Davis............................
2 Harmonia! Man; or Thoughts for
the Age............................
20 History and Philosophy of Evil,
15
paper..............................
Hayward's Book of all Religions.
Helen Harlow's Vow, by Lois
Waisbrooker .....................".
15 How to Bathe, by E. P. Miller, M.
20
D., paper..........................
15 Hedged in, by Elizabeth Stuart
25
Phelps.............................
40 History of the Intellectual Devel25
opment of Europe, by J. W. Dra20
per,l\LD .. LL.D ...................
10 History of the Conflict between
Science and Religion. Draper..
20 HumanPhysiology.1.Statistical and
10
Dynamical; ev The Conditions
5
and Course of .uife of Man, by J.
W. Draper, M.D., LL.D .. 650 pp.,
cloth .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .
3 Hobbes' Works. 16 Vols .. Royal
15
8vo ..... : ...........................
15 History of European Morals, by
Lecky .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
15 History of Rationalism in Europe,
by Lecky...... .... .. .... .. ... .. . .. .
10 Higher Law, by Maitland..........
Hegel's Philosop.hy of History....
15 Half-hourswithModernScientists,
cloth, 12mo., reduced to ..........
20 History of American Socialism, by
J. H. Noyes .................. :.....
15 Historic Americans, by Parker ....
His Marriage Vow, by Mrs. Cor4
bin.................................
Injurious Influences of Schools...
Influence of Christianity on Civil40
ization by B. F. Underwood......
Is Romanism Real Christianity?
16
Two Essays, by Francis W. Newman and F. E. Abbot.............
Is the Bible Divine? by S. J. Phin4
ney, paper.........................
Is there .a Devil? 'l'he argument
pro anucon........................
16 Incidents in my Life, first series,
by Cooper ... ; .....................
16 Is it the Despair of Science? by
W. D. Gunning...................
4 Impressible Conflict and the Unity
4
of God, by Emma Hardinge and
T. G. Forster......................
Ingersoll's Gods and other leetures, neatly bound...............
24 Is Spiritualism True? by William
Denton.............................
Records of Genesis
4 Irreconcilable
and Genealogy, by Wm. Denton,
paper
4 InclaentS"of'
~
Home..............................
.run ius Unmasked; or Thomas
Paine the author of the Letters
16
ot Junius and the Declaration of
I de
de c
n pen n e ................ ·....
JehovahUnveiled;or,tlleCharac24
ter of the Jew1'sh Deity Delr'ne2
ated .... · · · ... · · · .. · · · · ... · ·........
Joan of Arc a biogra h~
Kant's Crr'tl·q'ue of Purpe >'e'as"o"n""
4
·•
.. ·
2 IpngtoDapvid.tf!nd 11Sis.Timesb.........
1,ey
o 11 rca1 crence, y John
ex
Senff ...............................
20 Keran, with explanatory note~ by
George Sale, 8vo., 670 pp. Jjest
48
edition yet published.............
Law of J\'Iarriage. by C. L. James.
15 Looking Beyond, by Barrett.....
20 Life Line"of the Lone One, by
4
Warren Chase.....................
16
4

1. 75
.50
1.50
1.00
.35
.10
1.00
1.50
1.50
.50
1.50

1.50
1.25
10.00
.15
.50
2.50
1.50
.50
.50
1.75
1.50
.30
1.50
5.00
1. 75

5.00
25.00
6.00
4.00
1.75
2.00
1.00
3.00
1.50
1.50
.25
.25
.10
.35
.25
1.00
.15
.25
2.00
.15

Life:. secciil'd."series: .·25
1 50

1. 50
;35
1 oo
2··00
1.50
1.25
2.75
.25
.75
1.00

24 Life of Thomas Paine with critical and explanatory observations

12

15
8

4

L&~ ~~ J~~~!:~;·:&ln~n~~~~::::::: ~:~g ~g
8

Love
and its nidden History, by P.
B. Randolph.......................
Legalized .Prostitution, or Marriage as it Is and as it should Be,
by C. S. Woodruty~ M.D...... . . . . .
Letters to Elder 1uiles Grant, by
Moses Hull........................
Living Present-Dead Past, by H.
C. Wright..........................
Les l\Iiserables, by Victor Hugo ...
Library of Mesmerism, by Wells..
Love, from Michelet...... .... .. .. ..
Life of Fourier~by Shaw ...........
Life of Parker, oy Weiss, 2 Vols...
Lessons for Children about Themselves, by A. E. Newton, cloth....
Lectures on the Bible, by Voysey..
Modern Thinker, Nos. 1 and 2,
each................................
Mental Medicineiby Evans........
Ministry of Ango s Healized, by A.
E. Newton.........................
Manual for Children (for Lyce-

1.50 16
1.00 16
.25

4

Radical Rronlems, b_r Bartol .......
Strauss' Tile Old ]aith and the
New, preceeded by the author's
Pre,fatory Postscript. 12mo. . . . . .
Songs of the Sun-lands, by Miller..
Sl!Qernatural, H!§tory of the. by
Wm. Howitt. 2 Vols...............
Spirit Works; Real, but not Miraculous, b¥ Allen Putnam..........
Soul Afflmty, by A. B. Child........
Satan, Biography of, by A. IL
Graves ....... ; .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Sermon from Shakespeare's Text,
by Denton..........................

·2.0o 15
2.00 20
1.50 10

a.oo 40
.35
.20

6
4

.60 6
8
.10 4
20
25
15 s~~ri>~v~~~f~lt ~~. ~:~.~~~~·. ~:' .~: .6o 2o
15 Sunday not the Sabtlath............ .25 4
10
30 Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail,
M.D ............................ : ... 2.00
Self-Abnegationists; or, The True
.50
King and Queen........ .. .. .. . . . .50
8
.10
Soul of Things. by Elizabeth and
16
Wm. Denton....................... 1.50 15
16
1.00
1.25 14 Social Evils. by Mrs. M. M. King.. .25
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabolism, by Mrs. King............ . . . . . .25
2
.20 4
Spiritual Delusions, by D. D. Lum 1.50
70 1 Strauss' Life of Jesus. Very raro. 12.00
24
r •
fo Science of Thought, by Prof. C. C.
Everett ......................... ; .. . 2.00
Lizzie Doten...................... 1.50 20
Secret History of the French
1\Iediumshipbits Laws and CandiCourt............................... 1.25 10
4
tions, with rief instructions for
Sartor Rosartus, by Carlyle........ .75
tile formation of Spirit Circles,
16
by J. H. Powell................... .25 2 Songs of Life, by l::l. W. Tucker.... .20 4
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody.... 1.75 20
12 Moravia1 Eleven Days at, by T. H.
Spirit Manifestations, by Rymer.. .10 4
8
Hazara............................. .10
Syntagma. Taylor.................. 1.00 12
Marned Wo-man; Biographies of
2
Good Wives, by L. Maria Child.. 1.25 16 System of Nttture; D'Holbach..... 2.00 48
Startling
Ghost Stories, from auModern American Spiritualism,
thentic sources.................... .50 8
11i
1848--1868, by Emma Hardinge.... 2.75 32
Self-Contradictions of the Bible... .25 4
20 MMoytral PhydsiMology, by R. D. Owen.. .65
Sefena; or The Mental Com;tituhs an
ytll-makers, by John
tion, by Merton...... . .. . . . . .. . . . . . 1.00
8
Fiske............................... 2.00 20
Mystery of Matter. by Picton .... ;. 3.1'0 25 Science of Knowledge by Fichte.. 2.0Q 15
Science of Rights, by Fichte....... 2.00 15
20 ~orning Lectures (twenty discourses), by A. J. Davis.......... 1.50 18 Strange Discoveries respecting the
Aurora and recent Solar Re:Mediums and Mediumship, by T.
searches, by Richard A. Proctor.
R.Hazard .................·......... .10 2
F.R.A.S..... ..... .......... ......... .25 3
Mental Cure....................... 1.50 1B
Spectrum Analysis Exnlained, . . . . .25 3
1~ I Martyrdom of Man. by Reade..... 3.00
Spectrum Analysis Discoveries, .25 3
Man in tile Past, Present, and FuSymbolism · Ancient Pagan and
1i
ture. by Dr. L. Buechner, elegant
1\<Iodern Christian. exposed and
English Edition .. . .. .... .. .. .. .. . 4.00 20
explained, 16 plates,172 cuts...... 3.00 30
ex Mil5culine Cr<Jss. or Sex Worship,
Safest Creetl and other Subiects,by
rllustrated, paper, 50c.:.lplotil...... 1.00
0. B. Frothingham, ............. .'. 1.50 20
New Physiognomy, by wells, gilt.. 5.00 25
Startling Disclosures in Spiritual5 Nebulro, Meteoric Showers and
ism, by N. B. Wolfe................ 1.50 20
15
Comets .................. ;... . . . . . . . .25 2
Tile Truth about Love............ 1.50
Nature's Laws in Human Life; an
20
Exposition of Spiritualism...... 1.50 20 The Past and Future of our Planet
by Wm. Denton............... .. . 1.50 15
New'.restament M1rac1es and Mods ern Miracles ................ ;...... .60 s Transformations of Insects, by P
H. Duncan. F. R' S., elegant, il
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A,
6
J. Davis............................ 3.50 48 · . lustrated, Extra gilded.......... 7.50
24 Ni~ht Side of Nature, by Crowe... 1.25 20 The Sun, by Guillemin, illustrated .................................. 1.50
On ental Religions, by Johnson... 5.00
Treatise on the Intellectual, Moral
20 Origin and Development of Heligand Social Man, a valuable work,
ious Belief. Heathenism and
by H. Powell....................... 1.25 14
Mosaism. by S. B. Gould ......... 2.00
Tale
of a Physican, by A. J. Davis,
Old Theology '.rurned Upside
paper .......................... :... .75 10
16
Down, by T. B.1'aylor, A.lli., paThe
Heathens of the Heath; a
per................................. .75 10
Thrilling, Radical Romance, by
On the Vision of Heaven, by Prof.
Wm. McDonnell, Esq., author of
60
Newman ............................ 10 4,
"Exeter Hall," &c. 500 pages.
Orthodoxy :False since Spiritual12mo. Paper covers, $1; in cloth,
15
ism is True. by Wm. Denton.... .10 4
neatly bound...................... 1.50
Origin of Species, by Darwin ...... 2.00 24
The Essence of Religion, by FeuOrigin of Crvilization and Primierbach ................ ........ ..... .50 G
tive Condition of li'Ian, by Sir J.
Lubbock ............................ 3.00 34 Th.e Jlelation of Witchcraft to ReligiOn ............................ .. .15
60 One Religion, Many Creeds, by
Winans ............................ 1.50 32 The Essence of Christianity ...... . 3.00 20
Papa's Own Girl. Marie Howland,. 1.75 26 The Patriarchs, by Frothingham .. 1.00
The Parables, by Frothingham .... 1.00
Pilgrim and Shrine, by Maitland.. 1.50
Thoughts of the Emperor Marcus
40 Paine's Political Works, 2 Vols., of
5
00
1
00
Aurelius........................... 1.00 10
about 500 pages each.............. . .
30 Philosophical Dictionary by VolTyndall's Fragments of Science.. 2.00 15
15
taire ................................. 5.00 60 Tyndall' Light and Electricity..... 1.25 15
15 Porsons and Events, by A. J. DaTyndall's Great Inaugural Speech .25 2
vis .............................. ·.... 1.50 18 Tyndall's Forms of Water ......... 1.50 15
15 Planchett-the Despair of Science,
Tyndall's Heat as a Mode of Moby Epes Sargent.................. 1.25 16
tion .............................. .. 2.00 15
20 Ponetralia, by A. J. Dnvis . .. .. .. .. 1.75 24 Tyndall On Sound ................ .. 2.00 15
15 Philosophy of .Spiritual InterTyndall On Radiation ............ .. .50 6
course,)ly A. J. Davis, paper.... .60 8 Tyndall's Six Lectures on Light .. 1.00 10
15 Positive J:Timer, being a series of
Tho Safest Croed, and twelve other
discourses, by 0. B. Frothingham 1.50
familiar conversations on tho
Religion of Humanity. ReducTho God of Science, by Abbot..... .10
ed price............................ .75 10 .The Present Heaven, by FrothingI Plato's Phrodo on Immortality ..... 1.25 14 ham................................ .05 2
Plato's Divine and Moral Works.. 2.00 15 The Sabbath, by Parker Pillsbury .10 2
Plutarch's Moral's, 5 Vnls ......... 15.00
Truths for the Times, by Abbot.... .10 2
Prossimos's Religious Experience,
The Inner Mystery,an inspiration4
by R. D. Owen..................... .05
al Poem by Lizzie Doten.... .. .. . .20 ·!
Poems from the Inner Life, by
The Voices, by Warren Sumner
4
Lizzie Doten....................... 1.50 20
Barlow ............................. 1.25 20
Philosophy of Creation, by Thos.
Theological and Miscellaneous
1G
Pain.e, through Horace Wood,
Writings of Thomas Paine...... 2.50 24
medmm.ppaper................... .35 8 Thomas Paine's.Pilgrimage to tho
4 Poems of rogress, by Lizzie DoSpirit World....................... .75 12
ten .... .. .... .... .. .... .. ...... .. .. . 1.50 20 Tobacco and its Effects, by H GibParturition without Pain, by M.
bons, M.D.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .20 1
4
L. Holbrook, M.D................. 1.00
'l'he Temple: or, Diseases of the
Pentateuch-Abstract of Colenso.. .25 4.
Brain and Nerves, by A. J.Davis.
~o Progress of
Religious Ideas
1.00 lll
through Successive Ages, by L.
Tg~~~~~0:v,;orneatii:i;~·:Fiii1ie·r:: 1.75 l!
4
Maria Child, 3 Vols............... 6.75 72 Three Plans of Salvation ........ .. .10 '4
The Hereafter, by Hull. Paper .. .. .55 8
Physical Man. his Origin and Antiquity, by H1tdson Tuttle........ 1.50 20 Testament New, shown in its true
light, by J.P. WhipQle............ .50
8 Plain Home Talk andl\iedical Com.
mon Sense, by E. B. Foot. M.D
Universology Basic Outline of, by
1000 pp., 200 Illustrations. Price,
15
Stephen Pearl Andrews........... 5.00 GO
with a line chromo.............. 3.25
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C.
Question of Hell, by a Puritan..... 1.00
Wright. Paper................... .30 s
ltadical Discourses, by Denton.... 1.50 16 Unconscious Action of the Brain, .25
Ravalette'vand tho Hosicrucian's
6
Unity
of Natural Phenomena, by
1
story,2 osinonebyPBRan1
Saigey . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1.50
do!p>Ji .. .. .. ..
· .... .. ..' .. .. ..
· ..· .. .. .. 1·50 16 Voices of Prayer. by Barlow....... .25 ·1
Vestiges of Creation ............... : .75 16
8 Radical Rhymes, by William Den1o
ton ................................ · 1.25 12 Volney's Researches in Ancient
" Rabelai's Works, 2 Vols.... ........ 3.00
History. Very rare.............. 1.50
Religion of Humanity, by FrothVolney's Ruins ...................... 1.00 12
20
ingham ............................ 1.GU
Vivid Truths, by A. B. Church.... .50
4
Religion of Inhumanity, by HarriAll books not mentioned in this list
son................................. .20
Religious Ideas and Beliefs, origin
to be had in this city will be B1lnt postpaid,
40
and development of, by Morris .
ttt the Publishers' prices. Address,
26
1
50
4
Einstein ......................... .
12 Religious Demands of the Age, by
D. M. BENNETT,
MissFrancesPowerCobb. 1~mo.,
2
paper.............................. .50 10
335 Broadway, N. Y.
8
15
15

M~r:t~Jin~£/a~d D~1h~r ~rJ~ies: by'

.50
2.50
4.00
1.50
1.50
6.0Q

THE TRUTH REEKER, APRIL l, 1875.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;
OR

A Code of Directions for A voiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.
EDITED Bi M. L. HOLBROOK, li'LD ., Editor of the Herald of Health.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Ti!ton's Golden Age.
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.-New York Mail.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
BY l\L L. · HOLBROOK, M.D.
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
slightest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many hu:ger works.- New York
Tribune.
. . l't
,z .
One of the best contributions t o recen t h ygtemc
1 erat lire.- B os. IJ at·zy ..-.c,m·ttser.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigotry.-Christian Reaistm·.
One man's mother and another man's wife send me wprd that these are the most
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E. B. B1·anson . .
I am delighted wtth it.-If. D. Bakm·, JJI,D., of ltfichiuan State Board. of Health.

Sent by Mail :for $1.

Lady .A,gents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

.

Ill

Sociology.

BY R. T, TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD!

Scottish Western Loan Co.,

15

Miliinery and Dress Goods.

Fine French Silk, per yard,
,50 to 2 oo
Toquay Silk,
.60 to 1 oo
.
.40 to 1 oo
G. L. HENDERSON & CO., Turquois Silk,
Fancy Satin and Silk, (remnants)
1 oo
Cotton and Silk. (mixed)
.50
White English Crape,
.50 to 1 50
Ribbons,
.30 to 40
Le Roy,. Minnesota,
Gross Grain Sash Ribbons,
·.20 to 40
Velvet, any color,
.20 to. 40
Net,~ wide,
.5o
GEN'L SUPPLY AGENCY, Bridal
Bonnet Frame Lace, per dozen, .80 to 3 oo
,90 to 1 40
BRANCH OFFICE, 335 Broadway, N. Y. Kid Gloves, per pair,
Ostrich Feathers, each,
1.00 to 4 oo
B:. B. BRoWN Sec'y.
Jlfiss Nellie Henderson-will give her personal attention to the ll'Iillinery Department, and will fill all orders for articles of
MONEY INVESTED whatever kind, not mentioned above, at as
low a price as can be bought of any one or
any-where,
IN FIRST MORTGAGES

Bankers,

On Improved Fa1·ms in Minnesota and Iowa,
Running 3 t9 5 years_. with Coupon I~tE\rest
Notes, drawmg 9 per cen\. annuf!>lly In adyance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually.
m advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paid annually at
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchan@ Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
and security _guaranteed in every loan
mrtde by us, We pay9 per cent. until monev is inYested.
'The Agency will purchase and forward
goods in any quantity to any part of the
United States, and transact any business
whate'Ver for parties living at a distance,
thereby SAVINO to the purchasers from

20 TO 50 PER CENT.
The Agency is also prepared to transact any business that may be entrusted to
them, such as effecting Insurance on Lif<1
and Property, renting prDperty and collecting rents, searching records and examaming titles, procuring legal advice, negotiating the sale or exchange of real estate.
investing money for capitalists, obtaining
desired information, and imparting advice
other thau legal; in short, we will undertake the execution of any legitimate business which persons in the countr:ymay require to have done in New York City.
SPECIAL ATTENTION .GIVEN TO

LIFE INSURANCE
On the most SAFE and reliable plan.

ORDERS FOR GROCERIES
Of not less than 5 lbs.
Will be promptly filled at wholesale prices,
adding 5 per ct. on sums over $20 and 10 per
ct on sums less than $20
·
- ·
c 0 F FEE
·
Green,
No.1, 35 cts., No.2, so cts.
Itoasted,
No.1, 37 cts., No. 2, 33 cts.
TEAS.
Oolong,
Japan.
Young Hyson,
Imperial,
'l'waKay,
Eng. Breakfast,

;g

~g ~g cqp.ts per;,Pound.
35 to 1.15
"
4oto oo"
25 to 40
40 to oo "

ORDERS FOR

HATS, CAPS and FURS.
Wool Hats
Fur Hats
Silk Hats
Cloth Caps

Furs

j?'Din

from .45 to 6o cts. apiece.
'·
.80 to $4.oo
"
•· $2.oo to $8.09
"
.75 to $1.50
"

$2. 50 to $60. 00 per Set.

BOOTS~ SHOES.
Boots, Calf, (pegged)
$2.75 to $6.00 per pr.
"
" (sewed)
2.00 to 7.oo "
" coarse, (pegged) 2.25 to 4.50
Shoes,
1.00 to 5.oo

PRICE LIST OF CLOTHING.

The great intel'est now being felt in all subjects relating to Ruman Development,
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This worlc contains the latest and most important discoveries in 'the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexoo; Explains the Origin of-Human Life; How and when ll'Ienstt-uation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by whi.ch the number
and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
read py every family. It contains eig-hty fine engravings: Agents wanted.

S Y N 0 P S IS
The Origin of Life.
'!'he Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
Pal'turitio n.
The Law of Sex.
Tile Theory of Population.
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
Monstrosities.
Tcmperament!1l Adaptation.
The Conjugal Relation.
Courtship.
Oliloosing a Husband.
Marrying !1nd Giving in Marriage,

0 F

C 0 N T E N T S.
Sexual Generation.
Impre~rnatio n.
Embryo l.ogy.
Lactation.
·
Regulation of the number of
Offspring.
Tho Law of Sexual Intercourse.
Beautiful Children.
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
l\Iiscegena.tion.
Union for Life.
Choosing a Wife.
Woman's Superiority.
The Marriageable Age.
Old Age.

N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
kind ever puLlished, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
lJuoks, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
'l'his work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is conshtntly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the pross. Price, by mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNE:TT,
335 :Broadway, New York.

Families and neighbors by ordering not
less than ;f dozen can obtain "bottom"
prices,
while cost of freight will be correGrey Union Sack Overcoats, $5 50 to $6 5o spondingly
reduced.
8 oo to 10 oo
Black Wool Sack Overcoats,
9ootouoo
Blue Chinchilla ditto,
ll'Iixed Fur Beaver Overcoat, 14 oo to 16 oo
Grey Reefing Jaclwts,
3 50 to 4 7r>
Black All Wool Sack Coats,
8 oo to 9 50
Black Cloth Frock Coats,
650tOS50
Given to purchasing
8 50 to 15 50
B'ack All Wool ditto
Black Union Cloth 'Vests
2ooto 250
Black All Wool ditto,
2 5o to 4 oo
Union Cassimere Sack Coats, 4 oo to 5 50
eooto8oo
All Wool ditto.
All Wool Cassimere Suits,
13 oo to 17 oo
and Musical Instruments.
Cassimere Pants and Vest,
7 oo to 9 oo

SPECIAL ATTENTION

Sewing· Machines, Jewelrv

Spring and Summer Clothin'g.
Cottonade Suits cut in Sacks
and Walking Coats, from
65otosoo
wool. Fancy
Cassimere Suits cut in
10 50 to 20 oo
sacks and walking coats,
CottonM\e Pants lined and
1 50 to 2 50
unlined,
.
Light Weight fancy Cassi2 5o to 7 50
mere Pants,
Light Weight fancy Cassi4 oo to 8 00
mere Pants and Vests,
Spring Overco.ats in Cassi900t02000
L~gie~orsted Coats and
7 ~o to 20 oo
Vests, all designs.
6 ooto 16 oo
Black cloth Frock Coats,
4 50 to 6 50
Claek cloth Sack Coats,
Union and all wool mack2 5o to o 00
Doeskin Pants,
Union and all wcol Bl!1ck
2 oo to 5 00
Cloth Vests,
1 oo to 2 00
Linen Sack Coats,
1 oo to 2 00
Linen Pants,
1 oo to 2 00
Linen Vests,
White Duck and Marseiles
2 oo to 5 00
Vests, all designs,
2 oo to 5 00
Alpacca Sack Coats.
400 to 7 50
Blue Flannel S!1Ck Coats,
Heavy Satinct Suits, various
7 oo to 8 50
styles,
The above articles of clothing are all of
Superior Quality, good matol'ia[, and well
made, and are not surpassed by any in this
city.

Li~htWeight.all

We can furnish most of the older Sewing
ll'Iachines at 20 to 40 per cent. less th\tn reiail price.
We can send a superior two-thread hand
machine for $13.
·
Also a superior Shuttle Machine complete for $20.
W~

will also make selections for

Public and Private Libraries,
Or procure any' single book that may be
ordered.
We ean supply Agents with fast selling
and profitable Novelties and Notions and
ll'Ierchants with Job Lots from Auct-ion.
}IERCANTILE COLLECTIONS.

On collections less than $50, twenty
per cent.
On collections exceeding $50, ten per
JBi" Measurements for clothing should cent.
OBTAINING PATENTS.
include length of limbs, circumference of
body over chest and stomach.
From. $25 to $100.
Negotiating the Sale or Exchange of
Real Estate, from 2 to 5 per cent.
The commission for procuring Legal
C!1ssimeres, all colors, per yard, 75 to 2 oo
Black Doeskins,
1 oo to 2 oo Advice, and for investing Capital, will
Broadcloth (double width)
2 oo to 5 01 be fixed by correspondence.
Calicoes (by piece)
07 to 12
Confidential letters requiring labor
Ginghams "
10 to 10
Dress Goods "
25 to 30 and research, should include a fee adeAlpaccas
"
·
21 to 32 quate to the service required, but all
Brown Sheetin~.
8 to 16 letters of simple enquiry, enclosincr
Bleached Sheetmg-,
7 to
10
nrosiory (!1ll colors) per dozen. 1 25 to 1 00 stamp, will receive prompt attention. "

Dry Goods!

l
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DR. WM. HALL'S

"PooR things!" murmured Solomon
Burch of the State Journal . . '"Who?" inquired the deacon. ''Why, them bally girls
They're so fearful dissipated. They can't
YoUNG folks grow most when in love. It hold out very long. They say they get on
increases their sighs wonderfully.
tights every blessed night o' the week!"
THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
IT makes a great difference whether
TIVE REMEDY.
SAYS a wife to her husband, as the curglasses are used over or under the nose.
tain descends on the prostrate form of JuIt breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
ANYBODY can build a castle in tlie air, but liet: '"Ah, when we were married you vow- the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS,
and heals the lacerated and excoriit takes more than a genius to live in one. ed were I taken from you, you would kill
surfac(>s which the venom of the disyourself on my tomb, as Juliet did on ·ated
ease produces.
WHEN a cat sings, does she not do it on
Romeo's. You wouln'tdo so now." '"Only
pur-puss? She simply does it to a-mews kill yourself, my dear, only kill yourself,"
HALL'S BALSAM
herself.
replies the husband, ·• and see whether I
is also a Sure Remedy for
A YANKEE editor, in his financial article, would not keep my vow."
says,'" Money is close, but not close enough
COUGHS,.
to reach."
A YOUNG lady of Danbury, whose comCOLDS,
pany is much prized by an enterprising
FIRST IRATE FEMALE: '"I'd hate to be in
PNEUMONIA,
merchant, took charge of a class of little
your shoes!" Second ditto: "You couldn't
BRONCHITIS,
girls the other Sunday. After the lesson
get in them!"
ASTHMA,
she told the children that if they wished to
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
A YOUNG man has sued his ~barber for ask her any questions, she would answer
CROUP,
cutting off his moustache, The barber them. '"Will you answer true?" asked a
WHOOPING COUGH,
·says he didn't see it.
bright-eyed cherub. "Certainly," said the
And all other diseases of the respiratory
IN New York, if a young man cheats at teacher. '"Well, then," said the little one. organs.
hesitatingly," do-do you love Mr. B - ?"
croquet, the young ladies caress the flange
The teacher collapsed.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everYWhere.
of his ear with a mallet.
Price $1per bottle.
THE easiest and best way to expand the
A DETROIT gentleman, walking behind
chest is to have a good large heart in it. It two children the other day, heard the boy
saves the cost 0f gymnastics.
enquire, '"Will you be at the party tonight?" "I shall be there," answered the
THE fool seeketh to pick a fly from a
.\Iiss, '"but I may as well tell you now that THE MOST :POWERFUL HEALING
mule's hind leg; the wise man letteth the
your love is hopeless. Mamma is deterAGENT EVER DISCOVERED,
job out to the lowest bidder.
mined, father is set, and it isn't right for
CARBOLIC
SAL'VE positively cures the
'";Is that your child?" asked a policeman me to encourage your attention. I can be
sores.
of a young girl. '"No, it belongs to some a sister to you, but nothing more. There- worst
CARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
mother woman," was the reply.
fore you needn't buy me any valentines nor pains of burns.
CARBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
AN Iowa editor recently announced that give me any more gum."
eruptions.
CARBOLIC SAL'VE removes pimples and
a certain patron of his was "thieving, as
BISHOP AMEs tells a story of a slave mas- blotches.
usual." It was written thriving.
ter in Missouri, in the olden time of negro . CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
'"THE water cure is no new invention," vassalage, who said to his chattel: '"Pom- bruises.
Sold everYWhere. Price 25 cents.
said Stiggers, '"it is as old as the deluge, pey, I hear you are a great preacher."
and even then it killed more than it cureu." '"Yes, massa, de Lord do help me powerful
sometimes." '"Well, Pompey, don't you
GREENE'S
A METHODIST minister being recently think the negroes steal little things on the
asked if he had moved to his new appoint- plantation?" "I'se mighty 'fraid they
OXYGENATED BITTERS.
ment. said,'" Yes, but it is a dis-appoint- does,massa." "Then,Pompey,Iwant you
ment."
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
to preach·a sermon to the negroes against
the most popular remedy for Dyspepsia,
A NEWARK chap, who on short acquaint- stealing." After a brief reflection, Pompey Heartburn. Indigestion, and other like disreplied:
"You
see,
massa,
dat
won't
do,
orders of the stomach,for the last THIRTY
ance married a widow, ran away when he
and still maintain their unrivalled
discovered that she was the mother of twen- 'cause 'twould throw such a col' ness over YEARS,
popularity.
Price $1 per bottle.
the meetin."'
ty-two child~en.

fldds and f!fntT$.

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.

Henry's Carbolic Salve

A YOUNG LADY being asked by a rich
BEECHERING A LITTLE.-Sammy Scuter, a
bachelor, "If not yourself, who would you little frowzy head of about eight summers,
rather be?" replied, sweetly and modest- out in Michigan, has been thought to posly," Yours truly."
sess a small stock of shrewdness or comA PREACHER, who was formerly a news- mon sense, but the following letter to his
paper reporter, does not say, "Let us father, who was on a visit to relatives down
pray,'' but says, '"Let us interview the in New England, shows that he's "up to
snuff." The visit by his father was cut
throne of grace."
sho.rt just threfl weeks by the reception of
THE editor of the Panama Star apolo- the epistle. The knowing ones in the
gizes for the non-appearance of his pa,per neighborhood are having lots of fun. Thus
by saying, that he had to leave off to dig runs the letter:
shot out of his legs.
'"DEAR DAD: Nothing of konsiderabul
" THE Lord never meant for us to bile importance has transcurred since I last rit
over with religion this cold weather!" said to yu. The same old just like it wus is
abowt all that happins here enny more.
a Duluth deacon, as he dismissed church
Ma is not so verry loansome, as she sed I
and went home to hug the stove.
needunt rite to yu to hu~ry back. She sed
A sWEET little boy, only eight years old, it was her christi on dewty to let yu enjoy
walked into the scene of a teachers' exam- yourself, and she wus alwus glad to have
ination at Oswego, last week, and bawled yu go awa. This is what she told that
out, '"Annie, your feller is down to the preacher man, an he sed he didunt blame
. house!"
her. He kums here moar offen than he
" SHE is a perfect Amazon,'' remarked a did. He an rna is readin a story in a Shepupil of his teacher to a companion. '"Yes,'' kago paper which kums every night an he
said the other, who was better versed in brings it over an tha reed it. It ain't got
geography than history, "I noticed she no killin or injun in it, an I kant git head
nur tail uv it. Its sum thin B·bowt Moult' em
had an awful big mouth."
an Tilt' em an Beech'em, sum fellers which
'"FAITH," said an Irishman, who could wus awful good frens an told lise on each
not get into his cabin at Billingarry, his uther. Las nite rna axed him did he bewife having turned the key upon him, "lit's lieve Beech'em wus guilty, an he sed he
meself that's regularly locked in." "In!" did, but mussent let on, cuz it wood hurt
said his companion-" in where?" '"Why, religun. Then she axed did he blame him,
in the street."
an he sed it wus woman to err. What he
A SAILOR, passing through a grave-yard, ment I dbnt no. Then rna sed she dident
saw on one of the tombstones, '"I still live." blame the woman ether if tha wus both
This was too much for Jack, who, shifting cristioniil. She sed every body otto have a
his quid, ejaculated: "Well, I've heard say flnity, an yu wussent her finity. Then he
there are cases in which a man may lie, but sed to me if I wussent sleepy, an I sed no,
.an he offered me five cents to be a good boy
if I was dead I'd own it."
an say my prayrs an go to bed. I sed hugh,
"YEs, sir!" yelled a preacher in a Dako- I ain't no five cent harpin, so he laffed an
ta church one Sunday morning," there's gimme ten cents an I went. Miss Spyser
more lying and swearing and stealing and sed this morn!n wus ennybody sick to our
general deviltry to the square inch in this howce las nite cos a lite wus burnin so
here town than all the reiSt of the American late, an rna sed she wus sittin up a rittin to
country," and then the congregation got her deer good husba.n. This is awl for the
up ·and dumped the preacher out of the presu:nt. Yw:e fecksiona.te son,

willdow.

S.uoa,

mailed Free
to all appliThis
one of the
and most
rn•nnl'"t" Catalogues published. It
is printed on beautitinted paper, conpages, two ele•
colored plates, over
fine engravings, and
full descriptions, prices,
directions for planting about
varieties of Vegetable

Seeds, B e d d i n g

&c., and is invaluable
Gardener and Florist.

D. M. FERRY &

CO.

Seeds!llen and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.

BEST AND CHEAPEST

SEEDS
In America or Money Refunded.
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on price&, quality,
reliable, freshfenuine seeds, true to name.
A nice Flora and Garrlen Guide free.
Wholesale list for Seedsmen free.
R. H. SHUMWAY
till Apl. 15.
Rockford, Ill.

A NEW BOOK.
THE

Doctrine of Descent
AND DARWINISM.
By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
Umversity of Strasburgh.

This is No. 13 ~f Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-E<ix illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, giving in clear language a comprehensive view of tl;te subject.
Toothache Anodyne
It is eminently a whole library, in one
and we reeommend it in the highSubdues the most Agonizing Toothache in volume,
est
terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postOne Minute.
age, 15 cts. Address,
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold ever-ywhere.
D. III. BBNNETT,
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Place, N.Y.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S

THE

REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S

Boston

Investigator !

GATARRH :CURE.

'I'HE OLDES'I' REFORM JOURNAL
IN 'I'HE t1NI'I'ED S'I'A'I'ES

What is Catarrh? It is an affection of
the head, which may end in Deafness, par-·
tial or total Blindness, diseases of the
throat and vocal organs, and even in Cone
sumption.
·
In nine cases out of ten. when people
fancy they have only a "cold in the head,"
they have CATARRH!
It is a terrible disease and should not be
trifled with. The Best Remedy known for
it is that prepared by the Rev. R. B. Lockwood, which has the endorsement of such
eminent physicians as Dr. Geo. N. Tibbles
of Hudson City, N. J.: Dr. W. H. Newell,
Jersey City Heights; Dr. A. B. Laidlaw,
Hudson City, N. J.; and of such disting_uished ministers as Rev. W. H. Dikeman,
New York Rev. W. H. McCormack, Mt.
Hermon, N.J., and very many others.
·
This medicine is prepared in uooa faith
and may be relied on in every case to effect
a ]:Jermanent and speedy cure.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's NASAL DOUCHE
to facilitate the use of the CATARRH CURE
is indispensable to insure the cure of obstinate chronic cases and will be found
valuable in all stages of the die-ease.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's LIVER AND
STOMACH PILLS, for the cure of DYSPEPSIA and all disorders of the Stomach
and Digestive Organs, have the highest
recommendation from the thousands who
have used them.
Read carefully the pamphlet that accompanies the medicine.

Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875.
PUBLISHED E'VERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 WashiQgton street, Boston, Mass., by
JOSIAH P . .MENDUM.
HOR.AC'E SE'A V:E'R E'-''t
• <>t or.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of a Two-Cent Stamp to pay the postage,
The InvestiCiator is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words to
Universal Mental Liberty. Jndepend'ent
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to thin~rs of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one, to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believin~r that it is the duty of mortals to work for the interest of
this world, it confines itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reason!ng. good reading, reliable news, anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
Journal. Reader, please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investigator is C<Jnducted, we won't ask you
to continue with us any longer. Now is
the time to subscribe .
-----------------

JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO
SOLE ACENTS,
8 and 9 College Place, N.Y.

e113:. sale by a.ll Dru«ldsts.

Price fiO cents Where Advertlslng Contracts can be DJad'

DEVOTED

TO

SCIENOE,MORALS,FR.t::E THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason tof!ether;" .Let us hear all sides; .Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is good."

Vo1.

0
;.Q.

N

. I D. M. BENNETT. }
o. 16 . • \ EDrToR & PRoPRIEToR.

t®lu~

IDXll± h j ,e eh l'X.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
TERMS:
One CODY. one Year ...................................... $1.75
"
"
Six l\Ionths ................................... 1.00
"
each Month. making a Monthly ............. 1.00
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one
address.
fi
.
Ottnadian Subscribers will please send fty cents additional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.

RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
for subsequent insertions.

ALAs, ANOTHER oF 'EM.-The Rev. J. L. Ross of Niles,
Mich., has been sentenced to six years in State P1·ison for
the forgery of a deed, on which he obtained $1,000.
A BEAUTIFUL girl of :Montgomery, Ala., was killed by
the explosion of a lamp while on her knees praying. And
still we have people ril;rht here in our midst who will persist in praying.
REVIVALIST HAMMOND is praying for the COnViction Of
the San Francisco sinne1· who stole his overcoat. Why
not follow the injunctions of his master, and give the
thief his coat, his vest and his overshoes?
A MONU~JENT is to be erected to the memory of the brilliant Edgar A. Poe in the City of Monuments-Baltimore.
The teachers of that city have raised $1,500 for an obelisk
of pure Italian marble, with bas-relief of Poe on one end
of the panels, and appropriate emblems and inscriptions on tile other three.
A BROOKLYN MINISTER STEPPING DOWN AND 0UT.-T!le
Rev. George K. Woodward, pastor of the Evergreen 1\Iethoclist church. has seen fit to relinquish his connection
with the church upon the grounds that he has been arraigned before the Conference for falsehood .. Five\ specific lies were proved against him, though not of g1·e1tt
magnitude.
PROF. l\IAX MuELLER is reported as soon to leave Englttnd for the Continent, to make necessary arrangements
for the translation of all the Oriental Bibles into the chief
Jt1 nguages of Europe. Many of the most learned Oriental scholars are to assist him. The Bibl!3s of the East are
much older than the Jewish Scriptures, and the originals
of the better vortions of them.
SLANDERED FROM THE PULPIT.-In the Court of Review,
:Montreal, Canada, judgment has been rendered in the
cas,; of D. Ritchje us. the Rev. Father Blanchard. Tile
case arose from the defendant having m::tde damttging
remarks eoncerning Ritchie from tile pulpit, which tendeel to injure his trade. Tho Court condemned Father
Bhtnchanl to pay for damages and costs.

NEW YORK, APRIL 15, 1875.
THE fish of Lake Erie, imprisonAd by ice, have been
dying because they had too much water and not enough
air. Now the fowl on Lake Huron are starving because
they have too much air and cannot get at the fish through
the ice. There seems to be a predicament for tho fish in
eitl1er case.
THE LATEST clerical scandal is reported from Knoxville, Tenn., the unfortunate man being the Rev. Archibald Hines, who is accused of having stolen fifty cents
from a bowl in the cupboard 0f a member of his church.
The case is undergoing a rigorous investigation; thirty
witnesses have already been examined, and more are to
come. Mr. Hii!es denies the charge, and declares that the
whole thing is a conspiracy, set on foot by a Knoxville
Brwen to ruin his reputation and drive him from the
pulpit, and he has begun a suit for slander against his
accuser.
DR. WILKES, in his recent work on physiology, remarks
that" it is estimated that the bones of every adult person
require to be fed with lime enough to make a marble
mantle every eighth month." It will be perceived, therefore, that in the course of about ten years eaeh of us eats
three or four mantle-pieces and a few sets of front doorsteps. It is awful to thin!;: of the consequences if a man
should be shutoff from his supp!y'of lime for a while, and
then should get loose in a cemetery. An ordinary tombstone would hardly be enough for a lunch for him.
THREE baptisms by immersion will cure any disease
and insure salvation. Such is the belief of a new sect at
1\Ianton, R.I. Converts are numerous, the baptisms tak
ing place out of doors in icy water. The other clay a
woman recanted upon getting her feet in the freezing
stream, forgetting expected reward in present chills, and
tried to get away. The minister, however, would not
allow backsliding. He is big and brawny. Seizing the
woman by her clothes, lle immersed her the required
three times. Between each dowse she screamed and
struggled, but could not escape.
A l'IGHT SQUEEZE.-They are telling the story since Dr
Talmage's sermon, that a Brooklyn resid~nt-name not
given-appeared at the gates St. Peter guards for admission to Paradise. The saint turned to the registry pages:
"Where are you from?" "Brooklyn." "I don't think we
can admit you; rules very strict. In fact, can't do it.
1'hink of tllat scandal." It is said that the Brooklyn man
looked steadily at Peter and crowed three times. His
saintship colored, fumbled his key a minute, and then
said: .. Well, you can go in; but don't you do that again
to me."-B•·ooklyn Union.
'rHE RED CAP.-'rhe Catholic portion of our community
have been feeling very jubilant, lately, over the promotion of ··his Grace" or·· his Eminence," Arch-bishop
]ilcClosJ;:ey, to theCarclinalship, the first ever on the Western continent. The "Red C:tp" is bttid to have arrived from
Europe for him, soon to be followed by the "Heel Hat"
and. the other trappings and insignia of the exalted position; and on the heels of all this, it is said the Pope is
coming over himself, to make his home in the United
states. Well. Jet him come, if he wants to. Since we
haye got used to the Brooklyn Scandal, we think "·e can
stand almost anything, We make a prediction, however,
that in 1975 there will be very little use for the Pope's
tiara, the Cardinal's "Reel Hat," the bishop's mitre, the
pL"ioHt's surplice anc gown, or the monk's cowl. These
all belong to a past age of superstition, and, as science
ant! intelligenc~ spread over the world., such emblems
ol ignonmce and barbarism will be cast aside.

A BALLOON VISIT l'o EullOPE.-Prof. Donnlclson contemplates a balloon voyage from New York to London
next autumn the expenses to be paid by William K. BelJmap of Cin~innati, George L. Bruce of New York city,
Nathaniel Grey Hadaway of London, and Narcisse Peltetier of Paris. 1'heso gentlemen are to ·provhlo S!O,OOD
for the expenses, and give the Pr·ofessor $20.000 if he
makes the trip from New York to London within fol·tyTRYING THE PREACHERS.-The :\'fetJ10clist Conference,
eight hours, o1· $10,000 if he takes seventy-two hours.
just across the river, in Jersey City, have this week been
EFFECTS OF PIOUS 'rEACHING.-Joseph C. 'r<lter. son of in session and have been " lmu!ing over the coals" a
the Rev. I. P. Teter of l\fount Plmtsant, Iowa, wns sen- number of their brethren, for derelictions and short
tenced about two weeks ago to serve llvo years in the Iowa comings. The first was the Hev. J. B. Howard, charged
'State Penitentiary. The cl"irno for which he was sentenc- with insubortlination. Tho second was Hev. :1ii. F. Swayne,
ed was .tor stealing cattle, anti he seems quite ttn expert who had used funds to which he had no right, or had
in thttt line, for he suec.,ecle\1 in getting away with twenty- contracted debts he had no ability to pay. 'rho third case
five head at one time and seventeen at another. His fath- was the Uev. Mr. tltratlon's. ttlso for improper use of funds.
er has long been one of the leading Elders of the l\I. E. 'l'he fourth ease, that of the l'tev. J. A. Owens, who had
Church in Iowa, and no doubt reared !lis son so as to love written articles for The Independent thttt absolutely
shocked some of tho good brethren, who clochtred the
Got! and follow in the footsteps of his divine mlister.
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articles Atheistical, and calculatecl to do much injury to
the cause of Christ. The brother's writings were stronglY
condemned by some of the stricter clergymen. Will
these teachers of tho ignorant multitudes ever learn to
do as they ought?
UNSAFE TO TRINK AND REASON.- In the Newark Conference of the :M. E. Church, recently held in Jersey City,
a motion was made that a committee be appointed to investigate the charges of heresy preferred against the
Rev. W. I. Gill, A.M., author of Euolt<tion and Proaress.
The work was bitterly criticised as reje~ting "Bibleism,"
"miracleism," and out-Huming Hum e. Dr. Adams charged that" the book was thoroughly Infidel in its tendencies, and that its theory of evolution was not only opposed to revelation, but a clear denial of the personal existence of God." The motion to appoint a committee was
ado~•tecl. That is right, Rev. Sirs. If a man among you
dares to embrace the light of science and truth, if he
presumes for a moment to doubt the musty old theories
of superstition, and the" revelations" of the Dark Ages
of the past, haul him up before your tribunals, cashier
him, condemn him, turn him out. If he reasons and accepts science, he can be one of you no longer. But drive
him out. We will accept him. There is room in our
ranks for thousands of bright minds lik" his, who have
tired of the old husks of theology and superstition, and
pref<H the luscious fruits of science, reason and truth.
Let them come.
We recently noticed Dr. Gill's work in our columns. It
is peculiarly able, and is worthy the perusal of every
thinking, enquiring mind. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts.
THE BEECHER TRIAL, as we go to press, is drawing near
the close of the fourteenth week. l\Ir. Beecher has been
:;ix clays under direct examination. As we expected, he
has followed the same line of defense he pursued last
summer before his select church committee. He positively denies, under oath, the statements of Tilton, Moulton. l\Irs. llfoulton and l'lfrs. Cary. The issue is joined.
'rhere is certainly bold-faced perjury somewhere. If
1\lr. Beecher is telling the trut.h. they have all lied most
egregiously, and if they have told thr; truth, he is lying
either·· sublimely," as he intlicatocl to Moulton, or most
damnably, as thousands believe is tho case, and we must
confess we are of this number. Which is the more probable, that three respectable people, the first of whom l\Ir.
Beecher on many occasions has extolled in the most extravagant language; the second of whom he frequently
said was "the noblest friend God had ever raised up;"
and the third of whom he said," she was the noblest of
her sex," should, without adequate cause, conspire together to bear false testimony against tL friend, or that a
person guilty of an offense of the kind charged, should
persistently deny it? We clecicleclly think the latter more
probable. 1\Ir. Beecher began by making an untrue defense, and he feels obliged to adhere to his mistaken
course. ~Iany are seeking excuses for him, by claiming
he is justified in misstating the facts to screen l'llrs. Tilton, but it is a fearful position for a public teacher, a minister of what is called the·· Church of Christ," who has so
many years occupied a Prominent position before the
public, to solemnly and repeatedly, clay after day, deliberately commit perjury. ft is a sad picture to contemplate; it must have a serious effect upon the morals of
the community, and must shake to the verY foundation public faith in the Christian Clergy. It is amusing, were it not so saddening, to see tile labored efforts Mr. Beecher is making to explain away his
letters, 1\frs..l'ilton's letters, l\1r. Moulton's letters, and
l\Irs. l\Iorse's letters. His theory is specious and plausible, and with the most consummate acting, gesticulation,
an<l mimicry, he aims to affect the court and the jury, but
we apprehend by rhe cross-examination and tile rebutt<tl n1ueh of it will be torn to shreds and leave the poor
oltl mau exposed to the gaze ant! condemnation of the
world. One of the blackest features in the whole business is his willingness to defame, vull clown, and blacken
the characters of so many others thut he himself may
soar and shine. The ending is not yet, and we only hope
it may not be a blootly or a deadly one.
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The Witch of the Wine-Mark.
A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massachmetts,
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

CHAPTER XV.
Things were now at their worst in Boston. After
the horrible execution and tragedy which had just
taken place, the sleuth hound of the Church laid its
nose afresh on the track of "the enemies of the
Lord," and hunted them to death in every quarter.
Distrust spread anew through every household, and
the long-iaced debauchee and gloomy Christian madman held high carnival under the banners of as dark
and as accursed a superstition as ever characterized
the most savage nations.
Scarce an hour had elapsed after the double tragedy
near the jail, when Huskins was again in clover. A
pliant and unconscious tool in the hands of a number
of clerical vagabonds, who, through motives of gain,
lust, revenge or jealousy, sought to remove some obstacle out of their way, he was ever on the alert to
take a hint from them, and to do their behests as that
of '' the Lord's." Hence, at the very mbnien t alluded to, and while the villain Sloucher and his two companions, now no more, were engaged in accomplishing
their own nefarious ends, he was once more engaged
actively in his cherished vocation, and hefore the sun
had sunk in the western sky, he had added five new
victims to those already in prison.
During all this terrible period, when men were
drunk with superstition and with blood, Salem was, of
coui·se, the great centre of the hideous exciten:ent.
Day after day she continued to fill the dungeons of
Boston with sane, good men and women on the nonsensical accusations of mere children whose ludicrous
and worthless drivelling had more weight with both
the Church and State, than the solemn and truthful
asseverations of the noblest and best in the land.
If the various religious beliefs, and especially those
of Christendom, had not been civilized by science,
and through the progress of secular knowledge, we
should be devouring each other to-day as monsters
seen through the microscope in a drop of putrid water. One of the strongest evidences of the divine
essence of man is, that he has survived religion, and
is becoming a lone worshiper in any corner of the
universal temple that accords with his inner convictions. l'Ientally we are the products of civilization,
physically we are the products of canibalism. The
first of these propositions may be established through
a glance at the Stone Age, while the latter rests upon
the immovable foundation, or fact that there IS not
one of us but swallows daily a portion of some faroff progenitor in some shape or other. To be sure,
we do not sit down to the repast after the manner of
those given to "cold missionaries;" but the fact is incontrovertible, that we do the deed after all, no mat.ter how inviting or reche·rche the collation.
An analysis of the human family in all its social, its
moral and its physical relations-in all its intellectual
and religious aspects, must take the starch out of any
creed or philosophy that assumes God has anything
special to do with religions beliefs or with society.
He has made universal laws which never fail in their
mission ::mel which inftuence all and pervade all without respect to things or persons. Through these alone
he exacts obedience, and through these alone he receives it. Through these alone and their various expressions, he educat~s us, and we .all recognize. alike
the necessity of bowmg to them m all essentral respects.
This·accomplished, he has left us to build our babyhouses as we please, and we have built them with a
vengeance. Had he considered unity of thought and
sentiment in matters of religious belief necessary to
his glory all men would think alike in this relation ;
and as th'ey do not think alike, each man has a perfect
right to think just as he ple~ses. He has created no
code of physical laws for the few, Why, then, should
he institute a code of religious laws that are not in
universal operation ? The fact is, we must make our
own religion and morals, whether on the " white-souled Elizabeth" principle, or on that which appears to
be more in consonance with the true dignity of
woman and in keeping with the purity and fidelity of
her nature, as a wife and a mother.
There never was a grosser falsehood than that put
forth by society, when it ass~1mes to be model.ed in
mercy, justice and truth. !t IS, as a general thmg;, a
compact of the strong agamst the ~eak, of. t~e .nell
against the poor, of t~e learned agamst the Illiterate,
and of the proud agamst the humble; and, perhaps,
we may add, vice versa. This m~y. be all necessary to
the development of the race, bu! It IS not an outgrowth
of the great principles w~ hitve JUSt enumer~te~. We
build into our social fabnc whatever the ma]onty considers necessary and thus legalize it without reference to its cons~nance with what we call the divine
will. Just look at it, ten wives for a Mohammedat;~,
one for a Christian layman, and none for a Catholic
priest and all assuming to be in direct conformity
with the will of him in whom there is no variable.
ness neither shadow of turning.
Irregularities .such as these, and the vanous phases

@f society which have characterized the different poriions of the globe from time immemorial, prove that
we are the sole builders of our social compacts, which
are assuming new shapes almost daily. So that in
this we are left free to act and free to assume untried
burdens as we will, and to throw them off if we find
they do not sit easily upon our shoulders. The fact
is, society seems to have been framed originally by the
weak and cunning to restrain the more powerful and
the licentiousness of brute force. And this very idea
was the last which passed through the brain of Alice
Ravenswood, as, in the golden light of her fading
senses, she saw Maurice Fitz Raymond hastening to
meet her through a flowery dell that lay on the shining verge of the fairy realms of dream land.
New life and hope &prang into the household at the
villa when Maurice and Francis Elencourt, accompanied by Firefly and Martha, appeared ;,uddenly
among them. The invalid, who was conversing with
Emily Graham, Robert, Titmouse and John Langton,
was at first convinced that Alice was of the party
also ; but soon discovering the true state of the case,
her heart died within her once more. Her good
sense, however, quickly came to the rescble, for, in the
return of Maurice and Francis-whom she soon recognized and greeted warmly-she could not but perceive the appearance on the stage of action powerful
agents that could at once be brought to bear upon the
recovery of her child, and her possible release from
the terrible meshes in which she had become entangled, She saw that Francis would be of great importance in the dangerous and difficult work. In fac,,
she recognized that. there were now five persons-not
to speak of Florence-who would risk life and limb
in the cause of the poor fugitive, for 'l'itmouse had
recently grown to be of no small importance in her
eyes:
Florence and Francis, and John and JHartha, stood
out for the moment in bold relief from all this trouble
-the two former especially, over whom no cloud appeared to hang. John, however, soon gave way to
the stern conviction that, although Martha had for the
time being escaped the hands of her enemies, they
were doubtless still on her track. However, she was,
under the circumstances, where she could now best
conceal herself until some ray of sunshine broke
through the gloom, so she and Firefly, who had l1een
welcomed most afl:'ectionately by the invalid and the
rest of the household, were, after they had for the
tenth time recounted their strange and fearful story,
led oft' by Emily to a place of concealment convenient to her own neat chamber, where, after some refreshment, they sought that repose which they little
fancied they should enjoy, that night at least, beneath
the hospitable roof of the villa.
Titmouse, whose eye was keen to intensity, recognized the horses as belonging to the barn-yard from
which they had been stolen; and as it was at no very
great distance from the villa, it was suggested that he
should lead them thitherward cautiously, and turn
them loose lest they should be found near the villa in
the morning, and create some suspicion as to the use
to which they had been put during the night. In a
few mon:ents the brave lit.tle fellow was out with them
on his way, and within half an hour he anived at a
point w]J.ere he had determined to abandon them.
Here however, he found a third animal which recognized the other two, and which he himself fancied
belonged to the same owner as those he had in charge.
When once free, all three started off at a gallop in the
direction of their quarters, upon which the dwarf
quickly turned his steps toward the villa, running at
the top of his speed, when he could see the way clearly before him; for, with his usual penetration, he felt
half convinced that the third horse had been used in
the abduction of his young mistress from the ravine
a few hours prievously.
When Titmouse returned to the villa, he speedily
communicated his surmises to John and Robert regarding the probable work in which the third horse
had been engaged, else why should he also be at large
at such an hour. The party in the parlor WitS soon
made acquainted with the intelligence. On htaring
it, Maurice bounded to his feet and looked wildly
about, as if he sought some outlet through which he
could at once fly to the succor of his betrothed.
For the sake of her mother, however, from whose
eyes sleep had long fled, he suddenly resumed his
seat, although large drops of anguish fell from his
pale bl'ow. Under the circumstances, he saw it would
be worse than useless for him to leave the villa at such
an hour, and the more so, as the information brought
by the dwarf could not be made available until daylight, if it should even then be of any value.
Early next morning Peter Huskins was knocking
with his heavy staff at the dooj' of the Fanatic. He
had not seen Sloucher since the time of the execution, and had now come to inform him of his good
fortune, in having been able to overthrow five more
of the •' enemies of the Lord," who were, as he averred, "even more dangerous than the witches Ravenswood and Giles." He had, however, intelligence far
more interesting and pleasant for tile Fanatic, and
that was that two men had been devoured by wolves
during the night about two miles from the town, and
that, from some fragments of their dress and other
tokens, persons who had just returned from the spot,
foolishly suppo5ed that the victims were the halfbreed and Nat the Noose.

Although secretly hoping that this news should
prove true, as if so, it freed him forever of two men
that might one day embarrass him, the Fanatic had
his doubts as to the victims being his late companions, and these doubts were strengthened by the conviction that, had the two men named fallen a prey to
the ferocious animals, Martha and Firefly must have
suffered also, so that the remains of four human beings would have been found instead of two, and possibly those of the horses also. However, there was
sufficient in the intelligence to arouse the interest of
the scoundrel and to induce him to propose a visit to
the spot, while he seemed to express the utmost concern lest the news should prove true.
As the scene of the disaster was not very far from
the abode of the Fanatic, and as Sloucher was uneasy at having Alice and the witch-finder under the
same roof, lest some chance sound from within might
attract the ear of the latter, both men sallied forth,
ana were soon on their way to the spot where the
half-breed and the Noose had met their terrible fate.
As may be presumed, Maurice Fitz Raymond, fatigued and all as he was after his own recent journey
and adventure, never closed an eye since he entered
the villa, but lay awake all night ruminating on the
probable fate or condition of her whom he loved so
dearly. Early as lie was up and abroad, however,
John Langton had anticipated him, and had already
returned with Titmouse from an inspection of the
point where the latter ha!l encountered the third horse
on the night before, which he visited in the hope of
being able to ascertain the direction from which the
animal had reached it. This hope, however, was completely frustrated ; and now he had returned to the
villa determined to carry out his idea of the previous
night, in visiting the ravine with the ferryman, and
ascertaining, if practicable, the direction taken by the
single horse whose footprints they had already observed as distinct from those of the two others.
While declaring his design to Maurice, they were
joined by Robert and Mr. Ellencourt, who expressed
a determination to accompany him, and this led to all
present starting off for the ravine, save Robert, who
considered it advisable to remain about the villa.
Soon, then, this party of four-who had picked up
the ferryman on their way, and lifted a load from his
heart in relation to Martha-found themselves in the
ravine, and standing in the deserted wigwam of Red
Wing. That some one had visited it during the
night was evident, for John Langton and old Dick
observed at once, that the fire of the previous evening
had been replenished.
While looking about for some explanation, two Indians, with bows and arrows, who had been reconnoitering the party from a clump of evergreens, cautiously made their appearance on perceiving the ferryman.
'l'hey were the two prisoners of the preceding night,
who had escaped from the soldiers, and who had returned to the glen to await the arrival of Red Wing.
They were not afraid of being recaptured, as they
felt assured the authorities would never suppose they
would return to such dangerous ground, but that they
had escaped to the depth of the forest to which the
Noose averred the chief and the rest of the red men
had already fled. When apprised of the safety of
Firefly and of the terrible death that had overtaken
the half-breed and his infamous companion, their joy
knew no bounds; nor were they slow to enquire, with
eager interest, as to the fate of the two fugitives, or
to express their pleasure at their escape also.
This recontre was regarded as fortunate by the
whites, as the two red men would be more keen to
observe the traces of the horse supposed to have been
used in the abduction of Alice, than any of her anxious and suffering friends. In a few moments, then,
the whole party emerged from the wigwam and took
up the trail of the night before until they came to the
point where the traces of the struggle had been already observed by Titmouse, Langton and old Giles.
Just as they reached it, however, the quick ear of
the Indians caught the sound of approaching voices,
and instantly, on a sign from them, the whites stopped aside from the track and concealed themselves
among the underwood.
Scarcely had they accomplished this move, when
Sloucher and Huskins made their appearance. They
were on their way to the place where it was alleged
the bones of the halfbreed and the Noose lay scattered about, a most revolting spectacle.
When they reached the precise point at which the
struggle had taken place, Sloucher paused as if to inspect the ground, and see whether it presented any
tell-tale appearance that might lead to the discovery
of his having visited it but a short time previously.
The movement was sufficient to prove to Maurice and
his friends that the Fanatic had some knowledge of
what had occurred, however he had obtained it ; but
then came the conviction that, had he been an active
party to the abduction of any of the three women, he
would have avoided re-visiting the place so soon
after, or subjecting himself to the suspicions of any
one who might chance to encounter him there.
Huskins was, of course, in total darkness as to the
true state of the case, and could have no idea of why
his companion had paused at such a point. But the
truth was, as it lay but a very shol't distance from the
track that took them to where the fearful scene had
occurred the night before, the Fanatic, in his extreme
caution and cunning, _had seduced his companion
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to the spot, without the latter• supposing that he was fore many hours, notwithstanding that neither Tit- feet, and that caused Alice to almost faint away in the
making the slightest unnecessary detour, so that he mouse, Francis nor Giles took any p!lrt in the affray adjoining apartment.
·
himself might satisfy his eyes that nothing had been all the active friends of Alice save Robert and Flor~
Huskins sat long with him, but perceiv-ing after a
dropped or left on the ground in the scuffie that might ence, would be hurried away to prison. For so pow- time that, from his agony or weakness, he could comidentify him with the diabolical outrage.
erful and so popular were Sloucher and Huskins with prehend but little of what was said, he took his leave,
Being satisfied on this point, he resumed his journey, some of the authorities, a simple hint from one or promising to send a leech and call again, but deterhis companion moving forward mechanically with both of them was at times sufficient to work sudden mined in the meantime, as he said, to direct all his
him, as it -.vere; but just as he was passing the point and swift destruction, even where it was least expect- energies to the punishment of Maurice and his party,
where the whites lay concealed, Maurice Fitz Ray- ed.
and to the apprehension of Martha Giles and Alice
mond, impelled by an irresistible impulse, sprang
When, therefore, the Indians and the ferryman had Ravenswood, for whom he averred to Madge, the rope
from his place of concealment and suddenly confront- turned away, and the remainder of the party had was waiting, as well as for others who suspected it
ed him in the path.
reached the villa, without waiting to investigate any- less but deserved it quite as much.
If a thunderbolt had fallen at his feet, the villain thing about the tracks of the third horse Francis at
When Huskins disappeared, and Madge had closed
could not have been more Sl'lrprised nor startled. He once set about preparing for a visit to the {·esidence of and bolted the door after him, she gazed for a mohad not heard of the return of the volunteers, and the Governor, where he intended to lay the whole ment upon the monstrous features of the Fanatic,
had fancied that Fitz Raymond was miles and miles case of his friends and relatives before her ladyship whose mouth was now terribly convulsed, and whose
away from Boston, or that possibly his scalp was now and immediately afterward before his Excellency him: eyes seemed closed in intense agony. She could have
dangling at the belt of some victorious Indian. He self.
almost pitied the villain for the sake of humanity,
gazed upon the expected apparition as if petrified,
When John Langton had disarmed the Fanatic he were it not that there suddenly rang in her ears
and seemed unable to utter a single syllable. Soon, threw his weapon away. The keen eyes of Titm~use the dying words of her child. These once heard,
however, he was himself again, and noticing the sur- followed the shining blade, and saw that it fell close however, she turned abruptly away, and, calling in a
pri&e of Huskins, who also had paused and stared in to the path they should have to pursue in returning to low voice, was at once admitted into the apartment
amazement at Maurice, he observed, in his usual the villa. He noted a huge true beside which it de- where Alice was now seated in a state of utter bewildrawling manner and tone:
scended, and falling back a little as the party were derment and alarm.
"So, child of the Evil One, instead of being off passing the spot, he picked up the gleaming steel and
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
serving the State, you have deserted your post so that was surprised to perceive how large and yet light its
you might assist the witch, Ravenswood, to set the handle was, which served also as the head of the Fachampions of the Lord at defiance, and to still keep natic's staff. He noticed, in addition, that at one
The Spiritualists' Festival.
out of their way, as if her familiars were not able to point there ·was an appearance as though the smooth
The
twenty-seventh
anniversary of Modern Spirittake care of her without your aid."
round knob screwed off, and, determined to test th~
On hearing the wretch apply the term " witch" to case, he brought all his strength to bear upon it when ualism was celebrated March 31st, in Republican
Alice, a powerful and sudden blow-one swift as he found it yreld in the manner he surmised it ~ould. Hall by a hall full of people of highly respectable
lightning-from the clenched fist of Maurice, brought After repeated turns, he held what might be termed material shape. The Committee of Arrangements
the Fanatic with a heavy thud to the earth; and Hus- the lid in his hand, whose removal revealed a hollow were H. J. Newton, President of the society; J. Biskins, considering that one of the elect had suffered at compartment of about four inches in depth and one co, the Treasurer; J. V. Newbrough, M.D.; M. C.
the hands of an emissary of the foul field, raised his and a half in diameter. At the bottom of this there Smith, J. A. Cozino, Secretary, and as many ladies.
heavy staff with a view to avenging the blow_ Be- were about three inches of solid wood into which the Three musicians volunteered their solo services-Mr.
fore the stroke had descended upon the head of Fitz blade of the weapon was screwed-the whole handle J. Inch, on the piano; Mr. Withers, one of the San
Francisco Minstrels, on the flute ; and Mrs. Wieland,
Raymond, who was eyeing the prostrate form of the being about eight inches long.
Fanatic, the witch-finder found hnnself in the Hercu- -This cavity contained some papers carefully folded who executed the skylark, accompanied by both the
lean grasp of John Langton, who had leaped forward but of what character Titmouse did not pause to con'- flute and piano. Numerous large, fragrant boquets
when he observed what was about to occur.
sider. He did no~ disturb them, but observing that and fifty or sixty star-spangled banners gave the hall
All the whites were unarmed, and now as Sloucher the handle could be detached from the blade, or sus- an air offestivity.
The entire afternoon was occupied by the proregained his feet with the spirit of revenge rankling pecting that such was the case, he instantly set to
in his foul heart, the staff that before seemingly serv- work, and perceiving a narrow split or ;crevice into a gramme of speeches and music, and the evening from
ed to support his weary steps only, assumed, with ex- tree into which .he could insert the steel the whole eight to twelve was given up to a social reunion and
traordinary celerity, quite a new aspect, for, with one length, in a few moments he turned th!i handle free dancing. Dr. Hallock delivered the opening address.
swift sweep of the sinewy ann of the Fanatic, a long, from it, and concealed it about his person. This ac- Mr. Lyman C. Howe occupied .the place of speaker,
sharp and shining blade was drawn from it, with what complished, he quickly overtook the party ahead of and after several rapid passages of his hands, in
him, who had not noted his absence, and as soon as he which he seemed to brush himself away from his
intent it was easy to divine.
Maurice perceived his danger, and fell back a pace, reached the villa, he beckoned· Robert to a private brain, he shut up his eyes and said that Spiritualism
whim Sloucher, noting the embarrassment of Hus- conference, after the latter had been made acquainted is heaven's Hercules. It is not yet a science, but we
kins, determined to relieve him through one deadly with what had just occurred in relation to the Fanatic. must remember how long it takes fragmentary knowledge to grow into a science; how long it took astrolthrust. No sooner was this idea conceived, than the
When alone with his trusty friend, the dwarf promurderous villain bounded forward, but before he duced his supposed prize, and unscrewing the upper ogy to grow to astronomy, and alchemy to chemistry.
could deal the death-blow, an al'l'ow pierced the wrist part of the head once more, disclosed the contents of Yet this twenty-seven years old child is destined to
of the hand which held the weapon, while another the cunningly devised-compartment, informing Robert disintegrate the chemical fossils of the past. It has
passed clean through both his cheeks between his two that it was the handle of the weapon used by Slouch- convinced thousands of persons that there is life beyond the grave ; and this last year it has brought
hideous jaws.
er, or in other words, that it was the upper part of scientists to its feet, in loving devotion to the new
The conflict was ended, . but the day was dearly the Fanatic's huge staff.
and delightful discovery of an agreeable truth; which
bought; for, without attaining any object in the inA glance at the document, assured Robert that the
terest of the two fugitives, Maurice had compromised dwarf had made a most important discovery, and in- even filvery skeptic would rather believe than not. Q
J. V. Newbrough, M.D., said that the anniversary
himself in the eye of the law, and had consequently stantly the invalid and all the household were made
embarrassed. all his efi'orts to serve Alice, and perhaps aware of the fact. Mr. Ellencourt, who was standing celebration commemorated the beginning of an era
that will overturn the tyranny of priests.
had jeopardized his own personal liberty.
beside Florence, was just about to leave the villa to
After speeches by R. G. Eccles of Missouri, and E.
Titmouse, Francis, Giles and the two Indians now pay the visit already mentioned, when his attention
appeared on the scene, and when they also were noted was suddenly arrested by the intelligence of the dis- V. Wilson, the congregation sang" Auld Lang Syne"
by Huskins and his wounded campanian, there was covery, and by the contents of one of the papers and dispersed until the evening danca.
nothing left for the two latter but to retrace their steps which had been thrust into his hand by Maurice with
to the town as best they could ; for the Fanatic, an exclamation of the wildest surprise. Francis peObituary.
whose tongue appeared to have been terribly mangled, rused it hastily, and then bounded out ef the apartWe
are
pained
to
record
the death of Mrs. Betsey
could not utter an intelligible word, and was bleeding ment as if demented, and without uttering a single
profusely. Now, however, he sought to use his left sentence to any one present, soon disappeared among Tasker, wife of Thomas Tasker of Scott Township,
Steuben county, Ind. Mrs. Tasker died on the 6th
hand in dealin!!; Maurice a death stroke; for, no soon- the shrubbery.
of March, and was.bnried on the 8th by the Patrons
er had his weapon fallen to the ground, than he siezed
In the meantime, Huskins had led the wounded Fait again, but John Langton soon deprived him of the natic to the gloomy retreat in which· Alice and Madge of Industry, of which Order she was an enthusiastic
means of doing mischief, having relinquished his hold Gordon were now wondering at what could have in- and efficient member. The funeral was one of the
on Huskins, who had become quite dismayed, and duced so early a call on his part, for Madge had recog- largest ever held in this county, and attested the essnatched the deadly blade from the grasp of the in- nized the voice of the witch-finder. A knock at the teem in which she was held by her large circle of
acquaintances.
tending assassin ere he had well clutched it.
outer door, however, apprised her of the return of the
Mrs. Tasker was a native of England, where she
The return of the volunteers so soon after their de- murderer of her child, and once more she arose to
parture, was the cause of much murmuring amongst admit him, having first cautioned the fugitive to bolt lived until about twenty years ago, when she, with
the people, and great dissatisfaction among the au- the door of the apartment in which they had been her husband and family emigrated to this country.
thorities. As Maurice had anticipated, his name was seated after a long and at times restless night, and not Her age at the time of her death was about sixty
years. She leaves her husband-the well-known and
called in question, and there were those, on the Bos- to open it save to a demand made in her own voice.
highly esteemed "Tommy "-and six children, all of
ton side of the river, who did not hesitate to desigIt was no unusual thing for Huskins to meet Madge whom have arrived at the age of maturity.
nate him a traitvr. On all sides, then, he was embarMrs. Tasker was a kind and devoted wife and
rassed; and now he felt that, as his liberty might be Gordon at the Fanatics'; so now, without rememberjeopardized at any moment, and as his assault upon ing that he had not seen her when Sloucher had ad- mother, and her children regarded her with that filial
the Fanatic would be I 1esented, and if ·possible, pun- mitted him some time before, he at once led in his respect and veneration due a kind and worthy mothished by the Church or at common law, he would comps.nion, a horrible picture to look upon. The er. Her long and happy married life was never marhave to depend mainly upon the exertions and influ- blood was clotted about his huge jaws, and his tongue red by even the slightest family discord, and her relaence of Francis in this the hour of his dire extrem- had swollen to such a size that he could not utter a tives and friends feel that in her death a link has been
single word or sound other than a low, smothered dropped from the family and social circles which can
ity.
·
.~Fortunately for him, Francis was a near relative of howl. Although much surprised at his appearance, never be restored.
She was a firm and consistent believer in the docLady Phipps, the Governor's wife, and was, besides, there was no compassion in the heart of the woman
held in the highest esteem by his excellency, as well for. the wretch who had so darkened her life, for a trines of Materialism all the years of her natural life,
died firm in the faith. She gently refused the
as by almost every officer of what might be termed thrill of fierce joy shot through her veins as the witch- and
11
prayers" of many attending Christian friends durthe vice-regal court. It was, therefore, considered finder related the encounter between him and Maurice,
advisable, in view of what had just taken place, as and the sudden manner in which the arrows of the ings her long and painful illness, and bore her suffering with a true martyr spirit, remaining conscious to
well as with respect to the persecntion of Alice and Indians had terminated the contest.
The Fanatic, unable to stand, sank upon his straw her last moments. May she rest in peace.
Martha also, that he should at once call upon her ladyc. s. H.
ship, and seek also an interview with his Excellency pallet with a countenance where pain and fury were
in relation to the assault upon Sloucher, and what was struggling for the mastery. There he lay, with his
"YEs, boys," said Nancy Bell, a female blacksmith of
of greater importance, the cruel treatment and abduc- eyes glaring wildly about, and listening to the circumstantial stOI'y of the witch-finder. But on catching a Iowa, as she straddleu a horse's leg and yanked oft a
tion of Miss Ravenswood.
In truth so serious an aspect did the case now wear, whisper from Huskins to Madge, to the effect that he shoe, "I was brought up to this business, and so was my
that if the story of the Fanatic and Sloucher were feared the arrows were poisoned, he broke for'th into mother; and there ain't no Beecher scandals in our famnot forestalled instantly, the probability was that be- a hideous yell that made the witch-finder leap to his ily, for a fact."

I
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The Bible.
NO. XXIV.

Among the stones in the Bible that may well be
classed as improbable, is the strange one of Samson and
his remarkable muscular strength. His history commenced before his birth or before he was begotten.
An angel of God appeared unto his father and mother and predicted they ;-hould have a son, that he should
beaN azarite and no razor should touch his head. The
woman in uue time bore a son and he grew up and the
" Lord blessed him."
As is common with other young men, he soon fell
in love. He saw a young woman at Timnath, among
the Philistines with whom he was well pleased, and he
importuned his parents to go down and procure the
young lady for him. They consented to do so. He accompanied them and while on the way a lion confronted them, but our young hero w~s not at all dismayed.
His affection for the young Philistine damsel was so
ardent as to make him immensely strong, and though
the lion roared against him, and though he had no
weapons of any kind, and ''nothing in his hand," he
rent the lion as he would have rent a young kid.
The lion is held to be a most formidable beast, and
for agility, quickness and great strength he is not surpassed in the whole animal kingdom. It is remarkable that a young stripling, as Samson was at that time,
unarmed, and without even the assistance of a walking-stick or club, could easily demolish the king of
beasts. But as the book asserts it, we are perhaps not
at liberty to doubt it.
He had the desired interview with the Philistine
maiden, and they were mutually pleased with each
other. On his return he stopped to look at the carcass
of the lion, and found that bees had taken possession of it, and had already accumulated considerable honey, of whi0h he freely partook and gave to his
parents. The bees must have been pretty lively in
their operations to have taken possession of the carcass
and partly filled it with honey in so short a time, or
Samson must have unduly protracted his stay with
the maiden.
It may be inferred, also, that bees in those clays were
less fastidious about their dwelling-place than now.
Modern bees are too nice and particular to have sweet,
clean hives, to take the putrefying carcass of an animal
for a home ; nor would our bees permit a person to abstract their hard earnings without vigorously defending their property and severely stinging intruders.
Samson gave a riddle pertaining to the lion and the
bees on a subsequent visit to the Philistines, and his
young wife gave his visitors the solution, at w.hich he
was displeased, and the spirit of the Lord coming upon
him, he went down to Ashkelon and slew thirty-seven
men, and took their spoil and garments and divided
them among those who solved the riddle, and his wife
was also given away. It seems a little singular that the
spirit of the Lord coming upon him should make him
so murderous ; but in those days God appears to have
been particularly bloodthirsty. Slaughter and carnage
seemed to please him better than anything else.
Samson's fox trick. is worthy of notice. Wishing to
injure the Philistines he caught three hundred foxes
and tied them together, tail to tail, and placed a firebrand between every two tails, and after he had lighted the brands he let them go, and they ran through
grain fields, setting fire to, and burning all the grain in
shocks, all the standing grain and the vineyards and
olives as well. Were this story anywhere else than in
the Bible it would be pronounced silly and incredible.
It is hardly probable a man could catch three hundred foxes, no matter how strong he might be. They
are extremely shy and difficult to catch, and
a man can hardly be found who could catch a single fox by himself, much less three hundred, and
they to stand still while he tied their tails together and

attached firebrands to them. It was cruel on the foxes,
to say the least. It is not very likely standing gruin,
vineyards, and olive trees would be set on fire, ever. if
foxes should thus run through them. Growing vines
and trees are not easy to ignite. The sap in the twigs
and green leaves renders them quite incombustible,
and a brand going swiftly by would hardly affect them.
The Philistines to be avenged for this cruel wrong
took Samson's wife and her father and burned them
with fire, all of which we should call a burning
shame.
Samson greatly distinguished himself when his
brethren bound him with strong cords and delivered
him to his enemies, when he suddenly burst the cords
and with the jaw-bone of an ass slew one thousand
ofthem. It was indeed an as8-tonishing feat, anu never
before or since was an ass' jaw-bone known to do such
service. ·what those thousand men were doing wllile
a single man was beating them to death with a j<L wbone we f'an hardly imagine. It would seem some of
them ought to have been able to get in a blow once in
a while. That jaw-bone must have been a peculiar one,
for after beating a thousand men to deatll with it, Samson being exhausted and tllirsty, asked the Lord for a
drink, whereupon ''God clave a hollow in the jaw,
and there came water thereout" and Samson refreshed
himself. It is not often jaw-bom;s can be found witll
such fountains of water in them. That specimen of
jaw-bone seemed capable of dispensing botll life
and death. Tlle ass that owned it must have been remarkable, and tlle jaw-bone still more so.
Samson was probably S<ttisfied with these achieve-·
ments, for twenty years passed before we hear anything further relative to his feats of strengtll, until
he went to Gaza and had intercourse with a prostitute, and when the Gazites would catch him, at midnight he got up and walked off with the gates and
gate-posts of the city as an ordinary man would with
an armful of oven-wood.
Like most men in modern times, he had a decided
fondness for women, and they got him into great
trouble. He fell in love with a fancy woman named
Delilah and was fond of dallying with her, and going to
sleep with his head in her lap. After a number of trials
on her part to learn where his great strength lay, he
misleading her on several occasions, she at length
wheedled him into divulging tlle secret that his great
strength lay in his hair ; so when he was again asleep
she called in a barber or hair-cutter and had his head
shaved clean, and alao, when he awoke he found his
strength was gone. The Philistines easily took him
and plucked his eyes out, bound him with fetters and
made him grind in the prison-house.
But his hair at length grew out again, and he became strong as before ; and when the Philistines gathered together in great numbers to offer sacrifice to
their God, and to rejoice that he had delivered Samson
unto them, he was called by the people to make sport
for them.
He was placed between the main pillars of the temple ; and while the building was full of men and women and three thousand were on the roof, he took one
pillar in his right hand and the other in his left, and
bowed himself with all his n::.ight, and the house fell
upon the lords and upon the people, completely crushing them to death, and himself also.
Now we are free to say we do not believe this remarkahle narration, whicll is detailed by an unknown
person, with no corroboration or substantiation save
that found in the Jewish scriptures. We do not believe tlle man ever lived who was able to take the columns of a large temple, one in each hand, and hurl the
structure to the ground. It is too big a story for our
credulity to accept as truth. There have been many
strong, muscular men in the world, but none capable
of performing such a feat as that, though their hair
was ten feet in length. By tlle by, it is not in keeping with the known physiological Jaws that hair imparts immense strength, or that the loss of it produces
weakness. There is no special connection between
the hair and the muscles. The hair is a desirable covering for the head, and when well dressed is regtLrdcd
as an ornament, and in health usually grows luxuriantly, but it was uever kuown to impart muscular
strength. 'Tis safe to judge of the past by what is
known of the present.
Samson is often said to be a plagiarism or

copy of Hercules, who was also. a mythical
character, to whom was imputed very remarkable
strength, and who performed astonishing feats. In
his infancy while still in the cradle he is said to have
strnngled venomous serpents, which the jealous Hera
sent to destroy him. He is also famed for twelve prodigious exploits performed by himself called "labors,"
among which were the slaying of a hyura, a boar, a
lion, the harpies and other monsters. l-Ie had a big
club which he is said to have wielded in a most fearful manner. The cleansing of the Augean stables was
a feat which has immortalized him. We see there are
some points of resemblance between Hercules and
Samson, especially in the leonine part of their history.
Doth had slain their lions. Both abo seemed to llave
been susceptible to the influence of the sufter sex.
Hercules was enslaved bv a passion for Omphale of
Lydia who made llim spin for her and wear her clothes.
The influence she exercised over him was much the
same that Delilah wielded over Bamson ; thus we see
the strongest men are liable in some points to become
very w·ealc Hercules was said to have come to his
death by putting on a poisoned shirt given him as a
love-charm by his false wife, who hacl received it from
the centaur Nessus.
With tlle exception of Samson's last feat of pulling
tlle temple down on tlle heads of ten thousand people with three thousand more upon the roof, Hercules
was undoubtedly the greater man of the two, but in that
crowning exploit in Samson's career there can be no
doubt he tllrew Hercules completely into the shade.
There is an old saying thatt ''the one who tells tlle
last story has the advantage."
Wllile we accord to every person the right to believe
either in Hercules or Samson if they choose to do so,
we claim for ourselves the right to doubt. We cannot
see that we llave any more ground to belieye there
were such men, than Jack the giant-killer, or Sinbad
the Sailor. Borne unknown writers llave stated that
such persons once lived, and that is all we know about
them. We are at liberty to believe in them, or not
just as the proof strikes us. Yv e of course will have
to be classed among the unbelievers.

Christianity Examined.
NO. VII.
In our previous articles in this series, we have
shown conclusively that the Cllristian religion had its
prototype in India from one to three thousands years
prior to the present era. We have seen that the
name even of the Savior that the Hindoos worshiped
at least four ~housaml years ago, was nearly the same
in orthography and character as tlle head of the
Christian Church. The incidents of their reputed
origin, birth, life and death are very similar. We
have seen also tllat the dogmas of tlle Christian
religion were t•mght in India many centuries earlier than in Palestine. Tlle crucifixion, the symbol of the cross, the monastery and I)lany rites practiced by the Church were borrowed from the East.
All this, coupled with the great obscurity of tlle
birth and life of Jesus, renders his existence problematical and mythical. It will be remembered he never
wrote a line of his own life and history, and all we
have touching the fact of such a person having lived
is what we get from the four" evangelists," and when
the facts of the case are duly considered, their testimony stands greatly in need of confirmation. Tllcre
is no record that such books as :M:atthew, :M:ark, Luke
and John were in existence till near two centuries
after the time Jesus is said to have been born. Irenmus is the first Christian writer who refers to either of
thcni, or mentious them, and that when the second
century was well advanced. '!'his is certainly prP.sumptive evidence that they were not written or
known till a long time after Jesus and those who lived
at the time it is claimed he was on earth, wne all dead
and passed away. It must be seen at a glance tl1at
the authenticity of these books is of a very cloubt.ful
chnracter, aml much needs conflrming before tlley
can be taken as proof. In tllc early part of the Christian era numerous gospels were in existence, and
many of them were known before the four gospels in
the New Testament, but they were conclemuccl as unreliable and uncanonictLI, and soon passed from notice. These ftLcts prove that the writing of "gos-
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pels" was attempted by many persons, and that none
of them were credible or trustworthy.
It is a most singular circumstance, if such a person
a£ Jesus had an actual existence, and performed such
wonderful miracles as raising the dead, making the
dumb to talk, the blind to see and the lame to walk;
if at his crucifixion the earth rent in twain and the sun
was darkened three hours; if the dead who had been
in their graves came forth and walked again with
their former companions; if Jesus l1imse!f r_ose from
the dead, and after remaining forty days with his disciples, then, in broad daylight, and in the sight of a
large concourse of people, ascended up to heavenwe say if all these things occurred, it is singular no
contemporaneous historians mentioned any of these
facts. Though they were not Christians, they should
have alluded to some of these events at least, and their
not doing so casts additional suspicion upon the truthfulness of the story. True, in the writings of Josephus there is a single clause, detached and disconnected from the main text, saying, in substance, that
about this time one Jesus lived and taught a new doctrine, and attracted some attention in Judea; but it is
now admitted by the best Hebrew and Christian au'thorities, that this passage was never written by Josephus, b•1t that it was interpolated into his writings without his authority and long after he was dead. The
forgery is attributed to Eusebius, bishop of Cresarea,
one of the distinguished Christian Fathers, and who
admitted he deemed it right to use falsehood and deception if good could be accomplished by it, and the
true faith be established.
When we remember that all the early Christian
writings were produced or manipulated by designing,
unscrupulous men, who hesitated not to use fraud, if
thereby they could accomplish their purpose, it is not
strange if the coRfidence of those who understand the
facts is shaken in the reliability of such early records.
That the system of Christianity is made up of Judaism and Paganism, is easily demonstrated. Its
Deity, Jel!ovah, it took from Judaism, its Moses, its
p1·ophets and its sacred toritings it took from the same
source. Its Devil and hell it got partly from Judaism
and partly from Paganism-the latter being doubtless
the original source whence Judaism obtained it. The
doctrine of the trinity, an incarnated son of God, a
vicarious atonement by death on the cross, are of Pagan origin. The idea of a life of self-denial, abstemiousness and deprivation was borrowed from the
Therapeuts and Essenes that existed in Syria, Egypt,
and somewhat in Judea long before the time of
Christ.
Into this composite creed was also blended some of
the doctrines of Plato and other Grecian philosophers. That tbis was the fact, we will substantiate
by a few quotations from some of the early Christian
writers and " Fathers."
JustiitMartyr, bom in the first century, after studying the philosophies of Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle
and Zeno, became a Christian, and in his "Apology,"
addressed to Anton in us Pins, says: ''If, then, we hold
some opinions near akin to those of the poets and philosophers in most repute among you, why are we thus
unjustly hated ? For, in saying that all things were
macle in this beautiful manner by God, what do we
seem to say more than Plato ? When we teach a
general conflagration, what do we teach more than
the Stoics ? By decial'ing the Logos, the first begotten of God, our master Jesus Christ, to be bom of a
virgin, without any human mixture, to be crucified
and dead, and to have risen again and ascended into
heaven, we say no more in tbis than what you say
of those whom you style the sons of Jove. For you
need not be told what number of sous the writers
most in vogue among yon assign to Jove. There is
Mercury, Jove's interpreter, ,LEsculapius, Bacchus and
Hercules. As to the Son of God, called Jesns, should
we allow him to be no more than man, yet the title
of the Son of God is vmy justifiable on account of
his wisdom, considering you l1ave your :Mercury in
worship under the title of the Word and .Messenger
of God. As to our Jesus being born of a virgin, you
have your Perseus to balance that ; as to his curing
the lame, the paralytic and such as were cripples from
their birth, this is little more than what you say of
your 1Esculapius."
Tertullian, a noted Father recognizing the similar-

ity between heathenism and Christianity, tried to cast
the plagiarism thus upon the heathens. "The beat hens, from a design of curiosity put our doctrines
into their works."
Melito, Bishop of Sardio in Lybia, in writing to
Marcus Antoninus, said: "The philosophy which we
profess truly flourished aforetime, but having blossomed again in the great reign of Cresar Abgnstus, thy
ancestor, it proved to be above all things ominous of
good for thy kingdom."
Origen, the most eminent among the Christian
Fathers, admitted the same thing in his reply to Celsus.
St. Clement of Alexandria, wrote in the same vein.
Eusebius, most cons]Jicuous among the early Fathers, hesitated not to admit the same facts, by saying,
"Christianity reveals nothing new to mankind,'' and
explains the same upon the l1ypothesis that "the
Devil stole the Christian doctrines and gave them to
the Pagan poets and philosophers." In his Ecclesiastical History, Book I. chap. 4, he asserted that the religion of Christ contained nothing new or strange, and
that all good men wbo had lived in the past were good
Christians.
We will defer further quotations at this time, but
many more of early Christian authorities can be adduced to the eftect that they did not claim the Chris·
tian religion to be new, but to be made up of the systems which had preceded it.

Investigating Spiritualism.
We have received the following letter from a patron:
YISTULA, bm., March 16th. 1875.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: In your issue for March 1St, I
noticed an account of your visit to Dr. Slade, the medium.
There are several persons in this neighborhood who
would be pleased to have you give Spiritualism a thorough
investigation, and if it be a humbug, we should all very
much like to know it; and if there is.a reality in it, let us
know that too. Visit Slade, Mansfield and all such mediums and watch well their modus opemncli of Spiritual
manifestations, and let us know "the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth."
If you will give Spiritualism a thorough investigation,
I am certain you will greatly augment the circulation of
your paper in all parts of the country. Yours for the
cause of Truth and Liberal principles,
DELBERT S. IVINS.
We respectfully reply: to our friend. In the first
place, we have not the time to visit all the mediums in
this city and investigate them. It requires our attention sixteen hours a day to the duties we bave assumed in getting up this sheet, worthy the attention of
our numerous readers, together with the various details connected therewith,
Secondly, we have not the disposition to run after
mediums. With all due respect to our Spiritualistic
friends, we must say, as a rule we regard it as a waste
of time and money. We are satisfied there are honest and worthy mediums in whom confidence can be
placed, but the thousand and one of them all over the
country who are puffing and advertising themselves
as rema!'kable "test mediums," "healing mediums,"
"writing meuiums," "speaking mediums," "trance
meC!iums," "materializing mediums," "inspirational
mediums," "physical mediums," am1 numerous otber
kinds of mediums, and who are trying their best to
induce people to run after them and "slJCll out"
their money to them, are enough to disgust the sensible portion of the public with the whole business.
Tbere is so often a species of charlatanry and pretension connected with it, as to be positively nauseating to candid people.
vV e have much to say in favor of Spiritualists.
Many of them have had the moral bravery to come
out in opposition to the superstitions of olden times
and pronounce in favor of truth and progress. They
are an active, enthusiastic people, willing to work in
earnest in advancing free thought, and tbey bave accomplished more than any other element in our country in exposing and breaking down the tyranny of
priestcraft and superstition. The majority of them
are good Liberals, but from many of tbem we are
compelled to difter. We think Spiritmtlists, as a
class, are gullible, and too readily swallow whatever
purports to come from spirits or the spirit world. On
the other hand, we presume many :Materialists are too
"hard-headed," prejudiced and unfair. We have
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come to think an unbeliever can be bigoted as really
as an Orthodox. A true liberal sentiment toward
those wbo differ from us, and who arrive at opposite
conclusions from ourselves, is a difficult achievement
to accomplish.
.We entertain the conviction that there is something
real in what are callec;l "spiritual manifestations."
Though a large portion of it may be ''bogus," there
is often a force apparent that cannot be ignored.
·whether these phenomena are produced by spints, or
whether they are the result of subtle powers of the
mind and will, not yet fully understood, is a problem
still unsolved.
We have to report a second visit to Dr. Slade, with
a friend, when demonstrations occurred similar to
those which took place at our first visit, with this addition-we placed ourselves upon the table, while Dr.
Slade and our friend held their hands upon the top of
it. We soon began to f~el ourselves raised. We were
three times lifted clear of the floor, table and all, and
when we came down the jar was very perceptible, as
if we had dropped a little distance. Our avoirdupois
being one hundred and sixty-five pounds, the lift for
the invisible power, whatever it may be, was not inconsiderable. The names of our father and other deceased friends were written on the slate, without
out any visible hand touching the slate. We satisfied ourselves there was no trickery about the table,
an:l that the lifting was fairly done. What the power
is tbat performs the work, we do not pretend to say.
As there is an intelligence connected with the manifestations, which seems not to be controlled by persons present, the Spiritualistic theory appears the more
rational one ; but the difficulty of understanding how
a spirit can exist after the body is dead, how human
beings, whose beginnings as individual organizations
elate back. but a few decades become immortal, has
not yet been surmounted.
Admitting, however, for the moment, that we are
immortal-tbat we have a continued existe~ce after
this coarser body is laid in the grave, it by no means
proves that we ought to spend our time in straining
our eyes to see what is "beyond," or to be running
after every person who pretends to be a "medium"
to try and find out what and where the other world is.
Tbe accounts we get are so contradictory and often so
absurd that it is idle to place confidence _in them.
With all that mediums can tell us ; with all that
spirits-so-called-can impart to us, we really know
little about the "other life," and cannot, until we go
there.
While our home is in this world, our work and our
duty are here. There is enough in aight that we can
easily know and comprehend to occupy all our earthly life, all our powers and abilities, without seeking
to look into another world. It is far wiser to live for
this life, while we are in it, to devote all our enerO'ies
and all our strength to improving the conditio; of
ourselves and those around us, than to give any considerable portion of our time in trying to discover
what the future life has in store for us. There is
great neeu in this world of suftering humanity, in the
imperfect conditions of the race, the numerous defecas of society, the wants of the poor, the needy and
the ignorant to occupy all our timE, all our benevolent
motives and aspirations, all our attention, all our
talents and all our strength without diverting our
thoughts to that which is entirely beyond the reach
of our vision.
Instead of living for the other world, let us live for
tltis. Let us try to improve it to the extent of our
power, and to make it as near a heaven as possible.
Let us try to elevate ourselves, and to benefit our fellow beings in every way we can. If every person
would make it his business to beautify this world and
to contribute to the happiness of those living in it, it
would certainly be a most excellent way to pass our
Jives, and if there is another existence after this, in
no way can we better prepare ourselves for it, than in
doing the best we can wbile here.
Science is what the world needs to-day-knowledge
~hat will teach us how to live tl1is life usefully, bealthfully and happily.
We need practical, worldly,
every·day, matter-of-fact knowledge pertaining to the
things of this life, far more than about angels
or the spirits of our grandmothers, the kind of food
(Continued on Eiohth Pa.oe.J
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The Jews and their God.
BY

ISAAC

PADEN.

CHAPTER .VII.
The idea that progression is limited to this life is a
small idea of a God. As for the present condition of
things, the character and standing of mediums, together with the spirit world and the manifestations
therefrom. Kind reader, if you will grant us the
privilege of presenting to you our best mediums, and
the best spiritual manifestations, the same as has been
done with the Jewi~h records, (rejecting thousands,)
we give you a record corresponding with civilization,
far in advance of that of the past, beaming with love
and good-will to man, flowing forth from the spiritual
mansions of heaven to the elevation of man on earth.
We now sum up our case, and after a thorough
search we fail to find evidence in favor of the Jews
and their God, in a moral or refined sense, "and why
should we, if our positions be true ?" But in shedding of human blood, and the destruction of life and
property, if this be a proof of greatness and moral
goodness, we yield the point. But as this is no credit
to man in civilization. how can it be to a God ? A
king or ruler that kills off at least one-half of his
subjects to frighten the other hal~ into obed~ence,
and fails at that, proves he lacks wisdom, and IS not
worthy to be a ruler. This is our honest logical conclusion, theology with all its anathemas notwithstanding.
Here our Christian friends may meet us by claiming we are judging God in the capacity of a man,
which is not a parallel case, "for God's ways are not
man's ways, neither are man's ways God's ways."
This we cheerfully admit, but ask, where is the difference ? Are God's ways above or below man's
ways ? Can a king do an act that would disgrace a
subj!3ct and not tarnish his own character? We
think not. We readily admit, man and bis ways are
far below God and his ways; similar to that of a
child and its father. Should a father stoop to do
childish acts, he would degrade himself and dishonor
his fatherhood. This claim, when properly applied,
adds proof to our position.
We also admit, to charge Abraham, Moses and all
the Jewish prophets are lying impostors, who speak
of spiritual personages, is that which we are not warranted to do under the existing circumstances. It
would give the lie to all nations, including many individuals whose characters, for truth and veracity, are
above impeachment, such as Job, Zoroaster, Cicero,
Plato, Socrates, Confucius and many others among
the ·heathen nations, and many worthy men in our
day, such as Swedenborg, Judge Edmonds and
thousands of others, all men of truth, who say they
saw and conversed with spiritual personages face to
face.
On the other hand, to say all that the Jews claimed
is strictly true applied to Deity, is equally unwarranted and absurd. The first gives the lie to truthful
men of all nations, past and present; the latter would
be absurd and a disgrace to a civilized God, and has
no corroborating evidence.
Therefore the chain of three positions is before
us. First. Discard all human testimony, past and
present, in relation to the existence of spiritual per.
sonages and spi:i-it powerSecond. That God, whose power and greatness fills
immensity of space, was, and is; (unless changed)
subject to all the passions and attributes of an uncivilized aud savage king of the lowest grade.
Third. That the statement of the Jews, together
with other nations, in reference to the existence of
spiritual personages and spirit power are in the main
trne, inasmuch as it accords with the claims of this
our clay.
•
Therefore, taking all things into consideration, past
and present, we assume the responsibility to say the
Jews were mistaken in their man-God, the personage
who appeared to Abraham, Moses and others, and by
them seen and talked with, appearing in every sense
a man, in form, shape, size and features, and in fact
was a man having only passed into spirit life, possessing a spiritual body, yet grasped for more power and
affiuence, with the sole object of excelling all other
Gods like hiliiself.
This accounts for his jealousy. A God who is Almighty, in fact has nothing to be jealous of ; jealousy
arises only where there is fear of rivalry. This manGod idea runs throughout Christendom, as well as
heathendom, as can be seen as to the man Jesus, who is
now a spiritual personage, aud by the Christians declared to be their God, claiming his presence in spirit
in their revival meetings, similar to that of the Hindoos and other nations do for their God. As for justice
and moral goodness, the Christians have no reason
to be ashamed of their God [Jesus Christ]; that
which he taught and practiced was, in every sense, a
great improvement in moral goodness, as well as in
civilization. Nowhere is he heard cursing the earth
for man's sake, neither do we hear of him bragging,
"I am a man of war; I shall stir up jealousy like a
man of war." '' Yea, I will cry like a woman in travail
to destroy and devour.at once; I am a jealous God,
and vengeance is mine, and I will repay.'' ''I will laugh
at your calamity, I will mock when your fear com-

eth." What can be more savage? Such a disposition carried out would disgrace a Nero.
King George of England, whom our fathers rebelled
against in all his tyranny, was far in advance in civilization to this. But Jesus, unlike the Jewish God,
his teachings were seasoned with moral goodness and
universal brotherhood. Should his worshipers be
more like him, they would be more consistent; but,
as it is, they mix up their God with the Jewish God,
and call the plural one. Thus you see a mixture of
brotherly love and human kindness combined with
hate, bigotry, pusecution, hell and endless damnation. It is quite common for theologians to quote all
the law and dastardly acts and sayings of the heathen
nations and their gods, without calling in question
their many good acts and sayings, in order to give favor on the side of the Jews and their God. This is
unfair and dishonest on the part of theology.
Be assured, kind reader, the imperfections of the
heathen nations (as they are called) and their Gods
did not exceed that of the Jews and their God; neither did the moral goodness and human kindness of
the Jews and their God excel that of the heathen.
Butitisreasonable to believe many of those whom the
Jews and Christians call ''blind heathens," will stand
before the judgment seat of justice on equal grounds
with many who acknowledge the Jewish God and call
Abraham their father. In this have I not got the man
Jesus to back me, who said to the Jews, it would be
more tolerable (that is, better) for Soclom and Gomorrah (two Gentile or heathen cities that had been cngulpb.ed by a fiery volcano) than for you Jews. Having now, dear reader, presented to your views a posisition, perhaps somewhat new or strange, and upon
first thought may appear absurd ; nevertheless, I have
written out a few thoughts on this important subject
with care and honest candor, knowing, assuredly,
there is a mistake of great magnitude in the claims of
theology. But if that which I have written does not
carry upon its face a reconciliation of the sayings and
doings of the Jews and their God, that no other position can do, then you may condemn. But if I have
done honor to the God of the Universe, by discharging him of the authorship of so many low and degrading acts, charged by the Jews to their God, whicll
·would be a disgrace to any man or king in civilization, please give me credit for that at least. I have
no anathema, to pronounce upon you for your disbelief, should you do so, neither have I praise or reward
to bestow for your adhering to my t.heory ; I consider
you are your own master in this matter, and it is each
and every one's individual right to exercise their best
judgment. Therefore pause, reflect, consult justice,
true honor and honesty, seasoned with good common
sense ; then decide.
(To BE CONTINUED.]

The Romance of Worlds.
Not quite a hundred years ago, an English astronomer found a world. It was christened He1·schel.
Somebody, or somebody else has been and done and
gone and nicknamed that world Uranus.
I think that somebody, or somebody else was very
presuming.
Astronomers discover that thi·s Johnny Bull world,·
not wholly unlike some folks in general, was subject
to,periodic flirtations-and noted them.
The immortal Leverrier, taking range by the notes,
so pointed the long glasses as to detect the attractor,
and behold another world!! of the feminine persuasion, I suppose. Right llere I am minded of my own
experience-early childhood experience.
On tlle top of a barn, a little gi1·l, some years below
her teens, dressed like a little lady, attracted my attention. Full of glee, she glided from eaves to ridges,
and back and forth in nll directions like a squirrel and
a bird. Her love of adventure was at high carnival.
"Great souls,
By nature half-divine, soar to the stars
And hold near acquaintance with the gods."
Children and youth love as angels. May be worlds
do so.
··The angels watch the good and innocent,
And where they gaze, it must be glorious."
Was Miss Landon wide of the mark in saying:
"Love is of hea.venly birth,
But turns to death on touching earth?"
Among the didactics of my childhood was the following:
"The greatest pleasure in life is Love." Who will
say it is not ?
Does Love turn to dust on touching earth ? An important question ! My sainted mother taught me to
keep it on the wing. No use, of course, to put me on
the witness-stand.
What, for near a score of centuries, has been palmed upon the world as Religion, is now on trial before
the tribunal of enlightened public sentiment. 'l'he
next question on the calendar, to be brought before
that high court of Judicature, is, can Love-the genuine article-touch earth, the animal plane, and retain
its vitality ?
'Tis not mine to say who shall talre the witnessstand, nor that they will or will not be competent before the expiration of the honey-moon.
As in the Religion Moresaid, the cloak of imputed
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righteousness is in requisition, to cover over a multitude of sins, who can say and speak advisedly, that
the so-called "holy bands of matrimony" are not
desecrated by practices not nominated in the bond to
np1·oduce the likeness of God ? And who can say
that much of such desecration is not the result of abnormal passions, superinduced by unphysiological
meats, drinks and narcotics ?
Will it always be so? It will not. The old earth
must pass away, as well as the old heavens. The elements are already melting with fervent heat. We
must have a new earth, as well as new heavens-a new
reproductive order, wherein the highest trust voueh.
safed to man will be held sacred-free from contamination.
Love, of a second quality, may touch this new earth
and retain a measure of vitality.
Love, of the first quality, exists in the new heaver.s
only.
PRENTISS.

Abbot's "New Views" In Denial of" the Doctrine of the Relativity of Knowledge.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER:-Mr.
Abbot says that the unexpected interest taken in his
criticisms, on Tyndall r,nd Spencer, will possibly embolden him to express some ''new views" in support
of his absolute denial of the doctrine of the Relativity
of Knowledge, and the distinction on which it rests,
of noumena and phenomena, with special reference to
Spencer's doctrine of the Unknowable. He says that
Spencer has borrowed the foundation of his doctrine
''in substance directly from Sir W. Hamilton."
Hamilton says, that the "great axiom," that thereality existing behind all appearances is, and ever must
be, unknown, has been subscribed to by every thinker
of note, from Protagoras to Kant; but, Abbot says,
all these thinkers, to whom may be added Tyndall,
Owen, Max Mueller and Stuart Mill, have. run their
"heads into a mud bank for the purpose of seeing the
world to greater advantage;" and, 1Je says, "whoever
can detect the flimsiness of those portions of Hamilton's
philosophy, which Spencer has made the essential basis
of his own philosophy, will see that it will not stand.
. . . Already it has become not modified but rejected by every thinker " who refuses to juggle with
Spencer's "empty gibberish " about the Unknowable.
Abbot says that the present state of science, as to
whether we know, or merely infer, the existence of an
external world, and what the obiects composing it
really are in themselves, demands a new philosophy
"to advance it beyond the bog in which it seems just
now stuck fast." On these great philosophical pro blems, he says, the great religious questions of the day
really turn, viz: Does God exist, or not ? and if God
exists, can man know God ? Tyndall in his late
address "craved the gracious patience " of llis audience, while he made a brief reference to the doctrine
of the Relativity of Knowledge. Quoting lVIill, who
said that "the question of an external world is the
great battle-ground of metaphysicians, and who
affirmed that all we know of external objects is that.
there are "permanent possibilities of sensation,"
from which we infer that their cause is an external
reality? Tyndall remarks, that when I say that I see
you, and that I can check my sight by touching you,
Kant and Mill would tell him that he is "transgressing
the limits of fact;" for all that he is rettlly conscious
of is, that his optic nerves, and the nerves of his
hand have undergone a change; that all that he sees
and touches, tastes and smells are merely 'l'llriations
in his own condition. "That anything answering to
our impressions exists out of ourselves is not a fact,
but an inference, to which all validity would be denied
by an Idealist like Berkeley, or by a skeptic like
Hume;" and, Tyndall says, ''it is by no means easy
to combat such notions."
But while Tyndall cannot deny that this is the
extent of his consciousness, he has the conviction
that his states of consciousness are caused by <'xtcrnal
objects, and Mill, and others, wi~h mmely to insist
on the limits of what is really knowable. Tvndall
says that "SpenGcr takes another line. Witli him,
as with the uneducated man, there is no question or
doubt as to the existence of an external world. But
he differs from the uneducated, who think that tl;e
world really is what consciousness J:epresents it to be.
[Spencer says.] Our states of consciousness are mere
symbols of an outside entity, which prodnces them,
and determine:; their order of succession, but the real
nature of which we can never know." Abbot calls
this ''unmeaning jargon," and says that Tyndall is
confusing the public mind with it.
Abbot rejects the doctrine of the Hypotheticnl
Realists, who are divided by Hamilton into two
classes, one of which held that the immediate object
of perception is a represen tativc entity present to the
mind, and not a mere mental modification; among
them are Democritus, Epicurus, Malcbranchc, Berkeley, Clark, and Newton. The other class held that
the immediate object of perception is a representative
modification of the mind itself; which means the
samll as l\[ill means in explaining his idra of tlJC Re"
lativity of Knowledge, "that our knowledge of objects,
and. even our fancies about objects, consist of nothing
but the sensations which they excite, or wllich we
imagine them exciting in us. The mind forms a
representation of the obJect, but the representation
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formed is obviously unlike the object. This has been
said by Platonists,.,._by Liebnitz, Arnauld, Descartes,
(probably) Locke, Kant, and Brown; but according to
Abbot all these thinkers, as well as Tyndall and
Spencer, have run their heads into a mudbank, and
so cannot see, as he does, that things external are
knowable as they are in themselves.
Abbot says that the doctrine of the Relativity of
Knowledge, has been borrowed from Kant by Hamilton, by Mansell from Hamilton, and by Spencer from
Mansell, and that the method of illustrating it has
degenerated at each remove. It is certain that Hamilton introduced perplexity into the subject, for nowhe clearly asserted it, and then argued against it; but
Spencer has restored the doctrine in accordance with
the original purpose of Kant, which was to define the
limitations of knowledge, and to prove the relativity
of all conceptions. Mill says '' that the doctrine for
which Hamilton has been so often praised, and nearly
as often attacked, was only verbally held by him;"
and that it was not "the matured conviction of a
scientific mind.'' "In metaphysics he was too often
a polemic, rather than a connected thinker," wbo
would snatch up any doctrine as a weapon to strike a
hard blow at an opponent, tl~ough it snook tbe foundation of his own philosophy. If he once held the
doctrine of the Relativity of all Knowledge, viz: that,
"Of tbings absolutely, or in themselves, be they external or internal, we know nothing;" that, "as
substances, we know not what Matter is, and are
ignorant of wbat is Mind;" he afterwards, as Mill
says, when it had served his purpose, abandoned it,
and "did bold, as one of the main elements of his
philosophic creed, tbe opposite doctrine, of an immediate knowledge of external things, in certain of their
aspects as they are in themselves, absolutely."
Abbot resembles Hamilton, in some of 'his modes,
more than Spencer does. Abbot denies "absolutely
the doctrine of the Relativity of all Knowledge," but
says to "absolute certitude we make no pretence;" he
admits tbat from the imperfections of our faculties,
our knowledge of objects must necessarily be in complete; butincompleteknowledgeisknowledge; "and
that the pbilosophy that resolves it into ignorance
is a mockery of intelligence.'' If Abbot does not, as
Hamilton did, regard Belief as superior to Know!edge, he uses them as equivalent terms. Hamilton
says, ''We know the external world." If asked how
do we know that our perception of an external and
extended object is numerically different from us? or
how do we know that it is not a mere mode of mind
(or modification of the nervous system) illusively presented to us as a mode of inatter? Hamilton says
we do not know that the object, we are compelled to
perceive as not-self, is not a perception of self ; but
on reflection, from an original necessity of our nature,
we believe that the object is external. (All the advocates of th<: Relativity of Knowledge admit, with
Hume, that we have" beliefs as to external objects,"
and frame all our actions upon our beliefs, but they
make the distinction tbat belief is not knowledge.) Mill
says, "With Hamilton, Belief is ultimate, is a nigher
source of evidence than Knowledge," wbicb is derivative and rests on Beliefs. How can knowledge rest
on mere belief ? Mill says, that in common language
Knowledge means complete conviction. Belief incomplete conviction ; and that a pbilosophy, which, in
opposition to common usage, bestows upon a less
certain conviction the appellation ofknowleclge, is an
example how mere forms of logic and metaphysics
can blind mankind to the total absence of tbeir substance. This is wbat Abbot appears to do on this
subject.
Abbot sttys, Science "means that the buman mind
is in a directly cognitive relation to the rettlities of
nature," but how to. explain this direct lmowledge "is
a question too profound to be raised here ; but the
general position, at least, it is quite time to state
when such able and ingenuous writers as Youmans
and Fiske" undertake to detend the feeble and valueless part of Spencer's system which deals with the
Unknowable, I think that it is quite time that Abbot
expressed his "new views of' Noumena and Phenomena '" in r•e!ation to the doctrine of the Relativity of
Knowledge, to help the pbilosophers to get their heads
out of tbe mndbank into which they have run them.
Buechner is one of tbe thinkers who has avoided
this. He says that Modern Science has taken the
first step in the doctrine of a Philosophical Realism,
of "tbe true essence of things" ; and that it is incomprehensible how so acute a tbinker as Lange can oppose Materialism, and support Kant's distinction of
noumena (things in themselves) and phenomena (their
appearances in our various states of consciousness).
Now what is Modern Science? Abbot says," Science
is a fact of more importance than the mere co-01·dination of seriated states of consciousness." But even
Lewes, who is an apostate on this question, shows
that science is but a <(Ollig:;ttion of a series of states of
consciousness. Buecbner says tbat "Philosophical
Materialism has driven Philosophical Spiritualism
out of the field, and that is now skulking alone in tbe
hope of regaining lost territory." Buecbner would call
Abbot's doctrine Philosopbical Spiritualism.
Lewes, in his "Problems of Life and Mind "rejects
inconsistently, I think, Kant's distinction of 'noumena
and phenomena, except as a convenient artific>e in
classification, but he does n.Qt qeny
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Knowledge. He says that those who yearn for knowledge not relative, and affirm that the doctrine of the
Relativity of Knowledge is a cheat and a sham as
Abbot says it is, "cheat themselves with phras~s."
Rel~tive Knowledge, he says, is all we need, and that
a scwnce or co-ordination of appearances is sufficient
for all our wants; and it is all we have. Lewes
does not see that Philosophy gains any refuge from
difficulties by invoking the Unknowable, though it
may admit its existence. He agrees with those who
reject Spiritualism, and with those who reject Materialism, but does not agree with them in their conclusion that we know nothing of Mind or Matter; he
believes, as Tyndall does, that Mind is a function of
Matter; and he says that we know a good deal of both.
Abbot says that 1\'l:atter and Mind may prove to be
one-to be but the manifestations of an Omnipresent
Energy, or "the Executive side" of a God of reason
and of goodness. Do you understand that?
Yours, respectfully,
JOHN CHAPPELLSMITH.
New Harrnony, Ind., March 10th, 1875.

'rite Chr·I·sti·anl'ty of Poland.
Poland is perbaps the most benighted, be-clouded, bepriested, be-crossed and be-crucifixed country I know
of. The people are better provided with crucifixes
and images than with food. Bread used to be, and
still is a luxury with most of the working class and
peasants. Their principal food consists of the roughest kind, such as soups, called baszaz, with potatoes
and cabbage. But often they have not even that, althougb food is what we should consider very cheap;
potatoes, for instance, are not quite half a shilling
per bushel. The people are· money less, except among
tbe aristocracy. It is enough for them to have religion, ~nd it is not surprising that they are physically
starvmg.
You cannot walk a distance of twenty rods without seeing some rougb piece of besmeared wood, with
a bit of muslin or rag over it perhaps, before which
old and young prostrate themselves, and worship it as
the Virgin Mary. On the road corners you will find
three crosses, representing Jesus and his two dishonest companions. On tbe cross of Jesus you find a
hammer, pinchers, dagger and otber instruments of
torture; also, thirty pieces of silver, showing, I suppose, what a fool Judas was for selling Jesus so very
cheap. But the priests now make Jesus pretty dear
to their adherents. In towns of five or six thousand
inhabitants, tbere may be found ten or twelve churcbes,
eacb of a different order. You see monks coming out
of tbeir convents on market days, to get a few farthings from tbe peasants. You see beggars, blind, lame
and dumb, in tbe market, some playing fiddles and
singing the praises of tbe Virgin. Most- of tbe time
the priest is engaged in praying for tbe souls of.tbe
departed friends of those who drop him a farthing.
But tbe approach of a new comer causes him, even in
the midst of a prayer, to leave it unfinisbed for the
fresh comer. The Polishman, having to pass a church,
takes bis hat oft" a considerable distance before reaching it, and sometimes crosses himself. The Jew,
equally superHitious, stops his ears as be passes tbe
chur(:h lest he should hear the blasphemous Christian
organ.
In tbis country almost all the Catholics go once or
twice on a pilgrimage to a city called Czestachow, it
being to tbe Virgin wbat Jerusalem was to Jebovah.
In tbat city the priests play tricks upon the people,
which they call miracles. These pilgrims are of the
poorest class. and sometimes go hundreds of miles on
foot. Tbe sick, the blind and tbe affiicted are among
tbe number. Some die by the way-tbese are supposed to have been unwmthy of entering tbe sacred
city. Some die after entering, and go to heaven.
Some come back uncured, and remain to be converted and cured by miracles.
The shops must be closed on holy days and while
funerals pass. No Jew dare show himself on the
clays when processions pass the streets. Many a time
have I seen a Jew caught in some corner by these
pious savages and killed or terribly maimed, but tbey
were never called to account for it. This state of
tbings lasted till after the Polish Revolution in 1864.
Although these people are so pious, they know lit.
tie about wbat tbe book of lwly absurdities contains.
They are not acquainted with the following stories :
About the Lord coming down to bave a cup of tea and
a piece of veal at Abraham's house, and disputing
with his wife about the wonderful pickling of Mrs.
Lot; the indecent angels entering into Lot's daugbters; Johovah curing the world by a cold batb;
Noah's celebrated menagerie; Jacob wresting with
God and God getting exhausted, asking Jacob to let
him 'go home, lmt Jacob having the Jewish instinct
for bargaining, and perceiving at tbe same time that
Jehovah had no breeches on, and could consequently
bave no money about bim, asked for a blessing ;
Moses' excellent little boat on tbe River Nile; the boly
ass perceiving an angel and questioning Balaam ; the
species of clumsy foxes tbat could so easily be caugbt
by an old Nazarite--a species tbat even Mr. Darwin
has failed to discover, for he only knows of swift
ones; a son being only ten years younger than his
father ; the Lord's wholesale lying into Abab; Elisha's
greedy bears; Isaiah's wonderful wench, after baving
!!-~ phild, was yet a virgin ; Ezekiel's distasteful din-

ner; Jonah taking up bis quarters in a whale; Solomon, the great debauchee, that puts Brigham Young
to blush.
·
But most· of the Polish Catholics are acquainted
with the stories of Jesus being far from a drug store,
and obliged to make his own drugs, such as tbe ointment of spittle and dust to cure eyes; about Peter
cursing and swearing in order to fulfil a prophecy;
Jesus chasing tbe devils into about two tbousancl pigs,
and others of tbe same character.
Napanee, Ont.
1\'I:AxiMILIAN Fox.

---·---True Reform.

Tbe triumpb of science and reason over ignorance
and superstition is certain, but is it certain that under
tbe new order of things, virtue will triumph over
vice, and honesty over cunning and deceit ? Is it
certain tbat, in proportion as men become wise, tbey
will become good ? At first thought there would seem
to be reason for answering these questions in tbe af·
firmative, for the lig£t of reason alone is sufficient to
teach us tbat wisdom and goodness are allied, and
that only in tbcir complete union and development can
man attain to his highest estate and secure bis truest
happiness.
The problem of human destiny is, bowever, one
tbat can bardly be solved by abstract reasoning.
Wbat men will do under given circumstances, can only
be inferred frQm what they have done under other
and similar circumstances, and judging tbus, it is not
safe either to assert that the destruction of superstitious forms of religion will assuredly lend to nigher
forms, or that·increased intelligence will be accompanied by anything like a corresponding increase of
moral perception or of virtuous living.
Man is a being in process of development from a
very low condition, and bis conduct at each successive stage depends upon bis physical organization at
tbat time. The brain is the organ of tbe mind. A
man of low moral organization, however intelligent
or .well educated be may be, will be dishonest. You
may convince him intellectually that "bonesty is the
best policy," lmt the tendencies of bis undeveloped
nature will assert tbemselves in every moment of
temptation, just as the appetite of an old toper asserts itself in spite of all bis good resolutions, whenever the intoxicating cup is presented to him.
The true work of reform IS that of careful and scientific culture, tbe culture which the parent bestows
upon the child, including all pre-natal influences, and
the voluntary self-culture of maturity. With persons
not thus developed, the rejection of an ancient superstition only gives room for some modern one, or leads
to tbat deplorable negative condition in which "liberality" is but another word for indifference. Science is positive. Its true sphere is tbat of discovering and applying truth. It sets to work upon its own
ground, erects its own structures, plants its own vineyard and enjoys the fruit of its labor. If attacked,
it knows how to defend itself in short and decisive
encounters, quickly returning to its appropriate work.
Its boast is not tbat it has laid waste the fields of its
neighbors, but that it has clilligently cultivated its own,
and its converts are not simply those who have been
convinced of tbe unfruitfulness of their own soil, but
ratber' those who, though measurably contented with
their old homes, have looked upon the still more
abundant products of a higher and more practical
culture, and have tbus been won over to it in the
spirit of love and by the all-conquering power of reason. Laboring thus mainly to promote the good, and
to exbibit its results mther than to destroy the evil, we
may feel assmed tbat when decaying forms have accomplished thdr full mission, and passed away, their
places will be filled witb something better, and tbat
the advent--of modern science shall prove in tbe end
to have been the most glorious of all the revelations
that bave been made to man.
B.

Anniversary.
On Thursday, March 25tll, the Land Reform Association of New York, held in the parlors of Dr. C.
S. Weeks, 26tb street, their 31st Anniversary of the
birth of George Henry Evans, and of his conception
of every human being's natural right to a share of
the soil for an equal, inalienable and individual bornestead, subject to no liability to become alienated by
any debt, sale, tax, mortgage, etc., but only to be excbanged for each other, so as to keep every family on
eartb in tbe ownership of a home. William Rowe,
President, in theehair, with J. K. Ingalls Secretary;
H. Beeny, Treasurer proceeded to busine&s, when L.
Masquerier read an ~ddress upon the merits of Evans
and of the principles of Land Reform. Thomas
Ainge Devry, who conceived tbe idea also of tt man's
natural rigbt to a snare of soil, (in seeing the curse of
the landlordry and tenure system in his native Ireland,) at the same time with Evans, was present and
gave bis views on tbe subject. Resolutions were passed that the Land Reform measures be passed upon
and discussed in the anniversay meetings as usual, and
tbat exertions be continued to erect a monumental
bust to Evans in one of our parks. Thus, while tbe
clergy endeavor to get homes for all in heaven, we,
Land Reformers, endeavor to get ir.mlienable ones on
earth, instead of alms-houses, poor-houses, prisons
and soup-houses for the destitute.
L.•M.
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(Continued from Fifth Paae.J
we shall eat, the quality of dry-doods we shall wear,
and the songs we shall sing when our bodies, like old
John Brown's, "lie mouldering in the grave.''
We have reason and intellect to guide us; let us depend on these rather than on the spirits of our grandfathers and uncles. It is a mistake to suppose spirits
know better how to manage the affairs of this world
than those who are living here, or that they are more
competent to give advice as to worldly affairs.
We would not prohibit any one from cousulting
spirits who wish to do so, but we think we know some
people who run after spirits and mediums about the
mo'st common afiairs of life quite too much, throwing away their own judgment and setting aside
their own reason.
We consider this extremely
unwise, and while it dwarfs the mind and sinks
the individuality, it is productive of no possible
good. We have noticed that those who consult
the spirits on every occasion, mcceed no better
in business, and manage their affairs with no more
discretion than those who depend solely upon their
own rewurces.
It has been the bane of the world ·that its inhabitants have lived too much for another existence, while
they have neglected the immediate affairs of this.
The future life is all very well, if kind nature vouchsafes such a boon to us, but by all means let us defer
the duties of that state until we get there, and attend
instead, to the urgent demands upon U:s here. We repeat, in no way can we so well prepare for an after
life as by doing all in our power to make this a happy
one.
In ancient feticism, when extreme ignorance ruled
the world, it was thought good or bad spirits presided
over and c0ntrolled the affairs of life. The fears and
superstitions of men were of the most degrading_
character. It is to be regretted if, in this advanced
age, any of this miserable superstition is to be retained by those who otherwise are intelligent and enlightened.
Nay, friends, Spiritualists and Materialists alike, let
us keep our minds upon the things of this life, let us
find out all we can about this world and every-thing
that pertains to it, let us store our minds 'Vith the
truths of science and all the facts of our existence.
Let us aim to make life pleasant, continuous and happy, deferring the possibilities of that "shadowy land"
until we can no longer remain here, and are compelled to go there on a voyage of discovery or to seek
our eternal fortunes.

B. F. Underwood's Appointments.
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, April 13th, 14th and 15 ; Oska-

WE publi~h the following as a specimen of the sat- gives us at intervals truths -wrested from the secret
isfaction felt by those who order goods from our hiding-places of the arts.
friends, G. L. Henderson & Co.:
vVe should like to insert some extracts from the
work for tile benefit of our readers, but find it in the
N onMAL. McLEAN Co., ILL.
G. L. HENDERSoN & Co.: The goods I ordered 5hort space we can give, an almost impossible task
were received. 'l'hey are just the qualitt and fit I the parts all being fitted together with such nice pro'.
ordered, nnd fifty per cent cheaper than could pur- portions that, disturbing one, the symmetry of the
chase them in the West. Sirs, I thank you for your
"Supply Agency." It is a noble and _grand idea. It whole is lost. "l,ll{e hope this work will meet with the
is an answer to humanity's prayers. I do not doubt success its literary excellence deserves from our muthat it will soon culminate in blessings to ten;; of sic-loving population. Apart from its own merits, it
thousands.
W. FERGUsoN, M.D.
is brought out in the fine style that always characterILLUSTRATIVE of the active demand there is for izes the press-work of the Appletons.
We will be glad to send it, post-paid, to any friend
Liberal-Scientific publications, we would state that
the first edition of Prof. Scrrlll!DT's DEsCENT AND who may wish it. Price, in cloth, %1 ; in paper, 50
DARWINISM, recently issued from the press of D. cents.
Appleton & Co., was exhausted within a month after
its appearance. The second edition will be out in a
few days. Those who have ordered from us will be
served as soon as the books are to be had. It is the
kind of mental pabulum that the progressive minds of
the day require. h is a good book to make Infidels.
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
WE THANK THOSE FRIENDS who have taken an interest in sending in the names of new subscribers to
THE TRUTH SEEKlm. It is cheering these hard times,
when money is so scarce, to find new names coming
,in freely. They atone for those who have been falling way through timidity, apathy or the objection they
entertain to spending the heavy sum of $1.75 per
year to assist in sustaining a struggling Liberal sheet.
Friends, you can in no way advance the cause of
progress and mental liberty more effectually than in
contributing to the life and sustenance of such fearless
publications as are aiming to unmask the crimes and
absurdities of superstition and priestcraft. Let THE
TRUTH SEEKER'S list grow apace.
WE at lengtll have completed our printed list for
mailing purposes. Our regular patrons will notice
hereafter their papers will be addressed with printed
tabs, giving also the date wllen their subscription expires. Those who notice they are in arrears, will
much oblige us by remitting the little balance O.ue us,
so we can change the figures attached t•) their names
to the clos'tl of the volume, or to the end of the year.
·This is not intended as a dun for those residing in
the "grasshopper region," upon whom we have
agreed to wait till they can conveniently pay, but to
those who are able to pay nov,:.
If errors in name, location, or date are noticed, we
will thank our friends to inform us of tile same.

What is

Music~

BY PROF. ISAAC L. IUCE.
loosa, Iowa, April 17th and 18th ; Toledo, Iowa, Apr.
19th, 20th and 21st.
Among recent scientific and literary acquisitions we
He will speak next at Osceola, Reel Oak and Sidney,
would place this new work that lies before us, fresh
Iowa, Lincoln, Neb., St. Joseph, Mo., and-Paola and
from the press of Appletons'. The author's answer to
Columbus, Kan.
a question of ever increasing importance is full of
WE CALL THE ATTENTION of our readers to the new and pregnant ideas that must commenO. themlecture of PRI)F. ELSBERG in the Liberal Club Depart- selves to every lover of music, scientific or otherwise,
ment, upon the " Plastidule Theory and Hereditary being full of beautiful and grand thoughts expressed
Transmission of Matter an~ Force." It is a very able in language so plain, and clear, and free from technipaper, and throws new light upon a most·interesting calities that the most unlearned can follow them from
subject. Its length crowds out some articles we would the first inception to the conclusion.
The first portion of the work consists of ancient
have been glad to present to our friends, but we trust
it will be found very interesting to our thoughtful myths, and takes us into the history of the developreaders, and will fully compensate for its displace- ment of music in China, Persia, Hindoostan, Egypt
and Greece. This relation is replete with interest,
ment of other articles. Let none fail to read it.
and carries the reader with the ease and charm of a
WE ARE RECEIVING LETTERS from our friends COil· fairy tale across the wide gulf of centuries that s~p
demning the unjust Jaw passed by the late Congl"ess, by arates the past from the present. From these early
which au embargo is laid upon the circulation of lit- myths, the author descends to the Middle Ages, from
erary matter, to pander to the purse-proud monopo- them to those years rich in the masters of harmony,
lies called Express Companies. Outside of these and down to the theorists of the present day. Among
companies, we doubt if there are one hundred per- these, prominence is given to Prof. Helmholtz and
son& in the United States in favor of the law. It is a Herbert Spencer. The views of the latter is criticised
<liscriminating tax upon the circulation and inter- somewhat severely, as they come in conflict with the
change of general intelligence wholly in conflict with author's own opinions.
the spirit of the age. It is an outrage upon the peoPart second of the book is devoted to the writer's
ple, filching money from their pockets for the purpose original theory concerning the mission of music and
of making rich corporatioils still richer. If members developing what it is. From the high and beautiful
of Congress can do nothing better than pass laws elevation which he looks from to answer the q nestion,
against the best interests of the people, we think it is. easy to see that he loves musi·c with the passion
it would be far better for them to remain at home and of an enthusiast for an ideal mistress. It is this en~ave the nation the enormous sum they cost
thusiasm, born of love, making all labor possible, that

Sustaining Elder Sllelton.
I noticed the late article by that Alabama parson
Elder Shelton, and agree with all thinking persons'
that error will never fall beneath such blows, nor trutl;
gain a friend. No ! .If argument, although it may
be erroneous, cannot be met by a-rgument, and by
quiet, yet forcible reasoning-not by sledge hammer
pounding-a style that throws out the hi~sing red hot
sparks, driving away friend and foe, and leaving the
'' smith " alone in his glory, then we had better try
and close aJI discussions. To my mind, Mr. Editor
your argument about the flood, the ark, its animals'
etc., can be met in but one way, i.e., that if it be one~
admitted that there is a Supreme Power-call it God
01·not-that if that power is intelligent ancl beyond all
human conceptions on the extent of its forces, creative, ad:fptive, preservative, etc., especially if that
Power created all natural law~, then all efforts to
prove that the force of that Supreme Power cannot do
the acts named in the Bible, mnst fall to the grounrl.
The greater includes the less. If any power could
create this world, could fix its planets, and also produce myriads of life evolutions, or non-animate things,
then that Power cmtld make the flood, could place and
preserve the animal creation, in the ark; in fact
could do anything he desired. Why fly off to problem~
atics, saying, that according to natuml law, this
or that could not be done ? \Vhy, when the Creator
of the objects or things could modify, suspend, or set
aside any one or more of hi~ laws to accomplish a
given result, doubt the Power or the story of its exercise ? I am not compelled to say how this or that was
done. Tlte Powe1· to do, if once admitted, absolves
me from any further argument. Why, even take
that" chance," which some philosophers claim as the
creative or motive Power of the universe ? We will
find that if ''chance" could create a world, chance
could create a flood and do the very things that Noah
did. If you say that laws of Nature, once established,
are final, and the Supreme Power subject to them, Ireply, where doth it so appear, who of earth's created
intelligences has a right to say that the Creator is sub·
ject immovably to the created ?
The very arguments you adduce to prove the falsity
of the whole story, or< the ground-work for your
reasoning, afi"ects my mind variously from your own.
Why would it so be written, an idle tale, a false,
flimsy, self-contradicting, amusing and absurb story,
if it were the production of man? Well did the
authors know, if it is false, that they were writing a
pretended supernatural work, claiming to be from the
mouth of the Supreme Power; and would men have
written such a story in the expectation of its beinl{
received as true? No sir. They would have adapted
it to human reason-llave made it plausible and
natural-to bear the severest human criticism, and
not the (as you claim) self-evident, idle, nonsensical
tale. It suggests to my mind its internal sup~rn.atural
truth. But I have exceeded all reasonable hm1ts. I
would like to point out, in many forms, and in a
general way, the truth of the Old and New Testament,
but I must now close.
CREDo.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 26, 1865.
REPI.Y. The ground our friend occupies appears
to us unsound and untenable; neither does he seem to
comprehend our position. By the '' Supreme Power
of the Universe " we do not mean an Individual, a
Person, or a Being, but the unchangeable, irrevocable
forces and laws, which were never made, never illvented, never inaugurated, but are eternal and everexistent, and hence cannot be revoked, superseded,
or set aside by any power in existence. How absurb
to talk about a Deity or a Supreme Power actiug
against himself or setting himself aside.
We think our friend entitled to a patent for his discovery how to tell wh!ln a narrative or story is of
divine origin. If "false, flimsy, and contradictory,''
he holds it to be a proof that it is not a human production, and, per necessity, a divine one. In this way
lle probably sees divine beauty and truthfulness in
the stories of the creation of the Universe out of
nothing, in six days; of trees and plants of all kinds
growing and bringing forth seeds and fruits before
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there was any sun; that a snake could talk with a
woman, and induce her to eat some fruit, which God
caused to grow, and by which his whole plans were
prostrated, and the entire world doomed to destruction and war; that God woe irascible, changeable
malicious, ana unjust, sometimes giving- to a portio~
of his children the possessions that belonged to others,
and, at other times, slaying them in lots of twenty
\housand, fifty thousand, and seventy thousand, fol'
the most trivial offenses; that he deli"hted in wars
carnage, and bloodshed; that he w:s filled wit!~
hatred towards the entire human family, and finally
woul.d not be appeased until his own innocent son was
executed; that a man once caused the sun and moon
t d t"ll
to s an s I near Y a day; that at one time no rain
fell upon the earth for three years and six months·
that Elijah was taken up into heaven bodily in ~
chariot of fire; that Jonah was swallowed whole by a

r

bl?~d, and every unbeliever, and every independent
spmt ~hat would not bow down to their bloodthirsty
god nf vengeance would be put to death in the most relentless manner.
If tbe "love of God" is to produce such a state of
~hings in this world, our prayer is, that there may be
Just as little of it as possible.-[En. T. S.)
-~~-------

Letters to a P~·eacher.
NO. v.
~RIEND B:-! must h~re notice one point in thy let-

;~ 1

. that

~- think

entn·ely untenable. Thee says

Jest~s C!mst nevers blunder. One of his lowest

promzses w_as, ~that if we seek first the kingdom of
heaven and Its righteousness, all temporal things shall
be added unto us'; while millions of the followers of
Zoroaste1:, Con_fuci~s, !lud Mahomet perish by famine,
th~ creation ?f th_etr VICe, when did you know a Quaket, true to hts fazth, starve to death Y" It really does
fish and retained for three days-was then thrown up seem_t? me that a pe_rson must be sadly blinded by susafe and sound; that three men were cast into a fiery pers~ttwn or som~thm~ else, when he can fancy that
furnace made seven times hotter than ever before a belief an~ practiCe. of Christianity will keep any one
' from starvmg. Were there no Christians or Quakers
b u t tlrey were not b urned at all, and not even a thread "t ru_e t o tlren
· f a~t
· 11 " in c hie ago during the great fire
of their garments scorched, though the :men who andrts after penod ot want and su1i"ering? ·were
bound them and threw them in were utterly burned there none at the Mill River disaster? Are there
up. These, and many similar extravagant statements none now starving in the by-ways of our large cities ?
d"
' Are there no'le throughout all the regions devastated
accor mg to our friend's reason, mnst possess divine by grasshoppers and chinch-bugs? Really the dav has
beauty and truth, for they certainly have none that is g~ne by wllen people believed that God tempered the
lmman.
wmd to the shorn lamb or his angels held up the feet
By this mode of reasoning the more improbable of the righteous t? keep them from stumbling.
'
'
The man who lives mosthvgienically and is most int
d
'
.
~?ns rous,_ a? unnatural a story rs, the more likely 1 du~trious in accumulating th<is world's goods, will be
lt Is to be drvme and true. In this way, the adventures most. apt to have the largest share of temporal tllings,
of Baron Munchausen, Gulliver, and Don Quixote, both m he~lth and \yealth.
.
must be supposed to be the truest of the true and th
_An Athetst ';h~ lives a moral and mdustrious life
t f th d" ·
[E T S
e Will be no more liable to starve than would a Quaker
rvrnes o
e rvme.- D. . . 1
in his position.
I have never been able to see that Christians were
more highly favored by the "Powers that be" than
than areiuilclels, Atheists, Pagans, or Heathens. Cast
Beauty ot God's Love,
~ dozen of each adritt in mid ocean and you will
AS PORTRAYED BY CHRISTIANS.
find that all the prayers of the Christians will not save
The Rev. Mr. Wells, the well-known Secretary of them from drowning or "starving" any sooner than
the Ohio State Young lien's Christian Association', in a will the prayers of the Pagans or Heathens or the
sermon delivered not long ago at J\'Iilan, 0., used this non-praying qualities of the Atheist ; and, iu'deed, if
there be any advantage it is the latter who have it for
wonderfully beautiful(?) language.
depending _upon no iJ?-raginary all-powerj1tl being 'tltey
''The time is coming when Christians will love God trust to thmr own plnlosophy and common sense and
so intensely tllat they will put to death even their own use the best. means in their power to help themselves.
chil<lren who may be found holding heretical opin"Man knows but little here below.
ions."
Nor knows that little long;
A writer who sympathizes with the Reverend genBut oft he knows before he goes,
That hali he knows is wrong."
tleman and his delectable views, makes· the following
remarks in the Sandusky Register:
ELMINA D. SLEI'KER.
"We not only endorse every word Mr. ·wells has Snowvill~, Pulaski C01tnty, Ya., li'Iarch 11th, 1875.
said, but accept the issue wltich they will inevitably
produce. We hold he has not spoken one word we
would have him recall. He has not made his speech
Letter From G. L. Henderson.
sufficiently strong. This is the true theory of salvaOssiAN, IowA, March 28th, 1875.
tion founded on tile Bible : "All men are born the subDEAR TRUTH SEEiillit: I enclose you to-day eleven
jects of sin on account of Adam's transgression and
hence liable to the penally of eternal torme~ts. " names from this point for your paper.
Yesterday foreno:.n I addres~ed the people of
This is God's will'' towards the .finally impenitent"
Washington Prairie, on "the worthlessness of our
and the will of God's children should l.Je so absorbed churclles
and the wickedness ot our clergymen," and
in God's will that the true Christian can say hallelujah in the evening
on the "value of sc,ience and its teachover eveu the damnation of his own children.
ers." The audience was much larger than was ex·
'l'liough it may l.Je said that God is love, yet that love pected,
as the roads were nearly impassable from
can never transcend or overbalance the justice of God snow-drifts
and mud. 'Those who came, came mostly
and. eternal justice legitimately requires the endles~ on horseback. We hall some lively National songs by
pumshmeut of the sinner. 'l'o this end Jolm the a choir cousbting of Miss Lucy Daniels, Miss Annie
revelator said : "The smoke of their tor~rent Oxley, "Mrs. Daniels ltl.Je lady who once furnished the
shall ascend up forever and ever."
candies to continue a debate against super~tition).
When Clnistiauity has had its perfect work in the They were assisted by Albert Rosa and A. 0. Henhuman soul, it completely obliterates all affections
toward our own children, and Christians become so derson.
We had a good old-fashioned revival of Rationalisn1,
Christly that they can say: "Tl1y will Oh! God be such as would have gladdened the heart of Elder
done." "Which will is, that the Saints l.Je redeemed Zebedee Harkins.
and the wicked eternally damned. From this logi~
At the close of the evening lecture, the people linthere is no escape. Infidelity has never been able to gered, though I had spoken an hour and a half, ancl
gainsay it.
we commenced an interesting conversation on the
Consequently the soundness of Mr. Wells' position subject of " organization." This magic key will unis clearly discernible to every clear-minded and dis- lock both the heart and the purse of over one million
criminating person.
of Liberal men and women in the United States.
The terms heresy and unbelief are synonymous as Suppose every lover of "positive truth" were to
used in the Bible, and God's Holy Book recognizes subscribe five dollars a year toward a fund in New
no sin as equally heinous as unbelief. To tllis end York City, the proceeds of which be applied to the erec·
Christ says in the sixteenth clmpter of Mark: "He tion of a temple of Rationalism on the grandest scale,
that believetll not shall be damned." And if God, with elegant stores underneath, the rents to be applied
who is infinitely perfect, sees fit in the divine economy to the erection of similar temples all over the United
of his grace to damn .)teretics and unbelievers, we as States, and for the training all(l support of lecturers,
his imitators may be justifiable in putting to death our to pt·opagate and spread the truths of science everyown children, as brother Wells teuches, if they obsti· where. How long could a decayed and worthless
nately t•cfuse the" overtures of mercy," going on in superstition resist the pressure of such a combination
wicked ways, and leading others to that perdition sustained by an accumulating capital, the product of
"where the worm dieth not., and the fire is not one mi. lion small five dollar contributions? :Many
quenched." ONE Wno AccEPTS His REDEEMEit.
larger bequests from men and women holding their
REMAims-How these Christian j)eople do malign wealth as a sacred trust to be used for the benefit of
tlleir race might also be looked for. Several good
the character of the Great Power which pervades the and
noble men b,ave already intimated to me their
Universe, in asserting that its love or intluence could willingness to leave all their property to such a cause.
lead to slaughter and bloodshed! Could they have their This is in harmony with the spirit of tile age. Steway, our fair lar.d would be deluged with innocent phen Gerard, George Peabody, James Lick and Peter
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Co?per have ~I! b.een a~imate? by this holy impulse.
spmt 1s felt Ill Osstan and on Washington
Prmne.
.
When such an organization is effected m New York
fo; such a p_urpose, I am assured by the positive
thmkers of thts place, that many will respond to the
call.
Mr. James Daniels and his family, and all the
member~ of th~ Rosa family are anxious to see this
ball set ~~ motwn, and every one of them, with many
others, Will help to roll it until it becomes a mio-htv
~val~n~he t~at will fall upon the old superstitions ~vith
u-reststtble force, and ~ury them out of sight. It will
be a bloodless revolutiOn. It will be the millenium
of whiCh the Cbm•ch has so long dreamed. It will be
the final restoration of man who will then be crowned
king of kings and lord of lo;·ds.
~here is now no doubt bnt that man is the god
wh~ch natn~·e has been evolving for cou~tless ages.
'Tlns god wrll a_ssert, and does exhibit, his power to
c~mtrol earth, m~· and water. Wind, steam and lightnmg are bu_t Ins . slaves. Land, water and sky are
pl~nved by Ins engmes for his support and pleasure.
Hts ambition has no limit ; his battering rams pierce
the mount3;ins; h~s telescope penetnttes the abyss of
he_a:'"en ; hts cructbles melt the diamond ; he roasts
nullwns of sheep and oxen for his food ; he will ultim~tely make this rarth the grave of every animal that
\~tll n~t serve him.
Tl;lere is but one blasphemy pos~tble for lnm, and that IS to deny the existence of rnan
capable of infinite progress. He can commit but
one crime, and that is to attempt the extinction of the
human race. There is but one only living and true
god. '!'his god is male and female. It is rnan. The
dog worships him, the horse serves him, the winds and
the lightnings obey him. He is a < hangeable o-od ·
therefore he becomes wiser and better. He is a n~rci~
f';ll god; he can be moved by tears and be diverted from
Ins purpose by prayers. He is a jealous god for he
demand~ _th~ service and worship of all men, s~ much
s~, that If h_ts ear ?ffends him he will cut it off, or if
hrs eye offends htm he will pluck it out and cast it
away. He is a proud god, so much so that he soon
demands that the gods of other worlds come to be insulted and spit upon and marked with a crown of
thorns for his special benefit and pleasure.
Such is man, the god of this world. And still I love
him with all my heart, and mind, and strength.
Your, for the service and honor of mnn,
G. L. HENDERSON.
'Thr~ ~arne

Metaphysics.
1\fR. EDITOR : Dr. Bland very decide~lly objected to
a ~·emark l m~de in yo_ur office recently-" That the
scteuce of tlns day wtll compel an entire re-modeling of our metaphysics." I l1ave just bee~ reading
'' 1\iill's Essays on Religion,'' and I am more than
pleased when I .find that he attaclis the metaphysics
of the day, and says tnat they must evidently fall with
the system they have so long supported. "'!'he whole
?f the _Prevalent metaphysics of the present century
IS one ttsstw_of suborned e:'"idence in fn:vor of _religion,"
oftet;I of_ Dctsm only,_ but many case mvolvmg a misapplicatiOn of noble mrpulses and speculative capacities, among the most deplorable of those wretdred
wastes of human faculties which make us wonder
that enough is left to keep mankind progressive, at
however slow a pace. It is time to con:sider more impartially, and therefore more deliberately than is usually done, whether all this straining to prop up l.Jcliers
which require so great an expense of intellectual toil
and ingenuity to keep them standing, yields any sufficient return in human welt-being, and whether that
encl would not be better served by a frank recognition
that certain subjects are inaccessible to our facullie~,
and by the application of the same mentrrl powers to
the strengthening and enlargement of those sources
of virtue and happiness which strrnd in no need of
the support or sanction .of supernatural l.Jeliefs and inducements.
Wu. W ILLICO'f'l'.
IT IS skeptical and I< ..fidel science that has lessened
the hours of toil, given ruen better food, better dothing and better homes, diminished the ravages of famine and pestilence, acquainted man with many of the
processes of nature, and enabled him tn malw lwr
forces servants of his will and mintsters to his enjoyment. In whatever direction we look we Pan not
fail to see our indebtedness to science. The real injury done mankind by the Chri~tian superstition in
keeping back the discoveries, and preventing the
dilfusion uf its spirit and innuencc among the people
can never be estimated. Science, more than any
other agency, bas been a gnat civilizer and savior of
men. The mariner's compass, the art of printing,
the science of chemistry, the steam engine and the
electric telegraph, what !~ave they not done for man ;
and yet the clergy say smence cannot make"meu better ; the religion of Jesus Christ can alone reach then·
case." It is gratifying to know that Christianity is
dbstined soon to take its place among the worn out
religions of the world. It has surrendered bastion
after bastion, fort alter fort and field after field.
f'ree thought is making new conquests every day.
fhe present is full of encouragement and the future
is full of promise.-B. F. Underwood
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teeth, the first set as well as the second, and their smaller vessels extending through a number of generearly or late decay is sometimes peculiar to families ations-of the tendency to plethora, to anemia, to
for several generations, and causes the same suffering inflammations of the heart, and to all sorts of dyscrasire.
to children that parents and grandparents have ex- Peculiarities of ·the circulatory system are so intiperienced. A greater or less number of fingers than mately connected with mental and moral conditions,
The Plastidule Theory
five, or of toes than five, is hereditary; Carlisle ob- that even in common parlance we term a violent,
served the occurrence of six fingers on each hand thoughtless, or passionate individual ''hot-blooded,"
AND
and of six toes on each foot through four generations. and a quiet, calculating or immovable one "coldHEREDITARY TRANSMISSION OF MATTER The great-grandmother had been born with this anom- blooded." We speal{ of persons of "noble blood"
AND FORCE.
aly. She had three daughters, and two had the same ·and of " bad blood;'' and of " large-hearted," "smallnumber of fingers and toes that she had. In the third hearted," "hard-hearted" people and f&milies.
BY PROF. LOUIS ELSBERG, M,D.
6. In the respiratory organs we find proofs of heredgeneration of five children four had the same formaIn the whole domain of science there is probably tion, and in the fourth generation of eight children, itary transmission. Comparative measurements have
no more interesting subject than generation and in- four.
·
disclosed national and race differences in the periphheritance. It forms the chief theme of the literary
2. In the muscles of voluntary motion we do not ery of the chest, in the length of the breast-bone, in
fragments which have come down to us from the fail to see the occurrences of hereditary transmission the capacity of the lungs. 'l'here can be no ·doubt
oldest times, as, for instance, those of Orpheus, Pythag- of peculiarities: thus thick calves, strong muscles of that the condition of the lungs the~selvesis inheritable;
oras, and.Anaxagoras, and a vast number of philo- the neck and chest, or the opposite conditions, are at all events tendencies to their diseased or abnormal
sophical and medical works from their time to the family peculiarities. In the face the forms ofmuscles conditions; not only to pulmonary consumption, hempresent. Even in the Dark Ages, when cloister- together with that of bones present themselves as orrhage, apoplexy, but also to emphysema, asthma and
scholastics seemed to have destroyed all zest for in- family 1'\:lsemblancee in expression, features and pecul- catarrh. Just as joyful and sad emotions tend to
vestigating Natural Science, this subject inspired sev- iarities, often extending to the smallest details. The stimulate or to depress breathing, so do strong or
eral holy tathers, who published works that we to-day voice, the walk, peculiar movements of arms or diseased respiratory organs react upon the mind, and
cannot but call obRcene ; some of which still exist, hands, the peculiaritv of wearing the heel of the with the material inheritance there goes along the
as those of Pope John XX, the Bishop Albertus, the boot or shoe over or off on one side, mode of laughter corresponding psychical.
author of ''De &c1·etis Mulierum," and that of Mich- and abnormal conditions, such as squinting, stamThe peculiarities of that sense, which sentinel-like
relis Scotus; and which, as Blumen bach justly observes, mering, tendency to hernia, etc., are frequently stands at the entrance gate of the respiratory approve that these .holy men were much interested, if not noticeable in particular families.
paratus, the sense of smell, and which has a special
in the practice, certainly in the theory of generation.
3. Inheritances of peculiarities of the integument, relation in animals, at least, to the sexual function,
The phenomena of inheritance interest not only the skin and hair, and of the mucous membrane, are are certainly inheritable. In relation to the organ of
the naturalist, but also the theologian, the novelist, frequently met with. The color of the skin has long speech, which distinguishes man from all other inthe teacher and the physician. While the naturalist been used to discriminate between races, as white, habitants of the globe, we may say that its inheritances
uses such types as are inherited as bases of cl assifica- red, black, etc., and anomalies of the general colora- are less observable in the forms of the palate or throat
tion for animals and plants into classes, orders, tion are observed in particular families through several than in words and vocal sounds. Nevertheless all
families, species, and so on; those engaged in educa- generations. Catlin reports finding among the Mis- changes, abbreviations, inflections and variations of
tion endeavor to lesliien or advance the effect of hered- souri Indians, who are copper-colored and have black vowels and consonants, are much more the conse·
itary transmissions, by mental and physical training; hair soft as silk, a family of twelve persons, with quence of anatomical and physiological conditions
the novelist allows his hero or heroine, no matter how light, brittle hair, almost white skin, and brown or than philologi~ts generally suppose. In all languages
amiable personally, to meet an unavoidable fate on blue eyes. In negroes white spots, and in white certain vowels easily change into each other. For
account of some action of their ancestors; the phy- people dark, yellow or other colored spots are some- instance a and o, e and i, ai and oi, etc. Certain consician aims to free his patients of inherited tendencies times inherited in a particular part of the body. sonants easily take the place of others ; for instance,
to disease, and to preserve future generations from Arthaud describes a case in which the son of a l the place of 1·, and vice versa; t the place of s, and
similar predispositions; and the theologian still passes European and a negress had the usual color of the vice Ve?'sa. The labials, band p, f and v, easily change
judgment upon the unborn child, on account of the mulatto, but on his forehead, arms and legs, places places. Some people cannot distinguish t from d, p
inheritance of original sin.
where the grandmother, the father and the uncle of from b, and make a soft sound instead of a hard, or
I may take for granted that most of you are familiar the boy had abnormal white spots of a peculiar shape, the hard sound, when they should make the soft.
with instances of inheritance of bodily and mental he bad white and brownish spots of the same peculiar The Swedes pronounce the hard s where other nations
traits. Not only prominent but seemingly insignifi- shape. The texture of the skin and anomalies in have a soft z. Russians and Italians, and even the
cant peculiarities are sometimes transmitted, and if I different parts of the body pass from parents to French, can hardly produce the spiritus asper h. The
were to recite to you the recorded cases, selecting children. Flabby or tense, thin or thick skin, red or Chinese have no 1· sound, and in attempting to pronone but absolutely authenticated ones, I could, never- pale cheeks, nose and lips, are met with as family nounce it say l instead. The Esths have no f. The
theless, with their mere mentioning, fill up more than peculiarities generation after generation. The same Tuscans change the soft l after consonants into
the whole evening.
is true of the tendency to the deposit of fat on par- a still softer i; people of Southern Italy into an 7'.
A very remarkable phenomenon, and one that has ticular parts, as under the chin, on the hands, or Altogether, in language are shown the inheritances of
much bearing upon my special theme this evening, is posteriorly, as in the case of the Hottentot women. the organs of speech.
the so-called atavism, that is, the fact that sometimes As to the hair, its color, elasticity, curling, thickness
7. As to the Pnenital apparatus, here all inheritance is
an anomaly or peculiarity existing in an animal is and extent over the body, indeed, even the forms of commenced. rhe first living plastid would have relost, for one or more generations and reappears in a the nails, are inheritable. Mr. W. B. Tegemeier, a mained without progeny if it had had no power of
following one; that, for insta.11ee, sometimes children well-known English naturalist, has recentlypublished generation and hereditary transmission, and had not
do not resemble their parents, but are very much like a description, with portraits, of three members of a been able to transmit this power to its descendants.
their grandparents or some ancestor even further re- Burmese faniily, who through three generations, have Only because every newly acquired individual form
moved. There are well authenticated cases in which exhibited thC( peculiarity of a remarkable develop- of life was transmitt!;'d, the simple has become the
characteristic features or qualities of a particular fami- ment of .-hair over their entire faces, every part of the infinitely complex, which, however, in the time of
ly, after being absent for several generations, reap- skin of the face and neck, even eyelids, nose and reproductive maturity again produces germ plasticls
pear. One of the most remarkable examples of atav- ears, being covered with a.thick, silky hair of a brown which, simple in form, have the power siowlyto devel:
ism well known to the breeders of horses is the fact color, and rrom four to ten inches long. The article op the whole sum of the gradually accumulated pathat sometimes very characteristic dark stripes appear was republished in this country in the Scientific rental qualities. What my conception is of the manin a colt, similar to those of the zebra, the quagga and American for February 20th, 1875. A peculiar odor ner in which this is done, is the main theme of this
other wild specres of horses of Africa. Horses of various from the skin is met with in particular races and lecture, and this will occupy us in detail after I have
breeds and o[ all colors have these dark stripes some- fam·.Jies. Diseased conditions of the skin freQuently communicated a few more facts of heredity.
times, which can only be explained as a reappearance pass from parent to child. The well-known case o(
In the human germ the power of transmission exists
of the long-buried ancestral form of all horses, which Edward-Lambert, frequently examined by physicians, sometimes unabated and sometimes lessened,· constidoubtless had stripes like the. zebra, quag-ga, etc. In who had a crust an inch thick over the whole of his tuting either strong or weak generative force ; in the
other domestic animals, there sometimes appear certain body, may be mentioned here. He had six children, first case leading to vigorous propagation of the spepeculiarities which distinguished their ancestors in each of whom became affected at the same pfriod of cies, in the other case, producing its gradual or sudthe wild condition. In the vegetable kingdom, also, life as he, wit!J the same ~isease. Five of these den extinction. Families, tribes, peoples and races
atavism is frequently observed. You all know the children died childless. The sixth had six daughters apparently perfectly well organized, die out, the tw~
eommon snap-dragon-the yellow toadflax (Linaria and two sons, John and Richard. Of the daughters individuals coming together for procreative purposes
vulgariE)-which grows by the edges of fields, road- not-hing is known. The sons were examined by having only one, or perhaps no offspring. On the
siJes, etc. Its corolla has two long and two short Tilesius, who reported that they were affected by the other hand, other tribes and races increase in number
stamens, but occasionally a corolla (Peloria) appears same disease as the grandfather. As to the mucous and vitality. Negresses easily conceive, are very prowhich is funnel-shaped and is regularly five-cleft and meml.Jrane, different persons have different inherited lific, frequently bear twins, have much milk and have
frve spurred. This peloria occurs as an atavism to weak spots. One gets a catarrh in the heatl, another a much love for ofi"spring. French women, on the
the old ancestral forms of linaria which had a five- throat or bronchial cat>trrh, a third a catarrh of the other hand, especially those of the upper ranks of
society, are frequently wanting in milk, take no
spurred corolla, the stamens having gradually become bowels or bladder, etc., when equally exposed.
different.
4. The transmission of the peculiarities of the digest- pleasure in bringing up their children, in fact, fre1 shall pass over other phenomena of inheritance ive apparatus is noticeable, not only in families but in quently putting them away-baby farming being a
among animals and plants, which, however, alone whole nations. The ability to eat great amounts of flourishing institution in France. The statistics of
make cattle breeding and plant culture possible, and food at one time is; inheritable. Kalmucks can eat a France since the Franco-Prussian war show that the
bring to your notice a few examples relating to whole sheep at once, and in four or five hours digest birthrate is less than the deathrate. Among the peashuman inheritances. Of these, I shall, with few ex- it. Hindoos would not be able to eat the twentieth antry in Russia there occur every year a number of
ceptions, select only such as may be found in the part. '.rhe peculiar form of tongue, the position of cases of triple and quadru.ple births. There are on
work of Prof. Seidlitz on Hereditary Transmission, the teeth, the inclination or disinclination to particular record several occurrences of even quintuple births.
published in St. Petersbu1g, in 1865, where detailed kinds of food, the mode of digestion ; all these are Among the Turks, Persians and Arabs, twins are very
authentications and authorities are given:
repeated from one generation to another. The in- rare. Sometimes the peculiarity of bearing many or
1. That the proportions in the size of the bones heritance of malformations of the stomach, the liver, few children runs in families-. Thus Osiander menwhich determine stature are inheritable is seen in and other portions of the alimentary canal, is recorded tions a woman who in eleven births bore thirty-two
families, nations and races. One of the best known in medical works. The intimate connection between children. She was one of four born at the same time
cases is that of one of the richest families of Ken- the integrity of the digestive apparatus and certain of a mother who had thirty-eight children. The wife
tucky of whom· the father when seventy years ')ld psychical states are known to everybody. Bad diges- of a gentleman well known in this city became the
measured six feet four inches and weighed tvro hun- tion sours the temper and disposition, and when mother of thirty-six children, twenty-eight of whom
dred pounds, and the mother measured six feet four frequent or continuous, may lead to hypochondriasis, were living twenty years ago. Many of these children
inches and weighed two hundred and eighty-six or even suicide. Corresponding psychical inheritances, were twins and triplets, and several of her daughters
pounds. 'l'heir six sons and three daughters measnred therefore, go hand in hand with those of the digestory also gave birth to twins and triplets.
trom six feet two inches to six feet eleven inches and apparatus.
.
Early or late maturity, the forms of the pelvis, the
5. We now come to the blood and blood-vessels. functions of the uterus and mammai'y glands, present
weighed from one hundred and ninety-seven to two
hundred and ninety-six pounds. There are a number There are examples of inheritance of the amount of inherited characteristics of the female sex, which too
of grandchildren, ancl most of them measure six feet blood, of the proportions and relations of its constit- often appear as pathological conditions in this counand over. Very early or delayed development of uent parts, of the form and functions of the large and try ; and we cannot doulJt that peculiar conditions of
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the sexu~al apparatus are connected with peculiar con- seph Burrington, a Norwegian peasant was one hunditions of mind and arc together inheritable.
dred and fifty years old and left an oldest son of one a variety of animals is now easily seen; in fishes in
~·. Proofs of the hereditary transmission Of pecul- hundred and three and a youngest of nine years. J o- the ~ollusks before mentioned, and also in the ~ea
l.antres of the nervous system are found mainly in the h~nn Friederich Hirsch, a shoemaker at Ufienheini urchms .and star fishes, and even in· jelly fishes. It is
form of the skull, in· the texture and structure of the dred on the 23d of- September, 1861, one hundred more d.Jfficult to observe in the higher animals and
brain, leading to certain diseases and in mental and an? seven years and seven days old. He had always among msects and crustacere.
moral activity and innervation the cause and origin enJoyed good health, and had, on the day before his . Although t~e intro?uction of the spermatic particles
of which are to be sought in' the brain and spinal deat~, gl!'thcrcd a fagot of dry wood in the forest and mto the yolk IS so difficult of observation there are
marrow. The forms of the skull are regarded to-day earned rt home on his shoulders. His father had investigators who have seen this phenomcn'on repeatedly. Siebold, a master among masters, and an obas the most important means of distinguishing races. attained the age o~ one hundred and ten years.
Its forms must therefore have been transmitted largely
Such, :M:r. President and members of the Liberal server who never exaggerates his facts has seen the
and with great persistency. But within the general Club, are a few of the facts of hereditary transmission. spermatic particles within the yolk m~rnbranc of the
eggs -.;nore than twenty times, and has been able
types there frequently occur peculiar formations and
Over the process itself there has hitherto been bee's
to show th1s to others.
deformations of particular portions of the cranium spread a thick veil.
In the ova of the nephelis, a small species of leech
which constitute family characteristics. Broad small
The celebrated physician, Drelingcourt, the teacher
high, low or sloping forehead ; fiat or arched ~ertex: of Boerhave, two hundred years ago collected no less Robin has seen spermatozoids to the number of several
sloping, straight, or drawn out occiput; elevations than two ~undred and sixty:t~o different hypotheses hundre.d, penct,rat~ the vi~elline membt ane, always at
and depressions ; all these are transmissible. There on the subJect from the wntmgs of earlier authors one pomt, contmmng their movements upon the suris no doubt that they /)orrespond to the form of the to which l1e added his own. Since his time this num~ fac~ of the vitellus. Almost always when the penebrain ; and the same is true of the size of the skull in ber has b~en largely increased ; yet none have been tratron. has cel!'sed, a bundle of spcrmatozoids are arproportion to the whole body. That the texture and found satisfactory, the mystery remained ~-e- rested m the miCropyle.
structure of the brain and spinal cord are transmitted trable. The wonder expressed by :M:ontaigne ·
I have never succeeded in seeing the penetration
0
we know from family tendencies to apoplexy epi- is reiterated by Louis Agassiz and Haeckel i
7S ~yself, but that does not diminish mv confidence
lepsy, paralysis, etc. Seidlitz observed forty-two and 1874. In the "Essays de Michel de :M:ontaigne" m. the reports of those who have. Prof. Austin
cases <;>f apoplexy, of which twenty-one occurred in we read, " Que! monstre est ce, que cette goutte de F).mt, Jr., of Bellevue Hospital Medical College says in
the ch1ldrcn of persons who had died from the same sc~ence, d~ quoy no us sommes produicts, porte en soy hrslast volume on Physiology, published by Appletons
disease; and in a number of cases he traced it. through les rmpresswns, non de Ia forme corporelle seulement, a fe'Y months ago, th~t he "bad an opportunity of wit~
four or five generations and frequently on the same mais des pensements et des inclinations de nos peres ? ness~ng.a demo~stratwn of these ph~nomena by Prof.
side as in the ancestors.
.
cette goutte d'eau, ou loge elle ce nombre infiny de Robm, m 1861, m the ova of the L1mnreus stagnalis
It is not so easy to prove directly the inheritance of formes ? et comme porte elle ses resemblances d'un a~d ~ctually saw a SJ,lermatozoid half-way through th~
Coste and many other observmental and moral peCJlliarities as of physical ones. progrez si temeraire et si desregle que l'arri~re-fils v1tellme me~~rane.
They have neither so distinct marks, nor are thev so respondra a son bisayeul le nepveu ~ l'oncle ? " In a ers whom .rt !s unnecessary to quote, have seen the
certainly recognized as large noses, blue eyes, ·etc. lecture.before the Museum of Comparative Zoology of. spermatozoid .m the ovum of the rabbit, etc. "All di· Nevertheless they are traceable; sometimes insignificant Cambndge, on the 23d of March, 1873 Louis Agassiz rect observatiOns on the lower orders of animals have
peculiarities, even, of the conduct of parents are seen said : '' All these intricaci43s of inherita~ce so frequent- shown t)lat ~everal si?errnatozoids are necessary for
in children in cases where education, association and ly interrupted, and seemingly so capriciously repro- the ~ecu~datron of a smgle ovum; but we have no
such influences are excluded. Seidlitz relates that a duced, must be connected with the egg through which defimte rdea of the number required in mammals
'
gentleman had had his son educated from earliest all ~uch influences pass to the new being. Suppose. much less in the human subject."
infancy in a foreign. land. "\Yhen twelve years old for mstance, that any feature:s or traits physical
Of the changes in the egg that soon follow the mixthe son for the first time came back to his father, and moral or in'tellectual, are handed down from a mal~ ture of t~e ovum and sperma!ozoid, I may.take au
upon going to bed the father was 'not a little aston- grandparent through the paternal side. In such an oppor:tumty to say a few w~rds uef?re the close of the
ished to observe that before retiring the son stamped instance the egg, which produces the new individual, lecttpe. Wh.at I now des1re to Impress upon yon
down with his feet the bed-clothes, in just the same does not receive the direct transmission of inherited particularly, IS the fact that whatever there is transpeculiar manner that he himself had done when a boy. qualities ; for, as I have said, that egg arises in the mit~ed, must be contained _in either of these two gcnFrequently, unfortunately, a genial but original and maternal organism, and has a life and growth of its c_ratJVC elCJ;nents.. Now, ~mcc not only the pcculiarieccentric spirit of an ancestor degenerates into extrav- own before the act of fecundation takes place. Through t~es of the Immediate parents, but also those of antea~ant and violent character, jeal-ousy and hallucina- that act of fecundation the impression must be made nor an?estors, whether these peculiarities have aption in children, and in later generations produces by whieh these inherited qualities are received and peared .m ~he parents or no~, may be transmitted, it
epilepsy, paralysis or insanity. Examples of the in- transmitted to the new individual! Where the new IS certam tnat the .two C?nstJtucnts of the germ, the
heritance of mental aberration are too well known to individual reproduces the maternal features only ovum and SJ?ermatJc partiCles, are composed of rnoleor features characteristic of the maternal line of de~ cule:s, to which are attached all these peculiarities I
need any mention.
In connection with the function of the brain I may scent, tLe case may seem at first sight more simple; a~sume, and this ~ssumption constitutes the hypothespeak of the senses of sight and hearing. The organs but when we analyze it in all its bearings, we shall see SIS ?r theo;y whiCh I have dc~ircd to make yon acof both of these senses show a great number of exam- that there is matter enough for wonder, and that we as qu.amted >V_Ith, that th~ germ~~ each derivative Jiving
ples of transmission. In, by far, the majority of cases yet know almost nothing about the mysterious prob- bcmg cons1s;~ of p~as~n~ules of Its whole ancestry. ·
the children of blue or dark-eyed parents have eyes of lem of life. What can there be of a material nature
The term plastid ' Is synonymous with the older
the same color. Germans and Finlanders frequently transmitted through these bodies called eggs, them- ~nd better k_nown word "cell,'.' which word, however,
have blue eyes. The Romanic nations blue or dark. selves composed of the simplest material elements IS not ~~~~c1ently comprehcnsJ.vc. A ~lastid is living
The form and size of the eyeball, the arch of the eye- and arising in the female organism without co-,1pcra~ matte; 1u 1ts. most elementary form, as It composes all
brows, the shape of the lids, the power of accommo- 1ion of the male ; what influence can there be 1 re- orgamc bod1es, plants as well as animals, the hi~hcst
dation and vision are very frequently inherited from peat, by which all peculiarities of ancestry belo~ging as well as the lowest. Our knowledge of the strucgeneration to generation, and the number of examples to either sex are brought down from generation to ture of plastid,, its phases o~ life, its relation to the
of transmission of anomalies of the organs of sight is generation ? "
so-called "basls:sl!bsta.ncc" m. the a;uimal body, etc.,
And in his" Natuerliche Schoepfungsgeschichte," we owe to the d1stmgmshcd VICuna mvestigator who
also very great. As to the organ of hearing, with a
little attention we can see even in the form of the ex- Haeckel says, "Ueber die rein mechanische, materielle has recently made his home in New York andh~s on
ternal car peculiarities of race and family .. The Natur diescs Vorgangs kannlmin Zweifel sein. Aber several <;>ccasions lectured b~forc the Libe;.al Club, Dr.
acuteness of hearing, the appreciation of melody and staunend und bewundcrnd mucssen wir bier vor dcr Carl HCJtzmann. I have g1ven the name plastidulc
harmony and musical talent distinguish whole nations unendlichen, fucr uns unfassbaren Feinbcit dcr to the smalle~t co·n~eivublc particles, of which plastid,
as well as families. In the one family, Bach, there ciweissart1gen Matcrie still stchen. Stauncn mucssen as such, consists, VIZ.: to the plastid-molecules
have been not less than twenty-two eminent musi- wir ueber die unlcugbttrc 'fhatsachc, dass die cinfachc
Ever):' one ml!st admit ~hat the germ, or fccu'udatcd
cians. Hardness of hearing and total deafness, often Eizelle dcr :Mutter, dcr cinzige Samcnfadcn des Vaters ovum, from whiCh the cluld proceeds, cousists of matdie
individucllc
Lebensbcwegung
diescr
heiden
Indi~
only on one side, are hereditary ; and there are strikter wholly derived from the bodies of its parents. In the
viduen so gcnau auf das Kinol uebertraegt, dass nachher same manner the germs from which these parents
ing examples of hereditary dcafmutcncss.
9. Lastly, let us consider hereditary transmission as die feinsten kocrperlichen uud geistigen Eigcnthuem- sprung existed in the bodies of their parents. Now if
to the manner of dying. As individuals we die but lichkeiten der heiden Eltcrn an dicsem wiedcr zum we assume that some of the particles of matter from the
once but daily and hourly small pm·ticles of our bod- Vorschcin kommen."
grandparents have remained in the parental bodies
The point that we must consider particularly is, that until the procreation of the chilli, then there may be
ies d~cay and die. With every beat of our pulse, every
the
fecundated
ovum
or
egg
is
the
means
by
which
all
motion, every thought, every second of existence, and
contain~d in the germ of the grandchild actual plastiof activity of our organs, we use np a corrrcspondiug possible inheritance must be transmitted. Man and dule~ of the g;randpar~ms. For those who can more
every
vertebrate
animal
begins
his
existence
in
the
portion of our frame, which is carried into the gcncrreadily concervc the rdea of force being transmitted
tll cilculation, and thence through a thousand sieves form of a fecundated egg. The unimprcgnatcd egg thl!'n matte1·, I may add that the term plastidule refers
allll canals partly removed from the body and in part originates in the female body, and fecundation con- qmte as much to a center or bundle of force as to
transformed into again available material. The whole sists in the mixture of the male semen-the so-called matter. Against the idea that plastidulcs ~f the
nmchinerv of secretion and excretion, with all its sperm-with the female egg. The manner of this grandparents would be present in the developed body
org:lllS and vessels, and glands, is concerned in this mixture is now so well known and admitted, that I of the parent, or that they would be preserved until
never-ceasing death ; and it rcmov~s the slag by way can make it very clear to you by means of drawings.
the procreative act, the objection mi~rht be urged that
\The Professor at this and other points in his dis- the constant change of tissue in the body, to which I
of intestine and lungs, kidney and skin. In all these
course
illustrated
his
lc,cture
by
means
of
numerous
worksli o ps there are peculiarities, and all these peculhave referred, the decay and death and excretion
iarities are hereditarily transmissible. Well for those charts and drawings hanging upon the wall.)
would make the preservation of these particles of mat:
Size
of
spermatozoid
:
head,
1-5000
of
an
inch
long
;
in whose ancestors the constant decay and death has
ter impossible .. To such an objection the reply is,
taken place normally and properly! When, however, 1-8000 of an inch broad; 1-23000 of an inch thick; th.at. the matenal of the body breaks down and is
tail,
1-500
of
an
inch
long
;
size
of
human
ovum:
it has often been pcrtmbcd, when the slags have been
clu:~matcd only.throug~ use, and that the nsc through
retained again aml again, improper modes of tissue 1-125 of an inch; external or vitelline membrane whrch the spccml partiCles under consideration arc
1-2500
of
au
inch
in
thickness;
germinal
vesicle:
meutmorphosis arc repeated in the dcseendants, proremoved from the body is only the generative act
ducing tendencies to disease, and leading to prcma- 1-550 of an inch in diameter; germinal spot, 1-3600 so that they may well be conserved until used fo~
of
an
inch
in
diameter;
micropyle
has
been
seen
in
tme death of the whole body.
generation. Besides, it suffices to assume that the
As tl• this last total death, it is a matter of course eggs of fishes and mollusks only.
transmitted plastidules arc not the identical ones of
When
you
bring
an
egg
into
contact
with
the
that if the forms and qualities and peculiarities of all
th~ grand~a;ents, but molecules that )mvc, by assimispermatic
particles,
you
will
see
these
particles
crowdorgans and systems of the body arc transmissible,
lative nutntwn and growLh, become mall propertibs
ing
with
their
quick,
sudden
movements
around
the
lougcvJty or its oppositeis ~tlso t:ansmissiblc. In point
and capacities like ~hem, and for o;tr ~argument may
of lact there are examples m wh1ch father anJ son and egg ttncl covering its surfncc. At particular seasons be, therefore, considered as such. :Not only plastiof
tile
year,
in
som•J
of
the
hermaphrodite
mollusks
grandsonhav•· attained an age of more than oncJmndules of the grandparents are assumed to be contained
d1'ed years. Thomas Parr is said to have been one hun- these particles may lie seen in numbers around th~ in the gerro of the child, but also plastidnlcs of the
eggs.
It
wou1d
seem
at
such
times
that
nothing
dred and fifty-two ycnrs and nine months old; his
great-grandparents, and a long line of ancestors · and
great-grandson died at the age of one hundred and could be easier than to trace their functions. But the the difference between the germs of children of difgreat
movability
of
the
particles,
and
the
difficulty
of
t.hrec. Stafl'-Snrgeon Christian vVurger died in St.
ferent parents consists in the very fact that each con.
Petcr~burg in 1772, at the t1gc of one hundred and two l<ecping any one of them in the focus of the micro- tains the plastidules (molecules or bundles of force)
sco]>C,
makes
the
operation
an
exceedingly
delicate
years. His father had become one hundred and
of its own individual line of ancestors. The further
eleven, and his mother ninety-nine years old. Jo- one. 'l'hc crowding of the particles about the egg of back we can trace the genealogy of a child, the more
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complicated becomes the representation of the genetic
'constitution of its germ. How many generations there
may have been and passed away between the birth of
the child of to-day and the time of its an.cestors in the
far past, or since the existence of the first human parents! Let us suppose a primitive pair-Adam and
Eve. Their children came from germs which were
wholly derived from. their bodie~. The _germs.ot the
children of these children contamed, nnxed With the
modified plastidules of their immediate progenitors,
some of the plastidules of the first p:.u-ental pair ; and
so on for succeeding generations. The further removed from the first ancestor, the smaller, of course, the
quantity of the share in the constitution of the germ
of the progeny. 'fo express the idea arithmetically :
in each s11cceeding generation the numerator remaining
the same, the denominator of the fraction of the set
of plastidules from a particular ancestor increases.
Plastidules, though inconceivably small, nevertheless have actual dimensions, and it may well be conceived that after a certain vast number of generations
the plastidules of a particular ancestor may exist very
sparsely, or even not all, in the germ of t~e progeny.
This does not prevent, however, that the mfiuence of
these ancestral plastidules persists for a long time,
since the plastidules of the succeeding ancestors still
contain them more or less mixed or modified. There
majr be circumstances, however, of which we are as
yet ignorant which may cause the exhaustion or
diminution ~r lessen the influence, of any particular
plastidules,' and these possibilities become a kind of
qualification of the proposition that the Jrerm of every
derivative living being contains plastidules of all1ts
ancestors. I have named tbis explanation of the phenomena of inheritance, the hypothesis of regeneration,
because, according to it, the ancestors are, to a certain
extent, bodily, mentally and in every other respect,
born again in their progeny. It may be callE-d also, the
hypothesi_s of t~e pres.ervation of organic force, or. of
preservatiOn of orgamc molecules, because, accordmg
to it certain plastidules are, though not forever, for
a lo~g time, preserved and transmitted from generation to generation. To designate the idea more simply I use the term Plastidule Theory. It seems to
me that the occurrences of hereditary transmission
which I have brought before you this evening are
brought a step nearer to our understanding by the
acceptance of the plasticlule theory. And you also
see that there is a material basis for the notions of the
novelist, theologian, etc., of which I spoke in the beginning of this discourse.
·
In the presentation of the subject of hereditary
transmission, and my explanation of the same, I have
purposely not referred to Darwinism, or to the doctrine
of development. Persons who have not made themselves sufficiently familiar with the subject to be able to
form an opinion upon it., and even those who, for any
reason wh<<tsoever, are opponents of the transmutation
theory, may accept my views of regeneration to a
certain extent. While I have desired to prevent the
mixing up or the discussion of the plastidule theory,
before the Club this evening, with the discussion of
Darwinism or of the evolution theory, I do not hesitate
to admit that so far as I am personally concerned I am
as much convinced of the correctness of the development doctrine as I am of my own existence, but it is
not necessary for my present purpose to enter into the
discussion of this doctrine.
In conclusion, I desire to draw· your attention to a
point which has much exercised both tt,e contending
parties, the adherents as well as the opponents of the
theory of descent, and which, it seems to me, my
hypothesis fully meets. The point relates to embryology and geology.
In this case I will proceed just as I did in the presentation of inheritance. I will first place the facts
before you and then the explanation. As I have
already informed you, m:tn with every vertebrate
animal (with some exceptions, even every living being)
begins its individual existence in the form of an
ovum or egg. In their original condition almost all
eggs are of the same f0rm and constitution. Afterward the eggs of some animals m:.ty be distinguishecl
from those- of others by differences in size, shape,
in their coverin•r; etc.; but the human ovum cannot
be distinguished from that of the other mammals in
either the immature or the developed conclitinn. In
the fully developed• condition its diameter is on an
average one-tenth of a line or about a fifth of a
millimeter. When a mammalian egg is properly
isolated, placed upon a plate of glass and held against
the light, it can but just be seen with the naked eye as
a fine speck. But even if we use the lJest micro~cope
with the greatest magnifying power, it is impossible
to discover any essential diflerence-between the ovum
of man and tuat of the ape, of the clog, rabbit, etc.
There are, however, striking peculiarities by which
we can distinguish very easily the mature mamnmlian
egg from the mature bird egg, or that of other vertebrates. But the eggs of all vertebrate animals begin
their development in an essentially similar manner.
'l'he first consequence of fecundation, or of the
mixture of the female and male semen, is the resulting
homogeneity of the contents of the egg. Between the
yolk and the vitelline membrane a clear liquid accumulates, on account of which the yolk becomes
condensed and contracted; and after the spermatic
particles have been completely dissolved in ti:Je mass
of yolk, and probably uniformly distributed therein,

the germinal vesicle disappears together with the
germinal spot. In this condition the germ is called
"Monerula."
In this homogeneous globule there is formed, after
a short ti111e, a new nucleus. In the darkly granulated substance there appears a light spot, which
becomes of globula!' shape, and soon appears so
much like the previous nucleus or germinal vesicle,
that for a long time naturalists had confounded it
with the old one, and believed that the disappearance
of the germinal vesicle was only apparent, not real.
Then lJegins the process of increase of the egg-cell
by repeated self-diviswn, the so-called segmentation.
It commences by the diviRion of the new nucleus into
two. 'l'he nucleus at its middle at first becomes constricted. Signs of a plane of separation between the two
halves appear. They go apart, and the other eg_g-snb;;tance accumulates around the two nuclei, so that here
also a division takes place and the orip;inal egg has become two daughter eggs, which are similar to each other, an dare contained within the original eggmemlJrane.
'fhis process is repeated in the case of each of the
1iWo daughter eggs. At first the nucleus of each of
these divides into two nuclei, the two nuclei separate
from each other, and each accumulates around itself
its share of protoplasson, so that ertch becomes
divided into two complete bodies. vVe then have
four granddaughter eggs contained in the membrane
of the original egg-the grandmother egg. In the
same manner the process is repeated many, many
times, each of the four eggs divicling into two, so that
we get eight, the eight change into sixteen, then into
thirty-two, then into sixty-four, one hundred and
twenty-eight, two hundred ancl fifty-six, etc., all the
globules lying close to each other, and finally when
the whole process of division is ended they constitute
together one large globule which looks likr> a blackberry or mulberry. ln this stage of development the
germ is called "Morula." N n matter whether we
have before us the egg of a. fish, of a bird, or a
mammal, in ev11ry vertebrate animal the"scgmentation
occurs in essentially the same manner. Even in most
lower animals segmentation occurs in a similar though
sometimes slightly different way. This segmentation
is shown in this drawing.
.
It would take too much time to describe the further
stages of development in detail and at length. It
mJJSt suffice that I tell you that. at a later stage, when
the embryonic body consists of an oldong disk somewhat of the form of the sole of a shoe, which disk is
itself composed of two layers. the endoderm and exoderm, and afterward of three or four layers when
further developed, even then all vertebrate animals,
that is, mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians and
fishes, resemble each other so much that it is either
impossible to distinguish them from each othr>r, or that
this can only be done by their size or by very insignificant diflerences in form and external contour.
This stage of clevelopment I have also had drawn, and
it is impossible to tell whether this embryonal trace is
that of a mammal or some other vertebrate.
·
The more development progresses, the more plainly
difl'erenccs appear between the embryos of the clifl'erent classes. In a little while, when the higher classes
are still alike, they separate themselves more and more
from the lower.
In a further stage, the fiddle form, which is shown
on the same chart, although the embryos of mammals,
birds and reptiles cannot be distinguished from each
other, they can be distinguished from the embryos of
the two lower classes-amphibians and fishes. In a
still further, but nevertheless still early period of development, (which is seen in the next chart,) small
differences may already be noted between the embryos of the three higher vertebrate classes. The individual embryos of each class are, however, still
alike, and great similarity still exists between the embryos of all vertebrate animals in this stage. If, however, you compare the embryos upon this large chart,
you can, in the upper row, recognize differences of
development. There are here represented a reptile
(turtle) four weeks old, measuring in reality four
lines, but here much magnified; a bird (domestic
fowl) of the fourth day, also about four lines long;
and two mammals (dog and human) of the fourth
week, about five lines long. They have been drawn
to the same scale, and it is plain to see that there are
difierences. For instance, in the brains of the two
mammals, compared with those of the lJird and reptile. In ~he two lattm' the mid-brain, in the two
former the front-brain already shows preponderance.
But in this stage the brain of the bird can hardly be
distinguished from that of the turtle, and the brain
of the dog is still very similar to the human. If now
we compare the embryos of the lower row-turtle of
the sixth week, measuring about seven lines ; chicken,
eighth day, about seven and a half lines; dog, sixth
week, eight and a half lines; man, eighth week, eight
and a half lines-we may easily perceive not only differences between the mammals and the two lower
classes more and more marked, but the clifi'erences
between the dog and man, (for instance, as to the
brain, as to the tail, etc.) cannot be mistaken.
I have had another chart prepared, in which the
same embryos are presented in their developed conclition at the time of birth, and then again in their adult
condition, in order to show you more plainly the differences of the final development from quite similar
eggs.

These are wcll-asce~tai~e.cl facts of Embryology, the
so-.called ontog~nY: or mdividual clevel!lpment. l!:very
annual passes, m itS development, through stages like
those which remain permanent in lower animals. For
instance, the reptile is like a fish before it assumes
the reptilian character; 1Jircls and mammals are like
fishes and reptiles before they acquire the peculiarities of their classes ; and the hnman embryo, also
passes through the stages of these lower animals:
l\bn possesses the same structure as all other rnammals, and his germ is developed in the same manner.
In later periods of development, the human germ cannot be distinguished from that of the higher mammals·
in earlier periods not even from that of any highm~
vertebrate. In the first month the human embryo is
exactly like that of other mammals. The difi'erences
appear only in the second month. At first the humun
embryo resembles the embryo of all, afterwards only
that of the higher ruammals. It is only after the
fourth or fifth month that tlw human embryo can lJe
cliRtinguished with certainty from that of other mammals.
The facts of geoiogy, namely, the paleontological development of organisms, the so-called phylogeny, are: that, at first, of vertebrate animals, there
existed only fishes, that amphibians appeared later,
and thllt only at a much later period birds and mammals came upon the earth. Again, that at first, more
imperfect, simple, lower orders, and later, more complicated and higher orders of the mammals, as well as
of the fishes appeared. T.he paleonic development,
therefore, has been parallel to the embryonic, and also
to the systematic series, that is to the series of rank
which we see every-where in the differences of lower
and higher classes, orders, etc.
I do not mean by this to say that there has ever
been found a fossil animal which, in all its details, has
the structural relations of an embryo, but it cannot
be denied that the series of growth, that is the successive changes in the egg, and the series of time,
that is the successive Introduction of animals in geological ages, are remarkably similar.
Now the explanation: The transmutationists, that
is, those who accept the development doctrine as true,
claim that the parallelism between the series of emlJryonic growth and geological succession most'strongly
supports that doctrine. They say that this correspondence and its cause can be understood only through
the doctrine of descent, and that without this doctrine
it is entirely inexplicablr>. According to them, in the
progress of a lower form to a higher one, the permanent condition of the lower must become a temporary
development-state of the higher; and they assert that
the individual development, that is the ontogeny,
.is t]fe short and rapid repetition or recapitulation of
the paleontological development, or the phylogeny,
and that this recapitulation is necessarily caused by
the laws of heredity and adaptation.
The expression of the :t"elationship between individual development and the evolution of species is
the fundamental lJiontogeneticallaw, that is the law
according to which every derivative individual organism is developed.
The opponents of the doctrine of descent reply by
urging; that if the parallelism between emlJryonic
growth and geological succession can be held to prove
the development of the one out of the other, then.
also, (since the embryonic conditions of the highei·
vertebrates correspond to adult forms of lower Vt'rtebrates, now living, their owu contemporaries, just as
much and in the same way as do the fossil forms) as,
for example, a cbir.ken, or a dog, in our day, in a
certain phase of its development, resembles a fullgrown skate; then, therefore, chickens and clogs nowa-days can grow out of fish eggs. Now we know that
this is not so ! But, say they, the evidence that it
must be so is exactly the same us that which the
transmutationists use to support their theory; therefore embryological facts cannot be held to be evidence
of descent, lJecause they prove too much, for the
parallelism between the successive embryonic conditions and fossil remains, which, according to the
evolutionists, proves descent, exists also lJetween these
embryonic l onditions and living animals, where it can
have nothing to do with descent. "Why docs the
germ of a turtle always produce a turtle, the germ of
a snake always 3. snake, the germ of a dog always a
dog, the germ of a man always a human lJeing?"
I have quoted the claims of the transmutationists,
as well as tho~e of their opponentR, from the published lectures of the chief representatives of l.Joth
parties, Ernst Haeckel, and Louis Agassiz. It seems
to me that the Plastidule Theory satiRfactorily explains the biontogenctical law and completely overthrows the arguments of the anti-evolutionists. It
may, tht're!'ore, well be considered a not unimportant
contribution to the doctrine of evolution.
According to the fnndanuntal lJiontogeneticallaw,
the individual development is a short recapitulation
of the development of the species. The opponents
of the development theory deny, not the correcti1C'SS
of the observed facts, but the admissibility of the interpretation, because, as theY say, otherwise chickens
and dogs must, at the present day, be developed from
fish eggs. Now, the plasticlule theory says that the
germ of every derivut.ive living beiug contains the
plastidules of its own ancestry. These plastidules, of
course, exert their influence in the development of the
germ, and this is the reason why the series of forms
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throu()'h which the individual organism passes in it~ world when Polytheism was every-where prevalent, escape from their cruel servitude. The condition of
devel;;'pment from egg to completed condition, is a was the nation to introd~ce Monotheism into the tile Chinese coolies is little better, they lead the most
short repetition of the extended series of forms through world.
abject lives, and when their time is expired, by a
which the ancestors of the same organism have passThe lecture, alluded to the characteristic sharpness series of wrongs and oppressions they are comed from the oldest times to the present day. Further- of the Hebrews in trade, and styled them "the Yan- pelled to again sell themselves into servitude, which
more the reason why a fish, and not a chicken or a kees of the East." He regarded them of Egyptian is not unfrequen tly terminated by death. 0 f all
dog, grows vut of the germ of a fish, is that the germs origin, and spoke of their early home in the mountam the wretched creatures in the world, he believed the
of the different living beings existing at the present regions of li'Iesopotamia, and sketched their pastoral Chinese in Cuba the most wretched.
day whic.:li have passed througl1 stages of develop- life under the patriarchal system, followed by the rule
He alluded to the workings of the Royal Lottery,
me~t that are difl'erent, arc, in their constitution or of l'Yioses, who may be said to have establishecl a and informed us how all classes, merchants, lawyers.
mixture of pla8tidules, so completely dissimilar (just nation for the first time in ti1e world upon the principle priests, and common people, J)atronize it. Gaming
because each contains those of its own ancestry), that of :l't:fonotheism, followed by a rule of the judges of other kinds is also extensively patronized. He
one organism can never be developed from the germ which lasted four hundred years, suceeded by a line gave us a clear idea of the great fertility of the soil,
of kings for many centuries. Illustrative of their ancl of the immense crops of fruits and products of
of another.
Tltb completely answers the question which Aga~ tenacity and endurance, notwithstanding their cap- all kinds that so freely grow, and also ot the great
siz propounded with so much self-sttti;;faction, an<l tivity, subjection, dispersions and persecutions, they need of roads nnd railroads over which to send produce
which has been held by so many of his followers to be now number over seven millions vf people, five to market and inter-communication generally. The
an unanswen<ble refULation of the cvoluLion doctrine. millions of which were in Europe. He classed them climate of the Island is not surpassed in the world. The
as free traders and generally opposed to tariff and sun, though warm in the middle of the day, the nights
PRoF. 'I'. LAMBERT made a few friendly criticisms revenue laws, and they liad always sho~n themselves are cool and agreeable. Cuba has no free schools;
upon the lecture. He doubted the great ages said to willing to evade them.
no free religious thought, and no religions dissention
be attained by persons a century ago. He might be inHe made a remark that the gods of different nations from the Holy Catholic Church. The power of their
duceu to admit tlmt old .Nietlmsclalt lived to be nearly pobsessed the leading characteristics of the different priesthood is great ancl exacting. Every individual is
a thousand years old, )Jut he doubted whetlier Parr nationalities. Thus Brahm, the leading deity of India compelled to pay his church taxes, and to contribute
lived to be a hundred and fifty. He believed there was a god of repose, possessing limited activity, his to the support ot the recognized religion.
was an error in most cases where such extreme age is followers possessing the same characteristics, while
1\>Inch was said by the lecturer we would be glad to
claimed. He at all events helu himself in readiness Jehovall possessed great activity, rejoicing in battles, lay before our readers, but want of space prevents.
to pay $1.000 for every well-authenticated case of per- conflicts. and movements of large magnitude.
An animated discussion was held upon the subject
sons living to be 110 years old and $500 for every wellHe called attention to the great persecutions the by J\!Ir. Wilcox, 'I'. B. ~Wakeman, Dr. Hallock, Dr.
authenticated case uf 105 years being reached. The Jew£ had been subjected to by diJ:J:'erent nations among Lambert, Dr. \Vickoif, aml Messrs. Evans and Gardoldest' person now known in the United Stutes is not whom they had sojourned, and called particular at- ner, and closed by ]Hr. Flippen. Among other
104 yeotrs old.
_,
_ tention to· the hardships they endured in Spain; the points the subject of annexing Cuba to the United
He insbted that the eggs or ovums of dtfterent am- exactions that were placed upon them; the levies that Stales was discussed, and the proper remedies for the
inab are not alike but rettlly as ditl'erent as the indi- were made upon them, and the cruelty with which future of the Island were ably handled and variously
vidualities thems~lves, each posessing a potentiality or they were driven from the country, at short notice, by viewed. Some were in favor of our government exlife principle and different from every other. the Christian powers in rule there. He said no people tending aiel to the Uubans, and some were opposed to
Tile trouble is'they are so minute the differences ()an- in the world had been persecute(.[ equal to them-over it. Upot~ the whole the lecture and the discussion
not be appreciated. with our powers of v~sion even with two thousaud of them were burned in one province were very interesting.
the aiu of tile mwros,:ope. He mentiOned as a re- in Spain, and ten tlwasand others cruelly punished.
markable phenomenon in photography, what appears They were allowed but !l few days to leave the kingFORTY-'l'WO SCHOOL CHILDREN DESTROYED BY
to the unaided eye a mere speck, barely discernible dom, and were compelled to dispose of their property
which when duly magnified was found to be the at great sacrifice, and were allowed to take neither TWO BEAns!-A cert!tin semi-occasional preacher of
the ll1ethoclist stripe, recently declared from behind
Lortl's Prayer in fulL
_
_
gold or silver in payment. The air was tilled with
Du. ATKINSON thought the lecture a very mterestmg shrieks and grvans of the suffering Hebrews as they the " sacred desk"-' 'Om people have not now to go
one thotforil he made t\ few slight criticisims as to a left the country. Some of· the number fled to F·rance, to Boston and New York for Infidel filth, for it ib here •
poi~t or t~vo. The gist of his remarks was that back some to England, while large numbers went to Africa; nuder our very noses; and it is an act of mercy(!) in
of the germs, tlie ovums or egg, back of the plastids great numbers peri:'hing from the destitution and our citizens to submit to the stings which this paper
inflicts upon them." His Reverence did not more parthere is an intelligent force which he termed ''ghost." hardship thus sustained.
ticularly describe the object o\ his animadversion, but
J\'IR. MoRAN followed, in which lie had much to say
He alluded to the lack of the geneml belief in im- presuming he had reference to our organ, we will reabout the " first cause" of all that exists. ~
mortality among the Jews, and the fact that they had mark that he is nearly as irascible as that crusty old
DR. HALLOCK recoo-nized a ''spirit" in the union- bequeathed to the world lYiouotheism ancl the Sabbath.
the source of matter, ~md superior to it. The moving Among the brightest philosophers, tile Hebrew race cock of a prophet named Elisha. The dear, channing
story may be found in II Kings, ii : 23-24: "And he
life principle or force.
.
pl·oduced, be named, Spinoza, as a great philoso- went up from thence into Beth-el ; and as he was going
s. P. ANDREWS made a few remarks uponlongevt~y. had
pher and a great thinker,.
up by tlie way, there came forth little children out of
Life be said had been compared to a furuace, Wttlt
He believed the J ewtsh race would never Simulgrate bars ancl everything ~n working order;_ a~ the fuel taneously come to the decision to return to Palestine. the city, and mocked l1im, and said unto him, 'Go up,
is consuuu•.u the s]ao· falls tnto the aslt-p1t. If the slag They were now scattered over the eartlt among so thou bald ltead ; go up, thou bald head. ' And he
is allowed to remai~ until the !Jre is clwl~ed it must many nations, among which they are a factor and a turned back and looked on them, and cursed them in
the name of the Lord. And there came forth two she0 out and cannot burn ; but tf the sla.g ts duly re- positive element of activity and practical character,
~wved and the fuel from time to ~1me properly ap- that they would never disengage themselves and re- uears out of the wood, and tare forty and two cliildren
plied in suitable quantity ami qualtty, the lire would turn to the small country of Palestine, which was of them."
Now why doesn't tltis indignant divine curse us
conti;we to burn almost incletinitely. So with the only about the size of the St!lte of New Jersey, an~l
human frame. If the slag-Watite 1s properly removed, whose soil was so unproducttve and worn out that 1t "in the name of the Lord," and cause two she-hears
the fuel correctly applied, ~nu the entire _appara~us has been said of it "if it is tickled with the hoe it to chaw us up? The God that could ferociously butcher forty-two little innocents for playfully cryiug, "Go
kept in the right coauition, It occurred to 111m the fire will not laugh in the harvest."
up bald head," would not hesitate, If callecl upon by
of lite ought to continue to burn, not only f?r one hunHe said much also of the Hebrews, wliich we arll, one of his admiring servants, to go for us, red-eyed.
dred years, but one hundred anu twenty five or one for want of room, compelled to omit.
What a sweet little cluck of a story this is. How it
hundred and fifty or even a greater u':mb_er of _years.
A spirited discussion followed, participated in by
PROF. ELSBEltG closed the dtscussion Ill wlttch he i\lessrs. Nasil, Hice, Dr. Hallock, Dr. Hueber, ancl intensifies the soul with delight, and fills the mind with
t ok oceasion to reply to each of the gentlemen who had Dr- Lambert, and others, in which the cause of the divine admiration for this· child-murdering Deity!
a~swered him. l:le rec0gnizecl Pr_of. Lambert's "Po- long continuance of the Jewish race and other points But seriously, is it any Wollller that human beings
who believe in and worship at the shrine of such a diatentiality " his term for it is'' Plasttclttles." vVlmt Dr. were atgued, but we must pass them by.
bolical and degrading fetish should cry out against ComAtkinson' termed "Ghost" he called "Plastulu\es,"
mon Sense, and arrogate to themselves the quality of
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what 1\Ir. Ilioran meant by" First Cause" lie n;r-eaut by
merry because they refrained from mobbing the man
(TWO HUNDRED AND ErGHTY-SEVENTH lliEETING.]
'• Pillsticlules" what Dr. Hallock recogmzed as
and tlestroying his office, who dttres to spend money
"Spirit," he denominated "Plastiuules."
By 11IR. 'WILLIAMS. FLIPPEN, Esq., formerly Cuba and brains to uid in crushing out of the minds and hearts
correspondent of '1 heN. Y. Tribune. Subject: The of the people such besotted superstition? And, what
!'lARCH 26Trr.
.
.
Spanish Rule in Cuba.
pray you, was this unfeeling monst~r, Elisha, doing
[•rwo HUNDRED AND EIGIITY-SIXTH MEETING.]
This was a most tnterestmg lentme by a gentleman while the two she-bears were crunchmg the forty-two
REv. DH. E. G. HOLLAND lecturer of tile eveuing. who bad many years been a resident of Cuba, n:nd was girls ancl boys? \Vhy, he was standing in fair view
p·linfully familiar with tlre great w1·ongs whrch are with his hands in his pockets, contemplating the Sl'ene
Subject, 1'he Hebrew Race._
_
He began by sayiug dliierent races_ had, dtffere!lt il;Iposed upon tlie Cttbans by tlte Spaniards He por- with the sang-froid of a Cttmanche Indian! And
missions or were adapted to _a spec tal l!n~ ot pursuit. trayed the great injustice of. the law~ enacted in Spain where were God, and Christ, and the Holy Ghost?
Tl , Hebrews were emphatically a rehgwus people_ for tile government of the tslallll wttlwut any regard There too, listening with ecstatic raptmes to each little
Th~ Greeks excelled i:n art and ~ite!·ature. The Hum- for the wishes or interests of the Cubans; how the n·irl ami boy as it stood transfixed with terror, screammain object was to extort money ~rom tl!e islander~ fn,, at the tuj) of its voice, "M<t! mtt!'' until its turn
ans in government, science ~nd ]nnsprudencc.
It l!as not been the provmce_of Europe LO 1J1:odnce in every possib!e tnanner, by the t~np_osttt~n of taxes ca:7ne to be devoured by the godly brutes! Of course,
a permanent religion._ Wtth A~n~ It !Ias been t.hfl'erent. and speciallevtes. He gave us n:n mstde vtew of the the heavenly quartette stayed on the ground until the
Brahmanism, Bnddlnsm, Chnstiamty, and ~I?slem injustice of the rule of the C<1ptmu-Gener:~ls, who are parents of the unfortunate children got news ?f the
sent out from the pttreut- government to reign with a massacre and flew to the spot to weep and watl over
·8
tlte t'uur b<>'reat reJio·ious
of the world,t. ongumted
I m,
"'
•
f l
rod of iron and who are respou~ible to nobody, ex- tlte scatt~red remains of the hloocly and mutilated
·e
Asia
may
be
said
to
be
the
center-urmn
o
t
Ie
tl Iel . 'an d Af nc,t
.. . cept to th~ home government, and to which 110 ap- corpses of their babies! How Gud, and Jesus, aud the
vorld Europe the cerebrum o± f-ront b ram,
~he c~rebellum or back brain, Europe was the oirl peal can practicttlly be made. He _g;ave tlie ~mount Holy Ghost and Elisha chuckletl i11 their sleeves at
of annual revenue uy taxatiOn and Imports ratsecl on the cries of' anguish from each mother's bosom! and
west America the new west.
The Hebrews were the principal of the Semetic the Islnucl, usually about thirty-one million dollars, but the yells of impotent rage from each father's heart! It
races, while the Arabs probably came next, then the some years by special imposition, had !Jeeu raised to witS a divine tragedy and worthy of the Christian's God
As,;yrians and others. They l_lllve existed abo~t fom tifty-seven {uillious, and how a hv ge share of this is and his two she-l>ears! Ami establishes, beyond the
thousand years, and have evmc_ed much harchhood, diverted to the C<tptain-Geueral, his subordinates and cavil of Intidels-God's existence, ltis attributes,
the authenticity of the Scriptures, and the prophetic
liealtlifulness and self-pres~rvatt_on. As a ra~e. t_ltey to members of the lwure government.
He gave usa glimpse of the Afncan Slave trade; that character of S,tint Elitiha!-OO'Inmon 8en8e, a monthly
had not been remarkable m scwnce and le~uung._
as
many
as
twenty
tl~o_usand
negroe~
were
annually
paper whose molto is: "One world at n time!" PubPalestine hlld closed its gates to the leanung of
Greece, wliile India was the seat and source and the brouo·ht over from Afnca and sold mto slavery, and lished at Paris, Texas, at 75 cents per anum, by H.
how "'when a slave vessel ts captured, or rescued in Peterson Sinner; if you are already a patron taltean
literature of the world.
_
.
.
The most intellectual man Ill ttnct<:r~t JeJUsalem was ease' of shipwreck, these unlortunate negr~es m:e extra copy or two for the dyiug souls around you.
Solon1on but he was not equal to Anstotle or Bacon. nominally consiclere~ free, and a_re calleu ~mauct
----~-----The S~metie mce has given to th_e wor~d !h~ th_ree paducs, but are sold mt~ bondage fur a term of years,
THE gallus l\Iilwaukee girl saYs no more. when asked
which
is
often
renewed
and
very
frequently
they
are
regreat religions of the earth, Judmsm Ohnstmmty,
how she feels: "Oh I'm all hunk." but she gushes a little
and Moslemism. The last twu are ttn outgrowtli of the ported as dead, and the names of slaves who really and observes," So, so, dear father."
first. The Hebrew, though living in an age of the liave died are transfened to them, so that they rarely
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Astronomy and Worship of the Ancients, by G. Vale..................
A Stellar Keyto the SummerLand,
by A. J. Davis. Paper Cove:r:s....
Astro-TheologicalLectures, by Rev
Robert Taylor.....................
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for children, by H. C. Wright. Small
Edition...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.50

1.25 16
.25 4
1.50 16
1.00 14
1.75 20
.20

4

.30

8

2.00 26

.60
5
1. o
Covers ............................ . .50
Bible in the Balance, by J. G. Fish. 1.50
.20
Blakeman's 200 Riddles ............ .
Bible in India ................... ·· .. 2.00
Beliefs of the Unbelievers, by
Frothingham...................... .20
Better Views of Living, by A. B.
Child.......... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Brotherhood of Man, and what
• Follows from It...... ·.......... . . . . .25
Book on the Microscope............ .75
Book of Religions, by J. Hayward. 2.00
Bible Chronology, byM. B. Craven .10
Bailey's Festus...................... 1.25
Buechner's Man. English Edition 4.00
Boccaccio's Decameron. .. . . . . .. . . . 1.50
Bradlaugh's Is there a God?..... . . .05
Buddhist Nihilism, by Max Muller .10
Buechner's Materialism....... . . . . . .25
By-and-By, by E. Maitland......... 1.75
Buechner's Foree and Matter...... 3.00
Bastian:s Modes.of Origin.. , ....... 1.25
Beginnmgs of Life, by Bastmn.... 5.00
Buckle's Histor;v. of Civil~za~ion... 6.00
Birds and Reptiles ..!Jy Figmer.... 4.00
Body and Mind, by maudsley...... 2.00
Babbitt's Health Guide,......... . . . 1.00
Burroughs' Notes on WaltWhitman 1.00
Correlation of Forces, by Youmans 2.00
Cooper on the Soul......... . . . . .. . . .90
Clodd's Childhood. of the World.... .50
Cranial Affinities of Man and the
Ape, by Professor R. Virhow, of
Berlin.............................. .25
Comte's PhilosoJ>hyoftheSeiences 2.00
Confucius and Chinese Classics... 2.00
Confucius' Life and Teachings, by

X~r1EY~~~i~:e~: "J)i "ziiva: .. raiie~

clffg,~~ook" ·ar: iieiigioii: 'ti:V. :F~o: .oo
4

thing ham..........................
Confessions of an InQuirer, by J.
J J arves. Very interesting.. . . . .
Curious Myths of the Jlll:iddleAges.
by S. B. Gould................... . .
Clergy a Source of Danger, by
Jamison...........................
Christianity before Christ, by M.B.
Craven.............................
Critical History of the Doctrine of
a Future Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm. R. Alger...........
Contrast, Evangelism and Spiritualism uompared by Moses Hull.
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in
Defence of Woman's !tights, etc.,
by M. B. Craven...................
Conjugal Sins against the Laws of
Life and Health, by A. R. Gardner, A.M., M.D.....................
Constitution of Man, by George
Combe..............................
Common-sense Thoughts on the
Bible, by Wm. Denton............
Common Sense by 1'homas Paine
·christ Idea in 'EI:istory, by Hudson
Tuttle ............................. .
Ghrist and the People, by A. B.
Child, M.D.........................
Christianity and Materialism Contrasted, by B. F. Underwood .... .
Christian Amendment, by Abbot.. .
Christianity no ¥inalit~ ; or, ('Pi!itualism Supenor to Christmmty,

~Eil~·~~~~nTheoioiii<iai ·ici.e"R

of Deity. by B. M. Craven ........
Chapters from the Bible of the
Ar,;es, by G. B. St!!bbins, Detroit,
Mwh., 400 vages, tmted paper....
Christian Propagandism, llY Abbot
Claims of Spiritualism. embracing
the Experience of ttn Investigator, by a Medical llfan. .. . . . ......
Compulsory Education, by Abbot.
Christianity, by S. ll. Gould........
Dictionary (Webster's unabridged)
Pocket, flexible cover..
Descent of Man, by Darwin, 2 vols.
($2 ver vol.). ... . . ... . . . . ... . . ... . ..
Descent and Darwinism. Oscar
Schmitt...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Devil's Pulpjt. by Robert Taylor,
Deluge, by Wm. Denton............

8

.25

12
16
8

16

20
4

12
5
15
2
20
15
15
20
15
25
40
25
20
10
20
10
5
3
15
15
15

1.00 10
1.50 15

2.50 20
1.75 15
.25

4

3.50 40
1.50 16
.25

4

1.50 16
1.75 16
.10
.20

4
4
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Dawn, a Novel of intense interest.
Death and the After-life, by A. J.
Davis..............................
Debatable Land, by the Hon. R. D.
Owen ..............................
Dr. Bartol's new book, the Rising
Faith...............................
Eating For Strength................
Essay on Man, by Pope, cloth,
gilt.................................
Early Social Life of Man...........
Errors of the Bib!~~ demonstrated
by the Truths of 1~ature. by Henry C. Wright, paper...............
En!5"lish Life of Jesus, by Scott....
Emgmas of Life~.,by Gregg........
Exeter Hall, a ·.t:heological RoE:~~~8'ofa~~·:M:ai:h·e~ ..ove~
Character and Destiny of the
Race, by H. C. Wright ..........•.
Elective Affiuities by Goethe ..... .
Electrical Psycho1ogy. by Dodds ..
Epidemic Delusions. Dr. Marvin.
Fear of the Living God, by Frothingham............................
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another World, by Robert Dale
Owen ................................
Free Thoughts concerning Religion; or .Nature vs. Theology, by
A. J. Davis, paper.................
Faithful Guardian, an Inspiraal Story, by J. Wm. Van Namee.
Fountain~by A. J. Davis .......... .
Fugitive Wife, by Warren Chase ..
God in the Constitution, by Bradford ................•...............
Good Sense by Baron D'Holbach.
Gates Ajar, hy Miss E. S. Phelps ..
Gates Wide Open by Geo. Wood ...
Gist of Spirituafism. by Warren
Chase..............................
Gospel of Good and Evil, by Silver.................................
Great Harmonia by A. J. Davis, 5
vols.~ viz.. Vol. I .. ~'he Physician;
Vol. .ll., The Teacher; Vol. III.,
The Seer; Vol. IV., The Reformer
Vol. V., The Thinker~ each .......
God Idea in History, oy Hudson
Tuttle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gibbon's History of Rome, 6 vols.,
sheep ..............................
Geolo~y of the Stars, by Winchell
Genesis and Ethics of Conjugal
Love, by A. J. Davis. 142 pJ>.....
Gregg's Creed of Christendom . . . .
Harbinger of Health; by Andrew
J. Davis............................
Harmonia! Man; or Thoughts for
the Age............................
History and Philosophy of Evil,
paper..............................
Hayward's Book of all Religions.
Helen Harlow's Vow, by Lois
Waisbrooker. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .
How to Bathe, by E. P. Miller, M.
D., paper..........................
Hedged in, by Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History of the Intellectual Development of Europe, by J. W. Draper, M.D., LL.D ...............•...
History of the Conflict between
Science and Religion. DraDer..
Human Physiology, Statistical and
Dynamical; e\> The Conditions
and Course of Life of Man, by J.
W. Draper, M.D., LL.D .. 650 pp.,
cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hobbes' Works. 16 Vols., Royal
svo ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History of European Morals, by
Lecky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
History of Rationalism in Europe,
by Lecky.. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
Higher Law, by Maitland..........
Hegel's Philosophy of History....
Half-hours with Modern Scientists,
cloth, 12mo., reduced to..........
History of American Socialism, by
J. H. Noyes........................
Historic Americans, by Parker....
His Marriage Vow, by Mrs. Corbin.................................
Injurious Influences of Schools...
Influence of Christianity on Civilization by B. F. Underwood......
Is Romamsm Real Christianity?
Two Essays, by Francis W. Newman and F. E. Abbot.... . . . . . . . . .
Is the Bible Divine? by S. J. Phinney, paper.........................
Is there a Devil? The argument
pro and con....................... .
Incidents in my Life, first series,
by COODer. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Is it the Despair of Science? by

1.75 24 Life of Thomas Paine~ with critical and explanatoryooservations
of his writings, by G. Vale.......
.75 12
Life of Jesus......by Renari....... ... . .
Love and its .tLidden History, by P.
2.00
B. Randolph.......................
2.00 15 Ler,;alized .Prostitution, or Marnags as it Is and as it should Be,
1.00
by 0. S. Woodru!)'~ M.D...........
1.00 8 Letters to Elder miles Grant, by
Moses Hull........................
.25 4
LITiWr&.~t~~~t:.-.~~~~..~~~~·.~:..~:
.25 8 Les Miserables, by Victor Hugo...
Library
of Mesmerism, by Wells. .
2.00 15
2.00 15 Love. from Michelet................
Life of Fourier, by Shaw ...........
60 10 Life of Parker, by Weiss, 2 Vols...
Lessons for Children about Themselves, by A. E. Newton, cloth....
.50 8 Lectures on tlle Bible, by Voyeey..
1.25 16 Modern Thinker, Nos. 1 and 2,
each................................
1.50 16
Mental Medicine~ by Evans ........
.25
Ministry of AngelS Realized, by A.
.oa- 2 E. Newton.........................
Manual for Children (for Lyceums), by A. J. Davis, cl<i>th. .. . . . .
1.75 24
M:L~ifeniHot~~~..~~~-~~. ~.~.~~~~: ~~
M.ediumship its Laws and Conditions, with brief iustructions for
.50 4
the formation of Spirit Circles,
by J. H. Powell...................
1.50 16
1.00 12 Moravia Eleven Days at, by T. R.
Hazard .................... '... . . . . .
.35 8
Marr1erl Woman; Biographies of
Good Wives, by L. Maria Child..
.10 2
Modern Americ:>tn SPiritualism,
1.00
15!8--1868, byEmmaHardinge ....
1.50 16
1.50 20 Moral Physio~y, by R. D. Owen..

.. tiie ·
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o God, by Emma Hardinge and
T. G. Forster......................
Ingersoll's Gods and otller lectures, neatly bound...............
1.00 24 Is Spiritualism True? by William
Denton.............................
Irreconcilable Records of Genesis
.15 4
and Genealogy, by Wm. Denton,
.10
.15 4 Ilc~~:~t8· ·an',ife: ·8Ei<iciiici. ..88~l8;;.
.05 ;
Home...................... . . . . . . . .
.10
Junius Unmasked; or Thomas
Paine the author of the Letters
1.00· 16
ot Junius and the Declaration of
Independence.....................
Jehovah Unveiled; or, the Charac1.50 24
ter of the Jewish Deity Deline.10 2
ated ............................... .
Joan of Arc, a biography ..•.......
Kant's CritiQue of Pure Reason .. .
.25 4 King
David and his Times ........ .
.5 2
Key to Political Science, by John
2.00
Senff...............................
12.00 ex Koran, with explanatory note~ by
1.00 20
George Sale, 8vo., 670 vp. nest
edition yet published.............
4.00 48
Law of Marriage. by C. L. James.
Looking
Beyond, by Barrett.....
1.50 15
2.00 20 Life Line ·or the Lone One, by
Warren Chase.....................
.10 4

.50 8 Mp~~e~~.~.~.... ~~~~~:~·-~:.~~~.~
Mystery of Matter, by Picton......
1.50 20 Morning Lectures <twenty discourses), by A. J. Davis..........
Mediums and Mediumship, by T.
B. Hazard ......................... .
Mental Cure ...................... .
1.50 18 Martyrdom of Man. by Reade .... .
Man in the Past Present, and Future. by Dr. L. Buechner, eleptut
1.25 16
English Edition . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
10.00 ex Masculine Cross, or Sex Worship,
illustrated, paper, 50c.:.tploth. ... . .
.15
New Physiognomy, QY wells, gilt..
Nebulro,
Meteoric Showers and
.50 5
Comets..............................
2.50 15
Nature's Laws in Human Life; an
Exposition of Spiritualism......
1.50 20
New'.restament Miracles and Modern li'Iiracles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.50 8
Nature's Divine Revelations, by A,
J. Davis ........................... .
.50 6
1.75 24 Ni~ht Side of Nature, by Crowe .. .
On ental Religions, by Johnson .. .
1.50 20 Origin and Development of Religious Belief, Heathenism and
Mosaism. by S. B. Gould.........
.30 8
Old Theolo~y Turned !J_pside
Down, by 1. B. Taylor, A.M., pa1.50 16
per.................................
On the Vision of Heaven, by Prof.
Newman...........................
5.00 60
Orthodox_y False since Spiritualism is ~'rue. by Wm. Denton....
1. 75 15
Origin of S:peeies, by Darwin.... . .
Origin of Civilizatiorr and Primitive Condition of Man, by Sir J.
Lubbock.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One
Religion, Many Creeds, by
5.00 60
Winans ........................... .
Papa's
Own Girl, Marie Howland,.
25.00
Pilgrim and Shrine. by Maitland ..
Paine's
Political Works, 2 Vols., of
6.00 40
about 500 pages each..............
4.00 30 Philosophical Dictionary by Voltaire.................................
1.75 15
2.00 15 Persons and Events, by A. J. Davis..................................
1.00 15 Planchett-the Despair of Science,
by Epes Sargent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.00 20 Penetralia. by A. J. Dnvis ... . . . . . .
Philosophy
of S_piritual Inter1.50 15
course.,..by A. J. Davis, paper....
Positive
J:Timer.
being a series of
1.50 15
familiar conversations on the
.25 2
Religion of Humanity. Reduced rrice.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.25
Plato s Phredo on Immortality.....
Plato's Divine and Moral Works..
Plutarch's Moral's, 5 Vols .........
.10
Prossimos's Religious Experience,
by R. D. Owen.................... .
.35 4
Poems from the Inner Life, by
Lizzie Doten. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.25 4
Philosophy of Creation, by Thos.
Paine. through Horace Wood,
1.00 16
medium, paper...................
Poems
of Progress, by Lizzie Do4
ten . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . ... . . . . . . ........
·15
Parturition without Pain, by M.
.25 4 L. Holbrook, M.D .................
Pentateuch-Abstract of Colenso..
2.00 30 Progress of ; :eligious Ideas
through Suceossive Ages, by L.
Maria Child, 3 Vols.. .. . . . ... . . . . .
.15 4
Physical Man his Origin and AntiQuity, by Hudson Tuttle........
Home Talk and Medical Com.
25 8 Plain
mon Sense, by E. B. Foot. M.D
·
1000 pp., 200 Illustratious. Price .
1.50 15
with a fine chromo..............
Question of Hell, by a Puritan.....
Radical Discourses, by Denton....
1.50 16 Ravaletteyand the Hosicrucian's

~~%b:: .. ~~~: ~~ .~~~: .~:.:: ?.: .~~.~~

1.00 16
1.75 20
1.50 16
1.00 16
.25
.50
2.50
4.00
1.50
1.50
6.00

Radical Rroblems, \Jy Bartol.... . . . 2.00 15
Strauss' The Old Faith and the
New, preoeeded by the author's
Prefatory Postscript. 12mo...... 2.00 20
Songs of the Sun-lands, by Miller.. 1.50 10
S1!J>ernatural, History of the, by
Wm. Howitt, 2 Vols. ... . . . . . ...... a.oo 40
Spirit Works; Real, but not Miraculous, by Allen Putnam.... . . . . . . .35 6
Soul Affinity, by A. B. Child........ .20 4
Satan, Biography of, by A. K.
Graves............................. .60 6
Sermon from Shakespeare's Text,
by Deuton...................... . . . .10 4

4
8
20
25
15 S'5-~r15~v~~~f~£~. ~:. ~:~~~~~·. ~:' .~: .60
15 Sunday not the Sabbath......... . . . .25
30 Sexual Physiology, by R. T. Trail,
M.D ................................ 2.00
.50 5 Self-Abnegatiouists; or, The True
.10 4
King and Queen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50
Soul of Things, by Elizabeth and
1.00
Wm. Denton ................ ~...... 1.50
1.25 14 Social Evils, by Mrs. M. M. King.. .25
Spiritual Philosophy vs. Diabol.20 4
ism, by Mrs. King.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Spiritual Delusions, by D. D. Lum 1.50
.70 16 Strauss' Life of Jesus. Very rare. 12.00
Science of Thought, by Prof. C. C.
1.50 20
Everett.... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
Secret History of the French
Court..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1.25
Sartor Resartus, by Carlyle........ .75
.25 2 Songs of Life. by S. W. Tucker.... .20
Science of Evil, by Joel Moody.... 1.75
.10
Spirit Manifestations, by Rymer.. .10
Syntagma. Taylor.................. 1.00
1.25 16 System of Nature; D'Holbach ..... 2.00
Startling Ghost Stories, from au2.75 32
thentic sources.................... .50
.65
Self-Contradictions of the Bible... .25
Sefena; or The Mental Constitu2.00 20
tion, by Merton ................... . 1.00
3.50 25 Science of Knowledge by Fichte .. 2.00
Science of Rights, by 'Fichte ...... . 2.00
1.50 18 Strange Discoveries respecting the
Aurora and recent Solar Re.10 2
searches, by Richard A. Proctor,
1.50 18
F.R.A.S. ... . . . . . . . .. . . ........... .. . .25
3.00
Spectrum Analysis Explained, . . . . .25
Spectrum Analysis Discoverieil, .25
Symbolism Ancient Pagan and
4.00 20
Modern Christian. exposed and
explained 16 plates,172 cuts..... 3.00
1.00
Safest Creed and other Subjects, by
6.00 25
0. B. Frothingham, . . .. . . ... . . .. . . 1.50
Startling Disclosures in Spiritual.25 2
ism, by N. B. Wolfe ............... : 1.50
The Truth about Love............ 1.50
1.50 20 The Past and Future of our Planet.
by Wm. Denton............... . . . 1.50
.60 8 Transformations of Insects, by P
H. Dunca!;l;o F. R" S., elegant, il
3.50 48
lustrated, .J!;Xtra gilded.......... 7.50
1.25 20 The Sun, by Guillemin, illustrat5.00
ed . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1.50
Treatise on the Intellectual, Moral
and Social Man, a valuable work,
2.00
by H. Powell....................... 1.25
Tale of a Physican, by A. J. Davis,
Daper... ... .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .75
.75 10 The Heathens of the Heath; a
Thrilling, Radical Romance. by
.10 4
Wm. McDonnell, Esq., author •r
"Exeter Hall," &c. 500 pages.
.10 4 12mo. Paper covers, $1; in cloth,
2.00 24
neatly bound...................... 1.50
The Essence of Religion, by Feuerbach . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . .50
3.00 34 Th.e ~elation of Witchcraft to Rehgwn .............................• :15
1.50 32 The Essence of Christianity ....•.. 3.00
1.75 26 The Patriarchs, b.E Frothingham .. 1.00
1.50
The Parables, by .l!'rothingliam .... 1.00
Thoughts of the Emperor Marcus
5.001.00
Aurelius . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Tyndall's Fragments of Science.. 2.00
5.00 60 Tyndall' Light and Electricity..... 1.25
Tyndall's Great Inaugural Speech .25
1.50 18 Tyndall's Forms of Water ......... 1.50
Tyndall's Heat as a Mode of Mo1.25 16
tion ...................... : ........ . 2.00
1.75 24 Tyndall On Sound ................•.• 2.00
Tyndall On Radiation ............. . .50
.60 8 Tyndall's Six Lectures on Light .. 1.00
The Safest CreedA and twelve other
discourses, by v. B. Frothingham i.50
The God of Science, by Abbot..... .10
.75 10 The Present Heaven, by Frothing1.25 ·14
ham................................ .05
2.00 15 The Sabbath, by Parker Pillsbury .10
15.00
Truths for the Times, by Abbot.... .10
The Inner Mystery, an inspiration.05
alPoem by Lizzie Doten......... .20
The Voices, by Warren Sumner
1.50 20
Bar low. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Theological and Miscellaneous
Writings of Thomas Paine...... 2.50
.35 8 Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the
75
1.50 20 Tgg~~~to":t~~1iB ·:Eii8ct8: i:i:V"ii uib·-· ·
bons, M.D........................... .20
1.00
The Temple: or, Diseases of the
.25 · -1
Brain and Nerves, by A. J.Davis,
1.00
TE~il:~~ro\v·
neatii: i:iY..FiiU.ie-r=:: 1.75
6.75 72 Three Plans of Salvation ......... . .10
The Hereafter, by Hull. Paper ... . .55
1.50 20 Testament New, shown in its true
light, by J.P. Whipple............ .50
UniversolQgy Basic Outline of, by
Stepheul'earl Andrews........... 5.00
3.25
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C.
1.00
Wright. Paper................... .30
1.50 16 Unconscious Action of the Brain, .25
Unity of Natural Phenomena, by
Saigey ........................... . 1.50
1.50 16 Voices of Prayer, by Barlow ...... . .25
Vestiges of Creatio u ............... . .75
1.25 12 Volney's Resettrches in Ancient
3.00
History. Very rare............ . . 1.50
Volney's Ruins...................... 1.00
1.5u
Vivid Truths, by A. D. Church.... .50
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.35 8 Radical Rhymes, by William Denton.................................
1.00 12 Rabelai's
Works, 2 Vols.. ... . . . .. . .
2.00
Religion of Humanity, by Froth12
1.50 20
ingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Religion of Inhumanity, by Harri1.25
All books not mentioned in this list
son................................. .w
Religious Ideas and Beliefs, origin
to be hau in this city will be sent poAtpaid,
2.75 40
and development of, by Morris
at the Publishers' prices. Address,
Eiustein
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1.50
26
.25 4
.75 12 Religious Demands of the Age, by
D. M. BENNETT,
Miss FrancesPowerCobb. 12mo.,
335 Broadway, N. Y.
1.00 2
paper.............................. .5o 10

~l'H~

Scottish Western Loan Co.,

'l'.H.O•l'H :s~EKE.H.. AP.H.IL 15, 1875.

Milliner.r and Dress Goods.

Fine French Silk, per yard,
,50 to 2 oo
Toq1i.ay Silk,
,60 to 1 oo
Turquois Silk,
.40 to 1 oo
Fancy Batin and Silk, (remnants)
1 oo
Cotton and Silk. (mixed)
.50
1
White English Crape,
.50 to 1 50
Ribbons,
.30 to 40
Le Boy, Minnesota,
Gross Grain Sash Ribbons,
.20 to 40
Velvet. any color,
.20 to 40
Bridal
Net,
i
wide,
.50
GEN'L SUPPLY AGENCY, Bonnet Frame Lar.e, per dozen, .80 to 3 00
,90 to 1 40
BRANCH OFFICE, 335 Broadway, N. Y. Kid Gloves, per pair,
Ostrich Feathers, each,
1.00 to 4 oo
H. B. B:BOWN Seo'y.
Miss Nellie Henderson-will give her personal attention to the Millinery Department, and will fill all orders for articles of
MONEY INVESTED whatever kind, not mentioned above, at as
low a price as can be bought of any one or
any-where,
IN FIRST MORTGAGES

RULES AND CONDITIONS OF THE
AGENCY.
All orders for the purchase of Goods

G, L. HENDERSON & CO.,

must be accomyanied with the funds in

Bankers

the form of Postal Order, Check, or
Draft on New York City, or money in
Registered Letter.
All orders and direetions for shipping
or mailing articles must be written plainly and fully, to prevent loss, delay and

On Improved Farms in Minnesota and Iowa,
Running 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paid annually at
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
and security __guaranteed in every loan
made by us, We pay9 per cent.'until money is invested.
The Agency will purchase and forward
goods in any quantity to any part of the
United States, and transact any business
whatever for p_arties living at a distance,
thereby SAVINC to the purchasers from

ORDERS FOR GROCERIES

trouble.
Collections, balances and remittances
promptly remitted at the risk of the
Agency.
Care must be taken in ordering goods
to avoid mistakes, as it will be impracticable to return articles shipped.
All goods guaranteed as represented.

RATES OF TRANSPORTATION:
or not less than 5lbs.
By mail, 4 lb. packages, or less, 8 centb
Will be promptly filled at wholesale prices,
adding 5 per ct. on sums over $20 and 10 per per lb.
By Fast Freight, about 2 cents per lb.
ct. on sums less than $20.
By &press when great dispatch is of
more account than cost.
COFFEE.

Will
mailed Free
to all appliThis
one of the
and most
Catalopublished. It
printed on beautitinted paper,. conpages, two ele·
colored plates, over
fine engravings, and
gives full descriptions, prices,
and directions for planting about
200 varieties of Vegetable
Flower Seeds, B e d d i n g
Roses, &c., and is invaluable
, Gardener and Florist.
D. M. FERRY & CO.

Green,
Roasted,

No.1, 35 cts., No.2, 30 cts.
No.1, 37 cts., No. 2, 33 cts.
For their respectability, integrity, and
ability, the Agency are permitted to refer
TEAS.
to
the following well-known gentleman:
Oolong,
25 to 60 cents per pound.
45to 95"
"
Japan,
W. I. GILCHRIST. McGregor, Iowa.
..
Young Hyson, 35 to 1.15
FRANK LARRABEE.
Imperial,
40 to 90
MORRIS ALTMAN, New York.
Twa Kay,
25 to 40
Eng. Breakfast, 40to 90 "
GILMAN, SON & CO, 47 Ex. Place, N.Y.
20 TO 50 PER CENT.
L. MANZ, Lyons, Iowa.
ORDERS FOR
The Agency is also prepared to transD. M. BENNETT, Ed. TRUTH SEEKER.
act anv business that may be entrusted to
D. R. BURT, Dunleith, Ill.
them. such as effecting Insurance on Life
and Property, renting property and collecting rents, searching records and examTHE
from .45 to 60 cts. apiece.
aming titles, procuring legal advice, nego- Wool Hats
"
.80 to :u.oo
"
tiating the sale or exchange of real estate, Fur Hats
" $2.00 to $8.00
"
investlnf> money for capitalists, obtaining Silk Hats
"
.75 to $1.50
desired mformation, and imparting advice Cloth Caps
other than legal; in short, we will undertake the execution of any legitimate busiJilurs
j1·om
$2.50 to $60.00 per Set.
THE OLDEST REFORM JOT.TRNAL
ness which persons in the country may require to have done in New York City.
IN 'l'HE T.TNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875.
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
LIFE INSURANCE
$2.75 to $6.00 per pr. at 84 Washington street, Boston, Mass., by
Boots, Calf, (pegged)
On the most SAFE and reliable plan.
2.00 to 7.00 "
JOSIAH P. NIENDUM.
"
" (sewed)
" coarse, (pegged) 2.25 to 4.50 "
HORACE SEAVER, Editor.
Shoes,
1.00 to 5.00
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
Families and neighbors by ordering not 7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
less than ! dozen can obtain" bottom" of a Two-Cent Stamp to pay the postage.
prices,
while cost of freight will be correThe Investiuator is devoted to the Liberal
Grey Union Sack Overcoats, $5 50 to $6 50 spondingly
reduced.
cause in religion; or, in other woras, to
s oo to 10 oo
Black Wool Sack Overcoats,
Universal
Mental Liberty. Independent
90otonoo
Blue Chinchilla ditto,
in all its discussions, discarding superstiMixed Fur Beaver Overcoat, 14 oo to 16 oo
tious
theories
of what never can be known
Grey Reeft.!)g Jackets
3 50 to 4 75
it devotes its columns to things of this
Black All Wool Sack Coats,
8ooto950
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
Black Cloth Frock Coats,
650to850
Given to purchasing
be one, to those who have entered its un850to1550
B'ack All Wool ditto ..
known shores. Believing that it is the du2 oo to 2 50
Black Union Cloth Vests
ty
of mortals to work for the interest of
Black All Wool ditto,
250to400
this world, it confines itself to things of this
Union Cassimere Sack Coats, 400to550
life
entirely. It will soon commence its
600to8oo
All Wool ditto,
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
All Wool Cass1mere Suits,
13 oo to 17 oo
from
those who are fond of sound reasonand
Musical
Instruments,
Cassimere Pants and Vest,
700to900
ing, good reading, reliable news. anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
Journal. Reader, please send your subSpring and Summer Clothing.
scriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way tho
Cottonade Suits cut in Sacks
Ir.vestiuator is conducted, we won't ask yon
and Walking Coats, from
650tosoo
to continue with us any longer. Now is
LightWeight, all wool, Fancy
the time to subscribe.
Oassimere Suits cut in
10 50 to 20 oo
sacks and walking coats,
Cottonade Pants lined and
150t0250
BEST AND CHEAPEST
unlined,
Light Weight fancy Cassi250t0750
merePants,
We can furnish most of the older Sewing
Light Weight fancy Cassi400to8oo Machines at 20 to 40 per cent. less th'<n remere Pants and Vests,
iail price.
Spring Overcoats in CassiWe can send a superior two-thread hand In
9 ooto 20 oo
meres.
machine for $13.
Li_ght worsted Coats and
Also a superior Shuttle Machine com7ooto2ooo
Vests all designs
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
6 oo to 16 oo plete for $20.
Black cioth Frock Coats,
dirt. Can beat the world on price&, quality,
450to650
Clack cloth Sack Coats,
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
We will also make selections for
Union and all wool BlackA dee Floral and Garrlen Guide free.
2 50 to 9 oo
Doeskin Pants,
Wholesale list for Seedsmen free.
Union and all wc•ol Black
R. H. SHUMWAY,
200to5oo
Cloth Vests,
till Apl. 15.
Rockford, Ill.
100to200
Linen Sack Coats,
1 oo to 2 oo
Or procure any single book that may be
Linen Pants,
1 oo to 2 oo ordered.
Linen Vests,
White Duck and Marseiles
A NEW BOOK.
We can supply Agents with fast selling
2 oo to 5 oo and
Vests, all designs,
1hrofitable Novelties and Notions, and
2
Alpacca Sack Coats
THE
4~~ ~ ~~ Mere ants with Job Lots from Auc~ion.
Blue Flannel Sack Coats,
Heavy Satinet Suits, various
7 oo to 8 50
styles,
:MERCANTILE COLLECTIONS.
The above articles of clothing are all of
On collections less than $50, twenty
Superior Quality, good material, and well
AND DARWINISM.
made, and are not surpassed by any in this per cent.
city.
On collections exceeding $50, ten per
By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
J¥ir Measurements for clbthing should cent.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's InternationOBTAINING PATENTS.
include length of limbs, circumference of
al Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
body over chest and stomach.
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
From $25 to $100.
the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
Negotiating the Sale or Exchange of a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-six illustrations. It is an elaborate
Real Estate, Irom 2 to 5 per cent.
review and survey of the whole subject of
The commission for .Procuring Legal Evolution
and Darwin's special philosoCassimeres, all colors, per yard, 75 to 2 oo
Black Doeskins,
1 oo to 2 oo Advice, and for investmg Capital, will phy, giving in clear language a compreBroadcloth (double width)
2 oo to 5 01 be fixed by correspondence.
hensive view of the subject.
It is eminently a whole library in one
Calicoes (by piece)
07 to 12
Confidential letters requiring labor volume,
and we reeommend it in the highGinghams "
10 to 10
Dress Goods "
25 to 30 and research, should include a fee ade- est terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postAlpaccas
"
21 to 32 quate to the service required, but all age, 15 cts. Address,
Brown Sheetin~.
8 to 16 lettel's of simple enquiry, enclosing
D. l\1. BBNNETT,
Bleached Sheetmg,
7 to 10
335 Broadway, N.Y.
Hosiery (all colors) per dozen, 1 25 to 4 oo stamp, will receive prompt attention.

HATS, CAPS and FURS.

Boston Investigator!

BOOTS~ SHOES.

PRICE LIST OF CLOTHING.

SPECIAL ATTENTrON

Sewing Machines, Jewelrv

SEEDS

Amerioa or Money Refunded.

Publio and Private Libraries,

tg

Doctrine of Descent

Dry Goods!
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Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundrBd answers to questions which most people are unxious to know, nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children so as to got the best· bodily development. Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them, and so will mothers who have
delicate ehildron, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Pt·ice, $1.00, postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,"" Individuality," and ·• Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
press. in force.- clearness and incisiveness,
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, S2; postage 20cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
THE

Colorado Horticultul'ist and
Gardener's Companion.
Issued Quarterly. Sixteen Pages. J. H.
FOSTER, Editor.
A selection of 35c. worth of useful seeds
Green House plants. etc.i given gratis to
each subscriber. On our_ ist of Premiums
is to be found that delicious wild; hardy
Raspberry( found growing at an altitude of
6000 fc•et above the se-1 level,) known as the
"Rocky Mountain Red;" also the Colorado
"Wild Cucumber Vine," exceedingly ornamental and vigorous.
If you want to Jearn how we of the" New
West" cultivate Fruits, Flowers, and Gar. den Vegetables, subscribe for the Colorado
Horticulturist. If you want to loarn how
we irrigate gardens, subscribe for the Colorado Horticulturist. It will please you;
it will pay you.
"Rocky Mountain Raspberry" Plants, 35
cts each: 3 for $1; ·s3 per rloz, post-paid by
mail. ''Colorado Wild Cucumber Vine"
seoU.s. 10 cts. Jler packet, Send 50 cts. for
HOWI'ICUL'l'URIST and get both these as
a premium. Sent without premiums Ol'e
year for 25 cents. Send 5 cents for speciimon copy.
]'OSTER & CO., Publishers,
Greeley, Col,
P. 0. Box 350.
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(/ldds nnd A[ntlft.
THAT W:.tS a funny indictment which arraigned a woman in Mil waukee, the other
day, for disturbing a religious meeting by
''riotously ealino nuts and noisily champing the same with her teeth." The woman
was acquitted.
A YOUNC LADY who prided herself in geography, seeing a candle aslant, remarked
that it reminded her of the "leaning tower
of Pisa." "Yes," rPmarked a wag," with
this difference-that is a tower in Italy,
while this is a tower in grease."
"IF," advertised a philosophical victim,
"the person who took my overcoat was influenced by the weather, then it is all serene; but if he did so from commercial
considerations, I am ready to enter into
financial negotiations for its return."
A SETTING HEN.
WHAT IT COST TO ATTEl\IPT BREAKING UP
HER BROODING.
"Timothy, that air yaller hen's setting
agin," said ilfrs. Hayes to her son one morning at breakfast.
"Well, let her set," remarked Timothy,
helping himself to a huge piece of cheese.
"I recon I can stand it as long as she

can.''
"I do wish you would try to be a little
more equinomical of cheese, Timothy;
I've cut the very last 0f my every-day lot,
and it's only the 1st of May. And now, as
soon as you've done eating, I want you to
go out and break up that hen. She's settin' on an old axe and two bricks now."
"I hope she'll hatch 'em," returned Timothy.
"If she was set now, she'd hatch tile
fourth week in May. It's a bad sign; something allers happens after it. Stop giggling, Helen i\Iaria, by the time you get to
be as old as yer rna, ye'll see furthen than
you do now. There was Jenkins' folks,
heir gray top-knot hatched the last week
in May, and Miss Jenkins, she had the con·unction on the lungs, and would have died
if they hadn't killed a lamb and wrapped
her in the hide while it was warm. That
was all that saved her."
With such a startling proof of the truth
of the omen before him, Timothy finished
his breakfast in haste, and departed for
the barn, from which he returned bearing
the squalling biddy by the legs.
·• What shall I do with her, mother?
She'll get on again, and she's as cross as
bedlam-she skinned my hands, and would
be the death of me if she could get loose."
"I've heer'n it said that it was a good
plan to throw 'em up in the air." said Mrs.
Hayes. "Aunt Peggy broke one of setting
only three times trying. Spose'n you try
it.''
"Up she goes-head or tail?" cried Tim,
as he tossed tl~e volcano skyward.
"Lord-a-massy!" exclaimed Mrs. Hayes,
"she's coming down into the pan of bread
that I set out on the great rock to rise.
Tim, 'tis strange you can't do nothing without overdoing it."
"Down with the traitors, up with the
stars," sung out Tim, elevating biddy again
with something less than a pint of batter
sticking to her feet.
" Good gracious me! wuss and wuss,"
cried ilfrs. Hayes, and Tim agreed with
her; for the hen hat! come down on the
well-poiished tile of 'Squire Bennett, who
happened to be passing, and the digniJletl
old gentleman was the father of Cynthia
Bennett. the young lady with whom Tim
was seriously enamoured.
The 'Squire looked daggers, brushed orr
the dough with his handkerchief, and
strode on in silence.
"Yes, but it's going up again," said Tim,
spitefully, seizing the clucking biped and
tossing her at random into the air. Biddy
hought it time to manifest her individuality, and with a loud scream she tlarted
against the parlor window, broke through,
knocked down the canary cage amllanded
plump into the silken lap of Mrs. Gray,
who was boarding at the farm-house.
J.VIrs. Gray scret~med with horror. and,
starting up, dislodged biddy, who flew at
her reflection in the looking-glass with an
angry hiss. The glass was shattered, and
down came the hen astonished above meas-

ure against a valle of flowers, which upset,
and, in falling, knocked over the stand
dish and deluged with ink and water a pair
of slippers which Helen ]Haria was embroidering for her lover, Mr. James Henshaw.
Helen entered the room just as the mischief had been done, and, viewing the
ruins, she at once laid it to her brother
Timothy. She heard his step behind her,
and the unfortunate hen she flung full in
his face.
There was a smothered oath, and then
the hen came back with the force of a twelve
pound shot.
Helen was mad. Her eyes were nearly
put out with the feathery dust and dough,
and she went at Timothy with tri'e feminine zeal. She broke his watch guard into
a dozen pieces, crushed his dickey and began to pull his whiskers out by the roots,
when she suddenly remembered that Timothy had no whiskers to pull out by the
roots.
But when she came to look closer; she
perceived that the man she had nearly annihilated was not Timothy, but James Henshaw.
Poor Helen burst into tears and fled into
her chamber, the usual refuge for heroines, and James, after washing his face at
the kitchen sink, went home, sternly resolved never to marry a woman with such
a temper as Helen Hayes had.
The hen, meanwhile, who is our heroine,
returned to the barn to establish herself
on the ruins of her nest, sullenly determined to set if the heavens fell.
Mrs. Hayes soon dis<:overed her, and
having hmud that dipping in water would
cure "broodiness," she set forth for the
brook with the fowl in her apron.
Mrs. Weaver, an old lady of very Quarrelsome temperament, who resided near,
and was at sword's point with Mrs. Hayes,
was just coming to the brook for a pail of
water, and spied the yellow head of the
bird peeping out from Mrs. Hayes' apron.
" There," she exclaimed, "now I've found
out what has puzzled me to death nigh about
a week. I've found out where that yellow
pullet has gone to. Mrs. Hayes, I ~~llers
know:d you was a wicked, desateful woman, but I didn't think you'd steal."
"Steal? me steal? Who are you talkin'
to?" said 1\Irs. Hayes, on her dignity.
"I'm talking to you, madam; that's wlu
I'm talking to! You've stole my hen that I
got over to Uncle Gillies' and paid for in
sassengers. She's a real Dorking, Give
her to me right here, or I'll usc force!"
"She's my hen, and you touch her if you
dare!"
"I'll show you what I dare," yelled Mrs.
Weaver, growing vurple, and, seizing the
fowl by the tail, she gave a wrench and the
tail came out in her hand.
The sudden cesoation of resistance upset Mrs. Weaver's balance, and she fell
backward in the brook, spattering the mud
and astonishing pollywogs in every direction.
She was a spry woman, and was soon on
her feet, ready to renew the assaulr.
•· Give me my hen!" she cried, thrusting
her fist into Mrs. Hayes' face," you old hag
and hypocrite, you!" and she made a second dive at the bird.
The hen thought it proper to show her
colors, and uttering an unea1·thly yell, she
flew out of the covert square into the face
of 1\Irs. Weaver, which she raked down
with her nails until it resemlJled red ink.
Mrs. Hayes caught a stick of brush-wood
from the fence-Mrs. Weaver did the same
-and a regular duel would probably have
been fou~;ht if the bank of the creek had
not suddenly given way and precipitated
both the indignant women into the water.
They scrambled out on opposite sides,
and the hef\ sat perched on an apple tree,
and cackled in triumph.
The ladies shook themselves, and by
common con£ent went home. They have
not spoken since.
The hen disappeared, and was not seen
until three weeks afterward, when she
made her appearance with eleven nice, yellow chickens. She found out some other
fowl's nest, and had set in spite of fate.
But, although not ·• broken up" herself,
she broke up two matches, for Cynthia
B?nnett was not at home the next time
Timothy called, and lHr. Henshaw never
forgave Helen for having such a temper.
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DR. WM. HALL'S

fHRICHS' QUARTfRl Y,

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.

Containing prices. descriptions and
Fashion-Plates of Ladies' an 1 Childreh's Suits, Ladies' Underwear. Infant's Wear, Real Ltwes and Dress
Trimmings, Hat Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbon's, ete., toget''et' with the
choicest selections of Literature. wit
anrl wisdom.
Our quarterly·· will place within
your reach the best goods at the lowest prices. Only 10 cents for a year's
subscription. First issue now ready
Subscribe >~t once,

THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
TIVE REMEDY.

EHRICH & CO.,

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfac('S which the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for

~
287 and 289 Eighth A1 e .. N. Y; COUGHS,
COLDS,
~
PlPase state ·in what pape1· yog saw
PNEUMONIA,
th·is ad1Je1·tisernent.
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
'.1'0 LOYERS OF MUSIC,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
A New Work on this interesting Subject.
WHOOPING COUGH. CROUP,

" Wltat is Music ~"

BY PROF. IsAAC L. RICE
PART I.-An f'xamination of Anr.ir.nt. J\!Iusic among the Chinese, Hindoos, Persians,
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the present age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbert Spencer upon J\!lusic are freely
criticized.
PAnT II contains the Author's Original
Theory concerning the Mission of lllusic,
investigating w!,at it is.
It is a work that cannot fail to interest
and instruct every lover of the "Divine
Art." Price. post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
50 cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadw>w. N. Y.

Positively
$50,00

vv· orth

of Information

give1: for 60 cents, concerr,ing Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens.
BY A CLOSE OBSERVER.
How to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abund<~nce of eggs, even in winter. How to prevent hens from ever wanting to set, and
how to m>~ke them set. How to preserve
eags gootl one year. An easy plan to do it.
"Enclose 60 cents with order for full directions. Address,
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville, 0.
[i\fr. BlakPman is a school-boy friend of
ours. We know him well; he is entirely
relinllle, and the information he has to impart upon the poultry subject valuable.ED. 'l'.S.]
----

··-----~----~-------

Every Person
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should read a coDy of

And all othe'r diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywbere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE lUOST :?OWERFUL HE-!\.LING
AGENT EVER DISUUVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
QARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pams of burns.
CAHBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptions.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
bruises.
Sold everywhere.. Price 25 cents.

G.HEENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
the most popul.ar r!Jmedy for Dyspepsia,
Heartburn. Ind1gestwn, and other like disorders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and still maintain their unrivalled
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache Anodyne
Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache in
One Minute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Place. N. Y.

PIWFESSOR DRAPER'S

REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

CATARRH CURE.

Religion and Science.
Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of
price, $1. 75. Address
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway.

F Or Ch1'ld ren and y outh .
Amusement and Instruction.
BLAKE J\!fAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

Po etioal Riddles,
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

IN'I'ERESTING

AND

NEW!

PUBLISHED BY

D. M, BENNETT,
y35 Broadway, !ilew York.

What is Catarrh? It is an affection of
tjle head, which ~ay end in Deafness, partial or total Blindness, diseases ol the
throat.and vocal organs, and even in Consumptwn.
In nine cases out of ten. when pe 01,Je
fancy they have only a "cold in the head"
theylnweCATARRH!
'
:):tis a ~erribln disPasc and should not be
tr1fled w1th. 'l'he iJAst RP»WrlV known for
it is that prepared by the Rev. H. B. Lockwo'?d. winch h.a~ the endorsement of such
eminent phy~JCJans ns Dr. Geo. N. Tibbles
of Hu<lRon City, N. J.: Dr. W. H Newell
Jersey City HPights; Dr. A. B. 'Laidlaw:
Hu.dson C!t~. N. J.; and of such distingmsh~d mJDISters ns Rev. W. H. Dikeman,
New J:orl_f., Rev. W. H. ll'IcCol'mnck, Mt.
HerqiOn, l~ ..J,. !~J!d very ma.ny others;
Th1s medJt•me IS prepared in oood faith
and mtw be relied on in every case to effect
a permnnent and speedy ~ure.
Uev. R. B. Lockwoorl's NASAL DOUCHE
~o faci,litnte the use qf the CA'fARRH CURE
1s .mdispensal:le to msuro the CUI'e of olJstmate c!a·onzc cases and will be found
valunblA mall Rtages of the disAasn.
·
Rtw. R. B. Lockwood's LIVER AND
S'J'OMACH PILLS. for the cure of DY8PEPSI~ an~ all disorders of the Stomach
and Digest!V<;J Organs, have tho highest
recommendatiOn !rom the thousands who
hnve used them.
Read cnrefully the pamphlet that accompanies the medicine.

.JOHN F.HENlW, CURRAN & CO
SOLE ACENTS,
8 and 9 College Place. N. Y.

For sale by all Dru".gists. Pr1'ce •o ce ts
Sent postpaid on receipt of Prico-20 cents. eRcll.
'"
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DEVOTED

TO

SOIENOE,MORALS,FR£E THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY, LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everythtng that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

" Come now ruul lt>.t u.s reason to!}·ether;" .Let ~~s hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of preJndice and the effects of early
edzwation; Let I,t,S "prove all thin_ffs and hold fast to that which is _ffood."
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PROPRIETOR.
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NEW YOHl{, JYIAY 1, 1875.

335BROADWAY, }' ~1 '~'~5
{ SINGLE COPIES. 8 CTS.
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rebuke'd the brother, and 1\Ir. Humpstone arising to
speak, Dr. Be!Enger ordered him to sit down. But the
ex-pastor would not sit down at the bidding of his old
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
antagonist, and then Dr. Bellinger clinched him and tried
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Jjotes and g[lippings.
THREE hun(lred thousand immigrants have moved into
'l'exas since last October.
GOETHE said: ··The excellent woman is she, who, when
her husband (lies, can be a. fttther to their children."
J\IRS. BEECHEr: SURE OF Hls INNUCENCE.-She says: "If
this trittl convinces me of my husband's guilt, I will part
with him on the steps of this Court House. But I have
no fear of such a result."
BEECHER'S chivalry for women is shown in having 1\Trs.
:C\Ioulton asked if she did not kiss him-this great, oily
lubber, who has kisse'd all the animal creation and put
his mouth on everything but the Bible and :rvirs. Beeeher.
l\Iu. BEECHER's cross-extlmination is fixing the impression made by liis direct e:mmimttion. One faet is very
striking: during the latter he aiJpcarecl as a gushing sort
of person, fre(lttently crying over the pictures he drew;
during the cross he is keen, alert, suspicious, often remarkably forgetful, and under great self-control. What
is the meaning of this difference'?
VERY NEAR A Prous F1uun.-If it is true, as the papers
say, that during his trip around the world, the Rev. Dr.
Newman's sah>ry was $10,500, while his wife received $3,000
more as his private secretttry, the" inspection of consultttes" cttmc very nettr being a pious fraud. It reflects no
credit upon the Washington divine 01· his Presidential
parishioners.-GhJ'istian Reaista.

impulsire; he cannot withsllmd the influence of the sisters' paroxysmal kisses. aml he has again been walking
in by and forbi<lden paths. 'l'hns he has for some time
been on the ragged edge, am! he even wished he was
dcttd. He ought to htwo more grace of the sisters' fewer
charms. He 11as temporm·i!y, at least, stepped down ancl
out. But despair not, Brother Isaac, time cures many
sorrows ancl mlLny ills. When you aro seventY, it will
probably be safe for you once more to lead the ~aintly sisSTEPS DowN AND Ou:r.-The Rev. A. B. Burdick of WLst- ters home to Jesus.
erly, R.I.. having failed to relieve himself of the charge
of adultery which was brought against him by his church
WRAT',; IN A NAME ?-If one shonltl, by nuy possibility
or to make an humble confession of his crime, and the forget that these are Beeeher times, he would soon be rechurch having received positive proof by eight witnesses minded of it by walking about our streets. In one place
of his guilt, he was, on April 18th, by a unanimous vote, he will seo a new style of collar called" 'l.'ilton's :Favorexpelled from the church. It is said he has moved to this ites," also "Elizabeth's Humes," and" Bessie's Neckties."
city to engage in the insurance business. If he cou!(l on- Among the resta.urants he will see its eards hanging out
ly insure the public in the future against any more clergy- n.nnouncing, ··Beecher Pot-pies,"·~ Beecher Bean-soup,':
men committing adultery, he would perform far more "'l'ilton Cutlets,"" J.VIrs. i\Iorse Dumvlings," aml" Paroxysmal i::ltmvs." Among tho medicines he may sec," Bowvaluable service than he ever di(l by preaching.
en's Eitters,n "Hherman's Stin1ulaut,n" "rilkinsonts 'l'onTHE OCEAN TELEGRAPH a few days ago informe(l US that ic," and "Halliday's Cough-dro]ls." If he wants a hat,
many of the English papers had pronounced against the he can find" Moulton's Favorite" or "'l'hoodore's Latest."
blatant pretenders, Moody and Sankey, who have been When will we hear the last of all this'!
trying to bring London to the foot of the cross by prettching in the streets and other public places, and claim they
Hliv. J. R. S'r!LLWELL. of Logansport, Ind., was arraign·
are doing more harm than good. The authorities were ed by his church upon the prevalent infirmity of making
also about to move upon their works. If they would con- improper advances towards several of the opposite sex.
fine them for six months in the Home of Industry, pro- It being a clear case, he did notl'urther cover himsl!lf with
viding them with some useful employment, it woultl prob- obloquy and shame by lying and perjury, !Jut honestly
ably be better for the community, and l!Uite tts well for tlw ''acknowledged the corn," anLl at once resiguell his
loud-mouthed gentlemen aforesaid.
charge and left the place. 'l'he local papers regret tho
circumstance, more esvedally ns it came in the mi<lst of
ONE of the most fervent of the prl1ying tempemnce woa revival which was in successful operati(>ll, and which
men in Dubuque, Iowa, has t1 drunken husband. It is was sensibly checked by this J•ublicity. What a pity it will
related that she 1ound him a few nights ago intoxicated be if any precious souls are Jlnally lost in eonseque1wu
in a, saloon. She cuffed him soundly, and then saitl to the of this fmil shepherd's yielding to animal desires.
proprietor: "See here, sir, you darned miserable skunk,
this has gone far enough. During the crusade I pmyed
CoN~'EltHIKU THE BEnTIETTA.-The twenty-seventh of
for you,ttll(l since then have come to yon with tears in my April is tho day appointed for the gmnd ceremonial of
eyes, but it seems to have done no good, and now if you conferring the Cardi.unl's Bcrrotta upon his Emiaencc,
ever sell him another drop of whiskey, I'll come down Archbishop l\IcCloskey. Groat arrnngements are being
here and snatch you bald-headed Quicker than hoi! can mttde to instu·e its being a most recherche affair. 'l'il'kcts
singe a cat. You hear my gentle voice?" Then she took in purp!t.: and carmine: hal'e been printot..L, which will eost
her old man and left.
the eager purchaser Jifty cents each. Forty Archbishops
IJJPROPER BEHAYIOR.-The way" Old Wi12ter" is dally- nnd Bishops and about twelve hundred priests are ex peel·
ing in the lttp of Spring this season, is causin;:: a great ed to be in attendance. 1'hc grandest music will peal
den! of talk, and the familiarity is strongly condemned, from tho immense organ of Sr.. Plttrick's Cttllwdral where
Old Winter is justly censumble for continued libm'ties the show will come off, an([ no pains will be spnrccl to
with such a &hy little maiden, and we ttre absolutely render tho porformanee most attractil'e. 1'hu Pap<tl Conashamed of him. Go north, old chap. Visit the pole. voys, Count l\Iarefaschi, i\Igr. ltoneetti, Dr. Ubanldi, and
Get away from the little damsel, and let her attend to her and several eery reverend ;:;ulltlemell, will IJO onluulll to
business; Bhe has much to do, and it will look much bet- conduct tho ceremonies. Wilc'n will tltc wvrltl get enoug·h
ter for to busy herself about it. Begone; we havo seen of such priestly tomfoolery, and learn to giYt.J their att<mquite enough of you. This dttl/.yina bnsiHCSR is quito too Lioll to somcihing higher aud :;rn.Illier than n1aking sueh
common "all around the board," and we set our faec like an ado over presenting the bauble of a red l'nJ, to a priest:
Lut tlw day o£ n higher intolli::<cnce speed un.
a flint against it.

Goon BYE, YARLEY.-'l'his eminent (livine has finish'cd
his labors here and taken himself to Boston. If he is as
successful in that portion of the moral vineyard as here.
our sister eity may count herself peculiarly fortunate.
With the exception of a few little children he induced to
"Stand up for Jesus," we.lmve not heard of tlny conversions he made here. Som'' of his brethren of the cloth
even prouounccJ him a failure, if not a fraud. "Good
A .l.IIssoum farmer, after a long calculation, presents
riddttnce," dcm· 1\Ir. Varley.
the following facts concerning dogs: In thirty-two coun'l'HE question Is often asked: "Is 1\Ir. Bcc•Jher really ties 10,602 sheep have been killed by dogs. He estimates
losing any of his popularity over the country in conse- the number of dogs in these thirty-two ().)unties to be
,1uonce of the scttndal ?" It looks as though he was, His 172,000: that a hog will thrivo on tho food neCOtiSltrY to
PltllOI"; the Gh1·istian Uni11n, at one time had a circulation support an able-bodied dog, and at the end of a year
of 125,000. In January lttst the number was reduced to weigh 200 pounds; therefore, if the food for these 'G2,000
45,000. A week ago, this number was still further re(luced dogs went to the hogs it \1 ould make D2,000,000 pounds of
to 2·:1,000. This information is from reliable sources. The pork, worth at six cents a pound S!,52o,ooo-nearly twice
"Life of Christ" is not selling nearly as rapidly as the value of all the school-houses in the State, and mO\'C
"Sam" and tho rest of the partners would like it to. If it lhttn twice the amount used by the State for school purhas not gone" as high as a kite," it is pretty well elevated. poses.
Drop a tear here for Christ.
·
THE HEV. I. S. KALLOCK is again in trouble. It Will be
A :rvlUSCULAit CLERGYMAN.-Tho Troy 1'imes says: ·• For
n year or two past matters havo not been very harmonious
in the Baptist (stone) Chu\·ch Society of J\ittlta., Saratoga
county, and some wooks since the pastor, Rev.l\Ir. Hump~;tone, tendorocl his resignation. On Sunday the Rev. 1\Ir.
Cook, who wa.s to o.fflciate, did not appear, and Dr. P.
Bellinger, who has led the oppo&it.ion to the old past.or,
took upon himself to lead the Sc'nices. A brother suggested that, as Brother Humpstone was present, he
lilhould lend the services. Immediately Dr. Bellinger

remembered, several years ago he fell into sad disrepute
in Massachusetts, by being found out in holding very improper relations wiih another man's wife. It becoming
unpleasantly warm for him there, he removed to Ka.nsas,
nnd tried for a few years to become a politician. ~ot,
however, succeeding just to his mind in that field, he felt
strong incentiYes to again enter his i\Iaster's service
and give to dying sinners the·· breat.l of life." But, alas.
while the spirit is willing. the fiesh is weak. Female
charms are too much for him. His ttrdent nature is too

A~ Etn:PTIAN ?~ru~r:1IY l~EUAI~rxG THE ..Ar·PI::A.HAXCE o~·
LIFE.-.1. gentleman ol Halifax, England, being in Egy 11 t,
brought baek sw\"·cral hoads taken fro1n bum an n1utnn1ies.
These heads were brought in s<·paratc small I.Joxes, and
oue of thetu in sotnt1 way got soal<C(t in salt water on the
voyage. \\'hen it was op~aed by ~lr. Leyland, in the prescneu of a HUmber o£ othor gentlemen, they were startlnd
-oven nstuunded-to Jind that the licsh on the fae!lltad
recovered its uullinc, tho chuuks and chin were plump
and rounded, the 011en eyes looked upon tit em. and even
seemed to mci\"e. 1'he gentleman hastened to call otl\el·s
from all parts of the museum to observe this wonderful
phcnomeuon. For a few minutes they I.Jelwlu ttn unmistakably Egyptian countenance, with pleasunt, composed
expression-the face of a mnn who lin:tl al least three
thousand years ago. 'l'hey could on!:. conclude that the
powerful aromatio gums which had l>een used hadarrcstet.lthe d~~cay which the sa'Jt water had now ren<let·ed possible, an(l which speedily set in alter the head \nts taken
frurn its box and \\TlWPings. But sen: raJ gemJemeu whu
sa.w it ha\"e assur~d 1110 that thGY <!au never forg(:~t the
lifc-likone"s of the face before the S\1 ift de~ay of flesh
which followed,
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The Witch of the Wine-Mark.
A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massachusett-11.
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

CHAPTER XVI.
Since Science, like a skye terrier, has taken the
creed of Christendom by the nape of the neck and
shaken it like a rat, we meet with strange gymnastics
on the part of its champions-that is to say, those who
generously undertake our spirtual guidance and the
immipubtion of no inconsiderable portion of our
finances.
'
Time was when every Christian pulpit througl10ut
the globe was only another name for intolerance and
the bitterest denunciation of those who failed to
recognize its authority as divine, or who dared to entertain, among other liberal ide.as, the fact,_that Chi_na
and Indht were in the full light of their peculiar
civilization, mighty, religious and philosophical centures ages before that·hackneyed, little drama was,
for tl~e last time, enacted among men in the out-of-theway Lttle cabbage garden of Judea, whose inhabitants had never done anything for literature, art or
science, and who are believed never to have turned
an honest penny in their lives. Time was we say, and
not very long since, wl1en the gates of the Four
Gospels were the only mode of egress o1· ingress permitted to those who would inquire beyond the boundaries set by priestcraft to the human mind, and when
nothing would be allowed to enter the citadel of our
Faith, that could not be dragged in some way through
these illogical and unphilosophic entl'ances. No
matter how low, narrow and tortuous the passage,
the lon2:est the straightest and the stiffest fact won
from the JllOst unerring somces, had to yield to its
thousand sinuosities and sharp tums, if it were necessary to make it harmonize with " The Word.'' So
that when viewed in its new shape it only se; ved to
shuw how human judgment could be perverted to its
own destruetion and to the uses of a superstition that
gave the benign Creator of the Universe hell for a
stomach, and made him a worse cannibal than Satum,
who: simply devoured his children, and that was the
end of them.
Within the last few years, however, the tide has set
in from a different quarter. Archwlogical research
and the testimony of the rocks have knocked the
bottom out of hell, and proved that all the institutions
and rel1gious ideas of the Jews were borrowed from
other nations and peoples. Not an al'l'ow head found
in the valley of the Somme but makes a cock-shot of
the first chapter of Genesis, while the human remains
discovered undel' a cypress tree below the fourth
forest level at New Orleans, prove, according to Dr.
Dowler, that man has been an inhabitant of this
globe for nearly fifty-eight thousand years. These,
and countless sitiiilar '•Jeft-handers," have knocked
orthodoxy so out of time, that it has been obliged to
renew the struggle against humau progress with one
feather less in its cap; sneaking out of its position of
eighteen hundred years in relation to the period of
the creation of the world, by asserting, that the words
•' In the beginning" in,the chapter alluded to, met all
the requirements of geology and of the Christian
belief in this direction.
Every Christian sect outsiue the despotism of the
Papac:y is crumbling into dubt, because the masses
who refuse to recognize the authority of the Holy See
al'e permitted. to think. Therefore, because of tlte
iron shackles it imposes upon its votaries, the Papacy
will be the last to yield; although its power is gradually passing away. Like Christianity it is at a discount in the place of its nativity; and although it may
seck to fortity itself upon these free A1uerican shores
with n Cardilwl's hat, if our common school system
is kept in tuct and strictly non-sectarian-if we keep
it free of "white Lhokers" a11u musty superstitions,
we will chew up this aueient enor in a single century,
heyoud the hope of redemption, as we shall chew up
every other destructive theory of the sort. Down
with them, one anu all, we say, when they attempt to
lay even a single finger upon tile finances of the nation
or the progressive tencle>1Cies of the age. They are
all tared with the same stick; with this difference, that
a Protestant, without violating his creed or consci~:;nce,
can, with full heart and soul, truly perform the duties
of an American citizen, while, in reality, the Pope is
fl1e sovereign or chief magistrate, as the case may be,
of every sound and consistent Roman Catholic in the
land of the living.
Although at the time of whkh we write there was
no such i.Jroad basis in this eonutry to sustain Olir argument as there is to-day, yet the terrible and tyrannous exactions and exccssl's of the dominant religious
sect on our tihore, had at last become so frightful that
eYcn some of those who countenanced them began tv
note them with horror, and among these latter was
Sir William Phipps himself. And hence ·a single
hour before l<'ranei~Elleneourt left the villa..to call on
his Excellency and lady, both these latter personages
had i.Jeen diseoursing upon the dreadful condition of
the colony, and the devastation that such persons as
Sloueher and the witehJindcr were spreading in every
direction, as agents of a secret, fanatical tribunal, that

was obviously aiming at the exercise of all political
as well as religious power. There was something
alarming in the situation, and the Govcmor was
about to make some further remarks upon the subject,
when Francis was announced.
,, Welcome! welcome! and most opportunely arrived " said her ladyship and Sir William in one
breatli. "It is long since we have met, good cousin,"
continued her ladyship, ''so you may kiss me if you
will ; and then as we know you have excellent judgment, we shall ask your opinion on a very important
suuject, which we have just had on the carpet.''
" Your ladyship is very generous," said Francis,
after kissing her fair cheek, and while tuming to
shake the proffered hand of the Govemor, "and I
need hardly say, that in whatever you may condescend to honor my poor judgment, I trust most sincm·ely that it may not play either you or me false.''
"It is this, Ellen court," said his Excellency when
they were seated. ''These brandings, and whippings.
and hangings that are taking place so constantly, are
beginning to alarm us. We can't see exactly where
they are going Lo end. And the worbt of it is, I have
called a Court into existence which is so linked with
the Church in these denunciations, that I feel myself
scarcely able to cmb its growing power."
"The case is rather serious, indeed, your ExcelIeney," retumed Francis. .''But it lies obvfously in
your own hands to remedy 1t. The power that created this special Court for the trial and punishment of
alleged dealers in witchcraft can dissolve the body,
and thereby arrest this persecution, wl1ich I regard as
a disgrace to the age."
" What ! Ellencourt !" retorted Sir William, "don't
you believe that there are such things as witches and
evil spirits going about and bringing destruction upon
us? although I can't suppose that all who have been
arrested are guilty; while, at times, a terrible suspicion steals upon me, that possibly some who were innocent may have been consigned to death !"
"There is, I fear, little but superstition and fanaticism at the bottom of this persecution," returned
Francis. "And that some who are innocent have suffered, and are still suffering, there cannot be a shadow
of doubt. Nay, more, I think I can make it apparent
to your Excellency, that this knot of gloomy fanatics
who are. aiming at the usurpation of all power in the
colony. are carrying their diabolical aims to an extent
that is calculated to aroi.Jse your alarm and hostility
to a greater degree than you might be willing to suppose."
"W.hat do you mean ?" quickly rejoined Sir William. "Have you made any discovery of a more extraordinary nature than usual ?"
"Your Excellency is aware," continued Francis,
''that amongst the recent denunciations for witchcraft
made at the instance of this terrible league, have been
that of Miss Alice Ravensweod and that of the
daughter of Giles, the ferryman, 1.1oth of whom are
now hapless fugitives from their homes and fRmilies,
with the scoundrels Sioueher and Huskins on their
tracl•."
" 'Pun my life! Ellen court," exclaimed Sir William,
'• I have not heard a word of it until the present moment; but I suppose the case of Miss Ravenswood
was purposely kept from my ears."
"yes," said Lady Phipps, "and rely upon it., Sir
'Villiam, other cases of a similar character have b~en
kept a secret from you also until too late, for I surmise this Court condems to death with frightful rapid!ty, and then causes executions to take place upon[the
semblance of your authority only.''
"Impossible ! impossible!" ejaculated the Governor, in alarm. "The latter at least could never take
place. They dare not do it !"
. "They dare do a great deal that your Excellency
little dreams of," returned Francis, producing the slip
of paper which had been taken from the head of
Sloucher's stall', and presenting it to Sir William.
The Govemor ran his eye hastily over the document,
but before he had pcmsed more than a few words, a
deadly pallor overspread his countenance, which was
qnickly succeeded by a crimsoned brow and a terrible
fire that began to burn in his eyes.

be brought to bear upon human progress, either mentally or physically.
But then the difficulty was, that so powerful the
Church, and so accustomed were all civic ·affairs to
bow to it, even the Governor himself had to be cautious in evincing the slightest opposition to it, or in
attempting to combat, to any extent, the fearful superstition which had for so far taken no very slight hold
even on himself. He was not sure of the loyalty of
those of his own household, and as he had entrusted
power to hands which might not be so willing torelinquish it at a moment's notice, and as even the soldiery were deeply imbued with the belief in witchcraft,
he found that he must move slowly and with the
nicest judgment. For the first time since the outbreak or the accursed mania, he began to suspect that
it might, after all, be simply what it was designat~.:d
by Ellcncourt-a vile superstition-and now that he
had been put in possession of proofs the most indiaputable, that this clique was not only unjust in some
cases at least, but dangerous to his own happiness and
government, he determined to undermine its power,
and secure its total overthrow. Before this could be
accomplished, however, he felt half inclined to believe
that more lives might fall a victim to it, as to stretch
forth his hand and pluck them from destruction at
once, would be to arouse a religious hurricane about
his ears that might doom himself to certain destruction; for what might not a fanatical soldiery and clerical crew attempt and accomplish ? That there were
many sterling men upon whom he could rely, was
tme, but most of them had kept aloof from him since
these denouncements and executions had become rife,
but now he should quietly gather them about him, and
gradually sap the foundations of the tenible superstition which was already overshadowing his authority.
When Francis arrived at the villa, it was dusk. He
had been anxiously expected, and when he entered
the apartment in which the invalid and his friends had
been long awaiting his appearance his cheerful aspect
ra1sed the spirits of all about him. Whatever the
contents of the paper drawn from the head of the
Fanatic's staff, it appeared to have furthered the object
of his mission to the Governor's house; for although
Lady Phipps was not aware of the nature of the
document, Sir '\Villiam was, and that served every
purpose.
He had, of course, recounted to her ladyship, in
the clearest pJssible terms, the sufferings of the poor
fugitives, and the dangers that encompassed them,
and had received from her the fullest assurrance of
her sympathy and active interference in their behalf.
But, clear of intellect she saw, like his Excellency,
that the utmost caution would have to be used before
their restoration to their families and homes could be
effected with any degree of security.
When the hour had nearly arrived for Red Wing to
return to. the ravine, the two Indians were on the
watch for him, when descrying him some distance from
his wigwam, hastened to tell him and the hunters,
whom he had overtaken, returning with game, of
what had occurred. The chief was silent, and only
indulged in an exclamation of relief when he heard
of the safety of Firefly. When informed of the
perfidy of Lightfoot, and his fate, and that of the
Noose, he shmgged his shoulders with a silent laugh,
and humorously remarked, that the wolves had pick
and choice of dainties-a whole white, and a half red
man; observing bitterly, that half-breeds for the most
part, disgra('e the only pure drops of blood they
possess.
As it was verging towards night, he thought, with
the two lookout2, that they could all return to the
ravine with safety, as the authorities would never
suppose that now one of them was to be found even
in any place in its vicinity.
It was about an hour after dark that Robert, while
cautiously examining the fastenings of the windows
that were nearly on a level with the terrace, thought
he perceived the figme of a man glide along an angle
of the building.• Brave as a lion, he was instantly on
its track, and had just reached the point where the
figure had disappeared when a light from within fell
full across his p<Lth, and revealed his own form for an
instant. Scarcely, however, had the ray been withLady Phipps, whom Francis had purposely engaged drawn, when Hed Wing stood before him. The recin conversation at this moment, did not observe the ognition was instantaneous tmd mutual, and without
emotion of her husband ; and as he, with a strenuous waiting to exchange mure than a single word, they
effort, immediately regained his usual composure, both entered the villa, where the chief soon found
and perused with seeming calmness the paper to its himself in the presence of his wife, and Martha, as
close, she presumed that it was simply a note of some well as that of the whole household who now, that
ttggravated grievance such as was borne to her ears night had set in, gathered round the invalid with words
almost daily.
of encouragement which, iutensified by Francis and
On perusing the paper, Sir William arose, and as- Florence, reached her sorely oppressed heart, as wl'll
suring Lady Phipps, on a request made by her in re- as that of Maurice, who, with Titmouse, had been
lation to the ca~e of Alice, that he would at once look about the ravine all the afternoon endeavoring, but in
into the matter, and see that there should be more vain, to trace the direction taken by the horse which
caution used in future touching such affairs, he beg- they supposed had borne off Alice.
ged Francis to accompany him to the lii.Jrary, where
The appearance of the chief gave additional confi·
they could talk over some matters in regard to the deuce; and now the whole party sat down in solemn
failure and unexpected return of the recent expedition conclave a~ it were, in which, ere they had well dis-although in reality not altogether for that pmpose. posed of themselves, they were joined hy old Giles
It was evening before Francis left the vice-regal the fenyman, who had not seen J'!'Iartha since her
mansion, and as he bent his steps towards the villa, visit to the cave, and had now stolen forth to meet
there might have been noticed about him th!Lt which her.
.
.
savored of hope and confiuence, for he felt satisfied 'f After Firefly had rapidly recounted to the chief the
that he had aroused in the Governor a spirit of hostil- incidents of the previous night, he sought to glean
ity against the fanatical crew that were now devastat-J some information in relation to the hight and the.
ing the land and paralyzing every energy that could kind of dress worn by the ruffian who had borne ofi
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Miss Ravenswood. On this -point neither she nor any charges against the lover of Alice for the assault
After :Oeath-What 1
Martha could form any idea whatever, as they really 011 the Fanatic, and contented himself with looking
had not seen the person alluded to ; or if they had tp the speedy conviction of those already in prison on
A correspondent asks-will you not call out some
seen him they were so confused and alarmed at the his denunciation, lest they sh'>uld escape the rope, of your very able contributors on this subject? Now
moment ~s to have taken no note of him. The fact rather than to the augmentation of their numbers. In I do not consider myself among the number of "very
of Sloucher having visited the scene of the abduction tmth, he began to discover that the powers that had able," and yet without any egotism I profess to !mow
early in the m0ming, or come upon it accidentally, so long controlled affairs in both Church and State as much about this subject as any one, and that is
would seem to argue that he was not of the party who were on the wane, and that it was more than probable simply nothing. The fact is, all humanity stand on a
had perpetrated the outrage. But then, as theN oose the ungodly should triumph for a season. But even level here. We have each the same opportunity to
and the half-breed were know11 to be in his confidence,. here, he appeared to be thwarted, for the most violent investigate, or to accept on faith. But as neither inwhy not some other agent also, who might, under his and fanatical members of the Court, constituted by vestigation nor faith are satisfactory, I fear we shall
instructions, have seized upon Miss Ravenswood and his Excellency, for the trial and punishment of those never settle the question until we reach "that bourn
carried her off to some secluded point· beyond the accused and convicted of witchcraft had been removed, from whence no traveler returns." I could never
reach of the emissaries of the law, whose opera· and perso11s of something like humane tende11cies quite undbrstand why there was so much· spections, through the influence of. some of ~he friends of appointed in their place. Jn fact, it was felt on all ulation on the subject. The en.joyme11t of a good
Alice, might be embarrassed to the ultimate frnstra· sides, that a crisis was at hand, and that the power had dinner is never impaired for me by co11jer-tnres as to
passed away from the servants of the Lord-some as· tile possibility of no dinner to-morrow. With a worlrl
tion of his own evil designs.
This sort of reasoning almost settled down into a serting that the day of His wrath was nigh, while full of mysteries that present au uni11terrnpterl field
convict.ion and although they felt that the situatio11 others rejoiced secretly at the prospect of the over· for investigation, why peer into the unsee11 and absoof Alice v/a8, under even the most favorable vi2w of throw of the blindest and most unnatural superstition lutely unknowable future ? A few presuming people
the case, perilous in the extreme, they found some that ever darkened the human soul.
assert their positive knowledge of a futnre life. But
consolation in the fact that so severely wonnded was
Still there was death and danger on the very high- the reports they bring from the other side, purporting
the Fanatic, it must be some considerable period be- way; for notwithstanding that the Governor had to come from some of tile grandest souls that ever
fore he could agai11 make a descent UJ?On whateyer fortified himself to a great extent, the dark11ess had lived, are so silly, stupid, anu frivolous, that we who
point she had been conveyed to-that IS, presummg not yet fully passed away from his own mind, and can11ot conceive of a future without progression and
her to have fallen into his power.
there was yet sufficient power outside him to shackle improvement, are forced to reject them wholly, or to
When Madge Gordon turned away from the wound· his action in relation to those already in prison or look forward to an existence which impairs and weak·
ed Fanatic, a11d e11tered the room where Alice was under the ban for witchcraft, so that no matter how ens tile gra11dest part of onrpilysical being-our intelseated she recounted briefly what had occurred to the stro11g his desire to cut short at once the persecution lects. The greatest scholars, the most masterly intel·
wretch and intimated that for the time being at least, that had so long devastated homes a11d hearthstones, lects of all ages, make no positive assertions on this
there ~as 110 danger to be' apprehended fr.om him, as he found himself scarcely in a position to gratify it. subject. The possibility is often admitted. Burns,
it must be some days before he could possibly appear Yet he determined to interfere in the case of l\iiss writing an epitaph on an honest friend, says:
abroad, or perhaps leave his mock bee! of humility.
Ravenswood, in a manner the most emphatic, should
•· If there's another world. he lives in bliss;
The intelligence was most grateful to the poor girl. she happen to fall into the hands of the Court;
If there is none, he made the best of this."
But although the arrows should p1:ove to. have bee11 although he felt half satisfied, that the late appoint·
poisoned, and the villain should. d1e of h1s woumls, ments would save him all trouble in relation to her, Shakespeare puts into the mouth of Hamlet, in his
yet she would be no nearer t<! rehef from the burden as his ideas were pretty well understood on the subject. famous soliloquy, these words:
of the demmciations of the Witch-finder or the fearful There was, however, a degree of uncertainty con•• To die.-to sleep,doom that the law seemed to have in store for her. nected with the whole affair, which might after all
No more ;-and, by a sleep. to say we end
Circumstanced as Madge was, she could n.ot venture prove fatal to her; for the Court, even as it was now
The heart-ach. and tile tb ousand natural shocks
to leave the house to apprise them at the v1lla of the constitnted, would not fail to convict her on what its
That flesh is heir to,-'tis a consummation
safety of Alice for the present; as, durin~ her ~b- members regarded sufficient evidence, for one and all
Devoutly to be wished. To die ;-to sleep;sence, the Fanatic might, in a fit of rage, or !ired w1th of them though in various degrees believed in the vile
To sleep 1 perchance to dream ;-ay. there's the rub,
suspicio11, forget his wounds and break op~n the door superstition.
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
Nor was this tile only direction taken by the good
of the apartment. It was, therefore, dec1ded to let
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil.
things take their course, as it seemed to be clearly tellClencies of his Excellency in relation to the peace
1\iust give us pause: til ere's the respect,
understood that 110 matter who should happen to call, and prosperity of the colony; for now· he had begun
That malces calamity of so long a life:
Sloucher would never divulge the fact of l\liss to perceive that a wrong and dangerous policy had
Ravenswood being concealed beneath his roof.
been pursued against the Indians, and that some of
the dread of something after death,About an hour after the departure of the witch· the tribes ~who showed an inclin!'tion to be friendly
The undiscovered country. from whose bourn
finder the leech, or doctor, made his appearance a11d ought to be met in sincerity and more than half.way.
No traveler returns,-puzzles the will;
examined the condition of the wounded man. He The injustice that had been done two ye~rs previously
And makes us rather bear those ills we have.
was admitted by Madge, who stood by to hear what to Red Wing, and those of his immedi.ate followers, had
Than fly to others that we know not of."
might be his opinion !·egarding the ~ufferer. The las- already been pointed out by Frauc1s, and the conseceration of the to 11 gue was cons1dered da11gerous, que11ce was a proclamation had been issued which
Setti11g aside the positive position of tile Chnrch,
although not necessarily fatal, and the arrows were relieved the chief and those he led from the ban that which is founded solely on faith, and not on Jmowldeclared not to have been poisoned. This latter di~- hac! been placed upon them; so that now both he and edge, we have no great thinker, no masterly mind,
closure appeared to afford the pat~ent infin~te relief ; they were free to come and go, as they thought proper, no scientific researcher in all the ages who asserts any
for, when he heard it, he closed h1s eyes w1th a long- while Firefly was no longer constrained to lie pe1'du J)Ositive knowledge on the subject. Spiritualists alone
drawn sigh.
at the villa.
do this. But as tile power of understanding the
His wrist and cheeks were now dressed, and ere the
This unexpected edict was issued on the second question, as presented by them, depends on so many
physician left the house he seemed easier. Madge, mornincr after the return of the chief and the hunters fine "conditions," and in one respect is mueh like the
who accompa11ied him beyond the threshold, ve~tur· to the ~avine, where they !lOW might occupy their " Gospel plan,'' given only 11nto a few cilose11 soul2,
ed to ask him if he really thought there. was but httle wigwams in perfect security.
we cannot accept it. They have the future all nicely
actual danger to his patient, when a wlnsper dropJ?ed
The great central trouhle, however, was still un· mapped out for us, or rather, I should say, 1'apped out.
in her ear made it quite apparent that the opmwn abated, !lotwithstalldillg that larger facil~ti~s for ter- But to us there isn't anything very convinci11g ill a
given in tl~e he3;ring of th~ Fanatic, w~s _not altog~th- ruinating it had begun to obtain. No t1dmgs what· ;-ap ; if there is, we have only to recall O-'lr childhood
er in keep1ng With that prtvately enter. tame~ by him. ever could be gained of Miss Ravenswood, although days to believo-most families are rich ill rapping meBe this as it may, it had a most so?thmg eftect up?n both white and red man were continually in search of cliums.
the wretch who seemed to rest easter and to moan lll- her. Maurice and Florence had retnrned to The
Assuming for one moment a future life, what reafi11itely les~ since it had been deliver~d. So that when Heights o11ly once for an hour or so since her flight ; son have we for supposing that it will be better tha11
Madge returned to Alice a second_tnne, she gave ~er John La11gto11 crossing a11d recrossing the river con- this; or that we, who have f01md so little joy il.lltl
further assurance that the persecntwns. and clenuncm· ti 11 ually, to k~ep the h_ousehol~ in trim, .:tud to ap· sweetness here, shall become sudde11ly possessed of
tions of the Fanatic were assuredly mterrupted for prise his master and mistress of how tiletr domesttc acute powers for the acceptance a11d appreciation of
affairs stood. Florence a11d Francis would have been these higher delights ?
some time at least.
Days had passed away and the occupa!lts of the supremely happy were it not for the abse11ce of poor
Placing too much stress on this idea of a future ex.
villa were still in doubt and agony ~s to the fat~ of Alice and tile dire uncertai11ty that surrounded her istence is, it seems to me, i11jnrious, and makes ns
poor Alice. Maurice 1_1~d been arra1gn~d rcgardl~g fate. ' Robert and Emily shared sincerely tile anguish oftentimes careless and neglectful of the duties anrl
the failure of tile exped1twn, but so explau~ed mattet s, of the invalid a11d l\iaurice, as did J olm a11cl .Nlartha, needs of the present hour. To revel in imaginary
that not tile slightest censure attached to hlm.or ~ 0 . tile although the latter !~ad ~till _enough. connected with glories is to overlook !.he joys of to-day. It IS this
other officer in charge. In fac~, through th~ Jndlcwus her own case to exc1te d1re forebodmg;;; for should etcmally exa!ti11g the spiritual above the material that
and truthful guidance of F~·anc1s, h? sto~>rl for bravery the witchfinder even now lay hands upon her, her has do11e so much mischief. This tryi11g to prove that
and patriotism even higher lll the ~stunatwu of the Gov· doom was fearfully uncertai11. 'l'itmo11.~e, how- another worlcl is going to compensate for any ills sufernor than he had previons to h1s departure from the ever appeared to be the o11ly one who entertained, fered here, is like a man sayi11g: "0! never mind if
town.
witJ{out waverino- the illea that Alice was, after all, you do bum yourself, I have a salve that will cure."
In addition, some important changeE were now in the clutches ~f Sloucher. Somehow the little fcl· The kindest friend is the one who shows you how to
being ·gradually made ill the Governor's.household, and low ever since he witnessed the scene between Mau· shun tile fire. To know how to live is our great need.
among those near his person .as ad v~sers. At first rice' a11d the Fanatic near the ravine, drifted into the Tyndall has the idea in a ntlt-shell, when he says,
these changes attracted but httle not1ce, but as they co 11 viction that his yo1mg mistress had been bome off "whatever be the fate of theory, the practical mobecame more marked and contim~ous after a day or on the horse he had discuvercd loose when leading the nitions are cler..r enough, which tlcclare, that on our
two the clerical wolves who had, etther through rank, others to the place from i•hich they hall been stoil'n ; dealings with matter depend onr weal or woe, physisup~rstitio11, or the Ius~ of [$Old alld power,cr been and upon this idea he tacked another, to the eifect tit at cal and moral.''
preying upon the e11erg1es of the masses, be,an to the animal had been used in the abduc;tion by the !<,a·
We have no knowledge of the existe11ce of millCl
howl and menace, but their jaws had already been natic himself.
of matter. These combinations of atoms go
And now, as he pondered the case in his own astute outside
paralyzed, a11d some of their most dangerous fangs
to make up onr· individual beings; from these bodies
quietly drawn.
but silent manner after another clay's search in the our minds clerive their force and strength, or weak·
Maurice Francis and all those who were free to hope of obtaining' some traces of the poor fugitive, ness and imbecility. \'Yho can say that they do not
move abOl{t the vil1;1, were, of course, \wurly en_gaged the thought struck him-" l\'[ay she not have been resolve into the great negative life-principle of the
in endeavori11g to discover. some clue to ~he fate of borne to tile lonely abode of tile Fanatic, and be now Universe on the dissolution of these physical bodies?
Alice but all without ava1l. The doct<!I who !~ad a prisoner there? Ha !"
The wisest have failed to solve the mystery, allCl
attended the Fanatic was visited, an~ ~uch mformatwn
[coNCLUDED IN oun N:EX1'.]
ever will fail. The visionary will go on dreaming ;
elicited from him, led to tl~e e119-lllnes ::s to the c~m
the presumptuous will colltillue to assert, bnt the sen---~-------clusion that they were possibly lll etTo~· m SUJ2posm~
sible man will waive such questions, and seek only the
that Sloucher was a party to the abductwn. When It
WE 11eed free bodies and free mi11ds-free labor and means to wisely enjoy and improve this life, carry·
was perceived that Maurice stood high in favor with
the GovernOT, a11d that tile State, UllCle_r tile recen~ free tlwugl.it-chainless hands and fetterless ~nai~1s. ing, with honest purpose, joy, peace a11d wisdom with
manipulation of his Excellency, was gettmg the bet. tel Free labor will give us wealth. Free thought Will g1ve him to brighten the earthly pathway of those less
fortunate than himself.
DI VERNON.
of the Church, Peter Huskins shrank from preferrmg us truth.-Ingm·soll.
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The Other Side.
The following we have received from a respected legal friend, and cheerfully give it room.
OREGON, HoLT Co, i\Io .. April 5th, 1875.
i\IR. BENNETT-Will you be pleased to admit a heariiJg
a little on the other side in the Beecher-Tilton matter?
As a Liberal you cannot refuse, as so much is published
by you against Mr. Beecher. Who is the attacked in tho
case? Who has been the attacked from the beginning?
From the first whisper of the slander through the pages
of Woodhull and Claflin, down to the present trial?
A greftt name and a splendid fame, have been assailed.
Money has been 1'ecei1>ed !1·orn hirn and usetl by the
assailant; money is the claim now, more money. The
offense complained of was condoned ; the pretended offender embraced and associated with her a long time
after its discovery by the assailant! The only evidence
worth a bauble to prove the case against defendant is
the woman's written confession to her husband, and
Beecher's letters read in the light of that confess·ion. The
woman says that confession was got from her when she
was sick, depressed terribly, and ignorant of its contents.
This destroys that confession at once in the esteem of
every sensible man who has been married to a loving wife
and transacted business requiring her signature. In a
business of over twenty-five years, during which the writer of this has known of thousands of women signing papers in his presence, at the request of their husbands, he
has not known half a dozen instances wherein the woman
paid the slightest attention to the instruments unless the
matter was pressed upon their attention, Even women
of uncommon business shrewdness daily in every part of
the country sign instruments of writing, at the husbands'
request, without in:q_uiring. as to their contents and
with total ignorance thereof. If any man doubts this, let
him try this experiment, and he will soon say Mrs. Tilton's
confession is utterly voiu, since her denial and explanation. Then Beeeher's letters stand alone for construction, seeing every hint or innuendo of the offense is
based on that confession. Now, 1\fr. Bennett, I must say
my experience compels me to darkly suspect every combination charging a man of high standing an(l reputed
wealth of an offense; and the longer a great useful life
has stood unsullied, the deeper my suspicions of the motives of the assailants. Bright and shiningly clean must
their hands be who lay them aggressively on such a life as
Beecher's. Are they so? I need not answer! Remember
they are the attacking party.
And now with Beecher's letters alone, as you must admit,
nmemb3r that years ago, on an occasion when charged
with some trivial offense, he wrote just such letters in just
such desponding, self-reproaching, semi-suicidal tones
and words-were he otherwise he would not be Henry
Ward Beecher, the man to whom liberal thought owes so
much; foremost in every good cause; abounding in
every extremest charity for all men and creeds (his catholic charity is not late and 'tis cruelly false to say so,)
whose warfare against slavery, ignorance, intemperance,
etc., has made for him countless enemies ready to tear
him down (the extremely orthodox among the number,)
and where bold advanced position on theology and noble
brave words must make to him a friend of every true
Liberal.
C. I.
REPLY.-With due respect to our f!'icncl's legal
knowledge-a line to which we can lay no claim-we
arc necessarily compelled to view this case in a different light from himself. vVe are not disposed to shield
Mr. Beecher from any crime of which he may be
guilty, because of his "great name and splendid fame."
If he is guilty of the crime charged against him we
think his otl'ense greater than the same act would be
in an obscure, inferior man. A more perfect life is
due from a superior man than from a low, base one.
That our friend is quite correct in the matter of women signing Lleccls, mortgages, ancl executing o~her
le~ral documents at their husbands' request, without
ex~amination, we readily admit. In such cases they
know from previous information from their husbands
what they desired, ancl they seldom deem it necessary
to read over the document. Ml's. Tilton's is not one
of this kind. It is a very different affair for a lady to
sign a deed or mortgage, and writing a confession of
committing the crime of adultery, It is a very improbable thing to suppose a lady of Mrs. Tilton's
intelligence would sign a confession of her great guilt,
even though her husband should ask it, with the same
inclifl'erence a lady wonld sig·n a deed. Nor can we

conceive how any virtuous lady of intelligence and ness, cannot be endured much longer. I am well nigh
spirit could, by any persuasion, solicitation or threat, discouraged. If you, too, cease to trust me-to love mel am alone; I have not another person in the world to
be induced to write herself clown an adulteress unless whom I could go."
it was true. She would sooner part with her life.
Can it be supposed for a moment a man of sense
Mrs. Tilton did this in the confession she wrote ancl
would write that way, when he had done nothing but
signed. She virtually confessed Beecher's aim to acgiven a few words of advice, which he had deemed
complish the crime when she wrote to the Rev. ~ir.
honest and called for, and advice, even, which was not
Storrs, that ::VIr. Beecher had "asked her to be his wifeacted upon or followed ? Is it not most apparent he
with all the name implies."
had a secret which troubled him greatly, and which
If it is urged she wrote these statements under the
he was most anxious to keep from the world ? If it
coercion of her husband, can-it be claimed she wrote
was only this honest advice he had given Mrs. Tilton
by his dictation from :Marietta, Ohio, nearly a thouand Mr. Bowen, if that was the only otl'ense he had
sand miles distant, virtually acknowledging the ofcommitted, could he not easily have told it to any
fense ? W ns it by Mr. Tilton's dictation that she
member of his church ancl to the whole world, and
wrote from Schoharie, N. Y., in a letter to him, saythus have ended his agony? Nay, nay, there was
ing she hoped he would never fall under the influence
something worse in the dar]{ which he wished to ronof a bacl woman, as she had, under a bad man ? Was
ceal, and which kept him on the ragged edge.
it py her husband's coercion that she confessed to
1\ir. Beecher's theory of innocence-or rather his
Susan B. Anthony having committed adultery with
Ml'. Beecher ? Did Mr. 'filton compel her to make lawyers'-will not avail. All his actions, his frequent
the same statement to Mrs. Bradshaw ? Dicl he force secret meetings, his many singular letters during these
her to make the same admission to her daughter Flor- memorable three or four years; his great efforts to
ence, ancl her brother, Mr. Richards, to say nothing keep everything secret from the members of his
of Mr. ancl Mrs. ]Houlton, who both swear she dicl? church, his continued exertion to keep the facts conIt is not very likely an innocent woman would make cealed, to suppress all investigation, to hush all ensuch admissions, written or oral, when they are totally quiry, and to stifle all questions, speak GUILT in unmistakable terms. If he was innocent of the charges
unfounded in truth.
We cannot see that ~Ir. Beecher being the party at- prefuTed against hin1, why did he not boldly say so
tacketl, has very much to clo with hi5 innocence or at first, at last, and all the time ? Is it any indication
guilt. Thieves, burglars ·and murderers are always of innocence for an accused man to do all he can to
the attacked party when they are arraigned for their shut everybody's mouth and to lmsh-sh at every one
crimes before the bar of justice. Some one must ac- who asks a question?
His explanation, under cross-examination, of his
cuse them before they can be brought to trial. They
would readily agree to attack no one, if no one would conduct, his letters, !Irs. Tilton's and Mrs. Morse's
letters, was very lame and unsatisfactory. His evaattack them. They only ask to be " let alone."
We cannot dispose of Mr. Beecher's letters as easi- sions, tergiversations and indirect answers were very
ly as our legal friend does. Admitting ~Ir. Beecher noticeable. His great want of memory when anyis a very impulsive man, full of ardor and ''gush,'' it thing was asked calculated to bear against his case,
fails to account for his extraordinary letters save upon and his remarkably good memory when points in his
the theory he had committed a crime ! Could he say, favor were brought out; his dramatic efforts, his
"l ask, through you, Theodore Tilton's forgiveness. gesticulations, his mimicry and his vehement theatrical
I humble myself before him as I do before my Gocl. style, shedding tears at one moment, and exciting
He would be a better man in my place than I have laughter by his butlo;mcry at another-all these things
been," and more of the same sort, unless he had com- taken as a whole, clid not strike the clear, candid committed a ~rievous offense against Mr. Tilton ? His mon sense of the nation as indications of truth and
becoming aware that !Irs. Tilton's afl'ections hacl, un- honesty. Numerous thousands of the people of Amerconsciously to him, been attracted to himself ; his ad- ica believe the Reverend gent:eman positively and
vising JHrs. Tilton to leave her husband if she could pointedly pmjured himself clay after day while upon
not get along with him, and his saying to l\Ir. Bowen the witness-stand. Whiic his ardent admirers scill
that, in consequence of Mr. Tilton's waywardness and affect to think him innocent, the great bulk of the
departures from virtue, he was no longer a suitable dispassionate thinking multitude are forced to the
editor for 1'he Independent, furnish no justification for conviction that he is a guilty man.
Some of his friends excuse him for committing persuch language as he used. He claims his convictions
were honest, and if so, he had no occasion to condemn jury, inasmucl, as he does it to shield a deserving lady
himself in such extreme language A man of 1\'lr. from exposure, but we fail to see the justification in
Beecher's intelligence c!ould hardly write or dictate such an appalling step, when ht does it by attempting
such a letter unless there was more to call it out than to blacken the reputation of three others, either of
whom is as good, morally or mentally, as lilmsclf,
he now states there was.
Can our legal friend conceive that a man of Mr. and one of them a highly respectable ladr.-at least, in
Beecher's good sense, in writing to Moulton upon the all respects, the equal of Mrs. Tilton. The crime is
offense he had committed against 'filton, would ex- base enough to prejudice himself, to screen himself
press himself in the following way if his crime had and his paramour, but when he attempts this by dragging into the filth the reputation of three innocent
been only to give bad advice?
'·To say that I have a church on my hands is simple persons, it becomes a most aggravated ofl'ense, allll
enough, but to have tl10 hundreds and thousands of men inconceivably greater than the original sin of adnl·
pressing me, each with his keen suspicion, or anxiety, or tery.
zeal; to see tendencies, which if not stoppe(l, would break
It is now said Mrs. 'filton will take the witnessout into ruinous defense of me; to stop them without
seeming to do it; to prevent any one questioning me; to stand, and that while she admits that she ackuowlcdg·
meet and allay preju:iices against~'. which had their be- eel to .Miss Anthony, Mrs. Bradshaw, her motber, her
ginning years before this; to keep serene as if I was not brother and her daughter that she had committed adulalarmed ur disturbed; to be cheerful at home and among
friends, when I was suffering the torments ot the damned; tery with Mr. Beecher, that she \Yill explain the reason
to pass sleepless nights often, and yet to come up fresh why she made such admissions, and that the admis·
and full for Sunday-all thiR may be talked about, but tile sions were untrue. It is to be hoped the lady will, fol'
real thing cannot be understood from the outside, rror its her own credit, ·attempt to make no snch explanawearing and grincling on the nervous syste"J. . . But tion. What possible combination of circumstanchronic evils require chronic- remedies. If my destruction would place him (Tilton) all rig-ht, that shall not ces could induce a lady to make any such admissions
stand in the way. I am willing to step clown an(l out. No when unfounded in truth. The very fact of her havone can offer more than that. That I do offer. SaCI·iflcc ing made them, is positive proof of the sin having
me without hesitation if you can clearly sec your been commiUcd, ancl it will be impossible for her to
way tv his safely thereby, I do not think anything explain it away.
would be gained by it. I shoulcl be cleslroyed, but he
'fhe whole matter may be summed up in this way:
would not be s.weu. Elizabeth ancl the children would
have thoir future clouded. Nothing can be so bad as t-he
Henry Y{arcl Beecher is a brilliant man, but haR
horror of great darkness in which I spen(l much of my large amativeness -marked by phrcnolo"'lsts se1,en
time. ~look upon clea~h as sweeter-faced tha1; any frienli phts-which, with his warm, impulsive nat~ue makes
I ha~e m the w~rld .. L1fe would be plcast!.nt il I could sea his admiration of the Oj)jWSite sex very ·ct t'
rebmlt that Wh1ch Is shattered. But to live on the sharp
tu en ·
and ragged e<lge of anxlety,remorse, fear. despair, and
In pri_nciple_ ~nd sel~-control he is. rat~!Cr deficient;
yet to put on all the appearance of serenity and happi· hence lus habil1ty to ywld to tempt!ttJOU 18 great.,
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His home connubi:\1 relations have not been most
happy, and his heart yearnings were not satisfied
there.
His outside opportunities awong his numerous female acquaintances for extra kin(lnesses, such as
'• friendly kisses," •• inspirational kisses," "holy kisses," "paroxysmall\isses," etc., .etc., have been unsurpassed.
'iV" e have undoubted proof that clergymen are rarticularly susceptible to the influen~es of the softer sex,
and that when they are charged with very natural derelictions of this kind they most invariably deny it in
the strongest terms.
As Mr. Beecher is no better, and has no more principle than the average clergymen, we cannot see, when
there is such strong proof against him, ·why we should
try to believe him innocent in opposition to most damaging and convincing testimony, simply on the score
of "gush" and fine sentiment.
The American nation accords to Mr. Beecher talent
and great ability; it conld have forgiven him the sin
of adultery; it regrets he was weak enough to be false,
but can never forgive him if he is gnilty of bare-faced
pe1jury.

----------··---A New Departure.

Mrs. vVoodhnll-or rather her husb(lnd, Col. Blood,
who, it is well known, writes her articles and speeches,
and thus bravely fights or shields himself under the
banner of a petticoat-has, in the last two or three
nun1bers of The Weekly, made a decided change of
base. The paper has for years be.en known as ultraRadical on all questions, including the subject of the
inspiration of the Bible, t.he· Christian religion, etc.
}<'rom this position it has just veered over to be a supporter of the Bible, its complete infallibility and reliability and the sacred mission of Jesus.
Probably the Cl1ristian world ought to largely appreciate this accession to their ranks, even if the
patrons of tbe paper-a large portion of whom are
the most progressed Radicals-do not approve the
change.
That this. revolution thus commenced may be completed, we would suggest that Victoria enter a nunnery and that thE> Colonel tal'e holy orders as soon as
practicable.

Elder Shelton Once lliore.
Our pious, Hard-shell Alabama Elder has again favored us with the following brilliant effusions. While
we cannot for a moment doubt his implicit faith in
the big stories of the Bible and the dogmas of orthodox Christianity, nor . his subservient fealty to the
superstitions of the past, we regret he has not studied
more closely the manners of a gentleman. Why need
he call attention to our loug ears ? By the way, does
he really know we have long ears ? Will he risk a
pint of peanuts that, by actual mcasmement, our
ears are longer than his? We rr:ake room fur what
the pious man of God has to say.
BROOKSVILLE, BLOUNT Co., ALA., A prj) 5th. 1B7u.
i\IH. D. M. BENNETT, Si,-:-I would not write to you at
present, but seeing some of your Philosophical nonsense,
together witll some of your low, vulgar, satiracal slang,
used by you in tho place of argument :tgninst my A· tide
written in defense of n Seriptural Flood, I now proeeed to write, not that I ex pod to convince such a wise
rHLn as yon are, who has in his O\Yll ostimMiongot all the
Oracles of Wistlom treasured up in his own craniu1n.
Jlut I write in order to try to reach somo of rotH' readers,
whom I trust have not gone so far :nn\y from the reve:\1od word of God. I feel sorry for tell men that are in total
uarkness and are lost-.. Now, s;,., you tried to answer my
Article written on fourth pnge 1'JtUTH SEEKER, printed
March 15th, 1R'i5, by lirHt speal;:ing of my harshness and
uneourtiousness in my argument. I will make some
opologies for that. by mearly stating tl)at Christians someli roes have to deal very roughly with Long Em·erl lJntle.~.
Now, Sil·, H a man will but 01ice a.dmit that there is aCreator who has created all things, he must admit that this
sam~ Creator can do anything that he wants to do, even if
it is to bring on a big flood, such as Wtts in Noah's time.
Now we believe that the Hood W[LS altogether a mil·acle
wrought out by God in or<.! or to show wicked. u11believing
men, in the early existen~e of the world, that he was God.
Now ~Ir. Editor if God had not performed such huge illb·acles, all along in the early age of the world, men never
would have been convinced that thero was a God. They
all would have been poor, ignorant, benighted crctttures.
such as Infidel writers and Deists are in the present dny.
Secondly, you tried to meet our arguments by st[Lti ng
that there has been some tremflmlous uphflaYals in the

Earth, which has caused Timber, Animals, etc., to be
found in places deep under the Earth. Now, Si>'. I deny
that there has ever been any upheavals of the Earth sim,e
the flood. The Bible does tell us that the fountain of the
great deep was broken up, and this is the onll' upheavnls
that ever was. Sir, I defY you to prove hy living witnesses
that any such upheavals have ever taken plnce in North
Americn. I am not going to allow you to bring up the
blind ideas of philosophy. I want you to nnderstand th[Lt
a Learned fool, and a philosophical fool. is the biggest
fool of all fools. Don'ttalk to me of volcanic upheavals
in the old world, whi.rh only turn up Dirt and Rock
enough to make [Ln opening for the melted Lava to issue
forth, that argument will be too thin for a man of your
paper.
Again, you ask where did such an amount of water
~orne from to make this mighty flood. and where dill it go
to when the flood was over, &c. That is a mighty foolish
question to ask a faithful Christian. The Christian knows
and has faith enough to believe that God can prepare
water enough to drown a thousand such worlds as this,
if he saw proper by that act, to convince all intelligent
beings that he is a Sovereign God. See how many intelligent men aud women that have come into the world since
the flood. that have been noble-hearted Christians in consequence of the every-day proof of that flood being found
all over the Earth.
Again you ask, how is it possible for the number of animals that was taken into the Ark to live when there was
but one door and window in the Ark. SrR, we answer you
by saying that they were sustained by the same power that
preserved Jonah in the whale's belly. We can onlY account for it on the ground that it is a miracle wrought out
by God, in order to save a remnant to repeople the earth
again with better people. It seems, 1\Jr. Erlit01·, that the
people before the flood had becom3 to a vast extent just
such unbelievers and Deists as you and THE TRUTH
SEEKER are, which justly enkindled the wrath of God
against them. and he determined to sweep them off and
save eight christians. to wit, Nonh anrl his family, in order to re-people the earth with better folks. And Si,-, I
will say to you ty-clay, that if the people of the world as a
general thing were to become believers in your doctrine,
God would get awfully mad at us again, and would sweep
us off again by a flood of fire or water in less than twentyfour hours. But we are thankful that there is still a few
Josephs, Elijahs, Rebeccas and Marys in the world.
Though ChristianitY has its Beechers, the world of mankind knows that they are only Infidels at heart, while they
hiypocritically take upon thern the cloke of christianity.
And Mr. Editor you say a great deal in your collnms
aboutBeeche1·, in order as you think to, to throw a slur on
Clirbtians. Sir, I say to you that all men would moro or
less become Beechers if they believed as you do. Beecher is just such a man as you are, at heart, an unbeliever,
only he tries to put on a Christian cloak to deceive the
world. Sir. if your doctrine of Infidelity was believed IJl'
every body, it would make miserable Prostitutes of the
female sex and miserable Beechers of tho men, becansc
the fear of God and a btirning hell would not be before
their Eyes. Sir, your system 0f belief makes miserable
cut-throats, and robbers, out of men and miserable base
creatures out of women. This ·is the reason why, in Alabama, such men as you are not allowell to give testimony
in open court against any one; from the fact that the public cloes not believe that such a man would swear the
truth, eEpecially if he was interested in the case. And
justly too. from the Yer)' fact, that there is no foundation
in such men for the truth, from the fact that there is no
feai' of God and bis jll!lgments in their minlls, con~e
<ruently we had as well swe[Lr one of those crentures that
Baalam rode, and expect to get the truth out of it, as to
swear an Infidel. Now, Sir yon profess not to l.Jelieve one
word that is written in tho Bible. Now, we know what
yon don't believe, now please tell us what you do believe.
And we defy you to undertake with trnth to prove what
you think you do believe. Now if you and your readers
won't have the Bible, please givens something that is better, ns yon go along, or the world won't havo it.
Now Sir. if you undertake to reply to this Article, be
serious about it, and don't try to poke fun at us and the
Bible instead of argument. If there is nn~- sollid argument [Lbout you, let us have it, and don't give us suppositions for truths.
Er"DER J. C. SHELTON.
REI'LY.-There!-if thnt is not a regular Simon-pure
Christian letter, what is it? It abounds in faith
and ignorance, and tl;ose are certainly Clll'isti:1n characteristics. Tme, tbere are forty or fifly errors of orthography, capitalization, and bacl grammar, and a
dozen or two misrepresentations and prevarications,
or, ''not to put too fine a point upon it "-lies. But
those are not un-Christian ; they are just what the
system is made up of.
The Elder has spread himself considerably, and evidently wants us to reply to !Jim. He is specially
anxious that we be serious about it, and use solid arguments. vVe hope we shall treat his Jetter in <t proper Epirit, and at least be as courteous in language as he
has heen to us. We clo not wish to be outdone by
him in politeness, truthfulues~, or gentlemanlincss.
We will notice some of his inaccuracies:
First. He intimates we used low, vulgar slang in

our former reply to him. It is wrong for the domine
to so misrepresent us. lt is neither jtrst nor true.
We used no shng nor improper language towards him.
Second. He says in our '' own estimation, we have
all the oracles of wisdom treasured up in our own
cranium." He could not have made It greater mistnke. We are painfully sensible that there is very
much that we do not know, and we Lere acknowleclge
the fact with becoming humility.
Third. He says " there have been no upheavals
since the flood." Wrong again! Earthquakes have
many times taken place. The surface of the earth
has frequently been elevated in some places and depressed in others. Islands havo risen in the ocean
that were once unknown.
Fourth. He says "a lea,rned fool and a philosophical fool is the biggest of all fools." False and absurd! The most of a fool is he who knows nothing.
If be has learning and is philosophical, he certainly is
less a fool than he who possesses them not. The Elder must talw care that his readers do not class bim
as one who has neither learning nor philosophy.
Fifth. He says "the Christian know5 that God can
prepare water enough to drown one thousand such
worlds as this." The Elder mther stretches the truth
here. The Christian knows nothing of the kind!
Let him contract a little and make it five hundred.
This is a good deal more than covers the Christian's
knowledge.
Sixth. He attempts to prove the flood by the story
of Jonah and the whale. Ah! Elder, that will nnt
do! You might as well uudertake to prove" Old
Mother Hubbard" by" Jack the Giant-Killer."
Seventh. He says there were just such unbelieven;
before the flood as we and TnB TRU'fTI SEEKER. are.
Another mistake. The Elder is simply drawing upon
his imagination. He has not the papers for that.
Om sort had not come into fashion at that early clay.
Eighth. He says God got mad at his creatures. We
assert that this is false, and very unjust to God. True
the Bible mnkes such a statement, but it is wrong.
God does not get mad nor fly into a pltssion. All such
statements, wherever found, are grossly incorrect.
God. never gets mad, nor runs crazy. He would be
unfit to govern the Universe if that was his character.
Ninth. He says we are such a man as Beecher is.
Has it come to tbat? Is it our fate to he thus accused?
Are our grey hairs thus to be brought down i~ sorrow to the grave ? We call on the Elder for proof.
Let. him show when we have ever been in the kissing
business, or the paroxysmal hu~iness. What families
have we ever broken up? What Elizabeths have we
ever been afler ? When did we ever pe1j nrc ourselves?
We have received many stabs and thrusts, but this is
the unkindest cut of all.
Tenth. He says Infidelity makes miserable prostitutes of the female sex. A greater falsehood never
was uttered! The women who hnve embraced Infidelity have been pure and virtuous, and omaments to
society. We have only to point to Harriet :Martineau,
Margaret Fnller, Frances Wright, and thousands now
living, to prove the Elder a clerical slanderer and falsifier. What a cheek the man must have to claim nil
the virtue for Christian women, and lleny it to Infidels, when want of chastity exists in almost every
church in the Janel. A paper carr hardly be taken up
now, but what we find an account of some sister in
some church being on too intimate s•;xual relations
witn the shepherd of the fohl, some go1.lly clergymnn.
And this Elder has the assmance to tell us that Infidelity will make all the women do that way. He
onght to be [],Shamed of himself.
Eleventh. He says our system of belief makes miserable cul-lhro:tts and rubucrs of men. False as hell!
Not a word of trntit in it, and nunc but a liar can
make such an :tsscrtiun. 'l'hosc who have had the intelligence to doubt the errors of superstition, and the
honesty to avow their sentiments, have been the noblest men the world has known. \V c claim as om·s
all who have not believed in Christianity, and we.are
proud to ackno\\'ledgc them the noblest moral heroes
aud benefactors of our race. vVe begin back with
Socrates Pinto Pyth:worns Zcno, Aristotle, :Marcus
Antonin;ts, Cic~ro, Scn~cn, a;lCI come down to Hobbes,
Bolingbroke Condorcet Spinoza, Descartes, Gibbon,
Dide1:-ot, Voltaire, Voln~y, Shelley, llelvctius, Goetlw,
rContinuerl on Eighth Page.)
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A Study of Harmonialism.
BY A. 0. GENUNG.

Few systems, either of religion or philosophy, have
obtained in the minds of men, which have not occa·
sioned an intense degree of controversy; and fewer
still have existed whose disciples were willing to admit the possibility of their advocating imperfect doc·
trines, or whose adversaries were willing to acknowJ.
edge that the system they opposed possessed any re·
deeming qualities. .A similar deduction would seem
to apply to the system,which we propose to review,
to ~oit, the Harmonia! or spiritual philosophy.
In arriving at a just estimate of the character of
any movement, we should endeavor to free ourselves
of all prepossession and bias of opinion; and, after
submitting it to a fair and impartial examination, aim
to apply those reasonable canons of criticism to which
all systems are alike entitled. And, moreover, we
should esteem it a privilege to be able to analyze, and
classify and register the diver&e laws of the Universe,
wherever found, simply for the benefits that must inevitably accrue through such a course to mankind.
Unlike systems which b.ave obtained among men,
through the prestige attached to the names of their
founders, modern Spiritualism dawned upon mankind
unaided and without an omen to predict its coming.
Lord Byron, it is said, awoke one morning and found
himself famous. In like manner the world found it·
self possessed of a factor iu philosophy, whose ultimate mission was to exert a marl•ed influence on soci·
ety, either for good or ill.
In the early years of Spiritualism, credence in the
su permundane character of the phenomena peculiar
to tlmt system, was limited to the unlettered class, and
it was commonly believed that the movement would,
like other fungous growths, rapidly fall into decline,
and lie eventually lost sight of and forgotten. But
subsequent events have proved such an estimate to be
inconect. As time wore on, Spiritualism assumed a
cllaracter of seeming stability and permanence, and
in its distinctive phenomena, at once incomprehensible to the vulgar, and a " despair of science" to the
learned, it possessed an ally far surpassing anything
contained in the older established sects.
That numerous class of mankind wllo have ever
possessed unswerving faith in the existence of another
world, and that other class, also numerous, wllo have
cherislled a wish, or a longing for immortality, could
here find a haven wherein to rest their belief. If persistent aspiration for the accomplishment of any event
could furnish evidence of its final realization, the
world would already have been possessed of testimo·
ny sufficient to establish the tangible existence of a
future ~tate. .A mr,jority, perhaps, of the race enter·
tain a pleasing hope that tlley may one day rejoin their
friends who have preceded them in taking leave of
conscious terrestrial existence. Bearing this in mind,
it is not strange that a system whose advocates were
able to ignore, as worthless, all belief founded on
faith and tradition, and present in its stead apparently
unanswerable testimony of the accuracy of its funda·
mental doctrine, should be able to make a powerful
appeal to the credulous and the skeptical. And such
has been tile resLtlt: Spiritualism has rapidly aug.
mented in importance until it possesse~ a following
equaling or exceeding tllat of any Protestant Christian denomination.
But tllere have been influences alien to anything
embraced in its typical phenomena, that have cogent·
ly aided in placing SpiritualiHm in its present somewhat prominent position. The early accession to its
ranks of a number of advitnced thinkers, was well
calculated to give to the movement, in its attitude
toward theology, a marked rational character. Such
individuals were R. D. Owen, Warren Cllase, H. C.
W rigllt, and others, through whose influence ideas
pertaining to the natural versus the supernatural, far
removed from antiquated grooves of thought, were
incorporated in the philosophy.
And an impmtant feature of the movement is the
opportunities for improvement extended to the young,
by way of Sabbath-day instruction. The pathfinders
of Spiritualism early saw the necessity of instituting
a system more in a{)cordance with the progressive
character of the age than the one hitherto practiced,
and the result is that the old and worthless system of
Sunday-school discipline so long practiced by Catho·
lie and Protestant, and even the conception of wllich
was originally filched from poor Robert Raikes, the
English reformer, furnislles a sad contrast to the beautiful system witnessed in the Lyceum.
But ours is eminently an age of critical and relentless thought. As the student of science arrives a,t
.facts througll lens, crucible and calculus, so must the
student of philosophy reach his by a diligent method
of o!Jservation, reasoning and analogy. It is not suf·
tieient to know that Spiritualism is progressive in its
general tendency, it is also desirable to arrive at a just
estimate of its value as a philosoplly; and to accom·
plish this, we must necessarily ascertain the character
of the foundatwn on which is built the superstruc·
tnre.
Many intelligent Spirilualists are impatient at the
fact that the ~o-called mediumistic phenomena them·
selves are not su1ficient to proselyte mankind, forget·
ting the great array of outside circumstances which,
to insure this result, must be made to harmonize with
f>l!Ch phe!lomena. Jf some traveler in foreign lands,

after returning from his wanderings, should state that
'"Every Tree shall be Known by its
in a certain locality he had met a race of beings,
Fruit."
differing in every essential particular from types
This, my text, you will find somewhere in the Bible
hithCito known, we should discredit him at once, no
matter what might be his character for veracity, re· (it does not matter where). Jf there is any one that
membering that, in the present state of geographical doubts it, let him searcll the book with diligence, and
he shall surely find it. " What, is Brother Willicott
knowledge, such a circumstance could not occur.
And so it is with the system in review. A belief going to preach us a sermon from this text?'' Not by
even in the existence of a spiritual part in man, sep- any means, my friends; for, as Robert Burns Bavs
arate and distinct from his physical organization, is "I am not so gifted," but as the old Scotch deaco~
contradictory of important facts ascertained through once said, "I think I can draw an inference. "Do you
a long and diligent course of scientific inquiry. It remember the story? it is sometlling like this :
A convocation of Scottisll ministers were dining
certainly must be apparent to every observer of psychological and physiological phenomena, that the at the house of an old deacon, a.nd in the desultory
nervous system, the great viscera, the language of the after-dinner exchanges of Scottish wit and pleasant·
emotions, etc., are so inter-related with mind as to be ry, the old deacon was askedt, "considering the
absolutely inseparable from it; and moreover, . that very long time he had held the office of deacon, (it
these adjuncts are not only indispensable for the man· being about two-score of years,) did lle think that,
ifes1ation of thought, but are actually component fac· should an occasion require it, he could preach a ser·
tors in all mental processes. The first writers on the mon himself ?"
Tile worthy deacon quite naively replied: "That
subject in America, in England, and on the Conti·
nent hold this view, and unitein assuring us that the he did not know quite exactly about preaching the
thinking principle, or vital part, is absolutely identi· sermon, but he did tllink he could draw an inference."
"Do you think you can? Well, then, what inference
cal with the animal organization.
And an ascertained fact is that there exists between would you draw from this text, 'And he filled his
man and animals, between the animal and vegetable ass' belly with the East wind.' '
"I think I could draw one or two," replied the
kingdoms, and even between organic and inorganic
matter, an exceedingly close relation. It is impossi· wary Scotcllman. "The first is, tllat food must be
ble to point out the difference between intelligence mighty scarce before any one would try to feed his ass
manifested in man and tllat manifested in the higher on that kind of fodder. The second is, the poor ass
vertebrated animals. Tme, man's intellectual facul· would feed on the east wind a very long time before
ties far transcend those met with for instance in the his belly would be filled. And tile third and last in·
horse, but the difference is in degree, and not in kind. ference is, that none but an ass would be fool enoug11
Tllat ''instinct," which formerly appeared so insuptlr· to make the attempt."
So, from my· text I am simply going just to draw
able an obstacle in establishing the identity of mental
processes in man and in animals, is now known to be an inference. Congratulate me, I am completely in.
little less than an inferior kind of reason. It is equal· agreement with "Brother Talmage." Did I not say
ly difficult to discern the point of demarkation be· in the pages of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKEH, very recently,
tween the animal and vegetable worlds; for illust.ra- that our good Brother did have an inquiring, an intion, those singular animals known to naturalists as vestigating mind ? Did I not say that I should yet
protozoans, furnish significant examples of the con· live to hear llim preach in his great Tabernacle the
nection existing between the animal and vegetable words of "truth and soberness ?'' I feel it so very
kingdoms, in that they possess the characteristics of pleasant to be able to say: ''This is just as I think.
both animals and plants. And with equal certainty 1 have such an unfortunate organization that l do so
we are able to trace the life-principle to the inorganic often have to say, in the words which fall so often
world itself, for who can determine the precise point and try so sorely the patient ear of Judge Neilson
where inorganic matter leaves off, and organic matter 'I object.'" So that now, finding myself so completely
begins ? The analogy, with its concurrent inference, in agreement with my good brother, it comes almost
will be readily detected and understood. If man is like a new sensation; why the feeling is perfectly.de·
possessed of an immortal factor in his composition, licious. You know how yery severe some of my
so also is the brute creation ; and by the same method Spintual friends, and many also of my Liberal acof reasoning, the vegetable kingdom, together with quaintances have thought me, when I llave said that
tile entire inorganic world, are likewise entitled to tllis our beautiful city of Brooklyn was enveloped
with a pestilential miasm ; that here in our city was
the " higher life."
The disciple of Harmonialism will here encounter a " destroying angel" whose victims were far more
·
a somewhat difficult problem for the exercise of his than our "first-born."
Now Bro. Talmage, on Friday night, says all this
ingenuity, that of effecting a reconciliation between
his favorite religio-philosophic theories, and that and a tllousand times more. He says : " that if
which must inevitably form their legitimate logical asked, when traveling on the cars where he resides "
sequence. If it be conceded that ilie analogy we he thus answers: "Sir, I was'· born in New Je'r·
have attempted to outline be a corre-::t one, then on sey !" He thus is afraid that should lle _!!ive a truth·
entering another world, we shall witness anomalies ful answer to the question, his questione1· woul<l
strange indeed. Races of men, hailing from every shrink from him· as if he had the plague. He says
clime, and representing every age of their possession that our beautiful city reeks with scandal until one
of the globe, will be seen plying their diverse avoca· is tempted to go over to the Five Points to get a
tions. Not only the enlightened nations of antiquity, breath of fresh air.
"Eternal God ! when will this surging mass of
but every naked tribe that ever breatlled terrestrial
air, will be found still in possession of their wortllless groaning, stupendous, overwhelming nastiness come
lives. Every type of animal and vegetable life, em· to an end ?" " This city needs a thorough fumi!!U·
bracing not only those that will furnish pleasure to tion ; won't somebody burn a rag or carry about a
man, but also those which are loathsome and noxious shovel and lighted cltwrcoal ?" "Are there not ten
in their character, will survive and accompany us into righteous men tllat can be found in all Brooklyn that
a spiritual world. We shall be regaled not only witll can arise in the strength of God and beat back those
the artistic notes of the nightingale and thrush, but surges of iniquity?" Where is 'Anthony Comstock ?
also with the death-threatening rattle of the serpent, (where indeed ?) Where is God that he comes not
and with the hoarse monotone of the patriarchal frog. out of llis hiding-place for the salvation and defense
Not only shall our senses grow intoxicated with the of this great metropolis ? ("Echo answers, where?")
bright colors and fragrant odors of flowers, but they But as your God refuses to show llis face and does
are likewise fated to be shocked with the presence of not come in answer to your prayers to cleau'se tllis our
city from its pollutivn, let me utter the words of the
rank weeds and venomous vines.
Shonld it be suggested, however, that our position unchanging eternal law, "As ye sow, so shall ye al~o
witll respect to inorganic matter is fallacious, in tlmt reap,'' for as ~my text BO truly says, tlze tree slutll be
to insure the subject a spiritual existence, it must first known by its j1·uit.
But now though I agree with Mr. Talmage right up
experience the change we term death, we will say
this : A very well-understood fact is, that physical to this poiut, that " the pestilence that walketh at
death is simply a chemical change, and geology ttJaches noon-day" is devastating our city, yet I think we
us that chemical changes constantly occur in the planet shall dilfer somewhat in regard to the remedy to be
wllich we inhabit, from the silent but cogent force applied. He wants a bu1·nt rag and a shovel of buni·
that forms a strata, to that which builds an island or ing clta1·coal. "Cans't thou draw out leviathan with
a continent. And what is stillmore notieeable, it fol· a hook ?" Nay ! nay! It is the bold and skilful sur·
lows that the same mode of reasoning that would tend geon tllat is needed, who will strike deep and cut the
to insure spiritual immortality to our inorganic world, ?eadly caneer from the very heart. Is there anything
would likewise serve to similarly perpetuate the Uni· m our whole range of knowledge more true thuu
this : that there can be no effect without ·a producing
verse itself.
But should it be claimed, despite the facts which cause~ Then from what hydra-head of vice and im·
we have pn,sented, that man alone is entitled to im- morality did this loathsome monster spring, whose
mortality, the case stands little better, for certainly teachings engendered, and from whose loins did tllis
the most elastic imagination could scarce be content more til an "Mokanna's" hideousness lierive its birth?
Rev. gentlemen, these are legitimate questions, and
with the conception of the human race scattered
about promiscuously in s~ace. It is proper to· men· you are bound to give them a definite answer. 'l'his
tion, however, in this connection, that it is sometimes IS the city of Brooklyn that Mr. Talmage declares i~
urged that the ~piritual regions consist of a snbtle, such a Sodom, is the famed "City of Churches;" here
etherealized, spiritualized substance, entirely isolated is to be found a representative of every creed and de·
from ordinary matter. But this solution engenders nomination known in Christendom. Stately and co>t·
the striking anomaly of sucll a region being peopled ly edifices, with their gil<i.ed spires, pointing tO\vard
with organisms imported from utter foreign condi· the supposed residence of their founder, greet us on tions, for the purpose of securing its occupancy, a every street. Surely here, if anywhere in the wide
world, should be found the place where mi.,llt be sung
circumstance altogether inadmissible.
the glorious anthem that they say heralded church
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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birth into this world of ours, ''Peace on earth, goodwill to man."
This should be the " city that is set on a hill ;" her
light should shine and irradiate the whole land. Your
admission is that all your teachings are of no value,
that they are not able to exalt the intellect, ennoble
the understanding and purify the heart and conscience. Let me then draw the inference, and speed
the arrow to its mark, and say with all the emphasis
that I can command, that this is the legitimate result
of the mental pabulum that those who do the thinking for the people, have chosen to administer as their
food. · It is you, "Rev. Sirs," that are' responsible for
this defilement of our city ; it is your preaching of
this emasculated, worn-out Christianity, that is altogether out of place in this Nineteenth Centmy of civilization. The God which you this day preach to the
people, is no longer "a name to coniure with.'' Throw
aside, then, your vain speculations about God and
•' the golden streets of the new J crusalem," and let us
join our hands and work together to make this world
'somewhat better for having lived in it. This moral
degradation of our city is not our work, it is all yom
own doings, it is the fruit of the tree that you have
planted. We have had neither part nor lot in this
matter, yet we are willing to aid you in clearing this
"Augean stable," and work with you to make this om
city the abode of purity, honesty, the home of social
affections and of cultured and exalted minds.
Wi are willing to forgive all your uncharitableness,
all your unkindness which you have always so liberally given us, and aid you in this glorious work.
Give, then, to this cruel Hebrew God and this degrading theology a decent burial. "Man's maturer nature
disdains those playthings of his childhood." Let us
put; out of sight this loathsome, putrid carcass, that in
our nostrils smells so horribly, haul clown the gory ensign, the blood-stained flag of Calvary, and hoist the
glorious banner of Free Thought, Intellectual Progress and Scientific Investigation !
WM. WrLLICoTT.
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 29th, 1875.

God and the Devil.
BY A WORKINGMAN.

God made this world himself alone.
With no one to assist him;
And then, too; on the other hand,
There was no one to resist him.
He made the world for our own use.
We could not do without it;
And so he made it very quickWas just six days about it.
He made the rocks. and hills, and plains.
And all the towering mountains,
And all the little rip ling rills.
And ali the flowing fountains.
He made the sun, and moou, and stars,
And placed them all in order ;
Then spread a curtain over all.
With a star-spangled border.
'Tis said he made these things at first.
From nothing but ethereal;
But could he form sueh solid things,
And make them all material?
He made an Indian and a squaw,
And placed them in the bushes,
And taught them how to get their meat.
By catching fowls and fishes.
And then God made another pair,
And called them Eve and Adam;
And when they'd been here a fe;~· short Years,
He wished the Devil had 'em.
There was an angel up above,
Who always had been civil;
But now he got so awful proud,
He turned into a Devil.
And then they had a war in heavenHis temper got so heated,
Tha~ichael and the Dragon foughtThe Dragon got defeated,
And then God sent old Satan down.
With mother Eve to grapple.
And Satan turned into a snake,
And offered her an apple,
She took the apple, ate it all,
But just the core and paring,
And those she gave to her old man,
And that set him to swearing;
So now we all must go to hell,
With devils there to grapple,
Because six thousand years ago,
Our parents ate that apple.
We've many men in all the world,
In every land and nation,
Who make jackasses of Lhemsel ves.
And call it inspiration.
God made ten thousand little things,
Black, yellow, green, and red bugs;
And then he made two species more,
We call them fleas and bed-bugs.

He made a millit>n things with wings,
Gnats, black flies, and mosquitoes,
But 0! the devil, how they bite!
Those wicked little creatures.
I wish they never.had been madeThose naughty little midgets;
They bite our dear sweet babies so,
Their mothers get the fidgets.

"Stop" Mr. Aisey ! sez he, "I want ye to change
.this subject; th'e Cullens and the McCloskey are related!"
" Oh, thin, the divil a word more I'll say about it,"
sez I; "but tell me av ye plaze where is the rest ov
ye'r uniform that the Herald is so full ov ? I'd like to
see your Reverence's Lordship in full dress !"
"Ah! misther Aisey," sez he, "1 suppose you'd
like to see all ye lost be Iavin' li'Iaynooth; well av it
But God saw fit to make such things,
makes ye sorry for ye'r past life I'll show ye !" so
He made them all to suit him;
with that he steps into another room, and left me to
And we can have no right at all
look at all the purty things about me, and from the
To grumble or dispute him.
books to the silver bell that this poor penance-worn
Ten thousand times ten thousand things,
hermit called his sarvints wud, tltere was crosses on
And little living creaturesall ! Och, murther, sez I to meself, av the disapOne man could never count them ull.
pointments are equil to the crosses, I pity the poor
Nor know them by their features.
man! Just as I was thinking this, the door opened,
and be me conscience I jumped up clane ov me sate,
There are bugs, and worms,andants,und toads,
for I thought that "ould li'Iother Hubbard" had come
And caterpillars crawling;
out of the " cub board" whin I looked at him. Och,
And snails, and birds, and crows, und hawks,
murther, but would'nt he dhraw a big house full at
And cats are always squalling.
Booth's or the Grand Duke's Opera Honse av Talmage
God took his servant by the hand,
would only keep his mouth shut!
And gave him good instruction;
"Well, how do ye like me now, Misther Aisey ?''
If he received it, very good,
sez be, smilin' grandly.
If not he'd see destruction.
"Oh, wirra ! wirra !" sez I, ''who'd think that a
McCluskey was the Kernal of such a quare nut as
They went upon the mountain top.
that !"
To make the ten commandments;
When I said this he bnrst out Iaffin' and sot dowu
To be a guide to all the race
right afore me, so's I could have a good square look
Of Abraham's descendants:
nthim.
God wrote them on ·two flattened stones,
"Well, yer Holiness," sez I, I suppose a man would
That one small man could handle;
wear anything for prom<>tion. Och, but that's a
It took just forty days and nights,
quare hat; its the very pictlmre of a lUexican SomAnd Moses held the candle.
. brero, only its so red. Throth, ave· ever I see that
God, worked right on, five weeks and morehat in the pawn-shop I'll know whose can been it was
Paid no regard to Sundays,
anyhow. And thim stockins ! be me faith I never
But strove as hard through all those da.ys,
knew what the manin of a red shank was until now !
As though they all were Mondays.
But I want to ax ye one question, which of all their
He never stopped to rest at all,
pmty silks that yer honors reverence wears, is the
No, not a single minute;
'' baretta " that Niisther Binnett talked so much about
in theN. Y. Herald?"
And now to say that he was tired,
" Oh ! ye are jokin' Misther Aisey !" sez he, "a man
I say there's nothing in it.
that was in the Maynooth College must know what a
God never tires nor stops to rest,
baretta is !"
But works in every nation;
" Musha, the divil a know, yer Holiness, axin' yer
He l'olls the wheels of time along,
pardon for mintionin' the name of the opposin'
And stops at no .one station,
council, but I remember, when a gossoon, I used to
The book of nature is quite plain,
hear the nurse axin' 'where was the child's barra,'
If you will read the volume;
and I thought maybe it is now frenchified into baretta.
The truth you'll find on every leaf,
but av it~ the same thing I don't expect to see how yer
In every single column.
Lordship wares it, and I pity you for bein' bothered
with it!
The book we call the Bible here,
"Oh, l\'listher Aisey, sez he, ye're intirely mistaken,"
If you will re~td its contents
and then he wint ovel' all the purty silk and satan duds
One half you'll find is decent, good,
he had on, givin' me the names ov them piece be piece,
The other half is nonsense.
as well as an armfnll that he hadn't time, or mebbe
There is no Devil in the world,
room to put on. "Och murther," sez I," won't the woIn no dark place he lurches.
men be jealous of ye; I'll bet a pinny they'll go in for
He has no refuge anywhere,
Cardinal's rights as far as dressin' goes !"
·
Except 'tis in the churches.
·• Well it does certain]y trouble them a good deal,
but we tell them to renounce all the pomps and
The priests may keep the devil therevanities of this wicked world !"
They think it very funny;
"Well yer Infalibility "sez I "will there be more
As long as they make them believe,
Cardinal~ here bine by ? ' Is it thrue that they're goin'
They grab the people's money.
to make "red rid in hoods " for some of the mimbers
Now let folks hear, and pay them too,
of the press in New York? Och, but I know a few
Yes, any one that pleases;
of thim knows all abou: bein' divil; I mane printers
I'm sure of this, they can't get mine,
devil yer Excellency !"
'Till melted brimstone freezes.
He lafl'ed and shook his head. And will we have a
school for Cardinals ? and apropergandher and other
S. P. K. Aiskey, LL.D., Visits Cardinal gandhers of the foreign church herein ~pite of ''Home
Rule ?" and will the school-masthers of the nation
McCloskey.
tache all the little blaggards how to be Cardinals, and
"God save yer Honors Reverence," sez I, bow in' to have palaces to live in, and beautiful carriages with Jots
him in a polite war " Shure its meself that's glad to of horSI!S to draw them, the same as Saint Pether or
see yer Holiness!' (and it was thrue for me, the clivi! Jesus Christ or the Bishops of Canterbury.
a Cardinal ever I saw in me life before.)
"Ah be aisey, now, Misther Aisey !" sez he, wud a
"God save ye kindly, me son!" sez·he, wud a smile, sly wink, "ye're axin' too many questions, and as ye
"who have I the honor ov spakin' to ?" sez he.
are a counthry man ov me own I can't let ye go out
" Och yer Eminence," sez I, " shure its little honor ov me house without a thrate, eBpecially as I'm in
there's in it. I'm S. P. K. Ais&y, LL.D., that ~pint luck," an' he touched the top of the silver cross on a
some of me youth in Maynooth College !"
little dome of Saint Peters, and in walks a feliow with
"Ha ! me man, I'm sorry to hear you say so ! for a tody-tray full of bottles and glasses. I think the
few h:aves that holy place without receivin' Holy fellow must have listened at the kay hole, or knew by
Orclhers," sez ye, frownin' like.
.
·
the bell, I dunno which."
'' Oh and throth" God knows I received Holy Ord"Now then, l\'Ir. Aisey !" sez he, "here's some French
her~ enough while .I was in i~, and unholy orde~~ Brandy, and some rale Junishowen,that the nose of a
IDOl e than enough smce I left tt, your Excellency ·
British Guager never smelt; take which ye like best!"
se~, L
.
.
'' Throth your Eminence, as I was alwayspartial to
~,ell, wha_t ts J:Our busmess wud me, my good: both, I won't feel bigoted agin aither ov 'em now !
m~~ . sez he, tn a kmd of stand-o~ ~anner.
J I'll thry a little ov aich."
.
Indeed, to .tell ye th~ truth ye~ Htghness, I com~. "Well, I'll take the French," scz he, "for it helps
Just to see you, I n~ver saw the hkes ov y_e at home, me to a foreign accent!" and he filled out a horn big
~ml 'Yaslungton, htmself, never saw t_he ltkes ov ye enough for a New York Alderman let alone a Car'
m thts country, _and I keep always_axm meself ?what dina!.
sort of a man ts lt they make <;ardmals out ov . and
" Throth iv yer Apostolic Holiness would only
now as I've seen your sa?red htglmess 'pon me sow!, take a little' of both as I do you'd be astonished to
but I'm puzzled to know tf ye'rc a man or a woman? know how much it ~ould in{prove yer accent. Now
But al~ t~e McClos.ke):s I _knew at home, thr~th ~~ afther I have surrounded France, and then sene\
could ats~~ tell t_he Btdd~es fi~m ~he J a?,ks ~~d ~tkes. J unishowen down to congratulate it, you'd be puzzled
He lafied hat ty at.tlus, an .sez he, ye 1 e nght me to know " iv it was English French or Irish I was
man, _sure t~e~e's no .promotwn. to ~e got at home spakin." We touched our' glasses' once m~re; he
u?der the Brtttsh ?ovetument, bann y~ re a soclge: andl gave me his benediction and I left, moved by the spirit
ktll t?e people, or. ~peeler and ?~o .worse. But dtd yc of his inspiration. As I went meditatin' slowly down
ne~er hear of <;atd,!?al Cul\~n · s~z I~ e.
, !stairs I thought of Shakespeare, where he sez:
Oh, nabochsh . sez I an I dtdn t. Shure he s j'
.. C
b
1 th'
a double header, an' agent of the Castle as well as for
AncfgJe~~~m~~~1ik~ a sUJnmer uloud
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!Continued frorn Fifth Paoe.)
in the Bible, but because they contain the evidence of twice two to be five ; he cannot make a straight rotl
Schiller, Humboldt, Byron, Paine, Frankiin, Jefferson, truth. 'Ve do not therefore take the Bible as a guide just three feet long without two ends; he cannot
Btban Allen, Parker, J. l:ltuart :M:ill, Lincoln, Sumner, in the study of astronomy, geology, chemistry, physi- make a three years old colt in five minutes ; he canBuckle, Lecky, Tylor, Dar·win, Huxley, Spencer, ology, botany, or natural history. We do not look not act against himself; he cannot make something of
Tyndall, Helmholtz, Schmidt, Draper, Fiske, and a into it to learn the multiplication t.able, or how to ex- nothing.
It is itlle, perhaps, to conjecture what God is, or
host of others that might be named. They are among tract the square root. We find it of no use in agriculthe grandest men that ever lived. They were not tural pursuits, in the art of printing, or the science of what he is not. It is a subject beyond our reach, but
Christians, and did not require the fear of a devil nor telegraphy. It gives no instruction relative to rail- for oursel vcs we are satisfied he is not such a being as
hell to keep them from being cut-throats anc! robbers, roads, or the power of steam. We find nothing in it Elder Shelton and others who draw their ideas from
touching photography, galvanism, the telescope, the the Bible, suppose him to be. An<d before we can adas the Elder tacitly admits Christians do.
spectroscope, or the microscope, but a great deal mit miracle No. 2 was performed because miracle" No.
Who are they who people our prisons and penitenabout wars, carnage, and bloodshed, and much of ob- 1 was, we must be convinced that No. 1 was a reality.
tiaries?-Christians. Infidels are seldom found there.
scenity and vulgarity. We judge it was written in a We view it as a very weak argument that the truth of
Who are the murclerers?-Christians, or they become
barbarous age of the world by men of limited knowl- all absurdities and monstrosities must be admitted beso after the deed is clone. Very few Infidels are numedge, and if it ever was adapted to the wants of men cause ''all things are possible with God."
bered among the murderers. vVho have been the
In nearly nil the religions of the world m.i'l·ac/es
in any age of the world, it was long ago, and that if it
cut-throats of the world ? Who have shed the most
was of any great value then it has long ceased to be have been assumed and claimed to prove the religions
blood ?-Christians, two to one. They have taken
so. We cannot for a moment believe God evf;lr wrote true. The greater the ignorance of the people, the
scores of millions of lives, and caused human blood to
it, or employed any other persons to write it. It is more the miracles have been urged. The Jewish
flow in rivers, for centuries together. When have In-·
doing great discredit to him to charge it upon l1im. Scriptures were far from being first in this business.
fidels clone anything like this ? Talk, indeed, about
To do him justice in this matter is one reason we oc- Not one of all these miracles was ever true. Not one
the great virtue of Christianity, and the bloodthirstiwas ever possible. The hydropathic one that Elder
cupy the position we do.
ness of Infidels! The thing is preposterous. There
Elder Shelton's letter contains several other mis- Shelton believes in so strongly turned out to be parare no more honest, honorable class of men than Infistatements, but we will let them pass. He asks us so ticularly futile-labor completely thrown away. Mandels who discard alike the fear of hell, a devil, and a
earnestly to tell what we believe, we will try and com- kind afterwards continued right on as wiekecl as
maddened Deity, who flies into a rage at trifles, and
ply with his request. We wish to be obliging so far before, and the wholesale drowning of men, women,
kills and destroys innocent people and children by
as possible. We have no views we want to conceal. and children, animals, birds, insects, and all vegeta.
thousands and hundreds of thousands. No class of
If we can say anything to enlighten him or any others tion was worse than useless. The Elder's claim that
men excel Christians in villainy, dishonesty, and raswho are in the clark, we will say it most cheerfully.
it made mankind know God is as silly as the rest of
cality. No nations are inore dishonest and unjust
First. We tl.Jink he asks too much, that we admit the story. The world has never known God, and even
than Christian nations. About the worst we l1ave
there is a Creator that made the Univene in six d::tys to these days it remains in total ignorance of Him.
personally ever been '' taken in " was by a Christian
from nothing. We can admit nothing of the kind. God-makers and worshipers have told all manner of
clergyman, and a Southerner at that. We trnsted
\'V e do not believe there is one atom of matter in ex- tales about Him, but unfortunately they knew not a
him, bnt alas, in vain !-:-he played us false.
istence that is either destructible or creatable. That particle more about Him than the lllf\Sies. All havo
We were a few days ago conversing with a gentle- it may change forms and conditions thousands of been in the dark together.
man connected with the Navy, and stationed many times we readilv concede but not by the combined
We would suggest that if God wanted to send a
years in .rapan. He had been one hundred and sixty skill of all the s~ientists
the world can an atom of flood upon the earth, a .flood of knowleclge would
miles in the interior. We asked him about the relig- it be forced out of existence, nor can a similar atom have been better than a flood of water. It would
ion and habits of the country. He in formed us a by any known power be brought into existence. If have been immensely more profitable to the inhabilarge share are Buddhists, who are absolute Infidels. Elder Shelton and the other sixty thousand clergymen tants of the earth, and inconceivably less cruel to
and disbelievers in revelatio"n or a personal Gocl. in the United States, and the five hundred thousand
children, babeR, horses, cattle, sheep, kittens, doves,
Christianity, though it has sent many missionaries priests in the difl:"erent varieties of reli2;ions on earth, larks, linnets, ·nightingales, and millions of other kinds
there, has obtained very slight foothold. He assured together with the one hundred millions of priests of bE:asts, birds, and insects which had clone nothing
us the people are very intelligent, virtuous and happy. which are estimated to have lived and preyed upon to cause a reasonable god to send death and exterminStealing, robbery and murder seldom occur. Locks men for the last five thousand years ; if all these were ation upon them, A flood of knowledge even at this
or fastenings are not generally used on dwellings or gods and worked in concert, we do not believe they
day would do a vast amount of good. We believe the
stores. The goods and chattels of one are rarely dis- could make a Universe of nothing. By the by, this
people down in Alab~tma would be benefited by it..
turbed by another. Though some of the lower class universe is a big thing to make.. The sun, the earth,
Elder Shelton himself won! d perhaps not be injured
go naked, adultery and sexual promiscuity are almost and all the other p!Rnets, asteroids, and satellites, are
by such a flood. If they were in that State well suf.
unknown. In heathen China, also, travelers tell us but an infinitesimal portion of the Universe, whose
fused with such a flood, they would, doubtless, be
the people are very industrious and honest. Stores millions of suns and systems reach so far into the
willing honest Infidels should testify in courts of law.
are often left open open an<! unattended. The goods abyss of space that it woald requil·e light, traveling at
One of the greatest mistakes Elder Shelton and his.
are marked, and if a person wants anything he leaves the rate of 200,000 miles per second millions of years
Christian friends make, is in imputing demoniacali
money to the amount of the price and takes the goods. to travel f!·om them to our solar system. As distant
characteristics and conduct to the God of the UniHow would such a ~ystem answer in any Christian as these farther suns are, space and the Universe still
verse. They make him cruel, malicious, revengeful,.
country .in the world ? How long would the goods extend trillions of times farther, and so on forever
and bloodthirsty enough for a first-class devil.
remain ? How much money would be left in place of without limit, without end. What absurdity to talk
The trouble is they have mistaken God altogetherthem ? The Elder must try and keep nearer the truth. about all this being made by a being and from
they have adopted the Jewish deity, Jehovah, and try·
Christian virtue and Christian honesty will not do to nothing!
to pass him off for the God of the Universe. A greattic to.
The Elder says if we admit there is a Creator who er :error :could not be made. They are totally unTwelfth. He says Infidels have no foundation for has done all this, then we must admit he could create like, and it is the greatest injustice to the God of the
truth, and argues that consequently they must swear the water to drown this world. Ah! but there's the Universe to displace him with the Jewish god Jehoto a lie. This is false and base. Infidels have as trouble. That if is in the way. We can admit noth- vah, the older Hindu god, Brahma, the Egyptian god,
great respect for the truth as any class of men that ing of the kind.
Osiris, the Grecian god, Jupiter, the Scandinavian god
I i ve. 'l'hey love truth, honor and virtue for their
We can comprehend his Deity is a very watery one, Odin, or any of the thousands of other gorls invented by
own sakes, not because of an angry God whose judg- and that his belief in his God's ability to make water is mankind. What the world needs to do, is to discard
ments may be hurled upon them. Give us one real unlimited, but a body of water five miles in depth-for all these ancient gods of suJ)erstition and ignornnce,
lover of truth who follows it from the reverence and it is that distance to the top of the highest mountain:..... and revere the only God that exists, the God of thQ
respect he bears it, rather than six cringing slaves over the entire earth-2ii,OOO miles in circumference- Universe and whose highest expression is in~Iumanity,
who only tell the truth from fear of some God or some is an immense quantity, and we cannot comprehend exalted and enabled by knowlcctge, truth, and good
Devil.
how one God could make it all in forty days and lives.
Thirteenth. Elder Shelton says we profess not to nights. Our friend, however, gets along with the
Second. vYe deem it Utll"easonable that Elder Shelbelieve a word that is in the Bible. That is an ''awful dtfficulty easily enough, and stands ready to believe ton requires us to prove by living witnesses that upwhopper." We don't profess any such thing. We God could make a thousand times as much more if he heavals have ever taken place on this continent, when,
believe many words and many sentences the Bible' only felt like it. If the olcllegcncl had stated that, to he ought to know that. the man who was here when,
contains, just as much as the Elder himself does. It produee this water, God hacl·plantecl a cucumber vine that little commotion took place has been dead several:
is not difficult for us to believe such passages as these: and that from one of its fruits he had squeezed water years. The Elder does not believe that the Andes, the
''Though thou shouldst bray a fool in a mortar among enough to cover the entire earth to the tops of the Rocky Mountains, the Alleghanies, the Catskills, the
wheat with a pestle, yet will not his foolishness de· highest mountains, and t11en to get rid of it he had White Mountains, and all the other mountains on the
part from him." "Wisdom excellet.h folly as far as from a bed-bug made a frog, which drank the water continent were once thrown up by internal convullight excelleth darkness." •' The churuing of milk all up and then jumped off out of the way, Elder sions produced by the formation of various gasses,
bringeth forth butter, and the wringing of the nose Shelton don btless could have believed it perfectly but that it clicl once occur. there is the strongest proof
!Jringeth forth blood." These passages are not per- easy. There is nothing lil>e implicit fath. We, how- in the world. 'l'lle strata of limestone, sandstone,
hap~ as elegant as many quotations that migl.Jt be ever, are differently constituted.
We cannot believe granite, conglomerate, etc., the natural position of
made from Shakespeare, Byron, Tennyson, and scores impossibilities. If we admit there is a God we hold which is c0mparatively level, are found where these
of writers, but nevertheless we believe them, and he must be subject to laws,. and that all things cannot upheavals have occurred, in all conceivable angles
many other similar extraets, not hecause they are be possible with him. For instance, he cannot mal~e and sometimes even perpendicular, and often carried
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htmdreds of feet above the same strata in adjacent lo- was. How do we know but Elder Shelton himself in spite of their opposition, in spite of the fetters
calities, showing tn.e force producing the rupture must may not sometime have been just a little bit impru· they have sought to place upon the growing limbs of
)lave been tremendous. Our good Elder, however, dent and loved the sisters of the fold a little too well? young science, she has already far outgrown their
finding nothing of this in the Bible, cannot believe a He ought to be more charitable toward an erring reach, and bids fair soon to liberate the world from
word of it. But as long as this very rational theory is brother, and not cast stones unless he is sure he is this rule of bondage which for so many centuries priestsustained by such learned scholars and close students without fault himself; and even then it would perhaps craft has fastened upon it. We hail the auspicious
of nature as Lyell, Hitchcock, Humboldt, Mil!er, Den· be unkind. He seems to doubt the genuineness of promise of the near future of the world, and would
ton, and other learned geologists, who have spent their Brother Henry's orthodoxy. True, the Plymouth gladly see all Priests and Elders throw away the
lives in investigating the subject, we shall be c:ompeJ. pastor has said some funny things and uttered some effete errors and mythological absurdities of olden
led to be. guided by them, though even Elder Shelton singular sentiments, but certainly he is all right on times, and embrace the better teachings of truth and
should exclaim, ·'what fools they all are to disagree J esns and the Holy Ghost. He goes very strong upon reawn which are illuminating the mental and moral
with me,'' and "a learned fool is much more of a fool those, and in the sportsman's language, they are the horizon.
than an unlearned one like myself."
"best cards in the pack." In fact, Henry Ward and
We are pleased in some directions to see indications
It is indeed an ignorant pP.rson that will insist that the Holy Ghost have some points of resemblance, if of progress and intelligence on the part of the clergy.
there have been no topographical changes upon the all reports are true; both have been attracted by The Rev. T. W. Fowle, ~LA.., Vicar of St. Luke's,
earth. They have taken place on a large scale not females, and both have engaged in the 11 over-shadow· Natford Place, London, in a work of over four hunonly on this hemisphere, but on the Eastern also. ing business." We hope the Elder will excuse us for dred pages, recently published under the title of The
Some have been sudden and explosive, as when the opinion that, in point of knowledge and talent, Reconciliation of Religion and Science, and whicl1 was
mountain ranges have been thrown up, others have Henry Ward Beecher knows more in a minute than J. dedicated to the Dean of Stanley, a dignitary of the
been gradual and almost imperceptible. Professor C, Shelton does in a week. He certainly ought to Church of England, next perhaps in authority to the
Draper, one of the ripest scholars of our time, in his stick to him like a brother. The Plymouth pastor Archbisho]) of Canterbury, gives utterance to most
11
Intellectual Development of Europe," in touching needs the sympathizing aid of every friend, lay and advanced and liberal sentiments when we consider the
upon this subject gives a clear statement of the changes clerical ; let not Elder Shelton desert him.
contracted and sectarian views the clergy usually take
that have taken place upon the Eastern Continent.
Fourth. Our friend asks us to point out what hooks upon this subject. The distinguished author, assum·
He says : For countless ages Asia has experienced a we believe better than the Bible. That is rather of a ing that science and religion stand face to face in
slow upward movement, not only afl:ecting her own heavy contract, and we will not undertake it. There deadly conflict, proposes the following as preliminary
topography but likewise that of her European depen- are so many, our columns would not be sufficient to to peace: "The mode of reconciliation suggested in
dency. There was a time when the great sandy desert contain the titles. V{ e will, however, indicate a few. this book consists in the absolute and nnr.onditional
of Gobi was the bed of the sea which communicated We think the Spelling-book, the Reader, the Gram· surrender of the province of religion to the methods
through the Caspian with the Baltic, as maybe proved mar and Arithmetic are better than many parts of of scientific investigation.'' He then draws a striking
not only by existing geographical facts, but also the Bible. Works on Astronomy, Chemistry, Geolo- illustration from l1istory. The advent of Modern
from geological considerations. It is only necessary gy, Physiology, Botany, History and all the Sciences Scitmce he compi'lres to the invasion of England by
for this purpose to inspect the imperfect maps that are better. Among the special authors we would pre· the conquering Normnas, who, after their decisive
have been publshed of the Siluri!tl:l or even the tertia· fer to the Bible, a1·e Shakespeare, Pope, Byron, Moore, victory at the battle of Hastings, were themselves ab·
ry period. 'l'he vertical displacement of Europe du· Burns, Combe, Macauley, Buckle, Leckey, Fronde, sorbed into the common life of the subjugated race.
ring and since the last period, has indisputably been Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, ~Iill, 'l;yndall, Fiske, Dra. He then continues in the following eloquent passage :
more than 2,000 feet in many places. There is not a per, Emerson and many, many others. These teach
"The application of our prtrable is easy. The
shore in Europe which does not give evidence of a man something he ought to know, and the know!- hour is coming when upon this field of intellectual
changes: the mouths of the Rhine, as they were in edge improves him and leads him on to higher and controversy, the army of science will storm the last
Roman times are obliterated; the eastern coast of grander elevations of usefulness. Whereas with the stronghold of religion regarded from the intellectual
England has been cut away for miles. In the Medi- Bible there is no advance in knowledge or progress. side.
Reason will conquer herself the kingdom,
terranean the shore-line is altogether changed ; towns It presupposes man was made fnultless and upright which, even in the act of admitting the inevitable re·
once on the coast are far away inland ; others have at first, but that in a few hours he fell into great dis· snit it seems so hard to believe, can really belong to
sunk beneath the sea. Islands, like Hhodes, have grace and degradation, and with all the help that Gods her. But 'llfagna snnt facta et prevalebunt.' The
risen from the bottom. 'l'he North Adriatic, once a and angels have been able to extend to him, he has methods, the dogmas; the assumptions, the opinions,
deep gulf, has now become shallow; there are leaning not yet near recovered the position from which he fell, the creeds of Ch; istendom will pass under othe yoke
Science and knowledge are what the world needs to of scientific enquiry, and will continue to exist only
towers and inclining temples that have sunk with the
settling of the earth. On the opposite extremity of help us on in our upward journey, and they ure ever so far as science permits and approves. And with the
]~urope the Scandinavian peninsula furnishes an in· calling us np. higher and higher. But the Bible re· death of the old theology will begin the new religion,
stance of slow secular motion, the northern part rising mains on the low plane whence it emanated, main- just as when the Norman soldiers sat down on English
gradually above the sea at the rate of about four feet tail1ing its same crudities and imperfections, its same soil to ea.t their meal on the night of victory, then
in a century. This elevation is observed through a silly and obscene stories, illy calculated as they :ue to began, then and there, that process which was to make
space of many hundred miles, increasing towards the enlarge the mental calibre of the world, or to impart them more English than the English themselves."
north. The southern extremity on the contrary, ex· knowledge, usefulness or value. The Bible is a The book is filled with similar sensible utterances.
periences a slow depression.
reflex ot the ignomnce and superstition of past ages
The sentiments of this clergyman strike us as far
"These slow movements are nothing more than what with no provision for progress or advance in know!-: in advance of Elder Shelton's, and we would, in the
have been going on for numberless ages. Since the edge, and is far behind the more reliable, needful, kindest manner, urge the latter to open his eyes and
tertiary period two-thirds of Europe have been lifted practical and trnthfnl information which Science is look about himself ; to brush away the mist5 tlmt obstruct his vision, and endeavor to obtain a clearer view
above the sea. The Norway coast has been elevated to-day giving the world.
600 feet, the Alps have been upheaved 2,000 to 3,000,
Fifth. We think, inasmuch as they are Christians of the sun of science allll truth. In another half cen·
the Apennines 1,000 to 2,000. The country between who believe in Christ, and that there could have been tnry but few clergymen will be found who will insist
Mont Blanc aud Vienna has been thus elevated since no Christians before Christ, it is a singnlar procesb by that the stories in Genesis are to be taken literally,
the adjacent seas were peopled with existing; animals." which the Elder makes Christians of Noah and his bnt that they are simply a legeml or fable, and of no
The same causes which have produced these results wife, his three sons and their wives. Let us enquire practical value save to exhibit the literary taste and
upon the Eastern Continent have produced similar re- if Noah was a Christian, was it a proof of it when he abilit.y of olden times.
suits on the Western. Where we now find high got drnnk and lay naked in his tent in a drnuken
Speaking of the conflict between science and super·
grounds and even hills we have indubitable proofs that sleep, and when afterward he cursed his son Ham for stition, we like the way in which Dr. Draper thus
they we1·e once a part of the ocean. Even in the short laughing at him when in that condition, thus dooming states it: ''As to the issue of the coming confiict, can
time our hi~tory extends into the past, changes in the the innocent descendants of Ham to abject servitude any one doubt? Whatever is resting on fiction and
mouths and deltas of our rivers, and shifting~ in the and degradation for thousands of years?
fraud will be r.verthrown. Jnstitutions that organize
sea-coasts have unmistakably occurred. The main up·
Sixth. We are decidedly of the opinion that Elder impostures and spread delusions must sh0w what right
heavals, causing the mountain ranges of the Conti· Shelton, like thousands of other Christians, is greatly they have to exist. Faith must render an account of
nent to rise, may have occurred millions of years ago, behind the spirit of the age in still hugging to his herself to reason. Mysteries must give place to facts.
but that they did once take place we shall continue to bosom the antiquated and absurd fables and vag,1ries Religion must relinquish that imperious, \.hat domi·
believe, Elder Shelton to the contrary notwithstand· of past barbarous ages under the vain delusion tlult, neering position which she has so long maintained
ing. We shall accord to the geologists and scientists in those old legends .and unreliable stories, he finds against science. There must be ~tbsolute freedom f(Jr
we Jmve mentioned far more credibility than we poE- true wisdom and knowledge. It is getting along too thought. Tire ecclesiastic 111U6L learn to keep himself
sibly can to the pious }Jlder, who is evidently guided far in the Nineteenth Century to give preference to within the domain he has chosen, allll cease to tyranmore by blind faith in that which he knows nothing the idle, exnggeratccl tales of three thousand years nize over the philosopher, who, conscious of his own
of, than by education and knowledge.
ago, written, as they were, by persons who scarcely strength and the purity of his motires, will bear such
Third. IV' e think it rather unldnd in the Elller to had the first. glimpses of scientific truth, in place of interference no longer."
11 go back" in the way he does upon Brother Beecher.
the advanced thought and scientific research of far
IV' e would willingly give Elder Shelton more of oui·
How would he like it, if he was sitting upon the rag- abler minds of the present day.
vimrs, but our remarks haYe alrettdy far transcended
o·ed edge of despair and remorse, to have'his brothers
Priests, as a rule, arc slow to accept the teachings the limits we preHcribed, We know not whether he
~f the cloth turn their backs upon him? Many emi- of science. For centuries they have zealously fought will consider our arguments "solid," hut if he will
nent clergymen have been just as bad as Henry Wm,d, it with acrimony and hate, knowing well it is cal en· come again, we will be only too hapi)r to enlighten
but we1'e not all so unlucky as to be caught just as he Iated to lessen their rule over the minds of men. But him to the extent of our ability.
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I calling,"
Thou hast killed us l Thou hast killed us!" He
delivered himself up to the police ttnd asked to be exe-

The Dead Wife.

cuted. He died a few days ago in an insane asylum.

" She is dead!" they said to him, "Come a way.
Kiss her and leave her-thy love is clay."

Reply to Rev. N. Smith.

They smoothed her tresses of dark brown hairOn her forehead of stone they laid it fair.
Over her eyes, which gazed too much,
They drew the lids with a tender touch.
With a gentle touch they closed up well
The sweet. thin lips, that had secrets to tell.
About her brown and beautiful face
They tied her veil and her marria.c:e lace;
And drew on her white feet the white silk shoesWhich were the whitest no eyes could cbo;)se.
And over her bosom they crossed her hands.
" Come away," they said; "God understands."
And there was silence, and notbiug there
But silence, and scents of eglantere,
And jasmin, and roses, and rosemary;
And they said: "As a lady should lie, lies she."
And they held their breath as they left the room
With a shudder, to glance at its stillness and gloom.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

But he who loved her too well to dread
The sweet, the stately and beautiful dead,

*

*

He lit his lamp, and took his key
And turned it. Alone again-he and she.
He and she-but she would not speak,
Th011gh he kissed in the old way the quiet cheak.
He and she.-yet she did Iiot smile,
Though he called her the name she loved crewhile.
He and she-yet she did not move
To any passionate whbper of love.
Then he said: "Cold lips,and breast without breath,
Is there no voice, no language of Death" Dumb to the ear and still to the sense,
But to heart and soul distinct, intense 'I
"See now: I will listen with soul, not ear:
What was the secret of dying, dear?
"Was it the infinite wonder of all
That you ever could let life's flO\rer fall?
" Or was the marvel greater to feel
The perfect calm o'er the agony steal?
"Was the miracle greater to find how deep
Beyond all dreams sank downward that sleep?
·· Did life roll backward its record, dear.
And show, as they say it does, past things clear?
"And what is the innermost heart of the bliss
'J'O find out so, what a wisdom love is?
"0, perfect dead!

0, dead most dear!
I hold the breath of my soul to hear!

"I listen as deep as to horrible hell,
As high as to heaven-and you do not tell.
"There must be pleasure in dying, sweet,
To make you so placid from head to feet.
"I would tell you, darling, if I were dead,
And 'twas your hot tears on my brow shed:
"I would say, though the Angel of Death had laid
His 11word on my lip5 to keep it unsaid.
"You should not ask vainly, with streaming eyes,
Which of all Deaths was the chiefest surprise" The very strangest and sudden est thing
Of all the surprises dying must bring."

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

Ah, foolish world! 0, most kind dead!
Though he told me, who will believe it was said 'I

*

Who will believe what he heard her say
With the sweet, soft voice, in the dear old way?
" The utmost wonder is this: I hear,
And see you. and love you, and kiss you, dear:
"And am your angel, who was your bri'de;
And know that, though <lead, I have never died,"
RoussEAU once wrote: "If it were only necessary fol'
you to hold out your thumb in order to cause the death of
an immensely wealthy mandarin in China, whose heir
you would be, are you sure that you would not extend
your thumb?" This passage one day attracted the attention of Henri de Lacrois, a young Frenchman of excellent family, but whose brain had been a little affected by
the loss of his fortune. He thought, "If I could stretch
out my thumb, and that would be enough to kill my uncle
and cousin. I should become very rich." In a sort of
hallucination, he extended his arm toward the photographs of his relations and said," Let them die, so that I
may inherit." FifteE'n days later his unele and cousin
were carried off by typhoid fever. Within the last six
months remorse preyed upon Lacrois' enfeebled intellect. and he imagined that his spell ~aused the dimth of
his relatives. He heard voices from all sides of his room

EDITOR oF THE ExPREss : As Mr. Smith has tendered his respects(?) to Mr. Underwood and ourselves
in your last issue, we beg to reply through the same
medium. How is it tllat our opponents so persistently and invariably strive to write down OU1'Selves instead of our doctrines'! They always discuss persons
instead of propositions. Is not tllis a sign of conscious
weakness ? Instead of striving so hard to disparage
Mr. Underwood, why does not Mr. Smitll address
llimself to the refutation of his doctrines ? Mr. Smith
informs ns tllat Mr. Underwood is a '' sllallow-minded person." He is "incompetent," "uncandid," a
''pretender," etc. Tllis "new philosopher" is a "nondescript," an" unblushing blaspllemer," and so on.
Now, in return, we will call no names! We will try
and write as becometll gentlemen! Tllose who had
the pleasure (or misfortune, whicllever it may !lave
been) of hearing Messrs. Underwood and Smith measure swords at the :llfnsic Hall, Napanee, in September
last, will be able to duly appraise the epitllets and
imputations which ::ur. Smith applies to Mr. Underwood. To those wllo witnessed tllat rencon tre, and
!lad the opportunity of comparing and contrasting
the calibre of tile two cllampions, :Nir. Smith's estimate of Mr. Underwood, as p;iven in tile last week's
Express, will not be a little lmlicrous and amusing.
The tmth doubtless is, tllat tile former, wl'ithing under that withering castigation, as well as tile cllallenge
c:ontained in our letter to tile Napanee Council, knows
of no better way of easing llimself tllan tile one adopte(\. Well, as Shakespeare says, " Let tile galled jade
wince; ou1• withers are unwrung."
:Nir. Underwood lleld a debate recently, of several
days' duration, with Prof. Burgess, President of the
Indianapolis Tlleologicttl University.
And let us
!lear what is said in tile St. Louis Daily :l'irnes of a
late date in reference thereto: " Underwood had the
affirmative all tllrou~;ll tile debate. Tile propoEitions
required him to prove tllat tile Bible abounds in errors
in !lis tory, and serves and teaclles a morality not adapted to the Nineteenth Century. The attendance was immense from the beginning to tile end of the debate.
.Burgess is smart, ton!!;uey and eloquent. . . Underwood, on tile contrary, is lev.rned, logical, and scientific.
. . . He is probalJly the best delJater in the ranks of
the American Freethinkers. He is a representative of
'modern· thougllt,' and is one of the most logical
speakers and skilful de haters in America." The Cleveland Leader says : "He is unquestionably a very able
tllinker, and an attractive speaker." The Christian
lrfessenger, edited by Prof. Campbell, of Monmouth
College, says: "We found Mr. Underwood a gentleman of talents and attainments, worthy of the reputation he has won as a lecturer-affable, courteous,
and fair in debate." Hugo Andriessen says, '·Mr.
Underwood is to American readers what Dr. Buechner is, or was, to the German enquirers ; a very clever, clear, forcible writer, who possesses a certain facility to popularize tile re&ults of modern scientific
investigation and Materialistic speculation." Now
tllis sounds so little like " shallow-mindedness" or
"incompetency," that it is just possible Mr. Smith is
not a good judge of brains, especially in an opponent.
In regard to the capacity of Noall's ark, Mr. Smith
tllinks it was quite large enough, and refers to Bishop
Wilkins in corroboration. The Bisllop, he say~, was
·'one of the first mathematicians," and after making a
''careful computation," found the ark entirely too
large. Now, it is sometimes difficult for a ''first"
theologian to be a " first" and at. the same time a
reliable IJiblical mathematician. The theology is
almost sure to spoil the figures. But never nun<l the
Bishop. Let usgo directly to the BilJle and figure a
little for ourselves. If Mr. Smith will do this lle will
find that the largest size he can. figure the ark to,
would be about 550 feet long, Jess than 100 broad and
a !Jut 55 higll. ~ow what was this to contain? About
44,000 IJirds, 5,000 IJea~ts, 9,000 snails 900 reptiles
aull about a million and a half of insect~. besides food
for all tllese, etc., etc. If he will make a "careful
computation" he will find that of the IJirds alone there
would IJe about tllree for every square yard of standing room. All required is common sense and some
aritllemt:tic, witll very litt.e of "mathematics," to
show that such a vessel would not be laru-e enough to
llold all tliis. And this diluvian Great "'Eastern was
ventilated by just one window. But, asitle from all
these trifling difficulties, where was tile water to come
from to cover the tops of the higllest mountain&~ A
noted geol?gist says, "There is not water enough on
the earth, m the earth, nor above the earth to cover it
to the tops of the higllest mountains.'' The fact is,
the wllole _story of t.he flood, as well as many other
Bible stones, partake so largely of the character of
other mythical leg-ends of antiquity that they fail to
command the credence of this skeptical and enlightened age. Think of that ''fish storv" of Jonah and
his submarine journeyings, of the· sun and moon
"standing still" to give Mr. Joshua a better chance
to slay his enemies, or of the tllree days and nigllts before there was any sun. Oi• think of quails three feet
deep on the ground, covering an area a hundred miles
in circumference. And the. least that any L9raelite

gathered of these quails was about forty bushels.
Luckv fellows! They were dissatisfied with thehrations, and these quails were all brought in to them
"by a wind from the sea." Mr. Smith talks about
•' gullibility,'' but does it not require a considerable
amount of It to believe these tales? Does lle believe
them? If eo, why not believe the story of" Jack
the Giant-Killer" and "Sin bad the Sailor~" If not,
why find fault with us ? We accept all that is reasonable and good in the Bible. We only repudiate that
which, to us, is absurd and bad.
In regard to Voltaire ''retracting his infidelity"
before he died, it is not true. The same has been
said of Paine, Gibbon, Hume, and almost every other
deceased skeptic, but it is simply the ''invention of
the enemy." If Mr. Smith will turn to Sir Charles Morgan's "Philosophy of Morals," he will find tllis false
story of Voltaire's recantation fully refuted; also to
Lord Brougham's Memoir of Voltaire. If Voltaire
died a Christian why was he denied the rights of
Christian burial ? Mr. S. refers to Richelieu as authority for Voltaire's recantation. Dr. Burarcl, one of
the pllysicians of Voltaire, in his last sickness, and
who asserts that he "never left him for an instant
during his last moments," proves that Voltaire kept
his faith to the last, and he says that "the proposition, therefore, which has been put in the mouth of
Richelieu is as tmfounded as the rest."
There is but one other position in Mr. Smith's
letter claiming our attention, and that is the doctrine
of j1·ee-will in religious belief. He says faith or belief
is voluntary and optional, and his argument is that as
''investigation is optional, consequently faith is indirectly optional." That is the sum and substance of
his argument that a man can believe as he chooses.
Now, if all persons were constituted-alike, and hence
would arrive at tile same conclusions by the same
course of investigation, tllere would then be some
weight in this argt.ment; but as it is it is simply
absurd. Supposing investigation is optional! Does
not every sane man know tllat the same process of
investigation will lead different minds to d1;(fe1·ent conclusions and beliefs? For example, one man will
honestly investigate the Bible to the best of his ability,
and become convinced, like Mr. S., tllat Methc'dism is
the religion it teaches; another, after doing the same,
will find Baptism there; another, Presbyterianism;
another, Episcopalianism; another, Unitarianism, and
another, Universalism. Another man, equally as
llonest and intelligent, will come to the conclusion,
after investigation, tllat the Bible is not tile word of
God at all; but purely the work of man; another,
after due investigation, will come to the conclusion
and belief that all so-called divine revelation,; are
mere human productions-that the only revelations
we have are those contained in the works of Nature;
another, after laborious and llonest investig-ation, comes
to the conclusion that there is no special Divine Revelations in Books, in Nature, or anywhere, but believes,
with Tyndall, Spencer, Huxley, Buechner, Underwood, and numerous other learned and honest investigators, that the Universe is the One Eternal, Uncreated, and Self-existent Existence, capable of producing all that we see. Like Tyndall, they ''see in
matter and force the promise and potency of every
form and quality of life." Thus it will IJe seen that
investigation leads different minds to different conclusions and beliefs. But the fact is, the Christian is
generally but a partial investigator, inasmuch as his
investigation is, in general, confined to the Bible.
He has been taught from infancy that that IJook is
divine, and he begins to read and investigate (?) it
with his mind already made up that it is all true and
infallible, steadily refusing to read the writers on the
oppo~ite side of tile question, and, of course, comes
to the desired conelusion and congenial belief, that it
is all right. And this i~ what he calls investigation !
The disinterested scientist is the only thorough investigator, and hence is more apt to arrive at the truth.
He has no prejudices nor preconceived notions to
nurse. He has, or should have, no creeds whicll he
predetermines to square witll the facts of science.
His first concern is to discover and know the exact
truth, whether it be agreeable or not, and any creed,
doo-ma prejudice, bias, or notion, (uo matter how
de~r or' time-honoree!) which will not harmonize therewitll he fearlessly casts aside. How can a Christian
know lle is right until he has fairly and candidly
examined, and duly weighed the arguments and facts
against his creed ? He may believe "with all his
heart" that it is true, but belief is not knowledge.
Tllus it is that belief or disbelief is not a matter of
choice or volition at all, any more than the shape of
the head or the length of the body. It would be as
just and reasonable to say "he !haL is six feet lligh
shall be saved, but he that is not six feet high shall be
damned " as to say "he that believeth a certain doctrine sh~ll be saved, but he that believeth it not shall
be damned." One is about as logical as the other.
On this question Lord Brougham says: ".The great
truth !las finally gun e forth to all the ends of the earth,
tllat man shall no longer render account to man for
be/;ief, over which he_ has no control. Henceforward
uothing sllall prevail upon us to blame any one for
that wllich he can no more change than he can tile
hue of his skin or the lleight of his stattire."
ALLEN PlUNGLE,

F.
Nctpanee, Feb. lOth, 1875.
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Jonah and the Whale.
Religiously born, and religiously educated,.we have
a high appreciation ef sacred history. Jonah, asappearil, was a prophet of the Lord-unwillingly so.
The whale was elected, or appointed, to teach the
})rophet the way of subrnission.
But really, what have we to do with Jonah, or with
his whale ? With the people of Nineveh, we l1ave
somethin@: to do. They rise up in judgment.
Where, in the world's history, find we a nation, a
people, a city. against whom the Ninevites rise not up
in judgment ?
Religious organizations, in special manner, stand
condemned before'high heaven, by the example of
Nineveh.
'l'be nearer right a religious organization l1as been,
when it departs from the principles of its organization,
the more inveterate the power behind the throne, that
runs the government machine, against the prophet of
the Lord, against the voice of reason.
The Lord God of Heaven is about to deal with the
dwellers of his little planet; first, with Organization,
Political and Religious-such as are found wanting in
1he virtues of their founders-such as hold not fast
the good of the past, and lay hold of the good of the
increasing degree of Light and Life, will be found, if
found at all, among the things that were, but are not.
Let those, who occupy high official station, beware
of the power behind the throne. Let them heed the
voice of the Living God, by messengers sent unto
them. Let them remember the people of Nineveh.
Let them purge themselves and their 'people, of the
accursed thing; for, behold I come quickly-have
come-to give unto every man and every woman,
especially officials, according as their works shall be.
PRENTISS.

APRIL 9TH, 1875.
(TWO HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-EIGHTH MEETING.l

The Pathology of' the Skin.
BY CAUL HEITZMANN, M.D., late of the University
of Vienna.
The very limited time allotted to fulfil the task before me, will enable me to touch only upon the most
important points of the study of the extensive doctrine of the diseases aftecting the skin. I will delineate those points only that seem to me to be worthy of
being known to every well-educated member of society. In my orin ion, no investigator of the pathology
of the human skin deserves more praise and greater
credit for the clear and precise arrangement, the simplicity in the classification and the successful treatment of the skin than Hebm of Vienna.
'l'he skin, as an i.1tegral part of the human body, is
liable to the same morbid process to which the other
organs are subject; but the anatomical conditions, as
well as the superficial position of the skin, moreover
the extent of its surface, do modify, in some degree,
its diseases.
'l'he causes which give rise to diseases of the skin
are partly such as are internal and rooted in the organism itself, partly such as are external, and by which
the skin is alone, or at least primarily or chiefly affected.
Skin diseases, therefore, have long been
divided in reference to their main causes, into the
liymptornatic or universal, and into the idiopathic or
loc'tl disaftections.
·
Diseases of particular systems and organs are wont
sympathetically to involve the skin ; for instance,
atl"ections of the intestinal tract, the sexual organs,
the liver, the kidneys. Unfortunately we are very
seldom in a position to demonstrate the real connection between the internal affection. which causes, and
the skin disease which is caused. , IV e see only that
they occm together, and are intimately related, or
that they mutually react upon each other. But we
are not at the present day enabled to show accurately
why a disease of an internal organ should give rise to
an affection of the skin.
Hereditary transmission, again, from parents to
their offspring undoubtedly takes place in certain
forms of cu tan eo us disease. Lastly, diseases of the
nervous system must not be overlooked as the causes
of certain disturbances _of the functions of the skin,
although with reference to thiR point all accurate investigation is as yet wan tin g. We can, at most, draw
nogal i ve conclusions, and regard skin afl:ections which
arc associated with morbid sensations, s•1ch as itching,
pain want of sensibility or anmsthepia, as the effect
of p~rverted innervation.
Man is often his own worst enemy, for he practices
a number of occupations which subject him to various cutaneous aftections, ancl he neglects many of the
precautions which would protect his skin from disease. Thus one of the chief factors in the causation
of skin diseases is the permanent action of pressure,
or the frequent repetition of blows upon the surface
of the body, or the constant friction of some solid
body which comes in' o llirect contact with the skin.
And under this head may be reckoned, besides many
other injurious influences, the scratching of patients
who sutt'er from the itching of cutaneous diseases,
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neglect of the skin, and that sin of omission, want of action of a remedy in the treatment of any skin afcleanliness are well known to be fruitful causes, from feet ion, two things must be ascertained: the course
which not a few cutaneous affections derive their ori· taken by the disease when left to itself, and the effects
gin. But the same effect may in the end be produced which are produced by the remedy when applied to
also by the opposite proceedin~; that is to say, by too the healthy skin. On account of the want of a ration·
~requently repeated or too energetic washing and bath- a! basis for our therapeutical procedures in the treatmg.
ment of affections of the skin, no expedient remains
In enumerating the causes which produce cutaneous but pure empiricism. For the success which we have
disease, those also must unfortunately be mentioned, hitherto obtained, we are indebted entirely to the
which, no doubt, with good intentions, are employed strictly practical course pursued by different specialin the practice of the healing art. As is well known, ists in this respect. Hebra, for instance, has tried
irritating remedies are very often, and we have to say, methods of the most varied description, those as well
but too often applied to the skin. These are generally that were recommended by medical men as also by
used with the object of effecting-by means of the unprofessional persons, and he has found some rcmepowerful irritation of the skin, which they produce- dies belonging to the former category less efl"ectual
a derivation from some internal organ, which is the than they were represented to be, while popular remeseat of the diaeaRe. How far this end is obtained, is dies, on the other hand, have often rendered good seruncertain, and opinions about it are divided. Accord- vice in his hands.
Hebra alludes to a few deeply-rooted prejudic·es,
ing to Hebra, the supposed, but not proven, good
effects of the use of such irritating substances, are far which interfere even in our days, to some extent, and
outweighed by the demonstrably evil results of their interfered stillmore formerly, with the employment in
application to the skin. Daily experience furnishes practice of certain methods of treatment. The first
the proof of the correctness of this opinion.
of these prejudices which we must combat, is the
The parasites, vegetable, as well as animal organ- dread with which local applications were regarded.
isms, of which some are met with in the protective It is a mistake to suppose that the action of remedies
horny tissue, some in the tissue of the cutis itself, are applied to the diseased or healtby skin is nectssarily
frequent causes of cutaneous disease. The parasitic merely topical. and not general. We have to call to
plants, which· invariably belong to the class of fungi, mind the, contagia of small-pox, syphilis, hydrophobia,
reside either in the epidermis alone, or in the hair as the poisons of serpents, and of the dissecting-room,
well; or lastly, in the nails also. The animal para- which are generally introduced through the skin, to
sites, which choose the skin as their scene of action, prove that it is an organ which absorbs very readily
are divided into the DP-rmatozoa, which either always, many forms of virus. And that it is equally adapted
or at any rate during· part of their existence, dwell to absorb medicinal agents also, and to admit them
within the tissues of the skin, as for instance the itch into the circulation, even while the epidermis is intact,
insect, the pimple-mite, the sand-ilea, the guinea- can be easily shown, as I already mentioned in a forworm, etc., and the Epizocb, which merely seek their mer lecture, during the external use of tar, of iodine,
food upon the skin's surface, residing either in the or of the mercurial preparations. Now, what can be
appendages of the skin, namely, on the hairs, or in demonstrated in the case of certain remedies by chemthe clothing, or other surroundings of persons infest- ical reactions, ought surely not to be decried in regard
ed by these parasites. To the second class belong the to others ; and, therefore, He bra maintains the exact
louse, the flea, the bed-bug and the gnat.
contrary of the principle we have alluded to, and asUnder the term e.ffloresceutide or eruptions, it is usual serts that, with the exception of caustics, all remedies
to group together many of the symptoms of cutane- which are brought into prolonged contact with the
ous disease, which differ altogether from other path- skin, arc absorbed by it, and tal;en up into the fluids
ological appearances, in their determinate form, their of the bodv.
Hence we have no fear, in applying topical remeposition and their course, as well as in the regularity
of their development and retrogression. It is the dies, of driving in cutaneous diseases, or of producing
practice to @:ive cErtain special names to the various any other ill effects, for which the practitioners of the
forms of efflorescence, which are distinguished by old school had variouR expressions. Our apprehen·
characters of their own.
sion is rather of a too violent action upon the organism
Some of the appearances observed in cutaneous dis- in general, especially in the case of those drugs which
east.s are caused directly by the deposition. of morbid are liable to produce derangements of the velletative
products in the skin. These bear the name of p1•ima- processes. Nor have we any drPad of curing skin afry eruptions. But these often afterwards undergo fur- fections too quickly. On the contrary, it is the object
ther development, and are subject to changes of a of our utmost endeavors to find means of terminating
vital, chemical, or mechanical kind, and to the ap- the~e diseases as speedily as possible. Were we only
pearances thus produced, is applied the name of sec- in the possession of remedies which produced cures
ondary symptoms. Under the first head, Hebra in- thus rapidly, we should have no anxiety with regard
eludes: the spot, the pappule, the nodule, the tumor, to the appearance from this cause or metastapes, the
the wheal, the vesicle, the bleb and the pustule. so-called transport ot a di~ease from an external part
Among the secondary appearances are enumerated the into an internal organ, or of any other consecutive
excoriation, the ulcer, the fissure, the scale, the cr·uss, diseases.
the lamella ted crust and the scar of cicatrix.
There is another point, also, in which He bra is opposWhite spots, produced by deficiency of pigment, ed to his predecessors, and to many of his contempoand varying in stze from that of a lentil to that of the raries, and that is with reference to the necessity for
palm of the hand, or even occupying the whole sur- using in the cure of chronic skin affections, remedJCs
face, are called vit-iligo if acquired, and ctlbinismus if whi<:h are supposed to be purifiers of the blood. We
congenital. Darker patches, caused by increased de- have never seen the effects which are ascribed to them
posit of pigment, may be observed at the circumfer- by some authors, produced either by the long-continence of these white patches. The openings of the ued administration of laxatives and drastics, nor by
hair-follicles are also seen on them unaltered ; and the decoctions of woods, nor by vegetable juices. Arsenic
growth of the hairs, which are themselves mostly has provecl a useful internal remedy, the same is the
white, remains unaffected. These characters enable case with preparations of mercury, of iodine, of iron,
these affections to be readily distinguished from flat etc., of course in rational doses, corresponding to the
cicatrices.
age and the constitution of the patient, administered
Brown or black spots, produced by excessive de- in accorclance with the advice of an intelligent physiposits of pigment, haYe various names. I mention cian.
the motlter, or liver-spots, the name of which led to, or
Externally we have to treat every disease, which is
arose from, the erroneous opinion that they were a mere skin disease, without change in the constitucaused by liver disea~es. For this idea, there is no ion. We make up of simple baths, warm or cold as
foundation whatever. Disease of the liver may cause required, and of shower and vapor botths; or we acid
deposits of bile-pigment in the s}dn, but this produces to these baths different powerful remedies. Again
a yellow or brown discoloration of the wbole surface we often employ emollient frictions with success,
of the body. 'l'he true mother-spots cover spaces as rubbing the whole skin or certain parts of it with oily
large as a five-cent piece, or as the palm of the hand, or fatty substances, and in other cases we add to these
or are even larger still. They are not met with on the fatty matters various active substances.
face, particularly on the forehead, and also on the
Moreover an important part of our therapeutical
trunk, and on the extremities, and they do not des- resources consists in the empyrumatic oils, which
quamate.
result. from the dry distillation of certain kinds of
[The lecturer here entered into a full definition and woou, giving the difterent kinds of ttn. For theredescription of the following diseased conditions of moval from the skin of ex11dations, new growths,
the skin: Discolorations, Pimples, Nodules, Comedones, tumors and the like, caustics are employed.
Wheals, Tumors, Vesicles, Blebs, Pust·ules, Excoriations,
Lastly, besides these active remedies, which are used
Ulcers, Fissures, &ales, Lamellated Grust8, Scars, Gic- externally or internally in different skin affections,
a-trices, and which, though interesting, we have not others, which a·re indifferent and inert are also freroom for here.]
quentlv prescribed, in those diseases, whose course we
After this enumeration of the causes and appetu- cannot modify, and in which, therefore, the expectant
ances of skin diseases in general, let us advance to method is attendee! with the best results. Thus.
the consideration of the principles of the treatment of whether this or that remedy be used, is a" matter of
those diseases, always according. to the views and ex- indifference, in contagious as well as in all illllammaperiences of Hebra, with whom I entirely agree.
tory affections of the skin, which run an acute course,
Although in the course of the last year, great atten- that mode of treatment which disturbs the patient
tion has, on all sides, been devoted to this department least is, in these diseases. always the best. Sometimes
of medicine, we have, unhappily, as yet made but lit- we are compelled to prescribe such indifferent rernetle progress towards the wished-for encl, namely, the dies, even if we are convinced of their inefficacy,
cure of all cutaneouti cliscases. The cause of this lies, when patients of a lesser degree of culture wish to
no doul.Jt, partly in the fact that it has been only quite. have some remedy to be tt>ken internally at any price.
recently studied, and for too short a time for making Intelligent patients are accessible to the warning of an
e:x>act investigations. l<'or before one can speak of the honest and intelligent physician-but we cannot over-
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come certain prejudices, and we have to adnpt ourselveR to circumstances.
I have tlllls completed my series of LPctures on the
Human Skin, and I have to express my thanks for
your attention and kindness. I hope I will speak on
some other occasion before yon on other organs of the
human body, to the study of which I paid no less
attention then to. the study of tbe Skin_
DR. ATKINS'lN followed with remarks upon the importance of more general information among the
masses in relation to the subject of the lecture. He
also gave his theory of the evolution of matter or
protoplasm from atoms to molecules, from molecules
to cells, from cells to tissue, from tissue to organs, and
from organs to the entire body, made up of thirteen
original elements. He described the difterence between secretion, excretion, and assimilation, as well
as discussed cognate subjects.
MR. NASH followed witll his views upon skin diseases, and the best general treatment for them.
DR. T. S. LAMBERT next took the platform and in
rather hnmorons remarks, criticised alike the lecturer
and the two gentlemen who had followed him; especially Dr. Atkinson's theory of building up the system.
He threw considerable ridicule upon the empiricism of
the medical profession, and described humorously the
old stvle of praetioners, when called to see a patient,
of feeling pulse, looking at the tongue, prescribing
senna and salts, blisters, etc. He referred as well to
those pretenders, who claim to have 3pent many years
with the sons of the forest, who absolutely know
little or nothing about diseases or medicines, and
thereby urge their superior fitness to sett.hemselves up
as healers of their fellow-men.
The doctor claimed, however, there was but one
per cent. in the difference of rates of longevity between
communities treated by scientific physicians and those
who were not; but that peop:e in comfortable circumstances lived longer by some years than those in embarrassed conditions, arguing that anxiety, care, and
fear of want, tended to shorten life. He stated that
those who had marble-slab tombstones and monuments placed over their graves were generally longer
lived than those so poor as not to have those representatives of competence. He remarked the best
means of securing health and long life was to keep
the skin dean, also the clothing and bedding, to drink
pure water, to breathe pure air, and take but little
medicine.
DR. E. W. HoEBER regretted that such an excellent
scientific lecture, as we hac!. listened to, should be
followed with exceptional criticisms. He called attention to the atl.vance that had been made in the
science of metlicine within a few years, and to the
more rational treatment for disease~ that had been
aclop:ed.
.
DR. HEI'1'7:MANN closed the discussion of the evening by a few remarks in explanation of points that
had been raised.
[TWO HU1';DHED c\XD EWH'l'Y-KlNTH )!EI::TING-APRIL
16th, 187.'>.]
No paper was rear! on this occasion, but an annual
election of officers of tile Club held; a f,lir number
of members of the Club were present.
JA)IES l'AHTON Esq., President, presid:ng.
D. T. GARDNER read a report. stating that an accession of thirty members had been made to the Club,
within the year past, making the entire membership
some three hundred. He reported an increased attendauce and interest in the meetin§"'S of the Club.
E. ,V, HOEBER, Corresponding , ecretary, read a
brief but humorous report of his duties for the year,
which embraced the writing of a few letters to various
distinguished lecturers and writers in Europe and
America.
_
CoUR'l'LAND. PALMER, 'l'reasurer, read a very brief
report stating that the receipts of the Club during
the y~ar had been $875,25, and its expenses $875,25.
The Club was entirely out of debt-not owing a dollar.
'l'hose who understood the,fact that Mr. Palmer had
very generou~ly, out of his own pocket, lll;ade up the
deficiency of the Club, duly appreciated his report as
well as his well-known liberality.
T. B. W AKETIIAK, Librarian, read his report of the
names of individuals, who had contributed books to
the library of the Club, and the number of volumes
presented, as weli af the number of volumes purchased.
The total number of volumes in the library at present
is eight hunrlrecl ancl seventy-~ve -and more on the
way f om England, not yet arnved.
The election of officers for the coming year "·as as
follows:
.JAMES PAnTON, for President, by a unanimous·
vote.
D. T. GARDNEit, Recording Secretary, unanimously.
DR. E. i¥. HoEBER, Corresponding Secretary.
CouRTLAND P AL~IEn, Treasurer, with great unanimity.
•
W. J. On~rsmm, ProfessorP. H. VAN D1mWEYDE,
ancl MR. WILCOX, Vice·Preshlents.
T. B. WAKE)IAN, CrLI.s. BnAcmoN, and Du. JOHN
ELI>EHKIN, Trustees.
RENnY EvANS, Libmrian.
JAMES P AltTON, the President, upon his re-election,
made a very neat speech, returning thanks for the
honor thus conferred. He sometimes thought, when
he remembered the dignity which properly attaches to
the office, and when he recollected the distinguished

bear.ing with which .Luther Bradish,. thirty years ago,
presided over meetmgs and maudlm pomposit.y of
some other individuals, he' conceived that he was
not just fitted for the position. He congratulated the
club upon its prosperity and promise of future usefulness.
In subsequent remarks he proposed steps be taken
by the Club to rent a hall for Sunday afternoon meetings, where scientific, philosophical, and literary
subjects coltlld be lectured upon and discussed
dramatic entertainments given- any thing except
theology. He called attention to a similar enterprise
in Chicago, where he had recently delivered a course
of lectures, and where he hac! witnessed the successful
working of such a Liberal institution.
These suggestions were received with much favor by
the Club, and it was decided to act at an early day
upon the sugl!estion made by the President.
Du. T. S. LAMBERT suggested that the LIBERAL
Cr,uB, of New York, take measures to buy a lot and
erect a hall of their own; he said he wonld contribute
!1;1000 towards the enterprise-and when the hall was
erected if a room was dedicated to free speech and
free discussion he would give $4000 more; he thinks
he knows of others who would also make donations
for the same purpose.
He said he was proud of the LnmR,\L CLUB, and
he frankly acknowledged be had learned more at its
meetings than in the same length of time any where
else; he entertained great hopes for its future usefulness.
The suggestion for the erection of a hall was freely
discussed, a large majority favoring the project, and
one or two being opposed to it on the grounds of fear
that with the accumulation of wealth rings and improper influence might work in.
Other motions were offered and discussed one of
which was in reference to the Club as a body, opposing the efforts of the Catholics of this city, aiming
to make their schools, where sectarianism is daily
taught, public schools, and the teachers to draw
pay from the public funds for such services; also opposing the use of the Bible as a school book in public
schools. After the question was freely discussed a
committee was appointed to attend to the matter.
A committee was also selected to make arrangements for suitable preparations for the observance of
the anniversary of the Club, to be held in September.
MHS. HALLOCI{ wished more ladies could unite with
the Club, and called upon gentlemen present to induce
their wives and lady friends to join and regularly
attend the meetings of the Club. She said an infusion of more of the female element into the Club would
be beneficial to both.
After other questions were presented and discussed
the Club adjourned at a somewhat late hour.

-------A Correction.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER : Thanking you for the complimentary manner in which you
notice my lecture delivered before the Liberal Club
on the 2d inst., I beg leave to say that your reporter
misapprehended me in seveml particulars. I did not
say that twenty thousand Africans were (tnnuatty introduced into the island, but that a few years ago,
during (t twelvemonth-according to a report made to the
Bntish Government by the Gonsul-Generat at Havanasuch a number had been introduced. The fact is, in
some years few or none are imported into Cuba, this
matter depending pretty much upon whether the
Captain-General is well disposed or not. Nor dieT I
say th:>t in some years as much as fifty-se-ven millions
of t:>xes had been levied. I said that forty-seven millions had been levied in 1866-7, (that is, fzym July to
July,) which is one year, but I might have adcled that
this sum was not collected, because it would have
brought about general bankruptcy.
The CaptainGeneral modified the decree. As Spanish rule in
Cnba is bad enough when correctly set forth, I ask you
to be so good as to publish this card, and believe me
to be, as I am, very tiuly yours, W :~r. S. FJ,IPPEN.
New York, April lOth, 1875.

N t-

0 iCe.
We, the unclersil~ned, believe in the law of Eternal
Mateship. We believe, also, that in that Mn.teship
love is unchangeable and everlasting, and that this, the
natural law of the soul, is the only sanction necessary
in marriage for those who truly love. We take upon
ourselves, theretore, from this time forth, the solemn
and sacred obligations of a union for life, promising,
before angels and mortals, to live truly, love nolJly,
and labor earnestly for the elevation of our own
natures and of all mankind.
LE~Sm GooDELL GusTAFSON,
ALEXIS GUSTAFSON.
.1.Yew York, ~larch 22d, 1875.

B. F. Underwood
Will speak at Oskaloosa, Iowa, April 17th andll:lth;
Toledo, Iowa, April 19th, 20th and 21st; Lincoln,
Neb., April 2ilcl, 24th and 25th ; Hed Oak, Iowa,
April 26th, 27th and 28th ; Sidney, Iowa, April 301h
and May 1st. ancl 2d; St. Jo~rph, Mo., May 4th, 5th
and 6th.

·---"'=====-==
WITH regret we learn of the recect illness in the
West, of our friend mHl brother, G. L. I-lBNDBRSON.
He went out to close up his business in lVIinnesota.,
and remove his family to this city. He was taken
suddenly ill with bilious fever and erysipelas. He
was Yeduced very low, and for several .days his life
was despaired of. From his usual weight of 150 lbs.
he was reduced to 97 lbs. At last advices, though
very weak; he was materially better, and hoped in a
short time to start on his journey east.
We ardently hope his health will be restored, and
that u1any years of usefulness are still before him.
He cannot well be spared from the Liberal ranks just
now. He has plans matured for the organization and
progression of the Liberals of America, and we sincm·ely hope he may live to see his fondest wishes in
this direction realizert.

American Labor Reform.
The fifth Annual Convention of the American Labor Reform League will be held in Masonic Hall, 13th
street, New Yorl' city, Sund>1.y, :May flth, at 10 1-2, A.
u., and 2 1-2 and 7 1-2, P. :r.r., and Monday, May lOth,
at 2 1-2 and 7 1-2, r. III.; the Monday forenoon session
being given up to. the American Anti-Usury Society.
S. P. Andrews, J. K. Ingalls, E. H. Heywood,
Mary A. Leland, \Vm. Hanson, L. K. Joslin, E.
l\L Davis, H. H. Day, Edward Palmer, and other
speakers are expected.
WE woULD advise every one of our readers to send
the small sum of ten cents to Errmcn & Co., 287 8th
avenue, in this city, and subscribe for their elegant
Quarterly of fashion and miscellany, as advertised on
last page of THE 'fROTH SEJ<JimR. The firm is a
most reliable one ; the Quarterly contains sixteen pp.
of fashion-plates aud entertaining reading matter. A
single copy is worth twice the price of the entire year.
Those who send the ten cents for it will not regret it.
KIDDER'S SECRETS OF BEI<>KEEPHW.-\¥e would
call the attention of our readers who are engaged in
Bee culture, to a little work of 200 pages by this title.
It is well filled with practical instruction upon the
Bee subject in all its branches. Those who want to
know all about bees and how to succeed with them
in all the various emergencies that arise in the course
of the yeai· should have a copy of this book. The
author is a reader and admirer of Tng TRU~'H SEEKER
and we will be glad if every patron of this paper who
nee,ds a work on Bees, will buy Mr. Kidder's. Price,
by mail, in paper, 2.') cts, in boards, 40 cts. We have
it for sale.

Obituary.
It will be seen by the following letter that Brother
C. A. Zamzow, whom we mentioned in No. 15, lias
ceased to suffer from disease and closed his earthly existence. His widow tells a pitiful story truly, ant! we
hope those who are able will open their hearts toward
her.
Since our announcement, we have received the following donations and forwarded to her: John Keay a!Hl
friends, $2.35; S. P. Bingham, $1; T. B. Jo4nson,
$1; Isaac L. Rice, $1; William McDonnell, $1. W c
will cheerfully forward any other a1rounts that may
be sent us for the pmpose.
Er,MIRA, N. Y ., April lOth, 187;;.
D. lVI. BENNETT,
1Vu Dea1· SiT :-I .iust recoivell your Jetter, and return
many thanks for the money enclosecl. I trust you will excuse me for not having written before, but I have had so
much trouble that I coulcl not fix my attention on anything. Even to-tlay, when I sit and pen you these fflw
lines, it almost breaks my lioart, for I have sad news to
tell you of your late frientl. WJH)n I wrote you tho last
time, I knew that my dear husband would not live more
than three or four weeks, but I dreaded the hour. and clid
not get reconciled to the thougllt that he must die: so,
when tho unhaPJJY iHOment came, I was no more propat·ed tlw.n if it ha•l been sudden and unexpected. But, alas!
we all must die. It is a debt we owe to Ntttnre, ,tnd I suppose his time had come. But it is hard, yes, very hard, tu
lose a husband that one lnvos as I dill him, after being
married a short ye111· and thrco months. At times I seom
rlisposed to rebel agltinst the giver of life, that he made
my cross so heavy and hard to bear, but when I think that
my dear, departed husband is free from suiTering and
em·e, I thank, in my iumo;;t h\•art. he who has tltken him

THE THU'l'll
to the home where there is no suffering or trouble. HR!
bore his sickness with the greatest ]JUtience, and he suffered very mnch the last three or four weeks that he liv·:d.
He was conscious to the moment of his death, mtd died as
peacefully as if ho were going usleep, without a single
strug-gle. He said he was ready and willing to die. as he
knew that he would never get well, and it was better to
die than to suffer any longer. We buried him last Sunday, and a friend of mine WiiS kind enoug-h to give me
credit for the coffin. and I ><m in debt for harks, and doctors and medicine; the whole amounts to about $80.80. It
is a large sum, and I do not know what I shull do with all
the dehts. I suppose they will have to wait 'till I get it,
bnt they are pressing me very hard, and if I ever stoocl in
need of money, I do now.
If you meet any Liberal who has a large heart, and also
purse, I hope you will not forget me, and I shall be most
thankful. I received >;2 from one. $1.50 fron:: another, and
r,o cents from a third, which is all I have received since
you sent me the check. I have sold all my jewelry and
everything else that I could find to sell, so I must work,
and wlutt I shall do with a baby, is more th~n I caa tell.
I cannot write any more. I am near!)' crazy, and till I hear
from yon again, I remain, as ever, your solicitor,
MRS. MARY E. ZAMZOW,
110 West Water St., Elmira, N.Y.
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J/friendlu f!iorrtSIJtmdence.
----·==== -========

1Vll(lt ·i8 " Conversion," o1· the so-called " Change of il'IRs. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va., writes: I
Hew·t " among Christians p
like 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER better antl·better.
S.M. BRINGHAM, Albany, Oregon, writes: Don't fail to
lL is nothing more nor ltss than the new views send THE TRUTH SEEKER. l can't keep house without it.
w!1ich "sinners" are, by dogmatism, persuaded, or
JoHN l\iAHARA. Charles CitY. Iowa, writes: I think Your
fnghtened to take of themselves. The do(}'matist paper comes up to the times, better than any paper I have
who takes it upon himself to stand as a "m~dium ,\ seen.
CL.~RENCE JoHNSON. South Wolfsboro, N. H. writes:
uet\~een God and man, says to you "God is a consend me No. !i of Vol. II. I h:we lost'that number
suunng fire, that burns down to the lowest hell, and Please
and I cannot do without it. It is the best I>aper I ever
he will consign you to bell, if you do not take the read.
same views of him that I do !" And you admit the
MR. R. NICHOLS, West Winfield. N. Y., writes: Friends
medium's authority there to dogmatise over you; then here consider your paper not only the cheapest but the
you believe what he says with such intensity that you best radical organ issued to-day, and trnst that it will bethe most popular. It is just the thing for the readcreate in your own mind the "evidence" that you are come
ing m!tsses-radical enough, and yet offensive to none,
bound straight to hell! Tben the minister tells you to save l:ngots.
have faith, that Jesus does now forgive y0ur sins;"
J. HoKE, M.D., Cordova, Ill., writes: I am taking more
and you take this new view of yourself, and in this P!tpers than I get time ~o read, but you are battling error.
manner you are pronounced by Christians "soundly b)gotry, and superstJtton so manfully, that if a year's
subscription, or more, will help you make the blows more
converted to God.''
effective. I do not feel like withholding it from a so much
What are the noblest lessions of humanity .2
needed work.
Tho&e lessons which teach man to love the truth
W. H. KISER. Winterset, Iowa. writes: I send you tofor the tmth's sake; to Jove rigHteousness, and t~ day
six more trial subscribers, which makes fifty-two in
practice it, for its own sake; and to love goodness, for all I have sent you. Your paper is causing much alarm
goodness sake. The higllest good of humanity is the among the priests, and then· fiupporters. ~orne of them
are praying God to stop the mouths of thPse Infidels ancl
love of virt.ue, for its own sake.
advise their followers to keep clear of Infidels and infidel
Hence
I
own
up
to
a
little
regret,
on
finding
in
so
Letters to n Preacher.
R~Set1~e c't"~~:h:hey wield a great influence against God
good a paper as the Golden .Age, of December 26th,
NO. VI.
1874, the following statement:
SxLVI)STER J?ARNHAR'!', Sprin&"Yille, N.Y., writes: Your
".Tesus taught the tenderest, the truest, the noblest paper JUSt suns my nund, for 1t cuts right and loft, ancl
FnnJND B. :-Thee says that I "oppose the Church
seeks to elevate the standard o! intelligence among manlessons
of
Immunity
thut
have
eyerfallen
from
human
bec[Luse it is Christian, and that hateful Mormonism
kind. It is what Liberal thinkers wn.nt, and I believe it
the means of agitating thought upon rnuny subjects
l1as in it more of truth to-day, more of justice and lips.''
Did
he,
indeed
!
Let
us
see:
little understood. I wish your noble efforts goocl suehumanity than any Pagan nation that ever lived."
1 . .Tesus, inj1is teachings, ignored the Rebtions of cess. Let us all clo our best to augment the huppiness of
Bnt I say I oppose Christianity because it is founded
the
human family.
in error. I never said it did no good, for we all know Life, where we find the source of happiness, and the
PHILIP F. WISLAI\, N"Wportdlle, Pa., writes: lam anxparamount
authority
for
virtue.
See
Luke
xiv:26.
that combined organizations of people must do some
to congratulate you upon the good btyle of 1'HE
2. Jesus taught vindictive punishment, when he said: ious
good, else they could not exist. But so much more
1'RUTH SEEKER. I have had Christianity brecl in my
"But.
those,
mine
enemies,
bring
hither,
and
slay
bones,
and still am partial to it, yet I would like to see
good might be clone by teaching morality without dogthe grettt mystery of onr existence better exi)lained, and
mas and creeds to a{'t as stntnbilng-blocks, that we them before me." Luke xix :27.
And the account he has given of his final destiny of subscribe for THE TRUER SEEKEI\ in view of that object.
call the Church on the whole a nuisance and a parasite
I \nts plensed with your reply to Snode, and other preupon society. I believe the Grangers, Odd-Fellows, the human race, represents .Tesns as dooming all his tending Christians. whose bigotry has taken away all
enemies,
including
the
largest
nuntber
of
the
human
their good m[Lnners. I certainly wish your paper muoh
Masons, and even the Y. M. C. A. have all done much
success.
good; yet these bodies are a means of great evil also, family, to the fiames of an etL·rnal hell. J\1<llk xvi :15.
3. Je;;us evinced his utter ignorance allll his inWM. iii. :BRoNSON. Streator. II!.. writes: I would like to
especinlly such as have secret sessions. Whut is good,
tell you what a great change of thought on theology has
needs no hiding ; what is evil, had better be open competency as a public teacher, when be toltl Peter eo me over me since !have been reading your paper. I
also, so that it may .be exposed, criticised and cxter- that the ideas which Peter uttered were not evolved um sixty-one year~ of age, \Vas born in Connectlcnt, and
by his own mind. J'viathew XYi :17. 'l'he human of c~urse. brought up nn .1er 1·eligions superstition. If I
m ina ted.
brains, in each case, manufacture tile ideas, all of could have read yonr 'fnuTH SEEKER twenty years ago.
If lrionnonism has more of truth thun any Pagan them, that arc uttered. And, for the life of me, I and taken the same c•hange I now ha\'e, what a great
uatiou ever had, it is not because of the Christian in- cannot see any tlling very "tender," or "enabling," benefit it would howe been to me. I love to read whut you
and admire your boldness in hitting old orthodoxv
fluences in and around it, but because it exists in a in these teachings of Jesus. A good man, he may write,
You hnrt them bad.
··
civilized nation and in the Nineteenth Century. The have been, but he was a fanatic of tile first water,
H. A. •ruuToN. Ottawa, Kansas. writes: The first numworld moves onward and upward always, and that., wllen he saw the devil I ike lightning fall from heaven. ber
of your valuable paper addressed to me as a trial
too in spite of the Christiau's creed, that would bind Luke x:l8.
subscriber hiLS come to hand, and I am more than satisfied.
I
was
for ten rears a member and an officer in an orthodo;_.n all thought to the confines of an old Jew-book
And when those, of the present day, tl10ught to be dox church,
but have laill aside the dogmas or SUJ;)()rstiliterature.
liileral men, express snell an estimate of t!iis fanatic's tion and am glad to em·otlmyself among the Freet!unkers
\V. H. H. JHnnay, ove of the star preachers of teachings, it only shows the force and habit and edu- of the age. Your pa~1er pleased two of my neighborf' so
well that both wish to become subscribers. Enclosed find
orthodox Christianity, says, Bnddhism, which is the cation, which control very lll[I.Uy, otherwise good men. the
pay for them. May the day speedily come when the
religion of more than one-half of tlle world, "llas
Quincy, Mass., Jan. 8, 1875.
scales of bigotry may fall from the eyes of all intelligent
already developed more of art and science than we
beings, and tho teachings of THE TRUTH SEEKER be exemplitled around every hearthstone in our land.
shall in five hundred years ! That the basal itlea of
Infantile Sports~ or the Brooklyn
this religion is 'the infinite ·capability of the human
J. F. BROWN, Eugene City, Oregon, writes: Your paper
has a larger circulation in this locality than any Liberal
intellect.' It always appeals to reason, and seeks to
Qmi.rtette.
paper
published in America. It is nhvnys brimful of the
win con verts only by argument and persuasion, and
choicest reading matter. an_d its size is just the thing for
AN EPIC IN FOUl\ CANTOS.
for twenty-three hundred years has neYer known but
fireside reading. J\oiy 'rnuTH SEEKERS are like a circulating
librarY; they go from l10use to house, and I believe om·
CANTO .I
one religious war, and that so small that nothing defieity contains more Libemls, ttecDrding to its size, than
nite can be learned tllJont it." He also says, '• mis- One liLtle baby girl a sigh in' for her love;
any other town in tho United Stt1tes. l\Iay THE TnuTH
sionaries who have spent years among them, testify One ttLll baby boy a callin' her his dove;
SEEKER always be found to advocate the truth and expose
the folly of priestcraft and superstition. Before a quarter
that they are kind, polite almost universally, temper- One big baby boy a smilin' on the two,
ate !\lld that indecencies of word or act are almost Ancl all of them so happy that they don't know what to do: of a century has past may the Freethinker's Church contt1in more members than til() whole combination of
ne;er seeu." Can your boasted Christianity claim While they're a smilin' and a callin' and a sighin' all the Christittnity
numbers to-day.
one of these facts to be trne of it ? Nay, it ltus
day,
ALMON MALTBY, Brighton, Mich., writes: I have never
been almost directly contrary in its influence, and And oh! the gush of i nocence when tlwy begin to play.
written you saying" I like your paper first-rate." but I
instead of appealing to the intellect, it always
think you have observed by my actions !which speak
CANTO II.
louder than words) that I do like it, and wil not be withuses every means to cx_cite the fe~lings aud pasout it, so long as it is printed and continnes to ad vocate
sions; love, hate, fear, JC111ousy, prt~e, every pas- One little baby girl u go in' to Sabbath-school;
the doctrines it does at present, whether it is issued
sion is appealed to by turns to mduce people One tall baby boy a callin' her a fool;
monthly, semi-momhly, or weekly. You sent me the first
number you issued when in Illinois. I sent you my own
to join the Church, pay in t.yth es, _be baptized. and One' big baby boy a prayin' for the two,
and live others. I have sent you some eight
saved(?) from damnation and Hell-fire! And nvers And all of them so very m:l.cl they don't know what to do; snbscription
other Rubs~riJ;Jtions, and besictes have bought several
of blood hiiVe been shed iu its religious Will'S ! It has \\.hile they're prayin' and a call in' umla go in' all the day, books of you. I now take two copies of the_paper, one to
give my Christiun friends to reud. This, I think, is the
not existed as iL religion of auy moment half as long And oh! the gnsh of penitence when they begin to pmy.
kind of pruise tlmt helps, and the kind you need,
~s Buddhism and as for the momlity of its followers,
CANTo Ill.
their tempcr~nce ant! dc~enc!J., you haven't mu?l~ to
J. W. GmsoN, Gentryville, Mo., writes: Please send Ill<'
One
little
baby
girl
a
keepin'
from
her
love;
TnE TuuTH SEEKEU for six months. I like the style of
boast of in that line, constdermg· your opportttmtws !
the
paper und its fearless onslaught on the stronglwlds
One
tall
baby
boy
a
worryin'
his
dove:
For will you have as long 11s you take the sacred (?J
of snperstition. You stand on tlw skirmish lintl in the
volume as your guide in these matters. Hespectfnlly, One big baby boy a ween in, without end,
advance·guardof theLiber[Ll army. Woof the Liberal
And all a rnal{in' statements to a t•m·y"mutual friend,"
nrmy may view the "promised land" from Pisgah ·s lofty
ELMTNA D. SLENKEH.
While they're weepin' and a worryin' and 11 keepin' all heights, with tear-dimncd eyes, though we may not liv"
Snowville, Va.
to
enter it.
the day.
"My soul anticiputes the duy,
---·---~.............,. -·-~-And oh I the gnsh of lively times while tboy kce)J up the
When error shall be slain;
And heaven-born truths spread far and wide
play.
LYl{CHING A 1\fiNIS:t'ER FOU PREACHING HELL.- A man
O'er
falsehood's beaten plain.
CANTO IV.
died rocentl y at Sutter Creek who had never adhered to
1\fRS. HELEN MAR BILLINGS. Fabius. N.Y .. m·ito~: 'rhu
tmy particular beliof in uny specified system of roligion, One little baby girl u wanderin' in tho street:
short time I lmvo been t1 reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
but who bore the reputation of being a liberal, kind-heart- One tall baby boy a callin' her a cheat;
has led me to conclude that I must have it, for at least, one
One
big
baby
boy
a
lookin'
at
the
sky,
year together with a Copy Of the HEATHENS OF 1'HE HEA'l'H,
ed man and good citizen. A minister \HIS reuuested to
in
cloth. I have read ExETER HALL and like it much. If
And
all
of
them
a
snyin',
"How
hnn·iblu
you
lie,"
conduct tho funeral scnice, and the good man during his
the Heathens is as good, or better, I shall be nlen~ed to
discourse suid in ell'cct that the deceaseJl lmd not the While they're a lookin' and a call in' [Lncl a \Yttnllorin' all peruse the same. We also read 'l'he Index, which we call
an ex~ellent paper, but our neighbors rnnnot divino its
the clay;
least chance of sttlvation, but had macle a boo-line for the
so readily as tho~e of THE TRUTH SEEKEn. Tile
hot place. Those who heard him were indignant, and And oh I the gush of public scorn ut the saintly littlo )Jlay. contents
mass of the people want facts in language, which is
that evening a party of men went to the minister's house,
simple and easily understood. 1he Index is more for addragged him out of bocl, put a rope around his neck, de1\Iu. llEECHEll has not cried once uuring his <Jross exum- vanced thinkers, and must, in the main. be supported b}·
R
,
that class of minds, who are now, and will be for some
claring they would hang him. He begged hard for life, ination! Neither hus B rother 'HEAmiA)ol
·
time to come. in a decided minority. THE 'l'llUTH SEBKEll,
tlllll finally retracted the aspersions he had cast upon the
A HoMAN Catholic priest in Troy mtdces frequent rounds on the other hand\ timely steps forward and takes the
masses by the hanu and leads the'!ll pleasantly along, and
deceased, and promised to leave the phteo at onee. He
was then released, 1ind the next clay he packed lliJ his ef- of the saloons ln his varish, to liOO if any of his congre· teaches them to think for themselves. Please accept my
li'atlon are drunkari;ls,
, b41st wishli1S,
Iects and left.-Califund.~ l'apeJ',
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PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;
OR

A

Code of Directions for A voiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK. 1\'I.D .. Editor of the Herald of Health.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.- Tilton's Golden Age.
.
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.-liew Yo1·k Matl.
The pri?e by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

WELLS'

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOKI
FIFTY YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES ! !

fver1 Man ~is own Lawyer,

PLAIN HOME TALK.
AND
Medical Common Sense.

AND

Business Form Book.

BY E. B.

BY JOHN G. WELLS.

A Complete Guide in all Matters of Law
and Business Negotiations.
E01·EVERYSTATEJNTHE UNION.

With full Instructions for proceeding
without legal assistance in suits and Busines!;l Transactions of every description.
Containing: Legal Forms of Deeds,
Mortgages. Leases, AffidavitA,Depositions,
Bonds, Orders. Contracts, Powers of Attorney Certificates of Citizenship. Agreements.' Assignments, Awards. Declarations. Demands, Letters of Credit, Arhitration PartnershiP, Releases, Wills, Codicils,
Submissions, Land Jointures, Tenants'
and Landlords' Receipts. Public Lands,
Sent by Mail for $1.
Lady Agents vVanted. Land Warrants, Composition with Creditors Oaths, Satisfaction of l\fortagages,
Pre:emption Laws, Marriage and Divorce,
Patent Laws, with full Instructions to Inventors; Pension Laws, with full Instructions to enable the discharged soldier or
sailor to procure back pay, pensions.bounties, and all war claims;, the Laws of the
different States concermng Property Exempt from E~ecutton, Collection 9f J?ebts.
l\fechanic"' L1ens"Con.tmcts, Lim1tat.wn of
Actions, Usury. '-!Uahftcat!ons of Vote_rs.
Licenses to sell Goods, etc. Also, contmning the Internal Revenue Laws. Stamp
Duties Post,Office and Custom House RegBY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
lations'. Constitution of the United States,
with Amendments, the whole action of the
Government in relation to Reconstruction
25,000 COPIES SOLD
and tha Freeman, Seals of the different
States. with descriptions, etc,
There is no class of the community, male
or female, who have, or expect to have any
property, or who have any ri~hts or privileges which require protectwn. who will
not be greatly benefitted and advantaged
by the possession of the book. It will save
them money. save them trouble. save them
time save them litigation and lawYers'
fees 'and give them information which nobody can afford to be without.
We have no hesitation in saying that this
Work will be found the most comprehen&ivA reliable, and indispensable BUSINES's "!\'IAN'S GEIDE eYer published in
this or any other country: in fact. a work
which individuals in any class, in any community, cannot afford to be without.
As an attest of what we state. we refer to
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
the free encomiums of the leading press of
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by this country; or to any of the 100,000 indiitB perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated, in improving and giv- viduals who have purchased the present
edition and have had occasion to use the
ing a higher direction and value to human life. CAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
work, or have taken the trouble to examine
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and it.
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number A Few Extracts from the Many F'latlering
Notices of the P1•ess,
and sex ~f offspring are controlled, and valuable info_rmation in regard to the begetWells' Every Man bis Own Lawyer, and
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children: It is high-toned. and should be
Business Form Book. New York: John G.
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Aoents wanted.
Wells. As a legal adviser always at hand
to instruct the reader how to proceed in
S Y N 0 P S I S 0 F C 0 N T E N T S.
suits and business transactions of all
kinds; as a form book, to enable the best
The Origin of Life.
Sexual Generation.
learned to draw deeds, mortgages, leases,
The Physiology of MenstruaImpregnation.
orders. wills, etc.; as a ~uide in regard to
the laws of the various States, concerning
Embryology.
tion.
exemptions, liens, limitations of actions,
Pregnancy.
Lactation.
and so on, the volume in question is cerParturition.
Regulation of the number of tainly invaluable to men of business; and
it
is not surprising that a hundred thouThe Law of Sex.
Offspring.
sand copies soon found their way into the
The Theory of Population.
The Law of Sexual Inter- homes
and counting-houses of the multiHereditary Transmission.
course.
tude. Here we have not only all the various changes in the laws of the different
Rights of Offspring.
Beautiful Children.
States; the Patent Laws, the Pension Laws,
Good Children.
Woman's Dress.
the Homestead Laws, the Internal Revenue
Monstrosities.
Intermarriage.
Laws, etc., with full instructions to all who
may be interested in them. The publisher
Temperamental Adaptation.
Miscegenation.
has been determined to make this work
The Conjugal Relation.
Union for Life.
complete~p,nd, to our thinking, he has S\lCCourtship:
Choosing a Wife.
ceeded. 1~0 business man or woman can
with safety be without a copy of it.-New
Cb.oosing a Husband.
Woman's Superiority.
York 'l'irnes.
Marrying and Giving in MarThe Marriageable Age.
This work has been received with great
riage.
Old Age.
favor, and attained a large sale. The most
implicit confidence can be placed upon the
work as an authority on all the subjects
which it treats.-Philadelphia Aae.
As to the utility and convenience of this
work to all business men, there can be no
question.-Ghicaao Republican.
It is in fact, a book fllled with tlw most
valuable information for everynitizen: you
can purchase in this book what may be
worth hundreds of dollars to you.-St.
Louis DisPatch.
It is emphatically of the highest utility
to every man, be our business what it may.
-Pittston Gazette,
For every-day reference we have found
it the most convenient of all books. For
practical utility to every one cannot be
over-estimated. Men of every class will
flnd in this work just what they want,
I@IP.N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University. says the above book is the best of its phtinly, clearly, and practically statcd.kind ever published, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above Ban(Jor Democrat,
·This excellent work should be in the
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
hands of every farmer and business man
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is con- -Gincinnati
'l'irnes,
stantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
~'he work embraces 650 large 12mo pp.,
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address
Bg~~~-printed on f\nQ paper, handsomely
PRICE, Cabinet Library Binding, $2 25.
Adflress
D, 1\'I. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.
3:15 Broadway, N.Y.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, 1\'I.D.
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without _the
slightest circumlocution, and is more to the pomt than many larger works.- New 1 ork
Tribune.
.
. . l't
l ·t·1sry..
One of the best contributwns
to recen t I 1yg1em~
1 erat ure.- B os. D a-t·z!1 A ~"I!?
What is particularly attractive about this book 1s the absence of all hyg1emc blgotry.-Ghristian Reoister.
.
One man's mother and another man's Wlfe send me word that these are the most
wholesome and practical rec_ipes they ever saw.-E. R. B1·anson.
I am deligbted wtth it.-H. D. Baker. }.f,D., of Michioan State Board of Health.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

lll

Sociology.

D. M. BEiNNE.TT,

I

FOOTE,

M. D.

A Most Remarkable Work, JYUbli.~hed in
bot}~ tlte English and Ge?"Tftan
Lnnguages.
CONTAINING
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Pr·ice. $3.25.
IT contains a full description of all Diseases given in plain language ada_ptecl to
the Comprehension of the General Public;
with the most Rational. Reformative treatment. It contains a vast amount of valuttble Information not to be found in any
other Medical Work.
PART I.

This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
mental and nervous derangements-how
we violate our moral nature. The food we
eat, its conversion into bone, musrie, &c.;
The liquids we drink; The atmosphere we
live in; The clothes we wear; Bad habits
of children and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood and womanhood ; (these essaY.s
are startling in nature and remarkably 11lustrated). The male and fen>ale element
in nature; The ethics o! sexual association: Prostitution; its moral and __physieal
effects; Unhappy marriages; Why they
are detrimental to the nervous and vascular fluids: Wealtl,).; :Failures in business;
Excessive study; m.elancholy; How to preserve the health of children; The physioIQ&'ical instruction of children : Sleep :
CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; Ther!l,Peutic
electricity; Animal magnetism ; Water;
Woman doctors ; Rapacious doctors.
PART II.
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catarrh; Chronie Affections of the Throat;
Consumption (this essay on Consumption
should be read by everybody}; Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels;
Dyspepsia; Constipation; Diarrhea; Piles:
Aches and pains; Neuralgia; Rheumatism;
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
of the Heart; Chronic Affections of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the Kidneys;
Private words for Women; Derangements
of the Menstrual Function, Falling of the
the Womb ; Vaginal affections; Amorous
Dreams; Man-hating; Sexual DysP.epsia;
Ovarian Diseases ; Hints to the Oh1ldless;
Causes of Sterility: Local Diseased Condition of Man and Wife: ExcessivA Amativeness: Temperamental Inadaptation. How
to Promote Child-bearing; Private Words
to Men; Diseases of the Male Organs; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; OtherChronlC Diseases,
PART III.

PLAIN TALK.
This part treats of the Sexual Organs ;
The Causes of their Disgrace ; Their Influence on Physical Development, and on
health ; Their Influence on the Social Position of Women, and on Civilization; (the
philosophy of this subject is fully discussed
on all conceivable points;) History of Marriage ; History of Polygamy ; History, Customs and Principles of the Oneida Community; History, Customs and Practices of
Mormonism: Early Customs; Hi3tory of
l'lionogamy; The Advantages and Disadvantages of both Systems; Historical Chips
with reference to Marriage; Marriage as it
is in Barbarism and Civilization; 1\'Iarriage
in the Old and New World ; Defects of the
Marriage Systems; Demerits of Polygamy
and Monogamy; The Remedy; Sexual Immorality, Causes and Cure.
PART IV.
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULAR MARRIAGE
This part treats of How Marriage may be
better than it is· What we Want; Adaptation
in Marriage; "\Vhat Constitutes Mental and
Physical Adapbttion; The Vital Temperaments; What Combinations are Best; Why
Marria_ge is now a Lottery; Mental Marril!«eS; Physical Marriages; Philosophy of
Elopements; sexuall\ioderation; Its effects
upon both sexes; Jealousy; Its Infa(lible
Remedy; The Intermarriage of Relatives;
Fssays for Married People; The Wife the
Equal Partner; Sleeping Apart; Conception,
Sexual Indifference· Food for Expectant
Mothers; Card to l'llarried People: Child
Marking, its Philosophy; Larger liberties
should be allowed to ladies to contract or
p_ropose marital assoeiation; Card to the
Unmarried.
This brief summary gives bllt an inade,
quate idea of the interesting character, originality, practicability and instructiveness
of this wonderful work.
Every Family wishing a Medical Work of
the very Highest Order. <'annat afford to be
without DR. FOOTE'S

PLAIN HOME TALK and
MEDICAL COI\IMON SENSE,

With each copy is. presented a splenditl
Chromo. entitled "Throw Physic to the
Dogs," renresenting a pretty girl adminlstering medicine to some five sick canines,
Enclose the Price of the Wo1·lc, $3.25, to
D. M. BENNE'J."l', 335 Broadway, N.Y.
Publisher of THE ·TRUTH SEEKER.
and Dealer in all Liberal, Spiritualistic ·
and Scientijic Books. Sent post-paid by mail
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A NEW BOOK.

CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER.

THE

The Need of the World
IS SIQlENCE;

Doctrine of Descent

Read tlte Books wltwh Impa1·t Knowledge,

AND DARWINISM.

Appleton's Scientific Series.

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT. of the
University of Strasburgh.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind. It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-six illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's soecial philosophy, giving in clear language a comprehensive view of the subject.
It is eminently a whole library in one
volume, and we reeommend it in the highest terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
D.l\1. BBNNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEAL'l'H COOKERY BOOK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to ret.ain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to ouestionswhichmost people are anxious to know nearly one hundred vages devoted to the best healthful
recioes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children so as to get the best bodily develooment, Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate <>hildren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00, postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broad way, N. Y.

THE CODS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.

I. THE FORMS OF WATER in RAIN AND
RIVERS, IcE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyndall, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
II. PHYSICS AND POLITICS; or
THOUGHTS ON THE APPLICATION OF THi
PRINCIPLES OF "NATURAL SELECTION''
AND " INHERITANCE" TO PoLITICAL SoCIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50.
Postl1ge, 15 cents.
III. FOODS .• By Dr. Edward Smith. Illustrated. Price, $1.75; postage.15 cents.
IV. MIND AND BODY; THE THEORIES oF
THEIR RELATION. By Alexander Bain,
LL.D. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
V. THE S1'UDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herbert Spencer. Price, $1.50; oostage, 15
cents.
VI. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Prof.
Joseph P. Cooke, of Howard University. Illustrated. Price, $2 ; pas tage, 15
cents.
VII. ON 'J'HE CONSElWATION OF ENERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart. 14
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
cents.
VIII. ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, WALKING, SWIMMING AND FLYING. By Dr. J.
B. Pettigrew. M.D., F.R.S.
119 Illustrations. Price, S1.75; postrLge,15 cents.
IX. RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DISEASE. By Dr. HenryMaudsley. Price,
Buy the Best.
Price $7 .50.
$1.50; oostage, 15 cents.
SIXTY THOUSAND SOLD IN 'rWO YEARS!
X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
Medal awarded at the N.Y. State Fair, 1874; First Premium at Western N.Y. Fair,
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
1874; 12 State Fair Premiums taken the past year; also, Silver llfedal of Honor at Penn.
cents.
State Fair, 1874.
This gem of a Washing Machine has claims on public attentivn that few machines XL ANIMAL l\fECHANIS~I; or, AERIAL
AND 1'ERRESTlliAL LocoMOTION. By C.
possess.
We have tried it and find it all that it is claimed for it.- West Rw·al.
J. Marey, P1·ofessor of the College of
We have thoroughly tested the Calkins' Chamoion Washer and find it in all respects
:France; lVIember of the Academy of
simple, durable and cheap; efficient in its work, and capable of doi~g. all that IS
Medicine. P11ris. 117 Engravings. Price,
claimed for it. We endorse the Champion and recommend the ftrm.-P,·a·!rte Farmer.
$1.75; postage, 15 ceuts.
We have seen the machine in oper1.1tion, and feel safe in recommending it to our
XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BEreaders.-Moore's Ru1·al New Yo1·ke1'.
Almost every family will buy it, after seeing it in use. Send for descriptive CircuTWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
By John W. Draper, M.D., LL.D. Price,
lars and Terms to Canvassers. CALKINS' CHAMPION WASHER CO.,
Sl. 75; post11ge, 15 cents.
106 Chambers Street, New York, and 207 South Clark Street, Chicago, Ill.
XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
Having made soecial arrangements with the Company, we can seud it by Express to
DARWINIS~I. An able examination of
all parts of the country, at the Company's price. In connection with THE TRUTH
the entire subject; with 26 wood cuts.
SEEKER, we send it at a greatly reduced price.
By Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
D. M. BENNETT,
University of Strasburg. Price, $1.50:
335 BroadwaY. New York
postage, 15 cents.

A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,"" Individuality," and ·• Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
press, in force, clearness and incisiveness,
none eQual these admirable lectures. The
work- ought to be in the library of every
A Wide-awake Spi1'itualistic and
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Social Ref(n-m J ou1•nal.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
Prominent among the reforms ad vacated
D. M. BENNETT,
in HULL'S CRUCIBLE are the folloWing:
335 Broadway, N.Y.
1. REFORMS IN RELIGION, SUCh 3S sha.\1 UO
away with many of the outward forms and
restore the power of godliness.
2. REFORMS IN 'l'HE GoVERNMENT, such as
shall do away with the Rings, Cliques and
l\I0nopolies, and put all matters concerning the Government of the People into the
hands of the Peoole.
3. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONS
'l'HE OLDES'l' REFORM JOURNAL
OF CAPITAL AND LABOR. such as shall secure
IN 'l'HE UNI'l'ED S'l'A'l'ES
to Labor. the producer of Capital, the conWill commence its 45th year April18, 1875. trol of Caoital.
4. REFORMS REGULATING THE RELATIONS
PUBLISHED EVERY W ED NE SD AY
oF THE SEXES TO EACH OTHER, such as shall
at 1!4 Washington street, Boston ,lVIass., by secure to every member of each sex the
entire control of their own person, and
JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
place Prostitution in or out of :I!Iarriage
HORACE SEAVER, Editm·.
for money or any other cause, out of the
question.
PnroE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
Any thought calculated to benefit humanof a 'fwo-Cent Stamp to pay the postage.
ity, whether coming und!Jl: any !Jf the
The Investipator is devoted to the Liberal above, or any other proposJtJons, Will find
cause in reilgion; or, in other words, to a cordial welcome in the columns of HuLL's
Universal Mental Liberty. Independent CRUCIBLE.
in all its discussions, discarding superstiHULL'S CRUCIBLE joins hands with all Hetious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its ool umns to things of this forms and Reformers of whatever S~hool,
and
welcomes any ideas, however unpopuworld alone, and leaves the next. if there
be one, to those who have entered its un- lar. calculated to benefit humanity.
Those interested in a live Reformatory
known shores. Believing that it is the duty of mortals to work for the interest or Journal. aro invited to hand in their subthis wm·ld. it confines Itself to things of this scriptions.
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
TERMS:
from those who are fond of sound reas.oning. good reading. reliable news. anec- One Subscription, 52 numbers - - - $2.50
26
1.25
dotes. science, art, and a useful Family
13
0.65
Journal. Reader, olease send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
All Letters. l\foney Orders and Drafts
if you are not satisfied with the way the should be audressed,
Investigator is c~md ucted, we won't ask you
MOSES HULL & CO.,
to continue with us any longer. Now is
24 Newcomb St., Boston,
the time to sttbsvribe.

HULL'S CRUCIBLE;

THE

Boston Investigator !
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BOOKS!
D. M.

B~NE'l''l',

BOOKS!!
Editor 'l'ruth Seeker.

BES7' AND CHEAJ.>ES'l'

SEEDS

Wishes the Public to remember he is In America or Money Refunded.
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
Buy direct from GROWER chorLper than
and Progre.ssive Works of all kinds.
Can beat the world on priceb, Quality.
Books by the jollowh1g Modern Author's dil't.
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
kept in Stock :
A nice Floral and Garden Guide free.
Wholesale list for Scodsmen free.
Huxley,
R. H. SHUliiWAY.
Dal·,vin,
till Apl. 15.
Rockford. Ill.
Tyndttll,
Herbe tt StJeuees:,
J. Stuart nun.
Froude,
L. Fuerbtteh,
Dr. Louis BueehncJ.·,
Thomas Buckle,
Louis Fi.-.·uier,
Sir Jo'int Lubbuek,
Charles Bt'tt<lla ugll
Robt. Dale o,,.ren,
Ste}J!ten Pearl Andre,vs,
A. J. Davis,
P1·of. '"rut. Denton,
B. F. UndeJ.·wood,
1-l n<lsou Tuttlt~,

As well as numerous other avtlw1·s.
Books on
St~ienee,

Tile A1·ts,
l'tletlleine,
Theology,
La,v,
History,
Biog1·a }Jhy,
Literstu1·e,
Ro1uanee.
Poetry.

And all Miscellaneous Subjects furnished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
Express or 1vfuil as directed.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 BROADWAY,

Will
mailed Free
to all applicants. This
one o£ the
and most
Catalopublished. It
printed on beautitinted paper, con6 pages, two elecolored plates, over
:flue engravings, and
full descriptions, prices,
directions for planting about
varieties of Vegetable
Seeds, B e d d i n g
Roses, &c., and is invaluable
to Farmer, Gardener and Florist.
Address,
D. M. FERRY & CO.
Seeds!llen and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.
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nose,andageneralairofsorrowand ex-JlOIWill make you an ANNUAL SUB-1.
haustion that appealed at once to our teni
SCitiBER to four numbers of
i

~~Er;p~E~~~:e~:~:g~=!~~=~l~i~:!i~!~~~ Ci fHRICHS' QUARTtRl Y,
1

IT is easy enough to make the acc1uaint'
·Containing prices. descriptions and
ance of apple dealers. "Buy their fruits- eel her breath, she asked:
"Is there >L loryer's office in this builFashion-Plates of La<lies' >tn' Chi!yo shall know them.''
din'?"
dreu's Suits, Ladies' Underwear. InCT
fant's Wear, Real Laces and Dress
IF you want to teach a dog arithmetic,
We answered in the affirm!Ltive, but
Trimmings, Hat Feathers, Flowers,
tie up one of his paws, and he will put we are sorry to say that the legal gentleRibbon's, etc., toget'ler with the
man was out of town.
Jt.T choicestselections of Literature. wit
,Jown three and carry one every time.
and
wisdom.
" Out of town, ell? Well I s'pose I'll have .·-"',.
l'l
Our
quarterly will place within
"HULLO, bnb! trying to get an appetite to find some other loryer, I kem in town 1
your reach the best goocls at the Jowfor your dinner 'I" "Well, n-o-o, not ex. th'mg fl xec1 up, an 'I t)1 subscription.
est prices. Only
10 cents for a year's
a purpose to l1ave t h lS
First
issue now ready
actly; fact is, I'm trying to get a dinner for ain't a going back on til I know whether
Subscribe at once,
my appetite."
there is any law an' ekeity in this country."
·
EHRICH & CO.,
HAVE you "Blasted Hopes?" asked a
" ,·tn·' " El'ghtll ,,, e .. N.Y.
We ventured to remind tho dame that
_8 1 u 28 "
_.,
young lady of a librarian with a handker- Iawing was a losing business in the encl. ~Please state in what 1Japm· yoit saw
chief tied over his jaw. "No, ma'am." said and should be resorted only in tho most 0
aggravated cases.
' this ailvm·tisement.
__
he," It's only a blasteJ toothache."
"Aggravated cases!" she screeched, and
"THREE and sixpence per gal!" exclaim- the manuscript in the basket rattlod viae
'J..'O LOVERS OF MUSIC,
ed Mrs. Pat·dington. looking over the Price lently.
"Young man. it is the most aggravated A New Work on this interesting Subject.
Ourrent. ''Why, bless me, what is the
world a coming to, when gals are valuled at case you ever heanl of. Yon ken never
only three and sixpence?"
know the nnguish of a 1nother's heart_
when her only darter goes astray an' folBY PROF'. IEAAC L. RICE
"WHY, Ichabod, I thought you got mar- lass after false idols.
P.I.RT
I.-Ali
Pxamination of Anoientl\iuried more'n a year ago?" "\Vel!, Annt
"Your daughter has had trouble, then?" sic among the Chinese, Hindoos, Persians,
,Jerusha, it was talked of, but I found that
"No, it's me what's havin the trouble; Egyptians and Grecians, down to tho presthe girl and all her folks were oppos- but she's a cansin it-she an' that tarnal ent age. 'l'he views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbert Spencer upon Music are freely
ed to it, and so I just gave them all the mit- sheep-facod preacher."
criticizml.
ten, and let the thing drop."
"Ah! a minister in the case! I think I un
PAHT II contains the Author's Ori_g-inal
Theory concerning the lllission of il'lusic,
A CoUPLE of disputatious neighbors were clm·stancl. Snch things are becoming too investigating wJ.at U i.<.
contending as to which is the oldest busi- common; alas! too frequent. The cloth is
It is a work that cannot fail to interest
ness in the world. when the wife of one of being brought into clisrepute by such and instruct every lowr of the •· Divine
scoundrels,'
who
steal
the
livery
of
he:wcn
Art."
Price. post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
them, with her babe in her arms, silenced
50 cents.
Address
them by declaring that the oldest business to serve the devil in,' Poor girl!"
D. M. BENNETT,
" Pore nothin'! She's a brazen buzzy to
in the world is the mo·senJ business.
835 Broadway, N. Y.
go back on her mother's teachin.' Lord

1

A Su.•mAY-SCHOOL teacher told her class
about the wise and foolish virgins, and
asked them the next Sunday to repeat the
story. All but one little miss had forgotten, and she only remembered that it was
about" thom women who forgot their kerosene."
THE BIBLE AS A SCHOOL BooK.- Scholm·
( t·eadin;;)," These are the children which
Milcah bore."
School Mann.-" Stop ! that is wrong ;
read it over."
Scholar.-" These are the children which
Milcah bare."
School j)fm·m.-" That will do. That is
quite possible. They might milk a bear.
hut they could not milk a boar."
THE other clay a New York lady went to
pay her respects to one of the latest arrivals on the list of babyhood, when the following colloQUY took place between her
and tlte little four-year old sister of the
new comer: "I have come for that baby
now," said the lady. "You ean't have it,''
was the reply. "But I must; I came over
on purpose," urged the visitor. "We can't
sp!tre it at all," persisted the child," but
I'll get a piece of paper, and you can cut
out a pattern."
AN old farmer employed a son of Erin to
work for him on the farm. Pat was constan1ly misplaciGg the end-boards in the
<Jart-the front board behind and the tail
. board in front, which made the old gentleman very irritabl(). To prevent blunders,
he painted on both boards a large "B,"
then calling Pat to him and showing him
the boards. said: •· Now, you block-head,
you need make no mistake, as they are now
both marked. This (pointing to ono board)
is' B' for before, and that (indicating the
tail-board) is' B' for behind,'' whereupon
the old gentleman marched off with great
dignity.
A :\:IISSOURI CLERGYMAN ACCUSED.
BU'r HIS OFFENSE IS NOT OF A VERY SERIOUS NATURE,
An old lady cume up to the office Wedroesday. She was worn and tired from
elimbing the winding stairs, and she sank
ttlmost breathless into the wuste basket,
putting the poems and stories it contained
to the only press they will cvor know.
'l'here was a troubled, anxious look on
her face. a pair of l:'reen spectacles on her

knows I've all us tried to raise he1· right."
"But you must consider, my good woman, that your daughter had peculia!•
temptations. You must make allowance
for the fact that. the tempter came to her
in holy garb imposing upon her confidence
in the assumed character of a spiritual
adviser, silenc·ing the voice of her conscince with cunningly chosen scriptural
QUotations. Yon must not be severe on
her."
•· Well, Hanner was a'bedient girl till he
kern foolin' around. He kern to tne house
purtr often, but I didn't s'pose nothin'\Yas
wrong till a week ago, when Hanner tole
me, Then I guv him a mighty big pieee of
my mincl."
" He denied it of course?"
"No, he didn't. He said he had dune his
dooty as a Christian. An' his congregation are all tickled over it. an' that's what
makes me bile."
"Why, that is an aggravated case. That
he should be guilty of such a thing is bad
enough ; that he should call it the performance of a duty is worse, and that his
congregation should uphold him in such
vile practices is beyond belief."
"Well, it's so an I want to get a loryer
to issoo a conjunction or injectmGmt or
somethin, to stop it."
"I fear there is no legal redress, unless
it is n matter of very recent occurrence.
A bill has passed the legislature governing
such cases but it wont work backward."
" What is in that bill?" asked the old
lady, her face lighting up with a new hope.
"It makes it obligatory upon the man to
either marry the woman or supvort the
chi-"
"What!" shrieked the woman springing
up with a suddenness that sent the basket
of unacknowledged genius half way across
the room.
"You baril-headed idiyot! My girl ain't
no such fool as that! You editors think
you're sn1art, an' you're alluss s'posen
things wusner'n they are. I've been a lifelong l\fethodist. and I've tried to raise my
dorterthesame faith, but that tarnal 'Piscopalyun Dreacher has got her to 'gre to jine
his chure-11. I'm her natoral garjeen an' I
ain'c ago in to 'low Iter to do it. Ef she can't
get along with the same religion hor mother's got she shant have any. '.rhat's the
whole case, an' there no marryin' nur
o'portin nur Buecherin' in it."
From- the way tho old lady bumped
along clown the stairs we fear she was unduly agitated.
We sllallnevor jump to another conclusion.-no, not if should li<' within an inch
of our nose, and pointed proef:; wore
pressing again:;t us on each ~>ide allfl
bllhind,

Positively
$50,00 'North of Information
give~.;

for GO cents, concerfiing Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens.
BY A CLOSE OBSERVER.
How to keep han-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance of eggs, even in winter. How to prevent hens from ever wanting to set, and
how to make them set. How to preserve
eggs good one year. An easy plan to do it.
Enclose 60 cents with order for full directions. Address,
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BALSAM FOR THE LUNGs.
•

HALL'S

01. '·

"NUMBERS is what does the business,'•
shouted a man who lives on Mechanic
street. "When my wifP is alone, I can reason with her and run things to suit myself,
but when her mother is around, I am not
P-Ven a stockholder in the concern."

DR WM HALL'S

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the oPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNdGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriate surfaces
ease
produces.which the venom of the dis-

:t_ ·,

Music~"

......

THE GREAT AMERICAN GONSUMP·
TIVE REMEDY

.J:lv

"What is

.. .

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for

II

COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUliWNIA,
BRONCHI'I.'IS,
AS'l'H:rtiA,
SPIT'l'ING OF BLOOD,
CROUl',
WHOOPING COUGH.
And all other diseases of
organs.

tlHl

respiratory

HALL'S BALSAllf is sold everywhere,
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE lllOST .?0'\'\'ERFUL HEALING
AGENT :EVER DISCOVERED.

CAHBOLlC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
CARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pa.ins of burns.
CAl~BOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptwns.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples a1Hl
blotches.
CAHBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
bruises.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
the most popul.ar r!Jmedy for Dyspepsia,
HeartQurn. Ind1gestwn, and other hke disorders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and still maintain their unrivalled
popularity. Price $1 per bottle,

E. D. BLAKEMAN,

Circleville, 0.
[i\Ir. Blakeman is a school-boy friend of
ours. We know him well; he is entirely
Toothache Anodyne
reliable, and the information he has to impart upon the poultry subject is valuable.- Subdues the most Agonizing 'l'oothachc Jn
ED. T.S.l
One i\Iinute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere.
JOHN F. HENRY, CUHRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Place. N. Y.
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should read a copy of

DR. TOWNSLEY'S

·Every Person
PROFESSOR DRAPER'S

REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

CATARRH CURE,

Religion and Science.
Prof. Dra],er stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works havo don() and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
Sent by mail, postage vaid, on receipt of
price, $1.75. Adclre~~
D. J,I. BENNE'.r'.r.
335 Broadway.
·- --------

For Ch1'ldren and y outh.
Amusement and lnstructiou.
BLAKEMAN'S
TWO HUNDBED

P oetioal Riddles,
ON A GREAT VARIETY Oll' SUBJECI'S.

IN'J'ERES'l'ING

AND

NJ~W!

PUBLISHED BY

D. M. BENNETT,
3~5

Broadway, New York.
illlnt postpai•l on reeeipt nf Pri•Je-~o oents,

What is Catarrh? It is an affection of
the head, which mnv end in Deafness partial or total Blindness, diseases of the
throat and vocal organs, and even in Consumption.
In nine cases out of ten, when people
fancy they have only a "cold in the head"
tlteyhaveCATAHHH!
'
It is a terrible disease and should not bo
trifled with. The Best Remedy known for
it is that prepared by the Rev. R. B. Lockwood. whlCh has the enclorsement of such
eminent physicinns as Dr. Geo. N Tibbles
of Hudsqn CitY:, N. J.: Dr. W. H.' Newell,
Jersey C1ty Hmghts; Dr. A. B. Laidlaw,
Hudson City, N. J.; and of such clistingnishe_d ministers as Rev. w. H. Dikeman,
New YorJ::~ Rev. W. H. llfcCormack, 1\It.
Hern:on, l~ •.J,. aJ:!d very many others.
Tins med1ClllO 1s prepared in oood faith
and may be relied on in every case to effect
a permanent and speedy cure.
Rev. R B. Lockwood's NASAL DOUCHE
to facilitate the use of the CATAI:ItH CUHJ!J
is indispensable to insure the cure of obstinate chronic cases nnd will be found
VRluable in all stages of the disease.
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's LIVElt AND
S'J'OlVIACH PILLS, for the cure of DYSPEPSI4- anq all disorders of the Stomach
and Dtgestlv<:~ Organs, have the highest
recomruendatwn from the thousands who
have used them.
R"<ad carefully !he pamphlet that accompames the mediCme.

JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & 00
SOLE ACENTS,
8 and 9 Co'! logo Place, N. Y.

FQr sale by ail Druv,glets. Price 50
each.

<'lllUtll

DEVOTED

TU

SCIENCE,MORALS,FR.t::E THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE .

•

OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,.
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everyth1ng that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason to~g·ether;" Let us hear a,ll sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is good."

Vol.

~.

No.1~.

I D. :ivi. BENNETT,
\ EDITOR

&

PROPRIETOR.

}

NEW YOHK, MAY 15. 1875.

I

335BROADWAY, }
\ SINGLE COPIES. 8 CTS.

$1 •75 per

'\.T
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1\fR. FRANK BIRD, the recent C>tndidate for the Governorship of l\1assachusetts, says: "From the time I saw
that Mr. Beecher would not arrest 1\irs. Woodhull for that
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
publication, a conclusion was forced upon my mind, and
TERMS:
I am sorry to say that every development since then has·
One Cox.y, one Year ...................................... $1.75 added to that conviction."
"
"
Six l\Ionths ................................... 1.00
"
"
each Month. making a Monthly ............. 1.00
THE Rev, '.rhomas Barnard, an English clergym:w of
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one the Established Church, got rather drunk in London. and
in that condition went to the Globe Theatre, where Lydia
address.
(]nnadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents addi- Thompson had been playing in burletique. A new pieee
tional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
was produced that night, and 1\Iiss Thompson did not appear in it. The clergyman was so enraged by disappointRATES OF ADVERTISINC.
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch ment that he shouted and hissed, and therefore was arrested.
for subsequent insertions.

WINWDOD READE, the well-known author of books of
travel is dead.
"SHE is my mother-in-law, with all that the ·name implies," said a witness in an Indi.anapolis lawsuit.
ONLY seven of the sixty-one cardinals who witnessed
the Pope's elevation to the Pontificial throne are still
living.
ONE WHo WAsN'T KisSED.-Thus far no one has accused
any of the parties to the Tilton-Beecher case of kissing
Mrs. Morse.-Oincinnati Commercial.
RECOVERING His ME''ORY.-Since Mr. Beecher left the
stand, his memory is said to be slowly but burely recovering.-St. Louis Ropublican.
"DoEs the Lord love a mttn who spends at a church festival the money he owes his washerwoman?" is a question
1tsked by a Pensylvania paper.

traction. He swears on the witn<>ss stand that the f'howing of the pistol was purely accidental, ancl had nothing
to do with the surrender of Mrs. Tilton's letter. As a lie
is the intent to deceive. Beecher has lied once. on his own
testimony. Beecher in his sworn statement, represented
Moulton as a blackmailer,and purposly caused that impression to go abroad. He swears that he did not so
regard him-all his testimony shows that he did not, and
shows that this theory was merely the trick of the la\Vl'ers,
He swears that the lawyer~ forced him to utter lie number two. Inocence needs no lawler's tricks. Haviug, ioi
effect sworn that he lied in calling Moulton a blackmailer,
and having sworn that he liecl in representing that Moulton threatened him with a pistol, we are prepared to believe that he has not altogether clung to the truth when he
1\b. BEECHER is author of some thirty-five volumes. said he didn't.-Oin. Enquin1·.
Before he finally steps down and out, we suggest that he
LovE IN THE CHURCH.-The Methodist c'hurch at Notadd two oi· three more to his distinguished productions.
Let one be a work on Kissina ..w-ith a critieal analysis of the tingham, Manitoba, r"cently had double service of a most
di.ffe1·rnt kinds of ki.ssina. Let another be upon the Na- infelicitous character. Aquarrelhaddivided the congretm·e of" Tr-ue Inwm·clness" and the ·innocence of aclulle1'1/. gation, and each party claimed to be dominant. Each
Let the third be Perjm·y fo1· a cle1'0111l;an not a crime. He had called a new minister, and the two c.lergymen were
possesses the talent and experience to lmndle these sub- on hand to begin their labors. '.rhe first to ani\·e took
jiJcts in a masterly nmnner, aud if he gets them up in the possession of the pulpit, and'the other sat behind the
style of his Life of Oh1·ist, they will doubtless meet with chancel rail. 'l'he man in the pulpit gave out a hymn, the
other man gave out another, and both were sung confuslarge sales.
edly by the rival sections of the assembly. Theil. the m:an
l\1R. BEECHER's FRIENDS DISAPPOINTED.-There is a good behind the railing started off on his sermon, and the
deal of disappointment pervading all Plasse;; that Mr. other began to re:td a chapter of Scripture. When the
Beecher has not more clearly explained his damaging reading was over, and it was olain that the preaching was
letters; but as they are very difficult to explain, perhaps going to last much longer, the partisans of the reader
he did the best he could. And upon the whole, it is safe sung another hymn with a loud organ accompaniment.
to say that he did as well as any one could under his The musical noise drowned the voice of the clergyman in
circumstances. We think he has f>tiled to change the the pulpit, but when it was o1·er he was found to be
opinions of those who were previously convinced of his preaching right along as though nothing unmmal had
guilt. and the issue still remains unsettled, and probably happened. 'fhe clergyman in the chancel. less cool, was
will thus remain. whatever shall be the vercliPt of the unable to fix his thoughts on a discussion, and so remainjury. We wish we could give 1\Ir. Beecher a stronger en- ed silent and beaten. At the close of this extraordinttry
dorsement than this, but we cannot do so conscientious- scene, a deacon explained that it had been enacted" unlv.-Rocheste1' Democrat.
der legal advice and to further the cause of Christ." It is
more easy to understand about the legal advice than how
IVHATEVER failings Mr. Beech• r may have, the world
such belligerent proceedings were calculated to "further
cannot hut admire his great generosity. When he learned 1'ilton was needing some aid in publishing the Golde~< the cause of Christ."

THE experiment of transfusing blood has just beeu applied to Gen. Frank Blair, who has loner been prostrated
with paralvsis at his home in St. Louis. Six ounces of
blood were injected into his veins, and the result is said to
be favorable.
Age, he unsolicit<'dly mortgaged his house and presented
"Do you think that souls separated here are united him with $5,00l', Finding that that modest damsel, Bessie
hereafter?" asked a pale emaciated pietist of a friell(l. '.rurner,wished to improve her education, he freely pulled
"I hope not "was the chilling reply. "It evst me :t p•·et- out his pocket-book and g;we $2,000 for that meritorious
ty good figure to get a divoree. and when I in vested that object. When he discovered that retaining his position in
Plymouth pulpit was somewhat distasteful to Theodore,
money I in vested it for time and eternity too."
with great magnanimity he offered to "step clown and
IT may be interesting to know that the people of this ant," sacrifice all his honor and fame. and bedt•stroyed, if
country used btst year 1,6:l6.33!l pounds of arsenic necessary, if thereby Tilton's happiness could bll in789,787 pounds of camphor, 116,053 pounds of jalap, 26.20:! creased. Who can help admiring such self-sacrificing
pounds of ipecac, 297,213 pounds of nux vomica, and $399,- liberality and disinterested bene'volence?
399 worth of vaccine virus, all of which was imported.
ANOTHER FRAIL SHEPHERD.-A little more than a year
IN the twelve years immediately preceding the co mple- ago, tho Hev. J. J. Heetler, a young minister of the Gostion of the clr>tinage and water supply system of Sa.lis- pel, went to Milfo•·d. Pa., and for a hricf pC>riod studied
bury, Eng., the yearlY mortality amounted tn 27 per 1000. under the }{ev. E. F. Biscoe, pastor of the Methodist. EpisDuring the twelve ye:trs following the lllOl'tttlity fell to :!0 copal church of that village. Subsequently ::VIr. Reeder
per 1000, and during the last three years it wa5 only 17 oer wtts sent by the Newark Methodist Episcopal Conference
to fill a vacancy in the Methodist Episcopal church at this
1000.
"WHAT tremendous lying there has been-perjury, per- place. The young divine came, and for a time his me ,tjury, perjury. Surely some one ought to go to prison ings were largely attended. He was very fond of the
from that court-room," said Brother Bowen to a reporter female members of his church, "nd the greater part of his
a few days ago; and those most familiar with his settled time was spent in their society. He finally took to lJUyconvictions are convinced ho knows Mr. Beecher to be ing and trading fast horses. In this he was successful.
He flnally purehasecl a horse for which he gave his note,
the man. '
'
but ere the same bec-ame due, he suddenly departed for
SLOBBERING AND CRYING ALL AROUND.-There is a rap- parts unknown, leaving many unpaid bills. In his hasty
idly growing feeling of disgust at the revelations of the flight. he left his trunks, books, efc., behind, and the same
trial, apart from the question of guilt or innocence of the have just been sold at public 11.nction.
accused. I can best 61xpress this feeling by using the lanMr. BEECHER CoNTRADICTING HIMSELF FLATLY.-Beechguage of my club friend. "It is," said he, "1he greatest
case of slobbering I have ever seen; everybody kissed er has shown himself to be the most forgetful :tnd unand cried over everybody else, and tears enough were trustworthy witness, measured by the simple rules of
shed to run It sawmill. It was a case of boo-hoo and let- common sense and of law, that has yet testitled in the
ter-writing, nnd everybody seems to have gone nround casu. unless those negroes can be excepted, In a carefully
with his handkerchief in one hand and writing materials Prepared written ·• Rtaternent," he purposly created the
in the other. It's enough to turn the stowach of a bm:- impression that Mr Moulton threatt>ned him with a vistal, and thus extorted fro Ill hi Ill Mrs, 'filton's letter of reZIU'd,"-Oirwinnati Gazette,

As WE oo To PREss the eighteenth week ol the groat
seandal trial is comoleted, and that an end will be reached' ere very long, begins to be apparent. 'fhe country,
doubtle.ss, rejoices at this, for everybody is tired of tlw
perjPrY LOnnected with the ease. '.rhe evidence ~lro
duced in rebuttal shows that much of the testimony offered by the defense was false, and seems to have been
manufactured for the occasion. Of this charaeter was
the stories told by the negroes; the accounts about Tilton's riding in a carriage with 1\'Irs. Woodhull in the
Rosse! Procession; Gen. '.rraey's statemeuts about the
double part he acted; the mis-statements of Clanin,
Cleve.laud and Storrs; Bessie Turner'" fancies and fallacies; but most of all, the sworn statements of the great
Pastor himself. He stated the interview between Bowen
and himself. when the h\tter gave him that imperative
letter from Tilton was a casual call Mr. Bowen made
upon him at his own house. 1\'Ir. Bowen swears it was
Itt 1\'Ir. Freeland's, and that the interview was qy special appointment. Beecher swore that at that interview he gave information to Bowen in reference to
the waywardness of Tilton which caused Bowen to discharge '.rilton: ancl upon this he endeavored to explain his remarkable letters of contrition, remorse and
" ragged edge." Bowen swears this was not so; that
Beecher said nothing that caused him to discharge Tilton, and in fact he had resolved upon the dis<'harge before he saw Beecher, The testimony of the week has
been decidedly damaging to the Plymouth Pastor. It is a
mournful affair that a man of 1\'Ir. Beecher's talent and
reputation should commit such crimes. Adultery is the
least.. Perjury and an effort to blacken the cha1·acte:· of
innocent persons is most damnable. It looks very bad
on the part of Mr. Evarts and his co-workers that they
should employ perjury to try to win the case. '.rhey
must be aware of the guilt of their client, and that their
orincipal witnesses swore falsely.
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although tllose to whom he had clone such wrong began to minister to his wants witll a fe~ling more kindly and humane tllan they thought themselves capable
of under the circumstances.
A man is divine by acciclent only. A woman is
A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massachusetts.
divine by nature. The avenues to his sympathies
are difficult and tortuous witll a detective at every
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
turn, wllile those leading to tile heart of a woman are
CHAPTER XVII.
broad, straight, and as open as the day, without a
The power that properly belonged to the State was ~uspicion obst1:ucting them. On tile ~ne part, there
pas 'ing steadily away from the Church, and the lland Is cold calculatwn ; on the ?ther, the fl:ankest c?nfiof tile Govern.or was already ra'sed to give the last .deuce_; and h_ence the suffenngs ~nd m1sconceptwns
crnslling blow to the vile superstition which llad to w~n.ch she IS so constantly subJected. Unless yon
blinded even h!s own understanding. The God-like lnumhate and degrade ller, you ca~ never t~·amp tl~e
~!tribute of reason that has never proved wholly angel out of her, and even then, amid the nun that IS
f~lse ~o its divine origin, was slowly beginning to wro~u~ht, there are. to be fo~md some traces of the
ngllt Itself, and to break· through the clouds and vamshcd plume~. A man IS f1:equently a monster
mists tllat hacl so long obscured it.
beyond reclm:1ptwn. A woman IS never wholly lost.
· The corru t and hollow
.
.
She has tile ngllt by na~ure to a double stock of sym0
from the vil~st motives pai~:J::~~g ~~~~~~c~~~:i~; ~ d~l~~ ~~thy, and sl~e ~1as got It. . She bestows more human
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not yet t1Irown fore~ to those who had been confined phvsical structure to an extent totally' bevoncl his O]J·
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Ie Ja JO Jca e fatl_ICr. And a! though Alice Rav~ns\\·o.od was s~Iil a
The suclclcn impetus given to the action of tile Gov- mmden an~ ~v1thont _the sa~red ~nYeSI!turc of either
ern or in relation to the supc. t't'
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holy appelLttwn, thCJe was 111 her sweet young heart,
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ply to the circumstance tllat on til d ' tl t F.
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Ian_cis a.ngmslled. moans of ller prostrate enemy, and con1 aware o t e start1mg sentecl to sta l b I · b d 'd
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fact, that among the papers found in the head of the
.
nc Y, us ~ SJ 'e WI I wor s o orgiveFanatic's staff, was one containing a list of'tllose who ness aheady pronused In~ b} l\I~dge.
.
were to be siezed and accused of secret dealings with . But the one great . anx_JCty still pressed on the fmr
the l!:vil One, which list was lleaded with the name of gu·~-tllat of conveym_g 1f possible some worcl of inLady Phipps herself t
telhgence to the poor mvalld ancl those who had not
There was enough in the docament to show that a now heard from her for weeks.
deep plot hall been laid, in which llis Excellency c~uld
Altllouglt the day had been dark and chilly
not llave failed to become involved also ·ancl which the apartment in which Alice and lliaclge were seated
if not at once cllecked, might tencl to tile ~uclden over~ had heeu so long barricaded against the external atthrow of llis govemment, and tile total destruction of mosphere, its oppressiveness now manifested ithimself and l.lis family. Hence llis instant action self to such a degree, tllat Madge was constrained to
and the unexpected moves whicll made him almost if open one of those apertures that once sened fur loopnot quite, master of the situation before his enemles lloles, and that llad long been closed by the Fanatic
llad taken tile alarm.
.
wi.tll a view to pieserYing tile secrecy of his more
In ~he meantime, from tlleir isolated position, neitll- worldly ap~rtmel!t, which was lighted from above.
er Alice nor Maclge were aware of the reaction that To accomphsll tins, all that was necessary was to push
had taken place in the' mind of the public, as well as back t1Small sliding shutter iu tile wainscottiug, and
in tllat of the Govemor; for, altllougll Peter Huskins withdraw a solid block of pine of considerable size,
called frequently to see Sloucller, no word of tile ·al- fitted exactly to the largest of the openino-s. This
tered ~ondition of aff~tirs esc~ped his )ips. In truth, Madge clid, just as nigllt ll~d s~t in after a_nottef.Iong clay
the witchfinder felt Ills vocatiOn st.:Jadily passing away of suspense on tile part of Alice, and Witllout d wellin·~
from him_; and being a sincere ~vrong-doer, lle began f_or a mo!nent on the fact, that now tllat t!1e lamp wa~
to open 111~ eyes and to almost v1ew the situation from lighted Its rays i:jtreamed througlt tile onficc a short
a st~ndJ?;,int tll~t ha_d n?t previously presented itself distance from tile ground into tile darkness without.
to Ius dJ>torted Imagmatwn.
When Titmouse began to entertain a surmise that
. l~ut more ~xtraord~nary s:ill! the Fanatic, whose in- ~is young mistr~ss was perhaps, a~ter all, a prisoner
JUnes, notwithstandmg tile frequent yisits of tile m tile l?~ely r~s~clcnce of the Fanatic, he made sundry
leecll, were slowly but surely beanng !urn toward the suneplitwus VISits to the olcl block-house after night,
nalT_ow house, had of late, through some strange rev- but all to no purpose, for so far. Time ancl again he
olutwn ~hat. seeme? to llave passed tllrougllllis being had crept r?und androunu the gloomy building in tile
wcm, With unplonng eyes ancl pleading inarticulat~ hopes of bemg able to get a glimpse of tile interior or
worus, evidences of c~mlp[ls5ion from Madge Gordon, to c~t~h some word?~' to);.en tllat might vcrify'his
wllo had began, out of tile pure depths of ller woman- suspJcJOns ; and as often did he retum to the villa to
ly instincts, to pity tile bodily anguisll that was wast- brood over his disappointment, alone, for from all save
ing his life wit:wut a moment's cessation.
th~ Chief h~ kept th_c secr~t of llis. v~sits, lest so strange
He llad done ller a wrono- that hacl blasted llc. 11ap- a fancy m1gllt st~bJect h1m to nuJCulc. As already
piness, and had darkenect"'ter reason for yea/s, but obser_ved,_ all til~ Inmates ?f tile villa !llld the fri_ends
llis eyes llad lost all their fiendish light, and more than of Alice, mcludmg t~e Clnef and ma~y of the Indians,
once of late slle had discovered tears stealing in sile ce were constantly makmg the most mmute and diligent
down llis hollow wounded cheeks while tile face t~at search for ller. l\'Iaurice and Francis with the assurhad been hic'teou~, lost mucll, if n~t all of its' repuls- ance of but lit~le interfere~ce with. th~ir operations,
iveness.
'
were ever movmg from pomt to pomt m the tope of
"It is, indeed, strange," said Alice who llad listen- gaining some iutelligence of ller; but, as may be suped to this disclosure on the part of 'her companion posed, to no purpose. Every avenue hacl been so
"ami perllaps, after all our clread and horror of him' secmely closed against them by the cleath of the
the miserable sufferer is not lost to every human sen: Noose and tile llalf-bre<:d, tls well as through tile pretimcnt."
cautio~s of ~louchcr,_ no! a gleam of hope could
"I am now," said Madge, "beginning to under- they discover 111 any dJrectwn. Even the witcLfinder,
~t~ml a little of wllat he _attempts to say, and am sat- who llad recently seemed to become more manageai.Jle
Isfie(] that you llave notllmg farther to fear from him and perhaps inclined to doubt his own infallibili~
at !ca~t, however it may stand between you and Hus- ty, declareu that he ];:new nothing whatever of the
kins."
fugitive, nor did Sloucller, for whose sincerity and
"There is," saicl Alice, in reply to this latter veracity he was still willing to pledge llimsclf. Tllis
:• son~etlling hopeful !II this. Ancl could I but get any was most disheartening; but still the dwal'f was
mtel.lgence of my safety to the villa and learn whetll- determined to keep his eye on the solitary domicile of
cr the_re has been rccei _ve~ any worcl 'from my beloved the Fanatic ; ancl in fmtherance of tllis resolution he
Mauncc, I could remam 111 a measure contented until had determined to make another pilgrimao-e to it ~nu
my fate was cleciued."
that too on the very nigllt at which we ll~ve no{v ar" No doubt," returned Madge, "I migltt, had I ex- rivecl.
~l'.ted my_sell, hav~ founcl means of apprising your
While, then, Alice and Madge were convcrsino- on
f11enus of your safety. But I felt there would llave the low condition of the Fanatic aml the pos~ible
been danger in it, inasmucll as it woL'ld possibly give upshot of llis death, which might leau to the tliscovsome clue to yom: ene_mies of Y?Ur place of refuge, ery ?f the fugitive. '!'heir attention was attracteu by
anu leacl to your unpnsonment 111 quarters more re- a nmse that seemed to proceed from tile opening just
J?Ulsiv~_still. H<!wever, if I could ~ome across poor, ~entioned. The eyes of 4-lice were suduenly turned
little 1Itmousc, for whom all my affection llas now re- m. alarm toward_ that pomt,_ when, simultaneously
turned, I sllould convey to ~1 im enough to satisfy your Wltll her companwn, she plamly belleld tile features
fneml, that ycu were sale for the time being at of Titmouse who llacl gained the aperture and was
least."
now evi~ently but waiting a signal to worl~ his way
It w .• s well that there had been an ample stock of through It, or to receive some communication from
foocl in the F_analic.'s quarters, else the poor prisoner the lips of his astonislled mistress.
and her guarclian might have i.Jeen sadly pinched long . Madge on perceiving the face of the dwarf sprang
ere this. But Sioucher had pui<.l more attention lllS~antly to her. feet, and approaching the opening,
to the inner man than hat\ ever been anticipated and whispered to h1m to squeeze himself throu•>h if he
never permitted himself to run short in this reh:twn. thought he could make l.lis exit speedily by tL~ same
Now, however, llc was but a slight tax on his stores, passage. 'l'he little fellow without a moment's lw~iTHE TRUTH SEEKER.l
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tation, wormed llimself tllrough the open in 0o- and in a
few moments stood in the apartment.
This W!!s joy inexpressible to Alice, who now, for
tile first tune, learned of the return of Maurice and of
all that had occur!'ed since tile night of ller flight. It
was unbounded relief to her to hear that Francis
Ellencourt had_ arrived, also, and llad been witll the
Go_vcrnor; wlule the fact of Florence having taken
up her abode temporarily at the villa with a view to
solacing and sustaining the spirits ~f her invalid
mother was to her most consoling. Now however
slle should be able to relieve ller lover and friends of
the terrible anxiety that had so long beset them as to
ller probable fute. She resolved, consequently, to wam
them one and all not to npproach her place of concealment at present, as she was in no absolute. immediate danger, from the fact that her enemy the Fnnatic
hac! neither the will nor the power to wori{ her fur the{·
mischief. Thiti she hastily embodied in a note to her
mother and l\'Iaurice, which was given to the 'dwarf
who soon disappeared through tile channel which h~
had entered, and over which the shutter was now
sermely sli-:1 at once.
But the fanatics of the church and those of the
Specia) Court created by llis Exc~llency, were still
power! ul enough to mal;c one fim1l effort to mark the
terrible drama with a wholesale sacl'ifice of those who
l1atl been already consigned to prison. The gloomy
n1~d dnnger?us me~ who were since1 ely impressed
With the belief that It was their bounden duty to brino·
to the stake or the gallows all who were charo·ed with
witchcraft, had yet a sufficient following to malw
thelll fonnid!lble, even in the eyes of the Governor
who clitl not consider himself yet in a position to dis~
solve the Court. Hence, these fanatics wllo were
sustained by many misguided soldiers a~d citizens
had, after due deliberation in secret council and
prayer, determined to clutch their lawful prey from
the grasp of tile civil authorities and sacrifice the
enemies of the Lord even at the risk of their own
lives-that is should tllcrc be any furtllcr inclications
on the part of his Excellency to reject the superstition
as unfounded, or interfere with the judgment of the
Court.
In a ~ingle hour, then, affairs that had been growing
more favorable for tile persecuted took a sudden ancl
unexpected tum; and even wllilc Titmouse was onllis
Wa}: back to tile villa, both meeting, and conspiracy
agmnst ,the authorities had assumed' so active and
clnngerous an aspect, that those in prison, and such as
had bce11 suspected and named for denunciation
'"ere in a position tile most perilous, as tlley now wer~
m~rked for wholesale destruction by a force that
might, perhaps, cope successfully with that at the
conunaml of tile government.
•
. This secret impulse given to the infamous persecutiOn appealed once more to tile superstition of the witchfinder, wlto, without pausing to analyze the motives
threw himself again into harness but this time witl;
nure caution and secrecy. As a'Ireacly observeu his
convict!ons w~re sincere, and if he ·had bcgn;I to
waver Ill relatwn to them, now that tile servants of
tl~c Lord ltad _deter!ni_ned_ to ret um to the charge with
vigor, he fcllmto tllCir VIews as warmly as ever, presm_m_ng that til~ weakness tllat had recently beset his
opmwns was Simply clue to tile macl!inatwns of the
Evil One.
Ill then, as tile Fanatic was Peter Huskins determined to visit him on ~his very night, to apprise him
that, durmg the evemng, it had been decided to cut
off by t~ su~dcH and unexpected strol;e all those
already Impnsonecl under the clwrge of witchcraft,
as well as tl~ose suspected of that tenible crime. This
latter the WJtchfiucler had cleterruinccl to endorse as
the only project that could save tile lanu and 'tlw
servants of the Lord from the dangers tllat beset both .
. Ful~ of this intelligence, tllcn, Peter set out after
mghtlall for the abode of the Fanatic whicll he
r_each~d in time to be attracte_cl by a singular gleam of
light from ~t part 9f tile buildmg that hacl always appeared to lltm to present l< solid resistance to anythiug
of the sort. He was surprbed, and paused wit,hin a
short distance of the building to note tile circumstance, when suclclculy he de~crled a human head
~wunt to a level with the aperture tllrougll which tlce
hght stre~med. ~c was astounded beyond measme,
and monng cautwusly forwal'cl was ai.Jout to seize
upon the. object of his wonderment, wllcn the thought
struck lnm that, doubtless, tllis was some emissary
of the foul fie~1d, who had_, by llis mysterious power,
caus~cl the sol!Cl wall to g1ve away belo1ehim, so that
llc might enter and plague the sick man.
'!'his fiash of thought caused him to recoil; nor was
he greatly reassured when lle saw the form of 'l'il~lo_use pa~s tl~rl!ugll tile wall ancl disappear on the
IllS!cle. Percmvmg, however, that the Jigllt ng-niu
streamed through . the opening he cautiously approached, anJ. peermg through caught a glimpse o(
Alice, as she was eagerly listening to the dwarf, am!
making enquiries in relation to those at the villa.
Hearing her name: mentioned by 'fitmouse, he at
once knew her through her disguise, and, ol comse,
as he was not in tl position to sec Madge Gorden fro1!1
where she was stanuing lle rushed to tile conclusion
tllat the wit ell Ravensw~od had taken possession of
the house of his trusty colleague, and was now holding
commuuic:<tion _with her fmniliars, who were passing
and repassmg througll the solid wall.
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Now, however, he began to discover that the li""ht
came through one of the old loopholes, and as· it ~as
soon again partially obstructed he plainly recognized
the features of the dwarf as he once more appeared
at the orifice ahd began to creep through it. rerplexed and confused beyond measure, he determmed
to secure the little urchin, the moment he touched the
ground, and possess himself of the missive that he
saw Alice hand him. It were best, however, not to
disturb the sick man by any outcry, so, moving off
rapidly into the path that he knew the dwarf must
take on his way back to the villa, he waited in silence
the approach of the little emiE"sary, presuming thrrt
the note of which he was the bearer, would disclose a
harvest of names that might be turned to good account
by the morose and inflamed fanatics that now had
become desperate in all things.
He had not paused but a very short period when
his ear caught the hasty approach of 'fitmouse, who
all unconscious of danger, was rapidly retracing hi~
steps toward the villa. Soon there was but a single
pace between them, and I-Iqskins had just stretched
forth his sinewy arm to clutch his intended victim,
when he was thrown forward several feet on his side,
as though he had been tripped, and struck or clashed
suddenly from his place by some one behind him.
Stunned by the fall, he lay a few seconds before he
fully comprehended what l1ad occurred; but recovering his feet as soon as might be, he· started off along
the track taken by the clwalf, in the hope of overhauling him, although with no very well assured feeling of success, for again he was almost satisfied that
he had for the moment been baffled by some. agent of
the enemy of mankind. Still he was in the service
of the Lord and sllould prevail against the Powers of
Evil. He had not proceeded far, however, until he
was again assailed, and.this time he found himself in
the clutch of two men, who, aided by a third, closely
pinioned l.lim, and threatening him with instant death
if he made any outcry, deprived him of some papers,
which they handed to the third party, and llurriecl him
off into the forest in the direction of the ravine.
While he was being bound he thought he could descry the diminitive form of. the dwarf standing close
by, andjnst as he was being !eel away, he felt satisfied
that tile little mchin aud the third man, who haLl
assisted in binding his arms, had followed the track
to the villa.
After traveling for upwards of an hour, tl::.e two
men halted before an immense mass of rock, when
one of them dragging aside a dense mass of withered
foliage, thrnst him through an opening that he recognizell as the mouth of the cave. Here, while in total
darkness, they firmly bound his feet and legs, and
laying him gently llown on the rocky floor, they left
him to his meditations without uttering a single word.
He felt satisfied tltat tlley were Indians; although it
was possible that they might be whites, who had assumed the disguise and the broken English of tile reel
man. Be tllis as it may, he was now perfectly helpless, and doubtless left to PL risq in this gloomly place
beyond the reach of aid, or at least the probable approach of succor until death had done its work. This
was a terrible fate, indeed; Lut had he not consigned
many a poor trembling fellow-creature to quite as
dark and as hopeless-as horrible a dungeon.
As the silence grows upon him, and the lense that
he !las been left to die by his captors, who have, he
feels, hastened from the plact•, he utters a long, loud
cry, that reverbmtes tl.lrough the cavern; and then· all
is silence. He seeks to gain his fcct, but in vain; nor
can lie move llis hands. or his closely pinioned arms.
Again, a cry escapes his pale lips, and again a dread
silence succeeds it. His brain begins to burn! He
writhes in his anguish a few feet from where he had
been laid, and the cave is silent for the re~t of the
night.
As already remarked, Titmouse had concealed his
suspicion in relation to Alice being held in thrall in
the gloomy abode of the Fanatic, from all but Reel
Wing, who now was to be seen daily at the villa or in
its neighborhood. The chief, who had no small confidence in the judgment and penetration of the little
morsel of humanity, promised to observe silence on
the subject, and to keep an eye on the Fanatic's, lest
perchance the suspicions of the dwarf might in reality
have the broadest foundation. In furtherance of this
design, on this very night, and without being a ware
that Titmouse had preceded him a few minutes previously, he and two· of bis red companions took thQ
path to the gloomy abode of the Fanatic, in the hope
of being able to gain some information with regard to
the surmises of the dwarf. They arrived at the lonely habitation just as Husldns had reached the spot
from whence he recognized Alice and the features of
Titmouse as he crept through the loop-hole or window. Peering from behiiid a tree within a single yard
of the witchfinder, they also witnessed all that he had
seen, even to the handing of the letter. Reel Wing knew
that on the reappearance of the dwarf, Huskins would
seek to possess himself of the missive, but determined
to prevent it, and as he saw the witchfinller h<t~tcn
along the path leading to the villa, he knew the intention was to seize tile little fellow at some distance from
the house, so as not to arouse the suspicions of Miss
Ravenswood. Softly he and his comrades followed,
taking their stand almost within reach of Huskin~, as
he now remained awaiting the approach of his intended victim. While following in the footsteps of the
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witchfindcr, the chief hacl given rapicl directions as the contents of the paper now submitted to him, aral
to how ~e was to be disposed of; for now thnt he had that had been taken from the witchfincler, found it
seen Ailee, ~e must not be permitted to lay his hands necessary to overthrow instantly, and at a single
on her; for 1t was evident from his exclamation when stroke, the fanatics and the gloomy edifice that even
he had caught a glimpse of her, that she had been still threatened to involve him in ruin. There was
secreted in the Fanatic's without his previous know!- not a moment to be lost ! A dreadful and bloody
edge; although, in reality, her presence there had conspiracy had been concocted against him and all
been fl.ttributed by him to some llemoniacal agency. those in prison for witchcraft; and if it was not to
Ncvmtheless he must now be taken care of and not succeed, it must be struck to the very heart on the
permitted to return t.o the Fanatic's and hence the instant. As already intimated, he had fortified himdisposition already made of him.
'
self in many relations, to make his success most
When Reel Wing and the dwarf reached the villa certain ultimately; but here was a daring attempt to
the joyful tidings they had to convey were broke~ subvert all law and order, as well as every sentiment
gradually to the invalid. On perceivi~g her claugh- of humanity. Before noon, all the chief conspirators
ter'b handwriting, Mrs. Ravenswsocl fainted ; bnt was were nuder rrrrest, and by one o'clock the Special
soon restored, to lerrrn the happy news that she was Court hac! been dissolved, the jail doors open ell and
alive and safe, as well fl.S being in no apprehension of every one who had been imprisoned l'inthe foul char_ge
immediate. danger. Maurice, on devouring the con- of witchcraft liberatPd ! The terrible delnsion of tllc
tents of the note, became as pale a~ death and were clay had been hurled to the earth, never to rise again,
it not for a snperlmman efi'ort would hav~ wept like and the first massive block had been secmely laid in
a woman when the tide returned to his cheek. He the foundation of human freedom in the New \oVorlcl.
could have flown to his beloved, but her wise words
The intelligence spreaLl like wild-fire, and larger
forbade him. Life and joy, however, bad begnn to nnmbers than had at first been anticipatetl. hail eel it
stir within them all. Florence and Francis were re- with joy. The weathercock of the soldiery, too, still
lieved of a terrible fear that had pressed upon them ; true to its history, veered ronnel again at a moment's
and all the honsh~ld seemed to feel that the hour of notice, when there was nothing to be gained by sellliiw
deliverance was drawing nigh. The papers that had clown rustily in one direction.
"'
been taken from the witchfinder, who had been searchFrancis was the first to reach the villa with the joyed at the instance of Titmouse, contained like those ful intelligence ; and soon Florence, 1Hanrice and he,
of the Fanatic some information of the most vital im- together with Robert, John Langton ancl Titmouse,
port>lncc to the Governor, and tllese Francis de- were at the door of the gloomy dwelling where Alice,
terminecl to lay before his Excellency early in the unconscious of what had occurred, still consiLlere•l
morning, in the belief that they could not fail to pre- herself a persecuted fugitive. At first, Madge Gordon
cipitate instantly a crisis in which justice and truth refused to admit them; but hearing the voice of the
shm;hl triumph at once. John Lightfoot ancll\'[artha clwruf, she regarded all safe, and soon the whole party
began to indu·ge in the hope that the clay of oppres- were standing in the little wain~cottecl entry on one
sion was fast clawing to a dose; while Emily, in ex- side of which opened a door iuto the Rick room. A
pcctation of soon seeing her beloved young mistress 1 word from Titmouse-who haLl rrlreacly become a
once more, sobbed in a retired nook, for no inconsid- hero-soon explained everything; and .Mmlge perm·ablc time, on the shonlLler, or perhays something ceiving how matters stood, instantly admitte•l
very like the breast of Robert. There was much that Florence and Maurice into the apartment in which
was akin to peace in the household that night, and a Alice now stood in a bewilderment of hope and alarm.
bright winged angel, very like in appearance to Alice, A single glimpse of the joyous face of l\ram ce refiitted through the slumbers of .1\Inurice and those of vealed all ; and, with a bound, she fell fainting· into
the invalid.
his arms.
When Titnrouse haclllisappcared from the apartIn the meantime, l\Iadge hrrd led Titmome to the
ment where he had had the sudden and unexpected bed side of the Fanatic, who now gazell upon him
interview with Alice, and when the slide had been intently. After dwelling upon the featnrcs of tho
again drawn over the apertlll'e by which he had made little fellow, and learning that the days of tl1e superhis ('gress, Alice and her companion sat clown to con- stitio11 hac! passed away forever, he whispered to
gratnlatc themselves on the accidental and fol'tunate i\Iallge to ask the presence of Alice and i\fnnrice for rr
rcncontre. The period of the interview had been brief moment. In a few seconds the lovers stoo<l
too brief to put lVliss Ravenswood in possession of all before him, when he faintly whispered for i\Iaurice
that could interest her deeply; but it was sufficiently to add his forgivcneRs to that already expressed by
long to relieve. her bul'llcnCLI mind of the heavy load Alice. A word of explanation on the part of tile fair
that for many clays had weighed it down. While in girl won the frank anLI free pardon of !Jer brave lover
the midst of their confidences, a sound from tile acl- who spoke the desired pardon into tile failing man'~
joining apartment attracted the attention to the sick ear. On hearing it, he turned round with rrn effort,
mrrn, when rising simultaneously, they both entered and tremblingLy taking the hand of Alice, ltc pla('l'd
his chamber, and, for the first time since her abcluc- it in that of Maurice. A blessing feebly faltered on
tion, Alice stood beside him.
'flw meeting was his tongue, a smile passed over his palid fcatnrcs, now
strange in its essence, and affected both in no ordinary no longer repulsive, and he was gone!
degree. On perceiving her, . the Fanatic, pale and
1YionthR had passed away, and the relation between
motionless, looked up fl.S if to read her heart in her JHaurice and Alice; that between Francis and Floreyes; and when he perceived them moist with the ence; that betw~en John Lan()'ton and l\'Iartha! and
tears of comprrs~ion for his intense and prolonged that between Ennl)' Graham anlT Robert had reee1ved,
suffering, he slowly extricated his tlttenuated hand respectively, that important benediction which the
from the coverino· of the pallet thrrt had lon()' been Church and society consider indispensable to the
umde comfortrrhl~, and extended it timit!ly toward happiness ~f those w!10 are.. tired of single blessedher. She took it fmnkly, anclretmning its feeble pres- ness, and Without wh1ch neither luck nor grace can
snre she laid her o\\'n cleliente fiiJO"ers in token of for- follow the culminating compact formed for life bcgive;Jess upon his clalllmy brow. "'A long-clmwn sigh tween 3: m~n ~n_d a woman.. As, in the town gcner:Iltold of the relief he experienced and now to com- ly, so m mclJVIdual dwellmgs peace and prospenty
plete the triumph of the divine in 'humanity,\e heard were ~eginning to steadily dif_Iuse their bri_Iign light.
from the lips of ·Madge nlso, a full and tear-bedewed Fran_cis El_le_ncourt and ~I~~:unce. accepted unportrrnt
pardon for all tuc misery that bo~h she rrnd her long- P?-hhe p~s1twns, and ?ill D_ICk Glles had begun to ply
lost dauo·IJter had suffered at his hands for she now Jus vocatwn on the nver, m rr bran-new boat called
reveaJCL!"'liCr whole knowledge of what 'had passed in "The ~lice," an~ all other called "T_h~ Florence."
years gone uy. There was a deep stmgglc in the Red Wi_ng ancl Fu·efty_were fn•quc~t VlS_itors at both
breast of the once powerful man, as with unaccustom- The Heights and the Villa, and tl_w mvrrlnl see?Jell to
ell feeling~, and in a scarcely audible voice, although have tak~n a new lease of her hfe. Everytlung \Yas
in words now perfectly intelligible, he poured fortlt pro_gressmg_ smoot~11y, and all matters app~ared C'Xhis repentant soul in trembling accents of gratitude plamecl satJsfactonl~, save the pr~longc:d disappe~r
for the boon bestowed upon him. \Vhcn his pardon anec of Peter H_uskms. Upon t.lns pomt the clmf
had been sealed by both, he motioned i\Imlgc to draw hal~ often be~n mterrogatecl, ~JUt all to no p_urposP,
near, find slowly whi~pering to l.ler something that u~t1l one d~y ~n the early Spnng, after olll D1tk h.ml
escaped Alice, the woman withdrew for a moment. clisposCLl of Ius fur~ to great rrdvantage, as. i\[aun~e
In a brief space she returned, bearing a small pack- and h_e were shootmg alone along the ravme, ·then·
age of pn.pcrs and a pen and ink. Alice was now nttentwn was attm~tcd by a number of men a_t the
motioned to a scrrt at the ruLle table and beilw rc- mouth of a cave whicll had become exposed, as 1t upquested to write, the suft:erer dictated' a codicil t~ the appeared, from the folia_gc tha~ covered i~ !laving
elescription of a will, or schedule of all his earthly g1vcn ~vay beneath a we1ght of snow. Evid~ntly
goods and possessions, giving to i\fmlge Gordon the somctlun~ of an unusual nat\u·e had transpn:ell,
whole in trust for her grandson, until he came of age, for the h~tle. crowd we~·c hangmg ov~r some obJect
with snlficient for her own m:lintcaance during her that lay Withm the openmg. On drawmg near, what
life.
was the surprise of one of the triends as lea;.t., to reAlice was aston: shed at the extent and value of the cognize the features of the witc?fillller, I_J~twil hstallllproperty; nor had hercompanionany idea previously iug that they wer~ greatly mutilatCLl_ rrs i_f !rom a fall
of its mao·nitucle. The paragraph perfected, the sick or some extreme vwlence. On enqmry, 1t \\'as fot:nLI
man, With an effort the most painful, manrrgecl to sign that some persons present, who hall been cxplonng
it while Alice afl:1xed ller name as a witness. The the cave, came upon a chasm nearly one hundred feet
e~ertion must have been too great for him, however, deep, at the bottom of whi.ch a white thrca•l of :L
for he hml evillenlly swooned when it was over. Soon torrent .seemed t? be teanng along. Anx1ous to
nevertheless, he gave evidence of returning conscious- fathom 1ts mystenons clc~:ths, they constiuctcd rope
mss, and as he began to breath lllilre freely, the two htdde~·s and ltcscended with a torch. At the bott~n~
women stole soft.ly away and left him to repose, if they found a subterancan stream tiS they had ant1c1
such it migllt be called.
~
paled; but_what astounded ~Lem.m?~t was, that Lleml
Early tlie next moming, Francis Ellen court was ~mong the Jaggccli:oL:ks _on 1ts br111k, lay a man, who
again cl<lSeted with Sir \\'illiam Phipps, who, from rrom the fact of Ius l!avmg been bound hands and
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feel, seemtd to th~m to have been Lieliberatdy thrown
ovn the precipice. The hotly was soon recognized to
be that of the witchfindel" ; but the iclea of his having
beer. intentionally flung: into the gulf was erroneous;
although it cnn scarcely be doubted, tuat the two
Indians who had brought the unfortunate thither, had
purposely placer! him on the very edge of the fatal
trap, so as to make him, in a measure, his own execu·
tioner.
And thus euds our little narrative with all its im·
perfections.
During its course we trust we have
ofl"entletl neither ju-ticc nor truth; but that, on the
contrary, we have afl"onlerl some little instruction auc!
edification, in what we have said toucbinp: humanity
in general, and the dire superstition that for a period
clomled the young life of 'l'nE \Yl'l en oF TilE Wnm
l\'lARIC
['l'IIE .END.)
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The Hilde.
NO. XXV.
THE GREA'l' WHESTLING MATCH.

In notieing the extraordinary Bii.Jle stories which
a!'e too improlJable to gain our cr'< tlulity, it is fit, probably, thnt we should n0t omit the most remarkable
wrestling match which has ever been l'eported, the
parties to which were God and and his favored servant Jacob, as nanated in the thirty-second chapter of
Genesi~.

Arter Jacob had tarried twenty years with his father-in-law, Laban, securing his two wives, and by a
system of sharp practice in cattle-raising which the
world has never anywhere else exhibited, he be~ame
very wealthy in fioeks, herds, camels and asses, it
seems God had au interview with him in a dream and
instructed him to get out of that land and return to
his own kindred.
He aceordinE;ly, when his Father-in-law was absent
from home shearing sheep, stole away, taking all the
wealth he claimed to have made from Laban's possessions, anti his wife Rachel stole, also, the gods and images that were her father' E. They thus early showed
the disposition for acquiring property, honestly or dishonestly-a reputation which their descendants for
centuries have persistently maintained.
When Jacob neared his father's residence, he seemed to have some misgivings as to the kind of reception he would receive from his brother Esau, probably
growing out of the sharp game he had played upon him
many years before, in the matter of the birth-right and
the me~;s of pottage ; and with his characteristic
shrewdness he st·nt ~el'vaut,; wilh valuable presents to
Esau to placate him aud allay any unfriendly feeling
that might linger in his l.Jreast tt'ward his long absent
brother Jacob. The ruse seems to have been successful, for Esau went out and met Jacob in a com·
mendable brotherly spirit, quite contrary to the fears
the latter had entertained.
The most remarkable part of this narrative is the
account of the extraordinary wrestling match between
God anti Jacob during the night immediately succeeding the day on which the presents aforesaid wert!
sent. Jacob seemed to be fearful, notwithstanding
the very generous presents he had made to Esan, as to
the reception he would meet with, and he arose in the
night and sent his two wives, his two concubines and
his eleven children and all his treasures over the ford
of Jabbol;., and hi:! was left alone, and God came in
and wrestletl with him till the break of day. The
match seems not to have been conducted precisely
upon the rules which since have governed the prize
ring and boxing and wrestling matches. Usually
seconds are chosen and an umpire appointed to sec
that fair play to both sitles is used. In this case there
were no seconds nor uu;,pire-the two wrestlers were
alone, with none to witness the contest which for several hours was so evenly kept up.
Although in no other parts of the Bible are we told
of any remarl;.able muscular strength or bravery eX·
h1bited by Jacob, he must have been one of the
most powerful athletes ever known, to hold an even

contest with God for sever·al hours so vigorously. W c
do not believe any of the most noted aerobats, g·ym·
uasts or prize·fighters thft.t ever lived would be able to
hold God an even contest for hours, if God did his
best. If he would consent to meet the ablest of them
in a contest of this kind,. had we money to risk on
the result, we should bet on God evel'y 'time.
Jacob, however, must have the credit of ncquitting
himself r·emarkably well in the encounter, for God
seems to have gained nothing upon him until he took
an unfair advantage and put Jacob's hip out of joint.
By modern rules such conduct would be called "foul,"
and wr..uld lose the game and the "stakes." But God,
doubtless, eousitlered it f(ti1•, or he would not have
resorted to that course, especially as daylight had
come, and it was important he shoultl be off. He asked Jacob to let him go, but Jacob refused unless God
would comply with his demands, so the putti.J.g out
of his hip was, perhaps, after all, justifiable.
"\\' e recollect iu our childhood days wrestling was
tabooeJ by the strictest teachers of momlity as being
of au immoml anti oi.Jjectionable tendency, but if God
engaged in it, and gave le~sons to a person he was so
partial to as he was to Jacob, we cannot see upon
what grounds the exercise should be pronounced im·
moral. ·what was done by God and Jacob would seem
to be good enough for anybody.
In this instance of God's wrestling with Jacob for
hours, he must have been more thoroughly" material·
ized" than on usual occasions when he exhibitell himselL Vve have aecouuts of several occasions where
he made himself visible and talked with men ; as in
the Garden of Eden, where he walked in the cool of
the day and con versed with Adam and Eve, afterwards with Cain after he murdered Abel, afterwards
with Noah in reference to building _the ark and shipping his live cargo. He afterwards appeared to Moses,
fir~t as fire in the burning bush, afterwards on Mount
Sinai during the forty days they were up there togeth·
er cutting the ten commandments on tables of stone.
On still another occasion, he showeu Moses his back
parts. Why he showed his back parts and not his
front parts, the account does not state, except that no
man could see his face and live. 'l'hat he had front
parts as well as back parts, there cannot be a reasonable doubt, for no personage was ever seen with back
parts but what had front parts also.
He consented, however, to put Moses in the cleft
of the rock and place his hand over him while he was
passing by, letting him see his back parts only, as just
stated. It looks to a disinterested person as though
there was a clash between the~e statements as to God's
being seen. That God was seen on several occasions,
we have the most positive Bible assurances, and when
John says, "No man hath seen him at any time," and
Paul says; ''No man hath seen him or can see him,"
it woultl appear they had borne false testimony, or
that the persons who made th~ other statements
had done so. Though these passages from " GuLl's
Word'' may seem contradictory to a natural man, to
one having spiritual discernment it is to be supposed
they are perfectly consistent.
In this wrestling case, though God saw fit to put
Jacob's hip out of joint, he diu not leave him in that
unpleasant predicament without doing something for
him in return. Before this time he had simply been
called Jacob; but God now gave him the name of Israel. Jacob may have considered this full compensation for the injury inflicted, but for our own part we
woultl not have our hip put out of joint for a dozen
new names. The two evidently nnrted in the best of
spirits, anll Jacob called tht! place "Peniel, fol' I have
seen Gotl face to face and my life is preserved."
The question may arise: If l\'Ioses could not see
God's face and live, how coultl Jacob? It must be
borne in miutl, however, that they were two different
men. If Jacol.J had the muscular strength to hold out
against God for hours in a wrestling match, it is not
improbable he would have strength enougli of the optic
nerves to see his face, and not die from the effects of
it.
Seriously, these Bible stories of God's wrestling
with rueu, of his showing his back parts, of his talk·
iug face to fade with various intlividuals are signiti·
cautoof the crude age of the world in which they were
written. At that time it was supposeu the earth waB
the centl'e of the Unive1·se, that it was flat· and station·

ary, and that the sun anci moon made daily circuits
around it, and that the stars were small bodies of
light placed in a solid firmament a short distance
from the e.arth. Their ideas of Gotl were equally as
crnde and imp~<rfect. 'flley supposed him to be a
being, having the form and appearance of a man, who
had a throne above the firmament from which he
could oversee all parts of the earth, and who spent
much of his time in war and bloodsh~d, leading one
nation against another in the most b!oody conflicts,
and often betraying one army in to the hands of another,
more cruel, without any adequate reason, and frequently putting scores of thousands to death on a
single occasion.
Since the world has learned to have more enlarged
and correct views of the Universe, that the earth is
but a very small portion of the solar system, and that
the solar system is but a very small fraction of the
Universe-that systen's and constellations fill the immensity of space in all directions, as far as the mind
can think, many have come to entertain gmnder
conceptions of deity than those Cl'Utle notions of him
held by Jacob, aml Moses and Joshua.
When it is remembered that the earth not only revolves on its axis at the rate of one thousand miles an
houl', but that in its course around the sun it flies
with a velocity of more than a thousand-miles a minute, and that the entire solar system is rushing with
an accelel'ated velocity in another direction around a
much greater and far distilllt' sun, tire inconsistency
of the idea of a local God, seated ou a fixed throne
in some particular point in the heavens can be easily
compreheudetl.
When we realize that the same deity that presides
in our land must necessarily be equally present on
every side of our globe anti through it, and not only
the same in the sun and moon aud pluuets, but in the
ntnnberless other systems and worlds-in tire distant
constellation of Orion and millions of others, still
billions of times further removed-in all these trillions
of worlds just as muc!J as here-we can perhaps have
a faint conception of the utter absurdity of the theory
of olden times, that God was au organized being;
that he occupied a single poiu t in immensity ;
that his attention was given specially to the affairs of
a single nation of roving briganos, that he was fickle,
cruel, r·evengeful and malicious, and that he spent
any portion of his time in a wrestling contest with
Jacob, or in showing his back parts to Moses.
The more appreciative are our ideas of this bound·
less Universe, the more expanded will be our concep·
tions of an unorgauizetl, impersonal, ever-present
Deity, wherever matter and worlds and space exist.

Christianity Examined.
:Nl>. VIII.

In previous numbers of this series we have called
attention to the great similarity between the legends
a:ocribed to the manner in which Christ was bom of a
virgin without the aid of a natural father, by the in·
terveutiou of Divinity, and a very similar legend in
Hindoo lllythology, taught and implicitly believed, of
a Jezeus Christna. We traced the very striking simi·
l1rity between the original and the copy, and showed
that in all essential particmlars the story of Jesus
Christ of the Christian religion wus extremely like the
much older mythology of Jezeus Christna of Intlia.
vVe called attention to the fact that it was hardly
probable two !Cal iucideuts, in characteristics so neartv alike coulll take place in countries a thousand
1;1iles a1;al't, and nearly as many years from each oth·
er. We saw one was the older, the other the younger;
one the original, the ot!Jer the copy. We perceived,
conclusively, that Christna of India was not copied
after Chribt of Palestine, aud came to the conclusion
that it was the reverse ; the mythology of Christ wail
bonowcll from tlte oider story of India.
In that age of the worltl it was customary, in many
nations, to adhere to lhe belief of gods and demi·gods
-that Deity in a peculiar intercourse with humanity
protlueed an iutennediatc offspring, part GuLl and
purt man, partaking el(ually of the nature of both.
This doctrine was inculcated in India, Persia, Egypt,
Phonrecia, Greece, and other nations ; so wlwn we
come down to the later time of the Christian era the
prevalent doctrines of tile oltler nation~ had only to
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be adopted to fabricate the entire story upon which
the Christian religion is founded.
For the benefit of those who have become subscribers since we called attention to these facts, we trust
our older readers will pardon us if we repeat, to some
extent, some of the ideas already set forth. In this
connecti0n we beg to ask a few moments' observation
to the history of Buddha of India, the greatest teacher, perhaps, that ever lived, and whose doctrines have
bad a much greater number of believers than any
other teacher that ever walked this planet. His followers and disciples have numbered hundreds of millions, and have been nearly twenty times as numerou~
as the followers of Jesus. At the present time his adherents number nearly half the entire population of
the glnbe, and fully ten times as many as the entire
Christian world. His doctrines have been most
peaceful, and have been promulgated by the elements
of peace, and not by the swo1d, as has been the case
with Christianity and Mahometanism.
The followers of Buddha implicitly believe that
Mahamaia, his mother, was an immaculate virgin,
that she conceived through a divine influence, thns
possessing the divine element of his father and the
human character from his mother. That he stood
upon his feeL soon after his birth and talked to those
around him ; that at five years of age he sat unsupported in the air; that after he entered upon his sacred mission, he was attacked by demons who tried
to make him swerve from the path of duty in which
his feet had commenced their jou1·n• y. By penance,
self-denial and prayer he maintained his supremacy
over these numerous demons, and caused them to flee
from his presence.
He taught his disciples that a paradise of gems, of
flowers, feasts, and music awaited the faithful, and a
hell of torments in flames of sulphur and fire was the
doom of the wicked. He commenced his ministry at
about thirty years of age, and \Yandcred over the
country from place to place attended by his disciples.
He dressed in the coarsest manner, and fed upon the
plainest kinds of food.
Buddha, which means ''Intelligence," called also
Arddha Chiddi, also Chakai Mouni, and also Gotama,
which means "be who kills the senses," existed in
the tenth century before the Christian era, was said
to have belonged to the royal family, and to have been
born in affluence, he pursued a life of pleasure until
he was twenty-nine years of age, when the appearanre of a gangrened corpse threw him into a meditative mood, after which be resolved to relinquish a
life of pleasure, and devote himself to one of thoughtfulnes, and self-denial. He covered himself with a shroud,
and became a wandering mendicant, spending his
whole time in giving moral and religious instruction.
He was of a decided philosophical turn of mind, and
in this respect vastly superior to the personage called
Jesus, if such a person ever existed.
The theories of Buddha, considering the age of the
world, appear to have been remarkably sound and
clear. He believed in the existence of a God, who
was not, however, a being nor a Creator. He believed matter to be eternal, and though the present form
of the Universe should be destJ·oyed, thaf. matter
would still really exist and be ready to assume new
forms and to enter into new organizations; that it
possessed the elements of intelligence, or was endowed with the inherent power of producing intelligence.
In four months after he commenced his ministry,
he had gained five disciples. At the close of a yea1· it
had inc!'eased to twelve hundred, and in the twenty-nine
centuries which have since passed away, he has, as we
observed, hac! vastly mo!'e adherents than any othe!'
system of religion the world has ever known. The
believers in his doctrine that have lived since hiR debut on earth, would hfive to be computed by thousands of millions. In puint of purity of doctrine,
peacefulness of behavior, self-tlenying sincerity and
fervent devotion to tile principles of true philosophy,
coupled with the success of his teachings, Buddha
doubtless fm· transcended any religious teacher who
ever lived.
The reference to him in the Sanscrit proves him to
have been of Hindoo origin, but in India his peculiar
philosophy was larg<!ly superce:'!ed by the oluer philosophy of Brahminism, which is more aristocratic
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in character, suetaining the ideas of castes and inher- hea:;,en and earth, children grow up with a full belief in
ited superiority. It was founded on the "Institutes his divine character, and an awe for him which would
of Menu" and the teachings of the Vedas and Puran- just as easily have attached to any other individual
as, the Hindoo Scriptures, which Buddha discarded. that bad been presented to their view continually in
The Brahmins were the clergy of their religion, and the same manner.
were born to their position and held themselves disIt is not strange that respect, venera! ion, and love
tinct and above the lower classes, which they despised; even, is accorded to Jesus by such nnmbers of men and
whereas a Buddhist priest could come from the lower women. This fondness foi' hc·ro worship has been exclasses as well as any other, and they aimed to do hibited in all religions and n 'ttions in :\II Hl!;eS of
away with all distinction of caste. The Brahmin the world. Thus we see it in the followers of Christna,
philosophy was rather more upon the pantheistic or- Buddha, Zoroaster, Confucius, Plato, .Jcsus, Mahomder than Buddhism, which was Atheistic in its et, Luther, Geo. Fox, Ann Lee and .Joseph Smith.
character, and the former recognized as well a crea- The devotees of nil these individuals maintain a protion of the Universe. Brahminism was originally found reverence for their cherished lemlers which
Monotheistic, but it had its trinity, Brahma, Vishnu, often has amounted to wo!'ship, and in many cases to
and Siva, and afterwards other gods, angels and a de'fication of the adored indivitlnal. Christians are
genii were introduced. Christna was the great favor- not alone in this worshipful feeling, anti it is no more
ite deity of the women. Th~ trinity of Buddha was for them to adore their leacler, their ideal or their
the past, the present and the fnture.
idol, than for the miRtnken zealots of other creeds,
If Buddhism lost ground in India, it became the nil alike neeclinf! greater light, more science, more
prevailing religion of China, Siam, Tartary, Thibet, mental liberty, and a greater tliffusion of natural
Burmah, Japan, Ceylon and other countries. If in common sense. It is to be hoped the world i5 prosome of these countries the original pnrity of its doc- gressing at a renwnably rapid rnte townrd thiR contrines has been somewhat lost in the succession of summation so devoutly to he wished, and that the Hill
centuries it only illustrates the tendency to change or of science nncl truth is disp~lling the shadows of
evolution which all systems of religion have exhibit- superstition and error, and tffectually drivi11g them
eel. We repeat, no other system of religion has met back to 1be caverns and recesses of forget fnlm•ss.
with such success, has spread itself so peacefully, where they justly b<'long. All hail to the glad tiny,
or has diffused more happiness to its adherents than when reason, light and mental freedom shall rule !
Buddhism. Christianity can in no wise compare with Avaunt priestcraft, superstitinn and mental slavt·ry!
Great glory, happiness and progression is, we t mst,
it in these respects.
\:V e have shown that the belief of a virgin being im· in store for the lu: man race !
pregnated by a divine influence, and the product a
child, half God and half man, existed many centuries
WE ARE glad to see our able champion, B. F. Unbefore the Christian era, and that the idea was very derwood, is meeting with good , •.JCce;;s in various
far fr(lm being original with the inventors and found- parts of the West. He i;; dealing ~;turdy blows to the
ers of Christianity. Thus Alankee, one of Gengkis- errors and absurdities of past .darkened ages, anti letkan's grandmothers, was believed to have been im- ting in the light of S< ience and truth. We get. cheerpregnated, when a virgin, by a rny from heaven. ing accounts of the effect, of his labors in many places,
Grecian mythology was also full of the same idea of and sundry reports in the secular press of his otdtlressgods and mortals cohabiting together, thus producing es. In our next we \Yill t.ry and give our readers the
demi-gods ; so that, though a strong similarity is per- benefit of one of these reports. Long nmy Mr. U ntlerceived in this regard between the traditions of the wood retain his health and vigor to continue the got><!
oltler systems, and those of the Church of Rome, the work be is so ably prosecuting.
founders of Christianity are positively denied the
---------credit of originality in this sublime belief. 'l'hl'y PimIT rs with uufeigne<l pleasure we announce 1hc reply borrowed the idea and snbstitutecl new p1·opria. tnl'n to this city of our fJ,iend and brother, G. L. £Ieupersonct in the grand elrama of cleo-mortal cohabitation. derson. He \\'US extremely sick while in Lhe \Vest., a1Hl
Thus we see Christianity,. like all the other religions at one time thought his end really had come. His
of the earth, has been an outgrowth or an evolution fnends gave him up to clil', and some \Yho ,werE. otill
of the preceding systems. T-o be what it is, it had within the influence of the Christian faith importuned
only to take a little from Brahminism, a little from him to allow prayers to be offered up for him, bnt he
Buddhism, a little from Judaism, a little from Gre- firmly declined, saying he found his uelief el(U:dly as
cian mythology and philosophy, and the same to ue gnod to die by as to live hy, :.ntl that he hac! not the
gi>en to artful priests to manipulate and make up slightest desire to t•Jrn back to the dark creeds of
anew. Paul was probably adequate to the task; and Christianity, Druidism, or any other form of PaganIf he was not, Eusebius, Augustine, and scores of the ism. He believed dying was the easiest part cf our
earlier Christian fathers, were dishonest enough and struggle in this existence, and that he slwultl step foringenious enough to do it.
ward into the great unknown future without the lemt
There is really nothing wonderful or miraculous fear or misgiving.
about the Christian religioo, if we look at it with eyes
A crisis in his disease took place, and the re~ult was
un blincled by holy awe and superstition. Every dogma a favorable one. He gradually Legan to ll1~ nd, and
on the list has been borrowed from older systems. It though his weight was red!Jcetl to niu~ty pu11mb, he
does not contain a single onginalidea. Everything in it soon bc_g:tn to improve, and in a few weel;s he was
existed centuries before Christianity as a system was able to make the journey with b:s family to this city,
thought of. It is only those who have been born and and he is still gainiug in health :t11cl strength. He \Yill
reared in its influence that can see anything divine in make this his future homl', nucl we hope many years
it.. It certainly is no purer, no more moral, no more may be spared him in which to prusctule the \\ork of
successful than other systems of religion-in fact far reform and effective organization of the Libemll'lcless so. Like Mahometanism it has been spread by the ment of the country, which he so fontlly cherishes.
aid of tile sword, and like it has caused human blood
to flow in rivers, hurrying to an untimely death milDrnper's Coutlitt.
lions upon millions of the sons and daughters of lmmanity. Immense a1'mies have been marshalled for
\Ve wish to call the attention of uur readers again
its promulgation. In the line of its hidden horrors of to Dr. Draper's very admirable hook e>n The Coutlict
persecution, murder and intolerance, in fettering the between sc:ence and Heligion. No lllOl'e :I]Jjll'll]>rifree aspirations of the human soul, in holding back ate work coultl have been done at the pre;,m,t 11111e
human longings fo1· freedom and mental liberty, in than to write a history of the long alltl terr. hi~ ~'"1'
clogging the wheelti of the car of progress, in its racks fiict between the a.~cncies of intolerance aJ1d of !1 ucralaucl stakes and infernal tortures in the name of holy ism, which has resulted in that large mea~ure of nee
religion, it bas far transcendend any and all religions opinion which the present age enjoys. Dr. Dn,per
that have ever existed on the earth.
has clone an important service for his tim c. N u noBy continually picturing and painting the Jesus of tice or review cau do justice to the work. One of the
the Christian system in prints, in books, and upon. ineid<·ntal . cbarac~ri~tics of _the. book i~ the large
the canvns with a solemn visage and a halo alwn,·- t ::1nuunt of mterestmg mfounatwn Jt contams regardaround his 'head, and suspended upon the cross in tilt / ing· the progress of scientific kuowled_ge. In it we
agonies of deat4; by calling _him God, the maker ul J
(Continued on Eighth Page.)
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A Study of Harmonialism.
BY A.

0. GENUNG.

We shall allude to Spiritualism in this essay as a
philosophy, lmt a system so superlatively self-contradictory iu its character would at the best, perhaps, be
more fittingly expressed by the term theory. We will
first consider for illustration, the several modes of
explaning the existence of a spiritual essence. At
one time a favorite method of explanation was t!iat on
the cleath of an individual, a spiritual form is eliminated
or thrown off from the original organization. Again,
prominent exponents of the philosophy maintainedrecognizing the fact that immortality to exist at ullmust
extend botll ways-thut the theory of pre-existence is
necessary to uccount for the continuance of the think·
ing principle. Ami now a popular mode of interpre·
tation is that man is a duality, begiuniug at birtll, and
continuing througll.all time.
And Spiritualists do not agrel' respecting the ex·
istence or non-existence of a presiding Deity. Some
maintain that none exists, other than tile principle
manifested in Nature, while otllers assure u~ that he
occurs as unintelligent Force, but fail to explain how
intelligence muy exist apart from organization.
,
Agai.a, while all agree that the existence of a
spiriLual corporal organization must be postulated to
account for ''materialization," yet, no two are agreed,
respecting the effects, that abnormal, physical, and
, mental changes may exert on the spirit form.
And recently a prominent organ of Spiritualism
regaled its readers with a tedious discussion 'Of the
question whether the marriage rite is perpetuated in
the '' spheres," when a single mouusy !able from those
regions would set tile matter at rest?
And finally when the childish and conflicting character of tlw testimony of so-called spirit com_munion
becomes so strikingly apparent as to peremptorily
demand reconciliation with common sense an apologist
is not wanting to come forward witll an audacious
system called·' Diakka," designed toaccountforevery
discrepancy of statement, but whose actual effect is to
render confusion worse confounded.
\Ve are not ignorant of the fact that it is claimed
for Sviritualism that it is a system to !Je graduully
developed, and t!Jat "mediumism" furnishes as yet
an imperfect means of communion. But here we are
reminded that an unquestionecl spiritualistic authority
asserts that, to quote veTbatim: ''I !lave lleard an
uneducated bar-m~m, when in a state of trance, maintain a dialogue with a party of pllilosopher~, on
'Reason and Fore-knowledge, \Vill and Fate,' and
hold his own against them. I huve put to him the
most difficult questions in psychology, and received
answers always thoughtful, often full of wisdom, and
invariably conveyed in choice' and elegant language."
Is it unreasonable to suggest that t!Je inteJligence
which converses through this individualmigllt, with
equal propriety, be able also to afford uS' information
through a,tlswers "full of wisdom" respecting the
questions above considered ? If the spiritual philosoplly be true, why is it that the testimony submitted
througll medinmism is, as a rule, so utterly at variance
with the canons of common-sense~ Certainly no one
will deny tllis !Jeing the case, when so accepta!Jle an
authority as Alfred R. Wallace acknowledges the
preYalcnce of "common-place trivialtics, which do
undoubtedly form the staple of ordinary seance commumcations. '' And wily is it that "seers," "sensitives," who assert that they themselves have even
visited the spheres, are not supposed to grant us consistent explanations ?
\V e do not wish to display a spirit of dogmatism in
our estimates of Spiritualism or its exponents, !Jut
the disciples of that philosophy do appear incapable
of employing any legitimate method of reasoning.
\V e fear that the value of the jewel, consistency, is
underestimated by our friends of the "mystic rap."
It is no uncommon occurrence, however, for Spiritualists to urge in defense of their pllilosoplly, that
science, as we understand it, is incapa!Jle of csta!J'1ishiug
limits to human knowledge, and that the methods of
observation known to scientific men are not calculated
to explore the su!Jtiler conditions em braced in a
spiritual world. But this o!Jjection savors too much
of subterfuge, and only serves to remind us of a
similar one so long employed by the Christian clergy.
, And even were such an objection offered in good
faith, it carries with it little weight, for this feeling of
;ecurity is evidently founded in a misconception of
the actual aspect of scienti11e thought, in this connection. The attitude of science toward Spiritualism
is much the same as that which sometimes characterizes an army toward a besieged garrison of the enemy.
As the army of assault is practically victorious without firing a gun, tilrougll cutting off the supplies and
communications of its adversurics, so doeti ~cience
move on "with the passionless strength of a glacier,"
constantly adding to human knowledge-still there is
110 longer room nor necessity fur •· spiritual pllilosophy."
But it will be urged, however, that the phenomenon,
pccul ar to Spirituali,m, is an irrepressible fact; tlmt
manifestations of force, inexplica!Jle through any
known law, do occur; ancl the stereotyped query of
the average spiritualist ''If not spirits, what is it:" is
perpetually greeting our ears. But such is distinctively the argument of the uninformed. Tile advocates
of Harmonia!ism are too much in t:lte habit of claim·

ing a spiritual ongm for every occult force which
science !las heretofore been unable to clearly account
for. Mesmerism, clairvovance, the odic force, etc.,
are examples, and werfl it not for tbe advanced state of
nutural knowledge, we fear that even the rainbow and
the au1·ora borealis would-follow a like fate!
The student of philosophy will, bo"·ever, naturally
inquire, "What do we understand to be the actual
significations of the remarkable movement under consideration?" \Ve endeavor to explain. Originally,
some inexplicable natural phenomena occuring in an
obscure family, they were at once loolwd upon by an
illiternte few, as affording superior evidence of the
r:ctual existence of the traditional "soul." And, as
a certain class of minds are never so well content as
when engaged in the pursuit of the vague and the
supernatural, an nssocintion of "Spiritualists" was
speedily formed. As time passed on another class
joined in the movement-a class lacking nothing in
intelligence, but whose conduct was such as to lay
themselves open to the suspicion of being too eager
to secure the maximur~of worldly pussions ior the
minimum of exertion; and when the development of
genuine pbenomena failed to keep pace with the
progress of the organizntion, other " phenonwna"
were improvised to aid in the desired consummation.
And, not to be unjust to the movement, it is necessary
to add, that a third class sllould be considered-that
large number of cultivated and well-meaning persons
who, living in a progressive age, permit themselves
to be identified with a system so much at variance, in
its cardinal doctrine, 'vith rational modes of tllought.
The religion of Christianity, which originated in-the
crude understanding of a semi-barbarous race, long
since reached its acme of power and influence, and is
now rapidly passing into decline. T~ose who have
witnessed the spectacle of a staunch built vessel going
to pieces on a formidable reef, lmow with what relentless fury the elements dismember her every plank.
Figuratively, Christianity is such a vessel, and natural
science is the reef; and it only remains to be said that
Spiritualism is simply a fragment of the wreck.
In making a final estimate, then, of the value of
their philqsophy to civilization, this alone remaiRs to
be added: As an auxiliary to Materialism, (the religious aspect of science) Spiritualism 1s invaluable.
As a system of religion or of philosophy, it is, to say
the best of it, altogether unsatisfactory.
It is not at all to the point for the advocates and
apologists of Hannonialism to urge that until science
shall have fully explained the so-called mediumistic
phenomena, the balance of evidence jlrcdominates
in favor of their philosophy, for it is only recently
that science has exercised any consideral.Jle influence
iu the province of human thought. And by the way,
the public !lave not as yet digested, nor even !Jecomc
familiar witll what has alreadv !Jeen written in attempteci elucidation of tiH< actual character of the
phenomena under consideration, works which, in the
jud!{ment of the writer, are well worthy,of diligent
perusal.
But even should phenomena occur that are not
clearly uuderstood, let us not abruptly accept the
most preposterous of all interpretations, that of
attributing to them a ''spiritual" origin, but await
patiently such time when science shall be a!Jle to
offer a rational and consistent explanation.

Is 'l':rndall's ''a :Fane of a PhiJosopllJ"?
'fo TH~C EDITOn OI•' Tm.: THUTII SEI,KICR:-I admire
the energy with whirh our Anti-Christian friend of
The Index applies" Cultured Free Thought" in oppos·
ing slavishue~s to authority, in encouraging indepen·
dent thinking. and in dcnouucing those who would
"persecute ~tml despitefully usc" Materialists and
Atheists; !Jut l do nul admire the contemptuous expression he applies to Tyndall's materialism. I have
noticed that A!J!Jot says he has no quarrel with it, but
only with Tyndall's failure' 'to extend it unam!Jiguously
and without limitation even to sensation and tiwught ;"
and that "'hat he requires ot Tyndall is a more rigorous treatment of science instead of a '"farce of philosophy "which imposes zlll "man the dire necessity of
pom·lng contempt on his own understanding."
Now wllatever am!Jiguity there may have been in
tile Address as originally given and reported, that ambiguity is removed by Tyndall's insertion in the nil
edition of the follo,dng passage : "'l'he arguments
pla;ced in tile mouth of Bishop Butler. s~t11ces in !llJ;
opmiou to crush out all such matenahsm as tins,'
that o.1t of sensation less anrl individually dead atoms,
tl1ings so utterly incongruous. with them a_s sensation,.
thought and emotion can anse. Hespectmg the definitions1of matter in our scientific text-books he says:
·• 'l'hc framers of these definitions were not biologists
but matllciuaticians, and had reference to such accidents and properties of matter a~ could be expressed
in their formula. . . Divorced trom matter where
is life to be found Y I'Vhatever our faith may say,
knowledge show£ life and 11!attcr to be insepar~bly
joined. Every meal we eat Jllustratr1s the mystcn~:ms
control of mind by matter." But Ab!Jot says nnnd
is a manifesta1 ion of a power he calls God.
I must notice another of Abbot's contemptuous expressions. He says : " It is enoug_h to make ~ve_ry
thinker blush with shame to see plulosophy so vrllamously impaled " as it is by Tyndall in the following

sentence : "Con~iderecl fundamentally it is by the operation of an insoluble mystery that life is evolved
species di..fferentiated, and mind unfolded, from th~
prepotent elements of the immeasurable past. . . .
\V e try to soar in a vacuum the moment 'lYe seek to
comprehend the connection between them." In this
Tyndall's offense with Abbot is that in this sentence
Tyndall mystifies religion •· in the apotheosis of insoluble mystery;" and settles "clown in the recognition
of an insoluble mystery as the last word of modern
science;" while he ougllt to see that science will solve
the mystery. Abbot suys "as the condition of all science something must be postulated as a basis." We
bavesee'n that in biological science Tyndall postulates
eternal living matter as the basis of all organic forms.
He argues that no intrusion < f creative power into
any series of phenomena I as ever !Jeen observed.
The assumption of such a power to account for special phenomena bas always proved a failure. It is opposed to the spirit of science." Ty11dall sees the mo·
lecular groupings and motions of this matter worldng
to definite ends of inorganic existences, and finds in the
facts of sustention and growl h of organic boclies reasonable grounds for inferring that the same properties
of matter are sufi1cient for the evolution of body and
soul (meaning by soul functions called mental); but the
problem of their connection is an insoluble mystery;
mrd he conceives that God who can mould matter
and !Jl'stow mind is not a less solu!Jic mystny,
with the added difficulty that while we believe that we
know something of mind and matter, we are sure that
we do not know God; and •· Canst thou by searching
find out God ?"
Ab!Jot, on the contrary, postulat,es "inorg-anic matter which," he says, "is the admitted source of all organic life," (but All !Jot means by inorganic matter that
which has not life) and, !JC says, a correct definition of
inorganic matter, is the main question ; and that" the
real secret of all organism mubt be sought in [the Reason and Goodness exhibited as] one omnipresent Ene,rgy" which manifests itself in countless atoms as a universal organic "polarity," and also in the atom!Juilt organism as "intelligence." I will not repeat
what I have said about its being easy to <:Ompreheud
Tyndall's belief that living matter, po~ssesing inherent
polar or structural forces, is the ultimate calJSC of the
omnipresent Energy, and of the phenomena of body
and mind, and it is to comprehend Abbot's Beason
and Googness as the ultimate cause; but I will observe that Ab!Jot ought not to affirm that Tyndall's
treatment of science is less rigorous than his own, because he does not presume to know so much about this,
(to me inconceiva!Jie) difi"uscd Reason anc1 Goodness as
Abbot does; and !Jeeause he does not believe, as A!Jbot
does, that science will eventually solve the problem of
the connection of matter and mind by establishing
without a doubt the existence of a God acting in every
atom, as the ultimate cause. l think tllat Abbot is
unjust in stigmatizing Tyndall's materialism "as a
farce of a philosoplly" and in affirming that "com·
pared with itstraigllt-outAtheism is infinitely more respectable.'' Epicurus, like Tyndall did not deny the
existence of the gods, but he could not account for the
amount of evil and disorder that exists but by the decision that the gods did not Interfere with the creation,
or mallagement of the world,
The poet who cried,
"Oh! for a lodge in some vast wilderness,
Some boPndless contiguity of shade,
Where rumours of oppression and deceit,
Of unsuccessful and.sueeessful wars,
l\Iight never reach me more.
My ear is pained, my soul is sick.
With every day's report of wrong and outrage,
With which the earth is tllled,"
Expressed the sentiment which leads so many to be
unable to believe in a God of goodness allCI of power.
Until 1\tr. A!Jbot has made it appear more proba!Jle
than he has done, that the moral and physical evil,
which has existed in all the time recorded by the earth
an!} by !Jooks, is consistent with Reason and Goodness
,ruling every atom, l shall be o!Jligcd to think Tyndall's
philosophy much more consistent than Abbot's is, as
it has the advantage of not confusing our minds as to
what constitutes Goodness.
JOliN CIIAI'PJ<:LLSMITH.

New Ha,1·mony, Ind., Mar., 28d, 1875.
VALUE of ehurch property in the United States in1850,
$87 .~2H,HOU; in lHI\0, $171 ,3\!7 ,\!32: in 1870, ~357 ,183,581. At' this
rate iu li/OO it will be s~.s35,S65,1i4H. The greater portion of
this property is untaxed, while all other property in the
country is OVIlr-taxed. Cannot the most obtuse-minded
vorsou in the country soc the danger imminent in tlre
vast aecumulations of property the Church is making? Arc
they "laying up treasures in heaven," or rather aro they
not earthly treasures and in this world of sin 'I Nothing
endangers the liberties of the people more than church
monopolies and priestly dominion.
SciENUB has never sought to ttlly herself to dvil power.
She lltLS never uttomptoil to throw odium or inflict sochtl
ruin on a11y human being. Slle has never subjected any
one to Ill ental torment, phYsieal torture, least of all to
death, for the purpose of upholding or p:omotiug her
ideas. She presents llm·solf unstained by cruelties and
erimes. But in the Vutican-we have only to recall tho Inquisition-the hands that are now raised in appeals to the
Most ~Ieroiful are crimsoned. 'l'hey have boensteeped in
blood 1-Prof, Draper.
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'l'he Jews and thrir Go(l.
BY ISAAC PADEN.

discharged as being in person the doer of those low
sav~ge acts which the Jews charged to their God; yet
th~11' God sp.ak~ many truths, and clid some good
~hmgs, but th1s falls far short of proving he was God
m the full sense of the wore! Deity.

Here we have three theological systems or views
before us. God, an Almighty ruler, who has before
man existed, foreordained whatsoever comes t'o pass.
second, "God, an Almighty ruler, whose unalterabl~
foreknowledge governs all things whatsoever comes
to pass;" tilird, then, under the power and infiuence
of the Devil, acting from ilis own choice a free moral
agent, does just as he pleases." Add to this never-ending tlamnatwn for all wilo know not God. Here is ·
the conclusion of theology. It is an unfathomable
mystery, thousands of years have been spent, talent
and money t~rown away, the. hrain of man desll'oyecl, ~ono~anu~cs produced trytnp; to reconcile the theologl~~I v1ews Ill relat!on to man's moral amlreli§..;ions
condttwn. I close w1th this consolation, tntlh is im1/WTtC:l, ancl cannot die.; while error is mortal, ani cannot /we where the freedom of thought is exercised.

VII.-Oontinued.
CHAPTER VIII.
So long as theologians are unable to reconcile their
We now close, after giving a few scattering thoughts
idea of the fall of man with justice, and leave their
God holding the position of an honorable fathe1· let up?n ~od's foreknowledge and his· foreordination,
the!fi cease their claims as expounders of myst~ries whiCh tpvolves ma~'s free agency (as it is called) and
wh1ch they nor no one else can understand. Let the a questwn of some importance between our Arminian
clergy of our clay show wherein God or man was ben- apd Predestinarian brethren. Those of the Armiefited in cur:;ing the earth, as is claim eo their God did. man order deny foreordination, and denounce it as
Providing the result was, and is good, it proves his fa~se and untrue, yet they claim God foreknows all
curses are the same in result as his blessings, then it thmg.q before they come to pass. Tile Predestinarimakes but little, if any, difference which he does. an.s hold that God not only knows, but predestined all
Let them show the justice of the effects or results thmgs whatsoever comes to pass. The writer of this
claimed for the act of one man, and th~t before h~ has often requested of those who cleny foreordination
(THE END.)
knew good from evil. Let them show tlw wisdom in ~o show wher~in the difference lies between God (if he
or the benefit arising from, the flood as they view it: ts God) knowmg a thlllg and foreordaining it. Thus
It may be claimed it was clone to cleanse the earth of far he has failed to be answered. The main araument
Qui Bono~
the wickedness of man. This is absurd and untrue as (or rather assertion) in favor of a difference ls tilat
it had no such effect. Let them show the fact ti1at God, knowing a thing, yet in the future doe~ not
BY S. H. PRESTON.
Christian religion has a saving power over 'man necessarily make it take place (provided he is a man
"W~at have Infidels clone? Show me any good
more than other religions. Let them show the fact instead of ~od, we admit the truth of this idea). But
that. a believer in the Christian religion is better off in as they cla1m God foresaw all that takes place, and Inficlehty. has done and I will be an Infidel." Thus a
the life beyond the grave, than a moralist whose end ha.d a perfe?t knowledge of tile same by bringing all smal! ethtw~ of Wesl~y recently propounded from the
tlungs yet Ill the future present l:>efore his sight, as pulpit. Tlus Method 1st mummy "·wants to !mow y()U
and aim is to do right.
'
~now." :Veil, I will tell him. It is to Infidels l1e is
As for the Jewish history of their God, if it is reli- t!w~g.h th.cy were, destroys the argument. The fact mde?t~d for the blessed privilege of b\o..,·ing the !ittlt
(lf
1t
Is
a
fact)
of
God
bringing
all
things
present
beable or has any trntl1 in it, he appeared to them in the
Anlllman gospel trumpet and spilling his churchianic
form of a man, having all the passions of a man, such fore him, is positive proof they will take place· un- slops upon them from a petty Protestant pulpit to-clay.
and
knowing
a
thing
is
unreliable'
and
less
his
seeing
as hate, love, revenge and a warlike disposition, overTo whom are we indebted for a government based
anxious to receive the admiration of man in reference subject to be a failure, in such a case God's forel\~owl upon equal political and religious rights? a governeclge
would
be
of
but
little
use
to
himself
or
any
one
to his greatness over other gods, and that he gave prement in which all religions are tolerated and which
cepts· and commands in person to Abraham, Moses else.
makes no distinction on account of creed ? in whicil
A
Reverend
gentleman
once
claimed
that
man
could
and others during a period not less than four t110nsand
the once ?bnoxious Methoclbts have lJeen protecttcl
look
forward,
see
and
foretell
an
eclipse
many
years
years. During that period he was frequently seen
and per~11~ted to progr<::ss iu the midst of jealous and
and conversed with.
At one time Aaron, Noah, ahead, and that knowledge had nothing to do in caus- antngon.tstJc sects? To John Wesley, the founder of
ing
the
eclipse,
and
surely
God
could
do
as
much
as
a
Abihu and seventy elders saw his feet and what he
l\I~thochsm P.• Na.y, rca~! history. Wilile this bigoted
stood on ; Moses saw his back parts, (i~ it possible he man. This we admitted, but claimed neither God <•r pnest a fug11ive from JUstice, of the Stale of North
man
h~d an,v foundation for the knowledge of a thing
1
could have back parte and not have fore parts); beCarol.ma, w~ts writing, preaching, and untiringly
sides thi~, he eat dinner with Abraham, and Aunt before 1t extsterl, only !\S the result of uncllanaeable labonng agamst the American cause anc\ i ofiictin•Y
Scwalt had a good laugh at wltat 1cas said. But for the laws ordained and in force. Therefore all the knowl- deeper inju.ry uoon. it. than any ot.h~r Englisilma!'~
last two thousand years he has changed his manner edge. that a man can ~ave of an eclipse or anything Thomas Pame was gJvmg to the world his '·Common
and custom, in communicating with man, rtnd keeps yet Ill the future, anses from tt Imowledue he may Sense" and ~'Cri~is," and aiding the struggle for Indehimself out of sight-no part of his body, neither the have of uncbangeable laws now in force. "'The Rev. pen~lence w1th h1s pen, money and valor. To who!ll are
fore part nor the hind part, are now seen, or his voice g,entle!llan cla.imed I destroyed man's accountability. we mdebted, more than to all others, for this Mode!
heard to say, "Thus saith the LOTd." But as lw 1oas 1 o th1s I rephed, so long as he was unable to show Rep\lblic, ~ts liberal institutions, auc\ for civil and
confined to 'the Jews as their God, the failu1·e of the Jews there was a difl'erenc:e, I was justified in claiming the re.ll~wus hber~y? I will tell you. To that immortal
as a nation, is proof of his incompetency to gtjcern and result under each theory to be the same_ The thing tnntty. of Infidel patriots, Paine, Jefferson, and
necessary to be clone is to show there is a difference in
manage them as a nation, may account for Ius absence. principle,
and the result will also be different. But Frankhn. It was the pen of Thomas Paine which
But be this as it may, there are !lOW no conesponding wherein can
difference be, when foreknowledge first wrote "'l'he Free ancl Independent States of
evidences of his existence in the manner in which he· is the result ofthe
America." Tile writer of the Age of Reason was the
unchangeable law ?
displayed his person and power among the Jews.
author hero of the Revolution. Infidels, foes everyvVe fearlessly say, in the absence of unchangeable where and forever of kings and priests; Infidels tile
All the facts in relation to the .T ews and their God, law, there can be no forelmowletlge. We also say if
saviors ~f liberty; Infidels gave mankind the subb11e
as they stand recorded in the Jewish h'story, go hand it
is impossible for God to be mistaken, or to faiJ' in
in hand with our position- Also see the agreement foreknowing a thing, then of necessity it must take DeclaratiOn of American Independence, a aovernour position has with the facts claimed in refer- place. \Ve li!,ewise say, it is impossible for a man to mcnt without a Church, anC: a Constitution without a
ence to the appearing of spiritual personages through- change tbe thing God saw he would do unless his God . . In every l~nd, throngl.t all the 9<1l'k and dreary
c<::ntunes of chams and wh1p and fire, liberty wa8
out all ages and nations also ttt the prtsent. These foreknowledge
is a failure.
'
ever the watchword of the Infitlel. Religion ilits, in all
personages were ill the early days of man, called gods
We will here illustrate a case, "it was a fact Booth ages, been the synonym of slavery. The world has
and lords, thus there were gods rnany and lords many,
but the Jews acknowledged only one as God, the bal- killed President Lincoln by shooting him with a pis- seen no such despotism as spiritual despotism no such
ance were called !>ngels, ghosts and Bpirits of them tol, and it also was a fact, God saw and had a merciless tyrants as tilose " hy the grace ~f God."
that were dead ; this latter name was rejected l•y tlw knowledge of the act long before we were a nation." "Infidelity ~s liberty; 11Ilreligion is sh1v~ry. In every
Jews, inasmuch as it was calculated, in its nr.tnre, I now ask how Booth could have avoided the act, anc\ creed man 1s the slave of Go{\, woman 1::1 the slave of
sooner or later to destroy their God. This gave rise God's fmeknowlcdge remain good and unimpaired ? man, anc\ the sweet children are the shtves of all."
to all the iuhniDall treatment by the Jews and their I also ask, is the power of God's forelmowledge more The Infidel has ever been found battling for the riO'hts
God toward the mediums of their day, who J~sus said easy for man to cilange, alter or disappoint than his of man; the priest ever reeking with the go rtf of
they killed, who saw and conversed face to face with power to ordain upon which foreknowledge is based? heretics. The Church damned men; Infidelity reThese foregoing p lints under consideration, have in tonned them. The Chnrcli established inquisitions.
the spirits of those whose ::artilly bodies were cleacl,
the same as Abraham, Moses and others did to their reference to the God, who is acknowledged by the Infidelity founded universities. But we are told that
God; also the woman of Enclor, who spoke face to Armiuian as well as the Predestinarian ; each cluim Infidels tear duwn, destroy. True; they have turn
face with the spirit of Samuel, in like manner as Jesus he is the all-wise and almighty ruler, creator and pre- clown the stakes and crosses and gibbets that like a
and his three disciples conversed with .i\[oses and server of all things. All who adopt this last have no forest, hedged in the rugged road of Pro.gre~s, and
Elias some thousand years after the death of the bocly. just right to complain in regard to his manner of rul- ilave raised telegraph poles in their stead. They have
This same universal custom among all nations, of see- ing, ou any other claim than that they tJonsider he is dethroned kings, and enthroned man; tiley have
in()' aud conversing with spiritual personage~, has either deficient in wisdom or power. Yet they are demolished bastiles, and bnilt and beautified temples
uu~lergone no material change, remaining the same, tile first to raise the question, does God, man or the of i11dustry; th€'y have 1oiled back the unwieldly
only different developments, with a marked improve- Devil rule? or do all three rule jointly ? or is it each st?ne which the Church had placed at the sepulchre
ment from a low, savage 11ncl revengeful nature, to one acts his part in the drama of life ? It is claimed Liberty; they have destroy ell the thumbscrews and
by the Armiuinn, as well as the Predestinarian, that racks and torture dungeons of the Church and. put
that of love and good will to man on earth.
This spiritual intercourse is fast becoming a scien- the Devil is the prince and power of the air, and that out the fagot fires in which Torquemada ~nd John
tific fttct, unci the S\~ orn statements of thousands could he holrls a mling power over a large portion of man, Calvin slowly ronoted thinkers and discoverers. "\Vhat
be aLlded to these few thoughts, sufficient to n1ake this if not all. They also hold man is a free moral agent, have they done ?" Whatever has been done for tho
alarn·e volume of many hunclrec\s of pages, not only and acts from choice to suit himself, having goucl and prosperity and advancement of man, has been done
from" persons in tlw United States, but. from all nations evil 8Ct before him. Here I must call tile reader's by the few heroic Infidels, in spite of all the persecunow known thus bearing corresponding evidence of attention to tile fttct that there can be ·no mis- tions of priests ancl popes and potentates. \Vhile
the claims herein set forth by the writer. Here let take in the matter, in reference to man's dtstiny, lilat insatiate monster, called Christianity, has stre,vn
me say, notwitilstancling Gods in tile plmal were the providing his patil is the result of his own choice. the fair fields of earth \Yith the w reeks of armies and
common belief of man before the days of Abrailam, Thus, under the idea of the power of the Devil, anc\ the bones of murdered millions, con vcrted populous
and is the same now with some nations, yet it is man acting from his own choice, this God·ruling pow- nations into deserts and transformed our beautiful
pi·oper to say many individuals believed in a higher er is cut oil:', and he, as Almighty ruler, is thrown iuto world into a slaughter-house, clrencileLI with blood
Power of rule far above and beyond their compre- the shade. Under such a theological view, who would and tears, InfiLlelity has been the creator of science
hension. Tile idea of a Power or ruling influence wonder or think stmnge that God, after seeing the the preoerver of art, and the g-uardian of the ark of
that forms and controls the Universe, including worlds, effect of the Devil's power, and the determination of freedom. " What good?" Why, Infidelity is the
planets, suns and satellites, throughout space, .giving rrntn to do just as he pleaseLl, that such a God would 1eligion of goodness. "The \Yorld is my country, to do
life and motion to each and all in accordance With the exclaim in the agony of his soul's disappointment, good my Tdigion," was tho life motto of that grand
nature of their existence ; to be confined or repre- til at it repented him he had made man, and was griev- heroic Infidel, Thon!lls Paine. The Church repeats
sented through a personage of the size of a man, say ed to the heart. This theological view of a personal creeds; Infidelity does good. The Church persecutes
five feet eleven inches higll ; has all the features of ttl! Devil, and his power over man, together with man's honest people fur opinion'~ sake; Intidelit.y makes
nb:;nrd inconsistency, the same as to claim the water free agency, completely destroys and annihilates a religious duti~s consist in "do in:; justice, loving mercy,
that runs in the Mississippi river would run through a persomd God as supreme ruler, either by way of fore- awl endeavonn g tu make our fellow creaturc8 happy·
knowledge or for.eorclination ; both are eqnally de- Infidelity has enfranchised the human mimi, lm~
goose quill.
All the facts in the case unite in the position taken stroyed, and he is driven to the painful necessity to rescued the world from the miclnigilt of rucdreval
by the writer, that the God that rnles ond governs tile await his chance and accept at the hands of mau and superstition; and the monuments of Infidels are the
>-Lones along the highway of Pro~j~ress.
_ .
Universe is not the Jewish God. Therefore the Gocl the Devil, such as are not capableor not able to act mile
West Winfield, N. Y:
·
--that rules is not responsible, and is hereby honombly for themselves.
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(Continued from Fifth Pa(Je.)
find a succesion of vivid pictures of the state of actual
science among the earlier Greeks and the later Romans,
at the birth of Christianity, at the epoch of tbe "Fathers of tbe Church," in the middle ages, at the period
of the rise of modern knowledge, at the time of the
Refiormation, and in the present century:
We desire
call ~ttention to the work as an admirable literary production, free from that "dryness"
and "repulsiveness" characteristic of many scientific
works. For felicity of expression and eloquence,
many passages deserve place among the gems of literature. It is a work calculated to make infidels, ancl we
trURt all our readers who can aft'ord it will adt~ this to
their libraries. To give an idea of the popularity this
work lias achieved we will state that twenty thousand
copies have been sold in the few months since it was
placed before the public. Price $1. 75; postage 15
cents.

to

tions, or Shal,espeare's complete works, 1000 pages
and 36 illustmtions.
All postage prepaid.
Here is a fine opportunity to obtaiol standard works
at half price, and 'l'IIE TRUTH SEEKER three months
included. 'I'he names of many trial subscribers have
been l'eceived, and we are anxious for thousands
more. Friends of TnE TRU'l'JI SEEKER, please make
a little effort to send us all the trial subscribers you
can. The outlay IS very small, and the good resulting from it may be considerable. Let. us hear from
you.
True, "the times are hard ;"we are in a position to
realize it. While a II are struggling to get throug,h
''the pinch," let THE TRUTH SEEKER not be for·
gotten.

A Yaluable New Book.

The glory of the present age is the diffusion of useful information. 'l'hc appeamnee therefol'e of any
PERSONAL E:J~-"PERIENCES OF WM. H. MUMLER IN new publication that bids fair to enlighten the
masses more fully upon any pructieal ~ubject, should
SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPI:IY. A pRmphlet of sixty-eight be regarded as grounds for congratulation. It gives
pages has been sent us by the publishers, Colby & ns pleasure therefore to call the attention of our readRich of Boston, with the above title. It contaius the ers toR. V. Pierce's forthcoming new book entitled,
history of tbat class of phenomena, citing numerous The People's Common Sense l\lt•dicnl Adviser. 'l'his
work will contain about nine hundred pages. will !Je
striking cases. It will no doubt be found interesting well bound, illustrated with about two hundred ·wood
by our Spiritualistic readers, who will doubtless gov- cuts and colored plates, and sent by mail to any adern themselves accordingly. It probably sells at dre~s for the unp1ecidentedly low price of $1.50. It
-is now ready for delivery. Tile author has IJccome
twenty-five cents.
widely and favorably kno.wu to t!Je American l\S well
1 as the people of several Foreign nafwns, through his
Family .Medicines, and as the founder of the World's
Renewed Offers.
Dispensary at Buffalo. N.Y. established for the treatWe are anxious to extend the circulat.ion of THE ment of Chronic Diseases and now ventures to appear
'l'n_uTH SEEKER so far as possible, and are disposed in the new role of authorship. From a peru8al of adto give all the encouragement we can to the move- vanced pagP-s, we believe the book is calculated to !Jc
eminently useful. It embraces a wide range of subment.
jects, all of them bearing w1t h more or less tlirectness
For $1.75 we will send 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER post- u~on the all-important qncstion of hcal1h. Biolo7y,
paid for one year, and a copy of "Blakeman's 200 Physiology, the Cerebral Funetions, the Human Telllperaments, and Hygienic Treatment, or Nursing of
Poetical Riddles."
the Sick, receive that attention which their relative
For $2 THE TRUTH SEEKER and either of the follow- importance demands. Physical and Mental Culture,
ing work~;: "Lamb's Essays of Elia," Sterne's •' Tria- Veutilation,Sleep, Cleanliness, Food, Bevemges, and
tam Shaml:v ," "Sentimental Journal," "Colleen Clothing are practical topics, and treated iu a pmctiBawn," "Hobinson Crusoe," '' G•llliver's Travels," cal manner.
The usr of ·water as a Remedial Agent rccieves that
"Arabian Nights,"'' Burns' Poems," ":Moore's Po- attention which it deserves. Under the Ileac! of Rem·
ems," "Milton's Poems,'' "Vicar of Wakefield" edies for Diseases is presented a list of our most use"Bell-ringer of N ou=e Dame," "Scottish Chiefs," ~r ful indigenous m!'dicinal plants, together with their
properues and uses and pictorial representations of
either of Marryat's Novels.
many of the most important. The appropriate dose
For $2.25 THE TRUTH SEEKER one year, and By- of each remedy is also given. After a suitahlc intraron's complete works.
duction we have in Part Fourth, Diseases and their
Remedial 'l'reatment. Almost every disorder thut
For $~.60 THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER one year, "Blake- preys upon the human system is here described, toman's Riddles," Shakespeare's complete works, and gether with its symptoms, causes, and treatment, as
either of the works named in the paragraph above.
far as is thought safe and advisable for the non·pro·
fesional to prescribe. Chronic ailments Hceive special
For $Z.50 THE 'l'HUTII SEEKER one year, and a attention. A chapter on Accidents and Emergencies
copy of "'l'!Je Heathens of the Heath," paper.
is a very useful feature of the IJo·,k. Be~ides thi~
'I'
much miscellaneous and profitable information is givFor $3.00 'l'HE IWTH SEEKEH one year, anl a en, which will make it a genuine "vade mecum"copy of" The Heathens of the Heath," cloth.
a conveinent companion in every household. Many
For $3.75 TnE 'l'RUTH SEEKER one year, Shakes- a precious life has been lost from the lack of just the
G
knowledge which this work imparts. A healthy morpeare's, Byron's, oldsmith's and }{ilton's complete a! sentiment pervades the whole work, and we corworks.
dialy commend it as worthy a place in every family.
For $.5.50 TnE TnuTrr SEEKER one year, and one
---------of •·Calkin's Champion "Washing Machines," which
A GooD MAN SI,EEPS WITH DIS FATHERs.-Exthe Company invariably sell d $7.50. They are decid- Gov. Bramlette of Kentucky, manager of the Louisedly one of the best washing machines in use. Over ville LoLtery swindle clied January llth. Those who
fai!ed 1n former schemes, or who failetl to ''draw a
60,000 have been sold within two years-more than prize" wili perhaps remem!Jer llim. He was, as we
have been sold of any other washer in the same time. have formerly stated, a lawyer, anc1 also a church
For representation !Hid description sec 14th page, member, and while we woultl not spcuk ill of the
The papers and premiums sent to one or more parties uead, we presume it will be no news to Louisville
T
people to say that, lil'e most church members, in ad·
as desired.
he papers and books always sent post- dition to rnnning a lottery swiuule, he also sport~d
paid by mail; the washer by express.
female companions other than lawful ones. One of
Here, friends, are liberal offers. Those who accept these, whom the ex-Governor had supported for some
years, and to wilom he had paid $10,000 aLone time,
them will o!Jtain more than their money's worth in Ill spite of the efl'urts of the police, succeeded in sudevery instance. We hope every friend of the canse denly appearing in the cemetery at his i'uncral and
will take interest enough in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER to placed a wreatll upon his coffin. After Bramlette's
send us a few names, at least, upon some of tl
de>Lth a new manager was appointed. Gilmore's l!and
le was hired to play at the'· Urand Gift Uoncert," and,
a !Jove propositions.
, unless the manager again puts it off, the great drawing
TnrAL SU135CRIBERS.
will corue uti on l<'eb. 27th, when a few may receive
more than Liley have paid in, and tens of thousands
We will still send 'l'IIE TRUTH SEmmn three who drew hhwks will have reason to remember the
months to t1·ialsubscribers for 25 cents.
very old but very true StLying that "a fool and his
For 35 ccuts the Paper three months, and a copy of mouey is soon parted."
"Blakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles."
Superstitious people are getting suspicious of the
Louisville lottery selwme, as 1t seems to be 8u1·e death
For 55 cents the Paper three months, and either of to all who have any connection with it. Including
the worl's mentioned in ~aragraph third, up above.
ex- Gov. Bramlette !Jis wife aud child, no less than
For 75 cents the Paper three months, aml Gold- thirteeu persous c~nnee1ed in some way with th(•
smith's Works, complete, illustrated, 375 P<lges.
scheme have died. It is to be hoped this singular fatality wi11 not extend to the tit;ket h.olt!er:;,, for if it
For 85 cents the Paper three months, and either should, there would be numerous vtc:tnns m every
Byron's complete works, 650 pages, and 2.1 illustra- hamlet.-Kentucky pape1·.

The Land of Pure Deligltt.
" There is a lalld of pure delight,
Where saints immortal reign."
So sang our pious fathers and muthers. And now
the qnestinn arises, Where shall we find that land?
"What evolution! what extent! what swarms
Of worlds that laugh at earth! immensely greatImmensely distant from efLch other's spheres!
What then the wondrous space through which they roll?
At once it quite ingulfs all human thought,
'Tis compreh<msion's absolute defeat."
'llfhere, among these swarms of worlds, are we to
look for the land of pu1•e delight?
Muy ii please ye, I a~k no favors of those worlds.
I have a world of my own-my birthrig·ht in!Jeritance-a world in which is the material for bullding a
Hell, or a Heaven, as best suits my a~piring.
Ami who the architect? With your leave, I am.
And here, in this world, graciously vouchsafed unto
me, I'll have rny land of pure delight, where saints
im11.ortal l'eign, reign over all conflicting forces,
bringing every feeling, every thought into harmony
with the divine aftlatus.
Not exactly. Have you any more questions to ask?
No need to say, others are not bound by my rule of
uction. 1'liey have as good title to be monarchs of all
they survey, in their worlds, as I have in mine.
Variety, in harmony, is the central iclea of this
Universe. 'fhe i:lovere1gnty of Individuality, each in
her and l1is empire, or world, is Magna Chm·ta.
It is a maxim of common Jaw, that when private
convenience comes in conflict with public good, the
latter is paramount.
Should Prentiss, or any other scribbler, get up a
brain bantling, for his own edification, 'lllE TnUTH
SEt;;KEit is under no ol!ligation, not even of courtesy,
to print it to the molestation of its many readers.
PRENTISS.

I1etters to a Preacher.
NO. VII.
FniEND B.: You say I am rig!Jt in asserting that
Athens reached the acme of Pagan civilizatwu, but
you say also that" Plato believed in a colony of wives
ami the strangling of feeble children, and that Zeno
was a drunkard, and those beautiful temples were
more filthy than any sta!Jle, as were 11lso their houses
or rather ~antics, and the animals lousy beyoud enclurancP."
'fhat may all be true, but if so, it was not because
they had never enjoyed the blessings(?) of Christianity, but rather· because of the age in which they Jived.
As the world increases in knowledge, equali1y between
man ami woman will settle tlJ e vexed question as to
whether men shall have " colonies of wives,'' none at
all, or whether the two sexeR shall live together as
equals partners for just so long a time as they contract to do so. Your own Bibllcal heroes, very many
of tilem, had •' colonies of wives," and it would be
hard to say how few or how many wives (?J are now
really possessed by a great many lllen even in this en·
lightened Christian country in the Nineteenth Century.
As to tb.e strangliug of feeble c!Jildren, if the Athenians surpassed the parents of this age iu that respect,
they must indeed have been "vile," for many of til em
now, if a child happens to l!e in the way, >mel is not
wanted, do not stop to consider whether it is feeble or
strong, but quietly and secretly dispose of it; and it
is rarely that anything is said about it, unless the fact
!Jceouws so 11otorious !hut iL is impossi!Jle to overlnok
it.
Coroner Lankester, of London, says, " that in that
Christian city 12,000 mothers aunualiy murder their
ofi'Hpring !" Ami a writer in the World more than
doubled that umuber in estimating the fmtus and child
murders of New York. "Tens of thousnntls of 1mman beings in St. Giles, London, aud in .lYl urderer's
l:llock aul.l other localities in New York arc reared in
selwols of vice and brutality." Could Pagan Athens
be worse in these J·espeets '! The London Telegraph
sa~s, ''The most brutal and must cowardly, the most
plllless and most barbarous deeds done in the world
are perpetrated by the lower classes of English people," aml beneath the '· shadow of the cross," too.
Thee speaks ot the filth of ancieut Athens. No
douiJL they had many ltubits that would be ve1y offensive to us, aucl so had our aucestors of only a few
hundred yl:urs ago ; and there nrc people now that are
so far uhead of tllis age in some respects that they
cannot use the same hair-comiJ, face-towel, etc., that
,u·e Uoed by other people without huv.ing their sense
of personal cleanli11e!'S a!J;ulutely shocke<t. And there
al'lo ll1tlllY places where the whole family dip their
brcact uno tne gravy dish, and their knives iuto tbe
butler, aud spoons mto thl( preserve dish, yet these
hallits are called vulgar and unclean in refined society. There are thousands of homes ill Christhw America where we can lind any amount of reeking tilth and
teticl odors that tLre full a~ disgusting us many of the.
repulsive habits of said Athenians.
As to JilLhy stables. 1 approve of them but little less
than 1 do of til thy houses. All domestic animals love
cleanl!nes~, and sliot.lld be kept wJwre they can enjoy
suushuw a·~d pure mr, not only for then· own enjoyment, but for our satisf~~<cUou, l·b~~<ve seen <;:owe ngltt
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here in Snowville, standing for weeks and months together in a mire of their own filth, and their haunches
plastered all over with it' from being obliged to lie
down in it for want of a clean spot to sleep on, and
others are forced to drink stagnant, putrid water from
muddy ponds and filthy puddles, or go thirsty all the
lonl!", hot Summer days-and hogs! Well, the pens
of these much abused animals are often public nuisances. It is not only repulsive to think of using the
milk and eating the flesh of animals reared in filth,
but it is Unhealthy also. As the years come anal go,
we learn better and better l10w to be clean. Each age
improves upon the one that has passed, and as the
cycles of ages g;o by, we need new laws, new customs,
and new social influences, and consequently one old
Jew· Book of "holy ab~urdities," appropriate th<mgh
it might have been for the day in which it was written, cunnot be a law and a guide to the world forever.
"0 had the Yahoo eves, he'd plainly see
What bitter fruits grow on the Gospel tree;
What pestilential crabs have ever grown,
And ever will where e'er this tree is known.
Loa!{ round the globe-for near two thousand years,
The cross has deluged it with blood and tears.'>l
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
Snowvi:le, Pulaski Co., Va., Apiil15tb, 1875.

.A Letter from Iowa.
W ABHINGToN PRAIRIE, IowA, Aprillst, 1875.
Thinking a few thoughts from this quarter may be
Interesting- to yout· readers, I address to you the following: Our friend, G. L. Henderson, delivered two
scientific lectures in the Rosa school-house, at this
place, .March 28th, 1875, at 11 o'clock, A.M., and at
early candle lighting.
He handled the subject of ancient and modern superstition, showing its fallacy, and the impropriety of
its being taug·ht in the nineteenth century, and treated
it with gteat ability, provinp: beyond a doubt the position he assumed, and which has been sustained by
ancient as well as modern scientists. Be defended
his position with ability and sound logic, well calculated to convince candid and unprejudiced hearers.
There was a re~pectable audience, and they seemed to
be convinced of the importance of his subject, and
that there is work to be accomplished in this country,
as well as across the ocean, that shall shake Christianity from center to circumference.
Can humanity look back upon ancient Christianity
and view the terrible atrocities inflicted by the Church
upon honest men and women for their opinions, without the deepest feelings of horror and indignation ?
The Christianity· of to-day, as represented by the
churches, is an imposition on humanity! It trains
the mind to believe in an unknown God, and keeps
them in fear of an endless hell! Can an individual be
happy and have such thoughts ? ll,ecause a principle
was tolerated two thousand years ago, is it any reason that it should be tolerated to-day, when science
shows it to be an entire falsehood 9 Let ou1· young
people be taught the principles of science, reason, and
all that pertains to happiuess in this world, and see
what a complete reformation will be etl'ected. When
this work is accomplished we will have less use for
insane asylums and penitentiaries. Why not, then,
each and every individual join in this great and gloriou:; work and endeavor to overthrow that ancient and
modern s;1perstition, anct to keep its galling chainsfrom
the necks of our race ?
Let the rising generation in every section of the
country be taught scic_nce, liberty, tru.t1.1, justice, and
morality and where will your superstitiOn be? You
will see
more domes of churches erected as a mon- 1
ument to superstition! Let the money that is expendeel for chureltcs be contnbuted for libraries ,mel halls
of science nnll I iterature.
As an inhabitant of~ free country, as a citizen of a
great and rising republic, as a member of an intelligent communitv, I hope 10 live to see all this accomplished. Yours for the good of Humanity,
ALFRED RosA.

;10

[Our friend evinces the right spirit and one we hope
will soon prevail all over the land. We are pleased
to think the labors of friends Underwood and Henderson luwe been productive of good upon w·ashington
Prairie. 'l'hey have both spol>:en there a number of
times, and a goodly number of hearty, intelligent,
enthusiastic live Liberals are now among its citizens,
and who feel willing to make some sacrifices, and use
some exertions to advance tbe cause of truth and human progress. We llope to see this feeling more
prevalent in many other localities].

.About Goods.
Mn. Enrron :-1 see occasional requests from your
patrons, as to the most reliable house to purchase
goods from in New York. lleing a woman, and posted in tbese matters, 1 am ready to give lll)' experience.
Having traded at various houses in New York, I was
induced by a friend to visit Ehrich's large Emporium
on Eighth Avenue this Spring, and can honestly and
disint!'lrestedl;y sa;y-, I made the best bargains l ever

made .in New York, and saved at least twenty-five per
cent 1n my purchases. Inquiries of outside parties
who have dealt there, confirm my opinion, l find
their reputation is unrivalled for honest dealing. Consequently I call the attention of the readers of THE
TlmTn BEEKER to this fact, and advise t.hem to give
this house the :first trial, feeling confident if they do,
they will be more tl1an satisfied.
Their new Qum·terly is a fine magazine, handsomely
gotten up, ami contains a full account of their stock
and price list. Full reliance can be plac< d on their
offers. They offer the l\iagazine at ten cents a year,
as a means of introducing themselves over the country. Send for ~t, and see for yourselves.
This is a gratuitous testimony on my part, and not
an advertisement. l see the daily increasing need of
people in the country, and write this as a merited
tribute to one of the most reliable business houses in
New York city.
H. H.

Man and Nature.

We often bear it said. the nearer we live to nature
the better it is for us. Let me ask, is our typical man
a natural being? Man clothes himself to protect himself against nature; be acquires knowledge that he
n:ay be happy; he learns to walk, to think, to talk.
Where t11en ai'uong enlightened nations do we find the
natural men ? Is not man by nature a blank sheet
upon which education has written manlwod? What
would we be without acquisition? Are progression,
civilization and imp;rovement idle terms? Is·the uncultivated desert a farm ? Is the thistle-patch a
garden ? Are your best fruits natural fruits ? and
man mott pleasing in nudity ? If not, man then, in a
large mensure. at least, is artificial, in education,
accomplishments, taste~ and desires, and what is
called society, pa1· excelence, is wholly so. Indeed,
man seems to be ashamed of nature, because nature is
true to herself and regrets neither man's likes nor dislikes his pleasures or his pains. Has m~n then improved on nature and its mythical duty ? If so, he
How Is IU
simply pays the rental for the use; she claims the
BY W. H. PRENTICE.
matter, not the acts, and naturally jogs along.
ABRAM BRoNSoN.
[IN al\fassachusetts village lives a poor, feeble, ex-MethHiko, Linmln Co., Nevaoo, Feb. 20th, 1875.
odist minister, dependent upon charity for support. Receiving meagre aid from his brethren of the church, and
generous donations from some called Infidels, he wrote
the followin~ lines]:
.Appeal to the .American People.
How is it that a Christian name
Shall save a person from all blame.
When to the judgment bar we come,
To hear our welcome or our doomHow is it?
How is it many who profess
True charity and godliness,
Are often deaf to cries of want! pray you help me, no I can'tHow is it?
Shall he who in the world below
'Never relieved another's woe.
Although with wealth and comfort blest,
Shall he enjoy Eternal rest?How is it?
Because he had a name to live,
Yet never aught was known to give;
While one we call an Infidel,
Who has given much. must go to hellHow is it?
Must he whom cry of want affects,
Be classed with those whom God rejects.
Because they do not see the need
Of joining some Religious CreedHow is it?
How is it often when you tell
Your troubles to the Infidel,
He carries out the Master's word,
Gives to the poor.lcnds to the LordHow is it?
How is it-has he too a soul,
To live while endless ages roll?
He 11ho will not the poor deny.
Shall he for mercy always cryHow is it?
To him that asketh we should give,
Lend to another, let Mm live;
Give to the poor. lend to the Lord;
How is it. is not this the Word?
How is it?
Will man be known in that great day.
Simply by what the others say;
Or will the great dl'cision be,
Doing for them ye did for meHow is it?

The Golden Age.
BY

Is the libm·ty of conscienc-e, guaranteed inviolable by
the Constitution of the United States, a sham?
The signers of the following statement appeal to the
American people for justice, for the fulfilment of sacred promises and reparation for a foul insult perpetrated by two zelotic Pennsylvania judges. Can the
citizens of the great Republic afford to have their liberties trampleu under foot ? And will they allow
their country to be upheld to the ridicule and scorn of
the enlightened world of the present age ? Citium of
the Republic, l'ead this !
PHILADELPHIA, March 11th, 1875.
On Friday, March 6th, 1876, the undersigned accompanied Mr. Julius Ni.,land on his way to procure his ~econd
naturalization papers. l\Ir. Nieland had his "first papers" with him, duly made out two years and two days
previously. The certificate of citizenship was filled out
for him, whereupon we were told to go into any court to
take the oath. Court-room No.2 being less thronged than
the others, we entered there and applied to one of the two
judges present. Immediately an official handed us a
Bible, which remained in our hands, the said clerk having left us very quickly, and there being no table near by.
The judge began to read the oath, when we told him that
we wished to "affirm." Upon a sign by the judge, the
clerk took the Bible away from us, asking, in a rude manner," Why did you take it?" We answered, "Because
you gave it to us." Then the judge asked." Have you a
reason for not wanting to swear by the Bible? We flvaded the direct answer. by simply repeating our wish to
"affirm." and asked why we should not be allowed to do
so.· The judge, repeating his question. we admitted that
we had a reason. He then asked us whether we did not
!Jelieve in the doctrines of the Bible. We answered. that
we believed in morality. but not in" revelations." (Mr.
Nieland here said that he was an Infidel.) Thereupon
the judge asked whether we believed in a Supreme Being.
The judge now refused to administer the oath (or affirmation), and told Mr Nieland that. being an IHfidel. he could
not become a citizen. Th.; other judge nodded his approval. ringing the bell at the same time to 11nnounce the adjournment of the court. The judge kept the papers. We
asked him for his name and that of the other judge. They
were J RATT and HARE.
The foregoing proves that. although we endeavored to
prevent giving offense, the inquisitorial examination of
the judge compelled us to profess a creed. and that the
latter gave. him a pretext of grossly violating the liberty
of conscience guaranteed by the Constitution.
F. BIELEFIELD.
I certify to the correctness of the above statements.
JULIUS NIELAND.

FRANCES L. WILSON.

Bards have sung of Golden Ages,
'!.'hat have past with much regret;
But in spite of bards and sages.
The Golden Age is coming yet.
When free from dogmas and from creeds.
And superstition's binding chain;
When Bigotry for Truth recedes.
We know Free Thought's ass_urned her reign.
The age Is coming when man can teach.
l\Iaukind should make Fair Truth their guide;
And be allowed freedom of speech;
No fear from Prejudice and Pride.
When we can roam the realms of thought.
With no walls to limit hflr boundless sea;
To a book or a creed no longer locked.
But unfettered. untrammeled. and free.
'Tis coming, yes, 'twill soon be here l
The Past's dark form try to forget,
For Reason speaks in tones most clear,
The G-olden Age is CO!Jl~n!:' Y!lt.

SINCE the passage of the laws allowing secular celebrations of marriages and deaths in Germany complaint
is made that the Protestant population has become
frightfully demoralized. The president of the Evangelical Consistory of Braden burg, says that baptisms have become quite infrequent. ·marriages have been frightfully
secularized. and burials have grown to be pagan. Thus
the number of baptisms have diminished by 65 per cent,
and in some districts by 72 and 90 per cent. In Frnnkfort-on-the-Oder. Christian ministers were called in only
in the cases of H persons in 100 decPnsed; in P .tsdam
only in 12 cases in 100; while in Berlin burials were attenne<l by clergymen in only a single cnse in 100. In
Frankfort and Potsnam the number of marriages by the
clergymen subsequent to the civil rt>gistration were only
about 75 per cent; while in Berlin, only 19 marriages in
100 affected any kind of religious ceremony. Supposing
these statements to be true. they only expose what was
concealed before. If under the laws the people had become heathen, and were concealing the fact, it is well to
repeal the laws and discover the evil, that the remedy may
be applied.-lndependent.
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ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE

PAINE

HALL

DEDICATION,

Bostrm, Mass., Janunry 29, 1875,
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

1Wr. Oltairman, Ladies, nnd Gentlemen:- I was pre·
vented this afternoon, by fatigue of travel, and illness
consequent on my very efforts to reach this city in
order to participate in these demonstrations, from
speaking, and did I not feel a special interest in this
occasion, I should not attempt to speak this evening.
I understand, although I havt; had no time to engage
even in the most informal conversation with the man·
agers of these meetings since my arrival, that the object is to honor the name of Thomas Paine, to commemorate his services, and to dedicate this Hall to
Freethought. I deem these objects worthy of the
demonstrations that I have seen, and I almost wish,
nay, I surely wish, if the theory of our Spiritualistic
friends be true, that Thomas Paine would give us a
"materialization" to-night, (applause and laughter);
that he were present on this occasion, that he might
see this sea offaces before him, assembled for the pur·
pose of hearing words in honor of his name, and dedicatory of this Hall; that he might himself stand up
before us, apparently a living, flesh-and-blood human
being, and give us some trenchant, stirring, thrilling
sentences, such as individualized the writings which
he left behind him, and express his gladness at the
great advancement that has been made since the time
in which he lived and walked the earth. (Applause.)
I delight to speak the praise of Thomas Paine, not
because 1 concur in all the sentiments that he advanced-for perhaps there are few persons who are
not extremely orthodox in their views who differ more
widely from Thomas Paine on some philosophical and
sdentific questions than myself; but I delight to speak
the praises of Thomas Paine because he was a pioneer
in the cause of Freethought, because he prepared the
way, made it easy for others to follow him, and to
go far beyond the position that he took. Thomas
Paine was a man who did great and noble service in
his day and generation, and we should be ungrateful
if, because we think we occupy more advanced positions than he cl.id, we should neglect to give him his
meed af praise.
In the first plaC'e, Thomas Paine's services have been
ignored, and they have been ignored because of his
very honesty, his frankness, and his fidelity to himself and the truth. He did great and noble service to
this country, and had it not been for the fact that after
he had given up his political ~ervices, he went still
further and gave us his honest opinion on religion, he
would be one of the men most honored by the present
generation.
Every person who has but a smattering of American
history, must know that at the very time when our
fathers were sending their petitions to Great Britain,
full of assurances of their loyalty, full of assurances
that they were devoted to the mother country, and
that they only wanted to be placed back where they
had been up to the year 1763-every person, I say,
must know that at that time Thomas Paine came out
and told our fathers that fillelity to themselves, that
honor and happiness alike demanded that they should
assume a different attitude toward the oppressive and
infamous British Government ; that it was their duty,
not simply to whine about grievances, but to tell Great
Britain that they were no longer bound to yield obedience to the Government; that they had a right to
affirm their own sovereignty ami their own independence. His little book "Common Sense," a work remarkable for its terseness, was published January 17,
1776.
The effect of that work was wonderful. It attacked
monarchial government ; it attacked the iclea that we
were under a duty to pay obedience and ttllegiance to
the Brit h Government. It portrayed the[ excellence
of Repu o-lican institutions ; it pointed out the practicability f independence ; it called upon the Colonies
to rise iu their dignity and in their courage, and to
establish a Republic-a Republic in which there should
be no distinction between the peasant and the peer; in
which there should be no titles of nobility nor badges
of prerogative; in which there should be no religious
disabilities; but in which there shoufd be, on the
contrary, real equality among mankind ; where conduct and character should be the only conditions of
preferment and of honor; where the voice of the
people should l!e the supreme law of the land ; and
which should be an asylum where the oppressed of all
nations might come and find protection and brother·
hood.
·
When these sentiments were first advanced, it is
difficult for us to understand the eftect they had,
because we are now familiar with Republican institutions; we are familiar with criticisms of the British
Constitution and monarchial government; but at that
time, our fathers, with very rare exceptions, were
devoted to Great Britain ; they t.huught the British
Constitution was the perfection of wisdom ; they
thou~ht the British form of government could not be
surpassed ; and when Thomas Paine came out and
advocated rebellion and revolution, the great mass of
the ~merican people were shocked, aud there was
actually a committee appointed to answer his work,
l!y some of the leading statesmen of the country-not

because they did not endorse in their own hearts, but
because they thought the promulgation of such doctrines was ,premature, and would have a tendency to
defeat the very object they had in view, which was to
obtain a redress of their grievances, and to be placed
back in the position in which they were before the tea
tax and the paper tax were imposed. At first "Common Sense" aroused indignation, but it met a response
in the hearts of the people, and the work spread rapidly. Edition after edition was issued, until a hundred
thousand copies were circulated; even at a time when
we had a popt.Uation of only about three millions. The
opposition diminished, and the tide grew stronger and
stronger, until it bore down all opposition, and from
New England to the Carolinas there was apparently
but one voice, and that voice called for the Declaration
of American Independence and the establishment of
a free country. In the July following·-that July
which we have pleasure in -celebrating every yearappeared the manifesto that is now known throughout
the world as the Declaration of American Independence. (Applause.)
The efiect of this work of Thomas Paine to which I
have referred, bas not been sufficiently appreciated by
tbe ordinary reader, because our historians, fearful,
perhaps, that if they should give the exact truth, it
would render their works unpopular, or from prejudice
against Paine's religious position, have either entirely
omitted any reference to the facts, or e~se they have
only given a paragraph where pages alone could do
him anything like justice. So, if we want to know
the facts in regard to the influence that work produced, we must go back to the very sources of American history, to those sources which Bancroft and other
historians have consulted ; we must go baek to the
chronicles and correspondence of those times ; and
we shall find that they speak in unmistakable language
regarding the influence which Paine exerted in forming our Government. For instance, Washington,
two mon1hs after the publication of'' Common Sense,"
speaks of it as working a '' powerful change" in public opinwn. Gen Lee, in a letter to Washington,
says: "I own myself convinced by the arguro.ents of
the necessity of a separation." Lossing, in his "Field
Book of the Revolution," says:" Common Sense was
the earliest and most powerful appeal in behalf of
Independence, and probably did more to fix that idea
firmly in the public mind than any other instrumentality." Morse, in his" Annals of the Revolution," says:
"That the change in the public mind in consequence
of "Common Sense," is without a parallel." Sam.
Adams, in a letter to Paine, in 1802, wrote:" Common
Sense awakened the public mind and led the people
to call loudly for independence."
We certainly can not be unmindful of, or ungrateful
for, the services of the man who took such a prominent part in stirring up our revolutionary fathers to
the great idea of establishing a government, and
especially when such pains have been taken entirely
to ignore his services. And then we should not forget
that after Thomas Paine had helped to inaugurate,
nay, when he had clone more than any other man, not
even excepting Sam. Adams of this State, or Thomas
Jefferson of Virginia, to inaugural e the· Revolution,
he was not less brave and consistent in sustaining the
spirits of our soldiery, and in helping forward the great
work in which the country was engaged. He threw
his whole soul into the movement. Accompanying
Washington's army and accepting the fare of a common soldier, he wrote words of encouragement and
hope, often upon a drum-head, by the flickering light
of a torch, and scattered them among the troops. He
suited them to the condition o[ the army ~nd the aspect
of public affairs.
The first of these pamphlets appeared just after
Washington's defe.1t on Long Island, when he had
been driven from Forts ·washington and Lee. The
air was filled with gloom. Traitors were in the camp
and tories were in the town. Our soldiers were disheartened. Embarrassments and hardships· were
growing heavier, and fear pervaded the land. In this
sad condition of affairs, in this night of despondence
and gloom, when the ranks of our army were thinned
by battle ami ciisease, when our soldiers were half
starved and poorly clad, and reddened the snow over
which they walked with bare aml bleeding feet, rang
out iu clarion tones the thrilling words of Paine :
'·These are the times that try men's souls. The
summer soldier and sunshine patriot will in this crisis
shrink from the service of his country, but he that
stands it now deserves the thanll:S of man and woman.
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered, yet we
have this consolation, that the harder the conflict the
more glorious the victory." (Applause.)
. 'fhese words have. come down to us, and they are
repeated now, as they frequently were during our
terril!le civil war, by thousands-may I not say by
millions ?-who never knew the circumstances under
which they were first given to the public. And
Thomas Paine continued his great and noble services
during that entire Revolution. He followed the
army through sunshine and through storm. If our
country was in a terrible strait, he pictured, with
perhaps more or less of exaggeration, the weakness of
Great Britniu, and 111agnified the resources of the
Colonies; so that when our soldiers read those words,
they hastened back, as if they had deserted from the
army, w their regiments, and those in the country
who had been despairing had their courage renewed,

and they were glad again to affirm their determination
never to give up the struggle until the Colonies of
America should be recognized as free and independent
States.
The last of these papers, called "The Crisis," was
issued at the close of the war, and congratulated the
country on the patriotism and the bravery of the
army, on the persistency and devotion of the people,
and on the great and glorious results which had followed from the efforts of those men, both to themselves and the unborn millions that should come after
them. Thomas Paine lived to see his great aim
achieved, his great object finally accomplished.
"The times," he wrote," that tried men's souls are
over, and. the greatest and completest revolution the
world ever knew gloriously and happily accomplished." ''It is not every country (perhaps there is not
another in the world) that C'an boast so fair an origin.
Even the first settlement of America corresponds with
the character of the revolution. Rome, once the
proud mistress of the world, was originally a band of
robbers. Plunder and rapine made her rich, and her
oppression of millions made her great. But America
need never be ashamed to tell her birth, nor to relate
the stages by which she rose to empire."
Now, when we consider these facts-and I have
stated them in the plainest language, and without any
exaggeration, as any person by consulting history can
establish-would it not be ungrateful in us, even if we
had no sympathy with the religious sentiments of
Thomas Paine, since his name has been covered with
so much obloquy, since his character bas been so
much misrepresented, since his services have been so
entirely ignored-would it not be ungrateful, even
ungracious, in us to be unwilling to give him his meed
of praise on such an occasion as this?
Then, as Freethinkers, we are unquestionably indebted to Thomas Paine in an eminent degree. I
believe that there are many Freethinkers in this
country, men of culture, men of the most unfeigned
heartiness in the cause of Freethought,and who would
not willingly do injustiee to Thomas Paine, who yet
do underv&lue the real services which he rendered to
the cause of Freethought. They never think that the
value of Thomas Paine's Eervices consists in the value
of his religious works as historical criticisms, and
because other writers, more learned, having the advantages of modern reoearch and modern investigation, have gone further than he was able to go, they
seem to think that Thomas Paine ought to occupy a
secondary plaee in the history of Freethought. But
my friends, let us stop and consider a moment. Th~
services of Thoma's Paine to the cause of Freethought
do not consist chiefly, not to say exclusively, in the
value, as a criticism, of his "Age of Reason," or his
other writings, but it consists in this : that he took the
arguments that had been confined chiefly to the
learned, to men like Collins. and Bolingbroke, and
clothed them in 'his own peculiar language, so lucid
and so clear that a child cannot misunderstand them,
and thereby he made them terribly effective, to a
degree that they had never been made before. There
had been before the time of Thomas Paine more learn·
ed Freethinkers than he, who had made use of the
arguments which he Jlrescnts in his little work, but
there never had been a man who was capable of producing those arguments in the same effective style, so
adapted to the mass of the people, and so calc<tlated
to produce an effect. Thomas Paine's style as a
writer, in some respects, has never been equaled ; at
least, has never been surpassed. We are told that
Talleyrand once said that ~he object of language is to
conceal our thoughts. If that be the real object of
language, Thomas Paine was a failure, for he never
coulll write to conceal his thoughts, but, on the contrary, every sentence that he wrote was sufi"used with
the light o[ his own luminous minrl, and stamped with
his own intense individuality of character. Aristotle
says : "He who would be a leal!er must think as wise
people do, but speak us common people do." In that
sense, Thomas Paine was a real teacher, for he was
certainly a sagacious aml very clear-headed man, and he
presented his thoughts in language so terse and clear
and simple that even the most uneducated mind could
not fail to unlierstaml them, while the most learned,
even to-day, cannot read them without profit or without
interest. (Applause.)
The researches of modern scholarship have undoubtedly added a great deal to what Thomas Paine was
able to give in !tis clay. It is a fact which we must
admit, aml the man who does not admit it is a man
who is not up with the times, that modern science
and modern scholarship have made us acquainted
with arguments of which Thomas Paine was entirely
ignuruut. There are questions of historical criticism,
of which he knew nothing whatever, which have
since assumed prominence ; but while we admit this
fact, we nevertheless cannot deny that Thomas Paine,
consideriug the age in which. he lived, gave to the
world a little work (his "Age of Reason") which has
perhaps clone as much for the cause of Freethought
as any work that lias ever l!ecn written. It has bad a
larger circulation than any other Infidel book ever
pul!lishell in the English language; it has been read
and understood by a hlrger numl!er of minds, and has
perhaps prodncecl tl greater impression than any other
book of its kind. lls influence has not been confined
merely to those who have read it., but has extended
throughout the land ; and to-day, iu all O\U" churches,
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there are men and women who are shocked when heads or their feet until they shall just fit his own
I have no sympathy, therefore,.. with those remarks
they hear the name of Thomas Paine, who neverthe- peculiar opinions, I say that implies bigotry, implies which were made this aftemoon to the effect that we
less have largely accepted his views, although they a stationary position, if not actual retrogression. I are living to-day in the midst of an intolerance which
would feel insulted if accused of holding the opinions believe that Freethought has a tendency to prevent is comparable in its intensity with the tolerance of the
of" Tom Paine." I say, then, that Thomas Paine is that, but I believe, notwithstanding, that among Free- days of Thomas Paine. I believe, nay I may say I
entitled to our sympathy and our gratitude as a pio- thinkers there is more or less of that very disposition know, that we have made great advancement, not only
neer in the cause of Freethought. He cleared the to regard their convictions a~ the ultimate truth, and in our views, but in the manner in which those views
way, and made it possible for others to go beyond to ignore that great ocean of truth that lies out are treated by the great mass of CJPristians themselves.
In the first place, the creeds have been pulverized,
him.
beyond. When I find a Freethinker who is content
Well, in the second place, I understand that our witll a mere disbelief of the Bible, who tells me he they have been utterly discredited. Yon can go into
building is dedicated to Freethought, to Universal does not believe, and who thinks it a great merit that the pulpits to-day and listen to sentiments that are so
Mental Liberty; and in this sense the occasion is he does not believe in the ·story of Jonah and the thoroughly radical that you are surprised that they
worthy of our preseuce, and worthy of any words we whale; that he does not believe that one nation was come from a Christian minister. You can go into the
may uttec lt may .be saicj, however, (and I notice ordered by God to cut the throats of another na- pews, and hear there the expression of liberal and hetthat the fact has been mentioned as an objection by tion; that he does not believe in the miraculous con- erodox sentiments which are utterly inconsistent with
the religious press,) that this Hall has been built by ception-when a man tells me that that is his position, tbe creeds and dogmas of the church. You can exthose who do not accept the sentiments of Thomas and takes special pride in it; when he considers that amine the newspapers, from !Iaine to Oregon, and see
Paine, but, on the contrary, go far beyond him in the the sumum bonum of Freethonght; when he utterly evidences of liberality such as yon have never seen
rejection of the claims of religion. That is true. I ignores the great thinkers of the past hundred years; before. The press reflects, as a rule, the general senpresume that the majol'ity of the contributors to this when he ridicules Darwinism; when he regards evolu- timents of the people; it is really an index of it.
Hall do not coincide in the Deistic opinions of Thomas tion as a mere visionary theory, because he has never There are a few papers, among which I am proud to
Paine : on the contmry, they would reject both his taken the pains to understand it; when he recognizes mention the Investi,qato1·, the Index, The Truth Seeke1'
views respecting a personal Governor of the Universe, the great reforms of modern times as merely subor- and the Bctnne1' of Light, which are in advance of tile
and the immortality of the soul. But, at the same dinate to· that negative opinion that Jonah did nut religious sentiments of tho age, but the great mass of
time, I do not see that that is any reason why we swallow the whale, or the whale did not swallow the daily papers do not attempt to lead public opinion.
should not give prominence to the name of Paine, or why Jonah, (laughter,)-! say that man does not com pre- If the editors of these papers are Freethinkers themthis Hall should not be reared for him, because, in the hend what Freethou~ht is, and whatever be his name, selves, they suppress their sentiments, and simply ataverage mind, there is no doubt that he stands for the whatever phase of Freethought he represents, he does tempt to express the views of the common people. l
have a wide acquaintance wit-h the editors of this
very principles which we represent. He has been the not belong to us, he is not of ns. (Applause.)
target at which every intolerant religionist has blazed
And not only should this building be a memorial of country, and I think I may say with certainty that as
away during the past hundred years, and in the minds Thomas Paine, and a reminder of our duties, but it a class they are sufficiently Infidel. They al'e Freeof the great mass of the people there is no man who should be, and I trust it will be for years to come, a thinkers, and have no sympathy whatever with the
stands out more prominently as the embodiment of beacon, a monument, that will give encouragement dogmas of the popular religion or with the general
Free thought and the embodiment of "Infidelity," as and hope to thousands who are working in isolation superstitions of the country; but looking upon them
it is called, than this very man, Thomas Paine.
in unpromising localities, socially ostracised, and sub- as the nominal faith of the country, in deference to
And then it must be consideJ•ed further, that we jected to disgrace and obloquy. I trust that they may the wishes of the people, they avoid attacking them
have not accepted Thomas Paine as a leader. No find courage in the thought, that if the name of with violence; at the same time, they gave them a
Freethinker, I do not care what ·phase of Freethought Thomas Paine, at the end of nearly a hundred yeal·s, sufficient number of thrusts to show their general pohe represents, will allow any body, be he priest, has thus been vmdicated, aml this fine and noble sition and their gP.neral wish. [Applause.] ·
vVe see evidence of this advance also in the general
or pope, or king, or prelate, to disposess him structure erected in his honor, in' the cultured city of
of his direct relations to Natnre, whatever they are. Boston, right in the heart of New England Pnritanism, literature of the country. Take. up any of our magNo person who is entitled to the name of Freethinker they too may work without entirely forfeiting their azines, and see what a change has taken place in this
will acknowledge any man, living or dead, as a leader, character forever, and that the time may come when respect. It is not more than eighteen years since Olior himself as a disciple. (Applause.) But it is proper their services, however much ignored to-day, will re- ver vVenclell Holmes, of yom city, published the
enough that we should recognize Thomas Paine as a ceive recognition from a brave and generous public. "Autocrat of the Breakfast Table" in the Atlantic
11Ionthly. Tl1at was a serial that was exceedingly mild
pioneer in Freeth ought, and therefore give his name (Applause.)
to this Hall, without implying, as many of the religAnd then, again, this building marks tile progress in its heterodoxy, judged from the standpoint of modions press have supposed, that we endorse all the of Liberal thought, and as such it appears as signifi- ern thought to-day, and yet for that he was severely
Theistic opinions which he n1ay have presented in the cant as in any other aspect in which it can be viewed. censured, and the religious press of the country said
''Age of Reason."
I was in this meeting a few minutes this afternoon, it would be impossible for the Atlnntic fifonthly to obBut there is another thing to be considered. 'l'his and I listened to some remarks which I certainly could tain a circulation when such a man as Oliver ·wendell
Hall is a neces~ity. As long as we shall find a dis- not endorse, and if I considered this a proper place Holmes was allowed to contribute to its pages such
position on the part of some of our fellow-citizens to for criticism, I should be inclined, instead of endorsing heterodoxy ns that. ·But the ''Autocrat of the Breakdispossess another portion of their rights, it will be them, to submit them to considerable criticism; but I fast 'fable" would be milk-and-water to the Liber'als
our duty to erect halls of this kind, and dedicate them consider that that would be out of place, and there-· of to-day, it is so mild in its heterodoxy. Gerrit
to the principles to which this is dedicated. As long, fore I will briefly say, that in my opinion we have Smith, whose death has just been announ~ed, to the
for instance, as we shall find men excluded from our every-where the evidences of the advance of Free- grief of so many millions of people, patd Horace
courts of justice simply because of their religious thought. "Times change, and men change with Greeley, himself a heterodox and liberal-hearted man,
opinions, as a gentleman was excluded two or three them." Thomas Paine had something to contend thirteen hundred dollars for the publication of one of
weeks ago, in the city of New York, l understand at with of which we know nothing to-day. On every his sermons in the Tribune, and 1\fr. Greeley took
the in~tigation, I regret to say, of one who is herself hand east and west, north and south, there has been especial pains in a leuclcd editorial to call attention to
an unbeliever in the Christian religion, and is perhaps progress; and the individual who says that Fl'ee- the fact that tl:nt sermon was not published as a comas thoroughly Infidel as the man who was excluded- thought and the expression of unpopulur truth has munication, but as an advertisement. But since then
so long as we see men excluded fl'om the witness the same to contend with to-clay that it had a hundred the Tribune has been glad not only to print the mild
stand because they do not believe in a personal Gov- years ago, it seems to me is not suffidently acquainted heterodoxy of Gerrit Smith, but to accept the writings
ernor of the Universe, so long as we shall see any with the history of the past, and does not compre- of such men as 0. B. Frothingham, Mr. F. E. Abbot,
State endeavoring to support the sacredness of the hend the present. I believe, and I do not hesitate to Mr. Higginson and others who go as far or farther
Sabbath, so long as we shall see the Bible read as an sav it frankly, that a man may go now throughout than they and to send them broadcast among the peoauthoritative book and religious instruction continued the length and breadth of the United States and ple. Gla21 to get them, not-simply because the editors
in our public schools, so long as we shall see chaplains 1~clvocate the views which were advanced by Thomas of that paper were perhaps in sympathy with our
supported by our State and Geneml Governments, so Paine with impunity. Nay, it had been my expe- views, but because they knew thut there was such a
long as we shall see churches and religious institutions rience to go even into the Province of Ontario, in larg;e liberal element all over the country that it would
exempted from taxation, and wcFreethinkers thereby Canada, where they are many years behind us, and make '' demand for their paper, and increase their cir..
required indirectly to support them, so long as we I find that even there, there is no serious danger to be culation.
Go to the city of Cbieup;o, the Queen Oity of the
shall see Jesuitical priests and weak-minded or bigoted apprehended from the promc,Jgation of unpopular
men and women assembled together in conventions, sentiments. But while we as Freethinkers should be \Vest and you will find that if a Freethinker speaks
trying to evangelize the Constitution of the United proud and anxious to advance our views, let us not from' the platform like this on Sunday, he wakes up
States, and to secul'e a recognition therein of God, mistake simply that dislike which is manifested on .ll'Ionuay morning and sees his speech reported verChrist, and the Bible, and thereby trying to mrrke a towards us for liberality, when sometimes our views batim in the daily papers, side by side with the speeches
Procrustean bed on which every man and woman are advocated with acerbity, with temper, with of the clergymen of the city. And this is done, not
shall be stretched; so long it will be our duty to sustain vulgarity, and with a blacllguardism, which, where- simply bec:luse they may be in sympathy with. the
every effort that is calculated to advance Freethought; ever it is seen, is equally discreditable. If a man is a opinious of Freethinkers, but because they know from
so lung will it be our duty, not simply to advocate Freethinker, it makes !Jis blackguardism and his experience that that is rec1uisite in order to enlarge the
Freethought theoretically, not simply to tell about the abuse a great deal worse than if he is a Christian, !Je- circulation of their papers and make them popular
absurdity of many _religious dogmas, but it will con- r.ause the Freethinker has no theory of a gr<>at scape- among the people. The papers that have the largest
tinne our cluty to do more than that-to prevent the goat upon which he can throw his sins, allll thereby circulation in the West, are those that give the most
aggressions and the schemes of those plotters, how- esct"tpe the natural con~equences of his wrong doing. space to Freethought sentiments and to the most adever honest they may be, (and the more dangerous (Applause.) The Freethinker has no great bankrupt vanced views. Is not this an indication of the progbecause they are honest). And it will be our duty, salvation scheme by which to get rid of payin;.; his ress of Liberalism, and a most significant indication,
further than that, tu secure those rights of which we moral honest debts. (Laughter.) Because a JNce- too?
Then, again, lool< at tile pu bli~hing ~ouses of this
have already been dispossessed, so that when any man thinker stands on his own merits, he must always be a
comes to the witness stand he shall no longer be gentleman, and never descend to Llackguardisrn, country. The Appletons are, tf I mtstal\c not, a
questioned with regard to his religious convictions, simply because some half-educated, miserable priest, Methodist house, but they do not hesitate to brinJr out
but the only question will be with respect to his char- intoxicated with bigotry, has seen fit to set the the works of such men as Tyndall, Huxley and Darwin, and we find some of the most thoroughly hetacter and worth, so far as his competency as a witness example. (Applause.)
is concerned. (Hear.)
Now, I say, if Freethinkers will present their views erodox works broug;ilt out by those houses that have
And then;- is another thing. This Hall ought to eourteously, if they will avoid mere declamation and been supposed to !Je orthodox. They do it, as I ha':'e
remind us that we should be on our guard against re- vituperation, if they will maintain the character of said in regard to the papers, not because they are m
garding our opinions as the ultimate truth. 'rl10 gentlemen, and keep up with the spirit of the age-l Bympathy personally witll the vie,vs of these wl'iters,
history of all religions reforms (hardly one can Le ex·! say (and my experience has been as wide, perhaps, as but because they know there is a demand for this kind
cepted) shows that when, r•fter having been subjected that of any public lecturer througuout the country,) of reading, and that i~ the way to enlarge and increase
to persecution and every kind of obloquy, they have they can go before an audience in any city of the their business.
When we see these facts, when we see the writings
finally been established, they have become sotl)_ewhat United States, in any town or hamlet, and aclvocatc
encrusted and stereotyped, and have ma4e their Pro- their views with impunity. They may avow tllC most of such men us Huxley, and Darwin, and 'l'yndall,
crustean bed, by which they have tried to test· all other radical sentiments, I do not care if it is Freeloveism and Spencer and Lewes circulated broadcast, having
facts and all other truths outside of their immediate itself. i!' it is done in a spirit and manner that shall a larger circulation than orthodox literature, it is a
province. I do not care whether a man is a Christian not excite combativeness by its very rudeness, and I pretty good indica~ion that Freethought is advancing.
or an Infidel, so long as he attempts to bind other believe they will receive respectful attention anywhere And more than that, I can state from personal observatio~, that there are cities and towns throughout the
people on a Procrustean bed, and to lop off their in the United States,
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western country where' Freethought is the predominant sentiment, and where, if I were a policy man,,
and wished to estabJigh myself in bu~iuess, and wished to get the good will of the community, I would
rather announce mvself as an Infidel than as a Christian, because that is the public sentiment of the place.
(Applause.]
Then I see Liberalistn in the attitude of the clergy.
None of the clergy teach now what they clicl a hundred years ago,-1hat God took little infants from the
breasts of their mothers and sent them splurging down
into the flames of hell. A clergyman who should
utter such a sentiment as that would be deprived of
his pulpit, or his salary would be cut off at once. All
through the country, the clergy are losing their prestige ami their power. They are erthcr conforming to
public sentiment, or else they are leaving the profession, turning insurance agents, and insuring against
fire in thig world, instead of threatening us with hell
fire in the next. (Applause and laughter.] The great
mass of the people who are not brought into contact
with the clergy, hardly understand all their heterodoxy_ I frequently have conversations with them,
and sometimes discussions, and I know whereof I
speak when I say you can hardly ever get a clergyman to affirm a positive dogma.
I not long since hac\ a discussion with a gentleman
who occupies the position of professor in a theological
seminary in Indianapolis, and he took the ground,
when the question carne up, that a man might believe
what part of the Bible he chose to be divine, and \\'hat
part he chose to be uninspired. He took the ground
that the story of the flood, of which the Bible speaks
so unqualifiedly, wa~ a little afiair, perhaps confined
to Asia Minor, and before he got through he did not.
know that there was anything saved except Noah and
his family, his pigs and his chickens, this afi'ording an
opportunity for one of the city papers to say of this
professor, that he had brought the flood into tlw limits
of a wa~h-basin, and to ask, "are you disposed to
reject the Bible on such a small amount of water as
this ?" (Applause.]
Some of you have read in Scribner's-rather an orthodox journal-the articles written by Dr. Blauvelt,
an orthodox man, in which he admits that the advances in Freethought are sorapid, that unless something is done in the next decade, unless lawyers, merchants and unprofessional men come to the assistance
of the clergy, we shall be doing precisely what they
are doing in Europe to-day: that men will go up and
down the land, lifting their hands in despair and exclaiming, "Our faith is gone!" Dr. Blauvelt himself
has given ofi'ense to the Christian wo1 ld because he
has stated the truth so plainly and frankly. He tells
Christians that they howe no men who can meet the
champions of Freethought; that such men as Strauss,
Renan, Darwin and Spencer are too strong, that their
investigation has been too thorough by far to enable
the Christian clergymen to meet. them with success,
and calls upon them to obtain a lugher culture, and a
more thorough acquaintance with the subject,.before
they attempt to COillpete with those men.
Let me say, in conclusion, that the advance which
this Hall significantly marks, has been made in every
department_ In geology, destroying the old cosmogony of the Hebrews ; in archreology, destroying- the
old notions of the primitive perfection of mankind;
in Egyptology, showing that mankind were in a high
state of civilization at the very time the flood is said
to have occurred; in philology, showing us that the
languages are in utter opposition to the notions that
Gocl composed them, and ,that the old Hebrew language was probably the primitive one; in natural
history, and in every department in which science has
extended her researches, she has gone so far as to destroy the authority of the Bible in its historical and
scientific teachings, and also to advance and strengthen the principles of Freethought.
I say then, friends, that we have every reason to
feel grateful and to feel especially joyful on this occasion, since the erection of this Hall is actually an indication of the advancement of Freethought; and
when we consider what kind of halls wel'e spoken in
by Freethinkers in the days of Thomas Paine, ami
look at this building, we must feel something of pleasure in the progress that has been made.
Let me say, before 1 conclude, that this Hall has a
value to us, and is, as it were, a prophecy, not simply
because it indicates the progress of Freethought, but
because it is to be the home ot the Boston Inv'-stigator,
a paper that bas been in existence for more than forty
years, and has done valiant service in the cause of
truth. [Applause.] It is also something that shows
an appreciative recognition of the services of our
friends, Mr- .Mendum and Mr. Seaver, both of whom
have labored long, faithfully and well, whose lives
from their early youth have been given to the advancement of Freethought; and there cannot be auy one in
the whole wide country who is in sympathy with the
Liberalism of the day, who will not heartily respond
to what I say, when l declare that we feel grateful to
these men :for the g-reat and good sel'vice they have
rendered to the cause of Freethought, and we hope
that their lives may be spared for many years to come,
so that from this sptemlid edifir·e they may send out
their paper, to make its weekly visit to the thousands
in our country who give it such a hearty welcome, and
who hold it in such high veneratiun. [Loud ap-

plause.]

Jltw=forh fibtntl g[lnb.
APRIL 23D, 1875.
[TWO HUNDRED AND NINTIETIT MEETING.]
PRoF. T. S. LAMBERT, .M:.D., readapaper on Brain
Building, or the food best adapted to the sustenance
of the bmin. He enumerated the thirteen simple substances which enter the human organization, to wit:
Oxvgen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus,
sulphur, potassium, sodium, chlorine, calcium, magnesium, silicun or flomine, and iron. He explained
the process of digestion, assimilatiou, and the circulation of the blood, by which the various kinds of material necessary to the growth and preservation of
various parts of the body is prodncecl. He showed
that phosphorus constitutes an important portion of
the bmin, and that food containing the proper per
centage of phosphorus is essential for this pmpose.
Among the varieties containing the suitable elements for brain building, or for supplying the brain
with the necessary pabulum, he clusses and recommends the foliowing : Oysters, fish of all kinds, egl{s,
cheese, beef, tripe, calves' brains, cream, buttermilk,
oat meal in various forms, cabbage, green peas, aucl
many varieties of fruits. The quality of the brain a
person has, he held, depended much upon the kincls
of food used.
The paper was a lengthy one, but expecting to have
the use 01 the manuscl'ipt, no notes were taken. As
it is probable we may publish the lecture entire, we
will not attempt now to give a more lengthened account of it.
An animated discussion followed the lecture which
was participated in by ~IR. NASH, PRoF. VAN DEit
'VEYDE, DR. GUNN, DR. RoEBER, MR. '"~ AKEMAN,
and closed by Dn. LAMBERT. Some of the remarks
were in opposition to the positions of the lecturer, and
others in favor. In the Doctor's closing remarks he
strongly commended cleanliness and abstinence from
alcohol and tobacco. He believed by this course the
lives of the people in this country could be increased
twenty-five per cent.
APRIL 30TH, 1875.
(TWO HUNDRED AND NINETY-FIRST MEETING.]
Subject, Religious Opinions in Syria, hy A. L. RAwsoN,A.M. (who spent several years in Palestine).
The existence of Syria in the midst of the three
great powers of ancient times, Egypt, Assyria and
Greece, made it important to each of them as a frontier, and Palestine changed owners as often as one or
the other of these countries gained a victory in the
many battles that was fought for its possession. It
was long thought by ~cholars that for many centuries
Palestine was the only centre of civilization, and the
source from which all other parts of the world derived both civil and religious light; but recent. explorations in this and other countries have somewhat modified that opinion. Still, however much may be added
to the glory of other lands and other people, there is
clue to the Hebrews and to Palestine the credit of having given to the world the initial of Christian civilization. The isolation of the country probably accounts
for many of its iclens, and institutions having been
alike in some and different in other respects from surrounding nations; and this isolation helped to perpetuate the religion and laws of the Jews, which are totlay the foundation of society in the Christian world,
both of the civilized nations and the half-barbaric
tnbes, and since Abraham is also the father of the
tribes of Ishmael, the adopted Arabs, they too trace
the origin of their institutions to the Law-giver of
i::linai.
Palestine bas been from the earliest known time a
couvenient half-way station between eastern and western nations, where the various forms of civilization
came into close contact, influencing each other, displacing one another, producing some of the most difficult yet fascinating problems of history which have
engaged some of the best minds. There have been
m:my valual:Jle storeti of antiquities exhumed from the
rnins of cities in the east within the last fifty years, as
our own and foreign museums witness. Egypt has
also yielded the relies of a race that was highly cultured, scientific, religious, and whose culture andreligion owed nothing 10 Syria.
lnclia has opened her rock temples; China, Cambodia and otuer parts of the far East have astonished
and delighted t11e world of scholars and archreologists
with unexampled ruins of temples and pal>wes, the
relics of torms of civilization and systems of religion
distinct from any originating in i::lyria or Western
Asia.
The American society for the exploration of that
part of Palestine lying east of the river Jorchtn and
the Dead Sea, has the most promising field; but its
affairs have been so poorly managed by au incompetent ring that its results so far are simply contemptible. Men uninformed on the subject have well nigh
wasted the money contributed generously fur the
work, and instead of adding to the stock of knowledge
of that district have republished old materials and rediscovered well-known sites. Other societies or individuals have, in their anxiety to gain popular favor

Ifor their enterprise, made a great clamor over insigni-

ficant items, and when pressed for something new,
anything to keep up the public interest, have resorted
to inventions ancl manujactu1·es.
In despair !It finding no inscriptions on the stones
of the platform of the temple at Jemsalem, or among
the stones of the clebris of ruined buildings thrown
down from it, inscriptions have been made and offered
to the world of scholars; but so far without success,
except that the exposition of these inventions has
raised doubts as to the integrity of any antiquity,
not only in that country but others, ancl cooled the
ardor of the public in all similar enterprises.
Dr. Schliemann, a German, opens up the remain8
of Homer's Troy. S. Comnos raises a question as to
their genuineness. Mr. George Smith ransacks the
Assyriotn libraries in the valley of t.he Euphrates and
Tigris, and because the readings modify our opinions
of the account ot the deluge as given in the pentateuch
of Moses, Mr. Smith is ostmcisecl and refused a hearing
even in this city.
Mr. J. T. 'VooD, after eleven years sacrifice of the
best period of his life in exploring Ephesus, and after
having met with great success in restoring to us
knowledge of the plans of the city ancl temple, and
exhuming some notable art works from among the ruins
of the several temples of the g-oddess Diana, which are
now in the Brit.i:;h museum, gave two lectures in this
city with humiliating results, There were present only
a very few, even of theological professors and t(wchers
whos~ livl'lihuod and position in society depend on the
forces set in motion by him who faced a storm of intolerant howls for a space of two hours in the theatre of
ancient Ephesus. Such exhibitions of coolness in the
churches almost compel an assent to the assertion of
an eminent divine, who, on being asked it' he would
join a company of travelers on the way to the Holy
Land, said his Holy Land was in W!tll street.
Pecuniary interests influ~nce the expression of
religious opinions in Syria also. Palestine is a kind
of theological grocery where may be bought in packages to suit whatever may be wanted at the time
by a needy soul. 'l'he keepers are so obliging; that.
if any article is wanted that is not in stock it is at once
manufactured to order. This readiness to serve,
makes it one ofthe best markets in the world, attracting customers from all quarters who cheerfully part
with their money in exchangP. for the sacred productions.
The very rocks of the country are ground to powder and so],] as in the n.Iilk grotto at Bethlehem where
the monkK tell you the rocks were once black, when
Joseph, and Mary, and the infant Jesus hid for a few
d>tys before their flight into Egypt., and a few drops
of the Virgin's milk falling upon the rock changed it
to a milky whiteness which IS the color to this day.
The rock also acquired at the same time the miraculous property of increasing the flow of a mother's
milk when powdered and drank in water. The original grotto was small, ten or twelve feet in extent,
there al'e now five or six large rooms, with chapels,
altars, shrines, the stone from which has been powdered an<i sold to pilgrims ])OUnd for pound in gold.
The fact that t11e entire mass of rock i!il Palestine is a
white chalky limestone may help us understand this
story, at least the lllil'aculuus part of it.
The abundance of material in the Holy Land makes
this read.v supply possible. The city of .Jerusalem
stands 011 heaps of dust anrl crumbling ruins of its
former structures from ten to fifty, ancl even in
places seventy-five feet deep; and its religious atmosphere can be described as being full of the dust of
the crumbling remains of former systems of religion.
This theological dust is rather choking to sensitive
minds.
One, in that country, may frast on native fruits for
a clime, spend a fortune in expensive viands from distant climes, or beg his way in the stl'eets, secure from
stm:vation in the generous nature ol the common people. The pious pilgrim may Ree all the glories of the
gilded sepulchre and jewcletl slll'ines for half 11 cent,
or he may spend a fortune in emiching the convents
whose monks have been sent from distant lands to
guard its shrines, or beg his way without money or
price from one place to another throughout the land.
As a specimen of the variety of religions ofi'ercd may
be mentioned Greel,, Armenian, Armenian Mechitarists, Jacobite~, or Syrian ldonopliysites, Copts, Abysinians, African .Monophysites, Nestoriaus, Maronite,
~lelchite, Syrian, Chalcle<tn, and Latin.
These are all Christians, and clitl'er from one another
in such things as have grown up from isolation and
ignorance.
The eight Catholic rites are in communion with
Rome, holding tlw same doctrine, but tlitl'ering in the
mode of worship and discipline. The heresies maintained by the schismatics are venerable with antiquity
and command respect and adherence from large communities.
The .M:ahometans are also divided into numerous
sects. 'l'he grand division is into two, the Sunnites
and the Sheites.
The Jews are outcasts by both Christians and 'M:ahometans, and they are divided into two great classes.
ur faiths-those who look fur a resurrection of the
body and a future life, ttnd those who op\}OSe these
opinions_ These parties are also subdivided into a
number of families or natioua]ities, as Polisj1 1 Spanish, Euglisl1, Germau, etc.
·
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Mns. 8. R. STEVENS. ColorAdo Springs, Col., writes: I
It would require a goodly sized volume for an ac- terns ~ thousand years old", wom-out, antiquated and
cannot afford to be without THE TRUTH SEEKER as long
count of the thousanq and one rites whiPh flourish unfit for human wants in this age.
as 1t continues to be ns liberal and just in sentiment as it
like exotics, well supplied with priests, monks and conThe lllost common sigllt in Syria near large towns has been thus far. I like it because you attend to your
gregations, with a ready story ·uf origin, experiences, in the morning, is women carrying baskets of provis- own business. and do not tight all others who do not agree
persecutions, and how the faith has been kept in their ions or fruits on their heads to Jllarket. These loacls in with you. I am a Spirituali>'t. but I like THE TRuTa:
better than some Spiritualistic papers I could
p;u·ticular fold.
souw cases weigll eighty pounds, and are carried six SEEKER
name.
A curious work might be composed on the various or eight miles, the WOlllen ]e,lving home at two or
Wm. A. CHILCOTE. Stevem;' CE!lek, Ark., writP.S : I betitles and offices in the eastern churches, witll their tbree in the momiug, so as to be in season at the city.
in ]Jossessi0n of a eopy of your paper and am very
origin and h1story. Such a work might i!,IClude also I have seen a woman loaded with a basket of egg- came
much pleased with it. I read and re-read it until it was
a chapter on the uses of religious forms as talismans fruit, a bag of fodder for the animnls, her own din- completely worn ont. I do not think now that I can do
for good or against evils.
ner and a child six lllOnths old. She was driving a without it, Please send it to me for a year, I h!LVe genThe mass vf the people of Syria seem to live lly donkey heavily loaded, and leading- a camel a:so well Arally been called an Inf:lilcl, and now I am proud to acthe uame·-one who is willing to discard the
their profession of devotion to the past in religion, laden, while her husband was walking at his ease in knowl<>dge
ol<l fables of the past in favor ofthat which is true andreand by their practice in things belonging to the pres- the !'ear smoking his ci2'a!'ette.
liable.
ent. In llusiness circles it is the common saying that
Tile unhappy condition of Syria is the <Hrect result
A. SwiFT, San Bernardino. Cal .. writes: I like the bold
it requires one Copt, two Greeks and tllree Jews to of corrupt religivns. \Vhether this corruption is con- and
fearless temper of your pnper, and trust it will meet
cheat an Armenian. My experience was, tllat if one fined entirely to that country I will not undertake to with universal patronage by all at least who have had the
could not cl.J.eat yur., he a~sibteu you in cheating your- decide. One fact however is patent ; that jealousy scales rPmoved from their eyes. and are enabled to see
of superstition and ignorance.
between Christian nations has enabled the Turk to hold the truth as it is, stripped
self.
the combined forces of the orthodox oleIn addition to the doJniciled religiou;; sects, there his strangling grip on Syria and othrr countries for a Notwithstanding
mPut here-their abuse and ~lang. thPrc is a manifPst
are tile Bedouins, the Druses, the .Metawelies, N usa- lonp; t1me past. The policy will doubtless continue spirit of determination to prove all things and hold fast
riyell, Ismaliyeh and other smaller sects. Now, in some tillle longer, if we are to judge from the fact to the truth.
view of this variety of material, eacl.J. crystalizecl or that the Ottoman govemment made last yenr. in Lon1\'flss LAUI\INDA GALLOWAY. Ho0~1stown. Ill .. in Writing
molded into its own forUJ, lww arc we to compre- don \In additional loan of £12,000,000, or $60,000,000; to her unc·le in r<'ferenee to our s!H••·t, says: Now, uncle,
hend the llond of union that holds soc1ety together? which mean~ more than merely a few millions in all out thttt !itt le TnUTH SEEKER. We are very fond of it.
It has so much good sense in ir. with nn acceptable
It is a peculiat:ity of the country, that there is no bond money ; it means that England's fear of Rnssia makes anwunt
of f:lction and fun. Fa1her says "he will take it
of union, and every sect of eacl.J. is jealous and suspic- her lllind to the best intl'rests of humanity-deaf to three months on trial. When the time is out probably we
ious anu envious of each utlter, and it is utlerly im- the cries of enslaved lllillions. There was a ·time will continue it. ~While reading its pages, it seems like
possillle to form a community of idl•as or interests.
when a small number of black ~laves under the Brit- convf'rsing with you, as we so well knO\V you fondly read
It is equally impossible to arrive at a common ish flag, or a like number under tile stars and stripes it and appreciate it.
agreement in opinion on any religions qullstion wltere enlisted the sympathies of the Christian world ; now
~'Hol\IAs B. JOHNSON, Sterling, Iowa, writes: I ha,·e just
there is snell bitter antagonism. The one will op- the enslaved millions of white and other men, under read the account in your pa.p•·r of that poor man's situation,
and ha\'e laid down the paper to write you a ffiW
pose another for the sake of opposition, and of Leing the mastery of the barbarous Turk excites no atten- lines and
contribute my mite towarrls his assistance if it
unlike any other. If the Latin makes the ~ign of the tion, because of the unchristian jealousies among is not too late. But my fl'iclld, what a le~son can be
Trinity one way, the Greek makes it another way, and Cbristian ::wtions. It is Lou muclt to expect that any drawn from the proposition that he must act as a hypotile Anne nian finds a third method. lf the Latin nation in Europe will jeoparcllze its commercial in- crite and beli<> his own consciPUCP on his death bed, or he
denied a cup of water or a Prust of bread. and is that all?
makes tile sign of the cross in a certain manner, the terests in the cause of oppressed humanity. And No,
he must he tortured by seeing the wife of his bosom
Greek varies it for tlte sake of a difference. If one besides, tht'se poor, misemble, h!lloraut, fanatic, lazy, in want of th•• same. ami his infant child pP.rishing for the
sect writes the musical scale lleginning with the sylla- slavish Syiians ltave been so iong cursed with the laek of nonrishnJPut. Ohl thatsome Heathen missionary
would visit this bigoted cour,try, and carry us back to
ble do, tile other insi~ts that the only true method i~ misrule of the Turl,s, that they a!'e really not worth those
ages when man had more humanity for man.
to begin with the syllable re. If one wears a hat witl1 tile trouble it would cost to relieve them trom their
a fi<Lt crown, the other makes a point to his, and so on difficulties, and it woulll nccord better with the selDoANE KELLY, Dennis Port.l\Ial's .. writes: I see in No
fish instincts of the present age to !!ather them into 14 a person addressed you as" Mr. HPathen," and said
witilou t end.
your paper is not lor the welfare of thP. people, but is cHlNo other country can exllibit a like variety of peo- one pla('e and treat them with nitro-glycerine_
culated to degrade them and tlt tllPm for hell. whi<'h never
In describing the miserable facilities for water in wilt be full until it receives such men as yon arc. I have
ple and sucl.J. antagonisms. 'l'bere can be no permanel~t advancement in education, cltr,racter, condition, Jerusalem, tlte lecturer stated the fact that. the city iust commenced taking your Patwr; but I Ray to you keep
or pro~pects, llecause of this disintegration. They had only the rain water to depend upon, or the water on with yourpapm· and go, if necessary, to the hell your
rucntinuet!, und I hope I shall meet you
must remain weak and helpless so long as tile Turk is rom a brook whiclt was the natural sewer of the correspondent
there. I mnrh prefer hell with such uwn as you arc. to an
city, containing its washings and filtll, and which water ortllodox hettven with such narrow-minded Christians HS
permitted to oppress them.
In strict analogy witll thi.B checkered origin of the hall to be brought a distance of a mile over un eleva- wrote that article to yon. I am sure thf•n there would be
enjoyment with men or sense, than with shallowpeople, we find many sources for the origins of tbe don 400 ieet, in skms on the backs of donkeys. The wore
pmed bigots. Keep on nmther. in the good work you
various opinions iu religion, anu all obscured by peuple ate contented to drink thi~ water, t!J.at is any- have bPgun, ,md J beg you. not to ~pare the canting hypomytlls, traditions, tale~ of wonder, mystery, magic thing but pure, and whetiJer they are contented or crite. Give them the truth.
aud miracle, for it is not tv their interest to record the not, circumsttLnces force it upon them.
lVI. P. RosECRANS. Clear Laino, Iowa, writes: The more
Their religious opinions are in no better condition
simple begiuniugs of those systems wllicl.J. have held
read your papf\r, the better I like it. Yon meet your
and now holds millions of meu, willing or unwilling. than tlteir water, and the supply is from sonrces jnst Iopponents
so ple,tsantly mul so lnnd)y. and yet so squareThe aueiwt Greek priest or priestess at the sltrine as questionallle as to condition and cunveuience, and ly that your arguments reach the mmds of nil intellig<-mt
of Delphi kept inviolate the secret of the oracle. 'l'lte tlte people seem contented, and if they !ll'e not, tltey n'ituL·rs. Yolil' artir·les on the Bible are th,; best I have
seen on the subject. appealing ns they do. clltirely to
model'll Greek priest at the shriue of the Holy Sepul- are compelled by circumstances to submit to t!J.eir un- ev<·r
the good sense of your readers. Go on then, in your good
chre in Jerusalelll is equally reticent as to the origin pleasant fate.
work. in llre>lking the tramnwls of creeds. and teaching
For want of room, we are compelled to omit sev- your fdlow m!3n ~u:d won1tell lobe whm natun• designed
of the lwly fire annually distrilmted to the clamoring
them perfect lndlvrdnals. and not shriveled deformities
crowd of the faithful who pay for tile blessed eral interesting points of tile lecture, as well as the stn<l
,:jug with fu 1tivc gln11ce the will or not of an un~
privilege of lleing the first to receive the divine lively ditic!lssiun which followed it, and was partici- kno\Vll power; educating them uP to the standard of the
pated in by Messrs. \VILCox, \YAKElllAN, S. P. AN- unit tLt least in the order of creation. learning them to
spark.
think for themsel\'cs. to write th~ir own Bibles, nnd to
The modern patriarch is a skilful actor, and plays DREWS, a Baptist Elder, and closeJ by Mr. HAWSON.
look to the divine prineiplcti in their own natures for the
his part -with great etl'eet in the fire scene, fainting
true and perfect guide in all matter·s pertaining to refrom excess of enwlion, or from the overpowering
ligion, morality and govurumcut.
pressure of the Holy Spirit as tlte Greeks explain it.
H. C. LIESEU, Forest Gro.\'e, Or·pgon. writes: It is a
The ancient Bybil swoons, also, after receiYing tile
pl<>asu•·c to note the c!ltw.ge~ t•lWards Lihcralism taking
answer of the god at the oracle.
pl!LPe throughout the Ul_lll~;,·] fHn.tes and ~he whole world.
If tile architecture of a people is an index to their
Doctrines l<!IH{ held as wlalhble n.re bemg te~ted in the
ELIAS lVIoom~. CHILLICOTHE, 0., writes: You are do- crneible of entrmsm, and found wantmg in puritY.
cl.J.aracter tllcn the l::lyrians are a strange mixture or
a good work and 1 hope you will meet with such pa- THE ~·nuTH SEEKER and tlw Im•r-sllaatn?· by their bold exgood ami' bad, of palaces and huts, new and old. ing
tronage as will sustain you,
prpssions nr" mfJving quite a portion of the country
They defend til cir family with their lives, but sell for
M<tny now-recognize their words as ~oundiug the deatti
GARDNER KNAPP. Salem, Intl., writes: We like the knell of old pet doctrines. 'l'hen "Othelo's r•ceupation's
a price a daugh1er to a stranger for a wife. Some
Reasonn.ble ideas nre gaining ground. t 1ld
profes~ Christianity, l•tte!!d church, keep the fasts, 'rlWTH SEEKEI\ antl think it will greatly aid in liberating gone."
the people from mental slavery.
S)stems nn' beuw abondonPd, Many are thinking
and wear amulets and pray to saints, and llefure imamental freedom a ble.esing, nne! reason preferable to blind
ges, and t1y to keep away imaginary lWil epirits by
JoSEPH SEDGllEER, Painsville, 0., writes: I ttm well faith. Old supe•·stnwns are bemg scrrttered. Error is
the use of charms, mcautatwns, prayers, and sacred pl<msed with THE ~·nuTH SEEKEI\, 11nd distribute. all I get f:lonting away, leaving the strettm of truth clear and unobfor the spread of the true Go~ pel.
structed In short there is great improvement on all
Ielics.
hands. '!IIay your way lJe prosperous till truth !lows like
Some purify their bodies by frequenting the llath,
H. EASTON, Sandwich, Ill .. writes: ~'HR TI\UTH SEEKEH tL river to every home in the land an<.! forever,
others apparently never use the water externally. gives good satisfaction to the friends here. Keep right
in your good work, and may peace, plenty, and ha~
Sume wear s.ilks, and fine linen, and gold, pearls and on
CHAHLES GrnsoN. Evans\'ille. Wis .. writes; A copy of
piness be your reward.
diamonds anJ walk on carpets, or sit on divans covyour valuable paper fell under my notice about one year
R K. JusTus, Washington, Ark .. writes: I send you two 1tgo since which I have ha(J tlw reading of it. I find it
ered with' t!Je choicest productions of the loom, ant!
principles which l have endorsed for the last
the embroider'~ 11eetllc, ami step frulll tile doors into mar,; subscribors. who wish to peruse the good digestible ad\'ocates
reading matter which 'l'HE Tnu~·H SEEKER is always chocl' fo1-ty ye>_LrS. Nature rcd1,1ces them ~o ]lraeticc sufficiently
tl1e streets where the scavenger IS needed S1tdly, llut full of. We read ils pages with pleasure.
to conv1nce a sane mmd that nunwlcs are a delusion
Though reared u.n.der the droppings of th" sanctuary tmd
seldom ever gves. The accumulation in some streets
ALLEN PRINOLE. Selby, Ont., writes: I am much pleased in sacred aclmumtwn of the Lord, l b1· I bc!Jeve the best of
· reacl.J.es to the top vf the entrtLnce door, and yon gu
with ~'HE 'l'nUTH SEEKER, and will try and ~.·xtend Y<JUr rnothcrs)ciwho thought it to be her duty to teach her childown stairs from the ~lreet into the courtyard tlmt circulation
in this quarter. Your articles on "'l'hc 13iblo" dren the octrinc of future hell torments; that man's cretwenty years ago was on a level witll the street.
and" Cllristiani~y" are very valuable for popular reading. ation was a mira~le. the com in!.! uf Christ was a. miracle,
and she thought tf I was ever savod through the merits
The chief rices of the inhabitants are jealousy, cof1\Ius. AGNES HEDGES, Georgetown, Col .. writes; I here- of Christ that would be anotlwr miracle. I fell the s ;fest
fee anu rakec. The chief social indulgences are scan- with
send you the uames of four new subsc,J·ibers. We on my own merits, that my happin •ss was the effect of
dals unll quarrel::;. The main source of income is like your paper very much. Please send oampl" copiec my own ,Lets. ~'hough persecut1:d fo,r my opinions I conbeggary, l'oiJbery and extortion. The wetLl_lhy eon- to tll · appended nmnes. I speak for mysPlf. I like 'l'HE sider the we!LlnlCS~ through winch It comes. tmd stand
1·m in th'! belicfthatthe Universe is God being dev .. loped.
veuts grow richn· lly constant beggary, robbmg their ~'RUTH tlEEKElt, I do not wish yon ever to stop sending it f!nnd
IT1!tn 1s tlH~ creature of CirCumstances. and eircnmto me; ~houltl I gel behind in not paying for it, I will not
uependents. The ruling clasoes thrive only by extor- <tsk
staneos have a !1o <lo with his acts in cwry case,
you to wait long for your pay,
Heligion an.! Chrislianity ar" by no means one and the
tion w hilo the mel'hauic and merchant follow the
S. P. BRIGHAM, Franklin, Pa.. writes: I have read l'IIrs. S>lme tiling. Rei igious forms are not Christianity. I unsam~ rule, and the farmer also, fur he rubs the soil in
(lirst) letter with mingled feelings of joy and U<Jrstallll Ohristi:lllity to be motive IJI'inciple reduced to
taking crops from it without returning to it manure ZtLmzow's
pll•ttsure. pity and reflection. 'roo noble to vrostitutc pmctieo through the honest mandates of conscience; but
and tillage.
llt'rself. nhe is ali ving martyr-not to creerl on "her re- srill I am Palloed an InOdol. But when I t~ell them Christ
'l'he cumuwn people are &tripped to tile bone of lil{ion," !Jut to 1•ight for eonseience. It grieves me tore- '''as an Infidel. a. usurv~~r of tile government nnJ.er whit.'h
alize how narrow is the·· "'RY'~ each St-'Ct culls" our way," he lived, ant! tlmt he was put to dmtt/1 for he1·esy; they
e\ eTy useful thing in life, that the riell, the rulers "tho
way." and how nearly impossible it is for them to ,.:ay m~· belief mny do to liV<l by, but not tv die by. I have
and priests may live in luxury and ease. Tile priest~ feel or act a~ though nny )),,fly is worth possessing, been ncar death's door. but neVCl'recanted yet.
I hope THE TI\U~'H ~EEKER may find its WILY to every
lends the iutluenee of !1is sacred ollice to the rulers unless its soul is "saved" through their creed and its
hou~eholtl in the land. and be the means or battering
who use it to increase the burdens of the working belief is in their Chrbt. Oil I that ev,.ry Clwr~;h, yen. Jown
the W>Jlls of bigotry and superstition, when the
every 1nan coulcl say." to do good is my religion," tllen
classes.
angels would smile where now they weep. In our efforts settles shall fall f1·om every eye, am! the galling chains
'l'lle chief factories in Jeru~ale1ll are prayer-fucto- let us embrace humanity and ever do our duty. I iuclo,;e of slavish fear shall be loos,•ned and lllau will enjoy the
light and beauty of free thou~:"ht.
ries, and the ware~ maue in them are ~hapeJ after pat- one dollul' for .1\:lrs. Zamzow.

JJirienlllu f&on·espcmdeuce.
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PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;
OR

A

Code of Directions for Avoiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, 1\f.D , Etlitor of the Herald of Health.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden A!le.
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.-New Yo1·k Mail.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
BY 1\I. L. HOLBROOK, 1\f.D.
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
Blif?:htest circumlocution, and is more to the pomt than many larger works.-New Yo1·k
Tr1bune.
One of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos. Daily Adve1·tise1·.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigotry.-Gh1'istian Re11istm·.
·
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E. R. B1·anson.
I am delighted wtth it.-H. D. Bakm·, ]Jf,D., of Michigan State Boa1·d of Health.

Sent~"?Y

Mail for $1.

Lady Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A Scientific nd P opul r Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

lll

Sociology.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD

WELLS'

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOK!
FU'TY YEARS AHEAD OF 'l'IIE TIMES ! !

fveruJ Man his own lawuer,
J

PLAIN HOME TALK.
Medical Common Sense.

Business Form Book.

BY E. B. FooTE, M. D.
A Most Rema1·kable Work, published in
both t!te English and Ge1-rnan
A Complete Guide in all Matters of Law
BY JOHN G. WELLS.

and Business Negotiations.

Languages.

Eo1· EVERY STATE IN THE UNION.

CONCL'AINING
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Pi·ice. $3.25.
IT contains a full description of all Diseases given in plain language adapted to
tho Comprehension of tho Gcnentll'ublic·
with the most Rational, lleformative treatc
ment. It contains n vast amount of valuable Information not to be found in any
other Me(lical Work.
PAR'l' I.
This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
mental and nervous derangements-how
we violate our moral nature. 'l'he food we
eat, its conversion into'bone, musrle &c ·
'J;'he Jiq_uids we drink; The atmosphei·e
hve lll; The clothes we wear; Bad habits
of chiltlren and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood and womanhood ; (these essar.s
are startling in nature ·and remarkably Illustrated). The male and feD"'<tle element
in nature; 'l'he ethics of sexual association: Prostitution; its moral and__physical
effects ; Unhappy marriages; Vv hy they
are detrimental to the nervous and vascular fluids: Wealth; Failures in business·
Excessive study; Melancholy; How to pre~
serve the health of children; The physiological instmctlon of children : Sleep :
CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; '.rhera_peutic
electricity; Animal magnetism;, Water·
Woman doctors ; Rapacious doctors.
'
PAR'l' II.
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catarrh; Chronic Affections of the Throat;
Consumption (this essay on Consumption
should be read by everybody); Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels·
Dyspepsia; C,onstipation; Diarrhea; Piles {
Aches and pams; Neuralgia; Rheumatism·
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
of the Heart; Chronic Affections of the
Ur.inary 01·gans; Diseases of the Kidneys;
Pnvate words for Women; Derangements
of the l\Ienstrual Function, Falling of the;
the Womb; Vaginal affections; Amorous
Dreams; i\Ian-hating; Sexual Dyspepsia;
Ovarian Diseases ; I!int"s to tho Ch1ltlless ·
Causes of Sterility: Loc1tl Diseased Condi~
tion of l\Ian and Wife: Excessive Amativeness: Temperamental Inadaptatio n. How
to Promote Child-bearing; Private Words
to l\Ien; Diseases of the l\Iale Organs; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; Other Chronic Diseases,
PAHT 111.
PLAIN TALK.
'l'his part treat~ of. the Sexual Organs ;
The Causes of the1r Disgrace ; Their Influence on Physical Development, and on
~ealth ; Therr Influence on the SocialPositiO]l of Women .. and pn Civilization: (the
ph1losophy of thrs subJect is fully discussed
op. all co~ceivable_points ;) History of Marnage ; Hrstqry .of Polygamy ; History, Custqms an<t Prmmples of the Oneida Commu-·
mty; H1story. Uustoms and Practices of
Mormonism: Early Customs; Hi3tory of
1\'Ionogamy; 'l'he Advantages and Disadvantages of both Systems; Historical Chips
~i~h referen.ee to 1\fan:il!ge; )VIarriage as it
rs 111 Barbansm and C1v11izat1on; Marriage
in the Ol\1 and New World; Defects of tho
Marriage Systems; Demerits of Polygamy
and l\i~.mogamy; The ltemedy; Sexual Immoralrty, Uauses and Cure.
•
PART IY.
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULAR MARRIAGE
This part.tr:eats of How Marriage may bo
petter th.an 1t 1s ; What wo Want; ALlaptation
mMarnage; What Constitutes !\!ental and
Physical Atlaptation; 'l'he Vital Temperament~; Wl1at Combinations are Best; Why
Marnage 1s now a Lottery; lliental i\farria_ges; Physical Marriages; Philosophy of
Elopements; sexuall\Ioderation; Its effects
upon both sexes; Jealousy; Its Infallible
Remedy; The Inte1·rnarriage of llelatives ·
Fssays for lliarried People; '.rile Wife the
Equal Partn.er; Sleeping Apart; Conception,
Sexual Indrfference; Foot! for Expect;tnt
1\'Iothers; Card to 1\iarried People: Chil<l
1\'Ia rking, its Philosophy; Larger liberties
should be allowed to ladies to contract. or
p_roposo. maritltl association; Card to thu
Unmarne(J.
This brief summary gives but an inade
\1{\ate ~dea of t~e in:tf!restin~ character, or:
1gmahty, practrcabrllty and mstructiveness
of this wonderful work.
Every Family wishing lt Medical Work of
the very Highest Order. rannot afford to be
without DR. FOOTE'S

With full Insfructio ns for proceeding
without legal assistance in suits and Businesl:' Transactions of every description.
Containing: Legal Forms of Deeds,
Mort$ages, Leases, Af!illavits,Depositions,
BoJlas, Orders. Contracts, Powers of Attorney, Certificates of Citizenship. Agreements, Assignments, Awards, Declarations. Demands, Letters of Credit, Arhitrntion, Partnership, Releases, Wills, Codicils,
Submissions, L1tnd Jointures, Tenants'
and Landlords' Receipts, Public Lands,
Land Warrants, Composition with Creditors, Oaths, Satisfaction of Mortagages,
Pre-em]:ltion Laws. 1\'Iarriage a!l(1 Divorce,
Patent Laws, with full Instructions to Inventors; Pension Laws, with full Instructions to enable the discharged soldier or
sailor to procure back pay. pensions,bounties, am1 all war claims; the Laws of the
different States concerning Property Exempt from Executton, Collection of Debts,
Mechanics' Liens. Contracts, Limitation of
Actions, Usury, Qualifications of Voters.
Licenses to sell Goods, etc. Also, containing the Internal Revenue Laws, Stamp
Duties, Post,Offlce and Custom House Reglations. Constitution of the United States,
with Amendments, the whole action of the
Government in relation to Reconstruction
and the Freeman, Seals of the different
St1ttes, with descriptions, etc.
There is no class of the community, male
or female, who have, or expect to have any
property, or who have any ri~;hts or privileges which require protectwn, who will
not be greatly benefitted and advantaged
by the possession of the book. It will save
them money, save them trouble. save them
time, save them litigation an(1 lawYers'
fees, and give them information which nobody can afford to be without.
We have no hesitation in saying that this
Work will be found the most comprehensivf'. reliable, and indispensable BUSINESS :\IAN'S GEIDE ever published in
this or any other country: in fact. a work
which individuals in any class, in 1tny community, cannot afford to be without.
As an attest of what we state. we refer to
the free encomiums of the leading press of
this country; or to any of the 1oo,ooo individuals who have purchased the present
edition and have hat1 occasion to use the
work, or have taken the trouble to examine
it.

The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
will make the book oF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subiects treated, in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NoT BE oVER-ESTiii-IATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy am1
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number A Few Extmcts from tlte .iiiany F'latle?·ing
Notices of the Press.
and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetW~lls' Every Man his Own Lawyer, an(1
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, aJ1(1 should be
BusmessFormBook. NewYork: JohnG.
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.
Wells. As lL legal adviser always at hand
to ~nstruct the reader how to proceed in
S Y N 0 P S I S 0 F C 0 N T E N T S.
smts and busmess transactions of all
kinds ; as a form book, to enable the best
Sexual Generation.
The Origin of Life.
learned tSJ draw deeds, mo.rtgages, leases,
Impregnation.
'l'he Physiology of 1\fenstruaorders, w1lls, etc.; as a gmde in regan1 to
the laws of the various States, concerning
Embryology.
tion,
exemptions. liens, lim~tations of actions,
Lactation.
·Pregnancy.
a~d so.on, the volume 1n question is cerRegulation of the number of tmnly mvaluable to men of business· and
Parturition.
it is not surprising that a hund1·ed thouOffspring.
The Law of Sex.
copies soon found their \vay into the
The Law of Sexual Inter- sand
'.rhe Theory of Population.
homes and counting-houses of the multieourse.
Hereditary Transmission.
tude. Here we have not only all the various changes in the laws of the different
Beautiful Children.
Rights of Offspring.
States; the Patent Laws, the Pension Laws,
Woman's Dress.
Good Children.
the Homestead Laws. the Internal llevcnue
Intermarriage.
Monstrosities.
Laws, e~c., with full instructions to all who
may be mterested 111 them. The publisher
Miscegenation.
Temperamental Adaptation.
has been determine(1 to make tbiR work
Union for Life.
The Conjug.,l Relation.
complete, and, to our thinking, he has S'!CChoosing a Wife.
Courtship.
ce_eded. No business man or woman <ian
W1th safety be without a copy of it.- New
Woman's Superiority.
Clil.oosing a Husband.
York Ttmes.
The Marriageable Age.
Marrying aJ1(1 Giving in 1\IarThis work h!J.s been received with gre1Lt
.Old Age.
riage.
favor:, !Llld attamed a large sale. The most
1mpllmt confidence qan be placed upon the
wo~k t)-S an author:1ty on all the subjects
whiCh 1t treats.-Phtladelphia .A ae.
As to the utility and convenience of this
work.to all bu~iness men, there can be no
questwn.-Ghwaao Rep·ubl·i.can.
It is in .fact, a bqok filled with thfl most
valuable mforll).at1o1~ for every ~itizen: you
can purchase m tlus book what may be
wor~h h,nndreds of dollars to you.-St.
Louts Dtspatch.
It is emphatically of the highest utility
to every man, be our business what it may.
- Ptttston Gazette.
. ]'or every-day reference WB have founu
1t the.most IJ(!nvenient of all books. For
practiCal utlilty to every one cannot be
over-est1mated. Men of every class will
flnq in this work just what they want,
N. B.-Professor Wilder, of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its ~lmnly, clearly, and practically stated.kind ever published, and commends it to his stm1ents. We -will send all the above Bangor Demom·at.
This excellent work should be in the
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
ha~ds .of ev.er¥ farmer and business man
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is con- -Omctnnatt
Ttmes,
stantly increasing. No such complete and valu21ble work has ever before been issued
Th.e wqrk embraces 650 large 12mo pp.,
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address
and 1s prmted on fino paper handsomely
bound.
.
'
PRI~E, .Cabmet Library Biudil~g, $2 25.
Address
D, M. BENNETT
335 Broadway, New York.
335 Broa(1way, N.Y.

D. M. BE!NNE,TT,

"AND

AND

we

PLAIN HOME TALK and
MEDICAL COMMON SENSE.
With each copy is presented a splendid
Chromo, entitled "~hrow Physic to the
Dol's," rep~·e~enting a pretty girl adminlstermg medlCme to some fl ve sick C!Lllines.
Enclose the Price of the Wm·lc, $3.25, to
D. M. BI;NNE'l"l', 335 Broauway, N.Y.
Publish or of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and :pea!er in all Liberal, Spir-itualistic
and Sotentijic Books. Sent post-paid by mail

I
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A NEW BOOK.

RELIGIO ·PHILOSOPHICAL JOURNAL. The Need of the World

THE

Dootrine of Desoent

IS SCIENCE;
A.n A.ble Advocate of Spiritual Pltilosophy and General Reform.

A.ND DARWINISM..

Read tlte Books wldcltimpal'tKwwledge,

Appleton's Scientific Series.

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
S. S. JONES. EDITOR,
J. R. FRANCIS, AssociATE EDITOR.
University of Strasburgil.
I. THE FOmfS OF WATER in RAIN AND
This is No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
RIVERS, IcE AND GLACIERS. By J, Tynany one of its fellows, and is richly worthy Established 1865; Burned up October 9, 1871 ; Re-established and Issued
dltll, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
Price, $1.50; postage,15 cents.
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
October 10, 1871.
twenty-six illustrations. It is an ela]?orate
II. PHYSICS AND POLIT~CS; or,
review and survey of the whole subJect of
THOUGHTS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE·
Evolution and Darwin's special phllosoPRINCIPLES OF "NATURAL SELECTION '•
phy,fl'iving in cle~tr l~tnguage a compre- PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY BY THE RELIGIO-Pli.ILOSOI'HICAL
hensl ve view of the subject.
AND " INHERITANCE" TO PoLITICAL SoIt is eminently a whole library in one
PUBLISHING HOUSE, Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Ohicago.
CIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
volume and we reeommend it in the highPostage, 15 cents.
est tenus. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
.
III. FOODS. By Dr. Edward Smith. IlD. M. BENNETT,
lustrated. Price, $1.75; postage.15 cents.
'l'e:r·ms, $3.00 per Year, in Ad vance.
335 Broaclway, N.Y.
IV. l\HND AND BODY; THE THEORIES OF
THEIR RELATION. By Alexander Bain,
LL.D. Price, $1,.50; postage, 15 cents.
SPECIMEN COPIES FREE. The Relig-io-Philosop/ticul Journal is a large eight-page
paper; printed on fine, heayY paper, and universally acknowledged as
Y. THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herbert Spencer. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
'l.HE LEADING SPIRITUALIBT PUBLIGA'l'ION IN THE WORLD.
cents.
With able and careful correspondents. both in this country and Europe it is able to
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
and does, each week, nresent to its readers the latest phenomena, essays of great pow- VI. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Prof
Joseph P. Cooke, of Howard Universier and research and all items of interest bearing upon the subject. The recent extraordinary attention the subject of Spiritualism is attracting and its investigation by
ty. Illustrated. ·Price, $2; postage, 15
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
eminent scientists, increases the demand for current literature devoted to the subject.
cents.
In order that all mar become familiar with the most able, fearless and widely circulatWhich should be in the hands of every per- ed exponent of Spintualism, we will send the
VII. ON THE CONSElW AT ION OF ENson who would eat to retain and regain
ERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart. 14
health strength and beauty. It contains,
RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHIOAJ~ JOURNAL 3 months for 30 cts.
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to Questions which most peocents.
ple are anxious to know, nearly one hunVIII. ANIMAL LOCOl\IOTION; or, WALKdred pages devoted to t~e best healthful
recipes for foods and dnnks, how to feed
ING, f:>WIMMING AND FLYING. By Dr. J.
one's self, feeble babes and delicate chilB. Pettigrew. M.D., F.R.S.
119 Illusdren so a,s to get the best bodily developtrations. Priue, S1.75; postage, 15 cents.
ment Mothers who cannot nurse their We assert without hesitation. that it is unsurpassed by any publication with the same circhildren will find full directions for feed- culation in the world. Hundreds of advertisers will testify to the beneficial results IX. RESPONSIBILITY IN l\IENTAL DISing them. and so will mothers who have flowing from their use of our advertising columns. All legitimate advertise1·s are soEASE. By Dr. HenryMaudsley. Price,
delicate children, and invalids who wish to licited to give the JoURNAL a trial, with the assurance on our part that they will meet
know the best foods.
$1.50; postage, 15 cents.
with square and liberal Jreatment.
Price, $1.00 postage free.
JNO. C. BUNDY, Secretary,
X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
For sale wholesale and retail by
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
D. 1\'I. BENNETT,
cents.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
CARDS. XI. ANillfAL MECHANISl\1; or, AERIAL
AND TERRESTRIAL LoCOl'>!OTION. By C.
Faney, Transparent, Illustrated.
J. llfarey, Professor of the College of
THE LATES'l OU7:
France; jj;Iember of the Academy of
Sent Post-paid by ll'lail, for $1. Address,
Medicine. Paris. 117 Engravings. Price,
THE COOS,
D. M. BENNETT, Editor Truth Seeker.
E, M. McDONALD & CO.,
S1.75: postage, 15 cents.
Wishes the Public to remember he is
335 Broadway, New York.
XII. HIS'l'ORY OF THE CONFLTO'l' BEAND OTHER LECTURES. prepared
to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
'l'WEEN RELIGION AND BCIENC:E.
and
Progressive
Works
of
all
kinds.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
By John W.Draper,l\I.D.,LL.D. Price,
Bodks by the following ],[odern Authors
$1.75; postage, 15 ce;1ts.
A new edition, containing" The Gods," kept in Stock :
XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
"Humboldt,"" Thomas Paine,"" IndividHuxley,
TO ORDER A COPY OF
DARWINISl\1. An able examination of
uality," and ··Heretics and Heresies," all
Da~·win.,
the entire subject; with 26 wootl. cuts.
Tyn<tall,
newly revised and corrected by the author.
THE
Herbe.rt Spence1·,
By Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
The volume is handsomely printed on
J. Stua~1; ~liB.
University of Strasburg. Price, $1.50:
of the
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
F~·oude,
postage, 15 cents.
Among all the works from the Liberal
L, Fue1·baeh,
A ROMANCE,
D1.·. Louis Buechner,
press, in force, clearness and incisiveness,
Thomas Buckle,
Instructive, Absorbing, Thrilling!
none equal these admirable lectures. The
Louis Figuier,
BEST AND CHEAPES:I'
work ought to be in the library of every
Sir John Lubbock,
BY Wj\;J. jj;IcDONNELL,
Charles Bradlaugb
Liberal. everY skeptic, and every enquirer.

Eating For Strength.

AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM,

BOOKS!

PLAYINC

BOOKS!!

DON'T FAIL

Heathens

Price,$2; postage20cents. For sale wholesale and retail by D. l\1. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Robt. Dale Owen,
Stephen Pearl Andre·ws,
A. J. Dn,·is,
Pro:f. l.Vrn.. Denton,
B. F. Underwood,
Hudson Tuttle,

As well as numet·ous other authors.
Books on

THE

Boston Investigator!
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875.
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washington street, Boston, Mass., by
JOSIAH P. M.ENDUlii.
HORACE SEAVER. Edito1·.
P.aroE: $3.50 per annum. Single copi!CJS,
7 cents. Specimen copies seut on rec01pt
of a Two-Gent Sta~p to pay the post~ge.
The Investioato1· IS devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. .Jndepend(JJ~t
in l1ll its discussions, discardmg superstltio~s theories of what never C!in be know,n
it devotes its columns to thmgs . of th1s
world alone, and leaves the next, ~~ there
be one to those who have entered 1ts unknowJ{ shores. Believing that i~ is the duty of mortals to worlf for the .mtercst <:Jf
this wm·ld, it confin!JS 1tse!f to tlungs of tips
life entirely. It Will soon commence 1ts
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks fm· support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning. good reading, reliable news, an":cdotes, science, art. and a useful Fam1ly
Joumal. Re!tder, please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not Stttisfled with the way the
Investigator is <ymducted, we won't ask yo_u
to eontinue With us any longer. Now ~s
the time to sttuscrfue.

•

Science,
The Arts,
~ledieine,

Theology,

Law,
Hist.o•·y,
Biography,
LiteratuJ.•e,
Romance.
Poet.•·y.

Heath,

Author of "Exeter Hall," etc., etc.

The Greatest Book

Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on priceo, quality,
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
A nice Floral and Garden Guide free.
Wholesale list for Seedsmen free. ,
R. H. SHUMWAY.
THE ENORMI'l'IES OF THE CHURCH
till Apl. 15.
Rockford. Ill.
PRIESTCRAFT, THE liHSSIONARY SYSTEl\1,
and other pious wrongs shown up.
A perusal of it will open

______

E.

n. HILL. No Person who buys this Book will Re

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.
We will send by mail, post-paid:
Singo1· Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
send for circular. We want the patronage of every "liberal" in America.
Say you saw this Adv. in THE SPilUTUALIST AT WoRK.
FOLLE1.'T & HILL,
WhOlesale and Beta:il Dealers in
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
Oils, etc., etc.,
OAMBlUDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.

In America or Money Refunded.

that has been issued for years.

And all Miscellaneous Subjects fur.
nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by THE EYES OF THE BLIND.
Express or }fail as directed.
Read it and hand it to Your
A duress
D. M. BENNETT,
Neighbor.
335 BROADWAY,
_:,__
.____ .. ________
J, M. FOLLE'l"l'.

SEEDS

gret the Investment.
It contains nearly 500 pages.

12mo. Is
printed from new type, on good paper,
and gotten up in excellent style.
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
PRICE:
In Paper Covers ......................... $1.00
In Cloth, neatly bound .................. 1.50
Sent by Mail, post-paid, on !'eceipt of price
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 BROADWAY.
New York.

mailed Free
to all appltThis
one of the
and most
Catalopublished. It
printed on beautitinted paper, conpages, two ele·
colored }llates, ove1·
fine eugra vings, and
gives full descriptions, prices,
and directions for planting about
200 varieties of Vegetable
}'lower Seeds, B e d d i n g
Roses, &c., and is invaluable
to Farmer, Gardener and Florist..
Address,
D. M. FERRY & CO.
Seeds!!!en and Florists, DETROIT, Mich.
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qJdds and J!fntlr5.
•

BILLINGSISMS.
WHA.T iz man? Live dirt.
WHA.T iz hash? A konfidence game.

A LA.DY the other day meeting a girl who
had lately left her service, inquired, "Well,
Mary, where do you live now?" •· Please,
A young man desires to correspond with
ma'am, I dont live nowhere, now,'' re- a young lady, with a view to matrimony.
joined the girl; "I'm married!"
One of .Liberal views preferred.
Address
W. P. K ..
A DuBUQUE printer received the followTHE
Box 122, Wapello, Iowa.
ing note from his girl; "May I git yanked

CorrespoJ:!dent Wanted.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR. THE LUNGS•

out of bed at midnite every nite by a cuss
TH.oi.RE iz plenty ov pholks in this world like Theydore Tilton. an' carried upp a
whoze hartes bleed for the poor, but whoze million pare of stares, iff ever I sese to love
pocket-books never do.
you, Jim,"
SuM me"n are okta~;ron,
A MA.N in Monroe county, Pa., roused to
And sum three-sided are;
frenzy by the news from Concord and
'Tis mortal tuff tew find one
Lexington, has just declared his independWho iz konipletely square.
ence by flooring his mother-in-law with a

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

GREAT AMERICAN GONSUMP·
TlVE REMEDY.

It breaks np the NIGHT swEA.TS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfacE's which the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

Bankers1

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
LeRoy, Minnesota,
THE man who iz the most 'fraid tew die, hot gridle, The neighbors, however, reBRANCH
OFFICE,
335
Broadway,
N.
Y.
COUGHS,
gard the affair simply as a family broil.
iz the one who knows least how tew liv.
COLDS,
"I SHOULD think you would be ashamed
DEFINE the hen? A lay member.
PNEUMONIA,
to pitch into that little boy,'' said a pedesMONEY INVES'fED
BRONCHI1'IS,
PLEA.ZE define a good wife'/ A silent
trian, as t:e caught a big bootblack cuffASTHMA,
partner in the consarn.
IN
FIRST
MORTGAGES
ing a small newsboy. "Ye would, hey ?"
SPITTING OF BLOOD.
DEFINE honesty'/ The wag ov a dog's sneered the lad, as he gave hiR nose a wipe. O·n IntpJ•oved Farnts ·in MiJt-neCROUP,
"D'ye think I'd go for a big boy and get all
tail.
WHOOPING COUGH,
sota and Iowa,
pounded up?"
I HA.v known people who waz virtewous
And all other diseases of the respiratory
3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest organs.
just beka.uze they waz lazy; they hadn't
A FRENCH butcher who was on hiR death Running
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in adsnap enuff in them tew brake one ov the bed said to his wife: "I~ I die, Francoise, vance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
you must marry our shop boy. He is a in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
ten commandments.
Inte'l:est collected and paicl annually at Price $1 per bottle.
good young man. and the business cannot Gilman.
Son & Co.'s Bank. 47 Exchange Pl.
be carried on without a man to look after New York. No expense to loaner. Title
MoTTO for a mathe:rpatician-Adsum.
it." "I have been thinking about that al- and security __ guar:wteed in every loan
made by us, We pay 9 per cent. until monWoMA.N's Rites-The marriage ceremony. ready, said his wife.
ey is in vested.
THE MOST .?OWERFUL HEALING
•·
WHERE
are
you
stopping,
Bill?"
inquirA SIGNA.L success-The weather reports.
Will mnkA you an ANNUAL SUBed one seedy man of another. "Stopping
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED,
Is there any law against striking an atti- at the Russell House," was the reply. "RusSCRIBER to four numbers of
tude?
CARBOLIC
SALVE positively cures the
sell House? Where is the Russell House'/"
worst sores.
WHEN a hog roots in a snow-bank its "0, you see, I sleep in a dry goods box and
CARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
painsofburns.
rustle around like blazes to get something
nose knows snows.
CAltBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
to eat."
Containing prices. descriptions and erul'tions.
A DANBURY girl has jilted her young man
Fashion-Plates of Ladies' an Chil- bl~tc*~2LIC SALVE removes pimples and
SEvERAL passengers on the lower Missisfor puttine- four" e's" in preclilde.
dreu's Suits, L>tdies'Underwear. Insippi were attracted by the alligators baskfant's
Wear, Real Laces and DrPss
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
SoRRow and gladness are blood relations. ing in the sunshine. "Are they amphibi1'rimmings, Hat Feathers, Flowers, bruises.
Think of the sharp thorns on the nose.
Ribbon's,
ete
..
togee,er
with
the
ous, captain?" asked :< looker-on. "AmSold everywhere. Price 25 cents.
choicflst selections of Literature. wit
------------"-AN Albany sharper has swindled Brig- phibious, thunder!" answered the enthuancl wis<l<im.
Our quarterly will place within
ham Young's son Jonn with a bogus title- siastic officer,·' they'll eat a hog a minute."
your reach the best goods at the lowGRBENE'S
deed.
CANNY ScoT-" D'ye sell whuskey here,
est prices. OnlY 10 cents for a year's
subscription. First issue now ready
man?"
Barman-"
Yes."
Canny
ScottOXYGENATED BITTERS.
WHY are advertisements like editors?
Subscribe at once,
Well, because they work nights and l:iun- " Hoo much is't a jar?" Barman-" Two
The
OXYGENATED BI'l'TEHS have been
pounds."
Scot
(after
much
consideration)
EHRICH
&
CO.,
days.
the most popular remedy for Dyspepsia
"Well, then, it's unco' gude, awl hae twa
287 and 289 Eighth A\e .. N.Y. Heartburn. Indigestion. and other lil<e dis~
WE should like to know how that man in pennyworth, het, wi' sugar ant len:on, and
orr! erR of the stomach,for the last THIRTY
PlPase state 'i.?Lwhat paper yott saw YEARS. and still maintain their unrivalled
Minneapolis broke his leg putting on his a long pipe."
this advertisl!ment.
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.
overcoat.
A GOOD deacon on an official visit to a
A PERSON of an inquiring mind asks: dying neighbor, who was a very churlish
•· Does the Lord love a man who spends at and universally unpopular man, put the
TO LOVERS OF MUSIC,
a church festival tile money he owes to his usual question: "Are you willing togo, my
A New Work on this interesting Subject
Toothache Anodyne
washerwoman ?"
friend'!" "0, yes," said the sick man, "I
am." "Well," said the simple-minded deaSubdues
the most Agonizing Toothache in
A TEXAS woman has learned to use the
One Minute.
con," I am glad you are, for all the neighlasso so deftly •hat she mm stand in the
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Solct everywhere.
BY PRoF. IsAAC L. RICE
door and haul the hat off the lightning-rod bors are willing."
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
PART I.-An examination of Ancient l\'Iupeddler while he is unfastening the gate.
A Pious fllder of the Scottish kirk on his
Proprietors,
~ic among the Chinese, Hindoos, Persians
way to service of a Sabbath morning, saw Egyptians
and Grecians, down to the pres~
sand 9 College Place, N. Y.
"MY son," said an old man," beware of a little boy and g'rl playing marbles. He ent age. The
views of Prof. Helmholtz and
prejudices; they are like rats, and men's wrathfully inquired: "Boy, do you know Herbert Spencer upon Music are freely
minds are like traps; prejudices get in where children go to who play marbles on criticized.
PART II contains_ the Author's OJ;iginal
easily, but it is doubtful if they ever get Sunday? "Ay, ay,'' answered the boy,
REV R. B. LOCKWOOD'S
Theory concerning the Mission of Music
out.''
"they gang down to the field by the brig." investigating wJ,at it is.
'
It is a work that cannot fail to interest
A BosToN undertaker was made very mad (bridge.) "No!" roared the elder, ·• they go
instruct every lover of the ··Divine
recently, by being awakened at an untime- to hell and are burned." The little fellow and
Art."
Price, post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
ly hour by two inebriated persons, who looked shocked and frightened, called to 50 cents.
Address
What is C~,ttarrh '/ It is an all'ection of
D. M. BENNETT,
wished to order two " beers" for them- his sister: "Come awa, Jennie, come awa,
tf~e head, wh!Cllll!>LV end in Pe>tfness, parhere's a man swearing awfully."
335 Broadway, N. Y. tial or total Blindness, diseases o/ the
selves.
throat.and vocal organs, and even in Consumption.
THE ad vent of spring bonnets and hats
AFTER waiting four years, a Michigan
In nine cases out of ten, when people
lover finally popped the question, and the has brought forth the following gush, refancy they have only a "cold in the head"
girl answered,·· Of course, I'll have you. cently noticed on an Express parcel:
they ha\'e CATARRH l
'
p is a ~erri~le disease and should not be
Why, you fool, you, we could have been
Expressmen, beware! l
tn.fled
With.
rhe
Best
Remedy
known
for
$50,00
Worth
of
Information
married three years ago."
And take extra care
1t IS that prepared by the Rev. R. B. Lockor this duck of a hat.
wood. Which hit~ the en(lorsement of suct1
give:tc fSJr 60 cents, conceruing Fowls, Eggs em111ent
THEilE is a man in Nebraska who isn't
phys.wmn,s as Dr. Geo. N. Tibbles
It's for Miss Ettie Patton,
and ChiCkens.
of Hudsqn C1t~. N. J.: Dr. W. H. Newell
being worried to death by people who want
And if it is sat on,
Jersey C1ty He1ghts; Dr. A. B. Laidlaw'
BY A GLOBE OBSERVER.
to borroW his wheelbarrow. His farm is
'Twould be smashed much too flat.
Hudson Cr.ty.• N. J.; and of such dis tin~
six miles square, and his house is s~t three
How.to keep hen:roosts and nests free gmshed mm1sters HS Hev. W. H. Dikeman
Irs destination a Northern town
fran; lice. How to feed. to get an abund- New York, Rev. W. H. li'IcCormack Mt'
miles back from the road.
Of some renown,
ance of eggs, even 111 Winter. How to PI',_ H~rn}on, N ..J,, aqd very many others.'
·
South 3ummertleld, Conn.
vent hens from ever wanting to set a~>d
Th1s medJcme IS prepared in uoo(l faith
"JuLIUs,"" wliy didn't you oblong your
how to make them set. How to pres~rve and may be relied on in every case to effect
stay at the springs? "Kase, Mr, Snow,
MucH has been saict of late of kissing and eggs goat! one year. An easy plar. to do it a permanent and speedy cure
. Enclose 60 cents with order for f~ll direc~
ltev. ll. B. Lockwood's NASAT. DOUCHE
dey charge too much." "How so, Julius?" the different kiD;ds. They have severn! vari- twns.
Address,
to faci.lit!tte the use qf tho CATARRH CURE
"Wy, de landlord charged dis .colored eties in Brooklyn, An anonymous Scotch
IS.in<lispensai;Ieto msurethe <'Ul'e of obE. D. BLAKEMAN,
individual wid stealing de spoons."
poet expresses himself in this style:
i'tmate c!n·omc cases "nd wilt he found
Circleville, 0.
valuablce 111 all stage!l of the disertse.
Some say that kissing's a sin,
AN old black woman, reciting her "speer[Mr. Blaknman i~ a school-boy friend of
Rev. R. B. Lockwood's LIVER AND
ou~·s.
We
know
.him
well;
he
1s
entirely
STOMACH
PfLLS. for the cure of DYSBut
I
think
it's
nane
ava;
unce," said she had been to heaven, "Did
rehable, and the mformation he has to im- PEPSI~ ant!. all disorders of the Stomach
For
kissing
has
wonn'd
in
this
warld,
you see any of .le colored ladies dar?" askpart upon the poultry subject is valuable- and DlgestJv~ Or~rans, hnve the highest
Since ever that there was twa,
ED.T.S.]
·
·
ed a younger sister. "0, you git out; you
recommendatiOn from the thousands who
have used them.
'Bpase I went in de kitchen when I was
Oh, if it wasna lawful,
R~nd carefully !he pamphlet that accomdar?"
TillS PAPER 18 01'11 FILE Wl'l'H
pames the medicine.
Lawyers wadna allow it;
If it wasna holy,
"WB!!:RE's the molasses, Bill?" said a
JOHN F. HENlW, CURRAN & CO
l\'Iinisters wadna do it.
red-headed woman sharply to her son, who
had returned with an empty jug. "None
SOLE ACENTS.
If it wasna modest,
in town, mother. Every grocery has a
"Maidens wadna take it;
8 and 9 College Place, N.Y.
large board outside, with letters chalked
If it wasna planty,
on it.' N. 0. Molasses,'"
For sa.le by ~\ll DrURidsts. Price 60 r~nts
Puir folk wadna get it,
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OLIVER Wendell Holmes says a kiss is "the twentyMoRE FooLs.-Joseph Curry, who says he is Christ, and
seventh letter of tile alphabet-tile love-labial which it not long ago was driven out of Georgia for forming a
takPS two to speak plainly." This is the kiss alphabetical, free-Jove colony, has started a new religious society in
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
and it is odd that Mr. Beecher hasn't mentioned it.
Springfield, Mass. A negress is worshiped by him and
TERMS:
REVIVALIST Hammond has met out in California at his few followers as Queen of earth and heaven. He and
One Ca~;y,one Year .....................•................ $1.75 least one father who don't like to have his little daughter this woman now represent themselves as fasting fotty
"
"
Six l\'Innths ................................. , . 1.00 frightened into spasms by pictures of hell fire. "You're days and forty nights, and they have nearly starved them"
"
each Month, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
an ecclesiastical idiot," said the irate parent, and the selves in a rigorous observance of the right. They are
terribly emaciated, and so weak they can hard! y walk.
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one preacher didn't deny it.
Curry says that at the end of forty days they will be tmnsaddress.
OLD Deacon Roberts was worked up to a high state of ported to heaven in a chariot of fire. We hope they'll go.
Oanadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents additl0m~l. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
enthusiasm in a revival. He was exhorting the unconA RUMOR prevails that Henry Ward Beecher will take
verted to flee from the wrath to come before it was too up his residence in Florida when the· great trial which
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
late; for, said he,·· the Lord is here now, and he may not now convulses himself and the countt·y is endecl. He has
One D0llar per inch. first insertion; 75 cents per inch be here again for twenty years."
for subsequent insertions.
bought an orange plantation in Florida, adjoining his sisFRoTHINGHAM very truly says there is nothing in which ter Harriet's place, and he has an agent there arranging
men are so dishonest, so insincere. as in matter~ of relig- things in the very best Beecher order for his reception.
ion. Thousands profess Preeds they do not believe. pa- Tile I e he expects to catch tile delicious scent of orange
tronize Sunday charlatans, and go through a service of and lemon groves on the balmy breezes, recuperate his
worried mind, and select for the future wiser and better
chanting and bowing, when in their hearts is nothing.
LITERARY women are long lived. So are actors and
companions. It is thought Henry's financier, the amiaTHE Church has banked for eighteen hundred years on ble Mrs. Beecher, ~viii see that Elizabeth does not go
actresses.
the vicarious salvation of Christ, and has issued millions along.
THE Japanese have celebrated their two thousand five of certificates of deposit on this bank, not one of which
ALL HEARSAY EVIDENCE,-"! say 1\fr, Smithers," said
hundred and thirty-fifth anniversary.
can ever be redeemed, or is worth a cent to tile holder Mrs. Smithers to her husband: "didn't I hear you down
BEET root sugar can be made in California at seven either in this world or the next.- Earlville 1'ransc1'ipt.
in the kitchen kissing tile cook?" "1\fy dear," replied
cents a pound, including every expense.
STILL ANOTHER.-The Rev. John 1\'f. Porter, of Betllie- Sf'litilers, blandly,·· permit me to insist npon my right to
be reasonably ignorant, I really cannot say what you
BEING asked what made him su dirty, an unwashed hem, N.J., has just been deposed from the ministry and
may have heard," "But wasn't you down there kissing
street Arab's reply was: ··I was made, as they tell me, of their fellowship by an ecclesiastical council for gross immorality connected with certain females of the church. the cook?" "1\'Iy dear, I realiy cannot reccollect, I only
dust, and I suppose it works out."
John M. will have to change his re!igi.Dn, join another remember going into tile kitchen and coming out again.
I may have been there, and from what you say, I infer I
INTENSE heat prevailed on April 19 in the north of Scot- church. take another field and try it again.
was. But I cannot recollect jt:st what occurred." "But,"
land. Eighty degrees were registered at mid-day in the
THE treatment of Mrs. Tilton is tile blackest of the persisted the ruthless eross-examinPr, "what did Jane
sun, and sixty-five in the shade. Two deaths from sun- many black things that this trial has brought out. The
mean when she said, 'Oil! Smithers, clon't kiss so loud,
stroke are reported.
conduct of Mr. Beecher toward her, on tile thec..ry of in- or the old she-dragon up stairs will hear us?'" ""\Yell,"
THE Rev. Tlios. Beecher of Elmira. N. Y., opened a nocence, is little short of dishonot·able. On the theory of said Smithers, in his blandest tones," I cannot remember
dancing party with prayer the other evening, after which his guilt, it is base beyond measure; base in his seduction what interpretation I did put on the words at the time.
he said," Now. boys, form on and I'll see you dance once, of her, villainous in his subsequent attempt to escape the Tiley are not my words, you must remember."- Louis·
consequences of his crime at her expense.-N. l~ Sun.
and then go home."
ville Courier-Journal.
THE TWENTIETH WEEK of the Brooklyn Clerical AdulORRIN SHIPMA.N wants Victoria Woodhull to c0me and :REV. T. M. DAWSON, late of the Presbyterian Church,
start a community" of the right stamp" on his Yalcour Brooklyn, Cal., has resigned, and gone to Nevada, leaving tery Trial has, as we go to press. reached its clos0. The
Island property, where the free lovers' recent experiment a number of other clerical gentlemen losers to tile tune of testimony is all in, and the lawyers have commenced
thousands of dollars, invested for them by Dawson in summing up. Ex-Judge Porter has for three days been
fail eel.
mining stock which have declined in value. The ReL making herculean efforts to earn the $10,000 he is said to
"MAY I leave a few tracts?" asked a pious missionary Dawson was divorced from his wife some months since. have for the part he takes in tile trial. That he is a man
o¥ a lady who responded to his knock. "Leave some on the grounds of desertion, she refusing to go to Cali- of eloc1uence, cannot be denied; and that,like most other
tracks? Certainly you mav," said she, looking at him fornia with him from this State.
lawyers, be is able to make tile worse appear the better
benignly over her specs. "Leave them with the heels
side, is also true. He paints Beecher the greatest saint
DURING
tile
revival
service
at
Yalejo,
California,
a
gentowards the house, if you vlease.''
alive, and Tilton the most depraved villain. He argues
tleman observed that one of 1\'Ir. Hammond's most enerthat, because Beecher is an eminent divine, a talented
IT is reported that Mr. Beecher has taken an office in getic lady· assistants was ~being vigorously hugged by a Christian preacher, that it is very improbable he could
the 1'1-ibtme building. That will be a fine trio. Jay Gould, young man while tile singing was going on. When tile have committed adultery with a ewe lamb of his fold.
the young editor, and Beecher-financial genius, editori- inquiry meeting was commenced, the young lady ap- There is a peculiar coolness in this argument. If there
proached the gentleman who had been watching her, and
al profundity, and exalted piety and purity.-N. r: Sun.
has been one such case in this country there has been
asked in a meek, plaintive voice: "Do you love Jesus?"
A CLERGYMAN'S SUICIDE.-1\Iiddleboro',l\Iass.,l\'Iay 20.- "I fear I don't love Jesus half. as much as you do the five thousand. The poor innocent silepilet·ds to be sure!
The Rev. Charles S. Macreardy, pastor of the Methodist boys," responded the gentleman. The fair damsel was In speaking of Tilton, Judge Porter says: "If there be a
Episcopal Society here, committed suicide this morning not disconcerted a bit, and she curled up her pretty mouth beast upon earth capable of holding a conversation
about the parentage of his own boy with the paramour
by cutting his throat with a razor. Family trouble, caus- and said," Don't you wish you were one of the boys?"
of his own adulterous wife, he has lived too long upon
ing depression of spirits, l)rompted the act.
THE PROBABLE REBULT.-Amemberof Dr. Storrs' church earth; it is time for him to die." There is of course, two
"You are all going to Hell.'' shouted an Arkansas in Brooklyn, attempted the solution of this problem yes- sides to this Question. In the language of tho Sun it may
camp-meeting preacher. "That's ad-d lie. I am going tet·day by saying that" Plymouth church will run along bo stated thus: If there be a beast on earth capable of deto New Orleans," said a butternut on a rear seat; but he just as ever, even if Mr. Beecher be found guilty, for bauching the wife of· his friend and discipl~. under pretook it all back when tile preacher marched down toward about three or four months. By that time tile recoil of tense of praying with her and fortifying her soul with
him, pulling an eigllteen-inch bowio knife from his boot public sentiment will have begun to make itself felt. All pious admonition; then, to save himself, accusing her of
the other Congregational ohurches of the country will falling in love with him, and lying, when silo called their
leg as he ad vance d.
have disfellowsilipped it. It will stand alone. a pariah intercourse adultery; afterwards defaming her husband
IT is strange that while Jay Gould makes no secret of among the Christian churches of the land. Then one or for the same cowardly purpose; and again, cltat·ging
his ownership of the controlling interest in the :Lhbmw two men like Claflin or Storrs or Sage will drop away with perjury the friend and tho friend's wife to whom he
and his plans with reference to the future o ilat p!tper, from it. Examples of this kind are always contagious, confided, with tears and agony of pretended repentance,
his young editor is very shy of tile subje~ . We advise Other reputable men will follow. The women will stick the secret of his infamous crime-all in order that he
the young editor to carefully study the wishes of the mas- longest to Beecher. It is women mostly who have lately might himself escape due punishment and infamy at their
tor.-.N. Y. Sun,
jc..iaed his church. But Beecher will not be extinguished expense; if such a beast exists. he has lived too long; it is
IF Beecher is guiltless, what a crowd of hitherto re- all of a sudden. Our country cousins, when they come to time for him to die." The cruelest feature in this whole
spectable people will go down while he ascends to grasp town will flock to hear him still. He will continue to be Beecher business is, that the reputation of so many good
the crown of triumphant martyrdom! If he is guilty l'epo;ted in the newspapers. But that h'is congregation, people must be blackened; that Henry Ward Beecher
what a crowd of friends, brethren and confidants he is as now constituted, will finally break up, is not to be should shine with a false whiteness. "Even this shall
trying to crush to save himself, not even spal'ing the wo- doubted. Beechel', as a powel', will wane. As a curiosity pass away." By the time our next number issues, the
trial will probably be completed.
he will continue to draw as long as he lives.''-Herald.
man he seduced.-N. Y. Sun.
·
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pany were sacrificed to the fmy of their more cJ·edulous and practical countrymen. Aaron, a brother of
1\~ose~,. an~ _the first priest o~ the new relig1on, and
Ius Wife Mmam, rebelled agamst Moses, claiming tJ1at
he had no superiority over them as a teacher of the
An Ansu-er to tlle Question: Have 'fve a Supe1·naturLord. ,
ally Revealed, Infallibly Inspil'ed and MiracuThe frequent mnrmurings and rebellions of the
lously Attested Religion in the W01·ld?
Jews against Moses, shows that thei1· confidence in his
div:ne authority was often shaken and sometimes
BY E. E. GUILD.
w_ell nigh_ abandone?. Absalom, too, rebelled against
Ins own father Dav1d, and sought to supplant him on
PREFACE.-Whenever an opinion or institution
the throne, and he had many adherents. Solomon
which has long been held to be sacred, is attacked, the
apostatized from the religion of his fathers and
adopted that of the Pagans. After the death of Solprejudices of their adherents will of course be shocked. This proves nothing either for or again~t the
om on, ten of the Hebrew tribe set up a -l'ingdom of
opinion or institution. The same shock is experienced
their own, renounced Judaism and embraced and
by the Egyptian when he hears the sacredness of leeks
practiced Paganism.- This continued fQr a period of
and onions, cats and other animals questioned. Also
two hundred 1md fifty years. In the mean time the
by the Hindoo, when the divinity of his idols is diskingdom of Judah vascilated between the tw~ reputed. And by the Mohammedans, when the authority
Jigions, sometimes practicing the one, then 1he other
of the Koran is denied. For ages mankind have
During. the reigns of. Hrze~dah, and Josiah, Judais~
revered, venerated and held sacreu three great idolswas rev 1ved and fiounshed for a short time, bnt soon
the Priesthood, the Bible and the Church. The first
sank again with the fall of the nation. It .is now well
has been regarded as the authorized instructor of the
nigh extinct; a great majority of the Jews of the
pr~s~nt day no Jon~er regard it as a supernatural
people in knowledge, wisdom and virtue; the second
rehgwn. J\t tha~ t1me, and long before the apas the ultimate standard of appeal to settle all differences of opinion; the last as a secure shelter from the
pearance of Chnst, the Jews were divided into
wrath of an incensed Deity and the evil influence of
PART I.
di_fi:·erent sects, much skepticism prevailed, and some
A b1·z'ej ldsto1'Y of tlwfoU1· g1•eat Religions claiming a ot 1t was tolerated. The Essenes discarded all forms
a semi-omnipotent Devil, who disputes with the AImighty the supremacy of the Universe. These are Supernat~tml Origin-Paganism, Judaism, Ch-ristianity and ceremonies, and utterly denied the authority of
monstrous errors, degrading and pernicious in their and Moltammedanism.
the letter of the Jewish sacred books. The Samaritans
influence. One design of this work is to expose them.
Is Religinn a special revelation from God to man ? and Sadducees denied the inspiration of all the books
Although the Priesthood of the present clay profess This is an important question: If the affirmative is of the Old Testament, except the Pentateuch. and the
to be the friends of education, tliey are so only in so true, it ought to be known and believed by all men. latter h!td no faith in a future state of existen~e. And
far as they can control it. There is a certain kind of If the negative
~
·
· ~foses'
answer is the true one, the sooner the ye t · S <tcld ucees, an d Pl 1ansees,
a J'l
Ire sat m
information which, to the extent of their ability, they fact is made known to the world the better. ln seat ani filled the office of the great High Priest of
keep from the knowledge of the people. '!'his "-ork answrr to the question, millions of voices will loudbr the Jewish religion.
J
is intended to impart to them that very knowledge.
The writer does not believe that ignorance is the exclaim Yes.1 fi~n the other hand millions of men
Olwistianity, has existed over eighteen and a half
mother of true devotion, nor that it is a good soil for with equal con ence and emphasis will answer No! eentur:es. lt is intimately connected with Judaism
the growth of true religion. Nor does he believe with Both cannot be right. Both arc ready to adduce ar- bnt has been made to supersede it. Judaism, how:
Euscbius that falsehood is good as a medicine for tl1e guments to justify their respedive opinions. I pro- ever, might be true even although Christianism should
mind, nor tl.iat in order to benefit the people it is pose at this time to array the arguments of the con- be proved false. But if J uclaism is proved false it
necessary to deceive them. He does not endorse the tending parties before you. I will give them an open would shake Christianism to its very center. The
sentiment of Gregory, surnamed "The Divine," who field and fair play, and allow yon to judge which first converts to Christianity were from the "common
says, "a little jargon is all that is necessary to impose comes off victor in tlie contest. Nearly al! great people." To this class Christ chiefly confined his
on the people," nor that of Synecius, a bishop of tlJe battles are preceded by skirmishes-by the skirmish teaching, and with them lie mainly associated. He
Church, whose opinion was that "tbe people are de- lines of the respective armies. And so, before I bring exposed the rottenness and corruption of the Jewish
sirous of being deceived." And although he said that on the onset between the opposing arguments of the Church, and the hypocrisy of its pl·iesthood and
"to himself he should always be a philosopher, but, affirmative and negative, it will be necessary in order other Church dignitaries and members. This was
in dealing with the mass of mankind, he should be a that you may have a clear view of the battle to clear very pleasing to a class of people who were treated
priest," we say it is the duty of every man who as- the field by stating a few preliminaries.
with scorn and contempt by the Church and made
By supematuml we understand an event, oeeur- him an acceptable teacher among tbem.' The new
sumes the office of a public instructor, to be not only
a philosopher to himself, but to the people also, and renee, or phenomenon, produced by a special, direct religion was accepted in Greece, and Rome for a
to make philosophers of them too if he can. We do and miraculous act of Divine power.
similar reason. It exposed the frauds and i'mposinot believe that there is anything true about religion
By Nature, we mean the Universe, with all its tions of the Pagan priests, and inculcated the exercise
that the people ought not to know, nor anything false varied physical, intellectual, and moral phenomena.
of a spirit of good will even to those who were in the
that it is expedient for them to believe. If the people
The four principal religions in the world claiming lower ranks of life. The Pagan philosophers, seeing
are perishing at all, it is for the lack of knowledge a supernatnml origin are, the Pagan, Jewish, Christian in it a system of pure Theism, which was then the
and for proper direction of the faculties and powers and Mohammedan. Paganism was the religion of· all prevulent belief among tbem, and, admiring its beauwhich the God of Nature has bestowed upon them.
the nations of the earth previous to the establishment tiful system of moral ethics did not discomage its reThe present inhabitants of the worlLl number 1,288,- of Judaism, and is now the religion of more than one ception, but rather encouraged it, and some of them
000,000 souls; one-quarter of these are nominal Chris- half of mankind. We can trace its history backward embraced it. Some of these converts, however denied
tians. If we allow that one i11 four of these arc actu- into the darkness of remote ag-es when no human its supernatural origin, and wrote against it. Poral professors, the number will be 80,500,000. Can the records were made. It i~ tlie most ancient, the most phyry, a Platonist, whJ lived in tile ·very midst of
idea be entertained for a moment that for a period of wide spread and lms endured the longest of any rc- Christians of the second century, and who accepted
near 6,000 years God has been endeavoring, by the ligion in the world. Dr. Justin observrs, that., "It the moral teachings of Christianity, nevertheless
most stupendous miracles, to establish a religion in the was the religion of the greatest-, the wisest, and the wrote a book to disprove its miraculous ori{)'in. So
world, on the belief of which hang suspended the politest nations, of the Chaldeans, Egyptians, and also, die! Ce!sus, and Julian, one of the Ron~an Emeternal interests of mankind, and that belief in it is Phcenicians, the parents of civil government, and of perm·s, who once professed it, fifterwards renounced
confined to only a small remnant of our race ? Is it arts and sciences." It held its power over the minds it. . For this, these men were branded as apostates
nota much better, broader, more charitable view, one of men until a century of the time of Christ, at which aud Infidels. Under Constantine, Christianity bemore honoring to God, and more satisfactory to be- period it began to wane. At the time of the appear- came the religion of the Roman empire, esta!Jlished
lieve, that all forms of religion contain some trulh r.nce of Christ universal skepticism prevailed through- !Jy law. It soon became corrupted, and in this corand, some error, and that it is a pel'fectly lawful and out all Greece, and Rome, among all their poets, philos- rupted form held sway over the public mind of
legitimate business to separate the one from the other? ophers, statesmen, and priests.
The forms how- Europe and other countries all through the Dark Ages.
'r(J this work these pages are dedicated as an a~sist- ever were kept up, and the common people who were On the revival of learning, s!repticism began to make
ant. May they be effectual in accomplishing this design. sunk in ignorance still continued to adhere to it. In its appearance again. It increased more and more in
The position defended by the author is, that there is no this they were encouraged by their ed.ucated men and proportion as the arts and ~ciences :flomished, and as
true religion except what is perfectly natural to man; rriests, among whom it was a maxjm, that, there progress was made in education and civilization.- As
and that whatever else is so called, is a delusion and were many things true in religion w4ich it was not the science of the laws and phenomena of Nature
a snare. The great objection urged against this view convenient for the vulgar to know ; and some things, were made known to men, they became sceptical in
is, that "without supernatural revelation, we could which, though false, it was expedient for them to regard to the supematural and miraculous and that
know nothing about God, or our relations to him, nor believe. Those who should have been the instructors skepticism they applied to Christianity.' At the
. of our duty to him and our fellow-men.'! This comes of the people were their deceivers. Hence, two kinds present time a wide spread unbelief in all supernatuwitb an ill grace from those who accept as infallible of philosophy and religion were taught by them ; the rat occurrences and events pervades the minds of all
an aut1ority which fiatly contradicts them. 'l'he Bible Esoteric and Exoteric, the first to be taught to the ranks, classes, and conditions of men. It has gained
teaches that ''the heavens declare the glory of God, educated. the other to the maEses of the uneducated an entrance into the Church itself, and many of its
that the invisible things of him, from the creation people. ·
clergymen and laymen join with men of literature,
of the world, are clearly seen, being understood
Jud1tism has exbtecl over three thousand years. lcaming and science, in uttei'Jy repudiating the idea
by _the things that are made."
Paul quoted the It was the religion of one nation only, and that com- that there ever was, is now, or ever wil! be any intestimony of a heathen poet to prove that mankind a1c par<ltil'cly small and inhabiting only a small portion terruption or. or interference with the stcacly, unithe children of God, and he assertCid that the Gentiles of the earth. It is a very prevnlent opinion in our form, and uninterrupted operation of Nature aud her
who had not the law, but were a law U11to themsclycs llay that the Jews tluoughouttheir whole history have laws; and also, in the l.Jelief that we must have a
did by nature the things containeu in the law, thei;. maintained a steady and uniform faith in their re- religious system ~ased on scient.ific facts, and not ou
conscieJ?-ces accusing or excusing one another. Jesus, ligion. This is a very great mistake. Unbelievers the mere drcan1S and visions of visionary men,
addressmg the multituue, says, "why even. of your- were by no means uncom·mon among them. They
Mohammedanism, Ol'iginated in the seventh century
~elves judge ye not what is right?" implying an a!Jil- haLl thdr Paines and Voltaires as well as we. At a of the Christian era. It was designed not to superIty on their part to distinguish between right and very early period after the establbhment of their Te- sedc Christianity, nor Judaism, but to supplement
wrong. But what can be expected of men who have ligion by l\Ioses, Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, "and both. According to Mahomet, Christ undertook to
been e~ucated to think that investigation and the use two hundred and fifty princes of the assembly, mal{e men l'eligious by preaching a doctrine of love,
of thmr reason are wrong, and put in jeopardy their famous in the congregation, men of renown," rose up aucl failed. He was comJuissioned of God to propaeternal interest? 'What men need is to have the men- in· rebellion ng:ainst l!im, and disputed his right to gate religion !Jy tire and sword, to convert men by
tal crutches on wbicll they have been leaning ramov- exercise authority over them. lt is impossible to force of arms. Mohammedanism spread with astoncd; to lJe taught to rely on themselves, and "stand account for this f:JCt only oiJ the suppos;tion that islling rapidity. It. was established in Arabia,
~p and show themselves men." No greater evil exi~ts these men had no faith in the D;vine appointment and 'l'urkey, Persia, and among several nations in Africa
m human society than a superstition which makes authority of Moses. Reason asserted itself in the and India. It was planted in the sacred land trodden
Jnental _and moral slaves of men, drowuing reason in minds of these dissenters; but its voice was silenced by the feet of Christ and his Apostles, and supplanted
fa!llltiCism, alld l!l!!king men fear to use legitimately ·by the popular clamor, and Korah and his com· Christianity on its own soi.. Mahomet had as manv,

The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion; or,

the powers and faculties which the God of Natnrc has
bestowed upon them.
This work is deEigned to impress tlae minds of men,
not by addressing their love of the mysterious and
wonderful, but by appeals to those powers of the
mind with whose dictates the views herein presented
nrc in perfect harmony.- The religious world is in a
state of transition, consequent on which there is great
commotion and apparent confusion. The same state
of things existed soon after the breaking out of the
Protestant Refo1'111ation, in view of which some timid
men like Melancthon and Erasmus, threatened to
abandon the cause and go back to the .l'llotber Church.
We have the same class of timi<l son!~ now. They
fear that free investigation will unsettle lhe very funnelations of religious belief, and leave men without any
religion at all. But men of strung faith know better.
The number of brave, free-born minds is very greatly
on the increase. They do not fail to lay the axe at the
root of the tree, to strike at the very foundation of
superstition, bigotry and intolerance. They· realize
that the present commotion cannot always continue;
that the storm will ultimately settle into a calm; and
that when the strife is over, on surveying the situation, it will be found a very great advance has been
made in religious thought and ideas.
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if not more followers than Christ, and a'though his based on them is therefore of any fot'ce. Besides, we
religion is six hundred years younger than Christiani- have outside of the Bible many prophecies more defity yet there are more real Mohammeuans than there nite, positive, unmistakable and better authenticated
lhar. any in it. It is generally supposed that the Old
ar~ renl Chl'istian.s.
.All four of these religions claim a heave:.ly origin Testament contains a number of propl)ecies which rein a special and direct sense. They do not mutually late to Jesns Christ. I hesitate not to say that there
exclude each other. Judaism, it is true, Llenies the is not one that can be proved to have any relation to
claims of all the rest, Christianity admits the claims him whatever.
of Judaism, but denies the pretence of the other two;
6. " The extra ordinary miracles 1·ecoriled in the Bible
whereas Paganism admits the supernatural origin prove its divinity." Is every book that contains a recof them all, and claims only that it is the purest and ord of miracles a divine book? If so, then the Kobest of them all.
ran, the sacred book of the Hindoos, Gulliver's TravIn this country the popular opinion is that there- els, the Arabian Nights Entertainment, and Jack the
ligions of Paganism, and MolummedamR•n, arc Giant-Killer mn't be divine. If these alleged miraspurious and false; but that the claims of Judaism, cles could be proved, the argument based on them
and Christianity, are based on an impregnable founda- woulcl have force. But they have never been provell.
tion of truth. On the other hand a large and respect- The authenticity of the historical portions of the Bible
able minority of our citizens deny the clnims of each lias not been proved, and to undertake to prove the
one of them. It is only with the assumption of miracles by the Bible, and then the Bible by the mir.Judaism, and Christianity, that we have now to do. acles, is only reasoning in a circle, a IJlOcl•J of reasonThose who nccept these religions as suprrnatural ing which no honest, intelligent man will adopt.
reve)ations from God, do so on the authority of the
7. " The goo(l injt1tence of the Bible in the world Hhows
Hebrew, and Christian Bibles, which thry clnim con- that it came j1·om God." That the influence of the
stitute an infallible standard of religious truth. Bible, both for good and evil, has been Yery great is
Everything here, then, depends on the truth or falsi- true. Its good influence we attribute to the good that
ty of the assumption in regard to t~at book. The we admit it contains. Its bad effents we charge not
qnestlon is : Is the Bible a specinl, direct, supernatu- so much to its errors as to the belief in its infallibility.
ral and infallible revelation ? The skirmish is now Were it not for this belief, its errors would long since
ov~r and the battle of opposing arguments begins. have been discarded and all its good retained, without
Let ~s examine with carefulness and candor what the being to a great extent neutralized by its errors and
this perniciouR belief. Besides, the fact that a book
disputants have to offer.
has exerted a powerful influence in the world, is very
PART H.
far from proving that it is a buok of God. The influRcvimcs of tlte A1·guments in favor of Supm·naturaZ
ence of the Bible has scarcely been greater than that
RcZigion.
of the Koran, the V cda, or the Shuster, but none of
1. On the affirmative it is urged that ''rb nvelationfrom these are God's book. The Bible alone is not a sucGod is possible." This ·we do not dispute. '\Vhat we cessful civilizer nor moralizer of men. vVe have been
deny is that the fact of a thing being possible with trying the experiment for years. We have sent om
God proves that the thing has been or will J:e clone. Bibles and missionaries into every barbarous and scmiGod has power to do many things that he does not do. barbatous nation. We have given them a surfeit of
If I were to say that 'God has power to make all his each. At last the discovery has been mane that
creatures happy, therefore, all are, or will be happy, schools, and education and knowledge of science anll
many of the nclvocates of the Bible would see the the arts are as efficacious civilizers as the Bible. It
fallacy of such reasoning. But the argument is just is true the Bibie and civilization in modern times hal'e
accompanied each other. But in ancient times civilas good as this for the Bible.
2. "A 1·evelationjrom God is desirable." To, this we ization existed in places where the Bible was unknown,
reply. First, that the fact of a thing being desirable ami, indeed, before it had an existence. It is also
is no proof that the desire will be gratified. Men have true that in countries the most civilized, there we find
a thousand desires that are not granted. There are the greatest number of unbelievers in the infallibility
no desires more univenml among men than the desire of the Billie. Civilization is to a great extent a matto live and be happy; and yet men die and are not ter of climate, race, circumstances and condition.
perfectly happy. The argument in favor of universal The inferior races of men, and the inhabitants of the
salvation, founded on the universal desire of happi- torrid and frigid zones never attain to the same degree
ness is just as good as this for the Bible. Second, of civilizatJon as those who live in more temperate
how~ver desirable it m:1y be to have a revelation from climates.
God, that fact does not prove that the revelation would
8. " 1'he character of the men who 1o1'ote the Bible
be in book form, nor that the Bible is that book. We JJrove s it to be an inspired book. They 1oc1·e evidently
have a number of books claiming to be revelations, l!onest men, and they claim to lwt'e been inspired. lj iDe
and the argument is just as good in favor of each gne say the]! we1·e not, 1ce accuse honest men of attempting to
of them as it is for the Bible. Besides, a book revela- deceit'e." 'vVe answer, 1. Only a few uf the writers
tion would not be adapted to satisfy the desires of claim to have been inspired as w1'ite1·s. None of the
only a small portion of those who have lived in the writers of the New Testament mah:e this cla:m excl'pt
past, inasmuch, as not more than one quarter of them the author of the book of Revelations. Neither l\latthew, Mark, Luke, John, Peter, James, nor Paul
could read it.
3. "A 1·evelatlon from God is necessary." Necessary claimed any authority from God or Christ to write
for what? "To teach us the existence of God, of a what they did. 2. It is quite possible for honest men
future state of being, and the principles of morality to suppose themselves to be inspired when they are
and virtue," we are told. But all these were known not. Past history furnishes numrrous l'Xnmples of
and taught by men who never saw or heard o"f the t!Jis kind. To question their inspiration is not to
Bible. If a revelation was necessary at all, it was question their honesty. 3. We know nothing about
just as necessnry fur one man as another, for one na- the character of the biblical writer~, for we du nut
tion as another. But nearly all knowledge of the know who they were. This we shall show in the
Bible was for thousands of years confined to a very proper place.
small minority of the human race. The believers in
9. "The nume?'Otts persons Mho lwve laid down fheiY
several books claiming to be revelations, may plead in livrs and become ma1·tyrs i.n the cause of the Bible, is nn
favor of each the necessity of it, with as much propri- evidence in its favo1'." If all the men in the world
ety and force as that plea is made for the Bible.
should lay down their lives to defenu a falsehood, it
4. '' 1'lw t1·ut11s contai'lled in the Bible 1'1'ovr it to be rb would not make the falschoo~l true. Every form of
1:evelation." So think the believers in other books reli~ion has had its martyrs, and almost every sect in
called revelations, and the argument is equally conclu- Chnstendom has had them toq. If the argument
sive fm· each. But is every book a revelntion that from martyrdom proves anything, it proves that all
contains trut.h ? 'rhen the world is lull of revela- forms of religion are true, and that every sect in the
tions. Common sense teaches us that a book that world is right. The argument proves too much, and
tenches truth is not necessarily a revelation, else is, therefote, good fur nothing. llfartyrdom proves
Daboll's arithmetic is as perfect a revelation as God only the honesty of the martyr, and honest men are
often mistaken.
ever mncie.
5. '' 1'he ,wonde1:{ul Prophecie8 containe(l in tlle Bible
10. "1'he fact that the Btb!e is accepted by so mw1y
are concl'u8i've in p1•oof of its divine origin." l\fost of learned, wise and goodmen is much in t'ts favor." This
the biblical prophecies are general in their nature, ;1rgnment, like the preceding, proves too much. lllany
based on tho idea of retribution, and consisting.of as good men as any hnve acc~ptell the Bibles of other
promises to ·the Jews, of prosperity if they were obe- religions. Some as good as the best have rejected the
dient, and warnings of calamity in case of disobedi- claims to a supernatural origin of them all. Of course
ence. It is the easiest thing in the worhl to make prc- they con!tl n0t all be right, therefore their respective
clictions in this way, and to have theiu verified to the beliefs prove nothing in regard io the trttth or falsity
very letter. True prophecies, also, may ue uasccl on of their belief.
our knowledge of the history of the pa.~t, of the laws
11. "1'/ie steady an· I tenacious belief of tlw Jews in the
of nature and the law uf cause and effect. If I were Old Testament, and of Christians h! both the Otd and
to predict' \hat OD,!J hundred years from this tim<! there ~New Testaments, wnnot be accounted fo1' txcept on the
would be wars and nmwrs of wurs, that mankind supposit1im tlwt the events 1·ecorded in t!wm actually ocwould marry and be given in marriage, that mmclet·s cmTed," 1. Here again the argument proves too
would be committed, that tbel'e would be storms, tem- much. How came the Greeks nncl Romans and other
pests and earthquakes, the prediction would undoubt- Pagan nations to believe in the wonders and prodigies
edly be verified in due time. Many of the so-called recorded in. lhc,ir mythology? or the Hincluos to beprophecies are couclwcl in vague, indefinito and ob- lieve in the Veda, anal the l\Iuhammedans in the K omn ~
scnre language. So much is this the case, that they It is just as ea~y to account fur the behef of one as
are susceptible of a great variety of interpretations the other. 2. We have seen that there never was a
nnd applications, and have actually been applied in a uuifurm and universal belief amou~ the .Jews, in the
hundred clitl:'erent ways. Nothing is more obscure in divine origin uf their sacred buuks. 'l'ilrou~hout tile
the Bible than its supposed prophecies. No argument wliole period of their history unuclicvers we'l·e luuud
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among them, and at times a majority of the nation
were so. The same is true of the belief in the New
Testament. At a very early period after the compilation of that book, its authority was questioned, has
been questioned ever since, and is being questioned
more and more.
12. "1'he fact that (6 belief in the Bible enables its possessm• to die in peace, an.d in tl1e comforting (68SU1'ance of
rt blissful immo1·tality evinces its divine origin." 1. The
argument proves too much again. How dies the moral man of every form of religion and of every sect ?
Is it not with the same calmness and peace, and the
same comforting hopes? Does this prove. that they
are all right in their belief? Certainly not, but only
that they are honest in their belief. The manner of
one's death is no test of the truth or falsity of his
opinions, but only of the sincerity of the dying man,
and the strength of his convictions. Some of the greatest skeptics have met death with as much courage,
calmness and peace as was ever manifested by the
strongest believers in the Bible. 2. Nor is it true that
believers in the Btble always die in peace. Instances
are not wanting of their dying in tile agonies of utter
despair. The manner of one's neath i!epends very
much on the tempernment, disposition and organization of the individual, the nature of his disease, and
whetlter he is naturally courageous and hopeful or
timid and fearful.
[TO BE CONTINUED.)

"Even This shall Pass Away."
[The fol\0wing exquisite lines have been before published, but will be new to most of our readers. They
were written, as will be seen, by one whose name bas been
much before the public of late, but we trust, nevertheless, due credit will be rendered for the truthfulness and
beauty of expression here so pcrcc'Dtible :]
THE KING'S RING.
BY THEODORE TILTON.
Once in Persia reigned a king,
Who upon his signet-ring
Graved a nHtxim true and wise,
WhiPh. if held before his eyes,
Gave him counsel, at a glance,
Fit for every change and chance;
Solemn words, and these are they:
" Even this shnll pass awtw !"
Tmins of camels through the sand
Brought him gems from Samarcand;
Fleets of galleys through the seas
Drought him pearls to match with these.
But he counted not as gain
Treasures of the mine or main;
"What is wealth?" the king would say,
"'Even this shall pass away.'"
IH the revels of his court,

At the zenith of the sport,
When the palms of all his guests,
Ilti!'lWd with clapping at his jests,
He, amid his figs and wine,
Cried," O,loving friends of mine!
Pleasure comes, but not to stay:
'Even this shall pass away.'"
Lady fairest ever seen
Chose he for his bride and queen.
Couched upon the marriage bell,
\Yhist,>ering to his soul, he said,
.
"Thoug-h 1t bridegroom never pressed
Dearer bosom to his breast,
l\I0rtal flesh must come to clay:
' Even tl~is shall pass a way.' "
Fighting on a furious field,
Once a javelin pierced his shield.
Soldiers with a lund lament,
Ilore him bleeding to his tent.
Groaning from his tortured Side,
"l'>tin is hard to bear," he cried;
"But with patience, day by day,
·Even tlli~o shall pass a war.'"
Towering in the public square,
Twenty cubits in the '<ir,
Rose his stntuc carved iu stone.
1'hen the king, disguised, unknown,
Stood before his sculpturecl name,
Musing meekly," What is fame 'I
Fttmc is bctt It slow decay:
'Even this shall pass away.'"
Struck with palsy, sere and old,
Waiting at the gates of Gold,
Spake he. with his dying breath,
"Lifo is done; but what is death 'I"
Then in answer to the king
Fell a sunbeam on his ring,
Showing by a heavenly ray.. Even this shall pass away."

---------

A NEW source of caoutchouc has been discoYerotl in
llurm,tb, in a creeping plant whose botanical name is
()havannesia esculenta. 'l'hc plant is very common in Burmeso forests. and is eultivuted bytlw natil·esfor tire ~nko
of its fruit, which is saiu to have an agreeable acid taste,
and to mature at a season when~ tamarinds nre :-earce.
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TTH WITCH OF THE WINE MARK, the pleasing story
of witchcraft times in New England, was completed
in our last number. ·we trust our readers were edified and amused with its perusal. In its place we commence in this number TilE PRo AND CoN OF Sui'EH·
NATURAL RELIGION, (u work of medium proportions,}
by E. E. GUILD, an ex-clergyman. Tlie argument~
he uses are sound, cogent, conclusive and well expressed. We bespeak for them the careful perusal of
all our readers.

.Auother Blast from Elder Shelton.
This doughty defender of the old flood story has
favored us with another of his luminous epistles. We
hesitated some before cumbering our·columns with
such senseless twaddle, fearing our readers will not
thank us for intellectual pabulum of so low a grade;
but the Elder, doubtless, likes to be heard, and we
will humor him this once more.

If regrets were availing, we would indulge_in sorrow that this man of great faith should be so deficient
in civility and common courtesy, and should employ expressions gentlemen never use. We do not care very
much about his calling us "a dirty fellow;" his
calling us so does not make us so; nor we cannot see
with what propriety he gives us such an appelhttion.
We bathe pretty often, and do not grovel in filth or dirt.
Does the good Elder think we are'' dirty " because we
cannot come to the same absurd conclusions he does?
We im:tgine he and his foul name> are hardly worth
minding. We remember, when a boy, of passing
through a farm-yard, when an old gander pmsued
us, and hissed at us fearfully. We, of course, felt insulted, and wished to be revenged. We soon, however,
regained our equanimity and remarked to ourselves,
" don't mind him, he is only a goose." The same remark is appropriate in this case. Since our boyhood
we have met more than one insolent goose, but we
try not to be annoyed at their hissing.
Now listen to what our amiable ~nd intellectual
Elder has to say. We render him verbatim et titemtim

et spellatim :
BRooKSVILLE, BLOUNT Co., ALA., May 7th, 1875.
=MR. D. M. BENNETT, Sir:-I received one of your so, called
Truth seekers, or more properly, one of your, Falsehood
Depositorys, in which you have in vain, tried to answer
the flood question.
First you complain of my bad grammer, I will say to
you that it is good enough for Infidels to read, and no
Christian will complain against it. You have also accused
us of 'lieing,' but the beauty of it is you have not shown
that it is so. The fact of the thing is, Mr. Editor you are
a kind of a dirty fellow anny how, and you are not the
first dirty fellow I ever got hold of. I come in contact
with one of your sort a few years back, and in our debate
Which lasted two days, he got so mad he swore by the
seven Stars and every thing else he could think of. He
showed his Ignorance and want of truth and veracity to
the whole audience. But Sir, he did not go so far in folly,
and madness, as you have gone, in trying to answer my
t,·uths which is founded on the Bible, Science, and'Philosophy. I thought at the start; you would get mad, but
did not think that you would betray your Ignorance so
far as to Blaspheme against the Holy Gohst, in comparing
voor old Beecher to the Holy Gohst, and accusing the God
of Heaven of Whoredoms. Sir, by this you have brought
uvon yourself the Contempt of all Christians who read it,
and even the Just Censure of all moderate Infidels that
read your Paper. This shows at once the Viper biood,
that is in you, and shows too, the deep seated malice, and
hatred, you have against the Christian, and that you are
not actuated by the love of Truth as you hypocritically
contend. And my private opinion, is, Mr. Editor that you
have been a Preacher in your young days among some of
the Orth')dox Christian denominations, and probably
have been turned out for some unchristian act, and then
turned around with a malicious heart, and try to wage a
war of extermination again~t the poor Christians. If it
is not so in your case, it has been so in many cases.
Second, we called on tile Editor in our lust Article to
vrove by indubitable witness, or evidences, that there has
been upheavels in the Earth on the continent of America,
since the flood. The Editors pitiful excuse is, ~that the

man is dead that knew about it. 'yes' and the next time
you hear a puffing Infidel talking about those Upheavels
in the Earth, the Witnesses will be dead again. The fact
is if the Editor would receive the Bible declaration, about
the great deep being broken up he would understand how
it is that the different Stratus of Sandstone and Lime, are
mixed up together in a conglomerated mass in certain
Localities, and if he could bt>lieved that it rained 40 days
and nights as the Bible states he could have told how that
ridge which H. Scott, lives on in Blount Co, wus formed
oome 40 feet above a Strata of Soil, Timber &c he could see
that the 40 days rain would make a flood sufficient to wash
the dirt and gravel from a high ridge, close by and from
this small ridge, above this soil and timber, but he has
entirely failed to giye us any thing, but his bare assertions and when called on to prove them stated that the
witnesses are dead. 'l'he fact is the Editor is driven to
his last shifts, and to the wall, so much so that he became
extremely absent minded in trying to answer our last
Article, and got entirely out of soap and 'l'allow too, and
went to planting Cucumber Seeds, anct turning bed bugs
into frogs. I laughed; when I saw the poor old grey
headecl Editor engaged in turning bedbugs into frogs,
but from what I see of the Truth Seeker he had as
well go on with the Bedbug business, altd if the Editor
lacks a supply of the little Pesky Creatures, we will send
him some from Alabama by Express clear of freight
charges. The People of Alabama would not ctu·e if he
would turn all their bedbugR into frogs. Thirdly, after
the frog matter, he tries to gass us Considerably, he is
silly enough to try to make us believe that the Rocky and
other Large Mountains, have been upheaved or formed
from the force of Guss beneath. Now a man that would
resort to such pitiful Sub.erfuges, in order to get rid of
Bible truths, the Devil ought to get him, and then he
would get Gass enough, but it would be Sulphuric Gass,
Now Sir, as lillie as you think of it I have read Volumes
of illustrious scientific wo1·ks from noble minded and
generous hearted Philosophers and Scientists, but none
uf them will agree with you in your Gass 'l'heory. There
is none but·a few poisoned hearted Infidel writers that
Claim Such a 'l'heory. I wish Sir you would give me one
llllndr<Jd Dollars for every acknowledged Scientific man
that will say that the Bible and Science is in Harmony
with each other. and go hand in hand. I would be willing
to give you a hundred Dollars for every one to The Contrary. The Bible itself is full of Science; for instance,
David in one of his Psalms calls the world the round
world and bids it to rejoice. Job says he maketh the
weight for the wind Job was Scientific, and und,rstood
that the air had weight, and again he says, He Stretcheth
out the North over the Empty place, and hangeth the
Earth upon nothing.
Solomon Says, all the Rivers run into the Sea; yet the
Sea is not full; unto the place from whence the Rivers
come, thither they return again. Then Sir there is a
grander and more Sublime SC'iE>nce taught in the Bible,
and that is the Science of mans Salvation. You told us
a great tale about a traveller from Japan and China, how
honest they were and how fine they were getting along in
Infidelity; you will have to prove to me, that man was a
truthful man, before I Will have it. But in order to prove
to you that he Lied, I will take you to some Large Seaport Town, and I will Show you a Jappan or Chinaman
Water Craft, or trading vessel, I will bring it along side
of an American or European Ship of trade, and draw the
contrast and Say here is Infidel ol' heathen. and here is
Christian, here is Bible, here is Science, and the blessings
of civil and reli;,:ious Institutions, it would compare
about as favorable as a small Bird Trap, set up by the
side of a fine mansion. Then go with one to the interior
of Africa where they eat Snalls and Bugs and also among
the tribes of Indians ancl then turn to the Bible and
Christian lands, and see the difference. Sir all the elevation and refinement you have about you, you owe it all to
the Bible. Sir we do not displace the God of the Universe as you say about us, for a Jewish God, but we worship the great Jehovah or Creator of the Universe, who
rules and governs all things, he is the first great Cause of
all things, we Prove this from Revelation, but you have no
Revelation to back your blind Ideas, and \n your blindness supose an impossible thing, and that is that the Universe was always in existence. Sir I thought I had an
opponent when I commenced correspondence with you,
but unless you give me something better than Gass, Cucumbers, Bedbugs, and Frogs, you had better turn the
matter over to some of your brother Inficlels. I have
written this Artide as short and condensed as the subject
will allow. You Can answer it if you see proper, if you
clo, dont waste so much Ink and Paper in trying to answer
it, but I suppose the Ink and Paper is your own property
and the Columns of your paper had as well be filled with
that as any thing Else.
ELD. J. C. SHELTON.
HEMARKS. We have heard of people who knew so
little that they did not know when they were whipped,
and we think Elder Shelton is one of them. After we
pointed out explicitly a baker's dozen of his falsehoods,
uttered in his last article, and proved them to be positively false, he now exultingly says, "the beauty of
it is you have not shown it is so." He reminds us of
the fellow that stole a sheep, and after he and his family had eaten the flesh, the pelt, or hide, was found at
his house and identified. When anested for sheep

stealing he chuckled and said: "Aha! you found the
pelt, but the beauty of it is you didn't find the mutton!"
The Elder informs us he met a man in debate a few
years since. He fails to tell us -what tile subject was,
but we are left to infer the other fellow came oft' second best, for the Elder made him swear by the seven
stars and a good many other things. The Elder ought
to have told us what the fellow got mad at. Possibly
it was at the Elder's suavity and good-breeding. We
fear the unfortunate man did not have our earlv e:x:.
perie_nce with the goose. If this man was the ·equal
of Elder Shelton what a pair of intellectual giants
t!Jey must have been! IV e would willingly perforUJ
a "Sabbath day's journey" to see such brave knights
measure their steel. Just think of it! For two whole
days these mental gladiators astonished and electrified
their auclience. Great as this unknown m!Ul must
have been to go through what he did, it is perhaps
not strange that his mind gave way at last, and he
swore by the seven stars. Possibly he thought the
Elder was seven giants in one. We are pleased that
while this oppon<'nt must have been great, the Elder
thinks he did not equal us in some points.
We are more pleased with this compliment than
with the following one, that he thinks we have at some
time been a preacher in an orthodox church. We really
can't take that as much of a compliment: and notice
bow he puts it. After ca\ling us a "dirty fellow," after
accusing us of blasphemy, hypocrisy, and falsehood,
he comes to the conclusion that we were once a
preacher. It seems, then, the Elder thinks these
qualities go together. If it is so we deem him more
correct in this than in most of his other positions.
We wish to diEabuse the Elder's mind, as \\'eli as to
vindicate our character. ""vVe may have had our
faults; we may have erred on the right hand and on
the left; we are poor, and have some poor relations,
but thanks to our stars, or some other good influence,
we have never yet got so low as to be a preacher.
We have never taken money from simple-minded and
mistaken people under the prdeme of dispensing to
them the bread of life, of interceding for them at the
throne of Deity and pretending to know more about
God and the Devil and the future world than they did.
No, no, we have never been a preacher! We have
been a son of toil. The little money we have been
able to get possessed of has been honestly procured.
vY e hu ve been conscientiously opposed to taking
something for nothing, and have meant to tell the
truth; hence we could not have been an orthodox
preacher, and would not be one, we~·e we to live a
dozen lives. Neither have we ever been expelled
from any church, society or association. The Elder
will have to try again.
Equally at fault is the Elder when he sees us a
"poor, grey-beaded old man." We are not poor in
flesh, and have as much on our bones as we find con·
venient or useful. We do not know that we have a
grey hair in our head, but if it was all grey, it
would be no disgrace Neither are we quite as old as
Methuselah was said to be, While we are fully as old
as we ever were, we have seen the time when. we
were as youngas anybody. We mention these small
points to show the Elder how easy it is for him to be
mistaken. In fact, we think him mistaken in nearly
every instance.
The Elder seems rather pleased with our allusion
to the bed-bug and frog, and just for his pleasure we
are perfectly willing they should be incorporated into
the flood sto1y, so he can have -the satisfaction of referring to them often, thinking about them, and believing in them. He suggests that we change all the
bed-bugs into frogs. We beg to be excused. It is
not in our line. We cheerfully refer him to his God
and to Moses. They are said at one time to have been
very extensively engaged in the frog making business;
literally filling a large country with them, including
the fields, houses, chambers, beds, ovens and kneading troughs. As the Elder is a man of prayer, and as
he wishes the bed-bugs to be changed to frogs, if he
will just ask his God to do the little job for him, possibly he may be gratified. Perhaps he would not
like quite as many frogs as were produced on the
occasion referred to, for it will be recollected old
Pharaoh became very much annoyed with them and
importuned Moses to kill them off, and that caused a
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terrible stench in the whole land. We think upon
the whole, it will be better for the Elder to try and
rnake out with what frogs he has down in Alabama,
and if he is overrun with bed-bugs, to wash his bed·
steads with soap-suds, and apply a solution of corrosive sublimate, mixed with spirits turpentine or kerosene. We assure l!im it is effectual, if thoroughly applied.
The Elder asserts we are " driven to our last shift.''
He is greatly mistaken ; he is not half GO powerful as
be imagines he is. In the first place, we do not wear
shifts, and have not for several years. If he means
sJth·ts, he is sti!l wrong, for we are happy in assming
]lim we have half a dozen clean ones ahead. It has
not alwnys been so with us, but happens to be just
now. He says, also, we are " entirely out of soap and
tallow." We don't know how he should be so well
informed about our soap and tallow, unless he has
been prying around our premises. So far as soap is
concerned, he is mistaken ; we have several pieces on
band, and never allow ourselves to get entirely out.
Tallow we have very little use for, and keep no supply
by us. By the elegant metaphors the Elder uses,
we are led to infer that, in addition to preaching, he
is engaged in the soap manufacture. If this is so, we
think he ought to succeed in making large quantities
if he can only procure the tallow, as he has lie enough
to fill all emergencies.
The pious Elder seems a little horrified at our allusion to the third part of his deity or the third member
of the firm-the trinity-(and wl!ich it is, the world
will never know), and says we have thereby brought
upon ourselves the contempt of all Christians. That
m~y be so, and it may not. If it is, it is wholly immaterial, for their contempt is so much beneath ours
that no harm at all is done. We did not say anything
about the GoJ of Heaven committing whoredoms. "\Ve
briefly alluded to a· circumstance imperfectly described by ·Matthew and Luke,· the only authorities we
have upon the extraordinary subject. The former
merely says, :Mary ''was found with child of the
Holy Glwst," without telling us who found it, or·
describing the process by which the business was accomplished. Joseph is said to have dreamed it, and
as the whole story rests upon what somebody dreamed, it is hardly worth while for the world to attach
much importance to it, or for the Elder to be very
much shocked if we briefly allude to it.
Luke does net inform us how the remarkable operation was performed, nor does he even say it was performed at all, but says that an angel appeared to 1\iary
and told her the Holy Ghost should come 1tpon hm· and
the power of the Highest should overshadow her, put
he fails to tell us whether this wonderful event evrr
did-occur, so all that the Christian world has to build
their stupendous edifice upon, of their human deity
being begotten by God or tlte Holy Ghost rests upon
what a man said Joseph dreamed, and a vision another man said a J ewisli maiden had. Weak authority
indeed! When an unmarried girl gives birth to a
child in these clays, it cannot be explained upon any
such theory. Nobody would think a dream or a vision a sufficient basis for such an event. And even if
the girl should claim she hac! been overshadowed by
God, or that the Holy Ghost had " come upon her,"
nobody would believe her. They would sooner think
some priest, with real body and organs like Parson
Beecher or Elder Shelton had· called upon her to administer comfort and consolation.
We have no reason to suppose Mary ever claimed
anything so absurd, but that a century or two aft~r
ward, when the story and the system were fixed up,
some unknown person wrote the tale about Mary's
vision, and it has been attributed to Luke, and his
book at the Nicene Cou..Icil came near being rejected
as uncanonical, being retained by a single vote. If
the vote of that one priest had been cast the other
way, or he had been absent, the book called Luke
would not have formed a part of the Bible; the world
would h11ve known very litC!e about the overshadowing
business, and we would not necessarily have shocked
Elder Shelton or the Christian world by referring
to it.
There is an indefiniteness abottt this overshadowing
business which is rather unsatisfactory to a per!lOll of
a.n enquiring turn of mind, who wants to know what
he believes and why he believes it. Physiologists !!o!ld

most well-informed persons understand that human
beings, and animals too, ai:e begotten through the
agency of sexual organs, and they cannot conceive
how the result can be produced in any other way. ls
there any sense in supposing Jesus was begotten by a
process entirely different from all other persons who
have come into the world ? If a natural father was
needless in his case, why not a mother also? If the
sexual organs were not employed, why would it not
have answered just as well for the Holy Ghost to
have overshadowed a wash-tub or a meal-bag? There
is a mystery about this overshadowing mat.ter, that
believers and all others are entitled to l!ave better explained.
The Elder certainly has no occasion to be horrified
at O'll' brief allusion to it. The idea is not originally
Christian. It was borrowed entirely from the P1rgans.
The belief that God had sexual intercourse with wo·
men prevailed in the world many centuries before
Christianity was invented. ·The idea was common in
many nations, and ::\!Iary was. by no means the first
virgin said to be made pregnant by Deity. Gln·i~tna
was said to be begotten by God, and born of the virgin Devanagay a thousand years earlier than the story
was revamped in reference to Mary and Jesus. Nearly in the same ag-e of the world, Buddha was believed
to have been divinely begotten of the virgin Malia·
mia. Alankee, the Genkiskan's grandmother, was
held to have been impreg-nated when a· virgin by
divine influence, by a ray from heaven. The Greek
mythology is also full of the stories of Gods and females cohabiting together, thus producing demi-gods.
1\iercury was the son of Jupiter and 1\iaia, (almost
1\iary); Apollo, the son of Jupiter and Latona; Hercules, the son of Jupiter and Alcmena; Bacchus, the
son of Jupiter and Semele; Proserpine, the offspringof Jupiter and Ceres, and she wa~ afterwards carried
off by Pluto, and gave birth to Vulcan. Juno was the
daughter of Saturn and Ops and became the. wife of
Jupiter; Pallas was the daughter of Jupiter and Metis,
though the monstrous fable has it that as soon as be
discovered Metis was pregnant, he ate her up, ancl in
consequence he conceived, and Pallas came forth
ready armed from his brain. That she and all the rest
of these off.•pring- of gods came from somebody's
brain, is very apparent. .All these fables were believed in many centuries before Jesus or his Holy
Ghost-father was thought of. It is needless to multiply these instances in heathen mythology of the
gods cohabiting with females and producing off·
spring. The Titans, the Cyclops, the Heroes and the
Giants were all descendents of the gods and women.
It would be too tedious to mention them all, but the
fact is -fully assured and positive, that Christians have
no patent for the sublime idea of a god holding sexual intercourse with a woman. They borrower! it,
as we have seen, from the Pagans, as they did all others
of their dogmas and creeds; and now such men as
Elder Shelton are shocked if we allude to it, and they
imagine we are sacrilegious and blasphemous to speak of
such absurdities. They are not offended if we doubt
the story of Christna, and Buddha, and Apollo, and
Mercury, and Bacchus, and JEsculapius, and Hercule,
and all those other cases which are much older, more
original and more reasonable than their story, but
are immensely shocked if we doubt their inspired
tale about Mary and the Holy GhoH. We cannot,
however, see much difference in the sanctity of these
different deities and fables, and we speak of one with
the same freedom we do of the other, and we have no
fear of being smitten or punished in consequence. If
Elder· Shelton thinks he can influence any of these
gods to visit us in their dire wrath for our temerity,
let him go ahead and do his worEt. If this is "viper
blood," let it be so. It is only the truth. Vipers and
snakes, however, have much to do with his religious
belief and nothing with ours; so he probably has quite
as much of the "viper blood" as \l'e have.
The same veneration which the Christian feels towards his system, the Mahom~tan feels towards his,
the Persian towards his, the Buddhist towards his, the
Jew towards his and the Brahmin towards his. Even
the deluded wretch who bows down to a crocodile,
feels an amount of awe and veneration, and, like
Elder !'\helton, thinks a doubter or scoffer of his
god ought to be smitten with vengeance most terrible,
Tbi1~E}'(levotees are all equ!tlly in the wrong-all de-

luded and mistaken, all equally superstitious; and we
trust the light of science and truth will ere long shine
in upon them and convince them oftheir darkness and
error.
Apropos of the Holy Ghost, what does Elder
Shelton !mow of him? We apprehend nothing.
He does not even know how to spell his name correctly. He persists in spelling it G-o-h-s-t instead of
G-h·o-s-t. If there is such a person, and Ehler Shelton should be fortunate enough to ever come into his
presence, we fancy the Ghost will serve a writ of
ejectment upon him for bad orthography, und tell him to
go back and attend spelling matches until he can learn
to spell ghost "correctly.
The Elder, by the by, has a" bad spell" upon him
as to several words. He has ma·~e improvements upon Webster-at all events Webster di~agrees with
him. W c notice he us~s one more "s" in spelling
gas than Webster uses, but that is nothing. He probably has tl!e right to two or three esses in gas if he
wbhes to use them, and to put a capital at one or both
ends if he pleaEes. He also has a right to suppose
there is such a gns as sulphu1'1.'c ga~, and he may have
found an account of it in some of the elaborate scientific volumes he boasts \)f having read; but ordinary
scientists know nothing of sucl1 a gas. '!'here is a sulphuric acid and a sulphurous acid, but they are different compounds. The first contains three equivalents
of oxygen to one of sulphur, while the latter has but
two of oxygen to one of sulphur. In the form of gas
oxygen and sulphur do not combine in the proportions of three to one, but of two equivalents of oxygen to one of sulphur, and hence is sulphurous gas, and
not sulphuric gas. In the nomenclature of chemistry
the prefixes and suffixes have much to do in designating the exuct constituency of the numer.ms compounds in existence. Of this Elder Shelton seems totally ignorant. W by should he nut be?-tl!ere is nothing of it in the Biule. Let him remember the gas
which he superstitiously supposes prevails in hell, and
wbid1 he devoutly hopes we may some day ]rave to
brealhe, is spelt with one '' s "-not two nor three-and that a small "g" is usually thought to be big
enough when writing it. We really hope before Elder
Shelton is called upon to take that gas for a regular diet
he will learn how to spell it and how to write it. So
much for the Eh'er's gas.
We are not a little am used to hear the Elder quoting the Bible-scientists. He tries to make us think
David lmew the world was round because in Psalms
lxxxviii in speaking of the terrors of God, it says:
"They came round me daily like water, they encompassed me about together." This passage has reference to troubles and afflictions, and not the slightest
allusion to the shape and form of the earth; and there
is not the least certainty that David ever wrote
a word of it. There is no authority for asserting he
did. When Kiog James' translators rendered the
compilation of wild strains and extravagant invectives
and cursings into English they labeled them the
"Psalms of David," but, as we said, nobody knows
that he wrote a word of them. Possibly he wrote
some of them, where he wants his enemies cursed; but
no Bible scho],lr thinl;s he wrote them all. In onr
opinion this "man after God's own heart" knew better how to be a brigand. and how to slaughter, rob and
despoil Neighboring nations, and how to obtain a poor
man's wife with whom he had become enamored and
wished for his own sensual gratification, by having
her husband placed in the front of bal tie where he
would be almost sure to be killed-we say he knew
better how to do this, than to write psalms, or that the
earth was -a rounli ball. , The ends of the world are
often spoken of in the B. ble, but ncvet· its rotundity,
Abraham did not know the earth was round, Moses
did not know it, David did not !mow it, Solomon did
not know it, and Jesus did not know it. None of
the apostles, none of the Christian Fathers, none of
the martyrs, none of the saints, none of the popes
bishops, nor priests knew it tlll the sixteenth century.
A ten years old child of this day knows more of this
great truth than all those distinguished men combined,
Copernicus was the great mind who first made the
grand discovery that the earth is round and revolves
upon its own axis, and for giving utterance to this
scientific truth the Christian Church persecuted him
(Qontim~ed
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taius of human Lones. v\ hen tile storm came s"·oop- the laws of their !Jcing, I hen heaven by this time must
ing down on the city of Chicago on the eYe of the be a perfect den of ferocious animals, snakes nn<l
Another G-rand Jii'zzle-a 1T1-eck of .frfatte1' and Gntsh of 19th, the faithful fe:t sure that the preliminaries of crocodiles !'' I went to henr the brother hold forth
Wo1'lds tlt11.t didn't take place-the Lord failed to
the gre11t tina! bursting up of the affairs of this planet and for nearly two long hours he swayed and stag~
come to time I -and Adventism gone to seed.
had commenced. You should have seen their eyes gered to and fro, back and forth, up and down among
bug out ; poor creatures-how I pity any people who the prophecies. He trotted out his animals and made
BY JOHN SYPHERS,
arc the victims of a religious superstitiou. But as a them cut allldnds of capers. Every one hall a pro.
Yes, Millerism and Advc·ntism are dead at !~st. general thing, there is no curing them, unless you can phelic meaning: Benrs and lions, and rams and
They died of a broken heart because the. thmg break their failh in their idol-that olu book When goats, all were symbols-just as if God had not sense
woulcln't work. They have set now four d1fferent the hour and minute hand on the clock both cut the enough to speak in plain language, and throw mystitimes for Gabriel to blow! For the crack of doom to figure 12 at midnight and no clistmbances were heard fying symbols to the dogs, especially in a book, tl]loll
smash things, and introduc-" a little phenomena in thG or seen in m1y direction, then it !Jecamc apparent to a proper intvrpretation and belief of whid1, eternal
way of a wreck of matter and crush of worlds !
the Adventists that-which the world's sinner !mew issues hang. A book, as they preach, in which tlw
April 19th at midnight thry had prepared them- very well fill the time-the thing was a "grand fizzle t' salvation or eternal damnation of a whole world is
selves at Chicago, to go forth to meet the brillegroonJ.
Hevelatiom., as a book, hns clone our world a great. written. But great and marvelous, oh Lord, are the
But the wedding did not come off. The bride, the deal of llllnn. It used to mnkc my eyes bug out to mysteries of humbug! 'l'his weak !Jrot!Jcr had the
lamb's wife did not appear. Gabe dicl tqot his lwrn. read them when I was a !Joy. I asked my mother entire Old allll New Testament scriptures at his
Now I te:l you that horn is no fool of a horn! Let's if the throne of Got! was a big cage full of animals, tongue's end. I never saw the fact more clearly clemreason a little. If all the horns in the world was for John said that they were in the midst of his on,tratcli to my mind than on that occasion-that
made into one horn, and all the men in the world was throne. This seemed to se:ttle the question whelher the more scripture a man can quote, the more ignoone man, and all the ·breath in the world was drawn the-re were animnls in the spirit world. John saw rant he is. He stirred up his animals and made them
into the lungs of that one man, he wonld not have whole clroves of them both sitting and capering right howl-encl1 one d•,claring that the day of jmlgment
enough to give that horn on·e toot-loud enough that close aroun<J the very throne of Goll. But some of was close at hand, even at om doors, and that Gab1·iel
ali the worlll could hear il. · They bnsc all their John's animals were lllonsters; lhe:y hac! eyrs !Jcfore was al:lnally gclting ready to sound his Lig horn, and
reasoning and chronological figuring upon Daniel HUll and behind. Some of them had tlu·ec pair of wings, wake up the sleeping nations. (Advent in a hom I)
the revelations of John. I guess that now they will ancl then they could talk a'm] speak the English lanAfter tile lecture the brother asktd me how I felt.
begin to look upon these two great lights with open guage, for they continued lll'th cia:; and night to cry, I iold him fir8t-rate. !now felt more certain than
eyes, and declare that the light which they saw in ''holy, holy, holy art thou, Lord God Almighty.'' ever, if it was possii.Jle, that there was nothing in the
them was all darkness, and oh how great that dark- And God seemed to have nothing to clo but to sit humbug nt all, and that his !Jlind eyes would yet be
ne s! I myself, individually, discovered long ago that there and listen to !bose animals praise hilll both day opened to see what a darned fool he was, and what an
Daniel l1ad the niglJtmare, and John the delirium and night. If I should ever get to heaven, and they ass he was making of himself. I told him that the
tremens! 'l'hey now begin to think as I do, that the come bellowing around me after !hat faohiou, I will prophecies of Jolm or of Daniel would fool the oldman is a fool, who will throw his whole weight on, or haul oft' anll let into them with a dou!Jl~-Larrcled est man living, if he had no more sense than to stndv
risk a single cent on any old religious prophecy that shot gun that will give them somdhiug to !Jowl for. ami believe them in the literal sense, as he had done.
has come down to us from the clark ages when those If God made all things, both in the earth, under the l know that God lmd no intention of firing the fme
scriptures were written. These repeated failures and earth and al>oYe the earth, then he made those ani- that was to ignite the bomb that was to bu.-sl up this
humiliations will all h& ve their usc. 'l'hey will help mals. Now what did he make so many wings for, worlcl generally. It was a libel upon the Almighty, and
each one a little to open the eyes of an ignorant world especially as they ncvu ily, but sit stillllll the time? if his nnimals, or even the prophets, said anything to
who have made an idol of an old religious book, and Why did God give so many wings to aniuntls in tlie contrary, they l-ied, and the truth was not in the111.
a God out of a Jewish house carpenter who once heaven where llwr never usc them but down here 011 But so it goes. The world has always hac! outstandshoved the j11Ck-plaue in J ulJea.
the earth, where >~:ings nrc of som~ accotmt, he never ing bids for gods ami demi-gods all the way down
These Adventists have worl{ed themselves up into was kno"·n to give au animal more than on~ pair of through its history.
the silly belief that God has no better things in slorc wings. If t!Jat is wisdom, then I .don't know what
Once there was a Messiah expected; this was a hill
for tile souls of the dead, than to sleep in a nasty mud- the word means. On the earth wings mean "fly," for some one to come along and declare "I am he."
hole called the grave, with the body, until Ga!Jriel !Jut iu heaven tlwy mc1lll '· sit still." The more wings Considering the great demand for gods, anyone might
shall blow! I suppose when the body rots in the they have thew, tile stilkr t ht y sit. John mw a fur have seen, if he was the least bit sharp, that a man
ground the soul will rot with it. What an iclea, to better menagerie of show animals in heaven than Bar- like Christ, the Jewish carpenter, who could, because
think that the souls of spirits of all the nations of the num ever had in his hippodrom~. I wonder if they of his mediumship, perform a few things which seemdead, are at this moment down in the ground. They don't ha vc animal shows iu !Jc·a Yen, any how ? I have ed out of the ordinary course of things, wonlll be
say they sleep there till the resurrection! I tell you an idea that Julin's vision \Yas !Jut a clairvoyant squint seized upon by an ignorant worlcl and made a god of.
they donot sleep, noranythingaualogous to it. When into a heavenly menagerie. But. I really do think They could see in him plainly an answer to cn:e of
a man sleeps, he is still alive, and draws his !Jreath. that God could greatly improve his mansions on high, their outstanding !Jids, and they of course would not
Are tliey still alive in the grave? Have all the de- if he woulu set some of his idle angels-who seem to let the opportunity slip. They declared that there
parted nations of the earth !Jeen !Juried alive? What be lying around loose and out of a jou-to work, and was no mistake. He was the veJT one of whom lsainh,
fools men can make of themselves and never suspect let them clean out those animals and drive them nut Moses and all the prophets dill write. And thousands
it. But say they, we can quote lots of scripture to of heaven. I would rather have fourteen thousand and tens of thousands still fool themselves with that
prove these things-the scriptures esta!Jiish nothing. wolves, lions aud jackasses howling, roaring and idea, and declare stoutly that Jesus was a God, and
They never did establish anything but the sublime braying around me than to listen to the et~mal din the son of a god, and that in his blood alone there
ignorance of those who wrote them, and the equal and clatter of what John says he heard in heaven. is Ealvation. Yes, great is the influence of humbug!
At the present day there is a bid before the worid
ignorance of those who have proclaimed them the We would all look funny if it should turn out after
very infallible wonls of a God. That book of !Jooks, all that John was only trying to amnse us with big for some one to appear, and he will come, too, declaras they call their idol, had much more properly be ~tories, and that he never dreamed that anybody would ing that he is the second coming of Christ. If he has
eont.rol of a few phenomena outside of tJJC people's
called the boo!' of spooks! It is full of spooks and believe them to be literally true.
ghost stories from end to encl. How much scripture
I was once passing along the streets of Knoxville, narrow conception of natural law, they will declare
dill they quote in favor of American slavery?-yet lllinois, ancllookin..; up, I saw a great symbolic can- them miracles, and accept them as direct proofs of
scripture could not save it. It must stand or fall upon vass stretched across the street. It \vas full of the his Godship or 1\'Iessiahship. The1·e will yet come 1tn
its merits, and not upon scripture. The more scrip- pictures of all the strange and unearthiy looking ani- answ,er to this now outstanding bid. The people are
ture you can bring to bear upon any subject, as a mals that ever danced through the inwgination of a ready and waiting to be fooled again as they were
general rule, the less truth there is in it. The man man wild with delirium tremens. Said I, "when is of old. about the coming of a :Messiah. The meeting
who has no more sense than to teach that the salva- this show of animals comiug to town?" An advent of fanatics in Chicago and at many other points on
tion of a worltl in any way hinges upon that old Jew- preacher standing near by steppell forward and said : the night of the 19th of April, is one proof of the
ish book is not aware of just exactly how big a fool "Young man, the Lord from heaven will cxhi!Jit trnth of my statement. Yes, great is the iuflucnce of
he is, nor of what an inju1y he is doing to himself and these things to your astonished eyes !Jefore long." hum bug ! Bnt let it come, oh Lord let it come, for
the people who listen to hirn. How much !Jetter for "Very well," said I, "it don't matter who. If it is P. T. nothing can cure the desire of the human mind for
the world if John, or Daniel, had never lived or Bamum, the Lord, or any other man. I'll lrtkc stock hum!Jtlg !Jut humbug itself! Nothing canc:ure huugcr
written. I would like to sec the ruan who was ever in that concern. Please save me half a dozen tickets or a uesire for food !Jut food itself.
The people are hungry for a God-one manifest in
benefited one particle by those "Writings.
for me and my friends. I can't afford. to miss as good
But on the other side look what evil they have a show as that; only look at your auimals for in- the flesh-human flesh, one that they can see, and hear,
done. Look at the regiments of victims they have stance, some with 7 heads and 10 horns, others with 3 and talk to, one tmJgi!Jle to their senses. They have
sent to the lunatic asylums. Look at those lunatics in or 4 pair of wings, and full of eyes within and with- had demi-gods, heroes and saints enough, they nre
Chicago. A congregation of Advents waiting for out, !Jeforc and behind ! Bears, sheep, lambs, aud sick of them, and nothiug will satisfy but a real, genevents/ They ate the last supper and maue ready oJJ huge old rams. One animal, I see, has two homs; uine first-class God; but of course they will call !Jim
general principles.
They washed each othe1s feet I one a big horn, and the other n little horn. The one the seconu collling of Jesus, as that is the nature of
This was the most sensible thing they did; it showed was long, but tile other was short.!" I said to the the !Jid they have now standing out in the great
tliat they were going to glory wrth clean feet! If they preacher, '·You are !Jill-poster to the Lord, I presume. god-market of the worlu I
had extended the washing to the whole body with How do you like the show business anyhow? Does
plenty of good soap and soft water, it would have your Lord make this show business pay pretty well ?"
Cnow NOT TOO sooN.-Charles J. Simpson of ICeitbsgreatly enhanced the chances of glory, as nothing that He put on a very long and solcnm face, and replied : !Jurgh, Ill., whom the Christian papers were mtlking
is unclean or defiled can enter there. Those lunatics
"Young man, I perceive that you are yet in the much auo about, as the converted Infidel. is not lil;:ely to
had all faith in old books, made by men but very gall of bLtemess and the bands of iniquity. 'l'hese aud much peaco to their souls. ~'hirty years ago he wns
little or none at a1l in the laws of Nature-the things represent the purposes and will of God con- u licensed l\fdhouist preache1·, and but few in, the West
on.v Bible, book and laws that God ever issued, or cerning the destiny of this wor.d and the inha!Jitants could excol him in eloquence or power of converting
that he knows or cares oue cent a!Jout. If men hau thereof. Come and hear me preach to-night, and I
souls at revivals. l'oor pay droye him from the minis·
spent the i.Jrains and money upon the Bible of Nature will give you a proper interpretation of this chart."
that they have upon the Billie of priests-this world
''But sec here now, Mr," said I, unto him,'' if all try, and he commenced to m1rn his bread in an honest
woulU !Je a paradise, and fiLed with a race of philoso- these animals that you have got on your show billliYe way, and lor ten or fifteen yet1rs worked steadily at the
phers to-day. Light, knowledge, happiness and in heaven, then I woulll rather not go there. I always shoemaker's bench. He then abandoned tho work and becivilization would cover the earth as the waters was naturally a little skittish and afraiu of will! aui- gan lecturing on Vctel'inarysUJ·gory. He is agren.tjoker,
cover the great deep. But now look at the ignorance, mals, especially of such, or if they looked like those and delights in playing pranks on the Church. A few
blindness, whiskey, to!Jacco, superstition, dirt, filth, on ·your i.Jills. But then I suppose if we ever should years ago he was at a town iu Iowa, whore a protracted
and general damnation ami abomination of uastiness be so lucky as to go to_ heaven we will have to make meeting was iu progression, and as he wished a good
that rests upon the race! I think when John saw up our minds to stand it, for I have always believed time, he introduced himself as a minister ttnd oJTereu his
those vials of wrath pomeu out upon the world, he that heaven was full of not only animals, but also of services, which were nccepteu, and he assisted until tho
was only depicting the efl'e<:ts of his own writings. snakes and creeping things. You reco;]ect that close of the meeting, when tile congregation, who were
'l'he world might have stood his vials, but when his Peter saw all those in that great drug net that was let so well pleased with his services, raisecl a collection at~d
writings were combined with other men's writings, down from heaven; that net was drawn up into presented him with a $GO American wateh, which he IS
then the vials became barrels, and even hogbhends of heaven again, you recollect, animals, snal,es and all, still wearing. He is a Materialist in every sense of the
s.op aucl filth, and wrath, that in the umne of religion and as a matter of course they are there yet, aml if wurd, and the" Convention at 1\lemphis" was only one of
has deluged our world in blood, and piled up moun- they have i.Jeen breeding and multiplying according to his practical jokes at tile expense of the clergy,
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The Sacrament.
BY LIZZlE

DOTEN.

The aged pastor broke the breadWith trembling hands he poured the wine.. Eat-drink "-in earnest tones he saitl.. These emblems of a life divineHis body broken for your sins;
His blood for your salvation shed,.
'I' he priceless s<Wriflce thnt wins!
Life 11nd redemption from the dettd."
"See how with tender love he stands,
And calls you to his faithful heart;
Lo! from his wonndetl side and hands
Again the crimson life drops start.
0 sinner! wherefore will you stay,
Hegardless of yonr lost estate;
Come at your S1tviOI·'s call to-d,ty,
Before alas J it is to late."
Forth from his lonely se:.tt ;tpal't,
• A dark-browd Ethiopian carne,
As if new life had stired the heart,
'l'hat beat within his manly frame.
"0! give to me" he meel;:ly said,
"A portion of that heavenly footl;
I too would ef1t the living brea.l,
And find salvation through his blootl."
The past<~r turned with wontlering eyes;
But when he saw the llnsky brow,
He answ'3red with a Quick surprise,
"Ho! bold intruder! Who art thon ?
'I.' he master's table is not free
To give the low-born senant plaeeSuch priYilege cll.n only bo
-For his accepted sons of grace."
Uuon the dusky brow there gloweLl
A l!ush that was not wmth nor pride,
As forward he majestic strode,
And stood close by the altar side,
The broken bread his left lmnd spurned
With sudden L'lovement to the l!oor,
While with his l'igltt he quickly turnetl
The consecrated chalice o'er.
One instant; for the tempest-cloud
'l.'o gather on each pal! hi face.
And then uprose the angry crowd,
'l.'o thrust him from the sacred place.
With concious might he mised his handA being of rebisttess willAnd nttered the-sublime command
'!.'hat hushed tlHJ tempest-" Pett<le, be stilt"
'I' he wtwe of wrath and human Prichl,
Holled l:>acl;: without the power to htu-m,
'l'he angry mnrmurs surged and <lied,
And \o! there Wf1S a breathless calm.
'l'lte dusky brO\V to d•>zli ng white
Had in one fleeting insant turneLl,
And round his head a halo bright
Of heaven's resplendent glory burned.
"I do reject," he calmly said,
"These outward forms-this breftd, this wine;
Lo! at my table all are fed,
l\Iadc welcome by a love divine,
'I.' he high, the low, the rich, the po'Jr,
The black. the white, the bond, the free,
'l'he sinful sou\, the heart impureForbid them not to come to me.
"'l'oo long, too long have faithless creeds,
Shut out the sunshine from f1bove,
While human hearts and hunutn neeLls,
Have perished for the lack of love.
0. break for them the living bread;
Let love like mine unhindered flow;
'l'h'Us would I hf1ve the hungry feel,
And let tllose outward emblems go."
'!.'hen from the altar-side there toso
A cloud with rmttchless glory bright,
As wlHln, 1tt evening's calm repose,
'l'he sun withdt·ew her radiant light.
But though so far removed from !tll,
He seem eLl in Droseuce to depart.
'l'he seed of living truth let f11ll
'l'ook root in many a thoughtless heart.

A Wish.
BY OUR DEi:IL.

A fairy bright in summer morning ~bower,
When all my soul was hushed to gentlest thoughts,
Appeared, and promised me to grant a wish,
Which from my hem·t in broken murmurs came.
Oh for a perfect man, whose thought ant! deed
Like two matched horses shall keep CQual stev;
Whose hrightest thought shall fly like arrow swift,
'l'o do the biLling of his noblust soul l
Or f!dling this, lot me at least repose
Where the soft voice of gentlest pity comes
Ft·om wonmns lips, a11LI where lhe poisoned sting
Of disaPL'ointment melts awaY in love.

Rev. T. De '\¥itt Talmage of Brooklyn recently offered a reward of five hundred dollars fbr the name
of any person of eminent piety who advocates the
the_att·e. The Independent intimated its purpose to
chum ~hat reward, but it appears that one of onr libera! tr1ends fro~ Worcester, .Mass., put in the first uppearance as clmmant, as the following letter received
by }Ir. Talmage, and his answer to it will show :
WoRCESTER, J'viAss., Jan. 25th, 1875.
Jy{y DEAR BIWTHER TALMAGE:-IJearn from areliable source-the newspapers-that you have offered
a reward of ''five hundred dollars for the name of any
person of eminent piety who advocates the American theatre."
Prewming that your sense of justice would lead
yon to prefer that the person whose piety deserves
, reward, should be the recipient of your favor
father tl!an an impecunious third party, who may b~
only an mformer, I beg you to consi<ier me the rightful claimant of your generous favor.
As evidence in part of my public services in behalf
of the truth, l present you the encloEed tract entitled
"Sacred Animals, Ueptiies, and Books."
'
'
l trust I have by the publication and gratuitous cir·
calation of thirty thousand copies of this tract let!
many, who have hitherto walked in the darkne~s of
error, to discern the true gospel, obedience to the high
l.Jchcsts of which will secure the sure reward of O'OOC!
behavior. There is, my dear brother, a wealth oCwisdom in the following remark of an eminent divine :
"Be virtuous and you will have a soft thing of it."

-Ma1'k 1wain.
As evidence, in part, of my piety in private life, l
refer you to my clear wife and children who are ccr·
tninly most familiar with my daily walk. lf, perad1
venture, my piety be not of that type called •' eminent," it is from no fault of mine, and I pray you to
ftlow no such unavoidable disability to prejuuice my
claim. Sincerely and cordially your brother in the
truth,
T. J\1. L.v.m.
To thi9 claim l\'Ir. Talmage responds through his
paper as follows :
"And now a gentleman writes us from Worcester,
1\'lass., claiming the reward we offered for any one
who is eminent iu piety ; and at the same lime advocates and frequents the theatre. We would be glad to
pay that gentleman the above reward, but as we have
supposed humility to be one of the prominent characteristics of eminent piety, the fact of his holdin"
himself s.o highly seems to prove him to be not n~
eminent in piety as our ofl'er calls for. We have
no doubt that he frequents the theatre and so meets
the second qualification. We are sorry he doesn't
meet the first condition. Next ?-CkrU!tian at 1Vork.
The following is the tract alluded to.
SA.CHED ANIMALS, REPTILES, AND BOOKS.
The cow is a sacred animal among a portion of the
Hindoos, and recently a Sflrious riot \\'as occasioned by
the English residents killing that animal for· food. It was
useless to reason with the natives upon the propriety of
considering th<J cow or other animals .sacred; they would
have no argument with those who disbelieved in the sacred character uf the cow.
By other eQually ignomnt peoples, other animals, and
certain reptil~s. are Lonshlered sacred, and all argumenl
with them to the contrary equally useless; thev refer triumphantly to the long time during which their f1ncestors
have regarded such animf1ls or reptiles as sacred, and
therefore for that ant! other reasons they know they are
saered, and will have no argument with you, except you
acknowledg-e their sacred character.
With other and more intelligent peo-oles, insteacl of animals and reptiles, certain books are regm·ded as sttcred,
and therefore entitled to an authoritative control over
the judgment. With such it is eQually useless to argue,
except you first admit the sacred and authoritative character of the book.
The thre•J most prominent sacred books or writings
are the Shasters, the Koran, and the English Bible.
The believers in the sacred character of the Shasters
are the most numet ous, a less nnmber accept the Koran
f1S divine, while our Bible is third in the list, having by
far the least number who regard it as sacred and authoritative.
Persons born iu a i\Iahornetan country are taught from
early inff1ncy to believe the Koran a divine book, ancl
i\Iahomet a divinely inspired te:tcher; they therefore believe, undottbtindy, that their divine teacher performed
the most wonderful miracles. He smote thc earth, and
fountains of pure water gus heel forth at his bidding; he
healed tho sick, restored sight to the blind. and raised
the dead. 'l'hey <tdmit that such miracles are not performeLl to-l'ay, but they know that the divino :!<lahomet
performed them, because tradition affirms it, and he who
disbelieves is an infidel dog-the Koran is their sacred
cow.
Persons born in a Christian country are in like manner
taught from infancy that tho Bible is ,a sacred book, and
Jesus 1tnd the Prophet~ divinely inspired teachers; therefore they accept, without QHestion.ing, the absurd statements of wonderful miracles performed by the Bible l\'Iahomets. 'l'ltey believed that J esns IJttid his taxes with
money obtained l.Jy senclin:.: one of his dil:lcipl\ls to catch a

1 fbi~, and from its mouth extrac~edthe money with which to
1

sat1sfy the tax-gatherer's clatm; that he walked on the
sea, turned water into wine, and raised the dead. The
equally absurd ant! more silly Munchausen storh•s found
in the traditions of the older prophets are piously swallowed, but with less relish. Jacob, wrestling with an
angel, puts his thigh om of joint; Jonah is swallowed by
a fish, and after remaining tl1ree days in the fish's stomach, comes safely to land; the sun and moon stand still
at the bidding of Joshua; a clumsy box, or ark, contains
representatives of every living thing upon the earth,
with an ample supply of subsistence during a storm that
in forty days covered the whole earth with an average
depth of four miles of water; a south wind dPpo;;its
dead quails in such immense numbers that they cover the
ground two feet deep over tm area eighteen miles in
diameter.
All this, and much more of !!'!milar nonsense as well as
teachings yet more pernicious, we are tf1nght to believe
as divinely revealeLl truth becau~e the Bible affirms it,
and to disbelieve the Bible is to be an infidel. All attempts to apply common sense or reason to this subject,
with a majority of Bible believers, is met with the response," If you tlont believe the Bible, I willlHLVe no argument with you "-the Bible is their sacred cow.
We do not expect to reach those whose minds at•e settled by lleep-seated t·eligions prejudices; such are incapable of mmdicl iuvesligation; but a large and ravidly
increasing class, espedally among the ri:;ing generation,
will catch the spirit of inr1uiry, and secure the joy whieh
comes from a more rational view of our moral relations.
'l'o such the spirit of the age is speaking.
Our most popular lecturers. writers, and teachers of
science ant! philosophy utterly repudiate a belief in the
authority of the Bible. They believe.it rcllccts the senlimentsof its individual writers, am! not the mind or r>nrpose of God. They belive it to be a mixture of error ancl
truth,legend, tradition and hi3torr. 'l'he truth they accept for its own sake; it has authority of its own-shines
with no borrowed light. The errors and nonsense of the
Bible they reject because they are such, and are errors
and nonsense no less because found in the Bible.
But perhaps you say that 11 wonderful plan of salmtion
is revealed in the Bible, and refer triumphantly to your
religious experi, n.'e and thejoy you feel wh.;n engaged in
your devotions; these, you say, prove the divinity of the
Bible, and your plan of salvation. Stop a moment, my
Christian brother, and let us examine this important
point.
Go with me to a Mf1hometf1n 'Country. See that poor
mendicant, traveling for many a weary mile, on hands
and knees, to reach holy l'ilecca, that he may at M~thom
et's holy shrine receive forgiveness of sins and the soul's
perfect joy. As he beholds the holy city his couutouance
beams with the inexpressible joy whichlllls his sou\, and
he shouts," Allah, Father, and the holy Mahomet!" Do not
intrude upon his happiest hours-you have seen his plan
of salvation.
Go t.o India. See th:tt poor mother with her infant in
her arms, pursuing her penitential pilgrimage toward:~
tile sacred Ganges. Arriving at its bank, her cup of joy is
full, and in her religious ecstacy she casts her darling
child into t11e open jaws of tile sacred al:igator. Now
witness the frenzy of her religious happiness; hear her
thanksgiving that she has been permitted to m~tke the
great sacritlcf\, and gain a heavenly joy-it is her plan of
salvation. Now, my ClU'istian brother, does the joy which
fills the souls of the pions devotees of other religions I> rove
the divinity of their plan of salvation? )iow, then, can
you chlim that the joy which you experience Juring a
··revival" proves tho divinity of your plan of salvation'/
Your joy di!Ters not in kind or degree from theirs.
Whence its source, and wlmt does it prove? It proves the
existence in tho human soul of >t longing for a higher and
better life-a more verfeet character. Your joy springs
from a concentr:tlion of ail the human emotions upon what
you luwe been tnughtto believe is your plim uf s~tlvation.
'!.'his is the experience of the devotee;, of every rell!;ion.
Your joy is as Jleeting ~s are all human emotions.
'l'o-d>ty yon experience a heaven of joy, to-morrow comes
the" colclncss" uncl feeling of self-degmclation.
Are there no mtionalmcans of seeking this higher life
and perfection of character? Yes; bttse it not ll[JOn fleeting emotions, but rationally eonsider the relation you
sustain to you~ brother man, ant! the lawo governing
your moral growth. Crystallize your emotions into a
fixed purpose to obey the intuitions of your moral sense.
Learn from your own and others experience, that yon
can no more violate a lttw o( your moral nature ttnd escape the natural penttlty, than you can violate the htws of
your physical being with impunity. Diotrnst all elforL~
which have exclusi vo reference to a future life. and every
plan of salv~ttion which proviuesfor the remi,sion of th<j
penalty of wrong doing. Sn<Jh a plan of bal vntion would
rob us of the most JJonellccnt provision for our moral development.
All your fm~rs and soul-gro,~nitlgs wit!! r<Jfomnue to a
future lifo,aro born of an irmtional ttnJ snp.,rstitious religion, which pretends. without the least ;tuthority for
its claim, to teacllmf1n's cc,ndition in a future life-a lif<l
of which we know absolutely nothing,anllcan learn nothing here, unless we recognize the return of somo travelel' from that bourne, C<ttmble of imparting to us D<lrson·
ally the desired infornu\tion ..
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( Continued from Fifth Paue.)
and sought his life. Be was driven from friends and
ho!lle, and was compelled to seek safety in a foreign
country. Even Martin Luther, the great Reformer,
called Copernicus "an old fool" for ·asserting the
earth is round. The fact of the rotundity of the earth
contradicted all the old Bible philosophy, and the
Church did its best to suppress it.
After the death of Copernicus, his disciple, Galileo,
again gave utterance to the truth that the earth is
round, that it 1·evolves every uay upon its own axis, and
makes a revolution once a year rf>nnd the sun. The
Church again refused to suffer such dangerous doctrines to be taught, and the noble martyr to science
was seized by the ChurcJj o:ffidals- was thrown
into that infernal Christian torture-house called the
"Holy Inquisition," and here the brave man was subjected to cruel torture for enunciating one of the most
palpable truths of the Universe; and to save his
life, as he was feeble and old, was compelled to deny;his
firm and honest convictions, and to admit the earth
stood still. He lived but a short time after his release,
but he died exulting in the truth that " the earth still
moves."
Solomon is another of Elder Shelton's Bible-scientists and credits him with discovering that the rivers
all run into the sea. Did it take "the wisest man "
that ever lived to find out that fact ? And is that the
reason why he was called the wisest man ? It might
be supposed Solomon's seven hundred wives and three
hundred concubines would have kept him so busy
tlnit he could hardly find time to study geography or
prosecute science. We conjecture the woman science
- was the science he understood the best of any.
Job is another of the Elder's Bible-scientists and he
quotes him as speaking of the ''weight of the wind,"
" stretching out theN orth, '' and ''hanging the East."
These ideas are perhaps sublime enough, but are not
correctly expressed as modern scientists state them.
It is thought Job investigated the subject ofboils pretty thoroughly, for between God and Satan, he had a
pretty hard time of it. Bad he written a scientific
treatise on "boils " we think he would have been
accepted as good authority. The book of Job contains much beautifullangnage and many grand ideas.
We have often thought it the most sensible book in
the Bible. He makes nowhere any allusion to any
character or event mentioned in other parts of the Bible. There is no date given by which its chronology
can be even guessed at, though it is doubtless older
than any part of the .Jewish scriptures. The person
who wrote it- evicletly knew something of astronomy,
and talked freely abdut the stars, Arcturus, the Pleiades, and Orion, whereas these names are used nowhere
else in the Bible, nor did its writers have any knowledge of astronomy. The book of Job is probably a
drama or poem from the Chaldean language, and was
borrowed or adopted by the Jews. The best scholars,
Hebrew and others, agree that it is not Hebrew in
character, that it was not written by a Jew, hence
its divine origin and inspiration fall to the ground,
for even Elder Shelton will hardly claim that anybody
in olden times could have been inspired except a
Jew.
After the Elder enumerates the delectable sciences
of the great book, he says, "there is a grander and
more sublime science taught in the Bible, and that is
the science of man's salvation." This shows the Elder
does not know what science is. Is what he refers to,
science ? Let us see how much science it contains.
Tbe theory is about in this wise: God made the world
according to a plan he had cogitated upon for thousands of years ; he also made a nice garden, and in it
planted a tree which bore in-viting fruit: he made
man of the dust and placed him in the garden, but
·finding he was lonely, he put him to sleep and took
out one of his ribs, out of which he fashioned a young,
plump, biooming, fascinating female. The man and
"·uman probably would have got along very well had
it not been for the fruit just mentioned and a big snake
that God had also made, and which afterwards be~ame the big, roaiing Devil, the adversary of God,
who has ~ince successfully opposed God in every instauce and defeated him in every encounter. God
told the man he must not eat that fruit, although he
had placed it there before him; but while the man
was away ill filome;other part of the garden the snake

came along and got into conversation with the
woman and persuaded her to taste of the fruit. She
found it pleasant and induced her "old man" to try
some when he came buck. This little affair n1ade
God very angry and he turned them out of the garden
he had prepared for them, cursing them severely, and
placed a watchman at the gate.
The man and woman however went into the business of· raising children, and in a short time the earth
became well popul&tell. It seems the people did not
do so well as they ought, and God became very sorry
that he had ever made the world, or such a race of
troublesome beings. Ht! concluded the best thing he
could do would be to drown them out, and begin nnew;
so, after talking the matter over with Noah, and telling him how to get up a boat that would preserve him.
self and family, and a pair each of all the animals,
birds, and insects, he opened the windows of heaven
and let the rain fall down at such a rapid rate that in
forty clays and nights the whole earth was covered to
the tops of the highest mountains, or five and a half
miles deep, and everything was drowned except the
fishes and the Noah family in the ark.
:M:ore than a year passed from the commencement
of the rain before Noah and his family could disembark to begin again the business of life; and the whole
thing seems to have been another failure ; for the
people after the flood were just as bad as before it, and
nothing was gained by the great freshet. God next
felt as though he wanted a small portion of the human
race to attach himself to, and who should share his
special favors, so he entered into a contract with one
Abraham, the son of an idolator ; that his children
should be his peculiar people, and that they should
have more of his care and attention than any other
portion of the human race. Be agreed to stick to
them forever, and that they should become as numerous as the sands of the sea-shore; but he had a great
amount of trouble with this chosen tribe of his, and
often got vexed with them almost beyond his powers
of endurance, and he frequently threatened to wipe
them off the face of the earth. In fact he did several
times, for trifling offenses slay twenty, and forty, and
fifty, and seventy thousand at a time. He also sold
them into slavery, and then emancipated them; then
led them forty years through a desert wilderness to
the land of Canaan, where he caused them to wage
most cruel and exterminating wars upon the nations who occupied the country, and after a while
they got to fighting among themselves, and tentwelfths of them wandered away and got lost, and
have never been heard of since. The two-twelfths
continued to make him great trouble, absolutely destroying his peace of mind. Be finally permitted
their best city to be taken, and the magnificent ten1ple
they had built, to worship and honor him in, to be
utterly destroyed, and let them go several times into
slavery to be treated Hke beasts of burden. Be finally
seems to have given them up as a bad lot, and for two
thousand years they have had to shift for themselves,
having no more of God's special care than other
folks.
Though God met with these repeated failures and
disappointments he resolved to carry out the grand
plan he had for thousands of years meditated upon,
and in a most sublime and god-like manner to rescue
from eternal destruction the miserable race he had
created. So he came down out of heaven, and was
born of a little Jew girl who had never had any sexual
connection with any person of the male gender, except one Ghost. After he was born and grew up, he
worked at the carpenter trade till he was about thirty
years of age, when he began to preach about the
country, and had a dozen fishermen who followed
him about from place to place something less than two
years, when his peculiar and chosen people-the
people too, he had come specially to save-put him to
death in the most ignominious manner. He did not,
however, rr.main dead; after thirty-six hours he came
to life again, and in forty days he ascended up Into
heaven where he stays now most of the time.
This beautiful doctrine did not spread very fast for
two hundred years, and the believers had to live part
of the time in caves and other hiding-places; but at
last a great heathen emperor named Constantine who
had murdered his wife, his brother-in-law, his nephew,
his eldest son and his father-in-law, and who was re·

fused absolution-for his crimes by the pagan priests,
but finding the Christian priests would grant it, and
seeing he could use the new sect to his advantage he
became a Christian, and though it n~tver has hall but
about one-twentieth ·part as many followers as the
older systems of religion in Asia, froiD that day
it soon became the most fashionable nnd aristocratic religion in the southern part of Europe, and at the sam~
time the most cruel and bloody in the. whole world.
Over fifty millions of unfortunate people have been
put to death in its name, and millions of priests have
been fed and pampered in idleness, simply to d .. le out
dogmas \tithe ignorant, superstitious ma~ses, assuring
them that those who ~ow in submission to their dictation shall go to heaven and wear a crown, ami a white
robe, and bow eternully before a white throne singing
a-song which has no end ; while those who do not
thus bow in submission, or cannot believe the
storv, will be cast into outer darkness and roast for
milllons of years in the eternal flames of fire a~d
brimstone, with nothing to breathe but "sulphuric
gass." Is it not a pretty picture? If it is a true one,
it is indeed a great pity that God ever experimented in
making a world or human beings. Non-existence
would have been infinitely better than such a fate.
This is Elder Shelton's grand, beautiful ''science of
salvation." If it is a science, he, and such as he are
welcome to the whole of it! We want no part in it.
We much prefer the article of science taught by Galileo, Humboldt, Darwin, Spencer, Huxley and Draper.
Their teachings possess so mud1 more of truth and
consistency, so much less of superstition, absurdity
and falsehood that we altogether prefer them.
A very noticeable trait in Elder Shelton iB his demand for living and reliable witnesses. We spoke of
the upheavals that have occurred upon the earth, and
he demands a living witness. ProbalJJy some of
these upheavals took place tens of thousands of years
ago and perhaps millions of years ago; yet he says,
"I want a living witness." We gave as authority
Prof. Draper of this city, a man now alive and who is
second in scientific attainments and reliability to no
man in this country, in proof that upheavals have recently taken place in Europe, that half of Norway was
elevated two feet or more, and that parts of the Alps
were raised three hundred feet; but as the Bible says
nothing about it, Elder Shelton won't believe a word of
it: The same when we told him of information we
received from an intelligent, honoraule gentleman, an
officer of the navy and a son of a respected patron tlf
ours. Yes, when we, a man of -veracity and a Truth
Seeker, narrated a correct account of the happy ancl
peaceful condition of the people of Japan, and which
is corroborated by many writers, he hoots at it and
calls the gentleman "a liar." While he is so incredulous about events and occurrences of modern times,
~hich, too, are entirely authentic and probable, it is
amusing to see how easy it is for him to accept without
the slightest difficulty the most absurd tales that unknown persons saiu occurred 5000 or 6000 years ago,
and of an impossible chayacter, written nobody knows
when, nobody knows where, and nobody knows by
whom; but because they are brmncl up in a book and
called the L ible, and priests affirm it is the "word of
God," he can swallow every word oi it without a grimace, and look up for mo1·e. How. would his Bible fare if
living witnesses, or known witnesses, even, were re
quired to sustain it? It would certainly go down!
But Elder Shelton and all like him are so full of faith
and are so ready to accept every absurd tale marke(l
''Divine," that they care not who the writer was or
whether the story is impossible or absurd. So it ~ur
ports to be Jewish or Christian, "it is all right"-" it
is the word of God."
The Elder talks about producing scientists that sustain the Bible story, and wants us to pay 011e hundred
dollars a piece for them. We happen not to have a
very large amount of money to spare, but we llesitate
not to guarantee him $100 each for every first-class
scientist that will say he believes the Universe was
made in six days from nothing, less than 6000 years
ago; that the earth is older than the sun, and brought
forth trees, and plants, and vegetables, perfecting
seeds and fruits before the sun existed to impart light
and heat; thatitever rained to the depth of30,000 feet
in forty days over the entire earth, or seven hundred
and fifty feet per day, over thirty-one feet nn hour, or
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~ix inches a minute'for six weeks, without intermis- four hundred miles in another, he takes occasion to it.
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It has given the world none of tl1ese; but has
sion ; that such a vast body of water could evaporate say, ''we may confidently come to the eonclusion that been t11e source of incomparable error, mental blindand be held up by the atmosphere, or otherwise dis- the forces which slowly and by little starts uplift con- ness, superstition, carnage and bloodshed-which can
posed of ; that a man could cau~e the sun and moon tinents, and those which at successive periods pour be easily shown. But if the great Alabamian derives
to stand still merely by speaking to them ; that forth volcanic matter from open orifices are identical. pleasure from the follies and absurdities he fondly
there ever was a time when neither rain nor dew fell From many reasons I believe the frequent quakings of clasps to his bosom, it is not in our heart to tear them
upon the earth for three and a half years ; that three the earth, on this line of coast, are caused by the rend- from him, and thus render him unhappy. Let him
men should be thrown into a fiery furnace, made seven ing of the str9.t<t necessarily consequent on the ten- be "joined to his idols," let him still dream on about
times hotter than usual, without their being burned at sion of the land when upraised and then injection by miracles and floods. and ghosts and gods and devils
all, or a thread of their garments scorched; We fiuidified rock. This rending and injection would, if ancl Bibles and revelations, until he has lived out his
say, that for every eminent scientist that will affirm repeated often enough (and. we know earthquakes re- days and gives place to those who will exercise their
he believes all these absm-qities, and scon>s more of repeatedly effect the same areas in the s me manner) thought, their reason and their common sense.
similar ones with which the Bible is filled, we will hold form a chain of hills ; and. the linear island of St.
We must follow Elder Shelton no longer ; we have,
ourselves in readiness to pay the Elder his price. But Mary, which was upraised thrice the l1eight of the we fear, already given him more attention than his
remember they must be Scientists, not Elders, Sunday- surrounding country seems to be undergoing this pro- mental calibre and his low estimate of goorl-braeding
school teachers, bigots nor fools. We do not believe a cess. I believe the solid axis of a mountain differs in would seem to justify.
single sountl scientist can be found who, for a moment its manner from a volcanic hill only in the molten·
[We shall issue the entire discussion between Elder
believes any such nonsense ; and the men of ordi- stone having been repeatedly injected inEtead of hav- Shelton antl ourselves, in a small pamphlet, and those
nary common sense are getting very scarce who long- ing been repeatedly ejected." In this way he believed who wish it, can be supplied in any quantity.]
er accept such idle tales. Sensible clergymen, eyen, the vast mountain ranges were gradually thrown up
are fnst disavowing such silly stories and are trying to 1rom time to time as these exterior earthquakes ocIN OUR LAST we inadvertantly failed to notice the
modify these statements, or make the language mean cur, and he also believed the surface of the earth was marked improvements in our old contempOJ·ary, .The
something else. The Rev. 0. A. Burgess, Professor as variable from the acretions and explosions of in- lnvestigat01·, since it entered upon its forty-fifth volin the Theological Seminary of Indianapolis, a man ternal gasses, as the surface of the water, in a com- ume and into its new home in Paine Hall. It is as
who, in natural and acquired ability, would, in any parative degree.
pleasing, as sprightly, and as vivacious as a young
In speaking of his observations on the northern bride. May it retain its charms for many a year to
community, rank several degrees higher than Elder
Shelton, in a recent debate with B. F. Underwood ad- coast of Chili, he uses this language : "I have con- come, and continue its effective labors to make the
mitted that Noah's flood was only local in character, vincing proofs that this part of the continent has been world better and happier.
and probably did not extend- beyond Asia Minor. elevated near the coast four hundred to five hundred,
But Elder Shelton will have it that it extended to the and in some parts from one thousand to thirteen
KJDDER's SECRETS OF BEE-KEEPING--We were in
opposite side of tte globe, even to Alabama, and cover- hundred feet since the epoch of existing shells; and error as to the price of this valuable, practic,tl work
ed the ridge on which Mr. H. Scott lives, in Blount further inland the rise has probably been greater." as given in this number for M:ay 1st. The corrected
county, with poplar trees, and all with gravel forty "At Lima a sea-beach has certainly been upheaved prices are 50 cents in paper and 75 cents in boards.
feet deep. We presume it requires an ignoramus eighty to ninety feet within the Indio-human The work posse~ses much value and should be in the
like the Elder, to believe such an event possible ; and period."
hands of every person keeping bees.
1\'Ir. Darwin narrates finding sea shells and other
it is probably useless to make much effort to get good,
hard sense into the heads of such. They have so wa:>hings of the ocean in many places hundreds of
IN a certain Rensselaer county Sunday-school they offer
much faith there is not much room for sense and feet above the surface of the water, showing at some a chromo to every sellolar who shall experience religion
time or times great upheavals have taken plt"LCe. He also and join the church before August first.
reason.
As the Elder calls for a living witness to convince speaks of a pyramidial island in the ocean, around
M. Altman & Co.
him of the truth of upheavals on this continent, 'Ve whose borders soundings !Ire seventeen hundred feet,
We are in receipt of numerous letters complimentwe will, before dropping him, humor him in this re- showing at some time it was thrown up by the interspect. The witness is one who stands as high as any nal forces. He also gives an account of a new island ary of the fair dealing and integrity of the above wellliving man, one who is extensively known over the coming to the surface l.Jy the effects of an earthquake. known House, and refer with pleasure to those sent
entire civilized world, and while though his philosophy He also believeQ. in England, France, Switzerland, us by readers of our own paper, who are induced to
may not in all cases be accepted, his facts always are. and many other countries, the same condition of in- purchase-of them, and who report satisfaction both in
The name of this witness is Professor Charles· ternal commotion had at some age of the world taken prices of goocis and quality.
Our friend Altman can always be seen at his estabDarwin A.M.,F.R.S., of London. In 1831 and '32 the plaee; by which the mountain ranges bad been proBritish Government sent out the ship Beagle to South duced, and that quietness had succeeded the spentling lishinents, which are locat~d on 6th Avenue and 19th
·America on a voyage for scientific purposes. Prof. of their internal forces. But we cannot quote him street, and although be in{" constantly crowded with
Darwin was commissioned to accompany the expedi- further now. These interesting statements may be customers, and having every moment of his time ention to make observations in Natural History, Geology, found in his Jou1'nal of Researches in Natuml History grossed superintending all the vast details of his busietc. While in South America he. had excellent op- and Geology, du1·ing the voyage of H. 1lf. S. Beagle ; ness, has alw.ays an open hand to welcome his Liberal
friends, and finds sufficient time to have a friendly
portuities to witness the effects of earthquakes and two volumes ; publiohed by Harper & Brothers.
Prof. Darwin ·is one of the men Elder Shelton chat with them in his private office.
volcanoes, as well as 'upheavals which in various places
An idea of his immense place may be had by the
occurred. ln describing a severe earthquake which thinks resorts to "pitifnl subttrfuges" in order to get
took place in South America, Feb. 20th, 1832, while rid of Bible truths, and one whom the Devil ought to fact that he has over 200 salesmen and saleswomen
he was in the country, and which comprised in get, and immerse in the flamee of hell forever, for pre- employed, which, together with the vast number of
all, some three hundred separate shocks of greater or suming to bring any facts to light that clash with the porters, errand-men, entry-clerks, delivery-clerks,
cashiers, book-keepers, a,sistant floor-walkers, ushers,
lesser magnitude, the effects of which extended over Bible story.
We are not sure such ponderous minds as Elder managers, etc., and that the retail sales alone amount
one thousand miles, he mentions the towns that were
destroyed; numberless buildings that were utterly de· Shelton's can accept such obscure testir.tony as Prof. to over two million dollars.
l\ir. B. F. Underwood, our favorite lecturer, has
molished; the frightful fi~ures that were made in the Darwin's, and he, doubtless, will still insist that there
earth, and goe3 on to say : ''The most remarkable have been no upheavals on this continent because the undertaken to write a graphic and detailed account of
effect of this earthquake was the permanent elevation Bible says nothing about it, and will still claim that all his last visit to this establishment, giving the minutire
of the land. There can be no doubt that the land the mountain ranges were caused by Noah's flood, of the working, and conveying stlme notion to the
around the Bay of Concepcion was upraised two or when the "foundations of the great deep were bro- Liberal admirers of ~lr. Altman of the complete orthree feet, at the Island of St. Maria (about thirty ken up"; and that no changes have taken place in the ganization controlling every small trifling operation,
miles distant) the elevation was still greater : on one earth except what are mentioned in the Bible. Is it from the receiving of three pennies for a paper of
part Capt. Fitz Roy found beds of putrid muscle shells not a littie curious that the flood which was sent to cover pins to the taking of an order for a $500 silk costume.
still adhering to the rocks ten feet above high water the tops of the highest mountains should at the same This will shortly be published. The house of M. Altmark: the inhabitants had formerly dived at low water time have brought these very mountains into existence? man & Co. is as well known in this city as A. T.
spring tides for these shells." [This proves the n pheaval This is a specimen of Elder Shelton's logic. What a Stewart, and quite as favorable for prices and grades
of goods, and what finds most favor in our eyes with
must have been twenty or thirty feet.] "The eleva- great mind!
We will not ohject, however, should the Elder ~\Iorris Altman is, that he has been the first and only
tion in this province is particular;y interesting from
its having been the theatre of several other violent still believe in the flood and all the other monstrous extensive merchant that hac! the indepentlence to adearthquakes; and from the vast number of sea-shells Bible stories, if he finds they suit his grade of intellect. vertise in the Liberal papers and to openly avow his
scattered over the land up to the hight of 600, and I We are convinced, nevertheless, that people of good Liberalism.
His advertisements for the last five years in our well
believe, 1000 feet. At Valparaiso similar shells are sense are ceasing to believe them, and fast turning their
found at the hight of 1300 feet. It is hardly possible attention to scientific authors, and informing them- known Liberal p>lpers attest this fact; and although
to doubt that this elevation has been effected by suc- selves upon subjects of which the ignorant writers of he has spent over $40,000 in advertising with secular
papers, confines his auvertising now to Liberal pacessive small uprisings such as that which accompu- the Bible had not the slightest conception.
We will be content to let the Elder continue to im- pers.
nied or caused the earthquakes of this year; and likeWe recommend him and his house to all our readwise by an insensibly slow rise which is certainly in agine in his simple heart that the world is indebted to
the Bible for the advances that have been made in ers.
progress in some parts of this coast."
He sends his circulars and p:rice list free of cost.
After narrating the powerful effects of the earth. knowledge, education, civilization, law, and the arts
'luake seve11 h1mdred !j.~d ;Qftymiles in one direction and and sciences ; thou gil tlwre ts H<?t a WQJ;g Qf trqt~ iq Send for it and try him.
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[From 'l'he Daily State Journal, Lincoln, Neb., April, condition we have mentioned as the beginning of or- He believes everything ant! disbelieves not bing. Soon

25th, 1875.]

B. F. Underwood.

W c hall the pleasure last night of listening to this
famous lecturer, and we may say the most noted
freethinker of the age. 'l'o say the least, this gentleman is in our opinion, as well as in the opinion of
every other sotmll-minded individual who has had the
pleasure of listening to him, t!Je best lecturer and
soundest talker that ever graced the stage before an appreciative audience.
EVOLU'fiON.
]i'?·om tlw Humogeneous to the Hete1·ogeneous.
Evolution affirms that the Universe did not come into existence as we now know it, by a creative fiat, but
that its present condition is the final term in an immense series of changes, which have occurell in the
course of immense periods of time. These changes have
been from the simple to the complex, frolll the homogeneous to the heterogeneous. The theory advanced
by Kant and afterwards elaborated by Laplace, and
now acc~ptetl generally by scientific men, known as
the nebular hypothesis, is an illustration of astronomic evolution. Our solar system was once a i1re-mist ;
the conclition was homogeneous ; the progresivc condensation and differentiation of this hebulous mass,
through successive otages, to more and more concrete
and specialized bodies, have given us our solar system, with its one hundrell and fifty orbs moving ami
revolving according to one grand method. The firemist became iitst, immense globes of gas, gradually
condensing into featureless balls of fire, the bodies
cooling and vapors condensing, oceans appeared. In
course of time, when the crust was formed and by escape of heat conllensation took place ; mountains and
rivers aut! finally all those diversities of surface we
now u'bserve characterized it.
'riiE l3EGINNING OF LIFE.

Life appeared in the same way, mere specks of allmmen tluating on the oceans o.f antiquity. It is often asked how life could have been evolved from a
mere nebulous mass of fire-mist. .i\Iodern science
shows that life is a form of force, a mode of motion.
There are no elements in the egg that are not found
in the inorganic world. There are no forces in the
egg that are not in the rocks, the seas, and cloucls.
But just as heat is converted to light, light into electricity electricity into magnetism, ant! reconverted back,
so ~re the unconcious forces of the egg converted into
the life of a chicken. How it is tloue we pretend not
to explain. 'flie fact rs intlisputable. The grand discovery of the convertibility and presistence of force
and reseaches into \>iology, have dissipated the olclnotions tl1at life is essentially distinct from other forms
of force. vVe know that life is simply one of the forms
or manifestations of that same force, which under other
circumstances, and with molecular arrangement,
appears as electricity, heat, magnetislll, etc. The experiments of Hreckel and Jus Lin make it probable
that life has appeared in liqq,!df, heated to between 300
and 400 deg. l!'arenheit, ancl under conditions exclutling the possibility of genus. When the fluid first beU'ins to grow cloud eel it is seen with a powerful micro~cope swarming with multitudes of moving specks, varying from one t.wen.ty-th~ms~ntlth to one one-hun
drctl-thousandth of anmcllm dmmeter. These are re{)'arcled by Dr. Bastian as primordial particles of living matter. They are mere specks of albumen-like
organic matter with inegular external form, continually
changing, without any trace of internal stucture or of
formation from dissimilar parts. The whole body consists of a homogeneous protoplasm that tloes not reach
the importance of even the simplest cell. Prof. Hmckel
says these monera are neither animals nor plants. Intleed it is certain that, as the animal kingdom runs into the vegetable, forming what Huxley calls the biological "No Mans, " so the organic runs into the inorganic world, and it is impossible to say where the former·
begins and the latter ends.
ALL SPECIES RI%ATED '1'0 ONE ANOrHER.

Evolution shows t!Iat there is a genetic relationship,
a primordial kinship between all the animals of the
"lobe. In the first place among all the multitutle of
~nimals that present such a Vdriety of appearances,
there are but five, at most seven distinct types. The
wing of the bat, the flipper of the seal, the fore legs of
a horse, the arm of a man, arc !Jut modifications of the
same part. 'fhe farther back we go, tile less difference
there is between the species, and in those the must
witlely divergent we C!ln discover unmistakable trace
of a common starting point.
Looking at tlle facts of embryology-every animal
in its embryological development pusses through different stages representing- every animal below it, The
consecutive clmnges which a human passes through in
its anti-natal progress untill its b:rth corespontls ex1\Ctly with our zoological classification of animals.
Why does a man commence to develop as though he
were to become a fish, then as though he were to
become a reptile and then pass through and represent
the condition of tile bird ancl the quadruped before assuming the human form, funning an eprtome of tile
whole animal world? 'l'he answer is evident : Because man himself is an evolution .from these lower
forms. The development of a human bein" from
a speck of albumen, epitomizes the developn~~nt of
the various species of animal from the homogeneous

or.e;anic life.
The facts of ruclimentary strncture are no less convincing. The Guinea· pig has teeth which it sheds before it is born. The female Dugong has tusks that
never cut the gum. Some birds have teeth in their
beeks during the embryonic condititon. Snakes have
hind legs beneath the integuments of the skin. Seals
have nails inside the flesh at the end of their toes.
Some species' of whales have teeth that they loose before birth, and which are superseded by a filtering
apparatus through which the food passes. Let the
theologian explain these facts on the hypothesis that
species were created as we. see them. These rudimentary structures are recollections of a· former condition. They show that animals having changed their
surroundings, and lost the need for, and use of certain organs, those parts have become abated, or reduced to mere rutliments. All animals are full of ru-·
dimentary parts, that point back to the time when
they belonged to different species just as clearly as the
minute dangling horns in hornless breeds of cattle
point back to the time when those cattle had horns.
Man is no exception as Darwin shows; he has even rudimentary muscles in the ears, by which his ancient progenitor moved those parts, and by whlch occasionally,
a man is now found to do the same, by mere net of
volition. The human body is full of these inclications of a low and humble origin. Were they
thoroughly comprehended says Hmckel, the oponents
of development would be o:verwhelmecl with despair.
OUR APE-LIKE ANCESTORS

It has often been said that it is impossible that a
Shakespeare or Newton could have jumped up fl'Om
the condition of a monkey- of course. But when we
consider some of the lower men in Aft ica, who live
chiefly in trees, gesticulate like apes, that have not
sufficient language to converse in the languag1! of lmmans, that live on toads and serpents, and mice, have
no tribal property, no love, no idea of religion, that
meet. and propagate ltke beasts, that have been given
up by the missionaries as mere two-handed apes, and
then think of some higher apes that ascend trees with
stones in their hands with which they pelt travelers,
that take their young to the brook and wash their faces (which some civilized mothers neg;lect to do), the
difference between men and animals is very much lessened. And then the theory of Darwin forbids the
supposition that man is an evolution from any existing species of monkeys. There has been a survival of
the fittest. Man's ancestors must necessarily have
perished-we must not look for links between man and
existing monkeys. Man we hold, came from an apelike ttncestor. When we shall have l!acl opportunities
to examine the crust of the earth, in. those regions
where man first appeared, we shall undoubtedly find
all the "links" required by the Darwinian theory.
PRIMITIVE MAN.

We know early man was a savage. Pre-historic
archmology demonstrates this. The caves of Amiens
and Abbeyville show us that man existed when the
river Somne was running 110 feet higher than it now
is ; when the woolly rhinoceros, the cave bear, and
the mammoth roamed tl!e earth. '!'heir bones are
found mingled whith the remains of our savage ancestors. Every-where man has existed, the rmle unpolished stone age is found first, then the middle stone
age, the polished stone age, afterwards the age of
bronze, the age of iron, the age of steam, electricity
and printing.
HUlllANITY A DEVELUPMEN'l'.

Man, ori5inally a savage, without culture or civilization, has become an enlightened, educated being. He
once made known his ratlest, coarsest wants by a few
guttural sounds. Some of the savages now indicate
the approach of the lion by imitating the roar of that
beast. Language was originally chiefly gesture. The
olulanguages, Hebrew, Sanscrit, etc, can be tracetl
back to a few, about 500 root words. Coultl we trace
those words to their origin, a low, coarse, hideous
growl woulcl be fount!, the origin of the homogeneous
beginning of the language of Cicero, vVebster and
Longfellow. Prof. Max Muller, one of the greatest living phylologi&ts, is an evolutionist.
MAHRIAGE AN EVOLUTION.

Among low tribes, marriage is communal ; men go
from their own }tribe to other tribes ant! capture fe·
males and make them their mistresses and slaves. Here
is the !Jeginning of marriage, b1:utal captm:e on the
part of man, unwilling submission on the part of woman-finally, men wishing additional slaves or mistresses, made aclditional captures-hence polygamy,
and finally, the relation becoming refined aud elevated,
assumed the form of monogamic ma1 riage. Until within
twenty-five years it was customary in Wales whenever
there was a marriage, for the intended bride to start out
at full gallop accompanied by her friends, and for the
intent! eel husband to follow in pursuit. This was simply a simbol that pointed back to the time when the
woman did not ride gracefully away, hoping soon to
be overtaken by her lord, but when she knew that if
overtaken, she would !Je treated with brutality, and
torn forever frum her friends.
RELIGION NO EXCEP'riON.

Religion is an evolution. Man in his lowest state
has no religion. He looks on the Universe like an ox.

the wonders of the Universe force themselves upon his
attention, the sun shines with genial warmth, the stars
like the eyes of time look down on him, and the beauties of nature impress him with admiration. But the
lightning destroys his hut, the thunder terrifies him,
the pestilence fills him with fear, the fire burns, the
water drowns, his own qualities are reflected in nature.
He declares there is a good God and an evil Gocl. He
prays to one in gratitude, to the other in fear, hoping
to avert anticipated calamities. The habit of worship
is evolved through countless generations. It has become stereotypelt in man's 11ature. A man acquiring
the habit of intemperance may cause his son to have
an instinctive tenden~y to become a drunkard. This
can be done in two generatious. Given a lmntlred
thousand years, would not the habits of our ancestors
become ste1eotyped in our naturrs, ·so that men and
wun,en would be bum with religious tendencies?
Hence the clifficulty with which the Freethinker has
to contend. He ruay show the unreasonableness of a
religion or dogma, but the tendency to believe and to
worship resists all argument and all Iogie. From the
simple worship of the savage .have been evolved. the
complicated systems of Bndhlsm, MolwnnneclanJsm,
Christianity. Art, ant! commerce, governmet.t, and
every other contlition and enterprise have been evolved
in tile same way from the homogeneous. The
method we can ascertain, and some of the principies we can positively assert. Selection beiug heredi·
tary, the survi':al of. the fitt.est is a principle no longer
questioned by mtelhgent mmds.
1\fr. Underwood closed his lecture by an eloquentappeal for the elevation of the human race by living barmonious lives. Refering to the care taken !Jy men in
improving stock, }le thought the propagation of the lm·
man species deserved the attention of men. Diseasecl
and degenerating persons shoulcl not become the parents of ofl'spring. He did not believe in auy reclemp·
tion of man from the consequences of his own condition. If people were born right the first time, they
would not need to be born again.

The Iu11Uisition still at Work.
MR. EDITOR :-The caption of this connnunication
is suggested by some recent occurrences in which the
writer unwillincrly played the part of ''heretic, and as
all means of r~dress is denied me here, I o<ppeal to
your columns, not so much to publish my private
wrongs as to ascertain whether a church calling
itbelf Christian, aml boastiug of the ''liberty of Christ
wherewith he hath made us free," can in this year of
grace 1875, re.enact the scenes of the Spanish Inquisition ~r the "Star Chamber" with impunity? I live
in tl~e town of L--c, Pa., am n mechanic, and work
to earn an honest living for myself allll family. Am
(or was) a member of the United Presbyterian Church,
and tried to disch:uge my duty to God and mau. But
I made a fatal mistake. I was innocerJt enonglt to
suppose that all the'' glittering generalities" a!Jout the
right of "private interpretation," "li!Jerty of con·
science," "liberty of the gospel," etc., heanl in Protestant churches trom the time of Martin Lt~ther to
the present time was genuine ; was intended to be
useful as well as ornamental, and. being anxious to
learn as much as possible of my relation to my
surroundings, that I hall a right to think for myself
while a member of church, I inilllliciously or otherwise did so; and the simplest exercise of reason soon
showed me that if astronomy, geology ancl chemistry
were to be relied upon at all, then some of the principal dogmas of my church, such as the creation, the
fall of man, total depravity, eternal punishment, etc.,
could not b~ true. I strove to resist the conviction,
but the more I studied Nature, the more did I lose
confidence in a pretended revelation. Feeling that I
could no longer proftss to believe doctrines which I
did not believe, and wishing to do as I woulcl be clone
by, I went before the church, and frankly stated the
fact, ant! desired to withclraw my membership. I
received no satisfactory reply, but deeming my allegiance dissolved I paid up my dues and ceased to attend
church. '£his was near a year ago. On the 25th of
March last, I received a written notice to appear
before the session April 3, and answer to the following
charges: '·Absenting himself from the ordinances or
Lortl's supper, and non-attendance on the preaching
of tile gospel when opportunity presented."
Somewhat surprised at tlli~, I repa1red at the ap·
poiutcd time to the church, inquired for my accusers,
ant! demanded a hearing. lnsteatl of proceeding to
try me "decently and in order," I was assailed by n
torrent of abuse ; the languac;e more befitting n pothouse politician than a minister of the gospel of
peace. 'l'hrcats were freely bandied, and seeing that
I coultl not remain and retain my self-respect, I arose,
remarking that" it was quite plain that I had been
called up, not for triul, !Jut condemnation," ancl left the
house. On the 5lh of Aplil following, I receivetl the
following precious clocuilJent which I q•1ote verbatim:
''Where, J. L--, a member has been convicted
by the session L--c congregation and wherease, the
session hy one of its members cndeveroml without
effect to reclaim the offending brother aml wherease,
his continueing in his sin and refusing to listen to the
adinonitions of his bretheren render it necessnry for
the honour of Christ Jesus for' the purity of his religion
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for a warning to others, and for his own good to inflict to witness the stealthy steps by which the educational of their schools with the public schools. But the
on him a publick censure of the Lords house, the methods of the most tyranical go\'ernment of the world broad fact remains that the Catholics in common with
session did and hereby do in the name ot the Lord are being engrafted upon our American educational the Jews and the Fr('ethinkers have had just cause of
Jesus as a court constituted in his nume SUPpend and system. It is indeed too true that under the pretense complaint at the administration of the public school
exclude the said J. L. from the priveliges of the church of progress, we have been slowly following in the system.
until he gives good evidence of unfeynecl repentance footsteps of Prussia, Austria and Uhina-year by year
And here may he noticed a very great misapprefor the neglect of sealing and publick ordinances. placing more of the control of eduration in the hands hension of the pending project for the absorption of
of
the
govemment.
· Done,at L. C. this 3d clay of april A. D. 1875 R. C. H.
the Catholic parochial schools with the public school
It is true that in this country there has been a pre- system of New York. The plan is regarded by many
(S.C.")
tense
of
avoiding
the
objections
that
have
characterThe gist of this fine specimen of shoddy Vaticall,
as a Jesuitical attempt to evade the law and to secure
thunder is found in the phrase "for a warning to ized despotic governments in the control of education, the surreptitious use of the public funds for the purand
in
theory
our
education
is
unsectarian,
completely
others," and it only needs a little correction in orthogpose of advancing the interest of the Catholic Church.
raphy, nnd the usual closing sentence "let' him be divorced from religion ; but a close examination will If this charge could be substantiated, and a plan of
expose
the
falsity
of
this
pretense.
There
have
been
anathema," fur one to imagine that he hears the genunion should be adopted that should give any reasonuine bellowing of a veritable Pope's "bull." It has complaints on many hands and from many citizens hie ground foi· the belief that such an object was inthat
the
unsectarian
character
of
the
schools
has
not
tendeu none could oppose and denounce it more than
lJecH evident for some time that they had givCII up all
iden of scaring me into a confession of guilt I did not been preEerved, in many insiduous, indirect as well as myself. Such a course would be entirely foreign to
direct
ways,
religious
tenets
have
been
inculcated
and
the spirit of our government, and should be opposed
feel, and a profession of faith I did not entertain, and
were determined to make of me a" terrible example" the public fundrnisappropriated for the advancement by all lovers of liberty and progress. But I don't so
·
regard it. I look upon the abolition of Catholic
to other members who might be foolish enough to of sects.
'l'ake for illustration the schools of New York city. schools as a step in advance. I cannot think that
suppose for an instant that rclig·ion was a 1·easonable
thing, and would bear investigation in the light of No one at all familiar wit,h them can deny that nearly those 50,000 Catholic children could be taken out of
all of them, in one way and another are made the the influence of a distinctively Catholio) tuition and
science.
I am now a "marked man." My good name is to avenues of religious instruction. By the reading of placed under a pure secular method of instruction it
be systematically blackened ; my character traduced ; the Bible, by the aUopt.ion of text books with religious would be a step forward. It would be an improvemy business injured, and my family reduced to want; peculiarities, by the singing of Teligious hymns, by ment upon the religious education they have heretoall because l could not believe impossible dogmas, and the frequent speeches of ministers a 1·eligious char- fore had ; and instead of opposing it, I should think
would not act the hypocrite. And yet this holy Inquis- acter is given to the schools wbich bas awakened the Protestants would hail it as a measure of progress.
itor-General, the Hev. G., has tllC unblushing effrontery indignant protests of large bodies of citizens. Not It is lessening the power of the priest, and weakening
to tell me that it is "for the honor of Cl!Tist, and the only have the Jews and the Catholics found cause for the power of the Catholic Church. No more convincpurity of his religion." lf that is'' Christian Teligion" complaint, but especially have the champions of fi"ee- ing proof of the fact that such would be the result is
I would infinitely prefer being being decently damned thought and libeml ideas have had good cause to pro- needed than jthe violent opposition to the measure that
with human heathen to being housed in heaven with test that the public funds were used to teach ideas is manifested in the Catholic Church itself.
worthy only an age of ignorance and SUJ)erstition,
It is true, that this opposition is believed to be insuch Christians.
I did not g<> to church on Sunday to hear myself instead of unfolding to the young the various argu- sincere, and many clear-headed, sensible people are
"publicly censured," but am told that the Rev. gen- ments that are advanced foi" conflicting theories of of the opinion that the plan is only a subterfuge to
tleman showed his "good will to men" by imitating creation and the Universe, which would be tbe only make the public pay for Catholic education. But I
{a~ far as his ability permitted,) Pope Alexan del' Ill. fair method. If anything was to be taught on the must say I regard such fears :ts groundless and I have
subject, the public public schools countenance an ex- no dread that our public officers would' dare to so
when he cursed the Albigcnses.
palpably betray their trust, or fiy in the face of com·when the Spanish physician, :Michael Servetus, was ploded and supei"stitious theology.
An aJlpropriate illustration of the non-progressive mon sense, common justice and the unmistakably exso unfortunate as to difter in opinion from the saintly
Calvin, he was "admonished" by being burnt alive . character of government education as seen in the ex- pressed will of the people of this State, as expressed
The degeneracy of the present times does not permit tn.ordinary efforts made by Prof. Doremus, in the in the recent Constitutional Amendment.
Indeed, the plan has already been tried in Poughclergymen to burn those who difl:er from them, or New York College, is reconciled literally to the Mowhose arguments they cannot answer, and they are saic account of the creation with the undisputed reve- keepsie, with marlwd success. 'fhe Catholic schools
obliged to content themselves with fulminating eccle- lations of modern science, uncl this, too, at a time there were placed in the charge of public school offi.
siastical lightning and sheet-iron thunder from the when the scientific world almost en masse is of the cers ancl conducted by them. Permission was given
pulpit. But there is hope ahead ; "theTe is a good opinion that the Mosaic account is more poetic and to the Cathulic8 to conduct religious service in school
imaginative than literally true. PTof. Doremu~ seems buildings outside of school hours, the attendance or
time coming, it is almost here."
·
Not long since this same Rev. G. preached a ser- animated by a conviction that it is his uuty t:) brave pupils being voluntary. The result was that very few
mon noted equally for its violence of language and its the decision of the scientific world, and to endeavor pupils rem·ained, aud the priests mumbled their moc-klogical weakness, wherein be vehemently advocated to inculcate in the minds of his people a theory of the eries to a beggarly account of empty benches. The
the "God in the Constitution" dodge, by which the creation which the weight of scientific wisdom most practical result in the case being that fewer children
There are even pulpits have received Catholic religious teaching every day.
clergy expect to regain their lost prestige and re-en- unquestionably condemns.
slave the minds of men. 'l'hcy confidently expect to now where the Mosaic account is not taught as liter- I see no reason why the same result would not occur
attain their ends in 1876, and when that is ttccomplish- ally tme, and it is enough (luestioned by modern re- here. So far as we are advised of the union of the
ed "the Bible made the supreme law of the land," search to make liny cours0 of education incomplete Catholic parochial schools with the public _schools, I
in~tead of the Constitution of the United States; the which does not fairly state both sides of the question. can see in it only a confession of the wealmess on the
clergy the intmpreters of that law, instead of the BU- lt is undoubtedly most unfair for snch partisan anti part of the Catholics. Bnt it must be borne in mind,
preme court; if we may judge the futm·e by the past, one-sided views as those taught by Prof. Doremus to that my approvul of the plan is based solely on the
we may naturally expect to see such scenes enacted be imparted at the public expense, and to be taught supposition that it can be aco:omplislled by making
them so far as the public administration of them is
as will " make angels weep and devils blush.'' 'l'he with the sanctiou of government endorsement.
Look at the books of the schools, and you will see eoncernc d, purely secular, according to law.
little petty persecutions that we suffer now are but "a
But, if the public school could be made pmely secuforetaste of the joys" (?) held in reservation for us how large a proportion of them are productions of
" poor, miserable sinners" when these blood-houncls "Reverends" and D.D.'s, who audaciously and perti- lar, if the course of. education in them could be made
of Zion acquire unlimited J)OWeT. Yours for the right naciously obtrude their antiquated superstitions at the such that its considerable class of citizens could take
public expense-a proceeding, in fact, when analyzed, offense on the ground of their religious bias, I should
of private judgment,
J. W. L.
will be found to be merely an ingenius form of theft. still claim that the public school system is not the best
Lumbm· Uity, Pa., April 26th, 1875.
Every dollar of the public money expended for this system, because it is not the attractive system, nor conmetlwd of instmction is forcibly 1aken from the tax- sistent with the most advanced idea~ of liberty and
payers, on the false pretense of secular education.
progress. I do not believe that education is the
or course it is agreed in palliation of these outrages business of the State at all. '!'here is no more sense
t!Jat they are matters of detail, that they are purely in having the government attend to education, than
personal ofiimses. But it may justlykbe replied that it is for the government to attend to food and clothing
these things make their appeamuce in all systems of and amusements, for 11ll these are equally as indisl\fA Y 7TH, 1875.
public education, and may properly be attributed to pensable as education ; indeed they are a very large
(•rwo llUNDRED AND NINE'rY-SECOND MEETING.]
such systems of which they are the natural result. The pmt of education. There is no argument in favor of
A paper was read by the Vice-President, W. J. temptation of public officials to adva:::.ce their own a government school that does not equally point to
peculiar ideas at the public expense is irresistable, and the justification for a government shoe-shop. or a
OitMSBY, entitled Edu:·ational P1•oblems.
In this stage of the world's progress, there is no the school officer will invariably introduce his pastor government lodging-house, or a government theatre.
necessity for au argument in favor of Education. \Ye or his priest into the schools, so that in some localities All these things are equally necessary for civilized
may state it as an axiom, that education is generally we have the Protestant Bible and the parson, and in society, and to the promotion of good citizens.
It is now a received axiom by the most advanced
belwved to be a necessity. The great problem is, another the Duay Bible and the priest iwpudently obthen, not one of the results to be obtained, but it is a truded in schools paid for by the taxes wrung from authorities upJn the subject of government that anyproblem of methods, of means, of how best to achieve those who have no reverence for either Bible, parson thing which can best be clone by the individual !mel
·
better be done by the individual.
a desired object. Now there arc to be observed at the or priest.
The theory of our government is the entire separa'l'he question then is simply this: Can education be
outset two distinctly marked and diverse theories of
education. One of them, and the one that seems to tion of Church and State. 'N e have a constitution with- best promoted by the government, or by individual
have attained the widest sanction, is based on the idea out Gou in it, and the Jaws of the State forbid the ett"ort? \Vhich is the best method? Let us not lose
of force. 'l'he broad theory of it, is that only a part of further appropriation of the public funds for religious sight of that. We are discussing simply a question of
the world duly appreciates the value of education-that purposes, common justice requires that in further method, What is the best plan for securing the utit is the duty of this part of the world to compel the particulars the letter of the Jaw is to be observed, and most education ? ls it best that government should
other llart of the world to be educated, and that 1m- we are to have public schools that shall be in fact as take charge of this important matter ? Let us sec.
So far as 1 am able to judge, the government system
man progress can best be securetl by such compul- well as in theory, purely secular.
lt is a common thiug when anything is said against fails in every essential l"Cljuisitc of education.
sion.
No more signal proof of the utter failure of gov'l'he other theory-the one held by the fewest num- the public school system to raise the cry of "Catho·
hers-is that education is really appreciated by the lie" and "popery," and to declare that ille opposition ernment education could be offered than the startling
mass, and is in itself suilicieutly attractive to be vol- to the public school syste111 arise from Catholic fact that we see every-where the movement for comantipathy to all education whatever, and .a Catholic pulsory education. lt is thus admitted that the very
untarily sought and obtained.
The question, therefore, to he argued is one of desire to keep the people in ignorance. Such a cry class for which, above all others, the public sy;;tcm is
methods. llow best to educate ? It is the object of comes with an ill grace in a community like this, maintained, nre not now attracted to it, but must be
this paper to advocate the attractive method of educa- where the Catholics in addition to the burden of tax- forcibly brought in by the usc of the policeman',;
tion, opposing the compulsory, ami to show that in ed- ation for public schools have borne the burden of pri- club ! Has it, indeed, come to this? Is there in fact
ucation, as in religion, the free method is the best. vate schools, which in the city of New York alone, so little dependence to be placed upon the natnml af'!'hat we can dispense with the soldier and the police- have taught annually 50,000 scholars. True,· a part of fection of parents, that the brute force of the policeman and en!,rust the future welfare of the race to the the expenses of this has hl'retofore been taken from in:in can be made to take its place? Can we place
the public purse. 'l'rue, the enactment of recent laws any reliance on the education and progress which is
ever-trimnphant principles of liberty.
How strange it seetus in this "lund of the free," to rendering such an appropriation of public funds im- to be thus secured? . Have we any reasom>blc hope of
see the many tendencies to follow despotic examples, possible has caused the Cat!Jolics to desire the merging making good citizens by this summary and tyrannical
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method ? Why Prussia and Austria, and even China, ancl is iliustrative of the idiotic way of doing things yet come when people will have the same dwnce for
have tried it for generations. Is there anything in by government.
sending their children to the public school that thev
This idea of the necessity of j!Ovcrnment doing so could have fur sending them to the alms bouse.
their success that the 1ree American eitzen should
envy? If there is, then is our centennial a mockery, much for the individual, is an old and absurd notion. There is no sense in pursning the same plnn with
and the sooner we get a tyranny the better?
It belongs to the time when government regulated the the children who are williug ancl anxious to attend
SuppPse, for an instant, that you can drag into the style of clothing, the quality of diet, the hour of ~o school, and those who nre reluctant and unappreciatpublic schools the children of tne very poor, who are iuJ5 to bed, or the standard of I'eligious truth. It is in!l:. The public snntiment that sustains free fchools
now assisting to support their parents? Suppose you totally at variance with all true ideas of progress. is erroneous. If education is worth having, it is worth
can drag in the scum anti offscuurings of the cities, '\Ve are in a sad way, indeed, if the best we can do is paying for. Of course it is paid for, and more than
what then ? Where does the government duty end ? to have our hot-house politieians attend to education pa~d for by the majority of those who attend; and as to
Will not the same train of reasoning that has justified for us. Why, there is hm·clly one of the &clwol boards them t11e name "free st'l10ol" is a misnomer. There
the bringing of these classes into the public schools that does not suggest the "Rogue's Gallery." They is no reason why it should not bej11st as discreditable
also j~stify the clotlJing and feeding of them, so that are so proverbially ignorant that one of the illustrated to attend a pulilic school as a public alms house; the
they can take the benefit of public education ? Where papers made a palpable hit by a picture representing· discredit nrbing not from an undervnluation of educais the line to be drawn? Will the child be less likely a scholar at a spelling-match saying to a memuer of tion, but rather ft om a full appreciation of it.
to steal when it haS' learned the multiplication table? the school board: "Now, sir, let us give you some
To say that the state eanmunufactnre good citizens
Must the State furnish .~ubsistence until the pupil has words."
by the mere process of intellectual education is to
passed through a college course ?
Nothing could be more preposterous than the ab- confess a total misconception of the process by which
Why, the fact that there are so many neglected surd notion that public school education prevents good citizens are made. If the state is to go into the
childr!;n, is one of the natural outcomings of this in- cnme. Tile advocates of education by government business of making good citizens it must begin earlier
fernal theory, that it is the duty of the State to per- are never tired of compilinp: statistics to show that than the school~, and continue thE> work lon,ger. It
form the duties of the parent. The whole system of education prevents crime. But the stat_istics, as usu- mw;t 'ee to it that children are hom only of healthy
public education has a pernicious efrcct for this very al in cases where anything is to be proved, are uot all parents, that they have the be~t of clothes and food;
reason, that it weakrns parental responsibility, and on one side. The fact :s, that reliable statistics are that they have healthy sleeping rooms; that they are
offers a premium to bring children into the world for available to show that education does uot prevent surrounded by good associations; harmless recreations,
others to take care of. "While the children are being crime. Mr. Spencer has cited a number of them in stimulants to the acquisition of ktwwlcdge; that their
educated by the State, the ·parents are being .educated his work on "S0cial Statics." The New York natural powers are noted and ~levelop('d; that they
in neglecting their parental dutiei', and quieting their School Journal some time since l1acl a curious article waste no time in the vain endeavor to do what they
consciences by the monstrous assumption that it is the to the same purport, based on the police st.atistics of have no natnral c·apacity 1o perform; that they are
business of society to do their work for them.
New York city. But the most st.riking article on the provided with some honest means of obtaining a livli·
What is the reason why so many chilllren now, as ~ubject appeared in the New York Daily Tz1nes of hood; that they are judiciously mid happily married.
in Shakespeare's time, are creeping like snails unwil- Sunday before last, (May 2d, 1875,) reviewing the joint All of these matters are essential in the fonnation of
lingly to school? Why, it is Simply because the pre- reports of the Regis~r-General for Englr,nd and the good moral citizens. And any argument that it is the
tense of the necessity for the public school is entirely Register-General for Ireland for the year 1872. I will duty of the state to attend to any one of these matters
lost sight of in the administration of the school. not recapitulate the figures, which are full of interest. will equally apply to any of the rest. But. for the
Instead of the very poor and ragged and mischievous But tl:e 'hmes, in commenting upon them, uses this Stnte to attend to any of them is too do for the imlibeing welcometl and specially cared for and attrncterl, extraordinary language :
vidual, what the inclil'idunl can best do for himselfthey find thut it is tile clJildren of the rich ancl the
"As it stands, the report shows the Irish to be the an interference with the order of nature that merely
politicians who are petted and cared for; that the worst educated, uut the most virtuous and the most retards instead of accelerating rrogress.
pupils who have the b. st natural capacity arc put healthy, tle>pite all that has been said about their misWhy the bees that were imported to Barbadoes,
forward and held up as the results of the teacher's eries. It shows the Scotch to be the best educated, instead of making honey went to loafing around t!Je
skill, while the dull-brained and backward, for ;whom, but the most given to immorality."
sugar houses, because they found their honry readyon the same principle the teacher ought to take disThe total number of arrests in New York city in made. The English sparrows in New York city have
credit, are discouraged and dispirited.
the year 1871-2, according to the report of the Board been pampered aud feel until they have no stomach
Is there any pretense that our public school teachers of J;>olice, was 84,514, and out of this number only for the angle worms, and prefer to loaf in their comare selected for the fitness to teach, or is it not rather 3,423 were unallle to read ancl write, ancl 3,423 were fortable houses. Even our horses have become denotorious that too many of them are merely the unable to write, but could read. Thus, in round num- moralized s0 that they take cold and have to be doccreatures of politic~ll favoritism.
bers, 77,000 out of 84,000 persons arrested, possessed tored. So uni-versal iR the Jaw, that the more yon do
Look at our school bo>~rcls! Are they generally com- the rudiments of knowledge.
for people, the less will they be likely to do for themposed of educated, upright, moral citizens, or, are they
·we are apt to place undue value upon the knowl- selves.
not too often schemmg politicians who are anxious to edge of books, upon the mere acquisi•.ion of facts, to
Our Reformers have got things twisted. The fact
get their relatives into good position!;!, or to get com- make the mistake of supposing the mind to be a vessel is, that instead of the government making the people,
missions for the introduction of school b.Joks, or to to be filled, rather than an organism to be improved it· is the people who make the government. According
profit by the purchase of school sites and school build- by exercise and nutrition to inform the mind rather to th'3 census of 1870, in a total population of thirtymgs? The history of private efforts in teaching is than to reform it, to instruct rather than to· educate. eight millions, over ten millions are set down as illitreplete with instances of the. suceessfu! edu?ation of There is a vast amount of purposeless, aimless, ob- erate, and over a million and a half of them vote.
ragged urchins and street waifs by the mtelhgent use jectless teaching and learning in the public schools The problem is: whnt shall we do with them? There
of attractive methods. Have we seen anything like it necessarily resulting from such a wholesale system.
they are in their ignorance. Here are we with our
in the public system? Not much. 'l'he failure is
But, the idea that the public school system is the knowledi[c-What shall we do with them? Can it be
confessed by this insane outcry for a compulsory ed· cheapest is fallacious. Whatever is gainetl by pur· poss1ble that the sum of our intelligence can only dec!hasing at wholesale, is lost by extravagant, unneces- termine upon sending forth the policeman with his
ucation.
~
Did I say insane outcry for public education? Why sary and injudicious purchases by the same jobbery, club to compel them to be educated? Oh shnme upon
insanity is too distinguished an appellation for that speculation and corruption that characterizes other the 19th century if this is the best that we can do.
presumes the pre-existencE of more intellect. I should departments of government. The most that the Oh lame and impotent conclusion that compulsory
ruther say it is idiotic. It is idiotic to suppose that government can do is to return to the people what education is our only refuge!
government control of a child for six hours out of the they take away in taxes-minus the cost of adminis·
No, Americans, it is not true. But rather it is true
twenty-four is enough to make good citizens-even tration. How could it be economical when all the that our only hope is in making education attractive,
though the six hours were judiciously employed. If tendencies are due to extravagance? Think of the in presenting its advantages so that year by year the
government ought to take care of the child during vast political machines that the department of educa- masses shall see more and more that it is to their inthese six hours of the day, there is so much the more tion can be made with its appointment of 2UO,OLO terest, in the urvadest sense of the term, to be educatreason why government ought to take care of the c!Jilcl teachers, and the expenditure of $70,000,000 annually. ed, in separating the great business of education from
the other eighteen hours. Let the advocates of the Is it possible that the public schools shall progress ami the dirty routine of poll tics, in stimulating an honorpublic system be consistent, then, and establish the Improve when they have to go through the dirty able competition that shall secure the very !Jest system
government nursery at once.
medium of poiitics ~ 'l'here can be no question, that of education, in encouraging parents to pay for the
The government system is a confessed failure be- if the matter of education were left open to free com- education of their own children, with a finn reliance
cause the best schools ancl colleges are private institu- petition a much more efficient ancl cheaper method upon the never-failing fountain of human sympathy
to render sufficient aid to the unfortunate.
tions, which have quietly but securely bc.en establish- would naturally result.
Uo you think the poor would not be provided for
Dn. lt. '1'. HALLOCK followed the lecture in defense
ed in accordam·e with the natural laws of supply and
demand, and were the all·Jilowerful forces of compe- under a free voluntary system? You need have no of the p'ublic school system and of compulsory educa·
tion.
tition allowed free play, there is every reason to sup- fear that human sympathy is to be extinguished, that
.Mrt. JorrNsoN followed in the same vein, ancl depose that, in the eager sti ife to secure the cheapest and LJenevelence will cease. The very public sentiment
best that has done so muc'' for us in other departments that now sustains the public school system wouhl see fended teachers from the criticisms that had been
of social life, would give liS the cheapest and bested- to 1t, that the needful education was 8upplied to all. made upon them. He knew many who were selfOnly this would result, that instead of having their denying ftnd devoted to their avocation.
ucation by private effort.
lVlil. DAWSON dissented entirely from the lecturer,
The government system is a system of stagnation ; charity done for them by government, people would,
it is essentially non-progressive, and unequal to the by the exercise of it themselves learn to be more truly and had heard ll<it little he could approve. He eulodemands of the times. Witness the wonderful growth charitable and benevolent. There is no danger that gized our public school system in ~lowing language.
lHR. DUGDALE, Drt.• GUNN, .lHHs. HALLOCK, DR.
of commercial schools in all parts of the country, human sympathy can be extinguished by act of the
supplying a want that wonld be supplied above all Legislature. But there is danger that by the too LAMBERT and another gentleman continued the deothers by the public system, if there was the slightest free use of government charity, a premium shalJ bate, some for and some against our common school
be offered to laziness, and men be encouraged to system, and for and against cumpnlsory eLlucation.
spark of common sense in it.
expen'd on rum, tobacco and dissipation the money
l\'ln. 0HMSBY closed, advoc>Hing that children be
Suppose it admitted that it is the duty of the gov- that should be devoted to the education of their taug·ht habits of useful industry, as well as other
ernment to et..lucate the street Arabs, would it not be children. Do yon say that without the public school branches of education, to the exdusion of the moral
common sense to teach them how to get a living lwn- system there woulcl be less education? I declare cesspools of antiquated theologies and perni, ious secestly, first and foremost? But does the government that there would be more and better, because tarianism now taught in our schools, at the cost of the
do that ? It makes soidiers at West Point, and sailors no act of the Legislature can either make or diminish general public.
at Annapolis, and is going to make sailors in New parental solicitude. Neither is there any ground for
lVIA Y 14th, 1875.
York, but as yet finds no warrant for instruction in the belief that there is a sufficient excess of parental
['rWo
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the peaceful arts.
forethought and discrimination in politicians to make·
0 yes, they do teach short-hand in the New York up for the want of it in parents. lf the seed is bad,
lViR. J. B. HoDGSKIN read a very _interesting paper on
coll~ge. But mark the idiotic plan of it; if a stu- there is no hope of making a sound plant grow by
'' Darwinism ! "
dent takes the advanced course, he is not permitted government aid. If the seed is good-not even govto learn s!lort-hand, while if he stays only a year and ernment prohibition will prevent its growing and but for want of room we can only give detatched
learos minor branches, they teach him short-hand. fructifying-the very birds shall carry it to congenial parts of it.
The very reverse should be the case, a~ a good short· soil, and the birds carry it to the mountain top.
Among the feeble~t and most ignorant of human
hand writer must be a person of advanced education.
There is the same warrant for a public school that races now existing, knowledge has barely reached to a
But I shall be told this is a matter of detail. I tell there is for a public alms house, and no more. The consciousness of the most simple wants, and to the
you it is a straw which shows the way the wind blows, principle of the two is the same, and the time will means of satisfying them. They have no thought of
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their origin, or of their present existence, or of their
future. 'fhey arc so ignorant that they have not discovered the Unknowable. ;'hey know of no Creator,
no Deity, no future lire. But as their kno_wledge
grows, they learn that there are other powers besides
their own. They notice that they do not control
their own health or their own sickness, that tlwy cannot influence the growth of their crops or the straying
of their cattle. Tlieir first knowledge of their impotence is their first lesson in the Unknowable, is the
firBt feeble growth of their religion. But wh,t a religion! To them the Unknowable finds a lodgement
in a stone, a stick, a tn·e, a Lunch of leaves, the
withered ear of a dead animal. ''The negro of Guinea beats his fetish if his prayers are not complied
with, and hides it in his waist-cloth if about to do anything of which he is ashamed."
But as knowledge progresses, men learn that the sun
and moon and stars exert over them and their affairs
an inflttence which they do not understand; or they
are driven into abject terror by the superior power of
savage animals; or they perceive that other animals
are beneficial to them by destroying their enemies; or
they are struck with wouder at the light and warmth
of fire, which consnmes the hardest substances and
then vanishes itbelf ; and thus to them the sun and
moon and stars become objects of wonder, before
which they prostrate themselves in humiliation and
submission, and do worship. Thus men worship fire
and the elements, the serpent or the crocodile, tire
ibis or the ox.
Ami as, age after age, men learn that beyond the
powers they once worshiped there are other powers
stronger than the first., and as in each step of progress
the powers they leam to recognize are higher and
more mysterious than those they luwe abandonell, so
with each step of progress in kuowledge, man's sense
of humili1y ami uepcndence increases, his religion becomes enuoblecl, his worship refined, his tlteology
more impressive, his morality more practical, his life
more virtuous. Regard it, as we will, whether ·we
look amongst the lowest type of savages or amongst
the most civilizeu mces of men, increased knowlec.lge
ever means incre;tscd recognition of the Unknowable,
increatied humility and greater virtue.
Yet the theologians of our day would teach us that
there is a conflict between science and religion!
'!'here is a conflict! But it is not a conflict betweeu
science anu reltgion. It is a conflict between science
and their religion ; a conflict between science and a
false dogma of their religion; a c.logma\\'ltich they
have &et up witlwut warrant, witltout humility, but
in ignorance and unconscious selfi~hness and undiscovered pric.le ; tlte dogma that the boundaries bet ween sdence and religion are fixec.l, and that they are
the divinely appointed gu,1rdiaus to see that the
boundaries are not transgressed. In 1heir blillllness,
they fail to see that every growtiluf knowleclg0 is a
growth of f>tith; that the farther we extend the.,>phere
of the known the farther do we extend the unknowable ; tnat all progr, ss in n:ligion is ba;ed upon progress in knowledge; and that in barring out science
they are setting a timit to the growth of true religion.
Science during the last. few years has made gred
strides, It has lifted a veil from some few parts
of the unknowable ; has brought within tlte sphere of
knowledge a wille field that, but a fvw years since,
lay within the realms of fait h. Within the last twenty
years science has uucoverecl, revealed more of the
impenetrable mystery of man's existence than has been
revealec.l in all the ages of tile past. It has revealed
to us mysteries that have for thousands of years been
objects of man's worship ; and from out of its revelations the mystery of the Unknowable rises afresh
a million-fold greater magnitude, man sinks afresh in
humility,more deep and more sincere, al!ll reco!Snizes
a "sway and soverereign empire" more just, more
powerful, more benevolent-, more conceivable than
has yet been taught by any religion upon earth.
Take !t tiny drop of water, Examine it under the
microscope. It is a world within itsdf. Full of life,
animal life ; things that are born and die ; that breathe
and eat and live, quarrel ami fight; that prey upon one
another and devour one another, that have oiispring
like unto themselves, who in their turn breathe all(!
eat aud live and die and perish and decay-all within
that tiny globule of watl'!'. And of such drops of
water .utllions fall upon a ~pace no bigger than your
hanc.l, and a million of your bands would not cover
half au acre of gr,ound. And what is b:tlf an acre of
ground compared to the size of this city, tltis State,
this co•Jtineut-and tbis continent is but a small portion of the surface of our globe. Yet upon every
lwnd's ureadth, every half acre, every city, every
State, over the wnole continent, over the entire surface of our globe rain falls nearly every day, millions
upon millions of drops upon every baud's breadtlt,
and every drop full of life, full of beings that live and
eat and struggle and die and perish and Liecay.
Watch the motes daucing in a sunb:am. Let a my
of sunligJ, t fall athwart tL darkened[room through a tiny
opening in the shutter. Watch it. lt seems at firtit
but a spray of light. Look more closely and yon will
see it move ; it is full of life. So closely packed with
moving particles, y::>u wonder how they all find room ;
you think yor can gntsp them with your hand. You
have, perhaps, been told that wltat you see are particles of <lust afloat. B.ut closely examined yon will
ti.1d that mingled with the particles of dust are innu-
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merable, countless organinisms, which, like the or- settle these with populous towns, and raise upon them
ganisms in the water-drop, though difl'erent, have life immense crops of grain and vast herds of ca1tle, cerand growth and motion, and breed and increase and tainly seems like auding an immensity of life to what
die, passing into our lungs at every breath, passing before was lifeless. But it is in truth not so. Before
out as we exhale, sometimes the same, sometimes the white man C!\D live upon the plains, he must first
changed, sometimes harmless, sometimes bringing dis- drive out the Indian ; before our same cattle can
comfort or disease, sometimes death. And as that graze there, the deer, antelope and buffalo must first
little ray of suuhght. which you see throngh the crevice die out ; before our grain can thrive, the rich _grass of
in the shutter is filled with life. as is every particle of the prairie must be destroyed as a weed, the flO'ht of
air, withi~ the whole room, throughout the house, prairie chickens and quail, and the swarms of !tat ~s and
the streets, the fields, over the broad priarie, the seem- pheasants and locustsand the thousands of beasts and
ingly limitless expanse of the wide ocean, the whole birds and insects must be exterminated ; tl!e exi~;ting
globe, and for miles up into the splteres, as far as our fo1ms of life must gite way first before other forms of
atmosphere extemls-:life everywhere, life inconceiv- life can ltave tlteir being. All change is but the exterable, life omnipresent!
mination of what was, and the· substitntion of what
A grain of sand is but a dead, lifeless thing. It is ; all progress is but the remcval of the old, the upseems so, but it is not. The smalltst grain of sand growth of tbe new. No infusion is born within the
that is visible tu the eye, or that even the microscope water-urop, but deprives some othe!' of a portion of
can scarcely reveal in its infinitesimal insignificance, its life ; no leaf of grass grows but what dooms some
iS full of life-life like the light in tlw sunbeam, life other leaf to droop and die; no animal dmws its first
like the life in tlte watel'-llrop, different, but still full breath but what it takes from some other mouth a porof life. Each grain of sand, though never so sttll to tion of its accustomed food; no man is born to life b1:t
our imperfect eye, is yet ever i~ motion. Each what some other life-not necessarily a ltuman lifegrain is inces5antly struggling to unite with every must yield togiveitplace. I'Vherethenumbersof men
other grain of ·its own kind, or to commingle increase, trees must decrease; wherever man makes
with other grains of difl:'erent kinds, and so lose its his home, wild animals must die out ; wherever man
own identity, or rts strug)!les to come into contact raises a crop, all other flowers, and shrubs nnd herbs,
with air, with the oxygen of the air, to breathe it, to and grasses of the field are doomed as weeds. There
absorb it, to burn in it, and thus to change its life. is no room for new life, except where old life makes
And. all these various tendencies or struggles consti- room by death. It is in this seme that the earth is
tute the life of the grain of sand, auc.l sudr life is in full of life, so full that it can hold 110 more.
Yet the increase of life is almost more startling
each of them and in all the varied elements that constitute the solid. portion of the earth. And this life ts than the fullness of it. Jf there were but one pair of
incessantly moving them upon the earth Ill myriads fish in the ocean, and all their progeny reached the
of various ways-in one place untold billions of grains term oi their natural life, in a a few hun .. rPd years
growing faster to one another, growing together into they would fill the sea and overflow on to the land.
close, compact masses and forming immense layers If there were but one pair of pigeons in the air, and
of stone and. rock beneath, and in the course of ages all their young should reach maturity, in a few cenforcing them all into different shape and forms and turies they would be numerous enouglt to shut out the
pressing them hither and thither, at one time raisin!!; sunlight, If there were but one pair of man, and all
continents from beneath the sea, and again submerg- tlle!r children lived and grew, and lived out man's aling them until the waters overflow ; at one time for- lotted term, in four or ·n ve thousand years neither
cing out the molten fires from below ~nto fierce out- eartlt nor sea would afford them standino--room.
bursts of volcanic fury ; or again raising up by the ''There is no exception t•J this rule, that every ~rgunic
irrresistible force of their silent pressure gigantic being naturally increases at so high a rate, that if not
mountain ranges reaching to tlte skies.
And destroyed tlte earth would soon be covered with tile
every grain of sand at the bottom of the sea, and every offBpring of a single pair."
The e!uth isful, of life. Yet in every instant of
particle of earth upon the plain and boulder upon
the hill-side, every mountain towering into the heav- time new millioas are born iiJto life, but few of which
could
live were they even born into a worlu unoccuens is thus full of such life, ever i11 motion, full of
tendencies as irresistible as the desires and tendencies piec.l. It is evident that of these countless millions
born, but few survive. Yet all are gifted alike with
of the living beings in the water: and in the air.
How small is a drop of water compareu with a little the deB ire to live, the love of life, which is the very essence
of existence, All enter, the very moment of
stream, a nver, a lake, tlte ocean that covers more
than half the globe! How infinitely small the ray of their birth, iuto what Darwin calls ·'the struggle for
snnligltt in your room compared to the miles of at- exrstence," the race for life. The essential f>wt is,
mosphere that euvelop the entire earth! How su.all that more are born than can live. The essential
the grain of saud compared to the bed of the sea, the question is: Wl!o shall surm-ve?
Have you ever seen two grains of corn exactly alike?
vast desert, the snow-clad mountain ranges, the deeps
upon deeps that fills tile bowels of the earth! Yet, as Have you ever seen two leaves of a tree that did not
tlte drop o£ water or the grain of saud compared to somewhat differ? Have you ever known two animals,
our entire globe, so our entire globe itself is but as a horses, dogs, cats, so mnch alike, that you could not
drop of water, or grain of sand, compared with the tell them apart? Did you ever see two persons who
magnitude of the visible Universe. ~lillions of globes resembled one another so much that yon could not dis·
like our own move aronnd the heavens, career with a tinguish them when you saw them together? Never!
rapidity inconceivable to us around our sun, millions neither you have. nor has anyone else. No two aniof miles distant; while our sun itself, with all its mals, or plants, or human bemgs are precisely alike in
countless millions of earth surrounding it, itself ca- outward appearance and the dtlfereuce in the outward
reers as but one of other millwus around some other appearance are only another expression of simtlar
still more distant sun, ot such infinite magnitude, • ditterences of character anti disposition. Of the orsuch unfathomable distance, that our miserable, puny gamsms born each instant into life, no two of any one
thought is palsied in the mere effort to conceive it. Kind are ever precisely alike. No matter how ~light
Yet this distant sun, around which our sun careers the difference, it will be there, a difference of some
through space, and all the m il!ious of earths anu stars kind or other and it ts tliis c.lifference wlJicll determines
that career with it. and each globule of air on each, who of tltcm shall survive. Let me illustrate :The
each grain of sand on each, each drop of water on largest number of all new born organisms is destroyed
each, is full to overflowing with life, and all this life by being devoured as food by other larger or"'anisms.
obeys one law, the law of our Creator. \Vhcre, in a!l lf any animal diiiers from otlters of its specie~ ever so
the teachings of revealed religion do you find an slightly in a manner that helps ·it to escape froin its
illustration more sublime of the omnipotence of the p1~rsecutors, its chances of life are tltereby iucrGased.
The young of the fox, for example, are preyed
Crelllor, of the insignificance of man tl.tan in this lesupon by a great variety of caruiverous birds. lt is
son taught by science?
Not, however, for the sole purpose of presenting to well known that most birds of prey discover their
you this illustration, striking as it is, of the religions food by sight. Now the young of the fox are of all
picture of scieuce, have 1 sought to bring before you shades of dark grey, almost black, to light grey and
this teaching of the endless wealth of hfe that per- nearly perfect white. It is evident that those among
vades the universe. I have at the same time been in- the young foxes, all other things being equal, whose
t!Oducing you unawares to the first principles of Dar- color is most easily seen, will be most reauily eaught,
winism, the theory of science tltat h>tS done more to will have the least ehauce to survive. If it is a north·
excite tlte conflict between Science and Religio:J. ern region, where the ground is covered with snow
tli!ln all the scientific discoveries of the last three cen- nine months of the year, the black or dark grey fox
turies. The first principle, the first assertion, the first will be seen from a great distance, will be easily folfact or corner stone of Darwinism is this : that the lowed, pursueu and taken ; whtle the light grey or
whole universe is full of life, not full only in the ordi- white fox, almost the same color as the snow, wul be
nary ~ense of the word, as holding muclt life, but full Jess readily seen, will h>tve a bettet· chance to hide, to
in the absolute £ense of tlte word, so lull that it can elude his pursuers, to escape and ltve. .
After the lecture a spirited discussion was partici1wlu 110 more. This, idea of the earth being so full of
life tllat; it can hold no more is probably startling to pated in by li'IH. WILCOX, DR. HALLOCK, PIWF. VAN·
many of you. It seems e"pccially striking here, where DEUWEYDE and J\'1&. HoDGSKlN. 'l'he whole was
we arc smrounded by. so uJUcll vacant land-but it is particularly interestmg to the full avdiencein attendnevertheless tme, and is the starting point of Darwin's ance.
theory. Let me illustmte. Anc.J. here allow me to
THE Rev. J. L. Howell, a Presbyterian pastor in Minnestate that I do not propose to euler into >t scientific
discussion o[ Darwi-nism, but merely to offer you a apolis, Minn., hung himself a few d>IYS ago. Withln a
popular and intelligible explanation of ;its essential year his wife had been found dead in her l.ed, one d.tughprwciples. To illustrate, then, the fullness of the ter had been drowned, and another had been thrown from
a horse and killed. These alllietious had greatly deearth with life:
We speak of our vast, uncultivated Western prairies, pressed him. It is to be feared Providence did not pay
that might afford a home for countless millions. To much attention to that family.
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stantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
Th!J wqrk embraces G50 largo 12mo pp.
Enclose tile Prlce of the tVo>·lc, $3.25, to
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address
g~g~:~.prmtcd on flue papar, handsomely D. 1\L BENNE'rT, 335 Broadway, N.Y.
PRICE, Cabinet Library Binding, $2 25.
Publisher <lf 1'HE :t'RUTH SEEK.ER.
D. M. BENNETT,
Address
D, iVI. BENNETT,
and Deale~• in all Liberal, 8pir·itualistic
335 Broadway, New York.
335 B1·oadway, N. Y,
(fnlJ Scienti{ic [JQQlcs. Sent post-paid by mail
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A NEW BOOK.
THE

Doctrine of Descent
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THE BHACAVAD-CITA;

The Need of the World
IS SCIENCE;

Or, a Discourse on Divine :Matters, between Krishna and Arjuna.

Read the Books wldeh Impm·t Knowledge,

AND DARWINISM.

A SANSKRIT PHILOSOPHICAL POEM,

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Stmsburgh.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's tnternational Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of it<; fellows, and is richly worthy
the perusal of everY enquiring mind, It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twentr-six illustrations. It is an elaborftte
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, giving in clear language a comprehensive view of the subject.
It is eminenHy a whole library In one
volume, and we reeommend it in the highest terms. Sent br mn.il. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
D. l\f. BBNNETT.
335 Broadway, N. Y,

TRANSLATED, WITH COPIOUS NOTES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRIT
PHILOSOPHY, AND OTHER MATTERS.

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health. strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to auestions which most people are anxious to know. nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children $0 as to get the best bodily development.. Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate rhildren, and invalids who wish to
know the.best foods.
Price, $1.oo. postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Brondway,N. Y.

THE COOS;
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas l'aine," "Individuality," and ··Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
press, in force, clearness and incisiveness,
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and everr enquirer.
Price, $2; postage20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. 1\L BENNETT,
335 Broadwav, N.Y.
----------~---
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THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
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Will commence its 45th year April-18, 1875-

BY J. COCKBURN THOMSON,
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SEEDS

HORACE SEAVER. Edito1·.

Urn:e

c ifHRICHS'
. ,'II

$50,00 vV orth of Information
give~:

for GO cents, conceruing Fowls
and Chickens.
'

In America or Money Refunded.
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
dirt. Can beat the world on prices, quality,
reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true.to name.
A nice Floral and Garrlen Gmde free.
Wholesale list for Seeds men free.
'
R . H · SHUMWAY •
till Apl.15.
Rockford. Ill.
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Positively

BEST AND CHEAPEST

JOSIAH P. l\1ENDUJ\L
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Singlo copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of a Two-Cent Stamp to pay the postage.
The Inve'stigato1· is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. Independent
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to things of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one to those who have entered its unknowii shores. Believing thnt i~ is the duty of mortals to work for the Interest of
.t.his wo1'ld, it confines itself to things of this
life entil'ely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning, good rending, reliable news. anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
Journal. Reader, please send your subseriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investigator is e:>nduoted, we won't ask you
to eontinue with us !lnY ~onger. Now is
the
(a .~u.bscribe1
'·

I. THE FORMS OF WATER in HAIN AND
RIVERS, ICE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyndall,LL.D.,F.R.S., with2oillustrations.
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 eentR,
II. PHYSICS AND POLITICS; or,
THoUGHTS ON THE APPLICATION oF THE
PRINCIPLES OF" NATURAL SELECTION'
• I
AND ' NHERITANCE" TO PoLITICAL SoCIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
Postage, 15 cents.

MEMBER OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE, AND OF THE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
OF NORMANDY.
This work contains curious details of the Manners. Customs, J\'[ythology, Worship,
etc., o[ the Hindus. The principal design of these dialogues seems to have been to
unite all the prevailing modes of worship of those days: the Brahmins esteAm it to
contain all the grand mysteries of their religion, and have exercised particular care to
conceal it from the knowledge of those of a different persuasion.
The spirit of the age prompts thoughtful people to inquire into the traditions of
the past. ln doing so, it is found that Mythology has played her part well. The traditions of the fathers have been systematized by thoughtful mrm. from time to time. in III. FOODS. By Dr. Edward Smith. Ildifferent ages of the world. Later generations have believed surh tradtioins. so systelustrated. Price, $1.75; posta.ge.15 cents.
matized. to be nothing less than deiflc commands. Imaginary gods have been construeted, to whom the world has paid homage and divine honors.
IV. l\UND AND BODY; THE THEORIES Ol!'
If we receive as truth all that is believed-by credulons devotees, tho Wol'ld has had
THEm llEJJATION. By Alexander Bain,
numerous incarnate deities.
LL
I' ·
Those who have been edu~.ated to belief in the Christian religion, and to regard the
.D.
nee, $1. 50; postage, l5 cents.
•ger;tle Nazarene as the only Son of God, taken. very limited view of the· various relig- V. THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herions systems of the present and of the past ages.
\
b t s
p · $ 50
t
Among the incarnattl deities that different systems of religion have recognized as
er pencer.
nee, 1. ; pos age, 15
having existed, through omnipotentlovefor fallen humanity, by the overshadowing of
cents.
females of vestal puritY, Krishna was a character as important in the Brahminical sys- VI THE NEW CHEi\HSTRY By Prof
tern of religion, as Christ is" in the plan of salvation" instituted by the Jews' Great
·
·
Jehovah, believed in by Christians,
Joseph P. Cooke, of Howard UniversiHis coming was foretold, even as was Christ's.
ty. Illustrated. Price, $2; postage, 15
At the age of sixteen Krishna began to preach, and was, like Christ. the founder of
cents.
a new religion.
Prior to thA great Chicago fire. the RP1igio-Philoeophical Publishing House pnh- VII. ON THE CONSEIWATION OF ENlished the Bhagavad-Gita, from a translation of the Sanskrit by thnt celebrated seholERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart. 14
ar,~Charles Wilkins. NearlY two editions of that work were sold when the flre-flond
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
came and destroyed the stereotype plates. ThA demand for the work being so great. we
cents.
were induced to send to England for a copy of a more rer•ent translation. by J. Cockburn Thomson, member of the Asiatic Society of France, and the Antiquarian Society VIII. ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, W AJ,Kof Normandy.
ING, SWIMMING AND FLYING. By Dr. J.
The translator accompanied the work with copious notPR, which are doubtless of
more or less value, as explanatory of the text, but the reader will take them for just
B. Pettigrew. iYI.D .. F.R.S.
110 Illuswhat they are worth-nothing more is expected.
trations. Price, 51.75; postage,15 conts.
The text. as correctly translated. contain~ gems of thought, transmitted from anti<luity, which are of real intrinsic value to tile thoughtful people of the age, and to them IX. RESPONSIBILI1'Y IN 1\IENTAL DISthe work is most respectfully recommended by the American publisher.
EASE. By Dr. Henryi\iaudsley. Pdce,
PRESS COMJfENTS ON TilE BHAGA VAD-GJTA:
$1.50; postage, 15 cents.
' More than ordinary care and trouble have been spent upon this work. It is in X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
every way creditable to the sclwlarship and enterprise of the west."- Inter-Ocean.
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
" This curious volume purports to give a full and accurate compilation of the tenets
cents.
taught by Krishna. . . . The text contains many brilliant thoughts, well worth the
attention of the thoughtful student of history, literature or science."- Ow· Fireside XI. ANIMAL 1\IECHANISJ\f; or, AERIAL
F1·iend.
AND TERREsTmAL Locol\WTION. By C.
"This translation of a Hindoo poem, dedicated by Mr. Thomson to his sometime
instrnctor, Professor Wilson of Oxford. is one of a class of works demanding all tho
J. 1\Ia.rey, Professor of the College of
consideration and assistance that scholars every-where can afford. lt belongs to a
France; Member of the Acad em y of
class of books believed by great numbers of our fellow-men to have been supernn.turiYieclicine. Paris. 117 Engravings. Pricfl,
ally inspired, and tl·usted by them for their guidance in the ways of this life. and for
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
light to pierce the dividing darkness between death and a future existence. No such
book can, in the nature of things, have been lhus esteemed by rational beings without
having in itself much that is intrinsicallyvaluable for comfort and instruction in XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BErighteousness, or at least, considered at its lowest, much that is curious and suggesTWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
tive, as affording insight into the desires and needs of the souls that found therein their
By John W. Draper, iYI.D .. LL:D. Price,
bread and water of life."-Ovwland ~llfonthll!.
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
"This is an unusually interesting Imb!ication. Mr. Thomson has rendered good
service to the more thoughtful class of readers. There is a pecnliar charm about an- XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
cient literature of the pro founder sort. The olil Hindoos were an intellectual people.
DARWINIS:i\f. An able exainination of
The poem before us is probably older than the'time formerly flxed in Christian chrothe entire subject; with 26 wood cuts.
ology for thfl crefttion of the world. It breathes a lofty spirit of unselfish devotion to
goo~l objects. \Ye can~o.t refrain from qomplimenting the Heligio-Philosophical PubBy Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
lishmg House, upon g1vmg to the pub he s~ excellent. !J- booK. . . . Grandly useful,
University of Stmsburg. ~Price, Sl.50;
especially as it is thoroughly indcxed."-Ch1.caao Evenmg Jonrnal.
postage, 15 cents.
"A rare work from the ancient Sanskrit. in which will be found many of tho religious ideas and notions which the Christian Church adopted long after. . , . It con" XIV. THE CHEMISTRY OF LIGHT AND
tains some 275 p1t-,es, printed ~n.b_eautiful paper, and ri?,hly bonn~. . . . It is pruPHOTO(}HAPHY L'l ITS APPLIOAfusolysupplied with notes, d<lhmtwns. and "Xplanatwns. -Tr11th I:Jeekm·. . .
TO ART, SCIENCE AND JNDUSTRY.
"This is a ra 1·e book, which sheds more light up~n the subJeCts of wh1ch 1t treats
than any we have ever rmtd, We hearti!~ recommend 1t to those who wish to look into
By Dr. Herman Vogel, Ono hundred
antiquity in regard to the religious v1ews of a most remarkable people."-Sanwl'l
Illustmtions. Price $2.00.
Watson, D.D., Edito1· Spi1·itnal Jlfaoazine.
XV. FUNGI: Their Na.tnre, Inflnen"e and
The book is a 12mo. of 278 pages, and the mechanical part is finished in a
Uses. by ilL C. Cooke, liLA. LL.D. Edisupe.rior manner, being printed on heavy tinted p~perl and bound in extra heavy
ted by ltcv. l\L J. Bcrkely, :i\I.A. F.L.S.
cloth with richly illuminated back, borders and side title.
lOV Illustrations. Price St. 75.
XVI. OPTICS. By Prof. IJommcl, UniYerPRICE, plain, $1.75;
Gilt, $2.25. Post free.
sity of Erlangon, [In Press.]
*** For sale wholesttle and retail by the Publishers, Religio-Pllilosophical I'iiblishing House, Adams st. and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
4eotl9
----- ·-·--- - - - ---------- --------Will make you an ANNUAL SUBSCRIBEH to four numbers of

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY

~t 8! Washington street, Boston, Mass .. by

Appleton's Scientific Series.

BY A

E~gs

"

CLOSE OBSERVER.

How.to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from IJCe. How to feed. to get an abundance of eggs: even Ill wmte1:. How to prevent hens .from ever wantmg to set, and
how to make them. set. r,row to presCJr~·o
,eggs good one YCaL. An easy plan to do 1t.
. Enclose 60 cents With order for full directwns. Address,

I

E. D. BLAKEMAN,

I

J:.

sI

Circleville, 0.
[l\Ir. Blakeman i~ a school-boy friend of
\ ours. Wo know hun well; he is entirely
reliable, and the information he llas to im,
.
part upon the poultry subject is valuableED. T. S.]
~
~
·
An agent .in every town in America, so ---·~~- ~--- -- ---- - - - - ~- - - ~- -- -allcan Inspect, or get
TillS PAPER IS ON FILE WITH

WANTED

I

can be tnndf

287 and

28V

Eighth A-. e .. N. Y.
l!O" saw

Correspondent Wanted.

'"THE THRILLING ECHO."

Ath•ertisin~ ('onrr:~<·rs

EHRICH & co.,

; l'lease state -in what pa]Jer
i this advertisement.

II

A precious boon to seekers 9f religious
truth. $1.000 for clear proof it IS not truthful! Mailed to any address on reCeipt of
25 cents. Address
A, B. CHURCH,
;yJ,rre
Columbus. Ind.

QUARTfRl Y,

Containing prices. descriptions and
"Y'f Fashion-Plates of Ladies' an 1 Chi!·•·•' , drer,'s Snits, Ladies' Underwear. Infant's Wear. Tical Laces and Dn'ss
.Jk.A 'l'rimmings, Hat Feathers, FlmYers.
Hibbon's, etl'., togct 11et with tho
1'\T choicest selections of Litemture. wit
. ·-.;r- and wisdom.
l Jill Our quarterly will place within
your reach the best goods at the low: est prices. Only 10 ecnts for a year's
t)! I subscription. First issue now ready
l Subscribe at once,

A young man desires to eorrespond with
a young lady, with a view to mlltrimony.
One of .Liberal views profaned.
Address
W. P. IL.
Box 122. Wapello, Iowa,

I
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~dds .and ifntl$.
To get on the wrong tack: Start barefooted on a tour through·a newly carpeted bedroom in the dark.
"MARRY a widower I Not II" said Matilda. "Babies are like tooth-brushes. Everybody wants her own."
A VIRGINIA photographer can take photographs in the night. He took 150 from a
brother artist. and was then taken to jail.
"THE prisoner has a very smooth ~oun
tenance." "Yes; he was ironed just before
he was brought in. That accounts for it."
A CRUSTY old bachelor says that love is a
wretched business. consisting of a little
sighing, a little crying, a little dying anJ a
deal of lying.
"Sinful sectarianism" is what a Unitarian theological student called it because
aMethodist girl refused to let him hug her
in a camp-meeting tent.
MRs. PARDINGTON writes that she doesn't
see what fun there can be in spelli':.g
matches, about which all the papers are
full. She always spells tnem m-a-t-c-h-e-s.
"EvERY tree is subject to disease," said a
speaker in a. fruit-grower's convention.
"What ailment can you find on an oak?''
asked the chairman. "A-corn," was the
triumphant reply.
THIS conundrum is respectfully submitted to the best speller: If S-i-o-u-x Spells
su, and e-y-e spells i,ands-i-g-h-e-dRpells
side, why doesn't s-i-o-u-x-e-y-e-s-i-g-he-d spell suicide?

'.l'H.O'.l'H :SEEKEH., JUNE l, lB715.

AN Arkansas youth came to his father
and said: "Dad. they ain't knives enuff to
sot the table." Dad-" Whar's big butch.
little butch, the case, cob-handle, granny's
knife, and the one I handled yesterday?
That's enuff to sot any gentleman's tablfl.
without you've lost um."
INSPECTOR (who notices a backwardness
in history)-Who signed Magna Charta?
(No answer.) Inspector (more urgently)Who signed Magna Charta? (No answer.)
Inspector (angrily)-Who signed Magna
Charta? ficapegrace(thinking matters are
beginning to look serious)-Please, sir,
'twasn't me, sir !-Punch.
A RED haired lady, who was ambitious of
literary distinction, found but a poor sale
for her book. A gentleman, in speaking of
her disappointment, said: "She is red
[read] if her book is not." An au:litor, in
in attt.>mpting to relate the joke elsewhere,
said: "She has red hair, if her book
11asn't."
THREE Saginaw girls of the Methodist
persuasion having met together. concluded
to pray for the welfare of their lovers, but
the first one had not got very far along in
her petition when it was discovered that
they were all engaged to the same man.
The religious exercises were at once
terminated.
A FELLOW on a race course was staggering about with more liquor than he could
carry. "Hello, ''hat's the matter now?
said a chap whom the inebriated individual
had just rnn against. "Why-hie--why
the fact is. a lot of my friends have bee~
betting liquor on the race to-day, and they
got me to hold the stakes."

BLIFKINS was in Chicago the other day
when he received a letter from his young
wife, saying to him that" on this spriug
morning a bird is singing in my heart,"
and old Blif. just looked wild a minute
and then took a freight train for home,
muttering to himself," Them's Beecher's
A MAN recently arrested for being the sentiments, old man keep yer eye peeled."
husband of four wives, says he has no recJULIA-" 0, Carrie, I've got a new feller;
ollection of having married so many times, perfectly Splendid! The other was too
and thinks it must have happened while miserable for anything." Bings overhears
he wall away from home.
this extraordinary language of his belovPHYSICIAN-" Why don't you set a bound ed Julia, and thinks it is all over with him,
to your drinking, and not exceed it?" Pa- and that the world is hollow. Poor "feltient-" So I do, old fellow. so I do; but ler!" how was he to know that the dear
then, yo\1 see, it's so far off, that I alway8 girl is only talking about the sewing-machine?
get drunk before I reach it."
"ARE you an Odd Fellow?" "No, sir;
OLD lad.y to her niece-" Goodness gra- I've been married for a week." "I mean.
cious, Matilda! but it's cold. My teeth are do you belong to the order of Odd Felactually chattering.'' Loving niece-"Weil, lows?" "No, no; I belong to the order of
don't let them chatter too much, or they married men." .. Mercy, how dumb! Are
may tell where you bought 'em."
you a Mason?" "No, I'm a carpenter by
AN ingenious observer has discovered trade." "Worse and worse! Are you a
that there is a remarkable resemblance be- Son of Temperance?'' "Bother you! no;
tween a baby and wheat, since it is first I'm a son of Mr. John Goslings.''
cradled, then "thrashed," and finally be"I HAVE come. for my umbrella," said a
comes the" flour" of the family.
benevolent party on a rainy day to a friend.
OvER the shop door of a pOrk butcher in "Can't help that," said the borrower;
an English village in an eastern country "don't you see that I am going out with
may be seen a sign-board representing a it?" "Well, yes," replied the lender.
man in a black coat brandishing a hatchet, astonished at such outrageous impudence;
with the iullcription, ··John Smith kills ") es, but-but-what am I to do?" "Do!"
said the other. as he opened the umbrella
pigs like his father."
and walked off; "do as I did-borrow one."
A TEACHER in one of the Port Jervis pub"ARl\A:S:, me dar lint," cried Jamie O'Flanlic school was last week explaining to the
children that usually all words ending with nigan to his loquacious sweetheart, who
"let" meant something small, as stream- had not given him the opportunity to" get
let, rivulet, hamlet, etc. Whereupon a in a word even edgewise," during a two
smart boy wanted to know if hamlet meant hours' ride behind the little bay nags in
his oyster wagon, "are ye afther knowin'
a small ham!
who your cheeks arE! like my ponies
"MY dear," said an affectionate husband, therM ?" "Shure and it's because they're
"I'm surprised that you will consent to red. is it?" quoth the blushing Bridget,
the degradation of wearing another wo· "Faith, and a better raison than that, maman's hair on your head.'' "Is that any vourneen. Because there is one o' them
worse than your wearing another sheep's aich side of a waggin' tongue."
wool on your back?" retorted the affecJIMMY BRoWN came running into Mrs'
tionate wife.
Jones' house the other day, saying: "Oil:
"Ahl" said a teacher, "ah, Caroline dAar, Mrs. Jones! Such an accident has
Jones, what do you think you would have happened. Your son John got under It
been without your good father and pious four-horse wagon load of pig iron down at
mother?" "I suppose, mam," said Caro- the river. and it ran right over his head.
line, who was very much struck with the "Oh, dear!" Poor Mrs, Jones screamed
soft appeal, "I suppose, mum, as I should and nearly fainted, when the little rascal
ha' been a horphan."
added: "Don't cry, Mrs. Jones, he wasn't
WE regret to hear that the New Haven hurt a bit." "Why, what do you me{\n?
girls are breaking off their marriage en- Run over by a four-horse wagon load of
gagements with theological students, and pig iron and not hurt?" "Well, you see
looking around for "heathen" husbands. the wagon v.as passing over the bridge and
They seem to have an idea that theology in he was settine- under it fishing," replied
these latter days is a trifle too much leav- lhe little rascal, shootin~ out at the .open
door.
ened with "true inwardness."
WE saw a young lady this morningwearing a pretty badge lettered" Press.'' But
we didn't,-Bidde/oJ·d Times.
We would have been a better man in his
place.-Boston NI!Ws.

Index Stock for Sale !
The undersigned offers for sale 'a full
share of "INDEX" o;tock, on whieh eighty
dollars ($80) has already been paid.
Price, $65.
MORRIS ALTMAN,
Gth Ave. and 19th St., N. Y.

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

B auk ers1

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP,
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body'indieate an

Impme Condition ot the Blood,
and. this may or mny not he Scrofula, but
m either caRe the disease is nothing more
than an INSIDIOUS POISON that

Le Boy, M'innesota,
BRANCH OFFICE. 18 Clinton Place, near
Broadway, N. Y.

MONEY

SCOVILL'S

INVES'rED

IN FIRST MORTGAGES

On Imp1•ovetl Fll1'ms in Minne-

sota antl Iowa,

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as it courses through the veins. sowing
seeds of death with every pulsation.
In this condition of things somethi~g is
needed at once to cleanse the blood; and

Running 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
Scovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
in advance. free of expense to the Loaner.
IntereRt collectt;d and paid annually nt
Gilman. Son & Co.'s Bnn k. 47 Exchang11 Pl. will positively effP.ct this dPsideratum exNew York. No expense to loaner. Title pelling every trace of disease from the
and security _guaranteed in e\·ery loan blood and system, leaving the skin
made by us, We pay9 per cent. until money is in vested.

FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
TO LOVEBS OF MUSIC,
Hundredti of certificates attest its value.
A New W ark on this interesting Subject Price $1 per bottle.

"What is Music~"
BY PRoF, ISAAC L. RICE
PART I.-An pxamination of AnciPntMu·~ic among the Chinese, Hindoos, Persian8
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the pres:
ent age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbert Spencer upon Music are freely
criticized.
PART II contains the Author's Original
Theory concerning the Mission of Music
investigating w/,at it i.<.
'
It i;> a work that cannot fail to interest
and mstruet every lovPr of the ··Divine
Art." Price. post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
50 cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

For Children and Youth.

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE GREAT AMERICAN GONSUMP·
TIVE REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals.the lacerated and excoriated snrfaCPS whtch the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for

Amusement and Instruction.
BLAKEMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

P oe tical Riddles,
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

INTERESTING

AND

I,
NEur
H

COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
WHOOPING COUGH,

CROUP,

And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
f,[ALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
Pnce $1 per bottle.

PUBLISHED BY

Henry's Carbolic Salve

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, New York. THE lllOST J'OWERFUL HEALING
Sent D0Stpaid oD re<>eivt of Priae-20 cents.
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Jlotts ;tnd f!Ilippings.
UPoN the authority of Mr. Axon, an English Statistician,
in the year 2000 the British Isles will have a population of
91,000,000, and the United States 546,000,000.
A BAPTIST congregation in Brownville, Tenn., quarreled
about the control of its church. One saction got possession after a long contest, and on the same night the buildding was set on fire and destroyed.
A NEGRo, exvounding the Beecher Scandal, said he be·
lieved Mr. Beecher was innocent, but yet he was afraid
that when Beecher wrote the "ragged-edge letter," he
was himself under the delusion that he was guilty.
ANOTHER FALLEN PASTOR.-Rev. Samuel R. Wilson, of
the First Presbyterian church of Louisville, Ky., has been
by the Presbytery deposed from further S(lrvices in his
clerical capacity upon the grounds of certain immoral
conduct.
THIS year the southern counties of Calfiornia sent to
San Francisco 5,380,000 oranges, 720,000 lemons, and 80,000
limes. The consumption of California is about1o,ooo,oooo
oranges a year, and 5,ooo,ooo are brought from Mexico and
the Pacific Isles
HAMMOND the Pacific coast revivalist, having boasted
that he had converted over a dozen Jews to Christianity,
the San Fan cisco Hebrew Obser·ver offers him a thousand
dollars if he will vroduce one acknowledged Israelite that
has been converted.
A CouNTRY divine of Georgia thus condoled with the
widow of a deceased member of the Legislature: "I cannot tell how pained I was to hear that your husband had
gone to heaven. We were bosom friends. but now we
shall never meet again."
THE Secretary of the Presbyterian board of Foreign
Missions says, that if money contributions oontinue to
fall off, the question will so0n be," Has not the mission
work of the Church outrun the giving disvosition of the
Church?" The general answer will be, Yes I
M. LEvAN argues before the French Accademy of Medicine, that the intestines are the chief apparatus of digestion, the stomach being of minor consequence. According
to his theory the stomach only begins the digestion of nitrogenous substances, and does not affect fatty or starchy
matters.
T. L. STRANGE, EsQ., formerly Judge in Madras, India,
author of "The Bible, is it the Word of God?"" Legends
of the Old Testament," and who for many years labor.ed
to con vert the East Indialans to Christianity, has himself
become a convert to Buddhism, and openly accepted it as
a true system.
THE MASONIO DEDIOATION of their new Temple on 6th
IJ,venue and 23rd street, on the 2d inst., was a magnificent
affair. Over 15,000 masons formed the procession, which
was two hours vassing a given voint. The speeches made
in the Temvle were said to be very fil!e, M:any person&
were herll frolll ~ distance,
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MR. EvARTS lashes Tilton with irony because he calls his timate with a young ewe htmb of his flock. It was provwife' a pure, white-souled woman even after he said he ed he visited her very often, and was in a room alone with
found her to be an adultress. How about BEECHER. who her. The girl's brother stated he heard his sister cry out
thought her a shining example of spiritual mindedness on an occasion, and going suddenly into the room. found
even after she had according to his testimony, falsely ac- the Elder in a very improper connection with his
cused him of adultery or imvroper solicitations?-N. Y. sister. The girl. upon being visited by a committee of
Sun.
three sisters of the church, was entirely mum. Unlike
A PARODY oF MoTHER GoosE, as rendered by one of our Elizabeth, she confessed nothing. Elder Sands admitted
principal New York periodicals:
he had his hand under the young lady's clothes, but fur·
Hush a by Beecher, On thl" Church top,
ther than this he had nothing to say. He has been quite
If Tracy bends, Poor Beecher will drop,
a gay Lothario with several young ladies in the vicinity
If Evarts breaks, Poor Beecher will fall,
Who can doubt our clergymen are an excellent class Of
Down will come Halliday, Plymouth and all.
people, and do a vast amount of good? How could the
SoLIDIFIED carbonic acid gas dissolved in ether reduces young and inexperienc(3d get along without them?
the temper~ture to 14oo below zero. By evaporating the
TIIE TERRIBLE CALAMITY by fire which hapPened at a
mixture in vacuo the temperature falls to 160°. Solid carCatholic Church in Holyoke, :Mass., on the evening of
bonic acid mixed with nitrous oxide and ether reduces it
May 27th. by which some seventy-five worshipers were
to 200°. By adding hi-sulphate of carbon to this mixture
quickly hurried into eternity, reminds one of the still
and evaporating in vacuo, the temperature falls to 220°,
more fearful calamity, which, in a similar manner. a few
which is the greatest degree of cold yet attained.-Pharm,
years ago occurred in a Church in a South American
Gazette.
town, by which hundreds lost their lives, These occurTHEN. Y. Sun in closing a pungent article on the scan- ences are calculated to shake the general confidence in the
dal case, puts this conundrum: "Which theory is the kind care of a watchful providence, and to lead them to
more probable, that the husband concocted the adultery, think there is no more immunity from danger within the
and made the wife confess it to him, and when away from walls of a Church than in any other place of amusement.
him to women friends, or that the pastor debauched her Such le~sons teach us Nature's laws are unvarying, and
person and then ruined her soul that he might escape that they neither regard location, creed or sentiment. It
earthly punishment for offenses against which the Di- is frequently proven at such events, that the efforts of one
vine Justice has thundered out his most terrible anath- cool, self-possessed man, though a sinner, arf\ more
emas?"
effective for good than the prayers and entreaties of
EIGHT FHOUSAND DOLLARS ON AcCOUNT.-Where does scores of priflsts and pious devotees.
the money come from to carry on the Beecher trial?
"FoR thirteun days the jury and the public have been
That is almost as great a puzzle as anything connected
with the case. On the Tilton side there cannot be a great half deafened by the denunciations of Theodore Tilton,
deal of the " needful" to svare, but there seems to be a and they have become very tired of hearing them, and
gold mine at the command of the defense. The counsel wonder how it is that the' ablest lawyers of the day' could
are vrobably rather an expensive set, and then a good find so little to say in defense of Mr. Beecher's letters and
deal is said to have been paid out in one way and another behavior. But the sentiment of fair play has been aroused-the solitary figure of a man who has been stripped of
to the newspapers.
wife, home and employment contrasts strangely with the
MRs. CoRA TAPPAN and Mrs. Conant are Spiritual medi- arrogant crowds which surround the popular defenda.nt.
ums who profess to speak inspirationallY. Almost sim- When, therefore. the advocate for the olaintiff gets up to
ultaneously Mrs. Tappan in London and Mrs. Conant in speak for him, there is an outburst of applause, for the
Boston, delivered addresses purporting to come from the people like fairness and justice. and do not care to see
late Judge Edmonds, and so conflicting in substance that any man crushed by mere wealth and numbers, especially
the Spi.ri.tual Scientist declares " The conclusion is inev- when he has gone into a court of law to sue for justice.
itable that a spirit sveaking through one of these medi- When the friends of the defendant go a step further, and
ums, wilfully falsifies when he declares himself as Judge boast that they have' fixed' the jury, and know perfectly
Edmonds." It is certainly very culpable in those mis- well what the verdict will be, they commit a still more
chievous spirits to thus impose upon these the two most grave offense, and one which will not be lost sight of
reliable of all our mediums.
when the trial is over."-N. Y. Times.
THE EIGHT ANNUAL MEETING of the Free Religious AsTHE GREAT BEECHER ADULTERY TRIAL is still in existsociation which was held at Horticultural Hall, Boston,
on the 27th ult. passed of very pleasantly. The previous ence. but evidently rapidly drawing to a close. Messrs.
officers were re-electe<l, with the exception of two new Porter and Evarts occupied thirteen days in endeavors to
Vice-Presidents, Hon, N. G. Holmes and Hon. R. G. Ho- make the jury believe Theodore Tilton one of the worst
zard in place of Gerrit Smith, and E. B. Ward deceased. men that ever lived, and Henry Ward Beecher one of the
The principal paper read was by W. C. Gannett, and purest. grandest and best. As we go to press Mr. Beach
speeches we1·e also made by Mr. Frothingham, Col. Hig- on the side of the plaintiff is making a very effective
ginson, B. F. Underwood, S. P. Putnam, Prof. Morse, Mr. speech. He throws a very different light upon the subAmes, Lucretia Mott and others. At a· meeting held in ject from his opponents, and draws very different concluParker Memorial Hall. D, H. Clark delivered a fine address. sions. That he will succeed in convincing all the jury of
the correctness of his convictions is hardly to be expectA FINE NEW JE:RSEY PREACHER.- Rev. John W. Porte1' ed. There is too much money in Plymouth church ready
had until recently charge of a church at Van Syrle's Cor- to be lavishly J)oured out., to expect that strict, stern jusners, Hnnterdon Co .. N.J. In addition to preaching, he tice will be executed in this suit. llfen can be bought.
also taught scho0l. It turns out the villian had basely Among the mournful features of the case are the persistseduced one of his young pupils, Selinda Stires, young- ent efforts on the part of leading members of Plymouth
est daughter of Peter W. Stires, a well-to-do farmer, and church to conceal the truth. Developments are showing
the girl but a mere child, yet is about to become a moth- they were fully aware of their pastor's guilt long ago,
er. She told her Parents what lessons the Reverend When Mr. Richards testffled before their Committee last
teacher had given her, and upon being arraigned before summer, they knew his sister, Mrs. Tilton, had acknowlthe injured father, he confessed his sin, gave up his horse edged to himself and wife her guilt with Mr. Beecher, and
and buggy, and, with his wife, left on the first train for the questions were so put to him as not to draw out this
another field of labor. He still wish~ to bring souls t<!l truth. It is a saddening fact that the .first Christian
Jesus.
Church in the land should purvosely suJ)press truth and
ANOTHER SINFUL CLERGYMAN.-Elder Sands, of the BaJ)- uphold falsehood, and that the leading laWYers of our
tlst church in Hoosick, N. Y., and formerly insurance country should, In OJ)J)Osition to t~ositive facts, labor hard
agent in this city, has bElen "acting naughty." The au- to make the false avpear true-an adulterer and perjurer
thorities of his church have been investigating charges a saint! Wllat will not men do for self-interest and fot
.9f immQra~ COJ1duct OI/- his ParP...of beinll' criminally in- money?
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most ignorant. portion of con1munity, the criminals of . 18. "1'/w ?'ema~·kable J'?'esm·vation of tlte B~b(e, especthe country, the inmates of our jails and prisons are tally of tlte Old 1estament, tlt-rough all the vwtssitudes
generally professed believers in supernatu~alism and of tlte history of the Jewish people, proves that a specirrl
the Bible. Attempts have been made to blacken the providential care was exercised over it, and this implies
A.n Answe1· to tlte Question: Have We a Supernat1w- Cl1aracter of some prominent . men who have been tlte divine atttho1·ship of it." The Jewish Scriptmes
found in the ranks of the unbelievers. The memory could be read only by a very few of the common peoally Revealed, Infallibly Inspired and Miracuof Thomas Paine and Voltaire has been assailed with ple. They were in the hands of the priests, to whom
lously Attested Reh'gion in the Worldl
all sorts of misrepresentation, vituperation and abuse. the care of them was committed. On them they reliAnd for what? Why, simply because they did not ed for their authority as priests of the Jewish religion.
BY E. B. GlllLD.
l.Jelievc in the divine authority of priest or book, and What more nntural then that they should preserve
had the courage to openly avow their opinions. 'Ve them with the utmost care, and transmit them to their
( Contimwcl.)
do not claim that these me:1 were saints. But we do successors? But notwithstanding all that has heen
1<!. ''The fact that so many mzbdievers ?·en ounce their claim that., whatever their character can be proved to claimed· in regard to the scrupulousness of the Jews
opin·ion~, ancl become belierers ~vhen they come to die,
have been, we can point to worse ones in the ranks of in preserving their sacred books, and in preventing
proof that unbelief is w1•ong." If l.Jy this is meant that those who held ex•tctly opposite opinions. Voltaire any corruption ot them, it is a fact well known to all
renunciation of unbelief is a conWJon thing among saw in the degradation of the French people, the Biblical students, 1lutt some of their books were lost
unbelievers, we deny the alleged fact
That some effect of the influence of a· corrupt Church and Priest- and that the inviolal.Jility of the text of those now i~
n0minal unl.Jelievers may have been induced, through hood, which claimed divine authority for their exist- existence, has 110t l.Jeen JH'CRerved. 'l'he manuscripts
undue influences brought to bear upon them, when ence, and appealed to the Bible to prove it. He now remaining do not agTee, they contain additions
protracted in body and mind, to renounce opinions sought to emancipate the people from this cruel mcn- omissions, alterations and mistakes.
'
which they professed, but never possessed, is un- t&l l.Jondage by striking at the cause which produced
19. ''The fact that there is so much in the Bible that
doubtedly true. But in all such cases it is more than it. Thomas Paine was a lover of liberty. To this C01'1'esponds with the 1·eligious experience of all ?'eligiotts
probable that the individuals (!ould not tell the differ- noble cause he devoted up his labors and his talents. pe1'8ons, is proof of its divine odgin." Human nature
ence between belief and unbelief. Besides, is a dying After having assisted materially in estal.Jlishing liberty is the same in all men in all ages and countries. The
hour the proper time to investigate and decide on a in America, he sought to effect a revolution in Eng- religiou5 experience of all men who are intensely re·
question which requires years to properly investigate land. He found the whole power of the Church and ligious, is e~sentially the same. It is no marvel, then,
and make up an opinion upon ? Seldom do intelli- Ciergy arrayed against liberty. He saw that what that there should be found in the religious bo ks of
gent men change opinions which are well defined and gave the clergy their influence over the people was the the Jews expressions of feelings, sentimcuts and ideas
understood in their own mind, on a dying bed. 'l'he l.Jelief of the people in the authority of the Bible. corresponding to those which arc experienced and exignorant and superstitious often seem to do so; but, To remove this obstacle to human progress out of the pressed at tbe present day. It is just what we would
even iu their case, it is not true as relates to the sub- way, he struck at what he believed to be the root of naturally expect, and if it were not so, it would inject before us, because, on that subject they have no this tree of evil. His celebrated work, "The Age of deed be a wonder.
20. "Tlte believer in the Bible has tlw '~oitness of the
opinions that are worthy of the name. Much secta- Reason," was a perfect bomb-sllell in the camp of the
rian capital has been sought to be made out of these Clergy ; it gave them serious alarm, they have never Spirit,' a 8pecial1:evelation f?•om Cfocl. a8~ttring him that
death-l.Jed renunciations and conversions, by sectarian forgiven him ; from that day till now, he has been rlte Bible is 'infallible in its teacldngs." Allowing this to
propa~andists and proselyters.
It is well known that one of the best abused men that ever appeared in the be so, such proof can be evidence only to those who
early impressions on the mind are apt to be the most world. The strong common sense and keen wit of have it, and involves the al.Jsurdity of supposing that
lasting, and to be uppermost in the case of weak-mind- Paine, and the caustic, biting sarcasm and irony of a revelation from God is not sufficient without anothed persons, in the time of sickness and death. Oaly Voltaire was seriously annoying to the defenders of er revelation to confirm it. To the unl.Jeliever such
a comparative few among men can rise above the in- the faith ; and as they could not spike their guns, an assertion is proof only of delusion or deception on
fluence of early education. Priests, knowing this, they sought to destroy-their influence by ruining their the part of him who makes it. It is much easier to
take allvantage of this weakness, go to the sick and reputation. But what had the character of' these men believe that he is deluded or means to deceive, than it
dying, and, l.Jy appeals to their superstitious fears, to do with the truth or fal~ity of their opinions ? is to believe that God has sanctioned a l.Jook as infalrepresenting to them that their eternal welfare de- Even. baJ men may tell the truth, and the best of men lible which he knows, by incontrovertible proof, to
contain mistakes, errors and untruths. Besides, some
pends on their eml.Jracing a particular creed, easily are liable to be mistaken.
gnln their assent to it. In this way Catholic converts
16. "The 1·ema1•kable conversion of Paul cannot be ac- of the adherents of all the diflerent Bibles ami cret<ds
to Protestantism are often converted back again, and C01tnted for only on the supposition that the supe-rnatu?·- under heaven claim to have the same evidence in faHeathen proselytes to Christianity recovered back to alism of the Bible is t'I'Ue." Paul was a Jew. He was vor of their respe-Jtive books and creeds. Can it be
Paganism. Could anything be more disreputable, thoroughly educated in the faith of Judaism. He be- believed that God reveals to the Mahommedan that
more beneath the dignity of sensible men, or more longed to the strictest of the Jewish sects, and was a the Koran is infallible, to the Hincloo that the Veda is
deserving of the scorn of mankind ?
strong l.Jeliever in the marvelous. and supernatural. so, to the Parsec that the Shaster is, and to the Chris14. '' 1'/te style and language of the Bible is so beautif1tl, He possessed an ardent, cxcitahle temperament, and tian that the Bil.Jle is so too? Is it reasonable to beits sentiments so sublime, its pictnre of the life and char- was a Jewish zealot. He was violently opposed to the lieve that God makes a special revel at ion to the Calacter of Christ so much transcends the e.fforts of human new Christian sect, and went forth armed with au- vinist to convince him that Calvinism is true, to the
genius, and the loft-iest flights of any man's ideal'ity, as to thority from the ecclesiastical power in Jerusalem to Arminian to convict him of the truth· of Arminianprove that it must ha-ve had a divine origin." 'l'his is hunt the Christians to prison and to death. On be- ism, and the Universalist to persuade him of tlJC truth
precisely what is said by Hin<loos and Mohammedans coming better acquainted with them, he found they of Universalism ? Is it not possil.Jle that the strong
al.Jout their Bil.Jles. The J\{ohammedan can find in no were peacable, quiet, well di~posed and harmless. conviction of the believers in the Bible in the truth
book so much beauty and sublimity, both of style and He began to relent ; all the conscientiousness and of religion is mistaken by them for a strong couvicsentiment, as in the Koran. He bases an argument kindness of his noble nature was roused into action. t~on of the i?~allibihty of the book in which the prinon this for its divine inspiration, and with as much He began to have serious doubts in regard to the pro- Ciples of rehgwn arc taught? But religion is taught
sincerity as it is urged in favor of the Bible. Now priety of the course he was pursuing, and as is often in many books, but this does not prove them to l.Jc
what are the facts ? The style of the Koran is mis- the case with men when under the influence of pow- divine books in the sense that the Bible is supposed to
erably poor anclmean, so is that of much of the Bible. erful excitement, they run to an extreme in one direc- be a divine book.
21. ''The divine auth01·ity and infallibility of the Bt'ble
'fhe Koran contains some as correct and grand ideas tion, when the rebound comes, they go to an extreme
about God and relh;ion, as are found anywhere in the the other way ; so Paul, from being a mad zealot of is attested by miracles." But how are we to know that
Bible. So does the Veda of the Hindoos. If the Judaism, became an enthusiastic Christian. He first the alleged miracles were wrought ? " Because the
sublime passages in the Bible prove its divinity, what endured the Christians, then pitied them, and then Bible says so," we are told. Here is an attempt to
do its low, mean passages prove ? There is more or embraced their cause. On his way to Damascus, prove the Bible true by miracles, and the miracles by
less of imagination connected with the l.Jelief in some natural phenomenon occurred-probably a flash the Bible. If a man were to assert that he had wrought
Bibles, as is evinced by the fact that the believers in of lightning and clap of thunder, which struck him a miracle, nhd when asked for the proof, should say
each one of them claim that the one which they pos- to the ground, gave him a shock, and threw him into it was true because he said it., would we accept that
sess is by far the superior of all the rest. 'l'be follow- a trance. In thi~ condition he had a vision, but his as proof ? If not, then why should we do it in the
ers of the great founders of religious systems in the vis.ion was made up of such material as dreams are other case ? Is not this argument just as good for the
world are infected with the same imagination. Man- made of. He thought he. saw Christ, and heard him Catholic as it is for the Protestant? The Catholic atkind are prone to hero worship. They invest their speak to him, just as we see our friends and converse tempts to prove the infallibility of the Church by mirheroes with every quality and attrib,ute that they have with them in our dreams. Paul interpreted the phe- acles and the miracles by the Church. Such reasonpower to conceive of. Just as the young lover invests nomenon subjectively, and in accordance with his pre- ing is futile and childish, such as full-grown men
the lady of his love with the attributes of an angel, conceived opinions in regard to supernaturalism. He ought to be ashamed of, and yet many theologians
and supposes her to l.Je something more than human. believed it was a special interposition of Providence- employ it seemingly without ever seeing its utter fuFor hundreds of years the greatest genius of man has a very innoc~ont mistake, and one that has been made tility and incouclusiveness. The ancient miracles
been employed in picturing to the mmd an ideal Christ. by thousands of men. The conversion of Paul, then, could not be a witness for the Old Testament, for l.JeThis ideal has l.Jeen impressed on the minds of men. is no more remarkable than those which are occurring fore the canon of that book was settled, miracles'had
'l'hey go to the New Testament expecting to find it every day, of Catholics to Prntestaritism, and vice ceased in the Jewish Church. The Christian miracles could not attest the New 'l'estament, for, long bethere, and they find what they seek for. Henry Ward versa, ·and of men from one sect to another.
Beecher has written a "Life of Christ,'' but it is not
17. ''The great cloud of living witnesses by whose tes- fore the canon of that book was settled, miracles had
his life as rceonled in the New Testament: it is timony tlte Bible is sustained, is proof of its clat1ns." ceased in the Christian Church.
Beecher's ideal of his iife. Aside from the miracles Who are those :witnesses, and what are they ? "The
PART III.
attributed to Christ in the New Testament, we can sixty thousand clergymen of this country, and the
see nothing that involves the idea of the supernatural hundreds of thousands in all parts of the civilized
Statement of the Arguments ttgainst Supe-rncttuml Rein his history.
world, together with the multitude of laymen belong- ligion.
15. "The Bible is rejected only by bad men, and all' op- ing to the numerous Christian sects," you may say.
Let us now look at the arguments on the negative
position to it proceeds from hatred to God, to religion and But the clergy, are they competent witnesses? Are
to t?·uth." 'l'his argument, if it is deserving of that they disinterested? Have they no interest at stake, side of this question. But first we will state our posiname, is scarcely entitled to a reply. It impeaches the no sectarian, no personal, selfish ends to serve? Every tion, showiup: what it is not, and also 1oltnt it is.
Our position is not, that the Bible is a tissue of
character of every man who denies the divine origin one of the1n is pledged by solemn covenant to mainof the Bil.Jle, and is therefore a direet insult to them. tain the validity of the Bible, and on doing so, his falsehoods, and, therefore, ought to be suppressed, It
'V ere it not that it is contained in so many books, and living depends. Not to do so, is to incur the penalty is not that it does not contain much valuable instrucput forwanl in so many thousands of pulpits, I should of ecclesiastical and soeial ostracism, and the censure tion. We regard it as we regard all other natural
treat it with the silence and scvrn that it deserves. and condemnation of the entire Christian world. gifts of God, t.s useful, if properly used, as destruct'l'he fact that such an argument should be used by Would we believe witnesses in a court of justice, who ive if misused. '!'here is no gift of God that is not
those who employ· it, may be made the l.Jasis of a had such interests as these staked on the issue of the liable to be perverted and abused. Even the religious
scathing objectiou to the belief it is adduced to sus- trial ? And the•laymen, what do they know about faculties of man may be misdirected and perverted,
tain, and will be in the proper place. Let it suffice for the origin and history of the Bible, and the validity as they often arc. Our position is not against the
the present for me to say, that the alleged fact on of its claims ? Not one in fifty can give an intelligi- Bible, as a book, but against the belief in it as an auwhich it rests we utterly deny. 'l'hat there are some ble account of what he believes or Why he believes it. thoritative book, by which our religious opinions are
bad men who reject the popular belief concerning the Are the results of calm inquiry, of deliberate investi- to be tested and tried.
The believers in the divine migin of the Bible asBible, we admit. So there are bad men who are gation, of disinterested criticism to be set aside on
sert that it is a special revelation from God, the destaunch believers in the authority of the Bible. The such testimony as this? I leave you to answer.
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sign of which is to impart to mankind a knowleclge
of trua religion, and also of God's plan and method
of saving men from sin, and securing their happiness
in a future state of being. From all this we dissent.
1. Our first argument on the neg~ttive is, tlwt the iden
of such a 1·evelation is contrn1·y to ctll rmrtlo_q'!j. On all
other subjects pertaining to the interest and happiness
of man, God has left them to the guidance and direction of their natural powers. He has given us no
revelation to teach us the arts or the t'tuths of science.
No revelations on the subject of agriculture, mediciue, diet, Jaws of life and health, anatomy, pllysiology,
liStronomy, etc. vVhy then should it be supposed
necessary on the subject of religion ?
2. Such rt nvelettion is not desirable, becctuse it woulcl
not be beneficial. The mind, like the body, requires
exercise. On it both depend for health, activity and
strength. If God had provided a great store-house of
food and clothing all ready for our use whenever our
wants required, and we had nothing to do but to go
to the fountain and get our supplies, the effect would
he to completely demoralize the human race. We
should soon become lazy, idle and indolent. No improvement or progress would be made. In like manner, if God had provided a book, containing all the
religious and moral truth necessary for us to know,
and we had only to go there and find it, the same disastrous effects would be produced on the minds of
men. All inquiry and investigation would be useless,
we should sink into apathy, inactivity and ultimate
imbecility.
3. The Bible lta8 not accomplished whctt its believers 81tppose it was designed to e.ffect. It does not imprt1"t to the
minds of those who ctccept it, uniform info1mation. Instead of uniting men in opinion, it hns driven them
further apart. Instead of lessening the number of
conflicting opinions, it has increased them. It has increased rather than diminished the number of warring
sects. It has not made men more tolerant toward
each other, but more intolerant; no more charitable,
but less so. It has not diminished wars in the earth,
but very greatly added to the number. It has not
made men less cruel, but more savage, sanguinary and
inhuman.
4. The effect that the beliif in the autlw1·ity of the Bible
has, on tlwse 1olw believe it, shows that it is erroneous.
:rvrany of them suppose that, as the Bible is a finality,
God'!! last word to man, no more truth is needed, no
rUi'thel" progress is to be made, no further discoveries
are desirable. Hence they sink down into utter inactivity and stupidity of mind. This belief, too, eng@nders a spirit the very opposite of that ·Of religion. It
makes men higotecl, uncharitable, conceited, dogmatic, dictatorial and tyrannical. They assume that
they are certainly right, and that all who do not agree
with them are as certainly in the wrong. They cannot
be mistaken, for, do they not believe just what God
has spolren, and is not what he has spoken true ?
Thev seem to imbibe a spirit of enmity against all
who do not agree with them in opinion. Nothing offends them so much" as to have the correctness of their
opinions questioned; and whoever does so, they are
ready to pronounce an unregenerate sinner, a bater of
God and reliO'ion. We do not say that it has this ef~
feet upon all; we cheerfully admit that even many
are too good by nature, to be materally injured by it.
But we do say that this has been, and is its general
tendency in the world. And this fact we urge as an
evidence that the belief is wrong.
5. The fact that the Bible is very obscu1·e in its teach·ings, is nn evidence 1tgainst it. We known that it is
often claimecl that it is perfectly clear and plain in its
inculcations so much so as that '' even a fool need not
err therein.' 1 Every man thoroughl;c acquaiut~d with
it knows better. Even the book 1tself adm1ts that
u{ere are some things in it "hard to understood."
Bishop Watson, when asked what the doctrines of
Christianity were, replied, "it is n,~uch e_asier to tell
where they are, than what they are.
Tins was a candill confession remarkttble as coming from a defender of the faith: If we ask the believers in the Bible,
what is Christianity, we shall get a thousand different
answers and each one who answers will confidently
appeal t~ the Bible to prove that he is right. These
conflicting opinions, too, are held by men of equal
learning, talents and piety. }~ow obscure m_us~ be the
teachings of a book from wh1ch such confi~c~mg systems ot theology can be deduced, as ~alvuusm, Arminianism and Uuiversalism ? The B1blc has been
invoked to prove an astonishing vtu·iety and nun~ber
of opposite opinions, suQoh as no other book hliS smce
tlw world beo·an. Among them are the following ;·
That God is ~being of love, and that he is a God of
vengeance; that man is by nature totally depraved,
ami that his nature is divine; tl1at there is a personal
Devil, and that there is not; that Christ was God, and
that he was no more than man ; that he was a superangelic beino· and was not; that he existed before
his appeanu~~e on earth, and that he did n~t ; that
Christ clied to appease God's wrath toward h1s creatures ami th•t he died W commend his love to them;
that bhrist made an atonement for the sins of men,
;md thttt no sin can go unpunished ; that only a few
of man kim! will be saved, and that all will be. 'l'hese,
to be sure, are mainly cloctrinal points, bni even on
the subject of practicalmumlity and religion, the be·
lievers in the Bible are no better agreed thftn other
men. They appeal to the book to prove that slav~ry
is right, and tbat it is wrong i ~~at to qse ipto.¥ica~l!lg

drinks is right, nnd that to do so is a crime ; that polygamy and concubinage are no sins, and that they are
exceedingly sinful; that it is the duty of Christians
to observe one day in seven as peculiarly sacred, and
that it is not; that all Christians ought. to be baptized,
and that none should be; that a part of religion consists in the observance of forms, ceremonies and ordinances, and that it is perfectly form-free, and en·
joins the observance of no set forms whatever. Now
to say that such a book constitutes an infallible guide
for the children of men, is as preposterous os to assert
that the sun shines at midnight.
[TO BE CONTINUED]

Clerical Supervision.
Tlie yovng Rev. M1·. Ayers vf New B1'unswick, dictates to the people of Rocky Hi{l what rapers tl.ey should
not J'eacl.
It is a good divine that follows his own teachings.
Ayers reads THE TRtiTH 8EEKER and warns his
hear@rS not to read it. Glendenning practices seduction and preaches against it. Beecher is charged with
adultery and preaches against it ; and we could go on
and name many more of the Rev. gentlcm~tn of the
same stripe that practice one thing and preach another. Yet these are the very men that ·denounce the
Freethinkers and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and cry
"wolves in sheep's clothing," and brand with infamy
every one that clare think for himself.
Why is it these Rev. gentlemen are so afraid of
error when truth is free to combat it? Well, I think
I can give you a little light on this subject. They are
afraid we shall penetrate the veil of holy deception,
that they have thrown over the masses, and that we
shall discover the fact that their dogmas and ct eeds
had their origin in Indian mythology, and Heathen
fables, and that their pious frauds will be exposed.
They are like the man that was arraigned before the
court for some misdemeanor; he appeared to be in
great distress and made a great ado. The .Judge told
him he must not give himself any uneasiness, for he
should have justice done him. He said, in reply to
the Judge, that that was just what he was afraid of;
and that is just their case.
·
I have lived over a half a century, and I speak from
experience; I joined the church when I was fourteen
years old, which was very natural under the circumstances. My father and mother were members
of the Methodist church; my grandfather was a
Methodist preacher, and it was at a time when my
mother was sick, nigh unto death, and there, was a
revival meeting going on in the neighborhood. It was
a time when my sympathies were at high tide; and
that is the secret of their success in making converts;
they work upon the passions and sympathies by constantly parading before the mind the miraculous and
marvelous joys of Heaven and the miseries of hell,
and when firmly secur6'd in the church to be fed upon
the delicious food of faith and hope. But that kind
of food did not possess 11 sufficient quantity of nourishment for me-it was too milk and watery, and more
water than milk-so you see I got starved out in the
course of ten years. I stuck to them just as long as I
could in conscience; I was not built right, neither was
I constituted to feed on that kind of food; it was
necessary that I should have something more permanent; I discovered that this world, instead of
being governed by supernatural Providenc;e, J?Owers,
and agencies, was governed by fixed prlnc1ples or
laws in Nature, that are self-existent, immutable and
eternal.
It was at that time that I exchanged the Supernatural and Providential for the Nat ural and Substantial, and ever since that time death has had no
terror as far as the future is concerned, for I.discover
that it is just as natural for people to die as it is to
be bom and whatever is composed is subject to the
laws of decomposition; also, that if I violate Nature's
laws her penalties follow close upon the heel of
tran~gression, and that repentance will not shield us
from one single iota of the penalty, for
"Eternal justice poises every deed
In joy or sorrow, as we sow the seed."
I thoroughly investigated the 1octrine of rer.:enteu.ce
and made up my mind that 1t was a glonous m~titution for pious villians, for all they have to cl_o
is to get down upon one knee, and repe~t; and It
don't make any difference how gross the cnme, murder and treason not excepted. The priests place the
murderer upon the stool of repentance, after he has
been convicted of murder ancl sentenced to be
hanged, and bril.Ig him fortl1 to the g~llows a sai_nt,
and send him directly to Heaven to smg redecnung
grace and dying love, and bask in the sunshine of
eternal blessedness and glory while eternal ages shall
roll. Notwithstanding, according to Ll~eir doctr~ne,
this very man sent a soul unconverted mto ctermty,
and directly to hell, there to suffer endless torments.
That is the consistency or inconsistency of the doctrine of repentance.
Now I would not recommend my friend, Aym·s, to
practice all that some of th~ clergy practice_, uut. I
would advise him to return from las JOUrneymgs, m
his gilded chariot of Faith, in the beautiful land of
imao·ination Indian mythology, Heathen fables, and
sup~·stition,' and study ·'l'HE '!'RUTH SEEKER for the
express purpose of ij.ndjng the truth.
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l\1:y friend, your fancy flies too far,
The '"world of man" lies round oUI;feet;
Here its unceasing conflicts are,
·
And here its varied forces meet.
Pray, curb the thoughts that vaguely rise
Above life's real and stubbo1 n facts,
Give o'er wild flights to distant skies,
And do some good to human acts.
The Rev. Mr. Ayers brought some half dozen men
with him from New Brunswick, to help him carry on
a revival meeting in Rocky Hill, and I do not wonder
that the people felt imposed upon, and did not take
any more interest in the meetings. I will guarantee,
so far as natural and acquired abilities, and general
appearance are concerned, that yon may go out into
our streets, and take the first six men you meet,
regardless of nationality, and you will find them more
than their equal. It was quite amusing as well as
disgusting to see and hear them. llfr. Ayers tells us
that hell is paved with excusers and unbelievers. Now
will the gentleman inform us how he knows that fact?
has be been there? has he seen auy one that has been
there? Well, I suppose he can give as good an
answer to that question as he did to the man that asked
him to describe the devil that is said to be going round
like a roaring lion seeking whc.m he may devour; he
said he told the man that he stood close by him, as
much as to say the man was the devil himself; and he
said the man had no more to say.
This little ineiden t he related in his sermon in the
morning, on Sunday. It was interesting to sec those
self-satisfied ·airs that he put on, when he related this
story. I have no doubt that he thougllt he had put
to rest eternally, all question and criticism, so far as
the devil and devil ism are concerned. Thank fortune,
instead of a Spanish inquisition, we have truth
seekers, free thinkers, free speech, free criticism, and
a free press, and we are bound to have a country free
from priestcraft and superstition.
W.
_.
Rocky Ilil!, N. J.

________

_________

At Sixty.
This world's a cheat!
Could I but meet one honest man,
In whom llis words and deeds were uniform,
I then could hope this wearied waste of life
Was not that dreary waste at last
Which demonstration goes to show.
But when I turn me from the man,
And lo behold, the woman scan,
'Tis there I find a kindlier heart
In trutll and hope.
To make this wearied 1iraste of world,
A gift of pleasure yet untold.
BARITZA.

After Death--What 1
A contributor to a late number of TuE TRU'l'H
SEEKER considers at some length, and with no little
gravity, the much mooted que~t~on, "After De~lh
What ?" without, however, arnvmg at ally satJsfactory conclusion, and it may, perhaps, be well to call
the attention of your many readers to the fact thttt
this great conundrum, which so long has puzzled
the savants of the religious and scientific world, has,
at last, been solved-a painter of considerable eminence in this city having unconsciously but tnuhfully
answered it a few days ago.
The artist referred to was unfortunate enough to be
prostrated not long since by illness, and it was thought
advisable to remove him to a private hospital, in
order to ensure him the best of medical treatment. A
number of those well-interested and unselfish individuals who ever seem to be more concerue<.l about the
spirltual condition and future salv:ation of. their nei&hbors than about their own, hearmg of h1s severe Illdisposition, thought it their Christian duty t_o en~eav
or to awaken within the brea'l.t of the suftenng smner
a proper realization of tile brevity_ and un<:ertainty of
human Jife antl remind him that rt was h1ghly probable he wa's tottering on the brink of eternity. Unable however to gain personal admission to his room,
they' showered upon the unhappy man a multitude of
the most soul-harrowing tracts, as though, instead of
being one of tile most generous and humane of men,
he was one of the vilest of the vile.
One afternoon a friend called on him and found him
in a terrible condition. There was cold sweat on his
forehead, agony in his eyes, and indignation in his
voice.
"What have I done ?" Baid he, " that I should be
thus persecuted ? Look ~here ! why, they are trying
to swamp me with these mfcrnal tracts ! I am paralyzed frolll my hips clown, and ~hesc people want to
paralyze my brain with their dnvel! Here's a new
one 'After Death-What?' How do I know ? Do
they expect I can answer their conundrums? Nonsense ! rubbish ! nfter death-what? B-r-r-at !"
JosEPH BHAss, JR.
THE custom of eating fisll on Fridays and in Lent is
derived from the old Pttgan notion that Hsh wot·o sacred
to AphroJite, the foam-born goddess, and to the Ht:mttn
Venus. H.encc the custom grew of eating Jlsll on Fnday,
the day of Friga, and in Spring, tho season of the goddess of love.
'rrrE Providence Press says it never heard in funeral
oration or sermon, and seldom in private conversation
tJ:ie opinion expressed that a man with $10,000 income had
gone to hell.
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Honest Questions and Honest Answers.
The following interrogatories were sent us by a
friend in quest of truth and they are entitled to our
respectful consideration. We claim to know no
more of "the unknowable'' than common mortals,
but we will cheerfully answer these questions according to the best light we have.
MR. EDITOR:-Having read a few articles in your paper
with regard to the conflict between Orthodox Christianity
and Naturalism, I would like to ask a few questions
suggested thereby.
1. Do you not think that a universal disbelief in the
Bible and its sacred teachings, will eventually lead to the
universal demoralization of the human race?
2. Do you believe in a great first cause, the author of nature and yet its superior. whose character and attributes
are infinite and eternal?
a. If there is no God but nature, in what part of material creation shall we look for intelligence?
4. Do you not think it more reasonable and truthful to
&up pose that the inferior races of men are evidence of
the result of degeneracy, rather than of natural development from a still inferior race?
5. How can an inferior animal produce its superior on
strictly natural principles ?
6. If the laws of nature are fixed, who can turn them
aside?
7. If plants grew into animals, and animals into human
beings, in the long ago, why is it not so now?
8. Do you believe in the infinite progression and development of good and evil?
9. Will the present ungodly state of society eventually
result in the reformation and happiness' of the human
race, independent of divine agency?
10. Does it not require more faith to be a sceptic than to
be a Christian ?
u. Is it easier to believe in nature than in God?
12. Do you know everything that you believe?
13. Please give us the name and articles of your faith,
and oblige
A TRUTH SEEKER.
REPLY.-W c confess to a partiality for the pseudonym our correspondent uses; and, without stopping
to enquire whether his interrogatories might not be
better stated, we proceed to reply to his questions :
ABOUT THE BIBLE.

1. This we must answer in the negative. We do
not think a general disbelief in the inspired character
of the Bible will lead to universal demoralization of
the human race. We believe the Bible to be a human
production, in every sense of the word, the same as
every otl1er book that has been written or printed, iJIcluding the ancient Puranas and Vedas of India,
the Shaster of Persia, the Pymander of Egypt, the
Koran of Arabia, and the book of Morman of our
own country. If this is t1·ue, we think not the slightest injury will result from •ts being universally accepted. Truth will not produce demoralization, locally nor generally.
In point of language, correct composition, fine sentiment, beautiful imagery, or pure morality we fail to
see that the Bible is at all superior to very many other
books which men have written, while we find much
in it that is crude, coarse, indecent, absurd, extravagant, improbable and impossible. In short, we cannot find a passage in the whole book that a man of
fair intelligence could not easily write, and that has
not been equaled many times and very often surpassed.
It seems to be a compilation of writings, differing
widely in character, by different persons, written· in
very different eras, and with different objects and
motives. lt may have been well designed for the
wants of mankind in the ages in which it was written, but it appears very imperfectly fitted to our times
and the present intellectual condition of the world.
Tliere is very little authority for asserting it to be
the •· word of God." Very few of the writers of the
book claimed they wrote at the command of God, or
or that they even were inspired. And the parts of
the Bible which are more espeCially pronounced inspired, among which may be named the prophecies
and the Book of Revelations are more unmeaning,
more incoherent, more unreliable and more like the

ravings of a lunatic than the other parts. No one
can reasonably claim it is necessary for a person to be
inspi1·ed to write a historical account of the generations of Abraham, Issac and Jacob, or the incidents,
adventures, successions of kings, wars, battles andreprisals of the Jews, any more than of the Persians,.
the Greeks, the Romans, the Britons or the roving,
barbarous hordes of the north of Europe, called
"Goths and Vandals." If it is not necessary for a
historian of the Gauls or the Russians to be inspired,
why any more a historian of the Jews?
It also would appear no more necessary for a biographer of Jesus to be inspired in relating the incidents of his life and tile events connected with it, than
of Mahomet, Alexander, George Fo~ or Joseph
Smith. Why is it any more probable that Matthew
and Luke were inspired to write the life of Jesus than
Strauss, Renan, Scott, Beardsley, Henry Ward Beecher and scores of others who have essayed to write his
life, and all upon very insufficient data?
When a man has written a book or a pamphlet, and
says at the beginning or end that God inspired him to
write it, we have the perfect liberty to believe him or
disbelieve him according to the evidence presented to
our minds ; but when books are presented to us whose
authors' names even, are unknown to us, are not given
in the books, whom nobody has any means of knowing, and which make no claim to being inspired by
the Creator of the worlds, we cannot understand
how any man, or any number of men, priests or laymen have the authority to declare to us we must believe it is absolutely the word of God, or be damned
forever.
Until we meet a person who has better
facilities for knowing the origin of the books of the
Bible than ourselves, and has superior authority to enforce his opinions upon our minds, we shall continue
to exercise our own best judgment upon this, the
same as all other subjects.
We are aware many people believe the Bible has
wielded a moral influence in the world vastly superior
to that of any other book. We are compelled to dissent
from this view. We find not in the book any betbetter or purer moral~ than are found in other books,
nor do we discover that the nations and peoples who
have accepted it as the word of God, have lived more
morally or peacefully than those who did not so accept it. The reverse is the truth. In the first place,
the greater portion of the morals of the Bible are of
a very questionable character. It treats largely of
carnage, bloodshed, unjust wars and oppressions
which the God of the Jews and the Christians often
incited, and in which he fondly participated ; and
aside from the foul b8oks which the police authorities
of our country, under the class obsCf3ne litm·atu1·e, prevent from being circulated or sold, there is no book today in the English language which contains so much
that is indecent and unfit for the rising generation to
read, or which is so much an apology and aut.hority
for incest, bigamy, polygamy and excessive sexual intercourse as the Holy Bible. In these regards the
Puranas, the Vedas, the Bhagavad-Gita, the Shaster, the Koran, the Talmud and thousands of other
books are superior to it.
As an illustration of the immoral character of the
Bible, we have only to state the case of George Francis Train, who was imprisoned six months in a damp,
gloomy, noisome prison in this city, called the Tombs,
for no other offense than publishing a few quotations,
without a word of comment, from that book. What
other book is there in existence, which is recognized
by decent people, for quoting which a man in this
nineteenth century would be confined six months in a
foul, unhealthy prison, to the great injury to health,
comfort and business ?
Were a book to-day, introduced to the people of this
country, containing all the indecencies, all the extravagance, all the contradictions and all the imperfections of the Bible, and no claim were set up that it
was inspired or God-given, it would not be tolerated
among decent people, and would be unceremoniously
tabooed from all cultured society.
It is a well-known truth that the nations who
have accepted th-;, Bible as the word of God, have
been vastly more murderous, bloodthirsty, warlike,
oppressive, unjust and otherwise immoral than many
other nations who were not governed by it at all,
and that there are many nations now in existence

who know nothing of the Bible, who, in point of
morality, sobriety and honesty are far ahead of nations who acknowledge it as their guide. Volumes
of proof can be given to sustain these propositions.
The Bible is, by its adorers, converted into an idol.
They fall down before it, look up to it, worship it and
reve{·e it for imaginary excellences it does not possess,
as is nearly always the case in idol-worship. It is
also nsed as an engine by priests to elevate themselves
into power, and is by them wielded likfl a sceptre over
the heads of the people in the way to perpetuate their
own authority and to cause the people to be subservient
to them. Everything they demand or command is
With a '' titus saith tlte Lo1·d."
We do not say there is no good in the Bible, that it
contains no beautiful language, no elevated sentiments;
on the contrary, we cheerfully admit it does, but we do
assert it contains nothing truer, nothing better, nothing
more beautiful than is found in other books which lay
no claim to having God as author. The Bible having
been written by persons who knew little or nothing of
the truths and discoveries of modern science, philosophy and art, it almost necessarily teaches much that
is untrue, much that is worthless, and much that is
pernicious.
The claim so persistently urged by Bible-idolators,
that the sacred book of the Jewish nation has been
the grand cause of the civilization of modern times,
is absurd and unjust. Theological ideas doubtless
have had much to. do in moulding the character of
civilization, but to it only rightfully belongs, a fractional part. Natural and physical causes have much to do
in determining the civilization of any portion of the
earth's surface. The soil has very much to do with
civilization. When this is rich and encourages
agriculture, civilization advances rapidly, bringing
in wealth, literature and refinement. In sterile or
barren countries, where the inhabitants are compelled
to pursue a wandering, nomadic life, and cities are
very sparse, barbarism long holds sway and civilization advances slowly. The civilization of mountainous regions differs from that of level countries, and
the inhabitants show marked difierences in habits and
characteristics. Climate has also much to do with
civilization. The temperate zones are far more favorable for advanced civilization and an enlightened intellect than the torrid or the frigid zones. Evel'Y belt of
the earth's surface exerts a varied in:lluence in the process of mental advancement.
Prof. Draper, in his incomparable work, "The History of the Intellectual Development of Europe,"
gives us much light upon this subject. In speaking
of the basic causes of civilization, he says, it "depends upon climate and agriculture," and teaches that
the metereological condition of di:fierent countries has
much to do with intellectual advancement. Very
rainy countries are unfavorable to the most rapid mental progress, and he argues that the rainless condition
of Egypt had greatly to do in the early civilization of
that country. He shows that the gulf stream had
much to do in determining the civilization of Europe.
Buckle, in his "History of Civilization ic England," corroborates much that Draper teaches and accords to literature and knowledge prominent places in
the causes of civilization. Tlre purer the literature of
a country, and the more unmixed it is with myths,
superstition, legends, fallacies and absnrclities, the
more rapid is the advance in civilization. These are
the characteristics in the Bible which have retarded
civilization and for centuries kept a mistaken theology
in the front, when, of course, a rational mentality
was forced into the back-ground. It is doubtless
true, the Bible has retarded ~vilization on the earth,
and had it had no existence, mankind to-clay would be
farther progressed in intelligence, happiness, civilization and truth than they now are.
Believing all this to be indisputable, we have no apprehensions of any bad efiects that will arise from the
Bible being substituted in the world by rational truth,
knowledge, science, benevolence, morality and purity
vastly superior to that which it contains.
GOD AND THE UNIVERSE.

2. We have also to answer this interogatory in the
negative. The subject is beyond the reach of man's
vision, and probably we will never fully know the
character of the moving, controlling forces of the
Universe. We can only come to such conclusionfl a~
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our best reason points out. We believe strongly in
the Universe, in its infinity, its immensity and its
eternity; but we do not believe it had an inventor,
author or creator. It contains and comprises all the
material, all the forces and powers that exist, and outside of it there is lilothing. It is itself the cause of all
results and all existences. As we fintl it is utterly
impossible to create one atom of matter from nothing,
or to reduce one atom to a state of non-existence, we
can have a fair idea of the eternity of the entire Universe, and the absurdity of the supposition that it was
a few thousand years ago, by a power outside of itself made from nothing.
The earth-the solar system-the entire Universe
may once have been in a nebular state-a gaseous condition-so rare and attenuated that our atmosphere
may be regarded as solid compared with it; so rare
indeed that several cubic miles would hardly contain
a single grain of solid matter. We say, the Universe
may have evolved from this condition by gradual
condensations and aggregations into systems and suns
and worlds, and thus have existed myriads of ages to
agaln resolve into a nebular condition. The Universe,
we assert, may have repeated this process millions of
times, but it never had a beginning; it never was made.
There never was a time when it did not exist, nor
will there ever be a time when it will cease to exist.
It has no supporter and needs none. It is permeated
by all the forces that have an existence, and these
are a part of it. The Universe is composed of matter
and all the powers that pertain to it. Tyndall had
this fact in view when he said, he ''found in matter
all the forms and potency of life ; " and a more rational observation was never made.
The idea of the infinity and eternity of the Universe is hard for some minds to compreh~ud. They
think anything Ro vast and boundless as the Universe
must necessarily have required a creator. But ask
them whence came this creator, which must needs
be superior to the Universe created, and they will
answer you at once, "oh, he always was, he never
was made." They seem not to realize the logical
conciusion, that if the Universe, being so extensive,
required a creator, that this superior creator himself
still more required a creator. In this way we may go
on imagining creators of creators until bewildered and
lost.
It is easy for a common capacity to understand that
space or expanse is necessarily infinite, eternal, limitless, without beginning or end. No one will argue
for a moment, that a given amount of space was ever
made, or that tl,ere was ever a time when it was not.
lt requires then but another step to realize that it is
the same with all space and with all the matter contained in it, and that it is necessarily infinite and eternal.
We assume not to say what God is, or whether
there is a God ; but of this we feel fully assured,
that he is totally unlike the being theology has pictured
to us. The Deity that is, is in the Universe and part
of it. He exists just as much in the most distant sun
the mind can imagine in the farthest remove of
space, whose light travelling at a velocity of 200,000
miles a second requires trillions of ages to reach our
globe-as in this solar system, as on this globe or in
this special portion of it. Hence he cannot be a person, he cannot be a being, he cannot be an individual,
he cannot be a local intelligence, he can hardly be a
general intelligence. It is possible for no man to say
just what he is. But the fable that he once made man
from clay; woman from a rib bone ; that an apple
cursed the whole world and peoples hell for millions
of years; that God was born of a young girl; that his
creatures pn,t him to death to appease 11is own
anger, or to satisfy his own sense of justice ; that he
has his eye constantly upon the 150,000,000,000 of incH•. victuals that exist on this globe ; that he has the hairs
of their heads all numbered as well as the quiutillians
of beings who preceded "them, and that this is the Deity
who reigns in, rules and controls countless millions
of other worlds, is an idea too preposterous to claim
the credence of a sensible person for a moment.
It is vastly easier, it strikes us, to conceive of the
eternality of a self-existent Universe filling the great
limitless expanse which ever was anu ever will be, than
to believe in a local, personal God in the form of a
man, with his passions and foibles, whom no one has

ever seen or known ; who less than six thousand years
ago, made from nothing all that exists; who found it
necessary to employ a few score of ignorant, unreliable persons, living at different times and in different
, localities to write a book for him; giving an account
of himself and declaring his will to his creatures, and
which book has required a few scores of other persons
to translate, hundreds of thousands of ignorant priests
to interpret, explain and expound to the more ignorant multitudes, but in explaining which they have
never agreed, some asserting with immense authority
"the meaning is thiB way," and others with equal
positiveness declaring it is " tltat way ; " but each affirming that unless we take their particular version
and acknowledge them as the mouth-pieces and
agents of God we are doomed t':J endless torture.
We are conscious that the Universe exists: we can see
it, feel it and know it. We are in it, and are parts of
it ; we can understand it is eternal and indestructable.
We can comprehend that all parts of it are equally
divine; but of a creator of this Universe we know
nothing, except what priests and Bible writers tell us,
and they know not a particle more about it all than
we do.
'
We acknowledge with profound reverence the great
source of life, motion, intelligence and individual existences. These arise from light, heat, magnetism,
attraction, chemical affinity and cognate forces yet
imperfectly understood, but which are inherent in
the Universe and cannot be separated from it.
WHERE SHALL WE LOOK FOR INTELLIGENCE?
3. Our friend's third question is, "If there is no
God but Nature, in what part of the material creation
shall we look for intelligence?" We answer, in any
part where we can find organizations and conditions
that produce intelligence. We know of no intelligence
that is not the result of organization any more than
we know of sight without the optic nerves and organs
of vision, or of hearing without the tympanum and
organs of the ear, or of muscular strength without the
muscles and connecting apparatus to produce it. Intellect, thought, or mind, is not a. promiscuous substance floating through space ; it is not a primitive
element, a separate entity, independent of the forces
and materials of the Universe, but is, as we said, the
result of organization-an outgrowth of matter-a
motion, so to speak, of an organ and its connected
nervous system.
We find intellect existing in all grades and degrees,
from the lowest to the highest form, and in all varieties as regards quality and quantity, but nowhere
without a suitable organization to give it existence.
In the vegetable kingdom we perceive the lowest
indications of intellect, though that there is not a
measure of it in simple substances when brought into
contact, as in the cases of acids and alkalies, metals
and oxygen, hydrogen and oxygen, and an infinite
number of similar chemical combinations, we will not
pretend to say. That there is intelligence in the vegetable kingdom cannot be doubted. It is indicated in
the general reaching towards light, as with the potato
sprout in a dark cellar in the spring of the year. If a
little sunlight steal through a hole or crevice how the
delicate shoot reaches towards it! How constantly
many flowers keep their faces towards the sun. Who
has not witnessed the tendrils of a vine reaching for
a limb or cord, or something to cling to and support
the growing plant ? If there is a support within reach
it will find it. This appears to be a low order of
intelligence, but commensurate with the conditions
calling it forth.
In the animal kingdom we find varying degrees of
intelligence, but always in keeping with organs and
conditions. An oyster has some intelligenee, a fly
more, an ant more, a honey-bee more, a hog still more,
a dog still more, a horse still more, an elephant more
still, and man more than all. He is truly said to be
an epitome of all animal existences below him, and
the highest expression of divinity in the Universe.
In these and numerous other gradations of intellect,
or mind, the difference arises from the varied organizations, from the quantity and quality of brain .and
the character of the nervous system, a part of the
connecting apparatus for producing and conveying
thought and sensation.
In man great diversity of intellect exists. If each
individuality is a spark from the great central intel-

lect it would hardly be so ; but when we realize the
interminable differences in organizations, conditions,
quality and quantity of brain, together with the evervar)'ing cha;acter of nervous systems, the reason for
the great variety of intellects can be partially understood.
The production of intellect depends on several
conditions. In the first place a healthy body is
mo" t essential. A good brain, a good nervous system,
a good stomach, a good digestive apparatus, circulation of good blood are all indispensible in the production of mind. Proper food, pure air and pure
water are of the highest importance in this intricate process, and without them mind cannot exist.
As the fuel and water are to the engine; as hay and oats
are to the muscular strength of the horse, so is meat,
bread and potatoes to the intellect of man. The combustion of the fuel converts the water into steam,
whose confined force acting upon the piston causes
the en11;ine to move rapidly, and convey with it hundreds of tons in weight. The digestion of the hay am!
oats imparts to the horse muscular strength sufficient to
move bodies ten times his own weight and what also
of intellect he possesses. So the meat, bread and potatoes which man eats and assimilates imparts to him
the powers and forces he possesses, including the
intellect or mind. Deprive the engine of fuel, and it
must stop ; deny the horse his hay and oats and he
cannot haul heavy loads, he must stop ; deprive man
of his necessary food and he soon becomes exhausted.
Starve him and he has no muscular strength and
equally no mind ; before the spark of life flickers out
his mind is gone, he is an idiot or a maniac ; he has
no intellect. It is well known the labors of the mind
are as exhaustive as physical labor, and equally necessitate material food ami repose.
Thus we see food produces mind in the same way
it produces muscular strength, and that one is the product of matter and organizatian as really as the othe1·,
and that we must look for the best intellect where we
find the best organizations and the best conditions.
As we seem rather prolix in our replies, we will
have to defer a further consideration of these interrogatories until our next.
MoURNFUL.-With much regret we announce to
our readers that our friends, Mr. and 1\'lrs. G. L. Henderson have been so unfortunate as to lose their
youngest child, their "little pet," their lively, interesting and sweet CosETTE, a beautiful little girl, between
five and six years of age, who died on the 5th iust., of
diphtheria, after a brief sickness of a few days. It is
indeed hard for parents to part with affectionate, intelligent, darling children- buds of promise, and
blossoms of hope and usefulness, but it is the order
of Nature, and we have to submit. Many die young
while a few only live to be old. How to increase the
span of life, how to prevent and remove the causes
of death, how to augment the happiness and usefulness of sojourners in time, is the work of the coming
generations of men and women.
On the 6th the funeral was held at the residence of
Mr. Henderson, friends of the family gathering in.
A beautiful funeral service was read by Brother H.
B. Brown, prepared by him for such occasions, and
which, in due time, with other forms, will be published for the use of others. A few friends present made
remarks suited to the occasion. It was distinctively
an "Infidel funeral," and to our mind seemed as appropriate as any we ever attended.
It. is about time Liberals and unbelievers of this
country should be able to manage the events of
birth, marriage, sickness and death without the
assistance of the white cravated gentlemen, who
are so fond of proffedng their paid services on
such occasions. When our time comes to take the
quiet sleep of death, we want no reverend gentleman,
no professional priest to pray or talk over us. We
find ourselves able to live without their services, and
we trust we will be able to die without them.
THE Universalists of Troy are building a fine church,
A passing traveler inquired recently of a hod-carrier
what kind of building it was. The man didn't answer.
"Is it a church or a hall, or what?" "Faith I think it's a
church." What kind of a church ?" " Can't tell the name
sir, but it's for them folks as is trying to knock the bottom out of hell."
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BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

I am glad to see a much larger audience ass~u.i.bled
ltere tlntu could have been expected under the Circumstances. So I can say I am happily disappointed.
'l'he subje::t, "Darwinism," is one in which the
crowd i~ interested and yet the crowLl does not know
what "Darwinism 1' is. ·when they hear the name
they associate it with ausunl notions. They have no
distiuct conception of anything that has been writ~en
by Darwin concerning it. I like occasionally to take
uj) a theme like this, that is so significant ami remarkable for the cultivated and thinkiug millll.
D11rwin l:as writ ten a number of voluminous works.
He has given us a large numuer of _facts, but he. has
presented them in a manner tlm~ 1s not m~tho~ICal,
and as a writer he cannot lay ela1m to anytlnng hke a
complete system for the presentation of his snuj~ct :
but he has given us the Ltcts, and we have the nght
to use these ttllll present them in a systematic manner.
'l'herefore, i am to correct sJme mistaken conceptions
and give au outline cf the su.bject, so that auy per~on
who is disposed to think, shall see at once what Darwinism is.
It is especially in the common mind tl.Htt this notion
prevails that man came from the tadpole, or some
other lo~v creature which crawls or walks upon the
earth · and he contrasts man with those low forms of
life. ~nd regards Darwinism ae a foolish theory.
Darwiuism and Evolution are sometimes confounded.
Evolution is not implied by Darwinism, nor is Darwinism a necessary pal't of evolution ; or rather, Darwinism may be uutrne in its distinct priuciple5, yet
Evolution is true. The theory that mall has been Llifferelltiatcd in the world would be true, though Darwillism was to be disproven.
While in St. Louis a gentlema11 came up to me a11d
said. : "I have been through all that" referi11g to Darwuusm. I told him I was glad to hear that, as I
fon11d few that knew anything about it. He said :
"I have known all about it for the last twenty-five
years."
..
Do you mean to say you understood Danvm1sm
twenty five yeal's ago ?-I beg;u11 to have some dou.bts
of his understandi11g it even then. Do you mean to
tell me that you understood the theory of Nat ural Selection twe11ty-five years ago ?
" What do you mean by Selection ?
This was sufficic11t evidence that he k11ew nothi11g
about it. Perhaps he hall some idea of Evolution.
I remember when I waB a boy I heart! of this theory
of development, though I 11eve1' had an idea of it. I
had an indistinct idea of the different species coming
up one from a11other, but everythi11g implied i11 Dar~
winism was absent from my mind. Whe11 a person
says he understood Danvi11ism twenty~five year~ ago,
it IS plai11 that he does not understand 1t.
It is my aim this afternoon to offer the present fundamental principles of Darwinism. Sow,e men's rJarticular objection to Darwinism. is this. 'I bat Da~·win
holds that the species are all m1xed up, that there IS no
regularity about it. ~or i11stance, :you u;ay expect at
a11y time for one spec1es to be den ve? from another.
This is not true. We do not see for mstance, an ox
come from a horse, or any one species to be derived
directly from another, Therefore it has no fou!ldation in fact. This shows how much ignora11ce there is
concerning it now..
. .
.
.
The law of here<l1ty, the first prmc1ple oi Darwmism is that likC' produces like. Not 011ly in regard to
spe~ie~ · but in all its peculiarities and idiosyncrasies.
Not only that the horse will come from the horse, but
th[tt all its peculiarities will be tra11smitted to its offspring. Mr. Darwin maintains that every species is
derived from a like species. You do not expect the
robin to c)ome from the sparrow, or that a pig will
come from a sheep. No one acquainted with the facts
will expect this. According to the first principles of
Darwi11ism everything p\'rtainillg to the structure
of the man 'will be transmitted to the child. If in marriage the father be very tall, the child will be tall also ;
if the father be very short, the child will correspond to
him, ; if the mother be small and delicate, the child
will be a medium between them. There are excepLtions to this. For instance, a11 individual may -rcsem.. ble another of three or four generatiuus back. Not
only are the physical peculiarities transmitted, bnt also
a tendency to live long or to lo11gevity ; or, perhaps, if
the father is not lollg-li ved, the child will inherit a tendency to <lie while you11g. No mall can live to the age
of o11e hu11dred whose ancestors never reached the age
of sixty. I can tell withi11 respectable limits the age
a m:111 will attain whe11 I have known the age of his
a11cestors. There is nothing wonderful abonL it. It
is not a matter of health. Healthy people often die
young while sickly people ofte11 live to old r.ge.
Ma 11 y people are strong a11d healthy while young, and
we predict a loug life ; when they get to be twentyfive yenss old, we begin to see signs of decay a
lack of physical power and whe11 they are fifty.
years old they 3:re. rea<ly _ for the grave. Other
persons sick from mfancy clo not appear as though
they w~nld live to be thirty, but in many caess they

live to be ninety or a hundred years of age. I11 the
one case, we have long lived stock, and in the other,
we have short lived stock.
Suppose we take two bea11s, one the common bu11chbean, and the other, the pole- bean, and drop them in
the groullCl toget!Jer, the common bean will grow
about one foot high, while the pole-bea11 will clamber
np as high as twe11ty feet. In this caso the one is
110 more healthy than the other. It is the same way
wilh people. One comes from healthy stock, th~ts having the capacity to be lo11g-lived. Another 011e may
have no more capacity to live long tha11 a dog has,
while an elephant or an eagle will attain to five times
that longevity.
I will refer you to Switzerland, where people living in different eantonB, 11aVi11g nothing to do with
the health have very diiiere11t degrees of longevity.
It ofte11 occurs that a smart. intellectual man has a
chilLI that is almost idiotic. Well we have to make
some allowance for tile interlaciug influe11ce. It is
not uncommo11 for a gnat man to marry a stnpid womall, or for a smart woma11 to marry a weak, a11d
stupid ma11. Now if we expect the tra11smission of
these qualities of mi11d, when there is so much t:> pull
it dowu, we are going contrary to the first pri11ciples
of heredity. 1'here is also a11other consideration.
i\'Iost great mcm have given a greater share of their
time to the cultivation of their mimls, thereby greatly
weakening the physical system. By confineme11t and
mental exertion, their brai11s absorb their vitality, alll1
they become puysically debilitated. It is a fact, that
among the great men of all times, there has generally
been a lack of oft'spri11g. The reason is uuvious. We
cousi<ler that a weakly parent lns not the capacity to
transmit health to the ofl'spring. But notwithsta11ding we find that me11tal stre11gth is tnmsmissible.
W !ten we see i11tellige11 t parents, we most generally
find intelligent offspring. Sometimes, however, there
is an exception.
This is accortli11g to the law of heredity, or the first
pri11ciple of Darwi11ism. There is a certai11 family
know11 in New-Enght11d, of which it is said that the
boys, almost from early infa11cy will catch chickens,
disjoint their bones, a11d re-set them. They are called
bo11e- setters. If in a family the same trade is followml for several generations, there is a strong tende11cy
ill the succeedi11g generations to take it up and follow
it. And they will be more skillful, and will show
more readiness than they woulll if their fathers had
not been brought up to it.
Why is the India11 boy so much more skillfnl tila11
the Caueassian, i11 the use of the bow ? No person
who has been out 011 the plains, but has see11 Indian
boys almost as soon as they were able to walk, that
cJuld shout with a bow. Indian boys as a general
thing, can shoot better than the Caucassian could if he
should practice a life time. This is another proof of
the law of heredity, or the first principle of Darwi11ism.
The seco11d principle of Darwi11ism is called the law
of variation.
The question may be askml, '\Vhat is meant by varia·
tio11? I sec bef..re me many faces, all havi11g tile
S.tme general outline, but there is so much dissimalarity that I ca11 disti11guish them. If ma11ldnd started
from Adam and Eve, who lived about six thousand
years ago, it seems to me there must have been a wo11
derful cha11ge take11 place in the features of individuals to give such a variety as we see on earth to-day.
Suppose we place here npon the stage, a representation of each of the clisti11ct races of ma11ki11Cl; here
WJuld be the Caucassian, the Mongolian, the Malay,
tile African, and the India11, all of whose features prese11t a striking difference For instance, contl'ast the
Negl'o with the Caucassia11, and see what a marked
dift.Eren<;e of appearance. This is an illustration of
what we mean by variation. B11t I ask: '\Vhat has
proLluced this wonderful <lifi'erence in tile human features? Such a difi'ere11ce of features as we see in the low
brute-like Negro a11d the highly developed Caucassian,
such as a Longfellow or a Webster, could never llave taken place in the course of six thousand years. 1.'his great
differe11ce is something that me11 do not realize unless
we present t!JC extreme. But some change must have
been in operation for a long time to have produced
such a wo11derful dift'erence.
Well, the Christia11 will say : This resulted from
God having cursed Cain, or perhaps he will a<lcluce
some other trivial reason for it. That the human race
has undergo11e various cha11ges by the iufluence of
dift'erent climates, and that its pressent state has been
llrought about in six thousand yearr, is about the way
lte reasous. On the contrary it has taken many thou5ands of years to bring about such a wo11derful cha11ge
in the human race a11d produce the result~ which we
now look upon.
Sometimes we say we do not see any cha11ge going
011, we may look all our lives, and we do 110t see that
there has been any change whatever. So also we may
look at the dial of a clock, a11d the hands do not appear to move at all, but if we slwnlcl leave the clock
ancl not return until an hoc>!' had elapsed, we will fillCl
t~mt the minute hand had made a whole revolution.
The perpetual chauge that ma11kind is undergoing cannot 'Le noticed in the lifetime of any one man. But
if we could look at it after a period of a thousand years,
we could disti11ctly see its results. This is what Darwin calls variation. We see a great number of faces,
but no two exactly alike. The child is sometimes like
the father, and sometimes resembles the mother; but

never is the precise image of either, always having
some features or characteristics that are not found in
either of his parents. Do not be impressed that there
is anythi11g wonderful CO!lnected with this.
There is what is called " sp011taneous variation."
If we say "spontaneous " generation we can understancl it. But in reality there is no such thing· as
"sponteneity in nature. When I was in Washington
I met a man whose son had six fingers on each hand'
and six toes on each foot. I was not aware that 8ueh
a peculiarity had ever appeared before in the family.
'\V (; call this spo11taneous, because it is somethi11g we
do not understand. But every i11dividual that lives has
some little variation that 11ever appeared before i11 the
family. It is this that <listinguishes every one from
some other one of the familv. ·Detectives make usc
of this in findi11g criminalS. A description of the
criJninal is sent arotmd to the detectives all over the
cou11try. This comes nuder the law of variation, or
the secollll principle of Darwi11ism. If one of these
variations had been shown in the family in some preceeding generation, it would not come under the law
of variatio11, but tmder the first principle of Darwin·
ism. lt often happe11s that a peculiarity can be seen
in the child which has not been shown in the family
for two or three generations, I found i.Jy making inquiry cu!lceming the Loy who had six fingers and
toes, that the same peculiarity had been show11 by one
of his forefathers, two or three generations back.
'\Vlten 011e of these little peculiarities makes its appeamnce for the first time it comes umler the law of
varia~io11.

On the islallCl of lVIalta there lived a man who had a
so11 by the name of Graceo. 1.'his boy had six fingers
ami six toes. He grew "-P to manhood, and married
such a girl as he could find-he could not find. one like
himself i11 that respect. Here we see nature determined to perpetmtte this pec11liarity. And it made its
appearance, but not until generatio11S had passed.
:Mr. Huxley says : Suppose all his children and all
his child1:en's children had shown the same peculiarity,
we would now have 011 earth a race of me11 au<l women having six fingers and toes. Here we see an example of variation which comes tmder the law of he·
redity. Nature was so determined to perpetuate that
peculiarity, that it appeared ill the fifth generation.
This shows that the variation comes under the Jaw of
heredity, the same as a11y other peculiarity of body or
mind. From this we see that if any peculiarity is inherite<l it comes under the law of heredity, lJut if the
peculiarity has 11ever before bee11 manifested in the
family- for every 011c has svme peculiarity original
with himself-it comes under the law of variatiou.
There are two kinds of domestic pigeu11s, the pouter
a11LI the fantail. The first has the form suggested b1;
the 11ame which has ueen given to it. So, also you may
know the ftmtail by its name. 1.'here is more dift'erencc
between these two kinds of pigeo11s than there is between ma11y differe11t species.
_We will examine the third principle of Darwini~m,
the law of selection : This is the greatest principle of
Darwinism. '!'here is also what is called selection of
tile sexes, this we will not toueh upon. 1Vhatismeant
by selection is nothi11g more thau disscrimination. For
example, suppose there were a great variety of plunt.s
allCI flowers expr>sed to the cold. A person, though
he may un<lerstand the nature of the difierent kinds o[
flowers and plants, in attempti11g to <l.iscriminate beween the tender and. hardy ones will make many mis·
takes, but the frost will always destroy the temlere'l
first. Tile frost will discrimi11ate betwee11 the ten·
der and hardy plants with far more discrimination
than any huma11 being : but how is he enabled to do
this? It has no knowledge of the various degrees of
te11derness in the different plants by which it wouid!Je
enabled to select and destroy tile te11<l.er .o11es. As another example, supp, ·se there were a great number of
sheep in a place where the weather was very cold,
those who had the thickest wool would live while the
others would perish. Tne cold would exercise more
discrimi11ation i11 this ca~e than any man eoulcl. 'fhis
is an illustration of what is called unconcious selection.
There is also what is called conscious selectio11. For
examflle, suppo~e we should have all the fine men and
wome11 unite iu marrLtge, i11 order to have a race of
bei11gs more beautiful than any other, this is called
conscious selection. I11 ft certai11 place in Prussia are
living a large number of tall people. They are all tall,
with scarcely an exception. This is a11 example of
concious selection, which ca11 be seen everywbere.
Some of you may have heard how the Saxons usCLl to
do in order to produce the particular ki11d of sheep desirell. They marked out the ki11d of sheep they wan·
ted, a11d then wouill bring it into existe11ce. They
have even brought i11to existence, sheep of the exact
size and shape as best suited their fancy. 'l'hey would
mark out a model a11d then make a sheep to cones·
po11d witl! it. The Merino sheep, one of the finest
kind of sheep known, were started in a similar way.
At one time there appeared in the flock of a man, by
the name of Wright a sheep with lo11g body a11d short
legs. '!'his man had good commonsense. He wa11ted
to produce a race of sheep like that one-they would
be profitable to him. Now he had to build. a tall stan~
wall to enclose the others, which was a great deal. of
trouble, So he detcrmi11e<l. to bl'i11g into existence a
race of sheep like the one described. He let this sheep
run with the flock, and by keeping all the others that
were just like it, i11 twenty-five years he had a race of
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sheep having long bodies and short legs. It is this
same principle our fanners make use of in improving
their stock. 'l'his notion of getting fast trotters is com·
pamtively late. The fastest racer can be traced back
only about one hundred yeru·s, and now we have very
fast horses. The best horses are taken, and by pairing
them, always having in view the qualily of speed,
they have at last brought about the results we see to.
day. Some have tried to prove by a mathematical
calculation that it is impossible for a horse to trot any
faster than he trots to-day. I believe the time is com·
ing when a horse will trot twice as fast as he does today. 'fhese things are brought about under the law
of conscious selection. Such a thing is not kuown
among the lower gmdes of animals, There is, howev·
er, what. is call eLi "The struggle for life.'' This is
the last principle of Darwinism.
lYir. Darwin found that there was a principle behind
these others, which accounts for all these wonderful
changes. This is called the " Struggle for life."
Many suppose that nature is a great economist, that
notlling is lost. But the reverse is true. Nat me is a
great prodigal. Demonstrations of this can be seen
every day. A codfish will lay at least five In ill ions of
eggs in one year. If all these eggs produce fisll, in a
few years the oeean would lle crowdei.l with them. But
what would become of all these fish, if that excellent
idea uf uature's econumy were carried out? I think
that the result wonlLl be, that we would have a good
many more fish than we would care about eating.
Buppose we drop a seell iu !.he ground, it comes up aud
produces fifty IHorc, atlll these fifty seed fall into the
grouHu, and tlw next year etlch would produce fifty
more just like it. If it ~lwuhl continue in this course
for a 8hOrt time this partieular kind of plant would
cover the wlwlc earth. There Me but few of these
seed~ 1nat Cllll ever amount to anything.
There must be a struggle fol"iire among these seed;
aml those that are perfect will live, while the others
will perish. Out d fit ty, tLere are lmt very few that
ever amount to anythiug·, and those are the best of all.
Those that are aLlapteJ to the soil and elinmte are the
oues tliat will survive. In the next geueration there
must be a struggle for life iu the same manner. And
as llefure, tile plauts th:lt are !Jest at.lapted to the soil
and cliwate will live while the others will die. In this
case we see the plants struggling for life, and in so do·
iug· they adapt tllewselves to their cun,litions. · Here
we see adaptation, uot eeonomy. It is ~omething
that results from the necessity of the C>tsc. Now l can
illustrate this by referring to the sheep again. In colt!
climates the sheep whic.:h have thick wool are the uues
that live while the others perish. Suppose there should
lle a cold spell every year, the sheep h>wing the t!Jick·
est woul will survive, while the others having uothiug
to protect them will perish.
Then the theologist will "ay : 11 See how wise GoJ
is in do thing the sheep with the thick wool that they
may not perish with cohl.'' They will then go to the
warm eouutries and say, see how Goll has arranged
cverythiug so that it may lle most comfortable. In
the cold countries he has given the sheep thiek wool;
in the warm countries he lms giveHthiu wool. Everythin" is so f01:tunately arn1nge<l. Nothing c.:ume !Jy
chau"'ce. God made everything to suit its condition.
It you take the sheep h>1Ving thin wool to a cold eli·
mate they will perish with tile cold. If tile sheep
havin.r thick wool be taken to a warm climate they
will p~rish with the heat.
·
But I say to you if you take a sheep with thick clothin'' to a warm climate their wool will ,_iimiuish every
uene~·ation in weight and quantity. Anu it will grc>w
Ught in <!Uality. Perhaps you luwe seen the Mexican
clogs, which ~ave no hair on the!r backs.- lf you sho~ld
take some of these to a co ill climate, m a geueratwn
there woulll be cousidcra!Jle of hair seen on their !Jaeks.
If you should let them sttty there a thousand years
they would have as much hair on their bacl's as the
newfoundhwd dog has to-Juy. But carry a new
foundland uoo- to a warm climate, and in the same
time it will u~come destitute of hair. Now what is
true of the coverinn· is true of everything else. Suppose you should pl~ce a hnge nun1i.Jer of m~bits ,here
in a grove some <.lark colored, ani.l sume whtte. rhtn
suppose y~u should come back in about twenty-five
years from now, wltich kind do you suppose would be
found in the greatest abundance, the dark colored or
the white ones? Why, l Cttn tell >tt once. Those rttbloits which are white, IJcing exposed to their enerni_es,
would be very scarce; while tl_te Jar!( colored. rablltts,
whielt cannot be seen so castly, would lle m abundance. If we go into cold regious <•mung theiceiJergs
and snow !Junks we Will find the animals have a color
much like t!Je snow and ice. According to Darwinism there existed in those regions in times past, ani·
mal~ uf a great variety of <:o.lors. B_ut thos~. which
were aclapted to their condtlwn survived, wtnle the·
others were \lcstroyell. The animals. whose co~or
rendered them eusy to be seen were the first to b~ lullell. It is for the same reason that we luw:e mtce of
an unconwnly dark color. But why dark mstead of
while ? If they were of a light color they could be
seen more easily by their encmie~, an~ therefore woulll
be destroyed. The dark colored mtee ~re the ones
that survive. All species are concerned 111 the struggle for life, or adaptation. Wh~t. is true of co~or is
necessarily true of the other qnaltttes: Those amn~als
which have au acute sense of heanng, those whiCh.

have the bl'st sight, an(! most supple limbs are the
ones who survive the longest.
There is another principle called Correlation. If
there is a change in any particulm·, by this principle,
other changes are nccessitateJ.
The giraffe is supposed to have come from the deer.
Mr. Darwiu supposes that there were deer in a country where there was a drouth, and tile animals that
had the longest necks would live by- getting leaves
from the trees. In this way, part would live, while
the rest would perish. Now suppose that the drouth
had been repeated. Mr. Darwin supposes that in a
few hundred or a thousand years, there would be prouuced a race of animals having long necks. Now if
the neck underwent such a change, the body necessarily must have undergone considerable change. Also
there must have been a general change in the formation of the animal. There are many changes that can
be accounted for in no other way. All changes that
do not come under the law of selection, must nece~
sarily come under the principle of correlation. Some
may say does this prove that the species have been
changed ? I say, no. 'fhen I ask could tile race have
undergone such a change as we see to-dny in six thou·
sand years ? I ask could such a variety of appearances as we see in the several races to-clay have been
!Jrought about in six thousand years? I say it would
have taken nearer six millions of years to have aceom·
lished such a change as this. Again I ask what
is meant by 11 species ?" Animals having a common
species, or the same species are not recognized, The
word species does not imply that some certain class of
animals, in its chief chamcteristics is distinct from any
other. Many animals of the same species are more
different in their chief characteristics than others of
diti"erent species. The grE"yhound and tl1e Newfound·
land dog are more unlike in their anatomical structure
than many species that can be named. It is not de·
nied that both kinds came ·from the same pair. There
is no limit that can be given to the dissimilarity that
can be brought about unJer the principles of heredity,
variation, selection, the struggle for life, and correla·
tion.
If a person would understand these principles he mu~t
study them. Let him study the facts of embryolo~y.
Let him study the animals that are in the fossil ~t.atl'
Then let him ~tudy the animals that are in tile liviug
state. Let him go through all these t.lepartmeuts of
the theory, and it seems to me he tuust be driven to the
couctusiun that Darwinism is true. There are some
objections ofi"erell. Most of these arise frum a superfi·
cial acquaintance with the subject.
Mr, Darwin has himself presented the only objecttious that are W<•Ithy of notice, aitcl he ha:l examiued
t!Jese anu HllS\\"ercd them like \1 philosopher. i'ilost of
these objeetious are of the most frivolous kind, aud
are only calculated to intluence popular ignoranee.

Letters to a Preacher.
NO. Vlli.
"I wish to say a word more about Pagan· virtue.
Plutarch, Senecu, <tllll Epicurus commeuded a great
many moral lllttxims as highly as we do ; but alas !
they lackeu the motive to overcome the flesh ami Jcny
themselve~ what ~eemed to them present good. Johu
Stuart l\'Iill says, "The whole Pag;an world were
liars!" [C. B_J
Allll do U.. rhtians of the Nineteen til Century always
have a m"tive stroug enough to overcome tile flesh
and deny themselves so that they are able to live fully
in accardance with tlte "moral maxims they >ldVO·
cate?" I am really afraid some of them live in g-la~s
houses and ought not to risk throwing "rocks" at
those old philosophers. And if any of those said
Pagans succeeded in lying more persisteutly and
successfully than the first Christians did they mnst
have been almost equal to the father of all liars-if
such a persouage could exist. A n<,teli apostolic
father said, 11 lyiug was the easily-besetting sin of a
Christian." You who are Reverends must know that
the Bible is full of forgeries committed during the early
uays of Christendom, ami that "for a good end they
maJe no scruple to forge whole books." Mosheim says,
that" in the fourth century it was an almost universally
adopted maxim, that it was an act uf virtue to lie,
when by such means the interest of the Chureil might
lle promoted." Aml judging from appearances, there
are sume Christians even at this day who hold to the
Sltme bel.ef thinking that the "end justifies the
mt·ans."
You say to me'' you will admit witlt the same brain
and the same motive we have acted differently at
different limes aml have eondemued ourselves for im·
proper ac.:tions." 'l'his l1 is proves your position that
innocence is virtue. Neither an infant nor a lamb is
virtuous." Now I >tllmit no such thing, for we never
have the sume b1·ain at d'afiwent times.
The brain
grows and changes i,u quality with each new impression that is made upon it, and we never cau act from
the "same motive at'' different times," for all m<>tives are modified by other motives, and the sau;,e set
pf motives can neve!" occur in the same orller twice!
One motive never causes any single action, nor can
one cause produce an effect ; but a certain combina·
tion of motives produce each action, as a certain train
of causes produce certain consequent efl:"ec.:ts, all of
which causes and efi"ects are inseparably linked to·
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lxtending back throughout all time. As to
Innocence and virtue, all wonls are nrhilrary, vVhen
a man is not guilty, we call him ,nnocent. Those
who do no wrong we call virtuous, so in a certain
sense the words are synonymous. If an infant is in!10~ent because it cannot commit sin, at what age is
It hable to have outgrown !nnocence? A young p;irl
wh~ has been carefully tramell all her life in perfect
pur1ty and goollness would be so shocke(] at the base
idea ~,f stealiJ?g, robbery or murder, and cursing,
sweanng or nsmg foul language that it would !Je an
impossibility for her to commit 'these acts, and lit no
~ge wl!uld she be ap~ to do so. This being impossible
IS she mnocent or virtuous? And one trainee! at St.
Giles would do all of these wil hout eotnpunclion.
Are the girls to blame for this differen<~e? Or is the
society at large responsible, or is any Ot!e at all responsible?
We are not free agents in this respect if we are in
any at all. \Vh~t we are and shall become, depends
so much upon ctrcumstances over which we have 110
control, th~t it is a difficult matter to jllllge of iHnocence ?~" _vutue, because these depend so much upon
pre-extstmg causes and the natural bins of the or<rtlll·
ization. What is evident to us all, is the fac.;t that
we shall be able to increase in g·ooduess :tml in nocence only by perpetually strivi1w after the hi()'hest
and best.
EL~1lNA D. SLI<::NK~R.

A New Dictionary.
In thi~ fast age ~onls are produced lJy spoutaneol\s
combustiOn, or spuut:meous :;omethino·-wonls lvitw
around loose in all directions. How ,;';·c we to k"no\~
their illJpurt without a llictionary ?
. A boy, walkiug tltc street in appareut a~ony, bentg asked, what was the matter? replied "1 suspect
1 have a touch or true iuwanlaess."
'
Now how, in the mtllte of guollncso arc we to know
what kiull of llise;~~e this true inw,u·d,;css is? \Vheth·
er it lJe eontag-ious, or if va<:cinatiuu be :1 prevent:t·
tivc ?
l'_vc searched ''
ebster's Unabridged," an(] mtry
an tnwardness do I lind. A uew Dictionarv is one of
the uec~ssities af tile age.
·
In ward ness ! Is it a new t.liscase? or au old one by
a new name ?
Seventy years ago this blessed Summer I hml the
whooping-cough, and what the old people' called the
belly-ache. Some in'lDardness there, you bet.
lf. the ii<'W<i·~·dntss we hear tell of in t!Je ncw~papers
be hke whoopmg-cough or belly ache, 1'11 s:1y uf ill wardne&s, as the Dutch dominie 8aid of '· le plaky parcel
of lawyers, 'turnies aut pompalifs, who rop te people
aut ke~p tare estates ant money all temself~, aut pry
.nto elry nook ant poke for ufry trop of eood triuk.
Cut confount tem all, ant from tcm Libranus Tomine
-tat is to ~ay, Lurt, teli vcr us."
If, uy true inwardness, we are to unJcrstautl :;elfrespect, respect for the true dignity of umnhooll and
womaulwod, as the likeness of Goll-inwanlmss. en·
abliug us to be, not only in act, but in feclino· aml in
llwught, what we wish our associates-our m';;st aLlured-to take us to be, if this be true inwltTdness-let
us have t1·ue inwardne!ls, for behold the clay eomethhas come-wherein the covering is rcmovell. To the
discerning, whose perceptions are quickened, rc-vital·
izcd, spiritualized, souls in the body, mcH <tnd women
-ge11tleman and ladies, if yon please-appear without as tlwy are within. To charactcr-reaJers, they
cx!Jalcl their social status. If Iallie~ am! g-eutlellwn
wuulll smell sweet, the_y will please have the polite·
ness to k~ep their uear selves all clean and nice uever
harbor a thought that is naughty, uevcr a dwtwltt
they don't want read.
PnENTI~:f

vy

An Iuquiry.
Prince Talleyranu, in his famous letters to Pius
VII, purports to gtvc an account of Jesus. I smumarize it thus. He claims that the Roman Senate eaused
an investigation to be instituted concerui11g the career
of this man-god in the province where all the tmus·
actions are said to Ju, ve taken place. From interviews will! Joseph and Mary and from affidavits pw·
cured from witnesses, it was found Jesus was tile son
of a Roman soldier named Panthen who llclonged to
the fourteenth legion; that the carpeuler Joseph upon
espousing !lis mutlter Mary adopted him, after the Homan custom ; that he was called Anenias ; ami after
working awhile with this Joseph at his tmde, he left
him ; joined with vagabond companions, and wan·
i.lered about the country, leading a vagrant lit"e ; became the leader of a !land of robbers, nml was finally
apprehended and crucified, the Homan mode of lleath
for capital crimes. This is given in a pulllic lioeu·
ment, in the face of all Europe by prince Talleymnll,
one of the first men uf the age, not only in the callinets uf kings, but in the Republic of Letters. I have
never seen any commt;nt upon tltis version of the story.
}riy iuquiry is, what is the opinion of the learned
world to Jay res{>CCliug it? liicrely a question relating more to the stalemen t of Talleyr, llll, than to
the obscure biography of the Gallilean ; since
whoever was his father, it is certain that uo ghost,
whether buly or unholy, could have been.
Mul\GAN R. NrcuOLS.
West Winfield . .May 16tlt.
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THE PHILOMATHEAN.-We have received numbers
one and two of a sprightly little weekly magazine of
twelve pages by this title, devoted to Free Thought,
Spiritualism and the Science of Life. Ed. ted and
published by Prof. W. H. Chaney and Mrs. Louie l\'[.
Kerns. As a pithy, outspoken periodical, we welcome
it to the field where the struggle for existence takes
place, and where the "survival of the fittest" is the
governing principle. Price 5 cents each, or $2 per
year.

The Hand of Welcome.
We joyfully extend the right hand of fellowship to
Brother S. P. Putnam, who has recently taken a step
forward in the path of progress. He has for some
time been officiating as clergyman of the Unitarian
denomination, and has, for two years or more, been
located at Omaha, Neb. It will be seen by his letter
of withdrawal, which we here lay before our readers,
that with the brighter light he has received, he cannot
longer consistently act with any portion of the Christian sects, and herewith and forever declares his independence of creeds and dogmas. As a moral, upright,
cultured, genial, Freethinker, he stands in the front
rank. It does us good to take such men by the hand
and give them the hearty greeting of welcome. Here
is his letter of withdrawal :
BosTON, June 4th, 1875.
To S. W. Fox, .Asst. Sec . .A. U. .A.,
DEAR SIR:-I find that my intellectual convictions are
of such a nature that I cannot work freely or to advantage with the Unitarian body; and that Christianity, as
almost universally understood, is something which I not
only do not accept, but believe injurious to the best interests of man; I therefore wish to have my name removed
from the year-book of the Unitarian Association, and to
be no longer called aU nitarian or Christian minister,
S. P. PUTNAM.
Very truly yours,
Brother Putnam proposes to enter the Liberal lecture field, and we bespeak for him a cordial reception
on the part of our friends wherever he may visit. He
is able, earnest, and fully devoted to the cause of human progress. He makes no compromise with the
effete systems of former ages, and accepts to the fullest extent the unmistakable teachings of science, reason and truth. Give him a hearing, good friends,
whenever he visits you.
We know of others occupying a similar position to
Bro. Putnam, who are about ready to throw away the
empty and objectionable prefix of Reverend, and to
step boldly forward and embrace the positive truths
of nature and reason, and fearlessly to proclaim them
.through the land. To all such, in the cordiality of
sympathy and fraternity, we say, Come on, Bretkren,
stand not upon the order of your coming, but come at
on ca. Your UD.trammeled efforts are needed in the
field of free thought and free discussion. Gross darkness covers the land. The people of the earth are
groaning and groping in the mists and fogs which
have long overshadowed them. Many are searching
for the truth and the right, and need the guiding hand
to point out the way. "The harvest truly is great
and the laborers are few."
The Liberal element is still unpopular ; we are yet
comparatively few in numb'ers. The churches are
populous, rich, and powerful, and their members still
affect to turn up their noses and contemptuously scorn
those who dare think for themselves. It costs something yet to be an Infidel. If an individual has the
temerity to avow himself an unbeliever in the Pagan
dogmas of the Church, he is still frowned upon, discountenanced and shunned. It will not always be so.
The lovers of mental liberty are becoming too numerous. The sun of science and truth is rising in the
Eastern horizon. The long night of mental darkness
and gloom is well nigh spent and the bright morning
of hope and promise is already here.
So it has ever been in all reforms and all innovations ; at first tabooed, then listened to, then em braced. We well remember when but few opponents of
slavery could be found. Ninety-nine persons in a
hundred were ready to defend the constitutional and
moral rights of human bondage. Those who espoused the cause of the oppressed were despised and
scorned. But even tMs passed away. The vile institu-

tion was doomed. Inexorable fate placed its hands
upon it ; it was forced to go down, and went with a
crash. Now an advocate for human slavery can hardly be found-none so low as to do it reverence.
So it will be with the mental slavery which has so
long cursed the earth. Its days are numbered. The
grand edifice which has been reared by its devotees
already begins to lean ; soon it will totter, and ere
long, like bodily slavery it will also go down with a
crash. When free thought becomes popular and is
respectable, thousands who are now timid, and vacillating will no longer be moral cowards, but will openly avow their honest convictions. We hopefully bide
our time.

rrruth Seeker Tracts.
We call the attention of our readers to our advertisement on the last page, of TRU'l'H SEEKER TRACTS,
the first instalment of which we now have readv for
friends and opponents. We propose publishiug two
series-one, Truth Seekm· Tracts, propm·, treating upon
theological subjects, errors and superstitions, to act as
" Eye-openers" and truth dispensers. 'l'he other a
Scientific Series, embracing all scientific subjects, and
giving in a cheap condensed form the best scientific
information to be had. The idea of scientific tmcts is
somewhat new, and we trust will be appreciated.
These tracis contain from four to seventy-five pages,
and sell from one ct. to ten cts. each, with a heavy discount when purchased in quantities. From one to
one hundred of any kind may be ordered, as desired.
The purpose is not so much to make money upon these
tracts as to afford a cheap, efiective means of presenting to enquiring minds the truths of Nature and Reason. Many persons wjll read a tract if handed them,
who would not undertake a regular volume ; a little
seed sown in this way will often lead to excellent results.
Our opponents have found tmcts very efiective in
spreading error and superstition, and we see not why
we should not make them equally useful in dispelling
falsehood and increasing light.
The prices of these tracts are made so low, when
purchased in quantities, that liberal-minded individuals, associations, societies and leagues can well afford to buy them for gratuitous distribution, and in
no way probably can a few dollars be so efiectively
used in stimulating free thought, free enquiry and a
taste for truth,
We offer our friends, now, some thirty of these
tracts, but we propose, if due encouragement is extended, to add from time to time to both series until
they reach hundreds.
It is time the Liberal element of America should become more active and positive ; that it be aggressive in fact, and feel willing to do something to
effectively dispel mental darkness and diffuse the light
of reason, scienae and truth. Let us not settle down
in a lifeless, indolent satisfaction because we have
ourselves escaped from the tyranny of priestcraft,
mental bondage and the fear of hell, but let us be willing to do something to help our fellow-beings, still in
bonds, into light and freedom. Let us vigorously
storm the strongholds and castles of en·or, superstition and lies, and continue the conflict until these are
dispelled from our fair land, and the reign of true
knowledge, reason and science is fully inaugurated.
Send for some TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS ; read them
and pass them around. Let us sow the good seed of
knowledge, happiness and truth, and we will surely
reap a satisfactory harvest.

A Welcome Letter.
DUNLEITH, May 20th, 1875.
DEAR FRIEND :-Enclosed I send you the subscription
for the second V{)lume of your paper for two of our citi•
zeus, Mr, Rice and Mr. Clark. I also take the liberty of
enclosing twenty-five dollars as a free gift offering upon
the altar of Truth and the Seeker tl'l.ereof, to aid in carrying
that gem to a priest ridden and suffering world. I am
highly pleased to be able to congratulate you upon the
success of your paper and its growing patronage. To encourage you and to lighten the many burdens and difficulties necessarily encountered in such an enterprisesubstituting truth for error-I freely make you this contribution, your misson is a noble one, and if the lovers of
truth will stand up nobly and helo you maintain it, I
am confident your efiorts will be crowned with satisfacto-

ry results., I am respectfully and fraternally your
Friend and Brother.
D. R. BURT,
REMARKS.-With sincere gratitude we warmly
thank our much esteemed friend and brother for his generosity-and take this occasion to assure him that every
dime of the amount shall be used in the diffusion of
truth and not a cent for our personal comforts. We have
not received such remembrancers in such numbers
nor with such frequency as to make them tiresome or
monotonous. \Ve have even sometimes feared our
friends did not realize the sacrifices we are making
and the efforts we are using to keep this sheet alive and
blooming.
lt is indeed comforting to know that there is once in
a while a generous soul who thinks we may possibly feel
the prevailing hard times and that we in this expensive
city find some need for money in causing the THE
TRUTH SEEKER to put in its regular appearance. It is
likely when everybody is aftiicted with hanl times that
we also find it out, and if a considerable number of
our patrons holds back and comes not forward with
their renewals it brings the pinch directly upon us.
Economy, of course, is a good thing. to study, but we
object to its l.Jeing brought to bear entirely upon the
'l'RU'l'H SEEKER. If too many withhold their support,
it may seem all right to them, but it is death to us.
We have many bills to meet and when there is no funds
to pay them, our trouble knows no bounds.
1N e are sorry to say there are a large number still on
our list who have not renewed for the volume which is
now five sixths completed. If they would come to our
aid it would afford us very essential help. We are
loth to believe that they think we ought to furnish the
paper for nothing and pay tb.e postage besides. Will
they not now promptly remit us the small sum of $1.75
and thus lessen our anxieties ? T~is is probably one of
the hardest years for tb.e publication of young papers
that has ever been known, and it is only with the material aid of friends and patrons that they can survive.
vVe hape the Liberals of America feel interest enough
in THE TRU'l'H SEEKER to make a slight efiort to sustain it.
Some of our Patrons write us their papers do extensive neighborhpod duty and are read by numerous persons. This is right, to a certain extent. It is well that
-the papers are widely read, but we wish to say in the
carefulest manner, if those who borrow to read would
open their hearts and send us $1.75 and have ~ paper
of their own, it would be better for tliem and decidedly
better for us.
In this connection we wish also to return our thanks
to Brother Abram Bronson, formerly of Hiko, Nevada,
who recently sent us a five clollar gold peice, as a present, from San Francisco. Such notices enlarge our
estimate of human nature.
REMOVAl,, -Our liberal friends and co-worl{ers, G.L.
Henderson and Company have removed from our office 335 Broadway, where they were but temporarily
located, to No. 18 Clinton Place, this city, which
they design to make a centre for radical thought, and
a Home for Liberals who may visit the city ; and
where also in addition to their regular Real Estate and
Western Loan Business, they will continue their Purchasing agency which was temporarily interrupted by
the severe illness of G. L. Henderson, from which he
has, we are happy to say, entirely recovered.
We take pleasure in calling the attention of our
readers to their advertisement on another page.
IV e take this occasion to say that our friend G. L.
H. while active in the pursuit of business is not wholly absorbed by it. His principal reason for removin-'
from the West to this city, was not so much to establish
a business as to develop and set in motion certain designs for the organization and utilization of the growing elements offree thought, of which our readers have
had some intimations from his late ser·iss of articles in
the TRU'l'H SEEKER, and which will be more fully
elaborated in these columns aud elsewhere.

-------

THE Rev. T. M. Dawson emphaticaly denies the charges
of lack of moral rectitude and monetary mismanagement
brought against him in certain California papers andrepublished here. They are not very apt to "own up."
The rule is to deny every charge made. There are only
two or three cases on record where accused clergymen
have acknowledged the fault with which they were
charged.

~l'H..h:

The Cairo-Canton Letter.

•.r.H.U•l'H 8EEKEH., JUNE l5, lt)7tl.
cultivated Christians have admitted the same. Rev.
Thayer of the Presbyterian church said to me that
Underwood was far superior to Burgess in logic and
that his (Underwood's) speeches would read far :nore
advantageously for his side than Burgess' would for
his. Among the cultivated here Burgess was regarded as a sort of stump orator, who plead his case like a
conscienceless lawyer. His style was impressive with
th~ rabble, while in point of argument his speeches
farled to meet the issue of the case. I think it would
be greatly to your advantage to have your speeches
reported ve1·batim, because your style is calm and dignified, and not calculated to impress the rabble, while
Burgess is a regular ranter of the 1 Jesus and him cl'Ucified' style_."
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writes: 11 My bronchitis and catarrh difficulty is
perfectly relieved." The doctor is permanently located at his beautiful residence in Vineland, N. J.,
where the powders can be had at $1.00 per box.

MR. EDITOR :-For some months Prof. 0. A. Burgess haR sought to make the public believe that after
the Cairo debate a prominent Freethinker of that city
wrote to another at Canton, 0., discouraging a debate
between Burgess and myself at the latter place, for
Lectures of T. .A.. Bland. llf.D.,
the reason that Burgess was my superior in ability
1. The Age of the Brain ; 2. The Lessons of Hisand scholarship. He has been writing communications for the Christian Standa1·d, and other papers, for
tory ; 3. The Science of Society; 4. Diet and Desmonths, alluding to that " Cairo-Canton letter" in a
tiny; 5. The Philosophy of ~Iarriage; 6. Success and
manner calculated to conceal the facts, deceive the l'Ublic
Failure ; 7. The Victories of Scie11ce ; 8. Plato ant!
as to the contents of the lettM·, and produ,ce a false imEpicurus ; 9. Poets and Poetry; 10. Self-made ~len.
p7·ession. l have asked him to publish the letter or to
give me the name of the writer, or tl!at of the person
Correspondence invited from lecture committees,
who received it. No information have I been able to
proprietors of halls, etc. Terms reasonable.
get from him in regard to it ; but he has continued his
Mrs. Martin writes, in Mar. 1875 . 11 So far as I
Address
T. A. BLAND,
allusions to it in private letters and public communi- can hear from Liberals, they are strong in the belief
Hygenic Hotel,
that you fully sustained your propositions. It is the
cations.
This week I received the letter, and send you here- opimon of Liberals here tbat if the debate were re13 Laight Street, N. Y.
with a copy for publication. Burgess and his friends ported it would be an advantage to Freethought inaswill see that, although he has not dared to publish it, much as your honest reasoning, sound logic, and close
discussion of the questions at issue, would be instrucI do so cheerfully.
Deacon Walker and the Inuian.
But first let me state how Burgess obtained the let- tive and useful in published form, w bile Prof. BurSome thirty years ago there was a man by the name
ter. Rev. Mr. Ingram, of Canton, 0., wrote a note, gess' arguments, shorn of the flourish and pomposit.v
couched in language calculated to convey the impres- ~hat herald~d his very ordinary reasoning, would, of of Walker opened a store in a small settlement out
sion that the writer was an Infidel, then had it copied 1tself, be rumous to the q•restions he advocates. It is \Vest, they called him Deacon \Valker because he
signed by one Frank Taft, and sent to Dr. Brigha~ the opinion of Liberals here that in the eloquence of either was, or pretended to be a very pious man and
of Cairo. This was done probably by the advice of gesture, in the noise and sound of language, in untime- true it is that he labored hard to introduce Christi~nity
Burgess, from whom it is likely Dr. Brigham's name ly personalities, Prof. Burgess is eminently your su- amongst a few scattereLl indians that still lino-ered
was obtained. Dr. Brigham is a Spiritualist (but none perior, and t~at his part of tlle discussion was largely around the burying gTonncl of their fathers. Am';;ngst
these was a petty chief that answered to the name of
the less a radical Infidel), and as Burgess, during the composed of these accomplishments. I am sure I Foxey,
and said Foxey was one of Deacon Walker's
Cairo debate, lauded Spiritualism, or at least spoke represent a large element here in giving expression to most promising
pupils. He soon learned the princifavorably of it, and fiercely denounced Materialism, these sentiments."
ples of Christianity, or at least to tile Deacon's satishe hoped, no doubt, to get a letter favorable to himfaction, and \Valker was in the habit of quoting
sr<lf, and denunciatory of me. But the letter that he
Foxey's piety and devotion to the new settlers with
received was not what he desired, and so he has kept
God in a Nutshell.
some degree of pride. He said that he, by the grace
it from the public ; and, thinking I would never see
BY S. H. PRESTON.
of .God had been instrumental in bringing this wild
it, has made most unfair and unscnqmlous use of it,
of the forest to the knowledge of truth and
in violation of all the rules of honorable controversy.
1. Something (substance) must have always been, or clnld
rig!Jteousness. Now the Summer was fast waning
The 11 Cairo-Canton letter" has been sent me, with anything could not now be.
'
the trees of the forest were clad in beautiful
permission to publish, by Mr. Taft, of whom I knew
2. Then this something was eternal, and hence self- and
C01ors, and the hunting season had commenced, and
nothing. but who, probably from a sense of honor, is existent.
V{ alker requested Foxey to b1 ing him two or
unwilling any longer to be a party to the Indian war3. Since self-existent and eternal, it must have been Deacon
good fat deer and proposed to g'ive him one
fare whicli, for months, has bePn waged against me infinite, and hence was everything existing every- three
dollar and a half each. ln a few days E'oxey Jn·ought
by 0. A. Burgess, in the Standard and other papers.
where.
one buck and left it at the Deacon's residence.
In addition to this letter, I give another from Dr.
4. Therefore all that is, has always been ; that is, Nlrs. Walker told him to go down to the sto1·e and the
Brigham, written several weeks ago, and one from everything has eternally existed everywhere.
would pay him. So the Deacon asked Foxey
There, reader, these four simple propositions send Deacon
Mrs. Jacob Martin. one of the most talented ladies in
how many he had brought, he said" three." 'l'he
Southern Illinois, Spiritualist, and Secretary of the your God higher than Beecher's ' 1 Life of Christ." Deacon accordingly paid him four dollars and a half
Cairo Liberal Religion Association. Although private They knock down all the gods of the.J!ogians as f~1st out of the store in anuitunition, whiskey and a few
as they can be set up. Read them again, carefully trinkets. But judge ot ~Walker's surprh;e when he
letters, I have permission to publish tl1em.
I will add that the Liberal Religioa Association, a study each one, close one eye and think hard. Each went home and funnel but one buck instead of three
few weeks after the Cairo debate, chaZlenged Bm·gess is so simply self-evident as to admit of no cavil; UJC He thought there must be some mistake. ln a fe~
to meet me again in that city, and asked that the debate four logically demonstrate to every thinking mind the days he saw Foxey and charged him with the' fraud
be reported and published. Up to this date Burgess non-existence of God. But will you say that this and lies, but Foxey said "all right; deer, the Father
has not accepted the challenge. Not only at Carro, something, this self-existent, eternal everything, is deer, the Son, deer the Holy Ghost, three in one and
but at several other places in the U nitcd States and God? Very well. Then nothing but God could be. one in three." The Deacon said there was no Holy
Canada, Freethinkers are ready to do their part to- Then he must be the all of everything· existing every- Ghost about a deer ; but Foxey tolll him there was,
ward arranging for a debate between Burgess and where. Then where is your Universe? You see you ,. but that he got out at the bullet hole, he could not
myself, but he declines to meet me at any of these cannot have a Universe if you have a God. We have catch him sperit." The Deacon gave a groan at 1mplaces, unles$ I agree that ''no reporters shall· be the Universe, hence you cannot have a God.
man depravity, but his tronbles were not yet ended
present" to report the speeches. And yet this Clwis- · 11 But he created the Universe," you say. Very for he had tmsted another of his converts ten dollar~
tian gentleman, and President of a Christian College, well; from what did he create it ? Nothing? Bear worth of outfits, awl was to have his pay in furs on the
is mean and shameless enough, not only to declare I in mind your God must be everything, necessarily ex- Indbn's return, but the poor Deacon was ag-ain dewas defeated in the Cairo debate, and to appeal in isting everywhere. You see there was no unoccupied ceived; for the indian sold the furs to another trader
proof to the 11 Cairo-Canton letter," but to say in the premises upon which the nolhing might have been ancl when the Deacon char"ecl him with the debt anc\
Glwistian Standa1·d, and to write in private letters, that found lying around loose. Omnipresent God alone fraud the poor Indian said, ''me Christhm, me been
extending on, and on, and forever on through all the baptized, me Jove Jesus. Jesus pay debt for me, me
I am afraid to meet him again in debate.
everywheres, cramming all the immensities full of his great sinner, Jesus love me, he pav my debt." After
Respectfully,
B. F UNDERWOOD.
essential self. He could not have created the U ni- that tile Deacon was very shy of teaching religion to
verse beyond himself, since there was no beyond. the Indians, seeming to think it rather dangerous.
c,uRo, ILL., Jnn. 21, 1875.
There could have beeu no place in which to put it
COMMODOHE COBB.
F. C. TAFT, Canton, 0. Dea1• Sir: Your favor of outside of himself when created, since there was no
the 14th inst. came to hand to-day, and tLS you request Outside. If created, it must have been from his own
an immediate reply I will answer this evening. 1\Ir. essence, and then it would not have been a creation of Orthodoxy -'friumphant, Lillemlism VanUnderwood is a most courteous gentlcm:m, and a very anything, but a changing of himself into something
qnished.
logical speaker, but not so well calculn t ud to impress different; and that was not possible, since he was
a popular audience ; while Bur!!;ess is a l'ery unscrup- self-existent, aud must necessarily exist the sanw forA scandal case has just occuned in the Groton
ulous, spread-eagle style of an orator, ttnd while he ever; since he was eternal, and must exist unchange- Union scltool, where they have a Bible-reading chapel
does not meet the incisive logic of Underwood, he has able. So the Universe couldnot have been made from exercise (oVery morning-a model institution cona way with him that is so prete1:ttious and pompous nothing, since all the spaces everywhere were cram- trolled by a boarLl of education, elected avowedly in
that, for t}re time being, he leaves an impression with med completely full of everything, and hence there the iHterest of orthodoxy. The young man in the
the unthinking, common , >t'thodox, that he has knock- were no vacant places where the rtlW material could case declared in a recent revivltl meeting that he
ed the spots all off from l1is opponent. Burgess de- have been stored away. It could not have been ere- "believed in the power of God," &c., and lias been
bates in the Bame spirit that a tricky lawyer pleads a ated from God-substance, ~ince that alreaLly was; it the subject of spedal public prayer during said recase, therefore be very particular as to statement of could not have been formed from God's pre-existing vival, thu$ affording an illustration of the pmyer test
your questions, and if you conclude to get Underwood self, since that would have been to change the eter· tlleory. 'l'lle Ially in the case was 11t the time a teachconsult him in the statenwnt: 11 Resolved, that the Bi- nnlly unchangeable into something else-to annihilate er in the school and a member of tlw Ulmrch where
ble is of human origin," or something of that kind. himself as God by working himself over into the U ni- she continued her devotions ancl discharged Iter
Underwood would be very safe for you, yet Denton, verse. There is no escape for you~ You see that duties as member of the Sunday school, alter having
Prof. Wm. Denton, of \Yellesley, Ma:;s., would be there can be but one Etemal All. 1' ou cannot have furnished lodgin" and entertainment to the youn ,.
the best man, as he is a very impressive speaker, and both-a .God and the. Universe .. And since we .lu:ve, man ;\foresatd. 1'hus the Bible and ctlicacy of praYvery ready off-hand debater, and can use sa1·casm as the Universe, that IS, cverytlung e.ternally exlstmg cr, allll influence of Christian teaching are vi!Hlicated,
well as Burgess. You can rest your cause safely in everywhere, we need no God, there 1.s no room for a for really, the clergy who are so keen-sccntecl that
Denton's hands, either for a present or future tri· God, and there ims ne_ver been anytlung- for a God to they traee out with microscopic vision, any, and all
umph. Our leading orthodox clm·gr!llan here admit- do. 'fhere!ore, there IS no God.
good, however remote, to have been derived wholly
ted that Underwood's logic was avoided by Burgess,
from the B1blc; hence I observe, that celebrated
and yet Burgess most impressed tile rabble. But
as they are for cheek and misrepresentation, they c:an
Dr. R. P. ~~"ellows.
Denton or Robert G. Ingersoll would make Burgess
hardly have the hardihood to deny the blossoms on
think himself small potatoes. Burgess is a good
This distinguished magnetic physician is treating tl1eir own vines, or the ripe fruit in their own vine·
stumper for the uneducated, poor logicitLns.
the sick in various parts of the cotmtry l.Jy his mag- yards, especially when the act referred to, bears so
I am yours for the triumph of Freetlwught,
netized powders with a succe~s which is truly remark- close a resemblance to the example of famous Bible
(Signed)
R S. BRIGHAM.
able. P. Blair, Woodstock, Ill., 1vrites: "After worthies; but sel'iously we do not think any sane
Dr. Brigham, in a letter elated !far. 1, 1875, writes: being bed-ridden, I am now up amt around, and can person wou!d hold orthodoxy responsible for the
sleep and eat better tha11 I have for years. .iii. IIeas-~ scandal in question, yet one might do so with ten
11 It is the united opinion of the Liberals of Cairo and
vicinity that a 'VM·bat'im report of the debate would ley, Wheeling, W. Va., writes: ''I can now hear the times the reason and logic that ministers use in sus*
have been very advantageous to our cause, and would clock tick distinctly. After using the ear trumpet for taining their absurd doctrines.
Groton,N. Y. May 1, 1875.
·
aid the spread of Liberal thought. Many of the most three years.'' M.. A, Charlton, Alleghany, Pa.,
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Jlltw=IJorh liberal Qklub.
lVIA Y 21sT, 1875.
['l'WO IIUNDHED AND NINETY-FOURTH MEE'l'ING.]
Au able and exhaustive paper was read by lVIR.
RrcHAIW L. DuGDALE, on

"'l'he Preventable Causes of Pauperism."
He dealt largely in statistics bearing upon intemperance, crime, idleness, ignorance, etc. He assigned
what he believed to be the most prolific causes uf
Paupel"ism, mnoug which were over-population of our
dties, iusutficient employment, intemperance, etc.
Among the remedies proposed were remunerative labor, abolition of almshouses and tlJC better education
of ch ildreu.
The subject was ably discussed by MEssns. WrLcox,
NAsH, Du. HALLOCK, DAWSON, ORMSBY, HENDEHSON
and the lecturer of the evening.
lVIA Y 28TH, 1875.
'l'WO HUNDRED AND NINETY-FU'TII MEETING.

JUn. CHARLES cOTIIERAN, co-Editor of

11
The Amcricmtlwr of un es,ay on 1 ' Ame-rican Geuealogy," "Genealogical J1[emM'aJiclu, '' &c, ·read a lengthy
p1tpe1· on

canBibliopo~ist,"

Alessandro tli Cagliostro,
Imposto1· m· Martyr?
[For want of room, we are compelled to greatly
abbreviate JHr. Sotherau's lecture, and give merely the
leading incidents in the life of Cagliostro, thus depriving our readers of very many of his grand passages
and interesting recitals.~ED. T. S.]
" To doubt and to be astonished is to recognize our
ignorance. Hence it is that the lover of wisdom is in
a certain sort a lover of mythi ; for the subject of
mythi is the astonishing and marvellous."-b'i1· Wm.

Hamilton.
il'IIL CrrArR~IAN, LADIES AND GEN'l'LE1IEN:'l'lw pages ot history when perused by the light of
searching and impanial investigation very frequently
narrate an entirely different account to that popularly
taught. Take for example the History of England,
until late years Richard the Third was accredited in
alldition to the crime of murder with having been a
man of most repulsive aspect-in body crook-!Jacked,
palsied, of honid visage-a satyr. Queen Mary the
First has been likewise, until recently, considered the
worst ami most bloodthirsty monarch who ever sat OIL
the English throne; while her half sister, Queen
Elizabeth, the most exemplary, and Lluring whose
reign no blood was spilt on behalf of religion. What
are the facts: ''Crook backed Richard "was no hunchback, but as ·walpole in his "Bisto·ric Dmtbts," and
Jesse in his" Life of Rivhat·d the Thi1'cl," 'both quotiug
the old Countess of Desmond, and other authorities
show was really a man of fair, stately and ~o,<entlc
presence, and very far from the monster painted by
the glowing pen of Shakespeare, who, in acting the
courtier for dynasti£ reasons, 1mowingly altered the
circumtances that the enei:ny of the grandfather of his
royal mistress, should be described in the most hideous
terms to assist in excusing Henry Tudor in his usurpation, as if mere personal appearance must of necessity
indicate crime. Similar reasons can be found for givin othe title of "bloody" to Queen :Mary,a woman ot natt~
rally kind ami gentle character, who personally was
not responsible for the persecutions of Protestants
during J,er reign, and many of which, so styled, were
founded on the political treason of the vielims · but it
is far different with Elizabeth, ''Good Queen 'Bess ''
during whose tenure of the throne more persons we;·e
tortured, disembowelled ancl executed for the sake of
religion than in any other reign. Those who doubt
these statements should cal'efully study the works of
Fronde, Strickland, Lingard, Cobbett and other later
historians, when they will readily comprehend the
bloody legacy left to the Bdtish nation and continued
by her successors, until the ''black laws" were repealed in the reign of George the Fourth, while all
the time Protestant parsons and historians have been
zealously lying and concealing the truth in the interests
of theology, and howling Jown their fellow-Christians, the Catholics. As in England, so in Europe, s_o
the world over. No wonder, therefore, that in disgust, the late Charles King·s1ey threw up his University Professorship of history and gave as his reason
that "history was seven-eighths falsehood, with a
residuum of garbled truth."
As with many other historical characters so with
the subject o!' this '<Vening's lecture. Caglibstro the
philanthropist, the repu!Jlican, the man of science,
the philosopher and whose misunderstood career was
sealed with martyrdom by the thrice accurseLI Inquisition of Home. 'l'o future generations when the
Vatican archives are opened to public scrutiny, must
the entire clearing of his character be left, and then,
perhaps, gibes aucl lies started by false priests zealous
physicians and revengeful aristocrats will be lJCard no
more re-echoed by ignorant rabble and lazy compilers taking their material second-hand without going
to the foundation for information.

TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 15, 1875.
I speak thus confidently, having made the life of
this man 11 study for some time back. During a
residence in Paris where the most eventful portions of
Caglio£tro's life occurred, through the friendship of
an auditor of St.ate to the the late Emperor Napoleon,
a son of Senator Amedee Thieny and nephew of
Augustin Thieny, the historian of the Norman conquest, I had access to many manuscripts and historical documents not hitherto made public. I have also
through my connection with various Emopean secret
societies of which Cagliostro was a member obtained
other information.
One of the greatest difficulties to the bioo-raphy of
Count Alessandro di Cagliostro me the absurd and
differing statements on the score of his birth. By
a French Royalist news paper, the Cuu·rier cle l' E1t1'ope
it was asserted he was the sou of a coachmn.n at
Naples named Cicho, in the elllploy of Signor Christuplu, ami that before cummeueing his career he was
successively
hair-dresser, valct-de-chambre
and
mountebank. Another report states, his father was
one Bnlsamo, a man of humble position, a resident of
Palermo in Sicily, where his sou Joseph, thc·soi disuut
Cagliostro was born in 17,13, that he was eLlncated in
a monastery till his fifteenth year when he became a
chevalier d' industrie; that after having sevcml times
been imprisoned at his stated place of nativity, his
villainies culminated in the robbery under the most
ridiculous circumstances of one Mamno, a silvcrsmitn, on account of which he was obliged to leave
Palermo forever. This rigmarole proceeded from the
familiars of the Inquisition, and was ouly too greedily taken hole! of by the before-named paper, which,
after an attempt at· blackmail, had previously set agog
tile former story, and in almost the same breath hml
given him credit for being a Sicilian and Neapolitan,
as I have shown and ebewhere a Calabrian. A different account makes him out the heir of a former
monarch of Trebizoncl, who was dethroned and massacn•d by his subjects. In consequence of these uutmthful statements, the birth ancl birth-place of Cagliostro have been shrouded in great Gbscurity. Of one
thing, there can be little doubt; he was brought up in
Asia, and there is every reason, from established facts,
to believe he was born in 1748, and was the offspring
of Emanuel de Rohan, Sixty-eighth Grand Master of
:Malta, by a lady of Turkish extraction, who was captured by a l!Ialtese galley.
'l'he early years of the count were passed under the
name of Acharat, at the historical city of lilecliua in
Arabia, and were spent in the palace of the lilufti
Salahayu, chief of the lilahometans, under the care
of his tutor, and second father, Althotas, an erudite
Grefrk, learned in Orieutal lure and science, but especially in the hidden Eastern mysteries of Theurgic
lilagic (magnetism aucl clairvoyance,) Medicine and
Chemistry (alchemy), who poured into the attentive
ear of his willing pupil his store of leamiug and
knowledge of the AsiatiC tongues. The semi-parental
care of the tutor dill not stop there; he was anxious to
have his pupil well versed in metaphysics, and imparted to him the doctrines of the Eastern llluminat,i
and other philosophical fratemitics, spread all over
Oriental countries.
"While a resident of Medina, he attended the exoteric
services of tne Mahometan faith, it being the aim of
his instmctor to instil into his mind the respect due
to the form of worship and laws of every country in
which he might happen to be resident; "ancl yet,"
says Cagliostro, in the 11Iemurials of his life, published
in 178G "the true relio·ion was imprinted on our
heart,"~ religion beJor~ whose slmnes tlte Hincloo,
Parsee Jew 'l'rinittuian or Unitarian Cluistian :Nlahomet~n or 'the member of any faitn' might wo~ship
without prejudice to their separate beliefs, and which
inculcated the immortality of the soul and endless
happiness of the good brother.
,Upon the completion of his studiGs, anLl feeling desirous of seeing various parts of the world, he set
out, accompanied by his tutor, to visit the opulent
cities of which he had reacl. At Mecca he remained
three years, where he became acquainted with the
Scherifl:' or Sovereign, and between them a close friendshiy was perfected.
. Up to the year 17G6, Cagliostro visited all that remained of the principal ancient cities of Asia and
Africa, Palmyra the melancholy and memorable,
Thebes, now Luxor, with its hundred palaces, the
ruins of Babylon, Nineveh-where Layard has since
summoned her kings and people, after 3,000 years to
give their testimony; BaallJcc and her temples ; Pcrseopolis the magniticent ; 'l'yrc and Sidon, famed for
their ftlbrics; :Nlcmphis, where the white-robed priests
taught a faith not yet extinct, and those other ruins
where the philosopher can contemplate on the mutability ancl dec'ay of tyrannies, religi<ms and political,
till tltc mind, bursting its tension, can rove fancy
free amid the treasures of the past.
In Egypt he was permitted entrance to temples and
palaces into which ordinary travelers had nut been allowed, aud here he was initiated into that mysterious
rite of ·which he afterwards was one of the principal
disseminators in Europe. It may, perhaps, be well
to state that the religion and mysteries of the ancient
Egyptians have been greatly misinterpreted, owing to
early Christian falsehoods and the pretended excesses of those Greek followers who introduced the
worship of Isis into Home, and where the secret and
philosophical teachings, like those of Ceres, Mithras

and Elcusis were but known to the few ; their esoteric faith handed clown to these times, like most of the
early Monotheistic religions revel in lofty aspirations
and their saeretl writings, equally with the Vedas,
Zendavesta, Talmud and other books breathe a spirit
of the purest aspiration to the Preserver of all, whether worshiped as Osiris, the Egyptian Savior, Creator
or male generative Plmllw priuciple, and elsewhere
as the Sun or Baal, Ceres, Adouai, etc. 'l'o this glorious J?~ing, figuratively clothed in human shape,
when hfe was over they departed on that mysterious
voyage, "to that bourne from whence no traveler returns," and in hi.u they hoped for final jt!'stification;
to attain to a suflicieut knowledge of him was the ultimate end of all their mysteries, and ti nearly abjet;t
pnrification, if anything can be abject performed in
reference to the Most High, was obligated upon all
seekers of the one great Goll, Kueph, Intelligence or
dlicicut cau~c of the Universe. It is not to be wondered at, then, that with every Egyptian, even the
most miserable, was buried a fragment of the Book of
the dead, ur holy writings which were composed during the earliest ages of Egyptian history 20,000 years
ago. Those whose means allowed it, had it sculptured on their Sarcophagi before their departure, as it
was termed, ",into Antenti."
Upon the termination of his Asiatic and African
travels Cau·liostro unci his tutor in 1706 repaired to
the lsi~ ot'Malta, where the K;lights of Malta then
held supreme sway, until their dispersion with their
sixty-ninth Grand Master, Ferdinand de Hompesch
who handed his rights over to the Emperor Paul of
Russia in 1708. The Templars, Knights of StJohn
and other military and Gnostic fratemities h.td like
the ancient religious associations and later fraternities of Illulllinati the same peculiar systelll of ethic·s
known but to duly sworn brethren. The first named,
the Knights 'l'cmplar, through their Grand lVIaster
Jacques de Molay, havin).( refused, certain concessions
LlesJreu by the infmuous Pope Clement the Fifth, who
aided by Philip of France suhomeLI witnesses,
brought forward the most unfounded and damnable
accusations respecting the Templar mysteries, whereupon the Pope clissolveLlthe Order and burnt their
venerable Grand Master at tl.te stake. The property
of the Order in France being confiactlted by the kingnotwithstanding, the members scattered, uniting with
the masonic and Rosicrucian brotherhoods with which
legitimate branches of the Knigl1ts of }lalla, Rhodes,
and St. John of Jerusalem also amalgamated and have
continued in unison till the present time, their ritual
being incorporated in the higher degrees of Free
~Iasoury, and thus perpetuated a direct ~succession
with the ancient mysteries. I have thus gone out of
my way to describe this, as much of the mystery of
Cagliostro's life would otherwise be enveloped in obscurity.
lmmediately on reaching Malta via Rhodes, Cagliostro and his tutor were hospitably furnished with
rooms in the palace of Pinto da l!~onsesca the then
Grand ~laster aud a famous Illumiuati, and who treated Cagliostro with the g;·catcst distinction and after a
further acquaiutance ennobled him with the title of
Count, on receiving which, he assumed as usual in
those cases the tenitorial aflix " Di Cagliostro '' in
similar way that plain :Nlonsieur Arouet became M.
Arouet de Voltaire on takin12: possession of his patermil estate of Voltaire, by which name he was afterwards only known.
Da l<'onsesca being aware of the extraction of the
Count always treated him with the greatest frieuclliness and together they essayed in the laboratory some
of those astonishing alchemic experiments which were
afterwards magnified to an incredible extent by the
ignorant who are ever ready to afl:irm !I supematural
origin to what passes their vulgar comprehension.
Here Cagliostro had the misfortune to lose his tutor
and early friend. They had been so long and so
warmly associated together that tile loss was most keen·
ly felt by our hero. Together they had prosecuted their
studies and together brought out valuable discoveries
in chemistry, one @f which was an iugredicnt for improving the manufacture of llax, imparting to goods
of that material a gloss and softness almost equal to
silk, and by which they netted considerable profit in
Alexandria and other towns they visited. It was the
venerable Althotas whose chamcter is portrayed in
such glowing colors by the late head of the Rosicrucian Order in England, Lord Lytton in that remarkable mystical work, Zanoni, under which pseudonym
Cagliostro will be rcaLlily recognized ; but it is not on
fiction, but facts, that history must be written, and
although Bul wer Lytton's "Zanoni," Schiller's "Gerstcsckcr," Goethe's "Gross Ko11hta," and some of Dumas' nove Is have prcseu ted the almost kaleicloscopical
acts and history of Cagliostro with remarkable force,
one must throw them aside as worthless, notwithstanding their cxtraordiuary conceptions.
After the death of Althotas, the Count felt dispiriteel, and soon left Malta, and with a companion visited
the islamls of the Archipelago, and then crossing the
~ieclitcnanean to .Naples, when he alone proceeded to
the city of Home. His letters from Fonsesca brought
him iuLo immediate acquaintance with leaLling citizens
and dio·uitaries of the Church, among whom were
severatcanlinals, one or two of which afterwards became popes. The great cures of diseases lie performed here gave him also a wide fame.
It was at l{ome in 1770, in the twenty-second year

11
of his age, he became acquainted with the lovely brought many to visit and consult him. His mu- liostro were declared innocent and honorably disSeraphina Feliciana, daughter of one of tlte first Ital- nificence was extraordinary ; he uever made any charged ; not the slightest proof of any guilt upon
ian families, and one of the most beautiful and bril- charges for his cures or other services, and he lav- their part was adduced. ·The .verdict was receivCLl
liant maidens of Rome, and who became his wife. ished money freely in every direction. }{any be- by the people of Paris with loud acclamations of joy.
'l'hrougll cllauging fortunes, in evil and in good re- lieved him to be a divine personage and looked upon The Count, together with the Cardinal, clothed in the
port she remained a true and faithful wife. His con· him with the greatest veneration. The King of France royal purple, wel'e taken in triumph throud1 the streds
fidence in her was unbonnde~, and he shared with her and his Government wrote about this period to the of- in rt!lturning to the Bas tile, at least ten th<~'t,sand bein"
his secrets in Alchemy and other scientific depart- ficials at Strasburg ordering every attention should be in attendance, manifesting their pleasure and frequenG
ly rushing forward to kiss the hands and touch the
ments, and he had her initiated into the rites of adopted paid him.
Among his distinguished acquaintances at this peri- gal'ments of those they loved. The crowds that gathMasonry, of which order he was a conspicuous and
od was Cardinal Louis Hene ELlomtrd de Holtan, a ered contained men of !etten, financiers abbes avoenthusiastic member.
'
In eompuny with the Countess, the Coilnt visited prominent dignitary of the Catholic Church Prince cats, police agents, soldiers and others. '
The Count having made charges of robbery
SL. Germu.iu, a warm friend of Louis XV., and who of Hilderslteim, and Landgntve of Alsace, and Grand
was a memLer of the same secret order he Lelonged Almoner of France, etc. This dignitary transmit- against the agents of the Governor of the Bastile
to, ami Ly whom he was initiated into the European ted the remarkable testimony to writing, that he was detained some time longer. At the end of nin~
Lranch o~ the Illuminati at a secret temple near Frank· saw the Count manufacture gold and diamonds in his months from his atTest he received his final discllarg;c.
His joy was gretlt upon obtaining hi::; liberty. '1\ite
fort ou the }'[ain. He was there also in trod need to crucible in vel'y considerable quantities.
He was called to attend a fl'iend lying very sick confinement in the 13astile had been exceedinu-iy unSwetlenborg, the Swedish philosopher and the repre·
at Naples, whither he hastened, but where he ttT- pleasant to him. His own words. were these: ?, Were
sentative of that nation.
_
He there also met Lord Fairfax of America, Lavater nved only in time to receive tlw last furewell of his I left to choose between an ignouiinious tlcatlr and six
of F~·ance and other distinguished personages. He expiring breath. H., next I'epaired to Bol'deaux months in the Bas tile, I would, without het~itation tlay
'
'
was tnstructcd by these assembled delegates to operate France, in November, l78il, whel'e he caused as great lead me to the scatl'old."
~he ovation attcmliug h~s discharge was participatagainst the oppressive political tyrannies of the times, a sensation as in Strasburg Ly the extl'aordinary seran.J fuuds for the prosecution of the work, (of which vices he performed. 'l'he sick were amazed at his cdm by thousands, and Ius return to his hom'" was
the order had large sums) were placed in his hands chal'ity aliCl benevolence, and the poor and suffering more like the triumphant march of a Homan En1peror
or dep<>si tell in banks at Amstel'dam, Rotterdam, made happy Ly the wonderful cures he performed. tlutn the l'clease of one charge•l with crime. In de·
Basic, Lyons, London, Venice, Philadelphia, &c. It The salons of his wife were crow dell with the wealthy scribing the event, he says : ''My doors were forced
was agreed by the secret leaders that the first blows to whom she gave most magnificent parties. 'l'he opt;u-the yartt, the staircase, apartments-every
should Le struck in America, where the way had eleven months spent here, however, served to arouse place was fnll, and I was carried into the very arms
Lecn prepared by the suicidal folly of George the the animosity of his enemies, wb.o put in circulatiorr of my wife."
N otwithstandiug the false charges broun·ht arcainst
Third, and in France where the mass of tlle peo- many calumnies concerning him. The magistrates of
ple were in a state of semi-serfdom, ground down Bordeaux had placed day and night before his house Cagl.iostro.had been utterly !Jroken down,"'and public
rnantfcstatwns had been extended to him yet the
under a feal'ful tyranny. To 'vVashington and Frank- a military guard to do him honor.
He found both in Stra&burg and Bordeaux that the agents of the p·olice, fearing for good Ol'ller 'in p,Lris
lin, well-known brothers itl l\'lasonry was the se·
cret task of organization confided by their friend regular practitioners of those places, jealous of his aud perhaps altu·metl at the charges macle twainst som~
}<'airfax and to Cagliostro were the destinies of France great popularity and the favor accorded him by the of tlleil' own body, did not relish his pre:Wnce in the
confided. How well Washington and Franklin suc- Cardinal Prince of Stntsburg, had spread among the city. At all events, within twelve hours from the
ceeded need not be mentioned, and the history of superstitious populace many absurd libels. One '>'as time of his l'Cl~ase fro~ tlw Bastile, an oflicial ap·
France shows how Cagliostro's task was performed. that he was "autichrist ;" another "the vVandering pearell Lefore htm, aml, Ill the name of the Kin" or··
If France was deluged with au ocean of blood, what Jew," and othel's equally false, and which in their dered him to leave P<Lris within twenty-four h~urs
else could have been expected ? It was the l'eaetion- internal stupidity destroyCLl themselvl's. 'l'o an audi· a~d the kindom wit,hin three weeks, and. forbidding
the lion turning on its betrayer aml from which the ence like this before me I am not going to argue for Ins l'etum. On the 3d of .June lte left Parts. Crowds
French rescued from fourteen centUries of feudalism or against these te1'1"ible imputations, thinking it would of his friends met him on the road, and expressed
and religious despotism arose baptized, aye St. be futile to demolish an antiehrist fol' the satisfaction their great grief at his tleparture, uumistaka!Jly imli·
Bartholomew like, in human blood, a nobler and' free of a body of thinkers not recognizing the theory of eating that they regarded the Count's private misfor·
the divinity of Jesus Chl'ist; also that of the vVauder- tunes to be l'eally a public culamity.
people.
He took up a tempomry residence in the Parisian
What happened in France in the Eighteenth centu- ing Jew, who has of late been relegated to the domain
ry has occmred again to-Jay; the Cal'bonari Ol' Illu- of Fiction, where I trust another yentleman who docs suburb Passy, and on the Hith of the month he emminati fiat went forth and the petty Italian tyrannies not tl'ouble us with his presence in tlwsc days will barked at Bologna for England mid the blessitws the
are destroyed. Italy is free, Rome is liberated and also be consigned ere long by believers ; I mean his regrets, and "farewells" of a large crowd of dti~ells
the renegade Pio Nono the perjured Masonic br'other Stttanic Majesty, who, if he exist, seems only in who lined the shores of France at the time of !tis de:
in answer to his futile excommunications, has his com- these parts apparently to have his good friends and partnrc. llc repaired at once to Luudou and speedi·
pliments returned with au expulsion from bis Lodge admirers, the "ministers of the gospel," under his ly gathered around him numerous infiue~tial friumls.
and the Masonic Lody signed by Victor Emunuel, especial charge, for I need not remind you that. both in His acquirements as a physician, and his general beGrand Master of the Orient in Italy, and counter- Brooklyn and New Jersey they have "the Devil to nevolence were again soon nm<.lc manifest.
While in London he published a letter reflectin" 011
signeJ by Guiseppe·Garibalcli, ex-Grand l'tfaster of the pav." Those amiable animals, roaring and wandering lions, we ordinarily confine in Central Parks. the state of French law, the l<'rcnch Min'istt:r~ of
same.
The Count am! Countess traveled thl'ongh Genuanv with their friends tile serpents, who now-a-days have State, and tile Queen of France, to whom he attri!Juteu many of the su1lerings he hall undergone. On the
with much pomp, and were col'dially l'eceived by most curiously lost the power of speech.
Upon leaving Bordeaux, he spent a mouth at Lyons 20th of August, 178u, au attempt was made by l.lte
Frederick the Great, mason and philosopher. 1\Iany
lodges of Egyptian masonry were established. 'l'hey then he I'epaired at once to the Frencl1 Capital. Secretary of the French Embassy in Lomlou to enafterwards visited Spain aud Portug<tl. In 1776 he Here, through the kindness of his friend, Car- trap him back to France. He was infonnell that the
visited England, taking with lJim much wealth in dinal de Hoban, he was at once introduced into the Ambassador had received instmctions to acqwtiut the
plate, Jewels and specie. .In London he app!ied him- most distinguished society, even holding frequent in- Count he might return to France at pleasure and deself arduously to hts favonte study of chenustt·y and terviews with the King and Queen. On a certain oc- sire<.! him to call at the Em!Jus;y. It appear~ that at
iu acquil'ing a knowledge of the English language. C-tSion, when in the pre,;euee of many pt·om:nent this interview his personal friend, the Count de Frou·
He had tl'ouble in Londull with a soi-disant Lord Scot, characters, among whom were liiehelieu, the ville, ttnd Lord George Gurdon happened to !Jc present
Vitellini and his accomplices who beeameincensul be- Kin{r of Sweden, Count de Launay, the Countess ou u visit, and, as treachery was feared, insistetl upon
cause he woNld not reveal to them the art of fore- Dnb~rry, Marquis de Condorcet, .ill. de La Perouse ace.outpauyinl? him the next day. to the Embassy,
telling the drawing of lucky numbers and how to the navigator, Marquis cle Favras and others, he is wlnch tiley thd to the great nstomshment of .i\1. de
transmute base metals into gold. Tltey forced au said to have foretold the destiny of all preseut, and Banlwlewy, who had charge of French iuterestb
th~ ~aking of the J?astille 11nd in Great Britain. The Ambassador blankly refused
entrance into his apai'LlJlents and stole his private gave a clca~· account
manuscripts and considerable wcaltil. Tltey were the executwn of Lotus X\i L Not stoppmg to say to discuss matters iu the presence of strangers and as
trou<rht before a justice, but by pLtjnry escaped. how he was able to tlo this, I will only affirm Lord George Gordon was extremely insulted' !Jy this
Inre~euge they brought false charg-es :tgainst Caglios· this was written before the events occuned, and conduct to a man of his mnk, he pn!Jlished in 1'/te
tro and subjected him to heavy cxpeuse. About the in this respect unlike some of the Btble prophe- Gazette a very powerfully worded letter, in whit:h he
same time a leadi?g Fre.n~il paper, bec,tuse tlley cies which were not written until after the events stigmatized :1\Iarie Antoinette with complidty in tltc
could not succeed tn obtatmng muuey lJy IJ!ac.<mail transpired. Prince Talleyraud was in the habit theft of the Diamond necklaee and also with impropfrom the Count, put in circulation uase calumnies of r.arrating vel'y extraordinary incidents which he er criminality with the Cardinal de Holtan. l<'or this
concerning him, many of which, however, were knew in connection with Cagliostru's wonderful warm espousal of the Count's cause, Lortl Gonion
w.as prosecuted by desire of the French Uovcrnmcnt
performances.
proved to be tmtrue.
In this, the hey -day of Cagliostro's glory and fame, was fouud ;!;Uilty of libel, and suiiered a hct~vy 1in~
After leaving Englaml he traveled on the conti·
nent stopping for some time at Courland where he a most UIJfortnnate event occurred, which was the ab- and long itnpriso.nntent in Newgate. During the remad~ warm acquain\a:·ces, delivereLl lectures and straction of a diarnoulluecklace valued at $400,000. maimler of Caglw;;tro's stay iu Lonuou, nothill!!: fur·
established lodges of UJ;.somy. He afterwards visited Connected with the uecklacc was the Queeu .Maria titer of special importance occuncJ. He continued
St. Petersburg and had interviews with the celebrated Antoinette and her particular friend, the Countess his systematized benevolent ell'orts in di,;pensin.r "'l'atuEmpress Catherine. HaYingadiiikulty with her Scotch Valois de Ia .lllotte, a lineal descendent. of Henry Il itously his medicul services and other clwrW~s l1y
physician ~vho was je.aluus.of him.ancl who too.k occa- of France. 'l'he latter was also a confidante of Car- which he earned the gratitude of large numbers or
sion to potson the mmd of the Ltupress agamst the dinal U.e H.ohan, with whom Uagliostro had visited British people, as tcstitied in the great popnbrity of
Count he did not remain long in l::lt. Peters!Jnrn· the Countess. It is known Countess Valois cle Ia the Bartolozzi Portrait.
'vV e have now uaced the life of Oagliostru to 1787.
and via vYarsaw returned to Frat,ee where he attendgJ n'lotte was the pmty who purloinetl the necklace, tutd
1
au important meeting of the Frenclt Illuminati. that her lntsbantl decamped with it to England. Car· llis public career of usefulness was mpidly drawAmong those in. attenua~ce ~vel'e the Due cl' Orleans, dina! de Uohau, Count and Couutcss Cagliostro, ing to a close. His hatred of religious nnd politicnl
Grand Master of J\iasons Ill :F ntn<·e, l\lirabeau, LaftLy- Countess de la Motte and others were arrested for the tyranny had made him a marked ehnractcr ; the
ette, Prince Talley rand and oth, rs. Measures were theft and consigned to the 13asttlle. 'l'hc residence oi me3hcs of the secret societies were gradually ravelling;
agreed upon that he should for a se<LSOn make Strasburg Cao·liostro was pillaged by t!Je police, and amoug the Europe from end to end was convulsed in throes of
his residence, at which place he took a maguificcnt ho- artll'ies taken from his possessions were 100,000 frant:£, impeuding internal agony ; nud in l<'rauee the days of
tel, to which he invited to an ope.: table many residents a pocket-book containing Iorty-s"vcn bank notes, of monarchy were almost closing, for -the down trodden
of the city. Here the Count aH<l Countess ocCUllied 1 000 frallls each, much gold and silver in Louisdors, and starving people had lifted up its hea<l and as,erted
its Tights ; the conflict between royalty and the
their time in works of Lenevownce and labors of Spanish coin, besides pl:tle, jewels, cliamouds, etc.
After six mouths intprisoument, tile trial came oil', sovereign people had began. The harvest wab ripe
generosity, curing the sick and admitlisteriug to the
necessities of the indigent without r>rice. His rep· when Ca<>·liostro and the Cardinal eloquently de feuded and the sickle ready for the work. Despotism beutution here Lecamc very wide, and people ol' the themselv~s. 'l'hc result of the trial was that .lllalhL!ne came aLum ell at even shadows, Cagliostro !lying, petrel
highest distinction Lecame his warmest fricuds. de L1 l'tlotte, thJ descelllla.It of the Capcts and the like where the storm of revolution was about to break
His extensive knowledge of alchemy, his intima- worthy bosom friend of the (~ucen of France, was appeared an o!Jject of terror to European governcy· with the principles of l\'lesmur, then becoming found guilty and sentenced to have her head shaved, ments. He visits Hovcrcdo, and the Kaiser Joseph
gradually known in Europe and which had been to be publicly whipped, branded between the shoul- banishes him Austria. He jouruies to Turin and
practised in the EasL for centuries ; his familiarity ders with a hot iron and intprisonell for life. 'rite the king of Sardinia is afraitl of his presence. He
with natural magic, magnetism and Spirituali::;m, Cardinal de 1\ohau and the ()ouut and Countess Cag· passes through Gcmu1ny, Switzerland and Savoy with
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like results-all fear him. In May 1789, boldly planting himself in the very patrimony of St. Peter he defies the papal chair and the very hiemrch of religious
and political despotism, as did in later days the in·
trepid J\'Iazzini. His martyrdom, his crucifixion was
about to commence. With the certainty of death
before his eyes, not fearing, but looking Mo1·st>allida
straight in the face, he has the temerity to hold ma.
sonic meetings. The infallible "representative of
omnipotence," poor good old man is sadly frightened.
The revolutionary party in France are using its claws.
Omniscience has been caught napping, and Cagliostro
denounced as chief of the society of Illuminati. On
the 29th of De~ember the Papal government discover him founding a lodge of E11:yptian Freemasonry;
he is arrested and thrown by the holy Inquisition into
the castle of St. Angelo. For eighteen long weary
months he and his beautiful wife are incarcerated
there. The Inquisition clamors Ad Leones I and his
Infallible Holinesi, the Ambassador of the Prince of
Peace, who sent not peace but a sword, the successor of Alexander Borgia and Pope Joan, in his justice,
in his mercy, in his charit;y, condemns an innocent
man to death! For what? For the crime of being,
sad to say, a sorcerer, worse-a heretic, and wickedness
of all-a Freemason. Yes, the apostle of free mason·
q is condemned to die, and his wife, for the crime of
being a wife, to a life of religious seclusion in the
convent of 1::\t. Apolline, where ere long she is hounded
to death by t.he pious patterers of Ave Mn1·ias and Pater
J.Yoste1·s. Bnt theology has forgotten her prayers,
"Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who
trespass against us." It ls wrong to take life-"Thou
shalt do no murder," so ternble irony, Cagliostro's
sentence is commuted to imprisonment for life. The
torture, the rack, are brought into requisition, for has
not the criminal appealed to the French Constituent
Assembly? llut all in vain? Starvation and manacling must be called into play ; and one eventful morning in 1795 his murderers find in a dark and loath.
some cell in his Holiness' castle of St. Leon, in the
Duehy of Urbina the stif:l:" and stark body of Alessandro di Cagliostro-another martyr to Christianity.
I have endeavored in this huruble essay to narrate
the principal facts in the life of Cagliostro ; my task
has not been done as I altogether would wish, for if I
had used all the materials 1 have at my command, l
could easily Jill a large volume. Having taken a
different view from the ordinarily accepted biogra.
phies I expect and court a considerable share of criti·
cism, but whatever may lJe urged to the contrary, I
trust it will not be founded on the works of second·
hand compilers. As to the various contemporary
biographies, even Thomas Carlyle who wrote a rather
hostile one over thirty y.ears ago for Frase1·' s j}Iagnzine , aiter throwing aside as worthless the five or six
at his disposal, in regard to the one which he accepts
as most reliable, that officially published by the Inquisition to do penance for practicing " killing;, no
murder," he observes : ''It is on this Vie de Joseph
Balsanw connu sous le nom de comte Oagliostro that our
main dependence must be placed. Of which work,
meanwhile, whether it is wholly or half genuine the
re:<tler may judge by one fact, that it comes to us
through the mediuw of the Roman Inquisition, and
the proofs to substantiate it (?)lie in the holy office there.
Alas, this reporting familiar of the Inquisition was
probably something of a liar."
I should remar\{ that the Balsamo theory on which
much of the opposition is based, is in my view untenable. It had its rise in the mendacity of a Jesuitical
writer whose aim was to extenuate the Church. In
the name of goodness if Cagliostro had been guilty of
the various crimes and not least the robbery Imputed
to him at Palermo, why was he not handed over to
the Sicilian civil authorities who would probably have
meted out a just reward on proof of h.is rascality ? It
is an utterly unrelia~le theory, and simply on a par
with the other impostures of Christianity. To aiel
the theory of the Divinity of Jesus Christ a forged
passage is interpolated into the writings of Josephus.
To prove a supposed early belief in certain untenable
doctrines "the infallibili~y of the Pontiff," the "immaculate conception," and I could go on ad infinitum
decretals, catacomb inscriptions and the like are
manufactured.
Cagliosti·o is charged with Charlatanism, quackery,
imposture and the use of jargon. Are these charges
proven? What was alchemy? The mother of chemistry, or the chemical science of medieval and. later
ages? Nobody can dispute that if it had not been for
their scientific, or if you will, the alchemical studies,
that searching for the "philosophers' stone," Roger
Bacon discovered gun powder, and Van Belmont the
properties of gas. Nor is this all we owe, alchemy
conserved for the scientists of to-day all the bases of
knowledge poBsessed for the pursuit of further discoveries and inventions. Alchemy still exists in the
East, and when frequently brought in contact with
modern science the exponents of the latter are powerless to explain, results easily practicable to oriental
chemists.
How are you certain that the "transmutation of
metals " and the Rosicrucian search for the Elixir Vitre are myths ? But a few days ago 1 read that a
European chemist had discovered the secret of the
manufacture of diamonds, yet this appears by witnesses as I have shown to have been known to
Cagliostro. Science to-day is only in her swaddling

clothes-it is true a 1"athe1• big baby, and who can
tell that she will alter her front on main principles as
Lyell and Murchison had to do that of geology ? The
jargon of the Rosicrucians and alchemists is perfectly
explicable to their disciples of to-day. I have no
doubt that if you were to bring together a modern
Greek and an Irishman from the wilds of Cnnnemara,
both would fancy the other was talking jargon, and
yet Celtic and Greek we know are nothing of the
kind. Is not the astronomy of to-day based on the
astrology of the past? Is astrology too, all untrue? It
would seem not; for last year in the action brought by
Lieut. Morrison, R. N. " Zadkiel," against Admiral Sir
Edward Belcher, I find that numbers of English noblemen, scientists and men of letters came forward,
and in the broad daylight of the Nineteenth Century
swore in open court to an unswerving belief in the
astrology of the past.
Are the Spiritualists, Magnetists and Mesmerists
too, all charlatans, impoEtOrs and quacks ? If I had
the temerity to make such a statement in this Club,
you would, I doubt not, hear men of science throwing
back the assertion in my teeth with as great fervency
as Cagliostro himself would have done. How i~ it
your Dialectical societies and Colonel Olcotts are
confounded and obliged to confess an utter incapacity
to solve the problems by aid of the knowledge they
have of the wondrous ramifications of nature and science?
Next Wednesday we shall have a phalanx of some
20,000 citizens all actuated with the divine instincts of
brotherly love, relief and truth, marching in solemn
procession through the streets of this city, avowedly
to open a structure for their use, but actually to testify their conviction in the rights and equality of man,
the immortality of the soul and a belief in tire Deity.
Clad i11 .Mephistophelian livery, blood red, so emblematic of his.faith, I doubt not a certain high personage gazing perchance from a lofty eminence and
actuated with Torquemada sentiment would joyfully
sacrifice each of those masonic brothers as his predecessors did Cagliostro. Aye, and if he did not fear reprisals perhaps give the onler to his Irish myrmidons
to re-enact a secqnd St. Bartholomew in the streets
and avenues of New York city. The tiger's claws
are clipped now, as Pernambuco testifies, and so
masonic imposters, pah ! are only excommunicated
and treated to curses which come duly home like
chickens to roost.
The philanthropy of Cagliostro should entitle him
to a pedestal beside John Howard or Wilberforce;
this man whose benevolence filled hospitals of his
own creation, where his great medical knowledge was
given without stint to those who needed it, and who,
when cured, were sent away not empty handed. His
acquaintance with geology and the learned and abstruse sciences should place him in the ranks of the
Eighteenth Century pioneers of Nineteeenth Century discoveries, notwithstanding the fact that his
disciples in their. unhesitating reverence, yet ignorance attributed miraculous cures and effects, to-day
quite explieable, but then exaggerated to lengths as absurd as the miracles we read of in Buddhist and Christian hagiologies. The assistance he gave to freethought and his aid towards political regeneration,
his hatred of the two co-eval evil principles, kingcraft
and priestcraft, testified in the dissemination of the
principles of '' Liberte Egalite Fraternite," should
receive our gratittHl.e equally with those other patriots
to whom the people of America and Europe owe the
blessings enjoyed to-day.
If we have as his inventive calumniators a blackmailing editor and a Jesuit biographer, have we not on
his record with others in his favor the names of La'
vater, Cardinal de Rohan, Mirabeau, Lord George
Gordon, Talleyrand, Lord Lytton, Swedenborg, Lafayette, the jurats of ~ordeaux, the masonic brotherhood, and last but not least, Louis XVI, the government of France aut! the Parliament of Paris?
'l'he iife and death of Cagliostro is but another example of the long continued fight-a fight almost as
old as the hills-the battle of the Church contra freethought__:_theology ve1•sus science. It was the spirit
of sacerdo~alism which forced Socrates to take the
fatal hemlock and which offered him up as a victim
for endeavoring to teach a purer and nobler morality
than evolved by Greek priests. It was that spirit
which actuated the Jewish Priests to crucify Jesus
Christ, I refer to the Christ of history, the disciple
of Philo, the Essenes and Platonists, not the Christ of
theology. Was it not this spirit which made Shelley
cry out in his agony, and, be it said, to his regret in
after years ?
" There is no God/
Nature confirms the faith his death groan sealed,
Let heaven and earth, let man's rflvolving race,
His ceaseless generations tell their tale;
Let every part depending on the chain
That links it to the whole, point to the hand
That grasps its term! Lot every seed that falls
In silent eloquence unfold its store
Of arguments. Infinity within.
Inllnity without. belie creation;
The extermimtble spirit it contains
Is nature's only God; but human pride
Is skilful to invent most serious names
To hide its ignorance.
The name of God
Has fenced about all crime with holiness;

Himself the creature of his worshippers;
Whose names and attributes and passions changeSeeva, Buddha, Foh, Jehovah, God or Lord."
And is it not this spirit which unable either to crush
or answer Paine, Voltaire, Rousseau and the encyclopmdists make the priests of Christianity, Sunday after
Sunday with closed }>latform attack with scurrilous
abuse the dead lions and charge their antagonists with
leading immoral lives, having fearful deaths, and,
forsooth, with Atheism the very authors in whose
writings are to be found the most beautiful and admirable.arguments in favor of the existence of God which
the brain of genius ever conceived.
For ourselves, this spirit would, had it the power,
close our Science Congresses and our Liberal Clubs;
force on bended knees our geologists, chemists and
scientists, as the theologians clid of old G1tlileo ; burn
or murder our Huxleys, Tyndalls, and Darwius, as
they diu Giordano Bruno" The dark-robed priests were met around the pile;
The multitude was gazing silently;
And, as the culprit passed with dauntless mien.
Tempered disdain in his unaltering eye.
Mixed with a quiet smile, shone calmly forth :
The thirsty fire crept round his manly limbs ;
His resolute eyes were &corched to blindnes soon;
His death prayer rent my heart! The insensate mob
Uttered a cry of triumph. and I wept."
But the avengers are nigh, Strauss and Colenso,
Ren"an aud Seeley, "Iconoclast" Bracllangh the republican and his Grace of Somerset the aristocrat, and
from repeated blows Christianity, staggering and reeling like a drunken man i~ about "going"-'· going to
go, "-and shortly-" gone" to find a place only in the
mythological dictionanes of the future.
In conclusion, can I not analogise the eloquent remarks of the patriot Mazzini on Rousseau and Byron
to Cagliostro-" Such is the life of Genius. Envy
and persecution but Gn one side of the tomb, it matters little which, assured triumph.
you may
burn the works of Rousseau in the public market place,
the Spirit of Rousseau will survive ; it will appear to
you years afterward in the French Constitution. You
may misinterpret the spirit, and blacken at your leisure
the memory of Byron-you may e:x;ile his statue from
Westminster Abbey, but the people who recognize in
him the victim of one epoch and the prophet of another, will read and adopt him as their· own in spite
of you, and posterity will end by placing his prescribed
statue above the tomb where will lie forever interred
the principle of aristocracy"
To your acumen and to your spirit of "fair play,"
members of the Liberal Club do I look for a verdict?
Am I mistaken in confidently believing that in your
inmost h~art of hearts, you respond "Cagliostro wns a
ma1·tyr and no impostor.
''Finis Ouronat Opus.''
The paper, which took nearly two hours in reading,
was one of the most learned and eloquent the members of the club have ever had the pleasure of listening to. The lecturer was warmly applauded during
its progress, and at the conclusion he received long
and continued applause.
A discussion took place. After thanking }fR. SoTHERAN for his remarkable lecture, the chairman, Mn.
ORMSBY. said that there was one thing he was still in
doubt of, and that was the reason of the extraordinary
wealth of Cagliostro.
MR. EvANS followed with a remark of a similar nature, and that he doubted Cagliostro'::; hatred of aristocracy, for he appeared to have as his friends only
noblemen and the like. The same speaker greatly
ridiculed many of the practices of Masonry, although
very eulogistic of the th.eory ; he also complimented
MR. S<ITHERAN very highly on his paper.
A ()hristian gentleman then took the platform. He
objected to the lecturer's assertion about Biblical
prophecies ; he discoursed freely of Daniel, who, he
said, saw in one of his dreams a beast cut up in four
quarters, all of which marched about after separation,
and he also stated tb.e book of Daniel was translated
into Greek, and was well known, previous to the fulfilment of this prophecy.
MR. STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS followed with one
of his usual eloquent addresses. After congratulating the Club on hearing so remarkable a lecture, and
complimenting MR. SoTH.EHAN on its delivery, he said
that he thanked the lecturer for his charity, his very
broad charity, especially in the matter of Spiritualism.
If five years ago, in that club, he hac! dared to make
some of the statements the lecturer had, he would
have been hissed down. He was sony, however,
that the lecturer was so antagonistic to Ohristianity,
and said that credit should !Je given to that religion
for the good it had done.
DR. A'l'KINSON avowed himself a Mason, and defend Masonry from the attack of lVIR. EvANS in a
forcible speech. He spoke very strongly against the
Pope, who, he said, having broken his obligation to
the Masonic craft, deserved all the punishment he had
stated on his oath he was merited to receive in the
event of breaking the same.
In closing the .discussion, the lecturer, lviR. SOTH·
ERAN, expressed the gratitude he felt for the warm
encomiums passed upon his efforts by the various
speakers, and observed that if there was one thing
more than another he admired in the Liberal Club, it
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was their open platform, so unlike the pulpits of the
various denominations, and which gave an opportunity for the ventilation of antagonistic opinions ; one
great excellence in connection with this was, that no
false statement could be made, or inferred, and pass
unheeded. He stated that he did not come forward
as the apologist of Cagliostro ; it had been his wish
simply to narrate facts, and their unavoidable conclusions. Touching the question of the wealth of Cagliostro, he had distinctly stated that the great secret of
his incomprehensible expenditure was, that the funds
of the secret societi€s were placed at his disposal. It
should also not be forgotten that he was a member, on
hi~- father's side, of one of the wealthiest houses in
·Europe. As to his friendship with the nobility being
incompatible with his republicanism, he would remark that the great Revolutionary characters, Mirabeau, Talley rand, Lafayette, D' Orleans, and, in this
century, Shelley, Byron, Lord John Russell, Swinburne, and many of the other leading reformers, were
men of aristocratic birth.
MR. SOTHERAN coincided with DR. ATKINSON in
the matter of Masonry, and acknowledged himself to
be a high grade member of the Brotherhood. As tu
Spiritualism, he considered that if the recent developments narrated by Col. Olcott and Prof. Crookes could
be substantiated, it would be one of the greatest blessings to the human race, would effect•lally rid us
ot Atheism and its attendant gloominess, and would
satisfactorily dispose of Materialistic objections to the
immortality of the soul. On the topic of prophecy
the lecturer recommended his Christian friend to apply to a fellow-believer in. the Old Testament-some
pious Rabbi, who would, doubtless, be able to explain
the Jewish prophecies to his comprehension : as to this
wonderful beast, he thought that if such a miraculous
animal could be obtained by his friend it would be a
great attraction at Barnum's hippodrome, and might
be put beside the lion's den. The gentleman's assertion about the four quarters of the beast smacked
somewhat of butchery. and his idea seemed to be
to show there was something bestial about Christianity. MR. SoTHEHAN said he had never heard of the
Daniel manuscript referred to: it was probably burnt
in the Library of Alexandria, which that pious adulterer and murderer, the Emperor Theodosius, in his
Christian fanaticism ordered to be destroyed. Hereaffirmed his statem~nt that the pretended Biblical
prophecies in many instances were proba~ly written
after the occurrences took place. He sa1d, further,
that some had reference to persons then living, and
quoted Isaiah and Jeremiah to show that the context
of many passages supposed to refer to Christ proved
they did nothing of the kind, and also that many of
these prophecies never were realized, in support of
which he quoted Christ's statement that he would
come to judge the wurld in the time of those he was
speaking to, and which, as it had never taken place
in their generations, probably never would.
In answer to MR. ANDHEWS' criticism the lecturer
stated that his belief so far as Christ was concerned,
was, if anything, Unitarian; as to the good Christianity had done, he could not but acknowledg~ !~at e_ven
to-clay Christianity was an accessory to ?IVIhZ~tlO_n.
For instance : take a Central Afncan VIllage m 1ts
primitive state. with its fetish worship, its debasing
and disgusting ceremonies, its bloodshed and barbarism with its inhabitants nearer the ape rather than
the' Caucasian-take that village, say, one hundred
years after the Christian or ::'l'[ohammedan missionary
had been there, on the gold coast on the west or the
Zanzibar coast on the east, and we fin·d··an this fearful
debasement has disappeared and civilization in its
place.
It is thus these theologies do good, not
through their religious teachings a~ all, lmt through th_e
civilization posse sse<.! by the superiOr Europeans or Asiatics and which in its primary developments and
prog~·ess was, if anything, antagonistic to those be~
liefs. But if we acknowlege the good, what of
the evil ? The early persecution of the Heathen,
the Arian bloodshed the sanguinary Crusades, the
massacres of Hugue~ots, W aldenses and Albigenses,
the Protestant persecution of Catholi_cs,_ an_cl the re_ligious wars-all evolved out of Chr1stramty, wh1ch,
after all is but a resuscitation of the old faiths, of
the Soc;atic and Egyptian doctrine of the immortality
of the soul the Confucian. "Do unto others as you
would be d~ne by," etc. Christ hims~lf, that man of
blameless and spotless life,_ has. been n~1srepresented b;Y
men calling themselves h1s ~nests, distort~d lor therr
pecuniary gain into a ~?d, m_stead of b~1ng placed,
as he merited, into a pos1t10n wu h Confucms, Buddha,
Zoroaster, Socrates,· Plato, :ll'[ahomet, and the other
religious reformers.
·

Man oft lives too long, and finds it to his cost.
In a few short years what friends has Beecher lost.
That mighty cable, late a Christian's pledge,
Now lies <'Oil'd up, and shows its" ragged edge."
Its every strand bespeaks the fea.rful strain,
With every fibre parting in the grain;
Tho' bright his monument on history's page,
The pile looks gloomy as it gathers age;
But how 'twill end, let's ever hope the best,
Nor tread too heavy on a man distres'd;
But here's a motto that should teach each heart;
").\Ian's but mortal, let not friendship part."

T.B.J.

JJirumdlu f!lorrtspondtnct.
CHAS. MANNER, Lincoln, Neb., writes: I am greatly
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER, and hope it will soon
become a Weekly.
H. 0ELLRICK, Detroit, Mich., writes: I wonder if that
Alabama Elder knows 'ily this time that he is whipped?
If he does not, somebody ought to tell him.
JOHN DIDIER, Basco, Ill., Writes: THE TRUTH SEEKER
is always a welcome visitor with us. I hope you are getting along prosperously.
JAMES McDANIEL, Garrison, Iowa, writes: I think THE
TRUTH SEEKER is the best paper I ever read; lt is so outspoken and fearless. I would not do without it for twice
its subscription price.
J. C. JoHNSON, Wine Hill, Ill., writes: THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER is regularly received, and it seems to improve every
number. I can no longer do without it, so I enclose the
balance of my year's subscription.
JOHN SHAVER, Millard. Mo., writes: I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER exceedingly. Enclosed find two dollars to pay for
it. I am a poor man, but shall try and take it througn life
and as long as it continues its bold defense of truth, reason and natural sense.
S. G. GATES, East Wallingford, Vt., writes: I want to
get a few copies of the Shelton discussion. I am hi~hly
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER. You are of the right
stamp-not afraid to tell the truth. Go ahead in your
good work.
S. H. PRESTON, West Winfield, N.Y., writes: Let me assure you of a fact; I have the testimony of many who for
years have been readers of leading Liberal prints. that
they would not change THE TRUTH SEEKER for one of
them. We wish it to be made a weekly as soon as practicable.
PRoF. J. J. MoRSE, lecturer, etc., from England. writing
us from New Haven, Conn., says: I desire to express my
pleasure with your brisk and lively paper, a few copies of
which have recently fallen under my notice. I find the
sentiments sound and first-class. Long may it live, and
large may be its circulation.
J. A. RUTHERFORD, Honey Grove, Texas, writes: If you
have any tracts for distribution, please send me some.
"What thy hand findeth to do, do quickly." I thihki soon
shall lay off this mortality, and whether I shall take on
immortality, I know not: but I hope I shall. I am not
afraid to live forever. Goodness has .been my God for
many years. and I fear not to meet him.
JAMEs R. VANN, Judsonia, Ark .. writes: I had an opportunity of obtaining one of your papers. and am very
much pleased with it. I read and re-read it until it was
completely worn out. I do not think I now can do without i'. Please send it to me for a year. I am proud to be
considered an Infidel; ene who is willing to discard old
fables of the past in place of that which is true and reliable.
WM. HAYWARD, Silver Lake, Ind., writes: I am much
pleased with your paper. Old theology, priestcraft and
the hoary superstitions of the Christian Churces are
doomed. The grand conflict is progressing. Glorious
common sense and reason will yet triumph and humanity will be redeemed. May the great revolution ere long
culminate, and may mental slavery follow in the wake of
chattel slavery.
jAMES WARNER, East Fork, Ill., writes: I have been
reading two or three numbers of your paper, and must
say I like them very much. I find them very interesting,
and wish you to send it to me for a year. I was once a
member of the Church, but saw very little pleasure in it;
my mind was full of fears and doubts. I have long since
renounced it, and have adopted a more rational belief.
and now a•Tt able to feel and live more like a man than
before.
JoHN S. BOULTON, Jacksonville, N. J., writes: I am
much pleased with your paper. I leave it round where
my Christian friends can see it. I was brought up a
Methodist, but I happened last Fall to get a copy of Thos.
Paine's "Age of Reason," and, upon reading it, was surprised to find his views were so clear and far advanced,
and that he so plainly showed the Bible to be spurious.
It was the first book of the kind I had seen, and since
then I have procured some of Prof. Denton's works, and
I now am confirmed in the truth.
THOMAS H. DoDGE. Oxfol'd, Ohio, writes: Assuring us
he lias not forgotten us, he says:
Forget yon? No, as soon the sun
Would cease its daily course to run,
Or fail to shed its glorious light,
And shroud us in eternal night;
As soon the moon would cease to soarGive back her light and shine no more;
Yes. just as soon the stars would all
In dead chaotic tumult fall.
Yes, all these .things may chance be true:
But I can't cease to think of You;
I think of you when the moon is high,
When stars are twinkling in the sky.
Renew my thoughts ere morning dawns
To decorate the pleasant lawns;
I'll think of you who're dear to me,
When winter's frost has stripped the tree.
Yes, dearest B. I think of you,
When winter storms I've passed through,
When Spring returns and all is mirth,
And nature bursting into birth,
When Sol is spreading his bright hue,
Friend B. Ithen will think of you.
I'll not forget you, no, not I,
When midnight darkness veils the skv,
I'll not forget you night or day,
While life shall animate this clay,
Long as the tints of morn I hail,
My love for you shall never fail.
Now in return I ask of thee,
Do not forget, but think of me.
[We thank our kind friend for remembering us so fondly, and we assure him we have written hi~ name with
those whom we shall never forget.-Ed. T. S.J
J. l\I. CooK, Lake Village N.H., write.<: I send you one
dollar to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER for Mr. Tucker.
He says it is the best, truest and most common sense paper he ever read. He is seventy-eight years old; a great.
reader and a first-class mechanic. I have to say of your
paper, it is the plainest and trues~ B_ ible I have ever ~ead,
aJ1d I do hope thou&auds maY be lllduced to :peruse 1t. so
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that the Snodes and Sheltons and the cowards that threaten your life may learn to reason from a true standpoint.
Right must come uppermost at last. The clergy and
church people feel as though they are on their last pins.
CHAs. JoNEs, Fairbury, Ill., writes: I was a few days
ago conversing with an aged friend, over seventy-five
years of age, when the conversation turned upon the Deity. I asked his opinion of a Creator. He replied, answering, he would quote from Dershoven's address to the
Deity:
0 thou eternal one. whose presence bright,
All space doth occupy, all motion guide;
Unchanged through time's all devastating flight,
Thou only God. there is no God beside.
Being above all Beings, mighty One,
That none can comprehend, ttnd none explore;
Thou fill'st existence with thyself alone,
Fmbracing all. supporting, ruling o'er,
Being we call God, and know no more.
He informed me he read the above over thirty years
ago. and was so impressed with its sublimity that he had
not since forgotten it. He is now nearly blind, and he
comes over to my place to hear me read THE TRUTH
SEEKER to him. He and I both wish you abundant success.
HoRATIO GATEs, Breakabeen. N.Y., writes: Our blatant,
self-styled teachers of God are hard at work trying to
dupe tl1eir followers and to remove the effects of your
articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER upon the Flood by denying that thet·e was more than 250 animals to go into the
ark at the time of the flood. They say the rest are crosses
from those. Please give, through your paper. the facts
as to the number of species the doctrine could not reach.
REPLY.-We know not what authority those divines find
in the Bible that new species and varieties of animals
have been produced by crossing and hybridizing. They
might as well embrace the Darwinian theory at once and
throw the Bible aside entirely, as to go part way and try
to claim the facts which science teaches, but which the
Bible does not.
Were a flood covering the entire earth to occur now, and
another Noah were to take the contract of getting into
one tub of a boat all the animated life that would otherwise drown, he would have o collect together 267,ooo species of mammals or animals that give suck. Beptiles, 657
species; the Feathered t1·ibe. s,ooo species; .A1·ticulates, including all the bugs, beetles, flies. fleas, bees. wasps,
moths, mosquitoes, butterflies, spiderR, scorpions, grasshoppers, locusts. myrapods, li'Drms and all creeping,
crawling, wriggling and flying things, 750,000 species.
thus making in all over a million -species of animated
life which this Noah would have to gather together. Of
all of them, he must have two of each, and of many kinds
seven of llach, making the estimated number three
million animals. How long would it require an old man
and his three boys to gather them all together, take care
of them, feed them and prevent their perishing? These
numbers are taken from the best naturalists of the world;
and we repeat, the divines of Schoharie County have no
authority in the Bible for saying that God at the creation
made but two hundred and fifty animals. The· book
teaches he made every thing that has life, and nowhere
says that new species were evolved or Da1·winized one
from another. The Bible and Science does network well
together. We advise these divines, if they wish to avail
themselves of the teachings of science. to discard the Bible entirely.
A, R. SwARTzcoPE, Bradley. Ill. writes: Please send me
a few back numbers of the TRUTH SEEKER for distribution. Some of my neighbors who have seerr my paper
wish one to read : they like the paper from what they
have seen of it because it goes for the hYPocritical preachers. It is thus stop by step-idea by idea-the world advances nnd tho eyes of the people become opened, and
that too without much effort of their own. In viewing the
effects of the transition of thought. I have often been reminded of the boy who on waking up one morning found
a ne~ pair of pants in place of the old ones :and formany a day his greatest wonder was how those new trousers
got there for he had never seen his mother making them,
nor the drls '' eaving the cloth. So it is with our benighted othodox friends. Thev are waking up to a sense of
the fact that some of their' old ideas are replaced by new
ones and their greatest wonder is, how they. in this enlightened age, in this boasted land offrcedom,freespeech
a11d free press did once believe in these monstrously absurd notions-that they once supposed truth,justiice and
knowledge with lies, superstition and faith. 'l'he injunction " cast thy seed upon the waters "was never more
miraculously fulfiilled than now. The lives. the blood
the hearts and souls that have been crushed in the body
by that horrible despot Superstition that freethought,
truth and knowledge may prevail, are now being reincarnated. If that theory is true the prevalence of Liberalism
to-d•w is explained ; but rather let us ascribe the E'ffoct to
that cause which is rather the effect of being free from
the hold of priestcraft or any other form of superstition.
Brothers Genung. Hindm:tn and myself have turned
preachers. \Vo hol.d meetings on Sundays, in_which we
discourse on the B1ble. read essays and sel.ectwns from
the TRUTH SEEKER. Our Reverends ··u nclc Bill" and "Uncle
Cale" say their pieces on one Sunday, and we show the
other side oa the next. It works well, and in duo tim;,
I expect there will be many souls saved and converted to
reason and common sense. Would it not be well to commend such a course through the TRUTH SEEKER to other
localities? AU. hands to~ether, and with a hearty" Heigh
0" we can launch our Slup of Truth upon the sea of human mind where none dare molest her.
REMARKs.-The course our Brother has indicated is excellent, and one we would like t.o see put in practice in
every town and hamlet in the country where half a dozen Liberal or progressive minds can be found. In the Liberal publications may be found ample material to read to
small audiences and will answer nearly as well as a good
lecture. It is very needful that the Liberal element of the
country should be unified and organized that we may
work effectively together. By meeting together once a week
to read aud discuss, is a great help in this direction.
Friends. it costs mere nothing. Please put it in practice
where ever a little band can be found willing to work
together .-[ED. T. S .1
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Of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Being a synopsis of the investigations of spirit
intercourse by an Episcopal Bishop, three ministers, five doctors and others at Memphis, 'l'enn., in 1855; also, the opinion of many eminent divines, living and <lead, on I. THE FORMS OF WATER in RAIN ANn
the subject, and communications received from a number of persons recently.
RIVERS, IcE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyn•
"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."
dttll, LL.D., F.RS., with 20 Illustrations,
The" CLoCK STimCK ONE" is an intensely interesting work in it.self, and derives
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
great additional interest from the high standing of its author in the Methodist Episcopal Church in which he has been a bright and shining light for a quarter of a century, II. PHYSICS AND PO LIT IOS: or
a man who is personally known to nearly all the clergy of the South ttnd to a wide cir'l'HoUGRTB oN 'tRE AFPLICA'rioN OF Tit!!
cle in the North and wherever known is held in the highest esteem. These circum·
PRINCIPLES OF "NATURAL SEt.EOTION ',
stances cause the book to be eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
ttction of the Methodist Conference of which the author is a member in disciplining
ANn " INHERITANCE" To PoLITIOAL Sohim for publishing the book. thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects who
CIETY .. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
are anxious to read and judge for themselves the" CLocK STRUCK ONE."
Postage, 15 cents.
I2mo., cloth, price, 1 50.
Postage free.
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House. III. FOODS. By Dr. Edward Smith. Illustrated. Price, $1.75; postage.l5 cents.
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - IV. MIND AND BODY; THE THEORIES OF
THEIR RELATION. By Alexander Bain,
Grand Illumination ft·om a Head-light in Methodism.
LL.D. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
V. 'l'HE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herbert Spencer. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
cents.
VI. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Prof
Joseph P. Cooke, of Howard UniversiBeing n Review of " Clock St1·uck One " and a Reply to it-and Part Second, showing
ty. Illustrated. Price, $2; postage, 15
the Hm·mony between Ch · istian-ity, Science attd 8ph·it1talirnn.
cents.
12mo., cloth, 352 pages, tinted paper.
Price $1 50. Postrtge free.
***For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers, Religio-Philosophical Publish- VII. ON THE CONSE1WATION OF ENERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart. 14
ing House, Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
cents.
JESUS
VIII. ANIMAL LOCOlVIOTIC)N; or, WALKING, SWIMMING AND FLYING. By Dr. J.
Or A TRUE HISTORY OF THE J\IAN CALLED JESUS CHRIST
B. Pettigrew, M.D., F.R.S.
119 IllusEMBRACING
trations. Price, $1.75; postage, 15 cents.
His parentage, his youth, his original doctrines and works, his career as a public
teacher and physician of the people. Also, the nature of the great conspiracy against IX. RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DIShim; with all the incidents of his tragic!>! death, given on spiritual authority from
EASE. By Dr. HenryMaudsley. Price,
spirits who were contemporary mortals w1th Jesus while on the earth,
'
$1.50; postage, 15 cents.
By P.l ULand JUDA8, thl"ough ALEXANDER SMYTH, Medium,
X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
of Philadelphia, by the spirits taking possession of him about one hour in every
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
twenty-four. usurping all his powers, giving a continued series of well connected
cents.
scenes, presenting scenery, characters and personages. dialogues and actions in their
regular order and succession. embracing all the most important personages and the XI. ANIMAL MECHANISM ; or, AERIAL
incidents which oce.urred during the sojourn of Jesus upon earth. There was probaAND TERRESTRIAL LocoMOTION. By 0.
bly no book ever written in which such perfect life-pictures occur; every city anci
country village, every river, brook and mountain, and scenery in general, is so vividly
J. Marey, Professor of the College of
portrayed that an actual journey through the country could hardly be mar\) interestFrance; Member of the Academy of
ing. Th.e characters in th!s unexampled drama are S? faithfully P?rtrayed that, as
Medicine. Paris. 117 Engravings. Price,
you are lRtrocluced to each m turn, you seem well acquamted and delighted with your
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
company, and the many points of interest you are called to visit. The book is replete
with interest from beginning to end and had already passed through several editions
when the plates were entirely destroyed in the great fire, since then we have had a very XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BEgreat demand for the work from our subscribers and the trade. 'l'he edition about to
TWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
be issued will be far superior in mechanical appearance to any of its predecessors
By John W. Draper, M.D., LL.D. Price,
and we shall print a large edition to enable us to supply standing orders and all ne 1
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
demands. 12mo., 356 pages, cloth bound.
XIII.
THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
Postage, 16 con ts.
Price, $1 50.
DARWINISM. An able examination of
***For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers, Religio-Philosophical Publishing
the entire subject; with 26 wood cuts.
House, Chicago, Ill.
By Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
University of Strasburg. Price, $1.50;
The Lyceum Publications.
postagll, 15 cents.
XIV, THE CHEMISTRY OF LIGHT AND
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ITS APPLICAI.
STOltiES FOil OUU CHILDREN: By
TO ART, SCIENCE AND lNDUSTRY.
Hudson and Emma Tuttle. Price 25 cents.
By Dr. Herman Vogel, One hundred
These stories are unsect>trian by liberal in ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMEN'l'
Illustrations. Price $2.00.
character,and should have a large circulaOF
tion.
XV. FUNGI: Their Nature, Influence and
Uses, by llf. C. Cooke, liLA. LL.D. EdiII.
ted by Rev. M. J. Berkely, liLA. F.L.S.
THE LYCEUM: A Liberal Pape,· !o1· the
109 Illustrations. Price $1. 75,
Yo1mg: Monthly, illustrated, 75 cents per
BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
year, with premium" stories for our chilXVI. OPTICS. By Prof. Lamme!, Univerdren," and an elegant chromo 12x15 inches Whic~ was J2ubpshed at $1.50 is now oft'ersity of Erlangon, [In Press.]
in size. THE LYCEUl'>I will be sent thr@e
at $1.00. It g-1ves a comprehensive acmonths, and the "Stories for our Chil- ed
count of the ongin of all the principal redren," on receipt of 25 cts .. and one three- ligions
of the world. For reference as a
cent stamp for postage.
text-book it is of the greatest value· and is
very
cheap
at tho price offered.
·
The undersigned offers for sale a full
III.
For sale at this office. Sent postpaid for share of "INDEX" stock, on which eighty
THE CROSS AND STEEPLE: 'J'heir ori- $1.00.
dollars ($80) has already been paid.
gin and signification. Price 10 cents.
Price, $65.
MORRIS AL'l'MAN,
6th Ave. and lOth St., N. Y.
IV.
THE LYCEUM 1\'IISCELLANY: Part I.
Price 3 cts.; 30 cts. per dozen. This part
contains" The Three Bears," an illustrated
BY ELlliiNA D. SLENRER.
story for children; "The Five CommandG. L. HENDERSON & CO.,
ments of Buddha;"" Obtaining Pardo a for
'J'his C<~J:!it;Rl little volume Js made up of
Sin," and" 'l'wo Hundred Questions with- sharp
cntw.1sms upon hundreds of the
out Answers."· The p:·ice of the Miscellnny more promment
Bankers,
of seripture.
is placed at the bare cost of printing and 9ne cannot read itpassages
without being !lrmly
Le
Boy,
M·innesota,
postltge, for the purpose of securing for it unpressed with the great
fallibility of the
an extensive circulation by Liberals as a
old book."
BRANCH OFFICE. 18 Clinton Place, near
missionary document. 'l'he quosticns em- •· good
tlent postpaid at 75 cents. For sale at
Broadway, N. Y.
brace almost every dogma of Christianity this
offlco.
and are so drawn as to make their absurdity apparent to any one who attempts to
MONEY I NV E S 'fED
answer them. No better publication has
ever been issued for distl"ibution amongst
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
Christians.
01~ Imp1·oved Fa1'1ns in MinneAn agent in every town in America, so
\Ve want a canvasser in every neighbor- all can inspect, or get
sota and Iowa,
hood to solicit subscriptions for THE LYCERunning 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
Ul\1, and to sell the Lyceum publications.
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in adWe are giving tho Weed sewing machines
"THE THIULLING ECHO." vance,
or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
as premiums. on such liberal terms that
any one can obtain a machine. tlcnd price A precious boon to seekers of religious in advance, freo of expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paid annually at
of one or more of the above publications truth. $1,000 for clear proof it is not trurhand aS!{ for special terms, if you want a ful! Mailed to any address on receipt- of Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
machine. Address
25 cents. Address
and security __guaranteed in everr loan
~'HE LYCEUM,
A. B. CHURCH,
made by us, We :vay9 per cent. until monToledo, 0.
Golumbus, Ind.
ey is invested.
-----~
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A NEW BOOK.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;

THE

OR

Doctrine of Descent

A

Code of Directions for A voiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

AND DARWINISM.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D .. Editor of the Herald of Health.
By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
Contains suggestions of the greatest valne.-Ti!ton's Golden Age,
·
A work.whose eJSCellence s-qrp~~;ss<)S our power to commend.-New YoTk Mail.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's InternationThe pnce by mail, $1, puts 1t Withm the reach of all.
al Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
a. work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
t1venty-Rix illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosoBY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
phy, giving in clear language a compre. •rhe bo,ok is for th)3 most J?art uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
hensive viow of the subjeot.
It is eminen1·ly a whole libr1try in one sl!~htest CJrcumlocutwn, and IS more to the po!llt thnn many larger works.- New York
volume, and we reoommend it in the high- Tnbune.
One o~ t.he b":st contribution.s to recent hygienic literature.-Bas. JJaily Aduertiser.
est terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postWhat Is. Pl)-rtwula_rly attracnve about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigage, 15 cts. Address.
otey.-Chn,stian
Regtster.
·
D. 111. BBNNE'rT,
One man's moth~r and .another man's wife send me word that these are the most
335 BfoH.dway, N.Y. wholesome and pra.ctwal rec!peS they ever saw.-E. R. Branson.
I am delighted wtth it.-H. D. Bakel", JJ[,D., of Michigan State Board of Health.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sent by Mail for $1.

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to questions which most people are anxious to know, nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self. feeble babes and delicate children so as to get the best bodily development, Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate r.hildren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00, postage free.
For sale wholeE!ale and retail by

15

Positively
$50,00 Worth of Information
givet;. for 60 cents, concerning Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens.
BY A CLOSE OBSERVER.
How to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance 0f eggs, even in winter. How to prevent hens from ever wanting to set, and
how to make them set. How to preserve
eggs good one year. An easy pla1! to do it.
Enclose 60 cents with order for full directions. Address,

Lady Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
A

Soient~fio

and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

1n

Sociology.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD!

E. D. BLAKEMAN,

Circleville, 0.
[Mr. Blakeman is a school-boy friend o
ours. We know him well; he is entirelreliable, and the information he has to im
part upon the poultry subject is valuablo.En. T.S.J

TO LOVERS OF MUSIC,
A New Work on this interesting Subject

"What is Music ?"
BY PRoF. IsAAC L. RrcE
PART I.-An examination of AncicntlVIusic among the Chinese, Hindoos Persians
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the pres~
ent age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Ht1r!J~rt Spencer !Ipon l\'Iusic are freely
cnt1mzed.
PART II contains the Author's Original
'.rheory concerning the !Vlission of !Vlusic
investigating what it is.
'
It is a work that camwt fail to interest
and instruct every lover of the "Divine
Art." Price, post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
50 cents.
Address

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Brmtdwrty, N. Y.

For Children and Youth.
Amusement and Instmction.

D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

BLAKLMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

t

THE COOS,

AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A new. edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt." "Thomas Paine,"" Individuality," and ··Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is haudsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
vress, in force, clearness and incisiveness,
none euual these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadwa\', N.Y.

THE

Boston Investigator !
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April 18, 1875
PUBLISHED EVERY W~DNESDAY
{It 84 WashiQgton street, Boston, !Vhcss .. by
JOSIAH P. M.ENDUM.
HORACE SEAVER. Edito1·.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of a 'l'wo-Uent Stamp to pay the postage,
'.rhe I11t•esti.aato1· is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. Independent
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to thing-s of this
world alone, and letwes the next, if there
be one to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believing thM it is the dutv of mortals to work for the interest of
this woTld, it confines itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY -FIFTH year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news. a.nqcdotes, science, art, and a useful Fam1ly
Journal. Reader, please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investiuato1· is conducted, we won't ask you
to continue wit.h us any lon~er, Now is
th~ Piffle to ~ttlJscri9e,
·

The gre':t interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
w1ll make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NoT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number
and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.

SY N0 PSIS
The Origin of Life.
'l'he Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Popuhttion.
Hereditary •.rr11nsmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
Monstrosit,ies.
Temperamcntnl Adaptation.
The Conjugc.l Relation.
Courtsljip.
Choosing a Husbnnd.
l\Iarrying and Giving in l\'Iarriage.

0 F

C 0 N T E N T S.
~-.-·).
Sexual Generation.
Impregnation.
E~ryology.

p 0 et 1. 0 a l R l. d d l e s,
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

I.N'I'ERESTING

AND

NElV!

PUBLISHED BY

D. M, BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.
Sent postpaid on receipt of Price-20 cents.

Every Person

Lactation.
Regulation of tho number of
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
Offspring.
The Law of Sexual Inter- turn of mind should nmd a copy of
eourse.
Beautiful Chihlrcn.
PlWFESSOH DRAPER'S
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
Miscegenation.
Union for Life.
Choosing 11 Wife.
Woman's Superiority.
'l'he IVI<uriagcable Ago.
Old Age.
Pro~. DrapeF st~~;nds in the front rank of
Amer1can Sc1ent1sts and Libcmls. His
works have donq anq. are. doing a great
amount. ~f good m ~hspelhng error and
~,~~rf.rst1t10n. Let tlus new work be widely
· H;mt by mnil, postngc paid, on receipt of
prwc, $1. 75. Address

Religion and Science.

1\ l\I.13~NE'l''l',

335 BI·nadway.

Correspondent Wanted.
A young man desiJ·es to correspond with
Address
W. P. JL.
Box 122, Wapello. Iowa.
N. B.-Professor Wilder, of Cornell University, says tho above book is the best of its
kind ever vublislll'd, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one addn,ss, for $3.50.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by ma,il, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335

:Bro~dway,

New York.

<Vbere Advertising Contracts can be madf
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A MISSoURI girl on her wedding day sold
her Piano and bought a sewing machine
and materials enough for a suit for her
husband and herself, and at once set to
work to make them up, Her husband blowTHINGs are very slick in Greece.
eel it. In two weeks her four sister were
ENFoRCED civility-Bowing to cireummarried.
stances.
A YOUNG man stepped up to a lovely
IF you must sail a lady, do it with a
young lady on the steps of a church, and.
smack.
crooking his elbow. said: "May I have the
MAN and wife. like verb and nominative. indescribable pleasure of accompanying
you to the paternal domicile?" "Spell
should always agree.
domicile," said she. He gave it up. and
MACHINERY wheels g,ro so modest they
she unhesitatingly gave him the mitten.
generally travel in cofl.
While on her way to a leap into the river.
WHY is a lady consoling a jealous lover
like a poet? Because she is composing a a Minneapolis girl met a sewing machine
agent who sold her a machine and finally
him.
proposed and she turned back and was
A YOUNG husband calls his wife'" birdie"
happy. Almost any day now one can count
because he says she is always associated
four or five l\iinneapolis girls wandering
with a bill."
along the river banks.
THE saying, "Excuse haste and a bad
pen " has been attributed to a pig who ran
A MORAL LESSON.- Mother- "]\fy dear
do you know' it is very wrong for you thus
away brom home.
to take your sister's playthings without her
l'rlBs. SMITH says her husband is like a talconsent? Does not your conscience tdl
low candle because he always will smoke
you this is not right?"
when he is going out.
.Daughter-" Well. mother, since you have
JoNES get trusted for that hat. and he now spoken of it. I think I have not done just
feels a consciousness of being in debt right. I should have asked my sister'R
., over head and ears."
consent: but then I am not as guilty as
"Is that clock right over there ?"asked a Beecher."
visitor the other day. "Right over there?'
THE pig was thus written up by a Gearsaid the boy,'" tain't nowhere else."
gia boy: "The pig is about as big as a
WHAT is the difference between a farmer sheep. only a pig's wool isn't good for
making stockings of. Wily is a pig like a
and a bottle of whiskey? One husbands
the corn and the other corns the husbands. tree? Because ile roots; that is a conundrum. A pig washes himself in the mud.
'"GRACIOUS me!" exclaimed a lady in a A pig has four legs, one under each corner
witness box. "how should I know anything of his body. They pickle pig's feet, but
about anything I don't know anything not until after the pig is done using 'em.
about'/
A pig squeals awful when it rains. also
A CHICAGO shirt dealer has given up when you pull its tail. A pig has got a
eo axing and bullying the public. and de- first-rate voice for squealing, and he grunts
spairingly announces on a placard.·· Buy, when he feels good. You can't make a
whistle of a pig's tail. 'cos it is crooked.
or I will bust."
WHAT a plaintive. immemorial and an- Why is a pig like Tommy Grant? 'Cos he's
got his nose in everybody's business. This
tiuue vision of the vague past and oblivion
is called up before us by a stray paragraph is another conundrum. which is all I know
about the pig."
on Tom Collins.
You can get a good rhinoceros now for
THill HACKMAN IN CouRT.-" Your name
$4,000 •. Rhinocerose.s .are coming do":n. is:;-is-what ?" asked the Court.
and w1ll soon be w1thm the. reach of tne
Davy, sir-George Davy. "
humblest families.
"And yon work at-what?"
1
"
,
• •
•
• •
ONE of the pleasant things of life-To
..·· Drive hack
find. after climbing six flights of stairs
Ah-~a.1 smll~d ~~~honor, acqmrmg
that the man yon c;tme to call on, has re- sudden mterest ; th1s IS worth twenty dolmoved to the ground floor.
Iars to me. Yen are one of those men who
stand on the edge of the walk at the depots
A MoNTANA Justice of the Peace doesn't and shout' Hax !' at the people."
splurge any when he marries a couple. He
.. I have to get passengers sir."
says : ·• Arise, grasp hands-hitched-six
"Don't sass me back Mr. Davy-I know
dollars P' And that's all there is about it. all about you! Only the other day as IreTHE Singer Manufacturing Co. swear to turned from a May-day party in the counthe sale of 232,444 maehines during the year try there were one million five hundred
and sixty-five thousand th~ee hundred and
1873, but do not state how much their customers have sworn since purchasing them. ninty-two of you on the curbstone. and
every one of you yelled 'Hax!' at me. One
·wEsToN has won a wager of $5,000 from seized my satchel, another grabbed me by
Barnum. and we hope that 1\llr. Barnum the coat, and another pulled me back by
will give him five dollars in money and the coat-tails. I believe you are that man·
$4,995 in
nitro-glycerine.-.Det,·oit F1·ee
" 'Deed sir I hain't."
Press.
"Well, it's barely possible that I am misTHEY attempted to give out an eight-syll- taken ; but here's a charge that you were
'
able word at one of the Rhode Island spell- lying on the walk drunk."
"I wasn't sir; I was sitting up along-side
ing m;ttches the other night. but found
that there wasn't room enough for it in the a house."
"That's too fine a point to argue. Were
State.
you drunk?"
MILTON was one day asked by a friend of
"Only sprung, sir ; only a little sprung.'•
1emale education, if he did not intend to in"That'sjust as bad in the sight of the law
struct his chtughter in the different lan- and I ought to fine you $700."
guages. "One tongue is sufficient for a
"Gracious! but I could never pay that!"
woman." replied he.
"'No; My object would be to keep you in
priRon all your days."
WHEN a youth of ten has utilized the ;ld
"Oh letup on a fellow," pleaded the prisman's plug hat to tan rat-skins in it re- oner. "This is the first tim e. and it shall
q_uires iron nerve"bn the part of the par- be the last. J've a large family, sir. and
ent to "troke the ruined article gently with they need mY wages to get. their bread."
his sleeve and murmur pleasantly: "Boys
His Honor took a long time to think, and
will be boys."
then replied ;
ACCORDING TO CIRCUMSTANCES. - Siste1·: . " It's wrong to let you off. The citizens
'"What are you doing, Bill?" Billr-"Draw- will condemn me, and the newspapers will
ing Jack the Giantkiller. Sis tel'-" Do you blow at me but I believe I'll give you a
think that is a proper Sunday amusement?" show, Yow may go, but I shall keep watch
Bill-" 0, ver' well, then; it's David 'an' the of you. You must mend your ways right
off. Instead of yelling' Hax' at a man. do
Giantgoliah."
you smile and softly whisper: 'Sir can I
It "ertainly looks a little odd when a mar- have the pleasure of conveying you to
ried couple are visiting a friend's house to some designated point?' Promise me
see the wife accidentally lay her hand on this."
The prisoner promised, and was allowed
the coal shovel. a'ld tht< husband as if by
instinct. dodge behind the nearest object to disappear. limping sadly with a sore
heel.-_Detroit l!'ree Press.
that can afford him shelter.

SOW THE GOO:O

SEED!!

HT YOUR. LIGHT SHINf!

SCOVILL'S

BLOOD AND LIVER SYPUP.
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or

OIROULATE TRUTHFUL DOOU- body indicate an
MENTS! PASS AROUND THE
TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS
Impure ConditiOn

ot the Blood,

and other Liberal publications to do mis. E and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
sionary work and to help in opening TH
in either case the disease is nothing more
EYES OF THE BLIND!
than an INSIDIOUS POISON that

THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

are furnished at prices very low. so that
Societies. and generous individuals can as it courses through the veins. sowing
buy them for gratuitous distribution.
seeds of death with every pulsation.

LARGE DISCOUNTS
In this condition of things something is
needed at oncerto cleanse the blood; and
to those who purchase by the quantity,
Probably a few dollars can be expended
in spreading TRU'rH and LIGHT in no
way so effectually as in dispensing broadScovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
cast
THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS.

will )lOSUinelu effect this desideratum. exLet Liberals exercise liberality enough pelling l>very trace of diseasA from the
to give away thousands and tens of thou- blood and system. leaving the skin
sands of these tracts. They are well designed to do missionary work and in
spreading the glad tidings of truth. If a
FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
proper enthusiasm in enkindled in the
breasts of the lovers of Free Thought and
Mental Liberty, much good can be accomHundrctls of certificates attest its value.
plished. Prices range from one cent to Price $1 per bottle.
ten. From one to one hundred may be
ordered of any of the various numbers.
and a heavy discount made to those who
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
buy by the qpantity.
Friends, invest $5 or $10 in this way, and
see how much good it will do. We certainlY ought to be as zealous in promulgating truths as our adversaries are in
disseminating error.

DR. WM. HALL'S

Truth Seeker Tracts.
No.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

Cts·
Arraignment of Priestcraft. by D.
M. Bennett.
10
Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
Thomas Paine.
.
Arraignment of the Church. Ingersoll.
Heretics and Heresies. Ingfrsoll.
5
Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
2
F. Underwood.
2
Proohecies. B. F. Underwood.
Bible Prophecies
Concerning
2
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
2
History of the Devil. Isaac Paden.
5
The Jews and their God.
10
The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers. 3
Old Abe and Little Ike.
3
3
Come to Dinner.
2
Fog Horn Documents.
The Devil Still Ahead.
2
2
Slipped Up Again.
Joehua Stopping the Sun and
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2
Samson and his Exploits. D. M.
2
Bennett.
The Great Wrestling Match. D. 1\f.
2
Bennett.
Discussion with Elder Shelton.
D. M. Bennett.
10
Paine Hall Dedication Address.
B. F. Underwood.
Christians at Work. Wm. McDon10
nell. ·
Bible Contradictions.
Underwood's Prayer.
Honest Questions and Hon'lst Answers. D. M. Bennett.
Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
Sather an.
5

SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
2. Evolution; from the Homogeneous to the Heterogeneous, B.
F. Underwood.
3
3. Darwini&m. B. F. Underwood.
Others will be added to these lists from
time to time.
Discount on one dollar'~> worth 10 per ct.
off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
40 off.
As few or as many of any given kind may
be ordered as desired.
Address
D. :VI. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
1.

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE GREAT AMERICAN coNsuMP·
TIVE REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfaces which the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
COUGHS.
COLDS.
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS.
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD.
CROUP.
WHOOPING COUGH,
And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE !llOST .c'OWERFUL HEALING
AGENT EVER DISt;OVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst so res.
QARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pmns of burns.
CARBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptions.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
bruises.
Sold everywbere. Price 25 cents.

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENA1'ED BITTERS have been
the most po_pular remedy for Dy~epsia
Heartburn.lndigestion, and other like dis~
orders of the stomach.for the last THIRTY
YEARS. and still maintain their unrivalled
popularity, Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache·

~odvne

Subdues the most Agonizing Toothaclie in
One Minute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle, Sold everywhere.
JOHN F. HENRY. OURRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
8 and 9 Oollege Place. N. ¥,
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DEVOTED

TO

SCIENCE, MORALS, FREE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY, LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason to if ether;" Let us hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all thin_ts and hold fast to that which is _tood."
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FATHER McGLENN is the pastor of a Roman Catholic
church in Boston, of which John Fanning is a member.
Recently Fanning was married to a Protestant girl by a
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY . .
Protestant clergyman, contrary to the teaching of his
own denomination. Father McG!enn spoke of the occurTERMS:
rence in the pulpit, declaring that his offending parishOne Colly, one Year ...................................... $1.75 ioner was guilty of a crime in living with a girl who, in the
"
"
Six Months ................................... l.oo
'"
"
each Month, making a Monthly ............. 1.00 view of the Church, was not his wife. Fanning sued the
pastor for slander, and the case is now on trial
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one
address.
FouR doctors tackled Johnny Smith,
Canadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents addiThey blistered and they bled him,
tional, for extra postage, which has to be I>repaid.
With squills and anti-bilious pills
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
And ipecac they fed him.
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents I>cr inch
They stirred him up with calomel,
or subsequent insertions.
And tried to move his liver;
But all in vain-his little soul
Was wafted o'er the river.

J/Jofts and Qklippings.

AN English savant estimates that the globe weighs 5,852,-

ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo tons.
BoSTON has a tenement population of 55,000 persons,
representing 13,ooo famili~s. crowded into 43,ooo rooms in
2,630 houses.
THE Rev. J. G. White of Jacksonville, Ill., lectures
against Roman ism, and offers to bet a thousand dollars
that his assertions cannot be disproved. ·
A LACROSSE church has two women to pass the contribution box, and it is a curious sight to see those women
pass the boxes over their husbands' heads.
IN removing some bodies from the Bennington (Vt.l
cemetery, the other day, that of Mrs. Bartlett, which had
been buried some twelve years, was found to be petrified,
weighing 500 pounds.
THE Rev. L. T. Hardy, a Baptist pastor in Shelby county,
Kentucky, has had a terrible fall from decency, and has
!led, with a brother of one of his female Darishoners in
hot I>ursuit.
WHEN the jury in the Beecher-Tilton trial retired from
the trial room, as Foreman Carpenter passed out he was
seen to nod and smile at Mr. Beecher, who nodded and
smiled in return.-N. Y. Times.
THE Troy 11im,es says one ef the most learned jurists in
this State, after thoroughly reviewing the Brooklyn scandal case. gives it as hid OI>inion that the adultery Beecher
committed is the only manly act he has performed in the
whole business.
ONE or two things must be true; either Mr. Beecht>r is
guilty or he is not. If he is guilty, he is a moral monster;
if he is innocent he has acted the part of an idiot in such
perfection that one almost wonders which is worse, the
crime or the imbecility,-Golden Aae.
A COLORED congregation in Dayton, Ohio, have decided
to forgive their clergyman for betting on three-card
montll and losing $90 of festival money. One of the
deacons remarked: "We is all human, and the game is
werry exciting."
A MINISTER, about to chastise a servant, was asked,
"Mister, don't you I>reach that God ordains whatever
comes to pass? Then howcoulll I help doing what I did 'I
'l'he master replies: "It was also ordained that I silo uld
chastise you for it, and how can I help doing it."
A CHURCH QUARREL,-A lively contest recently prevailed at Newbridge, L. I., N. Y., between two Methodist clergymen, Rev. K. N. Wright and Rev. Mr. Kristeller. The
first had preached a year at the :vlace, and was O:VI>Osed
to leaving; the second was aPpointed by the Conference
to succeed him. 'l'he first refused to vacate, hence the
Quarrel. The church divided as to the two claimants,
some joining one. some the other. The quarrel waxed
wa1.·m at times, and some of the saints shook their fists in
a most ungodly manner, At latest advices the quarrel
still raged,

IN speaking of Beecher, the Utica Obser·ver remarks:
''After he has I>assed away, when his personal magnetism
is destroyed by death, when the record of his busy life is
written up, all other facts will be overshadowed by the
central fact that he was the luckless defendant in the
scandal suit." To which the Sun adds:· "But the great
question of all will remain: Was he innocent, or was he
guilty? If guilty both of adultery and l)erjury, he will be
regarded as one of the greatest of criminals and the
greatest of hypocrites; if innocent, he will be esteemed
as a coward without a peer, and a fool whose folly was
almost idiotic. The fact that he was defendant in this
trial will have little importance compared with the answer to this great question."
No man can sell anything in Brooklyn now, if he doesn't
say that Beecher is a slandered angel and Tilton a blacksouled horse thief. The signs on Brooklyn places of
businesss may be supposed to read something like this:
"Metropolitan Paroxysmal Osculatory Carpet Store."
"Song-in-the-Heart Bird-cage Works." "Ragged-Edge
Laundry." "Anxiety Machine Shop and Plow 1\Ianufactory." "J. William Brown, Plastering Done with True
Inwardness." "Moral Niagara Bath Rooms," "I-evenwish SnuffFactory." "Cave of Gloom Distillery." "Conspirator's Hotel." "Anti-Tiltonian Tdpe for Sale Here."
"Down & Out, Brass Works."-GOU1'ie1'-Journal.
WAITING FOR THE VERDIGT.-CounseJor Beach made his
ten day's able, eloquent, argumentative speech. Judge
Neilson followed with a brief, but very able and fair
charge to the jury, when they retired to agree or to disagree. Two ti.ays have we been waiting for the verdict
and none comas. From bits of paper picked up in the
room occupied by the jury on which their names were
written it is conjectured seven were for Beecher and five
for Tilton. This disagreement will hardly be overcome.
In view of the high standing of the defendant, and the
natural prejudices of a Christian jury, the peculiar influences of Plymouth Church that have brought to bear,
this disagreement is very expressive and tantamount to a
conviction of the reverend defendant. It is conclusive,
at ail events, that a portion of the jury see positive proofs
of 1\Ir. Beecher's guilt. The verdict of the great jury of
the country will doubtless be decisive. :liirs. Tilton's late
conduct is very noticeable. After confessing her crime
to her husband, both orally and in writing; after stating
Mr. Beecher's guilt in a letter to Rev. 1\Ir. Storrs; after
confessing the adultery to her mother and daughter, to
her brother and sister-in-Jaw, to 1\Irs. Bradshaw and 1\Iiss
Susan B. Anthony, she has now seen fit, in her great anxiety to serve her pastor, to make an affidavit that 1\Ir.
Beecher never was guilty of the slightest impropriety
with her. The unfortunate woman by her own conduct
has placed herself entirely without the pale of public
credence. Any statement of the matter she is able to
make cannot be relied ui>on,
SuPPOSE that some time ago, when Henry C. Bowen was
a widower, he became engt'<gcd to a young lady remarkable for beauty, talents, and accomplishments, and being
engaged, expected to marry her. Suppose, however,
that before the day set for the maniage, she confessed to
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him that she had been seduced by the Rev. Henry Wart!
Reecher. Suppose that Bowen went to Beecher with this
revelation; and suppose that then Beeeher confes£ed his
crime likewise, went down upon his knees before Bowen,
and deploring his sin, declared that he Jutd earnestly and
truly repented thereof, and adjured the injured man, for
the sake of the woman he had loved, not to expose either
the licentious, !'ldulterous pastor, or his beguiled and unfortunate paramour.
Suppose, then, partlY because he confided in the genuineness of Beecher's repentance, and partly because his
business interests were favored l;y seeming to believe in
Beecher's innocence, Bowen continued to uphold Beecher
as the pastor of Plymouth Church, and that this went on
for years" ith varying circumt.<tances, but with silence on
Bowen's part as to the puri>ort of Beecher's confes;;ion,
until another man accuses Beecher of seducing his wife,
and the scandal of that accusation becomes loud in the
land, and at last it is brought before a court of justice to
be investigated an I ended.
Under such circumstanees would it not be safe for
Beecher to defy Bowen, and for his counsel to cover
Bowen all over with denunciation and with shame?
Could Bowen reply by telling the truth of the acknowledgment of guilt by Beecher. and by dragging out facts which
honor requires him to conceal? Can he testify and cover
with infamy a won1an to whom he had been engaged,
and whose fatal secret had been conllded to him in such a
manner? 1\Iust he not maintain silence at the cost of his
own reputation and at the sacriilcc of every impulse of
retaliation and even of justice?
·
·
Suppose all this to be true, is not the situation of Bowen
really one of the most tragical and pitable in all the complications of this unprecedented drama ?-N. Y. Sun.
THE PRESS AND 1\!R. BEECHER.-Before the decks arc
cleared for the newspaper verdict in the great scandal,
let us dismiss once and for all the absurd assertion that
the press, tts a rule, is malicious in its trm1tnwnt of IIenry
Ward Beecher, and that it desires to keep up this profitJess discussion in order to create a dmmtnd for the
papers.
No man fared better at the hands of journalists for
twenty-five yem·s than Mr. Beecher. His agreeable oddities were paraded in print; his bright sayings were reported and repeated; his good qualities were magnified
and his popularity enhanced by the gratuitous advertisements which he got from the public journals.
His fame at best was always ephemeral. NobouY remembers anything that he said five. or three, or two years
ago. He has commanded the Jargesthcaring imaginable,
but he has left no enduring monument to his reputation
in the form of religious resettrehes or literary effort. If
the newsvai>ers had not assisted in bolstering him uv,
his fame ere this would naturally have begun to decline.
We know of no journal in all the land thut took any
I>ieasure inlaying before its readers the charges against
Beecl.wr. Fully a year before the publication of the
Woodhull scandal. the Ouserver, and presumably the New
York Sun and Ti.mes, the Springfield R1·pnbli.can, and tho
Chicago Tl·iuune were in vossession of statements involving Beecher's moral character, Nor were these
statements mere idle rumors. They emanated from responsible parties-and from persons, too, who stand r.,rlh
to-day as Beecher's ablest apologists al:id chamvions.
But by common consent the rumors were SUIJIH'Cssed;
and by common consent also no heed was I>nitl to tho
Woodhull woman's recital. It was not until Theodore
Tilton had mane his sworn statement, and Beecher h:c,J
called !1is Investigating Committee that the "ncw~paver
trial " began.
When the scandal was once launched on the sea of discussion it became the duty of every decent and respcctttble journal to weigh the evidence, to dismiss all feelinf.:'
of prejudice and tmssion and to judge fairly between Lhn
two sides. if nine-tenths of the public priuts have reaeiJed n decision adverse to i\Ir. Beecher. it is not becm1s"
they entertained any love for 'l'iiton or any uislike for
the Plymouth pastor, but because tho preachel"s own c.-.:p!anation of his acts and utterances is nnsatisfactory.Utica Observer,
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The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion i or,

It is universally admitted by the learned that the thousands have attempted to explain, no two of whom
copyists did make mistakes in the copying, that the ever agreed in its interpretation. Is this the way to
translators did make mistakes. in translating, and treat rational beings ? Can such persons know anymany of them admit that the collectors of tlw books thing about _the science of mind ? Have they the
An Ans-wer to tlte Question: Eave We a S1tpematu7'- made mistakes in selecting. It is also admitted that least conceptiOn of the necessary connection between
the copies from which our Bible was translated con- evidence and belief? Do they not proceed on the
a!ly Revealed, Infallibly lnspi1·ed and Mimcutained pussages which were not in the origimtl text. supposition that rational belief can be induced by
lously Attested Religion in the lVm·ld?
Our version, tilen, contains interpolations, mistrans· bribes and threats? Or if tiley are not ignorant of
lations a:,d supplied words. The division of it into tile fuct tilat a sufficient amount of evidence will irreBY E. E. GtJILD.
chapters and verses, t.,c supplied words, the heading sistil>ly produce conviction on the mind, and that to
in tile upper margin of the pages, and over tile chal). undertake to gain the assent of men to the tmtil of
(Continued.)
ters, the copying, the collecting and translation, is all any doctrine by bribes and threats, is only to try to
G. "The Bible may be appealed tu, .md often ·is, to sww- tile work of fallible men, for wilom no divine guid- make til em hypocrites, and mental and moral cowards
tion the worst of vices and enormities. Hat.-ed of ene- ance is claimed. ls this the care God exerrises over and ~laves ; then, we ask, are they not the greatest·
mies/ did not David boast. tlutt he hated ilis enemies his revelation ? If ile thinks no more of it than this, mountebanks that ever "played fantastic tricks bewith" perfect hatred''? Did he not denounce upon why silould we concern ourselves alwut it?
fore iligh heaven," and do tiley not insult the underthem tile most grievous curses ? Docs not God hate
1'lte belief in the Bible as a 1'evelation, is calculated to standing of man ? Do the teachers of scientific truth
those wilo hate him, and can it be wrong to imitate perpetuate some of the nwstdegrading supentitions. Most first give their lesson, and then oiler rewards to those
his example ? Plumlity of wives; was not polygamy of its believers understand it to teach the existence of who believe their inculcations, and tilrenten punisilLlerated among the Jews? Keeping of mist'l·esses / a Devil, witil his millions of kintlrcd fUHl subordinate ment to those who do not? Are they alarmed when
did not lwly meh of old have their concubines? Be- evil spirits,~disputing With the Al:niglJ ty tile throne of the tmthfulness of their teachings is questioned, and
taliation and nvenge,- does not God avenge himself on tile Universe, and exerting a malign intlucnce over the do they tilreaten with the judgments of God and the
his euemies ? and was not the Levitical law founded hearts and minds of men. The tendency of this be- wratil of heaven all who doubt or disbelieve them ?
on tile principle of I'cndcriug evil fur evil ? S/ave·ry,· lief is to induce men to keep a sharp lookout for this If not, why is it any more necessary to do so to enwas it not sanctioned by Moses? Slaughte1·ing of p1·is- imagin_ary fiend, to the entire neglect of the real force religious tmth than any otiler ldnd of trutil ?
onm·s taken in ww·, and even uf women anrl children; Devil that every man canies about with him in ilis · 1f teachers in any other department of knowledge
did not God command his people to do it, aud did not heart. Tile Bible, too, is understood to sanction the were to proceed in this way, they would very soon be
tile lwly propilet Samuel, set an example of this kind, be'lief in necromancy, fortune-telling, wLchcraft, destitute of pupils, and it is certainly a marvel how
by hewing Agag in pieces "before the Lord?" Cheat- sorcery, magic, special providences, and that diseases intelligent men can put themselves under the teaching/ dill not JucolJ's fatiler-in-law cheat him, and tlid both of mind ~nc~ body are produced by evil spirits. ing of men who are constantly insulting them. If
not Jacob pay him off in ilis own coin? Lying; did Wilat wonder IS 1t, then, that so many are !eel astray such teachers do not know any better, they are entinot God command it on a certain clay? Deception/ by the lying wonders of Matthias, and Joe Smitils, tied to our pity; if tiley do know better, they are
was not Samuel directed by the Lord to practice it? of the present day ? What hope can there be for the more entitled to our pity still, but the course tiley purTreachery,· did not Rahab pretend to afl:'ord protection improvement of men who believe that the affairs of ~uc is deserving only of tile scom and contempt of
to tt man who was fleeing !rom his encmie~, a:;d t-il en this life, tile events which take place in the world, and mankind. Persons who are conscious they have truth,
betray and rob him of ilis life ? ami is she not com- the phenomena of nature, are all tile results of a to oiler, and believe they can present an abundance of
mended for her faitil? Was not Jacob treacherous special providence, witilout regard to order or the evidence to sustain it, will not fool away their time by
to ilis own brother, in taking advantage of his neees- natural sequence of cause and effect? Certainly resorting to arts and tricks, nor proii1ises, nor threats in
sities, and robbing him of his birthrigh.? and also to none; for, according to this vrew til ere can be no such order to commend it to their ilearers. The fact til en
his own father, in procuring from him the ble~siug thing as science in any department of nature; in other that religion~ teacilers clo resort to these means i~ proof
which he designed for Esau? Inlole7'itnce,· docs not words, the fact that a phenomena occurred to-clay, is that they have not entire confidence in the tmth of
tile Bible everywhere demand belief of men as the no proof that it ever occurred before, or ever will tileir doctriues, and that ilaving no hope of producing
tirst and indispensable requisite, apparently, wililout again. Hence, those who hold this view are full of conviction on the minds of men by evidence, they rely
regard to proofs and evidences? and did IlOL Paul pro- the beiief in the marvelous ; are continually talking on appeals to tileir superstitious fears. The fact too
nounce curses on all wilo did no~ believe his Gospel? about special providences either in their favor, or tilat there is such alarm in their ranks wheneve~ th~
Persecu.tion/ were not tile Jews commanded to destroy against tilem; are constantly doclginfi some mimcu- bul\\'ark behind which they lmve entrenched themall tire inilabitants of C,maan wilo would not adopt Ions thunderbolt from heavtn, or anticipa~ing some selves is assailed, is proof that they doubt the impregtileir religion?
supernatural interposition in tildr behalf. It is not nubility of tileir positiOn. Tile man wilo is afraid of
It may be said tilat most of these practices are con- a real world in \vilicil they live, but one wholly ideal Truth, or fears that she cannot take care of herself or
demnetl in the New Teotament.. So they are, but the and imaginary. Solid tmth, tile facts of science, a that it is not for the interest of the people to ku'ow
New Testament is a part of the Bible, and tile fact knowledge of nature and her laws, has for tilem no tile whole truth, is a traitor to God, to trutil and to
named only silows the conflicting nature of tile teach- interest, and . possesses for til em no cilhrm~. Until man.
'
ings of th . ,t book. l'riany of the men who practiced this spell on the minds of otilerwise intelligent men is
As to the religious and moral tmths taught in tile
tile vices above named, are even in the New 'l'esta- broken, how can they be emancipated from the bon\ts New 'festament, such as the existence of God his
ment, held up to view as exceptionally pious, iloly of superstition ?
fatherhood, the brotherhood of tile race, the im~or
and worthy men ; how can it be expected that believ9. 'l'ltis beiiof in the authority of the Bible blinds and tality of man and the golden rule, tiley need no caners in the divine autilority of the Bible can escape the bewilders the minrls of men. The Bible contains a firmation from miracles, from books nor from men.
contagion of their example?
record of prodigies tile most astounding; of marvels They are their own authority and their own proof.
7. "If it was necessary for God to make a 7'evelation the most wonderful, of miracles the most marvelous, Tiley have the "witness of the spirit," and "the
to hi• creatu1·es in book form, it is bu.t 1'easonable to be- and statements the most incredible. Bence, it con- spirit is given to every man to profit witil all." All
Ueve that he would protect it in such a manner as that his f!icts with common sense, shocks om credulity, and forms of religion contain the elements of one uuiversdesign in giving it could -not be defeated. But such is not does violence to our reason. The man wilo believes a! religion. The dogma it is tilat has set ma'n at war
the case ~Dith the Bible." A book containing a revela- it is put in a mental condition to believe almost any- witil man. l\loJe religion and Jess dogma the great
lion, and designed to be transmitted to future genera- tiling. All power to distinguish between things want of humauity.
tions throughout all time, should be accompanied reasonable and unreasonable, credible and incredible,
Reader, botil sides are before you, judge ye what is
witil external and internal evidences so overwhelming is overcome. He believes, not on evidence, but on right. .
as to command tile assent of every one tilat examined autilority alone; he does not dictate his own belief,
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
its claims. If it w&s in manuscript writings, and re- but has it dictated to him. Like the young of birds,
quireli to be copied frequently; if it was written in !Je opens his moutil and swallows wilatever is given
one language, and translated into a number of otilers, ilim without reference to its quality. They are in the
To the God in Constitutionists.
the same being who communicated it at first, should situation of the clergyman, who, in defending the
superintend the copying and translation of it in such Bible, said, "the Bible says that a wilale swallowed
FmENDS: :Your defect is, you do not go far enough.
a way as to prevent all mistakes. We should know Jonah, and I believe it, and if it said that Jonah There is no logic in your timid, half-way demand.
who the uriginal writers were, wilen it was written, ~wallowetl the whale I would believe that." Now, Take the whole step and logical Christian men must
and in what place. We ought to know when it was truth is the natural food of the mind, as bread is of go with you. Let me explain. As we live under laws
translated, and by whom. In fine, we ought to ilave tile body; and truth must be as wisely adapted to the I.Jorrowed from the heathen Romans and Greeks no
a well-authenticated account of its 01 igin aud history. powers and faculties of tile mind, us food is to the wonder we are so degenerate. I propose that while
Tile BiiJle lacks every one- of tilese essential requisites. taste, and digestive powers of the body. Food that we are about it we adopt the laws of God. "\Ve
The history of no book in the world is involved in is distasteful and indigestible, is unwholesome, so tilat can fitid them in tho Pentateuch. There we may find
more obscenity than tilat. Except the writings of the mental and moral diet, that violates our reason, laws for natioual govcmment fresh from Jeiwvah
Paul, we llo not know when the books of the Bible shocks our moral sense, and wounds the best ailections himself-the genuine, una\lulterated article. Is it right
were wi'itten, the particular place wilere, the time of onr nature, must be spurious. There are thousands for a Christian nation to live under heathen laws,
when, nor the persons by wilom. But there are some of good men and women wilo profess to believe in or even human laws, when we may have laws direct
things we do know a!Jont it, and what we do know is things which they admit look to them unreasonable, from God ? Therefore when we puL God in the Convery much against it as a revelation.
aucl shocking to tileir feelings; but, nevertheless, they stitution, let us put his laws in our statute book.
'l'he Old Testament is a collection of books wilich feel obligated to believe as tiley do, on the sole auOregon, Jrio.
C. I.
the Jews during some periods of their h;stciry deem- tilority of the Bible. Such persons are tile miserable
ed sacred ; at otiler times they did not so regard them. victims of a mcnt.al and moral tyranny that demands
The New Testament is a collection of books which tile best efforts of the best men to overthrow.
A SCHOOL teacher in lYiississipJJi uses his facility in
were written some time cl uring the first and sec•Jll(]
10. "The grectt argu.ment 1tBually employed to mcdce slwrt-lutnd to make a verbatim report or a negro clergycenturies of the Christian era. '!'hey were selected co7WM'ts to the belz'ef in the Bible, not only betrays a want man's prayer. and he sends it to tho Etlucalional Jllonthly
from a great number of similar books in about tile of conjldence in it, on the part of those who u.se it, but it as follows: .. 0 Lord God of dis UniV<lrse, wilt don look
third century. Before their collection and after, they, constitutes ct ground of objection to z:t." Tile principal down in de omnipresence of dy eye upon these ely colhtrd
and many others beside, were accepted as inspired. argument usually relied on to propagate this belief in chi!U.ren bowed upon tho knuckle-bone dis night. Take
Tile Old and New Testaments were written in Jan- the world is tuat which is by far the most successful, a solemn peep upon us and let a heap o' light in. Don
guages which have ceased to i.Jc spoken. The books and leaves us with but one alternative. It is this, knowost what dese ely poor darkies neod. On every side
of tile Bible existed for many years in manuscripts "Believe or be damned." 'fhonsands of persons dou know st. 0 Lorcl, i;; de ovitlenco of do dislocation and
only, a1!d have been frequently copied. Our Euglisil who are ~s ignorant of the history and origin of tile destruction or the human family. Det·e be fighting among
tra~1slat10n was made, not from the original manu- I3ible as the veriest ilea then on earth, will go into the one another an<lnatuml disease. But wo die to Jive ag-ain
sc:npts, but from copies of them, not one of which pulpit and proclaim to their hearers doctrines the either as saints or evil spirits. Derfl be cliscushions on
of the Old Testament, was older than tlw ninth cen: most shucking to reason and common sense, and when doctrines, eleeshion, hoforoordination, perfection. and
tury of the Ulrristian era, ancl not one of 1he New asked for the evidence of their truth, will tell us that sich like. confuse tie intollccts of both black men and
older than the sixth. The cliilerent copies of t!Jese "God is the autilority for their truth." When asked white. But. good Lord. dou knowesto dat dose are vain almanuBcripts v:1ry considerably from each ot,wr. There how we are to know that, the answer will be, "they are lusions. splittin' nnd dividin' ely erealuros into sexes
has ?ecn various translations of the Bii.Jle into tile taught in the 13ible-wlticil is God's word-and we without mercy. Whoever will, can go to glory, Many
English language, no two of whicil arc exactly alikc.lmu:;t accept them or be damned." Could arrogance derc will be wiLlt slick countenances. white collars and
Dr. Bellamy macle a translation, which made some and presumption go farther than this? Here it is as- fine clothes, who will find de gtttos shut against them,
important passages say exactly the reverse of what sumed not only that the Bible is an infallible book, while ile blind old woman, hobbling on crutches, she go
they are made to say in the common English version. but tilat they correctly understand a book wilich straight in. Amen."
1
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'rhe Freethinker to his Father.
['rhe following lines were written by a young man. to
his father who was very ill and supposed to be on his
death bell:]
Oh dear father! fear not
'l'he dread moment at hand,
Thou shalt take up thy lot
In a far distant land.
Oh fear not the spoiler's
Cold silencing spell;
Unto those he is dt·eadful,
\Yho still fear a Hell.
Fur the true son of natm·e
In looking abroacl,
Sees no dark coming torments,
No !lerce, frowning God.
FtLther, fear not to Gleep
In the bosom of earth,
Fcir she's paid thee thy meed
l:lince the hour of thy birth.
So that now when she calls thee
'l'o yielc up thy clay,
· Oh, do uot ask ever
One moment's delay.
Yes, 'tis true that we love thee,
And sadly shall weep,
And bewail thy dep,~rture
When thou'st fallen asleep.
But, Oh father remember
That in thy past years,
Life has held some bright moments
To match with its tears.
Then remember thy children
Shall gather to thee
When their life-work is ended,
Aild they are set free.
No, 'tis not long to wait,
'1'il we all shall come home,
E'er to dwell in that state,
·where no sorrow may come.
Do not go like the sltwe
Who is scourged to his cell,
For thou ·st wrought thy life's labor
Ever faithful and well.
Oh, then, father regret not
Thy number of d<t;·s ;
For a short life wollli vel!
Is a full hymn of praise.
Widows can't look with joy
On thy calli, ashen face,
Nor can orphans cast curses
On thy last resting-place.
Aye, thy.couchshall be gorgeous
With diamonds and gold,
And amund thy pale relics
Soft emtttins shall fold.
For i~ not em·th's fair bosom
Fit pillow for kings?
Anll is her cradle-sm•g
Not the whistle of time's wings?
And do not the bright stars
'l'hat look down from the sky,
Lightly trip in the dance
To the gntnd I ullaby?
Yea, the forests of Indi!t,
And Golconda's mines,
And the bright spars of Iceland,
Ara.bia's vines,

E'en the mosses of ·Greenland,
The flowers of Rome
Are all but the trimmings
Of thy narrow home.
Oh, then, cast off all fear,
For our Father divine
Has a far nobler sphere
For his human-kind.
Yes, there must be a htnd
Where the flowers never fttde
And where pain is unknown.
And Death can't in vade.
When in that land rem em bet
That thou leavest hero
A sad, small grouv of mourners,
Who holtl thy name dear.
And will thou not watch o'er us
In din1 coming years,
Ancl still whisper soft comfort
When we stand in tears ?
BY Liverpool papers it avpears that the visit of the
Holy Ghost to that city, in the persons of Moocly and
Sankey, cost the city $!5,000. 1'he same delectable pair
cost the city of London not less than $15,000. It costs
money to save souls.

''Is there a

God~"

The following is a portion of an address delivered
before the ''Peoria Free Thought Association," on
March 7th, 1875, upon this question.
Priests, preachers, pres~es, legislators and eourts,
have from all time exerted their it,fiuence and power
toward the proving abu protecting uf a God. Prop·
erty valued at upwards of three hundred and fifty
millions of dollars is exempted from taxation in tlie
United States, simply because it is dedicated to a God.
Thousands of divines wearing gorgeous apparel and
impressive looks of sanctity, are paid enormous salaries for proving the exi£tenee of a God and peddling
salvation, in the faee of the fac:t that salvation is free.
From all time the sword and the gibbet, and fagot
and stake, have been used to eonvinee unbelievers of
the existence of a God. The l.Jelief in the existence of
a God has a! ways been regarded as of infinite im·
portanee to man; w mueh so, that those who l.Jelieve
in the t~xistenee of a Gotl-t•r rather three or four
Gods-can always find a host of friends who are willing to solemnly assevcnttc tha,t they are exemplary
Christians-all sufficient evidPnee of integri y-while
the Atheists forfeit the gocJ 11 ill of society, to say
nothing about being denietl the privilege of testifying
in eourts, and beiug ella: actl'rized as ·'heretics," and
"IntiJels." ·when we consider the m~hty influence
popular opiuion has over the minds of men; when we
eonsit!er that the persua>ive eloquence of the sword
and gibbet, and fagot aud stake have been used to
eon vi nee mankind of the existence of a Gotl, should
the fa,et that Deism is almost universal exeite our
wonder, even if it has no foundation in fuet ? Deists
tell us that the fact that Deism is almost uni versa! is
evidence of its truth; for, say they, ''what everyl.Jody
says must be true." If this at·gument is good, and
will apply to the past as well as to the present, it
would prove the ea,rth perfectly fiat anJ motionless for
tlionsa,nds of years, and that it did not begin to move
until the people began to believe, or in other words,
diu not commence to revolve till its revolutions be·
eame popular. As then for thousands of years the
belief in a falsehood was universal ('i. e., that the earth
was fiut), and the truth was universally disbelieved
('i. e., that the earth was of a glol.Jular. form', we eon·
elude that universal belief proves nothing. In other
words, that uelief eannot ehange a faet.
Deists tell us that even barl.Jarians believe in the ex·
ist<:nee of a Go<.!, and this fact, say they, proves tha,t
man has innate ideas of a Deity. True1 the l.JarbarilLnS, almost without an exception, believe in the ex·
istence of a God, and they are more zealous in serving
liim than are the believers among tlie ei vilizecl.
While the l.Jarbarian will ma.ke anr saeritiee for his
Gou, even to ta,king the life of his clearest child, our
civilized Deists do not believe in serving him under
difficulties ; would not attenu chureh if they would
have to soil their boots in going there-more especially
if the cushions had been fortuitously removed from
the pews, or if the organ was out of whack, and
satan's six who furnish the" chin musie" had sore
throats, and the preacher was somewhat indisposed.
We see, then, that the higher we rise in the intellectual
scale the weaker becomes the belief in the existence
of a God, and that upon the topmost round of the intellectual htdder we will find Voltaires, Paines, J efl'ersons, Fmnklins and lngersolls-doubters if not disbe·
lievers. If, then, the faet that barbaria,ns universally
believe in a Go<.! proves anything, it proves that the
belief in the existence of a God is the outgrowth of
ignorance.
As to ·innate ideas, I deny that snell ideas ean exist.
An idea eannut enter the bmin except through the
meuia of the five senses, sight, seent, touch, taste or
hearing, and if those senses and the brain are perfect,
the sm-rountlings will implant iueas in the brain with
almost every throb of the pulse. Those ideas are Un·
governable and a sense of weakness and dependence
on the part' of barbarians superinduced in their minds
the itlmt of a superior power; and that superior power,
without inquiring what it was, they worshiped as a
Go<.!. If in man there are innate ideas of a God, and
those ideas are given !tim of a God, certainly, those
ideas would be perfect and uniform, and one nation
would not have innate ideas of a semi-God, and an·
other nation innate ideas of a snake God, &e. Pre·
ferring sense, now, to absurd·ity, we say tl~at harl.Jar~
ans like ourselves, are creatures of eclueatwn, assoeJ·
atidn and liabit, and that the genial Sdnshine and the
1tngry storm taught tliem of the pleasure and dis·
pleasure of tt God. Deists tell us that the creation
proves the existence of a God. " All things, say
they, that exist must have been created, and as notli·
ing ean ereate itself, there must l.Je a ereato1·." Here
is a desk, the desk eould n:)t ereate itself, consequent·
ly it lias a creator, and that ereator i~ ma1~. 1'hen
here is wan man could not create htmself; consequently he J{mst liave a creator, and that creator is
God. Well tlien, here is a God, and as nothing ean
ereate itself he must have a creator, and that creator
another cre.~tor, and so on, ad infinit-um. Of necessity,
then, we must stop so mew !Jere. 'N e see that some·
thing must be eo-eternal, and therefore needs no
ermttor and then the question reduces itself to this :
Is that '.,omething matter, or is it an omnipotent, om·
niseient omnipreseitt, personal God ? .Matter is a
reality, ' a verity, something tangible, somethin~
known to exist, but a personal God is a mere suppOSl·

tion. Let us now imagine if it is not as likely that
matter has existed from all time, and is governed by
laws inherent in itself, as that it resulted from the aet
of a Gcd, unknow-n and unknowable. l\[a,tter is indestructible, and this faet is evitlenee that it eould not
have been created. Matter is separate<.! and transformed; but not one ntom of it has ever yet been dest.wyecl. Put a stit:k of wootl into the tire and the
tire will separate the elenwnts which entered into 1he
eompo~ition of the wood .·i. e., earth, air, water, et<'. ),
each returning to its original elcntent. Eaeh atom of
matter has an affinity for or antipathy to L·Very other
atom of matter, a,nd this affinity and antipathy constitute the lfl.ws whieh govern matter (i. e., attraction
and repulsion), the former constituting the laws of
gravitation. This affinity or antipathy is not a principle of inert matter alone, but aF l\nown to exist in the
ert.. A duck gravitates as naturally towarus a puddle as an unsupported brick gravitates towards the
ground; and a bone has as mtH:li affinity fL'r a yellow
clog, as a magnet has for a needle. Antipathy, or the
law of repulsion, is seen l.Jy uniting tire and powder.
This inherent prineiple which governs nullter is a
part of it, ns mucl1 so as is solidity, density or eolor.
It tlocs not. reqn:re a Gorl to ntake a stick have two
enlls instead of one, or to make a cirele ron!lll instead
of Fquare; and it is a clebr,tul.Jle que,tion whether he
eould make two hills 1dtltout having a hollow between
them, or make a two year old enlr in a tniuule. Dd;;ts
tell us tha,t intelligence and design prllvc the exbtence of a God. H the intelligence known to exist in
ma~ter requires a souree, a Go:! possessed of infini:e
intellig!:nee would have still greater net•d nf a sonrct•
from which to draw. But a "design" is plrrinl y visible
to Deists. They put on their spiritual "spce"," ancl in
confusion they see harmony and design. Tlte fact
tiwt water seeks its level convinces them of the existence of a Go ! ; l.Jt1t if it were to run uphill instelLu
of clown, or to stand still or spurt hither and yon in
the most lawless mauner, the de~ign to them would be
just and apparent.
'!'he green fields speak Gotl's
name; but if the fields were white, or l.Jlaek, or reel,
or yellow, they speak quite as eloquently. In the
variegated flowers they see the hand of a God ; hut if
the flowers were of a uniform color, could l hey not
see the same? But let us inquire if this design is
consistent witl1 the designer. He matlc the heavens
and the earth in six dnys, and resteu on the sevt•11th
(tired), and commanded mankind to re,t likewise. As
there was no eurth, sun or moon, ete., timing this
time by which to rcckou, we will suppose he manufactured a few days just for the occasion. To proceed, he plaeed man. whom lie created, in a g·arden,
and also took particular pains to place therein a temptation and a tempter. Having placed the to-be-tempted, the temp;ation and tempter in proper or,ler, he
retreated behind a gooseberry bush to wateh the result. The resull is known to be "the fall of man,"
the manufacturer of aprons, the termination of Adam's
lease, and !tis vacation of the ]Wetnises.
If Go<.! Jesigned man to be perfect, why did he not
ereate him perfect, and if he did ereate him perfect,
why did he not make that perfection pcrpetwd ? He
made a heaven and pllLutecl therein a few holy angels.
\Vhy did he not make earth a heaven, an<.! man an
angel ? If he was too exliausteu from his exertions in
creating suns, moons aud stur~, why did he not take
his time at the job, there was no hurry, or else take a
good long rest before commencing the c:reation of
man? By so doing he would have been spared the
mortification of seeing his ''noblest work" become
depraved and disobedient. He coultl then have tlll
mankind, instea,d of allowing "old Nibsey" to get
nine out of every ten. If he wished man to love him,
why ctoes lie 110t so act as to merit man's love? Is
visiting man with sickness, sorrow, pain ant! death,
calculated to exeite love ? If he would have man l.Jelieve, why does he nut manifest himself? Nine of
Jesus' apostles would not believe that Jesus was risen
from the dead, even when told so by two of their fcl·
low apostles, simply because tliey did not scoe him
themselves (l\Iark xvi. 13th verse). A.noth<'r apostle
would not believe the statement of the other apostles,
simply because they did not see J esu,; ; and that apostle required and received proof (John xxv. 25-27).
God is no respecter of persons, tllen why are uot we
entitled to receive proof ? But now, after eighteen
hundred years have rolled pasr, whenever 1\"U eall for
proof, we are toltl to "believe or be damned.''
A GREAT DISCOVERY ABOU'r LIGH1'.-Pro[. Wm. Croeokes
has made one of the greatest discoveries in relation to
the action of light which luts come before th~; worlcl sineo
spectrum [Ltmlysis was Jlrstmmle known. He has ,tcmonstrated that direct mcchanit,al cfTect can he prod need by
ligllt when luminous rays are ftllowod to fall upon OIHJ
end of a most delicately balanced lover arm su~tJetlllecl in
vacuo; tho contrary has hitherto been ,w;sumeu. 1'ltis
gre!tt discovery, fraught with unknown \1sos to soeicty,
may be fairly claimed as having been gi.vcn to tho world
tbrougll Spiritualism. In endeavoring t•J obtain instrumental evidence of the assum~d psychic force, and to test
mediumistic power by causing it to move a few gntins in
tt glass vacuum tube, he discovered a motion produced
by an unknown cause, but finally traced to radiant heat,
and, in working farthor at the new lliscovery,l\lr. Crookes
has been nble to make fresh revelations to tho world relating to light.-Spiritual Scientist.
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Honest Questions and Honest Answers.
[ CON'l'INUED.]

We herewith proceed to reply further to tile interrogatories of our conespondent. H;s fourth question is,
Do you think it mon ?'ectsonr:tble and tntthful to s~tp
pose that the ·inferior mces of men are evidence of tl.e
1·e.rult of deyenentcy, rathm· than of natural development
front a stz'li injen'o1· mce?
"\Ve do not. The law of progression and development we regard as the order of tile Universe rather
than retrogression and degeneracy. It is far from
complimentary to an infinite, all-wise Creator to believe his works deteriorate and go backward to ignominy and decay. It is tile same with tile Universe;
its law is progress, onward, forward, not retrogression, backwardness and deterioation. True, conditions have very much to do with the development of
the human race. It is well known a particular family, tribe or nation may go backward instead of forward; they may sink in tile scale of humanity instead
of rising in it, but this is always dependent upon governing causes, tile efl'ects of which cannot be ignored.
It is not improbable, even, that nations and races like
individuals, may have their eras, their life-time, beginning in infancy, progressing through youth to maturity and old age, but it is evidently a law of tile
U niversc that in the aggregate, tile human race gradually progresses in intelligence, morality and in tile enjuyment of happiness. Ignorance is tile great obstacle
to tile more rapid advance, and where this is fully removed, and we learn to live naturally, rationally and
sensibly in all things, according to the immutable laws
which govern our existence, we may expect mankind
will occupy a much more elevated position than now,
l.Je more healthful in body and mind, less troubled
with diseases and aftlictiuns, live to a greater age, be
more physically strong, more intellectual, more virtuuus and more happy.
5. How can an infm·ior animal produce its s~tpm·ioJ' on
strictly natuml p1•inciples?
It can be done in ilo other way than upon natural
principles; but that it is done it is hardly necessary
to affirm. 'vVe have only to look at tile improvements
that have been made in the rearing of horses, cattle,
sheep and swine to be fully convinced of this. Tile
difference between tile zebra and tile wild horses of
Tartary and South America, and tile blooded horses
which are the pride of Europe and tile United States
is very great. Tile same is true of cattle, sheep and
hogs. Our Devonshire, Durham and Alderney cattle,
reared under favorable conditions are largely in advance of tile wild cattle of tile forests and plains.
Our Merino and other choice breeds of sheep are a
great improvement upon tile coarse wild sheep of olden times, the same as our Berkshire, China and Poland hogs are a great advance from tile wild hogs
from which they descended. Tile same law of development and improvement that rules in the animal kingclom prevails in tile vegetable kingdom. It is well
known tile numerous and magnificent varieties of
apples we now have were produced from the sour
crai.J apple, as all our luscious pears, peaches, and
plums were produced 1Jy the appliances uf culture,
art and development, from tile bitter, puckery wild
pear, the small, sour, wild peach, and tile inferior wild
plum. In a similar manner the hundreds of beautiful varieties of roses which florists now present us are
tile product of the wild rose, as the multitudinous
varieties of beif·htiful asters, balsams. cockscombs,
dahlias, gladioluses, pansies, petunias, pinks, tulips,
verbenas, and other lovely flowers, arc tile products
of tile simple wild flowers from which Liley are tile direct descendants.
·
All these impl'ovements and developments are the
result of natural laws, which men have learned and
applied,

G. If the la~os of Nature a1"e fixed, who can tu1·n them J a pttrticular structure 'is found advanced to a certain
af;ide?
point in a particular set of animals, (for instance, feet
No one can change that which is unchangeable, nor in the serpent tribe), altiloug·h not there required in
turn aside that which is immovable. Tile laws of any degree ; but tile peculiarity being canied a little
Nature can not be rendered inoperative. nor nugatory, farther forward,-is perhaps useful in the next set of
but they are unlimited in number, and are applicable animals in tile scale. These are called nulimentary
to all conceivable conditions and circumstances. It organs and are ·most conspicuous in animals which
is the proper study of mankind to become acquainted form links between tbe various classes.
with them to the fullest extent, and to learn to apply
We cannot Lake tile space here to enumerate tile
them to all the affairs and necessities of life, and not many instances of similarity of organs in the different
to try to subvert them, oppose them, or live in opposi- varieties of animals ; hut in illustration will merely
tion to them.
state, that as various as may be the lengths of tile
' 7. If plants g1·ew into animals, and animals into hu- upper part of the vertebrated column (back bone) in
man bdngs, in the long ago, why is it not so no~o?
the mmnmalia, it always consists of the same parts
We cannot say it is not su. These operations take and the same number of bones. Thus, the girafl'e
place very slowly, and almost imperceptibly, and it is has in its tall neck the same number of bones as tile
not at all unlikely some of them are taking place at pig, which scarcely seems to have a neck at all. Man
the present time. Tile same causes under tile same unlike most of tile mammalia has no tail, but tile necesconditions will always produce the same results. sary bones for a caudal appendage exist in an undeThis may be regarded as an axiom as unfailing as veloped state in the os coccygis of tile human species.
"twice two are four."
The limbs uf the vertebrate animals are in like manIt is, perhaps, not 'easy to comprehend how one ner on one plan, however various they may appear.
form of existence evolves into another, and how ani- ·Iu the hind leg of a horse, for example, tile angle callmal life may proceed from vegetable life, but it is ed tile hock is the same part which in man forms the
still more difficult to understand how otherwise so heel; and the horse and nearly all other quadrupeds
many forms of existence came to be. 'VVe have come walk upon what corresponds to tile toes of the human
to understand tile Universe contains all tile forces and race. As these parts are, in many quadmpecls
powers necessary to produce every result that has ever shrunken or compressed into a hoof, so the tail which
been accomplished. In tile primitive condition of our would otherwise attach to the human subject is
planet, it was doubtless wholly unfitted to either veg- 1 shrunken up into a bony mass at tile lower extremity
etable or animal life. As it gradually condensed from of tile back. The bat, on the other hand, bas these
a nebular condition, it required immense eras for tile parts largely developed. Tile membrane, commonly
soil to be converted by means of oxygen and other called tile wing, is framed chiefly upon bones answerinfluences from the primitive rocks, suitable for tile ing precisely to those of tile human hand. In the
production of vegetation, including grass_es, herbs and paddles of tile whale, and other animals of its order,
trees. It is reasonable to suppose tile first germs of are fount! tile same bones as in tile more highly clevelvegetable life were simple ancl crude, and that tile oped extremities of tile land animals, and even the
evolution of tile thousands of succeeding varieties serpent tribes which present no external appeamnce
were a slow and natural outgrowth of the original ; of such extremities, possess them in reality, though in
and without doubt these evolutions in tile vegetable an undeveloped or rudimental state.
kingdom still cDnLinue as new varieties of plants are
It is difficult to comprehend how so many forms of
constantly being discovered. We have shown how
life as now exist upon this planet should have evolved
man has produced new varietie.s of animals, fruits from one simple germ ur a few simple germs, it is
and flowers by making use of natural laws, and it is
certainly more difficult to comprehend that so many
quite as probable nature, by the same laws, produces
separate creations should have been necessary. Acsimilar results.
cording to Humboldt and Spencer, there are scattered
Wilen after the lapse of countless ages, tile earth
over our globe at the present time some 320,000 species
became adapted to the <·xistence of animal life, all tile
of vegetable life, and 2,000,000 species of animal life,
various varieties did nut come into existence at once.
mnl if tu these are added the numbers of animal and
Tile sinlple animalwlw and ?'adiata were doubtless
vegetable species which have existed, but have now
tile first which nature prod uc:ccl, itnd these after an
becoU1e extinct tile total number would not fall short
epoch-the length ot which we are unable to judgeof ten millions of species. 'vVhich is tile most probacame the mollusca-shell-fish, then m·ticulata-jointed
ble that these ten millions of species of organized life
insects and animals, next 'Ce?'tebrata, animals with inare evolutions and modifications of an original germ ur
ternal skeleton, and divided into reptiles, fishes, birds,
genus, or that they were all separate and distinct creand mammals.
ations? "\Ve decidedly yield our assent to the former
While the external forms of all these animals arb
proposition.
so different, it is no less true that tile whole, after all,
lf it is not easy tu understand that all tile forms of
are mere variations of a fundamental germ which can
be traced as a basis through the whole, tile variat.ions animal life should have arisen from a single genu, or
being merely modifications to suit tile particular vari- if it is not clear how tile animal kingdom could have
ety, was fitted to live. Starting from the primitive evolved from the vegetable, it certainly is not cliillcult
germ, which we have seen, is tile representative of a to understaml that in the Universe exist, perpetually,
particular order of full-grown animals, we find all the powers and forces necessary to produce all that
others to be merely advances from that type, with the now is or ever has existed. As no etrcct was ever
extension of endowments and modifications of forms produced without a natnral cause sulticient to prorequired in each particular case; each form, also, re- duce it, so these natural causes, operating nnder all
taining a strong afiinity to that which precedes it, and conceivable conditions, necessarily produce an endleHs
tending to impress its own features on that which suc- variety of results. In the great U niversc is inherent
all the powers and potency requisite to call into cxiBtceeds.
This unity of structure, as it is called, becomes the ence all that is or ever was.
If it cannot be fully comprehended how vegetables
more remarkable when it is remembered that tile
organs, which possessing a resemblance, are often put can evolve into animals, it can at least be understood
·to different uses; for example, the ribs, become in the that tile two kinglloms approaeh each other so eloscly
serp0nt, organs of locomotiou, and the snout is ex- as scarcely tube separated. 'l'herc is aninutl life so
tended in tile elephant into a prehensile instrument. closely bordering upon the vegetable that at Jirst it
It is equally remarkable that ltnalogous purposes are would appear tu be the latter. 'l'he hyd1·oosct and the
served in difterent animals by organs essentially cliff- sponge family are sample5 of this class. On the other
erent. Thus, tile mammalia breathe by lungs ; the hand, there are vegetables possessing tile characterisfishes by gills. 'I'hese are not modifications of one tics of animals to a wunderfttl extent ; and as illustraorgan, but distinct organs. In mamifel·s, the gills tions we have but to mention tile plants recently disexist and act at an early stage of the faital state, but covered both by Professor Darwin in England, and
afterward go back and appear no more ; while the Mary 'rreat in this country, which not only catch anlungs are developed. In fishes, again, the gills only imals, but digest them and appropriate them to their
are fully deyeloped, while tile lung structt'll'e either sustenance and growth. It is little more wonderful
makes no advance at all, or only appears in tile ru- that one kingdom should evolve into tile other, than
dimentary form of an air-bladder. In many instances that each should approach the other so closely and
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purtakc of the special province of the other to such
a remarkable extent.
In connection with this subject, we will call attention to the fact that nature seems to evolve or adapt
difl'e!:cnt forms of life to the varying circumstances in
which it is placed. Thus certain kinds of plants
growing in, and located where Jain seldom fafls, and
requiring a store of moisture for their nourishment,
arc found to be provided with a cup-like vessel surrounding the stalk to retain water after a shower.
This cup or pitchm·, as it is sometimes called, is not a
new organ, but simply an evolution or modification of
a leaf of the plant. So fish, having eyes and good
sight, if kept and propagated in the dark, although
they retain their eyes, they become entirely useless,
and the fish arc "stone blind." If. however, they arc
brought into the light, by its magic influence their
sight is gradually restored until they sec again as well
as ever. Indeed, we arc hardly able to estimate the
subtle and mysterious influence this wonderful clement-light-exercises in the production of organs of
vtswn. It seems to have the power to call forth organs of sight when needed, while animals who live
perpetually in the dark have no eyes and no sight.
8. Do ymt believe in the infinite ]J7'0gTession and devel-

opment of good and evil ?
According to our comprehension of this question,
we answer, Y cs. As we believe in the infinite progression and development of all material substances,
we necessarily must believe in the progression of good
and evil. Here it becomes necessary for us to define
what we understand by "good and evil." They arc
simply relative terms. Every thing that exists is susccpiililc of becoming good or evil, according to the
usc that is made of it. There is nothing so good lmt
if improperly used muy it become an evil, and there is
in existence nothing so bad but what is positive good
if properly and legitimately used. Thus, fire, which
in warming us in cold weather, and in cooking our
food, is so great u good, when it is out of its proper
place and burns our dwellings and destroys towns
and cities, it is un evil of immense magnitude. So,
water, which in ftoocls, torrents, and devastating
streams is a great evil, in the imperceptible dew,
in the gentle rain, in sparkling springs, in murmuring rills, flowing rivers, and the great ocean,
over which prondly iloat ~hips unci steamers-in the
multitudinous ways in which it refreshes thirst and
sustains life, it is an inrlispcnsublc good. So it is with
food, alcohol, clothing, exercise, pleasure, the impulses, the passions, ancl every substance and every
quality in existence-properly and wisely used they
are all good, but when improperly used they become
evil.
"\Ve believe in no personal goo(] nor personal evil
constantly warring with each other-no personal Gocl,
no personal Devil. These myths are the outgrowth
of ignorance, and arc, cle~en·cclly passing away as the
light of truth shines upon the world, log·cthcr \\' ith
the belief in witches, gnomes, fairies, g·enii, hobgoblins and demons.
\J. Will the JlTesent 1mgodly state vf society eventually

·resnlt in in lhe Tc,(orma.tion and ltrtppiness of t1ie h111llan
1·ace independent of Divine agency ?
The word divine in this question is somewhat inllelin ite. If it means the efforts of a personal deity we
answer yes; if it means all that exists, no. On r helicf
is that all that exists is, in its nature good, ami that
everything belongs to the divine sy~tcm of the U nivcrse. W c believe the mom! and social condition of
the world will be greatly improved, until the human
race is vastly healthier, better, :mel happier than now.
'fhc world has greatly improved within the pcriocl
covered by history, but the advance made is slight
comparcc.l with what we hopefully trust. the fnturc
has in store for us. The race has inherently within
its nature the elrmwnts of unlimited progress, uncl as
it succeeds in dispelling the ignorance and superstition wl1ich pernicious creeds and dogmas for thousands of years have fastened upon it, it will rise permanently in worth, usefulness and happiness.
'l'his advance may be slow ; the effects of ignorance
and defective education in the world arc more serious
and the tendency to selfishness anc.lthc indulgence of
passion is strong in uwn ; but still we have great
)lopes of him ; he may still b13 considered in his in-
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fancy. Fo1•eve1' is a long time, and when he gets all while nature is the great Universe containing all the
the knowledge he is capable of acquiring, we trust be suns, all the worlds, all matter, all life, all existences
will be vastly better and happier than now.
with all the forces and powers that arc. While no
What our friend calls the" ungodly state of society" reasonable person wishes a go·d of wood, stone or
is the result of disord('r and the want of due apprecia- brass, while the invisible he cannot sec nor compretion of Nature's laws and requirements. It has no hend, the boundless Universe is always before us, a
connection with any invisible personality, good or reality, a power, a totality that for a momcRt cannot
be doubted. To us it seems vastly easier to believe in
bad.
As the laws of health and the science af life become nature than in any god.
12. Do ymt knmo evm·ything that you believe?
better understood and applied, disease will be greatly
W c sec no special point or pcrtinancy te~ this quesbanished from the earth. As intelligence and science
become thoroughly disseminated, ignorance, vice and tion. All men know certain things of which they have
crime will correspondingly lessen. As the human positive proof, and these they also believe. They
race Jearn that the highest morality consists in doing also believe certain other things, which to them seem
good to their fellow beings, and that this course pro- probable and reasonable, but which they cannot be
duces the most perfect happiness, so will good deeds said to absolutely know. We are no exception to the
and kind actions abound, und what is called sin and rule. Probably all men are liable to think they know
wickedness will become comparatively unfashionable. what they really only believe. In this tendency we
also doubtless participate. The best any of us can
and unknown.
·
do is to exercise the best reason and judgment we pos10. Does it not nqni1·e moTe ftti.th to be a skeptic than
sess, to examine and investigate whatever is presented
to be a 01!1-istian?
us for our acceptance, and to believe nothing that is
Decidedly not. A skeptic is one who has no faith
~ot founded in reason, truth, and upon the immutable
at all, but doubts everything. A Christian is one who
laws of the Universe. The great error mankind has
believes whatever his priest or creed demands of him,
mucic, is to beNm;e too much without proof, to accept
regardless of logic, sense or reason. A skeptic
the most absurd claims and the most unreasonable
takes nothing upon tn~st-notbing because somebody,
propositions upon the simple assertion of those who
who knows no more than be does, commands him to
really knew no more of the matters involved than
do so. A skeptic and a Rationalist arc not ner.essarily
tllcmselves. This habit, we trust is passing away.
the same. A skeptic is simply a doubter, while a
13. Please give us the name and articles of your faith.
Rationalist is one who embraces the truths of the
The name o[ our belief is known as Rationalism m·
Universe, the teachings of science and reason so far
Libemlism. W c have never tabulated the articles of
as he understands them. He is only skeptical upon
our faith, but have not the slightest objection to statsuch subjects of which he is ignorant and does not
ing what they arc. W c claim to believe what appears
accept as truth that which lacks the confirmution of
to us as tTuth, and hold ourselves in readiness to accept
experience and demonstration.
whatever new tmth is presented to our consciousness
11. Is it ea.siel' to believe in natm·e than in God?
and comprehension. IV c must be 011r ow11 jnclgc as
We answer, yes, if reason is followed and myths to what trntb is, and feel ourselves under no obligation
and superstitions arc discunlccl; though were we to to blindly accept what somebody else may claim to be
judge by the numbers of the human race who believe truth, no matter in what book it may be printed or
in some kind of a God, we should think to the con- what class of priests may demand it.
trary. In the last five thousand years not Jess than
In addition to the. points of faith already indicated,
ftfty thousand gods have been manufactured by men, we name the following :
and thc5c have been believed in by countless millions
1. We believe the true God is the God of the U niversc,
of our r'lcc. ·where ignorance has most prevailed, and exists alike in all that is. Nothing is above him,
there has the belief in a god or gods most abounded. nothing is below him, nothing ia outside of _him, all
Jl,!any volumes would be necessary to recount the arc parts of the great divine system which embraces
great diversity of characteristics and monstrosities all substances· snd all qualitiels. This God is just and
these ignorant human beings have ascribed to their imparti:LI ; he reveals himself to all ulike, and speaks
gods. The more ignorant und degraded they were, to ull alike. He docs not whisper privately his will to
the more crude and depraved their gods, The more some obscure individual and commission him to prowarlike and blood-thirsty the nutions who have made claim the same· to the world, and demand that it acthese gods, the more foncl their gods arc for bloodshed cept it without doubt or question.
and carnage, and they huvc even been called "the
2. IV c believe the highest duty of man and the purest
god of battles." Bloodshccl, slaughter and destruc- morality consists in our _good ofliccs and kind acts to
tion of life seemed their highest pleasure. The Jews our fellow beings. God neither demands our oblaancl their God, J ehovuh are cases in point. The more tions nor worship, nor docs he need them. He is so
peaceful and inofl:cnsivc the nution, the more quiet far nhovc us our actions can neither be any aid or inami undcmoustrati1·e their gocl, and their highest con- jury to him. Humanity i~ the highest CXJJrcssion of
ception of happiness is rest. The Hindoos and deity of which 1vc have any knowledge ; to it arc clue
their God, Brahm, ilh1strate this phase; they rarely all onr service, all our devotion, all our won;hip. In
engaged in war, and their god never urged them to following this course, the world will be made more il:battle nnd slaughter. The European nations, as well telligcnt, more moral and more happy than by all the
as our own, in suit, unfortunately adopted a warlike creeds, all the rcl igions and all the gods that have htLll
fighting god, with a religion to match, and the consc- an imagined existence.
,1ucncc has been these nations have indulged in the
~- vVe believe in good c.lcccls actuated by benevolent
motit dcvastuting and bloody wars the world has ever motives produce happiness, and that onr lives shonlcl
!mown. i\Iorc blood has been shed and more lives be; spent in cultivating the good and- shunning that
h:tvc been taken in the name of the God Jehovah, which is bad and hurtful. 'l'hat every iuclivic.lunl
than nil the thousa1,1ds of other gods the world has must lJc his own Savim·, and can c.lcrivc no real benefit from an unseen, imaginary personage.
l'nown.
4. It is the duty of all to endeavor to Jearn and unAs easy as it has been for the ignorant masses to
believe in the numerous gods which wily ancl inter- clm·stand the laws of our Lieing, and to be controllml
ested priests have foisted upon them, millions of them by the immutable laws of the Universe looking in
never stopping to clou\Jt, to investigate or even to that direction, in ull C>lscs, for guidance and in fonua·
.
make un enquiry, have blindly and zealously taken tion.
\Vithout detaining our readers with :t more detailed
the gods thus given them, unci have been ready
to kill or be killed in their defense. As easy, we say, statement of what we believe, we will ·uame some
as it has been for ignorant nations to believe in these things we do not !Jclievc.
1, \Vc do not believe the Bible aecount of the crl):Lgods, to rational, sensible, well informed people, it
would to us, seem vastly easier to believe in nature tion of the Universe is trnc.
2. vV c do not \Jelicvc God ever delighted in, or inthan in any Gocl. Gods arc imaginary, mythical pcrsonugcs which ignorant men lwvc invented and ,le- cited wars, curnagc and bloodshed.
3. 'V c do not believe God ever creal eel a Devil and
viscd, possessing as we haYc seen, clifl:crent and antagoniEtic qualities and dispositions, some made of woocl, made a hell in ~hich to punish and torture his CTet~
some of stone, some of metal, and some totally invisi- turcs to the latest hours of eternity.:
rOontinuecl on Eighth.Pavs.J
ble, and of which no man, absolutely, knows anything;
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present was still the same. In the Nmo Heloise we
have an idealization of domestic life, and half Europe
No life was ever so romantic as Rousseau'~- As rc- was in love with Julia; in Emilia we huve a picture of
hted l.Jy himself it forms a volume of such subtile and the training of children of such surpassing interest thnt
exquisite charm, that the most accomplished literati the mothers of fashionable France took their practically
read and re-read it with ever-increasing admiration. orphaned children literally to their IJosoms again,
One of the most .distingishecl of his countrymen lrt no thus giving them the sustenance that nature requires.
Rousseau. was deeply inde!Jted to Loeke ancll.Vlontesyear pass without again enjoying the wonderful "Conqnieu, but what in them were cold and halting utterfessions."
Living, until p>tst middle age, the life of a wanderer, ances, read by few and understooc by fewer, fused in
with no ambition and no dreams of future greatness, the tire of his genius came forth images of such
his genius ripened IJy itself, and finally burst upon the life and beauty that the world paused to worship.
world in all its splendor.
The opening sentence of the Oontnt'it Soci'tl "ManIt is diffir:ult to exaggerate the influence of Rousseau. kind were born free, ·yet to-clay every-where they are
In how many dwellings in France were the Emilio slaves," thrilled through two continents and comuJencaml the Ountmt Social laid upen upon the fmnily altar, cd two Revolutions.
In Politics, while in Europe the realization of Li!Jcrbdore which the lamp was constantly kept IJurning.
Born in Geneva in 1712, !Jc was scarcely seven years t.y seems su!Jject to many vicissitudes and many reacold, when romances IJccame his meutal food; he and tions, do we, in this happier Janel, luww how much
l1is father (his mother died at his birth,) often passing- we are inde!Jted to Rousseau tllrough Jeircrsou, the
\\·hole nights reading aloud to each other. Jurlge of father of the li!Jeral side of our Constitution, who, livthe effect of oo l'arly and thorough an awakening of iug in Fnlllce from '85 to '90 drank so deeply of his
the imagination of one of the most sensitive tempera- spirit, that he frequently seems to express himself in
ments that e1·er lived. After the li!Jrary of novels Rousseau's own words. In Sociology \\"(~ trace his inwas exhaustell the two fell !Jack on that cla~s of fic- fluence through Fourier, St Simon Comte, Stuart
tion called history and!Jio<rraphy ; which differs from l.Vlill and Herbert Spencer, down tv tJ{e glorious Religion of Humanity, which the Infidels of to-day are seekthe first IJy llcing found eel on fact.
\Ve can easily undcr:;tand that an apprenticeship ing to estal.Jlish.
Housseau was not, of course, free from those errors
to a brutal master was fnund to be unbeambll>, nor will
it surprise us to learn that he em!Jracec\ the first op- of opinion which floated in the mental atmosphere in
which he lived ; not a few of which the riper knowlportunity to nm away.
Pas,:ing over the Alps into Italy. his imagination edge and more tllorough criticism of an adcled century
drank in at every turn the wild, th~ pictnrcsque, and have shown to l.Je IJaseless ; !Jut tin· impulse which he
the IJcuutifu", and he foudly imagined that he was en- lent the hopes and imparted to the consciences of mantuing a ""orld where beau"ty ancl pleasure would vic kind still live and flow in a thousand channels, which
with each other in maldng l1is life a dream. Forced it is almost as difficult to overrate as to define. Even
by his poverty to accept meuial situations, it was on the project of direct trade IJetween producers, which
one of these occasions thut lw purloin eel an old rib !Jon, the Granges are seeking to esta!Jlish, may IJe found
which from the ado that Las been made a!Jout it in sketched ut length in the pages of the Ne1o 1-Ieloise.
] u oue of his ram!Jlings Housseau called at a peasEurope for a c-entury, one might suppose it the first
t ·ifle ever stolen. Heturning from lt.aly he found a ant'~ cottage for refreshment, and was o±ltn·ecl a !Jit of
friend and protectress in :Madam lie \Varcns, who, a sour IJarley IJread. Eyeing him narrowly, the peasrecent convert to Catholicbm, enjoyed a small pen- aut IJecame assured that he was not a spy of the taxsion from the king of Sardinia. This lady, then in the gatherer, aud brought forth some palata!Jie IJrcacl and
freshness of youth, and overflowing with geHerosity, wine, which he kept concealed in a hole under the
undertook to have him educated for a priest, but upon floor. Housseau never forg-ot this. "What!" exclaimed
trial it was decided that he did not possess the re-qui- !Je, ·• is not a man allowed to eat the poor moiety of that
site capacity. He next essayed mnsic, with little which he wrings from the earth with so much toil and
!Jetter success. Such was the singularity of his organ- sweat, without constantly trem!Jling lest he IJespoilatization at tlwt time, that he forgot everything as fast as cd by law ; lest his simple bnad and poor, sour wine be
he learned it. But if he could not leam from books, taken from him to satisfy a rapacity wh1ch is boundless?"
he could do what is still better, learn from life.
While in the " Confessions" he lays bare his fau Its
His organilmtion, seHsitJve as a feather in the brerze,
was swayed by every harmony and every beauty ; and as never human being dill before nor since, the judiwhether in the society of his fair patrouess, who cious remember in his favor how much of life is a
opened to him all the delights of a social life where masquerade, that we go into society with our compascnsi!Jilily vied IYith goodness ; or whether in his wan- uy faces, that IJiographers trick out their heroes in so
derings in that clcligUfnl climate he "·cut to sleep in many plumes that they nu more resem!Jie the uaked
the open air to the singing of the nightingale, and reality than does a peacock strutting resemble a peaawoke to sec the sun waking the landscape to new cock plucked. Rousseau's nature was deeply earnest,
life aJHI beauty, every-where !Je drank in the material no trace of the humorous was found in his composiwhich was to reappear in those pictures of life's pos- tiou, and no 011e trit:d !Jarder and few more successfulsi!Jilities, l.Jefore which all Europe stood llumlJ with ad- ly to live up to their ideals. He had the rare manliness
miration,
to decline all gifts from his rich frieuds, even refusing
He finally lJrogressed in his kno\dedge of music far to IJe presented to the king, when such presentation
enough to ena!Jie hint to invent a musical notation, would, without doubt, have resulted in the ofler of a
\\'hieh in1740, l1c ventured to offer to the French Acad- pension; ant!, honest man as he was, earned his own fruemy for thl'ir approval. IV hile no mcm!Jcr of this au- gal living. Fashionable society was revolting to him;
gust IJody uuderstooclmu~ie as an ('Xpert, yet they cltd he could bear neither its restraints nor its frivolity, ;tnd
not hesitate to condemn the new syotem.* Although it is no llou!Jt owing to this deep earnestness of his nathis attempt resulted in failme, it IJrought him in con- ture that it was said, that, while ''Voltaire made only
tact with the most IJrilliant men in Fnmce, Voltaire ~keptics, Honsscau made fanatics."
].) 'Aleml.Jl'rt, Dellerot, 1111d it was at the suggestion of
It should IJe remembered that while Dederot reprethe last, that, in the S>Uue year, at tile age ol 37, he wrote sented Atheism, and Voltaire Deism, or natural religan Es,ay on the question, ''Has the restoration of the ion, Housseau differed from IJoth in feeling that relig~cien('l'H l'Ontributed 10 purify and correct morals Y" ion was one of life's necessities. They were all eqt1ally
This ·Esc;ay secured the prize offered IJy the Acaduny under the IJau of the Church, however, all(\ alike sufferof Dijun, and, on account IJuth of the novelty of his ed from its persecutions.
views allll the_ a!Jil_ity 1Yith \Yhich they were presented,
Some monks 12:0t hole\ of him as he was runing away
placed the WIJter Ill the gnze of Europe anli made him from his muster, convertetl him to Catholicism, and
1ile corre~pondent of king!'.
gave him four dollars : it is likely he prized the money
'l'ld~ WaH the commcJICl·ment of his literarv career
more than he die\ the religion. After a long absence
null was Jollowell IJy 17w Discourses, New IIe:oise, 1'h~ he returned to his native city and was seized with a
Oontmt Sucial anJ Nmi(ia, works couJposed with ell- strong desire to resume his citizenship, the inclispensatire unanimity ot purpose, unci who;,e I;ey-notc is the IJle condition of which was, that he shot;ld join the
l.Jounclless po~sil.Jihties that exi:;t for a lite filled with Protestant Church. He swallowed the bitter pill, !Jut
beauty and happiness.
the truce was of short tluration : the Gontrat Social
The conccptiou of all this work dawned upon him appearing, it was orclerccl to IJe burned IJy the public
in a moment, and he sank down on a stone IJy the hangman at Paris, and its author thrown into prison:
road~ille, hi~ eyes suffused with tears, and the heavens thus he got a !Jlow from the Catholic side, and the
of his imagi11ation unrolling IJe~ore him like a scroll. Mm·quis of Luxembourg se11t her carriage for him at
Nor werl' his the only tears ~heel; no works ever print- two in the morning, to hurry_ him to Geneva as a place
eo, whether IYC conside-r their immediate or their ulti-. of safety. but the Prote:;tants of Geneva were not a
mate effects, are at all compara!Jle to Rousseau's. Such whit IJehmcl the Catholics of P.tris. They too orderwas tile rush for them, that a franc was paid for the ed his books to the flames and himself to prison. He
use ·ot a Yolume, and an hour only was allowecl for its took refuge from his persecutors on a small island in a
pemsal ;_ami wlil'n the General Assembly met in 1789, it remote part of the lake, and when they hunter! him
was found to l.Je saturated with the spirit of Rous- from thence, he wrote them this remarkable letter,
seau. l\'lira!Jcan was its liviug embodiment., ant! it at ·'lam weary cf being hunted, !have now nowhere
tillleb alnwst seemed that his rare union of genius and to go ; have mercy on me and place me in one of your
common sense could perform the impossil.Jle could dungeons, I ask only to see the sun, and to be allowed
turn bum au affairs into an entirely new chann~l and to walk for an hour eacl1 day on the green grass ; you
realize at once the reign of Lil.Jerty and Justice. 'That lmve made IJoth my life and my liberty a burden to me
dream has passetl, but Hou>seau's iueals remain nor and I care not how soon you deprive me of either."
does it matter whether he placed them in the fut~re or
We cannot trace the sorrows of Rousseau's later
in the past, the passionate wish to.realize them in the life, im!Jittered as it was by persecution and ill health,
both of which causes were quite sufficient to shatter
*It is said that the" Sol Fa "system so rapidly growing nerves less delicate than his. What wonder then that
he sornetilnes mistook his friends for his enemies, and,
into f;J,Y9+ ill ~njl'l!J!nd ~s deeply i11c!ebted to Rousseau.

Slretch of the Life of' Rousseau.

deemed himself the victim of conspiracies which had no
other foundation than his own morbid fancies ? Let
him repose with our deepest gratitude as one of the great
IJenefactors of our racr. He died July 2d, 1778.
The following specimen of Rousseau's style will,
we trust, prove of interest to our readers.:
•
"Christopher de Beaumont, 'IJy the grace of God AYchIJishop of Paris, Duke of Saint Cloud, Peer of France,
Commander of the order of the Holy Ghost," had issued (Aug 20th, 1762) one of those hateful documents
in which bishops, Catholic and Protestant, have bePn
wont for the last cent my and a half to hide with swollen bom!Jastic phrase their dead and tlecomposing ideas.
The windy folly of these poor pieces i> usually in proportion to the hierarel1ic rank of those who promulgate
them, and an Arch!Jishop owes it. to himself to IJlaspheme against reason nnd freedom in superlatives of
malignant unction."
Rousseau's .reply to this most vindictive attack of
the bishop's is a masterpiece, and vindicates well
the dignity of human nature. At the very first words,
the mitre, the crosier, and the ring fall mto the dust :
"Why, my lord, have I anything· to say to yon?
What is there IJctween you and me? You accus me of temerity," he cried ; "how have
I
earned such a name, when I only propounded clifficulties, and even thnt with so much reserve ; when I
only advanced reasons, and even that with so much
rcsp~ct; when I attacked no one, nor even named one?
And you, my lord, how do you dnre to reproach with
temerity a man of whon1 you speak with such scanty
justice and so little decency, with so small respect and
and with so much levity? You call me impious, and of
what impiety can you accuse me-me who never
spoke of the Supreme Being except. to pay him the honor and glory that are his due, nor of any man except
to persuade all men to love one another ? 'l'l!C impious are those who unworthily profane the cause of God
IJy making it serve the passions of men. The impious arc those who, dm·ing to pass for interpreters of
divinity, m:od judges between it and man, exact for
themselves the honors due to it only. 'l'he impious
are those who arrogate to themoe!ves the right of exercising the power of God on earth, and insist on opening and shutting !he gates of heaven at their own good
will and pleasure. The impious are those who llave
li!Jels read in the church. At this lwri!Jie iclea my
IJlood is enkindled, and tears of indignation fill my
eyes. Priests of the God of peace, you shall render
an account one clay, be very sure, of the use to which
you have put his house . . . . . . My lord
you have publicly insulted me : I have now convicted you of heaping calumny upon me. If you were
a private person like myself, so that I could cite you
l.Jefore an equita!Jle tri!Junal, and we could l.Joth appear
IJeforc it, I with my book, and you with your manelate, assnredly you would IJe declared guilty and condemned to make reparation as public as the wrong
was. But_you bel?ng t_o a rank that relieves you from
the necessity of bemg JUst, and I am nothill<'. Yet
you who profess the gospel, you a prelate appointed to
teach others their duty, you know your own in such
a case. Mine I have done : I have nothing more to
say to you, and I hvld my peace. "
The Savoyard Vicar in Emilia, had dwelt on the difficulty of accepting revelation as the voice of God, on
account of the long distance of time between us, and
the questiona!Jieness of the religions testimony. To
which the Arch!Jishop thus replied: "But is there not
then an infinity of fncts, even earlier thau those of the
Christian revelation, which it would IJe absurd t.o
doubt? By what other than that of human testimony
has our author himself knowi1 of Sparta, and Athens,
and Rome, whose laws, manners and heroes he extols
with such assurance ? How many generations of men
between him and· the historians who have preserved
the memory of these events?" ''First," says Rousseau
in answer, "it is in the order of things that human circumstances should IJe attested by human evidence, and
they can IJe attested in no other 'way. I can only
!mow thnt Rome and Sparta existed, IJecause cotemporaries assure me tha_t they existed. In such a case
this intermediate communication is iuclispensa!Jle.
Bnt why is it necessary !Jet ween God and me ? Is it simple or natural that God should have gone in search of
.Moses to speak to Jean Jacques Rousseau? Second, noIJotly is obliged to believe that Sparta once existed, and
no!Jocly will be cast into Hell for doubting it. Every
fact of which we are not witnesses is only esta!Jlished
IJy moral proofs, and moral pruofs have various degrees of strength. Will the divine justice hurl me into Hell for missing the exact point at which proof becomes irresbtible ? If there is in the world an attesteel story, it is that of witchcraft ; nothing is wanting
for judicial proof-reports and certificates from nota!Jlcs, surgeons, clergy, magistrates. But who believes
in witchcraft, and shall we be damned for not !Jelieving? Third, my constant experience, and thtit of all
men is stronger in reference to prodigies, than the testimony of some men."
·
A NEW religions vagary in California is a sect of •· Child
Christians," who interpret literally the passage: "Except
ye be converted and become as little children, ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven." They endeavor to
feel and act like children, playing childish games and
a<\opting an infantile manner of speech,
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Will is benevolent, and i8 shown to be so by the fact
of the Universe, which evinces a providential care for
men and other animals." This is just one of the plausi"Science has hardly an existence where the Bible bilities which passed muster before scientific method
has not been, nor is there one fact in science that con- was understood, but modern science rejects it as unproved. Respectfully,
tradicts anything taught in the Scriptures. "-J. S.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
I think thou must surely be one of those over-zealous persons'' who never read anything but the Bible,"
else thou would not make sucl1 a wholesale assertion
Answer to "How is it~ "
right in the face of overwhelming evidence to the conA POEl\f PUBLISHED IN THE TRUTH SEEKER, :M:AY 15, '75.
trary.
It would be safer to say science only flourishes
Not every one that crieth Lordwhere intelligence and culture are known, for we all
So it is written in the wordknow th&t the old Jew-book ha.~ been one of the greatBut he that does my Father's will.
est enemies to science, and in spite of the efforts of all
His eon science whispers, Peace, be still.
its believers and upholders, it is impossib'e to make its
Thus it is.
absurd statements tally with the scientific facts. Docs
'Tis those who do profess the most
science prove that "Christ saw Satan fall like lightAnd those who vauntingly may boast
ning from heaven," or that he gave " people power to
We've prophesied in his great name,
tread on serpents and not be hurt" (Luke x: 18, 19),
That will ensure us from all harm.
or that "the sun :<ncl moon stoo~l still," and then
Thus it is.
''went on" at the'' light of thine arrows" (Hab. iii :
2}, or tl1at because of the prayers of Elia3, it "rained
They that a cup of water give,
not on the earth for the space of three years and six
To help the thirsty soul to Jive ;
months," or that Lot's wife was turned into salt, or
If in my name the gift be press'd
Elijah " went up like a whirlwind into heaven," or
The giver shall be surely bless'd
tlutt Jonah was th~·ee clays in the whale, or that three
Thus it is.
men could stand m a fiery furnace, and come forth
without even a hair singed, or that any one cou;d by
He is a good Samn,ritan
any possibility see all the kingdoms of a 1'ound world
Who helps the needy a11 he can;
by going to the ~op of a. high mountain (Math iv: 8),
Who dresses wounds" ith healing oil,
or that flesh, sktu and smews coultl come a!!ain upon
And from good deeds do~"s not recoil.
old dry bones, and u living, breathing armybe made
Thus it is.
of them (E>~ek. xxxvii : 1, 10), or that witches and devPardon me friend, there is no hell,
ils ever existed, or that pure water could be made inFor Christian or for Infi<lel.
to wine, or that through faith any one could walk on
Love nnd good works if all will do
water, or the story of the loaves and fishes, the tale of
Will surely carry us safe through.
the quails, the myths of the ark, the plagues of Egypt,
Thus it is.
Balaam's ass, Samson's feats, or that "sycamore •rees
could be plucked up by the roots and cast into the
The liberal mind despises creeds,
sea," by one who has faith even as a grain of mustard
For his religion is goo<l <.leeds.
seed, or that any prayer ever was specially answered,
The naked clothe, the hungry fBed,
or that au invisible God can have an image (Colloss. i :
And thus he scatters the good seed.
15), or that rain comes from heaven, " wllen heaven is
Thus it is.
shut there is no min" (Kings viii : 35), ot· that there is
And here you :.:tsk has he a soul?
or can be any such heaven as is described in Rev.,
Have yon not seen the lengthy scro11
with its beasts full of eyes before and behind, as well
From Georgia to the State of i\Iaine,
as within ? and indeed I could fill reams of paper with
How men are being born again?
just such unscientific narrations as these, taken literal'Pbus it is.
ly from this prolific volume. But I think. I have given
The da~kness of the dremlful past
you proof enough to show that it was never inspired
Is brightening to the reader fast.
by a scientist. 'l'rue those tales were natural enough
The poor despised had Infidel
at that day and time, for the people then thought it all
Is rolling hack the pall of helL
the gre'l.ter merit in them to be able to swallow incred'l'lms it is.
ible statements. ''Fairy tales," "Arabian Nights,"
''Jack the Giant-Killer,'' and all those great works of
And Science with many gnlden rods
imaginative idealists otiginatell in this passion for the
Is after all the aneientgods,
wonderful and the incredib!e. I was reading a stoWhether of woocl, or stone, or gold.
ry from the "Arabian Nights," of the "Enchantt'd
Ole! Ortho<loxy's story's told.
Horse," to a group of listeners one evening , when all
Thus it is.
at once a young man spoke up, saying seriously, "I
hardly believe all that!" He Wt1S one of the few "innocents" who still thipk that if a thing is in print it must
Saving Mankind
be true. Christianity now claims to welcome science
as a co-worker in its cause. Precisely so did she claim From the Influence of Ghunh nnd Priest a Solemn Duty.
tllC new school of AstronomPl'S when she found that
The recent atrocious murder of a little girl in Bosscience had fairly proved the world to be round, and ton in a church on Sunday in broad daylight, !Jy one
she felt that it was yield or die !
of 'the officers of the "holy institution"-one who
So likewise did she adopt the geological researches had probably exp!31 iencecl a "change of heart"-(was
that proved the world to be mons of ages old, and man it changed to adamant that it had no pity for a tender
to have inhabitetl it .tens, if not hundreds of thousands and defenseless babe?) been baptized and washed
of years, instead of the paltry" six thousand" that she clean Ill the "blood of the Lamb," should certainly be
once so zealously maintained ; anll now that science an admonition to church-go~rs to keep away from
has so e.ttectually demonstrated that the '' best of places that every now and then are shown to be the
books"{?) was never divinely inspired by the God of resort of villains of the deepest dye.
Moses or any other god or goddess, and finally that
Had sur.h an event transpired in some Infidel or
there is not, nor can there be, any such infinite beings, Spiritualist meeting, every publica! ion in the lund
she will have to yield again or be totally annihilated. would be filled with warnings ; aucl I am not certain
She may remodel, fix up, re-translate and rebuild but the strong arm of the law would be ifivoked to
upon continually changing foundations, ant\ call it the close the cleors of the building.
"~J.
"same old jack-knife yet," bnt it will not be the Chris"\Vhy do you not attend church ?" once asked a
tianity of to-day, nor that of one hundred and fifty, nor "hard-shell Baptist" preacher of your correspomleu t.
five lmndred years ago, though called by the same "To me, attemling church is a silly waste of precious
name, as lhe liberal Christian~ of to-day call the un- time," was my reply.
There are many palpable
known forces in nature "God" yet do not mean by reasons why people ought not to go to church. Aud
that name, the old Bible Deity who was matle itl the now it is evident that life is in peril in the sacred
image of man ; though to those who do believe in this sauc'tuary. ~Who would go where danger lurks?
God it conveys that idea, am! thence they cry "they Where one's life is in jeopardy : Who can lwve a
all believe in God," yet we know they do not believe desire to have his skull fractnrecl, be shockingly muin any personal iclenity who specially creates, m:tkes tilated and tlistigurecl, and then flung into the belfry
orunmukes worlds, systems ora Universe! or who o[ an orthodox church steeple and there left to die,
interferes in ttny way, or knows or cares, or can know as was little Mabel Youuo-? And lastly, there comes
or care what is taking place here or anywhere.
a tale of a buming chu~ch in Holyoke, :Mass., and
The Liberals and Scientists, many of them, use the nearly a hundred victims crushed, mangled and swalterm God to expre3s a far ditl'erent meaning from the lowed up in the devouring element. Where 1oas Uod
one that they really hold themselves, even as Christ tlwt day? Was he in his holy temple? \Vas he there
himself is said to have spoken in parables "that see- where men and women had come to worship "his
ing they might see and not perceive, and hearing they holy name ?" \Vhen such calamities strike men dun:b
might heai· and not understand." lt has always been with terror, I like to know the whereabouts of God m
the fashion to do all that w~cs possible to deceive the the trial hour · I inquire but alas, only eclw answers
vulgar, to blind the ignorant, ·so that they may be -where? I i~quire of believers if their God is blind,
kept in leading strings. Should our Liuerals and Sci- deaf, dumb and helpless ; if he is a mocker, and he~rt
entists come out frankly and say what they actually less in moments of peril ; and they answer by calhng
know-" There is no God and no ~tse for any," it me a blasphemer. And I would as soon be called
would shock the ignorant. and the zealous, but would that as be known as a believer in a stupid, insipid,
it not be far better in the end than stooping to deceive, lifeless God, as cold as the waxen image of the Virgin
and truckling to popnlar prejudices? Rev. E. A. Mary.
But has it not at least become the solemn duty of
Washburn says, speaking of God," That this personal
NO. IX.
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Infidels and Liberals generally to use every lawful
means to induce Christians to see the error of tlwir
ways, and shun priests and chnrches as they would
venomous serpents? Sl10uld not all be guarded, and
avoid those dismal abodes of wickedness and crime,
as they would a pestilence or plagne? And those
who have the light must ue constant in spreading the
good ne'\\·s of f'alvation from the Christian yoke of
oppression and mnrder, for life is too precbus and
beautiful to be ruthlessly destroyed within the gloomy
walls.of au ill-ventilated, mnsty church edifice.
SuSAN H. WrxoN.

Fall River, llfnss.

------------A New Propltet.
A Prophet ltns rtrisen at Appleton, TVis. Is he the
llfrsRioh, m· is he Jolin the Bartist?
He preacheth not in temples made with bauds, nor
behind costly pulpits; the blue canopy of the heavens
is the roof of his church, and mother earth l.is sacred
floor. With pulpits he is, nevertheless, abnnclantly
provided, nor is it often that he uses the same one
a second time, as the materials are often nsccl in building the abode of Christians, or in coroking the meals
of a banker. 'VI' hen he preaches in the streets of our
city Gomorrah, standing aloft on a pile of stones or
cord wood, a flry goods box, or some other temporal
eminence, which his young proselytes, after school
hours will erect for him, he crieth forth with a loud
voice, saying : "Repent, nncl fine the wrath of God
before it is to late !" He delivers more ~crmons than
any other fo'lower of Christ in this God-forsaken
place. He is not Elias, for I mw him preach last winter in a snow bank three feet deep, a dozen ''young
Americas" in his rear, who, of course, did not cnll
him bald head, as such would not have been applicable; but when they saw he was possessed of the Holy
Ghost, and was getting too hot, they pushed him occasionally into the snow in order to cool him off. I
immediately started 'off in full run to get a gun ; for
sure, I thought he would now call on the she- bears ;
but no-this meek 1nnn of God did not even reproacl1
them with a single word-which shows that also the
prophets have improved. He arose and continuecl
preaching, was pushed again, stumbled and fought
against the snow, being so full of the spirit, that he
kept preaching continually the mighty word of God.
Whether he will be crucified or not, there is no telling
ns yet. The unbelievers-our Christians-have persect!ted, and at last accused him, saying, he is a
n-uisance! Accordingly he was cast into prison by the
authorities; but, as nothing could be brought against
this prophet, by which tlwy could find him guilty to
deserve crucifixion, they turned him loose again. But
he did not leave the country like his predecessor Jesus,
when he was in danger of being caught. On the
contrary, he is now preaching again in the streets, the
same ~is before, as though nothing bad hnppened.
J3ut the Christians will no more listen to him; as they
could not bang him, they now say he is C1'azy.
0 Christianity ! is it thus that thou treat thy
prophets iu the nineteenth century ? Had he been
born a thousand years ago, when the Christian world
knew better how to esteem those gems of the gospel,
the same persons who now say he is crazy, would
pray to him, "St. Brown pl':ty for us!"
He works with the common laborer through the
week, preaches in the evenin_g, sometimes in the d~y;
but especially on Sunday>', wtthout wages; nay, wtthout a church in all he is a true follower of Christ's
teachings; at;cl yet they will not listmi to his words.
Verily I sec the good limes for the prophets have
vanis·h~d.
'
G. H. Kuuscmm.
Appleton, Wis., June 1st, 1875.
CROW NOT TOO SOON.-C\larles J. Simpson of l{eithE·
burgh; Ill., whom the Christian papers wero making
much ado about, as the converted Inlldel, is not likely to
add much peace to their souls. Thirty ;-ears ago he was
a licensed l\1ethodist preacher, and but few in tho West
could excel him in eloquence or power of converting
souls at revivals. Poor pay clro\'e him from the ministry, and he commeJ1ced to earn his bread in an honest
w>lY. ruul ;or toa or fifteen years worked steac!ily at the
shoemaker's bench. He then abandoned tho work and began leeturing on Veterinary surgery. He is a great joker.
and delights in playing pranks on the Church. A few
years ago he was at a town in Iowtt, whore a protracted
meeting was in progression. and as he wished a good
time, he introduced himself as a minister and offered his
services, which were accepted, and ho assisted until the
close of the meeting, when the congregntion, who were
so well please<l with his sen·ices, raised a eollection and
presented him with a $50 American watc·h, which he is
still wearing. He is a i\Iaterialist in every sense of the
word, and the" ConYention at i\Iompbis" was only one of
his practical jokes at the expense of the clergy.
A NEAR-SIGHTED Boston man was lately riding in a
street car. when >tlady opposite bowed to him. He returned the bow, raised his lu1t, smiled sweetly, and was
ust wondering who she was, when she came over and
whispered in his ear," 0)1! I'll fix you for this, old man!
Then he knew it was his wife.
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4. We do not believe he ever !lstablished the great
evils, priestcraft. and kingcraft in the world to oppress
and cur~e the human race for thousands of years.
5. We do not believe God ever co-habited with a
young Jewish maiden and thereby begot a son half god
and half man. This idea appears so entirely a borrowed one from prior heathen mythology we give it no
credence at all. If there was such a person as J esv s
Christ, he had a natural father, the same as every
other being who came into the world, and was no
more God than any other good man.
6. We do not believe any human being is to be eternally damned for not believing that which is imp_ossible for him to believe, as it is every man's undoubted right to believe and accept that which to him seems
just, right and true.
Having now answered our friend's questions; having told him some things we do believe and some
things we do not believe, we wish to ask him a few
questions, and hope he will reply to them >Vith the
same fairness we have endeavored to exercise.
1. If it is necessary the Universe should have been
created, is it not just as necessary its author should
have been created ?
2. Whence came the Jewish and Christian God, and
how long has he existed ?
3. How could God make the boundless Universe
from nothing ?
4. Is it likely a good God would make millions of
creatures, and make also a wily Devil to decoy ninetynine hundredths of them to eternal destructi0n?
5. Why did God make the Devil ?
6. If he did not make evil, ~here did it come from?
7. What possible good can it do to punish forever
countless millions of weak and unfortunate beings ?
Can keeping them in torture perpetually, really add to
the glory of God ?
8. If God is unchangeable, and always the same,
how could he repent on one day of what he had done
on another day ?
9. Would it be unjust or unkind in God to rule that
all men should be happy in whatever state of existence they may occupy?
10. By what principle of justice can cruelty inflicted upon an innocent person be counted as justification
to the guilty ?
11. Is it possible for father and son to be of the
same age, or for the latter to beget the former?
12. If God raised up the p1·iesthood to lead and
guide the world, ·why did he not endow them with
more self-denial and virtue than they seem to possess?
13. Is God so influenced by blood, whether of
bullocks, rams, he-goats, or his only begotten son,
as to forgive the sins of the blackest criminals, while
towards countless mills of other unfortunate beings
his displeasure continues forever?
We have propounded the same number of questions
our friend asked us. If he will be kind enough to reply to them we will be glad to ask him a few more.
Shall we hear from him ?

"Common Sense."
We regret that the able, sprightly and well-conducted Liberal, Spiritualistic Jom•nal by this name, published more than a year in San Francisco, has been
compelled to succumb and go to the wall for lack of
support. It certainly deserved a better fate. The
cause of Liberalism and Freethought has not too many
advocates, and too much is not being done to liberate
the sons and daughters of America to free them from
the shackles and fetters of bondage and &uperstition.
We are truly sorry that any able advocate of mental
liberty and the rights of man is obliged to "step
down and out" fm· want of appreciation and encouragement. When a new Liberal paper starts, we fear
too many stand baek and withhold their support until
they see whether it is going to "live " or not-to see
whether it can survive, before they venture to risk a
dollar upon it. This is not right. As well might the
parents of a new-born babe withhold nourishment
and protection from the little new-beginner until it
proved itself able to live without them. How many
· p~tite squallers could survive under such treatment ?
Within a few days we were conversing with a friend

from Baltimore, a Mr. R., who is engaged in publishing an Insurance Journal, We were comparing notes
as to the effect of the bard times upon our respective
journals a_nd as to the relative assistance each received from advertising space. He showed us 11. page
of his paper, considerably smaller than THE TRUTH
SEEKER, on which were four advertisements, each
occupying a quarter of the space. He asked what we
thought he obtained for that one page. We feared
we would not make the estimate high enough, anc we
said one thousand dollars for a year. He assured us
he obtained three thousand dollars for it. We replied
that we did not believe it was worth half that amount
to the companies thus adve1·tising, especially as the
journal circulates only among insurance men who
would not be the ones to patronize them. "0," said
he, it is not the benefit they expect to derive from the
advertisements that induces them to pay for that
amount of space, as they really dedve little or no benefit from them ; they do it to sustain an insurance
organ in which they have confidence. They are well
aware it costs money to publish such a Journal, and
they take that means of contributing to its support,
and it is similar with the seventy-five or one hundred
parties who occupy our advertising columns.
This set us to thinking. Here are four parties that
cheerfully pay $750 each per year to sustain a journal d-evoted to theh' interests, and there are three
or four score more of others doing similarly. How,
queried we, does the support of our Liberal friends
compare with this ? We fear unfavorably. 1\'fany
of them do not seem to think it incumbent on them
to patronize any Liberal paper. Some deign to invest
25 cents for TuB TRUTH SEEKER for three months
and then ''haul off" for fear of too much extravagance, while others are able to get their hearts open
wide enough to risk $1.75 or $3.00, or even $3.50 per
year.
Has not the Liberal element of this country a vital
interest in the success of its organs ? Is it any
more than right and just that they should make a
slight effort to help them stem the current of popular
prejudice and priestly opposition? The Liberals of
America certainly have a duty to perform in this direction. They should realize their journals are advocating their sentiments, that they ought to be promulgated throughout the land, that Christians will not
support these journals, and that Liberals only can be
looked to for that purpose. No one certainly ought
to cripple themselves or endanger the welfare of their
family for the sake of any paper, but there are thousands who are perfectly able to take a Liberal journal
who do not do so.

THE TRUTH SEEKER will still be sent three months,
post paid, to trial subscribers for the small sum of
twenty-five cents. Readers, can you not afford to
send it to some of yo-.r frienils who are needing and
craving truth ?
TnUTII SEEKER TRACTs. Send for a lot of these
little documents to hand around among your neighbors and acquaintances. They are well calculated to
do missionary work and open the eyes of those troubled with-mental blindness. See list on last page.
PATENT BINDERS. We still have these on h~tnd, of
suitable size for 'ruE TRUTH SEEKER, with the name
in gold on the front. They are very convenient for
keeping the papers regular, clean, and in place. We
send them, postage paid, for $1.10. Who takes
another ?

Studying the Bible.
We have before· us "Studying the Bible' hy ELMINA
DRAKE BLENKER. A more novel style of presenting questions we have never seen nor heard of. No person who
has not given the subjoct considerable attention could
compile a work of this character. and present in so strong
a light its contradictions and absurdities. found in the
Scriptures."-Jconoclast, Washington, D. C.
"A running. racy, joking, laughing, sentimental,poelicaJ commentary- a cutting sceptical commentary-a
sound sensible, useful, truthful commentary. "-Liberal"
Chicago.
··A capital book, and everybody should read it ; its obvious qualities are fearless discussion, honest independence, a strong desire for TRUTH, and a warm interest in
everything that can promote the welfare of humanity.''
lnvestiCJato?·. Boston.
To read it is to Jose faith in the Bib!e.-Z. Hockett M.D.,
Anderson. Ind.
It opens out the Bible and shows just what it is, all its
absurdities-not one of them is spared, all its tr'ash, nonsense, folly, mischief and rascality of the old Jew-book
and a little of the ignorance, depravity, conceit :md villainyof the jugglers and medicine men who make it their
business to impose that holy volume upon society as the
word of God."-LibeJ·al, Chicago.
It is seldom we find so much truth, sense and research.
combined in a small compass.-J. Hazletine, Baraboo, Wis.
The original poetry, simple, yet always to the point is
well worth the price.- G. Jlf. Sawtelle, Oregon.
lib convictions are that this little book is doing more
good alone in opening the eyes of the 1-'eople to the truths
than all the salaried preachers on the globe.- Sam Leonard, St. Jo. Mo.
It is one of the keenest, toldest written, and most sensible commentaries on the Bible ever written, It embodies
the thoughts of a life-time and deserves to stand side
by side with Paine's Age of Reason. which it fairly eclipses,"- ]?·enius, Ji·., Bronson, Mich.

PLYMOUTH WILL S'£AND BY HIM.-From the Bt~tfalo
Were it vouchsafed to us that two wishes that Courie1·:
we might make should be .accomplished, the first "There came to hear Beach a good deacon of Plymouth,
As pious a man as you'd meet in a day;
would be that every free-hearted Liberal may have all
He listened awhile, and then, making a wry month,
that is necessary for his happiness. The second would
Looked scornfully around him and hastened away;
be, that such Liberals as already have the pecuniary
Saying, as he went out: 'It is really outrageous,
ability to aid in spret!ding truth may have the disposiThe language this lawyer's permitted to use;
tion to use a portion of it for that purpose.
But one thing he can't do, this Bench the rampageous,
He can't bust old Plymouth or damage the pews.
'No mattm· what happens we will stick to our pastor,
Died.
Let Beach and the Tiltonites talk as they will;
We ain't apprehensive of any disaster,
Two faithful, earnest and devoted Liberals have reBut Jet the worst come and we'll stick to him still.
cently fallen asleep in death. CAPT. E. G. Po•r'l'ER,
We feel nretty sure of the jury-box sages.
of Bellevue, Iowa, died on May 29th, aged eightyAnd Henry himself ain't got nothing to fear,
three years, seven months and twelve days. He was For if they convict him we'll just raise his wages,
And make 'em at le<tst thirty thousand !t year.' "
born in Brookfield, Mass.; he moved to Iowa in 1842
with a moderate capital, which he invested in farming
MR. TILToN's counsel profess to have proof that the
lands. By industry, frugality and good management
he acquired an ample fortune of some $300,000. He jury have been improperly approached, and say that eviis almost daily proffered to them. l\fr. Beach has
was a Liberal of positive and strong convictions, but dence
received the following Jetter: "Srn: Last evening I was
by his uniform upright character, he secured the re- dining with several gentlemen in Brooklyn, among whom
spect of all who knew him, whether believers or un- were two staunch supporters of Plymouth Church. The
believers. He died calmly and placidly in the full conversation turned upon the Beecher trial, in which the
enjoyment of the belief he had cherished scores of two gents joined. I asked one of them, 'What is tile real
opinion of the Plymouth Church congregation in regard
years. The funeral services were performed by the to Beecher?' He replied, 'Oh, we all believe him guilty,
friends of the family, without the aid of any priest.
but for the credit of tile church we must get him through
JosHUA BELJ,, EsQ., of Chicago, a very worthy cit- it at any price. It has already cost us a deal of money;
the jurymen are rather high in their wants, but we have
izen, was also far advanced in life. By the practice flxecl five or six of them, so there is sure not to beaverof manly, upright conduct he secured the esteem of dict against us. We have got the foreman all right.'"
his numerous acquaintances.
This definite information, however, ls represented by
'.rhese were men of more than average intelligence them as being only an indication of positive proof that
and integrity, and it is a loss to the world when such they have accumulated. They say they can prove that a
member of the Brooklyn Ring boasted that nine of the
pass away. We trust their mantles will fall upon jurors" were sure for Beecher," some through purch~tse
worthy successors.
and others through other influences.
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pity that he is such an inveterate >~moker. But you
4th. They have as strong a love of country, and as
cannot imagine how ;my estimation and admiration exalted and pure patriotism, as men have.
SYPHERS.
of General Grant arose, when I discovered a large
5th. They are taxed without representation, which
The present age is a concentration and focalization splendid tooth brush sticking out of his pocket. I is plainly unjust in auy government claiming to be
of the light of all the ages that h1we gone before it. never think of General Grant now without thinking of founded upon the principles that ours is.
6th. They are made amenable to the laws, even to
The grand accumulation of all the rays emanating his tooth brush.
I will' now mention a most fearful thought. Did the extent of capital punishment, and are thus judged
from the great luminaries that have arose and set,
and under whose influence we have been continually you ever think that all those millions upon millions of by laws and often condemned to death by laws in
money, used by this government and collected as which they have no part in enacting, and to which
revolving.
Our world began in midnight, and pl'ogressed to revenue, arises from the manufacture and sales of their consent has never been asked nor given.
7th. Deprived of the ballot, they have no means of
twilight-from twilight to starlight-from starlight to whisky and tobacco-that which sends the bodies of
moonlight-and from moonlight to sunlight. This tens of thousands of our fellow citizens to fill drunk- self protection against any form of legal or judicial
being the sunlight age of the world it would naturally ards graves every year ? I say nothing of their souls- injustice.
8th. With the ballot, they will possess an equal
be supposed to be super-eminently the age of new which, if the popular religion be true-must weep and
wail in woe, and kick the firebrands of hell in every share of political power with men, and thus be ena·
thought and progressive ideas.
A close study of history will reveal unto us the fact direction ; not only for a few hundred years, but for bled to redress their wrongs.
9th. All class legislation is wrong in principle, and
that every nation has had a mission ; some of them suc- all etemity. The scriptures inform us that the wages
ceeded pretty well in working out their peculiar .mis- of sin, are death ; and unless we reform, and that always sure to be oppressive.
lOth. A government which excludes one half of its
sions, others only partly suGceecled, while many others quickly, we will be made to feel the awful truth of
failed altogether. The mission of the great American this declaration, both as a nation and as individuals. population from a participation in its affairs, is not a
government is to solve the great problem of universal No nation whose revenues are derived from a price government of the whole people.
11th, To make sex alone the ground of exclusion
libm·ty. American slavery was one of the great hin- set upon that which. destroys the sonls and bodies of
drances to the fulfilment of our mission ; but that, we its citizens, can exist for any great length of time. from the exercise of political rights, is as tyrannical and
unjust, as it was to make the color of the skin a crown
have now fortunately got rid of, although at an im- But,
We will" bust" as sure as hell,
for those abuses.
mense sacrifice and a very narrow escape of our naWill" bust,"
12th. Woman is the head of the familv. and not
tional life. Yet we still have !lnother system of slaWith an overload of sin,
man, and now with hi& round dozen of good substanvery and bondage hanging 'over us, which we must
For I tell you that our outer crust
tial reasons for the speedy enfranchisement of women,
also get rid of.
·
Is getting mighty thin.
and a solution of the great American problem of equal
Women, by the constitution, are citizens, and it
The salvation of our country demands that we have ,J'ightsfo7' all, I bid you good-by.
follows then that fully one half of our American citi·
zens have no political status ; and as long as this re- some new element of life and vitality infused into our
mains the case, the great problem of our national ex- great political system, and that it be done immediately.
A Challen~e.
istence is only.half solved, and the end of our mission But there is no element in existence, not yet approon.!~ half attained. We mn~t solve the other half of priated, that can be brought in, except the female e/1}To
REv.
L.
W.
CHURCH, of West Winfield, N. Y.
th1s great problem, or we will yet be where Greece nwnt. Everything else, except that has already been My Dear Brother: I address you as .brother, albeit
brought
in
and
used
up.
The
chains
of
woman's
and Rome now are, and contribute our share to that
you may not clearly apprehend the sense in which the
great heap of ruins-the driftwood and debris of slavery which has held her down through so long a term is used by Infidels, who regard all human kind
of
ages,
m'ust
now
be
b1·oken.
~:'he
must
have
a
lapse
··busted nations" and em pi res, now scattered all
one grand brotherhood, bigots not excepted, irrespectalong down the great highway of nations. l\'J:odern voice in the making of those laws, to which she is held ive of their being either in Christ or out of Christ.
amenable,
equally
with
man.
Taxation
without
rep·
science has taught us that there is no effect without its
Well, brother, I have a few words to say to you right
appropriate cause. This being axiomatic, it behooves resentation, will in time "bust" the strongest nation here through THE TRUTH SEERER. I was present a
us to dig deep and search close for the cause that can that ever existed. Onr politics must have some puri- few months since at a convention of Spiritualists in
produce so great an efl:ect, as the downfall and min of fying element infused into them, or we will soon be Winfield, where after you had offensively notified the
a republic, kingdom or empire. I am almost ready to called upon to assist in singing our death requiem, audience of your purpose of opening a pulpit crusade
proclaim to the world, that l have discovered the key thus:
against Spiritualism upon a stated Sunday, you were
Farewell vain world I'm going home,
that unlocks this great secret. There are two great
challenged to public debate by Dr. H. P. Fairfield,
We
die
just
like
old
Greece
and
Rome,
elements pervading the entire realms of nature-the
one of the speakers. Upon your absolute refusal to
Our policy, it cut our throat,
positive and the negative-the male and the female.
meet him upon any conditions whatever, either at the
We
would
not
let
the
woinen
vote.
All things that would live, even governments them·
Public Hall or yom own church, ths Dr. made
selves, must have these two elements united within The female element alone has that redemption in it some remark about "skulking behind a sectarian
them. In the union of these two elements there is which we must have. She alone is pure, temperate pulpit." I afterwards listened to the reading of your
life, in their separation there is death.
and moral.
pulpit tin1de against Spiritualists, Infidels, Atheists,
The whisky problem of this conntry will never be Blasphemers, and such scientists as Darwin, Huxley,
"Let no man put asunder what God hath joil1ecl
together." A purely male government, one in which solved or settl~d, until we put the ballot into her Spencer, &c., all of whom you ignorantly conglomerwoman has no political voice, no vote, no status, will hands. The female half of humanity will go almost ated into one hell-deserving lump of vileness, upon
and must, according to the etemal fitness of things, solid for abolishing the making and selling of intoxicat- which you proceeded to pour your orthodox slops
soon go to the clogs. I affirm in the light of all history, ing drinks, by law. She will go for imposing heavy without stint. Allow me to whisper here to you that
that this was the great cause that wrecked so many :tines, penalties and imprisonment upon all the viola- your pious essay was regarded by the sensible part of
kingdoms and "busted'' so many empires. It will ters of said laws. Woman is now going to those your audience as merely a medley of vituperation,
most surelv do the same thing for us, sooner or later, hell-holes and saloons into which her husband and fulminated by an ignorant, irate priest.
unless we ·heed the great warning of the past, and sons are creeping, both day and night, and has knelt
It was a discourse thoroughly infused with the
hasten to correct this matter which looms up before upon her knees, with tears in her eyes and prayers spirit of Romans iii. 7: ''For if the truth of God hath
us aE one of the world's great mistakes. Our best upon her tongue ; but comparatively it has clone but more abounded through my lie unto his glo1'y why
statesmen and political economists declare that signs little good, for still the demon rages. The next place yet am I also judged as a sinner?" I am informetl
and symptoms of our political death and decay as a she goes to will be to the poles, with the ballot in her that you have read that stereotyped sermon upon
nation are already becoming so very apparent, that hand, to see what can be affected by a change of tac- two occasions since. Perhaps you imagine it. w;l]
even men of the most ordinary capacity cannot help tics.
continue e..-er new, like the good old song of Moses
Woman must be made to stand side by side with and the Lamb. But you are quite as particular as the
but discern them. Our politicians have become fearfully and awfully corrupt. Our American manhood, man, his equal and his peer in everything. The old spirit mediums to have the "conditions right.." Your
too. is rotting clown. The destroying influences of idea that man is the head of the family, is an ex· reading seems to depend wholly upon right conditions.
beer, gin, rum, brandy, whisky and tobacco are fast plouecl hnmlmg, a monstrous lie." Woman is the Yon would not read at Cedarville, I am tolcl, until
doing the job for us, and I tell yon tlutt unless we head of the family, and not man. ]Han, instead of arrangements had been made with the trustees of the
reform, and that speedily too, old mortification will being the head of the family is. only its tail-a kind church Ly which ttny attempt at reply would be
have us, and in fact I am not absolutely certain but of omamental appendage. From woman, all the na- squelched. At the close of your second reading in
it has already set in. Old Sal-oon ancl Mrs. Spittoon tions of the earth dcri ve their .existence. She gives \Vinfield, an esteemed fellow-townsman of yours, who
are the Devil's right and left bowers true indices of birth, life and being to us al]. But the objector sneer- attempted some remarks, was effectually Doxologized
man's dnmkenness and nastiness. A spittoon filled ingly asks what kind of a figure would woman cut by a choral contrivance. Rev. Brother, 1htth never
with nasty, stinking, poisoned saliva-old exhausted upon the battle field ? I answer, give her a political seeks cover. David, the man after God's own lwart,
quids and gutter snipes, is enough to make hell sick status equal with man, enfranchise her, and she will never stood for cove1·. He just uncovered, did that
soon inaugurate such reforms in this world, that Yery same David. See 2d Sam. vi. 20: "How glorious
ancl the Devil spew.
Oh ! when will men learn to pmify their bodies and soon there will be no battles to fight. She will bring was the king of Israel to-clay, who uncovered himself
live clean and inspired lives ? W c need a religion- about that long prayed for time when our swords shall to-day in the eyes of the handmaids of his servants,
it is absolutely the world's great desideratum. Are- be beaten into sheep shears, and our shears into fish as one of the vain fellows shamelessly nncoverth himligion which shall make the 8alvation of the body the hooks. But then suppose that wars actually sltould self."
Now, Brother, I propose to give you an opportunity
great central idea, instead of the salvation of the soul. come, we will find that women, if needed, can do their
True morality is physiological instead of theological. part as they have often done, in this world's great of meeting, upon a free platform, an humble youth,
The time will come when bodily conditions will be battles. How about Joan of Arc ? Was not she who is conscious he can oppose to you nothing more
the recognized qualifications for church membership, something of a success in the way e>f commanding an formidable than his modicum of common sense. I
insteacl of a head crammed full of myths and silly army ? Woman has sometimes happened to have have the most implicit faith in common sense against
doctrines, and perhaps a mouth full of to hac co. The something to do in the afl:airs of government, and uni· superstition, and I he1·eby challenge you to meet me in
time will come when committees, appointed to exam- formly she has proved herself competent and a great public debate, upon auy issue involving either the
ine applicants for church membership, will look into success. Queen Victoria is a woman, I believe, and mcritE of Christianity or Infidelity. 'l'he one eonc\itheir mouths and smell thci1· b1·eath, instead of asking has swayed the sceptre over old Enghtnd with great tion I ask is that the phttform be j1·ee ,· that there slut \I
them a hundred silly questions about Gods, Christs, success, and to the general satisfaction of her millions be no chance for clerical hide-and-seek-no playing
Paul, as per 2 Cor. xii. 16: "Being cmfty I caught
bells Devils, gardens, Adams, Eves, original sins, of happy subjects.
But now in conclusion, I will give a few very you with gnile." None of that, you understand! And
falls' &c., &c. A tooth brush sticking ont of a man's
pocket, to me is a synonym of heaven ; n black plug definite reasons for female suffrage, and arrange them should you, as the valiant shepherd of a flock, consid·
it a duty yon owe the sheep to come out boldly and
of tobacco in a man's pocket is a synonym of hell. I in numerical order :
ht. ·women have the same natural and inalienable face a so-called enemy of the fold, I will undertake
know many preachers who both c!Jcw and smoke,
to provide yon a fit occasion. I pause for a reply.
and seldom wonder why God don't. answer their pray- rights, and t.he same common interests, as men.
2d. They have as much concern in the establishYours for free ancl fearless investigation,
ers. They pretend to know so much about God, and
CHAHLES liYDE.
yet have not learned the great fact, that no prayer ment of justice ; in domestic tranquility ; in proFrrtnl,:fort, Hm·lcimer Co., N. Y., June lOth, 1875.
issuing from a dirty mouth, and enveloped in a stink- viding for the common defense, the common welfare,
ing breath can ever enter into his car. His ears arc and in the seeming of the blessings of liberty for
-~---------open only to prayers that issue from clean mouths them sci vcs and their posterity, as men have.
3d. They are naturally as capable of determining
ADAM GmMM of JelTerson, Wis., is one of the largest
and pure hearts. I once saw tho President of these
United States; I was listening to his talk; he looked what Jaws and measures will be equitable ttnd right honey raisers in the world. !Iis crop for last year wa~
25,910 pounds, ap(j his apiary consists of l,l58 colonies.
nice and clean, and I was thinking to myself what a as men are.
BY JOHN
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A lecture was read byFREDEIUC R. MARVIN, M.D.,
Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical
Jurisprudence in the New York Free Medical College
for women, on

The Literature of the Insane.
In entering upon the study of the literature of the
insane, we are venturing into new fields of thought.
Little information has been obtained with regard to
the subject of this lecture. Essays have· appeared, it
is true, wherein the writings of Swedenborg, Blake
and Fox are carefully and perhaps analytically studied; but such essays are constructed ou metaphysical foundations which render them useleRs to students
of science.
To understand the pathology of mind, and correctly
appreciate the literature in which it frequently manifests itself, we must set aside as comparatively
worthless all unknown factors in the problem which
are not directly inferable from such as are known,
we must be satisfied with the discovery, classification and study of the laws of phenomena; all search for
essences and primary causes is unscientific and must
be fruitless. When I speak of mind, understand me
to mean not an essence, but a force resulting from
and liberated by nervous action. This force must be
studied objectively, since studied otherwise it vitiates
its own results.
The literature of the insane· has received superficial
attention. The remarkable eccentricities, eloquence
and wit wl1ich characterize a large part of it tend to
dazzle and mislead even earnest students.
When we look at the vast and imposing structure of
Islamism, overshadowing one hundred and forty mil·
lions of votaries, looming like a spectral city throu_gh
the mist and darkness of the middle ages, and lifting its
minarets into the full blaze of the nineteenth century,
and remember that its foundations rest only on the wild
visions of an epileptic-,when we look at the medireval
world and behold millions of men, women and children casting their lives away with joy and exultation,
leaving home and country to rescue Jerusalem from the
hand of the Infidel, and remember that the Crusades
grew out of the heated visions and reckless eloquence
of an insane hermit-when we look at the prophetic
writings of Emanuel Swedenborg, who was the forerunner of modern science, and remember his madness
-when we look at the profound philosophy and splendid triumphs of Auguste Comte, the man whose genius
streams like a ray of light into the far future, beyond
our strongest vision, ever widening till it seems to cov·
er the who!e race with its trancenclent glory, and then
behold the founder of the Positive Philosophy groping his way like a child with nerves all unstrung, and
shattered mind tllrough Esquirol's asylum, carrying
ever in his crazed urain the ~eed of a wisdom which
should make men wise long after the illustrious teacher
should be gathered to his fathers:When we behold these things, we are often too dazzled and amazed to correctly or carefully contemplate
them. But it is not my purpose to devote this lecture
to the study of any of the world's great madmen.
Men like Mahomet, Sweden borg and Fox will be frequently referred to, but more as illustrating than as
forming the subject of this discourse.
The two kinds of insanity which most frequently
exibit themselves through means of literature are
epileptic insanity and melancholia. Epilepsy, in itself
is not insanity, but is very closely related to it; the
children of epileptics being especially liable to insanity.
Rapid and. excited ideation is a frequent forerunner
of epilepsy, especially among the young. Brilliant
and poetic fancies are suggested to the imagination
and frequently find expression in language wholly beyond the patient's command when in a normal condition. There is often developed a fondness for literature which at first exhibits itself in poetry and afterwards in vision. A large portion of the literature of
epileptics consists of visions, revelations and religious
dreams. The prophetic mania is common among
them.
Were we to judge of epilepsy only in the light of
muscular convulsions, we should form an erroneous estimate both of the disease and of the morbid literature of many of its victims. Muscular convuls'ion
has been assigned a too prominent place in the ordinary definition of epilepsy.
There are forms of
epilepsy unconnected with such convulsion.
Iu
nocturnal epilepsy the morbid phenomena of motion
are so slight that the disease may exist for years with·
out attracting attention. In epileptic vertigo and syncope we frequently find no convulsion. And separate
from all recognized form.~ of epilepsy, who c1m doubt
the existence of an epileptic neurosis which manifests
itself by convulsive phenomena of a mental rather
than muscular nature. This epileptic neurosis is characterized by other phenomena tban those which pertain
to convulsive epilepsy. The latter is accompanied with
violent muscular convulsion and loss of consciousness,
a,nd followed in most ca~es by fainting, while the latter may never .manifest itself through the muscular

system, and is frequently connected with exalted consciousness, and does not lead to fatuity, but is characterized by remarkable intellectual activity, and frequently terminates in acute, sub-acute or chronic
mania.
Ordinary epilepsy is frequently connected with premonitory symptoms, which may occur several clays
before an attack. These premonitions assume various
forms. Some appear in the shape of dreams, some in
the form of illusion or hallucination, spectacle,
or otherwise, and oth<n·s in that of confusion of
thoughts. But the most common is what is known as
the au1·a epileptica, and is a sensation like that produced by a breath or gentle breeze. It is usually first
experienced in the end of a finger or toe, and from
that points it mounts to the epigastrium or head,
on reaching which the convulsions immediately appear and the patient becomes unconscious. The natnre of this sensation is a matter of dispute among
physicians. Dr. Hm·pin considers the am·a as the
commencement of a true spasm of the ·muscles which
precedes the loss of consciousness.
Psychical epilepsy, or tbat epilepsy which convulses
the mind rather than the muscles, is not to be rep;arded as another disease than that which we have
described. It sometimes has its aum, but more frequently it seems to be the aunt itself unfollowed
by muscular convulsion. The premonition appears
to be the attack. Dr. Win slow records the case of
an epileptic ''who, at the moment of invasion, perceived exclusively with the left eye, a toothed wheel,
tlie centre of which was occupied by a hideous figure."
"In another patient," continues the same author,
"the fit was immediately preceded by an intense feeling of hunger." In a third, since insane, "a little
blue imp perched upon the table and moped and
mocked at him as he lost his consciousness." In a
fourth, a guitar seemed to have been roughly grated
near the ear.
When the epileptic neurosis or diathesis exists apart
from true epilepsy, we find hallucinations like
these, unfollowed by mnscnlar convulsion, but connected with exalted imagination and rapid and cxcited ideation. The victims of these hallucinations possess a "wonderful aptitude for conceiving things
quickly and examining them under the most brilliant
and poetical aspects." These conceptions usually result from pseudo-impressions referred to the termini
of sensitive nerves, These impressions or sensations
are carried to the cerebrnm, where, instead of being
challenged and detected, they are allowed to pass as
faithful reporters of the outer world. As a natural
result, the patient attribntes to his environment impressions which originate only within himself. He
outwardly forms and locates concept.ions arising from
them. The act of thus forming and locating these
conceptions is accompanied by another act, which is
that of faith in them, as so formed and located. The
patient believes in them as objective realities, and here
enters delusion. The first experience to recapitulate
is that of morbid impressions or pseudo-sensations,
the second that of hallucination, and the third that of
delusion.
These personified conceptions are usually of a poetical and religious nature, and figure in the folios of
epileptics as heavenly messengers, angels, fiends and
spirits. Such were the hallucinations of Mahomet
which preceded violent attacks of epilepsy.
Says Mauds!ey, in his ,, Responsibility in Mental
Diseases," "There can be little, if any, doubt in the
minds of those \Vho do not subscribe to that (?rhhometanism) faith, that an epileptic seizure was the occasion of l\iahomet's first vision and revelation, and
that, deceived or deceiving, he made advantage of his
distemper to beget himself the reputation of a divine
authority. The character of his visiou was exactly of
that kine\ which medical experience shows to be natural to epilepsy. Similar visions, which are believed
in as realities and truths by those who have them, occur not unfrequently to epileptic patients confined
in asylums. For my part, I would as soon believe
there was deception in the trance which converted
Saul the persecutor into Paul the apostle, as believe
that Mahomet. at first doubted the reality of the
events which he saw in his vision."
Washington Irving, in his "Life of Mahomet,"
says : "He would be seized with a violent trembling,
followed by a kind of swoon, or rather convulsion,
durin&' which perspiration would steam from his forehead Ill the coldest weather; he would lie with his
eyes closed, foaming at the mouth, and bellowing like
a young camel. Ayesha, one of his wives, and Zeid,
one of his disciples, are among the persons cit.ed as
testifying to that eflect. They considered him at such
times as under the influence of a revelation He had
such attacks, however, in Mecca, before the Koran was
revealed to him."
W ere Mahomet now living, he would be confined
in an asylum, and the Koran would not be revealed.
We shall never know how many revelations as
wonderful as any which dawned on the astonislled
vision of Mahomet or Sweden borg are prevented,
and how many incipient religions are nipped in the
bud by judicious doses of bromide of potassium, belladonna, zinc, confinement and other remedial agents.
Certain it is that the ward.~ of asylums are thickly settied with prophets, apostles, saints and media of
w4<:>s<i visions 11-nd revelations the world is deprived ;

whether wisely or unwisely, it is not our province to
discuss.
·
Ann Lee was an epileptic, tmd her revelations and
syste~u of t?-eolo~y are the outcome of insanity.
She IS descn~ed as "a wild creature from birth, a
prey to hystena and convulsions, violent in her ('Onduct, ambitious of notice, and devoured by the lust
of power." \V'hile confined at Manchester she was
snclclenly enveloJ~ecl in_ light, _and Jesus Chri~t appeareel to he,r and Jdent1fied h1mself with her person.
Her convulsions are described as violent and pro~racted; her countenance was distorted, bloody foam
1ssued from her mouth and she became unconscious.
Cmsar and Petrarch were epileptics and the writings of the latter clearly indicate th~ misfortune of
their author.
The literature of epileptics, since it chronicles the
patient's delusion, is usually of a relio-ious natmc.
The delusions grow ont of visions prec~ding or sue~ceding the epileptic p·an ce, which may be separate
from or connected With muscular convulsion. The
case of a boy confined for epilepsy is recorded by Dr.
.T. C. Howden. 'l'he doctor says: "On admission to
~he a~ylum, ~1e spok? wit~J an earnestness, and grantmg Ins prenuses, an mtelhgence beyond his years. He
told me he was Adam, tl_JC first man, born again into
the world. \Vhen questwned as to his previous life
in the Garden of Eclen, he replied that he had been
so long dead, that he could not be expected to recall
particulars, but added that it was pefectly tme that he
had eaten the forbidden fruit, and when asked why he
had done so, replied : '''Tis all very well to blame
me; but you would have done the same thino- if you
had !JCen in my place." He pointed to a pi~ture of
a woman on the wall, which lui said was the portrait
of Eve. He says he has been in heaven, and describes
what he saw there. He has a fit every two or three
months, and on recovering from them he is dull and
stupid, then he becomes possessed of some extravagant delnsion, always of a religious nature. Sometimes he returns to his old delusion that he is Adam
sometimes he is Gocl, and at 0thertimes Christ and not
nnfrequently the Devil. When questioned ~s to the
ground of his belief, he generally says that it has been
revealed to him, and that he feels that it is true pointing with his finger to his epigastrium."
'
I have cited this case because one very closely resembling it came under my observation. The patient
was a woman, aged thirty-five years. When quite
young she married, hut forsook her husband in obedience to a vision. In early life she was connected with
the Ep;scopal Chmch, but soon after marriage she
forsook its communion and united with the 1\Iethodist Church, which she abandoned for the Unitarian.
Not satisfied with the Unitarian, she joined a Second
Adventist and finally made her home with the Spiritualists. When she came under my observation she
had invente~l a religion of her own, which she called
"Bible Spiritualism "-the nature of this religion is
too i111pnre to be here recited. Like Dr. Howden's
patient, sh~ believed she had been dead many years.
She was nused from the clead that she might acquaint
the world with the goo pel of "Bible Spiritualism."
She called herself " the Bride of the Lamb " "the
Womnn Referred to in the Prophecy," "the'Anointeel of the Lord," and ''the Saviom: of the W arid."
She had been confined in an asylum because, as she
expressed it, scientific men were nnable to recognize
the phenomenon of resunection from the dead and
looked upon it merely as an evidence of intelle~tnal
derangement . Slle conll)ia1·11 ed of t oo muc 11 sam'ty,
and wished to be reduced to a state of imbecility
which she believed to be characteristic of the rest of
mankind. This lady was a Latin, French and German scholar, and possessed a remarkably cultivated
mind. When asked to write a simple sentence she
did so with case, but was unable so to guide bel: pen
as to make it follow the straight lines marked on tile
paper. There seemed to be an almost irresistible tendency to write in a circle; this tcncleucy I have noticed among the insane on other occasions. When .left
h
If 1
·
1
to erse s JC wrote Ill an a most perfect circle. Beyond this there was not.hing in her penmanship to indicate insanity.
In delusional insanity penmanship und orthography
~
are seldom affected, and the composition only betrays
the disorder. Very clifl'ereut are tho symptoms of
approaching general paralysis; the first indication of
which is a tendencv to omit and misspell words. As
the paralysis advances the writing becomes irregular, •
and finally consists of tmconnectecl strokes.
In ttn attack of acute mania there is abundant inclication of incoherence, but the patient seldom forgets
his letters.
, In calm melancholia there is usually nothing in the
penmanohip, though much in the contents of the Jet·
ter to indicate insanity.
Frequently the letters of the insane exhibit a curious tendency to economize space-words and sentences
being so crowded as to be illegible, and often crossed
several lines deep. The tendency to underscore words
without reference to meaning is often discovered,
especially in the early stages of melancholia associated
with delusions. Frequently every othel' word is underscored. Occasionally a sentenc<:: will be followed
by a number of exclamation points, dashes or com·
mas. I have seen letters in which every other word
was underscored, and others in which some one letter
was always omitted. Such omissions are due to de-
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fective memory, and are precursors of general paralysis.
The artistic designs of the insane frequently furnish the key whereby we unlock the secret workings
of their intellects allll discover the nature and extent
of their delusions. A young man who would speak to
no one unless compelled, and who could not be induced to discover the cause of his melancholia, was
found to have drawn several female heads on cards.
An examination Dnd comparison of these heads made
it eviuent that they were all intended for the SD,me
person. The care with which they were executed
flroused suspicions tlmt they were in some way connecteu with the intellectual disturbance of the artist.
A close examination and comparison with pictures
of perwns known to the family made it evident that
these drawings were all intended to represent a lady
to whom the patient !mel been engaged, but wlw had
proved unfaithful to lJoth her engagement and honor.
These drawings, tlwu.e;h from memory, were creditable liken·esses of the original, and served to throw
much light on the nature of the patient's disorder.
WI1ile coufinecl in an asylum he executed a picture of
tile lady, and with her features so combined his own
as to make a drawing as wonderful for its skillfulness
of detail as repulsive for its wierdness of spirit.
Gradually he became dull and mechanical in his motions, and his later drawmgs seemed to be purely
tlutomatic-the result rather of reflex than of cerebral
action.
I have examined spiritual pictures-that is, pictures
believed by their artists to have been produced under
wlwt is termed impressment-and, whenever I have
had reason to believe the artist sincere, I have had
equal reason to regard his pictures as the work of retlex and automatic a-;tion.
Few appreciate the wide realm of unconscious life
over which automatic action presides. Consciousness
does not play so large a part in our systems of psychology as it used to. Memory is no longer regarded
as peculiar to the brain, nor is it beyond physical explanation. Dr. Mauclsley has clearly shown that the
acquired functions of the s11inal cord and of the sensory ganglia imply the existence of memory which is
inclispensa!Jle to their formation and exercise. How
else could these centres be educated? "A ganglionie
cell," says lVlaudR!ey, "whether of mind, sensation or
movement, whicl: wus without memory, would be an
idiotic centre, incapctble of being taught its functions.
ln every nerve-cell tl1ere is memory, .and not only so,
but there is memory in every organic element ·of the
body."
What is memory? Nothing bnt tne organic registration of physical effects ; whmever that registration
takes place there is memory. ·wherever there is a partical of living matter, animal or vegetable, there is memory. :Memory preceded consciousness iu the line of clevelopment., and often exists apart from it-we pir:ked
it up in our journey from the past, ancl it may be we
shall cc1st it from us in our journey to the future.
Our little consciousness is like fo:tm on the surface of
the wave, that sparkles D, moment in the sunlight and
then disappears forever, bnt undeT the foam lies the
fathomless and unruffled ocean, >md under onr little
dream lies the everlasting forgetfulness.
But we are drifting from our subject. The facility
with which the insane compose in verse, and the ease
with which they fly to figures of fancy l1as frequently
astonished thoughtfnl observers. But a brief inquiry
with reo·ard to the nature of poetry will, l think, dis·
pel thc"mystery, therefore \vithout preface I proceed
tc the exani nation.
It is customary to speak of paetry as the finest form
of ]all!nmge. Authors >lre not wan ling who speak of
the" prc·eminencc of poetry" Montgomery calls poetry "the most excellent of the fin1; arl~ '' and "the
most perfect form of literature." lt is described by a
, poet as" she cluu·i~Jt wherein King:thougl~t~ ride," and
8!'ali<>·erana says 1:1 a moment of fanatwtsm, "never
was t\1ere a poet' or a man who delighted in poetry
whose heart diclnot lie in the right place." And Emerson dee lares the poet to be in advance of !Jis age.
But all such opinions are based on :1 misunderstanding
with re.ra.rcl to both the nature and hi,;tory of poetry.
Poetry is not what its votaries would have us beHe,,e,
the best language for the noblest thought. Poetry
. may he studied either a~ an emotion or a language.
A man may have one w1thuut the other, as he may
acquire a langua<'e in which he !HIS never learned
to think. As a s<fntiment it results from passion and
em;)tion acted on by imagination. As a language, it
is th>1t of passion and emotion. l\Ieasure and rhyme
are unessential though they are useful in expediting
expression, an~l ornament>\! in contributing to its
beauty.
.
. .
.
.
.
Poetry, smce It IS the language of passwn, emot1on
and ima~>·ination is the oldest language known to man.
When the human race first separated itself from the
animals by the development of distinctively human
traits, it naturally sought to give cxpression.to its newly acquired faculties which were tllose of clnlclren; and
the lano·n>l""e in which they found embodiment was
fanciful e~otioual and passionate. Reason and judgment b~ing in abeyance, if in existence, made little impression on the vocabulary of the infant world. The
development of judgment is necessarily associated
with the .recession ot imagination, an.d the ripening
9f analysJs m.arks the autumn of sent1ment and the

l

winter of poetry. Say what you please, you cannot
close·your eyes to the fact that poetry was the Jan·
guage of the infant world, and is to-day the natural
language of the infant man.
A;. languag~ n:ay outlive the stage of development
winch gave 1t bnth; the language of mythology has
clone so, the language of metaphysics has clone so, and
the lang~1age ~f poetry has. done so, and they who
now cnlt1vate 1t aTe perfectmg and adorning a dead
language. Do not understand me to speak of poetry with contempt : I reverence it as the sweet
and musical language of childhood, only I do not
wish it to regulate, as it once did, the busy affairs of life. It must yield to the better languarre of
Science and Commerce. For poetry I have te;derness and affection, but for Science I have an abiding
confidence and truly religious veneration. Poetry resides in the temple of beauty and is the priestess of the
past: Schmoe leads the armies of truth, and she leads
them toward the future. Truth and beauty are not
identical, and nothing but unbridled fancy can make
them so.
But what bearing has this on the subject of our lecture? Let us see. Insanity is a return to childhood.
The intellectual faculties most frequently interfered
with in insanity are such as distinguish the man from
the cl1ild. The stTongholds of reason brpak and crum·
ble ; the fortress of judgment falls, and, how often
over their ruins the wild and luxuriant verdure of
emotion and imagination blossoms and blooms! The
insane man reverses the process of ctevelopment ; l1e
turns his back upon the future and retraces his steps.
Science tells us that the human race st:uted in the very
mud and has arrived by a process of evolution at animal life ana intellectual consciousness. There was a
point in time-probably the Terrace Epoch-when the
nervous system thought for the first time ; when the
little gray nerve cells first caught the golden sun-lio-ht,
and in the mint of their own consciousness turn~d it
into the coin of thought; when they knew for the first
time the color of the violet and the odor of the rose as
distinct sensations. The currents of thought were at
first rudimentary and imperfel't ; but as the brain
strengthened and convoluted and developed, there came
thundering along the track of the nervous system such
trains of living thought as announced the arrival of
the human epoch. Faith, hope, Jove, honesty aucl all
tl1e virtues are but mile stones on the road of progtess,
and so is it with thought and consciousness ; we picJ{them up in our journey from the past, and we shall cast
them from us in our journey to the future. 'l'hese
things are not finalities; there are ·no finalities, they
are stages of development.
The insane man, as we have seen, turns his back on
tile future and retraees his steps, he descends the
stairway of development and returns to the childhood
of his race. He may go farther, l.tc may sink to the
lowest depths of imbecility, he may enter through the
shadowy portals of idiocy into the realm of brute nattue, and become less than the beasts of the field.
Thei·e are men who recoil from the thonght that their
ancestors were apes; but let such rememherthat there
arc men living who tire a:~es behind that venera!Jie
ancestor, and who might, were they wise enough. look
longingly forward to his estate with feelings of re.
spcct and almost adoration. There are paths of developnwnt behind the ape and there are men who
tread them.
The insane are, so far as the race is concerned,
children. The same instinct which taught the savage who is the child of fhe race, to cower before the
ordinary phenomena of nature, and that teaches the
infant to shrink from an unaccustomed sound, leads
the insane to recoil from things in no way dangerous
m· frightful. Like children they live in their senses
>Ina are ruled over by imagination. The ehild lives
in an ideal world; so does the savage; so does the
poet; so does the madman. All speak of spiritual
things, because to their heated vision the ghosts, fairies
ami genii have as real an existence as those of living
men and women. They all dwell in an enchanted
world. The critic has no place in that world; he is the
disenchanter. They do not criticise-they dream.
'vVe le,lrn from Herodotus, that Phrynicns produced a
tragedy ou the fall of II'Iiletus; the citizens wept until
the play was enclecl and then fined the author for
torturilig their feelings. IV hat audience in England
or Americ·a ever wept through a play aml then consure the dramatist !Jecausc of the power and truthfulness of his tradgecly ? I venture to say none. vVe
are not children-·our judgments never so relax as to
deliver us wholly into the hands of imagination. lYe
can criticise >I 1 lay while it is being cnactcJ before
ns; l.Jut not so with our remote ancestors; they witnessed a play very much as a child listens to a ghost
sto.ry.
\Yhen we remember how often and in how many
ways insanity is a return to childhood, can we wonder
at the remarkable gifts of poetry which have so often
shone like stars through the darkness of clouded
reason,. giving us gPmS of poesy so pure and exalted
that they must ever adorn the literat1.1re of the world?
Insanity does not affect all minds alike; it will not
supply an absent talent, though by intensifyincr and
exalting existing ones, it often seems to do so. \Vhere
there are no poetical possibilities there can be no po·
etical attaiume.nts. I ha:--e se~n the rude and illiterate under the mfluence of exc!tement .produce stanza

after stanza, which in their ordinary condition they
could never have constructed. Most productions of
tlie kind are vulg~rly but correctly styled doggerel,
and yet we occaswnally find among them gems of
undoubted lustre. Not many years ago there appeared
a little book called "Poems of the Inner Life;" if any
of you possess tl1at work, you possess a specimen of
patholol'ical literature of remarkable value. J\'I.any
stanzas m that book are almost faultless in the conception and finish, and yet one has only to glance at the
book and its pretensions to see that its author was tl1e
victim of a delusion incompatible with sanity. Those
of you who have attended spiritual lectures and seances, will call to mind many remarkable examples of
this tendency to versification and figurative language.
The mor!Jid exaltation of the speaker hurries him
with rapid flight over abysses of darkness and heights
of glory, while his sane companion stands on the solid
earth an~ wa!c.hes with astonishm~nt his Icarus-flight.
If you will VISit asylums for the msane you wiil find
the same thing-men and women, wlro believe themselves m~dia for interplanetary communication between th1s world and the next, bubbling over with
stanzas of ineffable vapidity and building rhetorical
air-castles on the ever-shifting clouds of their own
fancy.
Do not understand me to say the insane never
reason; they frequently reason, and reason well. They
even reason with more logical sequence and precision
than they would were they possessed of sanity. This
arises from the fact that the insane are often free from
concern as ~o the mm:ality of t~eir ll:rg.umcnts-they
a1·~ prove~·b1ally sophists.. Thmr logiC IS everywhere
tamted With an overweenmg self-consciousness. They
reason, as do children, with no large reference to the
whole, but with the attention fixed on a fragment
that fragment l.Jeing themselves.
'
Poetry has been carefully defined as the " rhythmic
expre&sion of feeling." A thoroughly sane and cultivated poet skilfully employs the language of childhood to explain truths so profound that no philosopher can reply to them. But the skill with which lle
uses the language finally converts it into something
th.at is not poetry. ''The degradation of poetry begins
w1th the educated. As !mow ledge extends itself and
reason develops, the imitative arls decay." They decay because imitation is characteristic of the child
and as knowledge and reason develop, the child de:
parts and the man arrives.
Look about you and see who are the imitators-the
automata whose movements result rather from the
meihdln oblongnta than the cerebrum. They are the
children-not perhaps in years, but in intellect. On
a warm, sunny day, station yourself in a window on
the avenue and you will see thousands of these adult
children shopping, promenading, or loitering. They
have no end to serve, they move with tile throng
merely because others by whom they nre surrounded
clothe same. They are borne on by the force of example. If you closely examine the faces of these men
and women who have spent years, perhaps life, on the
avenue, you will see that the lines wl!ich usually indi·
cate character are wanting, and that the featuresif indeed they may be spoken of as such-are blank
and expressionless.
As knowledge and reason develop, the inventive
arts triumph over t.11e imaginative. The same thing
was true centuries ago in Greece-the imaginative
school of poetry was followed by the critical. After
Pindar came Sophocles ; and after Sophocles, Euripides; and after Euripides the "Alexandrine Versifiers." Latin literature is merely degraded Greek literature and the only Roman poets that really influence
this age are Lucretius and Oatullus.
Homer, Shakspcare, and Goethe, are not exceptions
to what has been said. They nre usually called poets
l.Jut are not what is usually understood by the word
poet. They are great representatives of the race·
grand incarnations of humanity. The pD,ges of
Homer, Shakspeare, and Goethe are not devoted to
poetry alone, but to commerce, war, philosophy science, the arts, and domestic life. Everything ,~]lich
pertained to humanity. interested those great men, and
found welcome to thmr pages.
'l'hey who in this age cultivate poetry are by that
very culture destroying it. Culture is the frnit of
eriticism, and criticism and poetry are not friends .
The language of the sane adult of the nineteenth century is the language of commerce and science.
Do not misunderstand the nature of my argument·
I neither hold poetry in contempt nor seek to under:
value its mission. The teacher must adapt himself to
the pupil, and the best language in \'l"hich to instruct
is that with which tile pupil is 11cquainted. The majorhy of mcn-I say it sadly, and in no censorious
spirit-are either savages or children, and understand
only such things as appeal to the simplicity of their
into) lects. 'l'he brains of savages and children exhibit
on dissection tile same shallowness of sulci and feebleness of convolution. The cinericious, ·or thinking tissue, is deficient in quantity. To such minds it is useless to address prolonged argument, for they have not
the faculty wherewith to appreciate logic. They are
children and mind childish things, and if you wish to
make them understand you and profit by your discourse,
you will have to adtlress them in a child's langua!J"e.
In dissecting human brains nothing has mgre
thoroughly impressed me than the poverty of thinkin~ tissue which characterizes the average cerebrum.
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"The more my love they would gainsay,
am not speaking of leading: merchants, bankers,
crowbar, even, had penetrated the brain ~ithout destroying consciousness.
The fiercer glows the flame rep rest;
financiers, and professional men. but the rank and file
Let them afflict me night and day,
of humnnity. Now if you wish to reach these chilJ:?n..E. P. MILLER defended the poets and others of
ant1qmty who had been styled insane. He criticised
ch·en of a larger growth, you must resort to the ian·
They cannot pluck it from my breast!
some of the claims made by scientists, and eloquently
guage of rhythm and emotion-that is, to poetry.
Ah, yes! the more I suffer smurt,
defended Spiritualism.
But poetry hns another use, the discussion of which
The more
lend me with his heart."
is foreign to the subject of this lecture, but which we
S. P. ANDREws deemed the lecture deficient in
On All-Saints' day she wrote the following lines :
recognise in passing. Poetry is useful as a means
proper definitions, which are of the first consequence
"No stain in innocence is seen,
He made an application of his own special theory t~
of recreation and inspiration to the mature and cultiNo loss in power hath ever been;
the subject, "Unism, Duism and Trinism." He" exvated mind. In it we revive the feelings of childhood
pressed regrets that remedies for the evils mentioned
Nothing dieth here above:
and recall the merry and innocent hours of boyhood.
in the lecture were not prescribed.
All consumes itself in love."
Olympian barcls who sung
T. J3. W AiillMAN regretted that such severe criticism
Archbishop Manning tells us that Mary Ah\coque
Divino ideas below,
saw her saviour, "suffused by an intensity of light, npon so able a lecturer had been expressed. He fearWhich always find us young,
she beheld his sacred heart enveloped as it were, in ed Prof. Marvin would not soon feel like favoring the
Ancl always keep us so,"
flame, girdled with thorns, surmounted by a cross ; Club again with another of his productions. He
h ave a noble mission and are entitled to our warmest and these words came to her: "Behold the heart deemed a hygienic treatment essential for all forms of
ove. ·But the age of prose has arrived-a grander age which has loved man so much, and has been loved so insanity. A healthy body will produce a healthy
than any which has preceeded it, and as the years little."
mind. He gave his views of the classifications of the
move on the oracle will be dumb, the priest will wind
I take great pleasure in preparing this lecture, be- scien~es.• placin~ poetry where it belongs. He spoke
his mantle about him and depart, and the poet will be cause, of all ages, the present is most likely to be con- eulogistiCally of Psychology and the effect it lllust
remembered only as a vision when it is ended. Fare- cerned in and profited by such discourse. All ha.ve upon the future of the race. He gave due credwell Poetry! Thou hast won the laurel and we crown around us the insane are found-on every hand they it to the poets who have preceded us, but said there
thee bnt for thy burial. Thy harp shall hang on the plead, perhaps unconsciously, for help. They employ was a wide difference between the productions of a
willow, and the reed, no more responsive to its master's every avenue through which they can make their mis- Goethe and the effusions of some of our Spiritualistic
will, shall be laid aside forever.
fortunes known. The Press, the great engine of civ- friends.
Insanity in women of sensitive nervous tempera- ilization, is often converted by their frenzy into an
JUNE 18tll, 1875:
ment is frequently characterized, especially at its com- engine of folly, and their fing:ers are ever busy turn[TWO
HUNDRED
AND NINETY-EIGHTH MEETING.l
mencement, by a taste for poetry and a propensity to ing backward the wheels of progress. They have
versify. This taste and tendency are often observed formed themselves into societies, they publish books, . Mn. J. K. INGALLS read an mtereslwg paper upon
in the insanity of pubescence. The nervous excite- edit papers, and publicly proclaim their folly. Many the subject of
ment attending birth of sexual life is frequently ,'1sso- of them are men and women of talent, genius and
Labor and .Wealth,
ciated with morbid self-consciousness wllich finds ex- culture, and their literature has in it much that is calpression in soml:H:e verse. Physicians who practice in culated to challenge admiration. What shall we do for bnt want of room will prevent onr giving but a small
ladies' seminaries can call to mind many examples of these men and women, our brothers and sisters? We po1tion of it.
this tendency. Insanity of pubescence, unless mani- are prevented, by virtue of their numbers, from conI ":ish, this evening, to take np the question as it is
acal, is melancholy, romantic and hysterical. The fining them in an asylum, nor can we subject them to related to morals, and to the rights and duties of the
poetry in which patients indulge is of a depressing medical surveillance. This age is, as I have frequent- members of a society, like our own, where the theory
nature. Among boys the insanity of pubescence is ly said in your hearir;g, an inter-civilized age-it lies at least, is "the equality of all before the law."
'
frequently characterised by acute mania. In girls between two great civilizations, and is at once in the
Scienti.fic men, and especially political economists,
however it is marked by a dislike for work or amuse- twilight of the old or metaphysical epoch and in the affect to Ignore morals, and deny that any Science of
ment, by great nervous depression, especially at men- sunrise, the early morning of the new and scientific Morals exists. And also that all assertions of human
stral epochs, and paroxysms of apparently causeless era. On one side the stars, the moon and the deepen- !·igh~s ar~ specula:tive and imper~inent in any scientific
weeping. The patient fancies herself uncared for and ing shadows of night peopled with ghosts and visions, mqmry mto socml or economic questions. Yet it
neglected. She looks upon her friends as enemies, and receding faiths ; and on the other the eager sun strangely happens these very persons expatiate grandand on her guardians as cruel and mercenary. She glancing upon the rising mists of ages transmutes ly upon the "sacred rights of property," and the
seeks for sympathy in the fictitious griefs of the novel, them into gold. This is a sad, a very sad age, full of binding obligation society is under to maintain the inand if she cannot find the "Sorrows of Werther," dead and dying faiths, full of burials of the past, and vio bility of contracts.
she will fiy to the pages of Byron. As the disease of idle prayers sent out in vain seard1 for the departIn respect to Rights, let me say right here : that
progresses she becomes more and more excitable, fre- ing gods. But 0, it is a glorious age, full of the golden wi.thout such respect •. such as we have, to the right of
quently breaking into violent passion or rhapsodies light which streams from the ascending sun of sci- pnvate property, for mstance, society could not exist
of versP. Such an invalid was Mary Alacoque, whose ence. It is an age in which men lose their minds ; it W ~ should be like ravenous beasts of prey ; no econ~
letters and memoirs abound in pages of excited verse. is an age in which they :find them. There are three omJC_, land_, nor other reforms, could have any place or
We gather from a little book, written by Louis Ass- ages known to the human intellect. They are called consideratiOn. And I do not consider the right to life
cline that she was precocious, and at an early age in- respectively the mythological, the metaphysical and or personal freedom secondary to right of property.
clined to nymphomania. She relates of herself that the positive or scientific ages. I believe the thircl age
With all my leanings to Positivism I cannot accept
from the age of four years she had a lively sense of has arrived. The' age of metaphysics is practically either the doctrine that we have nothing to do with
the virtue of chastity, and the sight of men so wound- dead, and the intellectual disturbances which we rights but only duties. The highest duty I acknowled her modesty and alarmed her innocence that she behold on every hand are but the lingering phe- edge toward my fellow -man is to respect his rights
would have fled into the desert bnt for fear of meeting nomena of its dissolution. What shall we do for the and the dearest ~·ight I cherish. is the right to perfom;
them even there. The same nympbomaniaical phe- throngs on every hand who are shipwrecked in my duty. Of rights and dutJCs which are not the
nomena may be found in the life of Saint Louis de Gon- faith and bankrupt in intellect, nuder whose feet counterpai·ts and complements of each other I know
'
zao-a as related by the Jesuit Cepdari ; he "never the past is crumbling, but wh6 will not plant their nothing.
liked to be left alone even with the :Marchioness, his feet on the rock; but who seek comfort in the
The point, however, I want particularly to urge is
mother. If he was obliged to r~main with her he was mirage of Spiritualism, the will-o'-the-wisp of Mes- that. even such political economy is as current has 'no
observed instantly to blush." "A child eight yeaTs old merism, or the delusion of Transcendentalism? The ~th~r. ba£is than one of right, a~d cannot mge inviobl~tshing jTom chastity beca11se he jlnds himself alone with
best thing-the only thing that can be done, is to push ha1:nhty of contracts or honesty m transaction, except
his mothe1·!"
steadily toward the future. They who keep abreast upon moral ground. It may, to be sure, advocate
vVhen eight years old, Mary Alacoque experienced of the age will survive. In the evening of life they :· l!onesty .as !he bes.t P.ol!cy" on general terms, but
cataleptic attacks in which she had vision8 of bleeding shall strike sail iu the haven where is neither wind of m 1ts applicatiOn to mdiVIdual cases, that is not honbodies, usually of Jesus or of the saints. From an doubt nor storm of regret, but where the banks are esty at all, since gains by dishonest practices are mol"c
attack of paralysis she recovered by the use of a rem- scented with the lilies of repose.
rapid and immediate, and sufficiently permanent to
suit the particular desire.
edy which my respect for you j)re-:en ts me from mentioning. She renounced her family, and, to use her
~accept the theOr~ of evoluti?~ in thought, as well
Mn. ·wrLcox followed with criticisms upon the lecown language " became absolutely pnssive to the will ture. He disapproved of classing Mahomet, Auguste as m the more tangible and visible unfoldments of
of God." Sh~ wrote loug and fool ish poems to her Compte, George Fox and the grand old poets of the nature. Knowledge proceeds from the simple to the
Saviour. She says, ''in order to give some drops of past with the insane. Of the first, he said he bad complex. Ethics is more complex than arithmetic.
my blood to my Saviour, I tied cords around my founded a grand religion, which had served !tn im- But it is only where we lise above the scruples of
fingers and then thrust needles into them. I made portant purpose in humanity, and which is to-day know ledge, and attain a comprehension of the relamyself a bed of potshercls on which I lay with extr~me making converts in the world faster than any other tions they sustain to the general order of things that
pleasure, although my whole frame quiver~d. 01_1ce system. It is an unwarranted assumption to say he om· special knowledge can be corrected and {nac\c
having retired to my cham her, I was laymg as1cle was insane or that his visions were the result of epi- really avaliable to wise and bencficient uses. :Morewith much satisfaction the ornaments that I had lepsy. He paid a merited tribute to the poets and over, the investigation of the subject phenomena inworn during the day. The Son of God showed him- quoted some fine extracts from Shelley's "Queen volves the exercise of a high degree of moral po~'er.
self to me just as he had appeared after his erne! l\lab," and remarked: " If that is insanity, it is a pity '\Vithout "fidelity to truth," science is imvossible.
flagellation-that is, with his body all bruised, torn tile world has not had more of it."
The honest inquirer, is the only one who can aiel
and bleeding-and told me it was my vanity which
DR. T. S. I.JAMBER'r made some strictures upon the science, or is qualified to deal with facts or discover
had brought him to that condition. On the ~5th day insanity of the race in the use of tobacco and alco- the la~v by which they are classified. l\'loral quality,
of May, 1671, she entered the c~nvent,. an.d took the hol, and said in this particular they were inferior to then_, If nc;>t the Jir~t, is an indispensible requisite in
habit of a novice on the feast of ~t. Loms, m the same the apes, from which, according to Darwin, they had dealmg with the Simplest matters of science. How
year. She was twenty-fom years old. From the descended ; they would make no use of either. He much more is it requi,site in dealing with so coinpliday she entered the convent hysteria and religious made a few remarks upon the nature of mind, mem- cated a question as that of labor and wealtlJ.
monomania influenced all her thoughts and actions. ory, etc.
T~wre .are .accepted princ_iples enough to direct us in
Some of her poems written during convent-life are
onr mqmry If we really WISh to know the truth and
l\'[n. HENRY EvANs critieised the lecturer in the not to_justify some existing wrong, or class intcrc~L, or
very remarkable. While in the convent she wrote,
"Our Lord showed me that that day was the day of line that it was too severe upon the poets. In his re- establish some pet theory. It is not at all necessary
our spiritual betrothal ; he afterwards made me un- marks he said the literature of the poet had come to resort to a line of speculative thought, or to appeal
derstand th:tt he wished me to taste all that was most down to us in ballad and rhymes, because in this way lo mere human sympathy and benevolent feelings.
sweet in the tender caresses of his love. In fact, it was so fondly received by the people. He could However, this question may be solved it cannot be so
these divine caresses were so overpowering that they not regard poetry as an indication of insanity, and determined as to prolong human life i'ndefinitely; nor
made me quite beside myself, and rendered me almoEt thought the lecturer had not based his theory upon a pl,ace m~n beyo.nd the necessit;y- of struggle, toil, and
incapable of any physical exertion ; and it wa~ a sub- sound philosophy. The facts given he did not ques- often pamful eflort to supply Jus wants and accomo·
date himself to his environments.
'
ject of such strange embarrassment to me that I dared tion.
DR. R. T. HAJ,LOCK followed in further criticisms,
It is doubtful if the condition, as regards mere manot show myself." Her relations with the divine
as
well
as
npon
some
of
the
claims
of
scientists.
He
spouse are related in Latin, and are too repulsive for
terial enjoyment, of the ordinary sldllecl worker would
translation. Her verses are all aglow with a flame alluded to severe injuries the brain had sustained in be much increased if the most equitable division of the
many
instances·
without
the
mind
being
seriously
imthat is not of God, lJut o( the flesh. The following
results of industry could be secm·cd. Hnt as regltrds
lines she dedicated to the Abbes~ of Paray, who deem- paired, citing the case of Caruth in Vineland, with stability of position, and fredom from the cares and
half an ounce of lead in his brain, o.nd a case where a depressions which attend the present uncertain und
ed her insane :
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precarious· condition of affairs, his condition would be
immeasureably improved. Because then no general
stagnation of business could ever take place ; only locaCand special over-production would be possible, always accompanied by increased. demand in other localities and departments, the adjustments of which
would never produce any general panic or distress.
It was hinted by Prof. Royce that higher wages
should be paid to labor. This, of course, would be
very desirable to the laborer, but it could determine
nothing. The political economists would say, and
with truth, that a rise in wages would be attended
with a corresponding rise in commodities, and terminate in precisely the same relative situation as at first.
A demand for a reduction in the hours of labor would
be met by them with the same answer: but not, it
seems to me, with equal force. It must be quite evident to you, however, that these matters, however
disil·able and resonable, or unreasonable, have no
power to reconcile the, at least apparently, conflicting
claims of capital and labor.
Let us, then, analyze the position of these factors,
or assumed factors, in the production of our wealth.
If possible, let us lay aside our class interests whether
laborers, capitalists, or middle men, and for the evening resolve ourselves into a court of eqelity.
.!!'or myself, when I last spoke to you on these subjects, I was an employee. For about two years, on a
small scale, to be sure, I have been an employer. Jliy
friend was kind enough to express a wish that I should
speak now, so as to satisfy him as to whether change
of relation had wrought change of views. I should
be unwilling to admit that I had lived two years in
vain, without broadening and deeJlening my ideas on
subjects, especially upon which I had thought so earne:;tly. But otherwise I cannot say that my opinions
have undergone any change. Essentially the view I
now entertain is the same as presented itself to me
more than forty years ago, when at work at the bench,
apprentice to a mechanical trade.
But here is wealth being produced at the rate of
several millions annually. By what rule or process is
it divided ? In this production, it is claimed, there is
so much labor and so much capital incorporated. Before analyzing this claim, let us ask how the rate to
capital and the rate to labor is determined ? Economists tell us indeed what is the "natural mte of
wages," that which will keep the laborer in existence
ana enable him to reproduce himself, in order to keep
undiminished the supply of laborers. In all my readings of political economy, I have seen no other attempt than this to indicate what is or ought to be the
rate. With regard to the rate to cap1tal as well as to
labor, the usual rate is the only one these exact scientists ever attempt. But upon what ground is any rate
awarded to either? With respect to labor, we have
a principle in the very fundamental basis of the civil
law, that property in a thing rests upon the ground,
than that it is the result of one's efforts, toil and selfdenial.
Were the question of capital eliminated, then we
should have the universal assent of civilized society,
that the whole of this production belonged to the
laborer or laborers who produced it. We have then
reached an undisputed point. To the laborer, belongs
that which he has produced, and necessarily, in any
complicated transaction, that portion of anything
which he has contributed to produce. Now Jet us
consider the capitalists claim. He has put so much
capital in the enterprise ; he had taken rislzs, and
assumed responsibilities ; therefore, he is entitled to
all the results of this operation, minus, what he thinks
a fair remuneration for tlle laborer's services, or which
pressing want or whelming- competition compel3 the
laborer to accept. It may be claimed the capitalist is
ttlso subject to competition, and if he does not give
the laborer as much as another is willing or necessitated to give, he will lose his services. With this
gratification, I am sure you will regard the above
statement as entirely fair.
Now there is more in that claim than remuneration
to capital, and when we have separated that, we shall
be able to j ndge truly of the nature of the claim. 1st.
Risks. Now risk is justly chargeable. It could be
met by a system of guarantee or assurance not open
to the objections of our insurance system. We may
therefore leave that out, Service in management of
responsible and efficient agents is also justly chargeable. We may therefore leave that out. Now we
have the naked claim of the capital vs. labor, which is
a compensation to wealth for its mere use, over and
above guarantee for risk, reward for services in administration, etc.
:For a moment let us admit this claim, upon tlte
only logical ground upon which it can stand. And
then upon the same ground let us ask, whether the
laborer shottld not be awarded for the capital which
he employs ? As quoted by the lecturer at your last
meeting, later writers on political econOJ:?Y have_ seen
fit to treat man as a part of the product1Ve capztal of
a country. It has been estimated that every ablebodied man, arrived at mature strength, has cost society at least two or thre<: thousand dollars.
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ORRIS BARNES, P.M., Clay, N.Y., Writes: I wish you to
send me a lot of your Discussions with Elder Shelton as
soon as they are out in tr·act form. I think they will be a
good" eye-opener" for Bible skeptics. I have less faith
in that old book every day. As fast as reason and cornS. K. TERRY, Orient, N.Y .. writes: Please continue THE. mon sense show its errors and absurdities, just so fast I
TRU1.'H SEEKER. It suits my diaestion well.
lose confidence in it. How long will the people worship a
"'
fabulous God? As long as the priests are able to control
B. F. Underwood writes from home: Your paper is the minds of the masses. THE TRUTH SEEKER has and will
making many friends in the West, I hope you are getting do mure to emancipate the people !rom clerical IJonclage
along well.
than more elaborate bound volumes, as it comes directly
to the people, while bound volumes too often lay upon the
L.A. BARNETT, Greenup, Ill., writes: I have taken THE table idle and unread. Go on. Brother, in your noble
TRUTH SEEKER since it first started. but find my interest work. You shall have a seat with the" Heathen Philosoin it increases. It suits me to a sm·i!Je.
phers" in another world.
Dr. IRA W. RUSSELL, Keene, N. H., writes : May all the
M. P. RosECRANS, Clear Lake, Iowa, writes: Our town is
friends of liberal tendencies find it in their hearts to en- an orthodox village-has four churches in full blast. with
courage and sustain you in the good work in which you a few Liberals that sometimes thin It but fear to speak,
are engaged.
dreading the loss of business. Your paper is read bythe!ll
CHARLES HYDE, Frankfort. N.Y., writes: I will take this privately and they admire your boldness and the invincioccasion to give my hearty endorsement of your radical bility of your arguments. I believe you and your tmper
paper, which I think 1·ustly deserves to become the most are doing a good work, and one that will tell on the nation
and people, long after you and I have passed out of morpopular or&;an of Free Thought in America. I hope ere tal vision. You are starting a ripple that will spread on
long you wrll conclude to issue it weekly.
and on, and perhaps start other ripvles and waves. until
JOHN CLARK, Smithland, Ind., writes : Please add my the sea of human life will be stirreu and purified ant.l setname to the regular list. Three months as a trialsubscri- tled, with naught to mar its brightness and glory, when tlre
ber has _pleased me so well. that I do not think I can af- Stu lJ llf Life will be guided and steered by the rudder of
ford to do without your valuable sheet, THE l'RUTH SEE- reasun into ports and harbors of safty. Go on, my brother,
KER. Let us have more light and more mental liberty.
you will live to see the good results of your arduous labors. Though at present your undertalting may undoubtWM. CHESTNUT, Ossawatomie, Kan .. writes: Your read- edlyseem an unprofitable one-sour medicine at length will
ers here continue well pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER. act like a charm : the scales willelrop from the eyes of the
In my opinion, your reply to Elder Shelton is well worth mentally blind, and as they see the glory ancl brightness
a year's subscription. Your arUcles on the Bible and of the world governed by law, not mystery, they will bless
Christianity are well written and very interesting.
D. M. Bennett and his glorious little l'rmTH SEEKEH.
MisS NELLIE EATON, Yakima City, Wash. Ter,. writes:
C. W. HALL, P. M., Rock Ravids, Iowa, writes: Your
If our Liberal friends-all knew what a treat it is to receive card is just received, and I do not stop a moment to enand read l'HE l'RUTH SEEKER, they would not hesitate to close the "almighty" dollar for Vol. I. of l'IIE ~'RUTH
subscribe for it. I feel as though I can hardly wait till it· SEEKER; and oh how I wish I was able to give you money
comes. and cannot think of doing without a single num- enough to snpport the paper. for it does seem the greather. I will be very glad to have it a weekly,
est blessing that can be bestowed upon man to roll back
the dark pall of superstition that has so long covered the
Is.uc IviNS, 11iddlebury, Ind., writes: I have read the orthodox world with a cloud of thick darkness. What a
HEATHENS OF THE HEATH you sent me. I pronounce it mission to the heathen of orthodoxy and to ignorance.
one of the best books ever printed. The truth in it is May it be abundantly sustained.
quite equal to the romance. I think l'HE TRUTH SEEKEu
Writing l ter, he says: lVIy Dear Sir, I am pleaseu, and
is one of the best and most scientific papers I ever met so is every one that has seen your paper here, and if
with, and I expect to be a subscriber as long as I live.
money was not so exceedingly scttrce hero, I coultlget you
several subscribers; butwea.re in a ·• grass-hopper counT. H. CaLLAHAN, Buffalo, N.Y., writes: Credit me with try," and the old fogy superstitious mummies thin!;: they
the enclosed and continue to send THE TRUTH SEEKEl\ are sent because people are so wickecl. ancl are_praying
regularly. i:'t has more practical common sense in it than for their removal. 0 dear, I wish all the Elder Slwltons
nineteen out of twenty of the papers now published. I and·" such like" had to eat grass-hopper pie until they
hope you will meet with success, and that your paper will could learn common sense. Here is the money for your
become in due time a permanent, popular, and in dis pen- paper. We wish to train in the same company with you
sible institution.
while you are battling the monster supe1·stitions and
WM. SISSON, Port Hope, Out., writes: I must say your errors.
reply to Elder Shelton is worth a year's subscription of
LEVI WooD, Galesburg, 1\Iich .. writes: I musl say I am
itself In penning it, you must hav ... been in a rather well pleased, yes, highly delighted, with the controversy
haPt>Y mood to make so many good hits. Your Bible ar- between yourself and the renowned Alabamian, Elder
· 1
d f 11 t ll'
1
t t' f
b' Shelton. Though the odds may be t1ga,inst you, thouo-h
71e
trc
es are
won
er uprobability
Y e mg, anc
mus
saofrssuch
Y any
un I- 1·t may t·,tx ever·y fibr·o of' your r'rltellectu"lr'ty
to meet t;IJ
assed
mind
of the
of the
truth
stories.
w
On the whole, your paper is a real gern.
lofty, powerful arguments of so learn eel an antagonist.
keep up good courage, Brother Bennett. If perchance it
Mrs. L. HUTCHINSON, Bishop Creek, Cal., writes: Please should shatter your mentality, and you be obligee! to resend me eight copies of your discussion with Elder sort to an asylum, we. the readers of your excellent pHShelton. l'here is much of the orthodox element here, per, will raise a contribution to defray tile exvouses of
and I wish to let in some light upon their dark and super- the same. It appears that Elder Shelton is mistaken
stiscious ideas of God, the laws of life and salvation. THE about some things. He estimates you to be a mean kind
TRUTH SEEKER is getting to be a power in the land for of a fellow, gray-headed, dirty, etc. He says you are not
good to the souls of all who dare to think for themselves. the first dirty fellow he has come in contact with; possibly he may ba attracted by dirty things naturally, and all
J. F. RUGGLES, Bronson. Mich., writes: ~'here is one this because he thinks {ou have some days in the vast
thin~ I especially admire in THill TUUTH SEEKER: it is not been a preacher. Well, believe-yes. I know-that sign
afrard to punctura to the very quick the stupendous Beech- docs not always hold true, for I know of some very dirty,
er bubble. While other Liberal journals are playing" shy" gr:w-headed old sinners that have never been preachers.
of the matter' you sail right in and: tell the truth in good Don't give up the ship, Bro. Bennett. We want the pro
Anglo-Saxon language. I deply regret that some Liberal nnd con of this controversy. Agit:ttion of thought is the
papers should be so clecicledly pro-Beecher in their ins in- beginning of wisdom. It is said .. children and fools
nations,
speak the truth." Elder S., doubtless, said what he conM. W, St. JOHN. Cedar Falls. Iowa. in sending in the sidered to be truth according to his highest C>11Htcity. He
names to complete the list of twenty-five subscribers, will soon "blow off" his s-ulp/uwic gas, and it is to be
he has sent us, writes: I wish your readers one and all hoped he will then feel easier.
on the fourth of July, would unite in an eff<)l't to obtain
A. WASHBURN, Euclid, N. Y., wrilos: l\Iy time as a trial
subscribers for THE ~'RUTH SEEKER, Let us all endeavor subscriber having cxroirctl, I enclose yon the price for a
to, at least send the name of one new subscriber each, year. I do not want the paper ctiseontinnctl. I mn sure
and thus help the good cause of leading our fellow men THE TlWTH SEEKER is doing good. even in this place,
to a knowledge of the truth.
although tho Church here huH the people bound with the
J. B. Cowen, Pierce city, Idaho, writes: The last mail old fettet·s or superstition and error to :t degree that is
brought the copy of THE HEATHENS oF THE HEATH you almost beyond hope; but yet thoro ·is hope for the young
sent me. I think it the finest book I ever read as a histo- even here. '.!'he few Libeml minds we have are doing :1
rica! romance. ~he author has no living equal in my good work, :mel they have uutde their power felt for the
estimation. Scattering sulilll books amongst the reading last two years fo such a ll<lgree that the Church has been
public does more, I tlllnk. to open the ey,•s of the public fright0ned to such extent that lhuy have called on God to
than any kind of readin&"_ I know of, A person who reads remove the offenders-a polite way of saying" we woul!l
it is bound to think if he nas any brains at all.
take your lives if we had tile vower." Thanks to tne
power of Liberal thought. they have not. Within the
't
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last two years there have been two pow-wuws calletl rel
I
0
0
B
kl
T
d
S· ec · ey,
• owa, wn es: • noose
E.
e
sou
vivals
b-•' the Church. They continued about six \"•,elcs-.
you a postal order for THE TRUTH SEEKER and, the" Hea"' ·
tlrens of the Heath" for Benjamin Freet. He says he likes etteh. At the first one they got one man anll two infantti,
the paper so well he intends to take it as long as he lives, at the last one they got never a starter. l'hey s:w "it i>;
'\' h
·
'll b f
1
b the work of the Devil." Poor fellow, how he has to laku
if it is published 50 long. ' e ope rt WI
e ore ong 0 it. A word to my Liberal fricnils. With bnt little trunble
changed to a Weekly. The orthodox begin to cry out I have obtained four subscriberH lo 'l'HE ~'rmT.H SmmEll,
''What shall we do to be saved from Infidelity.? The
Baptist convention recently assembled in Illinois came l'hat is not much I confess, but I want every Liberal in
to the conclusion that they must meet the issue, and that the land to try and uo better within tho next tliirtr clays,
they could no longer sneer (tO<Vn scepticism. Surely the Como, here is a challenge, who will accopt it r I•'or the
\yorld moves,
sake of mankind do not let tlris paper go down for the
want of a few subscribers.
H. H. lVIonrusoN Green Castle, Ind .. :vrites: I wish I
C
had thousands of dollars to use in the Lrberalcause. My
l\lANNING F. HuNT, Chaplin, onn., writes: Endosed I
heart is in the work. I live where a man is men.sured by send you the price of 'l'IIE ~'1\UTH SEEKEll for one Yem·.
his devotion to :1uthority, blind superstition and intoler- I like it because it is :;o outspoken and fears nol to tell
ance 0 the depths of the ignorance of the" good Chris- 1hc truth. I was formerly an agent to solicit subscriptians, hereabouts. It is at once disgusting and discour- tions for the Boston lnl'estiaalol· as long ago as whun it
aging to see their earnestness and honesty in their delu- was published by Abner Kneeland; so I leave it for you
sions. Some of them seem to believe all they profess, and to draw YOLir own inferenees whether I undcrstmH! tho
others to care nothing for it at all. You have my sincerest baneful intluences of priostemft or not. Born antlrear·
11
d
ed among them, I have had an opportunity to witness
wishes for your success an d progress m a your un er- their infamous tr\cks, and I consider them :1 pack of base
takings. Count me a life subscriber to l'HE l'RU1.'H scountlrels-the bhwk devils of the earth. ~'lwv are lazy,
SEEKER.
idle drones, who devour the substance of harcllaboring
BRICK PALMER, Par·adise Valley, Nevada, writes: I send people, and make pastoral calls :tmongthe women, espccyou the mune of one more convert to THE TRUTH SEEK· ially when their husbancls arc absent. 'l'hey demand
ER-onc more poor soul turnod from darkness into light. large salaries for their sevricus in preaching from an old
Ho has confessed his love and good wishes for the paper book called the Dible, a hook whidl had its origin in tho
by placing $1.75 in my hands, and has gone on his way re- Dark Ages, ancl which coatl1ins nothing more nor les~
joicing trusting he may find more of the same mind that tlmn a few relir;s of 1':1ganism and ,Jewish idolatry. Is it
are able and willing to do likewise. We liberated the ne- not a shame that. in this Nineteenth Century, \\'e tihou!tl
groes b:t, one of the g_reatcst wars m;er known upon the au opt such :1 book as :1 stantla• t1 of truth and morality 'I
earth Let us now liberate the wh1te man, woman and Let a person write anu publish such a book now, with the
child 'trom mental bondage and priestcraft, which is the coarse vulgarity it contains, t1nd he soon would be perseworst
bondage the world has known. Let us say to all outed for obscenity. And this is what supports r>riestWe regret we have not room to give the whole of
who are in bonds: Flee from the bondage of tho Church; cmft. 0 shame, whore is thy blush 'I I hope the time is
this practical, sensible lecture. The usual discussion shake off the chains of superstition; take ancl read l'HE not far tlistant when the light of science will displll the
TRUTH SEEKER; do good to your fellow-beings; feed the mists of ignorauco, priesteraft and superstition, and the
by members of the Club followed its delivery.-LEn. hngry,
clothe the naked and !J-Ssist yourbrothe~·s and sis- human raee be left freo in the enjoyment of mental lilJters of the great human fttmrly all that 1s poss1bl6.
erty,
'1'. S.]
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Henderson & Brown,

THE BHAGA VAD·GITA;
Or, a Discourse on Divine Matters, between Ilrislma and At:jnna.

18 CLINTON PLACE,

The Need of the World
IS SCIENCE;
Read tlte Books which Impa1·t Knowledge,

A SANSKRIT PHILOSOPHICAL POEM,

Offer the following limited List.

We Defy Competition m Prices
and Work.

OBSERVE THE LOW PRICES.

Blue Flannel Sack Suits, $12 00 to $17 00
Fancy Cassimere Suits,

in all styles,

7 00 to 19 00
7 00

Fancy Cassimerc Pants,

4 00 to

Bl'k Cloth Frock Coats,

6 00 to 19 00

Brown Linen and Duck
2 00

1 00 to

Vests,
White and Fancy Duck
anu Marseille Vests,
Linen Sack Coats,

1 75 to

4 00

1 00 to

2 00

Linen Drill Pants,

1 00 to

2 00

Alpacca Sack Coats,

2 00 to

3 50

Measurements for

Clothing should

include length of limbs, circumference
of body over chest and stomach:

LADIES' GOODS.
Black Alpaccas,

"

Grenadines,

Calicoes,
Poplins,

25 to

60 cts.

30 to

75

8 to

10

25 to

35

De Basque,

15 to

50
40

"

"

,,
"

Gray Mohair,

30 to

Cassimere,

75 to 1 20

"

Colored Delaines,

15 to

30

"

Black Silk,

80to225

Colored Silk,

80 to 1 80

Kid Gloves,

80 to 1 20·

"
"
"

I. THE FORMS OF WATER ii1 RAIN AND
HIVERS, IcE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyn.
dall, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
BY J. COCKBURN THOMSON,
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
MEMBER OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE, AND OF THE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
OF NORMANDY.
II. PH Y S I C S A N D P 0 LIT I C S; or
THOUGHTS ON 1'HE AIIPLICATION OF TllB
This work contains curious detftils of the llfanners. Customs, l\Iytholo¥Y• Worship,
etc.;of the Hindus. 'l'he principal design of t.hese dialogues seems to nave been to
PRINCIPLES OF .. NA1'UUAL SELEC~'ION'
unite all the prev>tiling modes of worshlr• of those days: the Brahmins csto<~m it to
AND " INHElU'l'A.NCE" TO PoLITICAL Socontain all the g-rand mysteries of th0ir religion, and have exercised particular care to
CIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
conceal it from the knowledge of those of a different parsuasion.
The spirit of the a~e prompts thoughtful people to inquire into the traditions of
Postage, 15 cents.
the past. In doing so, 1t is found that l\Iythology has played her part well. The traclitions of the fathers have been systematized by thoughtful mfm. from time to time. in III. FOODS. By Dr. Edward Smith. 11different ages of the world. Later generations lutve be.lieved such tradtioins, so systelustratod. Price, $1.75; postage.15 cents.
matized, to be nothing less than deifin commands. Imaginary gods have been conIV.. lVIIND AND BODY; THE THEORIES oF.
strueted, to whom the world has paid homage and divine honors.
If we receive as truth all that is believecl by credulous devotees, the world has had
THEIH l1ELATION. By Alexander Bain,
numerous incarnate deities.
LL.D. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
Those who have been educated to belief in the Christ.ian t•eligion, and to regard the
gentle Nazarene as the only Son of God, take a very limited view of the various relig- V. 'l'HE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Herious svstems of the present and of the past ages.
bert Spencer. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
Among the incarnate deities that different systems of religion have recognized as
cents.
having existed, through omnipotent love for fallen humanity, by the overshadowing o
females of vestal purity, Krishna was a character as important in the Brahminical sys
tern of religion, as Christ is" in the plan of salvation" instituted by the Jews' Grea VI. THE NEW CHEllfiS'l'RY. By Prof
Joseph P. Cooke, of Howard UniversiJehovah, believed in by Christians,
His coming was foretold, even as was Christ's.
ty. Illustrated. Price, $2; postage, Hi
At the age of sixteen Krishna began to pre<tch, and was, like Christ. the founder of
cents.
a new religion.
Prior to tl1o great Chicago fire, the Religio-Philoeophical Publishing House pub- VII. ON THE CONSEIWATION OF ENlished the Bhagavacl-Gita, from a translation of the Sanskrit bv that celebrated sd1olERGY. By Prof. BaHour Stewart. H
ar, Charles Wilkins. Nearly two editions of that work were sold when the Jlre-fiend
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
came and destroyed the stereotype plates. Th,~ demand for the work being- so great. we
were induced to send to England for a copy of a more recent translatinn, by J. Cockcents.
burJ,J. Thomson, member of the Asiatic Society of France, and the Antirruarittn Society
VIII.
ANIMAL LOCO!\I01'ION; or, WALKof ~·rmandy.
'i':Ae translator accompanied th~t work with copious notes, which are doubtless of
ING, SW!li.UHNG AND FLYlNG. By.Dr. J.
more~.- less value. as explanatorY of the text, but the reader will take them for just
B. Pettigrew. 1\I.D., F.R.S.
119 Illuswhat they are worth-nothing more is expected.
trations. Price, $1.75; postage,l5 cents.
The text, as correctly translated, contains gems of thought. transmitted from anticr~uity, which are of real intrinsic value to the thoughtful people of the age, and to them IX. RESPONSIBILI'l'Y IN MENTAL DIShe work is most respectfully recommended by the American publisher.
·
EASE. By Dr. Henry lVIa udsley. Price,
PRESS COMMENTS ON THE BHAGA VAD-GJTA:
$1.50; postage, 15 cents.
'More than ordinary care and trouble have been 5pent upon this work. It is in X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
every way creditable to the scholarship and enterprise of the west."-Intcr- Ocean
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
" This curious volume purports to give a full and accurate compilation of the tenets
cents.
taugh~ by Krishna. . . . . The text cont.!tins many brilliant thoughts. well worth the
attentiOn of the thoughtful student of h1story,literature or science."-Our Fi1·eside XI. ANil\IAL 1\IECHANISl\I; or, AERIAL
Ft·iend.
AND 'l'ERRESTRIAL Locoi\I01'ION. By C.
"This translation of a Hindoo poem, dedicated by Mr. Thomson to his sometime
J. 1\Iarey, Professor of the College of
instructor, Professor Wilson of Oxford. is one of a class of works demanding nil the
consideration and assistance that scholars every-where can all'ord. lt belongs to a
France; l\Iember of the Academy of
clasf! of qooks believed by great numbers of_ our ~elloW-l)J.en to have been supernatnrMedicine. Paris. 117 Engravings. Price,
lJ:IIY mspJred, and tru.st~d by them for their gmdauce m t!Hl ways of this life. and for
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
light to PJerce the dlvidmg darkness between death and a future existtmce. No snc!t
book can. in the nature of things. Ivwe been thns esteemed by rational beings without
having in itself much that is intrinsically valuable for comfort and instruction in XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFUCT BETWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
r_ighteousnes~. or. at Jeast, considere4 at its lowest, much that is curious and suggestive, as affordmg ms1ght mto the des1res and needs of the souls that found therein their
By John W. Draper,l\I.D., LL.D. Price,
bread and water of life."-Ovm-lancl j!Ionlhly.
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
"This is an unusually interesting publication. l\Ir. Thomson has rendered good
service to the more thoughtful class of readers. There is a peculiar charm about an- XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
cient literature of tb_e pro founder sort. The ~1~ Hindoos were an intellectual people.
DARWINISM. An able examination of
The poem before us IS probably older than the t1me formerly fixed in Christian clirotlw entire subject; with 2G wood cuts.
ology fo.r the creation of the world. It ·breatl1es a lofty spirit of unnRlfish devotion to
g:oo<f obJects. We can'!ot refrain from c_omplimenting the Religio-Pliilosophical PnbBy Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
hshmg House. upon g1vmg to the public sc excellent. a book. . . . Grandly useful
University of Strasbnrg. Price, $1.50;
especially as it is thoroughly indexed."-Ohicago Evening Journal.
'
postage, 15 cents.
"A rare work from the ancient Sanskrit. in which will be found many of the religious ideas and notions which the Christi>tn Church adopted long Mter. .
. It con- XIV. THE CHEl\IISTRY OF LIGHT AND
tains some,275 pages. printed on beautiful paper, and richly bound.
' It is pruPHOTOGHAPHY Di I'l'S APPLIOAfusely supplied with ntes. definitions, and ~xp!anations."-Tn<llt See/~er: ·
TO ART, SCIENCE AND JNDUSTRY.
"'This is a rare book, which sheds. more light upqn the subjects of which it treats
than any we have ever read, We heartily recommend 1t to those who wish to Ioolr into
By Dr. Hermrtu Vogel, 0110 hundred
antiquity in regard to the religious views of a most remarkable people "-Samuel
Illustrations. Price S2.00.
Watson, D.D., Eclitor Spiri.tual Mauazine.
·
XV. FUNGI: 'l'heir Nature, Influence ancl
Uses, by lVI. C. Cooke, 1\I.A. LL.D. EdiThe book is a 12mo. of 278 pages, and the mechanical part is finishe 11 in a
superior manner, being printed on heavy tinted paper, and bound in extm heavy
tod by Hev. 1\I. ,J. Berkely, M.A. F.L.S.
cloth with richly illuminated b~ck, borders and side title.
lOD Illustrations. Price $1.75.
XVI. OPTICS. By Prof. Lamme!, UniverPRICE, plain, $1.75 ;
Gilt, $2.25. Post free.
sity of Erlangon, [In Press.]
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Publishers, Religio-Philosophical PublishAddress
ing House, Adams st. and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
•loott9
D. l\'L BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

Price Reduced!

Studying the Bible.

SEWING MACHINES

BY ELJVIINA D. SLENI<ER.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMEN'f
of every kind (new) at 30 to 50 per cent

OF

less than retail prices, and second-hand

Religious Ideas.

SINGER

or

WHEELER

&

WIL-

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

This C~J!it.al little volume is made up of
sharp cnttmsms upon hundreds of the
more prominent passag-es of scri ptnre.
LeRoy, Minnesota,
One cannot read it without !Jeing firmly
Impressed with tile great fallibility of the
•· good old book."
BRANCH OFFICE, 18 Clinton Place, near
Sent postpaid at 75 cents. For sale at
Broadway, N. Y.
this ollice.
·

Bankers,

BY lVIORRifl ENSTEIN.
Which was published at $1.50 is now offered at $1.00. It gives a comprehensive account of the origin of all the principal reAt $30 00 to $35 00.
ligions of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of tile greatest value, and is
vAry cheap at tho price offered.
For sale at this office. Sent postpaid for
An a~ent in every town in America, so
all can mspect, or get
Warranted to be in good order anll only $1.00.
SON'S

WANTED.

used a short time.

Appleton's Scientific Series.

TRANSLATED, WITH COPIOUS NO'l'ES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRIT
PHILOSOPHY, AND OTHER MATTERS.

MONEY

INVES'fED

IN FIRS'l' lVIOR'l'GAGES

On Imp1•ove<l Fa1·1ns in 11:l'innesota and Iowa,

Running 3 to 5 years, witll CoutJon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 por cent. paid semi-annuallY
Orders must be accompanied with P.
A precious boon to seekers of religions in advance, frco of expense to the Lon.nor.
Interest collected and paid annually at
The undersigned o!Iers for sale a full truth. $1.000 for clear proof it is not truth0. Order or Drafts. A.ll letters of in- share
of "INDEX" stock. on which eighty full lVIailed to any address on receipt of Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank. •17 Exchang_e Pl.
25
cents.
Address
New
York. No expense to loaner. 'l'itle
dollars ($80) has already been paid.
quiry with stamp will be promptly an·
and security __guaranteed in every loan
A. B. CHURCH,
Price, $65.
MORRIS ALTMAN,
made by us, We pay9 per cent. until money is invested.
6th A-ve. and 19th St., N. Y,
Columbus, Ind.
swcred.

Index Stock for Sale !

H

THE THIULLING ECHO."
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A NEW BOOK.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;

THE

OR

Doctrine of Descent
AND DARWINISM.

Positively
$50,00 vV orth of Information
give~

for 60 cents, concerning Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens.
BY A CLOSE OBSERVER.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D .. Editor of the Herald of Health.
How to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance of eggs, even in winter. How to preContains suggestions of the greatest valne.-Tilton's Golden Aue.
vent
hens from ever wanting to set, and
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend -New Yo1·k Jr[ail
how to make them set. How to preserve
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
·
·
eggs good one year .. An easy plan to do it.
Enclose 60 cents w1th order for full directions. Address,
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville, 0.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
[Mr. Blakeman is a school-boy friend o
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the ours. We know him well; he is entirelsli~htest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many larger works.- New y 01-k -reliable, and the information he has to im
Tnbune.
part upon the poultry subject is valuable.One o~ the be.st contribution.s to recent l~ygieniq literature.-Bos. Daily .AdveJ-tiser.
ED. T. S.l
What IS particularly attractive about th1s book IS the absence of all hygienic big--~-~~--~~-~--~
otry.-Ch1·istian Reoister.
One man's motlH~r and .another man's wife send me word that these are the most
TO LOVERS OF MUSLC,
wholesome and practiCal reQIJleS they ever saw.-E. R. Branson.
I am delighted wtth it.- H. D. Baker, },f,D., of Michioan State Board of Health.
A New Work on this interesting Subject

A

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows. and is richly worthy
t.he perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-six iJlustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, ~iving in clear language tt comprehensive view of the subject.
It is eminen1ly a whole library in one
volume, and we recommend it in the highest terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
D.l\1. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Code of Directions for A voiding most of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.
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EATING FOR STRENGTH, A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sent by Mail for $1.--=--.:.

Eating For Strength.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.

A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in tile hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to a uestions which most people are anxious to know. nearly one hundred pa~es devoted to the best healthful
recipes ror foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children ~o as to get the best bodily development, Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full .directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate <!hildren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00, postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by

Lady Agents Wanted.

Fundamental Problems

Ill

Sociology.

BY R. T, TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD!

" What is Music ~"
BY PROF. ISAAC L. RICE
PART I.-An examination of Ancient Music among the Chinese, llindoos, Persians
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the pres:
ent age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbert Spencer upon Music are freely
criticized.
PART II contajns the A!!-th!)r's Original
Theory concernmg the MISSIOn of ~Iusic
in vest1gating what it is.
·
It ii' a work that cannot fail to interest
and mstruct every lover of the •· Divine
Art." Price, post- paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
50 cents.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

For Children and Youth.
Amusement and Instruction.

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

BLAKEMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,"" Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies." all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
~inted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the J,iberal
vress, in force, clearness and incisiveness,
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. 1\i. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

THE

Boston -Investigator!
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April IS, 1875
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washington street, Boston, Mass., by
JOSIAH P. l\fENDUM.
HORACE SEAVER. Edito1·.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies seut on receipt
of a Two-Uent StamD to pay the postage.
The Jnuestioatm· is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion: or, in other words, to
Universal l\1ental Liberty. Jndepcndont
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be l'nown
it devotes its columns to things of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one, to those who have ento!'ed its unknown shores. Believing that it is the duty of morlt>ls to work for the interest of
this wo1·ld, it confines itself to things of this
life entit·oly. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIF'fii year and tisl's for support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news. anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
Journal. Reader, please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investiaato1· is conducted, we won't ask you
to continue with us any longer. Now is
the time to subscribe.

The great interest now being felt in ail subjects relating to Human Development,
IVill make the book OF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal. the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in imvroving and giving a higher direction and value to human life. CAN NOT BE oVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when ~Ien
struation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number
and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, and should he
read by every family. It contains eighty fl'ne engravings. Aoents wanted,

SY N0 PSIS
The Origin of Life.
The Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Population.
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
Monstrosities.
Temperamental AdaDtation.
The Conjugal Relation.
Courtship.
Clwosing a Husband.
Marrying and Giving in Marriage.

0 F

Poetical Riddles,
ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.

INTERESTING

AND

NEW!

PUBLISHED BY

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, New York.
C 0 N T E N T S,
Sent vostvaid on reoeivt of Prioo~o cents.
:-·-.--1 Sexual Generation.
,_
I
Imvregnation.
Embryology.
Lactation.
Regulation of the number of
OffsDring.
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
The Law of Sexual Inter- turn of mind should read a CODY of
course.
Beautiful Children.
PHOFESSOR DRAPER'S
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
Miscegenation.
Union for Life.
Choosing a Wife.
Woman's Superiority.
The Marriageable Age.
Old Age.
Pro~. Drape!· stD:nds in the front rank of
Amencan SC1ent1sts and Liberals. His
works have don_, and are doing a great
amount. o.f good Ill ~lispelling error and
~~~J.rstJtJOn. Let th1s new work be widely
S.ent by mail,JlOStage paid, on receipt of
pncc, $1.75. Address
D. M. BENNET'l'.
335 Broadway.

.Every Person

Religion and Soienoe.

Correspondent Wanted.
A young man desires.to correspond wit.h
a young _lady, w)th a v1ew to matrimony.
One of Liberal v1ews preferred.
Address
W. P. IL,
Box 122, Wapello. Iowa.
N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
ltind ever vublished, and commends it to his students. We will sen<l all the above
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
1'his work h11s rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address

TillS PAPER IS ON FILE W!'!'H

D .• M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York,

>Vberc Advertising Contracts can be madr
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JOHN FRODE is no more. You probably
didn't know him. He Jived in western Missouri, and on entering the smoke-house of
a friend to see how the hams got along, a
WHY is a schoolmistress like the Jetter trap-gun .blew his head off.
C? Because she makes classes of lasses.
AT a printers' festival, lately, the followDETROIT has 'a firm entitled Wood & Cole,
ing toast was offered: ·• Woman-second
which ought to be engaged in the fue
only to the Press in the disseminatiun of
business.
news." The ladies are not yet decided
"YouR son died rather suddenly yester- whether to regard this as a compliment or
day of throat disease," is what an Idaho otherwise.
sheriff wrote to a fond mother in Indiana
UPON the death of her husband, the lady
the other day.
married his brother, and when a friend
THERE is a phrenologist in London who saw the portrait of the first husband in the
can tell the contents of a barrel by examin- house, he said," Is this a member of your
ing its head. He makes his examinations family?" "It is my poor brother-in-law,'•
she said.
·
with a gimlet.
'l'HE Spaniards say: At eighteen, marry
A CLEVELAND woman recently married a
your daughter to her superior; at twenty, Chinese laundryman, and three days
to her equal; but at thirty, to anybody who thereafter the unhappy Celestial appeared
will have hc.r.
at a barber's shop and ordered bis pigtail
A ScoTCH divine recently praying, said: cut off, saying in explanation, "Too
"0 Lord, give us neither riches nor pov- rnuchee dam yank,"
erty," and pausing solemnly a moment, he
AN Irish peasant being asked why he
added, "especially poverty."
permitted his pig to take up his quarterp
A CORRESPONDENT of a Western paper with his family, made an answer aboundhaving described the Ohio as a "sickly ing with satirical naivete: "Why not?
stream," the editor appended the remark: Doesn't the place afford everyconvainence
that a pig can require?"
"That's so-it is confined to its bed."

SOW THE GOO:O SEED f!

SCOVILL'S

lfT YOUR liGHT SHINf!

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP.

CIRCULATE TRUTHFUL DOCU11fENTS! PASS AROUND THE
1'R UTH SEEKER 1'RA CTS

Impure Comlition ot the Blood

'

and other Liberal publications to do misand this may or may not he Scrofula b
sionary work and to help in opening THE in eith()l' case the disettse is nothing 'nio~
EYES OF 1'HE BLIND!
than an INSIDIOUS POISON that

THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE

are furnished at prices very low, so that
Societies and generous individuals can as it courses tl!rough the veins, sowin~
buy them for gratuitous distribution.
seeds of donth With every pulstttion.
n

LARGE DISCOUNTS
In this condition of things something is
needed at once to cleanse the blood; and
to those who purchase by the quantity,
Probably :t few dollars can be expended
in spreading TRUTH and LIGHT in no
way so effectually as in dispensing broadScovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
cast
THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS:

will JlOS itivelu ell'eet this desideratum exLet Liberals exercise liberality enough pelling every trace of diseasA froni the
to give away thousands and tens of thou- blood and system. leaving the skin
sands of these tracts. 1'hey are well designed to do missionary work and in
spreading the glad tidings of truth. If >t
FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
proper enthusiasm is enkindled in the
breasts of tlw lovers of Free 1'hought and
Mental LibRrty, much good can be accomHundreds of certificates attest its value.
plished. Prices range from one cent to Price $1 per bot.tle.
ten. From one to one hundred m:w be
ordered of any of the various numbers,
and a heavy discount made to those who
FOH SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
buv by the qpantity.
Friends, invest $5 or 510 in this way, and
see how much good it will do, We certainly ought to be a~ zealous in promulgating truths as our adversaries are in
disseminating error.

A COLORED gentleman went to consult
A MINNESOTA minister, who said that the
grasshoppers were a plague sent to punish one of the most high toned lawyers in Bosthe Grangers, is coming East to find an- ton, and after stating his case. said :
"Now I knows yon's a lawyer, but I wish
oth r pulpit. 'l'hey couldn't believe him.
you would please sar, iiss tell me the truff
"WELL, Pat, Jim didn't quite kill you 'bout dat matter,"
with the brick bat, did he ?" "No ; but I
HERE is sympathy for you. A woman in
wish he had." ··Why so?" ".So that I
the city bit her tongue off in a very unaccould have seen him hung, the villain."
countable way the other day; and now her
A RED nosed gentleman asked a wit husband goes home two hours earlier than
whether he believed in spirits. "Ay, sir," usual every night. Husbands cut tt,is out
replied he, looking him in the face, "I see and show it to your wives.
too much evidence before me to doubt it."
THE Brooklyn Araus says that ever since
A NEGRQ woman in Pitt country, N.C., people heard that it is easier for a camel
Cts
recently gave birth to triplets: the first to go through the eye of a needle than for No.
1. Arraignment of Priestcraft. by D.
was white, the second mulatto, and the a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven
5
M. Bennett.
third black. This all comes !rom Civil they have all been anxious to get rich, so 2. Oration on the Gocls. Ingersoll.
10
Rights.
as to encourage the camel.
3. Thomas Paine.
"OH, John! Drunk again," sobbed his
llfiLWAUKEE News : The best of Chris- 4. Arraignment of the Church. Ingersoll.
wife. as he returned from a midnight spell- tians occasionally have rags to sell, and it
ing school. "N-n-ot so, Elizabeth," here- grieves us to state, also, that the best of 5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
plied. "It's only the bird singing in my Christians will sometimes roll an old fiat- G. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
heart. That's all."
iron up in a ragged skirt and chuck it 7. Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
F. Underwood.
down in the bag just to give it ballast.
'l'HE Boston Advertiser has found a Joyal
8. Prophecies. B. F. Underwood.
Indian who will not steal and who dosu't
Concerning
A CALIFORNIA paper says they got Wah 9. Bible Prophecies
drink whiskey. He is at present occupy- Tsing, a heathen, on the gallows, the other
Babylon. B.F. Underwood.
ing a prominent position in front of a day. with a rope around his neck, and he 10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
cigar stand.
2
inquired of William Nye, the Sherill':
11. History of the Devil. Isrtac P>tclcn.
A BRIDE in Indiana. after the conclusion "Chokee like hell?" "'Yes,'' said William,
12. The Jews and their God.
10
of the marriage ceremony stepped grace- "chokee, you bet!" and then they dropped
him.
13. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers.
fully forward and requested the clergyman
14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
3
to give out the hymn: "This is the way I
"WE read in de good book," says a color- 15. Come to Dinner.
3
long have sought."
ed Baptist brother down South, •· of John 16. Fog Horn Documents.
2
"WELL, I always make it a rule to tell my de :Baptist-ueber of John de Methodist." 17. The Devil Still Ahead.
And
that,
says
a
Charleston
correspondent
wife everything that happens." "Oh. my
18. Slipped Up Again.
dear fellow, that's nothing," replied his of the New York Observm·, is the reason 19. Joohua Stopping the Sun and
most
of
the
colored
S-outhern
people
are
friend; "I tell my wife Jots of things that
Moon. D. :i\I. Bennett.
Baptists.
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. ill.
never happen at all."
Bennett.
A GERMAN peddler sold a man a liquid
AN experienced Sunday school teacher
21. The Great Wrestling :i\Iatch. D. M.
says that it is impossible for a scholar with for the extermination of bugs. "And how
Bennett.
a boil, to satisfactorily fasten his mind do you use it'!" inquired the man after he
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
down even upon the simplest exposition of had bought it~ ·• Ketch te bug, und drop
D. M. Bennett.
von little drop into his mout," answered
10
tile scheme of salvation.
the peddler. "The deuce you do!" ex- 23. Paine Hall Dedication Address.
"Well, my boy," asked a gentleman of a claimed the purchaser. "I could kill it in
B. F. Underwood.
little eight- year-old boy, "what are you half that time by stamping on it." "Yell," 2·i. Christians at Work. Wm.lVIcDoncrying for? " "Cause I can't find dad. I exclaimed the German," dat is a good vay,
ne!l.
10
told the old fool if he went off too far he'd too."
215. Biblo Contradictions.
1
Jose me," was the filial reply.
26. Underwood's Prayer.
THus wrote a fond attend:tnt of spelling 27. Honest Questions :tnd Honost AnA MAN who pretended to have seen a matches:
swers. D. :i\I. Bennett.
ghost was asked what the ghost said to
I want to be a speler
28. Alessandro eli Cagliostro.
Chas.
him? "How could I understand," replied
And with the spelers stan
Sotheran.
10
the narrator," what he said, I am not skillA Wooster in mi poket
SCIEN'l'IFIC
SERJES:
ed in any of the dead languages!"
A Webster in mi han.
1. Hereditary 1'ransmission. Prof.
AT a teachers' institute in Ohio recently
There right before the awgence
Louis Elsberg, :i\I.D.
a lady teacher was given the word "hazardSo gorgus and so brite,
2. Evolution; from the Homogenous" to spell and define, and did it in this
He wrasels with the big words
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
style: "H-a-z, has-a-r-d ard-e doubles
From mornin until night.
3
F. Underwood.
ess-hazardess, a female hazard,
3. Darwini&m. B. F. Underwood.
A PLAIN spoken preacher delivered th,;
A WESTERN girl laughs at the idea that a
Others will be ac!d<Jd to these lists from
woman cannot Jive comfortably with her following from his desk: •· I would an- time to time.
nounce
to
the
congregation
that
prob>tbly
mother-in-Jaw, and advertises for some
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
good looking young fellow to give her the by mistake, there was left at the meeLing off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
house
this
morning
a
small
cotton
umbrelchance to try the experiment.
la, much damaged by time and wear, and dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
A SILLY fellow whose ears were unusual- of an exceedingly pale blue color, in place 40 oil'.
As few or as many of >tnygiven kind may
ly large, once simveringJy asked a witty whereof was taken a very large black silk
lady, "Will I not make a fine angel?" umbrella of great beauty. Blunders of this be ordered ns desired.
Address
"Well, no," she replied, pointing to his sort, my brethren, are getting a little too
D. :'11:. BENNE1'T,
ears. "I think your wings are too high."
common."
335 Broadway, N.Y.

.

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body inclicate an

Truth Seeker Tracts.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE

GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP.
TIVE REMEDY.

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNus, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surf>WPS which the venom of the diBease prodU'ces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Hemedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BIWNCHITIS,
AS1'HMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
CROUP
WHOOPING COUGH,
'
And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAl'II is sold everywhere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE lllOST l'OWERFUL HEALING
AGENT EVER DIS(;OVEREU.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
QARBOLIC SALVE inst:tntly allays the
Pains of burns.
CA~BOLIC 8AL VE cures all cutanoous
eruptwns.
CAHBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
C~RBOLIC SALVE will curo cnls and
brUISeS.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.
-----------~--

·-·------

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
1'he OXYGENA1'ED BI'l'1'EHShave boun
the most popular remedy for Dy~~pepKin,
Heartburn. Indigestion, and other hlw diHorders of the stomach, for the last 1'lliH'l'Y
YEAHS, ancl still maintain their unrivalled
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache Anodyne
Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache in
One ilfinute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle, Sold everywhere.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
s and 9 College Place, N. Y.

DEVOTED

TO

SOIENOE,MORALS,FREE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason tof!ether;" Let us hea.r a,ll sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all thin_ts and hold fast to that which is _tood."

Vol.2. No.22.

D. M. BENNETT, }
{ EDITOB .t; l'Bo:PBIETOB.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.

NEW YORK, JULY 15, 1875.
THE REv, Mn. CoLEMAN, of the M. E. church in East
Janesville circuit, in Bremer county, Iowa, Is under
$5,ooo bonds for committing a rape on a girl thirteen years
old. Nice men, these divines.

TERMS:
S:PIR!TUALISM has found a new field in Russia, where
one Copy, one Year ...................................... S1.75 it has made several converts among men of standing.
" "
Six Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . 1,00 These men have uublished their belief, and of course the
each Month, making a Monthly ............ 1.00
consequence is a numerous following. Home and sev·
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one eral oth'H mediums are living in St. Petersburg, where
the simplest forms of "manifestation "-rappings and
address.
' Canadian Subscribers will please send fifty cepts addi- tahle-tippings-;ue exciting great wonderment.
tional. for extra postago, whwh hAA to be prepatd.

335BROADWAY, }
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most prominent pastor being decided guilty of such a
charge. It Is probably the first instanee on record where
the oath of an accused culprit, in his own defense, has
l•een found sufficient to set aside the positive testimony·
of three or four,or five, first-class, unimpeached, intelligent witnesses. This is a conclusive proof of the immense power of money aud influence. Mr. Beecher is
triumphantly sustained by his church and congregation,
which will probably increase his salary five thousand
dollars, and he will continue to deal out bread and wine
as the body and blood of God, and deseant upon his extreme Jove for Jesus. and the great iutimaoy between God
and himself. If the Christian Church lends herself to excuse and sustain adulterous and perjured clergymen,
she must be classed among the abominations of the earth,

RARE MUNIFICENCE.-Plymouth church, at an evening
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
meeting on the 7th inst., voted Mr. Beecher the munificent
one Dollar per lncp., ftrst Insertion; 75 cents per inch sum of $1oo,ooo-twenty thousand dollars salary and eighty
or subsequent Insertions.
thousand towards defraying the expenses of the Adultery THIRTEEN REASONS WHY HEN BY WARD BEECHER MUST BE
Suit. Their generosity and their devotion to their pastor
GUILTY.
are unbounded. Whether he is guilty of adultery or not,
1. Because his letters put in evidence in the trial cannot
whether he Is guilty of perjury or not, they are determin- be rationally explained on any other hypothesis than
ed to stick to him" through thick and thin."
that he had committed adultery with Elizabeth R. Tilton.
2. Because his letter of contrition, especially, either
IT is recommended that the pestiferous grasshoppers
RocHESTER has prohibited religious exercises of any be nsed as food. They are said to make a fine dish when means adultery or it means nothing.
nature in its public schools. Good for Rochester.
3. Because his conduct from the beginning of the scanproperly prepared, and have been used for food by many.
REv. A. W. ToRREY of the M. E. Church of Kalamazoo, One John the Baptist is said to have lived upon them for dal up to his appearance as a defendant in court, is the
Mich., has been tried by the church for falsehood, and. some time, the locust and grasshopper being nearly iden- conduct of a guilty man, and not the conduct of an innotical. It is said snails and caterpillars are regarded as cent man.
found guilty.
4. Because he paid $7,ooo to Moulton "to keep Tilton
excellent food by some people, and whv not grasshopTHE last bid for notoriety by the Rev. Henry Morgan of pers? Perhaps that is the best way to get even with the quiet,'' and mortgaged his house to raise the money.
Boston is an offer of $200 for the best essay on "Why men miserable plagues.
5. Because during all those years when a single manly
don't go to church."
declaration from him, ·• I am innocent!" would. if it were
REv. MR. PARsHALL, of Oakland, Cal., was a few months true, have ended the whole scandal, he never once said
ANEW BOOK is soon to be published concerning Lord By- ago tried by a church council for lascivious conduct with
ron and his Dulcinea the Countess Guiccoli. in which very some of the sisters of his congregation. He was convict- that he was innocent; anrl though sore pressed to say
that he was not guilty, ho declined even to say that; and
favorable things will bll told of this loving coup!P.
ed and left tcnvn, This circumstance has led to disreput- in fact never would say it till he was brought to bay in
THE AGRICULTURAL LABORER'S UNION of England is not able conduct on the Dart of a member of the church, court, and compelled to speak.
getting along prosperously. Dissensions, inharmony and named P. H. Sumner, who, it seems. organized a conspir6. Because wh~n Dr. Storrs wrote to him telling him
incompetent officers appear to be the difficulty. They have acy to further injure the pastor, by pretending an attempt that he had learned of the scandal, professing faith in
was made, at llis Instigation, to assassinate him. Really, his innocence, and desiring to render him service, he refallen off twenty-five per cent. in numbers.
it is very difficult to see wherein Christians are any bet- frained from replying, and did not as much as say: "I
THE papers report that Robert Dale Owen has become ter than sinners.
am innocent. God bless you for your belief in my innoinsane. It is feared Katie King was too much for him.
THoMAS A. EDISON, of Newark, N.J., not yet thirty years cence."
It is to be regretted that so clear an intellect as he hae
7. Becau~e when Mrs. Bradshaw wrote him an affecold, is probably one of the most thorough electricians of
had for scores of years should meet such a fate,
the age. He has for ten years been almost constantly ex- tionate letter, imploring him for God's sake to tell her he
Mn. CoNRAD, of Cumberland Co., Pa., member of the perimenting in telegraphy and electrical experiments. was innocent, he positively refused to answer, and inchurch, has just been arrested for incest with his daugh- He has made many discoveries and improvements of stead of giving tile desired assurance, begged her to join
ter, who is soon to become a m:Jther. The country round value in the telegraphic art. He has succeeded in record- with him in keeping silence.
·
about is much excited at the unnatural crime.
s. Because when his sister, Mrs. Hooker, proposed to
ing 3,ooo words per minute by telegraph and in transmitA SIVARM of grasshoppers moving at the rate of fifteen ting four distinct messages in different directions at the him that she should go into his pulpit and read to his
miles an hour occupied sixty llours in uassing over a same time over a single wire. Thus whil<il it is satisfac- people his confessioa of his guilt, he put her off with detown in Missouri, and was estimated to be from thirty to torily demonstrated that two trains cannot safely meet vices and evasions, but refused to say even to her that he
and pass each other on a single track, it seems the elec- was innocent.
seventy miles wide and a half a mile deep.
9. Because he did not dare to produce Elizabeth R. Tiltrical currents can. Mr. Edison estimates that !.he time
A NEW coloring matter called essin has been introcluced required for the current to pass from Valencia in Ireland ton on the witness stand in ~e trial, when the plaintiff
into commerce. It was first produced by Caro at the Ba- to Heart's Content in Newfoundland. was Jess than the offered him the opp<•rtunity of so cloiug.
den aniline works, ancl named by him, on account of its hundt·eclth part of a second, thus proving if a continuous
10. Because Elizabeth R. Tilton has not only confessed
ueautiful color, after the Greek "ews." the red of the wire encircled the globe, the eurrent could make the in writing that she and Beecher were guilty of this sin
morning dawn.
and crime, but has confessed to several persons orally,
entire circuit in one-quarter of a second.
namely, to Mrs. Bradshaw, before meutioned; to Mr. and
AT l\Iiddletown. Del., an immense peach refrigerate r is
THE BEECHER ADULTERY TRIAL after enduring the frosts Mrs. Richards, her brother and sister-in-law; to Florto be b.uilt, capable of holding 2oo,ooo baskets of fruit,
ence Tilton, her daughter; and notably to Migs Susan B.
which the projector guarantees to keep by a poculiar and storms of the chief part of Winter, the fitful weather
freezing process for six months. Won't it be fine to have of Spring and the sweltering heat of the first Summer Anthony, to whom the confession was made in her own
month has at length terminated. The jury after deliber- house after an angq• quarrel with her husband, during
Peaches the year round?
ating seven days became thoroughlyconvinced they could which Miss Anthony protected her against the fury of her
RowELL's Newspaper Directory has come out with sta- never agree, being divided on the final vote, three for husband.
tistics showing the number of nowspaper failures during Tilton and nine fo1· Beecher; though on earlier ballots the
11. Because Mrs. Moulton has sworn that Beecher rethQ past year. It records the demise of one thousand result had been different, sometimes four for Tilton. peatedly confessed to her his adultery with Elizabeth R.
journals in that time, and the disappearance in their sometimes five, sometimes six and once seven. The re- Tilton; and nothing has been adduced to shake her credruins of over $B,ooo,ooo.
sult is what thousands anticipated. ancl when the im· ibility.
12. Because Theodore Tilton and Francis D. Moulton,
THE Khedive of Egypt is searching the monasteries mense wealth, power and influence of Ply month Church
in their testimony. which likewise remains unshakun,
and mosques of his dominions for manuscripts to form are considered, tha finale is probably all that could reasonconfirm and corroborate all these different kinds and
a library at Cairo. He is said to have obtained thirty ably be expected. True, the consequence will be a lessfacts of evidence.
different manuscripts of the Koran, and among the111 one ening of coufldenee in trial by jury, indicating that at a
13. Because all the undisputeu, a<lmitted facts comport
day not far distant another way of settling legal questions
computed to be 1,150 years old.
and litigations will have to be adopted. It is pretty clear with his guilt. while fortr-nine fiftieths of tbem cannot,
ACLERGYMAN. HELD FOl> TRESPASB.-CoJd Spring, N. Y., there were some men on that jury whom no evidence of without being twisted out of all shape, be made to comMu.y 17.-'l'he Rev.llenjamin F. Bowen, of this village, was Mr. Beecher's guilt could convince. Some have even de- port with his innocence.
For these reasons Henry Ward Beecher must be held to
to-day held to ball for his appearanee at the next County clared they were "Beecher men from the start," and
Court, on a charge of malicious trespass in forcing open could not be made to believe in hh; guilt. Again, they be guilty. Guilty of adultery, guilty of lying, guilty of
the church door after it was closed and locked by the were all Christians, and they deemed it necessary the perjury, guilty of treachery to everY man and woman
trustees,
Church and the cause should be spared the odium of its who trusted him.-N. Y. Sun.
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int-~rnal evidenc;e of,lJaving been written in
'The Pro and Con of Supernatural fack-bear
a partizan snirit and with a polemic' aim. Tile first
third· gollpels especially, were written, to prove
.Religion; or, ·
· and
that Christ was .the true Jewish Messiah. To prove
A.n Answer to· the Quest£on: Have We a Supernaturally Revealed, Infallibly Inspired and Miracu·
lously Attest!Xl Religion in the World'!
BY E. E. GtJILD.

PART IV.
Particular Remarks on the Supernatural Origin of Chris·
tianity, and Statement of the Views of Rationalists
on Inspiration, Revelation, and Religion.
The Epistles usually attributed to Paul are hi~ genuine· writings, except that to the Hebrews .. Th1s lat.
ter was written by some learned Jew, who was a .convert to Christianitv. The authors of these ep1stles
were to a great-extent the real founders of Christian_ity, i . .e., in the form in which it exists in the creeds of
the various Christian sects. The doctrines of these
creeds are based more on these epistles (not always
correctly interpreted, to be sure), than on the teachings of Christ recorded in the four Gospels. 'l'o
these epistles we are indebted for· the origin of the
doctrines of the Fall, Original Sin, Total Depravity,
Predestination Election and Reprobation, Miraculous
Change of Nature, Vicarious Atonement and Univer·
sal Salvation, by Christ.
The difficulty to acc~ount for the origin of Christianity without supposing it to have been established by
su1;ernatural and miraculous means I fully appreciate.
The problem was to me a puzzle and a mystery for
years. It was only after long and diligent research
and investigation, that I was able to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. I have been abundantly rewarded for my pains. It is now clear to me that it is no
more difficult to account for the origin of Christianity
than for the origin of Brahminism in India, Confucianism in China, Parseeism in Persia, Mohammedanism in Turkey, or Mormonism in the United States.
)Ve will state what are the main facts bearing on
the question, and the conclusions to be deduced from
these facts. Modern criticism has proved, so far as
the nature of the case admits of proof,
1. That the five books. of the Old 'l'estament, commonly attributed to Moses, were not written by him,
but were compiled hundreds of years after his death,
partly from some fragments left by him and others,
and partly from oral tradition.
2. The other books of the Old Testament are made
up of partly genuine, and partly spurious writings.
3. The Gospels were not written by the Evangelists
to whom they are ascribed-i. e., in tlie form in which
we now have them-but were compiled after the death
·of thP.ir reported authors, partly from records left by
them, to which many additions were made derived
from oral tradition.
4. Notwithstanding, the Bible contains many valuable and important truths, noble and sUblime sentiments, excell!mt moral precepts and many beauties,
we are not warranted to believe that they had any
other than a perfectly natural origin.
5. The numerous mistakes, errors, contradictions,
inconsistencies and absurdities··contained in the Bible,
justify us in believing tl.1at _it i~ n?t au infl!-llible standard of truth, not authontatlve m 1ts teachmgs, not the
product of supernatural inspiration, and that nothing
is to be believed simply -because lt is taught in that
book.
6. The several books of the Old and New Testament
were compiled, collected and pubiished in two separate volumes by fallible men, wlw acted without any
direct divine sanction or authority.
7. Christianity is not a Sl\pernaturally revealed and
inspired religion, miraculously authenticated, but is a
natural product of the huma!ltmind ; the result of long
ages of progress aud development of religious thought
and ideas.
Without doubt many of the marvelous stories recorded ia the Bible had a historic basis, but they were
not recorded at the time the events are said to have
occurred, but long after, and at a time when the original facts had become greatly exaggerated. The compiler and writer believed them to be true, and they
obtained ready evidence among a people who were
very ignorant, very credulous, full of the belief in
supernaturalism, and ready to endorse anything that
tended to glorify their nation or their religion.
Nevertheless, there is in the books botll of the Old
and New Testaments quite an element of pious fraud
and imposition. Almost all history is written in the
interest of a nation, party or sect, Bible history not
excepted. A comparison of the books of kinge and
chronicles shows that the latter was written in the
interest of' the kingdom of Judah, and with a view to
glorify David the great Tllec:esatic king. Hence, it
omits all mention of some of the worst acts of David,
and represents him to have been a peculiar and exceptional favorite of heaven. The book of kings is far
more candid and impartial, and tells the whole truth
about the personal character of David and the doings
of his kingdom. · Between these two books there are
other conflicting statements which no ingenuity has
succeeded in reconciling.
The gospels-however blind some may be to the

this, they relied· mainly on establishing that he possessed miraculous powers. Hence, they exaggerated
purely natur.al oecnrencies into mi!'acles, and collected
and recorded all the wild and extravagant legends
that had descended to their day and with which the
air was filled. In order to make it appear. that Christ
answered to the description of the ,Jewish Messiah
contained in the Old Testament, who, it was supposed,
must be a descendant of David, they related the silly,
ridiculous and absurd legend relating to his miraculous birth ; a story which defeats its own object, inasmuch, as if it proves anything, it is, that he was in
nowise a blood relation of that' personage. Besides,
the legend is self contradictory, and contains many
genealogical mistakes and errors. In order to prove
that he was a subject of prophecy, they quote and
apply to him passages which lmve no more relation to
hini tlfan to Josephus, or any oth·er man conspicuous
in Jewish history of that time.
The fourth gospel was written to prove not only
that Christ was Messiah, but that he had a pre-existence and answered to the Logos of Plato. lt is the
production of an Alexandrine Christian, who sought
to blend the philosophy of Plato with ChJ,istianity,
and thereby commend it to the favor of the Pagan
philosophers. This hook, the writings of Paul, and
the epistle to the Hebrews, constitute the first great
departure from the simplicity of the teachings of
Christ, which finally culminated in the establishment
of that particular form of Christianity known as
Catholicism. Let it be remembered that at the time
when these books were written it was an almost universally received maxim, that it was right to lie for
the truth, and to deceive those who require to be
deceived. Nothing was more common than to forge
books and ascribe their authorship to distinguished
persons in order to give them authority among the
common people. We may state, also, that of all the
miracles recorded in the Bible not one was ever submitted to a scientific test.
The early history of every nation is a mixture of
truth and falsehood, fact and fiction, legend and tradition. Even our own early history is by no means
entirely destitute of the mythologic element. How
much more is t.his true of Jewish history and of the
history of Christianity ?
The whole superstructure of supernatural Christianity is made to rest by Paul on the fact of the resurrection of Christ from the dead. Now, that this alleged fact is intrinsically improbable no one will
deny. It ought, then to be sustained by the most unimpeachable testimony, the most indubitable evidence ; but we llave not the direct testimony of a
single eye witness of the event. Not one of the New
Testament writers says he was present and saw him
rise. The four .different accounts of the affair are
conflicting. The only points in which they agree,
are: first, that Christ's body was laic! in the tomb of
a man who was a friend to him; and second, that
when the tomb was visited on Sunday morning ·the
body was not there ; both of which statements we can
very readily believe, without supposing that the body
was dead when placed there, ·or that a man who was
really dead had been restored to. life. It is much
easier to believe that the body was in a state of swoon,
from which it was restored and afterwards released
from the tomb ; or, that if dead, the body was taken
away by secret friends and kept out of sight. We have
plenty of witnesses who say ''he was seen alive" after
his crucifixion; but not one who says, IsauJ h!:m, except
Paul, and he only in a vision. I need not say that
such testimony is not within the rules of evidence,
nor that it would not be admitted to prove anything
in a court of justice, especially so astounding ~m occurrence as the resurrection of a dead man to life and
his subsequent ascension into heaven.
There is much better evidence to prove that miracles equally astounding as any recorded in the Bible
were wrought in the second, third and fourth centu:
ries of the Christian era. For, in the latter case, we
have the testimony of hundreds of persons, and among
them, no less than nine Bishops of the Church who
affirm in the most solemn manner that they saw these
miracles wrought. And even in our own day-if we
can credit human testimony on this subjeck-the world
is full of miracles. Th our own country~the most enlightened in the worl~-within t~e past half century,
we have seen a Mattluas pursuadmg otherwise intelligent men to believe, not only that he was a prophet
of the Lord, but that he was the very and eternal God
himself. We have witnessed the rise of a sect of
Religionists who have sent their apostles to every
civilized nation on the globe; making converts in
each, and basing their claims mainly on the possession
of miraculous powers. We have seen another sect
arise, claiming, not miraculous powers to be sure, but
extraordinary gifts of healing, prophecy, inspiration,
direct revelation, etc., and they have made more converts in thirty years than Christianity did in three
centuries. The power to work miracles has always
been claimed by the Catholic Church, and the same
claim is made by the Mormon Church. We have the
testimony under oath of living men Who certify that
they were eye witnesses of the mir&cles said to have

been wro~ght by Joe Smith, the founder of the Mormon Church .. And that Church, too, claims to have
a book containing a supernatural and miraculous revelation from God. If such things can be in this age
of the world, what might not have been done eighteen
hundred years ago ?
But, we shall be told-as we have been thousands of
times-that to the Bible we are indebted for onr civilization, refinement of manners, elevation of character
and for the progress of science and the arts. I greatly
marvel that an argument fm· the supernatural origin
of the Bible, should be based on this ground. The
facts do not sustain it. Civilization existed before the
Bible was known. The Hebrew Bible did not elevate
the Jews in the scale of c.vilization above the Pagan
nations around them did not make them any less cruel
treacherous nor inhuman; nor any more honest 0 ;
faithful. It did not prevent them from carrying on a war
of invasion against the inhabitants of Canaan,and on the
plea that they were Idolators, and therefore, abhored
of God, making an indiscriminate slaughter of all who
would not submit to their authority and· give up to
them their possessions. It did not prevent a civil war
among them, nor the establishment of two separate
kingdoms, between which an almost incessant war was
carried on for hundreds of years. It did not hinder
them from siding with the priests in their antagonism
to the prophets, nor from persecuting these, the best
men of their nation ''from city to city." In spite of
the Bible, they set up in both kingdoms that very
idolatry which they came there ostensibly to destroy,
It did not save them from being proved haughty,
dictatorial, exclusive and domineering; nor did its
influence stay the hand of v:engeance against Jesus
Christ, the greatest living teacher of his time.
In our time, to the Hebrew Bible, we have superadded the Christian Bible, the latter supposed to be
an improvement on the other. Both are bound in the
same volume and we have the influence of both. We
shall speak of it as one. That its influence has been
salutary in many respects we very cheerfully grant;
but we claim that this is owing not to its b~ing accepted as a supernatural revelation, but to the plain,
practical, and common sense moral truths which it
contains. It is these that give it its vitality and its
hold on the veneration and love of mankind. It is
these that have saved it from oblivion. Instead of its
having been a great instrument in promoting science
and civilization, the car of human progress has rolled
on, and science and civilization have prospered in spite
of its influence. Scarcely a scientific truth has teen
discovered, or a reform proposed that has not been
opposed by the whole weight and power of the
Church, which is the depository of the Bible. The
Church opposed the doctrines of modern astronomers
and geologists and philosophers, until the advanced
opinions of the people compelled it to relax some·
what. In the incipient stages of the temperance and
anti-slavely reforms,:the .Church arrayed itself against
them. And how is it with Christian nations as compared with others not Christian ? Are they any more
faithful to their treaties than the 'l'nrks ? Any more
peaceable than the Chinese, the Japanese, or the
Hindoos ? I hesitate not to say, that in all the records
of knavery and cruelty we shall search in vain to find
a parallel to the frauds, cruelties, inhumaniti~s and
enormities that have been perpetrated by men who
professed to receive the Bible as a revelation from
God, and to be guided by its precepts. Witness the
treachery to his own kindred, the fratricidal .and matricidal murders of Constantine, the first Christian
emperor, whose pr.vate character was even worse
than that of Caligula or Nero. Remember the persecutions of each other of the two great branches of
the Church, viz: the Catholic and Protestant, carrier!
on for years and involving the destruction of millions
of human lives. Think ot the horrors of the massacre
on St. Bartholomew's day. Call to mind the history
of the Inquisition, that terrible euginc of destruction
which ex1sted during five centuries; during which
every possible engine of torture that ingenuity could
invent, was· employed to inflict suffering and death on
the bodies and minds of innocent persons. Recollect
the thirty years religious wars in Germany, the numerous wars that have been carried on in Burope by
the Christian kings and princes of that country ; no·
tice the treatment of the natives of this country by
their Christian conquerors, the stupenduous frauds
that were practised upon them, and the vices that
were introduced among them ; see the Christian
government of England deriving a large-revenue from
India by taxing the inhabitants for the privilege of
worshiping Jugernaut; see her send her missionaries of the gospel, and her men of war into the ports
of China compelling the inhabitants to accept her
missionaries and buy her opium, under the penalty
of having their cities bombarded and their lives destroyed by the murderous cannon. Look now to our
country and reflect on our late war, carried on by
fellow-Christians and fellow-countrymen. How terrible the conflict, how fierce the combatants, what woe,
what sorrow, what desolation, what destruction of
property and life ; and yet the two contending parties
were cheered on, and sometimes led by men who,
not only believed in the Bible, but professed to be the
ordained teachers of the gospel of the Prince of Peace,
whose mission to our world they admitted to be a
mission of peace and good will to men. Instances
have been known of clergymen appealing to the Bible
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to sanction the greatest of outrages, even the seduction
of youth and innocence.
When I reflect on the crimes against humanity, I
am led to exclaim, are these the actions of men, or is
the idea true that infernals have assumed the shape
and appeared in the guise of men ? Where, in all the
history of the world, is there a parallel to these enormities ? Do the Pagan nations persecute, destroy and
war with each other on account of their relig-ion ?
Do men of science, philosophers, and so called Infidels war upon each other on account of their differences of opinion ? But if they do not, why not?
Simply, because they do not believe that the interest
of religion can be promoted by striking down the
liberty of thought and speech, and the right of every
Jmman beincr to believe whatever approves itself to his
judgment. 'They are the frientls of free toleration,
Freethought, free investigation, free discussion and
the liberty of the hum:tn mine!.
The believers in Bible supernaturalism clann-as
all ~upernatnralists claim-that they have a Godordained priesthood, whose function it is, by precept
and example, to lead men to the practice of every
virtue. But what has been the history of priests in
all countries and in all ages ? Are they exempt from
the vices against which they declaim? Are they any
less selfish, mercenary lovers of the good things of
this world and of. the indulgence of their passiona
than the avernge of other men ? I shrink from the
task of detailing the horrors of their record. I hesitate
not to say that no class of educated professional men
but what can show a cleaner record. The labors, investi!\"ations, discoveries and disclosures of lawyers,
physicians and scientists have been of incalculable
henefit to the world. But the priests, what have they
clone ? They have filled the world with piles on piles
of books, pamphlets and tracts, filled with the silliest
nonsense and trash. Priestcraft and kingcraft are
twin brothers, they act in harmony and concert together ; they have filled the world with carnage and blood
ever since the organization.oflmman society ; they have
robbed men by confisication of more property than all
other robbers; filched more money out of mens'
pockets by frauds in dealing in the relics and rotten
bones of saints and martyrs than all other thieves;
caused more human suffering and tears, made more
widows and orphans than all other human causes
combined ; they have inflicted more tortures than all
other savages, and destroyed more lives than all other
murderers. The Jewish priest).wocl began with Aaron,
who manufactured an idol in the shape of a golden
calf for the people to worship, and then told a deliberate falsehood. in order to hide his iniquity. It ended
in the crucifixion of Christ. The example of Aaron
has been imitated by multitudes of his successors; the
priests were denounced and their time-serving policy
exposed by the prophets, and in their oflirial capacity
they were scorned and condemned by the teacher,
Christ. Everywhere they have proved themselves to
be tyrants over the ln?man mind, intolerant, opposeu
to human progresg, unless in the direction marked
out by them, and dealing out damnation to every one
who dares to clissent from their opinions, or question
their authority. In fine, they have in some instances
" exalted themselves above all that can be called God
or is worshiped," and in other cases assumed to be the
vicegerents of God on earth, the only medium through
which God's blessings could flow to mankind.
It is in no carping spirit that these statements are
made, nor with any desire to slander, abuse or wound
a single human being. These are not the sayings of
a mad man. Sincerely do I wish that I could say in
all honesty and truth, t.hat they are false; but they
are truths, every one, and being so, are necessary to
my argument. I now appeal to the reader, and ask
him to lay his hantl upon his heart and answer
me. Have we not a right to expect from a people
claiming a God-given revelation, constituting an infallible guide, a God-ordained Church, and a Godappointed ministry better things than these? Do not
the facts, then, prove that the arrogant claims and
pretensions of these men ought to be discarded by
every rational man ?
I may be asked if I thus impeach all of the clergy?
By no means ; God forbid that I should make so false
and foolish a charge. No, the question has two sides,
and I have been speaking on one side only and in
general terms. I am by no means insensible to the
fact that there are among the believers in supernaturalism, both of the clergy and laity, some as good men
as ever existed; some of them I number on my list of
choicest friends, around whom are entwined my
heart's best affections. To the credit and honor of
human nature I am glad and proud to say that the
priesthood and the Chmch have prOLlucecl many as
noble specimens of humanity as ever dignified and
adorned our race ; men as wise, as great., and g·ood as
any other ; But what I claim is that they are not good
because they believe as they do, but they are made so
by reason of their natural cl1aracter, dispositions ancl
superior cultivation and development. They are
good Christians. They would httve been good l\Insselmen, or Hincloos, or Deists, or Free Religioniets.
We have good men outside of the Church as well as
in it ; good men of all forms of religion ; good men of
all sects and of no sect. Men we have, good as any
who have no faith whatever in any form of supernaturalism. They are good, not because they are unbelievers, but for the reason mentioned before.

Nor am I blind to the beauties of the Bible; but if
it contains beauties, it also contains deformities. If it
fills the minds of some with the most comforting
hopes, it fills 'the minds of others with the most tor'menting and distressing fears. If to some it imparts
joy and peace, to others it imparts sorrow and gloom;
1f it makes some happy, it makes others miserable.
The eloquent Saurin, a French divine, admitted
that it had the effect on him to make "food insipid, society irksome, and life i.tself a cruel bitter."
'rhe influence of the book, then, in the one direction
neutralizes its influence in the other. We can conserve all its good influence and prevent the bad by
abandoning; our belief in its authority and infallibility.
lf we reject the Bible in this sense, .do we reject
the idea of the existence of any such thing as revelatjon and inspiration ? Far from it. But we claim,
that "it is not necessary for God to speak in an audible voice in order to reveal himself and make his will
known." And. we affirm that ever since men took it
into their heads to make him speak each one makes
him sp~ak in his own way and say ~hat he thinks he
ought to say. Our book of Revelation includes the
Bible and all other books. It is the volume of nature. God reveals himself in the laws anti phenomena
of nature, and in the powers and faculties of the
human soul. He speaks to us in the sun and moon ;
in every star that shines in the blue vault above ; in
the globe which we inhabit; in the great ocean of
waters; in every lake and pond; in every river, rivulet
and spring; in the mountains, hills and plains; in every
spire of grass; in every plant and shrub and tree that
grows; in every flower that blooms; in every shower
of rain ; in storms ancl Tempests ; in volcanoes and
earthquakes; in the lightning and thunder; in every
~ovmuent of the mind ; in every feeling and emotion
of the heart ; in every sensation we experience ; in
every object that meets the eye, and in every sound
that greets the ear.
As to inspiration, we believe as the Bible teaches,
that "there is a spirit in man, and the inspiration of
the Almighty giveth him understanding." IV' e cannot
believe that for a period of four thousand years, God
confined his gifts of revelation and inspiration to a
comp{)ratively small nation of people inhabiting an
insignificant portion of the earth, to the entire neglect
of all the rest of manldnd. We regard such an iuea
as too monstrous a reflection on his character-an:
impeachment of his partiality and goodness. God's
sunshine and rain descends upon all ; why should not
his blessings of revelation and inspiration? Yes, we
believe in inspiration, but it is universal. All are inspired, but not all in the same degree ; some more,
some less, each one according to his deserving and
capacity; none to a degree that makes them infallible.
Those who are the most inspired are the natural
teachers of those below them. God has given them
their credentials, noble intellects,· hearts that beat
high in humanity's cause, and an irrepressible spirit
which makes each one feel, woe is me if I proclaim
not God's truth. ·''The world is their parish, and
mankind universally are their parishioners." They
feel that they have a mission on earth, and until that
is accomplished no harm can befall them. God's inspiration and revelation cannot be confined within
the lids of any book, nor the limits of any Gne man's
mind, nor to a single nation only; not to only one
quarter of the globe. The true light, as saith the
scriptures, "enlighteneth every man that cometh into
the world." That the J ewisli prophets were inspired
we do not doubt ; so were Confucius, Buddha and
Mahomet, so was Christ and his Apostles, and Christ
more than all who had gone before him.· Paul was
inspired more than all the rest of the apostles put
together. He dared to put the spirit above the Jetter
of inspiration, and to teach that in all cases where
there was a conflict between them the letter must
yield. No doubt the Bible contains revelations from
God ; but the book itself is the work of human hands
and bears distinct marks of its human ongm. No
doubt God spake to Moses ; but in the same way that
he has always been speaking to the hnman race. In
the infancy of the race his voice is only faintly heard
because the peoples' hearing is indistinct; but as the
race progresses and intellect and moral sense is more
developed his voice is more distinctly heard and
better co~prehended. Inspiration, then, is progressive ; the final word has not yet been spoken. Revelation is more full and complete to-clay than ever
before; but we may expect even greater revelations
in the future. The clllference between us and other
religionists is not that we believe less, but a great deal
more.
Our God is the power that controls the universe of
matter; mind and morals; the all-powerful, wise and
good. Our Church is the whole worlu ; the members
of it the entire race of man. Jf some are bad members
it is the duty of the rest to make them better. Our
Temple is all space. Onr altar is ''earth, sea !tnd
skies." Our sacrifices and hymns of praise are joyful
and thankful hearts. Our pt"ayers are good desires
and wishes, accompanied by corresponding acts and
deeds. We endeavor to manifest our regard and
reverence for the Supreme Being, by discharging with
fidelity the duties of life and doing good to om· fellowmen. Upon our altars no victims die ; no blood is
shed · no offering is presented of burning flesh or
sweet scented herbs. "We never presume to offer aid
to almighty power; to counsel infinite wisdom ; to

communicate intelligence to omnicience, nor to desire
to avert the judgments of immaculate pnrjtyand justice; nor to try to make infinite love more kind to his
creatures." We tolerate all opinions, and persecute
for none. We seek to combat ignorance and superstition, not by force and violence, but by imparting
knowledge and instruction. We endeavor to lead the
erring from vice and to the practice of virtue, not by
threats and denunciations, but by mild reproof and
gentle pursuasion. We worship God, not so much
by set forms and ceremonies and pi·escribed rules, as
by doing good to each other. We use no signs, symbols, amulets or charms. We fear no devils worse than
men carry in their own hosoms. we make nO' pilgrimages to Mecca, to the Ganges, nor to Jerusalem.
We are not solitaries, recluses, monks, nuns, anchorites, misanthropes nor pillar saints. We do not believe that the owl is a better bird for his gravity, or
the ,lark a worse one for his merry notes; nor that a
man's religion can be measured by the length of his
face. We believe in cultivating :cheerfulness, mirth
and laughter ; in manifesting a spirit of kinuness to
all men without exception, the bad as well as good,
an~ to everything that lives and breathes.
We believe in making men good by making them happy.
We believe that the most acceptable return we can
make for all our blessings is to be thankful for them
and enjoy them, and that in so doing we only obey
God. We do not fast nor torture our bodies for the
good of our souls. We do not spend our clays in
gloom and sorrow, and fancy that by so doing we are
serving eithet· God or man. We fear no truth, and
accept without hesitation from whatever source,
whatever appears to be true, and as unhesitatingly reject what we deem to be false. We eadeavor to cultivate a sufficient amount of manhood, m9ral courage
and heroism, to fearlessly avow our honest opinions.
If \Ye reject the idea of the supernatural origin of
the Bible and of its absolute authority and infallibility, do we reiect the beautiful moral and religions precepts, the sublime anu elevating sentiments contained
in the Old and New Testaments? Surely not; or in
accepting these, must we endorse the gross, vulgar
ideas, the incredible statements, the unreasonable,
absurd doctrines therein contained ? , If we read in a
book that two and two are four, and in the same hook
that two and two are ten, if we believe the last,
must we, in order to be consistent deny also the first ?
Bnt this is precisely what is meant when we are told
that if we reject one pal t of the Bible we must disbelieve the whole. Again, if we reject the supernaturalism of Christianity, do we therefore renounce all religion ? As well might we renounce our nature, or
our manhood. The Bible did not make religion, nor
is it dependent on it. Religion existeu before there
was any Bible. It had its birth in the heart of the
first man that ever lived. li'Ioses, Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob, Socrates, Plato and Seneca were religious
men ; but they never saw the·Bibie. The same causes
that made them religions can make us also. Religion
has its foundation in the nature and constitution of
men. Human religion has no existence outside of
hum!tn nature. It cannot be infused into man nor
engraftecl on him ; it has its seat, its root, its germ in
the heart. All true religion must be of the heart and
be developed within. If all '\he Bibles in the world
of every name were exterminated, religion, however
much it might suffer from the Joss of what is good and
true contained in them, would still survive the shock
and re-appear in all its inherent power and splendor.
Tell me not, then, that Rationalists are Infidels to
religion, when I know that their belief is that religion
stands in no need of falsehoods, deception, pious
francis, supernatural agencies nor miracles to support
it and that in no way can it be destroyed except by
e~terminating the human race. Religion is goodness,
and just as much goodness as there is ~n _the world, in
so much is the world blesseLl by rehgwn. In proportion as goodness is clevelopeu in the individual
man and carried out by him in practice, in that proportion lie is religiotfg_ Religion existed before writing was known or books maue, or ever ceremonials
instituted, creeds drawn up, or a priesthood established. It will remain even if all these should be swept
away.
fTO BE CONTINUED.)

THE son of a clergyman was delivering a college valAdictory, when, in pulling out his handkerchief, he pulled
out a r,ack of cards, ·· Hulloa I" he exclaimed,·· I've got
on my father's coat!"
THE American revivalists, l\Ioody and Sankey. have
ddven a man in London into insanity. James Castle,
aged twenty-eight, a hackney carriage driver. who appeared in the clock with ribbons attached to his cap. was
charged at the Clerkinwell Police Court. the other clay
with disorderly conduct, and c.ausing a crowd to assemble at Islington. A policeman stated that on Monday
night, April 26, he found the defendant in the midst of a
large crowd. declaiming about Moody and Sankey. and
singing. He threw his stick about. and caused a great
disturbance; and finding that he would not go away the
constable took him to the police stat.ion. All tho night he
had been raving about religion, and singing the songs
of Moody and Sankey so londly that the men who lodged
there could not get any sleep.
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did he stay, and what was he doing for myriads of
ages ? Is it really any more difficult to understand
that matter in some form should ever have existed
than that God is C!lpable of making the boundless
A JOURNAL
Universe of nothing, and that he existed alone with
nothing besides him for numberless trillions of years
before he commeneed the enterprise of making a Uni.
D. M. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'r.
verse.
No. 335 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
The Elder is so well pleased with his story about
the negro, the Durham bull, and the large turtle,
we will leave him in the enjoyment of it. There
A Fourth Salute from Elder Shelton.
is nothing in the story, and besides he has changed
This valorous defender of ancient super>tittons and
it from what it used to be, but it appears just fitted to
abstmlities evidently does not belong to those governhis calibre, and we are content.
ed by the rule" three times and out." We have al·
The Elder's most powerful argument in this fourth
ready published three of his frothy, feeble letters and
letter is wher'e he says he "would not have his wife
supposed we had done with him, but here he comes
to believe as we do for nothing in the world," for fcHr
ngain with another of his vapid productions, which
she would get the free-Jove fever in her head and leave
h~ wants us to print, and as he promises, upon his
REPLY.-1\'Iuch that. the Elder says is unworthy a him and the house and children to go after some other
•' sacred honor," this is his last, we will, notwith- reply, containing, as it does, neither sense nor argu- man ; first putting spiders in his dumplings and
standing the decision we had formed to the contrary, ment. His talk about our "vulgar prejudice," our poisoning him off and getting him out of the way.
let him ·be heard still once more. He will under- '' diaholical heart" and "diseased conscience" is a We believe that is the last argument against infidelity
stand however, this must be the last. We have his kind of Christian twaddle not worth noticing. He is he have yet heard.
meas~re ; we know what there is in him, and it is of quite welcome to the ''indubitable proof" he boasts
We are tmly sorry the simple Elder thinks no more
a quality that does not bear repetition.
of h!lving of Noah's flood. He is, perhaps, entitled to of his wife than that it requires a belief in a Devil and
boast a little, for he is the only person in the world a hell to keep her from feeding him upon spiders and
BROOKSVILLE, BLOUNT Co., ALA., June 8th, 1875.
MR. D. 1\1. BENNETT-Sir: Being warned, in your very that has any such proof. If, however, that poplar running off over the country with some gayer Lotharkind and generous communications to me, published in log in Mr. Scott's ridge in Blount county, Alabama,
io than himself. Now we think much better of Mrs.
your so called TRUTH SEEKER, that you can follow me no
longer. and hinted Slightly at my Ignorance and great which he mentioned in his first letter, is his indubit· Shelton than her husband does. We do not think
Jack of being a gentleman in all things. But stated that able proof, he can have the enjoyment of it all alone she would do any such thing, even if she should cease
you were going to publish a :;;mall pamphlet containing to himself, for nobody else will regard it as having the to have faith in a Devil. It would be a monster that
the discussion t>etween this (ignoramus) and yourself. If most distant connection with Noah's flood any more would mix spiders in dumplings and pies to feed her
you are so well informed and I am so ignorant; I am
husband and children, and we do not believe .Mrs.
sure the pamphlet will not bring any credit or proffi.t to than it had with the whale's swallowing Jonah.
The Elder seems offended at us; he says, "And Shelton is that kind of a woman. She may not have
either of us. But for fear you do take a curious notion
and print such a pamphlet, I send this as a closing Arti- right on the end of this, insult my senses by quoting exercised good judgment in selecting a husband, but
cle of recapitulation. There is one thing that I acknowl- B. F. Underwood on Evolution, on tenth page of we llave no idea she wants to kill him.
edge, you can beat me at; it is a low vulgar kind of Rid- THUTH SEEKER, June 1st." Now it seems to us ·if
How little, indeed, Elder Shelton seems to know
iucZengainstall things that are holy, and righteous. written
in the word of God, with a vulgar pregudiceactuated by a Elder Shelton had the intelligence of a three year old about Liberals and unbelievers, and how bad his own
diabolical heart, and a diseased conscience. Yon seem to Esquimaux boy, he would not have fallen into the heart must be to suppose, because a person bas not
think it very strange that I should believe in the Scrip- mistake we were quoting B. F. Underwood on him, his crude belief to govern them, they would wish to
tural account of the flood, though I have indubitable evi- and he would have been saved this dire insult he com- kill somebody and commit other heinous crimes. If
dences of such a flood and evidence that you have tried to
ridi<>ule but have not nor never will overthrow by false ar- plains of. In that number of our paper we gave a the Elder is really such a man that it requires his regument, which is so thin that a twelve year old boy could synopsis of a lecture of Mr. Underwood on Evolu- ligious faith to keep him from committing inhuman
not fail to detect it. And right on the end of this: insult tion, but it had no more reference to Elder Shelton offences, we pity him, and are compelled to give some
my senses by quoting B. F. Underwood on Evolution.lOth or his belief than to a blind Hottentot and his fetish credit to his belief, as abhorent as it otherwise is. The
page TRUTH SEEKER, June 1st. In a Lecture by that gen- idol. Possibly the simple Elder thought all THE
Elder evidently knows very little about unbelievers or
tleman he states that our Solar system was once a fire
mist. and also that life appeared in the same way Now, TRUTH SEEKER contained was addresed to him per- Infidels. Probably he has never met many. He lives
I do think that, that Theory is a long way more mistical sonally. If so, he is mistaken. True, we gave up con- in a part of the country where Freethinkers do not
or more properly (misty) than the flood possibly could be, siderable space to him, but not the entire paper.
greatly abound, and where it is customary for every
so much so that none but Philosophical Maniack.~ could
Smarting under this imagined insult, that the fire- negro, however ignorant, and every white man, howpossibly believe it. And JIIr. Editor you and B. F.Underwood may both go and seek your Ancesters among the Ape mist theory should be quoted on him, with a zeal ever unlearned, without the first doubt or enquiry to
and monkey tribes, in your false Theories. I assure you worthy of Sancho Panza, be at once draws his spear believe in a Devil, a hell and a cruel God who got a
threy are no connexion of mine.
and charges upon the dangerous foe-the windmill of son by a young Jewish maiden, and though he was
I try to worship a God that bas made man and has given Evolution. 'rn tlie simplicity of his heart, he sup- much pleased with his son, he caused him to be put to
him Soul and Spirit life, which elevates him far above the
poses the fire-mist theory is a new idea of Mr. Under- death in a most cruel manner, on account of the great
scale of Animal beings. Not a drop of animal or monkey blood tracks its course through my veins. I claim wood's. Probably he never heard of it before, and is animosity lle held towards the human family. Nearly
that God made me a human being, and you and professor wholly unaware it has been taught more than fifty every negro in Alabama believes this beautiful creed
Underwood can have as much animal about you as you years by La Place, Herschel and other distinguished and so does Elder Shelton.
wotnt. But I will stop right here and ask you and the philosophers and astronomers who found evidence in
As the Elder knows so little about the character of
Professor what created this lire mist. which has created
the Universe. I recon both of you can give me about as the Universe t.hat not only the solar system, but other those who difier from him in belief, we will condep;ood answer to this, as the negro did when asked, what suns and worlds have evolved from a nebular state or scend to enlighten him if he is able to receive it. We
he b()lievod the Earth stood on, he said it stood on a large fire-mist. Indications are found with the aid of immense will be glad if he can believe the truth. We have
Durham Bull, when aslted what the Bull stood on, said telescopes, that worlds in their very infancy, are now met many unbelievers in the Christian dogmas and for
that it stood on a large Turtle, and when asked what the
1'urtle stood on, said he did not know unless it floated emerging from this condition and are gradually con- years have been well acquainted with considerable
about on the sea of nothing. Hence such systems gener- densing and evolving into solid spheres. But the numbers of them, and we have invariably found them
nlly taper down to a fire mist or otherwise vauor and pions Elder, deeming this a new heresy of Mr. Un- good, well-disposed people, who neither wished to
smoke. Such men are determined not to have the Soul derwood's, he rushes upon it in his most valorous murder nor violate the laws of the land. We have
humbling doctrine of the Gospel, and the flood, though
style. Having never read anything of fire-mists in found them quite as moral and upright, as honorable
an Angel declare it unto them, and though a righteous
Moses should by Inspiration, tell them how the Earth was the Bible; finding nothing of it in the song of Moses and honest as the best Christians we ever nwt. Infidel
made, and how the ftood came. yet my Editor is compell- and the Lamb, he essays to demolish it at once. Stay, women are as virtuous, stay at home as well and arc
ed to believe Mr. Underwood's fire mist Theory of the Elder Shelton, sheath thy sword, thou art hardly the as true to their husbands as a1iy class of wives in t.he
Univer,;e because he sees. or imagines he sees. a great man to overthrow the theories and deductions of the country. We and our wife have jogged along together
deal of nice Philosophy in it. Oh I consistency thou art
thirty years ; her belief corresponds closely with our
a Jewel. Now, Sir in conclusion I will honestly say to great astronomers named.
The Elder is positive not a drop of monkey blood own, and we can bear cheerful evidence that she has
you that I would not have my wife to believe as you do for
nothin,:; in the world; you may ask me why, It is because courses through his veins; but we are not so sure of been a faithful, good wife. We have not the slightest
the fear of the God of the Universe would not be implant- it. Were he to compare a little of his blood with the idea that she ever put a single spider in our food, in
ed in her heart, the fear of hell and the reward of heaven
fact we have noticed she has been very careful
would not be in her mind. Creating a good conscience blood of an ape or monkey, he would not find much
a fly even did not get in; nor have we ever had occawithin. which never mislead any one, I would be afraid difference.
To the Elder's question, who made the fire-mist; sion for the faintest suspicion that she was running off
of such a wife, from the fact that she might get the free
love fever, in her head, and would be free to love some we have to reply it was not made. It is a. form of on free-loving expeditions with other men. No, no,
body besides the old man of the house. and if there is no matter of which the Universe is composed, and al- Elder Shelton, Infidel women do not act that way,
God. no Heaven, no Hell. she might undertake to make
the best of surrounding circumstances, and poke a spider ways existed, the same as he would say his God has. they are governed by honest convictions and upright
in the old man's dumpling: knowing that there would be It is so l'asy for him to believe his God always exist- principles, and not by fear of the Devil. You have
no Hell, nor a Just God to punish such conduc.t. then she ed, why cannot he strain his imagination a little and made a sad mistake, 'good Elder ; it is Olwistia·n
could go and exercise her free Jove with her .free lover, think something else might also have always existed ? women that most practice free-Jove; it is in Christian
under her grand sYstem of Infidel belief which things go
hand in hand and beautifully harmonizes in this prAsent Can he imagine how God could exist for countless Churches to-day that free-Jove most largely abounds.
world. And there is another thing, I will never suffer an ages with nothing else in existence besides ? Where There is scarcely a Church in the country that has not
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Infidel or Materialist to swear in Court against me, nor
neither will I vote for one to fill any office. You see at
once that I firmly believe that it is the Bible and the words
of Christ, that has made us such a great civil and religious Government. and have made so many millions of
noble hearted, and pious men and women. Look at
China, look at Africa, and all the heathen countries that
hav~ not the Bible, and see how degraded they are. The
man that would tear away every thing that makes a people noble, and happy,certainly is a monster. I now close
on my part, the argument on the flood question, if my
theory is correct, I will meet you at the Judgement, and
then we will know how it is. but if you are right there
will be no Judgement, and it will not matter whether any
thing was ever right or no. Please publish this as my
closing remarks; you can close on your part as you see
proper, and do not stop to quibble about our bad spelling or grammar. I want you to meet the argument if
you can. If you publish in Pamphlet form, send me two
or three copies and I will send you an equivalent for
them.
ELDER J. C. SHELTON.

THB 'l'RUTH
more or less of it. There is scarcely a priest, pastor
or elder but what is guilty of loving the si>:;ters too
well. There are, unfortunately, hundreds and thousands of sisters ready and willing to yield themselves
a free offering to please these good men of God, whom
they so highly revere. We cau scarcely pick up a
paper but what we find accounts of some new case of
some preacher having criminal connection with some
of tlie sisters of his flock, and not one case in a score
is ever allowed to come to the light. There is vastly
more of this kind of business going ou in the churches than outsiders dream of. Talk, indeed, about Infidels being free lovers! Christian preacher£ and ·eiders have uo occasion to look outside the churches for
that article. And why should not the dear sisters be
all to them the uame of wife implies ? It is scarcely
wrong to please a man of God, and if it is, if it is
even sin, if they only have faith, the blessed Savior
wipes it all away-he pays the debt, if any is contracted. Though their sins be as red as scarlet he
makes them as white as wool. Even Elder Shelton
himself, if we had a full account of his "true inwardness" would not, we fear, show an entirely clear record. It is quite likely a man of so much faith has
abounded in works also, if not, he is an exception to
the general rule.
Among all the Infidels we h·ave known, we never
kuew a woman that fed her husband on a diet of
sp1ders; nor have we known a man who died of eating
spiders. That is entirely a figment of Elder Shelton's
brain. We beg him to divest himself of it and to try
and have a little more confidence in his injured wife.
She is probably a better woman than he would ue in
her place.
The pious Elder shows his illiberality by saying, "I
will never suffer an Infidel or a Materialist to swear in
Court against m<:J, nor will I vote for one to fill auy
office." He doubtless feels just as he says. He would
deprive every Infidel of giviug evidence in courts
of justice, and of holding offices of honor and
trust. What a bad heart he must have, and how
fortunate it is for we poor unbelievers that all Christians do not feel just as he does, and that his sort are
not more numerous than they are. Why, if Elder
Shelton could have his way we would not be allowed
to breathE: ; for, by the same rule that he would deprive us of the right to testify and hold office, he
would deprive us of the right to think for ourselves,
to speak and to breathe. That is precisely the spirit
that actuated Christians in the past eeuturies in putting
to death hundreds of thousands, yes, millions of unfortunate heretics that did not think and believe as the
Christians said they must. These cruel murderers
were simply Elder Shelton's, who were satisfied they
were right and were determined every body should
arrive at the same conclusions they did. How unjust
and untrue the decision that a man cannot tell the
truth and is not to be allowed to give his evidence in
courts who does not bGlieve the Christian dogmas ;
as though a special form of belief made a man truthful.
If any difference is to be made between a Christian
and an Infidel, the latter should have the preference.
Christians as usually are a class who subscribe to a
set of dogmas or articles of belief without much scrutiny, doubt or investigation. They take for granted
everything their preacher or elder tells them is true,
and like an unfledged robin they swallow it without
hesitation, especially so, siuce it is the popular creed
and more respectable than to be a heretic. With an
lnfidcl it is quite different ; he doubts much that to
him appears mythicai and improbable; much that
strikes him as unreasonable and absurd; he brings his
reason to bear and te~ts the creeds presented to him
by this excellent gu.ide; he requires proof before he
can give his assent to any code of dogmas and whether
he is pupul~>r or unpopular he does uot pretend to believe that which to his reasou is unfounded and absurd.
He does uot seek popularity, nor join a Church to get
into good society or to gain the approbation of Mrs.
Grundy or .Mrs. Upper-Crust. He is emphatically an
independent and an honest man. He reveres truth and
uprightneBS for their own sake, uot because he is told
of an cloven-footed Devil with pitchfork who is after
him to pitch him into a fiery lake of burning brimstone. As a rule, he is a man of veracity and his
simple word is quite as good in a court of justice or
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any where else, as the oath of Elder 'shelton or any
Christian in the lana. When a man is willing to
stem the popular current of thought, aud estimates
truth and reason higher thau he does popularity;
when he is willing to class himself with those despised
and traduced, for opinion's sake ; when he hesitates
not to incur obloquy and hatred that he may give utterance to his honest convictions, depend upon it, he
is a reliable, honest man, aud his word may be taken
in every place and condition. This is not true of
the sycophantic, the priestly dupe who believes or
pretends to believe whatever the dignataries of the
Church tell him he must believe, and that by so doing
he will not only lay up treasures in he11ven, but be
ranked with the most respected and fashionable classes in this world.
The Elder spurns the iLlca of voting for an Infidel
for otlice, but many better men have thought differently from him. Among the Presidents this country
has had, George Washington, John Adams, Thomas
Jefierson, James Madison and Abraham Lincoln may
be classed as Infidels. 'fhey were unbelievers .in the
fundamental doctrines of Christianity, anti several of
them were decided in their infidelity. Were they not
honorable, worthy men ? Was not their word and. oath
good enough to he taken in a court of justice, and
was it not an honor for honest, upright men to vote
for them?
In the claim Elder SheltDn sets up, that the Bible
and the words of Christ have done so much towards
civilizing the world, he exclaims, " Look at China,
!ook at Africa!" Well, what of them ? China, it is
true, is an Infidel nation, but barring her over-population, she is doing very well. They are probably not
equal in all respects to the Anglo-Saxon race, but they
are peaceful, intelligent, industrious and law-abiding.
There is not half the crime amoug them, no scarcely
ten per cent. the crime there that exists in the same
amount of population in Christian nations-400,000,000. Their religion is as good as the Christian religion, and the morals which Confucius handed down
to them are equally as pure as those taught later by
Jesus, and they have not taken one life in war and
bloodshed where Christians have taken thousands. So
much for China.
Africa, of course, is a country of gross ignorance,
and the people suffer greatly from a lack of enterprise and general intelligence, but they are full of superstition and religion. In fact ignorance and religion
seem to go hand in hand. Where one exists, there
will you always find the other. The grosser the ignorance, the greater the mental darkness that submerges
a pPople, the more they abound in superstition, baseless myths and absurd beliefs. Africa is a country
which shows what an excess of religion, founded on
mythical superstition, will do for a people. The
only hope for her is the diffusion of intelligence, education, enterprise and consequently infideUty by other
more advanced nations. In short, this is the great
need of the world-more knowledge, more science,
more reason and common sense ; less belief in myths
and miracles, less superstition, less faith in a supernatural religion, less priestcraft and less yielding up
to priests the intelligence and reason the God of the
Universe imparted to man, to guide and govern him.
The world needs more a rule of reason, more infidelity and less supernaturalism and mysticism.
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amicably and happily, how to control the baser passions, how to acquire the most intelligence, how to
gain the uw:;t 'eieutific informatio11 will be th0lnhor
of coming renerations. Pagodas, mosque~, synagogues, cathedrals, churches and chnpels willuot be
recognized aR much as now, but more schools of science an,] more institutions of learning freed from
sectarianism. The world will need fewer oracle$,
dervishes, priests, monks, pastors and elders, but.
more teachers of science and the manifold laws of
the Universe. The attention of the Jace will be devoted to making this life and this world as useful nnd
as happy as possible, rather than in frantic efforts to
evade the pl'lnishments of a future existence. Men
will then learu to know and comprehend God a5 l.Je is
-the inherent power and force whi-::h goverus the Universe, aud the monstrosities which men in dark ages
have devised will pass away, and no longer frighten
children or grown people. Wheu this rule is inaugmated, the true millenium will have arrived-the rule of
reason and of love of the human race.
We must uow take our final leave of Elder Sl1elton;
we have our part to perform in the direction juBt indicated, and cannot spend too much tL..e with him.
He may naturally be a good sort of person, but he ha~
so much superstition, so much bliud faith, aud so
much ignorance that they ueurly ruin him. If he
had more intelligence and less religion, he doubtless
would do very well. We would gladly have him embrace the truth as it is in nature and reason, if he had
the capncity and honesty to comprehend it, but we
are not very hopeful of him. We fear he is too fur
gone to be cured ; but while the lamp holds out to
burn, the simplest dupe may return. The Elder is
certainly entitled to some credit ; he is not unwilling
to discuss the pro and con of what he believes, however absurd it may be. It is seldom we find u. Christian preacher willinli to fairly discuss with a Freethinker. They either lack confidence in their own
arguments or have~ too much fear of the Infidel's
logic. The Elder having full confidence in his own
abilities an<.l equally as much in his creed steps boldly
forward. We wish his cause was worthy of his zeal.
The Elder dropped a word about our vulgar kind of
ridicule, etc. He wrongs us. We have not been
vulgnr; but had he assumed more the conduct of a
gentleman, an<! shown more of good manners, we
should have treated him more respectfully. If he
thinks we have said aught amiss in this direction, he
has himself only to blame. Dear Elder Shelton, good
bye.
THE TRUTII SEEKER TRACTS are goiug oft' well.
Many are sending for assortments to read and hand to
their Jrieuds. They are furnished very low aud every
Liberal should send for them. See list.
To UoNTRlliUTORS. We find ourselves unable to
publish very many communications which our friends
are kind enough to send us. We have a large number
on hand we deem very good and are anxious to lay
before our readers as soon as we cau; but cauuot
possibly do so as promptly aa our friends and ourselves would desire. We bespeak patience and forbearance. We will do the best we can. We may not
always exercise the best judgment as to which articles
shall have precedence; but probably most anybody
would make some mistakes.

We have cheering hopes for the future of our race.
In the next few centuries we expect much greater
FRIEND B. F. UNDERWOOD called upou us briefly
gains will be made in the domain of reason, science on his return from Aylmer, Ont., where he recently
and truth than in the last thousand years. The power held a four days discussion with the Rev. Prof. 0. A.
of priestcraft will be terribly shaken, if not wholly Burgess, Prest. of theN. W. Christian University at
overthrown; revealed religion will be at a great di•- Indianapolis. He informs us the debate was largely
count and certain knowledge will supplant mysticism attended and passed of very pleas&utly. The discusand superstitious vagaries. Christianity is not to be siou is to be published, and possibly we may decide to
the religion of the future. It is one of the religions issue it in pamphlet form, so our readers can have the
of the past ; it has not come up to the necessities of benefit of it. As Liberals, we have nothing to to fear
the race, and is destined to pass away. The religion for our cause in the hands of our brave Championof the future will be the Retigion of Humanity, an\} B. F. Underwood.
On the 20th inst. he is to hold another debate of
will embrace all that benefits mankind morally, physically and intellectually. How to teach the race what three days with the Rev, John lllarples, Presbyterian,
is needful for them, how to beget healthy, well-devel- at Napanee, Out. It will be a fine opportunity for
oped children, how to live healthfully and iu accord-, those of our friends who wish to spend a few days
ance with physiological laws, how to lessen disease, during the hot weather at a pleasant village ou the
how to increase long~vity, how to select and perfLct the rtorth shore of Lake Ontario, near the lower .end, to
wisest and best social conditions, how to live the mobt go over and listen to the debate.
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.A.n Oration on 'rhomas Paine.
the situation became de;sperate, when gloom settled
upon all, he gave them the "Crisis." It was a cloud
[Delivered at Fairbury, Ill., by CoL. RoBT. G. INGERSOLL.l by clay and a pillar of fire by night, leading the way
To speak the praises of the brav~ and thoughtful to freedom, honor and glory. He shouted to them,
dead, is to me a labor of gratitude and love.
"These are the times that try men's souls. The SumThrough all the centuries gone, the mind of man mer soldier, and the sunshine patriot, will, in this
has been beleaguered by the mailed hosts of supersti- crisis, shrink from the service of his country ; but he
tion. Slowly and painfully has advanced the army of that stands it now deserves the love and thanks of
deliverance. Hated by those they wished to rescue, man and woman."
despised by those they were dying to save, these
To those who wished to put the war oft to some
grand soldiers; these immortal deliverers, have fought future day, with a lofty and touching spirit of self·
without thanks, labored without applause, suffered sacrifice he said: "Every generous parent should say,
without pity, and they have died execrated and abhor· 'If there must be war, let it be in my clay, that my
red. For the good of mankind -they accepted isola- child may have peace.'" To the cry that Americans
tion, poverty and calumny. The gave up all, sacr:fic- were rebels, he replied: '• He that rebel; against reaed all, lost all but tmth and self-respect.
son is a real rebel ; but he that, in defence of reason,
One of the bravest soldiers in this armv was Thos. rebels ag.!inst tyranny, has a better title to' Defender
Paine; and for one, I feel indebted to i1im for the of the Faith' than George the Third."
liberty we are enjoying this day. Born among the
Some said it was not to the interest of the colonies
poor, where children are burdens; in a country where to be free. Paine answmed this by saying: ''To
real liberty was unknown; where the privileges of know whether it be. the interest of the continent to be
class were guarded with infinite jealousy, and the independent, we need ask only this simple, easy quesrights of the individual trampled beneath the feet of tion: 'Is it the interest of a man to be a boy all his
priests and nobles; where to advocate justice was life?'" He found many who would listen to nothing,
treason ; where intellectual freedom was Infidelity, it and to them he said, "'l'hat to argue with a man who
is wondertultllat the idea of true liberty ever entered has renounced his reason is like giving medicine to
his brain.
the dead." . This sentiment ought to adorn the walls
Poverty was his mother-necessity his master.
of every orthodox church.
He had more brains than books ; more sense than
T]lere is a world of political wisdom in this : "Engeducation; more courage than politeness; more strength l!i.nd. lost her liberty in a long chain of right reasonthan polish. He had no veneration for old mistakes- ing from wrong principles ;" and there is real eli scrimno admiration for ancient lies. He loved the truth ination in saying, ''The Greeks and Romans were
for th.; truth's sake, and for man's sake. He saw op- strongly possessed of the spirit of liberty, but not the
pression on every hand; injustice everywhere-hypo- principles, foi' at the time that they were determined
crisy at the altar, venality on the bench, tyranny on not to be slaves themselves, they employed their powthe throne ; and with a splendid courage he espoused er to enslave the rest of mankind."
the cause of the weak agamst the strong-of the enIn his letter to the British people, in which he tried
slaved many against the titled few.
1 to convince them that war was not to their interest,
In England he was nothing. He belonged to the occurs the following passage brimful of common
lower classes. There was no avenue open for him. sense : '• War never can be the interest of a trading
The people hugged their chains, and the whole power t.Lation any .more than quarreling can be profitable to
of the govemment was ready to crush any man who a man in business. But to make war with those who
trade with us, is like setting a bull-dog upon a cusendcavorec.l. to strike a blow for the right.
At the age of thirty-seven, Thomas Paine left Eng·- tomer at the shop door."
land for America with the high hope of being instmThe writings of Paine fairly glitter with simple,
mental in the establishment of a free government. In compact, logical statements, that carry conviction to
hig own country he could accomplish nothing. Those the dullest and most prcjuc.l.iced. He had the happiest
two vultures-Church and State-were ready to tear possible way of plttting the caBe ; in asking questions
in pieces and devour the heart of any one who might in such a way that they answer themselves, and in
deny their divine right to enslave the world.
stating his premises so clearly that the deduction could
Upon his arrival in this country, he found himself not be avoided.
possessed of a letter of introduction, sigiLecl by anDay and night he labored for America; month after
other Infidel, the illustrious Franklin. This, and his month, year after year he gave himself to the great
native genius, constituted his entire capital ; and he cause, until there was "a government of the people
needed no more. He found the colonies clamoring ana for the people," and until the banner of the stars
for justice; \Vhining about their grievances; upon floated over a continent redeemed and consecrated to
their knees at the foot of the throne, imploring that the happiness of mankind.
mixture of idiocy and insanity, George the III. by
At the close of the Hevolution, no one stood higher
the grace of God, for a restoration of their ancient in America than Thomas Paine. 'l'he best, the wisest,
privileges. They were not endeavoring to become the most patriotic were his friends and admirers; and
free men, but were trying to soften the heart of their had he been thinking only of his own good, he might
master. They were perfectly willing to make brick have rested from his toils and spent the remainder cf
if Pharaoh would furuish the straw. The colonists his life in comfort and in ease. He could have been
·wished for, hoped for, and prayed for reconciliation. what the worlu is pleased to call •' respectable." He
'l'hey did not dream of independence.
could have died surrounded by clergymen, warriors
Paine gave to the world his " Common Sense." It and statesmen. At his death there would have been
was the first argument for separation, the first assault au imposing funeral, miles of carriages, civic socie,
upon the British form of government, the first blow ties, salvos of artillery, a nation in mouming, and
for a republic, and it aroused onr fathers like a trnm- above all, a splenc.l.id monument covered with lies.
pet's blast.
He chose rather to benefit mankind.
He was the first to perceive the destiny of the New
At that time the seeds sown by the great Infic.l.els
World.
.
were beginning to bear fruit in France. The people
No other pamphlet ever accomplished such won- were beginning to think.
clerful results. It was fillec.l. with argument, reason,
The Eighteeqth Century was crowning its gray
persuasion and unanswerable logic. It opened a hairs with the wreath of progress.
new world. It fillec.l. the present with hope and
On every hand Science was bearing testimony
the future with honor. Everyw!Jere the people re- against the Church. Voltaire had filled Europe with
sponded, and in a few months the Continental Con- light; D'Holbach was giving to the elite of Paris the
grcss declared the colonies free and inc.l.ependent principles contained in his '-System of Nature." The
States.
Encyclopmdists had attacked buperstition with inforA new nation was born.
mation for the masses. The foundation of things teIt is simple justice to say that Paine did more to gan to be examined. A few had the courage to keep
cause the Declaration of Independence than any other their shoes on and let the bush burn. Miracles began
man. Neither should it be iorgotten that his attacks lO get scarce. Everywhere the people began to inupon Great Britain were also attacks upon monarchy; quire. America had set an example to the world.
and while he convinced the people that the colonies The word liberty began to be in the mouths of men,
ought to separate from the mother country, he also and they began to wip,e the dust from their knees.
proved to them that a free government is the best
The dawn of a new day had appeared.
that can ]je instituted among men.
Thomas Paine went to France. Into the new
In my judgment, Thomas Paine was the best politi- .movement he threw all his energies. His fame had
cal write~· ~J,lat ever lived. ''What he wrote was pure :gone before him, arid he was welcomed as a friend of
nature, a~d his soul and his pen ever went together." the human race, and as a champion of free governUeremonyj·· pageantry and all the paraphernalia of ment.
.
power, had no effect upon him. He examined into :i,~He had never relinquished his intention of pointing
lite why .at),c.l. wherefore of things. He was perfectly out to his countrymen the defects, absurdities and
radicalin·:his mocle of thought. Nothing short of the abuses of the English government. For thi's ptupose
bed-rock satisfied him. His enthusiasm for w!.lat he he composed and published his greatest politiCal work,
Lelievecl to l.ie right knew no bounds. During all the ''The !lights of Man." This work shoulc.l. be read by
dark scenes of the Revolution, never for one moment every man and woman. It is concise, accurate, natc.l.ic.l. he despair. Year after year his brave words were ural, convincing and unanswerable. It shows great
riuging through . the lanu, anc.l. by the bivouac fires thought; an intimate knowledge of the various forms
the weary soldiers read the inspidng words of of govemment; deep insight into the very springs of
"Common Sense," filled with ideas sharper than their human action, and a courage that compels respect
sworc.l.s, and consecrated themselves anew to the cause and admiration. The most difficult political problems
of freedom.
.are solved in a few sentences. The venerable arguPaine was uot content with having arouseLl the spirit. ments in favor of wrong are refuted with a questionof independence, but he gave every energy of his answered with a word. For forcible illustration, apt
·soul to keep tl.Jat sj)irit alive. He was with the army·. ·comparison, accuracy and clearness of statement, and
He shared its defeats, its dangers, and its glory. When t~:bsolutc tlwroughne~s,· it has never been exeellccl.

I ~he fears

of the administration were aroused and
Pame was prosecuted for libel and found guilty; and
yet there is not a sentiment in the entire work that
will not challenge the admiration of every civilized
man. It is a magazine of political wisdom, an arsen.
a! of ideas, and an honor, not only to Thom::ts Paine
but to human nature itself. It could have been writ~ ·
ten only by the man who had the generosity, the ex.
alted patriotism, the goodness to say, ''The world is
my country, and to do good my religion."
There is in all the utterances of the 'world no
grander, no sublimer sentiment. There is no creed
that can be compared with it for a moment. It should
be wrought in gold, aclol'l.ed with jewels, and impressed upon every human heart: "The world is my
country, and to do good my religion."
In 1792 Paine was elected by the department of
Calais as their representative in theN a tiona! Assembly. So great was his popularity in France, that he
was selected about the same time by the people of no
less than four departments.
Upon taking his place in the Assembly he was uppointetl as one of a comm:ttee to draft a constitution
for ~'ranee. Had the French peop;e taken the advice
of Thomas Paine, there would have been no "Reign
of Terror." 'fhe streets of Paris would not h(tve
been filled with blood. The revolution would have
been the grandest success of the world. The truth is
that Paine was too conservative to suit the leaders of
the French Revolution. 'fhey, to a great extent, were
carried away by hatred, and a desire to destroy. They
had sufterecl so long, they had borne so much, that it
was impossible for them to be moderate in ·the hour
of victory.
Besides all thi3, the French people had been so robbed by the govemrneut, so degraded by the Church,
that they were not fit material with which to COilstruct a republic. Many of the leaders longed to
establish a beneficent and just government, but the
people asked for revenge.
Paine was filled with a real love for mankinc.l.. His
philanthrophy was boundless. He wished to destroy
monarchy-not the monarch. He voted for the dest_ructiou of tyranny, and against the death of the
kmg. He wished to establish a government on a new
basis; one that would forget the past; one that would
give privileges to none, and protection to all.
In the Assembly, where nearly all were demanding
the execution of the king-where to differ from the
majority was to be suspected, and where to be suspeeLed was almost certain death, Thomas Paine had
the. courage, the goodness and the justice to vote
agamst death. To vote against the execution of the
king was a vote against his own life. This was the
sublimity of devotion to principle. For this he was
arreste,l, imprisoned and c.l.oomecl to death.
Search the records of the world, and you will find
but few sublimca· acts than that of 'l'homas Paille
voting against the king's death. He, the hater of despotism, the abhorrer of monarchy, the champion of
the rights of man, the republican, accepting death to
s~vc the life of a deposec.l. tyrant-of a throneless
kmg. This was the last grand act of his political life
-the sublime conclusion of his political career.
All his life he had been the disinterested friend of
man. He had laborec.l.-not for money, not for fame,
but for the general gooc.l.. He had aspired to no
office; hac.l. asked no recognitioil of his services, but
had ever been content to labor as a common soldier in
the army of progress. Confining his efforts to no
country, looking upon the world as his field of action,
filled with a genuine love for the right, he founc.l. himself imprisoned by the very people he had striven to
save.
Had his enemies su0ceeded in bringing him to the
block, he would have escaped the calumnies and the
hatred of the Christian world. In this country, at
least, he would have ranked with the proudest names.
On the anniversary of the Declaration his name would
have been upon the lips of all tile orators, and his
memory in the hearts ot all of the people.
Thomas Paine had not finished his career.
He had spent his life thus far in destroying the
power of kings, and now hu tumcd his attention to
the priests. He knew that every abuse had been embalmcd in Scripture-that every outrage was in partnership with some holy text. I-Ie knew that the·
throne skulkecl·behind the altar, and both behind a
pretended revelation from God. By this time he had
tound that it was of little use to free the body and
leave the mind in chains. He had explored the foundations of c.l.espotism, and had' found them infinitely
rotten. He had dug under the throne, and it occurred
to him that he would take a look behind the altar.
The result of his investigations was given to the
world in the •'Age of Reason." From the moment of
its publication he became infamous. He was calumniated beyond measnre. To slander llim was to secure
the thanks of the Church. All his services were instantly forgotten, disparaged or denied.
He was
shunned as though he hac.l. been a pestilence. Most of
his old friends forsook him. He was regarded as a
moral plague, and at the bare m<:ntion of his name
the bloolly hands of tile Church were raised in burror. He was denounced as tile most. despicable of
men.
Not content with followiug,him to the grave, they
pursued him with redoubled fury, and recounted with
infinite gusto and satisfaction the supposed horrors of
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his death-bed ; gloried in the fact that he was forlorn
and friendless, and gloated like fiends over w11at
tbey supposed to be the agonizing remorse of his.! on ely
.
death.
It is wonderful that all his services were thus forgotten. It is amazing that one kind word did not fall
from some pulpit; that some one did not accord to
him, at least-honesty. Strange, that in the general
denunciation some one did not remember his labor
for libert.y, his devotion to principle, his zeal for the
rights of his fellow-men. He had, by brave and splendid effort, associated his name with the cause of progress. He had made it impossible to write the history
of political freedom with his name left ont. He was
one of the creators of light; one of the heralds of the
dawn. He hated tyranny in the name of kings, and
in the name ot God with every drop of his noble
blood. He believed in liberty and justice, and in the
sacred doctrine of human equality. Under these
divine banners he fought the battle of his life. In
both worlds he offered his blood for the good of man.
In the wilderness of America, in the French Assembly, in the sombre cell waiting for death, he was the
same unfiinching, unwavering friend of' his race ; the
same undaunted champion of universal freedom. And
for this he has been hated ; for tilis the Church has
violated even his. grave.
'l'ilis is euougil to make one believe tilat nothing is
more natural than for men to devour tl.wir benefactors. Tile people in all ages have crucified and glorified. Whoever lifts his voice against abuses, whoever arraigns the vast at the bar of tile present, wh:>evcr asks the king to show his commission, or questions the authority of the priest, will be denounced as
the enemy of man and God. In all ages reason has
been regarded as the enemy of religion. Nothing has
been considered so pleasing to the Deity as a total denial of the authority of your own mind. · Self-reliance
lias been thought a deadly sin ; and the idea of living
and dying without the aid and consolation of superstition has always horrified the Church. By some unaccountable infatuation belief has been, and still is
considered of immense importance. All religious
!lave been based upon the idea that God will forever
reward the true believer, and eternally damn the roan
who doubts or denies. Belief is regarded as the one
essential thing. 'l'o practice justice, to love mercy, is
not enough.. You must believe in some incomprehensible creed. You must say, " Once one is three, and
three times one is one." The man who practiced
every virtue, but failed to believe, was execrated.
Nothing so outrages tile feelings of the Church as a
moral unbeliever-nothing so horrible as a charitable
Atheist.
·when Paine was born, the world was religious.
The pulpit was the real throne, antlthe churches were
making every effort to crush out of the brain the idea
that it had the right to think.
The splendid saying of Lord Bacon, that " the inquiry of truth, which is the love-making or wooing
of it, the knowledge of truth, which is the presence
of it, and the belief of truth, which is the enjoying of
it, are the sovereign good of human nature," has been,
and ever will be, rejected by religionists. Intellectual
liberty, as a mutter of necessity, forever destroys the
idea thut belief is eitiler praise or blame-wortlly, and
is wholly inconsistent with every creed in Christendom. Paine recognized this truth. He also saw that
as ion!-!; as the Bible was considered inspired, this infamous doctrine of the virtue of belief would be believed and preached. He examined the Scriptures
for himself, anu found them filled with cruelty, absurdity and immorality.
He again made up his mind to sacrifice himself for
the good of his fellow-men.
He commenced with the assertion, "That any.~ys
tem of religion that has anything in it that shocks the
mind of a child cannot be a true system." What a
beautiful, whttt a tender sentiment ! No woncler that
the Church began to hate· him. He believed in one
God and no more. After tilis life lw hoped for happine~s. He believed that true religion consisted in
doing justice loving mercy, in endeavodug to make
our fellow-cr~atures happy, and in oftering to God the
fruit of the heart. He denied the inspiration of the
Scriptures. This was his crime.
He contended that it is a contradiction in terms to
call anything a revelation that comes to us at secondhand either verbally or in writing .. He asserted that
l'evel;ttion is necessarily limited to the first communiCt~tion and that after that it is only an account of
somethino- which another person says was a revelation
to him. "'we have only hi~ worcl'ior it, as-it wtts never
made to us. This argument nevei' lms been, and
probably never will be answered. He cl~nied the
divine origin of Christ, and showed conclusively that
the pretended prqphecies of the Old 'l'estament. had
uo reference to him whatever; and yet he believed
that Christ was a virtuous and amiable mun ; that the
morality he taught and practiced was of the most benevolent and elevated clmmcter, and that it had not
been exceeded by any. Upon this point he e~tertain
ed the same sentiments now held by the U mtanans,
and in fact bv the most'enli"htened Christians.
Iu his tinie tile Church believed and taught that
every word in the Bible was absolutely true. . Since
his day it has been proven false in its _cosmogony,
false-in· its'nstronomy, false in its chronology,· ~alse in
Its history, and,· so far us the Old Testament IS con-

cerned, false in almost everything. There are but
few, if any, scientific men who apprehend that the
Bible is literally true. Who on earth at this clay would
pretend to settle any scientific question by a text from
the Bible? The old belief is confined to the ignorant
and zealous. 'l'he Church itself wi:l before long be
driven to occupy the position of Thomas Paine. The
best minds of the orthodox world, to-day, are .endeavoring to prove the existence of a personal Deity. All
other question~ occupy a minor place. You are no
longer asked to swallow the Bible whole, whale, Jonab and all. You are simply required to believe in
God and pay your pew-rent. There is not now an
enlightened minister in the world who will seriously
contend that Samson's strength was in his hair, nor
that the necromancers of Egypt could turn water into
blood, and pieces of wood into serpents. These follies have passed away, and the only reason that the
religious world can now have for· disliking Paine is
that they have been forced to adopt so many of his
opinions.
Paine thought the barbarities of the Old Testament
inconsistent with what he deemed the real character
of God. He believed that munlcr, massacre and indiscl'iminute slaughter bad never been commanded by
the Deity. He regarded much of the Bible as chiluish, unimportant, and foolish. The scientific world
entertains the same opinion. Paine attacked the
Bible precisely in the same spirit in which he had attacked the pretensions of kings. He used the same
weapons. All the pomp in the world could not make
him cower. His reason knew no ''holy of hclies,"
except the abode of truth. The sciences were then
in their infancy. The attention of the really learned
had not been directed to au impartial examination of
our pretended revelation. It was acceptell by most as
a matter of course. Tile Cilurch was all-powerful ;
and no one, unless thoroughly imbued with the spirit
of self-sacrifice, thought for a moment cf disputing
the fundamental doctrines of Christianity. The infamons doctrine that salvation depends upon beliefupon a mere intellectl:lal conviction-was then believed and preached. To doubt was to secure the damnation of your soul. 'l'ilis absurd and devilbh doctrine shocked the common sense of .Thomas Paine,
and be denounced it with the fervor of honest indignation. This doctrine, although infinitely ridiculous,
has been nearly universal, and has been as hurtful as
senseless. For the overthrow of .the infamous tenet,
Paine exerted all his strength, He left few arguments
to be used by those who should come after him, and
he used uoue that have been refuted. The combined
wisdom ancl genius of all mankind cannot possibly
· t liberty of thought ·
con em'v e of a.n argumen t agams
Neither can they slww why any one should be punished, either in this world or another, for acting honestly in accordance with reason ; and yet, a doctrine
with every pos. sible argument against it has been, and
still is, btjlieved and defended by: the entire orthodox
world. Can it be possible that we have been endowed with reason simr)ly that our souls may be caught in
its toils and snares, that we may be led by its false
and delusive glare ont of the ·narrow path that leads
·
· t th b
d
f
1 st' · d th ? Is
t 0 JOY
m 0
e roa way 0 ·ever a mg ea ·
it possible that we have been given reason simply that
we may through faith ignore it~ deductions, and avoid
its conclusions? Ought the sailor to throw away his
compass and depend entirely upon the fog ? If reason is not· to be depended upon in matters of religion,
that is to sny, in respect to our duties to the Deity,
why silould it be relied upon in matters respecting. the
rights of our fellows? Wily should we throw away
the htws given to Moses by God himself, and have tile
audacity to make· some of our own? How dare we
llrown the thunders of ·Sinai by calling the ayes and
noes in a petty legislature ? If reason can determine
what is merciful, what is ju~t, the duties of man to
man, what more do we want either in time or eternity ?
Down, forever.down,.with any religion. that requires
upon its ignorant altar the sacrifice of tile goddess
Reason; that compels her to abdicate forever the shining throne of the soul, strips from her form the imperial purple, snatches' from her hand the sceptre of
thought· and makes her the bond-woman. of a senseJess faith !
If a man s~Iould tell you that he had the most heautiful painting in the world, and after taking you where
it'was, should insist upon having your eyes shut, you
would likely suspect, either that he had no painting
or that it was some pitiable daub. Should he tell you
thttt he was a most excellent performer on the violin,
and yet refuse to play unless your ears were stopped,
you would think, to <'say the least of it, that he bad
· · you of' h'IS musica.
· 1 a b'l'
an ocld way o f convmcmg
1 1ty.
But would hts conduct be any more wonderful than
that of a religionist who asks that, before examining
his creed; you will have the kindness to throw away
your reason ? The first gentleman says, '' Keep your
eyes shut, my picture will bear everythin:g bu~: being
seen;'' ",keep your ears stopped, my music ob]tcts to
nothing but beirig lieard." The last say~, "Away
with youi.-·teason, my' religion dreads nothing but being understood."
· ·
.
.
So. far as I .am concerned, r. most cheerfully admit
that most Ch.ristiiu1s are honest ancl most ministers
sincere:· We do· not. attack th~m; we attack .tli.eir
creed. We 'acco!'d to them the· same rights that we
ask for ourselves. We believe that theii' doctrines
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are hui·tful. We believe that the frightful text, ''He
that believes shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned,''· has covered the earth witil blood.
It has filled" the world with arrogance, cruelty and
murder. It has caused the religious wars; bound
hundreds of thousands to the stake; founded inquisitions; filled dungeons ; invented in strum en ts of torture; taught the mother to hale her child ; imprisoned the mind; filled the earth with ignorance; perseouted the lovers of wisdom; built the monasteries
and convents;- made happiness a crime, investigation
a sin, and self-reliance a blasphemy.·. It has poisoned
the springs of learning ; misdirected the energies of
tbe world ; filled all C(JUntries with want; housed t!Je
people in hovels; fed them with famine; and, but for
the efforts of a few b'rave Infidels, it would have .taken
the world back to the midnight of barbarism, and
left the heavens without a star.
The maligners of Paine say that he had no right to
attack this doctrine b.ecause he was unacquainted
with the dead languages ; and for this reasoiJ, it was
a piece of pure impudence in him to investigate the
Scriptures. ·
.
Is it necessary to uncle!·stancl Hebrew .in order to
know that· crYeJty is not a virtue, and that nmrder is
inconsistent with infinite goodness, and that eternal
punishment can be inflicted upon man only by an
eternal fiend ? Is it really essential to conjugate the
Greek verbs before you Call make up your rhhid- as to
the probability of deau people· gettin6 out· of their
graves? Must one be vers~d in· L~ttiu before ,he is
entitled to express his opinion as to the geu~incuess
of a pretended rev·elatioii from·God? Cotnmon···sense
belongs exclusively to no tongue. Logic is riot confined to, nor has it been buried with the dead ianguages. Paine .attacked tile Bible us it is translated.
If the translation is wroqg, let its defenders correct it.
·
The Christianity of· Paine's' day· is· not the Christianity of our time·. · There has been a great improvement since then. One huudr~d and fifty years ago
the foremost preachers· of our time would have perished at the stake'. A Uuiversalist,would have been
torn in pieces in .Engla~u, 8cotland a,nci- An;wrica,
Unitarians W<Jnld have found tilemselves in the stocks,
pelted by tile raoble with ilea_d cats, after which their
ears would haTe· been: cut off, their tongu'es bored and
their foreheads b-rali.ded. ·Less than one hundred and
fifty years ago the following law was in force in
Maryland :
.. Be it enacted by the Right Honorable. the Lord Proprietor. by and with the advise and consent of his lordship's governor. and .the upper ana lower houses of the
Assembly.
authority
the same:within this pro··That ifaD.d
anythe
person
shallofhereafter,
vince, wittingly. maliciously, and advisedly, by writing
ot· speaking, blaspheme or eurse God, or deny. our Saviour, Jesus Christ to be the son of God, or shall deny the
Holy Trinity.· the Father, ·.Son, ana Holy Ghost, .or tile
God-head of any of the three Persons, or the unit;< of the
the God-head, or shall utter any profane words concerning the Holy 'rrinity, or any of the persons· thereof, and
shall thereof be convict by verdict, sltall. for the first offence be bored through the tongue. and be fined twenty
pounds to· be levied off his body. And for the second offence, the offender shall be stigmatized by burning in the
forehead with the.lettt>r B. and fined forty pounds; And
that for the third offence, the offender shall suffer cleath
without the benefit of clergy."
The strange thing about the law is, that it ·has never
been repealed, anu is still in force in the District of
Columbia.· Laws like this were in force in·ruost of
the colonies, and in all countnes where the Churc:h
had power.
In the Old Testament, the death penalty was attacheel to hundreds of offenses. It has been the same in
all Christian· countries. To-day, in ciyili:~;e.d governments, the death penalty is attached only to, mmder
and treason; and in some, it has been enfii·ely abolished. Whttt a commentaq upon tile' divine humbugs of the world!
·
· ln the day of Thomas Paine t)w .Church was ignorant, bloody uncl relentless. In 8cotland the "Kirk"
was at the summit of it.s power. It was a full sister
of. the Spanish Inquisition. It waged war ttpou human nature. · It was the enemy of happiness, the
hnier .of joy, anu the despiser of reljgious li[J.~rty. It
tau«ht parents to mmder their chilclren rather tilan to
nllo~ them to propagate enor. If the illotiwr helcl
opinions of wilich the infamous "Kirk" ·uisapproved,
her children were taken from her arms, ·lwr ba:be from
her very bosom, and she was not allowed to, see them,
or to write them a word. It would not allow shipwrecked sailors to be rescued on Sunday .. It. sought
to anuihila(e pleasure, to pollute the !1eart fJy tH!ing it
li'ith religious cruelty and gloom, aiid·to.ehangu mankincl into a vast horde of pious, heartle~s fiends. One
of the. most
Sco.tch
said·:
. . famous
. ,·
. . divines
·
, . f. ''. Th.e
bl Kirk_
holds that rehgwus to!eiatiOn Is not far rom . asphe
my." And tilis sunie Scotch· Kirk deneunce<:!;Jteyoncl
·rneas,~I;e,. the· ~1a~ ;who· had ~he moral·· gr~~deur to
sa~, . I !~e wodd l? my cou!l~ 1 Y· nne~. to do.. ,yod my
.re!Igi~~- . And tins S!tl~e,~~llk ab.hO!I.ed,tjte, n~un \~ho
:~aid, ~ny system ot I~llgw~ tha~.shoc:i~.tp:e mmd
.of a cluld ?annot b~ a tme s~stem. · · --~·· ... - ·
,, -At ~hut t_mw notlnng so deli!:,''hted lh~ 9ll.lilW as the
'.l:>e~1~tws of ~ndless tormen!, an_d hste])II?;g :to11 ~llf. weak
W~Ihngs of mfants strugglmg m the slill}Y .f.?Jls and
poisonous folds ~t the worm that.uever d~t\s": ..
. Ab6ut the begm~in~ of"· the· _mnctecntlJ.l<c~'turf, a
boy by the name of- :'I llc-mas Aikenheml,dvils:midited
rContinned on 'l'enth P•we,) ;c.i.rh
·- ;

;•~; ';
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THE Pno AND CoN OF SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.
We present our readers in this issue a full instalment
of the work on this subject. We trust every one will
give it a careful reading. The arguments used are
sound, clear and cogent.
OuR BooK LisT is presented in this number. We
wish our friends to bear us in mind and send to us
when they want books. We are prepared to furnisl1
at publisher's prices any books to be had in the city
as as well those in our list.
NEw BooKs. Darwin's Descent of Man, formerly
published in two volumes at $2 each is now issued
entire in one volume with some additions and all the
original cuts at $2, postage 25 cts. We will cheerfully send it to any party desiring it.·
THE BETTER WAY. An appeal to men in behalf of
human culture through a wiser parentage, by A. E.
Newton; and puhlished by Wood & Holbrook. A
v .. ry valuable little work, giving information upon the
subject of parentage and transmission of offspring.
This subject has too long been avoided, while its importance demands the clearest investigation. The
future condition of our race depends very largely upon
the proper understanding of this subject, and this
work 8Upplies a want long felt. 48 pp., price 50 cts.
by mail. For sale at this office.
BoTH SIDES. No. 1, Vol. I. of a new paper by this
title, rublished by J. C. Pankhurst, Aylmer, Ontario,
i8 before us. As its name indicatcfl, it purports to give
theological subjects on either side a full, fair and free
discus~ion, and admits contributions from writers on
both sides of the main questions. The idea iii a good
one. It appears to be ahly conducted, and we wish it
much success. Terms, $1.50 per year.

Chl"istian Supervision.
Some two months ago John A. Lant moved his paper, T!te Toledo Sun, to this city, belit•ving it would
be a more commanding point from which to issue it.
He has publishe"d three numbers. The first was destroyed by the printer who got it up for him, and the
other two numbers have been denied passport through
the United States mails. The noted Anthony Comstock, who has in times past made himself conspicuous in suppressing papers, and in imprisoning G. F.
Train for publishing extracts from the Bible, is now
a United States official in the mail service in the Post
Office of this city. In deciding which papers shall
pass through the mail, and which not, he seems to possess a power superior to the Postmaster. If he says a
paper cannot go through the public mails, why, it
cannot go, and that is all there is about it !
Mr. Lant had an interview with the gentleman, but
fount! him positive and unyielding. Besides being
Special U. S. Agent of the Post Office Department,
he is a prominent member of the "New York Society
for the Suppression of Vice," and claimed as such to
be empowered by the State laws to arrest and proseecutc for bla.9phemy any paper or publisher he deemed
blasphemous. He said his society was now large
11od strong enough and had money enough to extend
their operations, and that a good many thin;;s were
going to be looked after which had heretofore been allowed to pasl!. He was understood to mean "Radical" aud other publications which attack the current
theologies of the day, and of course THE TRUTH
SEEKER will come in for a share of his attentions.
Tl!is may be the issue that is now upon us-whether
this molD and his society, or the Young Men's Christian Association, l1ave the power to exercise a censor·
ship over the public press, suppressing such papers
and books as in their view do not teach the prescribed
and accepted theology. It is, perhaps, yet to be teSt·
eU whether the great American nation is realTy a free
couucry, where all cau think and speak their. honest
convictions, or whether ail schools of thought must be
COfnpelled to come under the tutelage and control of a
certain society, a certain creed, or a certain theology,
and be allowed to say nothing and publiah nothing of
which these censors do not approve.
It h~s been_ thought that in this fr~e country, where

the government neither prescribes nor proscribes any
creed or theology, that a Jew, a Christian, a Mahometan, a :Mormon, a Buddhist, a Parsee, or an opposer
of all these, have an equal rigbt to their views, and to
freely express them, if they violate no laws of the land.
This, however, may all be a mistake. The supposition
that the time has gone by for trials for blasphemy to
be held may prove to be a delusive one. This society
alluded to may be stron~r enough and rich enough to·
take the power into theil' hands, and decide what
views may be promulgated nnd what may not.
If this state of things is to be in>1uguruted, a lively
time m11y be looked for. If this Christian society assume the right and power to st·ize, expurgate, and
suppress all publications tl1at do not agree with their
antiquated theology, they will undertake a herculean
task indeed. The writings of Humboldt, Stuart Mill,
Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Helmh!•lz, Schmidt, Draper, Fiske, and many others, will have to be seizrd
and condemned, for they all contain the rankest heresy. True, rich and powerful Christian firms are engaged in publishing these works, but that should
malw no difference with our valorous Christia11 socie.
ty if it undertakes the holy work of suppression.
These works all pass through the mails, anrl cannot
be overlooked, if anti-theological publications are to
be suppressed.
That there exists, in the direction indicated, a disposition to do something of this kind, is tolerably evident, and our friends need not be surpri~ed if the
assault is made soon. It is not likely, however, that
powerful publishing houses or pnpers will be attacked. The Appletons, Lippincotts, The Neto Yo1'k Herald, The New York Sun, and Tl.e Gmphic will probably not be molested, hut some weaker and more obscure affair will likely be the "bright and shining
mark." This fate rriay be reserved for TnE TR()TH
SEEKER. Time reveals mucb.
We apprehend, however, there are thousands upon
thou~ands in our fair country who will vigorously oppose an attack upon free speech, free thought, a free
press, and the freedom to adopt and promulgate such
theological doctrines as may be honestly deemed true
and right.

Clergymen's Holidays.
About these d11ys the persecuted Pastor of Plymouth
church and many others of our fashionable, aristocratic ministers, who, at salaries ranging from $5,000
to $20,000 per year, for two or three hour's labor per
week, iu enunciating the doctrines their }owly Master
is said to have taught without any salary at all, are
hieiug themselves away to the mountains, the forests,
the lakes, the seaside and country retreats to have
their annual hunting, fishing, yachting and rural
sports for two or three months. Tl1is is, probably,
well enough if their congregations are willing to pay
those large salaries for this kind of service. It is said
their labors are so onerous and exhaustive they need
the recuperation. We must, at all events, believe it
is all for the good of Christ's cause.
Let them, by all means, have their rest or their
sports as their tastes dictate. But how do they sup·
pose we sinners are going to fare in their absence?
What will prevent the wolves breaking in upon the
Lambs if the Shepherds leave them to their fate for
three sweltering months ? Who will prevent the
Devil himself from prowling around and seizing the
most promising of the little ones while the good men
of God are away enjoying themselves, and not here to
prevent by their prayers and efficient labors such a
catastrophe? If we can get along without them three
months in the year, could we not, witll a little extra
effort on our part, dispense with them the other nine
months ? And as the world advances in knowledge
and intelligence, and cultiv11tes individuality and
self-reliance-in short, learns to do its own prl\ying
and thinking, will it not find far less use for priests
and clergymen than heretofore? We· think so decidedly. But so long as they can induce mankind to believe God requires the world to accept nn,l support a
priesthood at high salaries ; so long as they can make
the masses believe that God has revealed himself privately to one or two, or at most, to a very small number, nnd they can make the rest of ma'!lkind believe
themselves obligated to take their say so as to this

matter, and that it is a secret which clergymen have
a monopoly of, and they are the only ones to impart it
to the confiding, approving multitudes, so long will
the clergy maintain their power and rule. ·And 80
long as it continues fashionable to have grand churches
costing half a million tlollars, and mnny of them
more; grand organs, costing from $5,000 to $20,000;
expensive choirs. costing half as much more per year,
and a clergyman to act as figure-head, costing $10,000
more, so long will these expensive and senseless luxu.
ries be maintained. But we trust some day the world
will grow wiser and· see the folly of this useless ex.
pen~Hture of treasure and will adopt a very different
line of tactics and find better uses for their money.
In the meantime let the pulpit magnates enjoy themselves. A coarse adage says, "Let every dog have
his day," and so of these clel'gymen; it is their iluy
now. They are on the high tide of prosperity and
popularity. The puhlic are willing to support them
in opulence, fashion and style. Let them enjoy it
while they IU:ly. The time may come when their
clerical services can be dispensed with, when intelli·
gent men will discover that, like a fifth wheel to a
coach, the clergy are both expensive and useless.
It is, perhaps, to be regretted in this time of vacations and Summer sports. that the poorer portion of
the ciergy all over the country, who work for $500
and $1,000 per year, cannot also have their play-spell
of two or three months; but like editors, hakers and
grocers, they are on the treadmill of duty, and there
is no play-spell for them.
MoRAL.-lf you decide upon the avocation of a
clergyman, aim to become attached to a rich, fashion.
able congregation, and then, in the language of :Mark
Twain, you will have "a soft thing of it."

Cape Cod Camp Meeting.
The Spiritualists of Barnstable County will hold
their seventh annual camp meeting at Nicker~on's
Grove, Norwich, commencing Saturday, July 24th,
and continue until August 2J. It is expected that two
days of the session will he devoted to picnicing, in
which all will be expected to participate. No pains
will be spared by the comnuttee in preparing the
p-ounds and furnishing for pleasure, comfort all(]
mtellectual enjoyment. First-class speakers will be
engaged for the occasion, and as usual, an arrange·
ment. made with the railroad company to carry passengers at reduced rates. There will al~o be a boarding
tent at which visitors will be furnished with refreshments at reasonable rates; for the committee have souls.
GrPat efforts will be made to have this meetin~ex
cel :·II previous oneR, both in numbers and interest,
and to this end it will be necessary that all who are
fl'iendly to the cau,e shall interest themselves in the
matter and co-operate with each other, and labor
earnestly t.o show the world thnt we prize the truth
and are determined to maintain it. Then come one·
come all, and let us meet in a fraternal spirit, earnest,
ly asking for more light on this all-important subject.
For the triumph of the cause, let us meet and mutual·
ly work together.
Yours in the work,
HEMAN SNow.
B1•ooklyn, N. Y., July 5th, 1875.
Spiritualistic papers please copy.

Liberal Debate.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : A Debate will take
place in the town of Nnpanee, Ont., between Rev.
John Marples, Presbytenan minister, and Mr. B. F.
Underwood, commencing July 20th, and terminating
23d, inclusive. 'l'he first two nights .Mr. Marples will
affirm, "That Atheism, Materialism, and modern
scepticism are illogical and contrary to reason." Mr.
Underwood, of course, will reasonabty and logically
dispute that. The last two nights Mr. Marples will
nffirm, and Mr. Underwood negative, the proposition,
'' Thut th«;l Bible, consisting of the Old and New Tes·
taments, contains evidence beyond all other books of
its divine origin.'' We hope as many of your readers
as cau m>lke it convenient to come will do so.
Respectfully yours,
ALLEN PRINGLE.
Selby, Lennox Co., Ont., July 5th, 1875.
CREATION.-Mattcr and Force are eternal, filling all
space, and occupyi!lg all time. Ideas and form~ ar~
created. Thus; Scwnce lenves the term "crentwn
for the use of Christians, who assure us that. ·• God
created all Matter and Force out of notfn"ng." Hut,
curiously enough, the New 'l'estament informs us, on
the contrary, that "Gocl" is un idea, created by the
human mind, in the exercise of Clu istian "fai~h."
When it declares that ''faith is the evidence of tlungs
unseen," tlle mcnning is, that the iclfln of God is II vol:
untary creation of credulity. And the usus loequ.end~

r.l'H..h: 'i'.H.U'.l'H ~EBKB.H., JULY 15, 187~.
of the Bible means this by the term'' faith" or nothing ; so that God is a creation of burna~ thought.
Thus the idea nf God or the Devil is, certainly, created, allll this, and nothing but this, is meant by what
Christians call '' &aving faith," "by which the worlds
were framed" (He b. xi: 3). We shall find the truth
by and by.
LA RoY SUNDEULAND.

Christians at Work.

Mich., seduced a deacon's wife and confessed it and
then went and prayed with the deacon and wife (~tyle,
Beecher).
Rev. Richard Dunlop, Baptist, arrested for adultery with Mrs. Burnett-Midland, Mich.
Rev. --Davis, Baptist, Napoleon, Jackson Co.
Mich.-adultet·y with sister Brunk.
'
Rev. Kirby, Chambersburgh, Ohio, fined two hundred dollars for seduction.
Rev. Dr. Houston, Baltimore, seduced several Sunday-sch0ol gi rJg,
Rev. Isaac B. Smith drowned his wife.
Rev. Kendrick, Methodist, Brooklyn, N. Y .-intoxication and dancinj!. (On trial.)
Rev. Malcomb Clark, superintendent of Methodist
Sunday-school, Howell, Mich., ran away with four
hundred dollars belonj!ing to his mother-in-law and
fore:ed her n!lmeaud others, for more monev.
'
A. H. Howard, Jr., Bonker, Omro Co., Wis., Presbyterian-decamped, after borrowing all the money
he could, with forty thousand dollars.
·
My regular record closes Apr. 6th. 1874. Since then,
l have seen pcrha1,s as many more cases, but have
only clipped a few, which I append :
Washington, Pa., Oct. 24.-ThePresbyterian Synod
adjourned last Qight. A vote was tal< en on the case
of Rev. White, charged with abduction, etc. and
stood seventy to forty-onP, to sustain the action ~f the
Presbytery, convicting Mr. White.
Galion, 0., November 20th.-Last night Mrs. Gottlieb Shultz, living four miles east of that town, committed suicide, by hanging herself in the cow shed.
Religious excitement and hypochondria led her to
commit the deed.
Toronto. December 2.-In the Provincial Lunatic
Asylum, a female p,tient named Mrs. Newell, an English emigran1, a:fflicted with the notion that her .five childt·en's souls could not be saved unless she herself died
some terrible death, set fire to her clothing, and then
knelt in devotion while enveloped in the flames. The
fire was extinguished, but the patient died next morning after g-reat agony.
'!'he Rev. J. A. Davidson, recently State Lecturer
for the Grand Lodge of Good Templars, of Pennsylvania, was arrested at Erie, Pa., Wednesday evening, for
drunkenness aud disorderly conduct, and spent the
night at the police station. He was released on payment of 11 fine. He has probably assisted in organizing more Lodges of the Order than any other man in
the State.
Wiilard P. Hazen, Litchfield, Mich., Methodist exhorter and lawyer, forgery and sale of second mortgag-e. Decamped, 1875.
Rev. J. H. Ros&, Baptist, Hartford, Van Buren Co.,
Mich., forgery.
From the above I should judge that a complete reccord of the whole country would show at least four
hundred amonl! the saints, who "slip up" in one way
or another each month in the year. It is recorded
that sinners "stand in slippery places," but the saints'
leg-s seem to get badly "tan!!led" and they fall-religion and all.
TRUTH FINDER.
Coshocton, Ohio, May 23d, 1875.

Mr. EDITOR:-! like the TRUTH SEEKER for its fearless independence in meeting the pretensions of Christian piety in the moral influence of its teaching upon
its own professors. If an m·dinary human being
makes a false step in his moral work, the sanctimonious ''followers of the Lamb" will point to the event
as resulting from a lack of Cbristian piet.y, and the
guiding influence of religion and all that. Had he listened to the voice of God and "got religiou" be
would have e~caped his downfall or false step etc.
Here is the language and. pretension of the" regenerate, of the born again :" and hence l am glad to see
the TRUTH SEEKER making a record of the life of
these pretenders to show how false their reli~:ion is, or
what a transparent show it is, in guiding mell in the
path of life. · The great number of cases reported in
whole files of papers l take, especially of ministers of.
the gospel convinces me that, as a class, in proportion to their numbers they are about the most
licentious class of people th<tt live. As a matter
of curiosity in the fall of 1873 I undertook to note
down the cases that I saw menti0ned in the political
papers l was taking, and here follows my record.
Some few of the cases were not of minister~, but
they were either nainisters or prominent members of
some church. I noted the nature of the public charges made: in a very few cases they may not have been
sustained by public investigations, if any were had.
I wrote the month ill. which I saw the charges mentioned iri the papers.
_
November, 1873 Rev. A. W. Eastman, West Cornwall, Ohio, (.Methodist) joined the Baptist church, and
was expelled for immorality.
Rev. --(name not given) Baptist preacher, Saline,
Mich. ran. away after being detected in too much familianty (Beecherism) with the sisters.
W m. Bigg, Y. l\'1. U. A.- Columbus, Ohio, Forgery.
Rev. Porshall, Baptist, Oakland Co., Mich., dismised for licentious conduct.
Jerome G. Poles. Sent to the Penetentiary for murder Ill~ his two children with a hatchet. two miles from
Colaui1lnana Station Ohio. Was a pew holder in the
United Hrethren church.
Hev. John Hutchinson (Episcopal)Boston-sent to
the house of correction eighteen months for swindling
Geo. Allen out of a thousand dollars.
Hev. Wm. Rice (Methodist) Mason, Mich.- Subsequently convicted of adultery,
Geo. A. Cristian, of Y. M.. C. A. Washington,
D. C. robbed fifty graves in less than a year, and ,o]d
the contents to the doctors.
A. H. Waldron. Adrian, .Mich. of doing what was recommended in Deuteronomy, 14 chap. 51 verse
W. R. Caum, Hamilton, Ohio, charged hy Dr. MeLett!:'l'S to a Preacher.
Christie with gruubing his shade trees.....:Methodist.
NO. X.
Rev.-- a pious teacher at Warren, McComb Co.,
Mich., violating a dozen young school girls and swear"There is, I think, an awful mistake it your phiing them to secrecy on the crucifix of the church. losophy, which. is, that everything intangible iR
He ran away to escape being mobbed.
also uncertain. Our consciousnes is a much higher
Rev. D. M. White, Presbyterian, Pittsburgh, Pa., grade of knowledg-e than any received through the
seut to State Prison two years for stealing money.
senses. I do not claim for every per~on the spiritual
Rev. D. S. K. Pine, Pittsburgh, Pa., under serious sense, but there are t!Jose who know in whom they
charges hy a young woman.
have believed, others not knowing, no more disproves
Rev. Sam'! McBurney, Methodist, on trial at Col- the knowledge of those who have it, than the absence
umbus, Ohio, for immorality and falsehood-Mans- of the sense ol smeli in a few unfortunates disproves
the existence of odors. You believe in nothing that is
fieid, Ohio.
H.cv. Dr. Wm. G. Murray, rector of Central church, not material; do you not believe in a thought, in a menBaltimore, got drunk and was intensely profane.
tal conception, in a logical conc,usion? There is as
L11dy members of the church at Chelsea, Mass., steal- much material in a dead as in a live body. What then
ing jewelry to supply a table at a fair given by the is volition ?"-Rev. C. B.
. Friend B., I do not profess to have any consciousY. ~I. C. A.
Jordan, Marsh & Co., defrauding the government nesR aside fronl that which comes through the mectium
of several millions of revenue-Boston.
of the senses, and know nothing of any such intangible
Gen. 0. 0. Howard, in trouble about money of the thing, or no-thili!g, being in the possession of any one,
and consequently am unable to discern wherein lies
l•'reedmen.
Rev. A. Stilson, Clinton, Mich., confessed too much that "awful mistake in my Philosophy." It is very
intinmcy with the sisters-" nest hiding-."
true that "not every person has the spiritual sense," but
W. S. Brecknell, Cummingsville, Ohio, delegate of is it equally true that any have it ? Many believe in
Y. M. C. A. to Cincinnati, and vestryman of St. ghosts, spints, fairies, demons, angels, gods, etc., but
Philip'8 church, deserted wife and three children and mere belief never created tangibilites out of intanl!ibilities, reul or unreal! The absence of the sense ·of
eloped with a !'rail sister.
Rev. James K Reesdolph, Methodist, Adrian, Mich., smell in some does not disprove the existenPe of odors,
getling money under false pretenses and gl'tting drunk. because odors are mate1ial substanGell, real particles
Sent to the Detroit House of Corre(:tion for 60 day~. floating in the air, molecules whose size, force and ve1\'lrs. Harriet S. Griffin, Methodist, Ypsilanti, Mich., locity have in many in~tauees been measured, computed
and defined-com )Jared with oue another; but who can
suicide.
Rev. - - H.eynolds, Muhlenburg Co., Ky., brutally measure or define a "spiritual sense ?" As to a thougln
and repeatedly whipped .his daughter, aged 18, to or a 111ental conception I know nothing of these apnrt.
from matter. 1'hev are the results or mnuifestations of
force her to marry a man she did not want.
Rev. Hiram Meeker, Granville, W·ashington Co., living, organized 1i\at1er which is comprised within the
N. Y., fornication and adultery.
•· ·
limits of individual identities. lf there be as much
Rev. H. Foster, Circleville, 0., was. compelled· to material in a dead· as in a living body, this does not
marry Ids servant girl whom he had seduced.
prove that the life of thut body was immaterial, tmy
Rev. John Sully Watson, aged 65, Kansas, mur- more than is that of 11 dol! or a cut or 11 tree. What
life realyis, has never yet Lieen satisfactorily explained,
dered his own wife.
Rev. - - Jol.mson, seduced a child, 14 years old To say tl<at it is soul, mind or spirit, is to give utter-Williamson Co., '.renn·.
ance to :words that have no real meaning-, for what does
Rev. E. S. Whipple, Baptist; of Hillsdale College, any one know of these things separate from Jiving or-
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ganism t Trees and plants have life, bnt have they
mind or soul ? As long as men are content to think
"God breathed into man the breath of life" just
long will the "shadow of the cross" keep the world
in ignorance, by hindering the search for the real cause
and origin of life, soul and mind. It is absolutely
necessary that all belief in gods, christs, heavens and
hells shall be totally eradicated from the minds of the
people, before we can expect them to become receptive
to all the real facts of nature. The more actual knowledge we obtain the less use we have for these gods and
christs. The greater the development of humanity
itself into all that is great and guod, the less use and
need ~ve perceive of the~e intangibilities. Our first
duty IS to make of ourselve~ all that we posibly cau,
to become wtse and learned 111 re11l facts, and live out
in our daily lives so much of goodness, that the poor
blind bigots will no longer cry "The cross the cross
alone can make us wise.''
'
"Has not this cross, this emblem of salvation.
Rendered this life a temporal damnation?
Is not the crucifix a horrid sight?
Yet Christian Yahoos view it with deli2'ht.
Pulaski, Va.
EunNA D. BLENKER.

so

The Cabinet.
"Ever E-ince the great- flood, and perhat>s long before
All men have had Hobbies-some one and some mo~e
But whether we ride upon one, two, or three
Hobby-horse riding has always been free." '
Our modern Spiritualists, especially of the materializing "Jpe, distress, if not offend us with their cabinet
-thei·r hobby. They can't get us up saint nor sinner
Indian, squaw, pappoose, nor Witch of the mountain'
without a c ... binet-some little sly nook.
' ·
And there is our excellent His l!'xcellency, of the
Empire State. He, to0, has his Cabinet-his private
abode-his sanctum-sanctorum-where he materializes
the Executive wisdom of the State, in app1•ovals and
vetoes of the herculean labors of the ostensible representatives of the i:\overeign People.
Should we go up to Uncle Samuel's House, on the
banks of the Potomac, will we see Uncle Samuel?
Not this year. We might find a Cabinet.
Three score and ten years ago, when Bible reading
was part and parcel of Christian duty--the punishment of children-my tender piety was borrified at
the idea of the Lord God of Israel's shutting himself.
up in an ark-cabinet-coop-45x27x27 inches. If
you don't like my measure please measure for yourself-see Exodus xxv. 10.
I, too, have my cabinet-my sanctum-where I
enjoy and endure the sweets ot solitude. For amusement and sociability I get the germs of interesting
plants. To materialze the germs to tangible, seeahle,
smellable, enjoyable actuality, I find the cab~'rwt indispensable. A pot of dirt! Largely would I prefer
something more etherial.
Why is it that nil the good and pretty things vouchsafed by heaven to us materialized immo1tals, must
come through earthy media ? (See 2 Cor. iv. 7.)
Were I under the disagreeable necessity of answering the question so unwittingly asked, may be I would
do it something thusly, to wit: In the process of materialization-taking on the earthy-we get our spiritual perceptions blunted-get mixed up-muddledwith earthy elements-earthy appetites and propensities-out of which shoots forth, not exactly a Canada
t!Jistle-not a tobacco plant nor skunk cabbage-a
something, very much like nothing, that nobody can
endure in other folks, however much they may hug
it up in themselves. Some call it Eoo.
In deep consideration of oil and singular the facts
and premises aforesaid, I fail to discover a better way
than to be reconciled to the Divine overruling.
Many a tiwe, in early childhood days, I sacrificed
my little great Ego on the altar of obedience, just to
please my earthly mamma.
Why not, now, make sacrifices to please my heavenly mamma ?
What nonsense to talk about a papa in heaven and
never a mamma! Who wants a monstrosity heaven?
There are now-may be, in all the "worlds without
out end "-times when a mamma to sing the lullaby
would be decidedly refreshing.
Unclouded mental vision-clear views of mamma as
well as of papa-an all the heuvens above us, reconciles me even to the chastening rod-to any, and all,
ordeals needful to make me as Holy Etemal Mamma
and Papa would have me to be-to enable the Heavenlies to be pleased with me-and me with them.
Amen.
PRENTISs.
How VERY ODD !-Christianity is based upon an
imaginary failure in the Infinite! It assures us that
God tailed about six thousand years since, when be
"r€pented" having formed a human being \Gen. vi:
61. Moreover, it calls on us to believe that the Infinite
comes off second best in the fight between himself
anct the Devil. Nay, Jesus himself (Matt. vii: 13J accords the greater proportion or human souls (for
whose salvation he shed his blood,) as having at the
last day been victimized by his great enemy, the
Devil. And what an idea! The Devil .outwitting the
Infinite God! However, for myself, I must say that
I do uot see why the one that proves, in a fair fight,
the most successful should not sustain the highest
rank, and stand confessed, by all his competitors, as
the head of the heap.
LA RoY SuNDERLAND.
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(Continued frorn Seventh Page.!
demonstrated. Science is too slow for them, and so superstition, and have kept our hands unstained witll
·
·
and tried at Edinburgll for having denied the inspira- they invent creeds. They demand completeness. A human blood ?
tion of the Scriptures, and for llaving, on several oc- sublime segment, a grand fragment, are of no value . We deny !h~_tt religion is the end or· object of thiH
casions, wllen cold, wislled himself in llell tllat he to tllem. The demand they complete circle-tile en- hfe. When It IS so considered it becomes destructive
of llappiness-the real end of life. It becomes a hymight get warm. Notwitllstanding the poor boy re- tire structure.
In music tlley want a melody with a recurrin_g ac- dra-headed monster, reaching in terrible coils· from
canted and begged. for mercy, lle was found guilty
anJ llanged. His body was thrown in a llole at tile cent at measured periods. In religion tlley msist the heavens, and tllrusting its thousand fano·s into the
upon immediate answers to the questions of creation bleeding, quivering llearts of men. It de;'ours their
foot of tile scaffold and covered with stones.
Prosecutions and executions like tllis were common and destiny. The alpha and omega of all things must substance, build~ palaces for God (who dwells not in
in every Cllristian country, and all of them were based be in tile alphabet of their superstition. A religion temples made wrth llands), and allows his children to
upon the belief tllat an intellectual conviction is a tllat cannot answer every question, and guess every die in huts and llovels. It fills the eartll with mournconundrum is, in their estimation, worse tllan wortll- ing, heaven witll hatred, tile present witll fear, and
crime.
No wonder tile Cllurch llated and traduced- tile au- less. They desire a kind of tlleological dictionary- all the future with despair.
a religions ready reckoner, togetller with guideVirtue is !t subordination of the passions to tile inthor of the "Age of Reason."
England was filled with Puritan gloom and Episco- boards at all crossings and turns. They mistake im- tellect. It is to act in accordance with your highest
pal ceremony. All religious conceptions were of tile pudence for authority, solemnity for wisdom, and convictions. It does JIOt consist in believing but in
'
grossest nature. The ideas of crazy fanatics and ex- pathos for inspiration. The beginning and the end doing.
This is tile sublime truth that the Infidels in all ages
travagant poets were taken as sober facts. Milton are what tlley demand. Tile grand flight of the eagle
had clothed Christianity in the soiled and faded finery is notlling to them. They want tile nest in wllich llave uttered. They have handed tile torch from one
of the gods-llad added to tile story of Christ the fa. he was llatched, and e~pecially the dry limb upon to the otller tllrough all tile years that have' iled.
bles of Mythology. He gave to tile Protestant which ~~e roosts. Anything tllat can be learned is Vpon tile altar of Reason they have kept the sacred
Churcll th_e most outrageously matel'ial ideas of the hardly wortll knowing. The present is considered of fire, tmd tllrough the long midnight of faitll tlley fed
'
Deity. He turned all the angels into soldiers-made no value in itself. Happiness must not be expected the divine flame.
Infidelity is lib~rty; all religion is slavery. In
Heaven a battlefield, put Christ in uniform, and de· tllis side of the clouds, and can only be attained by
scribed God as a militia general. His works were self-denial and f!tith ; not self-denial for tile good of every creed, man IS tile slave of God-woman is the
considered by tile Protestants nearly as sacred as the otllers, but for tile salvation of yollr own sweet self. slave of man, and the sweet cllildren are tile slaves of
Paine denied the authority of bibles and creeds- all.
Bible itself, and tile imagination of the people was
We do not want creeds; we want knowledge-we
thoroughly polluted by tile horrible imagery, the sub· tllis was llis crime-and for tllis the world sllut tile
door in llis face, and emptied its slops upon llim from want happiness.
lime absurdity.of tile blind Milton.
·
And yet we are told by tile Cllurch tllat we have
Heaven and llell were realities~the judgment-day tile windows.
I cllallenge tile world to sllow that Thomas Paine accomplislled notlling ; that we are simply destroywas expected-books of account would be opened.
Every man would hear the cllarges against llim read. ever wrute one line, one word in favor of tyranny-in ers ; ~llat we .tear down without building again.
Is It notlung to free the mind ? Is it nothing to
God was supposed to sit on a golden throne, sur- favor of immorality; one line, one word against
rounded by the tallest angels, with harps in their what lle believed to be for the lligllest and best inter- civilize mankind ~ Is it nothing to fill the world with
hands and crowns on their heads. The goats would ests of mankind; one line, one word against justice, liil'ht1 with discovery, with _science ? Is it nothing to
be thrust into eternal fire on tile left, wllile the ortllo- charity, or liberty, and yet he has been pursued as t.hp;mfy man and exalt the mte!Ject? Is it nothing to
dox slleep on the rigllt were to gambol on sunny though lle llad been a fiend from hell. His memory grope .your way into the dreary prisons, tile damp and
lias been execrated as thougll he had murdered some droppmg dungeons, tile dark and silent cells where
slopes forever and forever,
Tile nation was profoundly ignorant, and conse- Uriah for his wife; driven some Hagar into the desert the souls of men are cllained to the floors of ·stone to
quently extremely religions, so far as belief was con- to starve with llis cllild upon her bosom ; defiled his greet tllem lik~ a ray of light, like tile song of a blrd,
own daugllters; ripped open with tile sword the sweet the murmur of a stream, to see the dull eyes open and
cerned.
In Europe, Liberty .was lying chained in the Inquis- bodies of loving and innocent women; advised one grow slowly brigllt, t_o feel yourself grasped by tile
ity-her wllite bosom stained with blood. In the new brother to assassinate another ; kept a harem witll shrunken and unused llands, and hearyourselftllanketl
world the Puritans had been llanging and burning in seven llundred wives, and tllree llundred concubines, by a strange and hollow voice ?
Is it nothin.g to conduct tllese souls gradually into
tile name of God, and sellino- white Quaker children or llad persecuted Cllristians even unto strange cities.
Tile Cllnrcll has pursued Paine to deter others. No tile blessed hgllt of day-to let tllem see again tile
into slavery in the name .of Cllrist, who said, "Suffer
effort has been in any age of the world spared to crusll llappy fields, tile sweet, green earth,; and llear tile
little children to come unto me."
Under such ·conditions progress was . impossible. out opposition. The Cllurcll used painting, music everlasting music of tile waves ? Is it nothing to
Some one llad to lead tile way. The Cllnrch is, and and architecture, simply to degrade mankind. But make men wipe the· dnst from tl1eir swollen knees
always has been, incapable of a forward movement. there are men tllat nothing can awe. There have been the tears from tlleir blancll ed and furrowed clleeks ?
Religion always looks bark. The Churcll has already at all times brave spirits tllat dared even the gods. Is it a small thing to reave the heavens of an insatiat~
red11ced Spain to a guitar, Italy to a hand-organ, and Some proud head has always been above tile waves. m~mster and write upon tile eternal dome, glittering
In every age some Diogenes lras sacrificed to all the wrth stars, the grand word-FREEDoM ?
Ireland to exile.
Is it a small tiling to quencll tile flames of llell witll
Some one n·ot ,connected with the Churcll had to gods. True genius never cowers, and tllere is always
the lloly tears of pity-to unbind the martyr from the
attack the monster that was eating out the heart of some Samson feeling for tile pillars of authority.
Catlledrals and domes, and chimes and chants- stake-break all the cllains-put out the fires of civil
the world. Some one had to sacrifice himself for the
good of all. The people were in tile most abject slav- temples frescoed and groined and carved, and gilded war-stay the sword of the fanatic· and tear the
ery ; their manhood llad been taken from them by witll gold-altars and tapers, and paintings of virgin bloody bands' of the Church from the 'wllite tllroat of
pomp, by.pageantry and power. Progress is born of and babe-censer and chalice, chasuble, paten and l::lcience ?
Is it a small thing to make men truly free-to dedoubt and mquiry. The Ullurcll never doubts-never alb-organs· and anthems and incense rising to the
inquires. To doubt is heresy-to inquire is to admit winged and blest-maniple, amice and stole-crosses stroy tile. dogma_s of ig~orance, ~::n:ejudice and power
and
crosiers,
tiaras
and
crowns-mitres
and
missals
-tile poisoned fables of superstitiOn, and drive from
that you do not know-tile Cllurch does neitller.
·
More than a century ago Catllol;icism, wrapped in and masses-rosaries, relics &nd robes--martyrs and tile beautiful face of tile earth the fiend of Fear ?
saints,
and
windows
stained
as
witll
tile
blood
of
It does seem as though tile most zealous Cllristian
robes red with tile innocent blood of· millions, holdCllrist,
never
for
one
moment
awed
the
brave,
proud
must at times entertain some doubt as to the divine
ing in her frantic clutch crowns and sceptres, honors
and gold, the keys of heaven and hell, trampling be- spirit of the Infidel. He knew that all tile pomp and origin of llis religion. For eitrllteen llundretl years
nel!-tll her feet tile liberties of nations, in· tile proud glitter had been purcllased with liberty-that priceless the doctrine has been preaclled. For more tllan a
moment of almost universal dominion, felt witllin jewel of tile soul. In looking at tile catlledral he re- tllousand years. t}-1~ Churcll bad, to a great extent,
her heartless breast the deadly dagger of Voltaire. membered the dungeon. The music of the organ was control of tile CIVIlized world, and what has been the
From that blow. the Church never can recover. Livid not loud enough to drown the clank of fetters. He result ? Are tile Christian nations patterns of charity
with llatred slle launclled her eternal anatllema at tile could not forget that the taper llad ligllted the fagot. and forbearance ?
On tile contrary, tlleir principal business is to degreat destroyer, and ignorant Protestants llave eclloed He· knew tllat the cross adorned the hilt of the sword,
and ~o wllere others worslliped, he wept and scorned. stroy eacll other. .More than five millions of Christhe curse of Rome.
The doubtor, the investigator, tile Infidel, have been tians are trained, educated, and drilled to murder
In our country tile Cllurcll was all-powerful, and
although divided into many sects, would instantly the saviors of liberty. Tllis truth is beginning to be their fellow-christians. Every nation is groaning
l'ealized, and the intellectual are beginning to honor under a vast debt incurred in carrying on war against
unite to repel a common foe.
tile brave thinkers of the past.
other Christians, or defendin!r tllemselves from CllrisPaine struck the first grand blow.
.
But the Church is as unforgiving as ever, and still tian assa~lt.. Til~ world is. c~vered with forts to proThe "Age of Reason ".did more to undermine the
power of, the Protestant Church than all other books wonders Why· any Infidel should be wicked enougll to tect Cllnstmns from Chnstians ; and every sea is
cov.ere~ with iron ~ousters ready to blow Christian
then known. It furnislled an immense amount of endeavor to destroy her power.
I will tell tile Church why.
brmns mto eternal froth. 1\'Iillions upon millions are
food for thought. It was written for the average
Yon have imprisoned tile human mind ; yon have annually expended in the effort to co_nstruct stillmore
mind, and is a straight-forward, honest investigation
been the enemy of· liber·ty ; you· llave burned us at de.adly and terribl~ ~ngines of deatll. Industry is
of the Bible, and of the Christian system.
Paine did not falter from the first-page to.tlle last. the stake-wasted us upon slow fires-torn our flesh cnppled, honest toil Is robbed, and even beggary is
He gives yon his candid tllougllt, and candid thoughts with iron ; you have co_vered us with chains-treated taxed to defray tile expenses of Cliristian warfare.
us as outcasts ; yon have filled tile world with fear ; There must be some other way to reform tllis world.
are always valuable.
The "Age of.Reason "has liberalized us all. It put you llave taken our wives and children frGm our arms; We have tried creed, and dogma and fable, and they
arguments in the moutlls of the people ; it put the you have confiscated our property ; you llave denied have failed ; and tlley have failed in all the nations
Chnrcll on tile defensive.; it enabled somebody in us the rigllt to testify in courts of justice ; yon have dead.
The people perisll for the lack of knowledge.
every village to corner tile parson ; it made the world branded us with infamy; yon llave torn out our
Nothing but education-scientific ealucation-can
wiser, and tile Church better;. it took power from the tongues; 'yon llave refused 11S burial. In the name of
your religion, yon have robbed us of every right; benefit mankind. We must find out the lttws of nature
pulpit and divided it am.:>ng the pews.
.
·
Jn8t in proportion that the llnman race has advanc- and after lliwing inflicted upon us every evil that can and conform to them.
We need free bodies !tnd free minds-free labor and
ed, tile Church has lost power. There is no exception bt: inflicted in this world, you llave fallen upon your
knee5, and with clasped hands, implored your God to free tllougllt-clrainless !rands, and fetterless brains.
to this rule.
·
Free labor will give us wealth. Free thought will
No nation ever_. materially advanced tllat lleld strict- torment us forever.
· Can you wonder tllat we hate your doctrines-that give us truth.
ly to the religion of its founders.
We need men with moral courage to speak and
No nation ever gave itself wholly to the control of we despise" your creeds-that we feel proud to know
the Cllurch without losing its po,wer, its honor and tllat we are beyond your power-that we are free in \~ri~e their real thougllts, and to stand by tlleir conspite of you-that we caii express our llonest thought, VICtiOns, even to the very deatll, We need have no
' existence. ·
,.
Every Church p~·etepds to hav!) found. the exact and that the whole world is e;randly -rising into the fear of being too radical. 'l'lle future will verify all
grand and brave predictions. Paine was splendidly
··
truth. 'fhis is the end of progi·ess. Why pursue blessed light ?
that which you have ? Wily investigate when yon ·· Can yon wonder that we point with pride to the in advance of llis time ; but he was orthodox compared
fact, that Infidelity bas ever been found battling for with the Infidels of to-day. ·
know?
Science, the gre.at Iconoclast, has been busy since
Every creed is a rock .in. running. :water :_, hull\an1ty· the rights of man, for the liberty of cons_cience, and
1809, and by the highway of Progres~ are the I.Jroken
sweeps by it.. Every creed cries to tile Universe, for tile llappiness of all?
..
Can yoi1 wonder tl\at we are pro•ld to know, that images of tile past.
•' Halt !" , A creed is the· ignoral;\t past, bullying the
On every hand the· people atlvance. The Vicar of
we have always been "disciples of Reason, and soldiers
enlightened present.
The ignorant ·are not satisfied with wllat can be of Freedom ; tllat we have denounced tyranny and God has been puslled from tile throne of the Cmsars,
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and upon the roofs of the Eternal City falls once more with iJ?-Lroverted eye, wllos.e most successful jlermous Hercules;' in deducing all tile phenomena of that
tile slladow of tile Eagle.
cost' ll1m no effort (many of them are printed and enjoy fearful malady from tile single won! snakes, sucrgested
All llas been accomplislled by the lleroic few. The. a wide circulation), and who, if not a very profound tile idea of testing men's pllysical and menta!"' condimen of science !lave explored !leaven and eartll, and ?lan, possesses a keen insight into human nature, and tion uy an examination of tlleir writings. The 'Emwitll infinite patience have furnislled tile facts. 'rhe 1s, moreover, one of the finest rlletoricians in the coun- issary of tile Devil's Pulpit' reflecting un this, instibruve tllinkers have used tllem. Tile gloomy caverns try.
tuted tile de lunatico inquirendo of tile dead, and
of superstition nave been transformed into temples of
Tllere is a tendency of tile mind, wllen it acts intent- Swedenborg leads a melancholy and inspired train to
tllougllt, and tile clemons of tile past are the angels of ly to exclude from itself all memory of other domains the asylums of the blest."
to-day.
of tllougllt and feeling, and to act and speak as if
So few are acquainted witll even tile rudiments of
Science took a handful of sand, constructed a tele- tlley did not exist. For instance, when we are at a the patllology of tile mind, and snell incorrect ideas
scope, and with it explored tile starry depths of comedy, we can form no idea wllatever of a funeral of insanity prevail, tllat tile subject is one difficult to
!leaven. Science wrested from the gods tlleir til under- and vice versa,· wllen we are cllarging the enemy o~ handle in newspaper articles, yet it is important tllat
bolts ; and now tile electric spark freighted witll llorseback, witll a revolver in eaclllland, we can form know ledge on tllis subject sllould be clissemiuatecl. I
tllougllt and love, flashes under all tile waves of the but little idea of how we would feel wllen addressing ~ llav.e .known J?OSt clear cases of insanity terminating
sea. Science took a tear from the clleek of unpaid a peace society. To men like Bentllam and Elder Ill su1c1de anclwcurable mania and deatll wllere the
labor, converted it into steam, created a giant that Mill, absorbed in tile pursuit of trutll, poetry and pue· fr~ends of tile parties resented any intimation tllat tile
tu~·ns witll tir~less arm, the ~ount~ess wlleels of toll.
rility seem synonymous tern;s, just as to a poet, the mmcl was affected, and could not be induced to use
fllomas Pame was one of tile mtellectual heroes- man wllo spends a fine mormug baggin(J' insects seems such m~asures as would have prevented a tragical
one of tile men to whom we are indebted. .His name I like a fool, so that while it is certain tlmt advancing concluswu. In fact, tile worst cases of insanity tllat
is associated forever witll tile Great Republic. As di&covery will trencll slill furtiler on the domain wllere I !lave ever observed, !lave not been recognized 1 perlong. as free govemruent exists be will be remembered, tile imagination yet mles supreme; yet tllose who llap~ not suspected, by the families or friends of tile
adm1red and llonored. .
!lave the best rigllt to speak assure us tllat wllat we sn?Ject. As :Maudsley remarks, " It is a vulgar and
He ~ivecl a long, ~ab9ri?us ~ud useful. life. Tile know, in proport.ion to our ignorance, is illustrated by ll!J?cllwvous error to suppose that a person who speaks
world 1s better for Jus havmg lived. For tile sake of the space occup!Cd by tile stars in proportion to tile ratwnally ami behaves witll propriety cannot be
truth lle accepted llalrecl and reproach for llis portion. surrounding darkness, and tllat it always must be so. mad."
He ate the bitter bread of sorrow. His friends were If tllis is true, imagination will always p.ossess ller
In ~n artic~e ol!- insanity, printed in a local paper,
untrue to him because lle was true to himself, and true field in wllicll to weave with our emotions tile flowers speakmg of msp1red autllors, I say: "Ancient times
fumished mauy examples ot such writings, of wllicll
to tllem. He lost the respect of what is called society, of poetry.
but kept llis own. His life is wllat tile world calls
Since the above was written Dr. Marvin llas explained tile Book of Enoch, giving the names of tile Angels,
fail me, and wllat history calls success.
that, in llis view, poetry has lost its place as a control- tile W a tellers of Heaven, describing tile Son of :Man
If to love you~ 'fellow men more tllan self is good- ing power over lluman tllougllt, altllougll it 'VOuld tile Ancient of Days, and the Tllrone of God in ian:
ness, 'rhomas Pame was good.
still be retained as a companion for ligllter !lours guage tllat cannot be smpassed, is a splendid and
If to be in advance of your time, to be a pioneer in and mentioned Paradise Lost as the last poem tllat striking example. Nor is there any reason wily such
books sllould not be read au~! admired, now that tlleir
tile direction of liglft, is greatness, 'l'llomas Paine was seriously influenced tile minds of men.
great,
Let us not disregard that whicll is before our eyes origin is explained and understood. As tile diseased
If to avow your principles and discllarge your duty because it :seems common. Whittier's anti-slavery oyster produces tile pearl, so gems of tllougllt and
in tile presence of deatll is lleroic, Thomas Paine was songs cllanted by tile plaintive v::>ices of tile Hutclliu- pearls of wisdom may be distilled from brains wllose
a llero.
·
sons from tile Atlantic to the Pacific, were not witllont inspiration is derived from eretllist.ic mania or catalep·
At the age of seventy-three death touched llis tired tlleir influenc in arousing tile Nortll to one of the most tic ecstacy
Dr. Marvin is on tile rigllt track. lam glad that lle
!lean. He died in tile land llis genius defended-under heroic struggles the world ever saw. Mrs. Stowe's '' U uthe flag he gave to tile skies. Slander cannot touch cle '!'om," which is really a poem, llacl its share also in exempted Homer, thougll I am a little uncertain as
llim uow-llatred cannot reach llim more. He sleeps tile great awakening. Tile Jolln Brown song echoing regards Sllakspere and Go;)the. Could lle not give us
in the sanctuary of tile tomb, beneatll the quiet of tile tllrougll every gorge from the Atlantic to the Gulf, au explanation of tile plleuomeua of materialized
stars.
clleered in llundreds of dreary marclles the tired legions spirits?
P. RoosEVELT JoHNsON, ~!.D.
A few more years-a few more brave men-a few of tile Nortll. Is this an unpoetic age ? The first flash
Sag Ha1'bor, Jnue iJO, 1875.
more rays of light, and mankind will venerate tile of tile wire under tile Atlantic tllrilled througll more
memory of llim wllo said :
hearts wiih a deeper sense of triumph tllau tile news
•' Any system of religion tllat sllocks tile mind of a of tile battle of Waterloo. Have we no great epics ?
cllild cannot be a true system ; "
Draper's ''Intellectual Development of Europe," every
Christian Intolerance.
"'l'lle world is my country, and to do good my line of wllicll is sonorous witll a rytllm tllat reminds
Mn.
EDITOH:
I !lave llearcl mucll said about tile
religion.''
you of an organ, is per !laps tile greatest epic ever written. It is notlling less tllan tile great sad story of tile bigotry and intolerance of Roman Catllolic priests, ifi
human race, and to turn from it to tile Iliad is like re- lands wllere they control botll Churcll and State; but
'"'Farewell Poetry."
sucll au incident as tile following llas never· before
turning to tile toys of cllildllood.
I confess to reading witll great pleasure, in tile last
So full is all science, literature and art of wonders al- fallen under my immediate notice.
A few ,veeks since, a friend of mine, a gentleman of
uumber of TnE Tnu•rn SEEKER, Dr. ~!arvin's most most acllieved, as triumph succeeds triumpll, and vista
poetic elaboration of tile idea tllat poetry, like pearls, opens upon vista, and we see everywhere tile first of J iberal views, wooed allll wou tile hand of au estimable
is tile product of clisea~;e, and if in positive conclusions· tllose morning beams whicll we fondly llupe will dis- young lady, also of my acquaintance, and the wedJing
lle did not get mucll beyond Pope's well-known couplet, pel tile uigllt of ignorance and suffering, and usher in day was set (April 18th,1875). My friend Mr. E. V.
"Great wits to madness nearly are allied,
tile broad daylight of knowledge and the warm til of Robinson (of Dowagiar, Micll.), being a Ereetllinker,
preferred to be married by a Justice; but llis betrotlled
And thin partitions do the bounds divide,"
Jove.
still tllere was a suggestiveness in llis tllougllt, as well
If a statement of tile poetic elements of tile present a member of the l\I. E. Uhurcll in tile vilage of Osseo'
as a beauty in its presentation tllat won upon us far seems to border on exaggeration, we must remember Hillsdale Co., Micll., desire~ tllat tile ceremonysllould
beyond tile usual productions of tile Liberal Club.
tllat once only in tile who!O! history of literature llas an be performed by au Elder o1 tile stune Cllurcll, named
But wllat ahout tile "farewell poetry''? To super- effort to clotlle tile present in tile robe of poetry suc- Rev. Ebenezer Hunt, with wllom she and her family
sede Poetrv by Science is like superseding a flower ceded : viz, in "Byron's Battle of Waterloo." Every had been intimately acquainted for many years, and
garden by cornfield, or the gl!lces ot life by its utilities age llas said to itself, "Til is is the age of prose." Never whom slle regarded as an old and true friend. 'fo
-tllis trutll, llowevel', remains, tllat just so far as any until the sllarp lines of tile intellectual demarkatious satis~y botll parties a double ceremony was· proposed,
domain is thoroughly explored by the intellect, just of the present have been mellowed by tile distance of and It wus agreed tllat Mr. Hunt sllould first marry
so far it becomes untenable to tile imagination. We time, llas tile picture assumed tile softened outline of tllem, antl til en tllat the ceremony sllould be repeated by
see this in botll poetry and fiction. No one now but an Indian summer landscape. Here is felt to be oue the Justice. Accordingly this man of God was intera Spiritualist would write a Hamlet with a gllost in it, of the deepes~ antagonisms of life. Tile intellect is ever viewed by l\Ir. R. and informed of Miss BraLlley's wisll
and it is certain til at our enjoyment of tllat play is very active witll its never eutling subdivisions (all knowl- witll their long acquaiutam:e ttnd friendsllipas a reason:
mucll diminislled by out entire disbelief in tile reality edge is classification), while tile wllole effort of art, and Mr. H. made no objections and tile matter.was considof the aparition. We are only preserved from a feeling its twin sister religion, is to impart to life a unity. ered settled. The appointed time approaches, tile arof iucongmity by placing ourselves in imagination in 'l'llat passion for religion, tllat instinct for unity burned rangements are nearly completed and all is well. Tile
tile position of our forefatllers, and looking at tile play the martyrs and led Comte to wisll to burn the libra- wedding day arrives, bdghter ami more clleerful
tllrougb tlleir eyes. Writers of romances in om' day ries, and in tile possible reconciliation of tllese diverse tllan for several days previous, but as it advances
!lave been driven from gods and lleroes, and even from elements lies one of tile great problems of tile futme. the wind shifts to a colder quarter and tllreateniug
clouds arise.
lovers, to characters which are really psycllological
J. Q. S.
We may now f~ucy tile llappy groom once more
studies~ as we see in tile works of George Elliot, George
wending llis way to tile abode of this clericaUriencl
Sand, i:ipielhagen etc.
Dr. Marvin Sustained.
of llis bride, and c'mgmtulating himself on tile con•:ert
But we may ask, is it probable that tile realm of tile
MR. EDrroH : I !lave read witll mucll interest Dr. of favorable auspices, the approval of friends and acunknown w llicll is also that of the imagination, will
quaintances, tile intellectual cllaracter hi"h moral
ever be fully explored? '\Vllen a hnman being be- Marvin's lecture in your last number, A study of wortll, und undoubted afl'ectiou of the w~ma;he loved
comes to us like a type-writing machine, and we can mental patllology led me to the conclusion tllat insan- wllicll seemed to augur prosperity and happines~
not only produce a certain cftect by touclling a cer- ity in some of those forms wllicll I class as emotional, along tlleir futme patll. But pause! He stands in
tain key, but trace witll entire freedom and certainty the milder epilepsy, catalepsy and eretllistic mania, the slladow of tllat preacher's roof, and there, witlltile chain of causation through all the levers of the ma- was tile basis of tile pllenomena attributed in all ages out previous inti!nation, this Stone of Help; this Ebenchine, then, no doubt,. tile d01nain of poetry will be to supernatural inspiration. In an article on Prof. ezer Hunt flatly mformed my friend that lle could not
greatly reduced ; but meanwllile to say that Dr. Tyndall, I stated, "Tile discoveries of mental patllol- marry a "Cllri~tiau lady to a disbeliever','-hc did not
I will
~Iai'vin, or Dr. Draper, is insane because lle posseses ogists cannot readily be laid before the public.
to a disbelieving gentleman.
a nature so tremblingly alive to tile harmony of simply state, llowever, til at they explain all tile phe- sayAnd
now as til is condemned heretic seeks tile llappy
tllought and expression tllat he gives. us a medical nomena covered by tile vague term inspiration by home where llis fair lady is waiLing, what are tllose
natmal
causes,
and
destroy
the
doctrine
of
revelation
lecture which is at tile same time a poem, is evidently
tllrough inspired men or writings as effectually as anxious tlloughts and questions whicll thus darken
a misuse of language.
countenance? But pn•judice and bigotry formed
It is well to note also that, whatever.merit tile class pllysiology does tile doctrine of immortality." In il- his
uo part of Miss P. 's mental make-up. Love's dictates
of literature to wllicil Lizzie Doten's poems belong may lustration; I condensed Maudsley's essay on Sweden- were, and ever should be, more potent tllau priest or
possess, i; llas always a false ring, the disease crqps out, borg, and published it as a uewspttper article, bring- parsuns. Accordingly they were joined in matrimoit smacks strougly of imitation, and does not, among ing out a series of replies from" New Jerusalem," to ny by Mr. Hiram Decker, a justice of I he peace in
judges, pass for the true metal. 'l'he only exception which I retorted, quoting the diary of Swedenborg as Osseo. The clergy aucl the laity of both Romish tmd
to tllis remark, so far as I know, is both the prose and evidence of llis insanity.
In au article !leaded " Clerical Criticism,'' called Protestant cllurches in tllis country, (or at least a
poetry of 'l'. L. Harris. 'rhere is real genius, but is.
large majority of tllem), are ghtd of any and every
there real disease? All fanatical movements contain fortbby attacks from the local clergy and a vagabond opportunity to bully, bribe and persecute. the Freelecturer
from
Brooklyn,
I
stated
:
"Tile
Rev.
R.
a proportion of hypocrites, wllo are, as often as otllerthink<~rs of this laud into cowardly, if not tame, subwise, the leaders themselves. It is, llowever, only fair Whittingham, when he intimated tllat Prof. Huxley mission to tlleir nlll'ighteous and ungodly rule. And
was
suffering
from
delirium
tremens
wllen
he
wrote,
to say, tllat there is a type of mind whicll seems to be a
tllen tllese same priests !lave the consummate impuconnecting lin!' between genius and disease, I have 'Extinguished theologians lie about the craJle of dence to get up iu their pulpits and preacll to tile
every
science.
as
tile
strangled
sualws
besiLle
tllat
of
iu tuy mind tt great preacller who walks among men

a
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people about religious liberty. Every person who
harbors the idea of religious freedom ~s a present
reality in America, is either one wl10 knows nothing
on the subject-one who never thinks-or an inexcusable idiot, made such by his religion.
In my opinion, the day is not far distant when
Freethinkers must either shed blood or lose the last
semblance of their freedom. It seems to me that any
one of common sense cannot fail to perceive this truth.
I know of but one remedy namely : for the Freethinkers to rally in their own defense, and organize on a
common basis, and that speedily.
. A. M. SHOTWELL.
Concord, Miclt., May 29th, 1875.

[IT has been inconvenient for us to be present at
the two recent meetfngs of the LIBERAL CLUB, and
having quite imperfect notes, and the subjects treated
and discussed not being especially interesting, and as
we have an abundance' of other matter we are anxious
to place before our readers, we will omit our usual
Liberal Club report in this issue.-ED. T. S.]

Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
About the middle of May, the National Woman's
Sufi"I·age Association held their annual convention
in the new Masonic Hall, twenty-third st. and sixth
ave., in this city .. I was only present at the afternoon
meeting. Among the speakers to whom I listened,
was the lady whose name heads this article. What
a vision of matronly beauty she is to be sure ! I only
wonder that any masculine remains unconverted who
comes within hearing 'of her voice. She is a complete
mistress of her subject, and her clear, concise, yet
pointed ways of expressing herself make her a most
effective speaker. Her speech was a rehash of the old
arguments, well seasoned with new and original illustrations. I do not know how others were afl'ected, but
for the first time I found occasion to difi'er from Mrs.
Stanton. In naming the difl'erent objections made to
giving woman the ballot, the one she smd upon which
most stress was laid, is that politics would contaminate women-and just here let rue say, my experience
has been the same in this matter. One would certainly
think from the argument, that men turned fiends on
election day, and became too terrible for contact with
other creatures. Now really they are the same men who
jostle and crowd us in the street car5, and allow us to
stand invmiably. I protest against this shabby excuse.
A women who has been compelled to ride daily on an
eighth or third ave. car has served an apprenticeship
which renders her fully competent to vote. If their
are any worse specimens at the polls, let us treat them in
the way Holmes would treat a constitutional liar" chloroform him gently out of existence." But to return
to Mrs. Stanton-and it was really a great breach of
etiquette to interrupt her-I ask her pardon-admittlllg the low tone, of ward rooms, she suggestted a substitute for them. ''The act of voting" said
she "is one of the most important acts of life, l would
suggest, that on election days, the churches be thrown
open, and in the house of God, with the organ sounding forth sacred music, the act should be performed in
the most solemn and reverential manner." How do
our orthodox friends relish this? Next thing we shall
hear of stock-gamblers and gold-brokers, playing their
tricks at the very foot of the altar. They do, now, only
I mean their every-day tricks, not their Sunday ones.
Holy voting ! Of course, everything done inside the
church is holy, no matter if it's adultery. What arediculous proposition this was on Mrs. Stanton's part.
It is the old idea, the old leaven still working-in tlteprecincts oj'the clmrch eve1ytldng must be more pure and lwnest than without-as if the man or woman in whose
soul there exists no sense of truth and honor, could suddenly be changed into such. I don't object to usine:
churches for any purpose of public meeting, but not
with the idea of instilling b)' such use, higher and
purer ideas of duty and honesty. Look how each daily
paper swells the list. of tricky and dishonest clergymen,
until soon they will be so numerous tllat they may
join hands and spau the earth. Asan example of
church voting let me cite n recent occurrence in this
city in one of the largest and wealthiest congregations,
to wit, Dr. Chapin'~. Some years ago a society was
formed among the ladies of this church; a subscription raised and a home built for the aged and infirm, called "the Chapin Home." A President and
other officers were duly elected, and matters went on
well until recently, at an election of officers for the
present year, some objection was made to the matron
of the home, and the wrangle grew so fierce that two
fifth ave. millionaires, husbands oftwo ladies in one of
the con'testing factions were ejected from the meeting,
and the result is a falling otl' of many wealthy faniilies
from the church. Here w "s reverential holy voting in
church and on church matters. I am afraid if our
saintly church people make such failures, the eflect on
the common multitude won't lle of a very elevating
character when churches are turned into ward-rooms-

ancl what is there of a reverential character in the
churches of to-day ? The Catholic Church contains
most that is consistent. The Virgin Mary is worshiped,
and surely, as the sparkling little lecturer Laura Cuppy
Smith says, "She ought to be held in high esteem,
since she brought forth the Savior of the world
without the assistance of any man." We have no objection to women clinging to the l)hurch, but let them
no longer be blinded to the fact that honesty and truth
are inherent in men's souls, and not the product of
creed or church. Men's acts are not affected by the
place, but by the inner sense of right and justice which
prompts them.
'l'he idea that women will sweep in as a grand disinfectant, to purify the po.itical atmosphere is a great
mistake. But whether for better or for worse, her ri~ht
to the ballot is undoubted. If men were as ready to
hang for us, and sufler the penalty of our crimes, as
they are to vote for us, we should be better satisfied.
When political corruption and fraud have gone their
full length, then comes a reaction. "When tllings are
at their worst, they are sure to mend " said Dolly V arden. I am convinced if women ever get the ballot,
they will very easily adjust themselves to circumstances, and whether it be to the inspiring notes of handorgans playing" Mulligan Guards," or a churcll chior
peeling forth "Nearer my God to thee," we shall be
equal to the occasion, and do our duty or neglect it,
just as men do, according to our several capacities.
Dr. VENON.

Bible Contradictions.

READEn : Is the Bible D1vme or Human ? Is it
the word of God or the work of man ? If the first,
it must be perfect, true and uncontradictory; if the
last, it may be imperfect, untrue and contradictory.
If it is found to be the latter, it cannot be of God.
Have you searched the Scriptures? Have you attentively read the Bible ? What uo you think of its
tr).lthfulness? We commenu a few passages to your
consideration.
I have seen God face to face. . .
No man hath seen
God at any time.
With God all things are :vossible.
. . And tile Lord
was with Judah. and he drave out the inhttbimnts of the
mountain; but could not drive out tile inhabitants of the
valley, because they had chariots of iron.
I am the Lord, I cha11ge not. I will not go back, neither
will I repent. . . • And God repented of the evil that
he said he would do unto them, and he did it not.
There is no respect of persons with God. . . . Jacob
haYe I loved. and Esau have I hated.
Is not my way equal? . . . For whosoever hath, to
him shall be given; but whosoever hath not, from him
shall be taken away even that he hath.
I am a jealous God. visiting the iniquities of the fathers upon the children. . . . The son shall not bear the
iniquity of the father.
I
It is impossible for God to lie. . . . If the Prophet be
deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I the Lord have
God in the Constitution.
deceived that prophet.
The following notice of a speech made by Ex'.rake no thought for the morrow. . . . But if any
Gov. CHARLES RoBINSON, of Kansas, delivered at provide not for his own, and especially for those of his
Leavenworth, in that State, June 20th, was sent us own house. he hath denied the faith and is worse than an
by a friend. It has the right ring, and possesses a~ infidel.
All they that take the sword shall perish with the sword.
gument and truth:
. , . He that hath no sword, let him sell his sword and
Taking the resolutions of the amendment conven- buy one.
tion as his text, he thought it pertinent to enquire
Provide neither gold nor silver nor scrip for your jourwhat sort of a God it is that is desired in the National ney. neither shoes nor yet staves. . . . Take nothing
Constitution He began at the beginning and elabor- save a staff only; no scrip, no bread, no money, but be
ated the picture of the God of Genesis-a being that shod with sandals,
was so uncertain of his purpose and power that he
Be not afraid of them that kill the body. . . . And
he did things that he was very sorry for afterwards after these things Jesus would not walk in Jewry. because
and vented the evil results of his mistakes upon th~ the Jews sought to kill him.
innocent creatures he had created. He traced the
Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. .. . . 'fhe
God-notion of the ancient Jews through 1111 their his- new moons and sabbaths I cannot away with; it is intory, and marked with keen analysis the weakness of iquity.
his character and the insufficiency of his power. It
Thoil shalt not commit adultery. . . All the women
was a rare presentation of the God-thought of the his- children keep alive for yourselves.
torical religions of christendom. Coming down to
Whore-mongers and adulterers God will judge. . . .
the modern times, he showed the great diversity of Then aaid the Lord unto me, Go yet, love a woman, an
men's notions about God, and outlined the peculiar
distinctions, of the many sects in their interpretations aduitere&s.
If brethren dwell together and one of them die. the
of the God-idea. Then he held up the difficulty of
making any particular notion, or the idea of any par- wife of the dead shall not marry without; her husband's
ticular sect, the idea of the nation. This much done brother shall take her to wife. . . . If a man shall take
it was easy to show the trials that must ensue whe~ his brother's wife, it is an unclean thing.
I counsel thee to keep the king's commandment. . . ·
any general thought of God should become the national expression. Each one must give to the expression But the midwives feared God, and did not as the king
his own interpretation, and the war of the sects would commanded.
Let every soul be subject to the higher powers. . . .
then be fairly inaugurated. 'l'he Governor called attention to the fact that the world had been in exist- Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, answered and said:
ence a long time, and many nations had lived- Be it known unto thee, 0 king. that we will not serve thy
flourished, and worshiped God devoutly, and pious gods nor worship the golden image which thou hast
people had sacrificed thousands of human lives to set up.
For rulers are not a terror to good works but to evil
their own God, yet it was only after a nation came
that is now called Godless, a nation that makes no . . . And the rulers were gathered together against the
national expression of belief in God, that the freedom Lord and against his Christ.
The powers that be are ordained of God. . . . Both
of man and the horror of slavery was well established
and the worth of the human soul fully declared by the Herod and Pontius Pilate.
And it was the third hour. and they crucified him . . . .
national law and practice. If the terrors of the past
and the inhumanities of the ancient nations were don~ It was about the sixth hour. and he saith, Shall I crucify
under the supervision of the Deity they were so con- your kinll'?
stant in acknowledging, and the grandest truths of
The first day of the week cometh Mary Magdalene unto
life have been established in the world by a nation the sepulchre. . . . The first day of the week came
that has no Divine King, what claim can be urged in Mary Magdalene and the other Mary.
favor of such an acknowledgment now? The point
Mary Magdalene and Mary, the mother of James, and
was well put, and the attention of all our anti-slavery Salome brought sweet spices. . . . It was Mary Magfriends is called to it. Altogether it was a very fine dalene and Mary, the mother of James, and other women,
exposure of the want of intelligence in this direction hat were with them.·
of the Constitution makers. We hope the lecture
And the men which journeyed with him [Paull stood
will not be filed away in some drawer, for it ought to speechless. hearing a voice. but seeing no man. . . .
be given a wide circulation. In this effort the Gov- And when we were all fallen to the earth. I heard a voice.
ernor only followed the logical course of his wb.ole And they that were with me heard not the voice.
life-the defense of liberty and the bursting of all
'.rherefore Miclial. the daughter of Saul, had no child
foolish bubbles. We hope the Governor will preach until the day of her death . . • . The five sons of Michal,
often.
the daughter of Saul. ·
And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel.
THE "HoLY TRINITY. "-And why do you say and he moved David against them to say. Go, number
"trinity," when your Bible describes jour "persons," Israel. . . . And Satan provoked David to number Isreal or imaginary? Yes, four i:nvisiUes are named, rael.
but of whose personal identity nothing is known.
And David's heart smote him after he had numbered
And these four, it is said, perform all the Bible mira- the people. And David said unto the Lord, I have sinned
cles ; and, according to modern Christianity as it ap· greatly in that I have done. . . . David did that which
pears in Methodist and. other '·revival" sects, the was right in the eyes of the Lord all the days of his tHe,
Christian Devil or ''the fourth person " in the Bible save only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite.
coterie, performs all tile miracles in modern SpiritualI bear witness of myself, yet my record is true. .
ism. But which of them it may have been that" in· If I bear witness of myself my witness i~ not true.
spired" the writers of the Bible we do not know, nor
By the deeds of the Jaw shall no flesh be justified.
what invisible, if any, that this book represents as The doers of the Jaw shall be justified.
having also "inspired" snakes, locusts, frogs, flies,
A man is not justified by the works of the Jaw. . . Ye
camels, oxen, asses, sheep, and doves, including one soe, then, how that by works a man is justified.
calf, and nondescript monsters, with "ten horns and
The trumpet shttll sound and tile dead shall be raisotl.
seven heads," having "eyes before and behinu."
He that goeth down to the grave shall come up no
LA RoY SuNDEHLAND.
more.
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My yoke is easy and my burden is light. . . . All that
will Jive godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution.
There shall no ev!J happen to the just. • . . Ye shall
be hated of all men for my name's sake.
Wisdom's ways are ways of pleasantness and all her
paths are peace. • . . In much wisdom is much grief,
and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow.
It shall not be well with the wicked. neither shall he
prolong his days. . . . Wherefore do the wicked Jive,
become old, yea. are mighty in power.
Foolishness is bound up in the heart of a child, but the
rod of correction will drive it far from him . • . • Tho'
thou shouldst bray a fool in mortar. yet will not his foolishneRs depart from him.
The 'rich man's wealth is his strong tower. • • - Woe
. • The destruction of the
unto you that are rich.
poor is his poverty.
Blessed be ye poor. . •
Give me neither poverty nor
riches, Jest I deny thee, or lest I be poor and steal.
The above quotations are correctly given; though,
for brevity's sake, chapter and verse are omitted.
They are but a small part of the contradictions the
Bible contains. They may, indeed, be recorded by
hundreds and thousands, to say nothing of other fallacies and absurdities.
Th0se who wish a larger collection of Bible contradictions, are referred to a pamphlet called Self-Gontradiction.q of the Bibk, containing forty-eight pages.
Price, 25 cents.
Sold at the office of THE TRUTH
SEEKER.

Underwood's Prayer.
In March, 1872, B. F- Underwood held a debate two evenings with the Rev. Mr. Taylor at Westfield, Pa. On the
first. evening Mr_ Taylor opened the exercises with a regular orthodox prayer, and on the second evening Mr.
Underwood opened with the following, and his friends
thought it a decided improvement upon the prayer of the
Reverend gentleman of the previous evening:

in an insignificant contest like this between our
friend and ourself ?
We i·ealize the fact that the intellectual work of the debate must be performed by the disputants, and we think
it unwise for either of us to look tll thee for victory.
Whether "Providence is on the side of the stongest.battalions" or not, we notice that they generally win, and
without regard to the right and justice of t.he cause
in defense of which they fight. We have not forgotten
that the patriot army of Hungary was overwhelmed
and defeated bythe powerful and diciplined hosts of
perjured Austria. "Trust in God, but keep your powder dry,'' said Cromwell to his soldiers. As we are
satisfied that in physical warfare more depends upon
the quality and condition of ammunition than upon
mere "trust in God," so in an intellectual contest like
this we believe that acquaintance with the subject, and
power and skill in presenting arguments, are more important than "reliance on thee." Fred. Douglas said
he prayed fifteen years, but the prayer most certainly answered in his case was the prayer that he
made with his legs, when he ran away from bondage.
An amiable, but evidently visionary individual, frequently called thy son, and believed by many to be
"God manifest in the flesh," is reported to have said
that with faith to the amount of a grain of mustard
seed men could remove mountains. Now we are satisfied from observation and experience that with a mountain of faith we should fail to remove even a grain of
mustard seed, unless adequate physical force were applied.
We cannot help noticing that Christian.~ have but
little faith in thine interposition in practical affairs.
Having built a church and dedicated it to thee, they
are not content with asking thee to save it from
the thunderbolt of heaven. Ju•st like us ''unconverted
sinners " when we put up buildings for business purposes, they go to the expense of attaching lightning
rods to their houses of worship.
Had we any faith in the efficacy of prayer, tllere are
many favors we might solicit ; but since we are
certain that we can obtain nothing by addresses to thee
which would not come just as surely without the
prayers, we close these prayerful rem:1rks to turn our
attention to our opponent, and to the important subject
under consideration. AMEN.

Thou incomprehensible Being, Power, or Essence,
said to exist and to be the Author of Nature, called by
different names-Brahma, Jehovah, Lord, Jupiter, Allah-worshiped as a Negro in Africa, as an Indian by
the untutored savage of America, and by the mass of
Christians as a Caucasian seated on a throne, with a
crown on thy bead and a scepter in thy hand, and
angels all around chanting thy praises and ministering
to thy wants-believed alllong the more thoughtful of
thy worshipers to be something of which no correct
conception can be formed, and recognized by us unregenerate J nfidels only as the aggregate of the forces
of Nature inherent in and inseparable from matter,
con!'t.ituting the soul of the universe-that which
"Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,
Glows in the stars and blossoms in the trees"JAMES N. MooRE, Avoca, N. Y., writes: THE TRUTH
whatever .thou art, we make no attempt to extol thy SEEKER grows better every day. I would not do without
it
for twice its cost. Long may it wave.
name, for if but half as great and good as many of
W. P. KREMER, Wapello, Iowa, writes; I am well pleasthy worshipers profess to believe, thou canst not be
ed With THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is jus such It paper as
pleased with the flatteries or praises of men. We every Liberal should feel it his duty to support. It fills n,
make no attempt to give thee information, for they vacuum long felt in the Liberal ranks.
JoHN R. STRATTON, Leetonia, 0 .. writes: I have been
who claim to be in special communication with thee scattering
a few 'l'RUTH SEEKERS, and they are making
declare that thou knowest all things, even the iner- their truthful marks wherever seen, 'rhey are opening
the eyes of the blind, driving darkness away, and giving
most. secrets of the heart of man.
great light to free, receptive minds. Superstition, priest.We do not ask for any special favors for our oppo- ly bigotry, damning souls to an eternnl burning mnst
ultimately fall. Enclosed I send you the name of rr new
nent, for he has ah·e!tdy told thee what he wants, mid subscriber.
he is snppose<i to know his own needs better than we
W. RICHARDsON, Del Norte. Col, writes: Ther9 is no
·tl
W
k
· 1f
f
paper I miss receiving so reluctantly as THE Tr<UTH
can se t th em f OJ I.
e as no specm avors or our- SEEKER-the ventilator of old theology-through which
self because in the first place it does not comport with so much pure :tir and dear light streams to refresh our
'
.
'
.
.
.
. .
.
·miasmatic world. This appreciation is my excuse for
our notiOns of fair play to mvoke thme a1d Ill an Ill tel- again writing to tell you I do not get my paper at this oflectu·ll contest with a gentleman who bas come here fie<>. P!ease let me again ask you to C\mnge it fr9m Pucb,
Jo to this place. The trouble may be 111 the mails, I am
to discuss with us and not 1oith thee,· in the second getting so hungry for its feast of good things that I cnn. k
·
.
: ·
·
. d
not refrain from writing you to see th:tt it comes to this
place, we tlun we can sustain om positiOn In th1s e- uffice, and thine shall be the praise, etc., etc.
bate with no other assistance than that afforded hy the
llriss IDA BEDFORD. D!oomfield, l\Io., writes: l\Iy mother
silent but powerful aids which lie on the table before has been taking your paper nearly two years, and we nll
like
it more and more the longer we read it. I am nearly
ns ; and in the third place, however much either of us seventeen
years of age, and until I began to re:td 'l'HE
might desire special help from thee, we do not believe TRUTH SEEKEr< I never had an idea of advancement :tnd
progress, but it soon set me to thinking upon a good
thou wouldst interfere to give one the slightest advan- many subjects I had never thought upon before, and besides upheld me in convictions alreldY entertained. I
tage over the other.
send n, poor :tttempt at poetry, if you deem it worth pubB11t a few years ago our beloved country (this is not lishing give it a place in your columns. I hope 'l'HE
TRUTH SEEKER mn,y be successful in its search after
said for thy information) was suffering all the horrors light, truth and liberty.
of civil war, our hearts were saddened by the sight of
NEWTON MuRPHY, Pharisburg. 0., writes: I hav•> the
to acknowledge the receipt of your papers. 'l'!Ie
''States disseve!'ed, discordant, belligerent and drench- pleasure
populace here are very fanatic, and if any pcr~on sl!oulcl
ed in fraternal blood." Millions of prayers wont up enunciate the slightest disbelief in n,ny part of their·· sacow "-the Bible-they would ridicule them. Their
from pulpit., fireside and tented field, both North and cred
thoull'hts seldom rn,nge beyond the gratification of foolish
wtnitws
and mere selfishness. 'l'hey have neYer refiec,ted
South, in treating thee to interpose-stop the terrible·
on life, men, nor manners; their minds have not turned
strife between brothers, and stny the effusion of blood. to the contemplation of the works and wondors of Nature.
I hea.rtiJy endorse the objects and aims of your paper,
Bnl the san~uinary contest. continued without any in- and
congratulate you upon the efforts you are mttking to
tervention by thee, and was brought to a close only spread the truth and advocate the ril!ht. I hope 'l'HE
TRUTH SEEKEr< may become a household word. It is
when the South had been exhausted in resources, and certainly worthy of being kept in every household, and
was no longer able to ofl'er resistance to the armies of of being cherished by the people at large. It contains the
best literary matter I find, and reading is the nourishthe Union. How then can we expect thee to interfere ment of the mind. I wish you great success.

Jiriendlu f!Iorrtspondelue.
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ANTHONY JONES. Dekoven, sending in the names of four
new subscribers, writes: I am sorry to say my friend
Leobefer has missed receiving two numbers of his papr r, and I am sorry for John because he values them so
highly and is extremely anxious to get them. He tells me
be cannot afford to miss a single article, however small
bec:tuse they all contain so much that is good and true
and reasonnble. But praise is hardly necessary from
John or myself: yoUL· paner speaks for itself to any reasonable person free frQm theological and priestly influence. I wish you a long and happy life.
JosEPH BoLTON, Atlant:t, Kan., writes: Enclosed find
$5, for Which credit me with Vol. III. of THE TRuTH
SEEKEr<. and senrll\Ir. Darwin's "Origin of the Speeies"
and one dollar's worth of TRUTH SEEKER Tracts. I want
them to do missionary work with. Prospects are good
here, and after harvest I shall make an effort to extend
your circul:ttion here. The times have been so hard
papers have been patronized to a very limited extent
espec1:tlly those like ~·ours, directecj to a speci!LI object:
But I have spread mme far :tnd Wide, and believe they
have made some strong impressions-perhaps some subS'iribeTs. I intend, however, to double my efforts in that
d1rectwn.
WILBURN ALLEN. Powhattan, Ark., writes: Encloser!
fi.nd one doll:tr, for which send me THE TRUTH SEEKEll
s.1x months. I w_ould b<>glad to•subscribe for a longer
time, but money IS very sc:trce at present. I must have
~HE TllUTH SEEKEr< as long as it is to be had. I considf'r
1t the best Libeml paper published in the country; it gets
better and better every number. I nm only a boy nineteen years old, yet I take :t grPat interest in the cause of
Free Thought. Nearly everybody in this county belongs
to one corner of the Church, and they think I and niy
f9lks are." powerfully wickad." Ignorance and superstitwn are Ill the ascendency here, and probably will be so
long as .free schools are kept out. The ~mop!!' swallow
everythmg the preachers tell them. I Wish your paper
contmued success.
JAMES H. LINDSAY, Scott Bar, Cal .. writes: Find enclosed
seven dollars for subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER·
9n.e year fqr Charles Eisher, and three years for myself:
1f 1t and I live that long, and I hope it will. If I do not I
want when I die :tcopy buried with me to have to re.'Ld
on the other side. I have been waiting to send you mo're
names, but have not been successful in that respect. You 1•
reply to Eld!Jr .Shelton's last !:!last is in itself worth n,
yen,rs subscnptwn. I fear he w1ll blow himself up. If he
will come out here to Siskin yon County and look at these
mountains I guess he will conclude there have been some
upheavals.
.
[We are grateful to our friend for his liberality, If
such killduess wns more common it would be well for
our cause.-Ed. '1'. 8.]
EDITH MoNTROSE, P:tris, Texas, writes: For the enclosed
p!ease.send me. THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTs herein named.
I obtamed a list from :t borrowed J?:tDer. I am not yet
ready to bear my own cross up the lull of crucifixion so
I borrow a paper from a friend, and ask you to so wr~p
the tracts that the contents cannot easily be discovered at
this office. It is bad, I know, to Jive such an enslaved life
but I cannot help it at present; my cit·cumstances are
very peculiar, but I Jiye in hopes th:tt I mn,y be permitted
to come out on the s1de of Reason and Free Thoul!ht yet
before I go hence. I glory in our !1:tPP.rs. THE TmJTH
SEEKER, The llwrsti.aato1' and Common SPnsr, published
away out here in the "Lone Star State." It certainly
sheds a beautiful light amidst the d:trkness of Christian
mythology, and its bold Editor, Col. R. Peterson, richly
deserves an omtion of gratitude from every broad-minded man and woman in our State. Thanking you for thP.
comforting truths you are sending out broadcast over the
land, I n,m with you in the true faith.
ORRis BARNES, P. l\I., Clay, N.Y., writes: I think THE
TnuTH SEEKER the most bold and outspoken paper in the
world, and I hope it is p!nced on a firm b:tsis, :tnd t-hat it
mn,y continue to flourish. Well may it be proud of its
title. It is significant :tnd comprehensive. I n,m a Spiritualist, and love the good. old Bamm- of Lioht-long mn,y
it wave I I think sometimes it wit holds mn,ny things that
ought to come before the people, for fear of offending
somebody. I find THE TRUTH SEEKER not so; as I sairl,
it is bold and outspoken, Jet it hit whomsoever it will.
"'l'ruth is mighty and will prevail." I append an :tcrostic I wrote npon the n:tme of a niece of mine in Flushing,
:lfich. I will be pleased if you will publish it.
ACROSTIC.
Aspire, dear nie,~c to succeed in your school.
Give heed to your teacher, and obey every rule:
Never be discouraged, though your labors be hard,
Every moment improve, and be on your guard,
So thnt yonr teacher mn,y hear you recite
Long lessons, well committed by night.
•·onw:trd and upward," Jet this motto be thine,
Until yon have passed the portals of time.
Inspired by n,JI tlmt is noble :tnd good,
F'ure as you're alive you'll be nearer to God.
Every good act, and all your good deeds,
Can bring yon more ple:tsure than orthodox creeds;
Remember this thing, they help only to bind
Our liberty of conscinnce, and dwarf the young mind.
Novcr. dent· niece. subseribe to a creed,
!{now ledge and liberty are all that we need.
l\1Rs. E. D. RLENKEn, Snowville, Va, writes: We were
more than pleased with thy reply to Elder Shelr.on. It
wn,s "splPndid." I havo received another Jetter from the
Hev.l\Ir. Bullnnl (to. whom I have addressedsevem!Jettcrs
in 'l'rm TRUTH SEEKEH) but he obje,•ts to my publishing
any pn,rt of it "·ithout having it all published, Speaking
of THE TRUTH SEEKER which I sent him some time ago,
containing my reply to some of his ob~ervations, Jw say~:
"You doubt whether such persons as Christ and his
n,postles ever existed. Had yon enjoyed the culture, tho
rending :tuu rescnrch of such men as Hume, Voltaire,
Gibl.Jon, ,3p<>nccr, Henan, Stmuss, l\Iill, Tyncl:tll, etP., yon
would no more' doubt it t!~an the existence of Is:tac Blenker. Not one of tho above men would r<:md the little paper
yon sent hct·c tho other dny. 'l'he questions dis~nssed in
it. thR bears eating the children, etc., has nothing to do
with the truth of tht• Bible." Now just think of it, the
greatest prPa.clwr in the county, the oldest and best edncntctl, and one too, who re:tds freely of Liberal works, to
tn;<kc such a heedless, headlong assertion. I have read
m;<ny of those authors, but not one has yet given me n,ny
real proof of the existence of Christ and his apostles,
and even if they would not read 'l'HE TRuTH SEEKER,
which I think cont:tins m"ch tlmt would intArest even
such men as they, would th<w read the G/wistian E:caminer :tnd thons:tnds of other weak and tras'lY pions papers
and the great mass of Sunday school literature with
which our land has been deluged?
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Of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Being a synopsis of the investigations of spiri
intercourse by an Episcopal BishOJ?, three ministers, five doctors and others at llfemphis, Tenn., in 1855; also, the opinwn of many eminent divines, Jiving and dead, on I. THE FORMS OF WATER in RAIN AND
the subject, and communications received from a number of persons recently.
RIVERS, IcE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyn"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."
dall, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
The" CLOCK STRUCK ONE" is an intensely interesting work in itself, and derives
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 centR.
great additional interest from the high standmg of its author in the Methodist EpiscoOBSERVE THE LOW PRICES. pal Church in which he has been a bright and shining light for a quarter of a century. II. P H Y S I C S A N D P 0 L I T I C S ; or
a man who is personally known to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide cirTHOUGHTS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE
cle in the North and wherever known is held in the highest esteem. These circumPRINCIPLES OF " NATURAL SELECTION '
stances cause the book to be eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author is a member iii disciplming
AND " INHERITANCE" TO POLITICAL SoBlue Flannel Sack Suits, $12 00 to $17 00 him for publishing the book, thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects who
CIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
are anxious to read and judge for themselves the" CLOCK STRUCK ONE."
Fancy Cassimere Suits,
Postage, 15 cents.
I2mo., eloth, price, 1 50.
Postage free.
in all styles,
7 00 to 19 00
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Re!igio-Philosophical Publishing House. III. FOODS .. By Dr. Edward Smith. IlFancy Cassimere Pants,
4 OOto 7 00 Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
lustrated. Price, $1.75; postage.15 cents.
Bl'k Cloth Frock Coats,
6 00 to 19 00
IV. l'viiND AND BODY; THE THEORIES OF
THEIR RELATION. By Alexander Bain,
Brown Linen and Duck
Grand Illumination from a Head-light in Methodism.
LL.D. Price. $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
Vests,
1 00 to 2 00
V. THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By HerWhite and Fancy Duck
bert Spencer. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
and Marseille Vests,
1 75 to 4 00
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·
Linen Sack Coats,
100 to 2 00
VI. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Prof
Linen Drill Pants,
1 00 to 2 00 Being a Review of " Glock St1·uck One " and a Reply to it-and Pa1·t Second, showing
Joseph P. Cooke,. of Howard University. Illustrated. Price, $2; postage, lS
Alpaeea Sack Coats,
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cloth,
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pages,
tinted
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ERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart. 14
·
Engravings. Price, $1.50; postage, 15
of body over chest and stomach.
cents.
JESUS OF NAZARETH,
VIII. ANIMAL LOCOMOTION; or, WALKING, SWIM~HNG AND FLYING. By Dr. J.
Or A TRUE HISTORY OF THE MAN CALLED JESUS CHRIST
B. Pettigrew, l'vi.D., F.R.S.
119 IllusEMBRACING
Black Alpaeeas,
25 to 60 ets.
trations. Price, $1.75; postage, 15 cents.
His parentage; his youth, his original doctrines and works, his career. as a puplic
Grenadines,
30 to 75 "
teacher and physician of the people. Also, the nature of the great conspiracy agamst IX. RESPONSIBILITY IN llfENTAL DIShim· with all the incidents of his tragical death, given on spiritual authority, from
EASE. By Dr. Henryllfaudsley. Price,
8 to 10 " spirtts
Calicoes,
who were contemporary mortals with Jesus while on the earth.
,,
$1.50; postage, 15 cents.
25 to 35
Poplins,
By PAUL and JUDAS, through ALEXANDER Sl\'IYTH, 1\'l:edium,
,,
X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
De Basque,
15 to 50
of Philadelphia, by the spirits taking possession of him about one hour in every
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15
twenty-four usurping all his powers, giving a continued series of well connected
Gray Mohair,
30 to 40 "
cents.
scenes pres'enting scenery, characters and personages. dialogues and actions in their
Cassimere,
75 to 1 20 "
regular order and succession, embrac.ing all the most important personages and the XI. ANIMAL l'viECHANISl'vi; or, AERIAL
Colored Delaines,
15 to 30 " incidents which occurred during the soJourn of Jesus upon earth. There was probaAND TERRESTRIAL LOCOMOTION. By C.
bly no book ever writtyn in which such perf!JCt life-picture~ occur; evyrY city !lnd
J. Marey, Professor of the College of
Black Silk,
80 to 2 25 " country village, every nver, brook and mountam, and scenery m general, 1s s9 VIVidly
portrayed that an actual journey through the country could hardly be more mterestFrance; Member of the Academy of
80 to 1 80 " ing. The characters in this unexampled drama are s9 faithfully P<?rtrayed. that, as
Colored Silk,
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Kid Gloves,
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
company, and the many pomts of mterest you are calle<l to VISit. The book 1s replete
with interest from beginning to end and had already passed through several editions XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BEwhen the plates were entirely destroyed in t)le great fire, since then we h_aye had a very
TWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE.
great demand for the work_frorp. our subsqnbers and the trade. · The !Jditwn about to
be issued will be far superiOr m mechamcal appearance to any of 1ts predecessors,
SEWING 1\IACHINES
By John W. Draper,llf.D.,LL.D. Price,
and we shall print a large edition to enable us to supply standing orders and all new
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
of every kind (new) at 30 to 50 per cent demands. 12mo., 356 pages, cloth bound.
XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND
Price, $1 50.
Postage, 16 cents.
less than retail prices, and second-hand
DARWINISM. An able examination of
SINGER or WHEELER & WIL- ***For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers, Religio-Philosophical Publishing
the entire subject; with 26 wood cuts.
House, Chicago. Ill.
By Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the
SON'S
University of Strasburg. Price, $1.50;
The Lyceum Publications.
postage, 15 cents.
At $30 00 to $35 00.
XIV. THE CHEMISTRY OF LIGHT AND
Warranted to be in good order and only
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ITS APPLICAI.
TO ART, SCIENCE AND lNDUSTRY.
STORIES FOR OUR CHILDREN: By
used a short time.
Hudson.and Emma Tuttle. Price 25 cents.
By Dr. Herman Vogel, One hundred
Orders must be uecompanied with P.
These
stories
are
unsectarian
by
liberal
in
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT character, and should have a large circulaIllustrations. Price $2.00.
0. Order or Drafts. AJI letters of inXV. FUNGI: Their Nature, Influence and
tion.
OF
quiry with stamp will be promptly anUses, by l'vi. C. Cooke, liLA. LL.D. EdiII.
ted by Rev. l'vi. J. Berkely, 1\I.A. F.L.S.
swered.
THE LYCEUl'vi: A Liberal Pape1· for the
109 Illustrations. Price $1.75,
Young: llfonthly, illustrated, 75 cents per
year, with premium "stories for our chil- XVI. OPTICS. By Prof. Lommel, UniverBY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
dren,'' and an elegant chromo 12xl5 inches
sity of Erlaugon, [In Press.]
size. THE LYCEUM will be sent three
Which was published at $1.50 is now offer- in
Address
months, and the "Stories for our Chiled at $1.00. It ~ives a comprehensive ac- dren,''
BY ELMINA D. BLENKER.
D.llf. BENNETT,
on receipt of 25 cts .. and one threecount of the ongin of all the principal re335 Broadway, N. Y.
This capital little volume is made up of ligions of the world. For reference as a cent stamp for postage.
sharp criticisms upon hundreds of the text-book it is of the greatest value. and is
III.
more prominent passages of scripture. very cheap at the price offered.
THE CROSS AND STEEPLE: Their oriFor sale at this office. Sent postvaid for
One cannot read it without being firmly
gin and signification. Price 10 cents.
impressed with the great fallibility of the $1.00.
"good old book."
Sent postpaid at 75 cents. For sale at
IV.
this office.
THE LYCEUl\I l'viiSCELLANY: Part I.
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,
Price 3 cts.; 30 cts. per dozen. This part
contains" The Three Bears," an illustrated
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Bankers1
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answer them. No better publication has
been issued for distribution amongst On Improved Far1ns in MinneThe volume is handsomely printed on
An agent in every town in America, so ever
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lin ted paper, and elegantly bound.
all can inspect, or get
sota and Iowa,
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"THE THRILLING ECHO.' UM, and to sell the Lyceum publications. Running 3 to 5 years, with Coupon Interest
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A POLITICIAN, wishing to· compliment a
well-to-do farmer, said: "You must have
begun life early to accumulate such an estate as this." "Yes," .replied. the farmer,
"No shooten aloud here," is the warning "I began life when I was a mere baby."
which confronts the sportsman at a suKNAPP once described the terrible heat of
burban park.
hell by saying that it was so hot that if a
"HAVE you helJ,rd my last speech?" ask- man were taken out of it, and plunged into
. ed a political haranguer of a wit. "I hope the hottest fire of an earthly furnace, he
so," was the repiy.
would freeze to death from the transition.
"A MAN in Cincinnati, advert.ising for a

who saluted him with, •· Oh Mr. Stuart, I
have just seen your miniature, and I kissed
it, because it was so much like you." .. And
did it kiss you in return?" "Why, no."
"Then," said Stuart." 'twas not like me."

"I'M afraid you'll come to want." said an
''GENTLEMEN," said an Irish orator, "I
old lady to a young man, "I have come to
want already," was the reply; I want your am a self made man. When I came into
this country first I had <mly one coat on my
daughter."
back." His rival jumped on the stand and
A HUli10ROUS druggist in Boston exposes declared that when he came to this country
a case of soap in his shop window with the first he hadn't even a coat or anything else.
pertinent inscription, "cheaper than dirt." He neglected to state that he was born here,
We should think so.
"Stay," he said, his right arm around
A LITTLE four years old puzzled his her waist, and her face expectartt!Y turned
mother the other day by asking this ques- to him," shall it be the kiss pathetic. symtion: "Mother, if a man is a mister, is not pathetic. graphic, oriental, intellectual,
a woman a mystet'Y ?"
paroxysmal, quick and blisful, slow and
THE following obituary notice appeared unctions, long and tedious, devotional, or
in an Ohio paper: Peter Ink, an old citizen what?" She said perhaps that would be
of Knox County was blotted out the other the better way.
day·; aged seventy-five.
.. MoTHER," said a little shaver the other
IF men were to hate themselves as they do day, "I know what I would do if I was at
their neighbors. it would doubtless be a sea and the men were all starving, and
good step towards loving their neighbors they should draw lots to see who should be
as they do themselves.
killed and eaten, and it should be me-I'd
jump into the water," "But," said the
THE most tender-hearted man we ever
mother, "they would fish you up."
heard of was a shoema.ker who always
"Ah l but I wouldn't bite!"
shut his eyes and whistled whenever he
THEN orwegian young woman is not perdrove his awl into a sole.
mitted to receil e attentions from the NorTHIS advertisement recently appeared:
wegian young man until she is thoroughly
''Two sisters want washing." We fear
acquainted with the mysteries of bread
there are large numbers of brothers also
making and can knit stockings. As a
in the same predicament.
rather natural result, the Norwegian fair
THE immortal Raphael painted his own ones are all accomplished bakers and skiJJface, and it is said made an excellent like- ful knitters at an early age-even before
ness. :llfany a lady paints her own face they learn to read and write.
and makes a very poor likeness.
THE Detroit Free Press tells about an
A TRoY clergyman went a fishing the urchin who was seated on the post-office
other day, but had no luck. On his return steps of that city, going through a waterhe stood his pole and line up against a melon, when a man halted and asked:
house, and in a short time caught a hen.
"This is a great town for hogs, isn't it,
bub?" "Wall, no," drawled out the lad.
"WHAT you been doing?" asked a boy of
as he filled his mouth again. and kept his
his playmate who came out of a house with
eyes on the man," you'll be awful lonesome
tears running down his face. "I've been
here!"
chasing a horse whip round my father,"
was the snarling reply.
A GEORGIA officer talking to a soldier,
asked," Where was you during the war?"
A CoLORADO tombstone remarks:
The other replied, "I was twenty-four
He was young,
months in the army, sir." "Yes, well
He was fair,
where were you during that time?" "I
But the Injuns
was twenty-three months in the hospital."
Raised his hair.
"And where were you the other month?"
THE mosquito is an insect that has no "I was looking for the hospital," replied
blood, except when he steals. As an agen- the fellow.
cy for seeking artesian wells he is unsurGoNE TO JERICHO. A man about twopassed. Confidence in his powers is the
thirds drunk and his back covered with
reason !1e always sings at his work.
mud, stopped a policeman in the street
A soLDIER of. a cavalry regiment was and asked to be locked up. "Why, you are
brought up for stealing his comrade's able to walk home, aren't you?" asked the
liquor ration. He was an Irishman, and offi.cer. "Yes, I c6uld get home all right,
his defense was unique: ·• I'd be sorry in- but I don't want to, and you wouldn't if
dade sur, to be called a thafe I I put the you had my wife. Run me in old fellow,
liquor in the same bottle, and mine was at and if she comes enquiring about me, just
the bottom; and sure I was obliged to say I've gone to Jericho on 'portant busidrink his to get out my own!"
ness."

SCOVILL'S

SEED ! !

lfT YOUR liGHT SHINf! BLOOD

CIRCULATE TRUTHFUL DOCUMENTS! PASS AROUND THE
TRUTH SEEKER TR.A CTS
"I SAY. landlord," said a yankee." that's

situation, says; "Work Is not so much an a dirty towel for a man to wipe on." Landlord, with a look of amazement, replied:
object as good wages."
"Well. sir, you're mighty particular. Si:x:A MUSI<J teacher has been cautioned not
ty or seventy of my boarders have wiped
to teach her pupil any low notes, lest they
on that towel tb is morning, and you are
might affect her character.
the first one to find fault."
AT this season of the year country boys
"You wring my bosom," said a daspairmay often be seen under apple trees looki'lg Baltimore lover to a coquettish girl
ing for ·• that ball they lost."
whom he had long sought in marriage.
A LADY asked a veteran which rifle car- His burst of grief decided her, and putting
rieJ the maximum distance. The old chap out her hand, she softly murmured, "Well!
ring my finger, if you will be h!tppier for
answered," The Minnie. mum."
it, I will vex you no longer."
A DARKEY's instructions to put on a coat.
were," First de right arm, den de left, and
A PAPER tells about a girl who hated her
suitor to such an extent that, when he
den give one general conwulslon."
called to see her Sunday evening, she
IT is right enough for young people to
threw both her arms about his neck and
use a license when they get married, but
squeezed him almost to death. The youth
they should not use too much afterwards.
was so alarmed that he didn't call again
THOSE who tell us how mu~h they de- until the ne:x:t evening,
spise riches and preferment doubtless
THE celebrated portrait painter. Stuart,
mean the riches and preferment of others. once met a lady in the street in Boston,
A BoARDING house keeper advertisPS to
furnish gentlemen with pleasant and comfortable room&; also one or two gentlemen
with Wives.

SOW THE GOOD

AND LIVER SYPUP.

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body indicate an

Impure Condition ot the Blood,

and other Liberal publications to do mis- and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
sionary work and to help in opening THE in either case the disease is nothing more
EYES OF THE BLIND l
than an INSIDIOUS POISON that

THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS

BURNS LIKE A. TERRIBLE FIRE

are furnished at prices very low, so that
Societies and generous individuals can as it courses through the veins, sowing
buy them for gratuitous distribution.
ser>dH nf dt>Mh with f'Very rmlsntion.

LARGE DISCOUNTS
In this condition of things Romethlng is
needed at once to cleanse the blood; and
to those who purchase by the quantity,
Probably a few clollars can b~> nxnended
in spreading TRUTH and LIGHT in no
way so effectually as In dispensing broadScovill's Blood anrl Liver Syrup
cast
THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS.

will positil>rly efl't>ct this dl'SidRratum, exLet Liberals e:x:erclse liberality enough pelling every trace of diseasA from the
to give away thousands and tens of thou- blood and system, leaving the skin
sands of these tracts. They are well liesigned to do missionary work and in
spreading the glad tidings of truth. If a
FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
proper enthusiasm is enkindled in the
hr<>a.~ts of the lovers of Free Thought and
Mfmtal Liberty, much good can be accomHundreds of certificates attest its value.
plished. Prices range from one cent to Price $1 per bottle.
ten. From nne to one hundred may be
ordered of any of the various numbers,
and a heavy discount made to thoso who
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
buy by the ql'antity.
·
Frien<ls, invest $5 or $10 in this way, and
see how much good it will do, We certainlY om;rht to be a" zealous in promulgating truths as our adversaries are in
disseminating error.

DR. WM. HALL'S

Truth Seeker Tracts.
No.

Arraignment of Priestcraft, by D. Cts
M. Bennett.
10
2. Oration on tile Gods. Ingersoll.
3. Thomas Paine.
4. Arraignment of the Church. In·
5
gersolJ.
5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
5
6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
7. Jesus Not a Perfllct Character. B.
F. Underwood.
2
8. ProPhecies. B. F. Underwood.
2
9. Bible
Prophecies
Concerning
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
2
10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
2
11. History nf tlle Devil. Isaac Paden.
5
12. The Jews and their God.
10
13. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers.
14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
15. Come to Dinner.
16. Fog Horn Documents.
2
17. The Devil Still Ahead.
2
18. Slipped Up Again.
2
19. Joohua Stopping the Sun and
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2
20. Samson and his E:x:ploits. D. 1\f.
Bennett.
2
21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. 1\I.
Bennett.
2
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
D. M. Bennett.
10
23. Paine Hall Dedication Address.
.B. F. Underwooll.
5
24. Christians at Work. Wm. McDonnell.
to
~5. Bible Contradictions.
1
~6. Underwood's Prayet·.
27. Honest Questions and Honest AnswerL D.M.BennMt.
28. Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
Sotheran.
10
1.

SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
5
2. Evolution; from the Homogeneous to the Heterngeneous, B.
F. Underwood.
3. Darwini&m. B. F. Underwootl.
Others will be added to these lists from
time to time.
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on live
dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
40 off.
As few or as many of any given kind may
be ordered as desired.
Address ·
D. :11:. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N, Y.
1.

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE

cREAT AMERICAN coNsuMP·
TIVE REMEDY.

It breaks UP the NIGHT SWEATS, rl'!i<•ves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS Tf!E
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfact>s which the venom of the disease produces,

.HALT...'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD.
WHOOPING COUGH,

CROUP,

And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE lllOST .i>OWERFUL H.EALING
AGEN'l' EVER

DI~COVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
QARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pa1ns of burns .
CA~DOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruphons.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
bruises.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.

GREENE'~

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENA'l'ED Bl'l'TERS have bnen
the most popular renwdy fo1· Dy!';\l?ep~ia
Heartburn, Indige~tiou. and othor· lrke ;lis~
orders of the stomanh, for tlw last THIRTY
YEAHS, .and Mil) nlltintain tlwir· unri\•a!led
populanty. !'nee :111 per bottle.

DR TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache Anodvne
Subdues the most Agonizing ToothachP In
One Minute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere.
,JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
·.
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Place, N. Y.

DEVOTED

TO

SCIENCE, MORALS, FREE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY, LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE .AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, :pogmas, Creeds, False TheolOgy, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything thai J)egrades or B~rdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.
'

"Come now and let us reason to I} ether;" Let us hear all. sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is good."
.
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NEW; YORK, AUGUST l, 1~75~
THE Conewango Swamp, containing some 25,000 acres of
wet farming land, in Chautauqua and Cattaraugus counties, New York, is about to be reclaimed by drainage. It
'is ·estimated that by. this· means· over $1,000,000 worth of
land will be. got under cultivation.
Those souls~ who firm on t1'uth rely,
Whose mental shafts through el"/'01' fly,
Can well afford to work and wait,
Whil~ b~ttling erime in Ghu1·ch and State.
Wake, brilliant hope, begone, despa·il·,
Heaven's vengeance.lingers in the air;
And those who fight life's battle well,
Hurl pioU/i !1·auds and shams to hell.

RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
G. W. T,
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
or subsequent insertions.
TIT FOR TAT! A PAIR OF EPlGRAMS NEVER TO BE SEPARATED,
"In digging up your bones, Tom Paine, Will Cobbett did
well;
You visited him on earth, he will visit you in. hell."
- Lol·d Bill' on.
- - - - = = = = = = = = = = = "In digging up your crimes, Lord B., H. Beecher Stowe
did well;
IN Ncbraska more than 12,000,000 forest trees were plantShe showed you such a wretch on earth, they kicked you
ed last year.
out of hell."
-Fon·est.
IT seems our notorious fellow-countrymen, Moody and
WHATEVER may be the ·diversity or e,:mtlic~.of opinion
Sankey, are about to return to us. This we regret. We
were in· hopes they would pass the balance of their days .as to the essential merits of the questfon ln the suit oT
Tilton against Beecher, there can be but one opinion as
on the other side of the ocean.
to the temper and wisdom of Judge Neilson in presiding
BEECHER A GREAT MAN.-" Great man, that Borcher," over the trial. On the question of fact to be settled by the
said a stranger to a Fulton strePt green apple woman one jury, no one from the charge can tell what the Judge
day, vainly endeavoring to got ten cents' worth of cholera thinks.-lndependent.
.
· '
fuel for Jive cents: "Great man that. Ingy rubber ain't
There is no impropriety, now that the trial is over, in
nothin' to him."
·
·
telling ·what. is Judge Neilson's personal opinion. His
AN elderly lady named Cannon of Massachusetts, was Honor believes that Henry W rd Beecher is guilty of
standing by an iron sink during a thunder storm, when adultery.~Sun.
she was prostrated by lightning. She was entirely senseA MURDER FROM PRAYER.-A baso murder recently OCless, and was so charged and battered by the electric currout that the gold beads about her neck were melted, but curred at Fort Wayne, Ind. Wall, a colored man. and
she lives and ascribes her escape to the silken cap· she Cronk, a German, lived in the samo house. Cronk came
home, having had a little too mueh beer, and hearing
wore.
Wall praying in a loud voice. made threats he wotrld kill
TB:E GoLDEN AGE advises clergymen who wish their Wall. Wall's little girl hearing the threat, reported it to
salary raised, to notice the conduct of Plymouth church, her father, when he at once grasped a revolver andreand to govern themselves accordingly.· The advice may paired to Cronk's room. Cronk tried to eject the praying
be good, but is hardly needed. They are only too ready to man, but Wall drew his knife and' plunged it 1;epeatedly
pursue the course marked out by Mr. Beecher. They re- into the body of Cronk and he soon died. The rrayiug
quire no urging in that direction.
and murderous Wall is in jail awaiting his trial. He belongs to the church and is noted for his loud prayers.
Or in valley or on mountain,
With horizon scant or wide,
THEN a matron mi>de for 'kisses, in the liveliest of
Each is by his nature tied;
dresses, and with eyes that shone more brightly than the
Scoop handfuls from sea or fountain,
diamonds that she wore, spoke in tones of lute-like
Be thou poorer, be thou richer,
sweetness, words of such exceeding fitness, r;hrases of
Thou cans't only fill thy pitcher.
such happy neatness, that we clapped our hands for
PETRIFIED BODIES,-The graves of Mr. a;nd Mrs. Kidder more. as with grace she left the ftoor.-St. Louis Times.
She "'as fitted for a preacher in the church of truthful
at. Eddington Pond, Maine, have recently been opened,
and the bodies exhumed. The former had been buried Beecher, where the text is spoke in kisses, and the serforty-three years, and the latter eighteen. ~'he grave mon is of blisses, that the saintly, fervid teacher never,
clothes and coffins had nearly disappeared, and the bod- never knew before; where true inwai·dness suspected,
ies had turned into ston·1, retaining their natural shape when finally detected, is paid a hundred thousand not to
and appearance, and becoming very heavy. The ground do so any more; only this ·and not 01ing more.-Bun.
was saturated wit!~ water.
SLIGHTLY MIXED.-A few days ago the lawyers of TulTHE experiment of destroying tho body of a dead horse pehocken were engaged in trying a case of peculiar intriby cremation has been made at ii-Iilan in the presence of cacy. The action was brought by the heirs of a man beseveral doctors and scientists. ~'he carcass was placed gotten of a woman to whom he was not legally married,
in a hugo ove1i. through the lateral openings of which against the assignee ora woman to whom he was legally
four hundred jets of lighted gas were directed upon it, married, but who ·deserted him before his second marand three jets of gas and air applied to the three most riage. His first wife cohabited with and had children by
difficult points of combustion. The operation lasted a a man who had left his wife, who also lived in open adullittlo over two hours. There was no residue from the tery with another" grasswidower." Tulpehocken is, in
this respect, laying the groundwork to become i1 fashioncombustion, and it was unattended by bad odors.
able summer resort, and the question is· now asked,
IT IS SAID the Rev. John S. Glendenning, Presbyterian "Who is the beloved and respected pastor of that flock?"
. clergyman, against whom such damning proof of crime
A LECHEROUS PRIEST.-The Cincinnati Enqui1'81' has the
and seduction was produced last season, in view: of Plym. outh Church tactics, begins to entertain hopes of being following special: "Considerable excitement prevails at
reinstated with an increase of salary. The Presbytery is Montgomery City, Mo., a town eighty-three miles west of
said to look smilingly upon him and to encourage his St. Louis, on the St. Louis, Kansas City and Northern
hopes. He may be as good as they. Whore's the Rev. Railway, on account of the seduction of a young girl
lecher Huston? He ought to be called back to the pulpit named Lizzie O'Donnell, by Father John Daily, the Catholic priest of that place. The girl is nineteen years of
and have big pay.
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age, and her mother has been the housekeeper for Father
Daily for a long time. About three weeks ngo au abortion was produced upon the girl by her seducer, and she
is now in this city. The congregation of the derelict
priest are greatly excited over the disgraceful event, and
the church authorities are endeavoring to smother the
reports." This is undoubtedly a case of tl"ue inwa~·dness.
Is it not the proper way to treat it to make a Bishop of
the good Father and quadruple his pay? Of course he is
too good a man to do any thinll wrong. Somebody has
been getting up a conspiracy against him.
A PHILADELPHIA BEECHER CASE.-The trial of the Rev.
Thomas Botts, of the Twelfth street Baptist church, on
charges preferred by five members of the board of trustees, including two deacons. as well as a number of lady
members, "of unministerial conduct, undue familiarity
with certain ladies, want of truthfulness and other matters by which the cause of Christ and our denomination
are injured," has been in progress, sitting with closed
doors. Rev. Wm. Cathcart acting as moderator. Nearly
twenty witnesses for the prosecution, mostly ladies, havo
already been examined, and both the prosecution and dereuse hope to get through in a few days. Now if this
court will only look at this case right, regarding it as a
clear case of conspiraey, .nnd take the pastor's word in
opposition to all that may be brought against him,lliR
innocence will be triumphantly established, and then it
will be in order to increase his pay and send him off on
a trip for pleasure.
CATHoLIC CENSORSHIP OF THE PRESS. - The Montreal
J)ailu Witness has been placed under a ban by the Roman
Catholic Bishop of 1\Iontreal and the Archbishop o'f Quobee. Faithful Catholics are now forbidden, under penalty
of excommunication, to read, buy or sell that paper, to
adv6lrtise in it, or even to read the advertisements in it.
One enthusiastic Catholic post-office clerk conceived it to
be his Christian duty to tear up all tho copies that passed
through his hands, and would doubtless havo continued
to do so indefinitely had he not been admonished by his
superior that there were certain duties he owed to tho
Government as well as the Church. The offense of tho
Witness is that it has published Hpeeches by Father Chin iquy, a seceding priest, who praaches the txuth, as he now
·sees it, often at the peril of his life, by reason of Catholic
mobs, led on by fanatical priests. This is truly taking a
step backward to the" good old times" of the Inquisition, when men were torn on the rack, disemboweled,
burnt or buried alive merely for dissenting from the
"Holy Office." The same spirit now animates the Reverend Bishop and Archbishop of Canada, and, had they the
power, we 5hould doubtless witness as horrible atrocities
as whei1 the pious Philip II. and God's vicegerent, the
Pope, ruled the greater part of Europe.
ANOTHER CASE OF TRUE INWARDNESS,-In the township
of Cheltenham, Montgomery county, recently boarded a
Methodist minister and his wife, with one of the deacons
of his charge. The family have a blooming daughter of
fifteen summers, of whom the pastor became so much
enamored that even in his slumbers the fair vision formed fancy's dream. A few months ago the mother of the
young lady was shocked to find the clorical fraud in bed
with her daughter in her room. The pastor endeavored
to explain matters by stating that he had been reading
Bessie Turner's version of how Tilton carried her to his
room whilo asleep, the night previous, and that in his
sleep he must have strayed from his own premises. The
explanation was unsatisfactory, however, and he was
given twenty-four hours to leave the neighborhood. The
affair has created quite a sensation in Cheltenham.Easton Sentinel. What right minded person can doubt
this good man's innocence? ~'rue, if a man of the world
was found in bed with a young girl it would be very
wrong; we could truly decide him to be guilty; but this
man was apasto1· and too good to do anything wrong .
No, no; increase his pay, and send him three months to
the White Mountains to rest from his labors and to enjoy
himself. We must learn to have more faith and confidence in these" men of God," and we ought to try to
treat them as nearly alike as possible.

THE TRUTH

The Pro and Con of Supernatural
ReligiQn; or,
a

Ap, .Answe1· to tlte .QUestion: :Have We
Supernatu1·,. ally Revealed, Infallibly Inspired · and Miraculously .Attested Religion in tlle World?
BY E. E.

G~ILD.

But "how .about theological doctrines?" it may be
asked. Ahl we have now introduced the great bone
of contention which for ages has agitated the religious world, producing confusion, stl'ife and contention, and almost, if not quite, neutralizing the beneficial influence of religion .among men. In regard to
theological dogmas, each man must be his own judge.
In so far as men form their own opinions, each man's
opinion will be a bantling of his own-a child of his
own creation. He will manifest toward it parental
affection, he will defend it when attacked, and assert,
as many do about their children, that it i~. the bigest,
handsomest, brightest and best that the human mind
ever gave bhth to. It has been well said that "it is
with our opinions as with our watches, those of others go too fast or too slow, oursunly, keeps the true
hour of the day." It is only men of refinement and
culture that can rise superior to this narrow and selfish prejudice. Men's judgments differ, and, . therefore, there will be differences of opinions among
them_ We have nothing.to do with the opinions of
others except to tolerate them, and cotre•lt them if we
can, if we deem them t0 be erroneous, by argument
and persuasion. Until we practice on this principle,
there can be no peace. The good man practices religion irrespective of creed, sect or party, and hence
it is, that we have good men of every faith. If any
creed beneath the heavens could be supposed to have
power to drive out the last vestige of goodness from
the human heart, it is that of St. Augustine and John
Calvin. It asserts, in the most plain and unqualified
terms, the uttttr vileness of human nature, and that
the manner of life and ultimate destiny of each individual of the human race is fixed and determined by
the absolute, unalterable, unchangeable and irrevers. able decree of the Almighty, without regard to the
· goodness or badness of the persons. And yet, among the
believers in this creed have been found many as good
men as ever lived on earth. Men, then, are sometimes
good in Bpite of their creeds. But however· at variance men ~ay be in respect to their creeds, goodness
is recognized everywhere. God has set his seal upon
it, and it passes current all over the world, in all
ranks, classes and conditions of men, without one
solitary exception. Even the vilest of the vile respect,
honor and applaud the good man_
But I am often asked, "how without supernatural
revelation are we to know anything about God and
imnwrtality ?" Long before the Bible existed men
believed in God. No man can believe in God unless
he feels God within. This, in a different form of
words, was one of the maxims of the great teacher
Christ, and is a profounu truth. The pure in heart
see God. None others can see him. Bad men may
believe in a God, but it is not the true God. Like the
devils sp,oken of in the Bible, they "believe and
tremble. ' Their God is only a reflex image of themselves. The man who believes in God may not be
able to define him even to his own satisfaction. He
may not be able to comprehend his mode of existence,
or to conceive him as having form, shape, size or !9cality. But whoever believes in the existence of omnipotent power, directed by infinite wisdom and goodness, and that this power has established the government of the Universe on the basis of exact and equal
justice to all his dependent creatures, thereby securing
absolute recompense to all exactly according to their
deserts ; and, furthermore, that although he shows no
special favor to any, he takes infinite pains to secure
the interest of the race, and that whatever benefits he
confers on the race will be ultimately participated in
by every individual of tlle race; whoever, I say, believes this, believes in God.
The doctrine of immorality was not first announced in the Bible, nor is it proved by it. Some of the
Scripture writers express strong doubts on the subject. Only one attempted to prove it, viz : Paul, and
he rests it on a very precarious foundation-the alleged fact vouched for by himself, on hearsay testimony,
of the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead.
This alleged fact is quite as difficult to prove as the
doctrine which is made to depend on it. The only
other argument for it in the Bible is that attributed to
Christ in his reported conversation with the Sadducers. When we examine it, we find .it to be a mere
play upon words, a verbal quibble, which attributes
to the Old Testament writers thoughts which they did
not intend to express, a proceeding quite unworthy
of Christ, if, indeed, ha was guilty of it, which is
more than can be known.
The doctrines of God and immortality are true if
true at all irrespective of the Bible. They are true
not because they are taught there, but they are taught
there because they are true. 'fhese doctrines are to
be believed, if believed at all, not because they can be
proved by logical argument, but because they meet
with a respouse from the inmost depths of the human
soul. No man of independent thought can believe in
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immott!ility who does not feel himself to be immortal.. And he will feel himself to be: so in proportion
as he becomes "pure in heart." At all events,·he will
be resigned to his lot, and accept as the best good
whatever destiny the God of purity, justice and goodness may please to assign him.
:
The truly good man, who is enlightened, as well as
good, will practice goodness because he loves it, and
for its own sake. He is not moved to action by considerations of reward in another state of being, nor
deterred from vice by fear of punishment. He claims
no merit, however meritorious ; no reward., however
deserving. He has faith in God, in human 1\ature, in
truth and goodne~s, .and truth and goodness are to
him all in all. He does not fear to have his principles examined, · investigated and scrutinized.
He
does not deprecate fair manly discussion and controversy, for he knows thali-God is on the side of truth,
and that the more it is examined the brighter it will
appear. He puts his trust in God, and has no fear of
what devils or men can do unto him. Goodness is
his comfort in life ; his consolation and support in
that great event in tlle history of us all which we call
death. GREAT is GooDNEss. l\fay it ultimately pervade the heart and mind of every human being. "Let
every thing that hath breath praise the Lord," and
may all the people say, AMEN.
"'Twas thus the Royal mandate ran,
When first the human race began;
The social, friendly~ honest man,
·
'TiR ne;
Fulfils great nature's law,
And none but he."
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Gods and God-Houses.
BY JOHN SYPHERS.

These great houses, which men have built on the
earth, and in which they say God dwells, are a fraud.
He dwells no more in a church than he does in a barn!
He no more inhabits the great God-house or Cathedral
at Rome, than he does a hotel, a steamboat, a pen it entiary, a jail. or a stable. Indeed, they SiiY that his
only begotten son was born in a stable and cradled in
a manger ! One would naturally think that he would
have provided better things for his only boy, the child
Jesus-especially so,. as God-houses were plenty. He
should have dedicated some one of them to the especial use of Mary, his handmaid, and had his son
brought forth amid, at least a few of the surroundings
of kingly dignity. But no ! He so aband9ned her
that his only begotten was born and cradled amid the·
dirt and filth of a dirty stable, filled with braying asses
l\nd kicking mules. His heavenly father, who itis
sJlid, owns the riches of a Universe, should have had
at least one suit of fine robes prepared for the immediate use of his illustrious son, and not have allowed
him to be wrapt in dirty swaddling clothes, which had
been used for weeks in rubbing down dirty mules and
braying asses. This gross neglect on the part .of God
to look after the comfort of his infant child, has
proved to the minds of the people, that God knew
nothing about this child, and that the story that palms
him off upon the world as the son of a God, is nothing
more nor less than a stupendous humbug and fraud.
God dwells not in houses made with lmnds. I do
not believe that he ever entered one of these church
temples in all his life. If he did, I am sure he would
not protract his stay amid the display of fashion,
pride and deceit therein only to be found, for a longer
time than five minutes I "Lip " has now played out
with God, and there he would find no other service.
If he has the good sense that he is supposed to have,
he could not remain contented throughout the per~
formance of either the Catholic or Protestant churches,
falsely called the worship of God. How could he
listen to the prayers of the blind and ignorant elevatees therein assembled, in which they proceed to make
a regular stump-speech to the Almighty, telling him
how good he is, how wise he is, how powerful a being
he is, and w:hat a merciful and fine fellow he is gen-·
erally ! I suppose they think this is great news to the
Almighty. They presume to know more about him
than he does about himself. Men upon religious subjects are generally ignorant of their own ignorance,
hence they conclude that God likes them better, if
they will praise 1tim up, and run themselves down.
Hence in their sermons and prayers, they exhaust the
entire vocabularly of the English language, of its
entire stock of h1gh sounding adjectives, to eulogize
and describe God unto himself.
They also wreck their imaginations, to invent or
hunt UJ) low and vulgar images with which to describe
man. They seem to think God loves them much better after they tell him that they are totally depraved
and full of. wounds and bruises and putrefying sores,
even from the crown of the head to the soles of the
feet I Do they suppose that God can love such a
loathsome, putrid, mortifying carcass, better than he
does a pure, clean and healthy being? Oil! how completely does a false religion put out the eyes of reason.
"Crawling worms ojtlw dust" is an old and stereotyped piece of church imagery, which has done more
to break down the manhood of our race and destroy
that self-respect which we should ever cultivate, than
every other evil influence beside.
Preach hell, Devil and total depravity to the people
in the name of God, and by the eternal laws of psy-
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chology, they will soon act both hellish and devilish ·
but keep those dark ideas and images out of the hu~
man mind, and it will of its own accord develop all
that native goodness, beauty, purity and love which
we see in children while yet in a natural and innocent
state. Men and women are nothing but grown up
children, and they would always retain that innocence
and purity, if they never came in contact with the
corrupt, unnatural hypocrisy of society and tp.e doctrines and teachings of an ignorant church upon the
subject of evil, sin, hell, the Devil, etc. All the
evil in the world can be traced directly to those Godhouses, heathen temples, and to the doctrines taught
therein. ·
·
'
All swearing carne originally from the chmch every
word o1· form of oath found in a swearer's voc~bulary
is of pulpit origin. Take an example: ''God damn
your-soul," ''Go to hell," etc., etc., are some of
the most popular forms of expression used by the
modern swearer. Now men would never have
thoug~t of using such p~·ofanity, if the preachers had
not comed the expressiOns and put them iiito their
mouths, by preaching that the great God was constantly in the habit of damning men's souls in hell,
etc. :
Again all the drunkenness which now curses and
blights this world, can be easily traced to the &ame
source. As long as the church, professing to be God's
peculiar people, will continue to drink wine on Sunday in the name of the Lord and for God's sake, and
as long as an old man-made book, called the Bible is
believed to be the infallible word of the very God himself (and yet it teaches men to drink no Ion.,.er water
but to '' take a little,") so long will drunke~ness and
debauchery continue to blight the fair face of our
beautiful earth. Even Jesus, the hero of the New
Testament story, and supposed Savior of men made
a large quantity of wine out of water at a certain wedding at Cana of Galilee-enough, I should think, to
make every guest at that one-horse wedding drunk
for a month !
How much more God-like it would have been in
him to have passed around the pure cold water before
he turned it into wine, and enjoined all to drink of it.
There is no calculating the amount of evil that this
story of his (supposed) turning water into wine has
done the great temperance movement in the world .
Sin generally has a premium laid upon it by the
black-coated Doctors of Divinity (I should think divinity must be very sick) who buil~ these God-houses
out of substance filched from the people, and theu entrench themselves behind their wooden fortifications
(pulpits) and from there shoot off their mouths at lmmanity, and tell them that there is a great vicar who
will by his atonement, carry the consequences ~f all
their sins, if they will only belive in him. The biggest sinner in the land cries out, "Bully, I wish I had
known that before, I might have had even a better
time than I have had."
But men have now discovered in spite of the church
that there is no forgiveness for sin, but that they must
all be atoned for with great severity, and that by the
men who. commit them, and by no one else. But the
great God of the Universe does not confine himself to
the narrow limits of temples made with human hands·
and those hypocrites who pretend to dedicate them t~
him, know very well that he never takes them oft
their hands, else why do they erect lightning rods
upon then Y Do they think God would be so foolish
with his own lightning as to strike down his 'own
houses, and .thus destroy his own property ? And
then, concerning his son-if God was so in1mensely
rich, why did he not provide somethino· better for
him than to let hini work at the carpe~ter's trade,
and build houses and barns for a living ? 'l'hat was
not very G.od-like. He did not do it to show how
very God. and very. man he ~as, as some pretend,
though a Jack-plane lS no proof of a God or of the son
of a God. Christ' never claimed to be a God. Such a
silly thought never entered his head. When a young
man in his ignorance, once presumed to call him goodmaster, ~e. soon ~ilenc~d h;im by stamping his foot,
and pomtmg W1th h1s finger to heaven saying:
'' There is none good but God up yonder." Ohrist
worked at his trade becaLJse he was a poor young man
and needed money. He was born poor and ramained
poor all his life. He never dreamed of being the
Savior of the world, and does not claim to be such in
the spirit world to-day; But men wh.en creating their
God and their Devil in their own image, made some
great mistakes. They imagine th.em both to be of
the masculine gender, ·as they always use pronouns of
that gender when speaking of them. He and him are
the pronouns generally used. Now where are their
wives ? There never was a masculine with.out a feminine_ Why don't men correct this mistake, and get
God a wife-a Goddess ? Then they could have
httd his son born of her instead of a little black-eyed
curly-headed Jewish girl, and outside of wedlocl>: at
that, thus setting a bad example before the world
which, alas, they have too closely followed ever since.
'!'hen there is that otller imaginary being, the Devil,
made liy man to represent his. lower and, baser faculties as God did the higher-where is his wife? This
''old Nick" of the churches should have a wife, an.d
as we listen to so much about him, we should. at least
hear a word or two occasionally spoken about ''Mrs.
Nick!!"
"I pause for a reply."
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Thomas Paine.
S. H. PRESTON.
"The man is thought a knave or fool,
Or bigot plotting crime,
Who for the advancement of his kind
Is wiser than his time.
For him the hemlock shall distill,
For him the axe be bared;
For him the gibbet shall be built;
For him the stake prepared;
Him shall the scorn and wrath of men
Pursue with deadly aim,
'
And malice, envy, spite and lies
Shall desecrate his name.
But truth shall conquer at the last,
For round and round we run,
And ever the right comes uppermost,
And ever its justice done."
The grandest men that ever trod this planet were
Infidels. Their names are imperishably inscribed
upon the starry scroll of liberty; theirs the whitest
among earth's few immortals that shall grow glorious
upon the tablets of history through all the milleniums
to come. Manv of the once execrated names of Infi·
dels are to-day the most illustrious in the great republic of letters; and Voltaire and Hume, and Paine
and Gibbon, shall be honored in the world's remembrance, when· bibles and creeds shall have been. fur··
gotten. Humboldt, Bu:tfon, Cuvier, La Place, Spinoza,
Shelley, Volney and -Descartes, Infidels, theirs are the
briglltest names in the constellation of genius. And
amongst this glorious galaxy of names, none is more
deserving of respect and everlasting admiration than
that of Thomas Paine; the champion of reason and
the rights of man; the enemy of slavery and supestitiou; the grand, heroic Infidel whose country was
the world, whose religion was dofng good-earth's
nob.lest advocate of goodness, of reason and human
rights-no wonder that the Churcll abhorred him.
No wonder that a Church, the very life of which depenued upon purpetuating the old theological fraud
of a God-Sire and a God-Son, and a God-Ghost, should
anathematize the man wllo declared to all the world
in his splendid simplicity of style: "I believe in one God
and no more, and I hope jo1· happiness beyond this life."
Triune deities, virgin-born saviors, and ghost-begotten gods, have been ever the basis of all earth's
religions. 'l'hrough all the dreary dark years of fear
and force and fraud from its establishment by the
crimson-handed Constantine, the Christian Churcll
lias neve1· tolerated a man who believed in one God
only, and that God a good one. Inquisitions were
founded to torture and burn and. destroy every theological pauper who had not a plurality of gods; and
for fifteen hundred years the robes of the Church were
red and dripping with tile gore of accursed heretics
who could not be forced to accept of council-manufactured gods. No wonder the Church pursued witll
malice, envy, spite and lies, the Infidel who avowed
his belief in '' one God and no more." It was for this
ecclesiastical crime that James Gruet was beheaded,
and Michael Servetus was roasted alive for hours over
a slow fire made of green wood, by that Protestant
Inquisitor, John Calvin, a man who was, says Ingersoll, "as near like the God of the Old 'l'estament as
llis healtll permitted." This was· a crime which
Protestant England continued to punish in this nineteenth century with imprisonment and legal disabilities. In .Maryland, Virginia, and other states, men,
women, and even children were once scourged, confined, banished,_ or put to death for this crime. And
to-day, for this crime, Ron. J. W. Thorne is driven
from the North Carolina Legislature. The Church
can never forgive a man who believes in Almighty
God to the exclusion of the trinitarian firm of little
he-gods. .No wonder that a Church which has ever
been the great bulwark of despotism, which holds
that the powers that be are ordained of God, and that
all tyrants have obtained their power from him;
which in all ages, while dispensing blessings upon
priests and popes and potentates, has denounced
curses upon general humanity iu this world and left it
for God to damn in the next. No wonder it pursued
with holy hate the bold Infidel who dared to write,
''I believe the equality of man; " aye, and who had the
outrageous audacity to add: "And I believe that religious duties consist in doing justice, loving mercy,
and endeavoring to make our fellow creatures happy."
How shockingly blasphemous to a Church which
made religious duties consist in mumbling prayers and
paying tithes. "Endeavoring to make our fellow
creatures happy." Abominable to a Church that for
centuries, in the name of Jesus Christ, ha"' been exterminating their fellow creatures for mere differences of opinion concerning some incomprehensible
creed. The Church made a hell here on earth for men
that a few heartless hypocrites might hope for a hereafter heaven. Thomas Paine had the courage to still
further declare that, "any system of religion that
shocks the mind of a child cannot be a true system."
Ah, who but an Infidel, whose unsanctified heart
had never entertained the beautiful and glorious doctrines of original sin and total depravity, would have
had the hardihood to give expression to such an unorthodox sentiment as this ? And how such a sentiment
must grate upon the sensibilities of pious parents used
to wafting up in prai~e to the God who said : " Sufl'er
BY
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little children to come unto me," such songs as this
from good old Watts:
There is a never-dying hell,
And never-dying pains,
Where children must with demons dwell
In darkness, fire and chains.
Have faith the same in endless shame,
In all the human race,
For hell is crammed witli infants damned,
Without a day of grace."
It was more orthodox to believe with Jonathan
Edwards-albeit the sentiment. might be less beautiful
and tender than Paine's-that "reprobate infants are
vipers of vengeance which Jehovah will hold over
hell in the tongs of his wrath until they turn and spit
venom in his face."
But the climax of his blasphemy consisted in disbelieving either that a whale swallowed Jonah, or that
Jonah swallowed a whale; in refusing to believe that
a false foolish, filthy, and self-contradictory medley
of old Jewish writings were revelations from the creator of the Universe. Instead of man-made, paper
books, he believed in the great volume of nature. He
believed that God made worlds, but did. not believe
that he printed books: He believed that
"All matter is God's tongue,
Out from its motion God's thoughts are sung;
And the realms of space are the octave bars.
And the music notesare the suns and stars."
And because he was in advance of his time; because
he .could not be a hypocrite and bow dow down in
worship of old lies; for this the Church, unable to
torture and slay his body as it had the bodies of hundreds of thousands of thinkers and discoverers in all
the centuries gone, sought by every possible means to
assassinate his reputation. And he, the inspiring
genius of the American cause; he, to whom historians award credit for achieving more for independence
with his pen than Washington did with his sword ;
he who will live ~·ever in the history of this Republic as the author-hero of the revolution; ·he who consecrated a long laborious life in botll hemispheres to
the sacred cause of humanity; he who, in his sublime
patriotism, adopted the world for his country, and
who, in his boundless philanthropy emliraced all mankind for his brethren; this man to whom America is
more indebted tllan to any other man that ever trod
this continent; to whom the world is more indebted
than to all its sixteen crucified saviors; this man, this
great, and grand, and good, and heroic man, has been
robbed of honor and reputation, and blackened and
hunted by the sleuth hounds of superstition as though
he had been the embodied curse of earth. And wherefore ? Because, forsooth, he had too much brain to
believe, and too much manhood to sa,y he believed
the silly, sickening, whale-swallowiag stories of an
old Jew book. And nothing in the whole career of
the Christian Church, not even the rivers of innocent
blood with which it has inundated the fair fields of
earth. will reflect upon itself such deep and dark and
destmctive dalllllation as its treatment of Thomas
Paine.
"But the right shall ever come uppermost.
And justice shall be done."
And to-day the old blackened, agE>-cursed structure
of Christianity is seamed and swaying to its full.
Time will be the avenger of Thomas Paine. And he
who dared to hazard the highest power of the Church
and all the upas stings of superstition for the duty of
publishing unpopular sentiments, will yet be enshrined by mankind as one of the grandest guardians of
that liberty of thought and speech which have won
for us a freedom the world will cherish and protect.
He lived in the "times tllat tried men's souls." He
i!S now in the last great solemn sleep of" man. The
Church pursued him to the very sanctuary of the
tomb, and with a deathless hatred has cursed his silent
dust.
But the right, Tomas Paine, comes uppermost,
As round and round we we go ;
The heel of a priest may tread thee down,
And a bigot work thee woe.
"But never a truth has been destroyed,
They may curse it and call it crime;
Pervert and betray, or slander and slay
Its teachers for a time,
But the sunshine. aye, shall light the sky,
As round and round we run;
And the truth sh~ll ever come uppermost,
And justice shall be done."
And a few more years, a few more fearless friends
of Freeth ought and reason, and justice shall be awarded Thomas Paine ; the flowers of poesy will be woven
in amaranthine wreathes above his last resting place,
and the blackened name will whiten with purity
through all the wasteless years to come. Aye, the
name of Thomas Paine will occupy the brightest
niches in the Pantheons of the future; and his memory, borne on the wings of the centuries, shall triumphantly outlast all the books and Bibles, the creeds
and churches, and the governments and gods of the
world to-day.
"For yet the world goes round and round,
And the genial seasons run;
And ever the right comes uppermost,
And ever is justice done."
West Winfield, N. Y.

.
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Liberal Leagues.
Much is said in the Index for and against the organizati-on of Liberal leagues on the basis of the constitution kept before the people on the first page of that
paper.
In the number for April 15th of that paper, a communication from Andover, :J'IIlass., contains, it seems
to me, some really sensible and wise remarks. Is it
not best for the Index and all Liberal papers to keep
their readers posted on all the encroachments of religious freedom, and to furnish them with the strongest logical arguments in favor of the Liberal spirit they
advocate, and leave the organization of Liberal leagues
to a growtii as purely spontaneous as the growth of
vegetation~ When all the conditions are ripe for a
further step, even if it be in closer union of organization, that step will be taken as naturally as we take the
next breath.
Liberals are far from being liberal themselves under
all circumstances. I know avowed Materialists and
Spiritualists who are as intolerant and bigoted in tlleir
way a~; the fiercest orthodox in the land. It is time
their illiberal spirit was lost out of tllem.
In a neighboring town there is an organization of
independent Freethinkers, respectable in numbers
and character. In the same village there is a dancing
club composed of the most respectable and high-minded citizens ; though, perhaps, embracing but few if
any of the real orthodox. One member of this club,
a lady, who was sincerely lie loved by all who knew
her, for her many amiable qualities and unblemished
cllaracter, came to a sudden and unexpected ueath.
A revivalist who happened to be llolding a series of
meetings at that time, is said to have uttered the expression that one of this club was now dancing in hell
where the rest would also go. Of course this was a
disgusting exhibition of bigotry. The Liberals and
friends of the lady met in the city hall and passed a
series of resolutions, amongst which was one giving
the clerical bigot twenty-four hours to leave town.
Now I ask in all candor if this was not as intolerant
as tile preacher? He, no doubt, thought that dancing
was a great sin in the eyes of his God, and he took a
very unbecoming way of expressing it. He couid do
her no harm, and had an undoubted right to make a
fool of himself if he choose. But how clearly did they
invade tile rigllt of free speecll and freedom of conscience when they attempted to drive him from town
for exercising that freedom they were contending for,
when it was to be exercised by themselves? Would
it not have"been more wise to have published" an article showing the bigotry and intolerance manifested by
the preacher, than by using the same weapon, intolerance ? Liberals have something to learn yet, or
so it seems to a
LIBERAL.

Living for Humanity.
It was a beautiful thought which Mr. Henderson
expressed at the funeral of his daughter, that we
are to live for humanity; that even our loves und
friendships are to be consecrated to the universal
good. We are not simply to seek our individual happiness, but the growth of all. We are parts of a
mighty race, and to develop that, in all its manifold
faculty, is our supreme work. This i~ a stirring
thought in the midst of our toils, and sorrows and
disappointments. Whatever we do, whatever we suffer goes into the great stream of life. It does not and
cannot perish. We are not alone; we are intertwined with a wondrous Universe. We are links in a
chain of which the stars in their courses are but a
glittering segment. Our life and our death, therefore, are sacred ; lioth are but processes in the great
sweep of being; both alike are the fulfilment of the
law. We yield not up our friendships and loves to
darkness and nothingness, but to the ever-flowing life
and power and beauty and perfection.
Have we not, then, mighty motives and glorious inspirations to sustain us ? Is not the whole world alive
with richest meanings? and can we not endure the
strange changes of our human life with high hope?
for if, as mere individuals, we perish, still the Universe and the race are unfolding, and the life tllat is
at the root of all, is ever leaping into action and
bursting into fruit.
S. P. PUTNAM.
ARROGANCE.-Upon the traditional authority of an
old book threaten your equal brother, who di..fl'ers
from you in opinion, with eternal torments! 'fhat is
Christian. Not one of the alleged ''rev eLl tioi1s" you
call "divine" can be authenticated, as coming from
one invisible more than another. And the scope and
substance of •' evangelical preaching" hath this extent
and nothing more: Believe as I do or be damned. Jesus
taught forgiveness, while in his own case he had pis
own enemies slain at his feet, and sent to an unendmg
hell (Luke xi:x:: 27). And, not now to speak of filial
aspiration that is common to all, what is Christian
"prayer" but the attempt to persuade the Infinite to
do something he would not do without being first remiuded of it, and put up to it by urging? This ceremony looks precisely as if the parties thought that the
Infinite God felt himself very much flattered with the
compliments thus lavished upon him.
LA HoY SuNDERLAND.
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To those who a1·e still in arrears for VoL II. and will of great value, and will fill a place in Liberal literll.have been induced to read its pages who have not beremit us the amount due before the close of August, ture long unsupplied. It will surpass the family Bifore read Liberal publications, and many have had
we will send twenty:five cents in Traets. If they add ble in interest, reliability and value. It will afford a
their eyes opened, and have been enabled to see the
fifty cents more to pay till January, 1876, we will send vast amount of information not accessible to the gennature and rule of superstition and error with which
them forty cents worth of Tracts. If they add still eral reader.
the world has long been governed·.
$2.00 more to pay for the Weekly for the year 1876,
It is designed to illustrate the work with fifty well
We trust Liberals and Spiritualists will realize the we will send them in all seventy-five cents worth of
executed portraits, and a steel-plate engraving of the
necessity of sustaining such publications as this. The Tracts.
author. It will be printed on fine paper, with Small
need for them is urgent. The world is yet bound in
How many new subscribers can be obtained within Pica type of the newest and neatest style, It will be
chains of darkness and bigotry, and vast numbers the next thirty days? To those who wil! scud us five
elegantly bound, and will doubtless be the finest book,
need to have the better way of reason and truth point- new names with $2.50 for the paper from Sept.
so far, at least, as artistic merit is concemed, yet ised out to them. It would be well if Liberals as a to the end of December we will send one dollar's
sued from the Liberal press.
{)]ass could feel that they have a work-a mission to worth of Tmcts.
A portion of the matter is prepared, and it is beperform in life, and that they would not flinch from
Those who send us five new names, with $11.25 for lieved it can be ready for delivery by Jan. 1st, 1876.
their duty until the same is accomplished. The the paper sixte-:n months we will semi two dollars'
we feel an excusable pride in bringing out this
Church is rich and powerful, its ramifications are ex- worth of T1·acts and a copy of The Henthens of the
work, believing it a necessary contribution to the littensive, and its machinery runs with great precision ; Heath. To those who will send us eight new names
CJ'ature of Freetlwught. But as it will necessarily
1mt, founded as it is in error and falsehood, it is our and $18.00, we will aclci to the premium a bound copy
cost a good deal of money, we deem it prudent to lay
duty, as a Class, to expose its deceptions, enormities, of VoL I of THE TRUTH SEEKER
the matter before our readers and see how the propoand delusions.
Friends of THE TRUTH SEEKER, here is something sition will be received by them. If a certain number
We propose ~t the commencement of Vol. III. to to work for; who will .clo the most in this laudable will write us that they will take a copy of the work
enlarge the size of our pages about thirty-three per enterprise ? To the one who sends us the largest when completed, we will decide to go ahead and
cent, and to issue a sheet of eight pages, at the low number of new StJbscribers we will, in addition to bring it out with as little -delay as possible, but if a
price of TWO DOLLARS A YEAR, thus giving OUr read- the tracts and books, send a copy eacl1 of " Draper's few, only, want such a work we shall doubtless deers some thirty-six per cent more of reading matter in Conflict between Religion and Science," and a bound cline publishing it at present, Cannot almost every
a year than at present, and at an increase in price of copy of VoL II. of THE TRU'rH SEEKER when com- Liberal afford to have it in his library?
only twenty,five cents. It will be the cheapest, and pleted.
In the style we have indicated, the work will be
we hope one of the best, Liberal papers of the nineThose fTiends who have acted iu part as agents for sent, post-paid, for four or five dollars per copy, and
teenth century. Many write us that they have to our paper in their particular localities, we especially we mean to make it worth double that amount at
wait too long now between the issues of the paper, request to continue to do so. We will be glad to have least.
1md we believe all our readers will be better suited to them see those they know to be subscribers and inThe money is not asked now, but when the work is
hail its appearance every week.
,
duce them to renew, so far as possible, and to inform completed, when, we trust, the financial aspect of the
A limited amount of space, only, will be allowed us who wish their papers stopped. 'fo those who country will be considerably improved,
for allvertisements, most of the columns being devot- will do this for us we will send a liberal present of
·wm each of nur readers who wishes a copy of '!'HE
ed to reading matter.
tracts, in proportion to what they do fo~ us, and in LIVES AND DEATH-BED INCIDEN'l'S OF NoTED INFIMany of our readers have complimented us upon keeping with the offers already made.
.
DELS, please drop us a line soon and inform us of the
the steady improvement of the paper since its advent,
All sums over one or two dollars should be sent in fact? We shall keep a record of the names thus sent
and we trust this feature will still be perceptible, money orders, or by draft on some New York Bank, in, and those will be the first to be supplied.
We intend TTIE TRu'rii SEEKER shall ever be worth or by Registered letter.
WE have received a report of a quarterly meeting
all the money we ask for it, and we will be glad if all
·of the Northern Wisconsin Spiritualists, held at
liberal and progress1ve people will feel inclined to
Patent Binders.
Omro, Wis., June 25th, at which Isaac Orvis was
encourage it.
WE still have on hr.nd a limited number o[ this con- Pi·esident, and Dr. J. C. PhiUips was appointed Secre'fhe price for the addition to VoL IL, from September to January, is fifty cents. For $2.25, paid in ad- venient article for Trm TRUTH SEEKER. No arrange- tary. Some eight meetings were held in the course of
vance we will send the Semi-Monthly. four months ment can probalily be better devisc<l to hold the pa- three days, Addresses were delivered by }irs. Olive
from 'se]Jtember first, and the Weekly for one year. pers firmly, to keep them qlean, and to prevent their Smith, Mrs. A. H. Colby, E. V. Wil,son and others.
Those who can conveniently advance that moderate being scattered and lost, than this invention, They Everything seemed to pass off pleasan1ly; hut for
amount at the present time will confer a favor upon are neatly and strongly made, and have the name want o[ room we will omit the detailed Teport,
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mark that we hope ere long a small book .will be preWe cheerfully lay the following letter before our sented to the Liberals of the country, containing
suitable forms and ceremonies for the occasions of
readers ; it speaks for itself:
birth,
marriage and death. It will be well for us in
POR'l~ HOPE, 0NT., July 8th, 1875.
D. JIL BENNE.TT-.De a!' Si!': Enclosed ploase find ten dol- these respects, as well as all others, to be independent
lars, a free gift offering in support of your spirited and of the priesthood.
·
lively TRUTH SEEKER. You are d"serving of all vraise for
your indomitable perseverance in endeavoring to elevate
IT has been announced that on Friday evening, July
mankind above superstition and priestcraft, and I hope 23
d, we are to read a paper before the New York
every Liberal in the land will see to it that you have a
· generous and liberal support.
Liberal Club, on 11 The Gods of superstition and the
I lmvejust returned from a pretty extensive tour through God of the Universe." Amid the duties and cares
tho nine States lying between Maryland and Maine, and which claim our attention, and as we have not yet
from versonal observation I am satisfied that the Liberal found time to write !1 word of the paper to be read,
sentiment prevails now to an extent hitherto unknown.
The Boston Investiuator, THE TRUTH SEEKER, B. F. Un- and as but two days intervene between this writing
uorwood and the lady and other contributors to the above and the clay of the reading, and as much else· also
pttpers are doing a noble work for the cause of humani- requires om· attention, we will not in this number
tr. To these fearless workers I feel that we owe a large. inflict upon our readers quite our usual amount of
debt of gratitude. Truly yours,
WILLIAM SissoN.'
remarks; but give them something better in place
We extend our heartfelt thanks for th<> generostty and perbaps more of 011 r own at another time. We
our friend manifests, · It is not the first time he has will probably give in our next, the paper to be read.
evinced kindness and sympathy to us and to our
cause. Such marks of liberality are certainly in the
A Yalmible New Book.
right direction and lay us under obligations we can
We have accepted a general agency of Dr. Andrew
only discharge by struggling on in the good work in Stone's new medical work "TEE GoSPEL oF HEAL'l'II,
which we have engaged, using our life and strength an effort to teach people the principles of vital magin battling ignorance and superstition, the greatest netism, or how to replenish the springs of life without
enemies of mankind. :May we ever be aided and en- drugs or stimulants."
couru.gecl by such friends as Brother Sisson.
In the knowledge we need to acquire, ranks foremost

Letter from a True Libeml.

Obituary.
DIED in this city, on the evening of July 9th, 1875,
Agnes V. Henderson, of rapid consumption, aged fifteen years and seven months, the disease supervening on
an attack of typhoiu fever during the past winter. Thus
our friends Mr. and Jl;IFs. G. L. Henderson and family, in the short space of a month and a few clays have
been bereaved of two of their most interesting and
beloved children. Agnes was a young lady of unusual intelligence and excellence of character. She
endeared hers(l).f to all who formed her acquaintance
in the few .months she was a resident of this city;
though the greater part of the time she has been
combating with the fell disease which proved too
powerful for her strength and vitality.
She was a young lady of great promise, and had
she lived, would doubtless have distinguished herself in the line of mental talent and activity.
She clung to life with all the ardor of a young
person just stepping upon the stage of usefulnesg;
but as the disease under which she suffered progressed
and she saw that she could not live, she met her fate
with wonderful calmness and placidity. She met
death without a fear or tt struggle, regarding it as the
inevitable termination of all organized life, and after
affectionately bidding "good bye " to her companions
and friends, giving most excellent advice to the
brother and sisters she left behind her, touching the
practical duties of life, she passed as calmly and
sweetly into her final sleep as :,tn infant ii1 its evening slumber. She died firm in the convictions her
father has many years entertained, and as she r.esigned herself again to mother Nature, from whence she
came, she did so without a pang, terror or struggle.
No one of opposite faith could have died more fearlessly, calmly or pleasantly.
On the 10th, the funeral was held. The services
consisted of Mr. H. B. Brown's reading a beautiful
funeral service he had written for himilar occasions,
and was more.lengthy than the one he read a month ago
at the funeral of a younger child. It was )ntrticularly
appropriate and beautiful. Two suitable pieces or
hymns were sung, and remarks were made by l'lfr.
S. P .. P~tnam, who was present, Mr. Henderson and
Mr. Andrews. A beautiful poem suited to the occasion was read, and upon the whole, the services were
illlpressive and appropriate.
We would reccmmend to our friends every-where
in cases of funerals, to aim to dispense with the
services of the clergy of a faith obnoxious to us. It
is ill fitted that Liberals should call upon the teachers
of doctrines they cannot accede to, to officiate in the
closing scenes of life. We can as easily dispense
with them in death as at other times.
A suitable essay or poem may be read hy some
friend, and remarks made by sympathizing attendants, and it will answer all necessary purposes quite
as well as the services of a priest. We will again re-
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'.rHE TRUTH SEEKER, although the ablest of newspapers of its iclass, is destined, unless succored by
friendly capital, to meet its fate in either total destruction, or poverty-stricken invalidism. However worthy the doctrines they represent may be, and how- .
ever earnest and honest may be their intentions to
benefit the world, that world will reject them for the
present at least, since it considers them soul-less and
ill-adapted to meet its religious wants.-A. H. Dar1·01o
in Religio-Philosophical Joumal, July 17th.
We believe that the facts would better sustain a
statement right the reverse of the above. California
Common Sense has already caved in, and there are
many indications that Spiritualist newspaper stock is
far from bein'g what it once was. And this, while
skeptical sheets are gradually growing in numbers
and influence, the continued prosperity and power of
some of the half dozen issued to-day being fully assured. First among these we put THE TRU'l'H SEBKER, which this writer truly calls "the ablest of newspapers of its class." Confident are we that the great
free-thinking, reading masses of this country will
keep afloat this fearless little cruiser in the stagnant
seas of superstition.
More copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER are sold from
some news stands to-day than of all the Spiritual papers together. The Liberal public will, because it
feels it must, sustain this honest and earnest organ devoted to science and reform, free-thought and progression-opposed to creeds and dogmas, priestcraft
itncl oppression.
"\Vhile ecclesiastical demagogues
and inquisitors ue threatening our grand c~nstitution
al guarantee of civil and religious rights; while political bigots and persecutors are plotting pious treason
in this model government, left to us as a sacred legacy
a proper knowledge of ourselves; our natures and for the race by the heroic Infidels who lived in 11 the
characteristics, our needs and wants, the ability to times that tried men's souls ;" while representatives
remove obstructions to health and to avert the insid- of the people are thrust out of legislative bodies, witnesses out of court, and would-be citizens are denied
ious diseases that shorten life and lessen happiness. their legal rights because of belief, w !tile true and
Every person ought to know enough about themselves honest and honorable men are every-where intimidatto be able to treat themselves when health becomes ed by bullying bigots into a suppression of their
impaired. The world must learn as well to dispense opinions; while all who refuse to have their free
limbs bound by the musty bandages of an ancient
with doctors of medicine as doctors of divinity, and creed, are set upon and hunted down by all the hiredoctors of law. We are supporting far too many ling sleuth-hounds of superstition; while the spirit of
doctors of all kinds. We must become our own religious intolerance predominates, more or less, all
doctors; treat ourselves when ill, do our own thinking over this great church-cursed country; so long as
these continue, so long will the poor and struggling,
and praying, and be able to act upon our scientific but thinking and untrammeled Infidels recognize the
knowledge. This book of Dr. Stone is well calcu- necessity of liberally maintaining such an exponent
lated to give the needed information in the first de- of their cause as THE TnU'l'II SEEKER. Why, we
partment of knowledge, and we confidently recom- have not entirely outlived "the times that tried men's
souls," and no man deserving the name of Infidel will
mend it to our readers.
flinch to-day at having his pocket tried a little. Let
It contains 51!) pages. In cloth $2.50. Postage 25 the monied Gospel aristocracy luxuriate in their milcents.. In paper, $1.52. Postage 15 cents. We are lion dollar churches and high-domed cathedrals, and
support their army of sixty-one thousand lazy, licenprepared to fill orders promptly.
tious, pampered priests, one Infidel p1·inting p1·ess will
overmatch them all.
We have received a supply of our friend J. vV.
Let the Christian congregations browse away upon
11
Pike's FALLACIES oF 'rHE FnBE LovE '.rHEOitY," or their crimson cushions and drink down their cost! y
love considered as a religion. A lecture delivered in gospel pap. One TnUTH SEEKEtt can give out a blast
like a bugle horn, and should the exigency require,
Washington, D. C., April 25l!t, 1875. This able could call to their feet the great free people of this
thinker is decidedly in favor of the mouogamic land. It is high time the Infidels of this country
system of matrimony, and exposes the sophistries of knew each other. 'l'hey may yet have t.o stand
the advocates of the doctrine stylecll<'ree Love. His shoultler to shoulder. And we say to our Spiritualist
friends, that we deem the security and perpetuation
arguments arc sound upon the social question, and of our privileges as citizens as of far more consequence
are well worth reading.
than all the materializations at the Eddys, or conimuWe have the pamphlet for sale. Price 20 cents, nications from other spheres, even though they discovered the whereabouts of Uharlie Ross; antf that
sent postage paid by mail.
the common cause of civil and mental liLerty, involvieg alike the interests of all Hefe>rmers and well wish["\Vc cheerfully give place to the following commu- ers of man, would be the better promoted were they,
nication from a v1ilued friend, because it treats upon for a time, to see fewer spirits and more Truth Seeka subject in which we feel a vital interest. 'While we ers. All who would not h1\ve religious intolerance
think the quoted remarks of A. II. Darrow give un- prevail in this new world as it does in the. old, must.
join hands and work together in one grand, unselfish
merited credit to Tu.E TRU'l'JI SEBKER in point of brotherhood. \Ve trust in no gods. 'l'hc heaviest
ability, we trust his fears or predictions about its ulti- artillery usually wins. The powder must be kept
mate success are unfounded. We certainly hope TnE dry. 11'1orcovcr, our praying must be with our purses.
T nunr Sr~E!om is bound to live and flourish many And such outspoken prints as TilE 'l'RU'l'H SBEKElt
must not be allowed to languish for want of means.
years and do a great amount of good before its friends lt is through them that such flagrant outrages as were
suffer it to die for want of support. \Yc think friend perpetrated against Julius Nieland, and Hun. J. W.
Darrow, if he looks over tile field of defunct journal- Thorne, are reported aud circulated among the peoThrough them the isolated victim of priestly
ism, will find quite as many Spiritualistic as Mate- ple.
persecution in some out of the way Chnstian, may
rialistic. We, nevertheless, accord to· our Spiritual whisper his grievances in. the public ear. Through
frieuds quite as much ardor in sustaining their organs them all the fellow ~oldicrs in the grand army of
as the other side can claim. 'l'here is room, probai.Jly, deliverance arc to know and understand each other.
vY c hear a ~reat deal from priests about the laborer
for all to improve somewhat; and let none of us be being worthy of his hire. Those who understand the
negligent of our duty. \Ve are to be ''tile light of cost of journalism are aware that Brother Bennett
the earth," and let us not hold ou to the climes too cannot realize much, .if anything, from his tracts antl
publications, at the rate he oiicrs them. lUany of hi~
closely:]
friends know that he is overworking himself-hi~
An Appeal.
work being, as he expresses it in a priYate letter, "tu
help remove the scales of darkness, error uud fal,.;eBY S. 11. l'llE~TON.
hood from the eyes of our fellow being·s, and thus do
That Materialism is inadequate to satisfy the minds our race some real and practical good."
of those who turn from orthodoxy, is patent enough.
Brother Infidels, let us each show our appreciation
Skepticism (utter skepticism I meau) is as old as Descartes, Voltaire and Paine; yet to-day it cannot sus- of 'l'rm TRUTH SEEKE\t oll.ice, aml our determination
tain two periodicals devoted to ·it.s interests ; the Bos- to sustain it, by remitting at least one new subscripton Investigator has struggled against wind and wave, tion and the pay therefor before tlte next issue,
West Wtll;/ield, .N. Y., .J t!ly 20.
and barely escaped bankruptcy for many a year.
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Four, were on .the natute of the crust of the earth
Great men Jo not live alone ; they are surrounded
'
by the great ; they are the instruments used to accom· on hot springs, earthquakes and volcanoes.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
plish the tendencies of their generatiqn · they fulfil . Two, on m0untains and the type of their formatiOn.
·
the prophecies of their age.
'
The Um'vmwe is Governed by Law.
Two, on the form of the earth's surface on the conNearly all of the scientific men of the eighteenth cenGreat men seem to be part of the infinite brothers
nec~ion of continent, and the elevation 'of soil over
of the mountains and the seas. Humboldt was on~ tury had the same idea entertained by Humboldt, but ravmes;
of these. He was one of those serene men, in some most of them in a dim and confused way. There
Three,lon the sea as a globular fluid sunounding the
respects like our own Franklin, whose names have all was, however, a general belief among the mtelligent earth. · ,.,.
the lustre <?f a star. He was ?~e of the f~w, great that the world is governed by law, and that thel'e
Ten, on the atmosphere as an elastic fluid surround·
e~ou~h to nse above the superst1t10n and preJudice of really exists a connection between all facts o1· tl;at all ing the earth, and on the distribution of heat.
hiS time, and to know that experience, observation facts are simply the different aspects of a genm~alfact, and
One, on the geographic distribution of organized
that the task of science is to discover this connection
and reason are the only basis of knowledge.
matte!' in general.
H;e became one of the greatest of men in spite of to comprehend this general fact, or to announce the
'.rhree, on the geography of plants.
havmg been born rich and noble-in spite of position. laws of things.
Thtee, on the geography of animals, and
Germany was full of thought, and her universities
~ ~ay in spite of tbese things, because wealth and posTwo, on the races of men.
'
ltlOn are generally the enem1es of genius, and the swarmed with philosophers and grand thinkers in
These lectutes are what is known as the CosMoS
every department of knowledge.
destroyers of talent.
and present a scientific picture of the world of in~
. It is often said of this or that man, that he is a selfHumboldt was the friend and companion of the finite diver£>ity and unity, of ceaseless motion' in the
made man-that he was born of the poorest and hum- greatest poets, historians, philolo~ists, artists states- eternal grasp of law.
blest of parents, and that with every obstacle to over- men, critics, and logicians of his t1me.
'
. . These lectur~s contain the result of his investigacome he became great. This is a mistake. Poverty
He was the companion of Schiller, who believed that tiOn, o~servatwn and expetience ; they furnish the
is generally an advantage. Most of the intellectual man .yould be regenerated through the influence of the connectiOn between phenomena; they· disclose some
giants of the world have been nursed at~the sad and Beautiful ; of Goethe, the grand patriarch of German of the changes through which the earth has passed in
loving breast of poverty. Most of those who have literature ; of Weiland, who has been called the Vol- the countless ages ; the history of vegetation; animals
climbed highest on the shining ladder of fame com- taire of Germany ; of Herder, who wrote the outlines an~ men ; the eff~cts of, climate upon individuals and
menced at-the lowest round. They were reared in the of a philosophical history of man ; of Kotzebue, who natwns; the relat10n we. sustain to other worlds, and
straw-thatched cottages of Europe ; in the log-houses lived in the world of romance ; of Schleiermacher demonstrate that all phenomena, whether insignificant
of America ; in the factories of the great cities · in the the pantheist; of Schlegel, who gave to his countrymet; or grand, exist in accordance with .inexorable law.
midst of toil; in the smoke and din of labor, and on the the enchanted realm of Shakespeare ; of the sublime
There ate some truths, however, that we never
verge of want. They were rocked by the feet of Kant, author of the first work published in Germany should forget. Superstition has always been the remothet·s whose hands, at the same time, were busy on Pure Reason; of Fichte, the infinite idealist; of lentless enemy of science ; faith has been a hater of
with t!Hl needle or the wheel. .
Schopenhauer, the European Buddhist, who followed demonstration ; hypocrisy has been: sincere only in its
It is hard for the rich to resist the thousand allure- the gteat Gautama to the painless and dreamless nir- dread of truth, and all religions are inconsistent with
ments of pleasure, and so I say, that Humboldt in wana, and of hundreds of others, whose names are mental freedom.
spite of having been born to wealth and high social familiar to, and honored by, the scientific world.
Since the ~urder of Hypatia, in the fifth century,
position, became truly and grandly great.
The German mind had been grandlv roused from when the polished blade of Greek philosophy was
. In the ant!quated and ro!llantic castle of Tegel by the the loD;g lethar!p' of the dark age~ of ignorance, fear, broken by the club of ignorant Cutholicism until tos1de of the pme forest on the shore of the charming lake and fa1th. Gmded by the holy light of reason, every day, superstition has detested every effort of' reason.
near the beautiful city of ~erlin, the great Humboldt, department of knowledge was investigated enrichOO.
It is almost ~mpossible 1o conceive of the Gompleteone hundred yeals ago, was born, and th'ere he was and illustratad.
ness of the v1ctory that the Church achieved over
'
. educated after the method suggested by Rousseau breathed the atmosphere of investigation; philosophy. For ages science was utterly ignored;
Campe, the philologist and critic, and the intellect1~al oldHumboldt
ideas were abandoned ; old creeds hallowed by thought was a poor slave; an. ignorant priest was the
Kunth, being his tutors. There he received the im· centuries were thl·own aside ; thought b~came courag- master of the world ; ~aith put out the eyes of the
pressions that determined his career ; there the great
the athlete, Reason, challenged to mortal com- sou~; the reason was a tr~mbling coward ; the imagiidea that the Universe is governed by law took posses- eons;
the monsters of superstition.
nation was set on. fire of hell ; every human feeling
sion of his min9-, and there he dedicated his life to batNo
wonder that, under these influences, Humboldt was sought to be suppressed ; love was considered inthe demonstration of this sublime truth.
the ~!eat purpose of presenting to the world a finitely sinful, pleasure was the road to eternal fire
He came to the conclusion that the source of man's formed
picture of l'lature, in order that men might, for the an~ Uod was supposed to be happy only when hi~
unhappiness is his ignorance of nature.
time, behold the face of their mother.
chtldren were m1serable. The world was governed
After having received the most thorough education first
Europe became too small for his genius ; he visited by an Almighty's whim; prayers could change the orat that time possible, and having determmed to what the tropics in the New World, where, in the most cir- der of things, halt the grand procession of Nature
end he would devote the labors of his life, he turned cumscribed limits, he could find the greatest number could produce rain, avert pestilence, famine and death
)lis attention to the sciences of geology, mining min- of plants, of animals, and the greatest diversity of in all its forms. There was no idea of the certain·
eralogy, botany, the distribution of· plants, the 'distri- climate, that he might ascertain tLe laws governing all depended upon divine pleasure, or displeasur~
bution of animals, and the effect of climate upon man. the production and distribution of plants, animals and rather; heaven was full of inconsistent malevolence
All gra,nd ph~sical phenomena wei'e investigated and men, and the effects of climate upon them all. He ana earth of _ignorance. Everything _was done to ap;
explained. l! rom his youth he had felt a great desire sailed along the gigantic Amazon ; the mysterious pease the dtvin.e wrath ; every public calamity, was
for travel. He felt, as he says, a violent passion for Oronoco ; traversed the Pampas ; climbed the Andes c.aused by the sm~ of the ~eople ; by a failure to pay
the sea, and longed to look upon Nature in her wild· until he stood upon the crags of Chimborazo more t1thes, ~r for havmg, even m secret, felt a disrespect
est and most rugged forms. He longed to give a than eighteen thousand feet above the level ~f the for a pnest. To the poor multitude, the earth was a
physical description of the Universe-a grand picture sea, and climbed on until blood flowed from his eyes kind of enchanted. forest, full of demons ready to deof Nature ; to accotmt for all phenomena ; to discov~ips.. For nearly five years he pursued his inves- vour, and theolog1cal serpents lurking with infinite
er the laws governing the world ; to do away with and
tiga~lOns m the New World, accompanied by the in- power to fascinate and torture the unhappy and imthat splendid .delusion called special providence, and trepld Bonpland. Nothing escaped his attention. poten.t sou~. Lif~ to them was a dim and mysterious
to establish the fact that the Universe is governed by He was the best intellectual organ of these new reve- la~yrmth, m Which they. wandered weary and lost,
law.
.
of science. He was calm, reflective and elo- gmded by prlests as bewildered as themselves with·
To establish this truth was, and is, of infinite im- lations
quent; filled with the sense of the beautiful and the out knowing that at every step the Ariadne of ~eason
portance t0 mankind. That fact is the death-knell of love of truth. His collections were immense, and offered them the long lost clue.
superstition ; it gives liberty to every soul, annihilates valued beyond calculation to every science. He enThe very heavens were full of death · the lightning
fear, and ushers in the age of reason.
dured innumerable hardships, braved countless dan- was regarded as the glittering vengean~e of God and
The object of this ill!istrious man was to compre- gers
unknown savage lands, and exhausted his for- the eart)l was thick with snares for the unwary feet
hend the phenomena of physical objects in their gen- tune in
for the advancement of true learning.
·, of man. The soul was supposed to be crowded with
eral connection, and to represent Nature as one great
Upon his retum to Europe, he was hailed as the the wild beas.ts or•desire; ~he he~rt to be totally corwhole, moved and animated by internal forces.
For this purpose he turned his attention to descrip- second Columbus; as the scientific discoverer of rupt, promptmg only to cnme; v1rtues were regarded
tive botany, traversing distant lands and mountain America; as the revealer of a New World; as the as only deadly sins in disguise; there was a continual
g1·e~t demonstrator of;;, the sublime truth, that the war~are being wage.d between the Deity and the
ranges to ascertain definitely the geographical distri- Umverse
is governed by law.
Dev1l, for the possess10n of every soul; the latter being
bution of plants. He investigated the laws regulating
have seen a picture of the old man, sitting upon generally considered victorious. The flood, the torthe differences of temperature and climate, and the theI mountain
side, above him the eternal snow, below nado, the volcano, were all evidences of the dischanges of the atmosphere. He studied (he forma- the smiling valley
tropics filled with vine and pleasure of heaven and the sinfulness of man. The
tion of the earth's crust, explored the deepest mines, palm, his chin uponofhisthe
breast, his eyes deep, thought- blight that withered, the frost that blackened~ the
ascended the highest mountains, and wandered ful and calm, his forehead
majestic-grander than the earthquake that devoured, were the messengers of the
through the craters of extinct volcanoes.
.
He.became thoroughly acquainted with chemistry, mountain upon which he sat-crowned with the snow Creator.
of his whitened hair, he looked the intellectual autoThe world was governed by fear.
with astronomy, with terrestrial magnetism; and as crat
of this world.
Against all the evils 6f nature, there was known
the investigation of one subject leads to all others, for
Not satisfied with his discoveries in America, he only the defense of prayer, of fasting; of credulity and
the reason that there is a mutual dependence and a crossed
the steppes of Asia, the wastes of Siberia, the devotion. Man in lds helplessness endeavo1'ed to soften
necessary connection between all facts, so Humboldt great Ural
range, adding to the knowledge· of mankind the heart of God. The faces of the multitude were
became acquainted with all the loiown sciences.
His fame does not depend so much much upon his at every step. His energy acknowledged no obstacle, blanch~d with !ear a~d wet with tears; they were tlie
discoveries (although he discoverecl enough to make his life knew no leisure; every day was filled with prey of hypocntes, lnngs and priests.
My heart bleeds when I contemplate the sufferings
hundreds of reputations), as upon his vast and splen- labor and with thought.
He was one of the apostles of Science, and he serv- endured by the millions now dead; of those who lived
did generalizations.
He was to science what Shakespeare was to the ed his divine Master with a self-sacrificing zeal that when the world appeared to be insane ; when the
~new no abate~ent ; with ~n ardor that constantly heavens were filled with an infinite HORROR who
drama.
He found, so to speak, the world full of unconnect- mcreased, and w1th a devot10n unwavering and con- snatched babes with dimpled hands and rosy cheeks
from the white breasts of mothers and dashed them
ed facts-all portions of a -<rast system-parts of a stant as the polar star.
In order that the people at large might h'l.ve the into ai.t abyss of eternal flame.
'
great machine. He discovered the connection which
Slowly, beautifully, like the coming of the dawn
each bears to all, put them together, and demonstrat- benefit of his numerous discoveries and his vast
ed beyond all contradiction that the earth is governed knowledge, he delivered, at Berlin, a course of lee- came the grand truth that the Universe is gqvernecl by
tures, consisting of sixty-one free addresses upon the· law ; that disease fastens itsdf upon the good and upoll
by law.
.
the bad; that the tornado cannot be stopped by counting
He knew that to discover tbe connection of phenom- following subjects:
Five, upon the nature and limits of physical geogra-. beads; that 1he rushing lava pauses not for bended
ena is the primary aim of all natural investigation.
phy.
knees; the lightning for clasped and uplifted hands·
He was infinitely practical.
Three, w.ere devoted to a history of Science.
II:or the cruel waves of the sea for prayer; that paying
Origin and destiny were questions with which he
Two, to mducements to a study of natural science. ttthcs causes, rather than prevents famine· that
had nothing to do.
Sixteen, on the heavens.
pleasure is not sin; that ~appiness is the only' good;
His surroundings made him what he was.
Five, on the form, density, latent heat and magnetic that de.mol?-s and gods exist only in the imagination;
In accordance with a law not fully comprehended
power of the earth, and to the polar light.
that fallh IS a lullaby sang to put the soul to sleep;
he was a production of his time.

Oration .on Humboldt.
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that devotion is a bribe. that fear offers to supposed
power; that· offering rewards in another world . for
obedience in this, is simply buying a soul on credit.;
that knowledge consists in ascertaining the law~ qf
nature, and that wisdom is the science of happ_~~;~~~~'
Slowly, grm;dly, beautifully, these truths are dawl).rj:lg
upon mankmd.
From Copernicus we learn that this earth is only a
grain of sand on the infinite shore of the U nive~·se;
that everywhere we are surrounded by shining wotld.s,
vastly greater than our own, all moving and existing
in accordance with law. True, the earth began to
grow small, but man began to grow great.
The moment the fact was ·established that other
worlds are governed by law, it was only natural to
conclude that our little world was also under .its dommron. The old theological method of accounting
for physical phenomena by the plea~ure and displeas:
ure of the Deity was, by the intellectual, abandoned.
They found that disease, death, life, thought, heat,
cold, the seasons, the winds, the dreams of man, the·
instinct of animals-in short, that all physical and
mental phenomena are governed by Jaw, absolute,
eternal aqd inexorable.
•
Let it be understood, that by the term law, is meant
the same invariable relations of succession and resemblance predicated of all facts springing from like conditions. Law is a fact-not a cause. It is a fact, that
like conditions produce like reslllts; this fact is Law.
When we say that the Uni~erse is governed bylaw, we
mean that this fact, called Jaw, is incapable of change'that it is has been, and forever will be, the same inexorable, i;nmutable FACT, inseparable from all phenomena. Law, in this sense, was not enacted or made.
It could not have been otherwise than as it is. That
which necessarily exists has no creator.
Only a few years ago this earth was considered the
real centre of the Universe; all the stars were supposed
to revolve around this insignificant atom. The German
mind more than any other, has done away with this
piece' of egotism. Pmbach and Mullerus, in the fifteenth C!lntury, contributed most to the advancement
of astronomy in their day. To the latter, the world
is indebted for the introduction of decimal fractions,
which completed our arithmetical notation and formed the second of the three steps, by which, in modern
times the science of numbers has been so greatly
impr~ved ; and yet both of these men believed in the
most childi~h absurdities, at least in enough of them,
to die without their orthodoxy having ever been suspected.
Next came the great Copernicus, an(! he st:j.nds at
the head of the heroic thinkers of his time who had
the courage and the mental strength to break the chains
of prejudice, custom and authority, and to establish
truth on the •basis of experience, observation and
reason. He removed the earth, so to speak, from the
centre of the Universe, and ascribed to it a two-fold
motion, and demonstrated the true position which 1t
occupies in the solar system.
At his bidding the earth began to revolve, at the
command of his genius it commenced its grand flight
mid the eternal constellations round the sun.
For fiftv years his discoveries were disregarded.
All at onc"e by the exertions of Galileo, they were
kindled int~ so grand a conflagration as to consume
the philosophy of Aristotle, to alarm the hierarchy of
Rome and to threaten the existence of every opinion
not fo'unded upon experience, observation and reason.
The earth was no longer considered a Universe,
governed by the caprices of some revengeful deity,
who had made the stars out of what he had left after
completing the world, and had stuck them in the _sky,
simply to adorn the night.
I have said this much concerning astronomy because it was the first splendid step forward! the first
sublime blow that shattered the lance and shivered the
shield of superstition; th-e first real help that man received. h·om heaven; because it was the first great
lever placed beneath the altar of a false religion; the
first revelation of the infinite to mau; the first authoritative declaration that the Universe is governed by
law· the first science that gave the lie direct to the cosmogny of barbarism and beca_use· it is the sublimest
victory that the reason has achieved.
In speaking of astrono~y, I have ~onfin~d my_self
to tile discoveries made smce the revival of Iearnmg.
Long ago, on the banks of the Ganges, ages befor:e
Copernicus lived, Aryabhatta taught that the earth IS
a sphere, and revolves on its own axis. This, how~
ever does not detract from the glory of the great German: The discovery of the Hindoo had been lost in
the midnight of Europe-in the age of faith, and Copernicus was as much a discoverer as though Aryabhatta had never lived.
Iu this short address there is no time to speak of
other sciences and to point out the particular evidence furnish~d by each, to establish the dominion of
law nor to more than mention the name of Descartes,
the first who undertook to give an explanation of the celestial motions or who fcn·med the vast and philosophic
conception of ;.educing all the p~enomena of the Universe to the same law; of Montargne, one of the heroes
of•common sense; of Galvaui, whose exp_eriments
gave the telegraph to the world ; of Voltaire, who
contributed more than any other of the sons of men
to the destruction of religious in tolerance ; of August
Comte, whose genius erected to itself a monument
that still touches the stars ; of Guttenburg, Watt,

Stephenson, Arkwright, -all soldiers of science in the
grand army of the dead kings.
The glory of science is, that it is freeing the soulbreaking the mental manacles-getting the brain out
of bondage-giving courage to thought-filling the
world with mercy, justice-and joy.
.
Science found agriculture plowing with a stickreaping with a sickle-commerce at the mercy of the
treacherous-waves and the inconstant winds-a world
without books-witho,ut schools-man denying the
authoritY of reason, employing his .ingenuity in the
manufacture of instruments of torture, in building-inquisitions and cathedrals. It found the land filled
with malicious monks-with persecuting Protestants
and the burners of men. It found a world full of
fear ; ·ignorance up<;>n its knees ; credulity, the greatest virtue ; women treated like beasts of burden ;
cruelty .the only means of reformation. It found the
world at the mercy of disease and famine ; men trying
to read their fates in the stars, and to tell their .fortunes
by signs and wonders : Generals thinking to conauer
their enemies. by making the sign of the cross, or by
telling a rosary. It found all histoi·;v full of petty and.
ridiculous falsehood, and the Alm1ghty was supposed to spend most of his ti)Ile tui·ning sticks into
snakes, drowning boys for swimming on Sunday, and
killing little children for the purpose of converting
their parents. It foim_d "the. earth filled with slaves.
and tyrants, the people In all countries down trodden,
half naked, half starved, without hope, and without
reason in the world.
Such was the condition of man wheri the morning
of science dawned upon his brain, and before he had
heard the sublime declaration that the Universe is
governed by Jaw. For the change that has taken
jJlace we areindebted solely to science-the only lever
capable of raising mankind.- Abject faith is barbarism ; reason is civilization. To obey is slavish ; to
act from a sense of obligation perceived by the reason
is noble. Ignorlj.nce worships mystery ; reason explains it : the one grovels, the other soars.
·
No wonder that fable is the enemy of knowledge. A
man with a false. diamond shuns the society of lapidaries, and it is upon this principle that superstition abhors science.
In all ages the people have honored those who dishonored them. They have worshiped their destroyers,
they have canonized the most gigantic liars and buried
the great thieves in marble and gold. Under the
loftiest monument sleeps the dust of murder.
Imposture has always worn a crown.
The wor~d is beginning to change because the people are beginning to think. To think is to advance.
Everywhere the great minds are investigating the
creeds and superstitions of men, the phenomena of
nature and the Jaws of things. At the head of this
great army of investigators stood Humboldt-the
serene leader of an intellectual host-a king by the
suffrage of science an.:l the divine right of Genius.
And to-day we are not honoring some butcher called a soldier, some wily politician called a statesman,some robber called a king, nor some malicious metaphysician called a saint. We are honoring the grand
Humboldt, whose victories were all achieved in the
arena of thought; who destroyed prejudice, ignorance
and error-not men; who shed light-not blood, and
who contributed to the knowledge, the wealth and the
happiness of aU mankind.
His life was pure, his aims lofty, his learning varied
and profound, and his achievements vast.
We houor him because he has ennobled our race,
because he has contributed !J.S much as a:t;Jy man living or dead to the real prosperity of the world. We
honor him because he honored us; because he laboxed
for others ; because he was the most learned man of
the most learned nation ; because he left a legacy of
glory to every human being. For these reasons he is
honored throughout the world. Millions. are doing
homage to his genius at this moment, and milJions
are pronouncing his name with reverence and recounting what he accomplished.
We associate the name of Humboldt with oceans,
continents, mountains and volcanoes; with the great
palms ; the wide deserts ; the snow-lipped craters of
the Andes; with primeval forests and European capitals · with wildernesses and universities ; with savages
and' savans; with the lonely rivers of unpeopled
wastes ; with peaks and pampas, and steppes, and
cliffs and crags ; with the progress of the world ; with
every science known 'to man, and with every star glittering in the immensity of space.
Humboldt adopted none of the soul-shrinking creeds
of his day; wasted none of his time in the stupidities,
inanities and contradiction of theological metaphysics;
he did not endeavor to harmonize the astronomy and
geology of a barbarous people with the science of the
nineteenth. century. Never, for one moment, did· he
abandon the sublime standard of truth; he investigated,
he studied, he thought, he separated the gold from the.
dross in the crucible of his grand brain. He was
never found on his knees before the alta-r of superstition. He stood erect by the grand tranquil column
of reason. He was an admirer, a lover an adorer of
nature, and at the age of ninety, bowed by the weight
of nearly a century, covere.d with the insignia of
honor, loved by a nation, respected by a world, with
kings for his servauts1 he laid his weary head upon
her bosom-upon the oosom of the Universal_moth-

'i'

er-aud with her loving arms ·around him, sank into
that slumber called death.·
History added another name to the starry scroll of
the immortals.
The world is his monument ; upon the eternal grani~e of her hills he inscribed his name, and there upon
everlasting stone his genius wrote this, the sublimest
of truths:
''THE UNIVERSE IB GoVERNED BY LAw."

"God in a Nutshell." aud ''Everywhere."
S. H. PRESTON CRITICISED.
_A huge "nutshell,".and an inconsistent idea for
consistent minds to offer ; yet, no doubt are the result
of convietions, and considered as true, hence, Mr.
Preston is forced to utter• such, if he speaks them at
all, even to sending those with other opinions into
annihilation, calling his so "·self-evident as to admit
of no cavil," and yet not so'' self-evident," when millions differ from him.
''Are not facts. ignored and passed in silence? Yes,
plain facts!
1. " Something must have always been." Agreed.
How could '' anything now be" without LIFE to produce it? An important question this'2. '.rJien Life ''was eternal and self-existent" if
something always was:
3. And, being ''eternal and self-existent," is everywhere," and the cause of all worlds and things that
exist "everywhere" is it not?
Now readers,· these three propositions are as plain
as Mr. Preston's four, and I submit to each reader
which is the most consistent.
·
When humanity will admit it is not within the
grasp of human intellect to conceive from whence all
entities come and go, that moment some respect, at
least, may possibly be extended to other opinions by
all sensible and relisonable minds. Such is to be
hoped for, at least.
Is it not a fact that life is the cause of life, and that
like produces its like the world over? and the dead
nothing at all? If not a fact, why? By admitting
the impossibility of knowing what life is, or from
whence it came, the part of wisdom is manifested as
better to know everything possible of what can be
known .as facts, than something so supposed about
what cannot be known at all, assuming it as a fact !
Think of this in earnest. Many facts are plain to
perception. Take a grain of mustard, an apple seed,
or that of a peach. Each are widely different in appearance, and have life ; -or that within each has it,
called "the germ," when all but the seed has no life
at all, unless called negative. Placing the seed in
proper soil, and in its proper time its like appears
without any creation, its prototype having previously
existed, and this will apply to all existing things having positive life, while negative life has no manifestations to offer.
The idea· of "creation" given up as beyond our
grasp, or the first of anything, and "nothing " as not
in the catalogue of entities, the fact remains as an
anchor sure, that life continues to exist, ·and always
has (for all we can learn to- the contrary), with evidence in abundance. ''Everywhere" it has not been
idle, hence would it not be folly for me to assert
"there is no God" or Life, because we c!innot comprehend it ? or to say " there never has been anything
for a God to do," or for life to do.
Mr. Preston no doubt thinks the mind perishes with
the body, when it is generally admitted as a fact, there
is no annihilation, which, if true, does riot admit the
idea of the mind being squelched into nothingness.
Now, Mr. Editor, you probably agree with Mr. Preston and disagree with my views, but as you profess to
be a "Truth Seeker," I offer the foregoing solely to
elicit truth, hoping its fate will not be your waste basket for Jack of merit in your estimation, for something
(if but little) may possibly be leai·ned from every one.
Mr. Preston has stated the views I had for many
years, and did it probably better than I could. I
have more happy ones now.
The question, whether the mind is immortal, and
has a separate existence from· the body (the same as
an apple seed from its body), or perishes with the
body, is not so "self-evident as to admit of no cavil,''
the proof of such fact yet exists and has from time
immemorial.
Resl?ectfully seeking for truth, is A. B. CHURCII.

How Does Blood Help God to Fo1·give Sin~
Two very pious men near me, for all the time I
have been in this State, have abused my good name
because.! was an Infidel, and said many things against
me falsely for Christ's sake.
Supposing these men come to me and desire my forgiveness, I tell them my word is out, never to forgive.
They ask, is there no way we cau come on friendly
terms ? Yes, one ; kill Ilnbert, my only son, and
sprinkle his blood on you, then I can· forgive you.
They do it; and are forgiven.
Then years elapse ; others come for forgiveness.
Well, Hubert's blood is gone, but sprinkle water on
you, or be immersed in his name, and drir.k wine and
eat bread, then I can forgive you, else I cannot. Who
would not say that I was an idiot ? for why could I
not have forgiven without my boy's blood ?
Hazel Dell, Ill, June, 1875.
DR. BA1LEY.
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To the Editor of The Truth Seeker·:
Sm: It is now time that this metropolis should pos_.
sess a Temple of Reason similar to, or grander than
that recently erected in Boston, known as the Paine
Memorial Hall, and I am sure that if a movement to
that effect were begun, funds would soon flow into its
treasury from private donations and bequests; sufficient to meet the wants of the ever-increasing multitude who are nowslmt out from the churches, because
they are too rational to believe in the supematural, or
to admit the false geology, false astronomy, and false
reasoning therein, and too honest to submit the guidance of their lives to a system whose fundamental
doctrine of atonement is based M.pon injustice.
It would aid our cause materially if you would,
through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, furnish such facts as would lead us fully to understand1st. What the Boston Society have done, in order
to effect an organization ?
2d. How many trustees has the Boston Society, and
how many are required by the laws of the State of
:IS'ew York in order to effect a legal organization ? "'
3d. How many members does the Boston Society
contain, including trustees, directors, and lady members?
4th. Can you furnish us with a copy of the doctrines
or principles to which they subscribe in order to become members ? Also a copy of their speci_a! rules
regulating their general and special meetings.
In short, any information about the present workings of the Society that would be suggestive to those
forming a similar Society ; also the names of the trustees to whom James Lick and others made their donations, and· a copy of the instrument under which they
hold the trust for posterity.
An early answer to these inquiries will oblige me
and many others who are in favor of organization and
unity of action among Liberals.
CHAs. A. CODMAN.
New York.
[REPLY. We are not, dear friend, sufficiently informed to answer your interrogatories. We only
know that. there is a fine building erected, and we are
proud to say we were present when it was dedicated
on the 29th day of January last, to the memory of
Thomas Paine, defender of the rights of man. We
would refer you to Horace Seaver a·nd J, P. Men dum,
editor and publisher of the Boston Investigator, who
can furnish you a full answer, and shall be pleased to
publish their reply in THE TRUTH .SEEKER, so that
you and other Liberals throughout the country may
be encouraged· to go on with the work of organization.
-ED. T. S.]
.

The Lord a "Good" Pay ~master.
:MR. EDITOR : Our .Christian friends are prone to
expatiate upon the punctuality and liberality of the
Lord towards all those who give to him and his cause.
Christians not only urge one another, but even outr
siders to contribute to the cause of religion, saying,
"that whosoever giveth to religion, lendeth to the
Lord," and he will reward them two-fold. But it
seems the Lord sometimes not only forgets his promised reward to his servants, who achuinister to him
and his cause, but delivers them into the power of the
adversary. To illustrate more fully, we will relate
an incident which occuned some years ago in one of
the Eastern States.
Mr. II---, a well-to-do farmer and a prominent
member of the Meth0dist church in the town where
he resided, was much given to extolling the Lord as a
"good" pay-master. On one occasion, at a distracted
meeting, where the preachers were begging for money
to put into the Lord's treasury, Brother B. arose and
said that he could testify to the goodness of the Lord,
and that he knew he was a 11 good" pay-master; for,
said he, not long ago while in Uleeting one evening,
Brother D. came and asked me to give something for
the Lord's cause. I was about to give him twenty-five
cents, but hesitated a moment, and finally concluded
to give one dollar-a big pile for him-and see if the
Lord would not in some mysterious manner reward
me two-fold. Well, one morning as I was going to
feed my cattle, I thought I would take along my gun,
and right in the road but a few rods ahead of me
stood a large, nice fox. I fired and killed him. A
few days after, a very pious brother, who was peddling, stopped with me over the Sabbath and gave me
three dollars for the skin-two dollars for one. In all
this I saw the hand of Providence ; here I was getting
two-fold pay. I tell you, brothers ancl sisters, the
Lord is a 1 ' good" pay-master; he will never disappoint nor deceive you.
A day or two after this exhortation in the meeting,
Brother H-- being in town, he purchased some necessaries, and in payment presented his "fox·" money,
when lo! and behold the shopman told him it was not
good money, and he should advise him not to try to
pass it, as it might get him into trouble. The surprise
and astonishment that were depicted in the countenance of Brother H., when he found· the Lord had
gone back on him, and paid him in bad money, were
ludicrous in the extreme.
'
·

Brother H.lwas never afterwards known to allude
to the Lord as a 11 good" pay:-master nor have we
ever heard of his shooting any more 1 / Providential"
foxes,, nor entertaining ove1· the Sahlmth. any more
ve171 ptous peddlers. .
J. HASELTINE.
Ba1'abvo, Wis ..
----~--_.._~~----

The

A11~powerful

God. ·

case, God could. be a "free agent," or if he would
have the power to annihilate his old enemv;
In conclusion, the more we lool' at this" matter the
iuore we think the facts bear us out that the asse;.tion
of Christians with regard to God's capabilities of
Pl?-YSi?,al power is very like their piety-a 11 bladder of
Will d.
W ITIS'l'LER.

How to Reform.

One of the chief props of the Christian's arO'ument
FRIEND BENNETT: I have -read with pleasure and
~~ th:lt his God is." all-powerf~l," and he wil(qiiote : I hope with profit, your book, "The Heathens df the
WIth God all thmgs are possible." For many years He!l.th." As to its merits as a novel, I do not presume
we ·were among the number who clung tenaciously. to to be. compe~ent to judge. It is interesting, amusing,
this gratuitous assumption .. The ChriStian says (as- and mstructive ; but I value the book more for its
sumes) that God made (created) all things, including llistorical facts th~n for its fiction, though they may
this earth, of course, ii1 six clays of twenty~four hours not appear so ev1dent to the American reader as to
each. Science teaches that the planet we inhabit was one who has been familiar with the manners and!cusevolved out of pre-existii1g matter in acc'ordance with toms of the people and priesthood of which the author
nature's ·eternal, changeless laws. Taken at his own writes. But these heathens of the heath-who are
words and definitions, the Christian's God is change- they? When and where w~s the reformation made
able, while tlle God of science is immutable.
·that produced such effects upon an io-norant sottish
Let us for a momennook
$~me of the potentiali- and miserable community ? At Lan~·k in Scotland'
ties assumed of the Christian· God. We may point I think about forty-eight or fifty years' ago a refor~
back to t,\le legei).~ary tales coming down through mation similar t.o this was effected, and ~as proHebrew history, whose parallels we find in the my- duced by the smgle endeavors of that bimevolent
thologies of India, Persia, Greece and Rome. Later Freethinker, Robert Owen, father of the present R. D.
in the. stage of thaumaturgy appears God's only son Owen. Lanark was, at that time, a small factory vil!l:S a ~racle performer. But. Jesus, as a magician, is lage situated in a glen or valley far apart from more
mfenor to Aaron of old. God, the father, dbplayed civilized communities, and its inhabitants were the
niore power than the Son. Indeed Samson really ex- refuse of more populous districts, who made. it a hiding-place from justice. This was the condition of the
hibited more marvelous powers thai). Jesus.
·
True, the latter raised the dead; but this is nothing place when ll'lr. Owen took possession of the factory
new in more t·ecent times, as claimed on respectable and as Owen's philosophy was that man or a com'and authentic authority under the Church of. Rome. munity, could be better and easier gove1!ned by atNow some of the acutest minds in the Church to-day traction than by repulsion, this was a fine field in
are attempting to throw miracle overboard and found which to ti'y the experiment.
evangelical Christianity qn a scientific basis. This . His first object was to get the good-wm and aftecdone, and what becomes of the" all·powerful" God? twn of the people, and then appeal to their reason
No! The priests will sniff tlie air afar and sound the He engaged teachers for the children, and built
warning befqre such a diabolical thing shall be accom- school-houses. ·He was the first man to reduce the
plished. Renan says, "that miracle is not impossible,. hours of htbor in factories in England and Scotland.
but hitherto no miracle has been proven." This is He took much interest in the proe;ress of education.
the point ! All things may be 1 1 possible with. God," He instituted philosophical exhibitions ·and amusebut of this we know not from' verifiable sources. ments, and miniature performances for the children
Christ may have been crucified and placec! in the sep- which attracted their mothers, and they by deg-ree~
ulchre as dead, but that every function of his body attracted the men. Night-schools were opened for
had been stilled in actual death is open to gnwe men and boys. Then came down the tavern .signs,
doubts. What c;ompetent physician examined his and Lanark became a happy and prosperous village
pulse, and took notes of his phys!cal condition? He and the change was acknowledged by both priest and
was, according to the account, on the cross only a few press, the country round.
}Iy space is limited or I might give you many little
hours-a- much shorter time than ordinary criminals
and not longer than some have remained apparently anecdotes that I have had from his own lips.
T. B. JOHNSON.
asphyxiated and unconscious after hanging by the
neck in England, and yet in whom life and consciousThomas Paine.
ness again 1·eturned. The death on the cross may
only have been a swoon or simulated death. We say
¥It. EDITOR: Your paper of April 1st, has a lonoit is open to doubt.
article giving the various Christian accounts of th~
Jesus' ascension is also open to the same suspicion, death of Thomas Paine. They all charge that he
because attested· to only by interested parties. The died lamenting that he did not enjoy the sweet peace
story of the 11 earthquake" and the 11 darkening of the with which heaven impregnates those who approve of
sun," when claimed as marks of divine power, is CalviR's burning Servetus. These statements may
only begging the question. Not long. ago, when be all true, or they may be all false, or they may be
s~ience was weak and struggling against the persecu- mixed-some truth with some falsehoocl.
twns of the Chmch, eclipse~, thunder and lightning
Napoleon I. was a clcvout Catholic, yet when the
were regarded with superstitious awe. lL certainly Pope refusecl to give him 11 divorce from Josephine
must be a source of keen regret to the devout Chri:;- he imprisoned him for a long time. Some of hi~
tian that these marks of divine power are not of fre- statl' oflit:ers being shockeu at such i111pi!ltY, asked him
quent occurrence in modern times. Freethinkers, if he dicl not think that on his death becl, he would
certainly, are not to be blamed for attaching more or have to repent of his unchristian conduct.
Certainly 1 will, said ile; when a man is dying his •
less suspicion to those olcl occurrences which happened under Messrs. Aaron, Joshua, and the stories of mind and his sympathies revert ·to the tin1es .of his
the fiery furnac~~ the hungry· bea:rs and big fish. Let youth, and as in Illy youth I should not dare to think
us have a few l'lo. 1 demonstratiOns trom the Chris- of dQin~ such a thing, so on my dying bed I shall be
tian's God like this:
filled wlth remorse on account of this deed- 1 'once a
1. Make the MississiplJi river run· up hill-say into man, twice(£ child."
the Arctic ocean.
Precisely this same thing occurs among the dying
2. Pile the Pacific ocean on top of the Atlantic Pagan converts to Christianity, they can be kept true
without flooding the Continent, and
·
to their new faith by means o.f coercion, cajolery and
3. Put all tbe water of the Gulf of Mexico into a by personal benefits to be denved therefrom, but they
quartj.ug.
demand to be allowed to t!ie in the (to them) blessed
Three feats of this kind would be sufficient to con- faith of idolatry as did their fathers and mothers.
vert the heart of a salamander, and would at once This may have been the case with Mr. Paine, (providconfirm the assumption of the pious Christian.
ed hi8 parents and those tltat wm·e dea1·est to him died
The pious man when 11 cornered," says: "0! we 0/wistiam,) or it may be, !\S I fear it is, that. these
see God's power daily in the sunshine, the air, the statements have been invented by the clergy, in order
water and all that sunound us." But this the Free- to assist in preserving their profitable employment
thinker calls nature's forces, which are constant cquiv- from danger.
Within thelast fifteen years it has become customalents in whatsoever way manifested. The Christian
acknowledges that the laws of nature have an exist- ary for the three liberal professions-law, physic and
ence; .so far he and the Freethinker agree. But the divinity-to work in concert. An attoml'y will never
Chri'ltian says, "lf you have laws, it necessarily fol- counsel his client to bring a clergyman m court as
lows there must be a law-maker." By the same logic evidencl' in any case, for he would be necessitated to
the Freethinker replies that, if you have a God, you speak the truth, ami possibly p;ive oil'ense to some
must, of necessity, have a God-maker."
paying member of his church, or else lie and give ofAgain : If " salvation" be so important, why don't fense to some other paying brother. In either case
this "all-powerful" God make it so plain-write it in the Gospel herald would be out of pocket sometllilw,
letters of blood across the noon-day sun-so that all consequently he would retaliate by withdrawing the
might read and have 'eternal life. ·.·On humanitarian patronage of his flock from that attorney's law ~hop,
principles, it ought to be done. It would be econom·. precisely as he does to tile butcher, tile baker or the
ic. 'l'his business of the Devil getting ninety-nine dry goods man, if they venture to accept pay from
hund1·edtlts-of the human family ought to be stopped, him for their goods. Also, when a man is about to
and it's going from bad to worse ! In fact God, in die, who has not been sufliciently liberal towards the
his fatherly love for his children, ought to do some- support of the gospel, the physician is expected to
thing, as the priests can't manage things any more. impregnate him with spasmodic orugs, so as to ma.ke
Just look at B. ·well, no matter. If only the Devil it easy for the herald to make a profitable sermon
was killed; but, my eyes, what a howl of protest from picturing the agonies of the dying Infidel or the parthe prie~ts were this to be attempted. It would never simonious Christian. If the dying man had been
do-wouldn't be "policy." We· doubt il', in this suiticicntly liberal in his pttylllents, he is regaled with
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exhilarating decoctions, making him exhibit: a glorious specimen of a happy flight from time to that
beautiful land, where, according to the Christian
Bible, they have had two wars, the last one occurring
sevqnteen hundred years ago, no notice. bavipg been
ti·ansqtitted t.o this plariet in regard to its tm:mination,
whether successful or otherwise. To say what we
have to. say in regard to what Mr. Paine did say, or
llid not say, his last' words evidently were not, my
God, why hast tltoujorsaken me'!
RoYAL.

':rhe Press oh Beecher.
Do you waht to know the real judgment of the people
il·pon Henry Ward Beecher? It is in. the fact that books
bea.ring hiS' name have uttm·lv ceasedto.sell. No man and
no woman will now buy a book of which he is the author;

sleevless nights often, and ccme,up full and fresh on
Sunday; but that wearing and grinding of the nervous
systjlm,'' Of which he. sveaks in one of his letters; will
still continue; for in the human mind there is 1>uch an
element as consciimce, and tt wilL do its rightful work at
last.
The public can never be made to believe that Mr. Beecher is innocent bY. any amount of crying or kissing, by
voting money, or sending" pastoral" letters, numerously signed, until all these dark and mysterious transactions
are brou~rht to light. So far they have not been convinced that there could have been so much lurid smoke for
so long ,a time without any fire; such an unsavory odor
of carrion, filling all the land, which Coleridge says he
counted in the city of Cologne, from virtue, undecayed;
and we shall still look for the time when, in spite of all
subterfuges, in the language of John Milton, "daylight
and truth will meet us with a clear dawn; representing
to our view, though at far distance, true colors and real
shaoes."-Boston Herald.
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truthfulness saved him. The man who has confessed
on the witness stand and in his letters to conduct 'which
shows the want of common morality, proclaims himself
an example of character for young men to imitate! Such
brazen declarations show an utter demoralization of
mind. They lift the mask o.n features that are enough to
makA the discerning shudder. He is having his vunishment in what he is. Everything he does shows what no
mask can conceal. Judged by a worthy standard of morals he is an unconvicted crime, a living lie'. And the professions of virtue and claims of· piety with whiCh he insults mankind are despairing cliltches of a mind that
knows its u.tter nakedness of anything to cover its depravity.- Golden Aue.

BEECHER AS AN INNOCENT MAN.-Supposlng Mr. Be~ech
er to be innocent, what is it that yet remains· for him to
answer for? He and his friends do not deny that he perpetrated the indiscretion of allowing Mrs. Tilton to grow
-N. Y.Sun.
too fond of him. In reBponse to the suggestion that no
Tli:E CATHOLIC CLERGY CouNTED OuT.-s6me of Mr.
good man in his senses but could and would have nipped
Beecher's. friends-probably Brot.her Shearman is the
WHY THE TRUTH HAS BEEN ToLD.-There is no reason such a vassion in the bud, they claim that Mr. Beecher is
main mover-are spreading tlie report that Cardinal Mcc why Mr. Beecher should not go among his friends and
a mere child, that he is so emotional as not to be responCloskey, Bishop Loughlin, and other Catholic prelates allow them to llheer him arid give him ·money; but when
sible for his acts, .and that he has suffered enough in
are likely. to pa-rticipate in a demonstration in honor of he and his friends become the aggressors and present
spirit for the thoughtless imprudence of disrupting n
:Beecher. oroposed by Plymouth church. Such an absurd their pastor as the victim of a wanton conspiracy, they do marriage tie which he himself had bound, of destroying
sto17 'is in keeping 'with Shearman's vraye·rs and tears him. infinite harm. They compel us to say that Mr. a. household into which he had entered as a sacred guest.
and the whole management of Mr. Beecher's case.-Bqs- Beecher, judged by his own written and spoken.record, is of blighting the fair fame of a wom~tn who had bloomed
t~nPilot;.·
·
unworthy to teach the Gospel. By his own confession, beneath his hand, and of sending little innocent children
BEECHER'S IMPROPER CONDUCT .-The immodest estimate he brought ruin upon a home he was bound to protect forth upon t'he battle of life, hard at best, with blasted
"hich Mr. Beecher made of his own goodness and great- and cherish.
names and broken fortunes. Yet, though he hung upon
When the scandals were first breathed the Press took the edges of despair while there was a hope of averting a
ness in his. speech last evening will hardly strike the
world favorablY-: :If he had really dwelt during the past. his· side almost without an exception. They defended part of the disaster he had wrought, now that it is comfl,ve years so near to God as he asserts, he would not have him so' long as defense was possible. · Tbey had every in- plete and exposed to the knowledge of all the world. this
gone down on his knees to a" heathen,'' or humbled him- clination to aid Mr. Beecher. He wa.<> a national ma.n, a tender, gentle. child-like spirit rides the whirlwind a.nd
self before Theodore Tilton, or prayed that a woman great orator and writer, with a hundred winning quali- guides the storm with the audacity and firmness, the skill
outside of his own household should come and comfort ties, who lived iii the sunshine of enthusiastic friendship, and the will of a demon of darkness. He stands defiant
him. But if Mr. Beecher's estimate of himself is a trifie and whose fall it was naturally feared would be a· misfor- in his pulpit, receiving with triumphant smiles the hom~
0verdrawn. his confidence in Plymouth church is not tune to the country and religio·n. Mr. Beecher caused the age of the in ultitude. There is not an additional wrinkle
misplaced. That congregation of emotional and busi- change in the tone of the press. The newspapers were on his brow or a gray hair the more upon his. head,
ness Christians will never desert the pastor while the an- not within the regis of Plymouth church. They knew the There is no tremor in his voice The trial is over, and.
nual.rental of pews nets $70,000, or while merchants, law- meaning of English, and when they found a master of content with such vindication as it has brought him, he
yers and stock-jobbers find in the "lellture-room" such a phrase humbling himself before an adversary as before haughtily dismisses the past. It can let loose no phanpleasant place to vent their svare piety and rhetoric.- his God, and wishing he were dead, and that he alone was toms to haunt his soul as long as he. is the idol of this
guilty; and when they saw him paying money to pur- fiock of rich voluptuaries. What cares he for its shadow
Utica Observm·.
·
chase silence, and for four years a puppet in the hands of
IN an article on ·'M?·. Beecher's conduct si1ice the trial.'' a shrewd, driving b~siness man, arranging "devices" as he stand~. one ruddy and one vast substantial grin, in
the New York Sun says of the pastor's boasting that the after" devices" to "save ourselves," they reached a con- the glare of Plymouth church, his expBnses made good to
expenses of the said trial had been more than $75,000, and clusion which Mr. :Beecher's moaning rhetoric under a him by a doubled salary, and his sensational capacity
that Plymouth church had given him the money to pay it, Peekskill moon cannot destroy, We do not know of any- augmented by this last amazing lucky hit of his? It ·is
and saying. "On th•' other side the expenses have also thing that would have given the press higher satisfaction Tweed Jet loose and Plected ·Mayor of New York. It is
been large, but they have got no money to pay them than to have seen:Henry Ward Beecher overthrow his anything, anybody without the sense of grief or shame,
or any gentle. self-denying, manly virtue ·or modesty.
with."
accusers by showing his absolute and undoubted innoMaking fun at the expense of his accuser's poverty is cence. Moulton and Tilton were nothing to us in com- lording it amid the invisible ruins of the little moral
certainly a remarkable thing for a minister of exalted re- parison to him, and if he had been truly innocent the world about him. and complacently receiving the ovation
ligious susceptibility and Christian character to do. W.llat journals would have seen them fioat over tho "moral of fools and knaves. A sweQt, lamb-like spirit, truly!
preaching the grace of humility on a hundre I thousand
is the hide of this man made of?
Niagara" without a regret. Even now no one desires to
The exhibition Mr .. Beecher is making of himself is be cruel to Mr. Beecher. We know of no man in public dollars a year.and playing monkey-tricks for the edificacasting new reproach on the Christian ministry of the life to whom more kindness would naturally llow. But tion of righteous worldlings who think that thN·e is no
country with which he still claims and has affiliation. He he must not pose as a martyr. Whatever he may be to harm in fornication.
He is stronger now than ever, they tell us. He is at
would do better to retire into the wilderness for a season, Plymouth church, to the world he is no longer the Beechand with fasting and prayer realize in his character an l er of the old days. The Beecher of the old days is dead. length completely master of Plymouth church. In 18611,
in the chastening of his spirit the lesson of the terrible The Beecher of freedom and emaneipalion and religious because of a liberal and patriotic Rpeech he made, incultrial.through which he has passed. His attitudinizing in toler:;tnce-the Beecher who did such valiant service in cating tolerance to the Santi;, they came within un ace of
tile part of a manly fellow and an honest man is not of England-no longer lives. He died under the pen and turning him out. He had to make an humble apolor:(yfor
being, "for one night only," a Christian and a pn.triot.
benefit to him, or edifying to the religious or irreligious
pistol of Frank 1\Ioulton when he signed the letter of Not so since he has passed th!'ough a lascivious, solilicommunity.
·
contrition-a letter whi.ch he could no more deny to the mental ordeal, swlueed a woman, submi\tt'd to bJ;)ckmail,
LICENTIOUS lV!INISTERS 1\IUST RE RE~'ORMED.-Since the common sense of mankind than Shakespeare could have and bullied his way to a divided verrlict from a jury which
au;tignment of the pastor of Plymouth church, ministe- denied "Hari:J.let."-N. Y. Hm·ald.
his manaa:ers regarded as their own. That is an nchiove ·
rial.scandals have become a common topic. Scarcely a
LIFTING THE MASK.-If anything were needed to prove ment to be visite<l with fiowers a.nd ;,pp!nuse, with more
day passes that does not herald charges more or less that :i\Ir.J?eecher is a guilty man after the revelatio.ns of flowers and applause, and with fiowers mHl applause
grave against pulpit occupants. ·How many have been
the trial he has supplied the deficiency. His conduct again, together with a salary double that of the doubled
made public since the Beecher scandal first took defl.nite
since tho trial has had all the force of an unconscious and Presidential income. a respite of three months and prepshape and form, we have not the means of accurately
1.mintended confession. At the Plymouth meeting in arations for a grand display of pious fire-works in the
stating just now. but the number is certainly very great which he dolled public sentiment, and declared that he autumn. Fa ugh! it smells to heaven! Nay, this is not
compared with the .aggregat<>.o.f ministers, Laymen apwas a manly fellow, and told what he should do, and all. So far from shunning these vainglorious disphtyspear to have taken courage, and clerical sins hitherto
boasted'that he and God were against the world. he lifted th's ground and lofty tumbling-our peaceful shepherd,
compounded and sedulously concealed, have been brought the mask from a conscience-stricken mind, so that any usurping the attributes of his Maker. numbers his own
to the light of day, and Philadelphia has not been with- one of ordinary insight could see its writhings and feel days, and fixes the date of his physical dcmino. He is lo
out her share. The last case is one now on trhtl before a its desperation. Innocence never talks in that rampant live in glory, though he docs not tell us to what extent he
church tribunal. and ccimmont upon which would scarce- and half impious wa.y. True manliness is modest and will sin in glory, for the next twenty years. Twenty
ly be proper, as there is a decided conflict of testimony. does not need to shake its fist in the face of all mankind, years-twenty bully, golden years! A goodly timo, by the
Whatever the results, it is to the credit of the laymen of ana slap the Almighty on the shoulder to prove th~tt it mass! with a hundred thousand dolhtrs stuck to each,
the church most interested that they resolved to reach the
and a first-chtss line of march to Greenwood at tho close.
courageous.
truth, If such a· thing were possible, and if that course is But
the Peekskill demonstration lifted the mask still to say nothing of the bevy of angels in short skirts and
were inflexibly pursued, whenever reasonable grounds more. At Plymouth lte was defiant; on his farm he was spangles to bear him off, as Don Giovanni was not borne
for its adoption exis~ed, ministerial undue familiarities exultant and broke into braggadocia. He had gone thro' off in the amusing operatic extravaganza.
wuuld become less frequent. and ministerial influence be the red sea and gained strength by the exercise. He had
Why should· Beecher retire from the world? He bas
immensely enlarged.-Philadelphia Evenin(J Gh1-onicle.
come out of the fiery trial without ~o much as a singed been the central Jlgure of a scandal the most enormously
NoT SuccESSFUL.,- Mr. Beecher's parishioners, being hair. He was all right: and he even went on to tell the demoralizing of any that has ever cursed the oarth, HI'
blessed with woalth. have. chosen to gild the stains upon reason of his escape, His honesty had saved him. His hns been the creature of a myriad of indecent jests nil
his character, and to phig the holes in his reputation, truthfulness had supported him. His character had car- over the world. He has brought to hearthstones base
which the scandal trial failed to stop, with the same ma- ried him through. Such assertions are enough to make suggestions, that else had never entcrecl"there-hc hHk
terial. the dentist us(ls to plug a carious tooth. But so one gasv for breath. He himself confesses that the trial fa":iliarizod the young with guilty love-he has popularlong as Mrs. Moulton's. and Mrs. Bradshaw's testimony cost him over $75 000. But for the constant and herculean ized the idea of adultery, a.nd it is safe to say rhnt this
·is unimpeaclled,.and Mr. Beacher's letters are not ration- efforts of an able council, and devoted church, and hun- a:trair of his has caused more lapses from virtue than any
ally exolained, just so long will the stains be apt to.show dreds of friends, he would have been convicted. No un- event in mode.rn times. But, being guilty, why should he
through the gilding, and the bullion plugs will bo contin- liia.sed human being can read his answers to the cross- retire? He must face it out in order to establish an innon~tlly dropping out .. And just so long will Mr. Beecher QtiCstioning of 1\Ir. Fullerton and see his miserable shuf- cence that, if it were genuine, would shrink back and
continue to "sit upon the ragged edge of anxiety, re- flings and evasious and pottering with a double sense. say, "God's will be done." Not a bit of it. He has no
morse, despair and fear." They ·may vote him· more without feeling thnt the truth was not in him. For four thought of submitting himself to any such upstart as God
money, or vave the paths about his mansion with gold years. according to the showing of the witnesses and his Almighty as long ns he can set up a liltle bmss heaven of
until they shine like the pavements of the·· New Jerusa- own confession, he was engaged in a long and complica- his own <tnd run a race with destiny. Born an actor and
lem,'' and he may be "cheerful at times.;' as he says "he ted conspiracy to deceive the public and cheat friends, a great one, he will die an actor; but, like others of his
has been so often among his friends, while suffering all and even to hoodwink his own investigating committee. kind ,'let ns hope he will "leave no copy."-Gow"i;·r- ,,_.,_
the torments of the dam nod/' rre· will continue to "pass nnrl yet this man has the impudence to boast that his nal.
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cent "Paine Hall" that has just been finished and
dedicated to his revered name in Boston, where a
hundred years ago the best Puritanic· Christianity they
had wa:s employed in. publicly whipping lovely and
innocent Qu·aker girls for i'nsisting that they had the
right to worship a God in such manner as they might
choose,· where men and women, and even children,
were whipped publicly in the street, fined, imprisoned, branded, and hanged for choosing their own
mode of religious worship.
In the city of Boston, where "primitive Christianity" held unbounded sway for nearly or quite a century, we find a greater proportion of Infidels (positive
ones I mean) than in any city in the Union.
These few. facts show that Christianity is in a fatal
decline, and that Infidelity is " running and being
glorified" throughout all Christendom. Yours for
continued progress,
·
T. J. MooRE.
Sta7'field, Ill., April 20th, 1875.

for God-such as the Rev. Jonathan Edwards, who
says, ·'Infidels have no rights we do .respect," and
the Rev. Mr. Wells, secretary of the Young ·Men's
MR .. EDITOR : I have noticed for more than fifty
Christian Association of Northern Ohio, who. says
years, that about every decade, and sometimes often"the time is coming when Christians will love God s~
er, that the orthodox God pours out his spirit upon
intensely that they will put to death even their own
the people of this nation, and adds to the churches of
children who may be found holding and teaching
such and such only as shall be saved, or expect to be,
heretical opinions." Noble men! They love God
by some one's righteousness besides. their own, and on
now! Their great hearts are full of those hi~h attriall such occasions the holy ones-the pions editors in
b.utes of God. Give us enough of such men, and we
particular-in order to !lhow their gratitude to their
can have one hundred tho~sand Infidels burned,
God, take special pains to eject a large amount of orracked and thumbscrewed before the first half of the
thodox filth upon the name of PAINE, and they use
next decade shall have passed by.
their old stereotyped politeness by calling him Tom
We might be carrying out the fruits of our love to
Paine, and they always assert that he died in great
God now, were it not that our Infidel Constitution
stands in the way. This great barrier-the work of
agony, calling on God to have mercy on his soul, and
our Infidel forefathers, must be removed. If in no
regreting that he ever wrote such a wick!ld book as
the ''Age of Reason," and they quote from a pamphother way, we mttst rise in our might anu overthrow
let or tract, that they hired a pious liar.by the name
it by force of arms, and re-establish the God-given
times of old, when Christianity was in the ascendof Grant Thorburn to write.
This Thorburn pretended to have boarded in the
ancy.
same house in company with Paine, and one of the
The public schools, as well as the churches, must
The Religious Amendment.
"religious tract societies" gave this fellow a hundred
be in the hands of the Christians. 'Tis there we
The
great
and
all-absorbing
question
of
the
day
is
must
indoctrinate the young.
They must be
dollars for the libel he wrote on Paine. This pious(?)
slanderer was afterwards convicted-so history says- the proposed religious amendment. It can no longer taught to quote all the scripture possibla, both in
of various thefts, and was forced to sign a lil;lel for be denied til at. it is the. duty of every Christian in the writing and in conversation, in order to keep God's
things he had said against the character of a lady. I land to stand up and demand that our God and the holy word constantly before the 1Jeople. There must
am moved to write this letter by reading an· article in holy .Bible be put in the Constitution of the United be no plays, dances, nor mirthfulness, whatsoever.
THE TRUT~ S~KER of April 1st, which you quote States without further delay. I feel sorrowful and There must be no affection, love, nor friendship, alfrom a paper calling itself the CMistian Obse?"Ve'l\ solemnly sad that, as a nation, we should be compel- lowed to exist between sexes or persons, for God says
whose editor consoles himself by saying that '' Paine's led to longer abide under our present Godless instru- in his holy book, "if any man come unto me· and
birthday was scarcely noticed this year in this city. ment. Let us all be sorrowful-we have cause to be. ha~e not his father, and mother, and wife, and chilThirty years ago it was celebrated with great enthusi- It behooves us as Christians to at all times be sorrow- dren, and brother and sisters, yea, and even his own
ful. ''Sorrow is better than laughter, for by the sad- life also, he cannot be my disciple" (Luke xiv: 26).
asm ; now none so poor as to do him reverence."
The editor then adds this lie, viz: " Infidelity is not ness of the count_en3:nc_e the heart is made_ better.· Love God only, and let that love be such as the Rev.
half so rife as it was just after the Revolutionary war; The heart of the wrse ~s ~n the house of mo_urn~~g, but Mr. Wells describes, and such as will cause you to
not half so wide spread as it was fifty years ago." If the heart of the foolrs m the house. of mrrth (Eccl. offer up your own children as a burnt offering unto
this editor did not know that both these assertions are vii: 3, 4). We must frown down upon the fo?l. We God, as did Jephthah, of his own daughter, when
great lies, he is to be pitied for his ignorance. He must work for power and law to enforce obedrence to God delivered the children of Ammon into his hands"
..
adds another gross falsehood; he says: "The old God's mandates as laid down in his holy Word. (Judges xi).
Sectarianism is all well enough for common, to keep
members have gone into·another world, and have left That this has not yet be~n ~ccomplished is an especial
no successors.'' Their successoi"s are now ten to cause for sorrow at tlus trme. Insomuch as we are up strife to make us hate each other and to make us
where they numbered one thirty years ago. Paine's created in God's owri image, we should endeavor to look gluht, but we must all unite under the banner of
name is as much revered now by tens of thousands of be like lin to him. "And it repented the Lord that he theY. M. C. A. in order to perfect our scheme for
our best minds as any of the Revolutionary patriots. had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his the punishment of. Infidelity.
Infidels, so far as their belief is concerned matter
I have taken some pains to distribute his "Age of heart" (Gen. vi: 6) ; "The Lord said he would dwell
Reason," and I find no man to whom I have sold a in thick darkness" (1 Kings 8: 12J ; "He made the nothing; but it is the unpardonabltl sin of th~ir refuscopy (whose mind has not been mislead by orthodox darkness his secret place "''(Ps. xvVi: 11); "Clout!s ing to contribute to the support of the church that we
trainmg), that does not highly prove it. It is free and darkness are r~und about him" (Ps. lixvii: 2). cannot, and will not, tolerate. So far as any other
from all the vulgarity and nastiness that we find in the So let us humble ou_rselves, hang our heads, be lowly sin is concerned, it is notl1ing to us, "for there is no
man that sinneth not" (1 Kings viii: 46J· "Who can
orthodox Bible, and the "Age of Reason" is growing and full of lamentation.
In epeaking of putting God in the Constitution we say I have made my heart clean; I am pure from my
more into public favor, and will continue to do so until orthodox clergymen learn to preach a gospel with mean to include our beloved Christ Jesus, for he is sin?" (Rev. xx: 6); ''For there is not a just man upmore common sense, reason arid justice in it, than one with God. He himself hath said. "I and my on earth, that doeth good and sinneth not" (Eccl. vii:
they do at present, although they have knocked o:tf father are one" (John x: 30); "All power is given 20); " 'l'here is none righteous, no, not one" (Rom.
unto me in heaven and on earth" (Matt. xxviii: 18). iii: 10). .
some of the rough corners of their old-time creeds.
Again, we are all on the same plane at the end of
Beecher's Union says of the Bible, (~peaking in re- Inspired writers, in confirmation of this, have declargard to Infidel attacks on it,) '' It survives both friends ed that, he "who being in the form of God thought it this life ; but that is no reason why the Infidel should
and foes without being able to speak one word in its not robbery to be equal with God" (Phil. ii: 5). Yea, not be made to help support the church; . In proof of
own beh~lf but what it has already said ; it moves on Father, Son and Holy Ghost constitute one God, "for this sameness at the end of life, we have but to turn
in majestic silence, totally unharmed by the attacks of there are three that bear record in heaven" (1 John v: to holy writ and read: "As the cloud is consumed
its millions of foes, it is the same blessed gospel that 7). The three as one must bear record in the Consti- and vanisheth away, so he that goes down to the
must be accepted by all mankind, or they must eter- tution, for "the Lord our God is one Lord" (Deut. grave shall come up no more" (Job vii: 9); "The
vi: 4).
dead know not anything, neither have they any more
nally perish."
"No man hath seen God at any time" (John i: 18); a reward" (Eccl. JX: 5); ''They are dead, they shall·
I would like to ask the man who uttered this nonsensical falsehood, if he ·had never read or heard of "Ye hath neither heard his voice at any time, nor not live ; they are deceased, they shall not rise'' (Is.
a distinguished philanthropist by the name of Paine, seen his shape" (John v: 37), but we have the evidence x:xvi: 14); ''For that which befalleth the sons of men
who fired one shot from his twenty inch gun at his within the covers of his blessed book that he is an all- befalleth the beasts, even one thing befalleth them ·
blessed, invulnerable Bible, and tore a hole clear sufficient God, for "with God all things are possible" as the one dieth so dieth the other; yea, they have ali
through it, or, as the sailors say, tore it from "stem (Matt. xix: 26). Witness his noble attributes: "For one breath, so that a man hath no pre-eminence above
to stern," so as to let the light of reason and common I, the Lord thy God, am a jealous God, visiting the a beast" (Eccl. iii: 19).
But let us work for the amendment, for we must
sense·shine clean thro.ugh it, and show its inherent de- iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the
formity ? The shot so riddled the old hulk that one third and fourth generation" (Ex. xx: 5); "Jacob again show the world the power and glory of the
Bishop Watson came to its rescue by writing an have I loved arid Esau have I hated" (Rom. ix: 13); church. The people must be made to study the scrip"apology,'' a:nd the old craft is in such a condition " Thus saith the Lord, behold I frame evil against tures oftmth, and get wisdom, "for in much wisdom
now (and has been for some years), that they have you and devise a device against you" (Jer. xviii; 11); is much grief, and he that iucreaseth knowledge inthree or four hundred of the best boss gospel carpen- " I make peace and create evil, I tile Lord do all these creaseth sorrow" (Eccl. i: 18). This grief and sorters in Christendom at work, to so repair it that it shall things " (Is. :xxxxv: 7) ; ''For it was of the Lord to row will bring us down, and render us far more likely
not soon fall to pieces. It has cost the Churches un- harden their hearts that they should come against to incur the anathemas of our brethren, for "wo unto
told millions to keep the old craft in decent repair Israel in battle, that he might destroy them utterly, you when all men shall speak well of you" (Luke vi:
since P.aine fired his big gun through it. And these and that they might have no favor" (Josh. xi: 20) ; 26).
We must have a Christian dictator at the head of
three or four hundred (more or less) D.D. 's. have been ''The Lord is a man of war" (Ex. xv: 3); " I will
doctoring this perfectly healthy patient(?) for two or not pity, nor spare, nor have mercy, but destroy " the nation ; even such an one as was Moses, so that
three years, and it has so many gangrenous spots that (Jer. xiii: 1~); "And thou shalt consume all the peo- thousands and tens of thousands may be slain as of
it is supposed it will take them several years more be- pie which the Lord thy God shall deliver thee; thine old~,. and let the word be, "Thus saith the Lord God
fore they will get it sufficiently patched up to be eye shall llave no pity upon . them" (Dent. vii: 16); of lsrael put every man his sword by his side, and
turned loose upon the world with any expectation that ''Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all go in and out from gate to gate throughout the camp,
that they have, and spare them not, but slay both man and slay every man his brother, and every man his
it will long be able ''to paddle its own canoe."
This wonderful God-aiding council proposes to and woman, infant and suckling" (1 Sam. xv: 2, 3); companion, and every.man his neighbor" (Ev. x:xxii:
make all needful(!) alterations and additions to this "The Lord thy God is a consuming fire" (Deut. iv: 27), And when the victors. return with their spoils
divine document that they think God, in his short- 24); "For I have kindled a fire in mine anger, which from the Infidel, Spiritualist, Unitarian and Universasightedness, seems to have left out. I would suggest, shall burp. forever" (Jer. xvii: 4) .. Is not. this reason list camps, let future history speak of our dictator as
at this time, only one addition that I t!Jink will be of enough why we should acknowledge him in our Con- does the holy Bible of Moses: ''And Moses said unto
great importance for "all of human kind" to know, stitution as supreme ruler? The attributes of man in them, have ye eaved all the women alive? . . .
and I would TJ.dd it as an appencloix to one of that God- this day and generation are so nearly allied to him Now therefore kill every male among the little ones,
like man's (King David) comforting declarations, that it is no better than heresy or bla£phemy to longer and kill every woman that hath known a mau by lywhen he says, " 'l'he fear of the Lord is the beginning delay the adoption of the proposed Christian amend- ing with him : but all the women-children that hath
of wisdom." I would like them to add or append to ment. In proof of man's likeness to God we !Jave but known a man by lying with him, keep alive for yourthis the following, viz : .And the fear of tlw ortlwdox to turu to his holy Worcl.and read: "And the Lord selves" (Num. x:xxi: 15, 17, 18). AMEN. Thank the
God said, Behold tbe man is become as one of us" Lord! Let us hasten the adoption of the amendment!
Devil is the end of it.
Let it be in our clay, while we are yet in our prime.
I think there is much more truth and sense in the (Gen. iii: 22).
Let us work day and night. "nor tarry nor tire"
.
JASON KIRK,
latter than in the former. I think the two should be
yoked together, and that they would be considered as until this God-inspired amendment is adopted. Infi- Member West Branch Monthly Meeting, Society of
clelity is making rapid strides in our land. It must
Friends, Grampian Hills, Pa.
closely related as the Siamese twins.
But to return from this discussion. I really hope be put down, and the first step toward that end is to
this "Christian observer" will not "lay the flattering Christianize the Constitution. Heresy can then be
THE Detroit Free Press thinks that Beecher didn't want
unction to his soul," that the followers and lovers of punished by death on the rack, or at the stake, as our
that prussic acid to poison himself with, but that he was
Paine are diminishing in the least ; if he should, 1 law-makers, or inquisitorial tribunal, may elect.
We have some noble men in the field now, working going for the cats of the neighborhood.
would ask him to look at the beautiful and magnifi-
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with her offspring continues on through alike; though they touch the same generation unequalboth gestation and lactation.
ly. Sometimes there are found in o:!fspring an equaThe act of impregnation, though limited thus by ble blending, and a beautiful and perfect harmonizing
time and space, carries with it results which concern of the individualities of either parent. ~'his is the
no less than the perpetuity and well being of the race. realization of the original and perfect law of reproducJULY 9TH, 1875.
For in this act is transmitted..
tion. Could the marital relation always secure a per[THREE HUNDRED AND FIRST MEETING.]
1st, Genus. "Each after his kind," is the most feet adaptation of organization, the resultant progeny
MRS. DR. S. B. CHASE read a paper entitled Re- wonderful law displayed in the whole economy of na- would always preserve this completeness and harmoIt touches every link in .the change of being. ny and beauty of being. As it is,· however, in. the
sponsibility of Sex, from which we can give but a few ture.
"Man, beast, bird, fish, insect, what no eye can see economy of nature, the immediate offspring are
extracts.
and no· glass reach."
.
most commonly unequally il;npresse\'], though time
At an age averaging from twelve to sixteen years,
It extends through the vegetable kingdom as well, never fails 'to equalize the impr(J.ssion as the family
lhe girl suddeply withdraws from the arena of _a_ctivi- and binds under its inviolate sway the mightiest and -runs on into successive generations. ·
ty and amusement which has been common With her tiniest growth of mountain and valley, forest and
Individuality embraces the entire. being, body and
male companion, while he, gratified with the same field. The mountain pines are the same to-day, and spirit, and everything engrafted on eithel:, so as to bepastimes as before, continues on for years only a boy, ch.ant their peaQs as grandly tuned, and in as sweet come an integral part thereof. Accordingly there are
and the same boy still. Following her on her diver- accord as when God first created them to chant his transmitted in the act of impregnation.
4th. Diseases whi(!h as a class so engraft themselves
gent path, we find her marvelously transformed. She praise ; and the lily is the same, and blooms with a
has become suddenly increased in stature; her bony whiteness as pure and a perfume as sweet as when he on the life-forces, so grow intp and become an integ·fabric has acquired nearly its standard. solidity; her first betrothed it to the valley to teach the kinship of ral part of the constitution as to stamp themselves
irrevocably on the individuality of either parent.
general tissues, firmness and strength, and her pelvis purity and humility.
Neither the silent agency of the elementary forces, Diseases of this class may or may not have a local
and pelvic viscera nearly their maximum stableness
and capacity. Her former lean and awkward figure though operating through all time, nor the grand con- habitation or a name; may or may not be expressed
has given place to symmetry and elegance of propor- vulsions which have ;rocked the world, have ever dis- through localized or general suffering. They may
tion, and her former romping and ungainly action to turbed the primordial moulds in which all organized .Pervade the life-forces so subtly as to escape the consciousness of. the victim or the eye of the medical ada movement graceful and charming. Her eye gleams matter was originally:cast.
The wonder of this law grows upon us.as we con- viser.
with a softer .lustre, her bosom heaves -with an inWhat a solemn, startling truth is this, and should be
creased volume and beauty, and her voice, from template its sway over man. . . .
From century to century it gleams with the flash of written in letters Of inextinguishable light upon the
lark-like, has become dove-like.
Psychologically, she is a new creature, her soul the poniard, the torturing blaze of fagots, the lurid altar of every home where consumption haunts with
has become the throne of a new motive and a new glare.of sacrificial altars, and the fiery breath of war. hectic beauty and cheating hope, or where scrofula
hope. Her family of dolls, so long caressed, are or- Want and vice, crime and pestilence; diseas(';s of stalks with hydro-cephalic head, distorted vertebra and
phaned and forgotten ; her jumper-cord and hoop ate loathesome and COJJ.Suming taint, ''maladies of rack- leprous skin, or where misery-making idiocy has made
among garret rubbish; the old maltese, the hearth' ing torture and heart-sick agony" pour their corrupt- wreck of all that is beautiful in human form. Would
stone idol and the last of her pets, which she first en- ing currents all down the ages, yet mark the marvel- that it could be indelibly inscribed on the door panels
joyed for his antics, but .afterward for his purring ous truth-genus has never been disturbed. Each of every house of shame, high as well as low where
breath, is banished from fellowship and given over to successive gen·eration have been made to receive and woman with power accorded to her by nature to elevate and bless, wooes to corrupt and wins to destroy.
the mercy of old 'fowser, the household dog. Life, transmit the race-mould unbroken and inviolate.
The great primary truth, that diseases are a
2d. Equality of sex-ratio. No philosophic mind can .
as it relates to things useful and things to c.ome, engrosses her mind, school privileges are no longer used contemplate the numerical ratio of the sexes, preserv- part of our individuality become transmitted in imfor amusement and time-killing, but for culture and ed as it has been, intact, through all the vicissitudes pregnation, has a corollary truth worthy a place in
preparation for the great need of future years. Home to which o.ur race has been subject, without the con- this connection, and too important to pass unheeded.
exerts an influence, and wears a charmlunfelt before; victions that the record-" male and female created It is this, that such diseases when inherited or acquirits nursery and its fireside, its altar and its love dis- he them," conveys an important physiological fact, ed are irrevocable, and beyond the reach of art or
close new and surprising lessons of experience an_d namely: that a certain numerical sex-ratio was origi. medicine. It must be admitted that this corollary
nally stamped upon the generic life-stream of the race. neither flatters the profession, learned, studious, and
example.
:Niight we look within her soul, where before.was The popular notions that a particular decubitus in aspiring ever, nor pays compliment to impudent, igonly a dream-chamber, we would discern-a secret sexual embrace, or subse~ently in gestation, or that norant, vatmting charlatanry.
shrine, and an unconscious worship, in part a mem- the will of the oarty which predominates, or that eli- ·As I have traced the history of a man once happy,
ory and in part a hope, one reaching back into child- mate or seaso.ns: or the all-prevailing moon, influence in health and reputation, home and estate from the
hood, where, among the older of her mates, was one or determine this must be regarded as purely specu- time he first tampered with the intoxicating glass on
who, whether hoop-trundling, butterfly-chasing or lative. What must have ever been and what must through his swift career, till his stalwart frame tramhide-and-seeking in rivalry of speed and tact, was al. continue so vital to the well-being of the race, could bled with disease and his proud spirit shivered in deways sure to win, whose laugh had the merriest ring, not have been left to the caprice of circumstances, spair, till he was "naught but a pauper whom nobody
whose eye the brightest flash, and whose lips the no, the law of the Universe ineffaeably and benefic- owned," and his only prayer, rum or death. And as
sweetest kiss-the other reaches into the future, after iently stamped sex-ratio upon the primordial race- I have watched his once honored and love-glad wife
a pure and exalted manhood. In brief, the blithe and mould .and the race can therefore no more break at last a drunkard's widow in a garret or cellar home,
and his children fed on crumbs and couched on straw,
aimless girl has become the t~ough_tfu!, loving maiden. away from this law than from the law of genus.
In the act of impregnation there are transmitted: I have thought how fleet and terrible are even earthly
This wonderful transform~twn, m 1ts aggregate expression, defines puberty. But why this sudden and ·3d. Moulds of being, col'responding to and resemb- retributions. But what of the Nemesis which hnunts
marvelous change? What is the significance of pu- ling those of the parents. This accounts in the main his path who, a slave to passionland fearless of results,
for all the striking differences of form, proportion, or timid and cheated by these lying pledges of imberty?
It is that the germ-cells which were early planted color as well as the subtler distinctions in the human purity, dallies with pleasure and bows his soul to sin
by Nature, within her ovarian tissue, and which organization which are denominated constitutions, and shame, and his blood to vice and taint-who, afterwards wins away from· a home-circle where she was
in a constantly ascending se1·ies of development have temperaments, idiosyncracies. . . .
It is a high prerogative and a solemn truth that in alike the joy and hope, a pure, trusting and forever
been ripening and bursting and giving place successively to a new and more perfectly vitalized group, the act of impregnation we impress our offspring loving girl, and in the holy embrace of wedded love,
have now attained such completeness of endowment with our own moulds of being; with our own physic- casts upon hor waitlng ova (!orrupt and poison-bearas to be capable of impregnation. It is that she has a! mental and moral natures. This truth should ing spermatozoon ! Mark his portion in a few faith~
become a generative being-a germ-bearer of Hu- n~ver be lost sight of. Let every woman know and fullife pictures. .
believe that the strong frame and noble fashion, vigPicture first. His own health, after an indefinite
manity.
.
'!'his ovum or cell-germ, whose perfection of devel- orous life-force and exalted spirit of the man she time, betrays the mischievous work of ruin. Erytheopment constitutes tlte fundamental idea of puberty, loves and marries shall determine largely the fashion matous blotches dapple his blanched and cachectic
is as it relates to her sex, only a vitalized structure in and organization of her offspring, and that in their skin ; ulceration corrodes the fauces, caries gnaws
the sense .that it has a vital connection with her body, individualities she shall surely find resemblances with a merciless tooth and makes cavernous his bones,
as we use the term vitalized, as applied to any other which, more than anything else, will reward her sac- crippled, emaciated, haggard, he spends his days in
living tissue as the brain or lungs-that is, it is inca- rifices, and comfort and sustain her under all her cares- anxiety and weariness, and his nights in mingled
pable, by a_ny power which she alone ()an exert upon and burdens. Let every man know and believe that dreams and horror. His voice becomes husky and
it of puttmg on any form or producing any result the finely wrought physique, purity of blood-force, faint, and finally lost; he swallows first with clifficulhigher or beyon.d its own simple structure. ln other loveliness of spirit and charm of character of the ty, then with pain, and at last with torture; more and
words unaffected by any force or influence than what woman he wooes and weds shall stamp their outlines more putrescent, be lives in self-detestation, remorse
is deri~able from her own being, this cell, this germ, of grace, beauty and power somewhere upon, or and hopeless lamentation, and. dies scourged as with
tongues of fire, and with curses in his heart and upon
as soon as matured, is separated frol\l her tissues and within on the cherub forms of his children.
Conversely, let every woman know that whatever his lips.
blights and dies.
Picture second. He himself suffers with little else
ln speaking of the puberic change, we alluded to a of unsightliness is individualized in the physique of
secret .shrine and worship ; soul answers to soul the man she marries, whatever of deformity in his appreciable than a mottled, or dappled, or pimpled
mental constitution, whatever of baseness in his moral skin, and t,his at times made temporarily to clear off
across the years and over land and sea.
But we will pass the rapture of betrothment, the nature will unmistakably impress themselves on by a round of medicines. But in the meantime his
solemnity of the plighted vow and the unapproach- their ~ffspring. And let every man know that what- wife's sweet face grows pale and stricken, her vigorable sanctity of the wedded bed, and concern our- \lVer un0omeliness is individualized in the physical, ous frame haggard and trembling, her strong and
selves only with her col).dition after the copulative mental and moral nature of the woman he marries, will steady heart beats faint and shivering, and und!<r the
be reflected in accurate portraiture in the body-mould daily added anxiety, and exhaustion, and distress of
act.
If now with microscopic aid, we look upon and and mental and moral endowments of their children. wasting disease, unsuspecting and faithful.to the last
The individualities of both parents descend to their she at last enters into the:eternal tearless rest, where;
within h~r ovaria, we behold this cell-germ encompassed with seminal spermatozoon, the object of their children or their children's children, nnd froru this thank God, no defilement of earth can follow.
Picture third. He remains the same as last porlaw there is no escape; and t.hese individualities imstrange pilgrimage and search.
They touch and permeate the cell and feed upon it ! press the race and are never lost, except as the given trayed, but his wife's contamination takes on a more
This is all our lens can reach, this is all we know ! branch or family may perish without reproduction. aggressive career. After repeated impregnations, her
But the miraculous result-generic life, being and im· True, that of one parent may predominate over that general health, otherwise at first but little affected,
of the other, which may not declare itself .in the first her throat becomes like the_ vortex of hell, with the
mortality! This is IMPREGN.A'l'ION.
Impregnation marks the only time and place, for all succeeding generations; yet that it fails not to be fire and stench of destructive ulceratiOn, her nasal
his life in which man's blood,force can touch, mingle transmitted, we have evidence in the remarkable fact bones waste, and their. proud &rch falls in, and her
with or influence that of his offspring. Yet it em- that it may always be found in one or anether of the teeth drop out, a~d her bleared an~ half-blinded
braces only a moment of time, and only microscopic following generations; the tra!lslation taking place in eyes weel? tears ~f pus, o: her skull Is _setzed upon
some instances over to the third, fourth, and even to by torturmg canes, anc! IS eaten out. I me by line,
space.
All subsequent paternal influence, immeasurable as the fifth and sixth. The great truth to be impressed inch by inch, till i_n her agony, and humiliation, and
are its capabilities, is incomparable with this ; more- upon the mind is this: in the new life springing from rottenness, she exiles herse_lf from the atmosphere
over it is all his own, God-given and God-protected. a vivified germ, there is no sifting out of the individ- and ministry of lo_ve. and. kmdness, and dies like an
They touch the race outcast; or her skm IS smitten by the leprous curse of
Wm~an, however, is not thus limited, for her life and ualities Of either parent.
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his guilt, and she, pitied for a time, is at last loathed often died of starvation even though the stomnchiil are
kept loaded. This is due to the inferior quality of
and abandoned to the tongites of dogs.
Picture fourth. Neither· he nor she betrayA any prepared foods. The practice of diluting cow's milk
boldly marked insignia of their .contamination, and one-h!1lf and adding large quantities of sugar is proyet as surely as she conceives she sooner or later ductive of much harm. From a comp·arison of huaborts, and always with ·a dt]ad or rotten embryo, or, man and cow's milk, it will be seen that 'the addition
more successful, gives birth to living . children~but of two percent qf_ water and one drachm of Sttgar of
note their history : The first-born, through painful milk to the pint, will very closely approximate ·hudays, and nights, and months, and years, just grown man milk. : 'l'he milk should be given at the ordinary
to feel the touch of man:ly aspiration and of the world's ·temperature of the living room of the child; for :in
great want, is overtaken by the insatiated and re- this way the variable temperature th'at is sure ·to fol·
lentless waste of hectic frost and fire, and fades and .low all attemp~s at beating it is avoided.
Iii the prime of life-the period of interchange-the
dies like a frost-smitten leaf. Their second-born has
long since been laid in the tomb of their fii·st sorrow. diet should be a mixed one, of ·animal and vegetable
Their third-~orn and last surviving cbild totters trem- food. Tripe, oystei:s and fish do not contain such a
blingly to their kriees and clings languidly tor sup- large.percentage of phosphorus as has been asserted.
port, his feeble limbs never climbing the cll!iir backs The idea that· so called phospha~ic foods are valuable
with gymnastic glee, his little feet never· pattering the to brain workers is greatly overdrawn.
During the period of decay-after the age of fiftyhalls and corridors in sportive leap, or tramping the
floor in martial pomp and miniature battle charge, food should be prepare~ so that it can be easily dihis voice never singin~ with the glad, wild note of gested, Meats and ve~etables should be cut very fine
joy, which cheats old ttme and makes us young again; before eaten. A little alcohol, daily, is of gl'eat adbut the faint hope glimmering through his doubtful .vantage ·in arresting exces~ive waste of tissue. In
life, withers upon 'their breaking hearts, for he soon this period of life it has a decided food action. ·
fades away and carries into the tomb a family m:iine ·The lecturer then spoke· of the influence diet has on
thus destined to perish from among men.
. . . disease, and claimed where food was given with
Away with the popular sentiment that it is a: matter special reference to its influence on any disease, · it
of indifference, beyond himself how a young man might properly be considered a medicine.
Healso denounced the popular prejudice· against
shapes his course. For be assured that hea!th.impaired
and blood corrupted byhis·dissolgteness concern more the medicinal use of opium, alcohol and other drugs.
than himself, though his were enough to shake him He pointed out the advantages of opium in preventing
· from his infatuate p1,1rpose; more than mother or father, the J.oss of vital force from severe pain, and of alcohol
whose hair whitens faster at the spectacle of his folly in shock and severe nervous prostration. Both may
than by the lapse of years; more than brother or sis- be abused the same as the use of food. may be; ·but
ter whose brows lighten with joy at the memory of this is no reason why we should d~ny ·ourselves and
what he was, bilt blanch with shame at the record of our fellow beings the benefits to be derived from their
·
what he is; more than his heart-broken wife· who has proper use.
He pointed out a few of the fallacie·s that have prebeen cheated by his vows, and poisoned by his blood,
and dishonored by his name; yea, more than all these vailed in regard to medicine, and cautioned the pubthey concern· the ill-fated children through · whom lic against then'; :and coneluded with a tribute to the
.zeal and self-sacrifice of the medical profession.
alone he is linked to the future of the race.
After the lecture a spirited discussion took place,
· In conclusion, our subject plainly teaches that for
any who are knowingly possessed of contaminated participated in by Dr. Vandeweyde,•Dr.:Lanibert, Mr.
blood to enter into the parental relation is a crime. I Wilcox, :Mr. Andrews, Mr. Ormsby, Dr. Atkinson,
say crime and no less so because human law and and closed by Dr. Gunn; Some personalities passed
between some of the speakers.
justice are too materialized to reach and suppress it.
The crime is two-fold.
·
1st. It is a crime against the offspring of such wedA Plea for Stcular Schools.
lock.
·
The :wrong inflicted smites the defenseless. The
What is ?'eligion? Is it necessary 'i
poison scattered corrupts the innocent. The blight
EDrroR TRUTH SEEKER: Numerous as are the
entailed tarnishes the purity, the beauty and glory of
devotees of religion there are but very few who ever
the otherwise undefiled.
earnestly reflect on the ji1·st of · the two foregoing
2d. It is a crime against the race.
Look over the world and watch one ~eneration from questions, and fewer yet are those who have anythin~
the womb ·to the tomb. Its infancy IS weakness, its like a correct understanding of it. The large majonmaturity is frailty, its old age is disease. It is born ty of believers seem never to think of or to trouble
in suffering, it lives by struggle and is buried in themselves about finding out what religion is. · For of
sorrow and tears. Who can voluntarily add to its de- what valne is it even to those who imagine to .know
cay, augment its sufferings or embitter its sorrows and and to love it? Education and mental culture are of
the highest improvement to men ; but of what value
be criminally guiltless ?
But what of frailty and disease, pain and sorrow, is religion ? Of none whatever, and obtained as all
blight and premature death may be inflicted upon a valueless things, too easily, Men get their education
single generation, by no means measures the. crime and culture only by enlightening their minds by dint
against the race; for race embraces our humanity for of hard study, while they receive their religion withall time, and what of evil it embodies overleaps the out any efiort,. and as it were, passively, first from their
graves . of the generations and· perpetually Tenewed, parents as an inheritance, then fmther at Sundayschools, at a period o[ their lives when their reasoning
curs~.>s forever more !
faculties are yet undeveloped and when their plastic
··There needeth not the hell that bigots frame
minds would receive anything as truth that parents
' To punish thosewho err; earth in itself
and teachers might represent to them as such. Their
Contains at once the evil and the cure.
childish simplicity and natural reverence for these
And all sufficing nature can chastize
persons would never doubt the truth of their teachings,
Those who transgress her laws she only knows
even if their (the children's) mind were less confidingHow justly to Proportion to the fault
ly trusting in it than it certainly is at that period, and
The punishment it merits."
when their imperfect judgment was not yet too unAfter the lecture the subject of it was discussed in ripe to form conclusions for ·themselves. B.eligion,
an animated manner 'by. Me§srs.. Wilcox, ·Dawson, . then, or what is represented to them and taught as
Dr. Atkinson, Dr. Lambert, Dr. Merrill, S. P. An~ religion, is thus planted into their young and tender
drews, Mrs. Dougherty, Henry Evans, and the leC:t- mind11, where it finds nourishment' in their best qualiurer of the evening.
. ties, gets strength aud is growing. as they themselves
Many complimentary remarks were made relative are growing, and by the time they have reached the
to the character and excellence of the lecture, arid period of .manhood and reason, their "religion"but few criticisms were made against it. All seemed with all the superstitions, errors and prejudices adhighly pleased with the instruction and interest im- hering to itr-has gained such control over them that
parted byit.
they cannot free themselves from its blasting influence
JULY 16TH.
a:ny more even if their awakened reason should teach
them. better. They may now see its fallacies, regret
THREE HUNDRED AND SECOND MEE'l'ING.
its effect on them, and resolve to combat its influence,
·A paper was read by DR. R. A. GUNN, upon
but-it is, for most of them, too late now. How ever
Food and Medicine.
keenly they may face the contrast between their " reBy way of introduction the lecturer said, that many ligion " and the truth, as found out by reason-it is
popular fallacies were rooted in the public mind, and but rarely that one made thus early the victim of rethat they were supported by the unscientific utterances ligion and its effect, can ever free himself from its in-·
of those who hold themselves up for public teachers. fiuence ; for it is not enough that enlightened reason
He associated the termsfoocl and medicine because of sees the 1·eat facts,· and desires to gain its freedom. It
wants also the strong witl and the unflinching cou1·age
the intimate relation they bear to· each other. .
After giving the proportions of the chemical ele- to 1'eform in compliance with the former, and to acments and proximate principles that exist in the 1m- complish the latter, unhappily just the two qualities
man body, he showed how these were being constant- which the blasting influence, of religion has weakened
ly removed by destructive assimilation, and their the most. Thus it is. that scarcely one out of twenty
places supplied from the blood, which in turn was succeeds to free himself from the bondage to which
religion has reduced his mind's energies, no matter
supplied from the food taken into the body.
He divided human life into three periods: the whatever -may be the strength of his reason or the
period of growth, the period of interchange, and the light of his intelligence.
It is, then, b!lt a small, a very small minority that
period of de.cay; and then dwelt at considerable
dare to question the truth of the doctTines, the. value
length on tlte proper food for eiwh period.
He denounced· the fallacies and errors that prevail of the rites and forms that have been taught as reprein regard to infant feediug, ancl slalelt that infants sented to them as 1'elig-iun, and who have a mind or

the capacit;: ~ither to eJi;m:nine.U.tem)mp~rti;tlly, fearle~sly .or cl'It!C~lly. ·. An~ yet .ts.b:ut tlus very small
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mmority who, If they, after aJuchcwus exammation
do vet believe· in any religion at all, :~re the only t1·u~
belfevers in religion, because they have tried to prove
it and believe with CfJnviction. But even these honest
believers can nev:er.;11gree with one another in dejininy
religion, in telling in exactly what it is. And very
naturally so, too, for "religion" is at best'but an idea
,an abstnu;tion, which must. necessarily be colored by
the prism of the individual mind, and thus must appear difierently to eve:·y one indi:vidual believer, hence
even the best educated, most learned and greatest
scholars canno~ 19ve u~ ~n all-satisfying and g~nerally
accepted d~fimtt?n of It, but are eternally disputing
and quarrebng·with each other about one. The best
definition of ''religion " given yet, seems to me is
that of Mi·. F. E. Abbot, of the Index, "An efiort' to
perfect ourselves." This, however, is only the best
because the ·most ?'ational, the most .trttly human but
is also, for· that ·very reason in fact, no definitio'n of
"religion," but merely of the rationale of men's being
i.e., of what· he ought to aspi1·e ancl live for. Good:
then, and very acceptable, as this· definition is in itself, and cannot really be accepted as a definition of
... i·eligion." For, according to the common acceptation of the word " religion "-as well as understood
by those who actually believe in, or pretend to have
religion, as by those who do not believe in or pretend
to have any religion whatever-includes necessarily a
belief in Gocl and in some (fancied) ?'elations between
God and men. Definitions Of religion, including these
essential points, seem then,. to me, more correct, however unsatisfactory they may be in other respects .
stich definitions, for instance, as "\Vebster's ''The rec:
'ognitioil of God as an object of worship, Jove and
obedience," or. "Any system of faith and worship,"
and others.
But whim we then further consider that we cannot
know anything at all, either of God as of the relation
'between him and men, it naturally follows that religion itself can be nothing else than an ill1tsion, a phantom of the imagination, and hence as unreal as ·a definition of it is impossible. All the "religion " that a
man can have, then, or ought to have, is reduced to
·Mr. "Abbott's definition, '' an effort to perfect ourselves."
Having thus answered my ji1·st, my second question
is· thereby also answered of itself-answered, how.ever, only theoretically, practically it coines ever up before us again and again. We are told daily-and not
inerely by priests, ministers and their dupes, but also
by intelligent and even Liberal men-that religion is
necessary, at least, f01' the ungclucatecl masses. It was
but a few days ago that I was told so in a talk with
two quite intelligent and Liberal men, and it is in
fact, this talk that induced me to write this comm~ni
cation. ·
Now, l\ir. Editor, is thi_s so? Is religion necessary
in spite of its airiness, its chimwical character ? It
certainly cannot be,· and yet I believe we may answer
this question both ajfi1·matively and negatively, and
both answers may yet be true and correct. Negatively
I have already answered it in answering my first
question, as I did above. For when religion is, as I
believe· it is, merely an ab01·tion of tlw imagination
having rw existence in reality, it can, of course, not b~
necessary. Nor are the doctrines, rites and forms generally taken for religion really l'eligion ; they are but
mistaken for it, and being wrong-at least not all of
them good, neither in themselves nor in their effectsthey can, certainly, also not be necessary. Nevertheless, I would submit religion, in its common acceptation, with all its faults and even evils, was yet necesSa7'Y for that low class of its vota1ies, at least, who have
been made so depraved by its teachings and its efiect
on them, that tltey now know of other motive for
good, nor of any other restraint from licentiousness.
Religion, I further submit, was neither any better nor
any worse. for them originally than for others ; but it
is theii· misfortune to have got too much of it, so that
they have become so ignora.nt1 superstitious and depraved by it, that now but religion alone-or rather
the awe andfewr it heM for them-can yet retain their
depraved nature from being worse yet, and from ll!!coming a menace and danger to society. And this
very depravity of their· nature having, by the very influence of religion, made them callous to the teachino-s
of reason and common sense and to human sentiments, it would actually be dangerous for society to
take now from them the only restraint that can yet
keep them from destroying soeiety. So, whatever
else the nature of religion may be, it may be goocl, it
may be necessa1·y fo7' them as they a1·e.
Hi:tt because it may only be so for them, ·and as they
wre, it must also be clear that it is the duty of the
State and of society to prevent that any of its younger
members may or ever cun become as depraved as they,
shall grow up under similar religious training and
teaching; and to prevent that religion may ever become thus necessary for its younger and future citizens as fol' these elder and depraved ones, in order to
save society from their.dcpravity. 'J,'he great, the ailimportant question is then, how is the State and society to prevent this without violating the sacredness of
individual conscience and liberty?
There is but one answer to this question, Sir, but
one way to accomplish this. Since ignorance, supersNtion and a false teaching arc the cause of the liegm-
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···dation of the' foqner ~:~lass; education and good teaching
must be the talisman that is to prevent the growing up
generation from be<;oming as depraved, as dangerous
as the former. Prevent, destroy then, the ignorance'
and· superstition, and cultivate th_e .intelligence, morality and humanity of the growing generation by judicio1lBly instructing and educating them in free and seculaT publz'c selwols, and make it compulsory fot· every
child between the ages of· say from six to fifteen
years, to frequent regulcurl'!! these free and secular
sclwols for at least ltalf their regular school days.
Yours for humanity,
·
MoimiS EINSTEIN.
Titusville, Pa , May 26th; 1875.

is

into'-the briny-deep~ to be swallowed by'a fish as bait keep a small circulating·Ubrary of Liberal readilig matfor whioh our Methodist minister gave me an overwithout a hook; to live three days and nights without tm·
hauling in one of his sermons for distributing. (I was
mn.ch air, with no fo.od- or drink save. what he found .once one of the props of that church. but I could no longin the ·bowels· of' the· fish, and this in a bad state of er be a hypocrite.) He made one admission in his dispreparation. ··oh, Jonah!. Now we begin to feel for course that speaks volumes for the cause of Liberalism;
was that it took educated men and men of talents to
thee in thy great distress ; in thy sad affliction ! Had that
he Infidels. Probably he meant by that I was not qualiyou remained quiet you would have been done for; fied to be an Infidel. I never in my life felt more than
you would have been used up; you would have taken now that we need papers like THE TRuTH SEEKER, with
works of various kinds together with the exerthe regular course of nature ; your turbulel\t disposi- Liberal
tions of Liberal-minded· and talented men to obviate the
tion saved you ; . you kept· a continual commotion ; prevailing ignorance, superstition and vopular delusions
you determilied to· escape;. yoU: began- to pray; the lll the minds of the veople. Send me Draper's Conflict.
digestive organs of the fish refused to act; for three the Bhagvad-Gita, and one dollar's worth of your tracts.
days and nights the end was uncertain ; but pray in
Our friend, uncle THOMAS H. DoDGE, Oxford, 0., writes:
·'Once more in hand I take my pen,
your case waa better than ,prey/ ·your prayers had
To Write to you, my dearest friend,
more force and ·greater effect than Tyndall's physic ;
To let you know that I am well,
Bible Obituaries-No. I: Jonah.
in your case the prayer guage prevailed, and you were
And on Long street I still do dwell,
I'm working hard both day and night
BY M. P. ROSECRA,NB.
free.
For THE TRUTH SEEKER, ain't I right?
. B\ltwe suppose Jonah is dead at last;; w.e suppose
Methinks that I do hear you say,
Lost to the world about two thousand seven hundred· he died near the wilted gourd ; he had stood.all these
Yes, uncle Tom, that's the right way, ·
Press· on, press on, and let them _know
and thirty-six years ago, Jonah, age unknown to .us, trials, had beenin the belly of hell, had told a lie, he
Their God is all an empty show.
Neither can we tell correctly the land that gave .him was augl'y, he even said it was better for him to die
B:e
also
enclosed
the following lines on THE OLD RocKING"
birth ; but we are sure it was neither Tarshish nor than live and be tormented so, We never heard of. CHAIR:
Nineveh. Yes, dear reader, he is gone, and the places him afterwards-:-:-we suppose he committed suicide.
The old arm-chair where mother sat
And rocked me while I sucked the teat,
that knew him once will know him no more forever. Being a false· prophet he ·was not highly honored ; he
'Tis fresh within my memory yet;
'rhis makes us sad and we try to drop a tear ; but our had no mogument.ere(:ted, no marble statue ; yet, did
That rocking-chair I'll ne'er forget,
eyes shed no muisture for the reason, he was no rela- we know where his bones lie we should be tempted to
That old arm-chair with rockors on
She's rocked me to and· fro upon;
tive of ours, was a crusty peevish old bachelor, as far organize a mite society, and raise money to purchase a
.
And sung to me sweet lullaby,
as we know, and were: we to weep it would be for statue to mark'the.spot where lie the ashes of Jon ali,
And rocked me that I would not cry;
sympathy with wife and children.
.
_ the sailQr~pfeachet. Asit:is, we are powerless ; we
That old arm-chair, its vraise I'll sing,
At the time he lived names were scarce and he had can do nothing worthy of hin1. And still, every time
So oft to me didpleasure bring,
When weaw, cold, hungry and wet,
but one simple appellation-Jonah. Were he living we see afish:we think of him, and when we see a
In the old arm-chair I oft have sat
at this time, in our day and age of the world, and poor, !arge' :fish·we"almost·fancy he is present. Oh,· how we
And tocked my weary limbs when sore;
his name would be Jone for short; but if he were wish we knew his fate! th!'l full account of his death;
The old arm-cbair'll ne'er rock me more;
The old arm-chair my mother hadrich he would be called the Hon:Lord Augustus Wil- how, after escaping the peril~ of the sea, he died ·as a
She's rocked me in it-so has dadliam Alexander Napoleon Charlemagne .Fitz Herber land critt-er.-'·
· .
That rpcking-chair I'll see no more
Mortimer Jonah, A.B., A.M., D.D., LL.D.-,-·F.R..S.
Farewell, Jonah! We have written thy obituary,
That's rocked me on the varlor floor,
Its back and arms and legs you see,
As a sailor· his e~perience would have dubbed hun all we know ·of thee. May thy life, as recorded, be a
Forever now;have gone from nie;
with the title of CommoC:ore, at least, and as a preach- warning to all young men whp think they are called
No more I'll rest my weary head
er among tlre wealthy he would be called the Right to preach! May they'nevei' be swallowed by a big
On the arm-chair 1 for it has fled,
R~verend A. W. N. Jonah, Doctor. of Divinity, Rect- fish, and if this result be attained, we will be glad to
Farewell, old chair, 'tis fate's decree
That I shall rock no more with thee.
or of the great City of Nineveh,.· and mnong publicans have written thy Obituai_y.
and sinners it would be the Reverend Morgan Jonah,
OTTo SMITH, Davenvort, Iowa, writes: You have. my
dear sir, within a very brief space of time brought Y0\11'
. the sailor preacher.
journal to a level with the very best anti-Christian advoLike many persons of the present day he had a call
cates of the age. You have evidently endorsed the old
to preach, but preaching in his day did not pay ;
Roman maxim, fortuna audacem juvat, and hence yciu
will reel well. There is no use in handling the so· called
neither were there fine churches a la Henry Ward
Christian Church with kid gloves. It requires a mailed
Beecher's at Brooklyn. . Under this state of affairs
for the purvose of tearing down that str'ucture which
R. SoRENSEN, Monroe, Utah, writes: If anything can hand
J onal 1 pal'd no a tt en tion to the call ; it had no attrac - spread
light in the dark corners of this world, I think always has been and now is the imvediment of the main
avenue
mankind must vass through on their march to
tion for him. But the call at last was too loud for your paper can do it. If you can only secure a candid
poor Jonah; it rang in his ears by·nigllt and by day; hearing, I am sure you would carry conviction and dispel true civilization. Sveaking of the Church at large, it
seems
to
me, however, it is the Catholic Church we have
it made him extremely uncomfortable. Had he been the dark superstition that has so long ruled the world.
to dread much more than that of any other denomination,
called to preach near home among friends where he
H. w. DRIVER, Lonoke, Ark., writes: Speed the good because it represents one solid phalanx with spears exwas acquainted it would not have been so bad work. Our cause here in our little town1s gaining new tended like that of the Spartans and Macedonians; whilst
so called Lutheran Church is divided into hundreds
for him · but the call was for Nineveh, a strange city, converts from orthodoxy every day. :Your paper and the
of different classes. hostile and vindictive to each. other.
a grtat ~ity and the words he was to tell theni, was other Liberal publications are acting as" eye openers" Thll
Papists are now more th~~:n ever heretofore strjvizig
to carry to them were not the gospel_ of glad tidings for the people. I would not be willing to do without your to get the control of our public· schools. Ot' partly so by
claiming their share of the funds destined to sustain
of the !)resent day' ; he had n_ o plan of salvation opened vaper~ ·
d
H. G. GRATTAN, Waukon, Iowa, writes: I believe that said schools. and they haye in divers instances and secup in his discourses ; h e was to preach d. eat h an d e- you are doing a good work, and trust you \Vill meet with tions of our broad domain accomplished their foul
struction to all, rich and poor, king and servant, ample success. The old Investigator has long been my schemes. We should all unite. and the press especially,
horses and cattle, sheep and asses. Poor Jonah! spiritual adviser, and I cannot afford to let any other in rebutting and annihilating further aggrjlssions from
How we feel for thee! How we sympathize with thee pnblicatioli supersede it; but I will also make room for and compromises with that quarter. The peo.vle should
be warned in thunder-tones of the danger threatening
yours al0ng with it.
in thy great trouble ! In thy afilictiun ! You saw no
them and their vosterity by the downfall of our glorious
fine Church awaiting you in the distance; no fat salHALsEY-COLLINS, Rockford, Iowa, writes: Please con- syst<3m of education. "Eternal vigilance is the priee of
sending me 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. I am an old man
and without education .there is no liberty. Let
y ou had . ~0 tinue
ary, no worshiping congregation.
nearlY seventy years of age, and I want something to liberty,"
me suggest, therefore, that while you hammer away lustElizabeth in prospect; you saw no converts to mtms- give me co).lrage .. Your vaper is •· victuals and_ drink" ily at the tottering church in general, you will pay attenter to your temporal wants while you ministered. to and almost ·lodging 'for me. Money is hard to get, but I tion to the Catholic Church in SJ?ecial and without intertheir spiritual. No, you were encouraged by nothmg; must spare a little of the small amount of it I have for mission. As for the Lutheran, 1t will probably not dare
to try again to establish the Lord in the constitution;
of this nature. Yon fled from home, you bade your your paper.
and if it does,J;he people will protest as vehemently as·
father Amitai· farewell, you ran away; you embarked
SAMUEL STRAUSS, Chicago, writes: I wish to say that heretofore. When shall we have a law making the proper·n a shr'p,· JOlt' wer·e callgltt 1·u a storm,· you fell am-'ng
your
TRuTli
SEElillR
reaches
the
minds.of
the
laboring
v
classes, who understand the same much better than the ty of all the churches liable to taxation? That question
l
gamblers, they ,cast lots to see who was the unlucl1y well paid for, and still mind confounding teachings of should always be on the tapis.
man and the lot fell on Jonah. You were cast into their religious guides. Away with these teachers. Give
DANrEL TuTTLE, Poplar, 0., writes: I get your paper
,'l•.a lr'Jce·
light Education,
and we can humanily,
see for ourselves.
Light,
light for- regularly and cannot help thinking that It is one of the
· meat cast 1·nto a boiling pot ., tl_Hl sea be- us
ever.
universal
brotherhood.
the ~
best armed sentinels to-day upon the battlements of hucame calm, the waves ceased to roH, and the ship Down with the barriers. up with mental freedom!
man freedom. one that is not asleep at his vost. Hailing
it does from an atmosvhere of vutrid moral corruption,
reached Tarshish with all on board. except Jonah;
L. c. RooT, East Minneapolis, Minn., writes: I send you as
within the sound of your press a six-months' high
where is lle ? vVe are thankful that we are not left in herewith one year's subscription. Count me a lire sub- when
court of blue cockalorum has been in session with closed
doubt· that our story is not yet ended; that Jonah is scriber. Draw on me when anything is due from me to doors against virtue and justice, in the vay of Plymouth
not y~t dead, and that his powmos of endurance were you. I do not wish to be lacking in my support of such a Church to sanctify dAbauchery and make adultery and
noble paper. I hope the time will come when you can see perjury respectable., and incorporate them into the holy
r·enlarkable-were equal to the emergency. A fish -your
way cle-ar to make it a weekly; for I get lonesome
o! the .uhurch of God. I wonder sometimes
gulped him down, swallowed aU. there was of J onah, waiting for it between times and watch every mail closely' sacraments
that you with all the other papers o! New York are 1iot
and thus saved his life-saved him from drowning. when it is due. It is a fet1st to my mental soul to drink in bought and sold for the sake of Jesus. When I take a
In this kind of a boat Jonalt commenced navigation its precious truths. Go on, dear brother; may your days survey of the times as they now are all over the land I
on his own hook, and yet he. did. not enjoy life here. ~rd~e~d~a.such 11s you are much needed in this vriest- am amazed and astonished. I have become a royal arch
granger. I am down on the "middle men" and middle
He thouo·ht. he was in the belly of hell; he thought
gods. I total}y object and protest against all the almighty
"'
1·
·h
h
h
1
J. W. MACKIE, San Francisco, Cal., writes: Enclosed I gods
in the Universe, except the one almighty princivle
this worse than preac ung Wit out c urc or sa ary i hand you one dollar for which seii.d.me its value in asright. To this power I give my admiration, but not
he prayed in~ide the fish th~t ha~ preY:ed on ~im ; he sorted tracts c,f your publishing. Let me improve the of
my
homage
or adoration. I care not by what name it
stuck it out for three days m h1s solitary pnson; he present occasion to say that I like THE TRUTH SEEKER may be called;
but this is the only power I love. resvect
mm
all through and through. The reports of theN. Y. Lib- and admire. And
.d f 00 d
d th a
I don't want even this god to have a
was nearly starve i
was sc~rce an
e ceo
o- eral Club are worth far more than the price of the paper.
large
squad
of
angels
about him; either seraphims, cherelations were not good for cookmg. Jonah w.as hun- I cannot see how you can afford to give so much reading
ubims or anY other evangelical whims
<q·y· he could not sleep in this craft; he was m great matter antl of such good quality for the little money. l With
wings
on
their
shoulders
and the ends with blood
hor;or of. being digeste~l. H.e .. kept up a c. ont.inual really hope you will be able to stand the press. You see
t b
Liberalism was not liberal enough to support Common And tipped,
in
eac:1
hand
a
Sharp's
rifle or with revolvers
d
d
commotion; the· fish though tt ha
yspepsia; I
~- Sense on the Pacifl.c Coast, for which I am very sorry.
equipped.
..
came sick, its stomach began to heave and at last It Yours ror truth and liberality.
I protest also against that "middle inan "Jesus Christ.
heaved up Jonah. They bade each other a sad
DR. J. s. LYON, Springfield, Mo., writes: Allow me to I want none of his blood, carcass, goods, wares, or nofarewell. Jonah was not well prepared for the fish, but congratulate you in behalf of the growing interest your tions, and I wi,ll not have them at any price; for thel' have
been so long peddled around the world at wholesale, rethe fish was prepared for Jonah:. 'l'h~re was di~cord, paper is eliciting from thinldng minds from every tail,
long-tail by the Rev. blood sucking cannibals
there was inharmony, and then· partmg was w1thout quarter. Its motto truly is progression-onward-up- untiland
all and every part of "old Zion" is nothing to-day
his
mi
d
to
IJreach
he
knew
ward.
There
seems
to
be
a
gradual
improvement
in
each
regret. J on a h mad e. up
n
'
succeeding number, \Vhich makes its regular appearan~e but a vutrid mora tophet. The most abominable and
lle could not worst it he had already been in hell and freighted with choice articles from the moral and selen- cursed gang of hell-whelps and loafing middlemen; tho
impudent and debauched horde of bloodthirsty
Ite knew of no worse' place; He went to Nineveh that title world, supplying rich, wholesome, nutritious food most
robbers among the people, against whom I .vrotest in
to the myriads of hungry, starving intellects uncon- the
name of humanity, is the 50,000" white choker" geng reat city of three day's journey; that city · of · tone
d
sciously
seeking
it.
It
handles
the
wily
priesthood
hundred and twenty t h ousan d pcop l e. II e was eXCI e ' without gloves, and spares no pains in re]Jorting and ex- tlemen supvorters of a vindictive god l These worse
frogs, lice, famine, pestilence, earthquakes. tornahe cried:·out with a loud voice.: "Yet forty days and posing the errors of old theology, thus adavting itself so than
and fires, are now eating the best and fattest of the
Nineveh shall be destroyed.'' He felt glad of the perfectly to the great want of the present age. I regard does
land, and by their influence are debauching the fairest
fact he felt mean; he felt tltat he had sufterecl greatly tt a treasure lwould most unwillingly part with. 1\'Iay it portion of our country, while they chant their halleluon ~ccount of that great city;. that on account of the ~tet~~\'h~ to expel error and encourage the honest seelwr Jahs at the desolation they make. Go ahead, though the
infemal Comstocks of your Zion howl; though the Revpeople of that city he had fled from home; had left
erend Elders gnash their teeth. and Beecher and his
·s fr·J'etltls·. ba·'u caused tbe waves· to roll·, the_ ship to gaining
1'HOMASground
FEE, Lindsay,
Ont.,
writes:
Our
good
cause
is
here. I am inducing a good many to sanctified sympathizers should oppose you. "Truth
lll
rock; the sailors to gmnl.Jle, and himself to be cast commence reading Liberal tracts, books antl papers. I though crushed to earth will rise again."

Jlriendlg florrtsJ!ondence.
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PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN

A NEW BQOK.

OR

THE

Doctrine of Descent

A Code of Directions for Avoiding most 'of the · ~ains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

AND DARWINISM.

EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D .. Editor .of the Herald of Health.

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
This is No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows. and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains.
twenty-six illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, giving in clear language a comprehensive view of the subject.
It is eminently a whole library in one
volume, and we recommend it in the highest terms, Sent by mail. Price,$1.50; postage, 16 cts. Address,
D. M. BBNNETT,
336 Broadway, N. Y,

·

Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden 4_cz_e.
·
A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.-New Y01·k .Mail.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
slightest circumlocution,.and is more to the point than many larger works.-New York
Tri.bune.
. .
.·
.
• .
.
One of the best ·contrrbutrons to recent hygienic lrterature.-Bos. J)mly Adverttser.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigot'ry.-Ohristian Register.
·
One mail's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
wholesome and practical reciPes they ever saw.-E. R. Branson.
I am delighted wtth it.-H.]), Baker . .M,J).. of .Michigan State, Board of Health.

i.aay Age~ts Wanted.

Sent by Mail for $1.-:c,:.,..

Eating For Strength.
A NEW HEALTR COOKElt.Y :SOCK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every per.
son who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty, It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to questions which most people are anxious to know. nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best. healthful
.recipes for foods and drinks how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate chile
dren so as to.get the best bodily development,·. Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate children, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods,
Price, $1.00 postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by

SEXUAL PJIYSIOLOGY.
A Soientifio and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Ill

Sociology.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD!

Positively
$50,00 Worth of Information
givei.t for 60 cents, concerning Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens,
BY A OLOSE OBSERVER.
Howto keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance of eggs, even in winter. How to prevent hens from ever wanting to set, and
how to make them set. How to preserve
eggs good one year. An easy plan to do it.
Enclose 60 cents with order for full directions. Address,

E. D. BLAKEMAN,

Circleville, 0.
[Mr. Blakeman is a school-boy friend o
ours. We know him well; he is entirelreliable, and the information he has to im
]Lart upon the poultry subject is valuable.ED. T.S.]
.

TO LOVERS OF MUSI.C,
A New Work on this interesting Subject

"What is Music~"
BY PROF. IsAAO L. RIOE
PART I.-An examination of Ancient Music among the Chinese, Hindoos, Persians,
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the present age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbert Spencer upon Music are freely
criticized.
' PART II contains the Author's Or:_iginal
Theory concerning the Mission of Music,
investigating what it is.
It is a work that cannot fail to interest
and instruct every lover of the "Divine
Art." Price. post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
tr'O' cents.
Address

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, N. Y.

For Children and Youth.

D. M. BENNETT,

Amusement and Instruction.

336 Broadway, N. Y.

BLAKEMAN'S

Price Reduced I
--·
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF

Religious Ideas.
BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
• Which was published at $1.60 is now offel'ed at $1.00. It gives a comprehensive account of the origin of all the principal religions of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of the greatest value.• and is
very cheap at the price offered.
For sale at this office. Sent postoaid for
$1.00.

THE

Boston Investigator !
THE OLDEST ll.EFOll.M JOUll.NAL
IN THE UNI':['ED S'I'A'l'ES
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washii:J._gton street, Boston, Mass .•. by
JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
.
HORAOE SEAVER, Editor.
PBICE: .$3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of a Two-Cent Stamp to pay the postage.
The Investipator is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. Independent
in all its discussions, discarding supersti7
tious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its oolumns to things of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one, to those who. have entered its unknown shores. Believing that it is the duty of mortals to work for the interest of
this world, it confines itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoBTY-FIFTR year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning, good reading, reliable news, anecdotes, science, art, and a useful Family
Journal. Reader; please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investigator is conducted, we won't ask you
to continue with us any longer. Now is
lhe time to subscribe.

The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Develop.ment,
will make the book OF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal. the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in improving andgiving a higher direction and value to human life, OAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of IJ:uman Life; How and wh@n Menstruation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number
and sex of offs1)ring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.

SY N0 PSIS
The Origin of Life.
The Physiology of Menstruation,
Pregnancy.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Population,
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
Monstrosities.
Temperamental Adaptation.
The Conjugal Relation.
Courtship. '
Cl1loosing a Husband. ·
Marrying and Giving in Marriage.

0 F

c0

TWO HUNDRED

p .0 et 1· cal ·R 1· ddl es,
ON A GREA'I' VAll.IE'l'Y OF SUBJECTS.

INTERESTING

AND

NEW !

PUBLISHED BY

N T E N T s.
D. M. BENNETT,
Sexual Generation.
336 Broadway, New York.
Impregnation.
Sent
DOStDaid
on
receiDt of Price-20 c~nts.
Embryology.
Lact'ation.
Regulation of the number of
Offspring.
Th~ Law of Sexual Intercourse.
Of .a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
Beautiful Children.
turn of mind should read a copy of
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
PROFESS0R DRAPER'S
Miscegenation.
Union for Life.
Choosing a Wife.
HISTOll.Y OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN
Woman's Superiority.
The Marriageable .Age.
Old Age,

Every Person

Religion and Soienoe..

Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
~ent by mail, .Postage paid, on receipt of
prrce, $1.75. Address
·
D. M. BENNETT.
836 Broadway.

WANTED.
N. B.-Professor Wilder, of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
kind ever published, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York,

An agent in every town in America, so
all can inspect, or get

"THE THRILLING ECHO.'
A precious boon to seekers of religious
truth. $1,000 for clear proof it is not truthfull Mailed to any address on receipt of
25 cents. Address
A. B. CHURCH,
Columbus, Ind.
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The Need of the World
IS S 01 EN C E ;

'

THE BHAGAVAD·GITA;
Or, a Discourse on_ Divine Matters, between Krishna and Arjuna.

Studying the Bible.
BY ELMINA D. SLENKER.

This capital little volume is made up of
sharp criticisms upon hundreds of the
Read tl!e Books which Impatrt Knowledge,
more prominent passages of scripture.
One cannot read it without being firmly
Appleton's Scientific Series. TRANSLATED, WITH COPIOUS ·NOTES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRIT impressed with the great fallibility of the
•· good old book."
PHILOSOPHY, AND OTHER MATTERS.
Sent postpaid at 75 cents. For sale at
this office.
I. THE FORMS OF WATER in RAIN AND
RIVERS"ICE AND GLACIERS. ByJ. TynBY J. COCKBURN THOMSON,
dall, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
MEMBER OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE, AND OF THE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
OF 'iORMANDY.
II. PHYSICS AND POL IT I CS; or
This work contains curious detalls of the Manners, Customs, Mythology Worship
THOUGHTS ON THE APPLICATION OF THE etc., of the Hindu~ .. The principal desi.gn of these dialogues seems to ha~e been to
PRINCIPLES OF "NATURAL SELECTION' unite all the prevalimg modes of worshlD of those days: the Brahmins esteem it to _t{ Monthly Journal of Reform,
contain !J>ll the g~:and mysteries of their religion, a;nd have exercised particular care to
AND " INHEBITANCE " To PoLITICAL So~ conceal1t from the knowledge of those of a different persuasion.
E, H. HEYWOOD, Editor.
The spirit of the age prompts tho_ughtful people to inquire into the traditions of
CIETY. By Walter Bagehot. Price, $1.50
t\J.e past. In doing so, it is found that Mythology has played her part well. The tradiPostage, 15 cents.
·
Regarding the subjection of Labor, of
tions of the fathers have been systematized by thoughtful men, ft·om time to time. in
and the prevalence of War as unIII. FOODS. By Dr. Edward Smith. Il- diff~rent ages of t~e world. Later g!Jnerations have believed such tradtioins, so syste- Woman,
natural
evils, induced by false claims to
lustrated. Price, $1.75; postage,l5 cents. matLZed, to be nothmg less than deifle commands. Ima_ginary gods have been con- obedience and service; favors the A bolistructejl, to whom the world has paid homage and divine honors.
·
IV. MIND AND BODY; THE THEOR~S OF
If-we re.ceive as trutp._all that is-believed by credulous_ devotees, the world has had tion of the State, of property ill land and
its kindred resources, of speculative in.
THEIR.RELATION. By Alexander Bain, numerous tncarnate detttes.
Those who have been educated to -belief in the .Christian religion, and to regard the come and all other means whereby intruLL.D. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
gentle Nazarene as the only Son of God, take a ~ery limited view of tho various relig- sion acguires wealth and power at the expense of useful people. Since labor is the
·
·
V. THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. By Her- ious svstems of the present and of the. past ages.
~monli[ the incarnate deiti!JS that different systems of religion have recognized as source of wealth, and creates all values
bert Spencer. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 havmg extsted, through ommpotentlove for fallen humanity, by the Gvershadowing o equitable vendible the W01·d (not by remethods, but through liberation
females of _v~stal purity, Kr!s4,ii.a was a character as !mportant ill the Brahminical sys strictive
cents.
reciprocity) seeks the extinction of intern of reltgwn, as Chnst ts- tn the plan of salvatton ·~instituted by the Jews' Grea and
terest., rent, dividends and profit, except
VI. THE NEW CHEMISTRY. By Prof Jehovah, believed in by Christians,
as they represent the work done: the aboliJoseph P. Cooke, of Howard UniversiHis coming was foretold, even as was Christ's,
of railway, telegraphic, banking,
At the .a~e of sixteen Krishna began to preach, and was, like Christ. the founder of tion·
ty. Illustrated. Price, $2; postage, 15
trades union and other corporations
a
new
reltgton.
charging
than actual cost for values
cents,
. Prior to the great <;Jhicago fire, the R~1igio-Philoeophieal Publishing House pub- furnished,more
and the repudiation of all soVII. ON THE CONSERVATION _OF EN- ltshed the Bha(Javad- (hta, from a translatwn of the Sanskrit by that celebrated schol- called debts, the principal whereof has
Charles Wilkins. Nearly two editions of that work were sold when the fire-fiend
. ERGY. By Prof. Balfour Stewart.· 14 ar,
paid in the form of interest.
came \1-nd destroyed the stereotype plates. The demand for the work being so great, we been
Terms 75c. annually. Address The W01·d,
Engravings, Price, $1.50; postage, 15 were mduced to send to England for a copy of a more recent translation, by J. CockPdnceton,
Mass.
bur~homson, member of the Asiatic Soc1ety of France, and the Antiquarian Society
cents.
of ormandy.
VIII. ANIMADLOCOMOTION; or, WALK·
translator accompanied the work with copious notes, which are doubtless of
ING, SWIMMING AND FLYING. By Dr. J. more 05: less value, as explanatory of the text, but the reader will take them for .just
what
they
are worth-nothing more is expected.
·
B. Pettigrew, M.D., F.R.S.
119 IllusThe text, as correctly translated, contains gems of thought, transmitted from antiq- Its Relation to P1·opm·ty and Usury.
tr_a.tio:p.s. _Price, $1.75; postage, 15 cents. ~uity, which are of real intrinsic value to the thoughtful people of the age, and to them
The disastrous effects of Financial Panics, and the imperative needs of ProducIX. RESPONSIBILITY IN MENTAL DIS- he work is most respectfully recommended by the American publisher.
tive EnteiPrise, should- induce all classes
PRESS COMMENTS ON THE BHAGA VAD-GITA:
EASE. By Dr. HenryMaudsley. Price
of people to carefully study the money
~1.50; postage, 15 cents.
'
'More than ordinary care and trouble have been 5pent upon this work. It is in question, with
·
every
way
creditable
to
the
scholarship
and
enterprise
of
the
west."-InterOcean,
X. THE SCIENCE OF LAW. By Professor
THE LAWS OF VALUE
" This curious volume purports to give a full and accurate compilation of the tenets
Shelton Amos. Price, $1.75; postage, 15 taught by Krishna. . . . The text contains many brilliant thoughts, well worth the which underlie it. Both" cont.ractionists"
attention of the thoughtful student of histo1·y,literature or science."-Our Fil·eside and "expansionists" are mistaken in their
cents.
Friend.
to r.ecure honest money; for JusXI. ANIMAL MECHANISM; or, AERIAL
" This translation of a Hindoo poem, dedicated by Mr. Thomson to his sometime methods
tice demands the extinction of Monopoly
AND TERRESTRIAL LOCOMOTION, . By C. instructor, Professor Wilson of Oxford, is one of a -elass of works demanding all the and the entire abolition o! Usury. In orand assistance that scholars every-where can afford. It belongs to a der to help business to what it should unJ. Marey, Professor of the College of consideration
class of books believed by great numbers of our fellow-men to have been supernatur- conditionally
claim, Free Currency: and
France; Member of the Academy of ally inspired, and trusted by them for their guidance in the ways of this life, and for that
the ominous feud between Labor and
Medicine, Paris. 117 Engravings. Price, light to pierce the dividing darkness between death and a future existence. No such Capital may be settled on the sure basis of
book can. in the nature of things, have been thus esteemed by rational beings without Equity, we have published the following
$1.75; postage, 15 cents.
having in itself much that is intrinsically valuable for comfort and instruction in works:
righteousness,
or at least, considered at its lowest, much that is curious and sug~es
XII. HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BEtive, as affording insight into the desires and needs of the souls that found therein their
TWEEN RELIGION AND SCIENCE. bread
and water of life."-Over!and Monthly. ·
An essay to show the true basis of PropBy John W. Draper,M.D.,LL.D. Price,
"This is an unusua.lly interesting publication. Mr. Thomson has rendered good
service to the more thoughtful class of readers, There is a peculiar charm about an- erty, and the causes of its inequitable dis$1.75; lJOStage, 15.cents.
cient literature of the pro founder sort. Theola Hindoos were an intellectual people. tribution. Twenty-fifth thousand. By E.
XIII. THE DOCTRINE OF DESCENT AND The poem before us is probably older than the'time formerly fixed in Christian chro- H. Heywood. Pl"ice, postpaid, 15 cts.
DARWINISM. An able examination of ology for the creation of the world. It breathes a lofty spirit of unselfish devotion to
obh'lcts. We cannot refrain from complimenting the Religio-Philosophical. PubB~nking:
the entire subject; with 26 wood cuts. good
lishing House, upon giving to the public SQ excellent a book. . . . Grandly useful,
Showing the Radical Deficiency of existBy Oscar Schmidt, Professor of the especially as it is thoroughly indexed."-Ohicauo Et>eninu Jo1tr11al.
ing circu'lating mediums, and how interest
"A rare work from the ancient Sanskrit, in which will be found many of the relig- on money can be abolished 1D' free compeUniversity. of Strasburg. Price, $1.50;
ious ideas and notions which the Christian Church adopted long after. . , . It con- tition. Sixth thousand. Hy, Wm, B.
postage, 15 cents.
tains some,275 pages, printed on beautiful paper, and richly bound. . . . It is pro- Greene. Price, postpaid, 25 cts.
XIV. THE CHEMISTRY OF LIGHT AND fusely supplied with ntes, definitions, and 1'\xplanations."-Truth Seeker.
"This is a rare book, which sheds more light upon the subjects of which it treats
PHOTOGRAPHY IN ITS APPLICAthan any we have ever read, We heartil:Y recommend it to those who wish to look into
TO ART, SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY. antiquity
An essay to show that Financial Monovin regard to the religjous views of a most remarkable people."-Samuel
By Dr. Herman Vogel, One hundred Watson, IJ.IJ., Editor Spiritual Ma(Jazine.
olies hinder Enterprise, and defraud both
.
Labor and Capital: that Panics and BusiIllustrations. Price $2.00.
The book is a 12mo. of 278 pages, and the mechanical part is finished in a ness revulsions will be effectually preventXV. FUNGI: Their Nature, In:!luence and superior manner, being printed on heavy tinted paper, and bound in extra heavy ed
only through Free Money. By E. H.
Uses, by M. C. Cooke, M.A. LL.D. Edi- cloth with richly illuminated back, borders and side title.
Heywood. 'fenth thousand. Price, postpaid, 15 cts.
·
-ted J;>y Rev. 1\f. ,r, Berkely, M.A. F.L.S.
For sale at retail and wholesale-by the
PRICE, plain, $1.75; - • _
Gilt, $2.25. Post free.
10il Illustrations. Price $1.75, .
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THE WORD,

MONEY:
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Mutual

·

Hard Cash:

XVI. OPTICS. By Prof. Lommel, Univer***For sale wholesale and :t;etail by the P11blishers, Religio-Philosophical Publishsity of Erlangon, (In Press.]
ing House, Adams st. and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
4eotl9
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
THE
335 Broadway, N. Y,
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Scottish Western Loan Co.,
. G, L. HENDERSON & CO.,

Bankers,
LeRoy, .Minnesota,
BRANCH OFFICE, 18 Clinton Place, near
Broadway, N. Y.
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On Improved Farms in Minnesota and Iowa,
Running 3 to 5 years." with Coupon Interest
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Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner" Title
and security _guaranteed in every loan
made by us, We pay9 per cent. until money is in vested.
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D. M. BENNETT, Editor T:ru.th Seeker.

Colorado Horticultul'ist and
Gardener's Companion.

Issued Quarterly. Sixteen Pages. J. H.
FOSTER, Editor.
.
A selection of 35c. worth of useful seeds
Green House plants, etc.i given gratis to
each subscriber. On our ist of Premiums
is to be found that delicious wild, hardy
Raspberry( found growing at an altitude of
Huxley,
6000 f•'et above the se-1 level,) known as the
n,u-win,
"Rocky Mountain Red;" also the Colorado
'l'yndall,
"Wild Cucumber Vine," exceedingly ornaHerbert Spencer,
mental and vigorous.
J. Stua•·t Mill,
If you want to Jearn how we. of the" New
Fronde,
West," cultivate Fruits, Flowers, and GarL, Fuerbach,
den
Vegetables, subscribe for the Colorado
Dr. Louis Buechner,
Horticulturist. If you want to learn how
Thotnas Buckle,
we irrigate gardens 1 subscribe for the ColLouis FiJ{u.ier,
orado Horticulturis~. It will please you;
Sh- John Lu}l,buck,
will pay you.
Charles B•·a<llaugh it "Rocky
llfountain.Raspberry" Plants, 35
Robt. Dale Owen,
cts each: 3 for $1; $3 per doz. post-paid br,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
mail.
"Colorado
Wild Cucumber Vine '
A, J. Davis,
seeds. 10 cts. _r>er packet. Send 50 cts. for
Pro:f. Wtn. Deuton,
HORTICULTURIST
and get both these as
B· F. Underwood,
a premium. Sent without premiums one
Hudson Tuttle,
year for 25 cents. Send 5 cents for specitmen copy.
As well as nurnerou<J otlUYJ' authors.
FOSTER & CO., Publishers,
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
Greeley, Col,
P. 0. Box 350.
336 BROADW:A.Y,
Wishes the Public to remember he is
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
and Progressive Works of all kinds.
Books by tl!e joUowing Mod&rn Authors
kept in Stock :

CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHING CO.,
Princeton, Mass.

DR. J. S. LYON'S

HYGEIAN HOME,
AT SPRINGFIELD, MO.
Box 247.

Send for Circular.

THE CODS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A new edition, containing " The Gods,"
"Humboldt," " Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies," all
newly .revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
~in ted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works !rom the Liberal
press, in force, clearness aud incisiveness,
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skep_tie, and every enquirer.
Price,$2; postage20cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y,
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there, looking lil!:e a_· draggled mermaid
cut in ebony, she shook her fist at the ..
tonished pastor, and shrieked:
"Oh, I'll fix you l I'll bust the head offen
you, you or'nary trash! sousin' me In dat
d-1ro creek and nearly drowned me, when
you knowed all de· time __flat I'se. a 1\fethodist, and bin chrissened by dem dat's yer
betters, and knows more about religion
den all de Baptisses dat ever shouted, you
mis'able black scum I and me got the rhoumatiz enough to set me crazy! Oh, I'll see
what de law kin do for you I I'll have you
'rested dis- very day, or my name's not
Johanna Johnson, you wooly-headed herrin' I You hear me?"
Then Johanna went home to redress. and
the ceremony Droceeded. Miss Johnson
is now persuaded that the Baptists ai·e not
any better than pagans.-N. Y. Weekly.
•
ABORNED DOCTOR.-UDOn the examination .Yesterday morning -before the Recorder, of M. Taylor, accused of administering DOison to Mary Ann Tolden in a
glass of soda w~tter, Dr, Thomas Taylor,
a ·colored " gemman," was called to the
stand as a witness for the State. The doctor is a small-sized individual, is slip-shod,
walks with a cane, has a small head, scant
of wool, solfenino eyes, mouth cut biased,
and the look of one who has an eye to the
main chance.
.
The doctor hobbled up to the "Stand and
proceeded to answer the questions put to
him by the Court. thusly:
By the Court-What is your name?
Dr. Taylor-Dr. Thomas Taylor.
Court-What is your trade? What do
you do for a living?
Dr. Taylor-I'se a. doctor-er fissian
(Dhysician).
Court-Under what school of medicine
do you study?
Dr. Taylor-Hey ! Didn't study 'tall.
Cum into de wurl a· doctor. Was borned a
doctor. You see, boss. I cures Deople wid
dis yere han', dis yere right han'.- I jes
puts it on 'em, and does a little summen to
'em. and dey gits well; I does. I was worth
more ter my old masser than all de oder
niggers he had, I'se a doctor, I is. (Here
the witness surveyed the audience with a
great deal of gravity and importance,
hitched up his Dants. and turned again to
the Court.)
Court-Do you know Mary Ann Tolden?
If you do, state what was her condition
when you visited her Sunday or Monday
last.
Dr. T.-I knows her. Well, boss, you
know, last Sunday or Monday. I disremember whfch. I was called in 'fessionally
to see de young lady. I found her in 'vulsions and 'plaining of thing wurrieu 'bout
her heart. Says I, " Mary Ann, what's de
matter?" Says she," Doctor, I feel things
wurkin' round my heart." I put dis yere
right han' on her and she got still, I saw
her sorter swelled out and felt things a
wurkin' round in dere, and I knowed she
mus' have sum varmint in dere. So I give
a table-spoonful of fresh milk, and den i:
took a speckled chicken-a real. natural
chicken--:-and cut it open and put it on her
right side. jes' over whar the heart beats.
I kep' it deFe for some time, may be half
hour. De treatment fotched 'em out;
cured her up.
Court-Have you a license to practice
medicine?
Dr. Taylor-Yes, sir! (Here witness
produced a city license Issued Jan. 1875,
signed by Mayor Hurley, authorizing him
to. carry on the occupation of a physician
from Jan. 1, 1875, to July 1,1875.)
Court-,-Can you read?
Dr. Taylor-No, sir; I don't need ter.
I'se de sebeneth son of de sebeneth son.
l\{y nollige was born wid me.
Court-Have you a license from the
County Board of Physicians ?
Dr. T.-No, sir; what for I want to go to
dem for? I'se a doctor, I is. I cures peoDlewith my han'-my right han'. I don't
give no doctors' stuff. (Here witness looked disgusted, as though to insinuate that
to go before the common board were. a
great insult.)
Court-Do you get pay for your visits
and doctoring?
Dr. Taylor-Pay? Pay? In course I
does. I'se no fool, I ain't. I'm a doctor, I
is. Course I gets pay. I charges 'em $25
for eve1·y .case, and I malre 'em pay me, I
does. I'se a' doctor. I is.- G-alveston News,
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AN oRATOR who had raised his audience
tO a great neiglit by his lofty roarings, exclaimed: "I will now close in the beautiful
hiriguage of the poet-I forget his nameand; I_ forget what he said, too."
"l'tfy DEAR," said a husband to his better
half, after a quarrel, "you .will never be
permitted to go to heaven."
·• Why not?"
"·:Secil.use you will be wanted as a torment down below."
This odd advertisement is from an English newspaper:
"My husband is out on a strike. He prefers that to work. He ain't of any use to
me. I must work to keep the chiidren and
myself. His ten· shillings goes in beer.
I'll swaD him while he's on a strike for a
sewing-machine."
• A TAi,L Western girl named Short, long
loved a big Mr. Little; while Little, little
thinking:of Short, loved a little lass named
Long. To make a lonu story slio•·t, Little
proposed to Long, and Short lonoed to be
even with Little's sho•·tcomings. So Short
mee_ting Long. threatened to marry Little
before lonu. which· caused Little in a sho>·t
time to marry Long, Query, did tall-Sh:>rt
love big Little less because _Little loved
Long?
DOT LAMBS WHAT MARY HAF GOT.
Mary haf got a leetle lambs already;
Dose vool vos vite like shnow;
Und efery tiines dot Mary did vend oud,
Dot lambs vend also out, vid Mary.

Dot lambs dit follow Mary von day of der
sc-hool-house,.
Vich vos obbosition to der rules of her
schoolmaster;
Also, vich it. dis caused dose chillen to
schmile oud loud.
Yen dey did saw dose lambs on der inside
of- der school-house.
Und zo doti'choohnasterdit kick der lambs
gwich oud;
Likewise dot lambs d-it loaf around on-der
outsides,
Und dit'shoo der flies mit his tail off patiently aboudUndil Mary dit come also, from dot schoolhouse oud.
Und den dot lambs dit run right away
gwick to 11-Iary,
Und dit make his het on Mary's arms,
Like he :vq~ld said, •· I dond was schared,
Mary.vould kept me from dhroubles enahow?"
"Vot vos dor reason aboud it, of dot lambs
unt Jl'lary ?"
Dose chillen dit ask it, dot schoolmaster;
"Yell, dond you know it, dot Mary lofe
dose lambs already-?"
Dot schoolmaster dit said.
·BAPTIZED BY ·:MrsTAX'E.--' Some of our
worthy colored. brethren of the Baptist
persuasion had a baptism down at the
creek last Sunday, and the ceremo-ny at. tracted a very large crowd of Deople. Mrs.
Pitman's colored servant girl was very
anxious to be Dresent, and, as it was not
he_r Sunday out, she sliDped away from
the:holise :while the dinner was cooking,
and went around in her working clothes.
Her interest was so intense that she stood
close to the minister, who was in the water,
,vhile the ceremony proceeded, After six
or seven had been dipped, the clergyman,
filled with enthusiasm, seized her and
pulled her into the water. She resisted,
but the minister imagined that she was
me1·ely afraid of the coldness of the water,
so before she could explain the situation
he soused her. She came up SDluttering
and exclaimed:
"What you do in'? Lemme go, I tell
·you!"
But he exerted his strength, and sent
her" ker-chuck" below the surface ag·ain.
She emerged, clawing the air wildly and
shouting:
"G'way from here I Don't you chuck me
under agin. you nigger I"
· But the clergyman was inexorable, and
he plunged her under a third time, and
held her there for a minute, so as to let it
soak in and do her good. Then she came
up and struck for the shore, and standing
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Jllofts ;uul Ufilippings.
IT is stated that the Dutch Oremation Society now number about 1,000 members.
THE SUN, in a somewhat severe article, winds up with;
"Mr. Beecher had better leave off writing the life of
Ohrist, and write the life of the Devil. That would be
much more in his line."
EGYPT il:ts two enlightened rulers who desire to put
that country on the civilized track; they are the Kedhive
himself and his Minister of Foreign Affairs. They hold
that, while the doctrine "Egypt for the Egyptians" is a
sound one, still, to run the machine on that system, a little more foreign talent and skill are need~<d. The old
fogies growl at this.
"AMEN! amen!" shouted a Oedar Rapids parson, at tile
elegant remarks of a stranger at the camp-meeting.
Suddenly the parson turned his eyes on the man, and,
jumDing up, screamed, "Oatcil him, brother, catch him!
He's the three-card monte man that got my last month's
salary." This is a fact, and the monte man is now in jail
at Oedar RaDids.
SPENCE BooNE, a feeble-minded Kentucky nigger, was
coming up out of the water of the Meherrin, wherein ~he
had just been baDtized. As he emerged he clapped his
hands and shouted: "I've seen the Lord Jesus!" "Hush,
you d-d fool!" exclaimed a brother convert who had been
immersed in the same squad with Spence, "'twas nothing
butaturkle! Iseedit!"
BLOODY RIOT IN SAN SALVADOR.-At San 1\figuel, Salvador, a bloody riot, growing out of religious fanaticism,
is reported. Generals Espinosa and Oastro were killed
and the former cut to pieces. Numerous lives were lost.
The damage to property is estimated at $1,ooo,ooo. "Passports to heaven," signed by the Oatholic bishops, were
found on the dead rioters.
WE seem to be threatened with another Beecher-Scandal trial. Gen. Morris has served a notice on Mr. Beecher's attorneys for a new trial, to come off in a few weeks,
which it is intended to make more short and decisive
than the former trial; when Mr. Beecher will be the Darty
tried, in place of Mr. Tilton. Please wait, gentlemen, till
the hot weather is over.
"I TRUST," said the ArcilbishoD of Canterbury to the
Sultan of Zanzibar, "that your Highness will not object to
British missionaries having access to your dominions."
"Oertainly not," the Sultan revlied. "I think that no obstacle should be :t>laced in the way of so great an event as
the English being brought to a knowledge of the true
faith. Let them come, and my learned men shall instruct
them."
THE PEACH 0ROP of Maryland and Delaware is enormous this season. amounting. it is believed, to ten millions of baskets. Extm efforts have been made to find a
market for them. SDecial fruit trains have been an·anged to cat·ry hundreds of thousands of baskets of tili8 luscious fruit as far west as Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Oili-
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cago and St. Louis. Large quantities will be shipDed in been roaming around the ·past week in a state of inebrirefrigerators to Europe. Immense quantities will be ation that no wilitewasiling can conceal.
It is full time that religious denominations shouU unbrought to this city. Everybody ought to have vlenty of
derstand that ministers,like other men, are prone to sin
veaches this year.
as the sparks to fiy upward; and that when they fall, the
DR. ALLEN, of Philadelphia, was preaching one day in most sacred interests of the cause demand that titey shall
Tennessee to the Freedmen, when an old colored brother be quietly but inexorably requested to withdraw from their
came to him after the sermon, a ad said: "I like to bettr places of trust-in other words, to "step dow it and out."
you vreach, for I understand your preaching." "I am A course that attempts to cover up such sin by what lhe
very glad of it," replied the Doctor. "But I understand world well knows to be nothing but deliberate deceit, is
every word you say." "I hope so; I try to make myself an open and heavy blow at tho canso of Oilrist and his re·
understood." Again the old African came to the charge. ligion.-Cincinnati Times.
"Yes," he said, "I understand you jes as well as if you
was a nigger," Dr. Allen acknowledged the compliment.
AMONG the recent heavy failures in this city may bo
A LITTLE GIRL. named Sarah Ohandler, in Lincoln- mentioned that of J. B. Ford & Oo., who were publishers
shire, England, was recently sentenced to fourteen day's for Henry Ward Beecher. It is to be feared that in addi·
imprisonment, and four years in a reformatory, for tion to the heavy charges which already rest upon him ilo
plucking a single flower from a geranium in the public will also have to bear the responsibility of this failure.
grounds of an almshouse. In view of the many crimi- It seems that six years ago he entered into a written connals who escape for committing most heinous offences, tract with the firm to write the "Life of Jesus the Ohrist,"
this instance was very severe ancl unequal. The official and to have it completed within eighteen months, and for
who passed the sentence is a clergyman; the Home the performance of the service he took, in advance, tho
Secretary, however, had the kindness of heart to revoke snug sum of $10,000 cash. In view of the great sale which
the life of such a great qharacter. written by such a great
it.
indvidual, would meet with, great expenses were incurTHE very unusual rains which have prevailed in Ohio, red. The firm claim to have expended over $90,000 upon
Indiana, Illinois, and ot'ler western States for the last the work, but the reverend gentleman-who had secured
three weeks, have done incalculable damage. Streams his pay and spent it-has been too busy, or too fond of
have overflowed their hftnks, thousands of shocks of pleasure to complete the work. Tile first volume has
wheat have floated down with the surging tide. and that been printed a long time, but the second is not yet written.
whicll has been left standing in the field is nearly ruined As the work was sold largely by subscription, thousands
by the continued rain. It is indeed a saddening sight. af- refuse to DRY for tile first volume until tile work is comter the husbandman, by toil and care, has secured a crop pleted, consequently the firm has large numbers remainto see it destroyed or fioatlld off by tile ruthless flood. ing on hand, and being unable to induce l\Ir. Beecher to
Bridges, fences and buildings have been carried away, carry out his contract, laying out of large Eums of
and the danger is imminent that the Mississippi will money they otherwise would be in possession of, have
overflow her bank, when immense damage will befall the been compelled to suspend. The verdict of til~ great
cotton plantations. We fear the clerk of the weather has American jury-the people-is plainly indicated by the
been negligent of his duty.
almost total cessation in the sale of l\Ir. Beecher's works,
tlms confirming Sam Wilkinson's Dl"tdiction that" tho
The New Era, the well-known Jewish monthly maga- publicity of tile scandal would knock tho' Life of Oilrist'
zine, has a remarkable article by Mr. D. E. De Lara, higher than a kite." It would seem a pily that Ohrist
against Christianity. He attacks Unitarianism and Trin- should also be a sufierPr by Beecher; but having had so
itarianism alike, but directs his loudest thunderbolts many biographers, perhaps he can dispense with Henry
against the Ohurch of Rome. He contends that Jesus Ward.
Ohrist was simply a Free Mason in the full sense of the
term. In tile course of his c isquisition he refers to Dr.
IN a recent Lecture delivered by a reformed Oatholic
Lardner, Jt. Jerome, Bishop l\Iarsh, Michaelis, and Ori- prie&t, Father Gerdermann, to a large audience in Philagen. "The Jews," he says, "as a body are and ever have delphia, he gave some startling facts relative to the Oathbeen attached to their religion; not because they believed olio clergy. He says that they have an inordina~e desire
it to be of divine origin, but because it is the only rational for money. The poor people ure iml)ortuned for money
system of religion." His essay is to be continued in fu- on all occasions. Tiley must pay every time they go to
ture numbers of the lvew Era, and it cannot fail to re- church and everY time tile priest goes to them. He knows
ceive wide attention.
several priests who have been scarcely ten years in the
business and h~ve laid up $20,000 and $40,000 of the money
FALLEN FRO:ii-I GRACE.-John l\IcDuffy, the class-leader they have taken from the poor laboring classes. In point of
of the 1\Iethodist church of Patch Grove, Wis., and also indulging the appetite for eating and drinking they evileader of the Sabbath-school, has lapsed from virtue. It dently do not deny themselves. He says no class in the
appears that the brother got on very intimate terms with country live higher than tile Oatholic clergy and tile
his wife's sister,l\Irs. Oornell. Mr. Oornell thinking them quantity of wine, whiskey, and brandy they use is pertoo much so, thought to watch tile deacon. He made pre- fectly appalling. He has known of great numbers of
tence that he would b& from home all night, so the deacon cases of intoxication among them, and has known some
thought he would take up lodgings in his place in his to go to the altar to officiate in their professional capacity
absence. After the lights were extinguished, 1\Ir. Oornell so much intoxicated that they could scarcely stand. In
entered and went to his wife's bed-room and there in bed sexual indulgences they are also e<}ually intemperate,
with his wife lay the deacon as snug as could be. The large numbers of them keeping mistresses, and some
whole church refused to believe the story, but upon 1\fr. more than one. This is the class of men the poor. ignoDcDu1l'y giving Mr. Oornell his note for $500 for damages rant dupes are dividing their hard ettrnings with, under
done him and his wife, the church ilad to give it up, the delusive idea that thoy are pleasing God and securing
Some of these deacons, with a little practice, would doubt- a passport to heaven. When will they learn the tt'Utlt?
less make good pastors.
But for the attendance of tile Mayor and large numbers
MORE FRAUD FOR RELIGION'S SAKE.-Some time ago a of police this aDostate Driest would doubtless havo been
clergyman of the Episcopal Olmrcil, residing near Cov- mobbed by the enraged Oatholic populace. On a subseington, but not in charge of a parish, was accused of being quent occasion when Mr. Gerdemann was examined upon
drunk while delivering a sermon in St. John's Ohurch of a trumped up charge against him. some three thousand
this city. The matter was speedily hushed up and white- Oatlwlics gathered together and evinced a strong desire
washed, a verdict of acf(uital being rendered on the to have revenge UDOn him. Men and women almost
ground of temporary mental disorder instead of drunk- frothing at tile mouth, cried out, "kill him, kill him!" and
enness. It was well known at the time by those most in- but for tile protection tile police timely a1Iorded him. they
terested that the explanation was false. It has, however, would doubtless have killed him on the SDOt. They can•
come to a sudden end-the convivial clergyman having not bear to have the truth told of them.
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The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion; or,
.An .Answer to tlte Question: Have We a Supematurally Revealed, Infallibly Inspired and Mirac:ulously Attested Religion in tlte W01·ld?
BY E. E. GtJILD.
REVIEW 01f TDE EVIDENCE IN FAVOU OF MIRACLES,
AND OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The substance of the best things that can be said in
favor of miracles, and of the authenticity of the New
Testament may be summed up in the following propositions:
1. There is an antecedent probability in favor of
miracles as a means of authenticating revelation. 2.
The doctrines of the Bible are of such a nature as to
prove the book divine. 3. It is impossible to account for th.e existence of so ruany marvelous stories
in the New Testament, only by supposing either that
they are true, or that the Evangelists were guilty of
wilfully falsifying in order to deceive. 4. Variations
in the accounts of the Bible writers is no proof that
what they record is false, inasmuch as "substantial
agreement with circumstantial variety is characteristic of all human testimony."
1. The antecedent probability. Miracles, it is said,
are necessary in order to authenticate revelation.
This we deny, and therefore deny the probabilityof
them. If God wished his creatures to be religious,
the probability is, he would make tliem naturally so,
and not so arrange the order of nature as to make it
necessary to break in upon and disturb the natural
order in revealing himself and making his will known.
Accordingly, we find that man is endowed by nature
with religious powers and faculties-that the germ of
religion is planted in his heart and mind. That in
the infancy of the human race and while in a barbarous condition, the religious sentiments should be
comparatively latent or but fet:bly manifested, and
often misdirected is no more strange than that the
reasoning powers of man should be in the same condition, or that we should be born into existence with
all our powers both of body and mind in a latent
condition.
It is generally admitted that miracles are intrinsically impnJbable and incredible. If, then, it was
necessary for God to make a special revelation to man
and to authenticate it by miracles, the amount of
proof of the miracles ought to correspond to their incredibility. · If we ask for proof of the miracles, we
are told that the Bible is authority for them. But
how can an incredible thing be authenticated by an
authonty which itself needs authentication?
2. The doctrines of the Bible. If they were all new
and true that would not prove that they were specially
revealed; nor that they were above the conception of
the human mind. Besides, there is no religious doctrine or moral precept, no rite, ceremony or institution taught in the Old Testament, that had not its
counterpart in the opinions and religions of the Pagan
nations existing when the Hebrew Bible was written.
And all the real doctrines and precepts taught by
Christ, as well as all that have been incorporated with
them, have their counterpart in the teachings of men
who preceded him by several centunes.
3. Were Ghrist and his disciples impostors'! In regard to Christ, it is ,;ufficient to say, that as he left no
record of his Jife or teachiugs, and did not authorize
any one to make such a record for him; and as there
is abundant evidence in the record which we have
that it altributes to him sayings that he did not say,
and doings which he never die!, it is impossible to tell
what he did or did not say and do. As for the Evangelists, it has never been proved that they were the
authors of the books usually ascribed to them. The
wei~ht of evidence, and even of authority of learned
divines, is that they were not. llut suppose they
were. Then we shall be asked "if the miracles recorded in the four gospels were not wrought, how
came the writers to believe that they were?" It will be
said, "these men had common sense; they were capable of judging; they make no attempt at exaggeration,
and they record the miracles in a simple, artless
manner, as any historian would record events of common occurrence." Here .we must proceed with
caution. This is a vital point. This argumerrt is not
to be treated with a sneer, nor passed by as of no
consequence. Before we proceed to comment on it
we must warn the reader that it will not do to transfer
our knowledge, opinions, views and feelings to the
men of those ancient times. To do so, is a fallacy so
glaring that we marvel that it should be so generally
overlooked. Undoubtedly if some one in our day
should claim the power to work miracles, such as
raising the dead, &c., we should be exceedingly incredulous, and would not believe only after the
closest scrutiny and the presentation of an overwhelming amount of evidence. But with the Evangel•sts, the case was quite different. They lived in
an age and among a people who knew but little about
nature and her laws; a people who were exceedingly
credulous and superstitious, and believed that mira·cles were wrought almost every day in their public
streets. All the common and ordinary phenomena

of nature they attributed to the direct agency of Gou
or the Devil.
The Evangelists were Jews.
They believed
that in all past time God had wrought miracles in
behalf of his chosen people, and that the time had
arrived when there was to be the grandest display of
almighty power for the redemption of the Jews from
their bondage and degradation. Nothing was more
natural then, than that they should expect from a man
who claimed to be a religious reformer and deliverer,
that he should work miracles. Hence, when they saw
things done which they deemed miraculous it excited
in them no surprise. The only thing that surprised
them was that the miracles were so different rn kind
from what they were expecting. Christ was a remarkable man, commanding in his appearance, voice
and manner. He possessed a great share of that personal, mysterious magnetism, which has !Jeen so
often displayed by other mtn. He taught doctrines
which were adapted to the wants of the common people. His miracles, such as healing the sick, restoring
sight to the blind and hearing to the deaf, were such
as are wrought at the present day; but which no one
supposes to be miraculous. The power to cast out
evil spirits was possessed by some men among the
Jews, m common with Christ. All these things were
thou~ht to be miracles by the disciples, and believing
them such, opened the way to their believing almost
anything.
According to Lardner, the gospels were written, the earliest not less than thirty-one, the latest
thirty-five years after the death of Christ. Two of the
supposed writers, Mark, and Luke, were not eyewitnesses of what they record. All four wrote with
a view to give an outline history of the life and teachings of Christ. Nothing could be more natural than
that they should record, not only what they knew,
but also ali that was currently believed by their fellow Christians of that day. The artless manner in
which tney recorded what to us would be incredible,
is thus easily accounted for. And we are under no
necessity of supposing that the writers were any other
than honest men, aside from the tendency of religious
enthusiasm and love of the marvelous to exaggeration. A critical examination of the gospels will enable us to detect such a tendency even in them. For
proof, see :Matt. iii. 5, 6: iv. 23-25.
Before the gospels were written, Christian congregations had been gathered in Syria, Egypt, Greece,
Rome and other places. Soon after they were written
Jerusalem was destroyed and the Jews ditipersed.
The principal interest in these writings was confined
to those who were interested in having them received
as authentic. But few copies of them were in existence; only a few among the people could read them,
and they were mainly in the hands of the clergy.
There was no one to question their genuineness until
some time after they first appeared: and when they
began to be criticised, the writings of those who did
question them were not long after destroyed.
If God chose miracles as a means of authenticating
a revelation, it is certainly very singl<iar that the
means should prove so inadequate to the end. At the
very time when miracles were wrought in the greatest
abundance, a great majority of those who are said to
have witnessed them were not convinced by them.
If the Jews had believed them to be genuine, would
they have dared to proceed against Christ as they
did? The miraculous portion of the gospels has always been a serious obstacle in the way of their reception by scientific men, and to-day hinders the progress of religion in the world.
Let us now take another view. We will £up pose
what the weight of evidence and authority justilies us
in believing to be true; that these gospels were not
written by the Evangelists, but were compiled by
after writers at a time somewhat later than the date
usually assigned them, and when nothing was more
common than to forge books and attribute their
authorship to distinguished persons in order to give
them authority. Is it not possible, then, that some
liberties may have been taken by the compilers?
Whether they were written by the Evangelists or not,
it is certain that they have been frequently copied;
that they were finally separated from a mass of similar books, and pronounced to be authentic and
authoritative by uninspired and fallible men. Can an
incredible thing be proved by such evidence ? The
evidence is wholly exparte. No scientific test was
applied to any of the miracles. No committee of
scientific men examined to ascertain whether Lazarus
was dead or not, and we have no opportunity to crossquestion the witnesses.
As to the internal evidence of the infallibility of
these books, we know that they contain incredible
statements; direct contradictions, and glaring inconsistencies. As a specimen of the latter, we are told
that at the baptism of Christ, John recognized him as
the Messiah. and boldly announced him as such to
the people. Not only so, but the fact was confirmed
by a miracle, the visible appearance of a dove and an
audible vorce from heaven. Yet subsequently to this
impressive scene, John is represented as having been
in doubt on the subject. Is it possible that if John
was inspired, and had witnessed this miracle, he could
have such doubts ?
The fact that the New Testament contains contradictions is sometimes denied. Let us examine and
see. Take the account ol' the resurrection of Christ.
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All the accounts agree that after the crucifixion his
body was placed in the tomb of a man who was one
of his friends. Mark says, that when he· was taken
down from the cross, Pilate "marveled" that he was
so soon dead. They all agree that the tomb was visited on Sunday morning, and that the body was not
there. But they differ,
1. As to the time of day. Matthew says, it was "in
the end of the Sabbath, as it began to dawn toward
the first clay of the week." Mark says it was " at the
rising of the sun." Luke, that it was "very early in
the n10rning." John, that it was "when it was yet
dark." This difference is slight, and we only mention it to show that the visit was probably before it
was light. How could :Matthew know that an angel
from heav!:'n had been there and removed the stone
from the door of the sepulchre? Neither he nor any
of the disciples were there to see. Was not this a
mere inference, from the fact that this stone was rolled away? He certainly testifies to something of
whif'h he was not an eye-witness. Nor could he have
witnessed it, for it was done, if done at all, in the
dark.
2. Numbe'l' of persons wlw visited the tomb.
John
mentions but one,· Matthew, two,· Mark, tlwee_- Luke,
three, and "certain other women who were with
them." Now these gospels are supposed to have been
written by independent witnesses. Here they are relating one of the most important uvents in the career
of Christ, one on the truth or falsity of which the
whole superstructure of supernatural religion depended. They are supposed to have been inspired in order to assist them to tell the truth. They should,
then, have told "the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth." But if there was more than
one person that went to the sepulchre, then, John did
not tell the whole truth. If there was more than two,
l\htthew failed to do it ; and if more than three,
lVIark did not tell it all. It was an important point,
for much would depend on the number of witnesses
of the resurrection.
3. Number of pe1·sonB who appem·ed to the visito·rs.
:JI.1ark says one ''young man;" l\iatthew, one "angel;" Luke, "two men;" John, "two angels." If
there was but one person, there were not two ; if there
were two, there were more than one. If the persons
were men, they were not angels ; if they were angels,
they were not men.
4 Time of tlte appearance of tltese men 01' angels. According to John, not till Mary's second visit to the
tomb, after Peter and John had been there. According to Matthew, Mark and Luke, it was when Mary
first went to the place.
5. Message of tlte JJersons seen at t,lw tomb. John said
the two ''angels" said to Mary Magdalene, '•W oman!
why weepest thou?" Luke says tl1at two men announced to several women that Christ had risen.
Mark tells us that this announcement was made to
three women by a "young man." Matthew says it
was made to two women by the "angel" who had
rolled away the stone.
6. Conduct of tlte parties to wltom tlte anno ncement
UJas made. Mark says, " they said nothing to any
man." Matthew, Luke and John say that they hastened to carry the news to the disciples.
7. Tlte pe1'sons to whom Jesus appea;red. Matthew
says, it was first to two women, then to the disciples.
Mark, that it was to one woman, then to two of the
disciples, and then to the eleven. Luke, that it was
first to CJeopas and his companion, as they journeyed
to Emmaus; then to Peter, then to the eleven. John
8ays it was to one woman, then twice to the eleven.
8. Places whm·e Olwist was seen. Mark does not men·
tion any particular place. :Matthew says he was seen
hy two women on their way to tell the disciples what
they had seen at the sepulchre ; then on a mountain in
Galilee. John says it was first to Mary Magdalene at
the sepulchre, then at Jerusalem, though he does not
name the place ; and then to the disciples at the Sea
of 'l'iberias. According to Luke, it was first on the
way to, and at Emmaus, then at Jerusalem and Bethany.
·
U. According to Matthew, Christ directed the disciples to go to Galilee, and promised to meet them
there. Mark says, this direction was given by a
"yeung man," who was seen in the tomb. Luke and
John are silent about this direction,and meeting. According to Luke, the meetings of Christ with his disciples were all in Jerusalem and its vicinity, at one of
which he directed them to "tarry in Jerusalem until
they were endued with power from on high."
10. Matthew says, the disciples went to Galilee and
met Christ there. Luke, that they tarried in Jerusalem, and ''were continually in the temple praising
and blessing God."
11. Matthew and John say nothing about what became of Christ after his resurrection. Mark says, he
ascended to heaven, but does not tell us when, where,
nor how. Luke says, he was "carried up into heaven" from Bethany, but does not say in what way.
He also tells us that his ascension took place on the
evening of the third day after his resurrection. (See
chap. xxiv. 21; compare verses 33, 36, 50.) But in
Acts he tells us that he did not ascend until forty days
after the resurrection, and that it took place from
Mount Olivet.
Another remarkable thing in these accounts is, that
the persons to whom Christ appeared could only with
difficulty recognize him. When Mary saw him she
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did not know him, but supposed him to be the 11 gardLetters to a Preacher.
ener." Two of his disciples journeyed with him,
NO. XI.
conversed with him, spent some time in his company,
and yet did not know who he was, but regarded him
"The
Nazar'lne
gave
but
one law in one syllable-love."
as a 11 stranger." When the eleven met in Galilee,
c. B.
where they went by appointment, expectmg to see
FRIEND B.: It may sound very devotional and holy
him, ''some" of them ''doubted." At his first ap- to say such things as this of one's worshiped ideal;
pearance to them they were 11 affrighted," and ·• sup- bnt the question is whether the assertion be a fact or
posed they saw a spirit." From Mark xvi. 12, we mere fiction. Was there ever a teacher, a leader or
learn that he appeared in different forms. Matthew God who gave but one law? Webster defines a law
tells of a phenomenon which occurred at the resurrec- to be "a rule commanding what we shall do or protion which is not mentioned by either Mark, Luke hibiting what we are to forbear." Chl'ist, as a moralor John, viz.: a ''great earthquake" and the descent ist and theologian, as well as a ~rod, (for does he not
of an 11 angel of the Lord from heaven." Of this we insist that he. and the Father are one,) gave many
will speak in the proper place.
rules, commands or laws, and they are by no means
Whether Christ ascended to heaven in his natural all ''laws of love" either, nor are they all good, just
body, or whether his body passed through a change of or right ; but Christians are very careful not to quote
any kind; we are not informed. If his body was atiy of his sayings that do not chime in with their
changed so as to become etherealizeu and fitted for a own opinions, or if they do, they: so twist and controresidence in a spiritual sphere, and the Evangelists vert the real meaning of the texts, as to make them
knew it, it is strange that they did not record that seem to imply something entirely d1fterent from their
signification, thus "clothing error with the livfact. The fact that they did not, is evidence that they actual
ery of truth."
.
did not perceive the incongruity and impossibility
Jesus
says: "Love your enemies; do good to those
which was perceived by Paul, viz.: of "flesh and
who hate you." Is not this a rule or law just as manblood inheriting the kingdom of God."
·
ifestly as the one you have given ? a law, too, which
In order to account for the difficulty of the disci- no one can obey. We may treat an enemy with justples to recognize Christ, it may be said that his ex- ice, kindness and politeness, but our love we cannot
citement, anxiety and sufferings previous to and at control, for it is an involuntary emotion. To say we
the crucifixion had so worn upon and emaciated him, love one who we know is hating and trying to injure
as to change his appearance. But the same power us, is to tell 11 the thing which is not." Some may
that could impart life to his dead body, could also re- fancy they love, but it is not real affection they feelstore it to perfect physical health anu integrity, and only its shadow or similitude.
Again Jesus says: "Be ye perfect." But there is
doubtless would do it. It may be said that his resurrection was so unexpeeted and attended by such mar- no such thing as perfection, especially so as regards
velous occurrences, that the disciples were alarmed the moral character of a human being. We may all
and bewildered. But veteran soldiers, who have been· act out the perfection of our natures; a man becomes
often under fire, are not apt to be alarmed out of their a murderer through an imperfect organization and
senses when they hear the familiar sound of the boom- improper training combined with demoralizing ciring cannon. 'rhe disciples had been living in the cum::;tances convincing him, and he is a perfect develvery atmosphere of tlie marvelous and supernatural opment of the nature these things have created in
for three years. They had witnessed miracle after him, but is this the kind of perfection that is, "As
miracle; they had seen Lazarus raised from the dead, your Father which is in heaven "-granting there were
and associated with him without fear after his resur- such a being ! 11 Give to him that asketh." Is not
rection. Surely, after witnessing what they had, no this also a law, and just as binding as the law of
display of divine power ought to alarm or astonish Jove? Yet should we -literally obey it, we should
them. lf it was not in body but in spirit that he ap- soon be all beggars together. "If thy right hand ofpeared, as Prof. Bush taught, and as our modern fend thee, cut it off." Another bad law, fur how
Spiritualists teach, it is sufficient to say that this is ex- many have maimed themselves for life in a too blind
pressly contradicted by Christ himself. (See Luke idolatry of this perfect(?) law-giver. "If you salute
xxiv. 39, and John xx. 27.) Besides, if his resurrec- your uretlrren only, what do ye more than others ?"
tion and appearance was of the spirit only, then it Is not this a virtual command to make no choice, but
comes under the head of those appearances of the to greet all whom you meet with a "paroxysmal kiss"
spirits of deceased persons to the living, about which given with ''true inwardness ?" Never mind if the
we hear ~o much at the present uay, and passes out breath be foul with tobacco, whisky or gin. What
matters it if you are nauseated by sickness, effluvium
of the domain of the miraculous.
Here, now, we have the testimony of four witnesses from dyspeptic stomachs, or disgusted by all manner
in relation to the great crowning event, the grand cen- of filth and offensiveness? You must obey the law,
tral fact of supernatural Christianity-an occurrence the command of the blessed Naztlrene. •· Let your
which, if it actually took place, was the most Import- l1ght shine before all men, that they may see your good
ant of any in the world's history, involving the inter- works." ''Do not giye alms before men to be seen of
est of every lmm!l.n being. And what is the testi- them." Perhaps you Christians may be able to obey
mony? It is vague, obscure, conflicting, inconsistent two such contradictory commands, but it is a puzzle
with itself, and self-contradictory. But worse still, to me. "Rejoice when men say all manner of evil
even if it were not so, it utterly fails to establish the against you falsely." How simple and easy to obey
vital point in:the story, viz.: the resurrection of Christ this behest. How much time, trouble, anxiety, exfrom the dead. If he rose, he must have risen in the pense and reputation would have been saved hl\d
done so: instead of sitting for long years upon
dark, and not one of the witnesses was present when Beecher
11
the occurrence took place. We can easily believe that the ragged edge," he might have been "rejoicing"
he was placed in Joseph's tomb, but we have no proof all this ttme; but perhaps the evil of him was not said
that lite was extinct when he was put there. It may falsely, and hLnce the command was null and void.
"Agree with thine adversary quickly." 'Tis easy to
be said that the woul'ld in his side must have produced death. 'l'his is a gratuitous assumption. It might say this when one is not well warmed up in a good
have been the means of his resuscitation from a sound dbpute. But when you get thoroughly arousswoon. Besides, the eircumstance of the wound in ed to the merits of a cause you think just and right,
the side, made by a Roman soldier, is narrated only how then ? What thought Luther when opposing
by John, and totally ignored by all three of the other Catholicism? What thought Washington when conwitnesses. We may believe that when the tomb was tending with his English adversaries for freedom and
visited on Sunday morning, the body was not there, liberty of conscience? What thought the North
but this does not prove that a miracle was wrought to when she was striving for the liberty of the downrestore it to life. It is 4.uite probable that some of trodden and oppressed slave ? What think we Infihis followers saw, or thought they saw, him after his dels now, as with tongue and pen we ate doing our
body was laid in the tomb, but the fact that he was level best to put down old Theology and build up
seen by nobody else, is certainly not a little suspicious. Free Thought? Shall we "agree11 quickly," and let
When thou prayIs it likely that God would work a miracle to attest a wrong and oppression triumph ?
revelation, and then leave the miracle to be attested est, enter into thy closet, indulge not in vain repetitions as the heathens do." Yes, if they only would,
by such proof ?
what a relief it would be to gods and men to be no
It may be said, tl1at although there is some varia- longer bored.· "Ask and it shall be given you." Is it
tion in tlrese accounts, yet, "circumstantial variation given ? Wtluld it be best for us were it given ? How
with substantial agreenient is characteristic of all hu- much more noble to work and earn what one needs,
man testimony." So it is. But testimony that is and thus be independent and self-supporting. ":b'orwholly false may have the same characteristic. Be- give ns our de btl:.." Honest men do not witih to have
sides, although the rule is good as relates to lwman their debts forgiven ; they prefer to pay them and be
testimony, it is not applicable to divine testimony; under no obligations to any giver. 11 Lead ns not into
and we are here dealing with what is supposed to temptation." 'Twere wiser to ask for strength to
be infallible testimony. Infallibility does not admit overcome temptation and resist evil, thus being strong,
of deu-rees. Divine testimony cannot be partly true bald and self-rehant. A child always carried in the
and p';;.rtly false. It cannot be substantially true and arms will never learn to walk. ·• Lay not up your
circumstantially untrue.
treasures upon earth." 0, no I go back into barbarism
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
and dwell in caves like Troglodytes, eat the flesh ot
wild animals and crack the bones and suck the marrow! For there is where such doctrines will lead yon
PooR BEEC!lER! Helpless child of genius! llfiserable at last. " Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven."
innocence in the toils 1 To criticise in detail the words But suppose there is no heaven ? And if there were,
and conduct of such a man, u11dei· such a hurricane is, of you have only one chance in a hundred of going
to enjoy the treasures after you do lay them up.
course, to make out a bad case for him.-Oincinnati Gorn- there
11
'l'ake no thought of the morrow." No; do as the
me>·cial. That's it. Beecher is innocent because he is an
birds do-" they sow not, neither do they reap." But
idiot.-Sun.
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really a good dinner of nice light bread, rich ripe
fruits and juicy. tempting berries is preferable to being fed upon crawling worms and creeping vermin,
such as the heavenly Father furnishes them. There
is starvation enough now in tll.e world. and if all
trusted to being fed like birds, the race would soon
become extinct.
Again, if we take no thought for raiment, we shall
be compelled soon to resort to fig leaves and the skins
of wild beasts, and these are not picked up· everywhere and without thought. Beware of false prophets;
ye shall know them by their fruits. Yes, when it is
too late. Who wishes to raise a crop and wait for the
fruit ere tbey can judge of its merits? Nourish a tree
and let it cumber the ground for long years and at
last have the fruit to condemn it! Who wishes to
trust and confide in a neighbor or friend and rely upon
his teachings, should he happen to be a preacher or
prophet, until all at once by one fell swoop he sweeps
away from you hope and happiness, thus proclaiming
to you his fruits when the knowledge can no longer
save you or .yours? The theological tree, especially,
is apt to prove very faulty in its fruits.
11
Let the dead bury the dead." An impossible act
at this day, but perhap"- feasible then t Christ advises
that no one should mm-ry, as those who do are not accounted worthy of the resurrection or of heaven; but
if they remain single they will not die, but will be
equal with the angels. (Luke xx. 35, 36.) So if you
wish " to be an angel, and with the angels stand,"
avoid wedlock by all means.
·'Resist not evil." Let desperadoes murder or maltreat your wives and little ones, destroy and lay waste
your property, abuse and trample upon you and all
your rights, bear it all in patient subm\s5ion, for is it
not the command of the Nazarene that thou do so ?
" Sell all thou hast and follow me." If all obey,
where will be the buyers? "If any man love the
world the love of the Father is not in him." So, of
course, no Christian can love the world. Such a saying amounts to a prohibition as much as if 'twere
couched in the language of a law or comtl1and. But
who love to dwell more upon the glories of the world
than preachers ? To praise the loveliness of hill and
dale, forest and glen, of blooming fioy;ers and singing
birds, and cry that all these proclann the glory of
God. Are Christians any more ready to bid farewell
to the world than Infidels ? Do they love it any less,
or enjoy its manifold blessings with less relish ?
"Sublunary pleasures tend to evil,
And lead back-sliding sinners to the Devil."-J:':ahoo.
ELMINA. D. SLENKER.

Heavens without End- Amen.
As concomitant of "W oriels without end-amen-"
why not have Heavens witllout end, amen? Is there
anything unscientific about it?
This little Universe is being constructed upon the
Variety in Harmony ideas. No two are, in all respects, alike. All attempts to nH)uld minds into one
shape have proved a failure. Forever will. So is the
Law What is Heaven for· one may not be Heaven
for another-nor for the same individual long at a
time. Progress forbids it. Progress is second to
no ordinance of Heaven. The motto of the Empire
State is the motto of the Universe-" Heavens without end are a necessity-Amen."
Heavens upon earth.
For definition of Heaven we are not dependent upon dictionaries. What do dictionaries know about
Heaven ? 'rhat in which a man, or woman, finds
hio-hest enjoyment is his, or her, Heaven for the time
belng. No need to quit these mortal shores in search
of Heaven-nor 'tother place. We have one, or the
other, as a mixture, here and now. Some Heavens
are on a low plane-poor Heavens, not worth their
cost. There are Heavens worthy of highest aspiring.
Heavens rise above Heavens in geometrical progression, suited to all degrees of advancement. Sensible people find highest enjoyment in seeing-in feeling their old Heavens dissolve-the elements thereof
melting with fervent heat.
And while their old Heavens are burning like chaff
they patiently sit in new Heavens and laugh. Somewhere about here please let me off. Go back on your
own record-see how you find it.
Best respects-Amen.
PRENTiss.
THIS has been a year remarkable for floods and earthquakes. In France the most disastrous floods have taken
place. A sixth part of that extensive country bas suffered most severely, crops utterlY destroyed: houses, barns,
fences and everythingwashed away. Cities even containing 20,000 inhabitants have been destroyed, and thousands
of buildings prostrated. Thousands of human lives were
lost, to say nothing of greater numbers of animals. It
will take many years for the countrY to regain what was
then lost in a few hours. In Austria and England floods
have also been destructive. Earthquakes in Central and
South America have been severe and disastrous. Cities
and thousands of lives have been destroyed. It would
seem the recurrence of such events should shake the confidence of credulous dupes in the belief that all things
are controlled by a wise. beneficent Providence. Scientists understand that these things are all the result of
natural causes, and that no beneficent Providence has
anything to do with tham.
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Our attention to the famous Bible narratives having
been temporarily arrested by looking after Elder
Shelton and others, we now cheerfully return to the
subject.
Among the numerous Bible stories of marvelous
events, the interesting narrative of David removing
the Ark of God from Kiljath-jearim unto his own
city, should not be omitted. It was, doubtless, a
commendable thing for David to do, after the numero 1s successes that had recently attended his battles
with his competitor Saul, and it is creditable to him
that in the hour of his triumph, he did not forget the
residence of his God and provided for it.
This ark-totally unlike the ark Noah constructed,
both in size and purpose, has a history, which we will
briefly examine. It was manufactured by direct command of God to Moses while the Israelites were
journeying from Egypt to the land of Canaan. On a
certain occasion, when God had commanded that
every man in the whole congregation should bring
him a free-will offering, either of gold, silver, brass,
blue, purple or scarlet linen, goat's hair, ram's skins
dyed r'ed, badger's skins, shittim wood, oil, spices,
onyx-stones, etc., he gave explicit directions for the
construction of the ark. It was to be made of shittim
wood, two and a half cubits long, (about four feet,)
a cubit and a half wide, and the same in depth (some
thirty inches our measure.) It was to be overlaid
with gold inside and out, and a crown of gold upon
it. A ring of gold was also to be attached to each
corner, through which staves of shittim wood also
overlaid with gold, should be introduced with which
to carry it. A mercy-seat of pure gold, and of the
same length as the ark, was to be placed upon it,
with two gold angels called cherubims, one at each
end, stretching forth their wings and covering the
mercy-seat and the ark therewith. In the ark was
to be kept the testimony or covenant of God to the
peJple, and it was to be his special residence, and
from above it he was to hold communication with
Moses.
It was some little lime before the ark was constructed according to these directions, and not until after
Moses went up on Mount Sinai to assist at engraving the ten commandments, after Aaron had made
the golden calf to worship, after Mos~s in a fit of anger thereat broke all the commandments at once, and
had to return to the Mount and repeat the process of
getting them up again. After all this, one Bezaleel,
the son of Uri, who, by the by, must have been a good
mechanic, got up the ark, and the mercy-seat, and the
staves, and the cherubims, with their wings spread according to stipulations, as well as a great deal of other
work, including the tabernacle candlesticks, lamps,
vessels, bowls, altar, pots, shovels, basons, flesh-hooks,
fire-pans, laver, court-hangings, curtains, etc., etc.
It would seem to require a manufactory, with good
facilities, to turn out such a variety of workmanship,
and a little wonder might well be excited how a wandering people, in a wilderness, could afford the necessary facilities for such a diversity of mechanical operations.
This ark.was kept in the tabernacle, which was a
kind of tent, and the Israelites kept it with them in
all their wanderings and through all their wars, but
we do not hear much more of it till near the close of
the life of Joshua, when at Shiloh, he divided the
country among the twelve 'tribes by lot ; whether by
throwing dice or uy drawing stl'aws, or picking
numbers out of a hat, or by playing "seven up," or
some other game of chance, we are not told, but that
deciding by lot means by a game of chance of some
kind, cannot be denied. Well here the tabernacle
and the ark was duly set up, and remained there for
a considerable period.

After the time of Samuel, on a certain occasion, ner of sending it away was sin~ular. They fastened
when the Israelites were badly whipped by the Phil- two new milch cows to a new cart and placed the ark
istines at Eben-ezer, when four thousand were slain upon it; their calves were shut up at home, where.
and left upon the field ; the defeat seemed to be a upon the cows, without a driver, immediately started
matter of surprise to the Israelites, and they enquir- for Beth-shemesh, a portion of the territory of the
ed among themselves what it could mean. They Israelites, and when they arrived there, the men of
said : "Let us fetch the ark of the covenant of the the place were busy in the harvest fields securing
Lord out of Shiloh so that it mav save us from our their wheat, but when they heard the lowing of the
enemies." Accordingly Hophni a~d Phineas, sons of cows, and saw the ark coming, they rejoiced and exEli, were sent for the ark, and they conveyed it into the pressed their joy by cutting the wood of the cart for
camp. Upon its arrival, the Israelites shouted loudly fuel, and offering the two cows as .a burnt ofl:'el'ing to
and made such an outcry, that it alarmed the Philis- the god of the ark. It may be judged that this effort
tines who heard it, and when they leamed that their on their part did not put him in a particularly good
enemies had brought the ark of their God and would humor, for in consequence of some one opening the
then have his assistance, they nerved themselves to ark and looking in, he smote just fifty .thousand and
the contest, and• said to each other, ''Be strong and seventy men on the spot. A pretty good number of
quit yourselves like men," thus relying upon their men, tmly, to be gathered in a harvest field in tile
own strength and prowess in opposition to the God country on a summer day; but we are only relating the
of the Jews. In the contest that followed the Israel- account, and will not stop to question the statement.
ites were more unsuccessful than before the arrival
It is not singular t!Jat the people lamented the re·
of their God ; this time thirty thousand of their foot- turn of their god ; they hat! got along very well withmen alone, were slain. Hoplmi and Phineas were out him, and over fifty thousand lives to pay on the
also put to death, and the ark was captured by the first day of his return, was a heavy price indeed.
The people who were left-for the fifty thousand
Philistines.
A sad fatality seemed connected with the ark; when slain did not embrace all who had assembled-sent
a man of the tribe of Benjamin, with rent clothes, the ark to Kirjath-jearim ; it was taken to the house
hastened to Eli, the aged father of the two unfortun- of Abinadab, and his son Eleazar was sanctified as
ate men who had charge of the arl{, who had arrived priest to attend to it. In the absence of the god of
at the advanced age of ninety-eight years, as soon ark among the P!Jillistines, the Israelites seem to have
as he heard the intelligence of the capture of the adopted Baalim, Ashtaroth and other gods, and Sam.
ark and the death of his sons, he fell over, broke his uel persuaded them to discard these and return to
neck and immediately died. The drtath could not be their old-time god who had been brought back to
called premature, but was nevertheless sad._ His them. He took a sucking lamb and ofl:'ered it for a
daughter-in-law, the wife of one of the sons, as soon burnt-offering "wholly unto the Lord," which seems
as she heard the news, was taken with premature to have restored the former amicable relations, for in
labor and brought forth a child, which she named the battle with the Phillis tines which immediately fol·
Ichabod, and she died. Thus the ark was the cause lowed, the latter were badly used up, and for a long
of a very unusual commotion, in that family at least, time remained quietly within their own borders.
and, so far as they were concerned, it had better reAs we were saying, it was from this place that
mained at Shiloh.
David decided to remove the ark to his own city, and
The Philistines took the captmed ark to Ashdod that, after wading through the blood of his own peoand into the temple or house of their God, Dagon, ple, which he had so freely shed in his way to the
and set it up beside him, and it seemed to be a dis- throne, it may have been a very praiseworthy measure
turbing element there. This god, Dagon, had before of his to remove the aforesaid .ark.
always behaved himself with propriety, but the first
He gathered together thirty thousand of his chosen
night after the ark was brought into his presence, he men for the purpose, a number quite sufficient, it
fell with his face to the earth before the ark and laid would seem, to move a box fom feet long. The ark
there till his loving worshipers picked him up in the was placed upon a new cart, hauled by cattle, which
morning and sat him right again in his place. On the were driven by the sons of Abinadab. David and all
second night this thing was repeated, with this addi- his companions played before the Lord on all manner
tion, on the second morning Dagon was found with of musical instruments while the ark moved along.
the palms of both hands cut ofl:', and only the stumps
On the way a sad event occunet1, which proved
were left.
This extraordinary occmrenc_e greatly how dangerous a matter it was, even with the best inalarmed the priests of Dagon, and they doubtless felt tentions, for a man to touch the ark. As the cart
as though they had in that ark an e;ephant upon passed over rough ground, the gait of the cattle shook
their hands. They feared greatly that the invisible the ark badly, and a man by tl,Ie name of Uzzah feargod in the ark was more powerful than tlwir god, ing the safety of the ark was endangered, probably
which they had before regarded as possessing supreme with the best motives in the world, put his hand upon
the ark to steady it and to keep it from falling from
power.
It is said, also, the hand of the Loru was heavy the cart. For this piece of temerity the unfortunate
upon them of Ashdod, and he destroyed them and man suffered severely ; ''tho anger of the Lord was
smote them with emerods· in their secret parts. These kindled against him, and God smote him for his
were probably very bad things to be smitten with, and error, and there he died by the ark of God."
This alarming event frightened David so greatly that
when the people of Ashdod saw all this,ithcy felt that
the invisible god in the ark was unfriendly to them he felt it would be unsafe to have so dangerous a piece
thus to a:ffiict them, that they said, "the ark must of furniture near him, so he caused it to be conveyed
go." It was taken to Gath ; but that city, in conse- to the house of Obed-edom the G ittite for three
quence of the presence of the ark and the mysterious months ; and after he learned that the household of
power within it, was equally unfortunate.· A very Obed-edom prospered greatly, he deemed it would be
great destruction came upon the city, and all the men, safe to convey the ar·k to his own city. This he had
both great and small, had emerocls. in their secret done with great gladness, and on the way he sacrificparts. It is no wonder those people decided the god ed oxen and fatlings, and he danced before the ark
in the box was not kind to them, and that they imme- with all his might midst shouting and the sound of
diately removed it to Ekron, where consternation and trumpets. All this, it is to be supposed, placed tile
great destruction was also the immediate result. Lord in very good humor, for no one was killed on
Great numbers were destroyed, and the balance smit- this occasion, which was the first instance for a long
time, when the ark had been moved without one or
ten with emerods.
It is not singular, we say, that the Philistines be- many deaths resulting from it.
David had the ark placed in the tabernacle whicll
came greatly disturbed at the presence of that mysterious ark, and that they wished it removed from their he had lJitched, and he sacrificed more animals and
coasts, for they became convinced that the god within made peace-offerings and served bread and flesh and
it would not become acclimated to their country or be a flagon of wine to each one in the multitude. Good
friendly to them. It was suggested that tlu~y make feeling and joy seemed to possess all, save his wife,
some golden mice and some golden emerocls and place Michal, the daughter of Saul, who looked out of tile
in the ark as a trespass offering to appease its god for window and witnessed David dancing so vigorously
what they had done in bringing the ark to their cities, before the ark in an uncovered condition that she
anll then to seud it away. They did so. The man- reproved him for his shameless, undignified conduct
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in the presence of so many hand-maids and servants.
David, however, justified himself and said he would
do more than that next time. For thus speaking unto
David, it is said "Michal had no child unto the day
of her death," but in a subsequent chapter it is stated
she had five children. How both of these statements
can be true, or which is t.rue and which is false, we
can hardly decide, and will leave our clerical friends
to explain it.
After David had deposited the ark and its god in a
tent, while he himself occupied a house, it struck him
as not being just the thing, and he proposed to the
prophet Nathan to build a house for the Lord. Nathan approved of the plan, and said the Lord did also; and
here was the origin of the temple afterwards built at
Jerusalem. David, however, although said to be after
God's own heart, was so much a man of blood, having caused the death of untold thousands, that he was
deemed unfit to build the temple, and it was reserved
for his son and successor, Solomon, who was not so
bloodthirsty and warlike, but who had a wonderful penchant for the opposite sex, and drank bullock's blood
to recuperate his animal powers and functions. He
had, it will be remembered, seven hundred wives and
three hundred concubines, and for him it was reserved to build a· holy house to the Lord God.
The main lesson to be learned from this story is, to
see the crude, imperfect and imp1·obable notions en_
tertained about God in those primitive times ; that the
God of the Universe could be confined in a box four
by two and a half feet square ; that he could be
moved from place to place by means of cows and
oxen ; that he flew into a fit of anger upon very trifling provocations and killed fifty thousand and more
at a time; that he. could be pleased with the blood of
animals and the smell of their roasting flesh, the noise
and sound of horns, trumpets, shouting, etc., and
with boisterous dancing and jumping. It is easy to
see these ideas of Deity were very crude and unprogressed. Now, it is not supposed the God of the
Universe can be confined in a box of the dimensions
named, or that it is in the power of men and cattle to
move him around and set him up here or there. It
is scarcely believed now that he gets angry and slays
thousands of men for unintended mistakes, and hence
it can be seen how unreliable and absurd many of
those old Dible stories are, and how illy fitted they are
to the needs of humanity in tlw present age of the
world.

Prayer to the Devil.
Oh, thou Lucifer, Son of the l'lforning, Prince of
the Air, thou Sulplmreous l\'Iajesty, known also us
Belz!:'bub, Apollyon, Satan, the Power of Darkness,
the Evil One, and Monarch of the nether regions, we
would address ourselves to thee. We know not
whence thou art nor whither thou goest, and in an
under-tone we would say, we seriously doubt thy existence as a personage; but luwing heard much of
thee, we would approach thee respectfully. As much
as is thought to be understood of thee, as many as
think they have been annoyed by thy presence, little
or nothing is known of thee. Thou art said to have
a frightful visage, horns on thy head, a cloven foot
and a long barbed tail, but there is not a being alive
who hath ever seen thee, and the word of those who
in former times claimed to have had a glimpse of thy
person is not worthy of credit.
He who hath told us most of thee, ?:iving us thy
early history and exploits, was St. John, surnamed
Milton. He described thy tall majestic form and thy
imposing }Jresence. He narrated most eloquently;
and ,in sublime verse, thy prowess and valor in thy
terrible contest with the King of Heaven, and !tis superior forces commanded by his Lieutenant-General
Michael, in wlti.ch grand contest rocks and mountains
and thunderbolts were fiercely hurled and no one
killed. If it was thy unfortunate fate to be beaten in
that primary conflict and to lose a subordinate position
in heaven, thou hast ever since been tlte victor and
hast ruled in hell, and without successful opposition
on earth. Howbeit, John·was a poet and dwelt so
completely in an imaginary world, his descriptions of
thee must be viewed in that light, though they have
been the basis of the theological views concerning
thee.
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The class of men called priests have much to say of
thee, and claim to have derived great information
concerning thee from an old book written by many
unknown persons and which itself sadly needs confirmation.
From all that we can learn of thee, by this record
and what its expounders say of thee, thou hast been
greatly slandered and maligned. Thou art called a
liar, the father of liars, the source of all evil and the
cause of all the trouble and unhappiness the world
has known. We believe this unjust and unfounded.
In that "snake story," when thou persuadest our first
mother to eat a. fine apple thy antagonist had created,
it is held thou didst act very badly, but we cannot see
wherein; the fruit did open her eyes and the eyes of
her husband, to know good and evil, and when thou
saidst to her that in the clay they ate thereof, they
should not surely die, thou toldest no lie, but the
truth, for they lived nine hundred years thereafter.
If it was wrong for thee to induce them to partake of
such beautiful fruit that was Within their reach, was
it not more wrong to create such dangerous temptation and place it in their sight ?
In th11t friendly tilt thou hadst with thy competitor,
the Son, otherwise known as the carpenter of Nazareth, and who said that he and the fa,ther were one,
when thou carriedest him to the top of a mountain so
exceedingly high, that thou couldst show him all the
kingdoms of the eart.h, including not only those on
the side towards thee, but those on the opposite side
as well; and when thou takeclst him to the pinnacle
of the temple to show· him the surrounding country,
thou at least proved thy superior physical power, and
if thou offeredest him all the kingdoms of the earth
for a certain consideration, tho' thy enemies would disparage thee for this, and say thou didst not own them,
it would seem thou didst by the right of conquest ;
and that at all events, thou hadst the righ.t to execute
a quit-claim deed if thou chose.
That little affair with Job, when thou afi:lictedst him
so sadly and covered him with boils, was truly a little
shabby, and on<', most assuredly, no gentlemanly devil
would want to be guilty of, but it seems it was a specia! arrangement which thou enteredst into with thy antagonist as a matter of experiment, and if thou wert
culpable, he certainly was no less so, for it was he that
first named Job to thee. In fact it was a discreditable
piece of business for both thee and him.
Though the little experiment here alluded to was
not worthy a great being, justice impels us to say that
for many centuries thereafter thou wast not known to
be guilty of any reprehensible act, whilst thy opponent caused the death of hundreds of thousands of
his creatures and incited numerous wars, in which
millions of his own peculiar nation and other nations
were killed. While he has thus caused the death of
untold numbers of human beings, while he acknowledged himself the cause of the evil that exists, while
he admits that he caused the prophets to lie and be
false ; notwithstanding all the charges of iniquity and
crime that has been bwught against thee, and all the
opprobrium that has been cast upon thy name, no
priest can point to a single instance where thou hast
told a falsehood, where thou hast been guilty of theft,
or where thou hast ever caused the death of a single
human being. In this respect thou art immensely in
advance of thy antagonist, who is said, daily, hourly
and momentarily to cause the death of old and young,
and who has in so many instances leer his chosen peopie to falsehood, theft, robbery and murder.
As much as thou hast been slandered and abused
by those who esteem themselves godly, thou hast
never co-habited with a young maiden ; thou hast
never committed adultery with the older sisters ; thou
hast not indulged in drunkenness, nor made wine for
those already drunk; thou hast not yielded to anger ;
thou hast not sought to deprive others of their clues ;
thou hast not descended to hack-biting or slander,
and, so far as we are able to learn, thou hast always
conchtcted thyself like a gentleman, and in all these
regards hast acquitted thyself far more creditably
than thy antagonist and his priests.
Of a truth, thou hast proved thyself a fast friend
to the human race.
Thou hast fostered science
and education; thou hast promoted inventionq and
improvements of all kinds tending to incrca:;e th:·
knowledge and happiness of man. It was thee, tt
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was asserted, who first taught Copernicus and Galileo
that the earth is round and makes its yearly journey
round the sun. It was thee who taught them of the
countless worlds which float in space. It is well thou
didst this, for it seems thy antagonist nor bis Son
knew aught of it, or if they did, they deigned not to say
a word of it in their books or in their teachings ; and
thongh the Church came near taking the lives of those
two worthies for telling the world what thou taught
them, we are left to conclude thou didst protect and
befriend them.
It was thee who was said to have taught Faust and
Guttenberg the great art of all arts-printing-and
one or both were cast into priscn for their supposed
intercottrse with thee in the matter; and since that
day pious men of the Church have repeatedly denounced the printing press as the greatest of evilsan invention directly from thee, and bound ultimately
by the dissemination of light and knowledge, to overthrow the Church of God.
The great inventions of the application of steam,
tli_e :elegrapb, railroads, steamboats, lightning-rods,
fnctton-matchcs and thousands of other useful in ventions, have been denounced by tlty enemies as thy
work, and as having been incited by tltee. The pious
Presbyterians of Scotland even claimed the fanningmill to be an invention of thine, and denounced those
who employed them for cleaning their oats and rye
with using " the Devil's wind," and_ thought tltey
ought to be cursed of heaven therefor. It is not a
little curious how thine enemies, after denouncincr all
these inventions na~ed, with many others, as "thy
productions, after man has used them and found
great utility in them, and elevated the ruce thereby,
to see them turn and try to claim them as the result
of their religion, and to endeavor to establish its proof
by their existence?
Few among thy enemies arc men of science, and
they advocate nothing which tends to impair their old
system of theology. They still insist that it is thee
who leads these scientific, learned men to discover
truths in Nature which disprove the idle tales of ignoranee found in that old book. Humboldt, Lyell_ Darwin, Huxley, W' allace, Farraday, Tyndall, D;aper,
and all that class of scholars, are denounced by the
Church as thy servants-led and incited by thee;
and the brave advocates of mental liberty and freedum of opinion regardless of priestcraft and false theology, are still more denounced aud maligned. They
are called children of thine own begetting; so that
by their' own showing, ignorance, superstition, mental slavery and fogyism belong to their side, while
science, learning, invention, innovation, enterpris!:',
mental freedom, and human proo-ression beluncr to
thy kingdom, and arc the childre~ of th; begetllng.
Vv e pray, then, that tlty influence may increase in the
world, while that of thy antagopist is bound to decrease.
In the matter of prowess and generalship much injustice is intentionally done thee. Thy antagonist is
called all-mighty, and is said to be so powerful that
naught can stand before him. But according to the
confessions of thy enemies this is untrue. In every
contest since thy expulsion from Paradise thou hast
beaten. In the game for the great stake which thou
and thy opponent have been playing for-mankindthou hast held the trumps and won by far the lurg 9 r
share--say twenty to his one. He had greatly Llle
advantage to begin with. He made everything just to
suit himself, and had the fixing of conditions precisely as he wished, in peopling the world, when thou
steppedest in, and with little effort or bluster, quickly
swept the board. If he drowned the race ot man to
get rid of thy influence; if he caused nation after nation to be butchered and exterminated to get an advantage over thee ; if he even sent his beloved son to
be sacrificed and cruelly put to death to make a point
on thee, and gain human souls to himself, it alJ seems
of no avail, for thou hast worsted Lim in every contest, thou hast come off victorious in every encounter
and drawest still a retinue of followers after thee, immensely more numerous than the sparse number of
bigots and old fogies that he induces to follow him.
In view of these facts the injustice which has been
clone thee by thy enemies is most apparent. If thy
a:ttagonist is called the "mighty one" thou shouldst
(Continued on eighthpaga, seconcl column.)
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Mokanna Unveiled.
BY 8. JI. PRESTON.

"Yes! I have seen God's worshipers unsheath ·
The sword of his revenge, when grace descended,
Confirming all unnatural impulses,
To ~anctify their desolating deeds;
And frantic priests waved the ill-omened cross
O'er the unhappy earth; then shone the sun
On showers of gore from the unfiashing steel
Of safe assassination, and all crime
Made stingless by the spirit of the Lord,
And blood-red rainbows canopied the land."
QueenMab,
Christianity has had 1800 years in which to save
this world. And how, and from what, has it saved
the world ? From bloodshed and war, cruelty and
crime ? Professing to be the evangel of peace, it has
strewn the lHtlf of the earth with the wrecks of armies
and the bones of murdered millions. Preaching goodwill to man, it set mankind to cutting out each other's
hearts, arrayed nation against nation, and in the name
of Jesus Christ, it drenched our beautiful world with
blood and tears. Beneath the snow white banner of
the cross reddened the fairest fields of the earth. Its
consecrated altars have swum in blood. Its history is
one of wars and per~ecutions, crusades and holy massacres. Established .by the crimson-handed Constantine, perpetuated by fear and force and fraud, it inundated the ages with an ocean of gore. Verily, Christ
came to bring a sword. Ancl through the dim, dreary
years of racks and chains and autos daje, Christianity
sat in the world's tribunal an insatiate monster, dripping with the blood of heretical martyrs, feasting from
the flesh of sepulchres. The lurid glare of ten thousand fagot piles revealed her in all her gory and ghastly and ulcerc:JUS deformity, enthroned upon the skulls
and flame-bleached bones of thinkers and discoverers.
Has it ~aved the world from war? At the birth of
Christ there was universal peace;. the temple of Janus
was closed. But since that period, the gospel of the
so-called Prince of Peace, has indeed been a sword upon
the earth. The rivers of Christendom have run blood.
Have Christian priests been the conservators
of peace while preaching of a time when swords should
be beaten into ploughshares, and spears into pruning
hooks ? Let the author-tradesman who answered
Bishop Watson, say: "Three hundred mill10ns of
human beings have been sacrificed by Christian
priests. Whenever the Lord calls to bloodshed, the
priests are, to a man, on his side-'For as troops of
robbers wait for a man, so the company of priests
murder in the way by consent.' Hosea, vi. 9. If
they are too cowardly to draw the sword, they do not
fail to sound the tocsin of war." Let the poet Shelley
answer:
"And priests dare babble of a God of peace.
Even whilst their hands are red with guiltless blood,
1\iurdering the while, uprooting every germ
Of truth, exterminating, spoiling all,
Making the earth a slaughter house."
And to-day, after nearly two thousand years of advancing civilization-of civilization which has advanced only when Christianity has been powerless to
arrest it-have the priceless· blessings of peace been
secured the Christian world ? Let Robert G. Ingersoll answer:
"More than five millions of
Christians are trained, educated and drilled to murder
their fellow Christians. Every nation is groaning
under a vast war debt incurred in carrying on war
against other Christians, or defending itself from
Christian assault. The world is covered with forts to
protect Christians from Christians, and every sea is
covered with iron monsters ready to blow (.;hristian
brains into eternal froth. Million8 upon millions are
annually expended in the effort to construct still more
deadly and terrible engines of death. Industry is
crippled, honest toil is robbed, and even beggary is
taxed to defray the expenses of Christian warfare.
There must be some other way to reform this world.
We have tried creed and dogma and fable, and they
have failed; and they have failed in all the nations
dead."
Let Wm. McDonnel answer: "Christian nations
are pre-eminent fur their love of war, plunder and devastation; and so great is their mutual distrust, that
even during the uncertain periods when there is no
actual war, the armed peace of Europe alone costs, as
has been stated, about $1,500,000,000 annually."
Did Christianity save the world from cruelty? Let
Dr. Dick, the ablest advocate Christianity ever had,
answer: "\Vhat a dreadful picture," says he, "would
it present of the malignity of persons who have professed the religion of Christ, were we to collect into
one point of view, all the persecutions, tortures,
burnings, massacres, and horrid cruelties, which in
Europe and Asia, and even in the West Indies and
America, have been inflicted on conscientious men for
their firm adherence to what they considered as the
truths of religion."
The heathen in the fourth centurv remarked:
" There are no wild beasts as ferocious as Christains
who differ concerninp; their faith.''
In the name of its God, Christianity has committed
every imaginable atrocity. It invented racks and
filled torture-dungeons with refractory heretics;
Wh\le that Chrbth>n in~titution, the
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•' Inquisition, model most complete
Of perfect wick!O'dness. where deeds were doneDeeds! let them ne'er be named-and sat and planned
Deliberately, and with most musing pains,
Row to extremest thrill of agony,
The flesh and blood. and souls of men,
Her victims, might be wrought; and when she saw
New tortures of her laboring fancy born,
She leaped for joy, and made great haste to try
Their force, well pleased to hear a deeper groan."
Has Christianity, after more than eightP.en centuries'
trial, saved the world from crime? Thus answers
the Hornellsville 1'imes: "The records of the past
have never presented a more fearful and corrupt
state of society than now exists throughout the United
States. The newspapers from every quarter are becominj!; more and more loaded with the records of
crime."
Thus answers the N01·th American: "From the
terrible evidences of human deprstvity which develop
themselves from clay to day, we begin to think that
our cities are rapidly descending to the level of Sod om
and Gomorrah."
Thus savs theN. Y. Hemld: "Crimes of all descriptions are on the increase, especially those of the
blackest dye; the increase being much greater than
the proportionrtteincrease of population.''
Thus says the Expositor: "Crimes, unprecedented
in number, and unequaled in atrocity, fill every Bection of our country with horrors, exhibiting a hardened barbarity, in their details, only to be exceeded in
the bosom of demons."
The Scientific American answers thus: 11 It is admitted by all parties that crimes of the most outrageous and unprecedented character abound through the
country, and probably throughout the world, to a
degree wholly unparalleled."
The N. Y. Tribune answers thus: "In social life,
our newspapers are smutchecl all over with reports of
divorce and separation trials, of infidelity and disgrace; of gigantic crimes undertaken, half accomplished, or completed. What shall be the end of these
things?"
· Every newspaper in Christian America answers the
same. And in this great God-blessed republic, the
marvel of ChristenJom for its mal:!,niticent churches
and costly cathedrals, a tax upon~ which would pay
our en01·mous national debt in a few years; in this
country which supports an army of 61,000 expounders
of Clnistianity for the one purpose of teaching the
people how to cease to do evil and learning them how
to do well; in this \and tlooded with Bibles and tracts,
a land renowned among the Christian nations for its
missionary enterprises; here where has culminated
the Christianity of this nineteenth centUJ·y, the statistics of crime are perfectly appalling, and every description of vice and corruption and immorality
abounds to an extent that may well startle the heathen
in lands uncivilized. Prisons and penitentiaries are
crowded with Christian criminals, and Christian
clergymen are swung into heaven from the ghastly
gallows. Between the years 1860 and 1862, four Protestant priests were hung for murder in these United
States. And, albeit, m!tny clerical culprits are shielded by a powelful church to avoid scandalizing Christ's
cause, yet, as a class, in proportion to their number!',
Christian rriests-ever notorious for vileness and sensuality-to-day, excel all others in the commission of
heinous crimes.
·
Did Christianity save our land from slavery?
William Denton thus answers: ''Christianity did not
5avc the South from slavery, where it was commenced
and carried on by Christians and Christian ministers,
whose hands were strengthened by their Christian
brethren of the North; the one forged the fetters and
applied them, the other riveted them, and cursed in
the name of Jehovah, all who attempted to break
thE:m."
Has it saved from intemperance? Again let Wm.
Denton speak: "Christianity does not save from intemperance; for, while men almost universally believed in Jesus where the evil was, it grew till it overshadowed the land. It invaded the pulpit, and dragged to untimely graves hosts of the strongest Christian
believers. The first temperance paper was published
by Joseph Lindsay of England, who was what is
called an Infidel; and it was not until outsiders had
dune the heavy work, and they saw a prospect of
assistance from it, that Christians took much interest
in the temperance movement. 'l'!Je Bible is the bulwark of moderate drinldng, and the example of Jesus
one of its principal supports.''
Has it saved mankind from fraud, injustice and dishonesty ? Thus answP.rs a distinguished writer.
"Can Uhristian people claim to be more upright., more
honorable, and more exemplary than Buddhists, Mohammedans, or Parsees? In numerous instances the
ethics of China or Japan might bring- the blush of
shame to entire Christendom. What among the deceptive transactions of Bible worshipers-who boa~t
of a purer theology-is still most common ? Frauds
in castle and in court, in state affairs and church matters; frauds in national intrigue, in diplomacy, and in
naval and military affairs; frauds in ~enate chambers
and in low tribunals; in elections and appointments;
frauds by word and by oath; in buying and selling;
in giving and receiving; frauds by weight, and frauds
by measure, and frauds by adulteration, and increasing

frauds in every imaginable shape and form that may
escape the penalty of crime."
And what of our judiciary ? And now give ear 0
ye people, to what says the second Isaiah: the 11 gr'eat:
est preacher since Paul,'' as he has been called, even
the great Mogul of popular Christianity and ·scandal in
the city of churches. Silence in the congregation of
the Lord! Henry Ward Beecher step forth! Hear
ye him. "All the framework of society seems to he
dissolving. On every side we find men false to the
most important trusts. Even the judges on the bench
are liought and sold like meat in the shambles. One
must go into court with a long purse to obtain justice.
The judiciary of New York stmks like Sodom and
Gomurrah. Men say they hardly know a court in
which to trust a case. It 1s no longer an honor to sit
on the bench; fur if the judge be an upright man, his
character will be contaminated by the great majority
of his associates."
Has Christianity saved the world from sloth and
vice and degradation; from poverty and prostitution?
Through the dark long years of medimvnl wretchedness it filled Europe with monk-houses and beggary,
and sent men to hole in cavems like beasts. It gave
gilded capitals to popes and potentates, and princely
palaces to priests; while it put the yoke of sacerdotal
power upon the peoples' necks, and housed them in
huts anq hovels. And to-day look at Ireland and
Italy, Mexico and Spain, by nature, the most beautiful lands upon the globe; look wherever the people
have not yet thrown off the trammels of that original
Christianity, which, under the administration of holy
}'[other Church, for fifteen hundred years blighted the
fairest portions of earth with deadness and decay.
See the barrenness and hunger and tlistress among the
fiellls where Nature had Rcattered plenly. See gardens gay with roses dyed with blood. See the ignorance and want, idleness and misery; and see the
squalid people, shriveled and dwindled into things
til only to crouch before wooden saints, and lazy,
gluttonous priests. And it is only because Christianity
has been unable to retard the onward sweep of civilization that portions of the world ever emerged from
the putrid pools of slothful ignorance and superstition.
The wl>rld has improved since the Protestant revolt in
the sixteenth century, and Protestant countries are in
advance of Catholic; simply because Protestantism
was, to a certll.in extent, a departure from Christianity
-a secession of the more liberal and advanced elements of that age. And both must continue to be
drawn onw;;rd and upward by the grea1 grand car of
progress as tt rolls eastward toward daybreak, unless
by their united, persistent ell:'orts, they succeed in reversing its course, letting it rumble back down the
declivity of the ages into old murky midnight again.
But is Protestant Christianity saving the world ?
Over 100,000 prostitutes, over 150,000 vagabonds and
paupers are wandering through the streets of London
to-day. And Dr. Lancaster, an eminent coroner of
the same Christian city, reports 12,000 cases of infanticide annually. Read the astounding statistics of increasing vice and pauperism and immorality in the
reeking cities of P•·otestant Eugland and America.
All tile thousands of cit1zen soldiers and patrolling
policemen are impotent to arrest the swelling flood of
iniquity and wretchedness. Within the very shadows
of co~tly churches, darkly crouch cle~pair and distress and destitution; while human bemgs regularly
die of £tarvation. Pale pauperism and ragged want
stalk fain tingly past high domed and richly gilt cathedrals, the elegant entrances to which pious policemen
guard. And Ill the same great city in which Trinity
Uhurch corporation holds $70,000,000 worth of
property-consisting largely of brothels, groggcories
and gambling dens-last winter a man chalked on the
walls of his cell in the Tombs, this fearful fact: "In
New York city the spires of 342 churches, worth $41,120,000. point heavenwards. I am here fur stealing n
loaf of bread for my starving child." But the Heathen
must be saved in far, far off' lands. And so the
pauper's penny, and the poor pittance of the wanting
widow are snatched by the ravening wolves of a costly superstition to 1it out tloatin~ palaces freighted with
Bibles and grog and gunpowaer to carry the glad
tidings of great joy to the uttermost parts of the
earth. bea and land are compassed to make one
cannibal proselyte ten-fold more the child of hell;
while the home-heathen about the clmrch doors are
left to starve, and soldiers are sent to shoot the reel
heathen of the West.
Says the distinguished Dr. Pusey: "There are
places in London, as I have myself seen, where" for
generation after generation the name of Christ -has
never reached, and their inhabitants had much better
been burn in Calcutta than in London; because the
charity which sends iurth Christian missionaries
would the sooner reach them."
Millions of money, made up from many a widow's
mite, and the penny offerings of orphans, yearly expended in visionary and extravagant missionary enterpri;;es; an army of lazy, licentious priests, wandering restlessly from pole to pole; twenty-five missionary societies laboring for India alone-maintaining
there 350 missionaries at an annual expense of $1,250000-all for the salvation of distant heathendo~.
And after sixty years of all these costly and romantic attempts, less than one fourth of one per cent. of
the 2UO,OOO,OOO population of India profess Christianity to-day. Twenty-four missionaries with twelve na-
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tive helpers in China, and the Foreign Missionary the ,adopted son, who, while loving this ambitious zation of some pa1·t, as clay, or the make-up of the
Society recently reports "the baptism of a first con- Cresm· much, will yet love his country's Magna Charta air, Ether or Sun, but when we launch out and reach
vert." Dr. Livingstone, in one of his late works, more. "Et tu Bt-ute'!" Then fall Cmesar ! "And t~e Whole needing no description, then all else dropsaid, " it was not until after the death of forty mis- wrapping his blood dyed' mantle around his passion pmg out, and we only able to think and say Unisionaries in Africa, that the first heatl:.en had been wrinkled forehead, all written over with the names of verse! ·
converted." One missionaty report, says, ''that bhtsphemy, with the death rattle in his putrid throat,
Science joyfully submits to be corrected and to
besides the actual cost, it takes six missionaries to his black and bloated and bleeding body will fall to give place to the new and larger statement' by the
convert one Hottentot ''-that is, six of them die oft, the foot of the grand white column of human free- event proved to be Science, and so now in the light·
and probably the Hott\)ntot does not stay converted dom; while pulpit and press and people will join in of all this, but especially to make the truth of the new
only while he is well fed.
joyful proclamation: "Peace freedom and eniran- statement so flagrantly glaring as to compel acceptance
How has Christianity saved the Sandwich Islands? cltisement! Christianity is d~ad, and we are glad of from even everybody, I k_no~ you will forgive, will
Let Governor Kapena, one of the escot't of King Kal- it!" And through all the coming wasteless years the welcome, the personal appllcatwn which the argument
akana, recently visiting the United States, answer: glad tidings will be wafted on, to be taken up and makes to yourself, returning to the direct comment
"It is somewhat remarkable that wherever the mission- again repeated in states unborn and accents yet un- on your immortal passage. Then shall the argument
aries came, depopulation followed."
known: "Christianity is dead! Peace, enfranchise- be permitted to ask you, by what authority you wrote
How has it saved Hincloostan ? Let Baboo Protah ment and freedom forevermore!"
"matter"-without the capital M ? Do all the rest
Clumbder Mozamdar, the learned Hindoo of Calcutta,
"A brighter morn awaits the human day,
:writ~ it so? yY el!, suppose they do, by what authoranswer: ''I came from the banks of the sacred river
Ity d1d you wnte 1t so? All the rest may be ignorant
When every transfer of earth's natural gifts
Ganges. My forefathers were peaceful and progresand fools: was it for you to indorse-or to correct
Shall be a commerce of good words and works;
sive meu. When they were hungry, they did not kill
them? The rest are the sheep, who follow any bellWhen poverty aud wealth, the thirst of fame,
the beasts of the wilderness or the fowls of the air;
wether: you are the man of Science, the teacher: was
The fear of infamy, disease and woe,
but they satisfied their hunger with herbs and fruits;
it for you to run after them-or to bid them come to
War with its million horrors, and fierce hell,
and when they were thirsty they didn't open large
you? And by what authority did you assert a ''creRhalllive but in the mAmot·y of time,
casks of brandy; but quenched their thirst from the
ator" of Ma_tter ?_ a" creator" of the Infinite! . or by
Who, like a penitent libertine, shall start,
simple streams of our rivers. But the nations of the
what authonty d1d you assert that Matter is not InLook back, and shudder at his younger years."
West have introduced into our land those two mighty
finite? Say that all the rest assert both these things,
West Winfield, N. Y.
powers of modern civilization-grog and gunpowder.
yet, by what authority did you assert them? By what
Before the go<l of gunpowder, the physical liberties
authority did you speak of the "latent powers" of
of my countrymen have made un unconditional surMatter-by what authority did you pronounce them
•• Creator"-'' Religion."
render; before the terrible god of alcohol, the moral
"\atent"-thereby denying that they now are and alnature of my countrymen is now about to be offered To PROFESSOR TYNDALl,.
ways have been actualized in the existence of an inas a sacrifice."
DEAR FmEND: Relieved of need to address you on finite Universe of Suns, Planets, Men and all things?
Ever since the days of John Eliot, Christianity has the themes suggested at the close of my former Letter, By what autlwrity did you say you "cross the boundbeen saving the wild red heathen of America. One as having been called since to treat the same in let- ary of the experimental evidence," thereby denying
powerful missionary society, after an expenditure of ters to others, yet may I ask your attention to the two that all this infinite Universe is and always has been
$30,000,000, and forty yearR of la.bor among a few most important passa_ges in your Inaugural, the first such ''experimental evidence"? By what authority
tribes, confidently pronounced them a Christian peo- of which may be said to have become so more than did you say "promise and potency of all terrestria:r
ple just previous to our great rebellion, exultingly pa- historic as to be already immortal :
life," thereby denying actual and present even
rading their glorious triumph for Christ before the
"Abandoning all dtsguise, by an intellectual ne- eternal and infinite, realization of absolutely ;ll life
world. And yet the very next year, those same cessity, I cross the boundary of the experimental evi- and all things? And, as if to reduce Matter yet near:
Christian tribes, led by Albert Pike, a Christian mis- dence, and discern in that matter which we, in our ig- er to nothing, by what authority did you express
sionary from Boston, were scalping our wounded norance of its latent powers, and notwithstanding our "reverenc<J" for the creator who wreaks on it all this
soldiers at Pea Ridge; aud the ferocious perpetrators professed reverence for its creator, have hitherto revenge? And so by what authority did you, and did
of the horrid Minnesota mas~acre were Christian covered with opprobrium, the promise and potency of you still, "cover" Matter with all this ''opprobrium"?
Indians, every one. Christian grog and gunpowder all terrestrial life." Shall I be permitted to point out, By what authoritv did you assume to do all this and
have now nearly exterminated these heathen of the in opposition to the Past, whose lan~~;uage that is- tilen by what autfiority did you aRsume all this? 'And
wilderness. The Sandwich Islands are being rapidly "matter," "its creator"-ancl as voicing the language so shall we not henceforth have clone with such asdepopulaf.ed. Of all the failures of that sublime of the Present, and of Science, that Matter on its face sumptions-have done with "matter," and "creator"
humbug of. the ages, Christianity, itself a failure and a has no ''creator," can have none, itself is the contra- and in their place accept the Universe, and Scienc~?
fraud, the missionary movement has been the most diction of "creator," so that your world-renowned I know you consent, and only ask these questions as
complete. And oh, what a savior has been Christi- utterance is ready to be recommitted for such revision you would, to emphasize the immeasurable absurdity
wtity! Professing to save the world from the wrath as shall make the two terms of its statement possible into which we have all so astonishingly fallen!
of God, it filled it with hate and horror-with heartless to co-exist! It must either be "matter the promise
And your second passage involves but a continuahypocrites and human hyenas. Protessing to save and potency of all terrestrial life," and then no tion of the same argument, even in these strong words
man from a hereafter hell, it made for him a hell on "creator" or it must be a "creator" and "matter" of your both thesis and postulate: "The immovable
earth. While saving ·the world from ignorance of not "the' promise and potency of all' terrestl'ial life"! basis of the religious sentiment in the nature of
"Jesus and him crucified,'' it shrouded Europe for It must either be "matter," as the world has always man. To yield this sent.iment reasonable satisfaction
half a millennium in the murky midnight of the Dark written it, or it must be Matter! The great Prope1· of is the problem of problems at the present hour."
Ages. Instead of saving from war, it made a slaughter all things, the great Proper which itself is all things, But it is the mistake of mistakes to suppose that the
house of earth. Instead of saving men from fear and the Universe, can not be created. Infinite created is way to yield the religious sentiment "reasonable satforce and cruelty, it gave them the Inquisition. In- stultification, and then Matter created is. Matter has isfaction," or then any satisfaction, is to give men a
stead of saving from despof.ism and slaVI!l·y, it set no "latent powers." Of course, take clay, and say "creator," a God! Give men that "creator." Then
crowns upon the heads of tyrants, and consecrated its powers: but then take the Matter of a man, and before he created, infinity was blank, there was not ~
the chains that manacled millions. Instead of saving say its powers: take the :I'tiatter of the Earth, men and Star, a man, an atom; there was notiling, and a whole
the world from intemperance, it gave drunkenness the and everything eloe on it, and say its powers: take the eternity of nothing-a whole eternity of nothing insanction of patriarchs and prophets, and Paul, who Matter of the whole Universe, and say its powers-at stead of a whole eternity of this infinite Universe!told Timothy to use wine for his stomach's sake, gave last the :I'tiatter of all possible beings, thiftgs, exist- and you give that unending annihilation to men to
it the sanction of righteous druulten Lot, and drunken ences, to infinity and eternity, with its powers! :I't'Iat- satisfy them! And ajte1· he created, all was finite, for
naked Noah, and Christ the manufacturer of wedding ter being infinite and eternal, always was everything he could not create infinite; and so all is finite now
wine, who took the cup and blessed it and passed it aud did everything, always was the Universe, already mere and absolute nothing to what it might have been'
on through the Christitm generation. Instead of sav- existed all these things! It is not the ''promise and a little bit of nothing instead of all tltis infinite Uni:
ing from crime, it clothed its '·own naked villainy potency'' of all, but already is all-not only "all ter- vet'se-and that is what you give men to comfort
with old oJd ends stolen forth from holy writ," and restrial life," but atllife-it absolutely now is and them! And because even this little nothin,q begau,
justified every iniquity in the long black catalogue of always w::.s, all things, consecrating anything beside therefore it must end-what has one end must have
crime, when perpetrated for the glory of God and his all things, a "creator,'' the most ridiculous and im- two ends-and so all this that exists to-day must at
infallible church. Instead of saving from Rauperism, possible conception that ever entered the brain of length cease, and through another whole eternity be
nothing again-and that is what is to cheer me1 1 so
it reduced to poverty the wealthy Jews in Spain, and man!
And as for the "new definition" of Matter for wonderfully! And the God himself-during all that
industrious Huguenots in France, and drove them
forth in wandering wretchedness, that their confis- which you call, that is the only final, perfect defini- eternity when he was alone, all this other eternity
cated goods migl1t be clutched by its princely, pam- tion of 1't1atter-t7w Universe,· all Matter is the Uni- when he will be alone, or all this little minute when
pered prelates. It filled the old world with mendi- verse: any part of Matter is pa1't of the Universe: the he co-exists with the nothing he created-he is nothcants, reduced kings to destitution, and to-day the con- whole can have no possible definition but this wltich ing, and utterly less than nothing;. even to not so
scienceless Christian church would gladly clutch the the whole is, and no part can have any possible defini- much as existing at all! First a vod-lte, a being, is
half consumed crust from starvation's teeth could it tion nor significance nor even existence except as finite, and nothing to infinite. Next, if the God
count ought in its consecrated cotlers. Instead of pa1·t of this: there is nothing abstract or apart from the WOl!ld not create that whole eternity, when he could,
saving from superstition, itself has been the central- Universe, and then there is no abstract Matter, mm·e he lS a bad God, worse than the worst man that ever
the one colossal superstition that has brooded over Matter-strictly and literally no Matter, positively lived, and infinitely worse than no God at all! But if
the centuries like a nightmare horror, before which nothing but actual Universe! No Matter, then, noth- he could not create, still his existence, as standing inmankind have cowered in terror. Instead of saving ing to be defined, nothing but that same Universe! stead of and preventing a Universe back there, was
from any evil that ever cursed this earth, itself has Even if Matter is that, and that is 1't1atter, yet Universe just as mueh an infinite impertinence and curse! Then
been the chiefest evil-the curse of curses. And yet swallows the other up, and forever alone remains. the God has always been a mystety, nobody has ever
a little while and it must show the world whether it Even if Matter makes the Universe, it does not in the been able to know anything about him, and of course
be able to save itself. It has already cursed earth too sense of developing it, unfolding it, but only of exist- not to get any good out of him, and so instead of himlong, and its end draws near. Within the last three ing it-Matter inevitably, inherently, and then eternal- self being a good he has emphatically and only bep,n
hundred years most mortal dagger-thrusts have beew. ly, exists the Universe-it never existed, never could perplexity and evil! Last, that tells why tltere has
dealt this usurping Cmsar of superstition that shall exist, anything else-it and the actual, already running been no knowing anything about him-there has been
bring him .to his fall. With his clumsy Protestant Universe are the very same thing, and always were nothing to know anything about: the God has been all
poniard, strong old Luther dealt the first stab that tl:ie very same thing-for l!Iatter to be at all, is to be nothing and nowhere, men have simply made it all!
caused him to stagger. Voltaire with his keen and this whole infinite Expanse and Arrangement of Suns, It has been all talk, it has been ''God," '•God," ''God,"
poison tipped stilletto left a cut that never closed. Planets, Men and all things, and for Matter not to be when there has never been anything to answer to it!
Deadly thrusts were those of Thomas Paine, running this whole infinite Expanse and Arrangement, would 'l'he Universe is all, it is everything and tlte everythe old monster through and through with the sharp be to be itself non-existent! Matter and Universe are thing, and there can be nothing beside it to be a God!
sword blade of reason. The strong right arm of other names, and the same thing, but that thing is at There can not be a God in it, because there is nothing
staunch young science has ~iven the later deadly last Universe, in which 1't1atter merges and is lost. in it but it; and there can not be a God outside of it
strokes. And yet a little wh1le and this age-cursed Rather, Universe is the thing, and Matter is only a because there iH n~ outsid~-there can not be anything
despot, seeking to s,1t a sacerdotal crown upon his name of it-Universe all, and Matter an appellation-~ but the sheer Umverse 1tself, and so there foreverhead in the senate In !I of a great free pel)ple, will feel then Universe everything and Matter nothing-or again, more, can not be any God at all! So. that in giving
in his quivering vit,tls the fatal steel of a patriotic Universe everything, aud Matter the mere name. men a "creator," you have lost the U mveroe, and the
Brutus-ay, the death cole\ steel of Marcus Brutus, E~peeially, Matter tile name, description, charaeteri- God tool
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(Continued from l!'ifth Page.J
Pt·ayer to our Readers.
be called the "most mighty one." ·If, in memory of
AUGUST AND REVERED ADVOCA'l'ES I)F 'l'HE RIGHT:
what he has done in the world, he should be called
.Feeling in an unusually prayerful mood at this time,
kind and benevolent, how much more shoulclst thou
and wishing to direct our prayers where there is a posbe styled great, magnanimous, powerful and supersibility of their being heard and answered, we appeal
good! How wrong that the firm, including tlle fathto you.
er the son and the other individual, each holding a
Two years have now elapsed since, with slight acthlrd inter~st, should exclude the greatest and best of
quaintance, slight experience, slight financial ability,
the four, simply because of his excessive modesty
but with much trepidation and misgiving, we first adand on whom so much depends, even in the system
dressed you in the columns of this paper. We felt
that has been devised in their interest. Without thee
uncertain how our little sheet would be received,
what would their whole stoclc in trade be worth?
whether it would be taken by the hand and into your
Without thee what would become of the millio-ns of
good graces, or whether it would be suffered to die an
priests that have cried aloud in their name? Witlwu t
untimely death like other abortive attempts in the
thee their whole system, their grand cathedrals, their
same direction. But you have been kind to us and
elegant churches, their sonorous organs, their modest
have sustained us like brothers. Yon have borne with
chapels, their monasteries, their nunneries, their semour mistakes and short comings, and you have beinaries, their colleges, their rites and ceremonies, their
come endeared to us. We have aimed to fearlessly discountless millions, in tithes and exactions, and even
charge our duty and to speak what seemed to us true
the source of all their terror and fears would have no
and just. We trust our efforts have met your approexistence. In view of all this, we exclaim, how shabbation, and that you will still accompany us and aid
bily hast thou been treated! Thou hast been kicked
us in the future course we wish to pursue.
out of the firm which should have contained a quarWe have a common cause; we are all interested in
tette, with thyself not farther back than second. It
might, with propriety have read, Father, Devil, Son the triumph of Truth and Reason in our fair land and
in the world. We are an unpopular min01.·ity among
& Ghost.
Another great injury we feel has been clone thee by our fellow men ; our opponents are numerous, well
the circulation of the report that thou art engaged in organized, and powerful, but we know they are gropa never-ending contract, by the firm aforesaid, to do ing in error, and that their minds are so blinded with
their dirty work for them-to kceJJ up, without cessa- the n:istaken theories of the past dark ages that they
tion, the sulplmreous fires in the nether regions to a cannot. comprehend the superior inculcations of reawhite heat, and therein with pitchforks and other cru- son as it is in Nature. We should stand shoulder to
el instruments of torture, thee and thy sub-devils to shoulder in the conflict with error in which we are
forever prtch and punch, to the latest moment of eter- engaged, and ultimately we shall triumph.
nity, ninety-nine one-hundredths of the entire unforPriestcraft and false theology will struggle hard to
tunate human race. We cannot believe this of thee. parry our blows. They will make their strongest efIt Is all a priestly lie. Nothing in thy character, so forts to overthrow us and drive us from the field, but
far as known, justifies the horrible conclusion that thou armed with the truth and animated by the love of huwouldst ever engage in an employment so repulsive, manity in our hearts, we assuredly in good time will
and so execrable. As we said, thou l1ast ever sllown reach the goal of victory. The sky may be partially
thyself a friend to the human race, and hast rarely 0vercast now, but the glorious sun of truth will shine
done an unkind act to any individual, and we feel as- forth ; the mists and fogs of ignorance and superstisured that thou wouldst never be so base, so heartless, tion will be dissipated, and a calm, clear sky will meet
so inconceivably cruel, as to torture thus, countless our view.
millions of poor, weak, ignorant, helpless mortals
Dear readers, we vropose to continue on in the
through endless ages, for the trifling offenses of a work in which we have been engaged for the past two
short earthly life, and just to }Jlease thy old antago- years. We wish you to continue on with us, and rennist-the firm of Father, Son & Co. "\Ve believe, Un- der us what aiel you can. W c need more patrons and
A Generous Merchant.
cle Nicholas, if they wanted thee to do this work for those that '~e have to come promptly to our aiel.
In response to our maiden effort on the platform them, that thou wouldst immediately spurn the idea,
It takes money to print a paper in this city, and
on the evening of July 23d, we feel greatly pleased and bid them do it themselves.
this now seems to be '' tlle one thing needful." Up to
wi h the following complimentary and very liberal
No, no; imperious Lucifer, we can believe nothing this time our incomes have not equalled our outgoes,
letter from our friend, l'llorris Altman. It speaks for of this cruelty of thee; the idea•is too monstrous to and during the ])ast unprecedented hard times we
itself. vV e trust our Liberal friends will not forget attach to any being, god or demon, much Jess to a have been compelled to strain our credit. We are in
his genm·osity when wishing goods in his line:
eharacter so amiable as thou hast thus far shown tliy- debt. w· e ask you, friends, whose time has expired,
M. ALTMAN & Co., }
self to be. The good and benevolent, the free, the to renew promptly. Send us fifty cents to pay the
301 & 303 Sixth Ave.
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN DRY GOODS, FANCY GOOES, wise, the intelligent, the learned, the scientific, and balance of this year, and tllose of you who can, please
AND MILLINERY.
the lover of liberty, all follow in tlly wake. As thou send us $2.25 and pay up to January, 1877; in that
NEW YoRK. July 26th,1875.
bast heretofore treated them well, thou doubtless will case we throw off twenty-five cents. Remember,
MR. D. M. BENNETT-.Dear Sir: I listened with much continue to do so. We much prefer to train in thy after January, 1876, THE TRUTH SEEJmR becomes a
pleasure to the delivery of your Lecture at Plimpton Hall band with such men as Socrates, Plato, Copernicus,
W eeldy at two dollars a year. Is tllere a Liberal in
on Friday evening last, and felt interested in the fact that
such a speech could be so quietly and acceptably receiv- Galileo, Spinoza, Goethe, Schiller, Shakespeare, By- all our land who knows the paper that is not willing
ron, Humboldt, Volney, Paine, Eranklin, Jefferson, to spare two dollars a year to sustain in ? Some, of
ed by so many persons.
Fully impressed with the fact that much good will flow Lincoln, and all such men, than to be numbered with course, will fall away, but we hope it will be those
from a free d:stribution of your lecture-it being one of the priests, the zealots, the murderers, the bigots and
only who feel indifferent in the cause of truth, and are
tile most extreme and radical ever delivered in this city! hereby enclose our check for FIFTY DOLLARS, to be the llypocrites, which make up the other crowd. We willing that priestcraft:, superstition and bigotry shall
used iu distributing extra copies of your paper contain- fear not to trust ourselves with thee and thy company. still rule our country.
ing the Lecture.
We would not deceive thee in the least; we have
Those who will send us seventy-five cents, will be
Your boldness in uttering such rank heresies in this grave doubts of thy existence as a person, but believe credited to Jan. 1st, 1876, and will receive forty cent's
city, and before such an aujience, entitles you to the
thanks of every Liberal in the country, and to enable you in it just as firmly as we do the existence of thy antago- worth of tracts. Those wlw will send us three dolto spread such radical sentiments broadcast over the nist. Both stand on an equality in this respect. We lars shall be credited from Sept. 1st, '75, to Jan. 1st,
land requires the immediate aid and assistance of all regard you both as figments of the brains of ignorant '77, and shall have sent to them, post-paid, $1.25
who believe in the future emancipation of Humanity.
superstitious nations, which intelligence and reason· worth of tracts.
Fraternally,
MoRRis ALTMAN.
will ultimately drive from the earth. Prince Lucifer,
We ask, once more, those in arrears to remit us
\'V e accOJ·d our waJ·mest thacks to Bro. Altman for thou spirit of the air, we say then, speed the day- what tliey owe us. We are needing it now, and hope
his liberality and his kind opinions. 'N e assure him hasten on the time when truth and knowledge will you will not longer witllholcl it. Those who are in
rule SUJJreme in all the earth; when popes, cardinals, arrears for Vol. II., and will remit us our dues before
the money shall be used in the direction indicated.
The lecture referred to will be found on the tenth t!shops, priests, pastors and elders can be dispensed the close of August, shall receive our thanks and
with; wllen the ignorance they have fastened on the twenty-five cents' worth of our tracts by mail.
page. It will also shortly appear in tract form.
race will give way; when all men can exclaim in
Those who do not wish to read the paper any longTHOSE persons who began to eat large quantities of truth, "we have knowledge, we have light, we are our er, and do not feel willing to contribute the small sum
fish a few years ago, and have kept up the practice ever own priests, we walk in Nature's lovely path, and none we ask towards its support, will confer a favor upon
since without having experienced the desired increase of can make us afraid." AMEN.
us by infonning us without delay. But please,
intellectual capacity, may thank the New Orleans EepniJ·
friends, Jet this number be as small as possible. If
lican for this explanation: "Unless a man has brains, it
you knew how it dampens and saddens our feelings
is useless for him to eat brain food. It has never been
.A THOUSAND flashes of lightning were counted in an
claimed for fish that it ert'ates; it on! y strengthens the hour during the great storm on the 7th df July at Geneva, to receive, "Stop my paper," we hardly think many
brain."
Switzerland.
would thus afflict us. Don't say "stop," but let oN-.

No. But it is this infinite and eternal Universe, and
this only, which can satisfy ~he cr~ving ~n man's na_ture. Strike out but the Umverse etermty, and all IS
gone-stark nothing through a wh?le forever: cai:ryino- with it the equal imnw1·tahty-stark nothmg
th~ough another forever! And strike out bt~t th_e
Universe' infinity and all is gone-all is a mere mfimtesimal! Strike o~t the Universe' infinity and you have
struck out its eternity, for it is et_ernal _only becaus,e
it is infinite! Infinity is the starttng-pomt, tltat cant
be created and so is eternal, can't be destroyed and so
is immortal! The Universe is infinite, and hence
both eternal and immortal-blot out that infinite, and
you blot out that eternal and immortal too! Blo~ out
the Universe' infinity and you blot out everythmg!
As&ume a God and yo~ blot out every~h~ng-t~at s~ys
the Universe can be created and then 1t IS not mfimte!
God that should be salvation becomes perfect damnation annihilation I But with the Universe impossible
to b~ created o1· annihilated, God is forever crushed
out forestalled by infinity before, behind, and all
rou~d. And then with its infinity, eternity, immortality all three the Universe becomes more to man
than ~11 the Gods he ever dreamed of, all the Good he
ever conceived of ! Here is good tangible, the highest he can possibly picture, act~mlly illiiD.itable, running both wa)S forever! Infimty, Eternity, Immortality are all made over to him, placed in his very
hand: for the repose of his ~eing, for the satisfying of
his entire nature! Call h1m Intellect, or Heart, or
Soul-here is all that Intellect, or Heart, or Soul, or
all together can depict or desire ! And he is part of
it all bound up in its fate, an indispensable factor,
even 'so that without him the rest could not be; and
be reads it all takes in all this existence from eternity
to eternity, a~d becomes the equal of the infinite he
sees-and what can he ask mere ?-or how can you
add to his happiness ?
But then he has no "religion," for this is not "religion," but Science, Philosophy, Nature! At last
we have reached more than men ever dreamed of, and
yet we have found n~ Religion, _for there ~s no R_eligion ! We have sat1sfied the highest sentiment In
man's nature and all sentiments in his nature, but instead of any'Religion, we lmve given him something
better ! When man faints, when he sutlers, when l1is
heart goes down to zero, when he alone is not equal
to l1is fate then he wants to lie back on the bosom of
the Infinite! And we give him that Infinite, as no
God ever could, nor any created Universe, nor any
God and created Universe both together, as nothing
ever could but tltis Universe-we give him that In:finite which all the rest have never given him, and
never can give him ! Science alike reveals this glorious Infinite to all, and to the same benediction slmts
up and seals all, equally yourself and
Your humble friend,
JOSEPH TREAT.
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been suggested also, that there be added to it a FamiThe work is divided into three parts.
ly Record as many of the large Bibles contain; would
PART I, is the author's improved system of Phrenthat be advisable? Friends, suggestions are in order; ology, containing new names for several organs, and
let us hear from you.
attributing offices and uses to several organs not
hitherto recognized by other Phrenologists.
He
Underwood's Debate.
groups the organs into three classes, the IntellectB. F. UNDERWOOD's debate with the Rev. J olm ual in the front head; the Ipseals, or self-preserving
Marples, Presbyterian, came off at Napanee, Ont., on in the middle portion, and the Social in the back and
the evenings of July 20, 21, 22, and 23. It was large- basilar portions of the brain.
ly attended, many persons from a distance putting in
PART n consists of his theory of the physiology of
an appearance. We see by the Napanee E.'Vpress that the eruotions and the relations of body and mind.
while Mr. Marples excelled in declamation and sound,
PART III contains the author's opinions of trance,
Mr. Underwood in clear, logical and forcible argu- clairvoyance, hallucination, mind-reading, mesmeric
ment, bore away the palm. It says he showed sure sleep, &c. He attributes these conditions to ·the over
indications of great research and investigation, and action of certain organs of the mind, or the decreased
that the impression he made upon the listeners was action of other organs. He is an unbeliever in the
greatly in his favor. The inclination to free enquiry claims of Spiritualism, and in connection with his
and free thought is on the increase in that vicinity.
philosophy upon the subject gives many incidents
Iu a former number we mentioned the possibility coming under his own observation. He is an able
of our publishing in pamphlet form, Uro.derwood and writer and a clear thinker. The work is an interestBurgess' recent debate at Aylmer, Ont. We shall not ing one to all classes of readers. Price $2.00 by
do so for the present. Those who wish to procure it
msil, post paid. We have it for sale.
can do so by writing tci J. C. Pankhurst, Publisher of
DARWIN'S DESCENT OF J'tiAN. \Ve were in error
"Both Sides," (Aylmer, Ont.,) in which paper the
in a previous number as to the price of the new edidiscussion is reported in full.
tion of this work of near 700 pages and many illustraSectarian Intolerance.
tions, containing the entire matter embraced in the
Mr. Anthony Comstock has caused the arrest of two volumes as originally published, with additions.
John A. Lant, publisher of the Toledo Sun, on the The price is $3.00, postage 25 cts. We are sending
ground of obscenity. HiG preliminary examination many copies away, and will be glad to send many
before the commissioner has taken place, and he has more.
been in $3,000 bail to appear at the next regular term
of the U. S. Court in this city, which bail not being
Dry Goods Price-List.
forthcoming he was remanded to Ludlow street jail.
Thouands
in the country are constantly debating
This, to make the best of it, is a piece of petty Chris- the question of
prices in dry goods. They go to the
tian tyranny, in this boasted land of freedom, and in most popular store in the neighborhood, and fail there
view of the far greater obscenity of the Beecher adul- to learn for a certainty whether fair prices are charged
tery case, which for months filled most of the papers or not. .Other thousands are not only seeking honest
fair prices, but they want also reliable informain the country, is simply contemptible. The United and
tion in regard to the styles of goods most in demand.
States authorities must have little to occupy their at- Now, all such persons should send a letter to the hightention, and the pious Mr. Comstock must be spoiling ly respectable and reliable firm of M. Altman & Co.,
for a fight to meddle with such small fry. Why does and ask for their new Price-list. This enterprising
and well-known dry goods firm have tal,en .this methhe not attack the Hemld, the S1.w, or the G1·aphic? od of popularizing their business in every section of
Are they too powerful, and is it safer to pounce upon country. This Price-list, containing thirty-two pages
a defenceless, impoverished, struggling little sheet? of closely printed matter. gives a minute description
Are the morals of the people, the welfare of society or of a $250,000 stock of Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Millinery Goods, Ladies' and Gents' Furni&hing Goods,
the l'leace of the govermnent endangered by the exist- Ladies' and Children's Under-garments, Costumes,
ence of such a paper?
Cloaks, Basques, Hosiery, Gloves, Jewelry, Laces,
Trimmings, Parasols, Umbrellas, Notions and the
New Books.
thousand and one articles usually sold in first-class
THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAVIORS.- city houses. It will be sent, free qf cost, to any oae
sending address and postage stamp for mailing the
We have received a copy of 1\'Ir. Kersey Graves' book same.
by this title, and we arc free to say it is an important
We have examined tltis Price-list, and find that it
MR. JAMES McCARROLL of this city-a well-known acquisition to Liberal literature. It contains not only teaches its readers how to order goods. The descriplitteratettr, and one of the lecturers of last season be- the account of sixteen different saviors of man who tion it gives of every article is so perfect and comfore the Polytechnic Society-has become a professor were crucified hundreds of years before the existence plete as to make the selection extremely easy and
certain of giving satisfaction. This firm will give
and lecturer of the Grand Conservatory of J\fusic, of Christianity, but it is an exhaustive examination of their best attention to the execution of all orders, and
Fifth Ave.
the entire subject of Christianity, showing conclusive- they agree to refund the money in every case where
the goods turn out different from their representaTHE TRu'rrr SEEKER is kept for sale by JAMES A. ly its pagan origin. The work is a very interesting tions. The standing of the house is such that we
one,
and
should
be
in
the
hands
of
every
truth
seeker.
BLISS, Circle Hall, No 402 Vine st., Philadelphia, who
cheerfully vouch for the trnth of whatever they say.
has at that place opened a library of Liberal and Price $2. Sent by mail, postage free. We will be Address J\II. AL1'11IAN & Co., corner 6th avenue and
11lth street, New York.-EDITOR INDEPENDENT.
Spiritualistic books. We recommend progressive glad to supply all who want a copy.
[We know and have known Mr. Altman and his
people in that locality to patronize him.
STAR'l'LING FACTS of MODERN SPIRITUALISM, by N.
manner
of cloing business for some time, and are fulTHE Literary j!fiscellany, for August, James Mc- B. WOLFE, l'ti.D., second edition. A fine copy has ly enabled to endorse the views of our contemporary,
been
placed
upon
our
table.
It
contains
faithful
Carroll, editor, contains the following complimentary
and although we seldom agree in matters theological,
notice of our efl:'ort at the Liberal Club. The com- accounts of the author's investigations in the different we are pleased to accord our hearty concurrence with
of
Spiritualism.
It
gives
many
facts,
indeed
phases
mendation may be somewhat overdrawn, but it is
"startling" and wonderful, with letters from distin- its judgment in reference to our friend li'IoRms ALTnevertheless agreeable, and we duly rctm·n thanks:
guished
individuals bearing upon the subject. Those MAN. He is just getting out his new Fall and Winter
"D. 1\I. BENNET'l' of TnE Tm~Tn SEEKEI~ rece,ntly
Price-list, containing accurate descriptions and the
read a very clever and exhaustive paper up~n th~ seeking proofs and descriptions of the various SpiritGods of SuperstHion and the. Go~ of the Umvcrse, ual phenomena, cannot do better than read this high- lowest price of House-fllrnishing Goods, such as
before the Liberal Club of tlns City. Although the ly interesting work. From the author's character and Sheetings, Towels, Blankets, Quilts, etc., as well as
paper was fiercely'assailcd by some of the ablest memhis full assortment of Ladies' Suits, made up in the
bers present, it was generally conceded that Mr. Ben- !'eputation, his statements can be received with con- latest styles in Alpaca, Poplins, Reps, Merinos, Cashnett's arguments :were not met effelltually, anc~ ~hat,he fidence.
acquitted himself with rare knowledge and abihty.
The work contains four fine steel plate portraits and mere Silks, CamPI's Hair Goods, etc., etc., as low as
$10 each, and as high up as $300.
WE nAVE RECEIVED numerous responses to the many other illustrations, and is gotten up in fine
This Price-list is sentfree to all our readers who
style.
Price,
$2.
00.
Postage
25
cents.
We
are
preproposition in our last, in reference to the work,
may send a stamp and their address, and those hesi"LIVES AND DEATII-BED INCIDENTS OF NOTED INFI- pared to fill orders for it.
tating to send stamp, togetherwith thoscfindingthemTHE MYSTERIES OF THE HEAD AND HEART, explain- selves unable to furnish stamp, he will send the
DELS," but not enough yet to justify the undertaking of a work so expensive. vVe trust many ed b,r J. STANLEY GRI~IEs, 12 mo, 360 pp. Published Price-list to by sending address. Mr. Altman is also
others will feel like sending- us their names. by W. B. Keen, Cooke &Co,.Chicage. Freely illus- anxious that Liberals who may send for his Price-list
At the suggestion of some friends, we may decide trated.
should distribute them freely in their towns and vilThe author of this new work has for a third of a
to use type a size smaller, and make the book
lages.-ED. T. S.J
a la1·ge 12 mo, in place of octavo; omiting most of the century been a popular lecturer upon Phrenology,
portraits and thus get up a work of 800 pages for three and 1\'Iesmerism. 1\'Iany thousands of the American
THE Rev. Edward Calvin, a preacher at Brighton,J\Iass.,
dollars. It will contain a great amount of valuable public have with interest listened to his lectures, his is accused of cruelly treating his little son, and an official investigation is being made.
and instructivd reading matter for the money. It has examinations, &c.

WARD be the motto and the watchword. Let there
be none so apathetic and indifferent as to be Hnwilling
to spare the small sum of two dol1•trs yearly, to sustain a sheet pledged to do all within its power to oppose and expose the great evils of our time and age.
Friends of mental liberty, those of you who have
the ability and the inclination, at any time, to donate
a small sum to help us along in the work we are pursuing, hold not back, if it is not more than five dollars, two dollars, or one dollar, it will do good, and
we promise we will faithfully use it in the diffusion of
truth. IV e ask not to make money ; we seek not big
profits, but we must have money to meet our current
expenses, or of course we must go to the wall.
Within the last few months one thousand papers
have gone by the board; the heaviest houses have
failed; Beecher's publishing house with its large capital has had to succomb; his Life of Christ has "gone
higher than a kite."
Shall THE TRU'l'II SEEKER be counted among the
failures? Not if our friends stand by us. We fear
not the Church, we fear not the priests, we fear not
the devils, we fear not the gods, we fear only the poverty, the apathy and indifference of friends, or those
who should be friends. If they answer not our prayer,
none wm.
Many of our friends aYe prompt and always on
time· would that all were so; if they were, we would
. not ~omplain or urge; but many are behind and seem
very willing to be so. \Ve know times are hard and
money scarce, and we acutely feel the effects thereof.
It, however, takes but a small sum from each of you
to pay our yearly pr:ice, and we hope the amount will
break no one.
We need new subscribers. Some will fall by the
wayside; some will refuse to remit, and the ranks
should be kept full. Let every sympathizing friend
send a new subscriber, or half a dozen of them, who
can. Many should read this paper who do not.
Let the light of truth shine far and wide. Let every
person whose eyes fall upon these lines and who are
not patrons, resolve at once to become so. Remit for
a year, remit for six months or remit for thtee months.
There are none of you, surely, but what can do that.
Stand by us anc1 we will stand by you, and the truth
shall spread in our land.
Hear our prayer and grant our request. We ask it
for truth'S' sake-we ask it for humanity's sake.
Answer our entreaty, and ours will be the honor, the
power and the glory, now and evermore. A:NIEN.
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images he soon came to regard as the real gods, and vi3e and direct the gods, and to tell them, yes, to
he feared and dreaded the same, and bowed to the command them how to manage their affairs in this
earth before them.
world.
He early began to imagine there were great numFor these very disinterested services-for their arbers of these invisible powers, and he readily assign- duous labors in ofl:ering prayers and advice to the
JULY 23d, 1875.
ed separate gods or demons to the Winds, the streams, gods1 and in detailing to the multitudes tbeir will and
(TIIREE HUNDRED AND THIRD MEETING.]
the ravines,. the oceans, the mountains, the storms, the reqmrements to them-they have, as we have seen
A paper was read upon
thunder, tbe sun, the moon, the day, tbe night, the laid heavy exactions upon the people. They have ·re~
four seasons of the year, and so in many other direc- quired tbe first fruits of their land, the fattest of their
The Gods of Superstition and the God of tions.
As these gods were multiplied, the fear, the flocks and herds, and a large percentage of all other
worshipful feeling, the veneration and awe increased, wealth, omitting, in no case, that which has been
the Universe,
becoming one of the leading traits of primitive man, termed "filthy lucre." [Applause.]
BY D. M. BENNETT.
hut all growing out of his ignorance of the simple
They have also exacted a measure of the worship
laws of nature. Could he have understood the causes for themselves, which they have de.nanded for the
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:
For thousands of year~ the world has abounded in which produce winds and storms-the conditions of gods. They have maintained a power and control
gods, and these gods have been the handiwork of heat and cold, expansion and contraction, light and over the masses in the name of their deities truly
electricity-he would not in the storm or tempest marvelous, and more onerous to the people than the
man.
As far back in the early history of our race as we have felt the awe and fear which an imaginary power support of kings and standing armies.
From the multiplicity of gods and priests have
are able to penetrate, we find that men have been en- excited in his breast.
Thus, we see, ignorance was the cause of his clevis- grown the numberless forms of religion the world has
gaged in inventing and manufacturing gods.
We find, too, that these gods, in point of intellect, ing imaginary gods and demons. Ignorance is the had, and these have been more or less crude, accordculture, refinement, and morality, have always been source, whence have proceeded demons, genii, gnomes, ing !O the de~ree of developmeut to 'Y~ich the race had
a reflex of their makers. The more degraded a nation hobgoblins, furies, fairies, nymphs, naiads, sprites, attatnecl. 'I he lower grade of rel1gwus belief and
or people, the more crude and coarse their gods. If wi.tcJ?.es and the like, Here was the origin of wor- worship is called feticrsm or animism. We have
the god-makers were but little advanced in intelli- shrp tn the human breast. Ignorance and supersti- glanced slightly at this form. Their gods were low
gence, if their reasoning powers were but feebly de- tion were its parents, and for thousands of years these gross and beastly. Their devotees were full of blincL
veloped, their gods partook of the same character- have been the elements that have fostered and sustain- ignorance, slaviBh fears, and abject superstitions. As
istics, and were monstrosities, often having two or ed it. Worship is claimed to be a high and holy mankind progressed in the scale of intelligence, these
more heads, many eyes, distorted visages, numerous quality of man's spiritual organization, and inherent crudest ideas gradually gave way to a belief less ofarms, and other deformities. If the nation was war- in his existence. This is a mistake. It was the re- fensive to reason.
In following the current of theological ideas and
like and aggressive in disposition, anrl if they were sult of his want of knowledge, and this want of
inclined to brigandage and bloodshed, their god;; in- knowledge has kept it alive. It degrades a man and the development of human thought, we meet with an
variably possess~;;d the same characteristics, and they makes him abject and cringing, ~>ncl does not elevate occasional oasis in the great desert of ignorance and
often commanded their worshipers to engage in wars him. As man has attained to a higher degree of in- superstition-we are pleased to see the prospect is not
and carnage, and to despoil the neighboring nations telligence, as he has been able to understand that always dark and dreary. Though at no time can we
of their wealth and their lives. Without mercy they every result which ever occurred in the Universe has find a nationality freed from errors, we gladly hail in·
authorized the most relentless cruelty, debauchery been the effect of natural laws and causes, in&tead of stances where these exist in a diminiBhed degree. The
and murder, sparing neither the nursing mother nor being the work of an angry and fickle Deity, his fears sun-worshipers of Persia, for instance, were far less
and his tendency to wortihip have together taken their degraded than those who worshiped fetiches and
the infant at her breast.
If, on the other hand, the nations were peaceful flight, and he has learned to view all the operations of images ; they aspired above the low and groveling.
ln the early ages of that country they had neither
and harmless, if they preferred a domestic, quiet life, nature with calmness and imperturbability.
Those who first invented and fashioned the gods temples nor altars, and considered 1t impious to make
if they esteemed rest and indolence, their gods were
st!re to possess the same tastes and habits, and they those who assumed to describe their character thei{· images of divine beings. They ascended mountains
did not direct their devotees to wars, carnage and wills and wishes, naturally uecame their priests'· and and offered sacrifices, hymns and prayers to the who! e
butchery. These gods delighted in peace and tran- thus it was soon discovered that the gods must'have expanse of the firmament, and more especially to their
quillity, and the best conception of happiness and bliss mouthpieces, through whom to make known their deity, which was the sun, the center, the source of
on the part of their makers and worshipers was quiet- will and pleasure. The gods were found to be of but light and heat in the solar system. They likewise
ne5s and rest. '!'he ancient gods of India, Persia and little use without the priests to speak for them to worshiped t!Je moon, the stars, the air, fire, earth, and
proclaim their will. to command lor them hom~ge water. In short, they may be said to have been worChina, are cases in point.
Thus we see that whatever characteristics, habits, and worship, and to receive for them such sacrifices shipers of the Universe.
If worship they must, the objects to which they
and dispositions a tribe, race, or nation possessed, gifts and otlerings as the priests decided must be forth~
paid their pious devotions were probably the most
whatever was striking or peculiar in them, was inva- coming.
Here originated the order of PRIESTHOOD, which suitable ones in nature that they could select. So far,
riably ascribed to their gods. If the character aiid
attributes of the god of a people could be ascertained, for thousands of ye.us has been such a burden such however, as.worship is concerned, it could be of no
there would be no difficulty in determining the nat- an incubus, such a curse to mankind. Gods' have possible benefit to t!Je objects worshiped, nor to themure, the literature, the intelligence, t1.e habits, and been increased by myriads, the cru.dest images of selves. If their devotions had consisted only in due
the manners of its worshipers. lf they were degraded, clay, stone, wood and metal; and ammals of nearly admiration of the great Universe it would have been
so we1 e their gods ; if .they were beastly, so were their all kinds have at one time or another been worshiped more commendable, but the sacrificing of animals and
gods ; if they were gluttonous, so were their gods; as gods, among which may be named cows, elephants, the prostration of l,heir bodies upon the earth before
if they were cruel, so were their gods ; if they were sheep, camels, dogs, cats, crocodiles, snakes, lizards, their gods, showed they were so far under the same
warlike, so were their gods ; if they were murderous, toads and many others of the most disgusting of the character of superstition that darkened th8' nations.
animal kingdom.
which preceded them.
so were their gods.
In the vegetable kingdom, trees, plants, flowers and
Much can be said complimentary of the gods they
In view, then, of the great number of gods that
men have made, and the very small portion of them even garlics and onions have by ignorant savages been adored ; they were not cruel, sangumary, nor murderous, like most other gods ; they did not incite wars
tllat have been amiable, peaceful, benevolent, and elevated to be gods.
Rivers and fountains have been special objects of nor blooushed, and the retinue of priests which athonest, there is great truth and pertinency in the reworship. We have only to look to the Ganges and tended upon them dealt far less in.abominable ubsurdimark that,
'AN HONEST GoD IS THE NOBLEST WORK 01!' MAN." the Nile, to see two streams before which untold mil- ties and impositiods. The people recognized in the sun
lions have prostrated themselves in worship.
the source of life and enjoyment in this world ; withApplause.]
The snn, moon and stars have also been worshiped out its genial, warming rays there could be no vegeta'!'here are, perhaps, few stronger arguments in favor of the early degraded condition of the human race and deified by millions upon millions of the human ble nor aniwa! existence. It seemed a fitting object
for their adoration, and their minds were correspond-few clearer proofs of the low ll.nd debased state of race.
In this way nearly all the objects in the world, at ingly elevated.
the primitive tribes of mankind-than the depraved
Worship of the sun was, doubt.less, greatly induced
character of the gods they made and worshiped ; and ~orne t~me or othe.r, by some nation or other, have
we see that to this clay among the crude and savage oeen bhndly worsluped as gods. It would require all by the knowledge of astronomy which the Chalde,ms
portions of the race, where the light of intelligence the numerals in our system of notation to give the Egyptians and ancient Persians had acquired. 'fhey
and civilization has lmt dimly shone, they are still numter of objects that poor, benighted man has hall watched and closely studied the motions of the
making and worshiping the same class of ignorant been induced to worship, and all tHis endless vari- planets and heavenly bodies, and had become well
versed in many facts appertaining to them. This
and repulsive gods. Nothing but knowledge and sci- ety of gods have required priests.
The name of these priests is "legion." It is not in knowledge of the starry worlds was unquestionably
ence can clispel from the dark minds of these ignorant
savages the crude and abhorrent notions of the gods the power of man to compute the vast number of the foundation fur much of the theology which subsewhich they still hug to their breasts. lt is the same these leeches, these dead weights, these idle and quent natwns adopted, thouglr in this they engrafted
with all superstitions and errors : the light of science worse than useless mortals the world has been com- upon their system much which was absurd and unwarranted.
and positive knowledge will inevitably drive ~hem pelled to support.
They have always been a privileged class, an aristoc·
In addition to heavenly bodies the Persians had
back to the dark, noiwme corners of obscurity and
racy, exacting and expensive. They have never been other gods-principally Ormuzd-whom they believoblivion.
'f!Je earliest conception of an invisible power which producers but constant consumers, who have always ed to be the creator of all existences. Compared with
primitive man, as he slowly emerged from the plane managed to live upon the toils and labors of others. the great majority of gods that IHtve ru.ed the chilof mere animal life, entertttined, was, doubtless, that ~hey have been shrewd en::>ugh, too, to secure the dren of men he was mild, amiable and harmless. The
it was an enemy-that it annoyed and injured him; fat of the land, to obtain the finest linens the richest inculcations of his priests did not breathe terror
'!'he storm, the tempest, tire turnaclo, the burning silks, woo.s and furs which the world h~s produced. bloodshed, nor damnation. The Pei·sian priests, wh~
rays of the summer sun, the killing frosts of wwter, They have always claimed that the gods made known were called Magi, were, at first, few in number, and
he looked upon as enemies ; they Cll.USed him discom- their will to them, and commanded them to convey were required to be of good moral character, which
condition has, unfortunately, not always since been
fort and pain, and in the infantile stage of hiS intellect tlle same to the ignorant multitudes.
It has not been the aim of priests to impart know!- enjoiD;ed. [Applause.] In process of time, the priestand experience he imagined that these. simple operations of Nature were evil powers that delighted to edge to their fellows, to teach them that this world . hood r_n that country be.came numerous and powerful,
afllict him, and in the uoprog,ressed state of his mind and the entire Universe are governed sulelv by natural and la1d th~ same exacttoi_IS upon the people that they
he fancied he could placate them by bowing in the laws. If they have understood. this themselves, they have ~one 1n other countnes.
dust before them and offering them worship and sac- have purposely kept the masses w ignorance and subWhrle Ormuzcl was a good god, they also had an
rifice. As he gained his livelihood by capturing and ordination. They have pointed to their gods as being evil god, whom they called Arimanes, and who was
slaying animals of various kinds he sought to appease the governors and rulers of the world; they have thdr great enemy. In their theology, however, they
those evil powers, and to propitiate them, by pn:sent- purposely concealed the operation of the simple laws managed to annihilate this evil god, or devil which
ing them a portion of the animals he had slain.
of nature, and have bUperseded them with the whims is more than our good friends in tllis country have yet
Nut being able to perceive these gods or demons with and caprices of the gods. They have also claimed to succeeded in accumplishi11g. We are happy to anhis visual organs, though he thought they must necessa- have great influence~ with these deities, and have pre- nounce, however, that the evil god of Christian therily have an exrstence, he soon began to make crude tended to be able, by prayers and sacrifices, by incan- ology, who has for many centuries been a terror to
imuges of clay, wood and stone to represent to his tations and senbeltoss ceremonies, to appease their chituren of a small ancl larger growth, is rapidly besight the clemons or gods he wished to appease and anger, to remove their animosity, and to secure their ing curtailed in his domain, amt there are thousands
keep in a friendly disposition towards himself. These gracious good-will. 'fhey have assumed, even, to ad- of good Christian~ wlw wiU new dare to tell you that

liltw=forlt liberal Qklub.
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they hardly believe there is really such a person as heaven of the Grecians, was said to be peopled with The mere fact of the inhabitants of Europe and Amer"Old Nick," and they are half disposed to let the fa- ovt>r thirty thousand gods, little and big, and it may ica having adopted this particu Jar g0d makes not the
bles and legends concerning his Satanic Majesty re- well be imagined they had a very godly time of it slightest difference with the truth or falsity of his thelapse into forgetfulness, along with the witches~ fair- ali among themselves. [Sensation.]
' ology-the truth or falsity of the claims it so arroganties, and gnomes of primitive times. [Applause.J
This idea of th(l gods holding sexual intercourse, ly sets up.
We are disposed, also, to comment favorably upon either among themselves or with mortals, appears to
As a dispassionate observer, we claim to be able to
the gods of the Hindoos. They were chiefly mild and have been a favorite one in nearly all the ancient my- draw just comparisons between Jehovah, and Brahma,
inoflensive, with the exception of Siva, who was the thologies. Even the mythology which prevails in our Fot aud Ormuzd; or Osiris, Jupiter and Tllor, and all
devil of their theology, and was doubtless the progen- own time has something of the same character, and, the rest of these old magnates, without the slightest
itor or pattern of the Persian devil, the Grecian dev- as in most other respects, it seems to have been com- favor or partiality.
ils, the Jewish devil, the Christian devil, the Moham- pelled to take the idea second-hand-the cast-off clothWe can see virtues where virtues are found,
And discern vices where vices abound.
medan devil, anp many other devils who have these ing of older systems.
many centuries so sadly frightened the poor be-devThe Grecian gods, like those of other nations, had
How, then, does Jehovah compare with the gods who
multitudes of priests, and, as ever they were an im- were known before him ? We fear an honest comiled sons and daughters of humanity. [Applause.]
The Hindoos also believed in great numbers of evil mense burden to the producing portion of the pop- parison of merits will not redound to his reputation.
spirits, called Rakshasas, wiGh a prince at their head ulace, and contributed largely to the subsequent de· The characteristics "attributed to him by tllose who
moralization and deterioration of the country.
claim to be his friends and admirers, are not snch as
named Ravana.
When Socrates, Pythagoras, Plato and others of to command the respect and esteem of an honest, un. Their 1:.rincipal gods were, Brahma, the creator ;
Vishnu, the preserver; and Siva, the destroyer. This the old sages came upon the stage of action, they did prejudiced jury..
We do not propose to get up a regular indictment
was a trinity, thousands of years older than the trinity not acknowledge the gods that were then in power,
of Christian theology, and was undoubtedly the origi- nor did they bow the pliant knee to the images which against him, nor make out a "uill of particulars," but
represented them. They were Infidels as really as we cannot ignore the fickleness, cruelty, maliciousness,
nal from which the latter was copied.
Chrishna was also a god, or rather a demigod, in are those called Infidels no.w, who also cannot accept as bloodthirstiness, ferocity, injustice and untruthfulgreat favor with the Hindoos. They claimed that he true another phase of m1staken mythology. Those ness with which l>e is charged by tho~e who proclaim
was begotten of a virgin without a natural father, and philosophers taught a higher code of ethics, a purer themselves as his biographers by appointment extrathat he had a small band of disciples ~ho followed him system of morals, and a truer and more exalted object ordinary-the same priestly class we have spoken of.
It will hardly be deemed necessary here to adduce
from place to place, whose feet he washed; that he per- in life. What was the result? Socrates was arrested,
formed miracles, and that he was finally put to death tried, condemned to death, and was forced to drink proof of these specifications, but if it is called for, or
upon the cross by his enemies. This mythology is the poison hemlock. But he died bravely and nobly if these facts are denied, they can easily be substan- •
now positively ascertained to be many hundreds of as he had lived, perhaps the highest type of a brave, tiated by an abundance of evidence from the book
that this same god is said to have written with his
years older than our Christian system, leaving at least hone8t man that ever lived.
Pythagoras, after spending a useful life inculcating own finger, or at least to have dictated.
very strong grounds for suspicion that it was the
What are the characteristics of the god under consource whence the later mythology was derived. [Ap- the highest morals and most exalted sentiments, was,
at the instigation of priests and populace-whose god sideration? He styles himself the "god of battles,"
plause.]
Much can be said in favor of the mythology of the he could not accept-annoyed, persecuted, and final- and he has been emphatically a god of blood. From
the earliest accounts of him down to a few centuries,
Hindoos, while, of course, it is also open to criticism. ly put to death.
Plato, after the death of Socrates, felt constrained only, ago, we find that he has been inciting one:nation
Their gods were not warlike, revengeful, nor malicious. They did not institute bloody and protracted to leave his native country for a time, lest a similar against another, and commanding one race to assail
·
and exterminate an unoffending one. How many
wars, nor. did they p:rove themselves deadly foes to fate should befall him.
We passed over Buddha ahd his system of theolo- times men, women and children were cruelly slaughthe human race. 'l'heir priests, called Brahmins, were
full of metaphysics and mysticisms, rites and ceremo- gy, which, in most respects, is the least exceptionable tered by his express commands! Human blood, in
nies. Although they were peaceful and non-aggres- of all the religious systems of the world ; being dem- thousands of instances, has been made to flow in rivsive in point of wars and robbery, they were extreme- ocratic and peaceful in character, presenting a higher ers by his authority, or in keeping with his instrucly aristocratic, and great sticklers for caste and clas·s. code of morals, IJeing less aggressive than any other tions. He is also said in a fit of anger, and for
In this respect they were not friends to the best inter- system, having fewer gods than others, and those so very trivial provocation, on several occasions to have
ests o~ human kind. They inaugurated inveterate near no gods at all, as to be almost unobjectionable. slain ten, twenty, forty, fifty, and even seventy thounotions of privileges and exclusiveness which the ma- (This paucity of gods obviated the necessity of sands of the people lle professed to regard wi~h special favor. If such a deity is a "god of love and comny years since elapsed have not obliterated, and which hordes of pnests.)
Buddhism has had the most extensive following of passion," we say, most decidedly, let us have one of
have done more to retard the real advancement of that
any religious system that ever existed, and fewer an opposite character.
country than any other cause.
It is painful to look at this picture, and we care not
Justice requires that India be credited as the parent wrongs and crimes against the human race have been
of the literature and the theology of the world. The committed in its name than in any other important to dwelt upon it. No sane person can deny the corsystem.
It
is
estimated
that
at
the
present
day
there
rectness
of the statements made, if the Bible)s to be
researches and investigations made within a few
years, in the Sanscrit language, which was once are 400,000,000 of Buddhists on the earth, while taken as true.
As cruel, as murderous, and as bloodthirsty as
~poken in that country, by such close students &51 Sir counting all the unbelievers in Christian countries,
William Jones, lVIax l\lluller, and J accolliot, have they number but 200,000,000, and still Christian priests many of the other gods of superstition have shown
have
the
assurance
to
claim
it
as
a
mark
of
divine
themselves
to be, and as much as they and their religfound m the ancient records of India the strongest
proofs that thence were drawn many or nearly all the tavor, that their religion has spread so widely over ions have done in the past to deluge the world in
favorite dogmas which later theologians have adopt- the earth. Unfortunarely also for their claims to blood, this Jewish god and his followers have, in this
special favor of heaven, it must be stated that the respect, far transcended them all.
ed, and of which such great capital has been made.
It is carefully estimated that in the name of the
Want of time will prevent our doing more than Mohammedans, though starting six hundred years
mentioning Egypt and its gods, Osiris, [sis, and nu- later, have outstripped them in numbers. lt is safe Christian religion alone, sixty millions of human bemerous others ; or the Chinese and tlleir god Fot, to say that there have lived at least forty believers in ings have been made to bite the dust. Enough of the
blood of men, women and children has been shed in
together with their great teacher, Uonfucius, who, five Buddhism to one in Christianity.
Happy had it been for the world, if Europe, ir; the name of this religion·to float all the navies and
hundred years prior to him of Bethlehem, taught
morals as pure, lived a life as spotless, and spent place of the criminal theology it adopted, with the all the shipping of the world !
These sixty millions of hapless victims put to death
years far more in number, in enlightening his fellow- mongrel supplement attached to it, called ChristianilJeings. It was Confucius who, so far as we know, ty, had chosen Buddhism as its religion. lVlany years in Christian wars, are exclusive of the great numbers
first taught the grand sentiment known as "the Gold- of bloody warfare would have been saved the world; of still more wretched human beings who have been
en Rule." Yes, the maxim, 11 Do not unto others millions ot lives would have been preserved, and tortured, racked, pullied, thumb-screwed, drawn and
what you would not have others do unto you," is rivers of hnman blood, instead of rushing in un- quartered, ·and burned at the stake, both with slow
among the grandest ever enunciated, and was equal- natural currents, would have been spared to course tires and fast fires, by that invention of all that is vile
ly so, whether spoken by Confucius or Jesus. In in the arteries and veins of men and women, until aud demoniacal in hunum nature-" the holy InqUISimatter of priority, however, the former has the ad- death in old age liberated them from the cares and tion "-which, for over five hundred years, was intoils of life.
du~triously used both. by day and by night, as an
vantage of seveml centuries.
We must pass over the an dent gods of Scan dina- engine of relentless torture, cruelty and death, upon
We will next glance at the mythology of the Grecians aud Romans. The priests of those countries via, Germany, Britain, Gaul and other ancient Euro- those who had the temerity to entertain an independwere noted as god-makers. A thousand years before pean countries. Much could be said of them and of ent thought, or who riared to dissent from the theathe dawn of the Christian era, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the ignorance and gross superstitions connected with logical dogmas to which holy (?) priests demanded
they should bow.
Mercury, Apollo, Pluto, Vulcan, Juno, lVlinerva, Ve- them, but time is passing and we must hasten on.
There is an ancient god and an ancient tlleology to
Human language is inadequate to express with snfnus, Ceres and numerous other gods and goddesses
flourished on higlt Olympus in all their glory and which we must give a passing notice, because the ficient force the damnable wrongs which, in the name
majesty. The Grecians were gallant enouglt to admit same, by the course of events, has become closely of "holiness," and the "love of God," were, during
goddesses into their category of 'divinities, and ac- connected with our weal and our woe. We mean Je- those five hundred years of more than midnight
corded them nearly equal rights with the sterner sex. llovah, the tutelar deity of the Hebrews, and their pit- blackness, poured upon the defenseless heads of
For this magnanimity, they are entitled to a vote of iable theology. We have no desire to slwck the sensi- thousands of wretched and hopeless men and women.
If there is a God in heaven, whose watchful eye ot
thanks from every person who ever existed, and iu tive feelings of any person who has a special reverthat respect, at least, they stand immensely above ence for this god or this system of theology; for kindness and love is ever upon his creatures mid all
that triune affair which was since devised, in which ourselves, we have become so far emancipated from the dangers and vicissitudes of life; if tltere is a beall are males-the female element not recognized at ail the faiths of ignorance and error, and have so far ing of benevolence and sympathy who holds this
withdrawn allegiance trom all tlle gods of superstitinn world in the hollow of his hand, who has full cogntall. [Applause.]
The Grecians were an intellectual people; they that we can speak of this god with the same freedom zance of every act and event that takes place on the
brought literature, art and science to a point of per- and unconcern as of any others of the gods we have globe-if he orders and directs all things, and has
power equal to his will, to hold the hand of cruelty
fection far in advance of where they found them. alluded to.
Our Christian friends can hear the pagan gods spo- here, or stay the arm of oppression there-if this is
'l'hey were at times warlike and aggtessive, and, as
we said before, their gods were of the same disposi- ken of in the most severe and truthful language ; tlley so, we ask in the name of all that is good, benevotion. Jupiter was a noted old warrior, and fond of can hear the absurdities and talsities connected with lent, high and holy, why did not this kind Providence
hurling thunderbolts at the heads of the unfortunate them clenounced in the plainest terms without feeling interfere once in that long five hundred years to suswights who fretted or enfuriated him. But he was shocked or offended ; but when the Jewish god is re- pend, for a short time, even, this infernal reip:n of
also, when in good humor, a jovial old fellow, and ferred to, except in the most complimentary manner, terror ? What is the benefit of having a beneficent
holy horror, and wonder in deity, if he never lifts a finger to stay oppression and
addicted to pleasure of various kinds. Mars was dis- they raise their hands in
11
tinctively a bloody god, and his principal pleasure their simplicity why the presumptuous wretch" who wrong, and does nothing to succor the help1ess and
clare think, and say what he thinl,s, is not crushed in- defenseless? The stereotyped reply to inquiries of
seemed to consist in wars and carnage.
The sexual intercourse between the gods and god- tv the earth. 'fhey have not yet learned that this fa- this kind, that "God's ways are noG as man's ways,''
desses, and between the gods and mortals, is a very vorite god of theirs possesses no more power to crush and that he "takes his own good time to act," utterly
noticeable feature of the Grecian mythology, and ap· and dawn fearless mortals who presume to thinkJ. than fail to meet the case. A being who has the power to
parently was carried to excess. 'fhe begetting of any of the other gods we have referred to. t:io we protect the defenseless, to relieve the needy and shield
gods and demigods seems to hw·e been very lively, propose to speak of this. special god with the ~ame the ?ppressed, and refuses ~o do so, deserves the exeuntil Olympus, the residence of the gods nnd tlle fairness and the same frankness as of any otners. 1 cratwn of every human bemg.
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In addition to the sixty millions which were slain
in Christian wars ; in addition to the unknown thousands who have, at the secret hour of midnight, and
at all other hours, been tortured to death in the Inquisition ; in addition to the relentless warfare and persecutions that were persistently visited for hundreds
of years upon the peaceful Albigenses, Waldenses,
Vaudois, Piedmontese and Huguenots, as well as the
unfortunate 1\'[oors of Spain ; in addition to all these,
the endlnss wars of the Jews, in which for hundreds
of years they were almost constantly engaged, and
in which most bloody wars, hundreds of thousands,
yes millions, were needlessly; put to death-putting
all these together, aliords some faint conception of the
blood and life that have been poured out in the name
of Jehovah and the religions instituted in his service.
As warlike as the Mohammedans were, as aggressive as other nations have been, the wars of the Jews
and the Christians, which were emphatically ·the
wars of Jehovah, have surpassed them all. They have
excelled the crimes of all other gods and their ignorant devotees, and have thrown far in to the shade
all other crimes of the world.
From this unpleasant retrospect, we are inevitably
forced to the conclusion, that in counting up the
thousands of the gods of superstition and ignorance,
Jehovah of the Jews and the Christians most assuredly cannot be left out; for we have seen that in blood'shed cruelty and crime, he outranks and overtops
them all!
If it were possible to make a correct estimate of the
cost in life and blood, treasure and happiness, of all
the religious wars of the world which have been
waged in the name of the gods (especially the god
last mentioned), what would be the grand aggregate ?
No man can tell! But enough of life and strength and
treasure have been worse than wasted in this way, to
make a paradise of the whole earth; to fill every
swamp on the face of the globe; to construct railroads in parallel lines within twenty-five miles each,
and crossing at right angles, over each continent of the
globe; to endow a school of science on every there
miles square of the earth, and an industrial institution in every township of six miles square, where
· remunerative labor could be provided for all who
were otherwise unable to procure it. All tliis and
much more could be accomplished with the life and
treasure that have been wickedly wasted in fighting
for gods and priests.
Think also of the mental agony, terror and forebodings, the fear of infuriated gods and vindictive
devils, which have destroyed the peace and happiness
of millions of om• race, who have been driven to
melancholy, gloom and despair, by the groundless
fears which priests have instilled into their superstitious minds, built up on these gods and devils.
What a dreary waste of misery and woe to look back
upon in the centuries of the past, and to view what
the gods the priests and religion have done for this
world! In surveying the field of horror, the beholder
is impelled to cry out in anguish: there is no God who
rules on high, or all this iniquity would never have
been allowed!
Our Christian friends readily admit the enormities
of Pagan religions; and in fact all religions but their
own, while for it they claim all the divinity, and all
the excellence of which the mind can conceive. We
deny the truth of this claim. We agree with them
that Paganism was wrong; but insist they are equally
wrong, for they are themselves perpetuating. Pagan
dogmae and errors. We have seen that the Idea of
Jesus being a person who had God for a father
and a little Jew girl for a mother, was not an
oriO"in!llone, it was borrowed from the heathen who
taughJi'rl; from five hundred to twelve hundred years
before the advent of the Nazarene carpenter. The
Rtory of his life a~d adventures presents the same
marks of being copied from old legends. The tale of
a crucifixion of a savior is by no means original with
Christians. 1\'[R. KERSEY GRAVES, in an elaborate
work, recently published in Boston, proves conclusively from history, that no less than sixteeen saviors
were said to have been put to death on the cross, and
all hundreds of years prior to the time when the legend was attached to the story of Jesus. We will
append the names of these saviors, and the dates of
their crucifixion:
}. CHRISTNA, of India,
1200 years, B. C.
II. SAKIA,
"
600 "
"
III. THAllnmz, of Syria,
800 "
"
IV. WrTOB~\~ of the Telingonese, 550 ;;
"
V. lAo, of ~epaul,
620
II
VI. HEsus, of the Celtic Druids, 834
II
VII. QuExALCo'rE, of kiexico,
327 "
VIII. QUIRINUS, of Rome,
406
"
IX. PRoMETHEUS, of Greece,
547 "
"
X. TrruLrs, of Egypt,
1700
XI. INDRA, of Thibet,
725
,,"
XII. ALcESToN-~-,.of Greece,
600 ''
XIII. ATYS, of rhrygia,
600 ' 1
"
XIV. CRITE, of 0HALDEA,
1200
XV. BALI, of Onisa,
725
XVI. MITHRA, of Persia,
1200 "
"
In addition to these, DEVATAT, of Siam, IxioN, of
Rome, APPoLONIUs, of Tyana in Cappadocia, are all
reported in history as having died the death of the
cross.
Thus we see in many nations, and long before the
Christian Era, the !Jelief in a crucified Savior had an

existence. Then is it not easy to see whence the idea
was derived?
It is singuler how little of the Christian theology
was original with those who founded it, and thttt
their minds were not fertile enough to invent some
new idea!
The Trinity we have shown was of heathen origin.
The Holy-Ghost-idea came from India.
The belief in a Devil, first existed in heathen lands.
Crucifixion we have just seen was bonowecl from
Pagans.
'l'he cross as a symbol was used hundreds of years
before Christianity, in India, Egypt, Thibet ancl other
countries.
The personalized idea of " the word" or Logos, the
creator of the world, as made usc of by St. John, was
borrowed from the East.
The confession and absolution of sin were of
heathen origin.
Baptism by water originated in India and Persia.
The sacrament called tlte Eucltarist, was derived
from the Pagans.
Annointing with' oil was practiced in Pagan countries from time immemorial.
The worship of the Son of God came from the
heathen.
A virgin for the mother of God, was first recognized by Pagans.
.
.Monasteries and monks existed in Central Asia
hundreds of years before the dawn of Christianity,
The doctrine of miracles came from the Pagans.
The belief in devils is much older than Christianity.
Immortality of the soul was taught by Hen.thcn
philosophers long before the time of Jesus.
In short, if we take from Christianity all that was
borrowed from Pagan nations and heathen religions,
there is literally nothing left of it StLYe its persecutions, wars and bloodshed, which they did not borrow
and were able to originate themselves.
Now if the~e things are so, where is the good of our
shutting our eyes to the facts? The clergy of our
land and the most of their adherents, clain1 great
virtue for simply believing their mythological rubbish,
and that without question or. cavil. This is wrong:
if their claims are unfounded, they should not be believed. If their system is made up of bonowecl legends it is time the world knew it.
Christians, we repeat, readily condemn all gods but
their own. We can see no more reason in believing
in their gods than in the balance of the gods of superstition. We set them down in one class, and count
them all a "bad lot."
· The belief in these gods, and that they have revealed their W!ll to a few favored individuals, who are
commission~d to convey thes~ godly secrets to the ignorant multttudes, who on pam of hell and damnation
are compelled to receive them, has been of incalculable injury to the world. It was the origin of priestcraft and the m1:1ltiform creeds which have been such a
curse to mankind. It is quite time the world outgrew
all this. It is time the race discarded all the gods of
superstition, the belief in all the old systems and fables th.at have blinded and misled the world for forty
centunes.
Some of the old fallacies may have answered for
unprogressed minds in olden times, but now we require something better. Belief in the salvation of the
race by blood, whether of rams, bullocks, or he-goats
or even of the son of a god, may have served a purpose in certain eras of the world, but we of to-day require something higher. We no longer can be benefited by a senseless belief in myths, superstitions and
blin~ conjectures ; we demand truth, science, and
posit~ve knowledge. These are the great needs of the
world at this hour.
We must no longer look to bleeding gods and crucified- saviors for aid. We need to understand the
laws of the Universe, and of our being. We must be
our own savi0rs. We must develop and increase our
intelligence, and throw away absurd creeds which
darken the mind.
W c ~hall find far more benefit in increasing our
knowledge of all that has a real existence than in religion and its countless fallacies. Science and practical education are of more importance to the world
even than moral ethics. There has been little or no
advance made in morals for thousands of years. In
India, and Persia, and China, morals as pure, were
taught four thousand years ago as the world has today.
'fhe highest morality l''e an exercise is honestly to
do our duty to our fellow!-" 0 ings, and to ourselves.
It is not in our power to bc,nefit, or harm any god
and we have no moral duty in that direction. W ~
can do much in helping or injuring our fellow men
and equally we ean do good or ill to ourselves. And
herein lie our duty and our moral obligations. 'l'he
attainment of positive and scientific knowledge will
assist in discharging the duties of life and in conferring good upon our brothers and sisteis of humanity.
He1·e is indicated the path we should pursue-to revere the Universe and its laws; to respect science and
its teachers, and to bid farewell forever to priests and
the gods they have invented.
"But how about God? If you discard the gods of
superstition and include Jehovah in the number, what
God have we left ?"
WE HAVE THE GoD OF THE UNIVERSE ..

"Define what we are to understand by the God of
the Universe. Is he a person or being?"
Not at all. A being or person can only occupy a
certain location at a time. He cannot be every-where
at the same time. The deity which pervades the Universe, extending forever and forever, without limit or
bound, is tiS much in the most distant world which
the telescope has brought to om view-and millions
of times further away-as on this small sphere. THE
GOD OF 'l'IIE UNIVERSE l"ILLS HIMENSI'l'Y!
It is ·amusing, so to speak, to observe the various
and absurd ideas which clifl:'erent persons entertain
respecting Gocl. Many imagine him much as the old
German painters represented him-a grave-looking old
man with grey beard and hair, with a stern countenance, seated upon a throne, dispensing blessings or
cnrses, according to the mood he may chance to be in.
They invest him with all the bodily organs that we
have, the same impulses, passions, and emotions.
'fhey believed him liable to anger, pleasure, sorrow,
love and hatred, the same as themselves.
Although they locate him on his throne, or assign
him to a single point somewhere in the sky, they affect to believe his vision extends not only to every
part of this globe, but to the countless other worlds that
float in space. Just how they are able to believe a
person can be in thousands of worlds, trillions of
miles apart, we cannot comprehend. Probably it is
clone with the same facility, and by- the same process,
with which they can believe that the one god is composed of three distinct pet:sons, father, son and ghost,
all of the same age and sex, the one being three and
the three one. How they can manage this labyrinth
of clitlicul ty is, to us, an enigma worse than a Chinese
puzzle.
'l'his class of believers probably can easily give their
assent to the description of deity found in the Biblethat "sruoke came out of his nostrils, and fire out of
his month so that coals were kindled by it"; that 11 he
clwclleth in temples not made with hands''; tlutt "he
rides upon horses"; that 1 ·he had horns coming out
of his hands "; that " he roareth from on high "; that
1
'
he laughs in scorn"; that 1 ' he cried and roared";
that "he awakened like a man drunken with wine";
that 1 ' the Lord is a man of war"; that "in his anger
he persecntet1 and slew without mercy"; that "his
fury is poured out like fire, and that the rocks are
thrown down by him"; that " his arrows shall be
drunken with blood"; that "he became angry and
swore "; that "he is angry with the wicked every
clay "; that "the fire of his anger shall burn to the
lowest hell"; tlmt 1 ' he hums with anger, his lips are
full of indignation, and his tongue as a devouring
fire,"
This is a Bible-picture of Jehovah; let those atlmire
it who can. We confess that, to our taste, it is not
altogether lovely.
There are other persons, who, while they deprive
God of a body, organs of sig·ht, etc., still believe him
a being omnipresent and omnicisent; that he is present
in all other worlds the same as in this, but still that he
has a mind, will or purpose, and that he cogitates
plans, designs. They tllink he attends personally t~
the movements of the spheres; that he guides the
earth in its ymtrly circuit round the sun; that he causes
it to revolve on its own axis; that he sends storm and
tempest; that he attencls to the entire animal and
vegetable kingdoms, and to all other movements and
operations in tlte Universe.
There is another class who look upon God as the
totality of the unseen powers and forces which permeate the Unive~·se; the source of all life and motion,
possessing no local habitation; having no organs, and
consequently no thoughts and no intelligence.
'l'o our mind this latter view is the most rational.
IV e cannot conceive of a personality filling iu1mensity.
I'Ve cannot conceive of a deity, -who manipulates the
Universe and is extraneous to it. The Universe embraces all that exists, including all the forms of Matter and. the powers an<l forces thai pet tain to it It is
self-existent tlllcl eternal, h NEVJ£H HAD A BEGINNING
AND NEVEU CAN IIAVE AN END. lt is equally impossible to reduce a particle of !Hatter in any form to nonexistence, or to bring from non-existence a particle
of Matter. The Universe is composed of particles or
atoms. It could not have been llladc, it cannot be
unmade. It may change forms contimmlly; but it
cannot go out of existence, as h never came into existence.
It is the opinion of leamccl philosophers, that the
earth and the entire solar system once evolved from a
nebulous condition, so highly attenuated that some
cubic miles were required to constitute a grain of
solid Matter. That through intcrmina!Jle ages, by
gradual condensations and aggregations, spheres !ldlcl
suns and planets were formed and developed, until. in
the lapse of time the present state was reached, toremain, perhaps, through incomputable epochs, and
then to relapse again into the nebulous condition.
'l'he Universe may ltave gone through this and similar
processes an infinite number of times, and thi~ may be
forever repeated; but no beginning can be conceived
of, a time when there was nothing and when the entire cosmos was produced from non-entity. It seems
mach easier to comprehend that the Universe always
existed and always must exist, than to imagine it all
came from nothing and must again return to nothing.
To say that a fly created the eagle which soars
highest in the azure blue, that a mouse was the
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maker of the elephant, the largest beast that roams devils, sprites, witches and fairies. 'fhe Universe intellect or mind. Deprive the engine of fuel, and it
the Asiatic forests, or that a minnow design<Jd the needs no soul, it requires no spi1'it, it has no want of a must stop ; deny the horse his hay and oats, and he
whale, the leviathan of the great deep, is quite as true, ghost; equally it needs no god. Indeed it were better cannot haul heavy loads, he must stop; deprive man
quite as sensible as to assert that Jehovah t_he fiekle to drop the use of all these appellations, in connection of his necessary food and he soon becomes exhausted.
and malicious tutelar god of the Jews--who con- with the Universe. It is in itself all z"nall, and the use Starve him and he has no muscular strength and
fessed on a certain occasion that "he could not drive of these other terms tends to mislead the mind. The equally no mind ; before the spark of life flickers out
out the inhabitants of the va!ley, because they had name God is fitted only to the superstitions of the his mind is gone, he is an idiot or a maniac; he has
chariots of iron;" that this god .of limited power who past and is applicable to no portion of the Universe. no intellect. It is well known the labors of the mind
ruled one small nation, fashioned, designed and ere- Let men learn, then, to drop the use of the word. are as exhaustive as physical labor, and equally necesated from absolute nothing the vast, boundless Uni- UNIYEHSE is vastly better.
sitate material food and repose.
verse, filling immensity; whose height, depth, length
All the subtile powers and forces of Nature which
Thus we see food produces mind in the same way
and breadth is without beginning or end; upon whose exist, whether attraction, repulsion, gmvitation, af- it produces muscular strength, and that one is the prowaves of ether, float and roll millions and trillions of finity, light, heat, electricity or magnetism-these and duct of matter and organization as really as the other,
suns, systems and constellations of worlds, so numer- all others of thb forces of Nature, whether known or and that we must look for the best intellect where we
ous and vast, that all the numerals in existence could unknown, are in tne Universe and a part of it, as find the best organizations and the best conditions.
not express them ; which for countless ages have much as the crudest form of Matter. They permeate
The views here advanced upon the Deity ;nd the
rolled on in their trackless course through the ocean the Universe through and through, and cannot be mind, essentially materialistic, or Universe-aiistic, as
of space shedding their clear, persistent light for in- separated from it.
they are, do not militate ag-ainst the belief in a future
computable periods clown the never ending vistas of
lt was the great mistake of the earlier philosophers existence: in spirit life. That be:ief is based on the
immensity;-to say this was all made only six thou- -we mean Kepler, Galileo, Newton and others of theory that, in the economy of nature, while we are
sand years ago by a being of only limited powers and their times, that Matter in its native state is dead. developing our physical bodies in this earthly stage of
knowledge-how preposterous, indeed! When will the 'l'he doctrine of "inertia" which was espoused for existence, we are also perfecting another finer body
sons of men ch·op such idle vagaries? When will they severa! centuries, and is not yet obsolete, is a huge or counterpart, of rare and subtile forms of matter
gain more exalted views of the boundless Universe of fallacy.
Every atom of Matter in existence is comprising all the organs and parts our cruder organi~
which our earth and our solar system are but infini- charged with life, force and motion, and it is not zations do, and that at the dissolution of this coarser,
tesimal parts?
within the range of possibility to divest it of these rudimental body, the finer organization is liberated,
The idea of a creation and a creator, is an outgrowth inherent qualities. There can be uo such thing as and commences its independent existence, but is really
of thtl ignorance and superstition of which we have dead Matter; there is no inertia.
composed of matter, and pertains and belongs to
spoken. In the infancy of the race, man's mind was
The idea is entertained by many that there must be the Universe just as much as our coarser bodies do.
not developed and intelligent enough to comprehend a grand central IN'l'l<JLLIGENCE in Nature, which is the
Our Spiritualistic friends believe our former comthat the Universe could as easily be eternal as God, fountain and source whence all human intelligence is pauious who have departed from our sight are able to
and that it needed a creator no more than God needed drawn. We know, as we said on a former occasion, return to us, to see us and hold communication with
one. With their circumscribed views they supposed of no intelligence nor mind where there is no organ- us, by means of natural laws and forces.
everything they saw in existence required a maker; izatiou to produce it, any more than we know of sight
Thousands of persons, and among them some of the
but they seemed not to think that a God, so powerful without the optic nerves and organs of vision, or of most brilliant minds of the age, have been paying
as to make a Universe from nothing, also required a hearing without the tympanum and organs of the ear, great attention to this subject, and have become fully
creator. By parity of reasoning it would appear, if or of muscular strength without the muscles and con- satisfied that all human beings have a continued, conthe Universe needed a creator, God also would need necting apparatus to produce it. Intellect, thought, scions, individual existence. J\IIen of Science have
one.
or mind, is not a promiscuous substance floating devoted years of patient, earnest investigation to this
As scientific investigation has advanced in the through space ; it is not a primitive element, a separ- subject, and feel as thoroughly convinced that we
world, as it has been found the Universe is governeLl ate entity, independent of the forces and material have a spiritual existence as that we have a physical.
by laws; as men have leamed the heavenly bodies of the Universe, but is, as we said, the result of organOur own personal opportunities of investigation in
move in harmony with those laws; since they have izatiou-au outgrowth of matter-a motion, so to this direction, have not been extensive; but we are
found that the recurrence of eclipses can be calculated speak, of au organ and its conne.cted nervous system. free to admit that we have received proofs of an inand foretold to a minute; that the earth revolves on
We find intellect existing in all grades and degrees telligence disconnected with physical bodies, which
its axis and in its course IOuud the sun in obedience from the lowest to the highest form, auci in all varie- we cannot ignore; and until some more rational theoto the same unvarying laws; that summer and winter ties as regards quality and quantity, but nowhere ry, explaining this class of phenomena is advanced,
regularly succeed each other without supervision; without a suitable organization to give it existence. we are compelled to be believe in a continued existthat storms and tomadoes, earthquakes and volcanoes In the vegetable kingdom we perceive the lowest in- ence after death. The concurrent testimony of numare not the spasmodic actions of an angry God, but dicatious of intellect, though that there is not a meas- erous personal friends of intelligence and honesty, of
the direct product of nat mal causes; that the tides of ure of it in simple substances when brought into con- the proofs they have received of a similar character,
the ocean ebb and flow without extraneous assistance; tact, as in the cases of acids and alkalies, m.otals and commands our candid consideration, and we feel no
that rains and sunshine, winds and calm, are not con- oxygen, hydrogen and oxygen, and an infinite number disposition to pooh-pooh it away. On the·other hand
trolled by any being; tltat vegetable and animal life is similar chemical combinations, we will not pretend to we hope it is tme, and are glad if it is. The belief is
produced and govemecl by laws; that health and dis- say. 'l'hat there is intelligence in the vegetable king- a happy one, and greatly enlarges our estimate of the
ease depend solely upon causes and conditions; and in dum cannot be doubted. It is indicated in the gen- grandeur of the glorious Universe, of which we are
short that every operation in the Universe is regulated eralreaching towards light, as with the potato sprout all infinitesimal parts.
by universal laws, which areas eternal as the Universe in a clark cellar in the Spring of the year. If a little
vVe by no means accept all the claims set forth by
itself-as this is understood and it is comprehended, sunlight steals through a hole or crevice, how the deli- those styling themselves spiritual mediums. A large
that the Universe is self-exisctnt and required no cate shoot reaches towards it! How constantly many proportion-perhaps nineteen twentieths of them-are
maker, it is perceived 'l'IIEitE IS NO NECESSITY FOB A flowers keep their faces towards the sun. vVlw has charlatans and frauds, wholly unworthy our confiGoD, AND '!'HAT 'l'HEltE IS KO'l'IIHW FOR A GoD TO Do. not witnessed the tendrils of a vine reaching for a deuce; but that among all this chaff there are many
Everything and every part of the Universe, moves limb or cord, or something to cling to and support grains of the real wheat we fully believe.
with more precision than the most perfect machine the growing plant? If there is a support within
Spiritualism is justly entitled to the credit of deman ever nulde, and no being is needed to superintend reach it will find it. 'fhis appears to be a low order monstrating to mankind, that they have a dual or
it.
of intelligence, but commensurate with the conditions continued existence after this rudimental life, as well
It surely requires no God to make twice two to be calling it forth.
as for great aid rendered in demolishing the errors of
four, nor to keep it so. 'l'wice two ever did make
lu the animal kingdom we find varying degrees of superstition; and despite all the shams and decepfour, and ever will. This is a simple proposition it is intelligence, but always in keeping with organs and tions that have been connected with it, we must contrue; but everything in Nature is equa1ly simple, if conditions. An oyster has some intelligence, a fly cede it great merit for what it has accomplished.
equally well understood; and it illustrates all other more, an ant more, a honey-bee more, a hog still
We would not discourage those from investigating
propositions, laws and conditions which make up the more, a dog stillmore, a horse stillmore, an elephant the proofs of a future life and the various forms of
laws of the Universe. They require no urging; they more still, and man more than all. He is truly said spirit-phenomena, who feel an inclination to do so;
require no checking; they require no supervision.
to be hll epitome of all animal existences below him, but we believe a great waste of time, labor and treasJ\IIany think this view is an impious one, and that it and the highest expression of divinity in the Uni- ure has been and is being made in that direction.
detracts from the honor of the Deity. 'l'his is not the verse. In these and numerous other gradations of Our motto is, ONE WORLD AT A TIME. While we
case; the real impiousness consists in denying to the intellect, or mind, the difference arises from the vari- are in this state of existence, our duties are here. 'fhere
glorious Universe the credit it is entitle<:! to. lt is im- ed organizations, from the quantity and quality of is ample scope and need here, for all our efl'orts; all our
meusily more perfect, more immutable, more compe- brain and the character of the nervous system, a pa1 t talents and all our aspirations. This is a good sort of
tent to run, itself than any or all the gods of supersti· of the connecting apparatus for producing and con- world, but it is not near what it ought to be, or may
tiou combined.
veying thought and sensation.
be. Ignorance and superstition have so retarded
'l'he world has so long been schooled in the old
ln man great diversity of intellect exists. If each the progress of the human race, that much needs
theory that a god is necessary, back or behind, above individuality is a spark from a great central in tel- to be done before it can reach the point of peror below the material world, to make it in the first lect, it would hardly be so ; but when we realize the fection and happiness possible for it. So let us not
place, and to keep it in the traces afterwards, that it is interminable differences in organizations, conditions, spend our time in running after mediums and premost difficult for men to divest themselves of the quality and quantity of brain, together with the ever- tenders; let us not strain our eyes in vainly trying to
enor. 'l'hey cling to this god-idea as a great uecessi- varying character of nervous systems, the reaoon for see and learn all about the future life. Let us occupy
ty, even when they become convinced that a god is the great variety of intellects can be partially under- all our strength and attention with this life, doing all
not needed to conduct any of the endless operations stood.
the good we can to ourselves and those around us,
of Nature. Although they are unable to point to a
The production of intellect depends on several and Jeav 13 the mysteries of the other world till our
single place in the vast Universe where a god for a conditions.
In the first place a healthy body is duties in this are accomplished.
•
moment is required; altlwugh they cannot name a most essential. A good brain, a good nervoNs system,
If it is demonstrated to a certainty that spirits exsingle piece of workmanship that God ever perform- a good stomach, a good digestive apparatus, circula- ist in spirit land, it does not follow we should look to
ed; they think nevertheless, we must have a god to tion of good blood are all indispensable in the pro- them for instruction or advice in the performance of
hold on to, and to trust to in case the "breechiug duction of mind. Proper food, pure air and pure our duties here. Ourt HEASON IS '!'HE HIGHEST GUIDE
breaks," to prevent things from going to "etemal water are of the highest importance in this intri- and the highest authority we cau l)Ossibly have, and
smash." [Applause.]•
cate process, and without them mind cannot exist. it is wrong to supercede it by looking to invisible
Some dcsighate God "the soul of the world;" "the As the fuel and water are to the engine; as hay and spirits for counsel and aid. Let us then, cultivate
apirit of the Universe;" or "the ghost of all exist- oats are to the muscular strength of the horse, so is our reason; let us develop it to the highest extent
ences;" and assign an undefinable existence to him meat, bread and potatoes to the intellect of man. The possible, by scientific studies and investigations, and
difficult to describe; but this soul, spirit or ghost, combustion of the fuel couvert:::; t.he water into steam, not resign our own judgment and individuality in
cannot possibly have an organir-ation or location, and whose confined force acting upon the piston causes preference to any person here or else where.
thoui!ih it can hardly be supposed to have thought or the engine t~ mo~e mpi~ly, a~1d convey with it hunA belief in a continued existence does not imply a
intelligence, they still cling to the idea and must have dred _of tons m Weight. 'l he d1gestwn of the luL~' ~nd belief in immortality. Immortality means au endless
some substitute for the oltl gods of superstition which oats imparts ~o the lw.rse mt~scular stre?-gth sufficJent existence. 'l'hat ours had one end-a beginning-is
have been palmed upon the world from the- early to mov!3 bodieS ten tunes Ius own weight, and what pretty clear. That it extends no farther back than
ages of ignorance. But, little by little, this relic of also of mtell~ct he possesses. So t~e !lleat, ?read and the time we were begotten, is most reasonable. That
antiquity is forced to give back, and take its depart- P?tatoes winch man cats and assmula~es nnpart to our mentality partakes of the characteristics of our
ure from progressed minds, along with the belief in lnm the powers and forces he possesses, mcludmg the
(Continued on Sixteenth Pave.J
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A NEW BOOK.
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THE
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Doctrine of Descent

Code of Directions for A voiding most [of the Pains and
A
Dangers of Child-bearing.

AND DARWINISM.

EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D., Editor of the Herald of Health.

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
This is.No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows. and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind. It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-six illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, giving in clear language a comprehensive view of the subject.
. It is eminen'ly a whole library in one
volume, and we recommend it in the highest terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
D. M. BBNNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y,

A NEW HEALTH COOKERY :BOOK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regain
health, strength and beauty. It contains,
besides the science of eating and one hundred answers to Questions which most people are anxious to know. nearly one hundred pag'"s devoted to the best healthful
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children so as to get the. best bodily development, Mothem who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate 0hildren, and invalids who wish to
know the best foods.
Price, $1.00 postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail bY

$50,00 Worth of Information
givei:. for 60 cents, concerliinll Fowls, Eggs
and Chickens.
BY A OLOSE OBSERVER.
How to keep hen-roosts and nests free
from lice. How to feed to get an abundance of eggs, even in winter. How to prevent hens from ever wanting to set. and
how to make them set. How to preserve
eggs good one year. An easy plan to do it.
Enclose 60 cents with order for full directions. Address,

Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden A_rze.
.
A work whose excellencesurpasRes our power to commend.-New York Mail.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

E. D. BLAKEMAN,

Circleville, 0.
[Mr. Blakeman is a school-boy friend o
ours. We know him well; he is entirelreliable, and the information he has to im
l'_art upon the poultry subject is valuable.ED. T.S.l

BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
slightest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many larger works.- New York
Tl'ibune.
One of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos. IJa'ilv Advertiser.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hYgienic bigotry.- Christian Reoister.
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E R. Branson.
I am delighted wtth it.-H. IJ. Baker, M,IJ .. of Michigan State Board of Health.

Sent by Mail for $1.

Eating For Strength.
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TO LOVEBS OF MUSIC,
A New Work on this interesting Subject

Lady Agents Wanted.

"What is Music ~"

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY

BY P:aoF. ISAAC L. RICE

A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

1n

PART I.-An examination of Ancient Music among the Chinese, Hindoos,Persians,
Egyptians and Grecians, down to the present age. The views of Prof. Helmholtz and
Herbet·t Spencer upon Music are freely •
criticized.
PART II contains the Author's 0l'iginal
Theory concerning the Mis;;;ion of Music.
investigating what it i.•.
It is a work that cannot fail to interest
and instruct every lover of the .. Divine
Art." Price. post-paid, in cloth, $1; paper,
50 cents.
Address

Sociology.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

25,000

COPIES

SOLD!

D. M. BENNETT,

335 Broadway, N. Y.

For Children and Youth.

D. M. BENNETT,

.!musement and Instruction.

335 Broadway, N.Y.

BLAKEMAN'S

Price Reduced!
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF

Religious Ideas.
BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
Which was published at $1.50 is now offered at $1.00. It gives a comprehensive account of the origin of all the principal religions of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of the greatest value. and is
very cheap at the price offered.
For sale at this office. Sent postpaid for
$1.00.

THE

Boston Investigator !
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washington street, Boston, Mass., by
JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
·
HORAOE SEAVER, Editor.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
of a Two-Cent Stamp to pay the po>~tage.
The I-nvestioator is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Universal Mental Liberty. Independent
in all its discussions, discarding superstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to things of this
world alone. and leaves the next, if there
be one. to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believing that it is the duty of mortals to work for the interest of
this world, it confl nes itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reasoning, good reading. reliable news. anecdotes. science, art. and a useful Family
Journal. Reader, please send your subscriptions for six months or one year; and
if you are not satisfied with the way the
Investigator is C"nducted, we won't ask you
to continue with us any longer. Now is
the time to subscribe.

The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY oNE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NoT llE ovER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the 8exes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number
and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.
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The Origin of Life.
The Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Population.
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
Monstrosities.
Temperamental AdaDtation.
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NEW!
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Sexual Generation.
335 Broadway, New York.
Impregnation.
Sent postpaid on receipt of Price-20 cents.
Embryology.
Lactation.
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Offspring.
The Law of Sexual Intercourse.
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Beautiful Children.
turn of mind should read a copy of
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Intermarriage.
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Miscegenation.
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Woman's Superiority.
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Every Person

Religion and Science.
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American Scientists and· Liberals. His
works have done and are doing a great
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
read.
~ent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of
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D. M. BENNETT,
835 Broadway.
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.
N. B.-Professor Wilder, of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
kind ever Dublished, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.60.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valu11.ble work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, bY mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.
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Columbus, Ind. Copies can be seen and
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The Need of the World

THE CLOCK STRUCK ONE

Studying the Bible.

AND

IS SCIENCE;

BY ELMINA D. SLENKER.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST

This capital little volume is made up o
sharp criticisms upon hundreds of the
Read the Books which Impa•rt Knowledge, EMBELLISHEJJ lVITH A FINE STEEL PORTRAIT OF 'lHE AUTHOR, more prominent passages of scripture.
One cannot rettd it without being firmly
impressed with the great fallibility of the
Appleton's Scientific Series.
THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON,
•·
good old book."
-Of the Methodist E_]JiRcopal Church. Being a synopsis of the investigations of gpiri
Sent postpaid at 75 cents. For sale a
intercourse by an Episcopal Bishop, three ministers. five doetors and others at Mem- this
office.
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Tenn.,
in
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also
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the.
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many
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I. THE FORMS OF WATER in RAIN AND the subject, and communteatwns received from a number of persons recently.
RIVERS, ICE AND GLACIERS. By J. Tyn"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."
dall, LL.D., F.R.S., with 20 Illustrations.
The ·• CLoCK STRUCK ONE" is an intensely interesting work in itself, and derives
Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cents.
· great additional interest from the hig:h standing of its author in the Methodist EpiscoChurch in which he has been a bnght and shining light for a quarter of a century.
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(Continued !1·om Thi1·teenth Page.)
parents and ancestors, as fully as our
bodies do, cannot be successively denied. The peculiar traits and mental
similarities running in nations, tribes and
families can have no other explanation.
The theory of re-incarnation, or the
eternal existence of mortals, as individuals, in the past and in the futnre,
therefore appears untenable. Human
beings have their beginning as individualities, when they are begotten, precisely as with the lower orders of animal life, and vegetable life also. Having
then, settled. the fact that we had one
end-a beginning-we are forced to the
logical conclusion, that at some time in
the future we must come to the otherthe close of individual existence. We
cannot conceive of anything in the Universe having a beginning, but what must
also have an end. How far in the future
the close of our individual existence may
be, cannot be known, but we trust it may
be thousands of years.
As we remarked, it is our present existence that demands onr immediate and
undivided attention. . The needs of the
race are great and urgent. Much has
been done in the acquirement of scientific knowledge ; but far more remains
to be aecomplished. Science is yet in
its infancy. In Physiology, Hygiene,
Psychology, Sociology, in short all the
studies which make up the science of life,
as well as in all the sciences not here
named, the world has yet a great deal to
learn. It is not enough that we have a
few learned professors who understand
these subjects, the masses must also understand them. If not all professors,
we shouid be learned men and women
in all that pertains to life, health, longevity and the liest good of the race.
Every man and woman should feel that
they have a mission to perform-that it
is within their power to make this world
better for their having lived in it, and
they should not be satisfied with doing
anything short of their whole duty.
IGNORANCE IS 'l'IIE l'RI.ME EVIL-'l'HE
GREAT

DEVIL

OF

'l'nE

WORLD j

AND

KNOWLEDGE-SCIENCE, IS 'l'HE TRUE SAVIOR.

'l'he more we drive the former from
the earth ; the more we study and encourage the latter, the better and happier
will be our lives. In this labor we shall
duly revere the true God of the Universe, and forever discuru from our
minds all belief in the gods of superstition. [Prolonged applause.]

A spirited

cli~cussion followed the lec-

ture, but want of room precludes our
laying it before our readers in this issue.

qjdds and ~nd~.
A DARKEY'S STORY.-" Good evenin', boss;
is you de head man up heagh ?"said a coal
black coatless mau and brother to one of
the attaches of the Gou1·ie1· Joun~al. He
stood on one leg in the doorway just as the
reporters were settling down to the night's
work, and he smiled familiarly upon tile
crowd of young men in the room.
"I am not the head boss," replied the
particular one addressed;" "but you'll
find a man in the little room to tile left who
will attend to your business.
":1.1uch obleeged to you, sar," and the
dark shade hobbled toward the room indicated, He was lame of a leg, but he looked
like he could whip_many a bigger man,
nevertheless. He had a big quid in his
mouth, which he shifted from one side to
the other as he halted again in the second
doorway.

" Is you de head boss?'' he repeated to
the person sitting at the desk within.
·• No; but what do you want?"
"I'se after de head boss, sah."
It was at a moment when two or three
hours of liard work made a little relaxation agreeable to the young man addressed,
who replied that while not the head boss,
yet he might be depended on to render any
service to his vlsitor. "What can I do for
you ?" he said.
"Well, boss, I'se got some po'try heah
dati'jectured you might put in yerpaper,"
at the same time extending a roll of manuscript, wrapt in a suspiciously greasy
piece of paper.
"Poetry I " and the newspaper man
wheeled around. "What's your name?"
" Sam, sa h."
"Where do yo~l work?"
"At de terbaccer warehouse, sah. I
coopers de barrels."
"And you have found time during the
absorbing duties of your humble but honorable occupation to write poetry?"
"Well, not 'dzackly, boss; you see I found
dat paper, and some o' de gen'lemen down
at de house said it was love po'try, and
tole me to bring it up heah."
" Sam, are you in love?"
Sam sat down, turned his quid and settled himself for a talk. Meanwhile the
boys began to gather from the other room,
Sam addressed each one of them familiarly, and then smiled on the questioner.
"Not now, sah; I was mice in dat very
fix, sah, but I'se quit dat now."
"What could have thus driven the tender
sentiment from your heart, Sam?"
"Well, sah, you see, when I was a boy
down in Green county, I belonged to Henry Smitll yer didn't know him, did yer,
boss? No, I didn't spect you knowed
him, 'cause that's some time ago. Well, as
I tole you, I was a boy,like 'bout seventeen,
and I loved a gal n[\med Susan, and she
had a brother, and he didn't like me."
"That was unfortunate for you, but it
only proves that true love never does run
smooth."
"Dar wasn't nothin' about it to run, sah.
but blood," returned the dark man and
brother.
"Blood in a love match, Sam? You surprise me. How was it?"
" I killed d.a.t nigger, sah."
"The devil you did. What for?"
"I juss ki1led him, boss, else he'd killed

me."

"Why so, Sam?"
"Well, sah, dat nigger cum at me wid
dat knife, and I know dat my time was
come if I didn't do somethin, powerful
quick, so I jestdrap my han' down in de
pocket of my coat, and dat nigger stopped
right whar he was."
"I suppose he had some apprehensions
that you meant to draw a weapon?"
'· Weepin'! Dar wasn't no use to draw
no weepin,l for dat niggar was dead as if
lightnin' had struck him. When I drapped
my han' down in dat pocket it fell right on
a pistol, and de pistol 'sploded, and dar.
wasn't no more tarin, round dun by dat
young nigger.
"Yon astound me. Can it be possible
that you thus forever destroyed all hope
of your future felicity in the society of your
beloved by thus ruthlessly slaying her
brother?"
"What did you say, boss?"
"You certainly were not rash enough to
become the murderer of your sweetheart's
brother and your own hopes at one moment?"
"Well, boss, if you'd seen dis nigger lay
in jail for nigh on to a year, and co min'
mity nigh beili' hung, and if it hadn't been
for ole Marster I would, den you'd a
thought some one had been killed."
"You escaped punishment for your
crime then, Sam?"
"Yes, sail; ole :i\Iassa stood by me like a
mity good friend, and after de lawyers
palavered over me for a whole day, de jury
sot me free."
"Did you go back to your sweetheart
then?"
"No, sah, I hain't seen dat gal from dat
day to dis, and some huw or odor I was
taught a lesson by dat thing, and I don't
want nothing at all about mal'l·yin' any of
dem, and course I has fun wid de gals like
ebery body else. sah, but you see dat's
different from bein' married to 'em, and I
ilain't had no 'tention of marryin' sence
den, Gwine to put dat po'try iu de paper
for me, dough, ain't you now, boss, bein•
as I done tole you all 'bout killin' dat
'fern a! nigger?"
•· I am sorry that I cannot publis'h it, but
the same poem came to me last week, and
I threw it into the waste-paper basket."
"Yas? but can't you put it in for me,
boss? You see I'se lame, but I walked all
de way up heah to get it in de paper."
"I regret very much, Sam, th1~t I can't
publish it for you, particularly iu viow of
the charming frankness and naivete with
which you have narrated the thrilling
chapter of your life."
"What did I understand you to say·
boss?"
"I can't publish your poem, and regret

Sam spit on the floor, gave his tobacco
another turn, and quietly gazed on the
ceiling as his audience stopped to take
breath.
"Killed your sweetheart's brother, Sam?"
after a while said the managing man;
··wasn't that a curious way of conducting it."
Well, boss, I'lllebe it wid you, and any
a courtship ?"
time you want to put it in de-," and just
"Sah?"
"Wasn't that rather a strange way to get then a shrill signal came from the counting
roum through the speaking tube, and
a wife?"
"May look dat way to you, boss, but I Sam's eyes nearly started from his head as
felt called on to do somethin' to dat nigger he leaped from his seat,
"What's dat, boss?"
very sudden, and I done it. You see I was
"'l'hat's a policeman's whistle, Sam."
a cour in' like, and I was seltin' down by
"Good night, boss; I ain't got no more
her on a log out in de yard wid my arm
restin' round her waist sorter Iovin' like, time to stay," and he hobbled out of the
as de white folks do, when dat nigger cum room and down the stairs and out of
out dar, and begin to cuss and 'rar round sight.
And Sam's poetry was gently laid in the
and skeering Susan, which I thought I
orter take keer of her,bein' as I was sorter waste basket with a dozen or more of the
same sort received that night. In its stead
protectin' her like. when he cum out."
"That was commendable in you and one of Sam's ·audience writes the story of
the dusky visitor's one romance.
highly reprehensible in the brother."
"Sah?"
A LADY entered adrug store and asked
''You were right, Sam. and the brother for a bottle of "Jane's experience." Tile
was wrong."
clerk informed her that Jane hadn't bot"Oh, yas, sir, dat's what you mean, tled her experience yet, but they could
Well. he kep' on a swearin' and cuttin' up urnisll \Jayne's Expectorant."
around dar, and Susan she got pale and
shaky like, and I got mad den, and tole -_-_-__
dat nigger to go long way from ::Jar and
let me lone, else I gwine to injure him.
Den he cussed and tore, and pulled out a
big ])utcher knife and started to me, and
AND
said he gwine to give my insides some
air.
Love Considered as a Religion :
"Did you retreat, Sam, in the ven' presence of your adorable?"
A Lecture delivered by J. W. PIKE, at
"Who's dat?"
"Why Susan, your sweetheart; did you Washington, D. C., April 25th, 1875.
run away and thus depreciate your standA Pamphlet of forty-five pages. Sent by
ing for courage in her eyes?"
Address
Oh, yes, now I know ·what you mean. mail for 20 cents.
D. M. BENNETT,
Run away? Boss, I wish you'd a been
dar."
335 Broadway, New York.
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J/Jofes and Uklippings.
A MR. FROST, now languishing in prison, is advised to
thaw himself out before cold weather comes on.
IT was a bibulous old Frenchman who wouldn't drink
water because it tasted so much of sinners since the
flood.
BESSIE TURNER is said to be writing a Romance. This
is very proper. If she cannot draw upon the imagination
and tell a fine tale, we don't know who can. Her book will
sell.
AN adventurer recently assumed the costume of a bishop at llfarseilles. and ere his career was brought to a
close by the police, succeeded in making many dupes.
Probably in this case the counterfeit was nearly equal to
the genuine.
AN unsophisticated old farmer. when asked by the paying-teller of a bank what denomination he would have
his bills in. replied," You may give me a sprinklin' of
Presbyterian, but the heft on 'em I'll take in good old
Hard-shell Baptist."
AN old farmer became seriously ill. and was urged by
his neighbors. who thought he was going to die, to call a
minister to pray for him. "To pray for mel No, sir; I
am an original Granger, and do not want any middleman between me and Almighty God!"
PEACHES are now being shipped in immense quantities
to this city from Delaware and New Jersey. Some days
the receipts are reported as high as 40,000 andso.ooo crates
and baskets. The market sometimes is over-supplied.
One day we saw at least fifty cart loads of this fruit rotted and worthless-a certain loss to shippers.
ONE of the Siamese Ambassadors. on returning home
from Europe, gave the following description of a pianoforte, or. as he called it. "a great trunk set upon legs."
He said: "A woman sits in front of this, and. tickling a
sort of tail it has with her toe. produces a variety of
pleasant sounds.
REv. RICHARD HARCOURT. Methodist, has been summoned to a trial by the brethren of his church at Elizabeth. N.J .. on the grounds of heresy and lack of veracity. The heresY consists in his believing and preaching
that babes and infants are regarded with favor by heaven,
and that they are not entirely reprobate and unregenerate. They claim he has departed from the true faith.
ANOTHER FALLEN CLERGYMAN.-Rev. G. W, Porter. of
the Methodist Episcopal Church. has recently had a
ch.urch trial at Danbyborough, Vt .. for adultery with ]\{iss
Hattie Allen. The young lady was on the stand nine
hours, an<l made a clean breast of the affair, and made
the Reverend gentleman's guilt apparent to all present.
He was arrested, also, on a State warrant. and held in
$1,000 bail for an early trial. His friends are much chagrined by his conduct.
THE REv. C. HAMBLIN, who has for many years been a
missionary among the Mohammedans, declares that the
rose-colored 11ccounts of the progress of Christianity in
the Islamic States are false. "The delightful picture."
he says," of the success of Arab missionaries in winning
whole African tribes. elevating, refining and civilizing
them with wondrous success, is not very much more ex-
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aggerated than the tales of the Arab story-tellers in the spectable persons. he got clear. simply by his own denial.
Turkish coffee shops."
and. instead of serving a term in prison. as Col. Baker is
IT HAS NOT BEEN a very favorable time for camp-meet- doing. he was vo~ed a bonus of $8o,ooo. apparently tor
ings. The weather for the last month has not been run what he had done. and he is now holding forth weekly, as
in that special interest. No matter how fervid in prayer, a living curiosity in a huge tent on the White Mountains
or eloquent in sermon a preacher may become, a lively to four or five thousand idle. gaping, rural curiosityshower right in the midst of it acts decidedly as a damp- seekers who come from miles around to see the show. It
er, and cuts it short. New converts are not numerous. is said his hotel keeper gives him his board, lodging and
Well. wait till Moody and Sankey get rested a little, and carriage rides for the large patronage the pastor's presthen the way in which "brands will be snatched from the ence and preaching bring him. If Beecher would take
burning" will be a caution to firemen. All, then. can his big tent and travel with Barnum's show. he would
"come to Jesus" and get their passports to heaven, un- beat the giraffe in drawing crowds. We charge Barnum
nothing for this hint.
less the Devil sets up a stronger claim.
ANOTHER FRAIL CLERGYMAN.-The Rev. John W. HanPROFANE, YET NOT IMPIOUS.-A Sunday-school picnic at
Kingston was reeently held in a grove near town. A ner, Presiding Elder, one of the most prominent Methopompous man. who was an ex-sheriff, and who seemed dist preachers in the State of Tennessee. and one of the
to be a sort of "king bee" among the people. superin- ablest and most intellectual in the Methodist Episcopal
tended all the arrangements. Large tables were spread Church, South. has recently, at Murfreesboro, Tenn .. had
and loaded with abundance of good things. As soon as a trial before an investigating committee. consisting of
everything WRS nearly ready for the feast, a nun:ber of Bishop McTyeire and five distinguiiilhed clergymen of the
children grabbed up knives and forks and "went in," denomination ,for gross immorality in writing a lasciviwhen the ex-sheriff howled out." Hold on. you d--d ous letter to Miss Paralee Nailor and making proposihogs, will you?" Then in a milder tone he said to one of tions of a very improper character to her, with view of
the ministers present... Brother--, will you ask bless- inducing her to depart from the path of virtue and to
yield herself to )lis lascivious embrace. In his amorous
ing?"
suit he directed the attention of the young lady to that
MR. BEECHER's confidential attorneY, T. G. Shearman, delectablA part of the Bible-the seventh chapter of the
has been saying hard things about our worthy American Song of Solomon. The letter was unfortunately interclergymen in a recent speech in London, in defense of cepted by a brother of the young lady, by which means
his pastor. He said it was a very common thing for the clerical Lothario. past sixty years of age, was brought
them to kiss the wives and daughters of their congrega- to the light. His letter was read oefore the committee;
tion whenever they met, and that Mr. Beecher's opera- the young lady was examined. and the Reverend sinner
tic us in this line were far less than the average. and that in shame and sadness. and hanging of the head. confesshe is more exempl11ry and more self-denying in this, ed his guilt. The committee could not do otherwise than
than most clergymen. This bids fair to raise a breeze find him guilty, and ordered him to step down and out,
among the bhick-coated gentry upon Mr. Shearman's re- and relinquish the position of preacher. They did not
turn. While they admit he is very pious. very tender- follow the example of Plymouth church. or they would
hearted and very gifted in prayer, they will not, even in have presented him with $20,000 and expressed their enthe fulness of his affection for Mr. Beecher, allow him to tire confidence in his saintly virtue. It is a saddening
thus misrepresent them. There may be considerable thought that the Christi11n religion, of whieh so much is
truth in Mr. Shearman's representations of the clergy, boasted, should prove inadequate to preserve a life-long,
but it is hardly probable that his favorite is as self-deny- eminent preacher from committing such folly. We are
ing and diffident with tile sisters as he would have our every day more and more forced to the conviction that,
English cousins believe.
instead of clergymen being better than other men. they
A SAD CASE where Christianity failed to keep an old man are more fallible, more carnal-minded and sensual than
from crime. A mournful state of things has come to the average of mankind.
light in .Battle Creek, Mich. A man nearly seventy years
CoL. HENRY S. OLCOTT, in a recent four column letter
of age, a life-long member of the Methodist church, and to the Sun. details at length an astonishing recital of the
for fifteen vearssuperintendentof theSunday-school,and mediumship of Mrs. Thayer in Boston. in whose presregarded from his youth up as an excellent and consist- ence many kinds of exotic and native flowers. plants,
ent Christian. has been found guilty of criminal and di~ fruit, etc .. were on many occasions brought fresh and
graceful conduct with several little girls of the place, who dripping with dew into a room with closed doors and
were enticed into his shop where he was in tile habit of window-shutters. previous thorough search having been
taking improPer liberties with their persons. The pastor made, and nothing of the kind being present. On one
and leaders of the church have been examining the case. occasion the medium w11s fastened in a s11ck of tarletan,
and the old man with bowed head confessed his crime. and while thus confined the table was fairly loaded with
and wished he was dead. It was said to him that if he a great variety of flowers and fruits.
Canaries and
had only denied the charges and protested his innocence doves were also produced in the same way. On one occaeverybody would have believed him; but he said he could sion. he states, a sprig of heather was brought. (in acnot think of adding lying and perjury to the other crimes cordance with a promise that had Previously been prihe had committed. and in this respect he does not follow vately made to a Scotchman.) and was said to have been
the illustrious example with which the country is so fa- brought from Scotland. Col. Olcott spent five weeks testmiliar. The old man has gone to California, leaving his ing Mrs. Thayer's mediumship, and is fully convinced of
stricken wife and son behind. The church did not pay her truth and honesty, and also adduces the testimony of
his expenses even.
Wm. Lloyd Garrison 11nd other prominent citizens of
THE GREAT DIFFERENCE in the administration Of justice Boston. who know the lady and have been present 11t her
in England and this country is vividly portrayed in a re- seances. Truly this is getting- to be a rem11rkable world
cent Sun editorial. Col. Baker. a brilliant and popular and wonders will never cease. These things, if so, set
English military officer, and a special friend of the our old notions of possibilities entirely aside. We would
Prince of Wales, was arrested for attempting. while part- like to have it expl11ined how pl11nts and earth, fruits and
ly intoxicated. improper liberties with 11 lady on a rail- birds can be conveyed by spirit power through the walls of
way train. His trial followed very soon, and lasted four a closed room. It seems Col. Olcott, ~Irs. Thayer and othhours, upon which sentence of imprisonment for one ers are soon going to St. Peters burgh, Russia. to meet with
year and a fine of $2,500 w11s passed upon him. and he is remarkable mediums from other countries. at the innow paying the penalty of his mistake. How unlike the stance of the Imperial University and Professors WaKtrial of Mr. Beecher. Four years after he had committed ner and Boutlerow of that institution. It is proposed to
a greater offense, he was brought to trial. which lasted test tile mediums by most thorough and scientit!c tests of
six months, and though he was proved guilty by his own various kinds. It is possible something in th!e time m!ty
confessions, corroborated by the testimony of several n.:- b" lwttrd from these investigations,

a
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The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion; or,

unto Damascus. Then after three years he went to
Jerusalem to see Peter.
Finally, these writers state some things, which, if
true, we should expect would be corroborated by
other testimony; but they are not.
1. The taxing of the ,Jews by C!J38ar .Agust1ts. No
Roman, or any other historian has mentioned any
such tax. Judea was not a Roman province when
Jesus was born; nor was Cyrenins Governor of Syria
uulil ten or twelve year:l after that event.
2. The slaughtm· of the innocents by Herod. The account of this is not confirmed by any historian; not
even by Josephus, who gives a full history of the life
ancl reign of Herod, and an enumeration of his crimes.
3. The darkness, the quaking of the em·th/ the rending
the rocks, and vail of the temple, at the C1"Ucijixion: and
the earthquake at the 1'eS!l1'1'ection. Not only is most of
these phenomena unmentioned by all of tho Evangelists
except .Matthew, but no allusion is made to these
occurrencies anywhere else in the New Testament;
nor in the annals of any nation in the world.
In view of these facts, to what other conclusion
can we arrive, but that the theory of infallible inspiration has no foundation in truth? Nor is it probable that the testimony we have been reviewing is that
of eye and ear witnesse~. If it is, their memory must
have been very clefective. That the New Testament
writers were mistaken about some things we know.
Paul and Barnabas did not agree, but contended
"sharply" with each other. Peter and Paul differed
in opinion, anti Paul rebuked Peter publicly, charging him with dissimulation : both could not be right.
Infallible men could not but agree. Doubtless, most
of the events recorded by the writers of the gospels
had some foundation in truth; but they were not recorded as they actually occurred, but as they were
believed to have occurred. It is one thing to see an
angel, it is quite another to believe that somebody else
has. It is one thing for a phenomenon to occur, it is a
very different thing tu believe that it was produced
by a special interposition of divine power. A record
of the phenomena, a history of which we have in the
gospels, was not made at the time they occurred, but
long after, and at a time when the original facts had
become greatly exaggerated. Undoubtedly the New
Testament contains much valuable truth; but it also
contains mistakes and errors. It is not therefore the
ultimate standard of truth, nor only rule of faith and
practice. It is ours tu separate the truth from the
error; to sift the whe:.t from the chaff, and to conserve the one and burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire.

century. He says that Matthew wrote a gospel in
Hebrew, and in the time of Origen towards the middle of the thirti century it was the universal belief of
tlte Church that such was the fact. At an early periAn Answe1· to the Question : Rave We a Supematurod that gospel was lost, and what became of it no one
has told us. If our present gospel of -Matthew is a
aUy Revealed, Infallibly Inspired and Miracutranslation of it, when, where or by whom it was
lously .Attested Religion in tlw Wm·ld?
translated no one knows. It is a very well authenticated. fact, that in very early times there did exist ·a
BY E. E. GtTILD.
g-ospel called the gospel of the Nazarenes. Origen
had a copy of it, and Jerome translated it; but neither
[CONTINUED.)
the original nor the translation has eome down to us.
If we scrutinize the accounts of miracles contained
It is generally believed, however, that it was not the
in the New Testament, we find most of the important
lost gospel of Matthew, although it somewhat resemones attended by the same or similar difficulties.
bled it. Papias then gives us no certain testimony in
1. Miraculous bi1·th of CMz'st. Not only are the acregard to our present gospel of Matthew.
counts of it inconsistent with themselves, but self-conRespecting the gospel of Mark, the historical evitradictory. Besides, if they were true, and generally
dence of its genninencss is more meager still. Papias
believed by those who were acquainted with him, he
says that lVIark went with Peter to Rome, and while
must have started out on his missiou with the presthere acted as interpreter for Peter; he wrote down
tige of a miraculous origin in his favor. But throughwhat he could remember of what Peter told him or
out his career he is generally spoken of as the son of
what he heard him say. Clement of Alexancl'ria,
Joseph, or the "carpenter's son." Although frequentsays, that lVIark, at the request of the Church at Rome,
ly reproached on account of his low birth and origin,
wrote a gospel, and Peter, when informed of it hesiLe does not reply by asserting his birth of a virgin.
tated about giving it his sanction; but finally did so
No retrospective allusion to it is made either by himin obedience to a vision. Irenmus says, that it was
self or his disciples. No hint of it is given in the
after the death of Peter that Mark wrote his gospel.
epistles of either Paul, Peter, James, Jude, or John.
Chrysostom says, that after writing it he went to
llis townsmen were the most stubborn unbelievers in
E,gyp~. E~ipltanius says he went to Egypt by the
him. Even his own brothers and sisters, who ought
dn·ectwn of Peter. Here now the testimony is su
to have kuown all about it, did not accept him as the
conflicting and inconsistent with itself as to be totally
Messiah, and on one occasion were about to arrest
valueless.
him on the ground that he was a "lunatic" and was
As for Luke's gospel, we find no mention of it by
'·mad." It is evident they had never heard of his
any of the apostolic fathers, nor by any of the Chrismiraculous birth.
tian fathers before the last of the second century.
2. F'iight into Egypt. Matthew relates that immediateThe same is true of the gospel Of John. 'fhe fir~t
ly after his birth, his parents fled with him into Egypt,
Christian writer who mentions the four gospels hy
where they remained until the death of Herod. Iliata me and atr ri butes their au tltorshi p to :Matthew
thewis the only New Testament writer who says anyark, Luke, aud John, was Irenmus who lived nea{·
thing about it, and he is contradicted by Luke, who
the end of tlte second century. Tlte history of these
says that eight clays after his birth he was circumsised,
gospels can be traced with certainty up to the year
and after the puritication of his mother, he was present368, at which time the Council of Laodicea inclUL!ed
ed to the Lord in the temple at Jerusalem, from which
them in a catalogue of the New Testament books
place they went. to their own city, Nazareth, and
omitting tlte book of Revelations. From that time
dwelt there.
they may be traced with tolerable certainty up to the
3. Temptation. Mr.rk says, that '' immediately"
time of lremeus. From that time upward their hisafter his baptism, the ''spirit" clrove him into the
tory is involved in obscurity if not in total darkness.
wilucrness, where he was forty clays tempted of
It appears then, that in the writings of the apostolic
Satan. John wholly ignores the temptation, and
and Christian fathers, there are passages which resemsays that the third day after his baptism he attended a
ble passages in our four gospels, but in only a few
weddin~ in Cana of Galilee. From Cana he went to
instances are they verbatim resemblances. Second
Capermum, where he remained some days and then
they also contain passages which are not found in th~
went to Jerusalem.
gospels. Third, there are quotations in them from
4. Tuming water into tvine. If this miracle really
WERE THE GOSPELS AS WE NOW HAVE THEM WRITwhat w~re afterwards deemed ,apocryphal gospels.
occurred, it is strange that John is the only EvangelFourth, m none of the early wnters are our gospels
ist who has recorded it, especially, as it is said t.o have TEN BY THE PERSONS WHOSE NAMES THEY BEAR ?
It is often asserted in more than a thousand pulpits cited or referreti to by name. From all which it apbeen the first, and certainly not the least wonderful.
Is it credible tllat God should work a miracle in order to and reiterated and repeated again and again in the most pears that the first father~ might have denied all the
change one hundred and thirty-five gallons of water positive terms, that the proof of the genuineness of our passages contained in their writings which resembled
into wine for the accomodation of men who had al- present four gospels is so conclusive and overwhelm- passages in our gospels from writings which existed
ready drank all that had been provided for the occa- ing, that whoever denies it must be either very igno- before our gospels were written, and there is no
sion, by their host ? All the circumstances go to rant, imbecile or dishonest. In order to show upon proof that they ever saw the gospels as we now have
what a weak foundation this sweeping assertion is them.
show that the account is a mere legend.
5. The tmnsfiguration. This is related by Matthew, made to rest, it is only necessary to examine the
But supp.ose we Ita~ ~he unequivocal testimony of
the apostoltc and Chnst1an fathers to the genuineness
Mark and Luke, neither of whom were present to wit- alledged evidence.
We are told that the history of these gospels can be of the gospels, what would be the value of their testiness it, but wllolly omitted by John, who is said to
have been an eye-witness. It is barely alluded to traced up to the very time of the apostles and evan- mony ? The weight of evidence must. be estimated
onc.:e, or is supposed to be, by Peter, but not mention- gelists, and that the :.utlwrship of them by the writers by the intelligence and veracity of the witnesses.
en by James, both of whom, it is said, were present. to whom they are attributed is proved by the testimony What then is the reputation of these fathers for intel6. Commission of tlte .Apostles. We are told that of the immediate successors of the apostles. Now ligence and veracity ? On this point we have the
Cltrist, just before his asceDsion, imparted the "Holy what are the facts ? 'l'he immediate successors of the testimony of the great ecclesiastical historian MoGh >st" to the Apostles, and comm ssioned them to apostles are called "apostolic fathers," and those who sheim, who wrote in the interest of Christianity' that
''go into all tile world ami preach the Gospel to every succeeded them are called ''Christian fathers." The the "apostolic fathers and the other writers, who in
creature." And yet we fincl that Peter had to be con- testimony of the first named and those of the last the infancy of the Church, employed their pens in 'the
vinced of the propriety of preaching to the Gentiles named who lived before the New Testament collec- cause of Christianity, were neither remarkable for
by a special revelation ; and that he was called to ac- tion was made, is all that is of any value. The apos- their learning nor for their eloquence, On the concount for so doing by his fellow-disciples, who subse- tolic fathers are Clemens, Ignatius, Polycarp, Papi- trary, they ex1n-ess the most pious [llld admirable senThe first Christian timents in the plainest and most illiterate style.'' 'l'he
queutly, however, l.Jecame convinced that he was us, Barnal.Jas, and I-Iet·mas.
fathers are Justin Martyr, 'l'atian, Ire me us, and The- w,ritings of these men show, conclusively, that many
ri~"ht.
7. Conversion of Paul.. We have four clifl'erent ac- ophilus. The last father named, lived at about the of them were weak men; that all of them were excounts of this. One historical by Luke, in Acts 9th; time when the gospels were collected and compiled tremely credulous; that they endorsed not only all tlte
two repm·ted by Luke; one in Acts 22cl, the other in with the other books of the New Testament. The marvelous stories in circulation in their clay about
Acts 26th, as lla ving been given by Paul; and the New Testament, Ito wever, was not declared to be the Christ and !tis apostles, bnL all the extravagant ficfuurtlt l.Jy Paul hilllself, in Galatians, 1st chapter. la standard of truth by authority of the Churdt until tions of the Greek and Roman mythology. '!'hey
the nanative of it IJy Luke-he does not say whether after this. Now wllat do these witnesses say on the sometimes employed known falsehood in support of
their cause; ancl forged books to prove their doctrines.
the men who were with Panl saw the "great light" point in question ?
'l'hese fathers all lived in the first century of the Mosheim says, the Uhristinn fathers adopted and acted
witnessed by Paul or not. Hut he says the:v heard the
"voice." He also says, that altllough Paul ,was Christian era, If during tlu1t century there existed upon the maxim, that "it is lawful to lie for the
stricken to the ground, the men "stood speechless." ful!lr different biographers of the life and teachings of truth." Whatever weight we attach to their test-iIn his report of Paul's 5peech to the Jews in Jerusa- Christ with which they were acquainted, and which mony it is equally goocl for the apocryphal writintrs
"'
lem, he makes him contradict the tirst statement by they accepted as authoritative, we should expect them and for the Pagan mythology.
In the absence of any historical proof of the genusaying that the men ''saw indeed the light but heard to make frequent use of them as authority for their
not the voice." And in his speecl1 to Agrippa, he own teachings. But what are the facts ? In their ineness of the gospeis we are led to the inquiry is
contradicts the other, by affirming that not only he, writings which have come d::>Wn to us, we find there any internal evidence which is suflicient to 'esbut all the men '"!10 were witll him were prostrated. some express citations of some of the epistles of the tablish them as genuine ? Here the evidence is all
In Acts xxii. 10, it is said that the heavenly voice di- New Testament and some allusions to Lhe same and the other way, as the following considerations go to
recteti Paul to Damascus, where he would be told also citations of apocryphal gospels, yet we do not show. First, the gospels of Matthew, Mark and
what was required of him. llut in his ~peech to find either of the four gospels cited, alluded to or Luke, so far as they relate to the atillresses, pa;·ables
Agrippa, he suys this same' 'vPice" gave him his com- referred to by name. We tind a few passages in and miracles of Christ, bear a remarkable resemblance
mission us an apostle at tllC very time when the their writings attributed by them to Cllrist, con·es- to e!tch other. Not only clo they relate the same
"light was seen, anti the voice heard. Again, in his ponding in part to passages in the gospels; bnt whether things, but in many instances they relate them in the
address to Agrippa, he says, that immediately after these passages were mere traditional sayings which same or nearly Lite same wortis. Now this resemreceiving his cowmission he commenced preaching had been handed down orally, or were contained in blance is in tlte Greek gospels, whereas, Christ spoke
'·unto them of Damascus, anti at Jerusalem, and wriLin~s older than our gospels, they clo nut inform in the language in use in Palestine, anti his worcls
tllroughout all the coasts of Jmlea, and then to the us. 'I hat the latter is tlte fact we will now show to therefore, llad to be translatell into Greek by hi~
biographer~.
Now it is incredible that three indeGentiles." But in Galatians, 1st chap., he affirms that be probable.
'l'he tirst mention of Matthew's gospel by name is pendent writers should report the sayings of Christ
he did not confer witll any of the other apostles; did
not learn the gospel from them; did not go up to by Papias, the first Christian father. .He was bishop and transl~te his words into a difl'erent Jangua.ge fron{
Jerusalem; but "went to Arabia, aml returned again of .Hierapolis, and lived in the fore part of the second that in wluch lle spake, and that there slwu!Ll be tllis
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verbal agreement in their report, Second in the in·
Hybridization.
that a hJ:brid from the two species cannot continue
traduction to Luke's gospel, he addresses himself to a
prol?agatwn beyond the fourth generation, and that a
As
the
effect
of
amalgamation
is
to
e8tablish
a
d<t·
personage whom he calls "most excellent Theophil·
fam1ly of pure mulatoes (hyliricls in the first degree)
us." In those times this title belonged only to per· creasing vitality in the mongrels, it becomes a matter of the fifth generation do not anywhere exist. Can
o!
il~portance
with
farmers
to
know
how
much
the
sons of rank anQ_ distinction. It is remarkable th~t in
any of the readers of THE 'l'RU'l'H SEEKER give us
all the writings of the early Christians, we find no VJt~l!ty o~ mongrel plants and animals are effect-ed. any information on the suliject ?
Th1s
subJect
probably
has
never
been
investigated
to
other mention of such a personage until the time of
I do not wish to be understood to . say that there is
Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, who lived near the the extent which the importance of it demands. It ~o advantage to be c~crived from mixing two _species,
seems,
however,
that
some
mongrels
can
propagate
close of the second century. He is said to have been
Ill some respects, as 1t regards the vegetable kmgclom,
a principal actor in collecting and arranging the books only one or two generations, while others can propa- and also perhaps the animal. On the contrary, in
g;ate
three
or
~our.
Others,
again,
can
perhaps
conof the New Testament and putting them in their
J. B. PooL.
some cases it may be advantageous.
present form. It is hig·hJy probable that the four tmue propagatiOn some twenty generations, more or
West Pittsfield, Mass.
but
the
power
of
reproduction
.in
all
kinds
of
less
;
gospels were compiled from previously existing writings about that time, and if so, they could not have mongrels is more or leEs affected.
There are vario?s kinds of mongrels. Some are
been written by the Evangelists in their present form.
Are All 'l'hings Possible with God 1
Of John's gospel, it may ue said it is quite unlike merely the offspnng of two species, or varieties
either of the others. This unlikeness may be seen in evenly united, while in others the two kinds are mix~
BY H. M. R.
the f~llowing particulars. 1. In the fourth gospel eel in various proportions. Again, the mixture may "All things are posRible with God.'' the Christian cries,
be
of
n;tore
than
two
species
or
varieties.
One
gard·
there IS no record of the numerous parables found in
But if we but a moment think, we find he lies;
the other three, nor any intimation that Christ adont· ner. c~mms to have produced a mongrel from a dozen For in the outset God did make, as l\foses tells,
v!lnetws
o~
t_he
muskmelon.
There
are
many
spe.
eel that mode of instruction. 2. The discourses atThe earth; and made it round, excepting that it swells
tributed to _Christ in the one, are entirely different cws or vanetws of maize or Indian corn, and fanners
from those Ill the others. In John's gospel they are ~enerally prefer keeping the ~everal sorts apart, hav· A very little at th3 equatorial line,
leng·thy, systematic, enigmltlical, dogmatic and mg a dread of mi~it;~g the different varieties. I sup- Ami at the poles is slightly flattened, which, in fine,
abound in se~f-asserti?n. In the <!t~ers they ar~ frag- pose that the combmmg of several kinds of this grain !\fakes it an oblate spheriod, (so scientists say.
mentary, plaw, practiCal, and exh1b1t a spirit of meek· enfeebles the growth and lessens the productiveness Not l\Ioses, that most learned of all Jews of his day.)
ness and humility. 3. The style of the discourses in of the vegetable, and of course is the cause of the Of course it has a surface and a center too,
And I would like to ask if God could make it new,
·
John is entirely different froill those in Matthew dread of the mixed kinds.
The disease which attacked the peach tree some Or one exactly like it, which devoid should be
~m:k, an~ Luk~. This _difference is so great as t~
JUStify us m saymg that 1f Christ spoke as the three years since, cailed the ''yellows," and which threat· Of surface, center, or the oblate form we see.
first gospels represent him, he could not have spoken ened to almost annihilate that delicious fruit, was Can he make strings and sticks with i ust one enu apiece?
as John represents him, and vise~ versa. 4. John caused, I apprehend, by the cross-fertilization of the Or add an inch to miles, and not their length increase?
omits all mention of the miraculous cures of dem0ni· ~each with the nectarine. The peach and the necta· Can he make man immortal, yet without a soul?
acs, to which the other writers seem to have attached nne are two very distinct species. The fruit of one l\fake each part equal to or greater than the whole?
so much importance. '!'here are other differences has the sl( n smooth like the apple, while the other is Or can he make two hills·without a vl'tle between?
which might be pointed out, but those above are suf· rough and covered with a downy substance. It is Or make an object visible ret not be seen?
ficient for our p1·esent purpose. There is but one very doubtful whether a pure species of either the l\fake two things occupy the same space at one time?
clue to the authorship of John's gospel, and that is the peach or neotarine can be found, at least in this coun· Or doing good and loving mercy a foul crime?
fact that a comparison of the gospel with the first~ try, aud co':lsequently the disease must very frequent· 0, God! if these things all are possible with thee.
the three epistles attributed to John in the New 'l'e - ly be breakmg out. As these two species are propa· Thou canst bound space, stop time anu end eternity?
tament, shows that the style and often the verv ideas gated mostly by buds, they perhaps may be kept in
Vicnna,lll .. Aug. Gth, 1875.
~nd words attributed to John the Baptist and· Cluist existence a longer period than if they could be only
propagated
from
seecl.
l\'i:uch
might
be
saicl
resDect·
10 the gospel,, corresp~nd exactly with the style, ideas
and words of that ep1stle. From this fact we infer ing the hibridity of the peach and nectarine but I am
Putnam's Letters.
'
that whoever was the author of the epistle was the compelled to give way to other subjects.
Vv
ith
respect
to
the
honey
bee,
there
has
been
but
No. r.
author. of th~ gospel also. Now, although the second
CLEAHFIELD, p A.
and thu·d epistles of John were considered doubtful one sr,eciesyropngatcd, as a ~eneral rule, for many
for a long time by the Church; the first was always years m th1s country; but a few years since a new
Clearfield is a lovely village on the western slope of
received as genuine. 'l'his points to John as the specie_s was introduceLI, called the Italian honey bee. the Alleghanies. l\'Iost of the people are yet in the
author of the fomth gospel. ·But if J ohu was the As th1s bee was recommenfled as having qualities in bonds of the old faith, and ma.ny of those who have
author of it, was it originally written in the form in son~e respects SLLperior to the· common honey bee, some glimpse of the new, and cherish it in their
which we now have it? \Ve know that an unknown wlu.e on the other hand, the common bee was said to hearts, do not dare to show their preference. But the
writer added to it, (see John xxi. 24-25 ) and to what have qualities in other respects superior to the Italian outspoken Liberals are of the most staunch ami proextent he might have further tampered ~vith it no one it was recommended to get up a cross between them' gressive sort, of which George Thorn is the able rtt<cl
and thus get a kind that had the good qualities of earnest pioneer. The wol"k is slow, but sure. Uhrisknows.
But suppose that each of the gospels could be proved both. ·what has been the effect of this crossinrr I tianity is making a hard fight, and needs but the
to have been written by their reputed authors, could have never ascertained, but am inclined to think that sword of autlwrily to crush. Its greatest ally at
we implicitly rely on their testimony ? A few con· i~ has _been or will be unfavorab_le. .As there are spe· present is l\Irs. Grundy. This old lady is fearfully
siderations will lead us to see that we could not. 1. mfic differences between the Italian and common bee orthodox. She hates innovation, and lifts her t·yes in
The reputed authors were ignorant and superstitious the _mongrels mu~t cleteri.orate a~J finally die out; holy horror at a raclicallccturer. He ml!st be frown·
ell· down, as one good Methodist sister remarked,
predisposed to believe in the marvelous, and regarded leavmg mongrel hives dest1tute of mhabitants.
Among cattle some varieties are appreciated for ''lie believes in neither hell nor heaven," ami so of
all the phenomena of nature as produced by a special
their
fattening
qualities,
while
others
are
valued
for
rriv·
course must be worse than the heathen. But .Mrs.
divine providence. 2. They were not eye and ear
witnesses of all that they record. They relate occur· ing milk in abundance and of good quality. It has Grundy must abdicate her· throne one of these days.
been
au
object
with
cattle
breeders
to
combine
the
She must take her portion with all old fogies. Her
rencies which took place when they could not have
been present. For example, the remarkal.Jle circum- good qualities of both in one animal. ·with what lack-lustre eyes will be closccl in death, ami th.~se
success,
I
leave
to
lireeders
to
say.
poor weak mortals can take a whiff of the fresh air of
stances attcmlaut on tile birth of Christ, both before
Mongrels, in their generation, possess great capaci· RaLlicalism without losing caste. Iudeecl, I am al·
and after the event. 'l'he temptation of Christ the
ty
fOT
variation.
This
is
observed
with
re;;pect
to
the
most afraid that l\Irs. Grundy herself will be a Racli·
transfiguration of Christ, related by l\Iatthew, l\'lark,
and Ltike, who were not present, and wholly omitted ai?ple. The seed of almost any variety of this fruit cal. I hope not. She belongs to the lleacl past, and
Will
produce
various
kinds
of
apples
;
some
sour,
ought to !Je buried with it.
tl. P. PoTNAM.
by John who is said to have witnessed it. The marvelous circumstances connected with the birth of J ohu some sweet, some large, some small, some of one col·
or
and
some
of
another.
The
reason
of
this
variation
the Baptist; the report of the preaching of the Bap·
tist; the prayer of Christ in Gethsemane; Peter's de· is in the mongrel character which the apple acquired
'l'he All Atoning Sacrifice.
nial of Christ; the dream of Pilate's wife; the con- years ago.
There
is
a
species
of
the
dog
called
the
pointer,
·
VY
e-m
caning our honorable self-hold, in sacred
versation between Pilate and the priests; that between
Judas and the priests, and that between the soldiers which stands aud points at the game with his nose, respect, the right of individual opinion, on the suband priests; and finally the aleclged faGt of the resur- and is made considerable use of by sporLsmen for this ject of religion, and on all other subjects.
Hegarcling the religious element, in our composite
rection of Christ. 3. 'l'he gospels were written in the purpose. There is another species of clog called the
interest of a cause which the writers had espoused fox-hound, which will cha~c a fox and bring it to his formation, a~ the'' oil and the wine," we are special·
and which they were desirous to promote. Now we master. Now the impropriety of mixing these two ly careful to hurt not the "oil and the wine."
When, by slow and toilsome progress, humanity
cannot rely implicitly on the statements of historians, kinds is thus declared by a sportsman:
"Now how far it is possible to convert one of these ascends to higher forms of thought-to more elevated
who, we know, were biased and prejudiced in their
·minds, and who derived their information not from races into the other, tlult is, to train the fox hound to plane of licing-if any iutlividual-man, woman, boy,
personal ·obserVlLtion, !Jut received it from common point a bird, or the pointer to follow the fox, we or girl catch a ray of increasing light-if, by such
report. We are all of us acquainted with men whose know not. But whoever has had an opportunity of light, the woman, man, girl, or boy make the sublime
tutelligence and honesty we would not question; but noticing the facts, knows that the fox-hound takes no discovery, that any act, word, or thought, heretofore
whose statements in relation to an extraordinary oc- notice of birds, nor can the pointer be made to pay indulged, is not in strict accord with the increased
cmTence made under the circumstances in which the the least regard to the scent of a fox, however strong, light-let such fortnnate man, woman, boy, or girl,
writers of the gospels were placed, we could not ac· and that if we mix these races, the result becomes straightway sin uo more, in such action, word, or
cept. Unless tuese writers were more than human, utterly useless, either for the field or the chase. tlwught. 'rhut is the all-atoniny sun·i;tice, for such
they certainly were liable to be mistaken. They con· 'l'hese facts go to prove that no such thing exists as transgression of the eternal law of right-the only
stantly misunderstood and misllpprelwnded Christ's new species, formed of varieties, as some French sacrifice heaven requires or will accept-the only
words while he was living, and what assuraD.ce have savans have endeavored to show; for if the useless sacrifice that will do any good.
The woman, girl, mao, or boy, so atoning as aforewe that they did not do the same thing after ne was products al.Jove mentioned be continued, they never
would form new species, but would remain mongrels said, is a conquerm·-prepared to go forth, ·• conquer·
dead?
It may be said that these writers were infallibly in· or varieties of the two races from which they origin- ing and to cont[!Wr," till every enemy is \ll!Lle!' his or
spired, and thus preserved from all liability to err. ated, and if either side predominated, the result would her feet-till every obstacle is removed from tile track
be either a fox-hound or a pointer.''
-the straight way, leading fron!"lowest planes of huThe question whether they were or not, will be next
It has been laid clown as a law of nature, that, in manity's formation, to ever increasing sublime elevaconsidered.
order to prevent great confusion in the vegetable au li tions.
['1'0 ]3.1!] CON'.riNUED.]
animal kingdoms, the ofl"spring of different species or
Here is a field opened, opened to om vision, for our
hybrids are incapable of reproducing their kind, thus loftiest ambition-our divinest aspiring-for most ap·
making hybridity a test of specific character. This proved effort. The distant view, of ever increasingCOME unto me all ye who are heavy laclen with it.llencss has been denied by many naturalists, and it seems beauties and glories, is too sublime for our unpmc·
with good reason ; as, for example, the African negro ticed vision.
and out of a job.·and I will give you profitable employ- and the Caucasian man show characters of a specific
After the mere glimpse, of such practical-attaina·
ment, for my yoke it will please you, and my burden is difference, yet it is known tl1at the two species will ble sublimiti~s, what, to us, are all speculative theo·
propagate fertile hybrids. It is, however, asserted logic au:;tracllons?
PnEN'l'I~s.
all right.-Syphers.
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than that such an impossible event as is here narrat- stomachs. No ravens will minister to them-no meal
or oil will beprovidedfor them. It seems, truly, that this
ed could have occurred.
To return to our story. After the Tishbite had de- good God, which the priests tell us of, is partial ; he
livered this remarkable prediction to Ahab, God told treats some, so much better than others. He is very
A JOURNAL
him to "get hence," and contrary to Greeley'B advice apt to neglect the widows and their little babes, (who,
to the young men to ''go West," God advised this of all others, should have his special care,) and leave
man to go East and hide himself by the brook Cherith, them to famish, while his priests and prophets are
D. M. BENNETT, Editor and Pl·op'r.
where he could get plenty of water to drink, and as- well provided for.
Even the widow woman in
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. sured him he had arranged with the ravens to supply this story, would doubtless have been left to starve
him regularly ~orning and evening with flesh and and nothing would have been done for her had no;
with bread. The necessity of hiding himself is not Elijah came along as he did. It squints ve!'y much of
The Bible.-No. xxvii.
apparent unless it was to afford God an opportunity of partiality, say what you will.
ELIJAH THE TISHBITE.
showing with what ease he could furnish him with
Well, Elijah and the widow got along well together,
Among the extraordinary characters of the Bible, what he needed to eat. In view, however, of the till a little mishap befel the boy. Either from eating
and the extraordinary stories of great feats and thousands of deserving and unfortunate individu- too much, or some other cause, his breath went out
performances, we cannot, of course, forget Elijah als, shipwrecked on the ocean, cast away on des- of him, and the widow blamed Elijah about it and
the Tishbite, a "mighty prophet of the Lord." olate islands, lost in the wilderness, separated from upbraided him so much, that he took the lad in an
The recital of what he did and what befel him the haunts of men, imprjsoned under various circum- upper room (probably it was a three-story house),
taxes our credulity to the utmost ; and if we can- stances, and through poverty, destitution and want- and brought him to. It is usually supposed that
not believe it all to be stxictly true, we hope our in cities and in country-yes, in view of the hun- the boy had died, but this is a mistake. If he were
Christian friends will not blame us. The story, at dreds of thousands of hapless mortals who, under dead he would have remained so in spite of any
best, only purports to narrate certain events that all these conditions and many others, have been left ceremonies Elijah could have performed over him.
transpired rsome three thousand years ago, in a certain to perish, starve and die without a thing being done When once a human being, or an animal, is dead; when
country in Asia, and as it was extremely common in by_ God in their behalf, or a single raven being sent to their life has fully passed out of them, that is the end
that age of the world for writers of all countries to their relief, it looks as though God is partial and does of it ; no more living again for them, and whenever
blend so much fable and fiction with their facts, not treat all alike. That ravens, too, should be the you hear a story about some one being raised from
we are compelled to take these marvelous statements medium of relief, is a little out of the natural course the dead, don't believe a word of it-the thing is utwith a great deal of allowance ; and such parts as are of things. Ravens, rooks and crows are not usually terly impossible. You might as well talk of raising
wholly at variance with the known laws of nature, we regarded as friends to man. They are mischievous men from logs and rocks. A body that is absolutely
are very safe in disbelieving. It does not follow that and troublesome in various ways. If, however, in dead must remain so and must hasten to decay, its
we must believe the whole of a story simply because this case they were angels of mercy, they were, at all .~lements soon to be absorbed in other organizations.
it is told in some manuscript or book. We have too events, black angels.
Whatever class of men, or whatever book teaches to
~ n a short time the brook Cherith dried up, and
many proofs that, in thousands of cases, falsehoods
the contrary of this, teaches what is false. '' Baron
have been palmed off as truth ; and this was attempt- it is to be inferred the ravens became remiss in Murrchausen, 11 "The Arabian Nights," or "Gullitheir duties, for Elijah got very hungry, and he was ver's Travels 11 make statements as wonderful, but
ed in olden times as much as now.
Elijah, it seems, was burn and raised in Gilead. forced to change his boarding house. It may be nothing more untrue.
This was probably nothing to his discredit, as, for supposed that God and the ravens together could still
It was afterwards said of Joseph's son-or rather
ought we know, Gilead was a very good country to have managed to procure water and bread for the
grow up in. He is introduced to us as making a visit prophet, but God, of course, knew best how to carry his wife's son-tilat he raised one fr~m the dead, but
to Ahab, king of Israel, and prophesied there would on his own work. He now directed the 'l'ishbite to the remarks just made, apply to his case. It is altobe no rain or dew for these years. The account does Zarephath, where he had engaged a widow woman to gether easier for the assertion to be false than to be
not state how far this remarkable drouth slwuld ex- attend to him. That was a good change, Commend true.
In the case of the widow's son, however, the narratend, whether just over that particular country or all us always, to a widow woman for a companion and to
adjoining countries ; but as no limit is given, we can prepare our· daily foud, rather than ravens and tive does not say that he died, but that there was no
only suppose it meant the entire earth. "These years" crows. W 0 would sooner pay double price for a home breath left in him. 1'hat might easily be. The
is slight! y indefinite, also, as to time ; it might J,Uean with the widow, and have the benefit of her ministra- breath has gone out of many a one, and they lived
two, or it might mean twenty. Less than two it lions, than to hide by the side of a brook, run dry, with years afterwards. In catalepsy, swooning, syncope
could not be, to be years, and as the third year of the none but treacherous ravens to take care of us. Doubt- and trance, the breath often leaves the body, sometimes
drouth is subsequently spoken of, it is usually admit- less the good man wished he had been directed to the for days, and yet the patient is not dead, and after a
widow at first.
time revives again. This might have been the case
ted that there was no rain or dew for three years.
He found the widow, how~:ver, in very straitened with the widow's son ; respiration might have been
This account, to look at it squarely, is a most improbable one, and utterly opposed to nature's laws. circumstances, and wilen the prophet importuned her temporarily suspended, and Elijah, by his manipulaThe moisture from the surface of the earth is con- to prepare him something to eat, she protested in the tions, might have revived ilim. If this was tile case,
·stantly being evaporated and carried into the air. name of heaven that all she had in the world to eat was it was nothing wonderful, and no stranger than freThe air can hold up a certain quantity and no more. a handful of meal and a small quantity of oil in a quently occurs, and hardly deserves a place in the
When its capacity is filled, and when by the low tem- cruse-a small stock of provisions, truly, for three "word of God."
In the third year of the drouth tile Lord sent Eliperature of the upper air the vapor is condensed persons at the commencement of a three year's drouth
Elijah, not having had a "square jah unto Ahab, again to make another prophecy and
again to water, in the form of dew or rain, it and famine.
is bound to descend to the earth. This is inev- meal" for some time, was eloquent and ardent, and to predict rain upon the earth. It was the very thing
itable. The moisture that rises in one section m!ty he bade her not to fear, but to make him a cake at that Ahab and all others wanted, for the famine was
be borne off by the winds in the vapory- state for once. She said sile was just about gathering two very sore in the land. The king and his governor,
1
hundreds of miles, perhaps, but it must in a short sticks to make a little fire to cook the small amount of 0 Jadiah, were out looking for water to save the king's
meal
left,
for
herself
and
son,
and
then,
she
had
made
mules
and cattle. Elijah met the latter, and wished
time descend. We see, then, it is utterly impossible that there slwuld be no rain or dew for three up her mind she and he would lay down and die. him to convey intelligence to the king that he was
years nor two years. The atmosphere could not Elijah was a good persuader; upon the strength of there. Obadiah was a good man, and had preserved
sustain the hundredth part of the moisture that would his promise that her barrel of meal should not waste a hundred prophets in caves, and had daily sent them
away, and that the cruise of oil should not be ex- food. It is presumable that he was at least as trustrise from the earth in that time.
Think, also, for a moment, the results that would hausted until the dry ~weather was over, he indue- worthy in carrying food as the ravens had been. He
follow on the earth, or in any portion of the earth's ed her to get him a dinner. And here comes in objected to taking that message to Ahab, fearing
surface, were there to be no rain nor dew upon it for the best part of the story; though she and he did the latter would put him to death, inasmuch as Ahab
three years. The entire surface of the ground would eat together many days, and many months, the bar- had sought in every nation and kingdom, to find Elibecome ''as dry as an ash heap " several feet in depth; rei of wheat wasted not, neither did the cruise of oil jah, and had sworn every nation that they knew
not a plant nor a tree could live, and the entire earth's fail. There was nothing bad about that; in short, it not whei:e the prophet was. Ahab probably deemed
Elijah the cause of the drouth, ancl wished to put him
surface would become as barren of vegetable life, and was an excellent arrangement.
It probably was not much trouble for God to do to death, but being snugly ensconced with the widow,
consequently of animal life too, as the vast desert
of Sahara. Every spring, every rill, every creek and that little favor, and it was so much better that they living on meal and oil, the king was not able to find
every river would become dry, and the lakes and the should ilave enough to eat than to be left to starve. him. This searching every: nation and kingdom
ocean itself would be greatly exhausted. Constant The main thing to be regretted is that the practice must have been a heavy contract for Ahab, if
evaporation, with no returns of moisture, would pro- has not been more common. How many pom widows there were as many nations in existence then, as
Obadiah feared that if he told the king
duce this precise result. Not a human being and not have famished with hunger day after day, and have now,
seen ·their little babes waste away and die for the want Elijah had returned, and til en Elijah should secrete
an animal could survive such a drouth.
The story is so entirely impossible that no person of food, and not a ,spoonful of meal nor a drop of oil himself again, and Ahab be unable to find him, that
under the control of reason and good sense can be- was provided for them. There are thousands this he, Obadiah, would be slain. Elijah, however, by a
lieve it for a moment. It is certainly a fabrication moment in this great city, and in all other great cities, promise, overcame Obadiah's objections, and he conentire, or a great exaggeration; and both being so easy and all over the world, that know not where to get \ veyed the desired mes.~age to the king, and a meeting
of accomplishment, it can well be understood how anything for supper, and will throw themeelves upon between Ahab and EliJah was effected.
The king upbraided the prophet for causing all the
much more probable it is that it is one or th(;l other their wretched beds without a mouthful in their
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trouble that had occurred, whereupon the prophet
told him it was all his own fault, in consequence of his
going after the false god, Baalim, and this was the
reason given why there had been no rain upon the
earth for three years, and in consequence of which
men, beasts and vegetation had suffered so severelya bit of jealousy on the part of the good God of the
Jews, that was all.
It was arranged, however, between the prophet and
t"be king, that the matter should be tested and the
power of the iwo gods thoroughly proved, that it
might be known who was God and who was not.
Elijah proposed that the four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal whom Jezebel was daily feeding at her
table, should meet him at Mount Carmel and match
their god against his. This was done. Altars were
erected and bullocks prepared and laid upon them
ready for sacrifice, but no fire put under. Which·
ever god was able to cause fire upon their respective
altar should be regarded as the real God. The four
hundred and fifty priests of Baal called upon their
god from morn till noon to manifest himself, but he
failed to answer their wish, whereupon Elijah mock·
ed them and told them to cry l0uder ; that perhaps
their god was talking or pursuing, or on a journey, or
possibly asleep and required awaking. Then they
cried louder, and even cut themselves with knives and
lancets, and let their blood flow freely upon the
ground, but all of no avail ; their cries, continued thG
whole day, nor the shedding of blood answered the
purpose. [Query. ·when the God of the Jews and
Christians fails to answer the thousands of prayers offered unto him, which is the rule, would there be any·
thing amiss, after the illustrious example of Elijah,
for their opponents to mock them and ridicule them,
and say their god must be talking, journeying' or
asleep?]
Elijah constructed an altar of twelve stones-(a
holy number)-upon which he placed wood and a
bullock, but no fire. He ordered four barrels of wa·
ter to be poured upon the altar, which was done ;
then he said, "do it the second time," and it was done ;
then he said, ''do it the third time," and the third time
four barrels of water were thus poured upon the altar.
The question naturally arises, when there had been no
rain for three years, and when the king and his governor had themselves been compelled to search the
whole country over for water, where it could be found
in such quantities as to uselessly throw away twelve
barrels ; but qutstions are scarcely in order ; we must
take the story as it is. Suffice it to say, at the proper
moment Elijah called upon his God to let himself be
known; the fire from the Lord fell upon the altar,
burned up the sacrifice, and even licked up the twelve
barrels of watel'. Upon this astonishing performance,
the people fell upon their faces and had no further
doubts which was the God. Then the good man, Eli·
jah, took the four hundred and fifty priests of Baal
down to the brook Kislwn (it seems this brook had
not gone dry) and then put them all to death. Who
can doubt Elijah being a man of God after this whole·
sale slaughter? The query might arise what those
four hundred and fifty prophets were doing while Eli·
jah, single-handed, put them all to death ? Possibly
his God assisted him ; it would be much in keeping
with the killing he did on other occasions. Again, if
they were as sincere in their allegiance as Elijah was,
was it not rather severe and un-godlike to put them to
death for it ?
The production of fire in the midst of the water
that was poured so freely upon the altar, has been at·
tempted to be accounted for by the possibility of the
prophet having some potassium and placing it upon
the altar, as it is well known that that mineral, in its
native state, readily takes fire while floating upon wa·
ter, and burns with great brilliance and persistency.
Others have suggested phosphorus, which takes fire
spontaneously at a certain temperature, but we do not
believe he knew enough about chemistry to understand the nature of either potassium or phosphorus.
It is altogether more probable the whole story is a
fabrication, written, by no one knows who, and
wholly unworthy of credence. If there had been 110
rain or dew upon the earth for the space of three
years, as we remarked, there could be no vegetable or
animal life left, and consequently no bullocks, no

·water, no priests, no Ahab and no Elijah. If the
trench that the prophet dug around the altar "held
water," the story will not.
The best part of that remarkable day's work on the
part of Elijah was the fine rain he produced at the
close of the day, thus ending the three years' drouth.
He went upon the top of l.Vlount Carmel and cast him·
self upon the ground, placed his face bet ween his
knees and kept his servant watching for the appear·
ance of a cloud in the horizon. What occult po.wers
he employed to produce the clouds and the rain are
not known, and the secret is lost to the world, but at
length the rain came and the earth was greatly re·
freshed.
It is difficult to see what had been gained by the
"long dry spell," and the intense suffering it must
have caused, except it was the chance of making that
fire test and slaying the four hundred and fifty proph·
ets of Baal ; and it would seem that could have been
brought about at a far less cost.
If this story is true, Elijah must have been about
the smartest man that ever lived. What he did in the
evening of this one day-to burn up a bullock and
twelve barrels of water without fire, to kill four hundred and fifty men, ahd then to produce a first-class
rain, is more than any man that Jives could do in a
week. But this story will bear discounting very exten·
sively.
It requires too much space to notice all of Elijah's
remarkable performances in this issue, and we will
have to defer the remainder till ottr next.

The Title of "Reverend."
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world, they make very meagre returns, and large
numbers are coming to this conclusion. This country
alone, spends some two hundred millions of dollars
annually for supporting its clergy and its churches.
Christendom, entire, probably spends not less than
five hundred millions of dollars. And what do they
get in return? False theology, superstitious dogmas
and darkening fables. Many are becoming fully con·
vinced that priests know no more about God ; no
more about the Unseen; no more about the future
than other men, and are gradually becoming convinced that they are not receiving from this privi·
leged class the kind of teaching they require and are
entitled to. That they are no better and no more
moral than other men, proofs are piling up, day by
day.
The world needs teachers, and always will, but they
must be teachers of truth ; teachers that can impart
facts the world ought to know-the laws of nature,
the great needs of the race-the truths of science and
the path to usefulness and happiness. The Rever·
ends, in a few more decades, can be dispensed with,
but the teachers of sciettce will ever be duly appreciated and rewarded.

WE EXTEND OUR WARMEST THANKS to those friends
who have been prompt in complying with our request
to renew. If the number· is not as large as it should
be, we are nevertheless grateful to those who have so
promptly responded. We trust there are many more
who will soon follow the good example. It is not
pleasant for us to urge for money, and we do not sup·
pose it is pleasant to our readers; but it is a matter of
necessity. If we had funds of otu own to keep the pa.
per running we would not so often call for help, but
our funds are used up and we need more. If we seem
too urgent, our remarks are not for those who are
prompt to come to our aid, but for those indifferent and
negligent. We would be glad if all our readers were
as interested in the mission of THE TRUTH SEEKER
as a portion are; if so, we would scarcely ever need to
say money.
Those who are still owing us for the last year, most
excite our surprise and that so few of them are willing
to remit us the trifling amount they owe us. As on
every number of their paper is printed, on the tab, the
date from whence they owe, it would seem they ought
to be apprized that they are in arrears. Perhaps it
will be necessary for us to print a list of the names of
those who are either indifferent or unwilling to send
us the price of the paper after taking it and reading it
a year or more, that they themselves and others may
know who we mean.
We would be glad if the feeling to support Liberal
organs was more general among the Liberal public,
and if it was not such an onerous task to spare two
dollars a year to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We again request those who do not want the paper
lo:uger, or are not willing to pay for it, to inform us at
once or request their Post-Master to do so. We wish
to senfl the paper to as many as possible, but cannot
ufi"ord to do so, and pay postage too, without a slight re·
muneration.
As there are quite a number of sickly or fainthearted friends that conclude they cannot longer sup
port such an extravagance as THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and order their paper stopped, we hope our live
friends who take an interest in· the continuance of the
sheet, will try to send us as many new names as possible, that our list may not grow the wrong way. Those
who may see these lines, and are not now subscribers,
are requested to become so. Price, from Sept. 1st to
Jan. 1st, fifty cents. After Jan. 1st it will be published
weekly at two dollars a year. We will send it from
Sept. 1st, 1875, to Jan. 1st, 1877, at $2.25. For three
dollars we will send the paper for sixteen months and
$1.25 worth of TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS. For seven·
ty-five cents we will send the paper from Sept. 1st,
1875, to Jan. 1st, 1876 and forty cent's worth of Tracts.
Friends, let us hear from you.

By an extract from a recent English paper, we notice a clergyman there, of the Established Church has
brought a suit against a non-conformist minister to prevent him from using the affix Rev. before his name.
The offending clergyman had lost a daughter, and on
her tomb-stone he wished to state that she was the
daughter of the Rev. - - . To prevent his doing this,
the motion named was made by the other clergyman.
His position was, that it is the clergymen of the Estab·
lished Church only that have the legal right to affix
Rev. to their names, and that the other party being an
"independent," or a dissenter, had no right to use it.
This was a small piece of business, truly, bnt evin·
ces the spirit of the Christian clergy. The Catholics,
in the first place. hold that all without the pale of
their Church are in error, and have not the genuine
article of Christianity. The Church of England next
follows on in the same path ; it only, has the true
faith. In its wake follow the hundreds of dis·
senting creeds which make up the Protestant denomi·
nations. They all claim that their special church has
the real truth, and that all others are more or less in
error. Every one virtually says, "I am right, the
others are wrong."
The fact is, they are all wrong; and many intelligent
people are coming to this conclusion. They are
upholding a system of faith composed of and built up·
on the superstitions of ancient heathen religions, which
can be easily shown. We have prepared an article on
the subject of the non-originality of Christianity, but
its length precludes its appearance in this issue.
The term Reve1"end is a title of honor, which priests
for many centuries have appropriated to themselves
upon a false basis. It really means they are "men of
God," that they are in the special service of God, that
they know more about the mind, will and mysteries
of God than other men do ; that they can approach
nearer to his throne, and can wield more influence with
him than other men, and that, therefore, they should be
revered by the masses, looked up to with much vene·
ration and be paid large salaries for living in idleness,
save their weekly appeals to " the throne of grace.''
But "even this shall pass away." The world is fast
finding out these Reverends are an expensive, a tyran·
nical an aristocratic and a useless class. That they are
givi~g their hearers and supporters no positive knowledge, but content themselves with dealing out the old
superstitions that have existed for thousands of years.
They tell the same stories and make the same appeals
WE are pleased to see friend Peterson, of Paris,
made centuries ago, and the world is tiring of it.
Men no longer want old fables and antiquated errors, Tex., is going to issue his Common Sense semi-monthly.
That is right. Let us have plenty of good common
but knowledge, science and TRUTH.
For the immense sums the priesthood cost the sense.
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gl·ess has been slow. Only within this century has he helpless. Angels aid her; she needs it. Man prizes
arrived at knowledge by which his intellectual and not her matchless wealth of love, affection and goodIt is an accepted truth among scientific men of all mor11l powers may be advanced ten-fold, and in some ness as he should, which she would transmit to posnations that the world of mind and world of matter, cases one hundred-fold in one generation. And this terity, were conditions favorable. Statesman, moral
to the ~xtent of their observations, is gov'erned by in- is to be realized principally through the agency of heroes, musicians, philosophers, poets, might step
flexible law. This is the sentiment of the profound- mothers. How sublime are the possibilities of our upon the stage at her bidding, instead of undesired,
est men of the age. Darwin, Leibeg, Huxley, race through this instrumentality ? Educate the angular and morally depraved beings. But she must
Crookes 1 Dr. Carpenter, Dr. J. R. Buchanan, Prof. mothers-! Educate the mothers, morally, spiritualiy, be free. Free to think, to act; to choose her avocaAgassiz, Prof. Winchell, and hosts of the ablest think- socially and physically. Give her freedom, love, and tion and life partner.
Then study philosophy, music, physiology, phreners, accept this truth.
equal rights with man in the pursuit of happiness.
Even where perturbations exist, they are under the Oil, man how should thy soul bow in worship in the ology, visit concerts, attend reform lectures, teach,
dominion of law. In the movements of planetary presence' of pure, loving, and exalted woman, with or preach, and pmy daily, travel and associate with
worlds, the gyrations of comets, oceanic and atmo- all her god-like p:>ssil.Jilities? Treat her not as a slnve, the refined, pure and good. Do this in intense love
spheric citrrents, attractive repulsion, chemical com- meninl or toy. I conjure you, take thy oppressive of it. Fail not here. Subsist mainly on oat meal,
binations, electrical phenomena, at varied tempera- hand off her shoulders, and her sunshine-truth and. unbolted wheat, rice, fruits, &c. Have plenty of
tures, in the production of storms, rain, snow, hail, Jove, she will reflect back on thee nnd thy posterity n active exercise, and at the inception of th<J new being,
&c., there is no dissent.
thousand fold. Starve her soul, cripple her energies, maintain total abstinence from sexual relations during
In the manifestation of mind, through the intellect- blast her fairest hopes, poison her pure fonntains of embryotic development. This method will give to
ual, moral, Teligious or spiritual, social, passional or almost exhaustless love, bind her in maddening successors the supremacy of intellectual and moral
animal, and organic, the reign 0f law is absolute. slavery to a life time of unrequited toil, and the very powers, in perfect accord with benignant lRw; and
The intellect receives ideas, weighs, analyzes, com- heavens will be hung in mouming, and om· loved man be translated from the hell of discord to the
pares, and the will, or volition, decides according to ones-now angels in spirit spheres-will weep over heaven of harmony. 'l'hus, does prayer avail, refine,
the strength of the motive, or mental influence, in dwarfed, diseased, angular and demoralized humani- console, elevate, potentialize, and transform by a
earh individual mind. All minds will not be equally ty. As in individuals, so in nations, elevation is pre- perfectly natural process; and mothers become the
controlled by the same motives; and this depends upon dicated upon the conditions of elevation. And so, of saviors, and redeemers of the race, instead of a crucithe amount of general information and freedom from depression or degradation. Health is ours only, as fied man. But prayer should be addressed to man·
bias, in the pmsuit of truth. Hence, the importance we conform to the laws of health. Disease is the embodied and disembodied as om· friends and allies;
of thorough culture of reason-the highest powers. penalty of .violated law. Every organic function of in the maintainance of divine harmony ancl the reign
D. HwnEE,l\f.D.
and grandeGt light of the human soul. How can we the body is controlled by corresponding organs in the of law.
Mttngerville, Mich.
reason but from what we know? And cultured rea- inferior half of the brain. Each brain faculty secretes
son demands demonstration, or self-evident truths. and discharges through its proper channels its own
Hence science iR the palladium of reason, and pro- peculiar nervauric influence. Some are purifying to
Cl1arles Fourier.
ceeds,' mathematically, from the known to the un- the blood, some tonic, some sedative, some exhilaratknown quantrties, truths, or principles, by induction. ing, some poisonous. Violent anger.has so changed
BY SAMUEL LEAVITT.
Intellect arouses intellect, religion or spirituality- the mother's nurse, that death to her mfant has some.
.
morality, begets its like. The region of health and times been speedily produced. Some initate, some
Charles Fonner _was bom lll 1772 (one _hundred
energy, located in the superior. posterior portion of produce chill, some heat. Increa~ed action of mus- years ag~ you see) Ill ~~~ancon, France. Hrs. f1tther
the bram, induces healthful energy. Sociality excites cle, or organ, augments the flow ot blood, and hence 1 was Presrd?nt of the lnbunal of Com~erce m that
sociality, passion, Ol' animality awakens like emo- gives more power and strength to it. The superior to_wn. He mhe.nted a small fort~me, whr?h the. troops
tions. Love, the master passion of the soul, enkin- elevates the lower in this rudimental state and in all of the RevolutiOn made way wrth; for mvestmg his
dies love, throughout the entire l'ange of mental ac- the spirit circles 'and spheres, until evil, error, and whole property in c~lonbl produ~e, he saw his c_otton
tivities. This influence is proportionate to the size, angularity are displaced by harmonious spiritual na- ~ales taken f?r barncades. anc~ Ins sugar _and nc~ to
activity, and susceptibility of the organs addressed, tures, robed in light, love and truth. The laws of the feed the patnots.- But t_lns drd not set hrm agamst
and the strength of the influence applied. Uncultured Universe, emanating from the" great positive mind," the p~ople., Hr~ attentiOn _wa~ first calle_d to the
minds swayed by the stale platitudes of bigots, be- are unchangeable in their bearings_ on ~he elevation nec~ssrty of ~ocr.al re-?rgamzatwn, ?Y _seemg some
come the clupes of dogmatic priests, and designing and coronation of man. The conscwus rgnoranceand mercha1tts tlnow!ng slnp-Joads ~f nee mto the sea,
knaves. everywhere. The antidote is knowledge, and weakness of man lead him to call for wisdom and to keep up the pnce dunng a famwe.
cultured reason.
strength.
Hence he prays.
Perceiving mighty
In 1_803 he published~ scheme for the establishment
Psychology, Ol' soul-power, or influence of soul forces about him whose object and influence he does of umversal peace, whrch attracted the attention of
upon soul, or spirit upon spirit, is an accepted fact in not fully comprehend, he calls on God, Allah, Jove, Bonapart~. ln 1808 he put out ,J,iis fi_rsL b?ol•, "The
Nature. The orator, with flashing eye and lofty or Lord, and peace calms his troubled breast, and he T_heory of t~e Fo~n· i1i_ovements.
Hrs obJect was to
mien, with his soul on fire with the truths he pours imagines the great power addressed,, has clirectly dtSJ?lay the yJentr~y of the ~our. great departmentsupon listenin& ears, moves them as the wind sways answered his prayer; while it is only the action of soc!ety, ammal h~e, orgamc hf_e and the material
the forest. his power is psychologic, and may be his religious organs showering their benedictions Umver:~e. He clmmed that, gm~ed bJ: ann}ogy, be
used for evil or for good. Falsehood, held as truth, upon his perturbed spirit. If he i_s .a sensitive or me- had drscovered that the mechams~1 of. socwty-;-no
has had the l.Japtism of psychology, and been chris- dium, he may be entranced by spmt forces, and re- less than th~t. of the lre_av~nly boches-1~ only m a
tened holy gllost; and whether holy or unholy, de- ceive wisrlom and guidance which he could not reach normal cor!drtw~ w~wn rt rs. left to. the r!-1-fluence of
pends upon the amount of positive truth involved.
otherwise. This is his spirit birth. He is thence the law of gravrtatwn; that, therefore, m order to
Cursing a fig tree for not bearing fruit out of ~eaaon, forward emapport with minds of hio-her realms and restore harmony to society, it is only necessary to
would not be very holy, though trumpeted wrtll the often ascends the mount of transfiguration, ,;here s?-bmit ourselves to the laws of attraction and repulzeal and psychologic energy of a Whitfield. The fall light, truth, ancl Jove are poured upon his enraptured swn that gov:em the human soul when left. t? i~sclf.
of man; total depravity; vicarious atonement; hell soul.
God has established this order workinO' He had certamly struck upon a great and frmtfulrdea,
fire; miraculous conception; election and reproba- through all the spheres, including man i~ his rud~ but like most _other specialists, he was so ~!led by it
tion; punishing the innocent in place of the guilty, mental state. This latter being lowest, is weakest in ~hat he l?st srght of many other eq1~ally unportaut
cannot be holy, because not true, in Nature, or fact, psychologic power. Men and women must prepare 1deas~ winch ~mst be equally heeded m any aLten~pt
though taught under psychologic influence for eight- themilelves for this holy ghost baptism. It is all nat- to ref~rm socr~ty .. The fact so _loomed up before hun
een centuries. I afrlnn tl!e fact, tha1 whatever is- ural, not miraculous-mankind must and will receive that, m a screntlfically orgamzed state of society,
is something, however sublimated or etheralized. this. This divine aiflutus is reatly to descend upon p~ople could _b_e good, and prosperous aml happy
Hence, this something that charms, magnetizes, con- souls pr~pared. Draw a line from the wing of the wrthout exerer~mg_ the tenth part or the self-denial
trois, excites, pyschologizes, sways mind, is impon- nose to where the hair radiates near self esteem. such people ~o~ ilud necessary, that he concluded
derable or spiritual, and as it is evolved by the brain All organs anterior to it are elevating, purifying, th.at no s~lf_-demal. at all was needed, and proceeded
and thr~wn off through the nerves, it is nervuul'iC/ and health imparting, in vigorous action. All posterior wrth pr~JChgw_us slull a_nd energy ~o construct a social
is not very dissimilar, whether emanating from the are antagonistic domineering c:Jarse brutal passion- system m wlncll happmess and vrrtue sllould be proembodied or disembodied. There is a spiritual or- al and evil in ~xcess. '!'hey' are go'od sen;ants, but ?need by merely ~ala~lCing all. appetites and pa~sions,
ganization within tne physical; counterparting every hard masters*-must be regulated by cultured intel- Impulses ancl aspr~·atwns agmnst ~~ch other m one
organ, gland and tissue; indestructable and lnclivid- lect and strong moral orgaus. Eamest, frequent, grand conglomeratiOn of spoutanertres.
ualized; so that identity cannot be lost. 'l']tis is de- enlightened prayer, changes the frontal and coronal
The ~reat books he wrote are a r~onument of lmmonstrable by an array of facts, perfectly overwhelm- brain witll a Jar!!;e flow of blood and nervauric force; m:;m skrll. an~ labor, and he !!as sa1cl t~ll ~hat can _be
ing to honest investigators, who will follow truth giving joy, peace, love, and heaven-irrespective of sard on Ius s_rde of the qucstwn, and mdrcated with
wherever it may lead, unbiased by any pet theories. religious views, and if a strong medium ("the dear ~1arvelous mmutencss and for?e how,_ by ~nere _re:arThe eye does not see, nor the ear hear, but as mecli- dcparted,") pour into the son! spintual life and light; 1~ngemen_t ?f _the extemal maclnnery of .s~crety, risJtU'um of vibrations of light, and air, and the inner con- solving questions of immortality, science, love, busi- nng and fn?ti?n C?JI be reduced to a_nummum. 'l'he
sciousness, or spirit cognizes the impression, and gets ness, health, physiology, geology, primitive man, and one cause of Ins fmlnre, and that of Ius stereotn~ed folthe idea Thus, our senses which are as numerous as schools, colleges, laws, and society in spirit life. lo:ve_rs w_as, that ~h~y 1gnore~ and dtd not JH'OV!ue for
our org ms-mental and corporeal-are entrapped lVIighty problems ! absolutely beyond the natural abil- tins mevrtabl~ mmnnyl!-1. 'I h<>: c~use. of the success
with, and point to the object, sentiment, or principle ity of the petitioner; lmt answered, Rnd blessed with of s~ many ?f the relrgwus soc1ahsts rs, that they did
to which the organ or sense is adapted, in the wide the answer. 'l'hus, the greaL positive mind plan nell prov!l!e for rt.
.
Universe. We cognize the sense, or sentiment of the spheres, connecteli the lowest. with the highest lly
Some fifteen ~ears ago ~ ~ade~ t~rough several brg
love and hate, harmony, discord, heat and cold, joy inflexible Jaw, which he never changes nor infringes, volumes of a li rcnch edr.tron- of hrs works_, and _beand sorrow, &c. The brain may be represented 'as a ancl in accord with which spirits help man-bring came pers~mded that, amrd a great deal.of rubllrsh,
sphere, from which radiates in all directions-patho- conlfort in distress, and succor in peril.
the.y c~n~ametl the most v~luable suggestiOns _owarli
gnomic lines, indicating the angle of manifestation of
Prayer brings happiness LJy coronal excitement of socra_lreior!n ever put. b~Iore the _world. I wrll no~
each faculty. Perceptives, point forward; religious, the moral group of organs, and superadded to this in enter_, as l_ns regula!' drscrples do, mto a rehearsal of
upward; energetic, upward and backward; animal, sensitives is spirit atfi~Ltus-iloly ghost uaplism. But a!llns cunot~sdoctrmes about the twelve hun.ran pasdownward unci back warli. Hence, we have the grand for this pis gal! lleight, the subject must be prepared. swns.' ,·I tlun!' they have. befogged ~ lll?-ltrtude o~
discovery first made by Dr. J. R. Buchanan, in 1841, Where shall these artists be found, in a lantl of bigo- other>~ rse ~ep-stble people; JUSt as the fancrful pt~rt of
and '2, and published in his Journal of llfan, and in try, superstition and spiritn:.l darkness ?
S\yedenborg s works have _befogged som~ of _the imest
his Anthropology; that spheres of good and evil exist
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mmds of the world. I tlunk also, that rf nme-tenths
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in man's original constitution; and in proportion as
? ers w~ ~ to Y? as. ;e _ r~me
Y ~pp~mt~c · of. the writings of these two men had never got into
18
either preponderates, is he good Ol' bad? As in the in- medmms_. Sh~ll we look Ill vam. li~r~ deep~ ater- pnnt, the present age at least would have hatl much
fant, the animal nature preponderates, so in the in- the w~ter of life-the ocean of matermty t? wluch, all more for which to thank them. One great mistake
fancy of the race his animal organs were in the as- else for human weal. should ~ecome tn_butary:-o~ Fourier made, is to be seen in his apparent supposicendant, and struggling up the battling centuries, his ;:hose bosom the. world m_ay rest and grow stwng .. tion, that all maukincl found it as clifiicult as the
intellectual and moral, have expandeu over the aniAn und~evout phrlosophe~ IS mad. Shall I say that of French do to be true to marriage vows. Seeing that
mal, until in this nineteenth century, his enlarged mothers · Not yet. She 18 only dwarfed, llounli and the average French man and woman were ap 1arently
frontal and coronal brain, are sure prophecies of the
incapable of practical monogamy, he concluded that
coming man, in the golden age of the future.
*" ~'he passions are a numerous crowd
in a state of nature a sort of free-Jove woulli Jlrevail,
,:Starting at a pomt,
·
1
·
d
f
ImpErious,
positiV<J
and
loud
on y one step m a vance o t 11e
When they grow mutinous and r::wo.
anc_l so arrangec1 ,,.
uis system to suit. He was wrong, I
animal creation, one thousand centuries ago, his proThey are thy masters-thou their slave,"
believe.-

The Reign ot' Law.
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Putting a modest estimate upon his services, he may
be said to have shown once for all-How to make industry attractive; to nullify the cupidities by balancing them against each otber; to make good use of
emulation ; to develop tile best aptitudes of young
and old; to cause a just and profitable division of
labor; to give due work and remuneration to women
and children; to bring agriculture and manufacture&
into right relations; to diminish the number of middlemen, and release commerce from the grip of trade; in
short to reconcile capital and labor.
Said an eminent writer in the London Fm·tnightly
Review : "Fourier has pointed out with admirable
cl41arness, that the principle of the 'right of labor' is
entirely incompatible with the existing civilization,
for it depends, as be was shown, upon two conditions
that are as yet far from being realized. lt depends
first upon industry being made so attractive in itself,
that such a state as that of idleness become,;; wholly
unknown. Not till every, human being of both sexes
and of all ranks is engaged with the zeal of enthusiasts
in labor, from the cradle to the grave, can the socialist dream of 'right of labor' be realized. It depends
secondly upon great economy being introduced into
all the relations of life." And this ec:momy can only
be effected by sn!Jstitnting association for the separate or individual system; by the increased industry
and skill of laborers; by the abolition of many useless
classes, and by the productiveness of the earth being
largely augmented.
Fourier's system may be condensed thus: Many
thousands of years have been spent, many millions of
t!"eatises Wl'itten and sermons preached, in a fruitless
endeavor to change the constitution of man's nature
-to adopt it t.o the artificial constitution of society.
The opposite task has now to be attempted. It is to
alter the constitution of society-to suit tl1e unalterable
constitution of man.
Parke Godwin bas pithily said: "Fourier alone
has taken man for the unalterable term of the social
problem."
As I wish to show rather what has been clone practically to prove that the integral association of which
Fourier is a chief apostle, does fttrnish a means of
reconciling capital and labor, than to rehearse his
programme, 1 will not particularize further here
concerning his doctrines, but briefly touch the results
of his teachings in France.
He made slow progress at first. When the press
began . to notice him, it was only to satirize. He
waged war with the Saint Simonians and the Owenites; and at length in 1831 his labors began to tell in
the conversion of many of the former to his doctrines,
and they established a paper called La Plwla.nston
Leading men of France now began to experiment in
Fonrierism, and by 1843 the docttines were extensively professed throughout France. Many disciples had
newspaper organs in England and America; they expounded the teachings in learned treatises in Gennany and Spain, and sent out colonies to various parts
of America. They excited great ferment in France.
During the years preceding the Revolution, no writers
depicted in darker colo!"s the condition of the suffering poor, or denounced with greater eloquence aud
earnestness the injustice to which they were subjected.
Foutier died in 1837, !Jefore his views had become
so popular. His bh"th-day was celebrated as an auiversary which dtew pilgrims from all parts of the
world. This festival is still maintained.
In 1843 the Phalange was published as a daily, and
several newspapers in Paris and the provinces began
to demand social revolution rather than political agitation. The cries of "organization of lubor ; " "the
right to labor," that were now beginning to be hearcl
so frequently in after-dinner toasts and in tl1.e mo?~hs
of the populace, were traced bctck to Fonner. I he
revolution came too soon for the Phalansterians, and
Louis Napoleon suppressed their papei:s. 'rhe history of the in trodnction of the system in America,
I have presented in the Ph1•enological Magazine.

rrhe Lord's '"Wife.
In a late TRUTll SEEKEH, l\Ir. Syphers shows a disposition to be unfair with the men who created the
orthodox God and Devil, because they gtwe them uo
wives. Mr. S. is mistal,en in part, perhaps in all.
'rile Bible God was a married gentleman, as is plainly
recorded in the 19th chapter of Genesis. 'l'he 24th
verse says: "Then the Lord mined upon Sodom and
upon Gomormh, brimstone and fire from the Lord
out of heaven."
25th. "And he overthrew those cities, and all the
pluin tmd ull the inhabitants of the cities, and that
which grew upon the ground." 2Gth. " But his wife
looked back from behind him, and she !Jecame a pillar of suit." If that doesn't say that the Lord's wife
looked back, what does it say ?
Since the Devil has improved so much since the
Bi!Jle times and been the first man in all works of
progression: and is gener~lly humane and int~~ligen t,
I am impressed with the tdea that he has a wtfe whu
helps him in all this. I think he would become _demoralized and idle, did not a l\'[rs. D. encourage huu,
and with her bright, womanly wit, make suggestiovs
and plans for him to utilize. 'l'he old fellow would doze
over the fire half the time but for her; and never would
have discovered the uses of steam, electricity, etc., as
he has. Depend upon it, he's married
EGYPT.

A Pious Letter and Reply.
WEST WINFIELD, July 2d,l875.
To MoRGAN R. NICHOLS.
]\l[y DEAR YOUNG FRIEND: The great enemy of souls
has been permitted to assail your youthful heart by sore
temptations. and your unstable mind by carnal reasonings. 0 return to the school of Christl Do not longer
grieve the spirit of the Lord by vain reasonings and subtle sophistries. Simply believe what the Lord has said
unto you through the Bible. Call upon him to s1we a
poor, weak wandering sinner from ruin's brink. And in
after years it will be a wonder to you that a just God did
not cut you off and cast you into hell" When through the flowery paths of youth,
With heedless steps I ran."
I now address you in the sacred language of Scripture.
"Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth." It is
my constant hope and prayer that'the pious instructions
you have received from teachers and friends, will yet
make an abiding impression upon your mind-that a
reconciled God in Jesus Christ will yet receive you,
place a crown of glory upon your head. and fix your
abode forever among the sons of light. But should
you continue to follow Spiritualistic and Infidel companions, continually poisoning your intellect with vile
trash, after all the prayers and efforts of your Christian friends. they will be forced to believe that God in his
awful and mysterious purposes, has numbered you
among those to whom he has sent strong delusions that
they should believe a lie. that they might be damned. (2
Thes. ii. 11.) We shall regard it our Christian duty to
guard our children from the corrupting influences which
have led you astray, by timely withdrawing them from
the society of one we regard as pernicious to the eternal
welfare of their souls, and the baleful influences of his
pestilent books and papers. Be warned in time. Heturn.
and it will yet go well with you. Not only your fnture. but
yottr p1·esent well being. depends upon you•· giving WJ yow·
Infidel notions at onceand[o1·eve1·. You have our prayers.
When will you again come back to Christ's school?
Yours affectionately and r•rayerfully.
WELL- WlSHER.
REPLY.-! fully understand the hidden threat implied in one of the closing clauses of the foregoing
mixture of Christian cant and menace. " Your J.'1'esent well being depends upon you1· giving up ]JOU1' Infidel
notions at once and joreve1·." And if I do nol, I am to
be socially ostracized-am to have my reputation
!Jlackened by the hireling hypocrites of superstition,
and even children will be taught to shun me in the
streets as a walking pestilence. Unfortunately, I already know too well what the above guarded language
implies. Robert G, Ingersoll, exactly states the matter thus: "Now and then somebody examines, and
in spite of all keeps his manhood, and has the courage
to follow where his reason leads. 'l'hen the pious
get too-ether and repeat wise saws, and exchange
knowi~g nods and most prophetic winks. The stupidly wise sit owl-like on the dead limbs of the tree of
knowledge, and solemnly hoot. Wealth sneers and
fashion laughs, and respectability passes by on the
other side, and scorn points with all her skinny fino·ers and all the snakes of superstition writhe and
hiss' and slander lends her tongue, and infamy her
bra~d and perjury her oath, am! the law its power,
and blgotry tortures, and the Church kills."
But thanks to the grand heroic Infidels who have secured to the race our sublime magna chm·ta of civil and
religious; rights the Christian Church to-liay is unable
to kill the bodies of thinkers as it has in the ages
"You have our prayers," says this saintly
goue.
sister. Has she never read that " if any two agree ou
earth as touchino- anything that they should ask, it
shall be done for them of my fathe!" which is iu heaven? " And here in this small country village during
the past winter, two orthodox churches have held rcvi val meetings, _deafening God with prayers _for ~he
conversion of smners, and not one poor dymg smuer's soul secured for Jesus. Two chn!"ches in full
blast a whole season; nine or ten ranting minister~
putting in their '' best licks" for the help of the Lord
ao·ainst the mig·hty; three orthodox gods trying to
p';;ur their spirit into the hardened hearts of the peo·
pie; and after all not a pra~er answered-no.t one.
precious proselyte made te:n-fold more the chtld. of
hell. 'What a prayer heanng and prayer answermg
God he must be! Why, I should suppose they would
sour on such do-nothing deities.
My age is only nineteen years, but I ~liread.y lw.ve
had experience in two churches; that w til snflice for
me. I am already sufficiently sickened with Christian
cant and twaddle, hate and hypocnsy.
"vVhen will I come back again to Clu·ist's school?"
Well 1 am reminded of W m. Denton's reply to a
1\ieth~dist minister when asked a siwilar question:
"Never till the e;o·Jes go back to the eggs from
which they were hatched." So say I. When wi~l I
go back ? I do not mean to go ~ackward, but forward. I have taken a through tteket on the grand
car of progress, and that nev~r go~s !Jack. No going
back for me, if you please. That ts all.
]HoRGAN R. NICHOLS.
West Winfield, He1·kime1· Co., N. Y.
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The True Saint.
BY S. P. PUTNAM.
Far in a desert cave a hermit stayed.
In pious solicitude. and daily prayed.
And did hard penances. and scourged his flesh;
And fasted oft; that so from out sin's mesh
He might arise. an angel of pure light,
And be the grandest on heaven's golden height;
Although indeed he never gave one bread.
Or cooled the thirsty liD. or offered bed
To weary traveler, or tilled the earth
That fFuits and flowers might spring to fairest birth;
Such insignificant and common deeds
His holy saintship scorned; to count his beads
And moan. and bend his brow to dust, and call
Himself a wretch. the,se were his duties, all.

His fame was spread abroad. the world admired
His useless life. as he himself desired;
For his humility was utmost pride.
To win men's praises he all worth denied.
If with good sense they had believed his word.
His soul with harshest anger had been stirred.
He wanted God to sound his praises too;
And so one day he begged with much ado
To know, who was the greatest saint on earth;
That he might find and initiate his worth;
Expecting that of course. God's voice would say,
.. Thou art the greatest saint. the perfect ray
Shines in thy soul; thou art most eminent."
For he was fishing for a compliment.
And bended low. that God might lift him high;
He crouched to earth; but meant to mount the sky.
To his sm·prise. God told him he must find
A strolling minstrel. who with careless mind
Went singing n.ll the day from door to· door.
If he wonld grow In virtue more and more.
He this poor player's life must reverence;
To be like him was saint-like excellence.
In great n.stonishment the hermit went
To see this wondrous saint pre-eminent;
He found him singing merrily away;
'"Tell me." the hermit cried. '" how thou dost pray;
What works perform; what penances enduea.
That make thee in God's eyes so heavenly lJUee ?"
'I'he minstrel was amazed at such address.
And hung his head in shame and humbleness.
'"0 do not mock me father." he replied;
I never yej have prayed or even tried;
I've never done a single worthy deed;
I'm a poor sinner and for mercy plead;
I only go about from day to day.
To please the people as I sing and play."
.. But," still the hermit. answered" in thy time
Thou must have done some holy deed sublime
To raise thy life so high in God's regardSomething deserving of a great reward."
"0 no." the minstrel said with honest gaze.

I am not worthy of the slightest praise
From God or men; I never did a thing
That any honor to my life can bring."
"But hast thou always been so poor and low.
And led this idle life? 'I' he saint would know
What made thee surh a beggar in the street;
With what strange mishaps did thy fortunes meet?
Sure vice hath never to this worthless tmde
And aimless poverty, thy steps betrayed."
·• 0 no," the minstrel said. "a simple tale.

The secret of my wanderings will unvail.
One day I saw a woman wild with fear,
Running from place to place. and villains near.
Who sought to take her forcibly away,
And make her beauty's wealth their helpless prey~
Her husband and her children had been sold
To slavery; she had no friends nor gold.
I took her to my cottage, gave her rest.
And kept her out of harm's reach as my guest.
I had a little money laid away! did not need it; 'twas enough to pay
'file ransom-set her husband free.
And bring her children back to liberty,
And so I gave it to her-all I had,
Becausa 'twould make her heavy heart so glad.
This is the reason of my lowly plight,
A gift I ha<;l almost forgotten quite;
It was an act not worth remembering.
For many would have done the self-same thing."
'!'ears started to the aged hermit's eyes;
For a new gospel filled h!m with surprise.
"In all my long life I have never done
So good a work as this. or merit won
Like thine; and yet thou dost almost forget
The kindly deed that God in light will set
Above all prayer add fast and penance long.
Thou art the true saint with thy careless song."
HELIGION does not and cannot contemplate man as free.
She accepts only the homage of the prostrate. and scorns
the offerings of those who stand erect. She cannot tolerate the liberty of thought. The wide and sunny fields
belong not to her domaln.-Inuersoll.
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Jloles.

WE HAVE STILL ON HAND a few more "Patent
Binders" for THE TRUTH SEEKER, a capital auangement for holding the papers firm, and clean and con·
venient. Who wants one? Sent by mail, post-paid,
for o"'ue dollar.
OuR FRIENDS will please excuse us for not acknowledging the receipt of money. We have no assistant
and have hardly the time to writo to all. We will
credit each payment on our list and the next paper
going out will show each subscriber when they are
paid up to.
NAMES are daily coming in for our proposed work,
"Lives of Noted Sages, Infidels and Thinkers," but
we trust there are a large number who will want it
who have not yet notified us. We now think we shall
make the work of eight hundred pages, not to exceed
three dollars in expense, but will be richly worth
double the money. Those who feel like having a
copy of the work wiU still please send in their names.
WE TRUST OUR READERS will remember we ·are still
in the Book Trade. If you want books of any kind,
please order them of us. We can make a little on
them, and "every little helps" to grease the wheels.
We shall soon have an assistant, when we will be able
to fill orders for books with much greater promptness.
When editor, proof-reader, general correspondent,
book-keeper, errand-boy and outside-man are all com·
bined in one person, it is not strange he should sometlmes be slow in filling orders. We trust hereafter
there will be much greater promptness on our part,
OuR FRIEND, D. H. CLARK,· AND WIFE, recently
called upon us while changing their residence from
New Milford, Pa., to Florence, Mass. For some six·
teen months. Mr. Clark has been regular speaker to a
Liberal society at the former place, but now he has
had ''a call" to the Free Congregational Society of
Florence, where a fine free haU has been erected and
a goodly number of progressive, intellectual people
have made a full escape from the meshes and bonds
of theological superstition.
We had hoped Bro. Clark would decide to enter the
Liberal lecture field, as he possesses abilities of a high
order for that service; but undoubtedly it will be
pleasanter for him and his family for him to be lo·
cated. We wish Mr. and Mrs. Clark much happiness in their new home at Florence.
D. R. BuRT. We intended in our last to have noticed a recent visit to this city, of our good friend, D.
R. Burt, of Dunleith, Ill. He spent three weeks or
more with us, and was kept very busy in ministering
to the sick and afllicted. He possesses remarkable
magnetic power, and by '' laying one of hands "
and other manipulations, he speedily removes the most
severe pains and physical troubles. Many here can
testity to the benefit received from him. Some cases
came under our own notice that were quite re·
markable. Friend Burt is a positive Materialist, and
does not attribute the healing power he possesses to
spirit influence, but simply to natural laws and forces.
In psychology, animal or per~onal magnetism, powers of the mind and will, the world has much yet to
learn.
The genial temper, kind sympathy and true friend·
ship of Bro. Burt, make him a welcome visitor, and
we hope many months will not pass away before he
visits us again. He is a real friend to 'l'IIE TRUTH
SEEKER and wishes to see it prosper. May he live
many years to enjoy life and the pleasure of doing
good.

fective document f'o1· general distribution among en·
quiring minds. Many orders have been received for
it and we trust a much greater number will still come.
"BENNETT'S PRAYER T'l THE DEVIL.'' A tract of
teo pages will be issued at the same time, at 2 cents
each; 20 cents per doxen, or $1,25 per hundred, sent
by mail. This little affair is thought to be new, and
original, and is doubtless destined to be largely cir·
culated. 'fhe two will be mailed for 10 cents.

this publication. The present number is the last
for 1875.- It is mainly devoted to hardy bulbs and
house plants, with numerous beautiful illustrations.
The first number of VrcK's FLoRAL GuiDE for 1876
will be ready by Dec. 1st. It will be much enlarged
from previous years, and costs only twenty-five cents
per year, and is sent gratis to those who purchase one
dollar's worth of his seeds. We know of no way in
which twenty-five cents can be better employed. We
advise
every one of our readers to send twenty-five
THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTs. These little evangels
of truth and light are being ordm·ed p1·etty largely. cents to James Vick, of Rochester, N. Y., for his
Quc~rte'l'ly Floral Guide for 1876.
The enterprise promises quite as much success as we
anticipated. If money was not so much like "hen's
teeth," we doubt not the call for them would be still
A Card from B. F. Underwood.
greater. The price at which we furnish them, really
MR. EDITOR : My vacation ends this month. About
affords but small profit, but that is not the leading September 1st, I enter upon another campaign.
motive; we wish to spread the glad tidings of freedom During the month of September I will be in New
and truth. Our object is to furnish them so cheaply York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio; during October, in
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, and Illiiiois. I have en·
that Liberal societies and individuals can afford to gagements to meet in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
buy them freely, for gratuitous distribution.
and Missouri, which States I shall again visit as soon
We intend about the close of the present year to as I can get to them. 'l'he next campaign will be the
issue two volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS, most active, and I tmst, the most successful of my
life.
put up both in paper and in cloth, containing some 400
Associations or individual~ wishing my services in
pages or more, each, They wfll be fumished at very the States herein named, 8hould address me at once,
reasonable prices, and we hope all our friends will at the Investigatm· office, Boston, Mass.-my permanent
add1·ess. Subjoined is a list of subjects on which I
want at least one copy. How is it ?
will speak.
Respectfully yours,
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
FLOATING HosPITAL OF ST. JoHN's GuiLD. We
Th01•ndike, Mass., Aug. 11, 1875.
would call attention to this most commendable enter·
1. Natural Selection, versus Design in Nature.
prise. The Trustees of this Society have fitted up a
2. The Theory of Evolution.
large new barge which makes tri-weekly free excnr·
3. Darwin ism-its Principles Stated and Defended.
sions for the express benefit of destitute and sickly
4. Science verlfl.ls the Bible.
children of this city, without distinction of creed,
5. The Proof of a Personal Intelligent Deity .Exrace or nationality, and is under the special supervis- amined.
6. Fancies and Fallacies about God.
ion of the Rev. Alvah Wiswall, master ; William
7. Popular Assumptions regarding the Bible and
Thurman, M.D., Medical .Adviser; Oswald Otten· Christianity.
dorfer, President, and J.P. Solomon, Secretary. The
8. Judaism and Christianity outgrowths from PreTrustees are twenty in number, and embrace many of existent Heathenism.
9. The Four Gospels tested ty the acknowledged
our first citizens.
Canons of Historic Criticism.
Donations of food from those able to contribute are
10. The Evidence for the Divinity of the Bible Ex·
respectfully solicited. The movement is a most de· amined.
11. The Crimes and Cruelties of Catholic and Prot·
serving one. It gives the children of indigent parents
an opportunity of having a pleasant ride upon our estant Christianity.
12. The Materialistic Philosophy.
rivers and affords them the luxury of pure air three
13. The Thought and Tendency of the .Age.
14. Anthropology the Key to Theology.
times a week. When it is known that 1,300 children
died in this city in two weeks, the importance of the \(15. The Roman Empire under Paganism and under
Christianity.
enterprise can be appreciated. The address of the
16. Has Christianity been favorable to Intellectual
Secretary is 319 Broadway.
Progress?
17. A True Man better than a True Christian.
18. The Past Triumphs and Future Prospect of
Free Thought.
Book Notices.
19. Paine the Pioneer.
How TO LIVE LoNG, or Health Maxims, Physical,
20. Woman-Her Past and Present-Her Rights
Ment'll and Moral. We have received from the pub- and Wrongs.
21. The French Revolution.
lishers, Hurd & Houghton, of this city, Dr. W. W.
22. Instinct and Intuition Organized Exper:ences
Hall's new book by this title. In its three hundred
of the Race.
sixteen 12mo. pages, it contains over fourteen hun23. The 01·igin and History of the Bible. (From
dred valuable practical common sense maxims, re· one to six lectures.)
24. The Philosoplly of Herbert Spencer.
garding health, sickness, diet and regimen. It has
25. Modern Spiritualism judged from the stand-point
been many a day since we have seen a work of the
of Modern Scientific Thought.
kind, containing such a fund of useful knowledge.
26. Pre-historic Archmology.
Dr. Hall is the author of several valuable books, but
27. Popular Objections to Infidelity Answered.
none equal to the one before us. It would be well
could every family have a copy of it, and thus save
Spiritism vs. Cltristianity.
many dollars in doctor's bills and nauseous drugs,
Christianity
would have been self-annihilated ere
Sent, post-paid, by mail, for $1.50. We have it for
this day, if it had ever had a moiety of the internal
sale.
discords and self-inJl.icted injuries to contend with,
REVIEW OF THE BEECHER TRIAL. Every one should that have borne hard on Spir~tua!ism. While Christisend for a copy of this; published by the New York aity has nothing but tradition and the dead past upon
Times. It is admitted to be the ablest thing that has which to lean, Spiritualism has the living miracle of
to-day, which renders this movement a live one, and
been written upon the subject. The entire evidence it deserves well of humanity for what it has already
is examined in the most thorough manner, and the done in freeing the human mind from the tyranny of
LA RoY SuNDERLAND.
subject most partially reviewed. It is selling rapid- Sectarianism.
ly; the fourth edition has been called for in a short
time. We will mail it to any one for twenty-five cents.
WE would call attention to our advertising columns
to two pamphlets we have for sale. First, "THE
DRAMA oF DECEIT," a sprightly, spicy, satirical poem
on the Brooklyn Scandal. Second, "Religion and
Science ; or, Uhristianity, Religion and the Bible vs.
Philosophy and Science," by Dr. J. Pilkington. It is
an able little work, and well worth perusing. Price,
twenty·tive cents, or the two for thirty-five cents,
sent by mail.

'l'he Christian Faith.

This is such an intensification of credulity as creates
"the evidence of the unseen" (Heb. xi. 1), or the un·
OCR PLIMPTON HALL SPEECH on "The Gods of
known and unknowable, and upon which the mind
Superstition and the God of the Universe," will in a
implicitly relies. This faith is a t1·ust that culminates
few days be issued in pamphlet form, containing also
in action, mental and nervous. It is a pmoer in cer·
the discussion which followed the lecture; there being
tain temperaments whiclr induces the trance, ancl con·
verts the sinner in revivals; and in certain cases it is
some fifty pages of it. Single copies will be mailed
sulficient to interfere with the vital forces, so as to
for 8 cents; four for 25 cents; a dozen for 70 cents,
cause the instant death of its victim, as in the case of
or twenty for one dollar. We mean to furnish them
the prisoner who was killed by being made to believe
he was actually bleeding to death. And also in the
at cost very near, to induce a wide circulation. We
are receiving many very complimentary letters of the
VrcK's FLoRAL GUIDE. No. 4. for the present year two cases referred to in Acts v. 5. If that account be
true, Ananias and his wife wer'e killed by their faith
lecture, and the wish is often expressed that it may be of this charming Qnarterly is upon our table. Our as certainly as that any one is saved by it.
widely circulated. It is be1ieved it will be a vm·y ef· 1 readers hardly; require from us a description of
LA Roy SUNDERLAND.
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er bond of confidence in their management, than that
Liberal Hall.
Dry Goods Price-List.
of a bushel of charters or other legal documents.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Thousands
in the country are constantly debating
I intend to double my yearly contribution within
Dear Si1•: I was much interested in friend Codman's this year, and would take this occasion to urge all the question of prices in dry goods. 'rlwy go to the
letter in your issue of Aug. 1. I am one of those in favor others to pour in contributions and pay the debt, and most popular store in the neighborhood, and fail there
of organization and unity of action among Liberals. put the future of the Boston enterpriBe beyond all to learn for a certainty whether fair prices are charged
or not.. Ot~er thousands are not only seeking honest
I am also in favor of the "Temple of Reason" in New reasonable doubt.
York. If the friends of truth were willing- to make
Now our own circumstances are quite different. and fmr pnces, but they want also reliable informaone-half the effort to propagate sound thinking, and We must of course have some different and more tion in regard to the styles of goods most in demand.
rational, wholesome views of life, which is made by complex and cumbersome organization than that in Now, all such persons should send a letter to the hi<'hChristians in the propagation of pernicious and de- Boston, notwithstanding its attending perils. Thou!!h ly respectable and reliable :tlrm of l.VI. Altman & C~.,
grading superstitions, we might have very soon a for my part, I could give the same confidence to your- and ask for their new Price-list. This enterprising
building in New York, as fine as the Paine lVIcmorial, self, friend Bennett, and Mr. Codman, as to Messrs. and well-known dry goods firm have taken this metl~
and even as much more capacious and noble than the Seaver and Mendum. I think Mr. Cadman knows od of popularizing their business in every section of
Boston Temple, as New York exceeds her sister city something about organization in London and Paris, country. Tl~is Price-Jist, c?ntaining thirty-two pages
in wealth and population.
such as Bradlaugh's "Hall of Science," society, the of closely prmted matter, gtves a minute description
The importance of having a centre of reformatory Positivist societies, and thb Secularists. 'Vill not he ~f a $250,000 stocl~ o,f Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Milinfluences in New York-a commodious place to be a or some other brother tell us about them, and oblige hnery Goods, Lad1es and Gents' Furni~;hing Goods
home of the Liberal Club, THE: TRUTII SEEKER, and
Yours sincerely,
AsA K. BuTTS. ' Ladies' and Children's Under-garments, Costumes:
Cl?aks,, Basques, Hosiery, Gloves, Jewelry, Laces,
a publishing house controlled in the interest of Free
Trunmmgs, Parasols, Umbrellas, Notions and the
Thought literature, and a rallying point for all the
thousand and one articles usually sold in first-class
activities of our growing party, C!l.n hardly be overLetter from D. R. Rurt.
city ~ouses. It will be sent, free qf cost, to any oHe
estimated.
l\I(R. EDITOR: ln the last number of TrrE TBUTH sendmg address and postage stamp for mailing the
I am ready to do my share towards such an enterprise, and would not now throw a damper upon a SEEKER I noticed, with much pleasure, that our same.
We have examined this Price-list, and find that it
serious efl'ort in that direction. Unless I greatly mis- friend, l\1. Altman, made you a splendid donation of
tal;e them-our Boston friends-including the editor, fifty dollars to aid in the cause of Free Thought. t~ach~s it.s readers how to .ordey goods. The descripand the proprietor of the staunch old Investigatm·, Honor to him for that act, from the Liberal Press, and tiOn 1t g1ves of every article ts so perfect and comwould do alt they could to help us in such an effort. a long and grateful anth<em of thanksgiving from an plete. as t.o ~13:ke the. sele~tion extremely easy and
However, if I may su!'gest a policy, I would say, let en~laved and priest-ridden people. 0! that I could certam of g1vtng sat1sfactton. This finn will give
us first take hold with more vim and first help them plead with every Liberal to follow the noble example their best attention to tile execution of all orders, and
pay off most of the indebtedness they were obliged to of our wortlly friend, to aid in the deliverance of an they agree to refund the money in every case wllere
incur in their individual names for the final success enslaved world, to free them from the belief in the t!JC goods turn o~t different from their representasupernatural, to induce them to love truth and right- tions. The stand1ng of the house is such that we
of the Paine Hall.
Let us rally the Liberals of the ·country to the eousness, to Jearn the forces and laws of Nature, to cheerfully vouch for the truth of whatever they say.
prompt lifting of that debt from the shoulders of live in harmony with them, and to command them and Address M. ALTMAN & Co., corner 6th avenue ana
19th street, New York.-EDITOR INDEPENDENT.
those who assumed it, to the placing of snch institu- be happy:
Let every man that loves the cause lend a helping
[We know and have known Mr. Altman and his
tions as THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Somerby's Radical
publishing house upon the road to substantial prosper- hand in this time of great need, from the amount our manner of doing business for some time, and are fulity, and then we can commence our "Temple of Rea- friend gave, down to the smallest sum. Friends, let ly enabled to endorse the views of our contemporary,
son, with plenty of strong, generous and grateful us see your generosity, your love and magnanimity
for the suffering cause. Your reducing, l\ir. Editor, and although we seldom agree in matters theological,
friends to back us.
The Boston enterprise was first started-if I am not your publishing and living expenses to the lowest we are pleased to accord our hearty concurrence with
mistaken-by a writer in the Investigator, of Nov. 16th mark, leaves still great need for aid.
its judgment in reference to our 'friend 1\Iounrs ALTWith confidence in the Liberal public, and high
1870, and was followed in the paper of Dec. 7th, 1870:
MAN. He is just getting out his new Fall and Winter
llopes
of
speedy
and
generous
relief,
I
remain,
fraterwith "A Proposition to Infidels," by .M:r. l\1enclum,
Price-list, containing accurate descriptions and the
Your obedient servant,
D. R. BURT.
elated, Augusta, Ga., Nov. 23d, 1870. His proposition nally,
Dunleith, Ill.
lowest price of House-furnishing Goods, such as
met with approval by many friends of t.hat paper, and
had the effect to draw together a meetmg of Liberals
Sheetings, Towels, Blankets, Quilts, etc., as well as
to devise some measures to carry out that proposition.
his full assortment of Ladies' Suits, made up in the
At that meeting four men were appointed for the
The Author Hero-Paine.
latest styles in Alpaca, Poplins, Reps, Merinos, Cashpurpose, and at a subsequent meeting a fifth name
BY THOMAS CURTIS.
mere Silks, Camel's Hair Goods, etc., etc., as low as
was added.
When buried heroes come to life,
From the commencement, the friends ot the Investi$10 each, and as high up as $300.
And speak in memories of the past,
gator began to contribute and send in words of enThis Price-list is sent free to all our readers who
Columbia's army in the strife
couragement and promises to help, and the confidence
may
send a stamp and their address, and those hesiFor
liberty.
shall
not
be
last.
in the allility, wisdom and integrity of Messrs. .!\'[endAnd nobly marching with the throng.
tating to send stamp, together with thosefindingthemurn and Seaver was so g-reat and widespread among
"Who fought and bled for freedom's reign,"
Liberals, that contributions were sent upon their mere
selves unable to furnish st,tmp, he will send the
Shall come the man of thought and song.
·word that the,y would so receive and apply funds to
Price-list to by sending address. l\Ir. Altman is also
The
"author
hero."
Thomas
Paine.
the best of the1r ability.
anxious
that Liberals who may send for his Price-list
A stock corporation was suggested, but sagacious
When France shall lift her banners fair.
should distribute them freely in their towns and vilheads advised otherwise. The history of Radtcalism·
And brighter hopes shall dawn once more.
is strewn with the wrecks of unwieldly and incoherent
lages.-ED. T. S.]
In counting up her jewels rare.
corpo1·ations. Concentnttion of power has been found
She'll
not
forget
the
days
of
yore.
to be the only practical road to success. Some earnFor when the name of Lafayette
est friends wished that the number of managers be no
The Great Iron Cyclops.
Shall summon others in its train,
more than actually necessary to carry out the plan
llY .JAMES MCCARROLL.
There's
one
they
never
will
forget,
suggested originally. The stock plan was therefore
"The author hero." Thomas Paine I
The Great Iron Cyclops came down through the night
abandoned.
Contributions came in slowly, but
At a pace that seemed never to tire;
enough to encour~ge t.he movement. .And in 1872,
When England's pride shall be to sing
And the echoes around him cried out in affright
James Lick of Cahfonua, an oltl subscnber to the InOf those who swell her grand array.
As he thundered along. in his terrible might,
vestigator, made h.is very liber~l donation whicll gave
More noble yet than lord or king,
With his plume of smoke spangled with fire.
the movement an 1mpetus bodmg prompt success.
Great nature's aristocracy;
But this enterprise cannot be exactly repeated in
By meed of service fitly done.
A~:d to rival the strides of the tempest he ;ought,
New York, or elsewhere in America.
By manhood raised in heart and brain;
'Till it rode, like a footman behind;
There are no Liuerals in New York who have been
Recalled shall be her outlawed son,
For his swift. flashing limbs were mysteriously wrought
known so long and well as Messrs. Seaver and MendThe" author hero." Thomas Paine.
Of the thews and the sinews of ages of thought.
um.
A cleaner hearted, whiter-souled man than
'Till they coped with the speed of the wind.
When priestcraft dies amid the shouts
Horace Seaver cloes not live. I never to tllis day
Of men who act with" common sense;"
heard his integrity called in question, and it certainly
Through deep-cloven mountains, and valleys he flew.
And creeds their folly prove. in doubts
never was senously questioned by any one who has
And through sullen wastes rugged and bare.
Which end in proving their pretence;
seen and known him personally.
While the cities in handfuls behind him he threw.
Mr. Mendum's character was equally above susAnd when the "age of reason" brings
And his breath in hot gusts through his nostrils he blew
picion. 'l'h.e universality of thi~ confidence in him
That better day. we'll ne'er complain.
As a whale blows the seas in the air.
was deeply 1mprcssed upon my mmd a few days since
And talk no more of priests and kings.
But through regions of silence and coldness and gloom
in a conversation with the oldest Radical bookseller
But of our hero. Thomas Paine!
Though he sped his miraculous way.
in New York-Dion Thomas, who had dealt with Mr.
And when the world shall learn the tale
They burst forth anon into sunshine and bloom.
Mendum many times longer than I have, but held,
So finely told by noble deed.
While the Spirit of Commerce leaped f'orth from their
even more firmly if possible, a11 absolute trust in his
They'll from his memory lift the veil
womb.
(Mr. Mendum's) honesty of purpose.
Now resting on the mighty dead.
And shook out her young plumes to the day.
Mr. Mendum began as an apprentice in a printing
And in his place aloft he'll stand.
office, and has held his way right steadily on, while
For the nations that long had lain buried in sleep,
And pries1li may howl and curse in vain;
some of us who thought ourselves wiser and abler
Now awoke. with a start at his roar;
For
truth
and
justice.
hand
in
hand.
have lost years and fortunes in the unsuccessful effort
Wllile the lone maiden-ships, that had toiled on the deep,
Shall
keep
our
hero.
Thomas
Paine!
to rival him as Radical publishers.
And had pined for a spouse. felt their white bosoms leap
For nearly forty years those now memorable men,
As he called them in crowds to the shore.
have toiled on together-one with the pen, and the
GEN. SPINNER's father was a German priest. his mother And still onward he sweeps. toward far distant strands.
other with the types-the only untailing and unfalterwas a German nun; but somehow love slipped into tlie
ing standard bearers of Free 'l'lwught in our land.
With his banner of progress unfurl'd.
lt was felt that they had earned the fu 11 and implicit cloister and abbey and triumphed over monastic vows. Binding blue seas together and linking strange lands.
Although
the
civil
law~
of
their
native
country
sanctioned
confidence of all honomble and well-reasoning men.
And urging the whole human race to strike hands
It was felt that whatever they did in this matter would their marriage. their church forbade it. so they emigrated 'Till one pulse shall pervade all tile world!
to
America,
settling
in
Herkimer
county,
New
York.
where
be right. The person who could start a suspicion against
New York. July 1st. 1875.
them must be of a very unhappy clisposition. l\Ir. the General was born
It
is
very
creditable
to
the
General
that
in
the
recent
Lick who became dissatisfied with trustees of his other
THERE has been more rain in July and August of this
benefactions, has expressed giCat ~atisfaction with the thorough examination of his accounts amounting to hunsuccess of these. For my part, I consider their sim- dreds of millions of dollars. everything was found en- year than in the same two months in any year in half a
century, Pluvius has been bountiful.
ple word combined with tlleir past success as a strong- tirely correct.
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Bible of Nature vs. The Bible of Men.
BY JOHN SYPHERS.

These two great books-the one made by God, the
other made by man-have each collected around them
a party of friends and admirers. Those two parties
are, from the very nature of thiugs, antagonistic to
each other. A perpetual war has been wa~ed for
centuries by those two parties. The party in- the interests of the man-made book have always been the
aggressive party. They open the battle by always
mnkiug the first attack. They are the party of war,
bloodshed and persecution. The other party is the
party of peace. They uever persecute ; they never
commence a quarrel. They all mind their own business; admire and study continually the great book of
Nature; are all noted for possessing good mental
powers, with cultivated reason, aad of a scientific
turn of mind.
Without these qualifications, none can belong to the
said party of the first part. They are indispensable.
Their religion is a natural religion, and very liberal.
They are not particularly on the aggressive, but quiet
and retiring. They wish uo quarrel with the party
who worship as au idol, a book matle by art and composed of leather, rags, paper and lamp-black, but push
along their invest.igations of nature quietly but boldly, following wherever her laws and principles: may
lead them, no matter if it chance to be directly across
or contrary to the teachings of that other book. No
book or bible can have precedence llefore the teachings of the great volume of Nature. If the world
ever becomes wise unto salvation, they must do it by
the patient study and application of the great principles of the only divine volume of inspiration-the
Bible of Nature.
These naturalists are a very independent class of
investigators, and in them the world, society and civilization have much hope and a great deal at stake.
lu following out established laws to their legitimate
results, they never stop to inquire whether it will bring
them into collision with that other party, or with that
other Bible. Neitlte1' do they cm·e. They strike down
into the lJowels of the earth, and there lind the footprints of the Almighty, and the outlines of the only
true history of cretttion laid down in the geological
stratas, full of the fossilized remains of former races
of men ancl animal~, some tilne during the countless
ages of the long ago. They preserve and follow up
this trail until tlwy discover an abundance of material
among the periocls of fossiliferous remains to establish and build up a science, a history of the formation and evolution of the world. Tileir discoveries
disclose the fact that this world has been iucalculable
periods of time going through its various formations,
laying down strata after strata full of the petrified remains of organic bodies belonging to the animal and
vegetable kingdoms.
'l'he men of science are the world's only true benefactors. Tiley point their telescopes upward, and their
microscopes and drills downwards and then push
things, no matter if they discover a thon5aucl facts a
day that squarely contradict the Bible. The Billie
must square itself with science and nature, and where
it fails LO do so, th.::n it must stand aside and out of
the way. The Billie party have served many injunctions upon the men of science, trying to stop their
operations, declaring that they themselves were the
only true party-theirs the only true Bible, anJ. its
history tile only true history of CJ'eatiou that would
ever be vouchsafed to men.
Their Billie declares that God made the world mechanically, and in six days, and rested on the seventh,
and that there was no use of fretting and wonying
and turning the' world upside clown to hunt evidence
to prove anything to the contrary. They cleclarecl it
wicked and all~olutely dangerous for any set of men
to do so. He !llade the world in six days, and made
it out of nothing too. But the party of the first part
declllre unto the party of the second p11rt that there is
no use talking, the tlting won't do. God cannot be the
author of uoth books, tlle discrepancies lletwcen them
are too great. lf God rested on the seventh day, he
must have been tired, otherwise hofl could he rest?
1'/tis is altogether too manish.
The great God of Nature never gets tireC:; it is only
the god of theology whom men have cTeated in their
own image, who gets tired and has to lie by for rest
and recuperation. Of course he slept a part of the
time while he was taking his rest, and dreamed,· no
doubt. An outline of tile career of man U]JOn this
newly made world, passed through the deitlc vision
in dim historic shadows-no doubL. 1.'he testimony of
the rocks and many other witnesses which geology now
lJrings into court, and from whose testimony there can
lJe no appeal, deposes, declares, and affirms that the
time which has elapsed since thisworld beat her first
notes to sound the march of time, cannot be computed
by mathematical numbers. How are you, six thousand
years? 'l'his will do for babies and feeble-minded people. The geuLlemen of the Bible party talk, act and rcason like little ballie:> who are waiting for growth of
mind; their bible is only a primer, designed only for
children. A world made in six days-only one hundred
and forty-four hours-Lhink! Their book represents
Godashavinghadchildreu! Thechild Jesus is said to
be one of his sons. How mauish, low and heathenish
are all such ideas. There must be some mistake about

these two books. They both cannot be from the same
God. The marks of the man ish origin of the Bible are
too plain to be mistaken-they stick out all over it. If it
had not been for that book the world would have been
full of a race of philosophers by this time, iust.ead of the
batch of sects that we now see, each one blowing its
own fog-horn, keyed upon different notes and playing
different tunes. A house fearfully divided against itself, and of course it must tumble! Our book is the
only true boo·k, and our God the only true God of
Nature. Gentlemen, let me beseech you to lay aside
your book made by art; the mouoy and learning which
you are wasting upon it, and the brains which you are
wearing out, should all be devoted to the study of
our Bible, the great book of nature. lt has no original to get lost, as you say that yours has. Ours needs
no councils of drunken bishops to sit upon it, to pass
upon it, to vote parts of it in and out of the sacred
canon, in accordance with the caprice of an uninspired, self-appointed council. Ours needs no new translations nor revisions to correct its thousands and tens
of thousands of mistakes and errors. Our Bible cannot be interpolated nor mis-stated. It is easily understood; its language is not theological, but pure, plain,
easy and natural.
All civilization and progress have sprung from our
book aucl from it alone. Yom· book teaches you that
our earth has foundations and ends. Ours teaches us
that it is rouuc and has no foundations nor ends.
Your book teaches you that the sun and the moon
can be stopped in their course. Ours teaches us that it
cannot be done without our solar system flying all to
pieces! Astronomy is one of the most beautiful aucl
astonishing of the natural scieucC's. It was discovered alone by the study of our llouk-the book of nature, which is the parent and mother of all the sciences. Our book is a divine revelation, divine, because
it is natural, and consequently true. One of the divine revelations of our book outstrips all imagination.
It is that all those little twinkling shining stars above
us, are mighty orbs and ponderous worlds! many of
them hundreds of times larger in their magnitude,
latitude and longitude, than the one on which we
dwell. Your book regards them as but so many little
shining points in the firmament, which God created
in a few minutes on the fourth clay. God, through
l\1oses, came very near forgetting to mention them in
his account of the creation. It is evidently an afterthought with him, which he put in as a postscript
thus: ''He made the sla1's also." The study of the
book of nature reveals unto us that God is not half
done making our world yet. Creation is still going on.
Galileo was a faithful and iudefatigablp, student, and
minister of the bible of nature, ami made astonishing
discoveries in the upper .stories of this U uiverse.
But as his discoveries were altogether different from
your book, your persecuting party went for the poor
old philosopher like so many fiends, and caused him
to spend fourteen years of his useful life in the dreary
solitude of a loathsome prison. Yes, gentlemen, it
was your party who went forth against him, with
your bible in your hand, and in the name of your
God, committed this foul and disgraceful deed. No
difference whether you were called Catholics or Protestants, it was the bible party as arraigned against
the men of science. You have fought science and
progress, with· your llible in your hand at every step
they have taken, and persecuted their friends even
unto death. "What is more plain, than that science is
the mother of art and invention, and that these alone
have brought civilization to the world. You have always been in the past, and are to-day the strongest
enemies that exist to progress and a higher civilization. Your superstitious and ignorant party thought,
no doullt, that they were doing God service wilen
they brought that poor old man, Galileo, to his knees,
and for fear of death at your hands, !llade him eat his
own words and stultify his own soul. If he had not
clone so, fanatical bible men would have caused his
noble head to have been severed from his body, and
the royal blood which flowed through his noble heart
and veins to have spurted out upon the ~rround. All
this and ten thousand times more, have you done,
witil your bible in your hands, in the name of your
Church, your religion and your Gocl. Gentlemen,
the history of your party is a disgrace to the worl!].
I wonder that you could ever look a man who knows
your history, square in the face; yet you have the
impudence and hardihood, after that Olli' party and
the influence of our bible have raised the world up to
its present exalted plane of light, knowledge and civilization, to turn around and claim that it was all
brought about by you and through the influence of
your llooks! This caps the very climax of all the ex·
hibitious of impudence and cheek that the history of
the world aJi'orcls. Gentlemen, we claim to be the
party-we, the men of science, have brought learning
and civilization to the world, and we did it in spite
of you, for you fought us at every step. Whenever
we·proclaimed to the world that the great car of proggress was about to receive an onward imptdse lly the
discovery of some new principle, yom party llecame
greatly alarmed and rushed forward with your arms
full of bibles and cast them under its wheels-being
fools enough to think that by so doing you could
either stop its prog1'ess, or throw it ofl' the track.
Behold yow· g1'eat mistake. The great car of progress
moves. right along, leaving yon far in the rear. You
are now, since you see our success and popularity,

trying to hitch on to our traiu,-but we shall put the
cow-catcher on at the back end of the train to prevent
you from making a raid upon us!
No, gentlemen, if I belonged to your party,
knowing the record it has made in the history of the
past, I would call for the rocks to fall upon me and
hide me from the just indignation of a frowning
world. Yom doom is fixed-your fate i~ sealed-and
you now plainly see that you cannot run institutions
based on theology alone; hence yQn are mixing them
up with that science which you have fought so unsuccessfully. You now desire to hitch on to our
train, seeing plainly enouglt that theology by itself
cannot stand. All our educational iustitULions are organized to teach science, and then you stealthily try to
slip in your theology on the sly. Don't fool yoursci vcs by thinking that we don't notice all yonr sly
tricks.
Roll on thou mighty car of progress-roll,
Freighted with the world's only hope and destinies,
The ruthless hand of bigots, blind,
Shall never plaY upon the throttle valves
Of thy mighty engines I

Christians at Work.
BY Wbf. MC DONNELL.

'l'here have been saints in all ages, and in all nations,
Ptlgan as well as Christian. As boors without personal worth, or the least trace of natumluobility, can,
even at the present day, be created temporal Lords, so
the vilest of sinners, without a single ray of holiness can
still be baptized or elevated into saints. The Church has
ever been ready to eanonize its favorites, no matter
what the world might thiuh: of them or of their absurd or almost miraculous transition from fiends to
spirits of light. lf Pope or Prince rocoguized their
services, from either a spiritual, political, or peculiar
point, it was e~sy to cancel sins, venial or mortal, to pronounce absolution, and therefore with the sacred sponge
ofautlwrity, to wipe out every stain. High Priests of
all creeds have, for a consideration, geuemlly been
willing to transform hicliousness into beauty, and
to change the sordid, brutnl character of some obsequious tyr11ut into one of meekues£ and purity
deseserviug of a prominent position even iu Paraelise. lt might not be easy to determine how much
folly howmuch virtue or how much vice would be
suffi~ient to estalllish a clttim for cunonizatiou, but it
is well known that characters noted for greaL servility, for great inhumanity, or for gr.cat atroci~ies, have
alike been elevated to the peerage of the celesttalrealm.
Now, without much seeking for illustrations as to
why some have received such special spiritual distinction, we all know that in Hindostttn the fanatic Bnthmin who tore his flesh with iron hooks, or let his finger
nails grow through the back of his !mud, won the veneration of true believers, and was esteemed a saint; that
the dervish or Mohommedau monk, whose life was
spent in prayer and penury, and who was ready to destroy au unbl'liever to secure celestial glory, was likewise a saint ; aucl we also know that Christittu fakirs,
like their originals in India, were canonized by Uw
Church ; one, because he had doled out a misemlllc
existence, squatted and squalled, on the top of a high
pillar, as did Symon the stylite ; anot!Jer like 1:\t.
Francis, because he has lived in a cave in rags and
tilth. One because he could periodically lash am!
persecute himself; another, llecause he could systematically lash and persecute somebody else.
Then, besides these, there is a curious tribe known
as National Saints, whose annual worship is generally a
grand dcllaueh, and whose reputed exploits are mostly
as mythical as the origin of the saints themselves.
St. George is venerated in England, probably because
he is said to have killed a fiery dragon, and a multitude
of ignorant Christians actually believe that as a noted
bare back rider, he performed that distinguished feat.
St. Patrick is almost adored in Ireland, partly llecause it is believed that he banished snakes from the
emerald Isle, !\lld partly because, by the convincing exhibition of a simple shamrock, he so impressed the
minds of the Pagan Irish as to make them llelieve
that there were three superior tleities instead of oue.
Ancl what St. Andrew clid for Scotland, St, David for
\Vales, St. Dennis for France, Augustine for the Saxons, or Boniface for Germany, may be arrived at as
correctly by a simple guess as by the perusal of any
particular record in their behalf.
Among some of the latest worLhies which the Roman
Church has authoritatively added to the army ol' saints,
we find the name of Peter D' Arbuss, who was Inquis·
it~r General of Arntgon in 1484, and au active persecutor of the hereLics. Ignatius Loyola, the gloomy faunatic and founder of the crafty, unscrupulous order
of Jesuits, W!IS canonized by Pope Gregory XV. in
1663 ; and, centuries llefore that, the savage Bt. Domanic, who advocated and secured the estalllisluneut
of the "Holy Inquisiton, ''and who, as some assert, was
the first Inquisitor General of that infamous tribunal,
was officially included among the lllest by Pope Gregory IX in I223. This very St. Dominic was he
who instigated the Pope against the Albigenses, and
who aided and encouraged the brutal Montfort in a
further course of persecution.
After the slaughter at Beziers, Count Simon De
Montfort, the beloved avenger of the Church, was now
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leader of the "Holy Army," and he followed up his
atrocious proceedings in different places, some of
which proceedings are thus recorded by Catholic authors. ''He took several castles which resisted the Holy
Church, and hanged of good right many of their inhabitants upon gibbets, which they had well merited." Relative to another place, the historian says : ''The besieged, wearied out with a long seige, having fled during the night, were stoppeu by our guards, who cut the
throats of as many as they could find." And of another
place: "The Count Simon h11ving taken the castle,
caused the 11bove named Aimori, a notable nobleman,
to be hanged upon a gibbet, also a small number of
knights. The other nobles, with some who had mixed
among them in the hope that the lmights would be
spared, to the number of about eighty, were put to the
sword, and lastly, some three hundred heretics burnt
in this world were thus given over by him to the
eternal :fire, and Guirandc, the lady of the chateau,
cast into a well, was there crushed down with
stones."
After a series of butcheries during the first year of
the crusade against the Albigenses, the'' holy army,"
with its numerous reinforcements commenced its second year's campaign by taking, with other places, the
castle of Brom, when about one hundred of its defenders were shockingly mutilated ; their noses we~ cut
off, and their eyes were torn out ; but one individual
was left one eye so that he might be able to conduct
the Christian savages to the town of Carabat. All
through their terrible course, the taking of several
other castles and towns was followed by similaratrocities ; prisoners were offered the choice of
apostasy, or fire, or mutilation. When Montfort advanced to the attack of Toulouse, the peasants laboring in the field were slaughtered-men, women and
children were butchered-villages, cottages, and farmhouses were burned to the ground, and the Pope's
legate also ordered the destruction of the vines, and
the whole of the standing crops. Thus, when town
after town had surrendlered, Montfort was sure to oruer the execution of the inhabitants, and thus for over
twenty years were the Albigenses persecuted and
slaughtered by the unmerciful hosts of the Head of the
Church.
Among the mountains in the north of Italy there
was another body of Christians known as the Waldenses ; they were not identical with the Albigenses,
but were different, doctrinally anu otherwise. They
were rlistinguished for the most ineproachable conduct, and a more inoffensive people could not be found
in all Europe. Claudius, Archbishop of Turin, wrote:
"Their heresy excepted, they generally live a purer life
than other Christians." 'I' he charge of heresy was,
however, brought against them, and for over the great
period of five hundred years-from 1179 to 1689these people were fearfully hantssed by the 'dominant
church. The first edict against them was issued by
Pope Alexander III., in which he said: "We there. fore subject to a curse, both themselves and their defenders and harborers, and unuer a curse we prohibit
all persons from admitting them into their housesbut if they die in their sins let them not receive
Christian burial. . . vVe likewise from the mercy
of Gl'd, and relying on the authority of the hlessed
Apostles Peter and Paul, relax two years of enjoined
pennance to those faithful Christians who, by the
counsel of the bishops and other prdates, shall take
up arms to subdue them by fighting against them."
Soon after numbers of these people were burned at
Bingen and at Mentz, and many others hunted from
place to place and scattered from country to country
hy an infuriated soldiery. Another edict was issued
against them by Pope Lucius Ill. in 1181, and subsequently by other Popes aml Hulers. Pope Innocent
V lll. inl487 directed his nuncio and the Inquisitor
General Blasius, "To take up anus against the said
W aldenscs and other heretics, and to come to an understanding to crush them like venomous asps, and
to contribute all their care to so holy and so necessary
an extermination ; " and afterwards Pope Pius IV.,
in 1560, authorized another brutal crusade against
them, and the most terrible cruelties were again almost
unceasingly perpetrated down to the year 1655, when,
by the interposition of Oliver Cromwell, of England,
they were partially discontinued, but were soon again
renewed and continued until 1689.
A Catholic writer furnishes a nanative of one of the
atrocities committed against the W ahlenses in 1560,
and states : "Having written you from time to time
what has been done here in the affair of heresy, I have
now to inform you of the dreadful justice which began
to be executed on these Lutherans this morning, being
the 11th of J nne, and to tell you the truth, I can compare it to nothing but the slaughter of so many sheep.
They were shut up in one house, as in a sheep-fold.
The executioner went, and bringing out one of them,
covered his face with a napkin, or benda as we call it,
lml him out to a field nf!ar the house, 1md causing him
to kneel down, cut his throat with a knife. Then
taking oft the bloody napkin, he went and brought out
another, whom he put to death after tlte same manner.
ln this way the whole number of eigty-eight men were
lmteherml, I still shudder when I think of the executioner with his bloody knife between his' teeth, the
dripping napkin in his hand, his arm besmeared with
gore, going to the house and taking out one victim
after another, just as a butcher does sheep he means
to kill." 'l'ommaso Co~ to, a Catholic historian, also
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wrote concerning the cruelties to the W aldenses : people, for this triumph of the 'l'rueFaith, for the ex''Some had their throats cut, others were sawn through tirpation of so much heresy; and for the terrible specthe middle, and others were thrown from the top of a tacle of another Auto dafee.
high cliff; all were cruelly but deservedly put to death."
[To BE CONTINUED.)
The W aldenses, though subjected to such woful persecution, were not after all exterminated ; they cont~nd~d for lib~rty of opinion ~vith extraordinary pertmacity ; but lt was not untll the reign of Victor
'rhe Devll's Decency.
Emanuel, the present king of Italy, that they received
I
heard,
a
few
clays sinr.e, a divine dotard, in reguthe same privileges as others.
When we recall these historical facts of religious lar Orthodox Billingsgate, denounce the "author of
persecution, a feeling of anguish and indignation arises evil," as he termed the devil. I wanted to ask him
m our breasts. In addition to these cruelties, one has who created the devil, and how he would get his
to remember the terrible Inquisition with its dread bread and butter but for the belief in that mystical and
"familiars," its "Holy Office," its dungeons, its racks, much slandered being? Accepting the Bible account
screws, pullies, weights, and other horrid instruments of hi& origin and conduct at different times, is not the
Christian.s' devil much more worthy of our confidence
~or ~)roducing the most agonizing torment. In imagmatwn one can enter the gloomy "hall of torture " than their god (please spell him with a small g)?
As to the origm of the devil: It seems that god was
~nd in the dim light see the malignant judges of that
l~fernal court; see. the rack and the waiting execu- not really supreme, even in his own dominions, and
twner. Look agam, and oh ! the fearful scene ! that the devil-then an angel, and of course possessed
See one of the softer sex, a woman, young and of all their virtues-headed a revolution and set all
once beautiful, but now naked-yes, actually' nak- the he-angels in his Sunday-school class to pulling
ed-stretched out in dire acrony with dislocated their harps in pieces to use in prying up the golden
limbs, bleeding and fainting "bef~re men ! Men ? pavement for projectiles to hurl at the head of this
No! but before fiends in human shape, called-- creator. vVell, it seems there was quite a row, and
Inquisitors. 'l'here they sit, or recline, with their the devil was so nearly successful that god was wilbooks and crosses, and with the stolirl indifference of ling to compromise with him, and having previously
theveriestsavages. Alas! alas! no soothingvoicecan created hell, and finding no opportunity to rent it,
ever more be heard, no word of comfort spoken in on account of the insalubrity of the climate, he offerthat dolorous hour, no tender human heart throbs ed to set him up in business down there, vrhich oiler
with sympathy for that poor victim, no eye is dimmed was accepted, with the stipulation that our loving
with pity for so much human suflering, no ear is father was to send him all the customers he could ac- ·
pained to hear the death groans of that delicate girl, commodate, and ftunish hiln an inexhaustible supply
guilty most likely of no offense, save that of having per- of brimstone.
vVe nowhere find it recorded that the devil ever
haps spoken lightly of some suspicious priest, or of
some absurd rite of the Church. The dew of death is drowned the population of an entire planet because
upon her brow, her parted lips are reddened with her they, impelled by the passions he had implanteLI in
own life bloJcl, her clotted halr, her bruised body, and them, had transgressed some of his absurd laws.
her broken limps elicit no word of remorse for her Nor did he ever feed little children to bcarti because
agony. Alone, anu unresisting she is in the hands of they were having a little innocent fun at the expcn&e
her brutal persecutors ; the muffled walls conduct no of an old bald-headed preacher. But one turns '"ith
sound of her distress to the outward world, it is shut disgust from such atsurdities, and is compelled to
out to her forever. The icy hand of the last deliverer seek intelligence and uccency in the devil's dmninis now upon her, but the actual stare of death is less ions. Who would not prefer a hell peopled with men
terrible to her closing eyes and fading vision, than the and women of intelligence, and who are free from susound of the accursed monsters who sit before her- perstition and bigotry, to a heaven of angelic idiots?
Sali1!1ts, Ilfay 29, 1875.
A. W. P.
the clerical monsters of the holy order of St. Dominic.
Fearful reminiscence ! one shudders as if an actual
witness of that scene of horror : soon another view is
Upheavals.
presented. It is a gala day in Madrid ; it is the ChrisMR. EDITOR: I was pleased that you closml your
tian Sabbath. The pious who have attended church
are moving toward the massive, gloomy building of the queer argument with tlm( Elder Shelton, for it was
Inquisition. The Spanish King and his courtiers are time and space thrown away to occupy the valu:tble
column£ of your paper in an argument with a man
sitting on an elevateu stage which is richly carpeted, like
a one-handled basket, and who has no reason,
and the royal person is shaded by a silken conopy.
There are also to be seen familiars and grandees from anLI in fact don't know when he is used up, or if he
will not "own up."
.
Cordova, and from other. cities. Bishops in rich robes docs,
His statement that no upheavals have ever taken
are in conspicuous positions, and great numbers of place
since
the
flood,
shows
the
greatest
kim!
of
ignopriests, monks and friars attest that there is to be a rance. I wonder if he ever read Humbolut's truvds
ceremony of some kind in wllieh the Church is great- in South Amcrka and Illcxico? How about the volly interested. The sunbeams flash upon the mitres
Jorullo? In July, 1838, Capt. John Corrao, on
and crosses of the eclesiast'cs, and upon the swo1Jds cano
passage from 'l'ropani to Girgenti, in Sicily, witand spears and other military weapons of the armed the
ncsseu an island rise in the ocean, and named it after
missionaries of the ''True Faith." All present seem himself,
Corrao ; and the Gulf of Sautorin, iu the
to be in a state of excited expectation. But hark ! a Grecian
Archipelago, nearly encloses several small
bell tolls-it has been tolling at intervals since the islands which
have emergCLl from the deep within the
early dawn. It cannot be the call for an imposing or
of authentic history.
brilliant religious ceremony; no, 'tis a death lmell, the period
Similar instances have repeatedly tal;cn place, nne
knell for another dread act of religious persecution. mentioned by Kircher iu 1538, another in 1720, a
See I There is now a movement in the vast crowd in third in 1787, when au earthquake shook the i~lancl of
front of the Inquisition; its heavy gates-like the gates St.
George, anu eighteen considerable islands rose in
of hell-yawn wide, and a procession, us if intended the ocean. The most celebrated, occurred in 1811,
to represent an egress of the spirits of the damned, when
the island of Sabrina rose from the deep, off the
moves slowly out. Dominican friars-called pious coast of St. Michael.
I could give statements of
men-are in advance, bearing the repulsive banner of many such occurrences, but probably they would octhe" Holy Inquisition," penitents, or those who hac\ cupy too much of your space, which ought to be used
been terrified into compliance, follow ; and then folpurposes.
low the _bare-footed, sad, and long array of tl1?se who for1 other
will mention the Allentian chain; tbeislanll of St.
are destmed for th'e flames. Some WlLh pallid faces Eustatia; vV est Indies; and the Ascension Isles; the
are wounded and limping ; some are too weak and island of St. l'iiatthcw, 1450 miles from Africa, 685
emaciated to walk, and these, with others whose bones from SL. Helena, and 520 from the nearest particle of
have been broken, and whose flesh has been mangled visible land. Its shores exhibit black uitrous hwa, its
by the torture, are rudely born toward the guarded surface presents I'Ugggecl conical hills of llilferent kinus
space in front of the majesty, the episcopacy a:1d the of lava. Not a shrub was seen on iL when it was disnobility of Spain ; and in the midst of the fanatical covered on Ascension day, in the year 1501, by Joan
crow'd whose eyes are hungry for a fresh scene of tor- de Novo Gal ego. 'l'housamls of other similar npheavture. The condemned are clad in the yellow Sanbenito, als both by sea and on land, have occUITCLl at various
disfigured with infernal effigies, each wears the CIJ1•oza
or pointed cap of infamy, and holds an extinguished times.
All of the Eluer'~ arguments compare favorably
torch ; and each is attendeJ. by a Jesuit who httrls re- with his upheaval nonsense. In fact he made no arproaches, instead of ofiering a word of pity or a prayer gument, and you partially lost the time SJ>!Milt with
for mercy. They have now reached the great cross him; though perhaps it amused and instructed your
erected in the field of theCruz del Quemadaro, the numerous readers. It is thought. iu this Yit:inity he
place of execution ; the sentence is read, a blow is would make a valuable addition to llamum's silow.
given to each of the condemned by one of the cleriYours sincerely,
i::l. G. GATES.
cal officers ot the Inquisition, and the accused are deEast
Wallingford,
Yt.
livered over to the secular power. A feeble, formal,
hypocritical plea in their behalf is muttered by a priest
-a vile deceit, for stakes arc fixed, and fuel is ready,
and the condemned are chained and weeping. There AFRICAN elephants appetw to be liable to a fa11lt from
is no offering of mercy in reply to tha_t«"plea, for the which a still nol>ler animal is nut exempt. 'L'here is a
Christian king ostentatiously sends ms gilded and fruit of which they are passionately font! whiu!I makes
adorned fagot to be added to the pile. Oil horror ! them tipsy, and after eating it theystaggorabout, scream'l'he flames ascend, a hundred human beings are shriek- ina so as to be heard mile.s o!f, anti not seldom having
ing, and groaning, and writhing in torture. The sur- tremendous fights. '!'his is vouched for by the lion. W.
l'ounding multitude are delightetl, anu thanks to God H. Drummond in his new work on tho large game of
are given by the king, by the priests, and by the t:lo uth Africtt.
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[As considerable space has been occupied latterly, in this department, and as there is a good deal of
pressure of other matter, we will, in this issue give but,
little space to the Liberal Club.]
On Friday evening, July 30th, Mr. D. E. DE LARA
read an interesting paper on POPE SIXTUS THE Fn'TH
as Statesman, Ruler, and Philosopher.
One the evening of Aug. 6th, Mr. CHARLES SoTHERAN
read an elaborate and interesting paper on PERCY
BYSSHE SHELLEY as Philosopher, Statesman and Reformer.
On the evening of Aug. 13th, Mr. R. l\1. K. Willcox
gave a lecture and reading from HANS CHRISTIAN AN·
DERSoN, the Danish writer recently deceased.
Each lecture was followed by the usual spirited discussions.
On the evening of Aug. 20th, the regu·.ar recture was
omitted, and a memorial meeting of the Club was
held in houor of the memory of NICHOLAS MULLER, a
member, and one of the founders of the organization,
recently deceased.

Plymouth Ch1p·ch Gems.
[Brother Beecher is undoubtedly a great man. He
has given utterance to many brilliant thoughts. It is
pleasant to read his sparkling gems, and we herewith
place a few of them before our readers. '.rrue, their
beatitudes are not exactly in the same vein, but it
must be remembered they were uttered under different circumstances. .1\'Ir. Beecher is human, and is
therefore subject to surrounding conditions. ·But he
is great in many things, and especially in "gush."]

From the Pl·ayer-Meeting Talk while the Jury were out.
I have a right to sta'ld up and say that God bas tried me
for fl·, e long years, as he bas not tried you; Jiut, by the
grace of God, I have been kept in veace. I haYe not been
tried so that I have given up courage, and so that I may
not say I h!>ve many things to be thankful for. .
I bear you this witness, for I have been with Jesus
Christ; because I have studied the body and the life of
Jesus Christ; because it is the sovereign ambition of my
life to be a manly fellow, and I mean by a manly fellow. a
man in Christ, as with a perfectly calm courage and a regarC. for the future which is· in man when he is in God.
From the Ragged-Edge Letter to .Moulton.
If I had not gone through this great year of sorrow, I
would not have believed that any one could pass through
my experience and be alive or sane. During all this time
you were literally my stay and comfort. I should have
fallen by the way but for the courage you inspired and
the hope which you breathed.
From the Prayer-Meeting 'l'alk.
Do you b~o>lieve that God is nearer to you than your
father. your mother, or your sister? I do. I bear that
witness before you, my brethren. God is real. He is my
God, and I am his child, and I feel his aid day by day and
hour by hour. I know it; I feel it. It tingles at my fingers' ends, and, whether living or dying, I am the Lord's.
[Loud and long applause.l And in that there is everlasting truth. There is in it joy and peace; for if God be for
you, and you know it, you know perfectly well that no
man can successfully be against you. "If God be for
you, who can be against you?" Yon are victorious.
From the Ragged-Edge Letter.
No man can see the difficulties that environ me unless
be &tands where I do. To say that I have a church on my
bands is simple enough, but to have the hundreds and
thousands of men pressing me, each with his keen suspicion, or anxiety. or zeal; to see tendencies which, if not
stopped; would break out into a ruinous defence of me;
to stov them without seeming to see it; to prevent any
one questioning me; to meet and allay prejudices against
T. which bad their beginning years before this; to keep
serene as if I was not alarmed or disturbed; to be cheerful at times and among friends when I was suffering the
torments of the damned; to pass sleepless nights often,
and yet to come up fresh and full for Sunday-all this
ma.y be talked about, but the real thing cannot be understood from the outside, nor its wearing and grinding on
the nervous system.
From the Prayer-Meeting Talk.
The moment that a man feels that be has God's grace,
that God is his, and he is God's, he is three times a man.
How strong a man is who is strong in the Lord, when be
is strong in the Lord. Think of those things which are
eternal. I have thought of it all the afternoon, lying in
my bed, sitting on my front steps. They seem to me like
dreams and things almost unreal. I am ashamed, I
should be ashamed in my innermost soul, of the unmanliness of being disturbed bY these little things or little
eddies that are in the river of life.
From the Ragged-Edae Letter.
Life would be pleasant if I could see that rebuilt which
is shattered. But to live on the ragged edge of anxiety,
remorse. fear, despair, and yet to put on an appearance
of serenity and hapviness, cannot be endured much
onger.

Prayer-Meeting Talk.
Whatever men may think, this world is so large, there
are so many sides to it, that it don't lie with you or anYbody on the face of the earth to determine my future.
That is a matter that lies with me and God; and God and
I against the world. [Applause, with cries of "Amen"
from various parts of the room.] I don't propose to be
put down in any other s;ense than the sense in which
wheat is put down in the soil. However pressed I am,
however I am put down, I will come uv again. · [Apvlause.]
From the Ragged-Edge Letter.
If my destruction would place him [Tilton] all right,
that shall not stand in the way. I am willing to step
down and out; no one can offer more than that. That I
do off<'lr. Sacrifice me without hesitation, if you can see
your way to his safety and happiness thereby. I do not
think anything would be gained by it. I should be destroyed, but be would not be saved. Elizabeth and the
children would have their future clouded. In one voint
of view I could desire the sacrifice on my part. Nothing
can possibly be so bad as the horror of the great darkness in which I spend much of my time.

Letter to Mrs. Tilton, .Answerina her Bird-Sinaina, NestHiding Letter.
Your note broke like Spring upon Winter, and gave me
an inward rebound to life. '. . . Your hope and courage are like medicine. Should God inspire you to restore and rebuild at home, and while doing it to cheer
and sustain outside of it another who sorely needs help
in heart and spirit, it will prove a life so noble as few are
able to live, and in another world the emancipated soul
may utter thanks. If it would be a comfort to you now
and then to send me a letter of true inwardness-the outcome of your inner life-it would be safe, for I am now
at home here with my sister, and it is permitted to you,
and will be an exceeding refreshment to me, for your
heart experiences are often like bread from heaven to the
hungry. God has enriched your moral nature. May not
others vartake?
From the Prayer-.Meetina Talk.
Now, Christian brethren, I have said these things to
you, and I wish I could have said them with closed doors
and windows, and without their being reported. . . .
Notwithstanding, it was in me to say these things to you;
it was in me to say I admire you; I honor you, I love you
in your fidelity, in your piety, for your trust, and I am
your leader and friend, not perfunctorilY. but by the
grace of God. And the bold that I have had upon you is
received from your confidence in my Christian life. I am
a Christian; I am a manly man. I love to honor God. I
shall see you there. You shall not be able to shun me.
nor I you; but you and I journeying together in this life
may ris'l from the earth sons of righteousness; we shall
stand together and meet our congregations.

li'rom the PrayiJ'I·-Meeting Talk.
Under God's providence I am going to work out my life;
now let me see the man that is going to stop it. It lies
With God and me. Nobody is allowed to vote on that subject.
The resignationp1·epared to be sent if Tilton published the
letter of contrition.
MAY 31, 1873.
To the Trustees of Plymouth Ohw·ch:
I tender herewith my resignation of the sacred minisLetter to jJfts. Tilton.
try of Plymouth Church. For two years I have stood
The friend whom God sent to me has proved, above all
with great sorrow among you. in order to shield from
friends that I ever had, able and willing to help me in this
shame a certain household. Since a recent publication
terrible emergency of my life. His band it was that tied
makes this no longer possible, I resign my ministry and
UIJ the storm that was ready to burst upon our heads ..
retire into private life.
HENRY WARD BEECHER.
The vast is ended. But is there no future-no wiser
From the Prayer-Meeting Talk.
higher, holier future? llfay not this friend stand as a
I did not stay here because I had vlanned it myself. I vriest in the new sanctuary of reconciliation, and mediwas kept here by the divine purvose that sent me here. I tate, and bless you, Theodore, and my most unhappy
shall stay as long as God's Providence keeps me here. I self.
Letter to Moulton, June 1, 1813.
shall go when God's Providence takes me away. I shall
The pain of life is but a moment, the glory of everlastdie when God decrees me to the other life. Living or dying I am the Lord's. My future is in his bands. I will ing emancipation is worldless, inconceivable, full of
do it though the thousand devils are in the road. I leave beckoning glory. 0 I my beloved Frank, I shall know
for him to judge. That is my future. His name is God, you then, and forever bold fellowship with you, and look
and his other name to me is Father, and I have day by back and smile at the past.
day to say, •· Dear Father, what wilt thou have me to do,
that I shall do," and hell and the devil cannot stop it.
[Cries of "Amen," and loud clavping of hands.]

Jirieutllu flkorrespt.11ulenct.

From the lettiJ'I' to Moulton, June 1, the Sunda'/1 fellowing
the letter of resignat·ion.
The whole earth is tranquil, and the heaven is serene,
as befits one who is about to finish his worldly life. I could
do nothing on Saturday; my head was confused. I have
determined to make no more resistance. Theodore's
temperament is such that the future, even if temvorarily
earned, would be absolutely worthless, filled with abrupt
changes, rendering me liable at any hour or day to be
obliged to stultify all the devices by which we have saved
ourselves.
LettiJ'I' to Mrs. Tilton.
When I saw you last, I did not expect ever to see you
again. or to be alive many days. God was kinder to me
than my own thoughts.
From the Pra'l/er-Meeting Talk.
Heaven cares for us. Heaven is mine. Just men made
perfect-they are in my comvany if they believe in the
Lord. Heaven thinks more of me than I think of heaven.
Heaven yearns over me.
Letter to Moulton.
Many, many friends bas God raised uv to me, but to no
·one of them bas he ever given the opportunity and the
wisdom to serve me as you have.. My trust in you is implicit. You have also vroved yourself Theodore's friend,
and Elizabeth's. Does God look down from heaven on
three unhappy creatures that more need a friend than
these? Is it not an intimation of God's mercy to all that
each of us has in you a tried and proved friend? But only
in you are we three united. Would to God, who orders
all hearts, that by your kind mediation, Theodore, Elizabeth and I could be made friends again. Tbeodere will
have the hardest task in such case; but has he not vroved himself cavable of the noblest things? I wonder if
Elizabeth knows how generously he has carried himself
toward me. Of course I can never sveak to her again.
except with his permission, and I do not know that even
then it would be best.
From the Prayer-Meeting Talk.
In the first place, just so soon as a man believes that
God loves him, and watches over him, he has got ono
refuge, . . .
This is no mere reasoning, no mere argument. It is a
conviction as large as the capacity of my life. Do you
suppose that anything can reach us so as to disturb the
peitce of the heart that believes in God, and ever loves
God-a God that gives strength to the weak, that gives
power to the weary? It is not mine because I preach; it
is not mine because I have any special charter; it is from
God.

MERRILLS BARTON, Harlan, Iowa, writes: Enclosed I
hand you the price of THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year.
I consider it the bP.st paper in the land. I find it impossible to get along without it.
LARS PouLsON, West Dayton, Iowa, writes: I am well
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER. It iR just such a paper
as every Liberal should feel it his duty to support. It
fills a vacuum long felt in the Liberal ranks.
AuousT J. NOERENBERG, St. Paul, Minn., writes: I was
so well pleased with the sample copy of the paper you
sent me, that I cauld not stop reading it till I bad read it
all. Please send it to me now regularly.
ALMON MALTBY, Brighton, Mich., Writes: I like your
lecture on the Gods of superstition very much. I wish
every Christian in the land could read it. Put me down
for a copy of your proposed new work.
J. M. CooK, Lake Village, N.H., writes: Please send me
one dollar's worth of your tracts. I tell you, your paper
makes our clergy squirm and chafe. but there is no help
for them. It shows up their true colors, so that they don't
even appear respectable.
MR, KERSEY GRAVES, Richmond, Ind., Writes: Your lecture in the last number is truly a masterly production,
and should be circulated by the million, It is hard to
beat. Let me know what the price will be in pamphlet
form.
C. LETOUREAU, Waterville, Maine, writes: Please send
THE TRUTH SEEKER, one year to the enclosed three names.
I think your paper will do as much towards healing the
soul as any other paper or any other thing I have yet
met with.
JoHN H. CARPENTER, Mt. Moriah. Mo., writes: I consider THE TRUTH SEEKER the best Liberal paper in the
country, and it is my wish, that it may live long, and that
by its uradiating influence dispel the fog and mist of
superstition which is so detrimental to freedom and progress.
THos. L. JACKSON, Saginaw City Mich., writes: Go on
with your good work; the wedge has entered. and every
blow of the maul of Liberty sends it nearer the center of
false religion, which in time must give way to tl:at religion of nature which is the same all over the boundless
Universe.
P. V. WISE, St. Joseph, Mo., writes: It is with great
pleasure I read THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is clear, bold, but
not boisterous. It goes to the center, and eats dirt to
please no one. Go on in your good work. You are one
of the saviors-the 1·eal saviors of mankind; dispensing
light and kno\Yledge among the children of men.
A. W. TAYLOR, Ossawatomie, Kansas. writes: Please
send me THE 1'RUTH SEEKER another year. I am a Spiritualist. but I find not one among the papers devoted to the
advocacy of Spiritualism, the fair. outspoken. gentlernnn!Y candor that pervttdes the pages of our TRUTH BEEKEll.
Now, as I want the t1·uth and that only, I S<ottle on 1'HE
TllUTH SEEKER as being the paper for honest Liberals to
sup_port. No c1·ee<.ialism for me, nuder any disguise. Go
on llrotber; "hew to the line. let the chips fnll when they ·
may," even though a great(?) Beecher and his fitting
allies; God, Christ & Co., be smothered beneath the pile.

THE •i~Hur.rH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 1, 1875.
J. H. JACOBS, Carbondale, Kansas writes: Never am I
more pleased than when reading THE TRUTH SEEKER;
nor never do If eel as if I had not obtained the worth of my
mon!ly. I will not be without it so long as I can raise
the subscription price, which is mere nominal, considering the amount of interesting matter it contain!!.

my early teachings, it required years before I could cease
bein~amoral coward enough, to pulllic!YavoWmyhonest
con vtctions. But thanks to the light of scien"e,the progress
of common sense, now with one foot on the brink of the
grave, I have no fears in regard to the future, and enter
it, if there is one, without the slightest apprehension,
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Providence ever laughS at i:ne again, i shali be Up and
doing all I can for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
WM. F. PoRTER, Philadelphia, writes: I have now read
twenty-four numbers of your p:\per, and I feel in writing
you, as if I were addressing an old cherished friend. I
had never read any books on Free Thought before perusing your spicy TRUTH SEEKER, and it seemed as if the
hoodwinks of ignorance had suddenly dropped from my
poor blinded eyes, and that I had suddenly waked up in
some enchanted life. Before, through early education,
the sword of Damocles seemed to be continually hanging
over my head. I always seemed to be in dread of some
impending punishment in the future life; but now,
thanks to your invaluable little champion and instructor,
I feel-as the Christian would say," glorious."
The Christian may praise the" old romance of Jewish
history," but give me the earnest sober thoughts of the
correspondents of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and they may
take the old" gospel book," for I can do without any more
of its nonsense. Oh. I wish your fearless little paper was
in every household of the land. Wouldn't there be a
"waking up." KE'ep on, Bro. Bennett, and you will come
out first in the end. You shall not lack my support while
I have hands to earn the requisite amount. Though I
am but a mechanic, I look fot· my little visitor, THE
TRUTH SEEKER, as eagerly as the young bird looks for its
food. It is a true feast to mv hungering mind to drink
of its pure, clear waters of truth. Please set my name
down as one who will take a copy of your proposed book
-"The Lives aud Deaths of Noted Infidels."

JoHN H. HASLAM, Lowor Bayou, Ark., writes: It is ruS. C, RoGERS, Charming Dale, Arizona, writes: When I
mored here that Henry Ward Beecher gets 5100,000 for commenced taking your l?aper, which was at its comkissing Elizabeth. Parson H., not far from here, and who mencement, I lived quite tsolated in this new country,
is in good _standing, says if Plymouth church has any my principal neighbors being hordes of thieving murdermore such JObs to let out, he would take a limited number ous Indians. Now they have gradually disappeared, and
at half price.
my charming little valley is fast filling up with a populaof families of the right tone. My pioneer family now
B. BEHYMER, New Palestine, 0., writes: I am well tion
have
the right kind of associates and we will soon erect a
pleased with yout· paper and am _glad you are going to school-house;
and if I can have my say, it will be dedimake it a weekly after Jfmuary. Fogyism and supersti- cated with a Liberal
lecture.
tion are strongly rooted in this section, but so long as
THE TRUTH SEEKER is haile 1 with delight, and many
Catholics mtd Protestants hate each other so supremely, wait to borrow my copy whieh I cannot lend. but aim to
we Infidels will probably be permitted to live.
keep on file to read and re-read myself and for the benefit
CHAS. HYDE, Frankfort, N. Y., writes: I have been a of my visitors.
reader of your valua-ble paper now, long enough to be
Z. SHED, Fremont, Neb., upon sending in the names of
able couscientiouslyto recommend it to my Jriends, and I nine
says: The Jesus business is becoming
must lay, right here, that I have gained more solid moresubscribers,
and more transparent every day. Free presses,
knowledge from the perusal of its lecture reports and its free discussion
and
the dissemination of Liberal thought
contents generally, than from any other source what- are fast wiping out the
old land man<s of bigotry, intolever.
ence, priestcraft and fanaticism. Day by day the attendSoLOMON FISHER, Rock Grove, Ill., writes: I am much ance on places of so-called divine worship grows beautipleased with the copy of "Darwin's Descent of Man" you fully less. Men heretofore pretending to expound the
sent me. It is well bound and is richly worth the $3.00. so-called word of God, are finding their level, to wit; hoeI am glad your are going to make your paper a weekly ing cabbages and chopping wood. The thread-bare tales
E. C. WALKER, Florence, Iowa, writes: I have but one
and hope your enterprise will be duly appreciated and of gods, devils and immacutate conceptions, concocted to
patronized. Yet Egyptian darkness be illuminated, even disseminate by hypocritical frauds in sacerdotal garbs, thing to regret in reference to your paper, and that is
fail now to frighten even babes and sucklings in humble that I sooner did not become acquainted with it. It is just
if it should cost an additional sun.
submission, as in days of yore. The fagot, rack and the paper for the masses, cheap, sharp, pungent and fearCHARLES STEPHENSON, Rock Island, Ill., writes: You de- other instruments of torture once used by prelates, popes less. It should be in the hands of everY progressive man
serve a vote of thanks and a gold medal for your lecture and other pious tyrants to make men love their Jesus, .and woman in the land. You have done wisely in decidon the Gods of superstition, &c. It is the best thing I have have lost their terror, save as a fitting monument to that ing to make it a weekly. It has not come often enoughever read. Put me down for a copy of your proposed withering curse-religion -that for centuries has deluged too long to wait for the messages of truth. Speed the day
work. I think such a work is greatly needed. I don't the world with blood.
when all shall learn to seek the truth-where alone it can
see why any Infidel should object to paying the price you
be found, in the domain of reason and science. A man
S. G, GATES, East Wallingford, Vt., writes: Your discus- who
ask for it, for such a work.
once has fed upon the substantial and nourishing
sion with Elder Shelton and the coarse vulgar language diet of
Rationalism, will not readily turn ttgatn to the fireA. BEARD, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes: I am well pl"!ased h'' used towards you, looked as if he was short of words,
fanged
chaff of theological dogmas and fine-spun plans of
with 'l'HE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. It is just the paper I have been such as he desired to use. but could not think of anything
in search of for two years. The few numbers I have had mean enough to suit him. I wonder he did not use some salvation. The world needs to know more of sciencemore
of
better acquaintance with the laws
the opportunity of reading have perfectly assured me such language as a certain Elder Adams of Boston once of health,physiology-a
half the world's population may not die in
that my own thoughts which I have entertained of ortho- used, when Rev. Sylvanus Cobb, a Universalist minister, childhood,thttt
and
half
of
the remaining portion drag out a
dox theology were correct. I am no longer in doubt; once visited his Church, and as Cobb walked up the aisle,
your paper, therefore, has done me a deal of good. Please Adams pointed his finger towards him and said: "Thank miserable life of invalidism. How often at the funeral of
a
man
whose
death
was
caused by his own outrageous
send it regularly.
God, the day is not far distant when you will be chained violation of the laws of nature;
how often, I say, have I
to hell's brazen floor, and the Devil with his three- hettrd the ignorant" minister of the
gospel" prate of "the
B. F. UNDERWOHD, from his home at Thorndike, Mass., down
pronged harpoon will pierce your reeking heart. and pile mysterious dispensations of divine Providence?"
When
writes: I have just finished reading your maiden effort. the
cinders
of
black
damnation
upon
you
as
high
as
the
and I pronounce it good-decidedly (load, and were you pyramids of Egypt, and pry out the prlde of your soul to will the world have done with such teachers? Thev are
not greatly needed in the position you at nresent occupy, grease the gudgeons of hell." Poor Elder Shelton lacks of no use to the world; they can tell us nothint;: which we
I should urge you to enter the lecture field in the interest language to exv.ress himself as this Elder did. He has need to know-nothing but what we can learn JUSt as well
of Free 'J'hought. Please send me another copy of your exhausted the Btble. and now if he will study the Arabian without them. The Press, to a great extent, has taken Lhe
paper contA.inmg your excellent discourse on .. The Uods Ni~hts he will probably lind something nuw. Let him place of the pulpit, and it is a better educator than ever
the pulpit was in its palmiest days. To my mind the
of J::luperstition."
ellJOY his idol, poor soul-let him go.
material philosophy is the best every way-success to
D. JENKINS, Hannibal, Mo., writes: Your TRUTH SEEKER
JESSE MuNN, Anderson, Ind., writes: Tmi: TRUTH SEEK- THE TRUTH SEEKER and its editor.
is rnucllliked here. No one that can reason has a moral
reason for not liking it. Ingersoll's inspired utterances ER continues to be well-received here. and it is read with
S. H. PRESTON, West Winfield, N. Y., writes; To give you
are making their mark. You are writing yourself up both pleasure and improvement by our young men; and the opinion of one "little Infidel" (such being the synointo eminence. The future will recognize your services were it not for the woeful hard times that apJ?ear to be nym some of the godll:'.give your humble servant) of your
in the cause of truth. Persevere, good Brother, We are crushing out the nation's life, your list from thts quarter "say" on the Gods at .Plimpton Hall, I will observe that it
few, I acknowledge, but the ignorant fools have always would increase much faster. Many who would like to does not equal Ingersoll's Oration in elegance and elobecome subscribers in this cornucopia of America, have \l,uence, since that is unec1ualled and incompamble
had the majority.
positively not the means to do it. Such is the state of
A LEGAL FnmND in an Illinois village, writes: Your things in this-our centennial birth. It appears to me but Everybody must take a back seat on god-talk whilfl Robt:
Ingersoll flourishes. It does not come up to Joseph
determined efforts deserve the appreciation of all Liber- a measure of time, to be cyphered by the school boy G.
tLis, and I certainly hope your success will be assured. when the insatiable maw of capital will have ttbsorbecl TrPat's great oration on God, Religion and Immortality
delivered
in Cincinnati, inl860; for in logic and exhaustWe are a mere handful here, but we have the determina- every mark of glory by which we are distinguished from ive argument
that was ovorwhelming. Both those are
tion to act well our part and to do our full duty in behalf European governments. So firm are the teguments of masterpieces, unanswerable
and unmatchable But for
of your acceptable paper. It has been our custom in the umbilical cord that unites the two monsters, religion clear. candid'pc<;mcis.e, straight-forward
reasoning, and
years past to get speakers to come here occasionally and and capital, we are left no choice of discrimination. for Thomas ame-ilke terseness and strong
simpliPity
speak to us. We now intend to reach the people by spendThe destruction of one will be the destruction of the of style~~ your production will unquestionably go farther
ing the money that went for that purpose for THE TRUTH ot1.er. The well pointed javelins of an enlightened press and )?e oetter understood an.d apprec.iate~ by the general
SEEKER, and nelieve it will be quite as effective. I assure are our only resource; failing in that, we are gone. I readmg. masses tha\1 apytlnng now m etrculation upon
you, you have a small number of friends and admirers in hope a due appreciation of your labors on the part of the the subJect. Issue tt m tract form as soon as possible
this part of the country,
Liberal pubilc, will enable you to still wage an untiring and if the people don't call for it faster than anything
against superstition, fraud and tyranny, until the you have ever got out yet, I'll confess myself mistaken for
Mus. l'>IAlW E. BROWN, Noank, Conn., writes: My hus- war vestige
is destroyed, and the dawn of a brighter day, once. It is a perfect little sweepstakes on any kind of
band has a large sail boat and has named it" THE TRUTH last
the
harbinger
of the good time coming shall no longer god that any brain in theologicttl delirium tremens ever
BEEKER." I invite you to come and spend a few days be the ignis fatus
alluring us to a fatal spot, but a liv- conjured up. As Treat says, "God is the central superwith us. W<:J are going to have a Connecticut peace meet- ing reality in the dispensation
of h<tJJpiness to the whole stition round which all other superstitions cling." Thereing Aug. 18 and 19th, and would be glad if you can make
human
family.
fore we will go for the gods. Live Infidels and dead gods
it convenient to att.end, and then to take a saii in" THE
be the motto. In a subsequent letter he says:
'l'lWTH SEEKER."
• WM. CHESTNUT, Ossawatomie, Kansas, writes: Your should
The more I study your lecture the better I like it and if
[l\Iany thanks to our kind friend for her friendly invi- readers here think there never was such a paper as THE you
got it up in a day's time, as you wrote me, I am led to
ttttion. We would be happy to accept it and be with them TRUTH SEEKER, and are pleased to think they will receive think you perhaps can do the best when under pressure.
it weekly after the present year, I hope you will be ably You must httve had a full head of steam on to have got
a few days, but our duties require us to be at our post sustained
and uncouraged by the Liberals of the countrv that off in a single day. It has been circulated all through
and preclude our enjoying much pleasure. ED. T. S.]
·in your heroic efforts to overthrow the dark and gloomy our village, and howeYer, much, some are inclined to
superstitions in the shape of an over-ruling Providence diiTer from the sentiments you set forth, all agr~;e that it
R. J. LAMBORN, Glen Hall, Pa., writes: Your paper and bleeding savior tnat continues to send" one to heav- is a great production. I think many who may not apprecomes promptly, but not as frequently as I would wtsh. en and ten to hell, all for his glory and for no good or ill ciate
Ingersoll's style, would be set to thinking on the
I ttm pleased to see that 1876 will commence with it a they have done before thee." We have just had a very aod lms
iness more by reading yours than his.
weekly, I hope Liberals and seekers after truth will re- impressive evidence of the wisdom and goodness of theil·
s pond to your moderate terms and reasonable request to God, in the grasshopper afliiction, that mtme near starvC. W. HALL, P.l'>I., Rock Rapids. Iowa, writes: With
PtL)' up promptly. When we think of the amount that is inR out many a poor family in this section of Kansas, plettsure
ttcknowledge the receipt of the duplicate of
spent to promulgate and sustain a false theology, there "'I he throne of grace" was beseiged night and day by Vol. I. of ITHE
TRUTH SEEKER: where the original went to
sl1ould be no difticulty in _procuring abundant funds to the" priests of the bloody faith;" but nary a grasshopper I cannot say; perhaps
Shelton has got it. If so I
sustain such a paper as 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. freighted would stir until their wings lengthened out in the com- do hope it will penetrateElder
to his very marrow, and so truh
with common sense and truth. Liberalists should be mon course of nature, when they took Greeley's advice enlighten his whole. bodily
bundle
superstition and
Jrompt, punctual and free, in assisting to disseminate and went West. I am much pleased with the copy of error, that we may,_m the language of
of the poeL, find in
igltt and trutll by the circulation of papers and tracts, "Draper's Conflict," you sent me. I believe it will open his case as we have m many others, that
!tnd a llrm maintttinence of honest convictions and opin- the eyes of many that have hesitated in making an open
ions, not yielcl·ina as too many do, for the sake of public declaration of their convictions and will hasten along the
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise again,"
approval.
When Brother Bennett wields the pen,
time predicted by Shelly," when war with its million horThough lla:d the crust of Cttlvin's Shelton,
rors
and
fierce
hell
shall
live
but
in
the
memory
of
time;
JosEPH NoYES, Richford, Vt., writes: I like your paper who, like a penitent sinner, will start, look back and
'l'he little SEEKER yet will melt them.
very much and hope it will never fail till sham religion is shudder at his younger years."
Oh
blessed truth, thou radiant king,
bttnisiled from the earth. The people of the United
What glorious tidings thou dost bring
J::lt!ttes are paying some $200,000,000 yearly to be flattered
From
North and Sontll, from East and West,
R.
M.
CASEY,
Pendleton,
S.
C.,
writes:
I
am
sorry
to
inwith the notion that they individually will live eternally form you my health has been bad, and that of my wife
Believing souls find peace and rest.
in a happ:f- hetwen after they are done with this world of still worse, so that I have done no work for more than
Old
musty
creeds have ilad their say,
ohame. We are so be-fooled by priests that we do not eight months, consequently I have not been able to work
Now dawns for us tt brighter day,
stop to think that we have no knowledge or good t>vidence any
All
httil
the
little" TRUTHFUL SEEKER,"
for
our
great
cause
of
mental
freedom;
and
I
often
Jww our Universe got into existence. or that we shall ever fear that my friends abroad, who know nothing of my
We bless the bold a.nd fearless speaker;
know anything after we ttre dead. All we know about indigent circumstances ami my distressed condition, may
Great
superstition's
mantle's fell
God. is to repeat a priest-fabricated name, made when
Into John Calvin's yawning hell,
that I, like too many others, have become luketile English lrnguage was made. lDt·. Adam Clark.) In conclude
And John should stay there yet a while
and careless in the grettt stJ"uggle between truth
the Jewish sacred books, the sacred names were crowded warm
For burning men so free from guile,
error. To all such I beg to say, I am still in the field,
ont, the Christians' forged names crowded in. (Our and although
'J'ho Devil with his forked tail
wounded, my wound, I hope. is not mortttl;
Christian names do not mean \1 hat the Jewish names and
Tllat made Home howlttnd Greece bewail;
I feel no fears or inclination to yield one in ell of
did.] In Genesis the noun and pronoun ttre repeated and
1'httt
ran with pullies and bolt on,
ground
already
gained,
and
as
proud
as
ever
when
tt
fortY times in the first chapter and changed in the second cl1ance presents for me to send a telling S'hot into the
And
fired up with Elder Shelton
chapter-the basest lie ever printed and done by villain- puny ranks of superstition. My onlY regret is that I am
Is"
busted
up" and lost its power,
ous Christi~tn priests a.ndfastened to the minds of the ig- so weak a soldier and have such vast numbers to contend
And u·uth will enter every bower,
norant by tile ocare of an endless hell and damnation if with almost single handed; but odds or no odds, I am in
Good-bye, old hopney, we'll let this pass
we believe not.
'l'hou omnipresent Hebrew ass.
"during war," for nothing gives me more pleasure than
'l'RUTH SEEKERS come to give us rest,
DR. D. ARTER, Cairo, , Ill., writes: Enclosed I hand you working in my humble way in behalf of truth. As old
And all that heed them shall be blest;
tho price of your paper up to Jan. 1877. I am an old man Brother Tuttle says," I will go any length for truth, but
Then hover near, sweet dove of pettce,
vttst three-fourths of a century, and httving passed not one inch for popularity at the expense of truth." I
And may thy lovers fast increase,
tltrougll various scenes of life, none of which I regret see my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER is out. I am
Until the aged. manhood, youth,
more titan my early training. I was bound by the silack- not able to renew at once, but I beg you to continue snndShall nothing love tts well as truth,
les of superstition and orthodox bigotry, a revengeful ing the paper, and I will not cause you to wait very long.
Then all shall know and feel and see
I
would
rather
live
on
two
meals
a
day
and
sell
the
third
God. and an endless hflll,rendering me miserable and unThat man's redeemed when he is free.
p_appy; and eve11.after I became convinced of the fallacy of to pay for the paper than go without it, And if old

r
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'' The Special Poem of the Age."

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:

THE DRAMA OF DECEIT;

OR

A SA'fiRE, AN ARGUl\IENT AND EXPOSE.

Henry Ward Beecher
AND
THE ARGUMENTS OF HIS APOLOGISTS IN
THE SCANDAL TRIAL FULLY SHOWN UP!
Nearly 1,000 lines of wit. sarcasm. deep
tnought and merciless caricature. Everyboclu is reuclino it.

PRESS GO_MJlfENTS.
" One of the sharpest, most satirical
poems ever brought before the American
public. Logical, witty, and mirth-provoking. The subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher scandal.
A rough, wide-awake Yankee, by the
name of "Jonathan," a kind of a John
Hay of a fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coals in a sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits.
than is often found in such rough-clad
phraseology. The one who reads this
pamphlet will never regret the in vestment."
-Orucible, Boston.
"J)avis' new poem is in his best vein,
Racy, trenchant, suggestive, it will help
people to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scandal, and more sensible views
regarding love and marriage."-'Lhe lVo1·cl,
Princeton,
"'l'he great mogul of Christianity. Henry
Ward Beecher, is very artistically shown
up in the" Drama of Deceit."-Philomathean. San Francisco.
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deserve a better sitting."-Sun,
N.Y.
Sent, post-paid. to any address. Price.
15 cents per single copy.
Address
D. llf. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

Woman, The Hope of the World;
A poem read at the Woman's l\Iass 1\Ieeting in 1871, contains important new views
of Woman's l'IIission, the Bible, etc.
Price, 10 cimts a dozen. Send for it. Third
Edition just out.
Sold b_y
D. l'II. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

TRACTS

A Code of Directions for Avoiding most :of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

PHYSIOLOGY

A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Ill

Sociology.

Price Reduced!
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF

$1.00,
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5
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2

2
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10
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3
3
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2

10

10
1
1
5

10

2
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SCIEN1'IJ!'IC SEHlES:

Philosophv and Science.

Which was published at $1.50 is now offereel at $1.00. It g:ives a comprehensive account of the ongin of all the principal religions of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of the greatest value and is
very cheap at the price offered.
'
For sale at this office. Sent postpaid for

Cts

!H. Bennett.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Ohristianitv and the Bible

BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.

1. Arraignment of Priestcraft. by D.

2. Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
3. Thomas Paine.
"
4. Arraignment of the Church. Ingersoll.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D., Editor of the Herald of Health,
5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden A_q_e.
7. Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
F. Underwood.
A work whose Bxcellence surpasses our power to commend.-New Yo1·k Mail.
8. Proohecies. D. F. Underwood.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
9. Dible
Prophecies
Concerning
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
11. History of the Devil. Isaac Paden.
12
•.
The
Jews and their God. "
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, l'II.D.
13. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers.
14.
Old
Abe
and Little Ike.
•·
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the
"
slit;;htest circumlooution, and is more to the point than many larger works.- New York 15. Come to Dinner.
Fog
Horn
Documents.
16.
T1"!bune.
17. The Devil Still Ahead.
One of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos. IJaily Advert-isrr.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absenco of all hygienic big- 18. Slipped U:r, Again.
19. Jobhua Stopping- the Sun and
otry.-Gh1·istian Register.
Moon. D. l'II. Bemwtl.
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. l\I.
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E. R. B1·anson.
Bennett.
I am delighted wtth it.-H. IJ. Baker M,IJ._ of.!tliohigan State Board of Health.
21. The Groat Wrestling l\Iatch. D. l\I.
Bennett.
Sen by Mail for $1.
Lady Agents Wanted.
22. Discussion with Eid•'r Shelton.
D. l\L Bennett.
23. Paine Httll Dedication Address.
B. F. Underwood.
24. Christians at Work. Wm.l\IcDounell.
25. Bible Contradictions.
26. UnderwoOtl's Prayor.
27. Honest Questions and HonCJst Answers. D. M. Bennett.
28. Alessandro eli Cagliostro. Chas.
Sotheran.
29. Reply to EldeJ.· Shelton's Fourth
Letter. D. l\I. Bennett
BY R. T, TRALL, M.D.
30. Woman's Rights & l\Ian's Wrong~.
John Syphers.
5,000 COPIES SOLD!
~1. Gods and God-houses. John Syphers.
32. The Gods of Superstition anrl the
God of the Universe. D. lU.
Bennett.
~3. What has Christianity Done'! S.
H. Preston.
34. Tribute to 'l'homas Paine. S. H.
Preston.
~5. l'IIoving the Ark.
D. M Bennett.
36. BAnnett's Prayer to the Devil.
37. A Short Sermon. Rev. 'fheologi-cus, D.D.
38. Christianity not a l\Ioral System.
x. Y.Z.
39, The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.
40. Bible of Nature vs. 'flw Bible of
Men. John Sypher".

The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human DeYelopment,
PublishPd by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
will make the book oF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
SOCIETY of Worcester, l'!Iass.:
CTS. its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated, in improving and givChristianity and the Bible
- 20 ing a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
"True Love" (See Catalogue.)
10
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in -the Anatomy and
Drama of Deceit
- 18
""Woman." etc.
1 Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Men:Most Dangerous 1\Ifl.n.
- 1 struation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number
The World l'IIoves.
1
Bible and the Rule of Right. - 1 and sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetSacred Animals. Reptiles, etc.
1 ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
Life of David
- 1 read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.
Bible-class Lessons
1
'l'he God Proposed for
S Y N 0 P S I S 0 F C 0 N T E N T S.
Our National Constitution The Origin of Life.
Sexual Generation.
Sent by mail by
D. l'II. BENNETT,
Impregnation.
335 Broadway. The Physiology of Menstrnation,
Embryology,
Pregnancy.
Lactation.
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.
Parturition.
Regulation of the number of
The Law of Sex.
Offspring.
The Theory of Population.
The Law of Sexual InterHereditary Transmission.
AG.-I.INS1'
course.
Rights of Offspring.
Beautiful Children,
Good Children.
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, of California has Monstrosities.
Miscegenation.
written a striking Pamphlet with the above Temperamental Adaptation.
title. A perusal of its mass of facts will Tha Conjugal Relation.
Union for Life.
better post and fortify the Liberal mind as Courtship.
Choosing a Wife.
to ecclesiastical pretensions, and the perWoman's Superiority.
secutions of the Church in all ages. than Ckoosing a Husband.
a more bulky and ambitious work. Liber- llfarrying and Giving in MarThe Marriageable Age.
al friend, no fitter work can be selected to
riage.
Old Age.
hand to your bigoted neighbor of the
Chu~ch than this instructive pamphlet.
Anx1ous to spread the truth, we have reduced the price of this work, (which is elegantly printed in clear type, on fine white
paper,) to twen~y cents, postage 2 cents.
, For sale at th1s office. 25 cents_}:Jy mail.
Sold by
D. lVI. BENNET'l'.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Religious Ideas.

Truth Seeker Tracts.
No.

N. B.-Professor Wilder, of Cornell University,' says the above book is the best of its
kind ever Published, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.60.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Addresil

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.

1. Hereditary 'fransmission.

Prof.
Louis Elsberg, llf.D.
Evolution; from the HnnJogcneous to the Hett•rogeneous, 13.
F. Underwood.
3. Darwinism. B. F. Underwood.
4. Literature of tile Insane. Frederick R 1\Iarvin, D.D.
5. Responsibility of Sex. l\Irs. Sara
B. Chase, lll.D.
3
Others will be added to these lists from
time to time.
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollttrs' worth
40 off.
As few or as many of any given kind may
be ordered as desired.
Address
D. :II. BENNE'l"f,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
2.

THE

New Gospel of I-I ealth:
AN EFFORT TO TEACH PEOPLE

The

Pr~nciples

of V1ta.l Magnetism ;

OR,
How to replenish the Springs of Life
without Drugs or Stimulants.
BY ANDREW S'l'ONE, M.D.,

Physician to the Troy Ltmq and Hygienic Institute; Invento1· of the' Pulmometer, or
Luna Tester;" Autho1· of a "1i·eatise
on the Curability of Pulmonary
Consumption by Inhalation of
Gold Medicated Vapors,
Natural Hygiene," etc.
Its aim is to set before the general public
the t>rinci pies of vital mngnerism. whereby the springs of life may be replenished
without the use of drugs or stimulants.
The subject matter is divided into thirtyeight sections, and purports to como from
physicians who, rnnkiug among tilo highest when in earth-life. have now mado the
attempt from the spirit sphere to communicate through an earthly medium knowledge which shaH be evon more powerful
for good among the masses than their former labors in mortal. 'fhe ground gone
over by these various contributors is. wide
and varied, and the hygienic hints given
for self-cure are worth many times the cost
of the volume.
The book is illustrated with over 120 engravings. amon€1' them being a steel plate
likeness of Dr. Stone. Also a magnificent
steel plate of engraving of the Goddess
Hygiea.
519 pages, cloth, $2.50, postage 35 cents;
pa,per covers, $1.25, postage 23 cents.
For sale wholesale and retril by
D. llf. BENNETT,
335 Bradway, New York.
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Save tJ1e Women and Children!
THE SICK AND INFIRlii FROM

EXPOSURE .AND DISCOMFORT.
Abolish that Nuisance in the back yard
by using the

WATROUS EARTH CLOSET.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST.

'

THE BHAGAV AD·GITA;

How to Live Long;

A SANSKRIT PHILOSOPHICAL POEM,

HEALTH, 1\IAXIJ\IS, PHYSICAL, MENTAL
AND MORAL. By W. W. HALL, A.M.,
:QJ.D., author of "Health by Good
Living," "Bronchitis and Kindred Diseases," "Health at
Home," "Sleep," "Coughs
and Colds, etc.,
In his pnlface to this new volume the author says:
"To live long, is to live well! by eating
and drinking abundantly of' a I the good
things of this life' in their season, in their
freshness, in their perfection; not only of
the fruits of the orchard, the vegetables of
the garden, and the ~rains of the field, but
of the birds of the mr, the fish of the sea,
and' tile cattle upon a thousand hills;' by
gathering about us the comforts, conveniences, and luxuries of life; by cultivating
the high or tastes of our nature; by cherishing the aJrections and by the promotion of
all that innocently enlivens, exhilarates,
delights, ant! enraptures.
"How to do these things in such a way
as to preserve and promote the highest
health and thus double thoir value, is the
object of this book. The aim is to make
tho lessons short. concise, specific, and to
the point. in the fewest possible words, to
compel tho reading ofthem and so impress
them on the mind by fact and warning and
incident and example and anecdote, that
they cannot be forgotten in a life-time.
"It is hoped that some who would not
speuu the time to hear a lecture o1· read a
book nuwbe enticed to Derusea paragraph
now tmd then in reference to the care of
the body, which, in being put into practice,
may have an important bearing in the prolongation of life: thus teaching the reader
' How To LIVE LoNG.' "
The follow in[! a.1·e a few ?'amlom maxims
from the Doctor's book:
··In warm weather, the longer You can
put off drinkinc- wate1· in the forenoon, the
better you will feel at nic-ht."
"Acids always injure the teeth, pure
sweets never do."
"1'ho most valuahle part of the common
potato is imme<liately under the outside
skin, which is peeled off and thrown to the
pigs: if baked or boiled and only tile very
outside skin is peeled off, all the nutriment
is saved."
" We shoulll go to sleep on tile right siile.
then the food llosconds through the outlet
of the stomach by gravity; otherwise,
stomach power is wasted in drawing it up,
as from the bottom of a well; after the first
sleep, let the body take care of its own po-

OR,

TRANSLATED. WITH COPIOUS NOTES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRIT
PHILOSOPHY, AND OTHER J\1ATTERS.

BY J. COCKBURN THOMSON,
MEMBER OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE, AND OF THE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
OF 'iORMANDY.

Il.nndsmne, D·wrnble, Oclm·t.ess.
PRICE, $16 to $25.
Send for circular to the WAKEFIELD,
EAR'l'H CLOSET CO., 36 Dey St., N. Y.

J·ttst F'l'om the Press.
SECOND EDITION.

Startling Facts in Modern Spiritualism.
BY N. B. WOLFE. l\I.D.
The constant and regular demand for
this book exhausted the jlrst edition some
months ago, although a very large edition
was WOJ·ked off. For the second edition
the plates have been carefully revised
under the immediate supervision of the
author. Tho publishers have ilad the
paper matle expressly for the second edition and the united efforts of the Author
and Publishers have placed on S!tle a very
fine and attractive appe,u-ing book. Although. no expense has been deemed too
great that would add to the perfection of
tbe book; the price has been reduced onefifth.
"STAI\TLJNG PACTS IN J\fODERN SPIRIT-

UALISM" embodies some of the most renmrlmble ~tnd wonderful facts, ever published, and of tile deepest interest to all.
'l'he truth of the history herein sot forth in
such graphic and 1tbsorbing stylo, is clearly
established by the m_ost indubitable evidence. Among the wttnesses are some of
the urominent members of the press, and
others equnlly well known.
'.rile book is a large12 mo., 543 pp. Bound
in extra heavy cloth, illuminated with four
elegant steel portraits and numerous flue
wood engravings.
PmcE, $2. Postage, 25 cents.
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway. N. Y,

THE BETTER WAY;
An Appeal to 1lfen in behalf of Ifwnan Oultw·e tlwouah a 1Yiser Pa1'entage.
CON'l'EN'l'S:

A New Work by Dr. Hall.

Or, a Discourse on Divine Matters, between Krishna and Arjuna.

.

'l'HE LATES1' AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEJIIENTS.
A CHILD CAN l\IANAGE IT.
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This work contains curious details of the Manners, Customs, liiythology, Worship
etc., of the Hindus. The principal design of these dialogues seems to have been to
unite all the prevailing modes of worshiP of those days: the Brahmins esteem it to
contain all the grand mysteries of their religion, and have exercised particular care to
conceal it from the knowledge of those of a different persuasion.
The spirit of the age prompts thoughtful people to inCJ.uire into the traditions of
the past. In doing so, it is found that Mythology has played her part well. The traditions of the fathers have been systematized by thoughtful men, from time to time. in
different ages of the world. Later generations have believed such tradtioins, so systematized, to be nothing less than deiflc commands. Imaginary gods have been conotructed, to whom the world has paid homage and divine honors.
If we receive as truth all that is believed by credulous devotees, the world has had
numerous incarnate deities.
Those who have been educated to belief in the Christian religion, and to regard the
gentle Nazarene as the only Son of God, take a very limited view or the various religious svstems of the present and of the past a10es.
Among the incarnate deities that different systems of religion have recognized as
having existed, t hropgh omnipotent love for fallen humanity, by the overshadowing o
females of vestal purity, Krishna was a character as important in the Brahminical sys
tern of religion, as Christ is" in the plan of salvation" instituted by the J~ws' Grea
Jehovah. believed in by Christians,
His coming was foretold, even as was Christ's.
At the age of sixteen Krishna began to preach, and was, like Christ. the founder of
a new religion.
Prior to tile great Chicago fire, the Religio-Philo~ophical Publishing House publi~hed the Bha.aavacl-Gita, from a translation of the Sanskrit by that celebrated seholar, Charles Wilkins. Nearly two editions of that work were sold when the fire-fiend
came and ilestroyed tile stereotype plates. 'l'he demand for the work being so great, we
were induced to send to England for a copy of a more recent '&translation, by J. Cockbu:t;R Thomson, member of the Asiatic Society of France, and the Antiquarian Society
of liWrmandy.
'.i!Ao translator accomoanied the work with copious notes, which are doubtless of
more S'l' less value, as explanatory of the text, but the reader will take them foc just
what they are worth-nothing more is expected.
The text, as correctly translated, containli gems of thought. transmittell from autiQluity, which are of real intrinsic vame to the thoughtful people of the age, and to them
he work is most respectfully recommended by the America11 publisher.

PRESS COMMENTS ON THE BHAGA VAD-GITA:
'More than ordinary care and trouble have been spent upon this work. It is in
every way creditable to the scholarship and enterprise of the west."-Inte1·-0cean.
"This curious vol11me purports to give a full and accurate compilation of the tenets
taught by Krishna. . . . The text contains many brilliant thoughts. well worth tile
fLttention of the thoughtful student of history, literature or science."- Our Fh·eside
Fl'iend.
"This translation of a Hindoo poem, dedicated by l\fr. Thomson to his sometime
instructor, Professor Wilson of Oxford. is one of a class of works demanding all the
consideration and assistance that scholars every-where can afford. It belongs to a
class of books believed by great numbers of our fellow-men to have been snperi.aturally inspired, and trusted by them for their guidance in tile ways of this life and for
light to pierce the dividing darkness between death and a future existence. No snell
book can, in the nature of things, have been thus esteemed by rational beings without
having in itself much that is intrinsically valuable for comfort and instruction in
righteousness, or at least, considered·at its lowest, much that is curious aml suggestive, as affording insight into tile desires and n.eeds of the souls that founu theroin their
bread a11d water of life."-Ouedand MonthlY.
·
"This is an unusually interesting publication. i\Tr. Thomson has re11dered good
service to the more thoughtful class of readers. 'I.' here is a peculiar charm about ancient literature of the profounder sort. The old Hindoos were an intellectual people.
The poem before us is prob~tbly older than the'time formerly fixed in Christian chroology for the creation of the world. It breathes a lofty spirit of Hnselfish devotion to
good objects. We cannot refrain from complimenting the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, upon giving to the public s0 excellent. a book. . . . Grandly useful,
especially as it is thoroughly indexed."-Ohicago Evening Jom·nal.
"·A rare work from the ancient Sanskrit. in which will be fonnd many of tile religious ideas and notions which the Christian Church adopted long after. . , . It contains some 275 pages, printed on beautiful paper, and richly bound. . . . It is prufusl'lY supplied with ntes, definitions, and PXplanations.''-n·,th Seeke1·.
"This is a rare book, which sheds more light upon tho subjects of which it treats
than any we have eyct·r·ead, We heartils· recommend it to those who wish to look into
antiquity in regard to the religjous views of a most remarkable oeople."-Samttel
Watson, D.D., Edito1· Spil"itual.Magazine.
The book is a 12mo. of 278 pages, and the mechanical pa1·t is finished in a
superior manner, being printed on heavy tinted paper, and bound in extra heavy
cloth with richly illuminated back, borders and side title.

sition."

"Persons are not very sick who want to
be read to."
"If thrown into the water and the
strength is failing, turn 011 the back with
only tlte nose and toes out of the water,
hands downward and clasped.
This
should be practiced while learning to
swim, as a means of resting from great
fatigue in swimming.''
Sent, post-vai<l, b:r.mail, for $l.50.
Address,
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

Review of the Beecher Trial.
Published by the New York Times.
THE FOURTH EDITION JUST ISSUED.

This is admitted, on all hands, to be the
ablest review of the remarkable trial that
has yet appeared. It goes thoroughly into
the merits of the caso, and weighs and exPRICE, plain, $1.7.'i;
Gilt, $2.25. Post free.
amines tile evidence in a most disoassionmanner. It is selling rapidly. Every
*** Fot·~ale wholesale and retail by the Publishers, Religio-PhilosoPhical Publish- ate
per,on who takes an interest in the case,
ing House, Adams st. and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
4eotl9
and who wishes to read sound arguments
and a thorough analysis of the case, should
read it.
The World's
Price, Twenty-five Oenls.
Price, ~5 cents, post-paid, by mail.
D. l\L BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

I. A Mother's Plea for a Wiser Motherhood; Importance of Human Culture;
Hesults of Ignorance and ~Iarriage
Prustitution; tho Divine Ovetshadowing; Undisturbed Maternity.
II. A Few Faets; How Beauty and Amiability were Conferred; How a 'l'attler
and Busy-body was l\Iade; Timidity
'J'ransmittell; Slyness and Thieving,
how Entailed; A Welcome Child; Craft,
'1' tuachory, etc.; How Murderers are
lllade.
III. ~L'ilo Source of Crime; Futility of PeOR,
nal Lam; and Utwital Punishment;
AboUions :til() Attempts at Abortion
Christianity Before 0 hr:i'st,
anti tho lksnlts; Who are Hesponsible
NINE'l'Y-EIGHTH EDI'l'ION.
for tlw Execution of Criminals; How
they shonlt! bo 'J.'reatecl.
A new, true and extraordinary historical
IV. Th.e Key to other ]fystories; Origin of work.
Containing a complete list of all tile towns
mric1ns 'l'mits, Diseases, etc.; tilel\1othBY IL GRA YES.
in the U uited States, the Territories and·
b~;;ftu~-~i~il~~~~:un~g ~~~vsi~{liB~tn1\~ 400 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.
~~~o~o~~~l~~ t~Jfa~a~~~a~~g;t!Sfn~ foo~~~
Father's Power.
"A wondet·ful and exhaustive volume."- last census, toge~her with the names o.f the
V. Duties of Fatherhood; Personal Prep- Banner of LirJht.
ne~VSPI).pers ltavmg the largest local CJrcnaration; Selection of a Partner; Mutnlatron m each of the places named. Also,
a! Love; Law of Conjugal Harmony;
"Embraces a ~ubject of Universal inter- a catalogue of newspapers which are recl''•Lvomble Circumstances; Public Rec- . est, and takes h1gh rank as a book of ref- I om mended to advertisers as giving greatognition; Urtrriago; a Suitable Home; erence."-lb.
est value inoroportion to prices charged.
l<'i·eedom; Pocmiiary Incll"pendence;
.. It contains extraordinary revelations in Also, all newspapers in the United States
Attendaneo through tho Critical Peri- religious history."-Investiaatol·.
and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each
od; No lntrusion; No Profanation;
issue. Also, all the Religions, Agriculturt:lupport and Education of O!Tspring.
"One of the greatest books of the age." a!, Scientific and JI.Iechanical, Medical, l\IaVI. Objections Answered; Impracticabil- -Commonwealth.
sonic, Juvenile. Educatbnal. Commercial,
ity; Strength of tho Sexual Impulse;
Insurance Real Estate, Law, Sporting,
Necessity, etc.; Better Uses for Pro"A great book. The right work for the l\Iusical, Fashion, and other spocral class
creative Force; V1tiue of Conti nonce; right age."-J. IL Jllendenhall.
journals; very comolete lists. Together
Overthrow of Marriage; What Mat-ri"He who would enlarge and enlighten with a complete list of over 300 German
age should be; Non-increase of Popu- his mind may bo sure of being richly re- papers printed in the United States. Also.
lation; Homes of the Lower Classes paid by reading it."- Banner.
an essay upon advertising; many tables of
Unfit; Revolutionary, etc.
rates, showing the cost of adverti.;ing in
A work of rare practical merit. In paEvery Liberal should have it.
various newspapers, and everything which
per, 25 cents. Cloth, 50 cents.
Sent, post-paid, by mail, by
a beginner in advertising would like to
Sold by
D. llf. BENNETT.
D. 1\f. BENNETT,
know. Address
.33 5 B
d
N v
GEO. P. ROWELL & co,,
',
.. roa way, ..• "''
335 Broadway, N.Y.
41 Park Row, 1~. Y.

Sixteen Crucified Saviors; NEWSPA.PER

ADVERTISING Scottish Western Loan Co.
--

I

G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

Bankers,
LeRoy, Minnesota,
BRANCH OFFICE, 18 Clinton Place, near
Broadway, N. Y.

MONEY
On

INVESTED

IN FIRST l\IORTGAGES
Imp1'ove(l F'n1·ms in Minne-

sota, ctnd Iowa,
Running 3 to 5 years, with Couoon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance. or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
in advance. free of 'expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paid annually at
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
and security _guaranteed in every loan
mltde by us, We oay9oer cent. until money Is invested.
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"HEAT generates motion." Illustration
A small boy sitting down on a hot coal.
A BLIND mendicant wears this inscripion around his neck: "Don't be ashamed
o give only a half-penny; I can't see."
"No, ma'am," sctid a jeweler to a beautiful lady,'" I don't trust anybody these days.
I would not even trust my feelings."
IF any gentleman has lately lost a leg he
will perhaps be pleased to hear that it bas
been found by a party of steamboat men
near St. Louis.
A YOUNG man, searching for his father's
pig, accosted an Irishman as follows:
'Have you seen a stray pig about here?"
To which Pat responded," Faix, and how
coulu I tell a stray pig from any other?" l
"WHAT do you know of the character of
his man ?" was asked of a witness at a
police court the other day. "What do I
know of his character? I know it to be
unbleachable, your Honor," he replied
with much emphasis.
"How's business now?" inquired one
merchant of another, the other day. "Dull,
fearfully dull," was the reply. ··The fact
s, nobody buys anything now but provisons and whiskey-the bare necessaries of
ife, as it were. 'j
A ScoTCH peddler completely cowed an
rascible Welshman, who insisted on fighting him in an inn kitchen, by going down
on his knees and imploring pardon for
having killed "two men already, and being
about to kill another."
ELDER sisttlr (condescendingly)- See,
Ethel, you had better come and walk in my
shadow. It will be cooler for you. Younger Sister (who resents patronage)-You are
very good, Maud; but I have a shauow of
my own, thank you!
A SouTH Boston lady was recently inter·ogated by a Benedick as to why she diu
not get married. She replied: ''I prefer
to be an old maid." He said he diu not believe it, as lle felt sure she envied his
vife. "0. no! that woulu be breaking the
commandment-Thou shalt not covet thy
neighbor's ass."
JuDGE PERRIN, of Falmouth. Ky., performed a marriage ceremony for Clay Ashton and his sweetheart. A week later the
husband called again. "0, I see," said the
Judge, "you have come after the certificate." "0, you don't see," \vas the reply,
' I haven't come after the certificate. What
I want is a divorce."
AT a recent examination of one of the
schools in Washington, the question was
put to a class of small boys: "Why is the
Connecticut river so called?" when a bright
little fellow put up his hand. "Do you

know, James?" "Yes, ma'am.

Beca.use

it connects Vermont and New Hampshire,
and cuts through Massachusetts," was the
triumphant reply.
SIZE No PROOF OF LEARNING.-A young
boot-black observed a neighbor poring
wisely over a newspaper, whereupon he
addressed him thus: "Julius, what are
you looking at that paper for? You can't
read!" "Go away," cried the other,inclignantly; guess I can read; I'se big enough
or clat." ·• Big enuff!" retorted the other,
scornfully; "clat ain't nuffin. A cow's big
'nuff to catch mice, but she can't!"
A SCHOOL boy being requested to write a
composition upon the subject of "Pins."
proclu~ed the following: "Pins are very
useful. 'J'hey have saved the lives of many
men, women and children-in fact, whole
families." "How so?" asked the puz><lecl
teacher. And the boy replied: "Why, by
not..swallowing them. This matches the
story of the other boy who cletlned salt as
the stuff that makes potatoes taste bad
when you don't put on any.
SHE tried to sit clown in the street car,
but was pinned back so tight she couldn't.
OicllaJy peeped over her specs and asked
her," How long have you been afflicted in
that way 'I" The young lady blushed and
maue "a break," sitting clown sideways,
and holding her knees together so tight
that she lookeu as if she h~•cl on a one-legged pair of breeches. Olcliacly noticeu her

sitting in this sideways, cramped position,
and whispered, "Bile, I s'pose; I have had
em thar myself."
A Wmow's GRIEF AssuAGED.-The other
clay a tall, thin woman from over the river
bunted around Vicksburg until she found
Coroner Blessing, whose retiring disposition and prompt attention to business are
certain to make him famous all over the
State within the coming year, and when
she was certain of her man, she inquired:
"Business ain't driving now. is it?"
" Well, nothing to brag of. I get a floater
or a nigger now and then, but it isn't anything like old times."
She heaved a sigh, and continued:
"Sam is missing.'~
"Sam, Sam," he repeated,
"Yes, my ole man. It's nigh on to twelve
weeks since he Rtarted to cross the ri-ver
about six miles above here, and I'm getting anxious. I thought I'd drop down
and see if you remembet'ed of having set
on such a man."
"About twelve weeks ago-less see! I believe I did pull in a floater some ten or
eleven weeks since."
··was he a tall man?"
"Yes, I think he was."
"Have a long nose and brick-colored
hair?"
"Yes-I remember now."
"Cowhide shoes and a yaller coat on?"
"Yes-I got that very man!"
"Ariz to the surface ~nd was pulled in
here, sat on according to law. and duly
buried?"
"He was, madam. And clo you believe
that the body \\as that of your missing
husband?"
"I know it! He could drive mules or
paddle a dug-out with any man in Louisiana, but he couldn't swim worth cobs. His
canoe flopped over, he went under, and
that's the reason he didn't come home."
"And do you want the body exhumed so
as to make sure?"
"Was he put clown to stay?"
"He was well buried, madam."
"Well, it's 'bout as well to let him stay
there. He's p'robably fell away so that I
wouldn't know him, and I don't feel like
ltaving my narves strung up!"
"Well, I'm sorry foe you, madam. If I
could have identified the body I would have
sent you word right away."
·
"It's all right. I've felt it in my hones
for more'n two months that I was a wielder,
and the sh<>ck don't stagger me like it
would at first. I'm sorry, for Sam was
kind."
"Yes. it was too bad."
"But be ought a knowecl better, when he
couldn't swim. I told him and told him
and told him. and that clay I told him again,
and he hollered back.' Shut up.'"
"He clicl ?"
"Yes, he clicl; and now he's under the
sile and I'm here I I'm 'bleeged, llfr. - - ;
I know where he is now. and when I wake
up in the nightishan'tworryso much. Is
there anything to pay?"
"No-nothing.''
"Well, I'll go home feeling better. It's
kinder hard to have the oldman go under
that way, but I 'spose the Lord knows best.
The Bible says we cometh up to be cut
clown, and I suppose that means drowning
as well as shooting.''
And she felt to see if her spectacle case
was all safe, and started for home.- Vicksuurv Herald,

A NEW BOOK.

SCOVILL'S

THE

Doctrine of Descent

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP.

AND DARWINISM.

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body indicate an

By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgb.
This is No.13 of Appleton's Intel'Uational Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind. It is
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
twenty-six illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy, ~iving in clear language a compreht~nslve view of the subject.
It is eminently a whole library in ons
volume, and we reeommend it in the highest terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; postage, 15 cts. Address,
D. M. BBNNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Impure Condition ot the Blood,
and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
in eitlter case the disease is nothing more
than an INSIDIOUS POISON that

BUHNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as it courses through the veins, sowing
seeds of death with every pu \sation.
In this condition of things something is
neeelecl !1t once to cleanse the blood; and

Eating For Strength.

Scovill\; Blood and Liver Syrup

A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

will positively effect this desideratum, exre:hng· every trace of diseasA from the
IJ!oocl and system, leaving the skin

By M. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.

FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.

Which should be in the hands of every person who would eat to retain and regttin
Hundreds of certificates attest its value.
health, strength and beauty. It contttins,
besides the science of eating and one hun- Price $1 per bottle.
dred answers to Questions which most. neepie are anxious to know nearly one hundred pages devoted to the best healthful
FOR i:lALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
recipes for foods and drinks, how to feed
one's self, feeble babes and delicate children so as to get the best bodily development, Mothers who cannot nurse their
children will find full directions for feeding them. and so will mothers who have
delicate r.hilclren, and invalids Who wish to
know the best foods.
Price. $1.00 postage free.
For sale wholesale and retail by

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.

D, M. BENNETT.

THE GREAT AMERICAN GONSUMP·
TIVE REMEDY.

335 Broadway. N.Y.

Every Person
Of a liberal, enquiring, studious, thinking
turn of mind should read a cooy of

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
the OPPRESSI"VE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, <l!ld heals the lacerated and excoriated surfaces which the venom of the disease prouuces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is al;;o a Sure Remedy for

PROFESSOR DRAPER'S

HISTORY OF THE CONFLICT BETWEEN

Religion and Soienoe.

COUGHS.
COLDS.
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHl\IA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
CROUP,
WHOOPING COUGH,

Prof. Draper stands in the front rank of
American Scientists and Liberals. His Anu ull other diseases of the respiratory
works have done and are doing a great organs.
amount of good in dispelling error and
superstition. Let this new work be widely
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
read.
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of l'rice S1 per bottle.
price, $1.75, Address
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE JUOST !.?0'\VERFUL HEALING

THE

AGENT EVER DISCOVERED.

Boston Investig·ator !

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
CARBOLIC SALVE instantly ~tllays the
pn,ins of burns.
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
CAHBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptions.
IN THE UNITED STATES
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples n,ncl
Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875 blotches.
CAHBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
PtroLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
bruises.
DoG LAW.- A citizen of Gratiot avenue at 84 Washington street, Boston, Mass., by
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.
JOSIAH
P.
MENDUM.
called on the Chief of Police one clay, and
without skirmishing around. he inquired:
HORA GE SEAVER, Editor.
"Isn't clere zome law about clot?"
GREENE'S
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
"What is that?" asked the Chief.
7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
"Can clot be clot a veller shall call his clog of a 'J'wo-Gent Stamp to pay the postage.
OXYGENATED BITTERS.
'.rhe Investi{}ator is devoted to tho Liberal
'Bismarck?'" replied the man.
cause in religion; or, in other words, to
The
OXYGENA'l'ED BITTERS luwe been
"Why. a man can name his <log any Universal Mental Liberty. Independent the most
popular remedy for Dysnepsia,
in all its discussions, discarding supersti- Heartburn. Indigestion, and other li kA di~
name he wants to. I suppose.''
tious theories of what never can be known ordeJ'R of the stomaeh. fr.r the lrtst '.rHIR'rY
"He can?"
it devotes its columns to things of this YEARS, and st.ill maintain their unrivalled
"Yes."
worlu alone, and leaves the next, if there popularity. Price $1 per bottle.
"And clot man schall call his llog Bis- be one, to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believing that it is the dumarck?"
ty of mort~Lls to work for the interest of
''Yes."
this world, it confines itself to things of this
life entirely. It will soon commence its
"And ze law ish no goot ?"
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
"No."
Toothache Anodyne
from those who are fond of sound reason·• Hi I hal yes I I schall go mit my bouse ing. good reading, reliable news. anecSubdues
the most Agonizing 1'oothacbe in
dotes,
science,
art,
and
a
useful
Family
and name my clog Shorge-Vhashington
One Minute.
Journal. Reader, please send your subSheneral-Grant-Bostmaster Shewell-poo- scriptions
for six months or one year; and Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere.
ty quick!".
if you are not satisfied with the way the JOHN.!!'. HENRY, CURRAN. & Co.,
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ANOTHER FRAIL CLERGYMAN.-Rev. P. H. Brittain, pastor of the Methodist church at Beverly, N. J., has been
forced to abandon his church and leave the place for trying to corrupt two young girls in a family where he and
his wife were boarding. His wife was very indignant,"
and demanded a separation from such a guilty man. He
confessed before the parents of the girls to the baseness
of his designs upon them. He went to Vineland; and the
people there will do well to watch the Reverend gentleman, and not trust their daughters in his care.

The Barrens are furious, They say they have done
everything for Beecher; that they defended him in the
newspapers, and have p8tted him always. But they can't
help themselves. When Mr. Beecher makes up his mind
to go, he will start if a whole regiment opposes.'
The previous report that Mr. Beecher was a deadhead
at the Twin Mountain HousE>, paying his way l:y exhibiting himsillf there, was discreditable enough; but the
above is an outrage to honor and decency that we are not
able to believe even of Mr. Beecher.- N, Y. Sun.

RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
IN the course of a Baptist doctrinal sermon delivered
ERNEST RENAN, the author of the "Life of Jesus" is
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
in Greensboro', Ga., the reverend colored preacher illus- waging war on the University of France, which, he m'ainor subsequent insertions. ·
trated the difference between the Baptist and Methodist tains, undet· its prE'seut name and organization, is bereft
churches by relating an anecdote. "Some years ago a of half the usefulness a university should have. He adman 'fessed 'ligion and 'plied to jine de Baptist church. vocates free chairs and freo teaching, and all the imHe gin his 'sperience and was 'jected. So he went right provements introduced in the universities of GC!·many.
straight and jined de Mefodis'. Some time after data Renan, while believing that it is quite legitimate to learn
brudder Baptis' axed him: 'How dis? We wouldn't hab from one's enemy, contends that the changes he proA FRENCH scientist says beer is the least offensive and you, an' de Mefodis' dun tuk you.' 'Oh.' says he, 'you Poses were already in vogue in the time of St. Louis,a,nd
ol' Baptis' want to make me pay cash down, but de Mefo- as to the question of copying, it is Germany that copied
most thirst-quenching of drinks.
them from France.
THE whole number of failures in th(l United States this dis' gin me six months' credick.'"
year, so far, is 3,376, and the amount of liabilities $74,840,ANOTHER CHRISTIAN SEDUCTION.- R. M. Pomeroy, of
THE opinion is now entertained by some l""eolog!sts
Morning Sun, Iowa, President of the Young l\fen'g Chris- that the earth is shrinking-chiefly about
Eqnatorial
869.
THE Rev. Dick Battle, of 1\Ieridan, 1\Iiss., has stolen a tian Association, and President of the bank at that place, region~and is being thrust out neat· the poles; and the
- 'bam. Pet· haps, as he is a son of Ham, he thought he had has been following Beecher's example of "nest-hidipg.'' distribution of this force may, it is thought, be cor.related
For some time he has had a widowed lady and her daugh- with that of terrestrial magnetism. It is to a great exa right to it.
ter keeping house for him, and all went well until a few tent proved that volcanoes are not found in areas of upA GIRL at Pultney, N.Y., recently nailed 600 grape boxes days ago, when tile young woman became the mother of
heaval, but are indicative of areas of depression. They
in one day of ten hours, driving 10,000 nails and handling
an heir, which she claimed belonged to Pomeroy. For a are most numerous in tho equatorial regions, and are
3,000 pieces of wood.
while there was trouble in the Christian camp, and the found to constantly increase in numbers as the equator is
BAss, the English ale brewer, employs 40,000 commer- erring Pomeroy was made to ·walk up to and" acknowl- approached from the poles. It is also a remarkable fact
cial travelers, and pays the Midland railroad an average edge the corn. He got off, however, by paying the unfor- that the two volcanic groups of the Antilles and the Sunof $855,000 per annum for freightage.
tunate victim of his lust $850, and then departed for a da Islands are situated exactly at the antipodes of each
THE barnacles on the bottom of the steamship Great more genial clime. Had he been a poor man, the court other, and also in the vicinity of the two poles of flattenEastern form a layer six inches thick in places, and are would have settled the affair by assessing four or five ing, the existence of which on the surface of the globe
thousand dollar's damage and sentencing him to a, term has been proved by the recent calculations of astronoestimated to weigh three hundred tons.
of years in the Penitentiary, but his wealth and tile mers. Many instances are known of magnetic disturb1\IR. RusKIN is about to establish a public picture exhi- church saved him, while the poor girl is cast adrift al- ances coinciding with earthquakes, hence the supposed
bition in London, where he will invite artists to send pic- most penniless.
probable cc•nnection between the two phenomena.
tures to be shown under his own supervision.
STILL ANOTHER.-His name is Julius Wittrup. He is
A PARAGRAPH from tho Pall Mall Gazette shows the pe1'HE taxable property of Georgia has more than doub- a Methodist preacher living at Winfield, N. Y. He is full culiar arts resorted to·by the Jesuits in France to secure
led since tile war. Cotton and woollen mills show an in- of grace, and is greatly given to pious exhortation; but a hold on the public, and especially on tho women and
vestment of $3,602,000; iron foundries, $735,190; and ton- Julius has not entirely overcome the lusts of the flesh. children. Among these is the erection of a splendid
Not long since his wife's niece. an estimable young lady, altar in the Cathedral of Nevers, in commemoration of
nage, $6,ooo,ooo.
aged sixteen, was placed by her parents, previous to a the saving of that town from tho Prussians by the interTHE Rev. Charles A. Graber, pastor of the Lutheran
journey to Europe, in charge of said Wittrup and wife.
Church in Meriden, Conn., being accused of Beecher-like One day when the rest of the family were out, thiA pious position of the "Sacred Heart of Jesus," whatever that
particular deity may bo. Tho cost of the altar was subimmorotlity, denies that he is guilty, but says that he will
man went to the young lady's room, locked the door, and scribed in great part by women in the names of their
resign rather than submit to a~ investigation.
made an indecent exposure of his person and attempted husbands. though the latter may have looked with conTHEY were seated at a late dinner, when the door bell to seduce ht'r. The young lady resisted him, and upon tempt on the ridiculous imposture. It was also conrang, and the servant handed a card to Jones' wife. the return of her aunt. made known the facts to her. ~ributed to by the Count of Chambord. Certainly any
"Good gracious I its our minister, and I've been eating Notwithstanding every means was used to keep the affair Idolatry more gross or more debasing was nevAr known,
onions!" she exclaimed. "Never mind.'' said Jones, private, it soon became known; but the lecher is recog- and the worship of the classic deities of field and stream
nizecland fellowshiped by the church, and he slill "breaks was elevating in comparison with it. The Jesuits in
"you need not kiss him to-day.''
the brerd of life to hungry souls."
France, it is reported. are actively engaged in oppoRing
Doc. OwsLEY, of Jacksonburg, Ind., has been sued for
$10,000 damages by Gilbert Cox for seduction of 1\Irs. Cox.
•· MR. BEECHER has conducted himself since his trial in primary education-as in logical consistency with tho
He has gone West, it is supposed, to set up another shop. a manner so oft"ensive to decency, so inconsistent with teachings of their infallible l\faster all Catholic priests
He was Superintendent of the Sunday-school at Jackson- his sacred calling, and so out of relation to the character would seem obliged to do, openly or otherwise.
burg, and made great pretensions to piety.
he claims for himself and his partisans ask the public to
A PIECE of oak fossilized, which had evidently when in
believe is his innocence, that we are not surprised to hear condition of wood been artificially cut with square edges
THE Inde:~ has a good anecdote of a young miss who,
startling reports as to his actions. The following, how- to a shape some twenty inches long by fourteen wide and
upon being enlightened as to tile truth of there being no
ever, from the White Mountains correspondence of the five deep, has recently been found in the e>outh Fork Tunsuch person as ·• Santa Chtus," and that all she had heard
Exp1·ess is almost too disgraceful for belief:
nel, near Forest City, Sierra county. Cal., 1,800 feet from
about his carrying around presents for children was
'The Beecher excitement is quite died out. At first the mouth of the tunnel, with soo vertical feet of the
mere fiction, when sho tartly replied: "Then I suppose
there was a great rush to see him, and hear him, but now mountain above it. This relic of human artifice in the
what you have told me about Jesus Christ and the Devil
the fun is over, and last Sunday his entire audience did prehistoric period was found in what was tho west bank
is all false, too.''
not exceed 2,000 people. He is to return to Brooklyn this of the groat river which ran across the present course of
IN a lecture on coal, Prof, Brewer, adopting the theory week, much to the displeasure of the Barrens, who keep the Sierra river system. How m~ny thousands of centuthut the sun is the fountain-head of all forces on this tile hotel where he is staying. They have given him his ries have passed since it was shaped, and for lww many
earth, argues that when coal is burned we are merely re- board and $50 a week to stay and preach at their house. it has lain undisturbed in its deeply covered grave, is IL
ceiving the heat and light shed by the sun on vegetation He thinks they are making too much money out of him, suggestive subject of study and conjecture. Other disin by-gone geological eras, the fact being that force is and demands that they pay him $200 a week. The Barrens coveries, indicating the existence of man in very remote
never destroyed, but simply changed from one kind of say this is too much, and Beecher says, 'All right, gentle- ages, have been made in various scctionli of this old
force to another. He defines coal as a substance of vege- men, I go home this week.' 'If you do, we will sue you river course; and In 1858 a number of fossilized t>ine
t1tble origin, made perhaps of swampy material, or of for breach of contract; for, Mr, Beecher, you agreed to logs, seven feet long and four in diameter, that had been
vast forests, and consisting principally of carbon, with stay till the third Sunday in September.' Beecher coolly neatly sawed and piled up together, were found in tile Alwhich are united hydrogen and oxygen, together with replies,' flue away, if you like. I should think after what leghany Tunnel, under the bed of the" Old Blue River."
· some earthy matter, its hard or soft character depending you have seen of my success in the law business, that you The recently found relic has been forwarded to the ·calion the amount o.f volatile matter pres'ent.
would know better than to undertake a suit against me.' fornia State University.

Jloits and Qilippings.

its

THE TRUTH SREKER. SEPTEMBER H5. 1R?'5.
JiPvers in the go~pel have r;ot the power to do .the is equnlly well know that at a very early period in the
things which were predicted. therefore the~e pronu~es history of the Chrbtian cburcll diJferenP.es of opinion
have not been fultiJed. It follows that either Chr1st sprung up nmoug Christian,, occasioning the most
111 aoe no such promises, or if he did, he was mi~take!J fierce und bitter controversies. find that the defenders
.An Answer to the Question: Rave We a Supernatur- in his predictions. Take whichever horn of the dt· of their re,pec:tive opiuh,ns di,l not ~cruple to forge
Jt>ma we may, 1t follows tl!at the gospel wr~tcrs we~e whole hoolrs and ascribe their nuthorship to Christ or
ally Revealed, In{allibly ]n.<pi1·ed and Miracunot infalliLly inspireo. Etther they were mtHtuken !n some of his apostles. in order to prove their <loctrineB.
lou•lJ Atte.ted Religion in the World?
attrilmting- these promise~ to Cht·ist, or they were m1sThe books of the New Testament were setectt>d from
taken in llelieving that they would be fulfilled.
a number of other go;;p~l" and epistles. but at what
BY E. E. GI11LD.
particular time or by ''hom, is not certainly known.
WHAT WE DO AND WHAT WE DO NOT lrenreuswho lived A.. D. 182, is the first of the Fath(CONTINUED.)
KNOW ABOUT ·THE BIBLE?
ers wllo mentions the four go~pels hy name. In the
L
year 388 the Council of Laodiee>l pave a catalogue of
The Old Te~tanrent is a coi!Pctinn of .Jewi~h sacred all bo 11 ks in thl' New Te~talllent. In 397 at the thirO.
WERE THE WRITl<JRS OF THE FOUR GOSPELs INFA LIBLY INSPIHED ?
books. The number of them is 39. Th1•y were writ- council of Carthage the llooks of the Old and New
The affirmative of this question is often asserted in ten by di:fft!rent authors and. nt difle ent periods of Testament, as they now stunJ in tile Billie were prothe most positive terms. tt!lll it has bt:en accepted as time. At what p1.rticular time the collection v.:ns nouuced canomcnl, and the 1·eading of the apocryphal
truth very gem·rally in the Christian world. It onl;r ma:!e, and who the writer~ were, as al8o, the prect~e books in the churches was forbidden. At the council
requirl's the stalement of a few facts to show that 1t time when they were written we do not know. We of Chalcedon m 401 the New Testament was used as
is a wholly gratuitous assumption.
.
arf' eqnnlly ignorant in l'ejrarJ to the P«"l'Sons by whom the ultilllate stanlhml of appeal, and a decree of Pope
1. The:·e is no proof that either God or Chnst, ev~r the coi!Pction was made. Some of the books are more Innocent 1, about that time, tonfirmmg the selection
directed or authorized them to write the books 1n 1 han 2500 years old. I!uring the times of Sam~el, which had been prevwusly made, established the
Dtlvl. d, and Solomon, luerature began to fiounsh, canon as 1't now s t ltn d s.
question.
.
2. There is no proof that they had the most d1s!ant records were made, h stories and narratives were
Most of the original manuscripts from which our
idea that these books would be collected, comp 1sed written and songs and hymns were composed. The first New Testament books were selected havt. loug been
in a volume, and transmited to succeeding genera- four b~oks of the Pentateuch originated in the time lost. All that are now extant have been collected and
tiona.
of Solomon. 1019 years before Chr t, but the Penta- published in a book called the Apocryphal New Tes3. They nowhere assert or intimate that they poss- teuch was not completed untirthe rime of Josiah 641 t 11 ment. This l.Jook is about the same size as the one
essed such in~piration..
.
.
before Christ. It was commenced 432 years after the BUptJosed to be genuine.
It may be said that 1f they do not make th1H cla1m death of Moses. and finished in the torm in which we
During 1200 years or until the art of printing was
for themselves Paul makes it for them, where he as- now have it 810 years after his de11th. The whole five discovered t!Je books of the New 'fe> tament were in
serts that. "All scripture is given by inspn·ation of books are in great part compilation~ from previously manuscr.pt only and mainly in the hands of the clerGod." We reply tl111t Paul's declaration has nothing existing documents of the writers of whi<'h nothing is gy. The first translation of the Bible into English
to do with the question before us, first, because It says known. The last book of the Old Testament was was by W icklifi'e in 1360. This was not printed ex:;:tOt one word about injaUible inspiration, and second, written 397 before Christ. The Hebrew Bible allounds cept the New Testament part, and tllaL was not done
because when he made the declaration the gospels in repetitions of history, narrativts, genealogies, laws, until 1731. The first printed Bible in English was
had not been written and were therefore not in exist- oracles, proverbs, sentences, and thoughts. lf these that of 'I indal and Coverdale in 1526. Our present
ence. We may be told that Christ promised to bis repetitions were expunged from it, it would reduce EugJi,h version was made by orderolKing James I and
dlsdples the aid of the "Holy Spirit," which would the vo·ume to nearly one-half its present size. The printed in 1613.
.
direct them what to say in all emergencies, and •• lead style of composition of these books is very different.
'.rlle Bible as a whole bas been frequently copied,
them into all truth." Without questioning whether In some of them it is pun', grand, and beautitul. in numerous·tran~:>lations have been made of it and it has
Chri:st made .such a pro:nise or not, and taking it for others it is low, vulgar, mean, and poor. During-2551 been pnnted in all the prinmple languages in the
granted that he did, we proceed t.-, il~quire; ~as. the years these books existed only in manuscript and dur- world.
promise fulfilled to the extent of makmg the d1se1ples ing the entire history of the Jews as a nation the care
The division of the Bible into chflpters was made
infallible ? The Holy :::\pirit we are informed in the of them was committed to the prie~ts. After tile by Hugo, who Jived about A. D. 1240. The division
the gospels was bestowed upon the disc1ples between return of"the Jews from the Babylonian captivity 518 of the chapters into verses was by .Mordecai Nathan,
the time of Christ's crucifixion and his ascension i:~to years before Christ, they ceased to speak tlJC Hebrew a Jewbh Ralllli in 1475.
heaven. From this trme torward were the di~ciples language, and from that time until130 before Christ.
Our English Btl.Jie was translated not from the originfallillle ? The numerous contmliictions, obcrepen- a period ol 388 year~ these books were tucked up in ll ina! mauuscr pts of the writers, but from copie:; of the
Cies and mistakes contained in 1he gospels, some of dead langua)!e, anJ could be read only by a very few original, none of which in the Old Tesitlllleut were
whi~·h we have pointed out in this· hook, prove either of the Jewish people. The books were ori,l('inaly older than the 9th l'eutury of the Christian era, and
that they were not wri>t~>u hy the disciples, or if they written in continuous letters and lines, without any none of the New Testallleut older than the sixth cenwere, they were not infallibly m.spired Besides, whtn division into chapters. sentences, or words, >tn<l wi.h- tury
the qnest.ious came before the d1sc1ples of whether th~ out· puucmation. The work of copying them was a
N~twithstanding the opinion which for a long time
gospel should lrt preached to the Gentiles, a~d whether dtfficu!L and laborious task and even the reaoing of prevailed, that in a mysterious and miraculous manthe Gentilt:s should observe the ceremomal law of them was attended with great difficulty. Only a few nel' Gou had taken care to preserve the iuviolallle pu11-ioses, they settled them not ~y authority of _infallible copies were extant and these were held to be of great rity uf the text ot the Billie, or if not that, at kast the
inspiration, !Jut the first question was ~ettled 1n Peter's pecuniary value, placing them .beyond the real'h of purity of the original, the iuve~tig;rtiuns or learued
mind lly a speci~J :'isiou, and t~e other by cal.linJ! a the mass of the people. In regard to the pre>:ervation men lmve proved that among ullt!Je copies of theorigCou,cit of the d1sc1ples to cons1der the quest.ton, to of the'e bo .. ks and the prevention of them ft'OIII cor- iual Hellrew of the Old Testament, and those of tue
d!llrberate upon it, to discuss it, and after different ruptiou the Jews have a val'iety of traditions some of Greek of the New Testament, there is not one that is
opinions had l.Jeen expres.ed on it, it was finaly de- which are t'abulous, other:; contradictory, and none of perfect or any two ot eitiler that exactly ugtee. And
cided in accordance with a proposal made by James them reliable. The first mention of the collection of HlllOug' all the translations and veroton~, whether of
who occupted a middle groun.d on the Htbject. Now, these \Jooks, as a whole, wus by Jesus, the S •n of tii- private imlividu<1l8 or of authorized Lodies of men,
if the disciples were conscious of the possession of rach, 180 before Christ. 'l'he lir~t trunslation of the tllcre is not two that are alike. Kenuicott and De
infallillility, or if they believed themselves to lle infal- books into another language was commeuced ahout Russi spL·llt thitty-six years in Cl>llecttng aucieut Helillie her~ was a fine opportunity for them to assert 286llefore Cbrbt., and finished 130 llefore Christ. This urew aut! oamarilan manuscripts of ttre Old Te~t!l
it a~d to make a di:;play of 1t, but they seem not to was a Greek version called tile Altxandnan, or ver- ment. They olttained and compared more than 1200
h~ve tltou~ilt of ~tny such thing.
· sion of the Seventy. It was the on~ in use in the time cop!Cs and De Hos~i published fum quarto volumes
The farlure in the fulfilment of this promise said of Christ and lus Apostles, and quoted from by them. of vurlou:> remliugs found in about 400 nmnusc:ripts
to have be~n made to the disciples, is paralleled lly This ver8iou was tullow<:d by ~~c"veral otlwr Greek wllicll he examineu. The variations amounted to
the failure of other promises of a similar nature. ver~ions. In the yt-ar 405 of til~ Christinn l'ra .Jerome over 130,000.
The writers of the cospel~, state that Christ promist:d tinbhed a Latin tran~lation from th<· Ht:lln·w .. J<'rl•l\1
The New Testament contains seven books the auin the most emphatic and unequivocal WHnner til at th .s time ':'·e will co~~i~ler ~he. Old Testament in con- then 1icity of \\ hich was db!JUlecl for a long time by
after his asceuston IIllO heaven he would retum to uectwn wub ~he Citnsu~n Scnptm:es.
.
many 111 the eariy Uhri~t.un chmch, and Dr. Lardner
earth during the life time of some at least of his di~ci'!'he New 'I estamcnt 1s a colJe1 twn ofboo_ks.wl1tten stty~, they are·· nuL fit to lle al.ed~ed as utiordiug sufples, that then he \~oul.d J?e scaled upon ·• the throne clunng the first two Cl·nt~nes o! the Chn~l~un ent. Jicent pr oot of any dOctrine." 'fhese books arc Heof his glory, aud Ins msc1plc::; should also be seated" They are m nu~1bt:r 27. ti!mle of tlJtlllltrc lllstu~·Jcal llruws. Jame~, 2ull and 3d John. Jude, 2nd Peter, and
on twelve.throues judging the twelve tribe~ of Israel. b<tt most arc epl,!<~lary. ! hey were wntleu by lllfll·r Revehitions. lt alsu coulains passages which i>y some
The geuenrtion then living was not to pass away ~e- eut persons at ,.tllffereu.t t1mes ~nd places. But e:s:· lcamed men are deemed to be spurious. Such as
fore thts promise was to be lulfilecl. (l\llatt x, 23, Xlv, ceptmg mo~t of the e1nstles attnllutell to Paul, and a .\latt. j 17-25 and whole of 2ud cr apt~r · the bLand
29-35 ; lH rk Xlit,. 28-31 ; Luk~ xxi, 27-32 i. Mal . xvi, leW allributed t? ot!ter writ~rs, we do 1101 po~itively 2tlll cb:1pters ~f Lulw, except tile four first v~r~es, und
27, 28; Mark vm, ::!8 atud 1x, 1; Lulie 1x, 26. 27; !mow the preCJ~e ume when, place where, nor per· mauy otller al'cuuuts and Vl'rses wluch are regatded
Matt. xix, 2tl.) In ~he Epr.stlt·s of the NewTe~taH.cut" sm.ls lly whomt~t·y were "f'ltttu. M11st if not all the us iutcrpolatiuus into the origmnltext.
tins conuug of Chn~t ll:l o!Jen alluded tu, and the be- epl,tles :"·~re wrtllen ':Jefore the goHpe!.s. ln. rega1·d
In our c 11 mu 1on Eugli!'h Billie there are a great
.lid exprtl:loed that 1t was to take place durmg the tu the ongtn, authors!ttp, and lust .. ry of the htstoncal number of additions which are not contuiued in the
natwal lile of the writers. (oee 2 Thes. i, 6-10; books, i. e. the four gm pelt!, hut little is known with original some of whiell at il•>t8t are Jiahle to mblead
~.Cor. xi, 6; 1 'l'im. v1, 14,;.. James v, 7, tl; 1 Thess. ~ertuinty, UtJ to the ~iute wh!l" .they were separated rhe reaLier. Slll·h ure all the words ]Jriuted iu italics.
111 1 13, ~?d v, 23 ~ .2 Thess. m. 5; H_eb. x, 25, and ~7; !rom a D;Ulltlrer of wnung~ rela~ll,l_g to the Mute ~ul.J- 'fhese were suppliell Ly the tmuslators.
f'o also the
1 John n, 28; 1 I !.tess. v, 1-4, and 1v, 13-17; ·1 Cor. ject, winch was neur the eml of tue second century. headings ol the chapters and in the upper margin of
'
xv, 51, 52 ; 1 Pete~ vii, 7. >. It. is a welt .known fact As.Mr.F. oude well o~serves, "•ht·re exi~ts no aucicut the puges.
tha.t the early Chnsuans hved m the constant e:x:pec- wnLmgs wha.ttver, ot such vast ~wmeut to m~,uktud
Fmally, the work of collecting-, arranging. copying
ta~wn o! the ~pee?Y return,or second advent of qhnst to ol wh1ch so little can. lle authenllcall,, kuown.
We auu truuslating the books of the Bible has been lloue
tht~ world, at whtch tuue the .dea.t :"'ere to ll~ rals,ed~th1e may add that there 1s. 11.0 pat t o! lnllu!UJ history ol LJy hum au !mud~, 1 y uninspired and fallillle 111 eu;
ltVlllg changed t1 om mortahty to ImrJJOrtallly, Uhnst:; equal mtponauce that lS mvolveu m so mucb oll•cnr· and lty Jtunmu authonty alone it has !Jcen prouuuuced
kingtlom estalllished llere on earth, and the sainto tu tty as that which re.ates to the l.Jirth, life an<l death, inla!LlJie in its Leachtugs.
rule and reign with him in his kingdom.
of Jesus Uhnst, and the hfe and death, of his AposOBSCURITY OF THE BIBLE.
Anotller )li'Ombe said to have been made by Christ ties. Notwithstaudlllg the vast amount of til!Je a11d
was thaL the llelievers in Ills ,gospd should be endowed labor which learnt:lf u.eu have expentted in endl'nVurThat the Bibl~t is very ohscure in its teachinp:s is
with tlle power of casting out devils, of sp~akmg with mg to clear up the sullject, their dforts t!JU:; far have g"neralry admitted l.Jy t.l,use who know lllost ab••ut it.
new tongues, of being invnlnerallle 10 tl.Je voisou of been unavailing. It is known, .Rowever, thut as .Mush- No llook was ever publisheJ to which ,uch a variety
serpents, or even of tlle most deadly poison drank by iem s .ys, ·• not long after the a~cension oi Christ, sev- ol interpretations have been given. Thousands of
them. 'fhey should also be able to resrore the sick to era! histories. of his life and doctrines, full of pious commentaries have been written upon it, by men of
health by the laying on of hands. See Mark xvi, 17, frauds and fabulous wonders, were composed by per- equal talent and learning, no two of which give it the
18.
sons whose intentions perhaps, were not bad, but sume exposition. Out of the milhons of believers in
Now as there has been no such personal second ad.• , whose writings discovt'rud tbe greatest superstition the infallibility of its inculcations, it is not probable
vent of Ulu'ist, as the dead have not been raised, nor and ignorance. Nor was thi8 all ; .producLious Hp- that any two could l.Je found who would agree in their
the living changed. as no thrones have been estab- peared which were imposed upon the world by fraud- understanding of its contents. Thi::; is not wonderful
lished for the occupancy of the disciples, and as be- ulent men, as the writings of the holy apootltJs." It if we consider that the books were composed by some
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forty different authors, who lived in rlifferent ages of
the world, and if we allow that the writers, like all
other men, were liable to entertain conflicting views
and to be mistaken in their opinions. But on the sup·
position that they wrote us they were directed by unerring inspiration, it is truly surprising that they have
not written, so as to be clearly ami definitely understood. What kind of revelation is that which requires
thousands of elaborate tomP.s to explain it, ami them
when the explanation is given requires a whole library
of books to exphtin the explanation ? A few of the
Biblical writers seem to elairn some sort of inspiration,
but precisely what they meant by it we do not know.
We have plenty of men in our clay who talk very
much as the aucient prophets did. They tell us of
what the Lord bas said to them, and come to us with
messages which they claim to be direct from God.
They seem to attrihute their impre.•~ions, concerning
religion to the s:Jecinl agency of Gotl. In this they
may be very honest and yet be mistake11, and so might
the Scripture writers, rei erred to.
The B1ble has been very aptly compared to a box of
lettered wooden blocks. 'fhese blocks by being prop·
erly arranged can be made to expr<>SS anything the
manipulator desires to have expressed. So by arranging certain texts of Scripturl", the Bible may be made
to teach nearly all of the conflicting creeds of the numerous Christian sects. The style of the Bible is often highly figurative.
It abounds in hyperboles,
tropes, simile~, p<trable'l and symbols. This makes
it susceptible of a variety of interpretations, and renders the real meaning of the writers difficult to ascer·
tain. The celebrated John Leland was a clistinguislied and very successful Baptist cler!l:yman for more
than sixty years. During all this time he was a close
student of the Bible. He availed himself of all the
means in his power to ascertain the true import of its
teachings. He counted every book. chapter, verse.
word, ai1d letter between its lids. When eighty-six
years of age he matle the following candid confession;
"If God formed me with talents to be an expo&itor of
the holy scriptures,! have criminally neglected to improve the talents which he gave me, for now when I
am eighty-six years old, I have not the least unuerstandiug of the last nine ch11pters of Eztkiel ; and the
same is true of a great part of the Bible. I read commelltators, but remain ignorant. JHy prayer is that I
may know antl practice the truth, but I remain und<:lr
the cloud, grovding in the d;trk." Bee tlte l01'itings of

Elde1' John Leland, page 733.
WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BffiLE?
Select from it all that is valuable, especially the
gran<! and glorious, theoretical and practical truths
which it contains ; binu these into a volume, puulish
an immense edition of the same, and put a copy into
the hands of every human being. 'l'reasut·e up the
remainder and carefully preserve it as a relic of the
folly antl superstition of past ages.
BIBLICAL FACTS WORTH REMEMBERING.
1. The Bible contains but two definitions of God.
These are, "God is a spirit," "God is lore.,.
2· The word inspiration occurs but twice in the
Bible. O!lce it is applied to the human uuderstandiug, and ouce to the J.~Jwish sacred Scrip I ures.
3. The word religiOn is not cont>tiued in the Old
Testament, and occurs lmt three times in the New.
The word religious occurs twice, and only in the New
Testament.
4. There is but one definition of religion in the
Bible, and that is in James i, 27.
5. The phrase " born again," occurs but three times
in the Bible. It was use<.! twice by Ghrist and once
by Peter.
6. The Jews had no definite ideas on the subject of
a future state of existence, nor of the existence of a
Devil, aud hall uo proper names for any of the angeb
until they were curried captive toBabyloll. They Lierived their opinions on these subjects not from their
sacretl scriptures but from the Illagian religion.
A CHAPTER OF DEFFINITIONS.
GoD. The Power that con trois the universe of matter aud miud. TI1e magnum bonum, or sum of all
powet·; the summum bonum, m· sum of all good;
the self-exititeut cause of all causes and effects.
DEVIL. That which ~;tantls in the way of human
happiness.
HEAVEN. A state or condition of the mind and feeling-s consequent ou the consciousness of uwralrecti·
tude.
HELL. Self reproach and condemnation for doing
intentionally wlntt we know, or believe to be wrong.
1110HAL AGENCY. The power of choosing to do
what we believe to be right in preference to doing
what we think to be wrong.
FltEE AGENCY. A self-determining power claimed
by some to be possessed loy man by which he is en .bled
to act in opposition to the strongetit motives and contrary to his strongest inclinations.
SELF INTEI<EBT. The main-spring of human action.
When uuenlighteued autl mistlirected it tends to misery. When properly directed it produces the highest good. Not until men leam that their best interest
and chief good consists in promoting the interest and
happiness of their fellowmen will they know how to
happify themselves. Man is necessarily a selfish be·

ing, but to human selfishness manifested in this way
certainly no one can object.
C(INSCIENCE. A feeling which inclines us to do
what we believe to he right, and reproaches us for doing what we think to be wrong.
WrsDoM. The knowledge that the order of Nature
is such that the consequences of well or ill doing follow by an immutable law and that this order cannot
be departed from, even by Gotl himself, without his
ceasing to be Gorl.
FoLLY. The belief that God's moral government is
based on corrtingencies, so that the consequences of
wrong doing may or may not be experienced by the
wrong doer.
RELIGION. Knowledge of the relation which man
sustains to God, and of the duties which grow out of
that relation, and the proper direction of the religious
faculties.
FALSE RELIGION. Imperfect knowledge of man's
relation to God, and misdirection of the religious faculties.
MoRALITY. Knowledge of the relation which man
sustains to his fellowmen and faithful discharge of the
duties which grow out of that relation.
MIRACLE. An effect without a suffident cause.
Various definitions have been given of this term. If
it is defined to signify a wonder then the world is full
of miracles, for surely it abounds with wonders on every. hand. It it signifies a suspension or counteraction of the laws of Nature then miracles are plenty,
for the laws of Nature are being counteracted every
day. It is a law of nature that water should seek its
·own level and run down hill, but by applying sufficient force it may be prevented from doing either.
Nature's law makes all heavv bodies tend to the centre of our earth, but any of us can take hold of a
pebble or a piece of iron and force it to go in a horizontal or perpendicular direction contrary to its natural tendeney. Do we in all such cases work a miracle ? If by miracle is meaut a special act ot D<vine
power, without the intervention of law, we are involved
in an inextricable difficulty ; for how can it be proved that. any event occurs without law ? The tim~ has
been when all the phenomena of nature Wl"re regarded
as special acts of Divine providence. This view is
now admitted to be erronious. May it not be eq•tnlly
erronious to suppose any event to occur without law?
If we say of any' given phenomenon that it is miraculous simply because we tlo not k.ww the cause of it
what is this but asserting that we know the cause of
it when at the same time we admit we do not? Besides, if all phenomena of the cause of which we are
ignorant is miraculous, then again the world is full of
miracles, for there is plenty of phenomena of which
we know not the cause. The truth is that nothing is
miraculous that is produced by an adequate cause,
and therefore if miracles exist at all, they must consist of effects without sufficient cause. It has been
well said th:1t the greatest concelvable miracle would
be that any intelligent man should Hnclerstanclingly
uelieve in miracle•. So far as we know anything
about the system of Nature the Universe is governed
by an order which is uniform and invariable, and no
devbtion from the unchangeableness of this order C<tn
be admitted without more anu better proof than has
eveu yet been addnced.
FAITH. Confidence or trust in a thing or being based on what we know or think we know of that thing
or being. There can be no faith that is not fouucletl
on re;tl or supposed knowledge.
BELIEF. An opmion produced by evidence either
real or imaginary. From the nature of the mintl evidence amounting to proof and perceived to be such
must nel'es8urily produce conviction. Men are pas·
sive in the reception of their opinions ; they can hy
no means believe or disbelieve just what they will or
wish contnuy, to the evitlence as it appears to them.
'!"he utmost they cau do is to deny their convictions.
or profess to have convictions when they have not.
Rational be ief cannot be induced hy bribes or threatR
by promises of reward for believing, nor by thr~ats of
punishment for unbelief. To undertake to gam ~he
belief of men by bribes ot· deter them from un behef
by threats is at the best only to make of them hypocrites and slaves.
NATURE. The universe of matter and of mind. The
aggregate of everything that exists.
.
THUTH. A fact in Nature. When stated m human
language it is a statement in conformity with fact.
Truth in the aggregate is the aggregate of all the facts
that ever dtd, Lion-ow, or ever will exist In the Universe.
IIIATTER. A form of Spirit tangible to the human
senses.
SPIRIT. A form of ~latter not cognizable by the
senses. All cognizable forms of matter are incarnations of the infinite spirit of the universe. As forms
they are finite and peris~a:J_le, but t~e material of
which they are composed Is mclestructtble, and when
these forms are clestroyecl, euters into the composition of otherforms. Tlms the infinite is being constantly resolved into the finite ant the finite into the infinite. This is the real work of creation which never
had a beginning and can never. have an encl. ~<;>thing
is lost in nature. Only two thmgs can be anmh1lated,
one is form the other is phenomena. The form of
the human body or of any other body which exi,:t, 1o
day must ultimately be decomposed and rew. vcd
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back into its original elements to enter into the composition of other forms. The lightnings flash and
~hunders roar so visible to our senses fo.r a moment,
m a moment ceases to be, and although a similar
phenomenon may appear the same one can never be
reproduced. That the infinite Spirit of the universe
pos~esses in te ligence is proved from the fact that intelligence exists in all animated beingR. What nature
does not contain could never be derived from nature.
The whole question of the immortality and personal
consciousness and idenlity of the human mind may
be settled by simply deciding the question, is mind an
entity or a phenomenon.
The arguments usually
adduced to prove the immortal 'Personal consciousness of man are merely inferential, and however logical they may be they do not tlemonstrate but only
render it probable. All that relates to the future beyontl the present moment relates to the unknown and
is a mere matter of opinion. For wise and good purposes Nature has so ordered it. that we can have no
positive knowletlge of tile future. Every human being knows or believes just as much about the future
as in his present state of development he ought to
know. He who cannot be thankful to God fol' all
tnat is past and trust him for ali that is to come is
"without hope and without God in the world."
However real the future may be it is unknown to us.
The present is real ; we live in the present, and if we
were more solicitous to discharge with fidelity the du·
ties of the present and Jess disinclined to trust God to
dispose of us as he in his infinite wisdom and goodness
deems best it would be far better for the interest and
happiness of us all. The reality of a future state of
existence for m>tn can be demonstrated positively only
by the reappearance in proper person in a spil itual
but tangible form of some person with whom we were
well acquainted and knew him to have been beyond
the possibility of doubt. Some men in our day claim
to have this evidence. We will not dispute if the
fact be so let ;t be proved.
NATURAL. Any event or phenomonon which occurs
in the estabHshed order of events or which constitutes
both an effect and a cause in the interminable chain of
causes antl effects which never hud a begi;:wing and
can have no end.
SurEHNATURAL. That which is above or beyond
Nature. As Nature, or the universe of matter and
mind is infinite, bounflless, and illimitahle, there can
be nothing ab )Ve or beyond it. The power thut controls our hoLlies resides iu and not outside of the
bouy. There can be no outside to that w1Jirh is
bo.ondless in extent. The infinite power of the Universe pervades every part of it and is present in every
phenomonon of matter or of mind. No eveut can be
supernatural.
REVEAL. To make known to the mind.
REVELATION. That which is m>ltle known to the
miucl of which the mind was previously ignorant.
As all our knowledge is obtuiued through the medium
of the senses whatever is communicatea to the mind
must be communicated through thut medium. Whenever men claim to have knowledge which they have
derived through some other channel we way set them
Liown as self dec~>ived or imposters.
INSPIRATION. The voluntary or spontaneous action
of the inherent powers and faculties of the human
mind. All men are mspircd but not all to the sums
exteut. The highest inspiration is found in those
meu whose various faculties are harmoniously developed to the greatest degree.
(TO BE CONTINUED.]

Damnation Eternal.
"Eternal plagues and heavy chains,
T•>tmeutiu~

racks and

ll•~ry <.:OtLls.

And dMtS to inllil't lmmo• tal pnins.
Dipped in th<:l blood of ctunntHl ~;ouls."
In this country, no orLie>tl, perhaps, is more severe
than that of nnttntainiug a posilion which freely allows ench one to do his owu thinking. But it is the
Christian whose creetl is expressetl allove that forbids
to others, the freetlom of thou~ht uuder penalties of
·• Tormenting racks. and fiery coals.'
Educated Freetlom say~-" Think-think, your·
~elf." That is the legitimate function ol'humuu brains.
The mind is an apparatus, mude t>n purpose to ehtbo,
rate itleas. But tt1e Chris1iau says, "No! you must
think as I do or be dam net!." Belief is a matter of
necessity .. Faith is volitional; and what is call eLi "saving faith " is that act ot credulity, that crerttes "the
evitleuce of things unseen" (Heb. 12:1). Faith, I herefore is exerci~ed in respect to "things uuseeu," or
assu'med without proof; they are taken for gmnted
"by faith." Aud this fatth JS the authority by which
we are threatened eternal damnation.
LA RoY SUNDERLAND
A FREE PRESS.-A long and varied experience as
a publi~her antl writer has couv;n~.:ed me, that a perfectly tree, fair, antl indepentl_ent n~wspaper i~ one of
the rarest things seen, even m tlns progress1ve age.
The o-reat mass of the people are under the spell of faith
in tr~clitional dogmas, auclthe Editor who str.kesout
from the old path must leave tl!e multitude behmd,
and labor at his own cost or store.
LA Rc Y S JNDERLAND.
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The Bible.- No. xxviii.
ELIJAH THE TISHBITE.-CONTINUED.

After Elijah had put to death the four hundred and
fifty prophets of Baal, Ahab returned and informed
his wife, Jezebel, what the good man had done, and
as the murdered men were her friendS', she naturally
was much offended, and she sent word to the Tishbite
that she would have his life within twenty-four hours.
This alarmed the prophet greatly, and be fled for his
life, evidently having more confidence in Jezebel's
enmity than in his God's protection.
He went a day's journey into the wildernese, and in
a gloomy state of mind took a seat under a juniper
tree, and '' even wished he were dead." He asked
the Lord to take his life; but instead of dying, he
took a nap, from which he was awakened by the
touch of an angel, who invited him to partake of a
repast provided for him of cake, freshly baked, and a
cruse of water. This was not brought by ravens, but
by angels of another color. The prophet ate heartily
and laid down again, doubtless wearied with his day's
walk. After this sleep, the angel prepared another
repast, to which he invited the prophet. That must
have been a hearty, refreshing meal, for, upon the
strength of it, Elijah walked forty days and forty
nights, unto Horeb. This great feat of pedestrianism
surpasses anything the world has known in that line.
It leaves Weston and othenl far in the shade. They
have walked six days and nights consecutively by
stopping three or four hours each day for refreshments and sleep; but this Tishbite man kept it up
forty days and forty nights-and all upon the strength
of that one meal. Not knowing the distance to
Horeb, we cannot say how that walk was for speed,
but in point of long continuance without food or
rest, it is most astonishing, and t11xes our utmost credulity. .
If God had special need for Elijah at Horeb, it
would have been kind in him to have transported him
thither in a more pleasant manner than walking wit.hout intermission for forty days and nights. If he had
sent around his carriage, in which he afterwards
transported his servant to heaven, it would have saved
the old man many weary days and nights.
Elijah must have been greatly in fear of Queen
Jezebel to thus hasten away from her. Why did he
not go back to the widow where he lived in such safe
seclusion, and where he had been so well treated ? It
certainly would have been preferable to a ceaseless
walk of forty days and nights without food or sleep.
On arriving at Horeb, the prophet took up his
abode in a cave, and singularly enough, God came by
in a still, small voice and asked him what he was doing there?
The prophet answered by asserting
the zeal he had felt for God, and that he had fled
from those who sought his life ; whereupon God commanded him to go and anoint Hazael, king of Syria,
and Jehu, king of Israel, and to look up Elisha, the
son of Shaphat, and anoint him to be prophet in his
his own place. Elijah left to perform this mission.
He found Elisha plowing with twelve yol1e of oxen-:a pretty good "plow-team," at all events, and one
that ought to have turned a good furrow. Elisha
seemed to enter very readily upon his new m1sswn,
after slaying two of the oxen, boiling them with the
harness and plows, and gave the flesh to the people to
eat. This done, he followed Elijah to learn to be a
prophet.
After King Ahab had been slain at Ramoth-Gilead,
in consequence of taking the word of four hundred
lying prophets which God sent to deceive him, that
he might be slain, !l-nd his son Ahaziah had succeeded
him, it so happened that the son fell through some
lattice work and injured himself considerably and
W;ts obliged to go to bed. Wishing to know the result of the injury, and whetherit would termin~te in

death, he saw fit to send messengers to consult Baalzebub, the god of Ekron, relative to the matter.
This seems to have aroused God's jealousy, and he
sent Elijah to intereept the messengers, and ask them
if there was no God in Israel of whom they could
enquire. The Tishbite told the messengers that the
king should not recover, and they returned back to
their master; who enquired of them why they had returned. They told him about meeting Elijah, and
what he had said. The king then sent a captain and
fifty men to go to Elijah and make further enquiries,
and to bring him to the king.
They found the
prophet on the top of a hill, and the captain spoke
very respectfully to him, calling him "man of God,"
and saying the king wished to see him. Elijah's amiable reply to this was: '' If I be a man of God, then
let fire come down from heaven and consume thee
and thy fifty," and immediately the fire descended
and consumed them, The king sent another captain
with fifty more men, and they met the same fate ; Elijah called down fire from heaven and consumed
them.
In thus burning to death these one hundred and two
men for merely asking the prophet to come down, was
a punishment which in severity was out of all proportion to to the offense. If the king erred, the men
surely were not at fault, and it was a hard fortune
that they should be burned to death for rendering
simple obedience to the command of their king.
Divine justice, however, according to many parts of
the Bible, is so different from our highest conceptions
of human justice, that we are often shocked at its unmerited severity, as in this case.
The king, being still solicitous, sent the third captain with fifty men, and this captain fell upon his
knees before Elijah and implored him to be merciful
and not slay them with fire as he had the two other
companies who had visited him, and begged him to
go and see the king. An angel just· at that moment
spoke a low word to the prophet, and told him to go
down and see the king, and be not afraid, and he went.
Had he done this sooner, the lives of one hundred
men might have been saved. Elijah, after all, gave
the king very little satisfaction, and told him that in
consequence of his presuming to send to Baal-zebub,
he should not recover, and he soon died.
It now appears that the good prophet had done so
much to please his God, that the latter had decided to
take him up into heavtJn unto himself in a most peculiar manner. We are left to suppose the killing of
four hundred and fifty prophets of Baal, and the burning of two captains and one hundred men had rendered him a special favorite with God for which !Je
should be rewarded in a remarkable way. Elijah and
Elisha started together from Gilgal, and the former
being aware his time had about come, seemed to wish
to get away from the latter, and tried to get him to
tarry at a number of places and let him go on by himself ; but Elisha stuck to him like a brother, and
swore he would not leave him. They went first to
Bethel, when Elijah said God had sent him toJericho,
then they went to Jericho, from which place Elijah
said the Lord had sent him to Jordan.
When they arrived at that river, Elijah took his
mantle and smote the waters, and they were divided
hither and thither, so that the two went over on dry
land. This was truly a great feat to perform, and
one all the prophets, priests, bishops and popes now
in the world combined, could not perform. It is so
unnatural for the waters of a river to P,ile up like a
wall on either side, and so unusual for the bed of a
river in a few minutes to become dry ground, so men
could walk over dry shod, that it is very difficult for
us to believe this was done in the case under consideration. It is entireiy opposed to the laws of nature;
water is ever quick to seek its level, and will not stand
up like a wall unless it is frozen, neither will the beds
of rivers, which abound in soft deposits of mud, if
the water could be removed, suddenly aecome dry,
firm ground.
It would seem the waters of the river Jordan had
almost become familia1· with being parted and piled
up like a wall. They parted that way for Joshua and
his army, in this case for Elijah, and on a subsequent
occasion for Elisha. They may have got used to it,
but if thtly are keeping it up to this day, the world

has no account of it. We know that the waters of
our rivers will not perform in this way, though they
be smitten with all the mantles, cloaks, coats and
pants in Chatham street. If the powel· to divide
rivers could have been conveyed to posterity, and the
secret transmitted to us of modern times of what im.
mense utility it might have been to the 'world in the
movement of armies and in the common business of
life. What numbers of ferries, bridges and pontoons
it would have saved; but somehow these wonderful
feats were all performed ~ long time ago, and the secret
has been lost, or God has not so much leisure time to
attend to them as formerly, or has Jess inclination to
exhibit his skill in that direction, and people have
been compelled to use ferries and bridges to cross the
streams.
After they had crossed over the river, dry shod, and
were walking along, chatting together, a chariot of
fire and horses of fire came in between them und carried Elijah up to heaven. The acr.ount is confused,
and sn,ys he went up in a chariot of fire, and also that
he went up in a whirlwind. We don't see how it could
be both ways. If it was a chariot and horses of fire, it
was not a whirlwind, and if it was the latter, it was
not a chariot of fire. He could not well go horsoJ?ack and on foot at the same time.
But take it all in all, this is one of the most remarkable events that ever occurred, and Elijah was one of
the most remarkable men that ever lived. He was
probably the only man that ever existed thn,t who,
without God's help, or with it, could prevent moisture
falling to the earth from the air above us in the form
of rain and dew for the space of three years. He was
perhaps the only man who could produce rain at will.
He is the only one who has increased a handful of
meal, and a few spoonfuls of oil, so as to furnish food
for three persons fur nearly three years. He was one
of the very few who have raised the dead. In the
killing business, he was a prodigy; there may have
been individuals who have personally killed more
than five hundred and fifty men, but the number of
such has been very small. In pedestrianism and abstinence from food and sleep, he surpasses the world;
in parting rivers with a mantel, very few have equaled him. In fireworks, he was pre-eminent over all
who have ever lived. No other man has been able to
call down:fire at pleasure, and burn oxen, men, stones,
dust, and even water. Could he have lived in this age
of the world, he might have made an immense fortune as ''Fire King." Such feats as he performed
would be hailed with great applause in all quarters of
the globe.
His last feat, of riding up into the ethereal bluewe know not how many hundred miles-in a chariot
of fire, and with horses of fire, far transcends all his
other performances. Of the countless billions of beings who have trod this ea1·th, and who, when the
cares and duties of life were over, have died from old
age, disease, accident or violence, and the elements
composing their bodies decomposed and returned to
the fountains whence they came, he is the only one
who has been conveyed in his crude material body in
a chariot to the regions of ether far above the earth,
When the extreme rarity of the upper air is considered ; that human beings cannot derive from it enough
of oxygen to sustain life, thn,t being in it for a short
time only, deprives a person of muscular and physical
power ; that the pressure of our atmosphere (fifteen
pounds to the square inch), being chiefly removed,
the tendency of the blood-vessels, arteries and veins
is to be ruptured, and for blood to burst from the
mouth and nose, so in that way, if no other, life
would thus soon become extinct in the thin air
above us ;-when we remember, too, the intense frigidity of the ether above the earth-estimated by scientists to be over four hundred degrees below zero-in
which a human being could not exist a minute ; when
all these facts are before us, the great improbability
of this crowning feat of Elijah is strongly presented
to the mind.
The most reasonable conclusion we can arrive at, is
that the entire story is a fiction, written by some unkown person, who knew nothing of the laws and
forces of nature, and who was ignorant of the truth
that everything in the Universe is governed by unerring and unchangeable laws, but who supposed them
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be controlled by the notions and whims of a fickle
Providence.
Bible reverers of course think these events were
special miracles, and were performed to carry on
God's work, and to effect great good in the world. In
this case, however, it is very difficult to see where any
special good was accomplished by the impossible
things Elijah was said to have performed. Ahab and
his Queen Jezebel, were not converted, they continued to be ungodly while they lived, the worship of
Baal was continued, the people did not materially
chauge their course of life. Succeeding kings which
ruled over Israel and Judah, continued to do wickedly and to die in their sins ; the people were no better,
and the efforts and performances attributed to Elijah
seem to have produced no permanent good results,
and thus the outlay of miraculous power afforded no
adequate returns.
In all this business this truth is indisputable. In
most cases where the laws of nature were set aside,
and natural impossibilities were said to be performed, it was in the ages of ignorance and superstition ;
and as knowledge and education spread in the world,
and as the truths of science illumine the minds of
men, such impossibilities as were ascribed to Elijah
no lon!?;er take place, nor are they believed by intelligent people.

Christianity Examined.
NO IX,

To convince the candid examiner that the Christian
religion is made up from religious systems which existed many centuries prior to it ; that it had not a divine origin ; that it was not a dispensation from heaven, and that it was not only man-made and of human
origin, but that in every essential particular it is a
mere plagiarism, a reconstruction from the dogmas
and superstitions of older heathen nations-no
more nor less than a revised variety of paganism-it
is only necessary to study the pages of history bearing
upon the subject.
·
I. We find, as we have shown in previous articles,
that the fundamental belief in the ministration of the
Son of God and of a crucified Savior offered up as a
sacrifice for the sins of the world, was old in many
nations at the dawn of the Christian era. The world
has had not less than two-score of Saviors, one-half
of whom were said to have been crucified, and Jesus
was the last of the number. It cannot be consistently claimed he was the original Son of God, the original Savior, the original sacrifice and atonement which
was offered up for the salvation of the world, when it
is £0 easily shown a large numlJer of Saviors and Redeemers had preceded· him, some three hundred,
some five hundred, and some twelve hundred years
before his time.
II. We find that all the doctrines, dogmas, practices ordinances, sacraments, ceremonies and observance~ of the Christian Church, were taught, impress. ed and enjoined by various pagan teachers centuries
before Christianity existed. This being the case, how
can its devotees, with any ·degree of truth, or a
semblance of consistency, claim theirs to be the only
original Simon-pure religion ever vouchsafed from
God to man ? Can it be possible, their God or his
Son in devising a grand plan of salvation by which
the world were to be saved from endless torments,
found it necessary to make up a "patch-work" system, taking a little here, borrowing a little there from
old pagan errors and superstitions that had existed
centuries before? Is it true, that a God of infinite
knowledge, power and wisdom could not originate a
system of his own, and not be compelled to take the
silly inventions and absurdities of ignorant and unprogressed men ?
III. We find, too, that the teachings and inculcations of Jesus, which his followers deeru so
grand, so sublime, so transcendantly beautiful and
godlike-his moral maxims, which have been pronounced wholly unequalled in the world, as well
as other moral maxims equally as good, were utterell and enjoined by other reformers and other demiO'Ods hundreds of years prior to his time.
" These facts can be easily proved, and they conclusively show that Christianity is not an original system, that it had not a G.ivine origin, but that its fea-

tures and doctrines were all devised by men and borrowed or stolen from the heathen ; its boasted claims
of originality and heavenly parentage, are completely
overthrown and scattered to the winds.
Limited space will not permit our now adducing
proofs at length of these propositions. We can merely
name the Saviors the world has had at different times,
give some of the rites, ceremonies and creeds borrowed from Pagans, and point out a few of the morals
and sentiments attributed to Jesus, which were much
earlier taught by others, leaving a fuller consideration
of the subject for another occasion.
I. The world's Saviors have been numerous ; they
have been believed in in many different countries, and
some run far back into antiquity. Here are the names
of a portion of them :
1. Christna or Chrishna, of
23. Hi! and Feta, of the
Hindostan.
Mandaites.
2. Buddha Sakia, of India.
24. Universal Monarch, of
3, Zoroaster, of Persia.
the Sibyls.
4, Crite, of Chaldea.
25. Ischy, of Formosa,
5. Baal and Tacet, of Phce·
26. Pythagoras, of Samos.
nica.
27. The Holy One, of Xaca:
6. Thammuz, of Syria.
28. Divine Teacher, of Pla7. Fohi and Tien, of China.
to.
8. Thulis, of Egypt.
29. Adonis, of Greece.
9. Indra, of Thibet.
30. Alcestos of Euripides.
10. Devatat, of Siam.
31. Hercules, son of God of
11. Adad, of Assyria.
Alcmena.
12. Prometheus, of CaucaS·
32. Apollo, son of Isis.
sius.
33. Hesus and Bremrillah,
13• .iEscuiapius, of Egypt
of the Druids.
and Greece.
34. Odin, of Scandinavia.
14. Wittoba, of Telingonese,
35. Alcides, of Thebes.
15. Xamolxis, of Thrace.
36. Thor, son of Odin of the
16. Zoor, of the Bonzes.
Gauls.
17. Atys, of Phrygia.
37. Salivahand, of Bermu18. Bali, of Afghanistan.
da.
19. Jos, of Nepaul.
38. Gentant and Quexalco20. Mikado, of the Sintoos,
ta, of Mexico.
21. Beddru. of Japan.
39. Ixion, of Rome.
22. Cadmus, of Greece.
40, Quirinius, of Rome.
This list of Saviors can be considerably extended,
and not exhaust the entire number, but probably here
are enough for all practical purposes to redeem one
world from the angry curse of gods, and if this num.
ber cannot save it, perhaps it will have to be lost.
Several of these Saviors were said to have been begotten of God and born of virgins. Half the number
were crucified for the salvation of the world, dying
in great agony ; and all were said to have received
marked favor from heaven, and were considered
special mediators and atoning sacrifices for the sins of
man, and prior to the reputed life and death of JeBus.
II. That the traditions, rites, ceremonies and dogmas of Christianity were copied or purloined from
older religious systems, is easily seen :
1. The birth of many of the Saviors of the ancients
were claimed to have been pointed out by the stars.
2. Several of them were said to have been born in
a stable and in a manger.
3. The birth of a number of them were announced
.by angels to shepherds.
4. Wise men or maji were claimed to have visited
them in their early infancy, and to have worshiped
and made them presents.
5. The .25th of December was the birthday designated for several of them, and has been a special
day for feasts and ceremonies in commemoration and
in honor of the Son of God for thousands of years.
6. The title3 of the Heathen Saviors were much
like those claimed for the J ti.dean Savior. " The
Most High," "the Lord of Life,''" Holy Living God,"
"Son of God,'' 11 :Mediator," 11 Savior," "Redeemer,"
"Redeemer of the World," "the Lamb of God,"
"the Ram of God,''" the Holy Lamb," ''the True
Light," "the Sun of Righteousness," "True Light
of the World," '' Light of Men," ' 1 Guide to the
Erring," "Advocate with the Father," are some
among the great number of titles given to the pagan
Saviors.
7. The legend of the Savior being saved from destruction when all the other infants were killed-as
in the time of Herod-was handed down from centuries before that date.
8. The retirement and forty days' fasting of the
Savior is an ancient heathen legend.
9. The performance of miracles was attributed to
nearly all the Saviors, and greatly dwelt upon. Several raised the dead.
10. The older Saviors had disciples, whom they led
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about over the country, whom they taught, and whose
feet they washed.
·
11. They taught multitudes in the villages, on the
highway, in the fields and in the wilderness.
12. At the crucifixion of some of them, the sun
was said to have been darkened and earthquakes to
have taken place.
13. Several of the demi-gods were said to have descended into hell after their crucifixion.
14. The claim that they raised from the dead, from
the grave and from :the sepulchre was accorded to a
number of them.
15. The miraculous ascension into heaven was
claimed for a part, at least, of the Oriental Saviors.
16. The doctrine ,of "the Trinity" is a thousand
years older than Christianity.
17. The Holy Ghost idea came from India.
18. The belief in a Devil originated in heathen
lands.
19. The cross, as a religious symbol, was used hundreds of years before Christ, in India, Thibet, Egypt
and other countries.
20. Immortality of the soul was first taught by pagans.
21. The personalized idea of the " word," or " logos," the creator, as used by St. John, was of Oriental
origin,
22. Baptism by water was early practiced in India
and Persia.
23. The Holy Ghost descending in the form of a
dove, i3 an ancient Eastern legend.
24. The Sacrament of the Euchan:st came from the
pagans.
25. Anointing with oil was practiced from time
immemorial.
26. The worship of demi-gods-as we have seenwas of heathen origin.
27. Belief in saints and the reverence of them
dates back many centuries, before Christianity.
28. Future rewards and punishments was first
taught by pagans.
29. A great and final day of judgment originated in
heathen countries.
30. The belief in the resurrection of the dead is
much older than Christianity.
31. The belief in angels and spirits was held by
many pagan nations thousands of years ago.
32. Fasting and prayer was of Eastern origin.
33. The power to forgive sin was taught by heathens.
34. A belief in bibles .being the word of God existed in many pagan countries, and they have seveml
bibles older than the Jewish book.
35. The "second birth " was first taught in Heathendom.
36. Confession and absolution of sin were of pagan
origin.
37. Monasteries and monks, nunneries and nuns
existed hundreds of years ln Central Asia hefore the
era of Christianity.
38. The order of the Priesthood long exi8ted in all
pagan countries.
39. Repentance and humility was enjoined by the
ancients.
40. The efficacy of prayer directed to the gods, was
early taught in all heathen lands.
In view of the fact that the entire system of Christianity was copied, borrowed and appropriated from
pre-existent systems, we are led to wonder at the
dearth and sterility of the minds of its founders in
the line of originality and invention. It would seem
that an ordinary intelligence would have been able to
get up a few new ideas, at least. If we take from
Christianity all that was borrowed from heathen
lands, there is literally nothing of it left save its cruel
persecutions and horrible bloodshed, which it seems
its founders did not uorrow from heathen nations,
and here their originality and invention became active. We shall examine this feature of Chrisfianity
more fully in subsequent articles.
III. We have room for a small number only, of the
moral maxims of the pagan Saviors, demi-gods and
sages, but probably sufficient to show that they contain the gist of the over-lauded maxims attibuted to
Jesus, and that they,were the originals from which the
later productions were copied :
( Goncludecl on Eighth Page.)
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wide-spread infection. The Parliament of France !\S Prelacy, or Puritanism, or Presbyterianism predompublicly eulogized the conduct of his Cluistian mlljes- mates. the mutual.strug~le f<•r aseendency deva,tates
ty, and the Kmg and the Court rei m·ned , hanks to God the land ; ~_tnd then· deep !Jatred of one another !IS
for his signal aid in crushing out so much !Jeresv.
well as.thC!r common hatred of Popery is produc'tive
. In great haste a messenger is dispatched to another of hornLJle ~troeities. . There is lmnging, and IJurningWhen one is in a reflective mood it often happens
crty. Tile news of the slaughter at Paris, and in and quarten!1g, and ~hsemLJoweling, in almost every
that the most melancholy ideas will present them- •>tiler parts of France, is tile cause oi much joy and part of the k!ngdom, Ill ue!Jal f of what is for the time
selves to the mi'ld ; and memory seems to Lie impor- congratulation even within the sacred walls uf t:>t. the" True fmth ;" and the knife, the axe, and the rack
_tnned to atlli li~1k after link to a dmin of events sole- Pet_ers. _Tllo welcome words of the king's message unci the fa!!ot are readilY put to fearful use even i~
ly relating to the sorrows and sufferings of mankind.
Old England.
While Tlwnght, like au angel of !Jope, has most de- whwh sard th~t." the Seine flo we~ on more majesticIn Ireland the penal laws against Catholics were
ally after reeetvmg the dead bodtes of the !Jereties"
light in soaring toward the splendors of heaven it is is. reeeieved yy tile Roman Pontiff with expressions ~f m_ost shamefully applied. Tide terriule code consisted
sometimes doometl to deseenJ and to tlutter like' a uat
!ugh approval. 'l'lle joy in Rome is Great • und Pope of over oue hnudre<l acts of Parliament., solely ennetamid the gloom and the ruins of misery.
G;regory, the:' Vicar of Chrbt." 11ttended by his cnr- ed for the express J?Urpose of enforcing Prutestan t doeNow !Jere in the anm,Js of cruelty and oppression, tltnals, goes m grand procession to the U!iurch of St tnnes. . A Ua~!Jolre. school muster dared not teach ;
can more dreadlul events be discovered than those J::outs to sing "Te Deumlaudamus,''and to return spe: and ?C!ther ~athohe nor Protestaut teachers were
w!Jie!J 1ela~e to religiouti persecution. One tries to make em! thanks to God for the triumph just uoainecl over tile permrttecl to mstruet Uatholie c!Jiluren. A Uatholie
the retrospection more agreeable, but the sad review enemies _of_ His holy Church. T!Jf:l P~pes legate in d~e? not reside in the country wit!Jout special perof tile past continues in its sullen eour~e and the Fmnee rs Instructed to felicitate " the most Christian m_tsswn, !~nd a re'":ard was ofiered for the discovery
wholesale destruction of !Juman lite caused 'or directKing _C!Jarles," and to assure him that his Holines of any pnest or btsltop not registered as having lied by Dominiea:~s, Jesuits, or Inquisitors General· by "prmsed the exploit so long meditated and so happily ?enee as such. A Catlrolie priest eouvieted ot havTorqnemada, by Diego Deza, by Spanish Kings ~ue!J
executed for the good of religion." So important for ~ng perf~rmecl any r~ligious ceremony, or of !Javas Uhas. I and Philip ll. and by the monster 'Alva the ~dvaneement of the Fait!J is tile slaughter at Paris mg marned a Cat!Johe and a Protestant, was conwho slaughtered t~ousands in the Netherlands, simply eonsuf~red, that Pope Gregory orders medals to be demned to Lie han):ed ; and a 1 marriao·es between
on aeellunt of a dlflerenee of opinion in matters of struck m honor of the !Jappy event.
Catholics ~nd Prc,testants were annull~d. A wife
opmion in matters of fait!J, induces the most painful
So far, the sickening rememtnanees have been of on IJecommg a P_rotestant could take the entire
reflections, and seems to verify the remark "Til at
property of , her ~usban_d ; and a son, by a like
Chrbtianity has cost the world over fifty millions of perse~utwn by the Catholic C!Jureh, and we would change of fattll, m1ght d1spossess his fat!Jer. Tllere
~ave_made
a
plea
tor
tile
:eformed
faith,
by
trying
to
human lives. "
were many other sim!lar enactments, and Cat!Jolies of
Christiauitv? Imposible! The faith of a true ChriR- nuagme t!Jat 1t was free from the eon Laminations of ever:y deg_ree were sor~ly oppressed ; and for the least
tian led all to bear reproach , and to forgive enemies Rome, and therefore not subject to the abominable unf_ne. dlmess, or. resistance ~o most arLJitary laws,
and to be kindly affectionate, one to another ; eve~ e!Jar~e of f~~:natieal cruelty. We would even !Jave were hable to nunous 1orfe1tures or deat!J · and
that faith in its mo~t adulterated form was superior ehantably shtelded the Popish religion from the terri- the most in~uman eruelity and slaughter olt~n folto anyt!Jing that Paganism has produced ; and were ble accusations brought agaim;t it, uut we are reluc- lowe~. punng tile long period of this terirLJle opthe whole world controlled by its inspired maxims tantly compelled to admit that that religion has al- bre~swn mlreland, thousands were sent to blt1ody and
what love, joy and peace mig!Jt exist amoung men; most desolated the earth ; and that the w !Jo!e sys1 em unt1mely gravea, and If tile persecutions by ProteRtand then ·tllere would ue no more war, no more dissen- of pagamsm !Jad never equaled tile atrocities eommit- ants have not been, per!Japs, as infamously ex•ensi ve
~ion, n<:> mur~ persecution. Al~s ! !Jow stern is history tedby the so. called "blot!Jer Church." We wis!Jed to as those of C~ttholics, it is only iJel"au,e the venom dealmg Wltll many of our fondest delu~ions ; and b,eh~v~ t~at no creed whatever, emanating from l~O?-S power of Prot~stantism was too divided, or too
how many thousand~ are rudely awakened to discover Chnstramty_, eoul_d. ev~r be so debased as to punish hm1ted. Prot~stantl~~· as well as Cat~olicity, post!Jat religwus devotion is too o ten the prolific parent unto death f?r OI?llliO~ s sake, put not beiug able toes- sessd the genuwe spmt, tile vwwus a11rmu~ of intolcape from ~llstoncal facts, we !Joped to find compeof debastng superstition and cruelty.
erun?e , _and needed only tile requisite stren~t!J and
Bemg in a contemplative, mood tile veil is lifted and tent authonty to place the burden of t!Jat iniquity upon dommatwn, to equal, or even to surpass, in oppression
Rom~.
But
what-said
the
same
history
as
w
tile
abone finds !Jimself almost in tile centre of a large cityam~ savage er?ell_y, all that !Jad been done uy tile ima U!Jristian capital too ; for t!Jere are a many great surd 1deas, the conflicting doCirines, the bitter dissen- penous eeleas!a,th;a] power of Rome,
twns,
and
_tile
fierce
persecutions
LJy
tt;e
adherents
of
e!Jurehes;and tall steeples, am! numerous crosses, some
·were tile augel of Destruction required to speak for
of w!Jieh are up alone among tile scattered nigllt- Protestantism ? W_h_y that Luther, the great refor- the many slam of ever~ land, he mig!Jt say t!Jat tile
n~er,
was
so
superstrtwus
as
to
believe
that
epidemic
elouds ; w!Jile ot!Jers gleam in tile clear moonlight of
mo.st d_readlul wars wll1ch !Jave t~ke~ p_laee in every
the opel! sky. It is app_roac!Jing the hour of midnight, dtseases•. eartllquakes, and other evils were produced pal t of t!J_e gloLJe, were e~~sed LJy tntngumg priests, or
by
the
cl!rect
agency
of
Satan
..
He
believed
t!Jat
the
the air 1s cahnand gemal, and t!Jere are -many sleepLJy tbe VIrulence of rel!gwus teeling. And \>ere it
ers in tile qmet 8 houses around. '!'!Jere are but pev!l!Jad often disturbed h1m at night; he believed poss1ble for an angel of Peace to re-animate the myrm
astrolo_~'Y.
and
t!Jat
the
peculiar
appearance
of
tile
few revelers to be seen in tile streets, yet occasionIads of slaughtered men, !Je. mig!Jt plead t!Jat t!Jey
al sounds of dbtant music and festivity reach tile ear. nothern hg!Jts on a certain night, indicated the speedy s!Joul~ Lie placed in some world where t!Jere was
ap~roach
of
t~e
end
of
sublunary
things.
He
was
'l'he city must be gay, for it contains tlwusands of inno pnest, no altar, and no temple ; and w!Jere
vited strangers w!Juhad come to witness tile royal mar- an mtoler~nt btgot, and inveterate against those w!Jo It . would be e~nsidered the_ vilest LJ!asphemy to asopposed
lnm
;
!Je
would
have
s!Jed
tile
blood
of
the
r.age wll!cll recently took place ; uut mauy oft he wea~er t t!Jat tile i::iupreme Bemg could be influenced
ried are now seeking repose; and tile proud Parismn J;'ope and tile LJis!Jovs : !Je even looked upon such re- and governed uy passions alike to to those of
formers
as
Car~stadt,
Erasmus,
and
Zwingle,
as
rank
metropolis is comparatively still. But wily are t!Jose
man-u:y anger, LJy !Jatred, uy revenge. And tile
armeu bands movmg around, and w!Jitlljr at this late heretws, and_, Judged LJv.!Jis own words, !Je would in angel n11ght. t!Jen, per!Japs, reveal an unwelcome truth
support
of
~~~
own
crude
faith,
!Jave
taken
!Juman
Jifc.
h11ur moves t!Jat coluwn of soldier~, w li'ose weapons
LJy announctng to ;~ll, to tJJe Pagan, to the Christian,
reflect tile moonbeams ? It is not a time of war, yet Lutl~er exhrbtted great inhumanity towards tile Anna- and to tile Mohanunet!an, Llmt pnests and t!Jeir prebaptists,
and
his
diSj)OSition
against
t!Jem
may
LJe
inarllled groups of cit1zens are to Lie seen at almost
tentwns, and ~lleir insptred LJuuk~, !Jud as yet only
every street corner : and a large number of troops are tere? bJ: an extract _I rom a letter w!Jic!J !Je addressPcl ml~led humamty.-From the Heutltens of the HeatlL. ;,;a
to
hiS
fnend
Myco~ms;
!Je
wrote:
"I
am
pleased
tllal
assembled near the royal palace. But !Jark ! tile clock
strikes twelve-it is widnigltt-the bell of the tower Y?U mtend to ~uLJl!~IJ ~ uook against the AnaLJaptist~
An Anti-Christian's Views.
of tile Louvre qmckly tolls alum! in tile clear air, and a:s soon as poS~!?Ie.. Stnee t!Jey are not only bla~plle
the lone LJoom ur a heavy gun is !Jeard in tile distance. n_wus, but ~ed!tlvUS men, let lhe swo1·d exercise its
It is but a s!Jort tin1~, comparatively, ~ince the great
nght
over
!hem.
Eor
this
is
tile
will
of
God
that
!Je
'!'!Jere are loud B!Jouts anu eonfubion ; t!Jere 1s a rush
physteal eoufltct ot CIVIl war w!Jieh so greeuedl.)' deof armed fanatieB into a ehamLJer where a wounded shall have Judgment w!Jo resistet!J tire pow~r." Lu- voured many _valualJle Jives, and prouuced suc!J a vast
th~r,
even
Lut!Jer
_t!Jerefore
wantt>d
only
>uffieient
man b seeking repo~e; !Je is guardeLI by several i::iwiss
amount of nuse1·y wrt!J tile people. Only ten years
8o.diers w!Jo are speedily cut down uy tile assassins strengt!J and anthonty to be a theological t!espot and nave passed over tile lamt, anLl the people set:m to
persecutor
that !Jave entered; tile wounded man-tile Huguenot
have almost forgotten the event except in tlleir annual
Aud what of Calvin the great French reformer~ Decoration cl~y.
leader, Admiral Uubguy-is IJrulally murdered, and
He
was
a
gloomy
fanatic,
wllo,
filled
wit!J
impious
zeal.
his mutilated body tumLJled out of tile window into the
. The signs or the times indicate that we are approachstreet, to LJe dragged aLJout LJy an infuriated populace. advocated ana. defended the lmrmng ot tile un fortu~ mg a mental, and perhaps, au other physical a~itatiun,
nate
Servetus
for
heresy
;
and
he
gloried
over
the
inShots and !Jeavy liirng, and shrieks and enes of disten t1mes as great as the one so recently experienced.
tress are now lleara every nwment. Huguenots, try- !nuw_us cleed_wllen he wrote : ''Whoever s!Jall coni end
Tile Uutllo,ie and tile Pruteotaut Chn~tians are now
ing to escape, rusli frantwaly t!Jruugh tile streets, but t!Jat 1t I~ UllJUti~ to put !Jereties and LJ!asp!Jemers to mars!Jalling their ho~t, aud anuiug t!Jemselves wit!J the
are pnrtiued and slaughtered lly tile yelltng savage~ that deay•, w\ll. W!l.mgly and knowingly incur t!Jeir very Whole arm•JI" of their God for the c_outlict, apparently
follow, or are s!Jot down from tile windows of tile gml~. . 'lilts rul~ 1~ not laid down LJy human aut!Jority' wrt!J ~ad1 ot!Jer. It seems us rt tlus country may yet
houses. Numuers of tile pur~ued, believing the king IJut rt Is God h1mself who speaks." Another refJr- expenence tile same devaBtating and degrading wtluwould surely protect them, hurry on toward the mer, tile "meek lVIalancthun " approved of tile v!le cnce, as !Jave all countneB where Ul!ristianity !Jas !Jad
Louvre, uut Charles, the monarell of France, is firing act, and dee!Med that tile LJody oi i::iervetus should be power and ~way.
on tllem, !Jis own people, from an upper window of!l1e chopped in pieces, and his bowels torn out.
'~'!Je ~ffur:ts ut the Protestants to put their God and
palace, w!Jile several of hi~ attendants are constantly
Munzer, a deeiple of Luthur, a leader and a preach- theu· H11Jle wto the Uoustitution of tile United States
loading guns to enable him to s!Joot a greater number er ?f tile Anabaptists, Wa8 a reckle~s agitator, Dis- and thereuy unite C!Jurch and State is the greate~t
of !Jis l:'rotestant &ubjeets.
.
sallsfied wllll the holy measures of tile reformers . he curse to any people.
All night long tile ~laug!Jter continues, and fugutives pulled down tile images w!Jieh Lutllt:r had left standing
'l'!Je Cat!Julies are endeavoring to destroy the public
are humed from place to place in every quarter of the 1n til~ c~urches ; he proclaimed a community of good~, school~ of tile land, which are ihe sheet ancl11•r of a
city. lly grey dawu tile Btreets are encuwLJered with and melled ll1s lolowers to plunder tile liou~es of the H~lJUtJ!ium form of government lor inte!Jwence
the murJereLl; and tile river i::iewe is glutted with Wl:!alt!Jy ; and fin>.~lly at the head of aLJout lorty t •. ou- moral in~egnt y, and self control, i~ the only ba~i~ fur~
tile dead 1Jod1es east intO it ; and on the morning of ~and turbulant fanatics, he ravaged the w!Jole country a R~puLJhc to rest upon. "Iufiuehty" i~ '\\ !JaL Uhristile 25ttl of Augu~t, 1572, the bUD s!Jone down upon a~d brought _destruction upon himself aud many of tmmty rel1roae!Jfnlly applies to a!J who do nut believe
bloouy pavements and upon heaps of intermingleu h1s unreasonmg dupes.
and pre~criLJe to its luu.bh dogmas.
dead anu dying, even around tlle very palace of . Overlooking man~ other scenes of religious infatuaT1e foremost men in estuLJti~!Juw this Goverment
t!JeLouvre ; anLl as tile LJutc:hery was over. Cath- tiOn and cruelty whw!J oecured on tile Continent the wer:e iuJ:idels tu.this popular Clmsti~nity, LJut lait!Jlul
erine de Medici, of piou~ memory, qneen dowager of spectre o~ memory moves on and overshadows Eng- to truth, justice, auLl humanity. Christianity has
France, gazed wlt!J sati.;faction upon tile havoc, and land ; ~nd there, too, tile fury of religious strife b never accumplb!Jed auyt!Jing for the mental andwoi·ai
the King llimself went out to see the hated slain, and produemg its blig!Jtiug effects. Tile U!Jristian sect elevation of 1nankiud.
to look upon the clisligured body ol Coligny, to whom has been almost annihilated ; and frantic zeolots are in
It_ is_ harnantty t!Jat ,has accomplished it in spite of
he had prun:.ised· lneud~!Jip and protection ; aud the arena. Epis?upa!Jans, Pr·osbyterians and Indepen- Chnsllanny W11h all her pretensions.
w!Jile stooping over his smug!Jtereu people, he ex- dents, _are pursumg ~me anot!Jer wit!J deadly lw~tility.
The w!Jule oLJjeet of the former has been, and is at
pres~ed !Ji~ pious felicity by saying t)mt 'f the smell of ~.re~!Ll,!sllop La?-d, _hl~e an Inquisitor General in the present_to oLJtmu civil and eeelesmstieal power.
a Llead enemv was agreeable." t:>peC!al orders were i::i,m_ UIJ~mLJer, IS ~un~us agamot seeeeders and nun~el!gwn !Jas in all ages deluged tile world wilh
then given to continue tile carnage, and tile •' Agents conformists: and m Ius holy wrath he crops the ears misery and IJ_lood. TlmL is her record. Tile ouly
of Divine Justice" in t!Jeir eagerness to advance the silts_ the noses, and otherwise mutilates disaffected hope of ~~n~uud is salvation from ignorance aml uigTrue J!'aith, deluged many of the Fr·ench provinces Puntans. yYhatever sect is in temporary power and o,try_. . 'I Ius 1s tile ouly salvation WL>rth seeking ; let
Wllh blood, until the exputied corpses of over t!Jirty most patro~1sed by rulers or uy royalty, is a!'ways Uhnsllans !Jowl for Jesus to the contrary notwit!Jthousand !Juman beings tainted tile air and produced. most opress1ve ; and durmg several reigns, according standing.
. A~Tr-Cumr:;'l'IAN•
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the fnce of which we find kind!Pd into life and li~ht
some of the occult forces brou11ht to bear upon it by
our great centre, the sun. Possibly the first feeble impressions of the hosts of heaven, as luminous bodies
BY B. H. PRESTON.
>tre photog-raphed faintly upon the outer limit~ of our
As we enter upon the la~t quarter of the nineteenth
11tmosphere, tncl piObH.bly tlle~e impre~sions become
century, ~tnrl ne:~r the one hundredth anniver>ary of
more powerful H.ntl clearly rlefiuecl as that. meclinm bethe Declaration of Aml'l·ican IndepPnrlence, would it
comes more dense, until at the surface of the l'artll, they
not he well t" aocertain if we are yet assured of tha>
>~re refie<.:ted, as it wPre, with a mnximnm intensigrnnd prerogative of free thou!!ht anti speec'h fnr
ty of light and hent. Nor does this idea appear. less
which fn•emen have fon!!ht through all the gone by
mcomprehensible tluln the fact that neitht'r latitude
genert~tions? An<l it ought to be understood by the
nor directness of the sun's rays is the truest measure
Graduated Atmosph~res.
Infidels of this countrv before the celebration of our
of cold, or light, or heat. The trut11 of this latter asCentennial whether this Government yet gu>trantees
sertion
will scarcely be disputed when at the equator,
The mean distance of the planet Mercury from the
them rights as men and memhers of society. For if Run is about 37 000.000 miles, and that of the planet and, consequently on the selfsame degn·l' of latitude, we
InfidelR arl' to he deuied the rights of citizenship, as Neptune about 2,850,000,000 miles, H. then, the sun iR find within a radius of five or six miles, re>rions dtfferthe Methodist Home Journal would have them, and as simply a vast, incamlesc:ent body, diffusing ligbt and ing widely from ea<·h othN in fauna HIHI flora, and
some have aciUally been; if Infidels like Julius Nie- heat like an ordinary fire, it is obvious that, unles- exhibiting every degree of heat nnol colrl peculiar to
land are to be precluded the privilege of hecommg there are some modifying circumstnnces, the degree of the various zones. For exanlple, let us take any
citizens ; if Inficleb like Dr. Treat are to be driven light and heat to which Mercury is subjected is im- point in the very heart of th11 trooic8, where the
from witness stands, and Unitarians like Thorn" from measurably more intense than that experienced by mountains sweep up from the level of the sea to
State Legislatures ;-then we had lllUCh better be agi- Neptune, and that the animal and vegitable hfe of the a height of twenty thou~and feet, and we shall meet
tating the propriety of promulgating another Decla- one planet is utrerly impossible to the other. Presum- at their base valleys of endless bloom, teemin~ with
ration of Independence for thi-< Century's '76, than in ing both planets to be inhabited, this would seem life ; wbile but six or seven thousand yards from
hypocritically honoring that which seems to have to involve a special creation for each. But here we those passionate vales, up the mountain-side, after
survived the sJ:)irit of tht• coun•ry, as well a:l the times, are embarrassed by the eonsicleratwn that all the mem- encountering almost every variety of climate, we find
whi<:hgave it to the world. Why, is it. not a startlin~ hers of our system obey what appear to be universal ourselves in the midst of regions the most desolate,
fact that A111erican citizens are to clay refused polit- laws; and, that, wit.h bnt one exception, they are sim- without a ,oJitary vestige of ani111al or ve~etable life,
cal privileges, and dented their legal and constitution- ilarly shaped ; while the revelations of the spe•~· and buried beneath a savage waste of eternal snow ;
al rights wholly on the ground of their being Infidels? troscope seem to invite the eonclt•sion that their so that latitude is not the true m .. asure of climate or
Is it uot about time that Infidels begun to open their constituents are ideutical in the main. Assuming of heat aml cold, mas much as we see it exhibiting d ieyes to the fact that free b"rn men ''with the univer- these three precise factu as the basis of induction, rectly under· the line the very same characteristics
sal right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happine~s." we ought reasonably to verge towards the convic- which distinguish it at the poles. We must, therefore,
are being put under ban because of their belief ? tion that throughout the whole of our ~ystem there s<·ek for some other slanciarcl to which we can appeal
People are deprived of civil rights on account of is a corresponding homomogenity in animal and vege- with morecertainty,and thisitappearsisto he found in
creed in these United States, the yet unchri-tianizetl table life, and somthing like an equable distribution of our atmosphere only where the gmdutions of h!:!at and
charter of which declares that no law shall be made "re- light and heat. At this. point, however, in steps the colu, if not of light also are as to the difference in clen,ispectmg an establishment of religion, or prohibitinj!; c<>mlllJnly-rec~o:ived theory of the great central fire of ty of the various strata t at compose it-the measure
the free exercise thereof." Is it not time Infidels heguu the sun- a theory that seems to mterfere with the being true at any given point, and not atl"ected by any
to realize tll>lt th" nnptials he tween Uhurch and State unity that should ehantcterise our small family ,,f plan· loC'.al iufluenc<·S.
F.,r the sake of illn~tratinn, let us in imagination,
were even now being consummated under their very ets, ami that tends to confuse our ,cleas in relation to
eyes in this Repnblie ? A c"ntnry has not yet com- the sublime sequences which, must ,ssurcdly, binll in proje!'t a line perpendicular to t11e t·qu~tllr for a tlisplete•! it8 full ··trcle of years sinc<J the trenchant pen one ltar111unious whole all the operati,ms of the Cre- tauce of twenty thousand feet in the dirl"<.:lion of tt.e
of Thom•ts Paine thrtltt,d the wo1·!d with ttwse light- ator.
Ulid-d;•.Y ~un ; a ,d let. us a~SUlllP. th<lt this !me is idenning wonts of liberty t!tat brought our Uoloni,tl ltttillf the luminOUS atmosphere that is said to SlliTOUncl t icle with the course of a siug1e impulse Sj 'ed through
ers -.. , their feet in rebellion again~! the ·' ruyal brute the ,;un, or the gasses that are 1tlie!!;ed to he i11 a con- spw'e from tha.t lnmina.ry to the earttt, m relatlun to
of Britain." And there is now neetl of another liiler- stant antl viok·nt ~tate of co111bustion within the vast whkh illtpulse, or ruy of light if you I~ ill,_ tlte angle of
ty loving Infidel, auother Tlloma~Paine, to touch the circunlfl!rcnce of that atmosphere, are the imttll'<liate incitlence anu of r•·fiet·tion S>~all eol!l!"lue. L.,r, us
torch of his transcendent genius tu the fiickt'ring >lnd only sour<.:e of l1ght a·od heat to the inclividuul now while the vertical sun rests on the top of tlt1s line,
fhme of freedom, and rekin<lle in the slumbering- pl>tnets within the sphere of solar attraction. then, as as it were, piti:osophize upon some of the strat<l of atmasses to-day the spiriL of the Revolutionat·y years. To· already intimated, Mercury lllll8t, in the uhst·uce of mosphere throu~h whio·h it pa,se,, always rememberday we need 11 Til• nnus Paine to rd emte tlJe old grand modifying drcumstances, ue on fire, to the very core, ing that the atmosphere is den~est at the level of the
go-pel of equal rights in tones that will ring like the so to ~peak, wllile Neptune should, uu the other sea, and th,,· it becomes gratlttolly atteuu,tt, <I as we asblast of a lingle 11<>: n through this land, 1111d stir up h:tud, be little better than a solid hall of ice. But, cend through the re~ions of space. Now, it has heen
such a ~pirit as shall convert our Centennial cclebnt· suppusiug we venture to itJta"!ine that a positive ex- as<.:ertained, beyoud pl.'radveutllre, th;tt ut till· l<•wer
tion into a funerttl-the funeral of !Jo1h R,Jinan and pre~siou of light and beat is evolved withintht'atnws- end of ths liue a man may be d}·in>r fmm the effe<.:ts of
Reforme<l ecclesmsticism. ~!any may tleem thb sen- plte:·es of tile various planets only; then, mi!!ltt we extreme heut the sl·lf ''lllte tnoment that, :~t tile upper
sational dec.amation, Well. is it not about time luti- not begin to discern the roacl a little more clearly be- encl which is nearer 1he sun, another ma11 may he dying
clels become sensational? Have the au,Iadous out- fore ll', even thougll itshotild ~till beencu1uberetl with from the tfiects of exll P.nte t:old- the one being: t•roi eLl
rages perpetrated in the name of law and religwn ,;ome difficulties ?
· anu the other ueing- frozen tu deati1. N"r is this. all;
against N ttl and an~ Thorne ,Y~t b~en r~dressed ? Are
lt i~ said that an impulse {!iven by the the sun to for midw11y between tile ti"O victi111~, or at a heigltr
not the higltest c·tvtl authonttes Ill tlus g•JVenuneut the ether, at a point 95,000,000 mile~ from us, !"<'aches of eight or tune thowmn•t feet, we tlnol a tltirli J>er,on
both unaiJle amluuwilting to stay the encroa<.:hmeuts the earth in sometning lil<e eight minutes. But, as en.ioiing him,;elt in tile open ail: to the top of h~s b ·11t.
At no P••i11t of tile eal'lh'~ surface are tile reg1uns, •>r
of Uhrbtian p<lWer ? D,, you know h•JW many g•Jv- li><ht or heat seems to have no mission to perform
ernment c>tticiab, IL>W many Supreme Uot~rt. Ju .ges, s1ive in tlte immediate vicinity of the planet><, the rather the extremes, of heat nod cold defined_ so sharpau,] Governor.; of State<, are llleuuers of' the Religious evo]VemPnt of tither at any vast distan<.:e !rom thebe ly us ullller tlte line. This is, douhtle><s. ow111u: to tile
Amendment Snciety, all se•!kiug to put tnau out of bodies would apparently serve no good purpo,e, hut fact that t!Je au;!le of iueiden<.:e, and that of reflection
our Uonstitution. llllli to put Gotl, nml Jesus Clu·ist, would, on the coutmry, seem to iudiclicu,e a waste of are <.:oinddent on the parr. of the wlar b.·am<. As we
and the tiltlty Oil\ Btble in? n., you fully apprehelltl power and a want of design. We should, however, be recede from the equ>ltor this angle IJl·colll(;'S greater
tht· meaning of giving our Centenuwl a rdtgiuuti char- able to.relieve ourselv<.:s here if we entertuiued the and greater, with a correBpontling climinutton of !~gilt
acter. or re .lize Llw pluus pulittes and treason that ts proposition that this mysterious impul~e, which causes and heat until we reu<.:l1 tlte poles where It falls mto
Jesuiti<.:ally being plotted in Christitllt Uouventwns the ether, so ~ensitive and sublllllltcd i~ the latter, to oue llOr.z'uutalline, us 1t were. And perlutps this gradand Young Men's Christian Associatwns ? Are yo,t vibrate nutuy hundred billions of times in a se<.:oncl, ual dimiuuti••ll of li~ht and heat is ll<>t so much owing
aware th:IL n priestly P>lrty to-lluy is trying to in vest does not express ii~elf in any 01ppreciable !Iegree while to the alleged ftct that as we re<.:ede .from the line any
Jesus !IIIli Jehovah with the S!JII"Itual ~overeig-uty of tmversing the vast impalpaule ocean tllat tills the uni- dven nnmlJer of rays of light are made to coVt'l" a
tlte><e great ::it ate:; ? Do you not know tlwt there are verse of ~pat:('. but manifests its (•xbtance onlv when uTeater space_ ns to the ohvious one that the ani!:le of
modern luqubit.ors who talk about tol;:,mtin~ l.ntidels it eucounters a Llf'n~e or fureigu botly ltk~ our lllmos~ \';widcn<.:e ami t bat of reflection beemne lli•>J·e olJt.use
only as the~· would tolerate con-pimtors; uwdern Ual phere, where it mi~ht ue presumed to l'Xp: ess itself Ill ut each successive step. Pencils of, what we cullli~ht
viu~. like Rev_ .).lr. E,Jwunb, wit" declare that "luti- •1 nHLnner widely different from that whteh dtaracter- are of intin.te~sitlllli proportillll>, Let u~. then, prodels ·ht~ve no rl~llls we uo respe<.:t ;'.' modern Torque- izetl its unimpeuetl course down through what n11gh1 je<.:t one of the smalle>t '~it hill the co_mpa,;s- of an exm ulas, like l{ev. Dr. Cumming,, _who assert that ·· lu- be termed tile silent _and mysierious realms of nothwg- periment upon a rc·fil·<·Ung ~urf11ce 111 11 dark roont,
:fidels stwuld be ct·usiletl ltke vtpers ? Dtd you not nl'ss.
and perhaps w~ shall be aule.to llbcover t.ha! tb~ sec·
know that Jolin A. Lant lies in Luulow j,til be<.:ausc
The existenre of different media and forces seems in- ond:~ry my performs a lll11re unp•.rt .nt lllbSWn tu the
he is a naughty ta!Kiug lufidel, antl th.at earrion-huut- dispeusalJIM to the production of phenolllena of a~y coneeutl"llLion of lighL and heat than is nsutlily a<.:cred·
iog Curtsci:m, Comst c·.;, are •·omunsswned to ri.Ln Jescriptiou. 'l'he aereolit.e sweeps tllrougll spa<.:e III ited to it; for it is obvious tllat, the smaller tile angle
saek the mai hags of tile U Ill ted States?
coldness and darkness until it enters our atmos- here, the more lij!ht and heat are expres~ed within it;
Ecclesi:tstical.l.Jloocl hounds are hunting the life of phere, when it becomes a center of light and. heat so while it appeur... to be c,qually true, also, !.hut the gradmental liberty all throuu:h this great lautl. The .fair intense that it is lt·equently eonsumed hefnre lL reach- ual shading off of eli111ute, frotu mte1!>'e heat to inyoung tree of A!uerican 'Repu ·li<.:anis~ is _being slow: es the earth, Every condttion of being seems to ex· tense cold uet wePn 1he (quat OJ" and the pol<·s, is owmg
ly but surely p01soueu in the sltmy cutis of thut Pyth- press Itself through a <'Ot!fi,ct of forces, h<?w h>tl"lllo- perhaps more cle •rly to the gradual aug1~wntation of
on of another a~?;e, the Ctmst1au Church. Bullytug uious soever the auta ·ont,m may be. Perfect homt~· this combined angle t an to. any other cu·rumstance.
bigotry is brandishing his brutal brand over the pre-s geuity is but another uame for non-existence. _Su tha:t Still at any mtervening point, the verticnl ndmens·
anu p1atfor111, aud pwstm e pl·ople. Aud to-Jay the this mig-hty all pervading ocean ot ethe1·, wl11eh ts s~n~l ur.. u;ent through t1oe atmosphere holds rehHively good
righ1s of man iu this ·Republic are thre>tteued by a tive and attenuated hl·yond the human c:omprehenston, -that is, lhe mo1·e attenuated any of the strata, the
deadlier toe than ever saL on Englaud's throne. Aud were 11bsolute nothingness but for the forces that antago- colder and, doubtless the darker it is.
the demand ot the times is an<~tller Tllomas Paine, to nized with it. Had it no shores to break upon while
From these few speculation~, it may possibly ap·
send forth a huudre.l years later edition of "Uouuuon vtl.Jrating to the impalpable impulse already mentioned pear to some that the nearness of a planet to the snn,
Sense" adapted to the exigencies of passing events. -no element differing in nature or deusii;Y trom tt to or the remoteness of one frulll that. uu;:-h ty orb, has
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, thou art the neetlecl mau I disturb its equilibrium-then were the mtghty W?mh not after all so much to do with the degree of light
·Your sublime Oration on the HoJs, has supereeecled of space empty indeed ; for the heavens should vutu- and heat exp~rienced by these bodies. Gracluatecl at·
the Age of Rem<on_ You have paid to T_homas Paine, ally be robbed of every radiant point that now studs niospheres from Mercury to N"'ptune- would seem to
the highest tribute thnt the pen can gtve to mortal tlleir azure expanse.
secure so~etlling like an equal dtstril.mtion of light
man. And now be yourself the 'l'llomas Paine for
Perhaps it may not be difficult to prove that even di· and heat amog all the members of our system. A
this Inter generation. It IS yours to give expression rectly beneath the noontide, troptcal sun, the higher higltly atenuated atmosphere for !1ercury, and one cor·
to the grievances of your fellow need hountl country- we mount througll regions of our atmosphere the cold- respoudiegly _dense for Nep~nne, woul~ .Plac~ both
men tu head the "grand army of deli veran<.:e,'' and er and darker it beco111es. From this, one miu;ht be these planets m a more comfo1·tab\e pos1t10n, Ill our
be y~urself, the "Author Hero'' of this century's '76. inclinetl to argue tllU:t our earth, with all the other plan· imaginution than tl!ey have occupietl heretofore.
Already has Y?Ur matcbless pen_writte~ the watch- ets, may be regarded as a vast . daguerre.otype- plate -.Aprleton's Journal
JAMES MCCA.HROLL,
word of a commg confhct. "lnficlehty IS hberty, all coated with the atmosphere as With chemiCals, upon

Questions for Infidels,

religion is slavery.'' And now write words, write
burning, warnin~ word~, which will waken all the
weary watchmen over mankind's weal n this wide
W e~tern world, and put them in a p>tmphlet for the
penple. And so shall you merit and receive the love
nud the honor and the praise of patriots, and your
memory shall live enshrined in the hearts of men, associated forever with the memory of him, whose
country was the world, whose religion was doing good.

.And an .Appeal to Ool. Ingersull.

()
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. SEPTEMBER 15, 1875.
(Continued from Fifth Paue.)

1. MENu, nearly a thousa11d years B. C., said: "Let
no man be offended with those who are angry with
him, but reply gently to those who curse him." "En·
dure injuries and despise no one." " Commit no
hostile act for your own preservation."
2. PI'l''l'ACUs taught 650 years B. C., "Do not to
your neighbor, what you would take ill from him."
3. CoNFUCIUS taught 500 years B. C., "Do unto an·
other what you have him do unto you, and do not to
another what you would not have him do unto you.
Thou ncedest this alone. It is the foundation of all
the rest." "Desire not the death of thine enemy."
"Hold faithfulness and sincerity as first principles.''
"When you have famts, do not fear to abandon
them." "To subdue one's self and return to propri·
ety is perfect virtue."
4. CHRISTNA thus taught: ''He is my beloved servant
who is the same in friendship and hatred, in honor
and dishonor, in cold and in heat, in pain and in
pleasure; who is unsolicitous about the event of.
things; to whom praise and blame are as one ; who is
of little speech, and is pleased with whatever comes
to pass; who owneth no particular home, and who is
of a steady mind.'' "He who can bear up against
the violence produced by lust and anger in this life, is
properly employed and a happy man."
5. BUDDHA thus taught : "Let a man overcome
anger with love; let him overcome evil by good ; let
him overcome the greedy by liberality; the liar by
the truth." "Not to commit any sin; to do good ancl
purify one's mind, that is the teaching of the awak·
ened."
6. THALES, 464 years B. C., said: "Avoid doing
whe~t you wou:d blame others for doing."
"Culti·
vate friendship for an enemy." ''Be kind to your
frieuds, that they may continue so, and to thine enemies, that they may become so." "Prevent injuries
if possible ; if not, do not revenge them." "Be to
e rtrybody kind and friendly." ''Speak evil of no
oue, not even thine enemies."
7. BIAs, one of the noted seven wise men of Greece,
nearly 600 years before Christ, taught thus : ''It is a
proof of a weak and disordered mind to desire impossibilities." '' 'l'he greatest infelicity is not be able to
endure misfortunes patiently.'' "Great minds alone
can support a sudden reverse of fortune." "'fhe
most pleasant state is to be a! ways gaining." "Be
not unmindful of the miseries of others." "If you
are handsome, do handsome things ; if deformed,
supply the defects of nature by your virtues." "Be
slow in undertaking, but resolute in executing."
''Praise not a worthless man for the sake of his
wealth." "Do all the good you can, and whatever
,;ood you do, ascribe the glory of it to the gods."
"Lay In wisdom as the store of your journey from
youth to old age, for it is the most certain possession." It is claimed he wrote 2000 verses of similar
moral maxims.
8. PY'l'IIAGORAs thus taught : "Every man ought to
speak and act with such integrity that no one would
have reason to doubt his simple affirmation." ... It is
impossible he can be free who is a slave to his pas·
sions." '' To 1·evenge yourself on an enemy, make
him your friend."
9. SocRA'l'ES taught : "Return not an injury if you
have received one." "Return not evil for evil."
10. PLA'l'o, the Grecian, taught thus ; "The umighteous man, or the sayer ami doer of unholy things,
hu.d far better not yield to the illusion that his roguery
is cleverness." " For men glory in their shame ; they
fancy they hear others say of them, 'these are not
mere good-for-nothing pen;ons, burdens on the earth,
but i!uch as men should be who me>~,n to dwell safely
in a State.''' "'l'here are t'vo patterns set before
them in nature ; the one lilebsed and divine, the other
godle~s and wn:tched." "Honor is a divine good,
amino evil thing is honorable." "The perfectly just
man i~ he who loves justice for its own sake; not for
the honors aml aLl vantages that attend, and is willing
to pass for unjust while he practices the most exact
justice, ami will not suffer himself to be moved by
C:lisgrace or distress, but will continue steadiast in the
love of justice, not because it is pleasant, but liecause
it ir:; right."
11. SEx-ru~, uYcr 400 year:> B. C., taught thus:
•;WhHJOU wish your n:,ghbor;; to be to you, such be

ye also to them." "Endure all things, if yon would
serve God."
12. ARrs·.ro-rLE, 380 years B. C., thus taught : " We
should conduct ourselves toward others as we would
have them act towards us."
13. Ams'l'IPPUS, 365 years B. C., taught thus: "Cherish that reciprocal benevolence which will make yon
as anxious for another's welfare as for your own."
14. IsoCRA'l'ES, 338 years B. C., said : ''Act toward
others as you would have them act towards you."
15. PUBLIUS SYRUS said : "Pardon the offences of
others, but never your own." "You can accomplish
by kindness what you cannot by force.'' ''Better over·
look an injury than avenge it." "It is a kingly
spirit to return good deeds for evil ones." "Receive
an injury rather than do one."
16. THE EssENES enjoined: ''Lay up nothing on
earth, but fix yo~r mind solely on heaven." "For·
sake father, mother, brothers and sisters, houses and
lands."
17. HILLEL, 50 years B. C., inculcated: "Do not to
others, what you -would not like others to do to you."
18. ANTONlUS said: '' Be to every one kind and
fliendly."
19. PHILO taught : "It is our first duty to seek the
kingdom of heaven and its righteousness."
20. MARCUS AURELIUs, a Roman Emperor of the
second century, but who was a heathen, said : "Be
cheerful and seek not extemal help, nor the tranquility which others give.'' ''A man must stand erect, and
not be kept erect by others.'' "Never value anything
as profitable to thyself which shall compel thee to
break thy promise, to lose thy self-respect, to curse,
to act the hypocrite, to desire anything which needs
walls and curtains.'' "If thou holdest to this, expecting nothing, fearing nothing, but satisfied with
thy present activity according to nature, with heroic
truth in every word and sound which tho'u utterest,
thou wilt live happy, and there is no man able to prevent this.''
Similar maxims of morality and exalted sentiments
from the sages and teachers who lived and died prior
to the Christian era, might easily be quoted to the
extent of a large volume, but this is not our present
purpose. We have, however, cited enough, together
with what we have given our readers in previous arti·
cles, to show that morals as pure and unexceptionable
were uttered by numerous teachers, as Jesus is said
to have promulgated. According to Jesus all the
praise that may be due him for many of his utter·
ances, candor and truth compels the averment that his
best sayings were not original with him, or if they
were, that he was far from being the first to present
them to the world.
We see in the above extracts as much to commend
and revere as in the teachings of the Nazarene, and
less that is objectionable. As much as may be said
by the admirers of Jesus in favor of his inculcations,
he certainly taught some doctrines that would, if carried out, not tend to the benefit of the world. For in·
stance, his charge to '' take no thought for the morrow," would prevent enterprise, provision for the
future, and throw man back in to a state of idleness
and objectless barbarism. His instructions to give
a man a cloak if he steals a coat, is simply a premium
for ·crime. The tuming of the left cheek to be
smitten if the right is thus attacked, would be
cmven, unmanly and productive of no good. The
scourging and beating of money-changers was not
extremely lamb-like. Getting angry at a fig tree, and
cursing it because it did not bear figs at the wrong
season of the year, did not indicate forbearance, dis·
cretion or good judgment.
We cannot see tl.J.at the teachings of Jesus possess
any superiolity over those of the sages who lived be·
fore him. They appear no more godlike, no more exalted, and no more inspired than the maxims oi his
predecessors. As his were subsequent productions,
they cannot be the original, and sound much like
plagiarisms and piracies.
From what is here shown, but one conclusion is
possible, and tlmt is, that the system of Christianity
is of a composite character, and was made up of the
dogmas, legends and traditions of the older heathen
systems which preceded it, and that it is only P AGANIB~r in a revised form.
And it is t!Jis revised system of ancient dogmas

and absurdities, that in this country we arc paying
$200,000,000 yearly to support, and the return it
yields is meagre indeed. We hail, however, the light
of Science and truth, which will ultimately drive all
pagan dogmas from the world.
The foregoing references and quotations are from
Sir Wm. Jones' .Asiatic Resea?"ches, Max Muller, Jacolliot, Taylor's "Diegesis," Higgins' "Anaclypsis,"
and last, but not least, Graves' ''Sixteen Crucified Saviors," a recent publication and a most valuable work
touching the subject here considered.

A Kind Notice from an Honored Source.
The Investigato?' of the 8th in st. has the following
friendly notice of us :

. " 'l'HE TRU'l'II SEEKER, our Liberal auxiliary of
New York, is to be issued weekly in January. It is
an able pape1•, doing good service in the cause of Rea·
son and Humanity, and we are glad to learn its pros·
pects of success are encouraging.
''We see it stated, that its worthy Editor has been
conve-rted to Spi1'itualism. He has obtained what he
deems convincing evidence of its truth, and, like an
honest man, candidly a vows it. We shall do the
same when we are convinced, for as truth is our
object, we gladly accept it from any quarter, and fol·
low wherever it may lead. But at present we are
satisfied with Materialism, because we regard it as the
only philosophy in accordance with the teachings of
nature and reason."
We thank our friends for their kind notice of us.
The ''conversion " referred to has not been late nor
sudden. For several years we have felt that we had
received proofs of the existence of an intelligence not
connected with physical bodies, and the Spiritual
theory accounts for it to our mind better than any
other. We have not been a persistent investigator of
Spiritual phenomena, but we have in several instances
received proofs of the continued existence of depart·
ed friends that we could not ignore ; nor do we think
we were imposed upon.
We are, J.rowever, far from accepting all that is pre·
sented as Spiritualism, nor do we believe in the hon·
esty of all who claim to be mediums. We doubt not
a great amount of imposition has been practiced upon
the credulous. We are firm in the convictwn that our
first and principal duty pertains to the people, and
the affairs of this world, ancl the duties of this life.
With all we can be told of the life after this, we can
really know but little about it, and we are quite content to wait patiently for the other world until we go
there. We find ample work here to occupy all our
efforts, attention and highest impulses. Our motto is,
ONE WouLD AT A TIME. While here let us t1y to
do the best we can for this world, and make it as
much better as lies in our power. It will be time
enough to make provisions for the other world wheu
we know better what its neeessities, wants and requirements are. If we pass our time usefully and
honorably in this life, we need entertain no fears re·
garding the next.
Notwithstamling any leaning we may have towards
the Spiritual philosophy, we are still a Materialist,
believing that w!Jat is not matter, in some iorm 01.'
other, is nothing. If spirits really exist, they are real,
organized bodies of refined or highly sublimated mat·
ter. They may be just as 1'eal as though perceptible
to our visual organs. We well know hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine, carbonic acid and many other gases are
invisible, but they form more than three-fourths of
the material of our globe, and are just as real, when
unseen, as are granite and marble. ·
:Aside from any evidence we have of a continued
existence, we are well satisfied that the doctrine
should be true. 'l'his life, at best, is short and impcr·
feet, and it would almost seem that existence, with
thousands, is a failure if this is all there is of it ; be·
sides there is a happiness in believing that after a few
more toilsome years we shali rejoin friends who have
gone before, and meet, too, the old worthies nml
moral heroes who lived in the earlier ages of the
world, like Socrates, Plato, Galilco, Spinoza am!
many others.
While we heartily affiliate with our :Materialistic
friends, and work with them !teart and hand in the
struggle for mental liberty nud to overthrow supcrsti·
tion and enor, we fear so111e of them are too unwill·
ing to investigate spiritual phenomena-that they cutertuin a prejudice against tile philosophy, and are
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loth to place themselves in the way of becoming acquainted with the real facts. It is as possible for unbelievers to become bigoted as any other class of people in the world. Let us all be willing to become acquainted with what is transpiring around us, and be
1eady to acknowledge proof when it is made apparent to us.
We conf~ss we aspire to be a "connecting link,'' a
nyphen, if you please, between Materialists on one
hand and Spiritualists on the other. We wish to see
harmony and fraternity prevail in our entire ranks.
Differ as we may on the point whether thib state of existence is merely a rudimental one, preparatory to a
continued and more perfect life or whether this is all
there is of us, and that when we close our eyes in
death we enter into an eternal sleep, let us not forget we have a common enemy which requires our constant and united vigilance, the false theologies, superstitions, and fables handed down from the days of
gross ignorance and error. We alike are opposed to
the power and pernicious in:tluence of the Church
and to the heavy rule and machinations of Priester aft:
the most onerous, expensive, and bloody tyranny this
unfortunate world has ever known. In opposing
these evils, in spreading light, truth, and general intelligence, in aiming to iniprove the condition of humanity, and in benefitting the world so far as in our
power, we can assuredly act in union and full accord.
Let us not diverge or Wrangle, but maintain a spirit of
union and toleration.
B. F. UNDERWOOD, just stal'ting out upon his Fall
and Winter lecturing campaign; made us a call, while
passing through our city. He will spend this month
in this State, except while holding a second debate
with the Rev. John Marples, which will come off at
Toronto, Out., about the 20th or 25th inst.
We are happy in announcing that Bro. Underwood
has consented to take subscriptions for our proposed
new work, "THE WoRLD's SaGES, INFIDELS AND
THINKERS," which we have decided to get up in what
is called a "crown-octavo" size, of eight hundred
pages or over, on fine paper, with beautiful binding,
and containing a steel-plate engraving of your humble
servant, the author, and all for the moderate price of
three dollars, and to be furnished in the early part of
1876. Our friend will be glad to take all the names
for the work he can, and we assuredly will be well
pleased to have the list as large as possible.
Orders are coming in every day for the work, but
we still hope large numbers will subscribe for it who
have not yet done so. We agree, that if any parties
who order the book are displeased with it upon receiving it, to take it back and refund the money.
Mr. Underwood will also take subscriptions for
THE TRUTH SEEKER. We hope friends who are not
now ori our list, will not be backward in coming forward and joining the noble band of Truth Seekers
who are pressing on to light, freedom and glory. Remember from Sept. 1st to Jan. 1st, the price is only
50 cents ; then it becomes a Weekly at $2 a year.
That amount will surely break no one, and we shall
endeavor to make the paper worth the money. Who
next will join our ranks?
A BROTHER IN NEED.-R. ]\'[, Casey, of Pendleton, S. C., a firm ami worthy Libeml, has been o,;tracised for his heretical opinions in the bigoted community where he resides, and thrown out of employment. He has, besides, been sick for several months
and his finances have become reduced. He wishes to
travel in the territory contiguous to him, selling Liberal Books, Pamphlets and Tracts, and he wishes to
borrow from friends in the Liberal ranks sufficient
means to procure a horse and wagon for the purpose.
He appeals to the Libemls of the country for assistance, and thinks he will be able to return iu twelve
months such amounts as may be loaned to him.
We can say for him that he is a reliable, true man,
and the object he has in view is a commendable one.
Those who feel disposed to extend aid to him to assist
him to start may address him as above, and will confer a favor upon a worthy brotl.ter. We propose to
fumish him with Books, Pamphlets and Tracts, but
he wishes also a horse and wagon. How many will
lend him ten, or five, or two dollars each ?

A SLIGHT EuROR. Many of our readers doubtless
noticed a mistake in date on the first page of our last.
It was Aug. 15th, when it should have been Sept. 1st.
The date on fifteen of the pages was right, but on
the first page it was wrong. This was, of course, an
unintentional error, and the printer and proof-reader
assume all blame for it.
Sollie provoking errors also occurred in an article
entitled, "The Reign of Law,'' by D. Higbee, M.D.,
as follows: In 12th line from top, for attractive repulsion it should be attraction and 1·epulsion; in 33J line
for religion or spi?'ituality-moJ·ality, it should read religion 01' spi1·ituality 07' morality; on 83d line, instead
of ent1'apped, read em·app01't; 86th line, instead of
harmony, discord, read ha1·mony and disco1·d; 2d colullin, for changes read chwrges.
We mean to be careful and avoid errors, but it
seellls we sometimes fall short. We will try in the
future to do better.
WE HEREBY ANNOUNCE that J. FRANCIS RUGGLES,
of Bronson, Micil., is duly authorized to act as agent
for THE TRUTH SEEKER in receiving subscriptions,
etc. We have all confidence in the gentleman, and
advise those in want of rare Liberal works to send to
him for a catalogue. He keeps many rare Euro11ean
and "0. P." works not often met with.

Creed-Multum in Parvo.
I believe in God, Father and Mother, in whose likeness man will be., when they grow to it.
I believe in Jesus and Ann, and in all, who, like
them, do right, because it is right, irrespective of cost.
I believe m COllllllUnion of saints, and in courtesy to
sinners, deeming it no part of illy duty to insult any
because they see not as I see.
I believe in the resurrection of body and soul from
unpilysiological diets, habits and appetites-from low
ambitions, carnal indulgences, and misuse of repro-·
ductive powers-and from their use, by such as aspire
to life everlasting. Alllen.
PRENTISS.
P. S. Honest people are not hungry for forgiveness
-they prefer llleeiing their liabilities, like honest men.

" Respectable " Commercial Firms.
Failures alllongst lllOneyed institutions, manufacturing anJ trading firms, have lately occurred in such
numbers that tile public is really astonished. To a
certain extent these collapses are not at all inexplicable. They teach a moral lesson, they prove that corruption, swindling, and illllllorality, are wide .spread
evils in the higher stratum of society. They show us
the evil side of the accumulation of large capital under the control of single personH or a corporation.
The acculllulation and control of capital by the single
individual cannot be avoided, nor can it be called an
evil in every case. But the capital so controlled
should under all circumstances be employed for the
benefit of society in general. Not tltat we favor a
dispossession of the capitalist but we ask a control
over the employment of his capital to prevent him
frolll using it to the disadvantage of society.
Capitalists that are partly working with money entrusted to tltem by others ought to be put under strict
surveillance. If a banker instead of lillliting himself
to legitimate business, speculates in stocks, cotton or
sugar, let him make known this to the public in the
same way as the distiller, rectifier, wilolesale or retail
dealer in spirits, is colllpelled to write his special occupation or trade on his sign, according to the government license. Any banker that uses money entrusted
to him by confiding customers in wild goose speculations, is a swindler, and ought to be prosecuted as
such. But society is so accustollled to this mode of
swindling, that us a general rule, it is not even called
by its true name. Or did you ever see the so-called
'·free Press" expose any fraud or swindle committed
by the higher chts~es of the commercial community ?
The biggest frauds in the country, the Erie Railroad
now under investigation by duped English capitalists,
the exploded Northern Pacific Railroad swindle, unsound Life and Fire Insurance Companies, the busted
" Life of Christ" concern etc., find warlll defenders
amongst the leading journals of t.he country. The
Press knows the power of corporations. Look for instance at the nominal capital of our railroads amounting to forty-two hundred millions, with yearly gross
receipts of five hundred million dollars, enormous
sullls colllparatively controlled by a few men.- Similar amounts are controlled by Insurance Companies
and banking institutions. '!'he handling of this immense capital· by tile few, a servile Press, a corrupt
State and General Governlllent, point out the danger
that is thre>ttening society.
The career ami tragic end of the President of the
Bank of California, prove the elasticity of our social
life, and the great difficulty of large capital being
handled by the single individual to tile lasting benefit
of the general public. Stcalllboat clerk, banker, ten
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times a ~illionaire, fifty thousand dollars a year sal~ry, a princely household, collapse, and a Coroner's
lllquest.
The success of a man in acquiring a fortune by
mere speculation is a dangerous precedent, a bad example, that bears an evil in:tluence on the morals of
our young men, Who ought to look at the accumulation of lnoney and financial independence, as acquired or reached only by means of honest toil, persistency, and prudent management. A single winner at the
11reen table, will lure a hundred victims into ruin.
We close ibis little article by copying the following
letter :
NEW YORK, 312 East Uth street, Sept. 1St, 1875.
DuNCAN, SHERMAN & Co., Gentlemen; Some days before
you went into bankruptcy, I purchased from you a draft
on Berlin amounting to Rm, 340, The same has since
been returned dishonored causing to me a loss, which for
a man in my circumstance can be called a heavy one.
Seeing your statement showing about five millions liabilities and two million assets, knowing that amongst the
victims of misplaced confidence are a great many that
are reduced to want by loosing the savings of half a life
time, and then observing, the remark made in one of the
highly intelligent journals of the great American "free"
Press, that sympathy and regret is expressed at the fall
of the old and respected banking house, I simply ask myself, where have we come to?
Daily we hear people inquire, what is the cause of the
stagnation in trade the dullness in our manufacturing
districts and the bad times in general, The Proper answer is, corruption in politics, flctictious manipulations
in incorporated moneyed institutions, high living, speculation and gambling in paper values and gold, and
swindling, operations of banking institutions, that have
succeeded in giving themselves a color of fair dealing
and re,;pectability. It is almost impossible that houses
like J. C, & Co., T. Bros., D. S. & Co .. and the Bank of Califvrnia. could have gone into bankruptcy, if they had limited themselves to legitimate business. If you had been
honest enou10h to write on your sign : "Duncan, Sherman & Co., bankers and speculators in stocks and cotton,
with means furnished by customers." the class of people
that loose now all they possessed would have avoided you
as they do the banker, that is doing business in Havana
lottery tickets or forged bonds.
Let one or more of the newspapers that form vart of a
Press, which is erroneously called the American •· free"
Press, express sympathy, the public in gEmeral, your victims especially can only feel contempt for you. Fisk,
Gould, Tweed, Beecher, and others of the same stamp
found their advocates and defenders, but-honest, unbiased people condemn public plunderers, financial and
spiritual frauds nevertheless.
I enclose the above mentioned draft. The 25 or 30 per
cent. that may at some future time be offered in settlement
I decline to accept. Let the product be used for the purchase of a marble tablet to be set up in a conspicuous
place in Wall street, and containing tile names of all dishonest bankers, swindling stockbrokers, and gold gamblers, as a warning to people of moderate means to keep
them away from" reapectable" thieves. Yours etc.,
M. STEIN,

Paine Hall.
Ol<'FICE OF l'YI. AL'l'MAN & Co. }
301 & 303 Sixth Avenue, N. Y:
Mn. EDI'l'OR: The letter published in your last
number, by A. K. Butts, has just attracted my attention, and causes surprise. l think he should make
himself slightly acquainted with the Paine Hall matter before aitelllpting to explain the difference existing between the Trustees.
l have not the tillle nor inclination to go into an extended 1·esume of these difference», only to say that
Messrs. Mendum, Seaver, and Savage, hold the Paine
Hall Property, in their own individual name as joint
tenants-not !fs Trustees-that they refused over and
over again, to vest the title in the name of the Trustees as such to be held in perpetuity for tile cause it
was built, and that they incurred obligations to the
amount of over $100,000 when they were expressly
lilllited to $60,00U, by a formal vote of the Board of
Trustees at its first and only regular meeting, held
May 8Lh, 1874; that they occupy more of the Building
for their own use than they have a right to, that they
have, in fac.t, violated-whether intentionally or unintentionally I know not-nearly every resolution
passed -by tile Board at that, its only ?'egukur m-eeting.
1 beg that every reader who is interested in this matter, anu l'ilr. Butts in particular, will refer to the Inves.
tigator, published first after the above date, where it
will show what the Board of Tmstees agreed and resolved to do, and learn by subsequent facts what they,
.M. S. & S., have done. I also refer to D. R. Burt
one of the Trustees; G. L. Henderson, a subscriber; B:
F. Underwooul, who all know the facts of the difficulty, and lllany others to bear me out, when I say, Mr.
Butts knows nothing about the lllatter he attempts to
explain, and that there is an !to nest (I hope) difference
between three of the 'l'rustees, and the relllaining two
as well as a deep seated dissatisfaction, in the minds
of many true ''Liberals." Excuse the haste with
which thb is written; if particulars are wanted the
above g·entlcmen referreu to can supply them,
'
Yours truly,
M. ALTMAN,
Trustee P. H. F., !lnll Sec y. of the Board.
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"' Prayer to the Devil"
Certain of our excellent friends hereabout, belonging it would seem, to that large class who are" more
niC'e than wise, have seen fit to express themselves
quite shocked at the article named above, and some
estimable and highly educated gentlemen took occasion to express themselves in favor of a more kid-glovey
style of warfare than our veteran editor sees fit to pursue. The writer happening to bear some of these conversations alth·•ugh a" mere looker on here in Vienna,, wi~hes to say tlutt til his thinking, the article
above mention; dis the brightest bit of writing that he
remember~ to have seen, emanating from this side of
the Atlantic for a twelvemonth: The idea is original,
the conception a good one, and the tre,ttmentexcellent.
It llits dogma a fair blow between the eyes, and is up
to the best things of Voltaire, who not only knocked
Christianity down, but jumper! on it and squelched
all the breath out of its body. And now a few words
as to the good taste of fighting a manly battle for the
truth. The most strikmg fact in the history of human opinion is t.he constant tendency of error to perperpetuate itself, to carry itself forward into suc?eeding social states, where its presence is most noxwus,
breeding hypocrisy, and all manner of fal&elloods.
Tllis is the position of Christianity to-day. The
humane ideals of this age, its instincts for universal justice leave Christiaaity to be seen as nothing but a gigantic scheme for obtaining money under f1tlse pretenses, and the quicker it is dead, buried, and put out
of sight the better. And how is this to be done if we
are to fight it in mittens ? It is well to note that Christianity is neither baseJ upon, nor sustained by intellect
tuat convictions, so, to fight it only with intellectual
weapons is like shooting a shadow W1th cannon balls.
The missiles and the object is unlike in substance, and
you may shoot it through and through a thousand
times without producing the slightest result. .As
a matter of fact the Christian teachings have been
shown to be both CIJntmdictory and absurd, times
almost \\ ithout number, yet the eftect is almost unappreciable. Why is this ? The reason is here : Uhristianity is based upon the passious : First, upon the
grand passion for the nn~rvelous ; no reason nltl ever
touch til at; next, tile passio11ate desire to li~e forever,
a wtsh, which, as it extsts in most men, tt 1~ dlffieult
to over-estimate. With thecie two passions at-tfully
stimulateu to their llighest point- by an artful priesthood, it i~ a matter of the greatest diffi~ulty for reason to malw head. Hence the necessity to show tile
degradin", self-seeking charuc er of the Christian
religion. "It is essentmlly the religion of the courtier,
praising and fawning upon the 8upposed dispenser of
favors-temples erected for the pratse of God! l!,augh!
Every self.respecting- man is above being praised.
How much m01 e a God slloultl be above such pettiness. The very virtue of llulllility us taught by the
Uhurch is a de~radmg one, happily satinzed in Dicken's Uriah Beep. No man can act wortllily without
proper self respect, which cannot comport with tile
deoasing religwn of the Billie. A ltfe starting out
with the idea of living to please God i~ poi»oueu in its
very fountains. Why please God, can't lle plea~e him.self ? The object shoulu be to be lluppy oue's self, and
to make others llappy. Again the maxim "If thine
enemy smite tllee on thy right clleek etc. IS souud neither in common sense nor practice. The geu tie anu
unresisting heathen races have always fallen a prey to
their savage and aggressive Chnstiau neighbor~, Witness the example ot the unresistlllg negr. ,, the only example of perfect forgiveness that the worltl has ever
seen. How utterly Lllrown away is their example on
their barbarous Uhristiun master;, let the story of their
wrongs teach. 'l'o-duy sees Cllristianity inleagne with
the strong ao-ainst the weak, everywhe1·e the ally of
tyranny and"oppression, seeking to incite a bloody war
between France auu Germany in its most unholy interests forlnlling the education of 'romeo, and the
amelio~atwn of their social condition, and, in short,
arranu-ing itself for a pitched battle against the ever
auvun"'ciug forces of our modem civilization. Shall
we be compelled to fight a monster like this with our
hands t1ed bell iud us and our moutll:; full of polite
phrases? At best, it is a contest between an overgrown Goliah and a little David, let not the arm
of the assailant be shackleli! 'l'he writer is not
among tllese who regard with unmingled satist action the spectacle of Uuristianity be111g uudermiuetlby
indirect ~tpproaches, and made ready to be toppled
over wituuut waruiug. 'i'he amount o[ degr,,dmg
fear ami falsity caused by this cour;e is appalhng.
- Tile spectacle of a man like Stwm Mill going to ll1s
grave with his deepest couv1ctions uuutteted is anytiling ,.ut a pleasant :>ne. But ~llame must lie at the
door~ of that arrogant priestllood who seek to make
error a synonym fo,· sin. Then there is the danger of
suddenly ovenuruiug a Chureh, t11at has a certain imperfect moral tcaclliug mixed up with its superstitious,
before tllere i~ a higher organized moral training prepared to talte its place. One of the gro,sest and must
harmful of all popular error::; is the conviction that religion is above m•Jrals : it is only alJ_ove morals as superstition is above reason, or the Wllde,t and most excited emotion is above the dictates of the sober common sense.
Lt>cky, and many enlightened men to the contrary,
I would beg l~<ave to aver that the seience of morals is
yet in its in,ancy. 'l'lle century that sees the Ut!lita-

rian theory of morals seriously contested, is too much
in the bnckgl'Ound to form any adequnte conception of
its possibilities and requirements. The whole intellpctual side of moral sdence is yet to be created. The
means whereby the strong and cunning are to be prevented from grasping everythin!!, the means by which
a passion for justice and an enthusiasm for doing
good are to be created, lie yet in the undiscovered
country. The essentials of these principles are
blocked out in the minds of adv1tn<'ed tkinkers, but
their development is yet in the future. The means of
s~curing harmony in social life, the methods hy
which hope, variety, novelty, and a passionate and
absorbing interest in llunum well-being, are l•> in fuse so
fresh and healthful an interest into human life are not
only undiscovered. but almost unsought. Why is
I his ? Evidently because Christianity has directed attention from this world to the next, and aw"y from
all eftort toward improvement, to a base acquiescence
in the ills from which we suffer. It has not only done
this, but it has made W1tr on human nature and human
happiness substituting dogma for reason and dictum
for truth.
It is but. just to note. however, that when imperfections of condnct, or even positive vices on the part of
Christians, are alleged as· evidence against the church,
an unf,dr advantage is taken, unless indeed Christians
as a body are proved to be more yicious than non-Christians. Tllis wi.l hardly be claimed, for as a rult· Chri8tians are, in thought as well as in conduct, infinitely
above their religi(m. How many, thir1k you, among
the million!> of pr<>fessing Christians, would condemn a
fellow beiug to the torment of eternal, or even one
day's fi.unes for any imagmable oftence ? The answer must be, not one. This shows that a civilized
people have outgrown a barbar -us religion. But all
the odium under wh ch the Church labnrs, in consequence of its atrocious martyrdoms infflicted on h•·retics is well deserved, because, while she has ceased
the practice of burning men and women, she still
promulgates doctrines th>tt iead directly to that result The conscientious leaders in the cllurch are deserving of sympathy. Their position is identical
with that in which the English Government recently
lt>U!HI itself. A verdict ag>linst tile ke~per of an
uquarium was given in conformity with the law,
ag,unst keeping open on Sunday. The Government
dared neither to imprison the keeper nor repeal the
law, so an act was passed empowering the Home 8ecretary tu reutit the peualty iu nil such cases. ln like
manner the Chureh dares neitller disavow in tin1e the
barbarous part of its ereeLI, nor yet does it dare to
teach it so that our motto ~houhl be, war without
tlinchin~ against all U>lrlJarou~, terrible and ternfying
dogmas, and the worship of depmved gods, c~upted
w1tu a kinuly charity for those sincere leaders m the
ehurch whose p•Jsitions are full of difficulti~s, and becoming fuller every day.
J. Q. S.

The Keely Motor.
The following letter from our friend D. R. Burt appeared in a lute number of The Dubuque Times. Recent reports indicate that Keely & Co., are feeling
very llopeful of speedy and great results from the
•· :Motor." A new gauge has been constructed for the
Motor, sllowing a pressure of 54,000 pounds to the
square iuch. That immense pressure can be obtained,
perhaps must be atlmitted, but whether it can be
made continuous and persistent so as to be ad1tpted to
tile varied uses of machinery, i5 the problem to be
solved. lf it i3 a practicable resu It, it will, as friend
Burt says, be one. of tile most stupendo~s di~coveries
in the hi>tory of civilization. If, by mechanical commotion, or the decomposition of water, such immense
power can be secured without danger or heavy expense,
the results will be incalculable. That the Hydtogen
and Oxygen, of whicll water is composed, will yet,
in the scientific discoveries to be made, be sepd
arated, by a cheap, practical process, and be use
immensely for creating light, heat and motive power,
we feel confident. The beauty of the tiling will be, the
material cannot be exhausted, as, after being u~ed, the
elements will again unite In the re-formation of wuter,
DULEITH, Ill., Aug. 5th.
DEAR FRIEND: While at Philadelplna, us I 8tated
to you bel ore 8tarting thitller was my intention, l visited Mr. Keely and Mr. Charles B. Collter, the lattel'
the Attorney for the Keely Motor Company. I was
introduced LJy letters !rum friends ; and ou presenting
them was reeeived with due and pl'Oper courtesy, and
given as fu.J a descripti n and explan.ttion as the conclition of sa ttl motor and a proper discretion with reguru to the hidden machinery and the secret method
of developing the hitlHlrto unknown power would
justify. Something like a score of men, each and
every one of them OCi!upying a respectable position in
society, with a reputation lor trutll, candor •. a?d the
strictest integnty, declare they have. 8eeu sutlictent to
lead them to tiru,Jy believe, and a part of the number
say tlley do know anu tully understand, that the
power claimed to be developed by Mr. Keely is a pos-

itive and absolute fact. TheRe persons are borne out
in their statements by the cort·ob>ltive tesJimony of
such men a~ William H. Rutherford, Chief Engineer
of the United Statl's Navy; Willi>Lm Bokel, Meehnnician; B. Howat'd Rand, 'Professor of Ch~>mistry ; J.
Snowden Bt·ll, Mef·hanical Enginee1·; a. F. Glocker,
of Philadelphia; Henry C. Sargt•ant, 382 Second Avenue, New York; C. H. Haswell, New York, etc.
John W. Keely is as fine a spe>cimen of physicnl
and inteller:tual manhood as we rarely me.et with. He
has given two years to 8tudy ami exp<"riments in developing the snid motive power. and del'lares, in the
most earnest and impressive manner, that he·can produce, and has produced, in the most inappreciable
period of time, an exptmsive vapor having an elastic
ener_gy of ten thousand pounds to the sq11Rre inch,
uslllg only three agents, to wit : a mechanical structl!re which he calls a generator ; atmosphel'ic air; and
natural water ; and these, unnided by any chemical
com: ound, heat, electricity or 1-!alvanism. The above
he declares his willingness to verify hy oath, and if
not fully correct, to suffer the pains and penalties attached by law to the crime of pe1jury. He only asks
of the public an indulgence of four month's time to
finish llis new and more perfect generator, and the
drawings and specifications nece"sary in order to obtain letters patent in our owu and other countries.
Mr. Keely an<;! his friends and gentlemen connected
with the invention have been visited with the severest
ahuse, antl unjust and unkind philippics from the
Scientific .American of ~ ew York, tile Jou1·nal of Chemistry of Boston, and other. papers, calling thLse men
tricksters, swindlers, etc. I regret that journals !.aving the reputation of being good authority upon scientific subjects, and not claiming (as might be inferred
from their manner of treating this subject) to have
rea .. hed the ultimatum of all knowledge and to be
gifted with omniscence, should treat in this way men
who have 1-!iven their lives to patient and untiring
study, investigation and experiment, to learn the hidden forces of nature, and how to command tilem for
the happiness of man. I would suy, spare your condemnation, and cease yout· caviling, gentlemen, for a brief
time, nud prepare yourselves to wekome the advent of
one of the most stupendO!lS di;;coverie;;, fmllght with
more lllPmentous consequt•nces to the happiness of
mankiud than any other in the history of civilization,
Its ~ft'ect upon our it~dustrial, commercial, p<.~litica!,
social and moral condition, l'an scarcely be n·aclled
by the wildest flights of imuginatiou ; and from evidence shown l /wpe-belief in abeyunce-that in less
than the time already given to the chscovery of this
force, our ships of war wi I be propeilerl, ailll their
shot clischargeu by the same power. Yours very respectfully,
D. R. BunT.

A Dangerous Confidence Swindle.
Wl!at means are used by the Church to strengthen its
hold on the credulous ignorant masses.
MR. EDITOR : Encourage<! by yoUI' readine~s to
devote tile columns of our infiuentwl paper to correspondence tending 1o spread light or to trample dnrltness under·fo,t, to de~troy old, fanatical, superstit ous
ideas, tile writer of this ~ends you a con·eet copy of a
pn1yer, in pamphlet form, •old LJy a Cathoiic pnest to
one of his tlock. an 1rish gu·l. ls it not about time,
that theoe poor unfortutll\tes were enlightened as to
tile wm th (or rather worthlessness) of the so-called consecrated talismans and charms, and other uevices,
so ILl to them uuder the fal~e pretense that iL will guard
them against accidents uud misfortunes of all 1\inds ?
The priestH keep th~se people a1td their chil ren in
ignoruuce, and use such tlesplcaule mea us, to swind(e
them out of their hurd ea1'n£ d money.
The prayer S(Jeak~ for itself aud you can dissect it
and prove the inC<m·ectue's of mu:,t ot its St11tements.
Yours Resptctluliy,
A. H.

THE HOLY PRAYER.
The following prayer was found in the grave of our
Lord Jesus Chri~t in the year 803, ullll sent hy the
Pope to the EmperorChurle~ us lle was going to battle.
Tuey who shall repeat it every day, or hear it repeated, shall never die a sudden death; nor be drowued
m water; nor shall tlley fall into tlle llands of their
enemi"s in battle.
Being- re,,d over a woman in l11bonr, she shall be
delivered safely and be a glad mother. When the
child is boru, lay it on hi~ or her right side, and lle
or she, shal. not lJe troubleu witll nn~lortuuts; and if
you Mee any one in tit~, luy un llis or her rigut side,
and he or she sllall ~tanJ up and tllank GOD; aud
they who repeat it in my llouse sllall be blessed LJy tile
LORD and he that hmghs at it shall snft'er.
Believe this to be certain, it ts us true as the Holy
Evangelist had wrttten it. They who keep it. about
them sllall not fear thunder or liglltning ; those who
repeat it every day, shall lluve three days mourning
before their death.
''Holy Cro,s of Christ ward off from me all weapons
of danger. Oh, Holy Uross of Christ Ward oft" !rum
me all tumgs th 1t a!·e evil. 0~. Holy Cross ot Christ
protect me Ill tile nght way of lluppmcss, Oh, Holy
1Cross _ot Chn~t ward off from me all dangerous deaths,
and gtve me hfe alway~. 011, Jesus IJt Nazareth, huve
mercy on me now and forever.-Amen. ln honor
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of our Lord Jesus Christ. In honor of his sacred
passion. In honor of his holy resurrection and god
like ascension, to watch me and bl"ing me the right
way to heaven. 'l'rue as Jesus Chi'ibt was born on
Christmas day in the stable. True as he was crucified
on Friday. True as the three Kiugd 1Jrougt1t their
offerings to Jesus on the thirteenth day. True as he
ascended into heaven, so the honor of Jesus will
keep us from our enemies, visible and invisible, now
ami forever.-Amen.
"Oh Lord Jesus Christ ht.ve mercy on me. Mary
and Joseph pray for me. Nicodemus and Joseph
who took tiJC Lord down from the Cross and buried
hiln. Oil, Lord Jesus Christ, by your sufihings on
the Cross when parting out of the world ~ive me grace
that I may carry my cross patiently with dread and
fear. When I suff~r, and that Without complianing,
and that I may escupe danger, now and forever.
Amen."

Letters to a Preacher.
NO. XII.
Friend S-Thee says, ''if infidels are more moral than
Christians, their morality does not depend upon the
faith wllich they advocate. Free thought, free words,
and free action~ do not bring morality " But I say, if
Infitlels are more moral than Christians, and they (tl"e
undoubtedly so, as a class-is not this a proof that
their pecultar ideas are the cause of t1is superiority?
Tlwy re<J.lize that this world is all, antl if tlwy do not
find httppiness here, they will never find it, so they make
thcl UIObt and the best of what they have now, instead
of we&.ring long faces, and calling this beautiful earth
•• a worh.l of sill anti woe" anti declaring that '' mau is
born t.o misery as the sparks fly upwards" and ''sin
and iniquity are his natural bir-th nght." Infidels believe that purity, gooduess and love, a souud bouy
and a sounu mimfare the natural heirship of all that
live; anti it is their aim to have each child born aml
reared with a full complement of these, ur as nealy so
as possible. It is far wortie robbery to bring into the
wo1'Jd a child deprived of any of the natural faculties,
or feeble or sickly in constiLULion and intellect, through
our own transgression of moral or pllysical laws ;
than it IS to steal or take from them mere wealth or
property in money, or its tquivalent. Yet how many
Uhrbtian believers lead immoral, corrupt, and debas,
ing Jives, begetting weak, puny, idiot~c_or sickly children I Uur llotipitals, asylums and ]<Ills are 1u!l of
such; and for all the misery these and other unfortunates sutler here upon tile earth, they ha vc only tile
promise of, under almost or quite Impossible _c?ndistons a vieionary heaven hereafter -so very VI~wna
ty inJeed, that not one i~ five lmndr~d _is i~ auy hurry
to leave even this "desptseu world for 1ts doubLful
happiness.
.Now free thoughts do produce morality, for they
culminate in free acuon. Where there is no real freedom tllere is no nwralily. Even you Christians admit
free-will else you chtim there could be no sm; and
wllat nr~re or less is tree will thaufreechnn th,ouglwut Y
JS 0 infidel claims or a~ks more wan a Jilleny to do
as his "free Will'' impels him. H we have this we
have all the three freedoms you so condemn, and we
do n!aly llave them, while you only pretend to ha>e
free will w llereas all the time you are actually slaves !
You ua/e uot think any further than your preacher,
creed and c.:hurcu will alluw you. You llave no free
will at all, as lung as you mu8t believe in Chlistia~i
ty-bllml,y follow Chnst, Creed and Church, run lll
one old rut till it is worn so Jeep "that you cannot see
any wuy out of. it without upsetting atl _your present
view on alt that~~. aull rendeun~ your mmds u perfect
chaos ot confusion; so that you keep right on in that
old rut year alter year, gcn<;_ration after_ generation 1 and rei use to see, hear or thmk of any hght 8ave
that olll •·tallow uip" ot your great, great granutathers.
You cli"g to your anCient Uotl of Battlas, aud _his
musty recorllS of an age long gone by-an age whtCII
recorll.ed vulgarities allll oi.Jsceuctid so c~arse and low
anti vile tllaL wen aml women have hun tor weeks
anti m01;ths in our j ,i]s ami prisons for mm·ely quoting- them wttltou.t comment !1;om this I_Ioly Uo~-I.Jook.
You look back tlmong ttre lroglotlytish lord1tthers expectin" there to find all of perfection, ~~:entleness and
morali~y-for do~s not tllat uelectai.Jle book say " man
was created pertect" anu consequently the nearer you
can reach hacl• tllrougu the ages to lllat swte of exibtence the more ueany perfec.:t you expect to becom!J.
·• Backward, ye presumptuous nations,
Man to misery is born I
Born to urudge, and sweat and suffer;
Born to labor anu to pray I
Kings and priests are God's Vicegerents,
Man must worsl1ip and obeYBack I be humble and obey."
Intiuels alone live out and pr,Jctice free wilL If
there be any such thing as fi·eedrnn, they o~ly are
free who arc at litlerty to toll ow truth wherever !L le!'-ds,
ane give the fullest expression_ to e~ch anti every It.lt;a
ant! thought. ThiS llonesty _of sentm_wnt mo~lds their
whole lives towanl .twnesty m all thmgs. 'I hey also
know tllere can be no "remh;~;ion of sin'' that if
they do wrong, there is no escape from the.penaltj.
Scapegoats, subJtilutes and saviors are ?reauons ot a
past age-so each must now work out ins own salva-

tion from evil, and build for himself as he selects to
live ; and all this helps to make better men and better women. If free thoughts, words and actions do
not bring morality, why not say at once that Slavery
is better than freedom, and return to the old time submission to kings, priests and popes, as the be~t comlition of society? Why boast of thig ''laud of the free,"
if freedom is no blessing? and why make we such an
ado over our National Constitution because of its
toleration of all creeds and systems of belief, if
such freedom does not tend to a higher and better morality? Why is the world all the time >~bol
ish.ng all manner of slavery, priestcraft and Jesuitism ? Wby are our laws becoming year by year
more lax and lenient ? Why are all the more barbaric modes of punishment gradually becoming
things of the past? Why are our cnminals each
year treated more and more as subjects of insanityVICtims of a bad organization and a wrong, training,
rather than as wilfully bad, vile or vicious ? Why do
we treat our children more and more as equals, as deserving the respect and politeness, which we aforetime
only bestowed upon strangers,'' company," and elders?
Is not all this the outgrowth of that Freethought
which you Christians so cry down and despise ? Is
it not because Infidels, reformers, scientists and all
the advanced intellects of the day recognize the perfect freedom and equality of every indivitlual ? The
less of law, the less of the force-system we have, the
larger will be the quota of real Simon-pure morality.
We may cow people tlown into an outward, cringing,
seeming servility by force, cruelty and oppres ion,
but of what ref}! utility to the world will such slaves
of tyranny be? Point to one great, gooC: and noble
deed which such as these have ever done, and we
grant you that there may be one argument against
freedom. On the other hand. mark the free, enlightened, independent thinker. Erect, firm, unfaltering,
he flinches from no fact; he braves anll dares all in
his pursuit of truth, knowing that however dazzling
and beautiful all else may seem, it is only base counterfeit, and wi.l not wear or stand the lest of tim~.
He realizes that each individual is but part of the
great whole of humanity, and that upon the weal of
one depends that of alL
Then sons of freedom I wake to glory I
Hark I hark I what myriads bids you rise,
Your children, wives and grands ires hoary,
Behold their tears and hear their cries,
01 liberty, can man resign thee,
Once having felt thy glorious fiame?
Can dungeons. bolts and bars confine thee,
Or whips thy noble spirit tame?·
-Kneeland's Hymns.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
Snowville, Pulaski Go. , Va.
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great hereafter to gaze down into the pit of l)ell bud
see those recreant members, bounrl hand and foot,
burning, writhing, seething, in tile lake of fire and
brimstone that burneth forever, and is not quenched.
All glory to a great and just God.
Our meeting, before the advent ofSpiritualism, was
very prosperous. \Ve !Jad a large house well-filled
every ''Fifday" and "Firsday." No matter what work
was on hand, every member would drop it and go to
meeting. The young folks as well as the old, could
say "Thee" to each other, and all went well. Time
brought many things to bear ag .. in~t us. "Fashion"
worked its W!1Y in, both in tile matter of apparel and
in speech, some married out of the churclr an<l were
disowned; others of the young joined other churches,
the aged kept dying ofi, the young grew up in the
way of the world in spite of us, ant! now after expeling the Spiritualists, we have v~ry few members left.
Some of our meetings are blank, and of the rest we
have an attendance of one or more.
And where are we now? What is left of us ? ''Whom
the gods wtsh to destroy they first make mad." ·we
lutve been mad. We have heen told by impartial
jt;tdges that we have expelled our best members. It
is true. We acknowledge that nearly all the talent
went with the expelled members. But we thought
they would all come down on their knees and recant
their heresies and beg to be retained in tile church.
They did not do it. We had then gone so far with
our persecuting scheme that we coulu not back out
with any degree of honor, and so we lmd to expel
them. We know we have dune wrong to our fellow
men in the sight of the Lord, and we turn to the
Bible for consolation. But what do we find? "Blessed is the man that feareth the Lord. . . . . Wealth
and riches shall be in his house," (Ps. cxii, 1, 3.) "In
thll bouse of the righteous is umch treasure." (P rov.
xv, 6. Great God! We are all poor even to poverty.
Have we no escape from the laws aod teachmg~ of the
Olu Testament ? No I Hear what Chritit says : ''I
am not come to destroy the law but to fulfill. For
verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass, one
jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the
law till all be fulfilled.
Whosoever therefore
shall break one of the least Commandments and
shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in
the kingdom of heaven." (1\latt. v, 17, 18, 19.) And
how many of these Commandments have we kept ?
Let us look at some of them :-"This is my covenant, which ye shall keep between me and yuu,
anti thy seed a~ter thee. Every man and child among
you shall be circumcised." tGen. xvii, 10) ••And
the swine because it divideth tile hoof, yet- cheweth
not the cud, it is un~lcau unto you; ye shall not eat
of their flesh, nor touch their dead carcass." (Dent.
xiv, 8.) "Thou sh ,]t off-;r every d1ty a hullock for a
8in otlering- for atonement." (Ex. xxix, 36.) To these
and to nearly all other laws or Commandments in lhe
Holy Bible, we have paid no heed. Now it is too
late. We have broken andre-broken Gud's laws until we cun uut cry out, '' 0 Lord, why hast thou m!Hle
The Society of Friends.
us to err from thy ways and hardened our heans?"
Under this caption I do not purpose giving a gen- (Is. Ixiii, 17.) W11y hast thou sent us strong delusion
eral history of the Quaker Church, but will coufine that we might believe a lie and be damned ? (2 Thess,
myself principtltly to what is known as the West ii, 11.) We woulu pray, but it would avail nothing,
Branch .Monthly Meeting, of which I am a momber. "for your Father knoweth what thmgs ye have need
1 nresume our little bunt! will utter a hearty amen to of be tore ye ask him." (Matt. vi, 8) Tlwre is naught
all 1 may say although I have uot consulted with them left for such as are we, but to weep and wail, for the
for some time, owing to my abijence on business, and Lord says : "Then shall ye call upon me, but I will
cannot say positively that my sketch will accord with not answer ; " they shall seek me early, but shall n<?t
the feelings <Jf our congregation. However, if one or find rric. (Prov. i, 28.) "And the smoke of their
more should dissent, 1 take the responsibility upon torment ascendeth up forever and ever." (Rev. xiv,
myself.
.
Friends, were originally a pea~eful, harmles~, ~on 11.)
Our minister has admomshed us tunes mnumerable
est non-resistant people, bnt owmg to our pnnc1ple to examine ourselves, but we were always too bigoted
of ~on-n.sistance we were soon dubbed ''Quakers" by and self-righteous. We _have of l_a_Le, l10wever, venthe wicked outshle world, which means cowardg, and tured to het~rken unto Jus admomtwn, but I forbear
we gradually degenerated into the condttioi~ requisite disclosing even a tithR of wllat we found, for accordto fit the name. It was an outrage at the ttme, to be ing to God's Holy Word, we are bound f~r hell any
so dubbeu for we wet"e morallJ' brave even to martyr- how. "All liars shall have tbeu· part m the lake
dom which many of our society had to sutler. We which burneth with fire and brimstone." (Rev. xxi, 8.)
learned from the Holy Bible that " Whom the Lord
JASON KIRK.
Ioveth he cha5teneth. . . . . . For if ye be without
Member West Branch Monthly Meeting, 1
chastisement then are ye bastards and not som.''
Society of Friends, Grampian Hills, Pa. f
(Heb. xii, 6, 8.) This eucouraged us\ and_we kept on
---~.-------iu the even tenor of our way, and gamed m numbers
until we obtained to a stant.ling along side of some of
Freedom of 'l'hought.
of the popular Churches. We tileD: began to gr~w
corrupt wurk for power or leuderslnp, and soon dzsA.nd
why
should
I feel anxious to change another's
senswn; arose and we quarreled antl split, and fought
for possession of the Clmrch-property, anti finally be- opinion, especially of a matter utterl_y uulmow~ble_ ~o
us !Joth and o( which no legal, logzcal or s<:zenlllic
come known as ·' Urthotlox" and •· Hiek:;ites. ''
We of the West Brunch .Meet in!! profess to be proof is 'pos,ible ? Your "faith" is fol' yourself, not
Hicksites t>ut we are really Orthodox in f~tith. Elias for me. And if vou nre satbtied with your owu exHicks, w~ find, taught in his last. writings that he perience, so am i. \Vhy, then, are -1ou ~lissatisfi~d
could set down no stakes, coultl give us no creed, with mine ? Why, then, does tile Uhnstmu forbid
but could only admonish us to "follow the light with- IllY thinking for mytielf ?
The Paptst cmHmancls me, upon the penalties of
in." .This we found was too loose for us. It would
lead to Spiritualism. Consequently we repudiated eternal torments, to think as he does, and expressly for·
Elias Hicks and fell back upon God's Holy Word. bids the right of private judg;me!lt. 'l:he Protestant,
This we take literally and mean to carry it out to the ostensibly allows the nght ot pnvate _Judgment; but,
letter as soon us we can get control of the Government. in practice, denies it. A large m~tJ?nLy of the ProtWe are now doin!{ the best we can under the cir- estant sects allow no member to d1tlcr from the creed,
cumstances. All who difi"er fr:)m us in opinion, or the "Discipline," the ·• Thirty-uine 1\rticles," or
become Spirituali~ts, we promptly ostracise aud dis- "Conlession of Faith." Even 11 doubt m regard to
cwn and expel from ot1r meeting, and bid them god- the personality of tile Devil, or the horrible doct~ine
speed to hell, for that is what we turn them out for, of eternal torments, rentlers the member obnoxwus
when we consider tllem no longer fit to be accounted to tile sect, and llis expulsion follows as a mutter of
LA ROY SUNDERLAND,
as " one of us." It will be our greatest joy in the course.
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Jlew=IJorh liberal fllub.
FRIDAY, AuG. 27TH.
(THREE HUNDRED AND EIGHTH MEETING.]
MR. HANSON delivered a lecture on

"The Proofs of the Existence of God,"
in which he endeavored to prove the existence of that
mysterious being by the old arguments of design and
necessity, as well as by human consciousness. He
said he" felt God," and knew that he existed. His
arguments were pretty effectually refuted by HENRY
EvANs, G. L. HENDERSON and D. }'I. BENNETT. S. P.
ANDREWS, H. M. T. WILCOX, HERMAN SHOOK, D. E.
DE LARA and others participated in the discussion,
which was spirited. MR. HANSON, in his reply,
thought he had been personally assailed, but in this
he was mistaken.
'
FRIDAY, SEPT. 3D.
(THREE HUNDRED AND NINTH MEETING.l
MR. A. P. REQUIER, of the New York Bar, read an
eloquent and well-written paper; subject,

'''J'he House that Jack~Built."
He showed that the old nursery tale by this title had
been handed down from ancient Chaldea, and he
used it as a text, from which he spun out an eloquent
sermon, likening the untenanted house, the malt, the
rat, the eat, the dog, the cow, the maid, the young
man and the priest to the varied qualities and conditions of humanity from a Swedenborgian standpoint,
making the various animals typical or representative
of unprogressed and elevated of conditions of the human soul. It was interspersed with humor, pathos
and fine sentiment, and was delivered in a masterly
manner.
A lively discussion followed, which was participated in by MESSRS. HENDERSON, ANDREWS, EVANS,
DAwsoN, GAimNER and WILcox.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 10TH.
(THREE HUNDRED AND 'l'ENTH MEETING.]
Our Vice-President, vV. L. ORMSBY, JR., read a
very humorous paper, entitled,
"The Modern Democritus; or, the Laughing Philosopher."
He alluded, in starting out, to the ancient Grecian
philosopher, and at his laughing at the follies of the
times in which he lived. He descanted on the utility
of laughter and mirth, and upon the fact that the sentiment~, characteristics and literature of a people
were representetl in its anecdotes and jokes.
He read a large number of witticisms and hits at
the extravagances and follies of the times, interspersetl
with comments and philosophisms. His especial the·
ory of "Enlightened Self Interest" being the grand
moving principle of the human race, he illustrated
with numerous comical anecdotes. The lecture,
upon the whole, was a most amusing one, and was
followed by a good-humored discussion, which Waf:!
participated in by Mrt. HERMAN SHooK, MR. DAwSoN, S. P. ANDREWs, G. L. HENDERSON, MR. WILcox
and DR. LAMBEHT. MESSRS. ANDREWS and HENDERSON related sundry anecdotes, which added mate·
rially to the hilarity of the occasion. Everybody
present left the hall in a cheerful mood.

Appreciative.
PAms, TEx., Aug. 14th.
FRIEND BENNETT : In the '' TRUTH SEEKER" of
Aug. 1st, I see many things to gladden the heart of
the Progressive Free Thinker.
The first I will notice, is your enterprise, " The
World's Sages, Infidels aud Thinkers." Put me
down for a copy. Such a work should be read
and owned by every Liberal ; most sincerely do I
hope you may receive orders for it, as thick as leaves
of Vallambrosia.
Every Infidel ought to strive to be wide awake, and
well posted. We are so often met with tlle poor, stale,
''Well, Infidelity will do to live by, but it will not do
to die by," and as we have never died yet and cannot
know how it may be, when our Christian friends and
foes are weeping, groaning, hoping, and praying
around us, as body and mind lose sense beneath the
marble touch of Death, we ought to inform ourselves
how it has been with those of our faith who have passed behind the veil.
.
.
I for one, have left behind me a good many of the
mile stones of life, but the terrible shadow of superstition with its chill and dread, ever kept near me till
a few months since. Somehow I have managed to
get ahead of it, and life was never so sunny and pleasant as now. I love it better than ever, but I can say
with reverence and candor, I have no fears of Death
and if my mind is clear in my dying moments, I ex~
peet to leave my testimony against the fearful dogmas that dwarfed my childhood and blighted my
youth.

I am also pleased with the notice of Dr. Stone's pook
"The New Gospel of Health." As soon as I can I
shall purchase it. Yes, that is the true way ; let us do
our own thinking, praying, and doctoring. Let us try
hard to have sound bodies for sound minds.
The last thing I shall notice, for I see I am getting
too lengthy, is a short article from "Liberal"; he, in
my opinion is right. I feel so free and peaceful over
my reprieve that if one of the " meek and lowly" fol·
lowers should land me in the brimstone region, I
should not try to pull my opponent in with me ; by
all means let us not stoop to fight with the carnal and
infernal weapons of INTOLERANCE.
Indeed, I think I read the paper through, from be·
ginning to end with a satisfied smile on my .countenance. Respectfully yours,
EDITH MoNTROSE.

On Social Progress.

•

They are children and mind childish things, and if
you wish to make them understand you and profit by
your discourse, you will have to address them in a
childish language. In dissecting human brains nothing has more thoroughly impressed me than the
poverty of thinking tissue which characterizes the
average eerebum. I am not speaking of leading merchants, bankers, financiers, and professional men, but
of the rank and ·file of humanity.'' Marvin says, the
language of the sane adult of the Nineteenth Century
is that of commerce and science, not that of poetry.
He says that we are surrounded by the insane (the
rank and file of humanity) who possess the childish
eharatmistie of imitation. Like children they live in
their senses, and are ruled over by the imagination ;
like the child, the savage, and the poet, they live in
an ideal world. To observe "who are the imitators
-the automatic whose movements result rather from
the medulla oblongata than the:eerebrum. . . . . the
ehildr•en, not perhaps in years, but in intellect." Marvin tells us to stand ''on the. avenue, and you will see
thousands of these .adult children stopping, promenad·
ing or loitering. They have no end to serve, they
move with the throng merely because others by whom
they are surrounded do the same. They are borne
on by the force of exam pie. If you closely examine
the faces of these men and women who have spent
years, perhaps life, on the avenue, you will see that
the lines which usually indicate character are wanting
and that the features . . . . are blank and expressionless."
Marvin says, a more strongly marked class of the
insane, are these " who seek comfort in the mirage of
Spiritualism, the will-o-the-wisp of Mesmerism, or the
Delusion of Transcendentalism." ''The Press, the
great engine of civilization, is often converted by
their frenzy into an engine of folly. . . . • turning
baekwark the wheels of progress.'' They form societies, edit papers, and publicly proclaim their folly.
What shall we do for these men and women, many
of whom possess talent, genius, culture? "By vir_
tue of their numbers we eannnot confine them in asylums, nor can we subject them to medical £urveillanee."
Dr. Marvin believed in what Spencer calls Comte's
superficial and untenable theory of three stages of intellectual progress ; the mythological, tire metaphysical, and tlle positve. The theory set forth that m examining the history of nations, of individuals, or of
special sciences, it is found tllat speeulatiom commences with supernatural, advances to metaphysical, and
finally reposes in positive explanations." In connection with this theory, Marvin says, that this age is a
very sad age," but, he says also, that it is a glorious
age, . . . . full of light from the ascending sun of
science"; that "it lies between two great civilizations, . . . the age of metaphysics, which is practically dead," and that of the positive or seienttfie aO"e,
which he believes has not yet arrived. And what"' if
this be true, does it promise general intelligence or
more happiness and virtue ? It has given more leisure, or induced more morality, nor everi prevented an
apparent retrograde movement, for as Bogehot says in
his "Physics and Polities,'' it Is ''doubtful whether
all the inventions and machines of mankind have yet
lightened the day's labor of a human being.'' They
have enabled more people to exist, but the people
work just as hard, and are as mean and miseralJle as
when there were fewer.
I think the moral condition of society is truly depicted in the arti,cle "Mokanna Unveiled," (TrmTII
SEEKER, Aug. 15th,). The writer agrees with Draper
Frothingham, and other eminent LilJerals in the doetrine of progressive improvement ; and unites with
them in villifying the Dark Ages, and declaring
that the people were sunk in the lowest ignorance arid
brutal superstitions. (Underwood, at the annual
meeting of the Free Religious Associations, said that
"Those were ages of the grossest vice and licentiousness, and ages to which Leeky says the epithet "mean"
is justly applicable. I hold, wilh Guizot and Mill
the contrary opinion, but Underwood says I am unde;.
a delusion.) The writer alJove mentioned says that
" in this God-blesseJ RepulJlie, in this Ninet.~enth
Century, the statistics of crime and vice are perfectly appalling.'' He supported his opinion by
quotmg from Ingersoll, }'IeDonnell, Denton etc.,
all of whom are believers in the proo-ressi~e improvement of society. The following ~re some of
his quotations from recent periodicals.'' "'rlre records of the past have never presented a more
fearful an~ corrupt state of society. "Crimes unprecedented m number and unequalled in atrocity fill
every section of our country with horrors, exhibitinoa hanlenecl barbarity, in their details . . . only to be
exceeded in the bosom of demons.'' And the Suientifi.c Amll1·{can says, " It is admitted by all parties that
enmes of the most outrageous, and unprecedented
character abound throughout the country . • . . to a
degree wholly unparalleled." I believe that a worse
character eanuut be truly given to the "Dark Ages."
Yours truly,
JoHN CHAPPELLSM'I'l'H.
New Harmony, Ind.

EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER :. I observe (TRUTH
SEEKER, July 21st,] that Dr. Marvin's liistory o.f the
condition of New York society, in his Lecture to the
Liberal Club" On the Literature of the Insane," did
not provoke any comment from the members who
took a part in the subsequent discussion. I am surprised at this, because a description of the .condition
of society in the chief city of this most progressed of
nations, which is supposed to have inherited the experiences of improvement in European nations, presents one of the best examples of determining the Law
of Progress, according to the historic method ; that
is, of comparing the existing condition with the history of the past condition of society.
The majority of the students of what Mill called
" the great and vexed question of Progressiveness
of Man and of Society," belong to a class called Progressionists, who maintain that the absolute course of
individuallil and nations can never be retrograde, but
always onward and upward, though they admit the
ultimate tending to dissolution. Another class called
Degradationists, hold the opinion of the Ancients that
the natural tendency of men and their works, is to
degenerate. In the former class may be found placed
such men as Spencer and Draper, of the latter class
the late Hugh Miller is an extreme representative.
He maintained that the mysterious element of degra·
dation existed in the vertebrated classes of animals
during the past geologie ages, and still exists ; that
in many nations. There have lJeen and still are the
elements of a st3:te of ever sinking degradation ; and
that as unexeept10nal a theory of degradation may be
set forth as of progressive development. Both Spencer and Huxley supported Miller's assertion that the
geologie evidence usually supposed to prove a progression to a higher state is untrustworthy ; and Lesley, the Pennsylvanian State Geologist, says that the
pnneiple of degradation is too much ignored.
Another class of soeiologreal students is composed
of those who recognize the principles of progression
and degradation, as both being operative in human affairs. 8ome believe, as Mill did thirty years ago, that
" with occasional exceptions, the general tendency of
man and society is to improvement to a better and
happier state." But in a later essay, "On Civilization," Mill said that the present age is not advanced,
or equally progressive in many kinds of particular improvements when compared with past a"CS. In some
things it is stationary, in others eve; retrograde.
'I' here is not anything to morally and in telleetually
distinguish it ; and he says but for individual exer!ions, the !endeney of huma~affairs would be ti> raprdly detenorate. Humboldt, referring to the historic
method of philosophising on social science by the
study a,nd analysis of the general parts of history,
says : ' If events could be traced to their true causes
th~ histol?' of nations might solve the ever-recurring
emgma of the retrograde oscillations experienced by
the alternately progressive and retrograde movements
of society." Sir Henry Maine in his" Ancient Law"
~ays, that so. far from progre~s and improvement b'ewg th~ rul~ m social affairs," the stationary condition
o_f soerety rs the rule, and the progressive the exeeptwn.'' The late Professor Cairnes illustrates this
opinion by a reference to two historical facts. First
while a few nations, he ilistanees the Greeks and Ro~
mans, rapidly advanced to a high state of civilization
the great mass of mankind, he instances the Oriental
D;ations, moved up to a eertaih point, then became statiOnary, and. showed no disposition to move beyond.
Second, clunng seven or eight centuries, the period
known ~s the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
some of the most important nations steadily retrograded in their political and social movements.
I will now bring together the scattered references
in Dr. Marvin's Lecture as to the existing condition of
~e_w York society, and then compare it with the eon·
drtron of Roman society, previous to, and subsequent
to the Fall of the Empire, including the period of the
so-called _Dark Ages. Dr. Marvin says, in answer to
~rs questiOn "Who are the Insane ? " that the majortty of men . . . . are either savages or children, and
~nderstm~d _such things only as appeal to the simplicIty of then· mtelleets. Tb,e brains of savages and ehiltlren exhibit on dissection shallowness of sulci and
feebleness of convolution. The einerieious or thinkTHosE who send us seventy-five eents·will receive
ing tissue, is deficient in quantity. To sue!~ minds it
IS useless to address prolonged argument, for they TIIE 'rRuTH SEEKER from Sept. 1st to Jan. 1st, anti
have not the faculty wherewith to appreciate Iogie. forty cents' worth of 'l'RU'rH SEEKER Tracts.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER 15, 1875.
J. M. CooK, Lake Village, N.H .• writes: Your lecture in
the Aug. 15th number of THE TRUTH SEEKER is a stunner!
The truth must be told, and all the Jewish Gods and devils cannot stop its spreading in our day. All the priests
and popes and Beecl:iers combined cannot hinder it.
C. B. TuCKER, Lyons, N.Y •• writes: I could not well get
along without THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I am very much
pleased to know that you are going. to issue it weekly. I
sincerely hope you will succeed. in your ~lorious and
I>hilanthropic mission to a blind and fanatiCal world, I
think THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best moral teacher I have
ever known.
MARTIN CHRISTIANSEN, Green Bay, Wis., writes: It
would do the Christians far more goad to read the last
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER than to read the Pilgrim's
Progress one hundred and one times. Brother Bennett, as long as the T. S. lives, be sure I shall remit and
remain a living Liberal.
0. N. BANCROFT, T.oms River. N.J .. writes; I like your
paper first-rate, because you publish what can be relied
1J_pon as truth. You have no holy humbug to bolster up.
Your mathematics are correct-three times one make
three with you, instead of one. Teach truth, let it hurt
whoever it may. That should be the motto of all honest
men.
JoHN PECK, Naples, N.Y., writes: Keeptheflres of truth
burning brightly. Let the black-coated gentry be seen in
their true light. When the masses find out that God is
capable of moving his own machinery, these privileged
gentlemen will probably.'' step down and out."
JoHN T. FoRD, Indel)endence, Or., writes: I am pleased
to learn that you are goin_g to make THE TRUTH SEEKER a
weekly publication after January next. I intend sending
you beforQ the year is out one dozen snbscribers from
this place in spite of the Orthodox and superstitious by
which I am environed. Truth in the end will conquer;
and THE TRUTH SEEKER must be made a success. I pronounce your paper the best Liberal sheet on the planet.
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in my estimation. I hope to see the time when our
school-houses will not be infested two or three times
every week with canting, psalm-singing sons of Babylon,
and when people will not allow themselves to be taxed for
the support of churches and hypocritical preachers,
MARGARET JoNES, Centralia, Ill., writes: I cannot got
WM. F. PoRTER, 1916 Polethrop street, Philadelphia.
along without the blessed TRUTH SEEKER.
writes: Having read 23 numbers of yours T. S.; I feel, in
writing to you, as if I were addressing an old friend.
CAJ"VIN GRISWOLD, Earlville, Ill., writes: Don't stop my
I had never read any publication on free thought before,
paper for Christ's sake, I cannot get along without it.
and on perusinl'; your spicy little SEEKERS, it seemed as
if the the lwodwmks of ignorance had suddenly dropped
K. GRAVES, Richmond, Ind., writes: I want a few copies
from my eyes. In consequence of early education, the
of your lecture on the "Gods," either in THE TRUTH SEEKsword of Damocles seemed to be continually suspended
ER, or hL Tracts.
·
over my head. I always seemed to be in dread of some
J. H. CRANDALL, Langdon, Minn., writes: The more I
impending punishment in th~ future life; but now thanks
read your paper, the better I like it, and I don't see how
to your in valuable and instructive TRUTH SEEKER, all my
I could get along without it.
apprehensions have vanished. 0! I so wish your fearless little paper was in every household in the land.
HoRACE BALDWIN, Mt. Vernon, 0., Writes: I would rathKeep on Brother Bennett, and you will come out right in
er have one copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER than McClosthe end. May you live to the age of Methusaleh.
key's red cap. Still the work goes bravely on.
A. A. CLARK, Evening Shade, Ark .• writes: 'Although I
MRs. ELLA BIRGE WILBON. writes: We have been an old
hold to views entirely antagonistic to those you have exsubscriber, in fact from the first, and would not lose a sinpressed
in THE TRUTH SEEKER concerning the Deity,still
gle number for the subsc·ription price of the paper.
I am thoroughly convinced that you are doing a great
deal in the cause of intellectual liberty, and I will with
GEo. SHARFF, Logansport, Ind., writes: We like the T.
pleasure do all in my_power toward extending the influS. for its plain talk, and will be glad to get it weekly.
ence of your paper. I hope you will continue to give to
Freethought and mental liberty are gaining ground here.
your readers articles from the pens of Messrs. Ingersoll
and Underwood. Col. Ingersoll's Oration on Thomas
JAMES LECLERC, Atlanta, Kan .. Writes: Accept my ·COmPaine I consider as a splendid and unsurpassed tribute
pliments for your Plimpton Hall Lecture. It gives a fair
to the memory of one of the noblest of men; and the
representation of all the gods which irmo1·ant men have
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER containing that Oration
worshiped.
is alone worth the subscription price of your paper. I
ISAAC SNYDER, M. D., Horton, Mich., Writes: I have
think that your idea about inserting a family record in
for over thirty years taken from $12 to $20 of J>apers and
your new book is a good one. It will have the effect to
magazines a year. and I think THE TRUUH BEEKER the
perpetuate tho book in Liberal families. This book will
best among them all.
furnish our boys and girls with plenty of evidence by
which
they can "corner the parson" when that worthy
I. G. KENDALL, Southampton, Ill., writes: Please put
makes his usual attack on our progenitors in the field of
my name down as a life subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKfree
thought.
I cannot close without congratulating you
ER, and I trust that you will be spared to do good in the
upon the fact that THE TRUTH SEEKER is to become a
world for years to come.
LEVI HEATH, Northport, Wis .. writes: I have read your weekly.
W. W. PALMER. Northport, Wis., writes: Save me one paper delivered before the Liberal Club, and think it the
A. ARMSTRONG, Meadsville, Pa .. writes: I am glad you
of the patent Book Covers for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I plainest and most outspoken paper I have e1 er read. I have concluded to issue THE TRUTH SEEKER weekly. I
have preserved all my numbers. and they are more valua- have also read the "Heathens of the Heath," and think it promise you at least two new subscribers. If I fail to
ble to me than those old Jewish legends called the Bible. a very valuable worlc I like THE TRUTH SEEKER better find that number who will take it and pay for it. I will
and better every number, and watch the time of their make New Years' presents of two copies to make good
HENRY SAILOR, Lisbon, Ia., writes: Money is tight with eoming. I will take a copy of your" World's Sages, Infi- my promise. There are but few friends of THE TEUTH
me, but we would rather get along with a few less ruffles dels and Thinkers,'' though I hardly feel able to do so, SEEKER who are not able to add at least one new subscriband ribbons than without your paper. Do notgetdiscour- but I thin)<: every Liberal should try and get one.
er to your list, and I trust that every one who is taking
agecl in the good work you have began. We all like to read
valuable paper this year will deem it their duty to
E. D. BLAKEMAN, Circleville, 0., writes; I sf\e you pro- your
it.
make some such promise, and exceed their promise. to
pose in tbe last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER to make the
astonishment
of the editor. Volume three of THE
MRs. KATE PARKER, Anaheim, Cal., writes: I wish to it a weekly. Good! Go ahead, and may the angels' TRUTH SEEKER would
be a nice New Years' present to becompliment you on the l~st number of THE TRUTH SEEK- blessings be with you and it, and may it spread light and stow
on a friend, where one is not able to make presents
ER. It is replete with wise and witty, grave and funny, truth to the hungry souls of men. I like the way you of a higher
price
(I
will
not say value). My acquaintance
indisputable and inexhaustible matter; and I find nothing manage the paper, and the liberal terms you offer. It is with it has not been long, but I would not now exchange
just what the times demand. The Liberal, Freethinking it for any paper I know of. I find many who are willing
in it to condemn,
world cannot do without it. It is the means by which we
WM. D. BRISTER, Trenton Falls, N.Y., writes: I am de- can sound afar to others our beautiful ideas of truth, love to receive the paper from me that have not the courage to
become regular subscribers. I need not mention the realighted with THE TRUTH SEEKER. Its language is bold and progress.
son. There is not near the number of Christian believfearless, and, according to my ideas, truthful. I am glad
GRAS. STEPHENSON, Rock Island, Ill., writes: I think ers as the numerous God-houses indicate. True. Infidels
it is soon to be published weekly, and my ea1'nest wish is
that it may be well sustained.
' your proposed book will be a work that is greatly needed; ~tre scarce, but hypocrites are numerous. You may
thou~h to be complete it will have to be so large that it count me a subscriber for your book, the" World's Sages,
Jos. CLEW.S, San Bllrnardino. Cal., forwards a list of will limit its circulation and thereby lessen its powers for Infidels and Thinkers."
names and $10, and writes: That the Unknowable may good. No true Infidel I think would object to paying
HENRY WILBUR, Vineland, New Jersey, writes: I have
ever increase your knowledge and wisdom for the benefit three or five dollars for such a work; but they are not the
of THE TRUTH SEEKER and humanity at large is the de- ones who need such knowledge the most. It is those who lately been going to and fro on the earth-like the old adversary-and have had an opportunity of taking notice of
sire of a well.wisher and life subscriber.
give credence to what they have been taught by Christian the
growth of ideas, and I am forced to believe that, by
friends about the death bed recantations of Infidels who virtue
of the inherent principle of progress which perCHAS. L. RoBERTS, Yates City, Ill., sending in a list of a1·e most in need of-it.
vades
all through nature. the old blood and thunder doceighteen subscribers, writes: I have the promise of other
trines,
together with their accompanying superstitions
subscribers on the commencement of your new volume.
F. J. KIEB, Newark, N.J., writes: I shall want the new
and hope to do more for yon. I will ask ofJou the priv- book you intend to edit," The World's Sages, Infidels, are gradually passing away. It requires more brains
the average preacher of the day possesses to make
ilege of still sending subscribers upon the ol terms-$2 25 and Thinkers." I am glad you are making an effort in than
young Americans believe the unmathematical proposifor sixteen months,
that direction. Brother, you are doing a great and good tion
that three persons occupy the same place at the same
work.
Although
you
live
in
obscurity
and
labor
in
humSAMUEL STRAUSS, Chicago, writes; I hope'that the panic ble circumstances now, your reward will come some day, time; or that, according to orthodox figuring, three are
one,
or one three. There is a very palpable falling off
times will soon be over, and that.with a better feeling when
ig-norant world will be more enlightened than
the Christian Church all over the country, and Talgenerally people will be induced to do something for it nowthis
is. I want you to send me the second volume as from
mage may well inquire, 'Inasmuch as there are four
their mental benefit, and will read THE TRUTH SEEKER in soon as.finished.
deaths to every two conversions in tho Church, how long
preference to the Independent or similar stuff.
LEVI WooD, Galesburg, Mich .. writes: I observe in your will it take the race to get to heaven?' Of course there
SARA VANSICKLE, Covington, Ind., writes: You see I • Prayer'
that you are determined to press forward in are some things in THE TRUTH SEEKER which I do not
comply with your request, and help answer your good the
cause. I also observe that you do not call upon endorse; but I reflect that there are manifold phases of
IJ.rayer and so will every genuine Freethinker, who reads the good
Lord
to
answer your petitions, but upon the Liberals liberal thought to please, and if the different elements of
THE TRUTH SEEKER. It certainly is the best paper pub- of the country-upon
those who are not slaves to a hire- liberalism were more united, our influence might be
lished. I think Brother Altman a good Infidel.
ling priesthood-to sustain you in your enterprise. not much greater, and the task of enlightening the world
ELMINA D. BLENKER, Snowville, Va .. writes: Each num- by wishing it success, but by substantial aid-greenbacks. much easier,
SALLIE J.l\IINER, Angola, Ind., writes: I am deeply inber of '.I'HE TRUTH SEEKER is better than the prec6eding Brothers and sisters. advocates of the Truth, shall this paone. ~'hy own excellent paper on the 'Gods,' and thy per be sustained? Shall this sheet that is spreading terested in THE TRUTH SEEKER, more so than in any pa• frayer to the Devil,' suit us well. I am glad our gener- common sense (a scarce article) be supported 'I Let us per I have ever read. I h~tve taken the Woodhull ·weekly
ou£ friend, ~Ir. Altman, gave $50 for the circulation of the all reply by remitting promptly, and trymg to extend its from the time it started. ~Irs. W. has been a fearless adcirculation.
vocate of free thought, free speech, and freedom for
paper containing it.
individual to act independent of all our old timeE. K. HosFORD. Edinburg, Ind., writes: I consider the every
E. B. DAviD, Vanville. Wis., writes: Liberalism is
worn institutions. but she has gone back to the antique
spreading rapidly in this part of the country. THE last number-Aug. 15th-worth the whole subscription. folly of trying to make the Bible something more than
TRUTH SEEKER is doing its work. Every copy that comes and all that comes in future as a gratuity. Your sub- other books, and to make it support what she herself adis seized with avidity, read, and handed around until scribers here are all Spiritualists, but your paper pleases vocates. ~ly interest in· her paper is gone. THE TRUTH
some orthodox fool gets hold of it and-you know the them. Your motto, 'One world at a time,' is a good one. SEEKER is grand! Looking to Science and all the growing
result. J;'riend Bennett. God bless you-if there is any I see no point for a quarrel between Materialists and ad- elements of Liberalism for support, it appears to me that
vanced 8piritualists. We are glad THE TRUTH SEEKER
God.
is to become a weekly. Enroll me as a subscriber for it can never fail to interest all intelligent people of the
C. T. lVIANNON, New Boston, Ill., Writes: I like THE your new book-'' The World's Sages, Infidels and Thinl'- present time. I received my first impressions of Goa and
TRUTH SEEKER very well. Its fearless, outspoken and ers." Success to you, Bro. Bennett. May the gods help religion from the Shakers. They took me when eight
years old aml I lived with them nine years. I loved them
resgectful manner of dealing with the subjects of '''htch you, if th~·e a1·e any! If theY do not, help yourself, like and
in all their dectrines, yet I was so situated
it treats will cause it to be ~e~pected, even by opponents. a true ph!losopher,and the true and noble of earth's chil- that Ibelieved
could not remain with them. When I decided to
We must stand for our opmwns, and defend them like dren will come to your aid.
!&ave
them
I
sincerely
believed I was leaving all that was
men entitled to equal rights.
RoLAND M. CASEY, Pendleton, S. C., Writes: The last good. and rebelled against God and his requirements. I
prayed
for
death
and
annibilat!on. I could not see a
P. A. 0. HANKINS, Appleton, Tenn., writes: Many intel- TRUTH SEEKER is at hand, and I am so well pleased with
ligent young men iu this country are fond of reading THE it that I must again give thanks, notwithstanding I wrote bright spot, either in the present or the future, at that
TRUTH SEEKER; but proscription is a mighty power in you only a few days ago, Your future plans for the paper time, and for several years I lived with secret sorrow in
the land, and men are ostracised for opinion's sake. To really delight me, and I am sure will meet the approba- my heart at the imaginary wrongs of my life, and with a
lose place and position, and be cast upon the cold char- tion of every subscriber. The low price at which you secret prayer for annihilation as the only escape from a
ity of a Christian community is an alarming thought to propose to issue the weekly puts it within reach of nearly terrible hell and an offended God, For the last twenty
them.
every individual who is friendly to our cause, and I am years I have been gradually growing out of my superstito say there is not a real Simon-pure Infidel in the tious and foolish ideas of God. I now love such broad
CHAS. L. RoBERTS, Yates City, Ill., writes: It is t.he ex- bold
land who will refuse to take it and pay fo1· it. The best good, and grand ideas as THE TRUTH SEEKER advocates.
pressed opinion of tile readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER thing
in the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKES is your I wonder how sensible people can entertain such narrow
here that it is the best Liberal paper published, and that proposed
enterprise of publishing the lives and deathbed ideas of God as religionists do. I am astonished when I
it is all the time improvin~. I shall want your book incidents
of noted Infidels. Since I became an Infidel I think how long my own soul was bound in those worse
"The 8ages, Infidels, and Thmkers," and quite a number have wanted,
and repeatedly in<t,uired fer, just such a than iron bands of superstition and ignorance. But I
of othe1·s say they shall want it.
work as you propose to issue. 8end it by telegraph if am free at last and I think this a beautiful world in
you
can.
My
son
0. W. Casey, also wants one. We wish which we live. I offer up no prayers to be delivered from
FRED WELLINGTON, St, Charles, Mich., Writes: I am well
names printed on the back of our books in large gilt it or the things therein. Ignorance is man's greatest enpleased with your paper-find some faults with it-less our
I trust every Infidel, every Spiritualist, and many emy, and the cause of all his unhappiness. So, Bro. Benhowever, than with any other paper that deals with mor- letters.
of our honest Christian Ji'iends, will patronize the book. nett, persevere in the good work you are engaged inILI principles which has met my observation. Your lecthat of seeking the truth and teaching it to yeur fellowture before the Liberal Club is excellent. With t'vo very
A. SWEET, False Cape, Cal., writes: I want you to con- men. As there is much written by some religionists in
slight exceptions I endorse it.
sider me a lifo subscriber. I never tire of reading 'I' HE relation to the last enemy-Death-being destroyed, and
TRUTH SEEKER. I think it is getting better all the time. a time coming when our bodies will not see corruption,
MRs. JACOB M~RTIN, Cairo. Ill., writes:. I am glad THE Your paper is deing a great work. The cause is pro- I would like to see an article from your pen upon that
TRUTH SEEKER IS to be. a weekly, a!ld Wi~h you success. grassing slow but steady. I. take more interest in your subject. Common sense views of life and death are what
I have as much good Will toward Liberalism as Mr. Alt- paper than any paper that IS published. l\fy wife also the world needs. I am so well pleased with your paper
man, but unfortunately, not as much money, If I had.,likes it, and I want some tracts for my children-to conn- that I could not refrain from expressing my feelings to
you would find another $50 enclosed here for the cause. teract the false teachings which they are bound to hear. you (though a stranger), and also a little of my past ex;~'here a~e. thank goodness, a few persons able and will- more or less. I think you are doing more good for the perience, thinking it might encourage you to go on with
mg to g1 ve largely ; and we who cannot, can give what we world than Ghrist did when he died te save sinner>. One the good work you have undertaken-of dispelling the
~1·e aule and work all the more.
good, live worker is worth more than a dozen dead men clouds of ignorance and superstition.

«<}l'iendlu f!orrespondenct.
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THE CLOCK STRUCK ONE

...4. New Work by Dr. Hall.

THE SICK AND INFIRM FROM

AND

EXPOSURE .AND DISCOMFORT.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST

llow to Live Long;

Save the Women and Children!

OR,
1HE AUTHOR, HEALTH, MAXIMS, PHYSICAL, MENTAL
AND MORAL. By W. W. HALL, A.M.,
THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON,
M.D., author of "Health by Good
Of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Being a synopsis of the investigations of splrl
Living," •· Bronchitis and Kinintercourse by an Episcopal Bishop, three mini~ters. five dootors and others at Memdred Diseases," "Health at
phis, Tenn., in 1855; also, the opinion of many eminent divines, living and dead, on
the subject, and communications received from a number of persons recently.
Home," "Sleep," •·coughs
"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREYAIL."
and Colds, etc,
The" CLocx STRUCK ONE" Is an intensely interPsting work in itself, and derives
In
hls
preface-to
this new volume the au.
great additional interest from the high standmg of Its author in the Methodist Episco- thor says:
pal Church in which he has been a bright and shining light for a quarter of a century.
"To
live
long.
Is
to live well, by eatln~t
a man who is personally known to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wide circle in the North and wherever known is held In the highest esteem. These circum- and drinking abundantly of' all the good
things
of
this
life'
in
their season, in their
stances cause the book to be eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of the Methodist Conference of which the author is a m€1mber in disciplining freshness, in their perfection; no& only of
him for publishing the book. thus attracting the attention of thousands of all sects who the fruits of the o rchnrd. the vegetable" of
the garden, and the grains of the fidd, but
are anxious to read and judge for themselves the" CLOCK STRUCK ONE."
of the birds of the air, the fish of the sea,
l2mo., cloth, price, 1 50.
Postage free.
and' the cattle upon a thousand hills;' by
**,.For sale wholesale and retail by the Rellgio-Philosophical Publishing House. gathering about us the comforts. conveniAdams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
.
. ences, and luxuries of life; by cultivatinll:'
the higher tastes of our nature: by cherishIng ttle affections and by the promotion of
all that innocently enlivens, exhilarates,
Grand Illumination from a Head-light in Methodism.
delights, and enraptures,
"How to do these things In such a way
as to preserve and Promote the highest
health and thus double their value, is the
object of this book. The aim Is to make
the lessons short. t•oncbe, SJ?e"ific. nnd to
the point. in the fewest poss1ble word·s, to
compel tho reading of them and so impress
Being a Review of" Clock Struck One " and a Reply to it-and Part Second, showing them
on th!' mind by fact and warning and
the Harmony between Ch. istianity, &ience aud Spi1·itualisrn.
incident and example and anecdote, that
12mo., cloth, 352 pages, tinted paper.
- Price $1 50. Postage free. they cannot be forgotten in a life-time.
"It is hoped that some who would not
***For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers, Religio-Philosophical Publish- spend the timA to hear a lecture or rPad a
ing House, Adams Stree; and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
~
book maybe enticed to peruse a paragraph
now and th .. n in reference to the care of
the body, which, in being put into practice,
may have an important bearing in the proJESUS OF NAZARETH,
longation of life: thus teaching the reader
'How To LIVE LoNG.'"
Or A TRUE IDSTORY OF THE MAN CALLED JESUS CHRIST The followin(J are a few r·andom maxims
EMBRACING
from the ])actor's book:
His parentage, his youth, his original doctrinE's and works, his career as a public
"In warm weather, the longer you can
teacher and physician of the people. Also, the nature of the great conspiracy against put off drinking water in the forenoon, the
him; with all the incidents of his tragical death, given on spiritual authority, from better you will feel at night.''
spirits who were contemporary mortals with Jesus while on the earth,
"'Acids always injure the teeth, pure
sweets never do.''
By PAUL and JUDAS, through ALEXANDER SMYTH, Medium,
''1'he most valuahle part of the common
ot Philarlelphia, by the spirits taking possession of him about one hour In every potato is immediately under the outside
twenty-four. usurping all his powers, gi\'lng 11 continued series of well connectAd skin, which is peeled off and thrown to the
scenes, presentiug scenery, characters nnd personages. dialogues and actions in their pigg: if bakedorboiledand only the very
regular order and succession. embracing all the most important personages and the ou1sideskin is peeled off, all the nutriment
incidents which occ,urreu during the soiourn of Jesus upon earth. There was proba- is saved."
bly no book ever written in which such perfect life-pictures occur; every city and
"We should go to Rleep on the right side.
country village. every river. brook and mountain, and scenery In general, is so vividly then the food descends through the outlet
portrayed that an actual journey through the country could hardly be more interest- of the stomach by gravity; otherwise
ing. The characters in this unexampled drama are so faithfully portra~ed that, as stomach power is wasted in drawing it up;
you are introduced to each in turn, you seem well acquainted and delighted with your as from the bottom of a well; alter the first
company. and the many points of interest you are callecl to visit. The book is replete slc•ep, let the body take care uf its own powith interest from beginning to end and had alre>ldy passed through several editions sition."
when the plates were entirely destroyed in the great fire, since then we have hart a very
•· Persons are not very sick who want to
great demand for the work from our subscribers and the trade. The edition about to be read to."
be issued will be far superior in mechanical appearance to any of its predecessors,
•· If thrown into the water and the
and we sha:J print a large edition to enable us to supply standing orders and all new strength
is failing, turn on the back with
demands. 12mo., 356 pages, cloth bound.
only the nose 1md toes out of the water,
hands downward and clasped.
This
Price, $1 50.
Postage, 16 cents.
should be practiced while learning to
,.**For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers, Religlo-Philosophical Publishing swim, as a means of resting from great
fatigue in swimming.''
House, Chicago. Ill.
Sent, post-pnid, b:y:_mail, for $1.50.
Addretis,
D. M . .BENNETT,
THE
SOW THE GOOl) SEED!!
335 B1·oadwny, N.Y.

Abclish that Nuisance In the back yard EMBELLISHEJ)
by using the

WATROUS EARTH CLOSET.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST.

THE LATEST AND SIMPLES~ IMPROVEMENTS.
A CHILD CAN MANAGE IT.

Handsome, Dltrable, Odorless.
PRICE, $16 to $25.
Send for circulat to the WAKEFIELD,
EARTH CLOSET CO., 36 Dey St .. N. Y.

Jttst F1•om the Press.
SECOND EDITION.

Startling Facts in Modern Spiritualism.
BY N. B. WOLFE. M.D.

.

The constant and regular demand for
this book exhausted the first edition some
months ago, althongha ve1·y large edition
was worked· off. For the second edition
the plates have been carefully revised
under the immediate supervision of the
author. Ttle uublishe1·s nave had ttle
paper made expressly for the second edition and the united efforts of ttle Author
ttnd PuhlishArs have placed on sale a very
fine and attractive appea.ring book. Although no expense has b<'en deemed too
great that would add to the perfection of
the book;· the price has been reduced onefifth.
"STARTLING FACTS IN MODERN SPIBITUALISM" embodies some of the most remarkable and wonderful facts, ever published. and of the ,Jeepest interest to all.
The truth of the history herein set forth in
such graphie and absorbing style, is <'!early
established by tile most indubitable evidence. Among the witnesses are some of
the prominent members of the press, and
others equally well known.
The book is a large 12 mo., 543 pp. Bound
in extra heavy IJ!oth, illuminated with fnur
elegant steel portraits and numerous fine
wood engravings.
PRICE, $2. Postage, 25 cents.
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway. N.Y.

THE BETTER WAY;
An .Appeal to Men in behalf of Human Culture throu(Jh a Wiser Parenta(Je.
CONTENTS:

I. A Mother's Plea for a Wiser Motherhood; Importance of Human Culture;
Results of Ignorance and ;Marria~re
Prostitution; the Divine Overshadowing; Undisturbed Maternity.
li. A Few Facts; How Beauty and Amiability were Conferred: How a Tattler
and Busy-body was Made; Timidity
· 'J'ransmitted; Slyness and Thi ... ving,
how Entailed; A Welcome Child; Craft,
'l'rPac·hery, .etc.; How Muruerers are
Made.
III. 'l!Je Source of Crime; Futility of Penal Laws and Capital Punishment;
Abortwns and Attempts at Abortion
and the Results: Who are HesponHible
for the Execution of Criminals; How
they shoulu be 'l'reated.
.
IY. The Key to other l\>Iysteries; Origin of
varions 'l'raits, Dis~ases, etc.; t lie l\'lother'os Privilege; the Law of Pre-natal
Culture; tltartling Possibilities; the
Father's Power.
Y. Dutins of Fatherhood; Personal Prepamtivn; Selection of a Partner; Mutual L<>ve; Law of Conjugal Harmony;
Favorable CircumstaHCI1H; Public Reeognition; l\1arriage; a Suitable Home;
FrPeuom; Pecuniary lndepenuence;
Attendance through t "" Critical Period; No Intrusion; No Profanation;
Support aud Euucatinu of Offspring.
YI. Objections Answered: 1m practicability; Strength of the Sexual Impulse;
Necessity etc.; Bettc·r Uses fur Procreative Force; Value of Continence;
Ovenhrow of Marriage; What Marriage should be; Non-increase of Population; Homes of the Lower Classes
Unfit; Revolutionary, etc.
A work of rare praetical merit. In paper, 25 cents. Cloth, 50 cents.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

WITH A FINE

STEEL

PORTRAIT

OF

THE CLOCK STRUCK THREE.·

lfT YOUR liGHT SHIN[!

New Gospel of Health: Review of the Beecher Trial.
ANEFFORTTOTEACHPEOPLE

PublishedbytheNewYorkTimes.
THE FOURTH EDITION JUST ISSUED.
This is admitted, on all hands, to be the
OR.
ablest review of the remarkable trial that
How to replenish the Springs of Life has yet appeared. It goes thoroughly into
the merits of the case, and weighs anu examin"s the evidence in a most di~paHsion
without Drugs o1· Stimulants.
ate mnnu"r. It is selling rapidly. Every
per on who takes an intereBt in the ease
BY ANDREW STONE, M.D.,
and who wbl!e>~ to read sound arguments
and a thorough analysis of ttJe case, should
Physician to the Troy Lun(J and Hy(Jien·ic In- read it.
Price, 25 cents, post-paid, by mail.
stitute; Inventor of the "Pulmometer, or
Lure(! Tester;" Author of a "TJ·eatise
D. M. BENNETT"
335 Broadway, N.Y.
on the Our· ability of Pulmonar·y
ConsumPtion by Inhalation of
Gold Medicated Vapors,
Natural Hy'}iene," etc.

The ;Principles of Vital Magnetism;

CIRCUL.ATE TRUTHFUL DOCUMENTS! P.ASS .AROUND THE
TRUTH SEEKER TR.A CTS
and other Liberal publications to do missionary work and to help in opening THE
EYES OF THE BLIND I

THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS
are furnished at prices very low, so that
Societies and generous individuals can
buy them for gratuitous distribution.

LARGE

DISCOUNTS

to those WhO purchaRe by the quantity,
Probably a fHw dollars can b,. ,.xpended
in spreading TRUTH and LIGHT In no
way so e:tl'ectually as in dh;pensing broadcast
. THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS.
LPt Liberals. exercise liberality enough
to give away thousands and tens of thousands of these tracts. They are well designed to do miRsionary work and in
spreading the glad tidings of truth. If a
proper enthusiasm is enkindled in the
hreasts of the lovers of Free Thought and
Mental LibHrty, much goou can be accomplished. Prices range from one cent to
ten. From nne to one hundred may be
ordered of any of the various numbers,
and a heavy discount made to those who
buy by the qt'antity.
Friends, invest $5 or $10 in this way, and
see how much good it will do, We certainly ou~rht to be as zealous in promulgating truths as our adversaries are in
disseminating error.
See List Oil la&t pll,i'e.

Scottish Western Loan Co.,

Its aim Is to set before the general public
the -principles of vital magnetism, whereby the springs of life may be re~lenished
without the use of drugs or Stimulants.
1'he subject matter is divided into thirtyeight ~<ections, and purports to come from
physicians who. ranking among the highest when in earth-life. have now made the
attPmpt from the spirit sphere to communicate through an earthly medium knowledge which shall be even more powerful
for good among the mas~es than their former !abc ors in mortal. The ground gone
over by these various contrtbutorfl is wide
and varied, and the hygienic hints given
for self-cure are worth many times the cost
of the volume.
The book is illustrated with over 120 engravings. among them being a steel plate
likeness of Dr. tltone. Also a magnitlrent
step! plate of engraving of the Goddess
Hygiea.
519 pages, cloth, $2.50. postage 35 cents;
p~er covers, $1.25. postage 23 cents.
.lfor sale wholesale and retril by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broa4way, N.Y.

G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

Bankers,
LeRoy, Minnesota,
BRANCH OFFICE. 18 Clinton Place near
Broadway, N. Y.
'

MONEY

INVESTED

IN FIRST MORTGAGES

On Imp1•oved Fa1•ms in Minnesota and Iowa,
Running 3 to 5 years, With Coupon Interest
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in advance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
in advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
Interest collected and paiu annually at
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchanli@ Pl.
New York. No expense to loaner. 1'itle
and security _guaranteed in ever.J7 loan
made by us, We pa,y ~ per OOilt, UilW I!lOiley iB iD.Veilted.
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" The Special Poem of the Age."

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:.

Tlie World's

THE DRAMA OF DECEIT;

OR

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;

A SATIRE, AN ARGUMENT AND EXPOSE.

A Code of Directions for A voiding most "of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

Henry Ward Beecher

EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D , Editor of the Herald of Health.

AND
THE ARGUMENTS OF Hrs APOLOGISTS IN
THE SUANDAL TRIAL FULLY SHOWN UP!
Nearly 1,000 lines of wit, sarcasm. deep
tnought antl men>iless caricature. Everv·
bodu is reudina it.

PRESS COMMENTS.
"One of the sharpP~;t. most satirical
IJoems ever brought before the American
public. Logical. witt}·, and mirth-prov0king. The subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher Rt'andal.
A rough. wide-awake Yankee, by the
name of ·• Jonathan." a kind of a John
Hay of a fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coab in a sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits
than is often found in such rongh-clad
phraseology. The one who :reads this
:pamphlet will never regret the investment."
-()rucible. Boston.
"Davis' new poem is in his best vein
Racy! trenchant. suggestive, it will help
])eop e to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scan,lal, >tnd more sensible views
re~arding love and marriage."-1he Word,
Prmceton,
"The great mogul of Christianity.Henry
Ward Beecher, is very artistio'ally shown
up in the .. Drama of Deceit."-Philomathean. San Francisco.
·
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deserve a better sitting."-Sun,
N.Y.
Sent, post-paid, to any address. Price.
15 cents per smgle copy.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Contains suggestions of the greatest Yalue.-Tillon's Gnlden. .AJl_ll.
A work whose excellencP surpasses our power to comment.!.-.New York Mail.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.

OR,

Christianity Before 0 hrist.
A new. true and extraordinary historical
work.
BY R. GRAVES.
400 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.
"A wonrlerfulandexhaustive volume."-

Bam•Pr of Light.

.. Embraces a subject of UniverRalinterest, >Lild takes high rank as a book of ref·
ere nee. "-lb.
'"It contains extraordlnnry revelations In
religious hbtory ."-llwestigatur.
··One of the greatest books of the age."
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
-Gommou•realth.
'"A great book. The right work for the
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt. coming to the point without the right age."-J. H. Mendenhall.
sli~;,htest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many larger works.-New York
··He who woult.! enlarge and enlighten
Tr1bu11e.
his mind may be sure of being richly reOne of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos . .Daily AdllertisM".
paid by reading it."-Bannm·.
What Is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigEvery Liberal should have it.
otry.-Ghristian RP.uister.
Sent, post-paid, by mail. by
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
D. M. BE:NNETT,
wholesome and practical reQU>es they ever saw.-E. R. Bransnn.
I am delighted wtth-it.-H. D. Baker M.D .. of Michigan State Board of Health.
336 Broa(lway.N. Y.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Woman, The Hope of the World;
A poem read at the Woman's Mass l\ieeting in •871, conraln,; important new views
of Woman's Mission, the Bible. etc.
Price, 10 cents a dozen. Send for it. Third
Editoon just out.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
336 Broadway, N.Y.

TRACTS

Sen by Mail for $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Philosophy and Sci.er:ce.

Price, Twsnty-flve Gents.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

ln

Sociology.

GET ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

0 F

C 0 N T E N T S.

Sexual Generation.
Impregnation.
Embryology.
Lactation.
Regulation of the number of
Offspring.
The Law of Sexual Intereourse.
Beautiful Children.
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
Miscegenation.
Union for Life.
Choosing a Wife.
Woman's Su~,Jeriority.
The Marriageable Age.
Old Age.

ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA embraces Dictionaries of Languag~. of Biography. or History and of Medicine. It is a complete Gazeteer. and includes a full Axplanation of
all the Arts and Sciences, with definitions
of all the terms used.
IT Is ILLUSTRATED WITH NEARLY 3,000
CuTs.
It is issued in two Quarto Volumes, at $32
in cloth, and S36.50 in half morocco. It is
sol<! to subscribers in parts {59 parts), at 50
cents. completing the work.
BAKER, DAVIS & CO.,
Successo::-s to
T. ELLWOOD ZELL. PuBLISHER.
Philadelphia, and No.6 Beekman St.
New York.

AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF

BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
Which was published at $1.60 Is now offered at $LOU. It g;iv.ea a comprehensive acCOJ!nt of the ongm of all the principal religiOns of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of the. ,g-reatest value, and is
very cheap at the pnce offered
For sale at thi& otl'loe. Sent postpaid for
$1.00,

human knowledge..

THE COOS,

Price Reduced!

Religious Ideas.

NINETY-EIGHTH EDITION.

Containing a complete list of all the towns
in the United t;tates. the Territories and
the Dominion of Canada. having a LHJPUl>ttlon greater tbA.n 6,000 accordiug to the
BY R. T, TRALL, M.D.
last census, together with the names of the
new~pa~,Jers havmg the largest local circulation in each of the place~ named. Also,
5,000 .COPIBS SOLD!
a c!ltalogue <>f newRpapers which are recommended to ad' ertisArs as giving greatt>st value in proportion to pric-es charged.
Also. all newspapers in the United l:ltates
and Canatl•t printing over 6,000 copies ~ach
issue. Abo. all the Religious. Agricultural, t;cientifk nnd Mechanical, M"dical,l\ia~onoc, Juvenile. Educathnal. Commercial,
Insurance, Re>tl Estate, Law. Snorting,
Musical. Fa,..hion. and o1her special cl>tSs
joumals: very complete lists. Together
with a complete list nf ovet· 300 German
papers ~,Jrinted in the United States. Also.
an e~~ay UtJOn advertising; rttauytables of
rate~. showing the cost of ad,·erti~iug in
various newstJapers.and everythiug wh!ch
a bel!;inner in advertising would like to
know. AddrPSS
·
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO~~
41 Park Row, J.~. Y.
The great Interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human De1·elopment.
will make the book OF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtain en by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated, in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the l:lexes: Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation. Impregnation and Conception occur: gil"ing the laws by which the number The Cheapest Book of Referand sex or offspring are controlled, and valuable infot·mation in regard to the begetence ever Published.
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engra"vings. Agents wanted.
Contains infwmation on every subject of

Publish"d by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
SOCIETY of Worcester. Mass.:
CTS.
• 20
Christianity and the Bible
•
"Truu Love" {See Catalogue.)
10
Drama of D"ceit
- 18
'"Woman." etc.
•
1
• 1
Most Dangerous Man.
1
The Wori<l Movo·s.
Bible and the Rulf'l of Right. - 1
Sacred Animal,;. Reptiles, etc.
1
Life of David
- 1
Bible-clas~ Lessons
1
The God Proposed for
•
SY N0 PSIS
Our N>Ltional Constitution 1
Sent by mail by
D. M. BENNETT.
The Origin of Life.
335 Broadwav. The Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Population.
AGAINST
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offspring.
Good Children.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, of California. has Monstrosities.
written 11. str.king-Pumphlet with the above 1'emperamental Adaptation.
titlt'. A P•'rul"al of its ru11ss or fa•~ts will The Conjug,.l Relation.
b,.tter post and fortify the Liberal mind as
to eccles!astil'al pretensions. and the .per- Courtship.
secutions of the Church in all ages. thau Cl\oosing a Husband.
a more bulky and ambitious work. Liber- ~Iarrying and Giving in Maral triend, no litter work can be sele~ted to
riage.
hand to your bigoteLl neighbor of the
Church than thb in~tructive rmmphlet.
Anxious to spread the truth. we have reduced the pt·Jca of this work, (which is elegantly printed iu clf'M type, on Jiue white
pn.per,l •o twenty ce-·k postage 2 cents .
.._For saln at this office. 25 CP.JJts ~l' mail.
Sold by
D. M. BENN. TT.
336 Brtladway, N.Y.

Christianity and the Bible

Lady Agents Wanted.

N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University. says the above book is the best of its
kind ever published, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one address. for $3.50.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions. and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work has ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
llllll Broadway, New York.

A new edition, containing" The Gods."
"Humboldt," '" Thomas Paine."" Individuality." and .. Heretics and J;Ieresies," all
newly revised and co rrectP.d by the author.
The volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
press. in force, clearness and incisiveness
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enQuirer.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT.
835 Broadway, N.Y.
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SCOVILL'S

"You don't? Great heavens! but I took Yes, Every Freethinlmr Should
you for a man of talent and enterprise!"
have our New Fall Catalogue of English
"No one ever buys coon skins or furs in and American Freethonght Books. List
Free.
J. FRANCIS RUGGLES, Bibliopole,
the summer," said the grocer.
22
t G
A FLOURII311ING business-Ornamental
"I kno'w it's a little late in the season, Bronson, Mich.
penmanship.
and therefore I'm willing to throw off
A MAN in Cincinnati advertising for a something. I shouldn't have the face to
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
situation, says: ··work not so much an ask over fifty cents for this 'ere coon
Cts body indicate an
skin."
No.
object as good wages."
"I shouldn't want to pay that price," re- 1. Arraignment of Priestcraft, by D ..
M. Bennett.
ALLUDING to chignons, Mrs. Clever said: plied the grocer.
2. Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
1g Impure Condition ot the Blood,
"'A girl seems all head." "Yes. till you
"You wouldn't? Merciful stars! But is 3. Thomas Paine.
"
5
talk to her," replied Mr. Clever.
~.
Arraignment
of
tho
Church.
Init possible that you would take bread from
gersoll.
5
and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
5 in either case the disease is nothing more
"IDIOT!" exclaimed a lady, coming out the mouths of my starving children, my 5. Heretics and Heresies .. Ingersoll.
innocent
darlings,
Wh9
don't
know
a
coon
5
than
an INSIDIOUS POISON that
6.
Humboldt.
R.
G.
Ingersoll.
of the theatre one evening, as a gentleman
7. Jesus Not a Porfeot Character. B.
accidentally stepped on her trailing skirt. skin from a cow hide?"
F.
Underwood.
2
The grocer was silent, and the stranger 8. Proohecies. B. F. Underwood.
"Which of us?" blandly asked the man.
2
BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
smoothed the brindled hair with his right 9. Bible Prophecies
Concerning
•• MY dear." said a rural wife to her hus- hand and continued:
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
2
as it courses through the veins, sowing
band on his return from London. ··what
"I will go before any court in the land 10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
2
Tyre. ·B. F. Underwood.
d f d tl1 "th
1
was the sweetest thing you saw in bonnets and take a solemn oath that this is one of 11. History
of the Devil. Isaac Paden.
5 see s 0
ea Wl every pu sation.
10
in the town?" " The ladies' faces. my the best coon skins offered in this market 12. The Jews and their God. "
In this condition of things something Is
The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers, 3
love."
for the last fifteen years. Observe the va- 13.
14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
•·
3 needed at once to cleanse tlte blood; and
riegated
colors!
Behold
the
tender
soft"
3
15. Come to Dinner.
"WHICH is the worst. my son, to hurt
"
2
your own finger or another's feelings?" ness! Just put your hand on this coon 16. Fog Horn Documents.
17. The Devil Still Ahead.
"
2
skin,
mister!"
Scovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
•• Why, the feelins'. of course." "And why
18. Slipped Up Again.
"
2
"I don't think I want to buy any furs be- 19. Jm.hua Stopping the Sun and
my son?" •• 'Cause you car.'t wrap a rag
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2
fore November," quietly replied the groround 'urn."
will positively effect this desideratum, ex20. Samson and his Exploits. D. M.
cer.
2 re:ling every trace of diseasA from the
Bennett.
A NEvADA man. who had seven homely
blood and system, leaving the skin
"You don't? Is it possible that you will 21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. 1\I.
daughters, got a newspaper to insert a deliberately let this great bargain slip
Bennett.
2
hint that he had seven kegs filled with gold through your fingers? No! I cannot be- 22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
D. M. Bennett.
FAIR, SOF'l' AND BEAUTIFUL.
10
in his cellar. and every girl was married lieve it.! Dozens of grocers in this town 23. Paine
Hall Dedication Address.
in five months.
B. F. Underwood.
want this coon skin; want it so that they
Hundreds of certificates attest its value.
IN a country church-yard we find the fol- can't keep still; but I was recommended 24. Christians at Work. Wm. McDonPrice $1 per bottle.
nell.
10
lowing epitaph: ··Here lies the body of to come to you, and I am here."
25. Bible Contradictions.
1
"It isn't a prime skin," said the grocer, 26. Underwood's Prayer.
James Robinson, and Ruth, his wife."
1
FOH SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
And underneath. this text: "Their war- as he glanced at the flesh side a second 27. Honest Questions and Honest Answers. D. M. Bennett.
5
time.
fare is accomplished."
28. Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
"It ain't? Here, mister, shoot me!
Sotheran.
10
AN Iowa minister was recently killed by Draw your revolver and send a bullet in 29. Reply to Elder Shelton's Fomth
lightning while standing on the banks of a here, right through my quivering heart!"
Letter. D. 1\L Bennett
3
30. Woman's Rights & lVIan's Wrongs.
murmuring stream and endeavoring to
He dropped the coon skin and held his
John Syphers.
2
convince some bad boys that bathing on a coat and vest open, but as the grocer didn't 31. Gods and God-houses. John SySunday was a sin. An awful warning.
phers.
shoot he presently picked up his merchan- 32. The Gods of Superstition anrl the
SMYTHE was telling some friends about dise, and continued in a sad voice:
God of the Universe. D. lVI.
THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
Beimett.
"Mister, do I look like a pirate, or a rob8
a wonderful parrot. "Why," eaid he,
TIVE REMEDY.
R3.
What
has
Christianity
Done?
S.
"that parrot cries ·Stop thief' so natural· ber, or a liar? Do you suppose I'd go and
H. Preston.
2
ly that every time I hear it I always stop. tell you a deliberate lie, and peril my 34. Tribute to Thomas Paine. S. H.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
Preston.
Now. hang it, what are you all laughing chances of ever reaching heaven, for the
2 the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
35. Moving the Ark. D. M Bennett.
2 LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excorisake of selling you this coon skin?"
at?"
36. BAnnett's Prayer to the Devil.
2 ated surfacE's which the venom of the dis'"No, I suppose not," replied the grocer, 37. A Short Sermon. Rev. Theologiease Produces.
•·
"'MR. SNIFFKIN." said Mrs. S., "don't yon leaning bac·k in his chair.
cus, D.D.
2
think marriage is a means of grace?"
not a Moral System.
"Ah, no. I wouldn't. I ain't purty, nor I 38. Christianity
HALL'S BALSAM
X. Y.Z.
2
"Well," growled Sniffkins. "I suppose don't wear many store clothes on my perThe True Saint. S. P. Putnam.
1
that anything is a means of grace which son, but I'm honest-yes. as honest as the 39,
is also a Sure Remedy for
40, Bible of Nature vs. The Bible of
breaks down pride and leads to repent- day is long, If I should so far forget my
Men. Jolm Syphers.
COUGHS,
ance."
early training as to tell you a lie about this
SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
COLDS,
A LUNATIC in Bedlam was asked how coon skin, I never could enjoy another
PNEUMONIA,
1. Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
he came there. He answered: "By a dis- night's rest-never!"
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
5
BRONCHITIS,
"Well, I guess I don't want it," said the 2. Evolution; from the Homogenpute." •• What dispute?" The Bedlamite
ASTHllfA,
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
replied; " The world said I was mad; I grocer.
F. Underwood.
3
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
"Heavens I but is it possible that you will 3. Darwini5m.
said the wol'ld was mad. and they outwitB. F. Underwood.
5
let me return to my loving wife and fond 4. Literature of the Insane. Fredted me."
WHOOPING COUGH, CROUP,
erick R. Marvin, D.D.
5
children without bread to appease their
DANIEL FENDER concluded a letter, ask- hunger? Will you deliberately and wil- 5. Responsibi!Jty of Sex. Mrs. Sara
all other diseases of the respiratory
B. Chase. !Vl.D.
s And
organs.
ing Mary to be his, thus: "And should you ful! y sit there and see me tie this coon skin
Others will be added to these lists from
say "yes.' dear Mary. I will ever and faith- up and walk away, when I am offering it time
to time.
fully be your D. Fender." Daniel thought
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
to you at one-half its market value?"
off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five Price $1 per bottle.
that was neat. and so did Mary. They have
"You can perhaps sell it elsewhere."
dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
been happy.
" I know I can. I know a dozen men 40 off.
few or as many of any given kind may
AN Alabama orator, in a recent speech, who want it, but they are not men of you1· beAs
ordered as desired.
said; " •• Here I intended to close. but a reputation. When you hand me fifty cents
Address
D. elf. BENNETT,
new thought comes rushing like a mighty I know it is the genuine scrip, and I go
THE lllOST .?OWERFUL HEALING
335 Broadway, N.Y.
comet through the heaven of mind. scatter- away satisfied. The others might pass
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED.
ing systems in its paths"-and he scatter- counterfeit money on me, and I might be
arrested and jailed, and my family be exed his audience by going on.
CARBOLIC
HARE and ''0. P." worst sores. SALVE positively cures the
posed to the scorn of this cold world."
BOOKS. List Free.
A MAN having an account against a disQARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
"I don't want the coon skin," said the
FRANCIS RUGGLES, pams
of burns.
tant merchant sent a letter of inquiry to a grocer,'· but if your family are suffering
Bibliopolo,
BronCA~BOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
banker in the town where the debtor lived, for the want of food, I'll give you fifteen son, llfich.
26 eruptwns.
and received the following reply: ··He is
CAHBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
cents for it, and throw it back in the loft."
blotches.
dead, but that dosn't make any difference,
"Fif-fifteen-fifteen cents!" exclaimed
C4-RBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
as he pays just as well as ever he did."
brmses.
the stranger, dropping the fur and springSold everywhere, Price 25 cents.
THE MAN WITH THE CooN BKIN.-He ing off the step. "Now let the angels look
'fHE
halted in front Of a grocery store and down and weep! Let that bright sun be
drawing from under his coat a small par- obscured by·clouds blacker than midnight
GREENE'S
cel tied around with a string. he inquired rolled in tar! If life has come to this, let
me die to once!"
of the grocer, who Bat by the door,
OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The grocer picked up a newspaper. and
"How's trade?"
AND DARWINISM.
"Pretty fair for hot weather," was thtl the stranger waited two or three minutes,
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
sighed heavily, and then handed out the
answer.
By PROF. OSCAR SCHllfiD1', of the the most popular remedy for Dyspepsia
Heartburn, Indigestion, and other like dis~
University of Strasburg h.
"Are you up to bargains?" continued the skin, and sadly said:
orders of the stomach, for the last 1'HIRTY
This is No. 13 of Appleton's Internation- YEARS, and still maintain their unrivalled
stranger, as he untied the parcel and took
"Take it, and give me the paltry pittance I
Scientific Series, and is not excelled by popularity. I>rice $1 per bottle.
out a coon skin-a cook skin which seemed I am going home to die in the bosom of al
any one of its fellows, and is richly worthy
to have been kicked about the house ever my family! I'll gather them around me the perusal of every enquiring mind, It is
since the close of the war.
once more, take a last farewell. and then a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and contains
illustrations. It is an elaborate
··Humph!" sneered the grocer, as he I'll drop into the turbid river, and be seen twenty-six
review and survey of the whole subject of
contemptously regarded the old skin.
no more!"
Evolution and Darwin's special philosoToothache Anodyne
phy, giving in clear language a compre"You may' humph!' and' humph!' and
The money was handed him, and he
'humph!' all you want to!" exclaimed the passed down the street two blocks, turned hensive view of the flubject.
It is eminently a whole library in one Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache in
stranger in a loud voice,'· but if you want to the left, and as he kicked open the blind volume, and we reeommcnd it in the highOne llfin ute.
a coon skin to sell again this is the arti- door of a saloon. he said to the barkeeper: est terms. Sent by mail. Price, $1.50; post- Price 25 cents per Bottle, Sold everywhere,
age, 15 cts. Address,
cle!"
JOHN F. HENRY, OURRAN, & Co.,
"Juleps for one, and fill the glass chock
D,l\L BENNETT,
•·,I don't think I want to invest."
Proprietors,
upl"
385 Broadway, N.Y.
8 and 9 College Place, N. Y.
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Henry's Carbolic Salve
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A NEW BOOK.

Doctrine of Descent
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TO

SOIENCE,MORALS,FR.J::E THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
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Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason together;" Let us hear all sides; Let ns divest onrselves of prejndice and the effects of early
edncation; Let ns "prove all thin~s and hold fast to that which is ~ood."
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NEW YORK, OCTOBER l. 1875.
THE Prismoidal or one-rail railroad completed from
Houston to San Antonio, Texas, is now open for traffic.
Japan is building one of the same kind, that will be 500
miles long.
IT appears, by the last report of the Board of Trade of
Great Britain, that the United States supply about sixty
per cent. of all tho wheat and flour consumed in the
British Isles above the home production.

THE San Francisco mint coined during August nearly
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
S±,ooo,ooo in double eagles. over $3oo,ooo in trade dollars,
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch $30o,ooo in half dollars, and nearlySao,ooo in dimes. Please
or subsequent insertions;
send a few this way. S1oo,ooo will do us.

J/Jofts and g[livvings.

AT Woonsocket, a flourishing manufacturir:g village of
Rhode Island, the Rev. Father Berkins, a French priest,
was hung in effigy the other day by his flock. The dispute is about the location of a house of worship.

-·----~--

THE London police force consists of 9,292 men.
'.rHE Sutro tunnel in Nevada has been bored 10,410 feet,
CALIFORNIA has 280,000 children under fifteen years of
age.

PAUL Du CHAILLU is to be the most popular 1ecturer of
the season. The men are delighted with him, the wo·men
admire him, and the children are impatient for his nturn. No lyceum will be complete if he is not in its list.

IN 1868 George Francis Train predicted that the Bank of
California would collapse in a single day, and he was
THE British Government paid out last year $5,403,575 in nearly mobbed. Many a prophet has come farther from
pensions.
the truth, and believed to have been inspired by heaven.
GEoRGIA's debt is $8,105,000, and she owns property worth
THE Pope has conferred upon Cardinal McCloskey the
$6,000,000.
ring and the title of Santa ~Iaria Sopra-Minerva. Is that
THE Suez Canal ettrned over $5,ooo,ooo last year, and cos considered a fair 'return for the S2o,ooo in gold which the
Cardinal carried as a present to the Pope? We would valover $3,ooo,ooo.
ue tho gold higher than one hundred empty titles, with
THE wine crop of France for 1875 is estimated at 2,1oo,ooo tho red cap thrown in!
gallons, a full yield.
SEVERAL towns on the Gulf coast in Texas suffered terTHE lmtther business of the United States represents a ribly in the late gale and high water. Indianola lost
working capital of $70,ooo,ooo.
three hundred houses and nearly 400 lives. Velasco,
BERLIN has 140,000 working-women, and their lot is that another town, was entirely destroyed. Other places also
suffered very severely. Was this the work of "Proviof working-women all over the world.
dence," or did it result from natural causes? Liberal
LoUSIANA's last sugar crop amounted to 116,867 hogs- donations for the sufferers are being made up in Northheads, and molasses to 11,516,828 gallons.
ern citiPs.
1'HE groatost depth of the Pacific ocean, as found by the
GUILT AND INNOCENCE-THE DIFFERENCE.-Beecher.has
British ship Ohallenae, was about five miles.
again virtually confessed his guilt by eagerly agreeing
FATHER l\IcDuFFIN was a wag. He climbed on tho top to the proposition made by the District Attorney to enter
a nolle prosequi in the case of Henry Ward Beecher agt.
of a church tower and said," Now I am a high priest."
Francis D. Moulton for libel. ~Ioulton. on the contrary,
'·SHINGLE-WEDDINGs" aro now coming into fashio.n. promptly refuses to allow his accuser" to escape the pen·This novel wedding takes place 'vlwn the first-born is old alties of a perjured prosecution." and peremptorily deenough to spank.
mands a triai.-Kent1wky Yeoman.
MINISTER 0RTH, writing from Vienna, says that he too
has yet to see a single drunken person where everybody
drinks wine and beer.
DR. DoLLINGER, according to the London l'imes, is
merely an eminent divine, who is straining after a gnat
after having swallowed a camel.
THE Archbishop of Canterbury receives $75,000 a year,
How does that compare with the pay that was received by
tho individual ho claims as master'!
THE ~Iarshall, Ga., 1llessenae1· cries: "For the Lord's
sake, friend, don't keep telling an editor how to run his
paper! Let the IJOor devil find it out himself."
BISMARCK's organ says that every Commune in avery
French department has a convent, and that the Jesuits
are musters o.l' the Polytechnie and St. Cyr schools.
IT costs Canada only $2 to care for each Indian. It costs
the United States more than $20 per Indian. But, then,
we have our money's worth in having Indian lUngs.
Tm;: most prominent lecturers this Winter will be Theodore 1'ilton, ~loncure D. Conway, Richard A. Proctor,
Carl Schurz, Wendell Phillips, Bret Httrte and Bayatd
Taylor.
Du. HICKS, a Methodist minister of Live Oak, Fla., has
been acquitted by a committee, after a protracted trial,
on charges of impropriety. In his defence the Reverend
gentleman said that he would hunt down his :persecutors
with relentless fury,

I 335 BROADWAY. } $
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The means of boring through mountains have been
greatly perfected of late years. The boring of the ]\fount
Genis tunnel advanced at the rate of four yards a day;
that of tho St. Gothard now goes on at about ten yards
daily. and will be completed, according to contract. by tho
23d of August, 1880. The total length of the St. Gothard
tunnel will be 15,044 yards.
IMITATING PLYMOUTH CHUHCH.-Not long ago the Rev.
C. A. Graeber, of the German Lutheran church of Meriden, Conn .. was charged with improper conduct with a
girl who lived in his house. and the church committee
requested him to resign. He protested his innocence,
and a meeting of the parish was held, at which he was
reinstated. The charges were made by three men who
claim to have been witnesses of the improper proceedings. Since the first meeting of the parish another has
been held, and the pastor made as many protestations of
innocence as he did at the first, but, strange to say,
neither of the three witnesses has been called to give an
account of the affair he saw, although all were present at
one of the meetings. Some of this pastor's flock are dissatisfied with the previous so-called investigation, and
have now determined that the pastor shall be arraigned
before his parish for the third time, and a searching
investigation of the charges made; in fact, tliis has been
ordered by the Head Synod at St. Louis,-New Haven Pal·
ladium.

MooDY AND SANKEY are now said to be pretty well reeuperated, and that the great work of getting up a revival
and" leading souls to Jesus," will soon co>mmence in this
city. The influenee they wield is probably mainly due to
the excellent singing of Sankey and George C. Weeks
who accompanies them. Few things work upon the im:
agination and the feelings like music. This we have
witnessed in temperance meetings, political campaigns,
etc. While ~Ioody prays, calls upon Jesus and depicts in
the most vivid manner he is capable of, the terrors and
tortures of the damned, Sankey and Weeks come in with
their choruses and touching appeals, with their inimitable musical powers, and it often proves to much for distempered minds, and they momentarily yield and imngine they throw themselves into the arms of Jesus. We
presumE" the work of the revival will soon'be in opcratiou
here. If these men can only get up a revival of common
honesty and integrity, that it mtty pervade our entire
community, it will be of immense value. If men and
women can be induced to discard hypocrisy, dishonesty
and villainy, a.nd embrace, in their place, industry, frugality, honesty, sobriety and common sense, it will be the
THE HEV. ~In. BAKER, a favorite preache1· in a pleasant most val.uable revival our country can have.
village in Pennsylvania, came to grief a short time ago
FATHER's BEWARE.-A patron in a Western State who
by making Brooklyn overtures to a sister of the Church,
who failing to see the ma~ter in the same light he did, had the misfortune a few years ago to lose his companhanded him over to the Church authorities for trial. He ion, writes us a littie bit of his experienee. Having three
refused to be tried, and in ];)reference handed in his li- children, he has found it necessary to employ a housecense and stepped down and out. Some of the sisters in- keeper; in fact he has had several in all. In the number
sist it is a great pity, for he was ·• a confounded good he has employed he found some to give good satisfaction, and others were indifferent. Four of the number
preacher.
THE PLYMOUTH PULPIT,-The publication of the Ply>n- had married well. When tho last one married lw had to
look for another. He saw an advertisement of a·' good
01tth Pnlpit has been discontinued.-Independent.
Is not the above paragraph sarcastic? The discontinu- Christian woman," strongly recommended by the Sem·oation of the Plymouth Pulpit is another evidence that the tary of the Young Men's Christian Association of Dupastor's teachings are not in a.ctive demand just now, and buque. who wished a home in a pious family. He was
that tho doubling process is in orde·r. In time it may be not a " pious" man, but he thought he would send for
found advantageous to stop the publication of the Chris- tho Christian woman. She soon became attachcLl to the
tian Union and consolidate with Plymouth Church, or children and taught them the Cathechism, prayers, &c.
have the pastor divide the morning hour each Sunday He soon had occasion to notice that she was spending tho
most time and attention with his oldest child, a boy of
service by a sermon and an editorial.
H. B. 11.
fourteen or fifteen years of age, and by watching her move1'HEODORE TILTON has commenced his lecture cam- ments he discovered she was teaching the boy lessons
paign. Already three hundred applications have been not in tho Catechism. She had snid she was "going
filed for his services, but he will not lecture more than to mnko a man of him," and she was absolutely hurrying
two hu-ndred nights, ltnd if his health continues good, the matter beyond his years. The fatf1er strongly propossibly two hundred and twenty-five nights. i\Ir. Tilton tested against the lessons she was imparting to his boy
does not expect, even in tho most remote waY, to speak of and sent her away, and wishes to warn fathers against
the scandal, and his agents say that he will not allow his employing pious housekeepers recommended by Young
intimate friends to broach the subject. l\Ir. Tilton re- l\Ien's Christian Associations. This woman after her deceives s1oo a night for his lecture, and more in the larger parture wrote several love letters to the boy and tried to
citifls. He is to speak every night except Sundays and induce him to leave his home and go with her. tToo
Qn Christmas until the first of .Tune,
much piety, altogether,
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The Pro and Con of Supernatural
Religion; or,
An Answer to the Question: Have We a S1tpeJ'1Wtu1'ally Revealed, 1"1\fallibly Inspired and .Mi1'aculously Attested Religion in tlte W01·ld?
BY E. E. GtJILD.
( CON'l'INUED.).
AXIOMATIC, OR SELF-EVIDENT TRUTH.

It is an incontrovertible fact that all human beings
are introduced into the present state of existence in a
condition of entire ignorance, and all that they ever
lmow they are o\Jliged to lenru. By means of the
senses, which are the windows of the mind, we become acquainted with ourRelves and with external nature around us. and all its varied phenomena. \Vithout semntion there could be no consciousness; without consciousness no intelligence, and without intelligence the- mind would be a blank. By observation and experience we acquire a knowledge. of
facts as they exist in nature. These facts we make
the basis of what we call reasoning. "\Ve can reason
only from what we know or thin!{ we know. Reasoning consists in deducing inferences from real or supposed facts. If the premises from which we reason
art: correct, and our reasoning is correct. the conclusion to wllit·h we arrive will be correct. On the other
hand, if our premises are false, or if our reasoning is
false, the conclusion will also Le false. lt must not
be forgotten that we can renson correctly from false
premises, but in all such cases the conclusion will Le
as false as the premises themselves. It is highly important, therefore, that in all our reasonings we be
quite sure that our premises are correct. The conclt1·
sions to which we arrive by the pwcess of reasoningconstitute our opinions, as distinguished from what
we know by the ev!llence of our senses.
Now truth may be classified unJcr three heads :
1. Physical truiil; 2. Intellectual truth ; 3. Illontl
truth. The first consists of facts as they exist in
nature, and must Le verified by the testimony of the
senses. Th(l secoml consists of opinions which must
bs sanctioned by sound logical reasoning. The third
consists of our opinions in regard to our obligations
and duties toward our fellow-men, and must be tested
by our f'ense of right and jtlstice, and by their practical utility in the ·world.
Nature, then, is the great standaTd of truth, and
to her teachings must Le made the ultimate appeal.
Our understanding of her teachings may be illlperfect; onr interpretation of her les-ons may be er!'Oneous, but Nature never lies, she makes no mist:~kes,
commits no errors, is guilty of no blunders. EveTy
man must interpret her as best he can. Truth is tiw
natural foocl of· tile mind, as bread is of the body.
All truth necessary for man to know, is adapted to his
capacities and powers. Truth must \Je its own witness. lt must approve itself to our senses, our reason
and our moral sense.
\Vhen tile mind ilas attained sufficient maturity, it
readily distinguishes truth from error, just as we
learn to distinguish food that is wholesome from that
which is unwilolesome. As the minds of men are in
different stages of development, all cannot see alike,
-and hence there are, ami must be, difl'erent opinions
among them. But !lotwithstanding the great diversit_y
of human beliefs, there are certain cardmal principles
wliich will be· accepted as true by all intelligent men.
These doctrines are so obviou&ly true that no argument is needed to sustain them. Tile simple statement of them in an intelligible form is sufficient to
carry conviction to every unbiased mind.
These
truths we call axiomatic or self-evident, and they constitute, perhaps, the best test to apply to every dogma
or proposition which may be presented for our consideration.
'-IV e will now make a statement of some of these
self-evident truths, and poiut out the nmnuer of their
applic>ttion.
1. 'I'he whole of tt thing is greater than a part of it.
2. Nothing can \Je, and not be, at the same instant.
3. Two solid substances cannot occupy the same
space at the same instant of time.
4. No crettt.ctl being C:>lll be a hundred years old the
moment he begins to exist.
5. No creatL,d \Jeing can be equal to his creator.
G. No truth can contradict any other truth.
7. Two coutraJictory otatements cannot \Jotlt be
true.
8. A finite mind cannot comprehend the infinite.
9. Iufinite attributes are uncommunicable.
10. Urtller the government of a being who is allwise, all-prmerful and aU-good, absolute evil cannot
possibly exist.
11. An absolutely good being cannot create an absolutely bad \Jeing.
12. Only one being possessed of infinite attributes
can exist in the Universe.
13. God cannot create a totally depraved being.
14. A superior being who creates an inferior, knowing that be will \Je cursed by his existence, is not gooLI
to that being.
15. A Jaw to which tilere is annexed a penalty
which muy be averted, can have no restraining intluence over viciously inclined men.
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16. A law having a penalty which, if inflicted, will
defeat the object of the law, is not a wise law.
17. There can be no end to that which is endless.
18. To inflict punishment upon an innocent person,
which is clue only to the gLiilty, is a double act of
gross outra~e upou every principle of justice.
19. No being can incur ,!?:Uilt or punishment for
acting in accordance with the laws of his own nature.
20. The number one cannot be made to express
more than one.
21. The number three cannot be made to exp1•ess
less than three.
22. No man is under any ob1ig-ation to believe what
ap1iears to him. to contradict his n~ason or sense of
right and justice.
23. No incrcdiLle statement is to be believed, unless
it is sustainetl by an amount of evidence, which would
make it more unreasonable to reject the evidence than
it would be to accept the statement.
24. The remission of the penalty of a law presupposes or implies that tllC penalty is not just and
wise.
\Vc propose now to apply the above truths as a test
to ~ome of the dogmas of popular Chrhltianity. ·we
shall see that they crash through the creeLls and commamlments of men, scattering them like leaves before
a mighty wind. These dogmas, wlle11 put in the form
of propositions, may be sl11ted as follows :
1. ThereBxists n personal being called the Devil, a
c;·eaturc of God, all of whose ttttributes are positively
evil, unmixed with the least particle of good. Compare this with truth No. 11.
2. Mankind are born into ~he world wit.h totally
corrupt anu depraved natures, and all their inclinations are to evil, and nnly evil, and that continu,tlly.
Compare with truth:> Nos. 13 and 19.
3. God is one, but nevertheless exists in three perwns, Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and yet there are
not three persons, but one person. Compare with
truth ::-\os. 20 and 21.
4. Jesus Christ, although a creature of God, (see
lluv. iii. 14.) yet possessed all the attributes of Divinity. Compare with trutil Nos. 9 ancl12.
5. Evil is positive and absolute, inasmuch as it is
destined to reign over millions of human beings forever, thereby rendering their existence a curse instead
of a blessing. Compare witil truth Nos. 10 and 14.
6. The penalty of God's law, after it ilas been incurred uy tile transgressor, may be averted by timely
repentance. Compare with truth Nos. 15 ami 24.
7. The IJenalty of God's law, H inflicted on the
vioiater of it, will place him in a condition that will
forever render it impossi\Jlc for him to o\Jey the law.
Compare with truth No. 16.
8. The penalty of God's law is endless punishment,
and yet Cilrist endured the penalty in l_ns sufferings
and death upon the cross. Compare wilh tmth No.
17.
9. The penalty of God's law, whicil had been incurred by all mankind, was inflicted on Jesus Christ,
who had violated no law, incurred no penalty, and
Was an entirely innocent person. Com pare witil truth
No. 18.
10. There are certain theological and religious doctrines wilich we are required to believe, whether they
appear to us reasonable or not, and for not \Jelicving
them we incur the penalty of endless damnation.
Compnre v;ith truth No. 22.
11. The Bible contains statements in relation to
occurrences and events IVhicb, if the same were
made at the present day, we would not believe
even on the authority of living witnesses, and yet
we nre requested to llelieve these statements on the
authority of men who lived and wrote long after
the events are said to have happened, men who could
not have lJecn eye-witnesse~ of what t11ey relate, and
of whose competency as witnesses, and reptlt,Ltion for
truth and verat.:ity we know nothing. Compare with
truth No. 23.
Now as truth is always consistent wit}1 itself, and
as the above eleven propositions directly contradict
the correspondingly numbered propo.;ilions in the list
of sell-evident truths, it follows tlmt one or the other
must be false. "Which it 1s, the reader can judge.
CONCLUSION.

Of what has been said in the foregoing pages, this
is the sum. From the earliest dawn of intelligence
and religion among men, truth and error, fact ancl fietioi:J, reason and superotition have been strangely commingled. He who lends a helping lntnd in the work
of sifting tlte wheat from the dw1I, is a public beuefactor.
\'V he rever ignorance prevail~, SUlWI'S[.ition
abounds; wherever reason predominates ~uperstition
dies. First of all it b uc~essary to assert and maintain the supremacy am! authority of pure reason over
all authority which is opposed to reason. No one
thing has served more to perpetuate ignorance and
superstition tlwn the idea that the Supreme Ruler of
the Universe interferes iu an exceptional manner with
the afl'airs of mankind, and that he has given them
an infallible revelation in book form of his will and
purpose concerning them. This idea was born of
ignorance, and has been kept in being by ignorance
and i Ill posture. So long as men honestly believe that
they have a creed sanctioned by the authority of God,
and that belief in it is essential ~o the welfare of man
and society in tilis world, and indispensable to ~ecure

his happiness in eternity, so long of necessity there
must be bigots and persecutors in 'the world. And in
proportion as this idea prevails among the masses of
m_e?, the:y must be ~e~tal and moral slaves, the dupe~;
of ImpositiOn, the V!Ctnna of a miserable superstition.
The chain of evidence by which it is claimed that the
Bible is in a special and exceptional sense the "Word
of God," has only to be critically examined to discover that it is only a rope or sand. The internal
evidence hS, if possible, still worse. It bears evident
marks of a human origin. Like everything else in
nature, or in art, it may be made the instrument of
good or evil. It is valuable only Ill proportion to the
amount of truth that it contains. The errors contained in it are more pernicious thau if found anywhere else, becttuse they a.re attributed to God and
men are taught to believe that they must be acc~pted
because God spoke them. There is no proof that God
ever spoke to any man in ltn audible voiGe, that he
ever exhibited himself in proper person, nor that he
ev_er interpolated into the system of Nature a single
nuracle, nor that he ever revealml himself in any
other way than through the medium of the human
faculties.
The idea of the existence of a semi-omnipotent evil
spirit, callec~ the Devil, who is a rival of God in the
government of the world, ttnd who is constantly
thwarting him in his designs and uefeating hi:> purposes, is a mons~rous conception of a weak, ignorant
and debased mmcl. God could not create sueh a
being for want of !llatcrial out of which to construct
him. He could not ~reate himself for the· same reason. Tile on.y devil that men need to guard tilemselves against is tbe one each man carries u.rounct with
him in his own bosom. A strict watch over that will
insure us against all harm from any devil that exists
in the Universe.
The various theologies in the worhl are made up of
the opinions of mGn about religion. 'l'hey are the
syste1mttizet.l thoughts of men on that important nnd
interesting sul!ject. Religion is one Lhinu·, the tlwurrhts
of men about religion are another an~l sometim~s >L
very ditl'erent thiug. When those tlleolodes are made
a substitute for religion, they inflict a "'ctou\Jle curse
upon mankind. First, by di,;placing religion. and
s•,coml by establishing a fraud and an imposition.
Henc:e it is that ~lie popular religion of the day in its
organized form is a silam. It sets up a ialsc stancltud
of respectability, VJrtue and morality. It attaches
more importance to belief than to practice; to faith
thnn to chamctcr am! life. 'flte man who is punctilious in performing; the outwanl rites and ceremouic~
of religion, although an extOl tioner or a dllfaulter, or
proud, haughty, vain, morose, selti;h am! exclusive,
is tbougln to be more religious anu more in favor with
God than the man who disregards the ceremonies and
professions, but is nevertheless kind, generous, benevolent and good. This fOllll of religion is for the
most part wholiy artifici<tl and uncongenial with the
nature of ma'l. Not only is this fact admitted by its
advocates, when they ms1st that it can neither be understood nor embraced by man until he experiences"
change of nature, but the fact that, notwitlistaudin<r
the vast and ponderous machinery which is employed
in its propagation, its adllere:Jts in this country, at
least, constitute a minority of the people, proves tllat
it is artificial mther than natL<ral. W hcu we consider
the hundreds of thousands of clergymen andmbsionaries who are engaged in it~ propagation, the vast
su_ms of money employed lor the ~ame purpose, the
millwns o!: Bibles that have been Clrculateu all over
the world, the triilions of tracts, papers, sermons
periodicab and books that have been published in it~
Interest, the wonder is, not that the converts are so
many, but that they are so few. And 'tile fnet that
they are so few cannot \Jc accounted for only by the
truth that, as a whole·, the systelli is at war with the
nature of man. That it is unsatisfactory to its adherents, is evinced by the fact that so many or them tell
us that if they believed there was no endless puuiohmeut, they would "take their Jil! of sin in this wor,cl"
willlout regard t:J God or the intercsrs of humanity.
And yet they profe:;s to be pm· excetieJtce, tlw lovers of
Gor.l and IWU.l. With all such persons religion is a
c:ross, a burden, a mere make-shift to get iuto heaveu,
tt choice between two evils. lt is a terrilJlc thino· to
be religion~, but it is better to lJe so than it is tog~ to
hell. How much more manly, and nol!le and truthful is the sentiment of the true religiunbt. H there
were no God, no heaven, !IO hell, no Juture stute of existence, he wonllllove and practice virtue for its own
sake, and for the ;juy and peace it imparts to the soul.
What u mbtake it is to su pposc that it is !lecessary tc
make ourselves miserable on earth in order to be
happy in l!eaveu.
'l'lie Priesthood is 11 hnman institution. It was
founded on the idea that God is angry with his creatures, and tlmt his wmth can be propitiated tUlcl his
favor secured by otl'erings of presents, by sacrifices
of fruits tLlld auwmls, allll by tl!e performance of
pompous and imposing rites and ceremonies. Henct:the oupposed !ICCessity of setting apart a class ot" men
to do litis work. The institution is llased on a fabehood. The removal of the error will cause the superstition to topple to tlte grouud. Origiually the prieotly and kingly oJlices were united iu the same man.
l'riestcralt and kingcraft have been mutual helps to
each other. Together they have intlieted mHo:d woes
upon the chilclr~;:n of men, by depriving tllem of their
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inalienable rights, and by imposing upon them burdens "which neitlier we nor our fathers were able to
bear."
Undoubtedly the Priesthood, like all the other
learned professions, is composed of both good and
bad men. But on the score of merit, it cannot justly
claim any superiorit.y over the others. Doubtless the
Clergy are no better, noT any worse than the average
of men, only so far as the false pos.tion which they
occupy makes them so. Witll them the buginess of
theological and religious teaching is a profession and
a means of obtaining a livelihood. Before they enter
upon their work, they must, before God and man,
make solemn professions of faith in a certain creed
to which they are expected to adhere and defend during life. On their doing this, their living clepencls.
They have a pecuniary interest at stake, The creed
must be maintained, missionary work must be done,
contributions must be raised, revival excitements must
be gotten up, converts must be made, for all this brings
grist to their _mill. They are conservative in their
tendencies, opposed to all innovation, tenacious and
bigoted in their opinions and blind to all newly-discovered truth. They can seldom see the word
truth, because, with them, it is covered by a dollar.
Their occupation leads them into the practice of conscious or unconscious hypocrisy.
They assume a
character before the people that they by no means
maintain in their families, or when in company with
each other. However grave, sanctimonious and circumspect they may appear in public, when assembled
in company by themselves, they are the most jolly of
men. They can then crack their jokes, tell funny
stories, Telate smutLy anecdotes and indulge in low
gossip to an extent unequaled by any except professional libertines. They lienounce human selfishness,
and are of all men the most selfish ; declaim against
avarice, and are mercenary and avaricious; preach
against pride, fashion and love of the wor.li, and yet
are as proud, as servile imitators of fashion, and manifest us much of the love of the world as other men.
They insist on the necessity of self-clenial, but think
themselves entitled to the most comfortable places,
the best bits, the choicest dainties, the lion's shaTe of
all the good things of life. They profess to be awfully concerned unci anxious for the welfare of poor sinners, but their sleek, smooth, well-to-do appearance
gives no indication of excessive anxiety. They claim
that men in their natural state are totally depraved,
anli yet, in this country, at least, they _profess to believe in a free government, founded on the principle
that the people have a right to govern themselves, an
inconsistency so glaring that it makes us suspicions
of their sincerity.
[coNCLUDED IN OU!t NEXT.]
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P. ROSECltANS.

just outside of a garden called Eden,
our father, Adam; aged nearly a thousrmd years.
He was universally respected by all who knew him.
He was followed to the grave by a large procession of
children, whose ages might have been counted from
the tiny infant up to hundreds of years.
Yes clear reader, Adam is dead, and we are among
the first to write his obituary; to make remarks upon
his singular birth and death. Poor old man ! ..What
an experience he must have had, and his life how
eventful ! . His birth. under what peculiar circumstances!
He Iiacl no father, no mother, no brother, no sister.
He was never an infant; was never rocked to sleep
in a little cradle. He never took old lliother "W iuslow's Soothing Syrup"; had never been troubled with
teethings or looseness of the bowels ; was never doctored for wcrms ; was never spanked for crying;
never went to school, to be thumped abont by old
pedagogues ; never carried his sled up hill to ride
clown ; never winked or cast sheeps eyes at .. girls
about hi8 own age.
'l'he firtit he knew about himself, he stood upon his
feet a full growu man; where he came from, or how
he got there did not trouble him ; he diclnot care, that
was none of his business. It was enough for him to
know he was there.
His weight or physical strength, we have no means
at this time of determining. If there is anything in
science, he must have been very tall, as science tea<:hes !L reduction in the height of the human race during
each succeeding century. If this is true (and we have
no means of dbputing the fact) Adam may have been
a hundred feet high. We like this theory, for then
he looms up before our astonished vision as a being
of great magnitude, as a person worthy of being
called the father of mankind. vVe cannot see any
reason why he should be small, as it cost him nothing
for clothes; the world was l<trge and he had plenty o'f
room for action.
The first thing he did was to look around like a
sensible man, mark out his line of business and then
pitch in and go to work.
He saw a new world around him only six days old.
A new 8Ull, new moon, new stars shining, all bright
as silver dollars (at le:u,t they were all made and there,
and if he did not see them it was his own fault.) All
these were beautiful to gaze at, but he had no eye for
beauty, no time for gazing. He was more for busi·
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ness. He saw all the animals on the face of the globe deed, it was a failure in the bee:inning. For Jesus the
from the white bear and moose of the frigid to the "author and finisher of faith," himself, if he actnally
elephant and camel of the torrid zones. He also saw expired upon the cross, died without faith and in ut·
all the fowls of heaven from the condor to the hum- ter despair (Math.27:46.) And, if he did not die upon
ming bird. All these animals and birds were then the cross, then he was never "raised from the dead,"
made each for its pec•1liar climate and sphere, and yet and in that case Paul says Christiauiy is a failure.
they were not named. We read that they were all (1 Cor. 15:14.)
LA Roy SUNDERLAND.
brought to Adam, and he gave them all names,
What large individuality he must have had and
what a command of'; language"? He gave them all
Manliness and Godliness.
names, both animals and fowls. He did it all in one
BY B. P. PUTNAM.
day. How many words he mnst have uttered, and
how fast his vocal organs must have played ? What
Manliness is something that we can comprehend. We
laugt•age he spake is a mystery to us, or where or can picture it to our mind's eye. But what is godliwhen he learned it, or how he discerned the signifi- ness? Does it mean anything more than manliness?
cance of sounds. We suppose he had it all his own If so, what? I can conceive of nothing grealer than
way, he made the sound and then attached the sig- manliness: it includes all noble and benutifui qualinification himself. What a. memory he must have ties-whatever is admirable in action and magnificent
had to remember all their proper names ! The names in thought. We cannot get beyond it, t!link as loftiof all these animals and fowls. Whether his names ly as we will. Why, then, talk of godliness ? \Vhat
were such as we call them in English, or those given is God ? Is be anything more than the ideal of 1mthem by scientific naturalist8, we have no means of de· man goodness made universal in time and space?
terminmg. We think he used the English langnage, Whatever we give to God we must first find in man;
for this reason ; he had never been to college and that is, the godliness of 8-oc :s the manliness of man.
knew nothing about science, and as science consists We cannot go higher than man for our notions of the
in jaw breaking names and terms hard to speak, and good, and true, and beautiful. No revelations can
as he was in a hurry to get through in one clay, we come from above, they must be unfoldecl from within
think English was his language ; at least we have as and arounc~.
We may idealize what we sec and call
good right for that opinion as any other.
it " God," and worship it ami think there is someThis was a great work, a tremendous work to do, thing in it nobler than ourselves, which we must im
all this labor in one day, while the mind and the itate. But it is not so.
The light that we see
memory were weak and in their infancy. Hac! his flashes from our own brain, and to be true to our
mind been trained by the study of the Greek and Latin selves is the holiest act we can perform.
languages at college for four years, we should not think
But godliness and manliness are supposed to be two
it so great a task; or if he had had age and experience; different things.
Godliness is affirmed to be somebut rememlJer, he was not yet one clay old, he had thing transcendently superior to manliness, a vast,
not had a night's rest ; in fact we do not believe vague glory tow>trcls which we must strive and attain
he had eaten a meal of victuals ; yet he proved him- even at the sacrifice of manliness.
So the latter has
self equal to the· emergency ; he stood up to the work been belittled aml the former exalted; and it has come
like a man, and got through long before night, long that to be a "godly " man is to be no man at all. Huenough to take a good sound nap, and become pre- man virtues have been flung to the winds, and a
pared for what followed.
shaclowy deity been imaginPd to be all in all.
After he had done all this work he was tired out
This is wrong. Strive to be men, and then we are
and lay down and was soon fast asleep; the sleep was gods. Fulfil the duties of the humb!Got station, and
a deep one, and he slept without chloroform under we are loftier beings than any seatecl upon a throne
his nose.
be-praised by thousands of angels who are Out pale
vVhile he slept he had a surgical operation perform- apologies for real men and women. .Manliness is the
eel on him. He had one of his ribs extracted ; he was supremest glory that can be pictured to onr imaginaso sleepy and the work was done so skilfully that he tion.
The glory of no God can equal it; I think
did not wake up. What this piece of work would be therefore that the term "godliness" had better be
called in the books of modern surgery we have no laid aside. I can perceive no good meaning in it that
idea. We do not believe that the surgeons of the is not fresher and more brilliant in the wore\ ''man lipresent clay can perform the· operation in the same nes~." A manly man we know, but a "godly" man,
manner, and with so little pain, or nse a rib when ex- what is he ? J_,et Barnum get one ami exhibit ; othertracted for so great a purpose, or one so useful to all wise we shall never know.
mankind.
Be men and women I say. Don't struggle after
The surgeon took the rib and made a woman out of something that you know nothing about, but after
it while Adam still was sleeping ; finished her off that which you can comprehend, real earthly goodcomplete. We suppose this woman, although but a ness. If you strive after the ''Infinite.'' let it be your
few llloments old appeared about eishteen, or there- finite nobleness made infinitely adorable.
Dont toil
abouts, at least we presume she looked old enough after a theological shadow and lose your faculties in
to marry. When Adam woke up there she stood in ''wide wanderings through eternity." Take the uniall her beauty and all her loveliness. He did not verse from the spot where fate places you, in the
touch his hat (for he h:u\ none,) he did not bow to power and beauty of your own vision. l\Iake yourher gracefully, and say, "How are you 1\"Iadam "? I self grand for yourself and those about you.
Do
am agreeably surprised to meet you and !1m very not follow after a huge: fantasy in the heavens. Be
happy to make your acquaintance," and invite her to manly and womanly, but not "godly."
take a seat in the shade while he gathered some fruit
for her refreshment au<] entertainment. No, he did
The Mystic Rap.
none of this ; he simply laid his hand on his side and
found a rib missing, he began to "smell a mice," and beUsing this as a representative type of the truly mysing quick of perception he began to mutter to himself; terious phenomena tlu.t occur under the au~pices of
"bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh," she shall modern medium ism, it is a miracle in the Bible sense
be called woman, because she was taken out of man ! of this term ; and sn pernumdanc, in a sense that most
How they lJecame aquainted ; how they learned to the so-called mimclcs of Jesus could not be well said
talk to each other; what sweet words were uttered ; to be. The mystic Rap is n<Jt conclitionecl, like the
whether they sparked by moonlight ; how they were miracles o! Jesus, on human voiition or faith. And,
married, and who said over the ceremony? we have no what shall be thought of those Spiritualists, who
means of knowing. It is enongil tor us to know that are stupid enough to attempt to turn the in!luence of
Adam lived from that clay over nine hunch·ed years, this Rap in the SL!pport of ancient mediumism, which
nne\ then died, and that we have been writing his obit- began its career in the mecliumship of a snake. (Gen. il
uary ; that the writer is his heir iu connection with 2) and an ass (Num. 22 28.)? And after including
others ; that before he died he made a will which was "Moses and the Prophets," and "Jesus and the aposadmitteli to probate, was never broken, and that we tles," in that form of mecliumship, between God and
were not forgotten in this will. He Willed all he had humanity, its career was closed, finally with the lll(;to us for which we are not thankful.
\Ve would diumship of a set of monsters, incluclmg a calf, which
rather have paddled our own canoe. vVe would rath- had "eyes behind" where their tails ought to have
er the will had been broken, or that we were not his been.
LA RoY SUNDEltLAND.
heils.
He willed to us his misfortunes, his pains, his aches,
CmtrsTIAN REVIVALS.-l!'ortwentyyears, the writer
his toil, and his sweat, his thorns, and his thistles.
Poon OLD SoUL, we shall remember him for his was a Methodist minister, engaged iu getting up " Reunbounded generosity and the extreme justice of the vivals." And for more thau fifty years I have been
courts in securing to us all our rights. As we write perfectly familliar with "revival" epidemics. Aud I
our eyes are filled with a dampness approaching utter what I know, when I declare, that all "revival"
a tea1·, but he has been dead so long it refuses to phenomena, are human in their development. In
come forth. So we can only utter with a faltering my experimental Lectures on Patltetism, in the prinvoice these sad words : '·l!'arewell, Adam, our An- cipal cities throughout the country, from 1836 to 1850,
cestor, our father_; ma.y thy Eternal Sleep he as pleas- all the "revival" phenomena were produced, by the
ant as when the nb was extracted, and hereafter may faith of my auditors in Pathetism. In Philadelphia,
1847, over three hundred cases of trance we1•e eouutcd
thy legacy be more equally divided.
in one evening. ADd from year to yem·, amon_g the
CHitiSTIANITY A FAILURE.-Were Christianity true, thousands entranced mmy lectnres, I have found .Meth1t would be an everlasting disgrace to itB devotees, for odists, Baptists, Presbyterians, ~piscopaliaus (Bishafter a trial of nearly two thousand years, at the op Brownell attended my lectures m Harttord, Conn.)
present day not one in a hundred of the Race has a all of whom testified when in the trance, and out of it,
particle of real faith in its dogmas. And, as the hu- that the experience was precisely the same as had ocman family increases, the proportion who become real cured to them from the exercise of faith and. prayer
LA RoY SUNDERl-AND,
Christians ~o'\>v·s less anq less, from yel!-r tq year, !n- in "l'evivals. "-
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ELISHA TIIE PROPHE'l'.

In reviewing the wonderful characters mentioned
in the Bible and the wonderful achievements they
accomplished, Elisha the ProlJhet must by no means
be omitted. He was a man of such remarkable abilities and one who performed such extraordinary feats
that lJC must not be overlooked.
At the time Elijah the Tishbite found him plowing with twelve yoke of oxen, and after boiling the
flesh of one yoke of the team with the harness, trappings and implements, and giving the flesh to the
people to eat, he followed his master Elijah. Not
much is said of him until they parted, at the time when
Elijah went up bodily into the air in a chariot of fire,
or a whirlwind, or both, or neither. It seeins Elijah
threw his mantle down to Elisha at the time he· took
his aerial flight, though we presume before he had
gone many miles be found it so cold that he wished
he l1ad his blanket again to keep him from freezing.
If however, he was riding in a chariot of fire he might
have found it quite warm enough for comfort, especially for the parts of his body which came in immediate contact with the chariot.
When Elisha founca himself alone, he gathered up
the mantle his master had thrown to him and he rent
his own clothes, making two pieces of one. He then
retraced his steps to the river Jordan and llerformed
his first feat worthy of mention, by smiting the waters
with Elijah's mantle, whereupon the waters at once
divided as they had done a short time before, when
Elijah smote them, piling up like walls on each side,
so that Elisha walked over on clry ground. Of all
the rivers in the world, the Jordan was the most acconunoclating. On three occasions we are told its
waters thus separated at the wish of man, walling up
in a most marvelous manner, while no other, among
the hundreds of rivers in the world have ever acted in
this manner.
The second astonishing feat which Elisha performed was the "healing" or pmifying of a spring of
water, by throwing a little salt iuto it, by which Iirocess, waters that before were perfectly worthless, unfit
for usc, and which had rendered the adjacent land
entirely barren were made pure. The salt did the
business; not, however, from any chemical action produced, but by the peculiar manner in which the prophet deposited it. Another man might have deposited
precisely the same amount of salt and in the same place,
but it would have had no effect; it took the prophet
to perform this little manipulation. As, however,
the efl'ect produced was a good one, as the waters
wore made pleasant and healthful, and as the land was
reclaimed, we can only speak favorably of his labors
on this occasion.
His third feat was of a different character, and one
no benevolent, humane, kind-ilearted person could
commend. It .seems he was on his way to Beth-el,
when a number of children came out of the city and
in a thoughtless, childish way sang out to him, "Go
up thou bald head." It, perhaps, was not the height of
good manners to thus speak to an old, wigless man
and a stranger, !Jut we cannot for a moment sec how
those words coulcl possi!Jly injure him, or why they
should llllve so seriously offended him. But they
seem to have made the good man extremely angry,
and he turne<l back and looked upon them savagely
and cursed them iu the name of the Lord. The
words he uttered are not given, but we doubt not, as
he "cursed," that they were very much worse than
the harmless words the children had used. Sad to
relate, as soon as these curses had escaped the lips of
the man of God, two she-bears came out of the woods
and tore forty-two of the little children all to pieces.
We must say this was one of the most cruel, heartless aucl clial)olica.l pieces of bnsiness ever per!onned;

that the thoughtless J!rattle of children should be'
punished hy tearing forty-two of them by wild beasts,
is most abhorent to every sentiment of sympathy and
kindness in the human breast. If Elisha was the
author of this cruelty, it is sufficient to cause his name
to be execrated and abhorred to the latest moments of
time, as a heartless monster and a cruel demon. If
the Jewish Jehovah was the author of this terrible
conduct, he is equally culpable, and we cannot characterize such savage, unfeeling torture towards little
children on :his part, in any milder terms ;than in the
cttse of his prophet.
The fourth memomble feat which Elisha performed
was of a more praiseworthy character-the production
of a large quantity of water, without wind or rain.
'!'here had been a great scarcity of water for men and
cattle, when he thus produced it in immense quantity,
so that the whole country was fully supplied. In one
respect Elisha seems to have transcended Elijah; the
latter could produce water by causing rain to fall,
but Elisha could bring abundance of water without
min. The llrocess by which he performed this m:trvel is not divulged, and the world is left in ignorance
how. one man could m£tke so muchwate1·.
The fiftll wonder this man performed was in the
manufacture of oil. He instructed a widow wlw had
a pot of oil, to borrow all the vessels she could from
her neighbors, ancl by his directions she filled them all
with oil by pouring into them from the one vessel she
had, which was so supplied, while she poured, as
not to be exhausted till all were filled to the brim
as long as there were vessels to fill. What a pity that
she could not have had a dozen or two of the large
tanks we have seen in the oil regions; what an oily
tiu;te there would llave been ! Here is a secret richly
worth knowing. It would exceed in value a flowing
oil wel!. We know, seveml soap malmrs who would
give a large smn of money for the recipe enabling
them to produce oil in this manner.
The sixth labor was not so remarkable, or at all
events was within the scope of his natural powers,
and similar operations are frequently performed by
" men of God" in our own times. The prophet, in
occasionally passing by a ceTtain lady's house who had
an aged husband, got in the habit of calling lipon
her, as his business led him in that direction, and he
soon became a favorite with the lady, and she caused
to be prepared a little chamber for him to '' turn into"
whenever he came that way. She placed a bed, a
table and a candlestick in his little chamber, thus affording him a comfortable place to enjoy himself in,
during his frequent friendly visits. All this, we say,
was done at the'instance of the won1au, who contmcted a warm friendship for the Prophet. Her husband, we repeat, was a very. old man, and though she
was a large woman, and doubtless robust and healthy,
she had no children. The Prophet noticed all this,
and came to her relief. He had his servant, Gehazi,
call her one clay to his room, anll, after holding a
short conversation with her, and they passed a limiteel period in eacli other's society, he assured her that
in course of time she would have a child, and he,
being a prophet, could of course speak with certainty. Sure enough, in about nine months she had a
son. The prophet was right, and here we have another remarkable exemplification of the great gift of
prophecy.
We mention this matter of the large woman having
a child, not as being anything very wonderful in itself. 'l'hough her husband were one hundred years
of age, when a woman is fortunate enough to have a
"man of God" in the house, all these little difficulties
can be surmounted. We merely mention it, as it
leads to, and is connected with the Prophet's seventh
great feat.
When the woman's son got to be a lad large enough
to run into the fields, he was one morning taken with
a bad headache, and was conveyed to his mother.
She held him in her lap till noon, when he died-or
at all events appeared to die. The mother took the
child and laid him on the Prophet's bed, and tllen
hastened without delay to Mount Carmel to inform
the Prophet of the sad event. He lmew her at
once when she was still some distance off, and sent
Gehazi to enquire how she and the boy were. She
was not long in informing him how it w~s witl~ tl!<;

lad, and he soon concluded to return with her. He
sent his servant on ahead "to lay his staff upon the
body of the boy, to see if it would restore him, but it
had no effect. When he arrived, however, he lay
upon the boy, putting month to mouth, eyes to eyes,
and hands to hands. The body of the child soon began to grow warm, and he sneezed seven times and
opened his eyes, a pretty good sign that if he had
bee·n dead be was so no longer.
Here, again, Elisha showed himself equal to his
preceptor, Elijah. lf one had raised the dead, so had
the other. But as we have not faith enough to believe
that any person really dead has ever been made to live
again, we claim the right to think that if these stories
are true at all, they were merely instances of susllencled animation, and that the warmth of the prophets'
bodies and their magnetism had favorably affected
those lying in a comatose, or cataleptic state, by
which means respiration and circulation were restored. The lad, at all events, was resusci~atcd, and the
Prophet afterwards showed his partiality for the
mother and child, when a seven years' famine came
upon the country, by sending them nway to the land
of the Philistines, where there was plenty, an.d also
in recovering her property for her upon her return.
It is not stated what became of her aged husband, but
it is altogether likely that he died.
Elisha's eighth feat was to destroy the poisonous
effects of some wild gourds which had been used
with herbs to make pottage for the sons of prophets,
amounting to one hundred in number, and who, by
the by, on account of the scarcity of provisions, had
become very hungry. He neutralized the poison by
sprinkling a little meal in the pot-a simple and easy
way, to be sure; but if another man had put it in, it
would, probably, have clone no good.
The Prophet's ninth feat was the curing of Naaman
of leprosy, by hydropathic treatment, but, since cures
as remarkable have been made by Priessnitz and his
disciples, it is unnecessary to dwell upon the treatment here. One thing, however, Elisha did, which
Priessnitz could not do, and that was to transfer a
disease from one person to another, as the Prophet
did, by fastening on Gehazi the leprosy which h~ removed from Naaman.
Elisha's tenth wonder was a performance of no
mean pretensions. Several men were felling trees on
tllc banks or"the Jmclau, when one of them accidentally lost his axe in the river, and of course it immediately sank to the bottom. The unfortunate man bewailed his loss, more especially as the axe was -a borrowed one. This was certainly creditable to the fellow, for there are many who would care less about
losing a borrowed axe than if it were their own. The
Prophet, however, soon made it all right by throwing
a stick into the water, thereby causing the axe to t!oat
on the surface. 'l'his is, unquestionably,. a difficult
trick to perform, as iron and steel are some ten times
heavier than water. If any one doubts the difficulty
of performing the feat, let him throw an axe into the
river, and see how hard a job it will be to make it
float. Nature's laws, of course, had to be set aside,
and the force of gravitation .had to be suspended, to
cause an axe, unaided, to float upon the surface of a
river; but who knows what a man of God cannot do?
As the eleventh greattachievement, may be mentiontioned his causing, by prayer, the eyes of a young
man to be opened, so that he saw mountains full of
horses and chariots of fire about the Prophet, and
then by prayer caused blindness to fall upon a multitude. The first might have been a mere illusion, and
we hope the last was only temporary blindness.
As great as this man was, and as much power as he
possessed, old age and disease at last came upon him,
and he died. He was not taken up into heaven in a
carriage, as his predecessor had been, but was buried
like an ordinary individual; but t.o show what remarkable virtue existed in his very bones. it may be
stated, as' the twel!'th wonder connected with this remarkable man, that after he nacl been some time buried, ancf when another body was let clown into the
same grave, the moment it touched the bones of Elisha
it was instantly reanimated, and stood upon its feet.
The bones of very few dead men possess this wonderful power.
A remarkable fact in the history of Elisha, as well
~s bis Jll!ISter1 Elijah, may be mentioned. In the
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Book of Kings a great deal is said about the two worthies, and they seemed to have very much to do with
the affairs of the kings ruling at that time, and of the
kingdoms of Israel and Judah. Tile wonderful feats
they performed are mentioned in detail. The events
of their lives seem much mixed up with the affairs of
State, and the reader would readily suppose they were
the two most important personages then living. But
in Chronicles, where the reigns of the same kings,
Ahab, Ahaziah, Jehoshaphat and Jehoram are given,
Elisha is not mentioned, and Elijah is named but
once, and then as having sent a writing to Jehoram,
which could not have taken place till some seven
years after he was said, in Kings, to have gone up in
a chariot of fire to heaven.
In Chronicles nothing is said about the three years
without rain or dew (and it would seem that the
writer of that book ought to have known of the circumstance, if such a remarkable event occurred).
Nothing is said about Elijah's calling down fire from
heaven and burning a bullock, stones, dirt and water,
and one hundred men. Nothing is said about his
slaying four hundred and fifty men with his own
hands. No mention is macie of his parting the river
Jordan with his mantle, and not a word is uttered
about his going up in a .fiery chariot. And not one of
the wonderful performances of Elisha which we have
named, is even hinted at. If Chronicles is a truthful
book ; if it is a part of the word of God, and if these
events did really occur, the existence of these men at
least ought to have been recognized, and their wonderful works mentioned. That they were not, is, to
say the least, a very suspicious ·circumstance ; and
this fact, taken in connection with the improbable,
unnatural and impossible deeds ascribed to them in
Kings, is enough to make practical, matter-of-fact
minds reject the entire narrative.

Christianity Examined.--No. X.
The extreme doubt whether such a person as Jesus
Christ had a real existence is m!,tde more and more
apparent the fuller the matter is investigated. The
fact that he never wrote a line that has been handed
down to posterity, that the world has no possible
means of knowing any thing about such a personage
having lived save what is obtained from the unknown
authors of what are called the gospels of Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John; and when there is no evidence
that these books were written before the second century. it can be readily understood that the life and
character of the individual under consideration is extremely mythical.
Our opponents frequently quote a paragraph found
in Josephus, corroborating the claim that such a person did live at one time in Judea. But Dr. Lardner,
one of the most eminent Christian historians, long
ago pronounced this an interpolation, a forgery, and
that it never existed in the original manuscript of Josephus. This opinion of Dr. Lardner was also entertained by Gibbon, Ittigius, Blondell, LeClerc, Vandale, Bishop vVarburton, and Tanaquil Faber, the
most of whom are noted Chri8tian authorities.
In
fact the first Christian writers and authors of the
past, as well as of the present clay, unite in agreeing
ihat the paragraph alluded to is a forgery. Eusebius,
in the fourth century, was the first to call attention to
the spurious passage, and he is generally accredited
with having inserted the paragraph referrring to
.Tesus.
On several occasions Eusebius proved hiinself amply able to use interpolation, spurious adtlitions and forgeries. Mosheim, in his Ecclesiastical History, page 70, in alluding to this characteristic of the early Christian Fathers, uses this
language, that "it was not only lawful, but commendable to deceive and lie for the sake of truth and
piety." It is lamentable that so ·little reliance can be
placed upon the authenticity of the Christian writers
in the early centuries of our era. The fact that they
were crafty and designing men, and that they used
their best abilities to build up the new system of
religion which they had allied themselves to, requires
no additional proof.
It is a well-known fact that, in the first and second
centuries, there were three distinct classes of Christians; one the Gnostics, who firmly held that such a
person or individual as Christ had not had an exist-

ence as a man in the flesh, and that he was a spirit
only. The Arians were another class, who admitted
that there was a man Jesus, but that he was merely a
human being, and not a God. The third class maintained that he not only existed in the flesh, but that he
was also the eternal God of heaven and earth. The
disputes and quarrels between these contending factions became very heated and bitter, until finally the
third class, by strategy and superior numbers, overpowered those who denied that such a person as
Christ had had a real existence, and forced them to
abandon the field, and it afterwards became a recognized dogma of the Church that Jesus had not only
been a man, but, also, was absolutely God. But· that
Iorge numbers in the first two centuries did persistently and stoutly contend that such a person as Christ
had not had a real existence in the body, cannot be
effectually gainsayed, and is well caleul atecl to excite
our liveliest suspicions.
In taking into consideration the characteristics of
men who have played an active part in differet~t ages
of the world in establishing the various systems of
religion and creeds the worU has -known, it is not
difficult to appreciate how such a·system as Christianity might have gained a foothold among men without
the events strictly having transpired which are claimed. In our own day, we have seen Mormonism arise
from the merest pretenses and the barest assertions,
and have seen it within a few decades grow into a
system that now has very considerable strength and
has the implicit confidence of thousands.
Mahometanism is another illustration of this religious growth. It originated in the claims, assertions
and assumptions of an individual, and gradually spread
over several countries until hundreds of millions
accepted it as a God-given religion, and they have not
a shade of doubt but what it is the most divine bequest
ever made to the world. 'fhose of us who are not under
the influence of this religion, can easily see where its
devotees are mistaken, and that they have been iuisled by designing or deluded leaders. If it is impossible for us to feel the same veneration for their creed
and their superstitions that they do, we can complacently and dispassionately view the position they
occupy, with the disinterestedness of an outside observer, and can easily perceive the mistakes and fallacies they have made, as well as comprehend the untenability of the divine claims they set up.
So it is with Christianity. To those not encircled
within the influence which it exerts, and who do not
bow to the demands which it sets up, are able to see
not only its defects, but the errors it ·makes in claiming a direct divine origin.
When we find that the authorities upon which a
system rests are defective, and that they_ do not corroborate the claims put forth by its advocates, we
have good grounds to doubt its truth. vVe remarked
that the four gospels were unknown till near the close
of the second century, or rathar that there is no proof
of their having an earlier existence. Irenmus was
the first Christian writer who referred to them or recognized them as being extant, and he died in the
forepart of the third century. Other pretended and
spuri<ms gospels, almost without number, had been
known prior to this, but they were discarded as
fraudulent, and those upon which the grand fabric of
Christianity is founded, were unknown till near two
hundred years after the time Jesus· was said to have
lived. What an uncertain tlata to build upon. What a
fine opportunity was here afforded the early fnthers to
get up the Gospel story, or to have it written to order.
'fl.te gospels have been attributed to various Christian
fathers, as well as to bishops, priests and monks, but
with what amount of truth it is now impossible to
demonstrate. It is also claimed the plot of the Gossel story was handed down from the Essenes, the
'fherapents and the monks of Egypt, and was revised,
re-written and re-located by Christians in the early
centuries, similar to what Shakespeare did by the
most of his plays, the plots of which were borrowed
from the inventions and traditions of earlier times.
The Nicene Council, <lonsisting of several hundred
quanelsome and pugilistic bishops, called together by
that wholesale Christian murderer, Constantine, which
assembled in the year 325, in which contentions and
fights without number took place, took into consider-
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ation the authenticity of fifty or more "gospels,"
written by different individuals, and after indulging
in the most acrimon'ous dissensions and fist-fights,
final! y decided by vote whether the different gospels
presented were the word of God. They rejected all
but the four now in the Testament., and one of those
was admitted by a single vote ; but it was not until
the middle of the sixth century that the books now
composing the New Testament were fully settled
upon, several of them having been. persistently discarded by previous authorities. Thus, we sec>, by
what a frail tenure our boasted ''word of God"
han~s, and how easy it was for fraud and deception
to have been practiced in getting it up.
The facts we have here mentioned, together with
others we have before alluded to, the close resemblance between Jesus and the numerous demi-gods
and teachers who preceded him, are quite sufficient
to shake the confidence of the most credulous devotee in the actuality of his existence. Christna, Buddh!1 and others have been considered, but if it is not
too much like repetition, we will call attention to
others who preceded Jesus, and to whom his acts and
sayings bear a very strong resemblance,
ALCIDES, of Egypt, was said to have been born of
a virgin; to have performed miraculous cures; to have
converted water into wine ; to have cast out devils ;
to have raised two persons from the dead; to have
restored sight to the blind ; to have made the dnmb to
speak and the lame to walk. For Osiris, .also, similar claims were made.
Of PYTIIAGOitAR, of Greece, his devout followers
asserted that he was originally a spirit from heaven ;
that his birth was miraculously foretold ; that his
mother, a virgin, conceived by a spectre; that in his
youth he astonished the doctors by his leaming am!
knowledge; that he could foretell events; that he
could subdue wild beasts; that he could be in two
places at once ; that he could walk on water ; that he
could handle poisonous serpents without injury; that
he cured all manner of diseases ; restored si5h_t to the
blind ; cast out ·devils; allayed tempests; raised people from the dead, and thousands, almost, of other
wonderful feats as narrated by Jambilicus. He was
said to possess a very humble disposition ; to be very
kind to the poor; to have fasted ant! prayed, ana that
he advised his disciples to forsake relatives and houses
and lauds for rei igion's sake. In precepts, moral lessons aud purity of life, there was a great similarity
between him and Jesus, but the latter is not claimed
to have existed till the former had been tlead five
hundred years.
PRoMETHEUS was a mythical character, but five
centuries before the time of .Jesus it was held of him
that he had a miraculous birth, that he had a brLlld of
disciples; that he taught the best morn! precepts; that
!Hi was finally crucified as an expiation for mankind
amid signs, wonders, and miracles; that nature was
convulsed, and that deceasecl saints arose from their
graves; that the sun was darke:.ed and refused to
shine; that after crucifixion he descended into hell,
and was afterwards seen to ascend into heaven.
AroLLoNIUs of Tyana, in Cappadocia, had faithful
disciples and biographers in Dumos and Philostratus,
who mfLcle great claims for this remarkable personage,
and which were implicitly believed by greut numhers of people. 'l'hut he ha(J a miraculous conception;
that his mother was a virgin; that all nature was
subject to his power; that he performed great mtmhers of miraculous cures; that he restored the blind
to sight; made tl.w lame to walk; cast ont devils;
raised the tlead; read the thoughts of those around
him; caused a tree to bloom; spoke in languages he
never learned; that he was transfigured; that lie Jed
a spotless life; that he did not marry, and opposed
sexual pleasures; that he spent his time in teaching
those who gathered around him; that he was a
prophet, and could foretell events; that he was imprisoned and loaded with chains; that he was cmcified midst a display of divine power; that he rose
from the dead; that he appeared to his disciples after
his resurection; that he finally ascended up to
heaven to sit at the right hand of the Father, and
much more of a similar character, and fully equal in
every respect to what was claimed for Jesus.
Of SDION )fAGUs, who also existed befor€l Christ, it
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gentleness was more than that of w0man;'' yet look, unsay the unkind word, undo the deed com·
What I thinl\: of Christ.
we read the bitter, cruel words, "Woman, what mitted, that we would give worlds to forget.
ConAn answer to some questions {1·om a '' Ckristian Friend." have I to do with thee;" those were strange words science like an '' avenging angel," makes· them the
to fall from the lips of one whose heart skeleton at "our every feast."
BY WILLIAM WILLICOTT.
throbbed to encircle the whole world in his arms of
The blood of Christ is not potent enough to give to
BRoOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 14, 1875.
The doc·
aflec.tion. "Let him that is without sin among you those memories the balm of forgetfulness.
DEAR FRIEND: "You say that Christ, standing as he cast the first stone;" can you put thi~ command of trine of the atonement, the penalty due to me for my
Raze your peni· sins, paid by another, seems to m~, to be so 1'epulsive
does, the central figure of the Christian t·eiigion, ex- Christ into practice? Try it.
hibits in his character the very em!Jodiment of all ntiaries J Burn your prisons J Open the gates of to all the feelings of a healthy and manly nature, that
perfection; and so satisfies our highest ideas that he all your jails and let the prisoners free, for it would only require to be stilted, to be instinctively
· '
is surrounded with such a halo of glory, that challeng- they have been wrongfully sentenced: every one rejected.
No judge in all
The dying God ! 'fhe atoning sacrifice ! is a
es the homage, adoration, and love of every human has been unjustly condemned.
this broad land, can come up to the requirements that dogma so monstrous that it taxes even tlte credulity
being.''
.
Now, is it not strange that two individuals, aver- Christ deemed necessary, to pass sentence. How many of the Christian, and compels him to exclaim, "Reaaging about the same mental ability, will, on sermons eloquently grand, have been preached from son stands aghast 1 and 1"aith herself is lwlf conreading the same record of Christ's life (and we those words; yet when you bring them to the test founded."* Christ then as God is utterly repudiated
positively do know nothing of him, except what is of inexorable logic, they are as "sounding bra~s, or by judgement, reason, everything that goes to form
supposed to be the true story as given by Mark, Mat- a tinkling cym!Jal. '' We pass oh. "And I say unto and make up my intellectual nature.
Christ as man ! is not to me a perfect, a full-roundthew, John, and Luke) come to such opposite con· you, whatsoever ye shall bind ou earth, shall be bound
elusions ?
in heaven; and whatsoever ye shall loose on et1rth, ed, and complete character; he cloes not come up, by
I can only account for it in tllis way: tilat with one shall be loosed in heaven." Tell me what those fearful a very long way, to I\IY own ideal, anc~ thus he can·
or the other of us, there has been a very imperfect, or words mean. To whom h:1s been given the power thus not fill my heart with either admiration or love; and
incomplete examination: or that infiueneed ily educa- to' '!Jind and loose?'' The C!\tholic Church, that monster if for this I am to be damned, then I say Christ's
tional teaching, we bring to the examination our own of oppression, every p:1ge of whose history is written words are pre-eminently unjust. ''Believe, and thou
preconceived opinions-the glamom· which the long- with human blood, flings those worrls in our face, as shalt be saved, doubt, and thou shalt be danined !" If
ages have thrown around the name of Christ. and their .authority, by which all can damn, and curse, Christ is so lovely that he is "the chief among ten
we thus seek, not to discover ''WHAT rs 'l'RUTH," but from Pope to priest. If C]Jrist did use those words, thousand," then I must he compelled-irresisti!Jly
search for evidence to sustain our convictions, which knowingly, understandingly, then his name should be compelled to love him, and I know I should not need
held in everlasting execratiop.
I have sometimes the incentive of a 1"etva7·d to do so. ·we are so conwe already deem to be the truth!
It is the fashion of the present-day theology, to thought that in that night of terror, in Gcthsemane's stituted that we must love what appears to us beautipreach Christ as the very beau ideal of human per- garden, that Christ caught a glimmering of that day ful and attractive. I love, and dearly love, this beautifection; that in his life there was such a sublimity of of blood, that was about to dawn; some slight pre- ful earth, with its mountains and glens. I love to
moral glory, to which it is pos~ible for U8 mortals tQ monition of those coming centuries when his name gaze on the silent stars of night, and the pale and
approach in some slight degree, but whose meridian "should be desolation's watchword." If he die!, solemn moon, and the glorious sun. as he goes clown
splendor we can never hope to attain.
then I can well understand his agonizing. pray- in the west, pillowed with clouds of crimson, and of
"'fime works changes," It was not orthodox to er, ''Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass gold; ancl find delight in every fiower, joy in every
bird that flies. There i& no reward promised for lovspeak thus of the man nature of Christ in the sixteenth from me."
and seventeenth centuries. Calvin, in one of his ser"Believe, and thou sh:.tlt be saved; doubt, and ing all this beauty; and there is no need, for as you
mons on "Christ's Godhead," says something like thou shalt !Je damned." Unjust J unjust J A wise gaze, the mind is thrilled with wonder and with awe,
this: (I cannot give the exact words, for I am quo· and good being never could have uttered these words. too deep for words. The 'Yords "believe, and thou
shalt be saved," etc., are not wortl,y of a great
ting from the memory of a long-long ago, but the Damned for a belief !-a mere opinion J
teacher; they appeal to the very lowest, selfi~h
idea, the sentiment is correct), "that when Christ
" And no for any gude or ill
feelings of our nature, and the hope of a reward or
cursed the l.>arren fig-tree, he did it as a petulant, irri·
They've done afore thee."
table human being. He was foot-sore, and weary; faint
Unjust J unjust J for there is no truth in mental punishment shoulclnever be taken into consideration
with the summer heat, and seeing tile fig-tree afar philosophy that can be so clearly demonstrated as in coming to a right, manly, and just decision on any
off, already in imagination he was eating its delicious this : that belief is not dependent on the 1i!ill. If tllen I question.
All ! but say you "what a talismanic power there
fruit, and reposing under its grateful shade ; finding must be damned for being an Infidel, then through
it barren, in the anger of disappointment, he cursed all the never-ending ages of eternity, will I not cease is even to-day in the name of Christ. " At his name
how the quickened pulse throbs with the ecstasy of
it-and tllis he did as man-for in his human nature, to cry, unjust ! unjust!
Christ had control over the elements of this lower
Why, my dear friend, I have had no more to do adoring love." You have reacl that long, bloody
world. But when on the cross, he utte.red the memor- with making myself an Infidel, than I have with the page, which his followers have written; which
able words: "t.!Jis day shalt thou be with me in formation of the rings of Saturn. Nor was I one reaches all the way up to the opening of the sixteenth
paradise;" it was the very voice of him "whr> com· from reading the writings of Voltaire, Spinoza, or century; and this your talismanic name of Christ,
manded, antl it was done," " God over all, blessed Paine. I was one long before I had read a single it was, that turned his followers into tip;<!rs, thirsting
forever."
But the theology of that age would be as pHge of their writings; but it was from the Bible; for human blood, and not a day passed.but "blood red
much out of place in our churches at this day, as the takmg it, as I had been taught to believe it, God's rainbows canopied the Janel." Fenrfully, fearfully,
"I came
court dresses of the time of Queen Elizabeth. Our word-God's revealed will to man; and by reading have the words of Christ been fulfilled.
popular preachers, those who carry the masses with President Edward's masterly treatise, '' On the not to bring peaee, but a sword.'' Blll. the Christian
them, ever seek to harmonize their teachings, in some Will." How many .Arminian controversalists have religion is not the only on~ whose devotees wonld
slight degree, with the awakening thought and dawn- butted their brains in vain against the unassailable rock willingly and joyfully die in its defense. Every great
ing intelligence of the day.
of logic. Edwardsforced me, by his irresistible argument captain has had followers, who would brave all-dare
Call up one of the ''old gua1·J," and· speak
" Shall I write up Christ from the orthodox stand- to become an Infidel, against will, inclination, and all.
ard?" Rays Beecher to his publishers. Anything self-interest. Sometim(ls I think that a history of the the name Napoleon, and see how quickly the tearyou please: "you pay your money, and you take mental conflict I went through in those years, would mist clouds the eye, as the name of the loved
There has
your choice." I'm for ·salE>, like merchandise in a make most excellent reading for the New York Ob· chieftain falls on the listening ear.
public mart.
been no name given under heaven that ever had
se7"Ver.
HAMLET : ''Do you see yonder cloud, that's almost
"Hath not the potter power over the clay, to make the potency and power for the time being like that
in shape of a camel?"
Mal10met's name must
oue vessel unto honor, and another unto dis- of Napoleon Bonaparte.
surely have been a force as potent as Christ's; for toPoLoNIUS : "By the mass, and 'tis like a camel, honor?"
clay his disciples are more in num!Jer, and when the
indeed."
"Tis election known by calling,
hords of invaders, by the sanction and at the com:
HAMLET: "JI'Iethinks, it is like a weasel."
It's a privilege divine;
maud of the Christian church, went forth to devas·
PoLoNIUS : '' It is bacl{ed like a weasel."
Saints are kept from final falling,
HAMI,ET : "Or, like a whale ?"
tate with fire and sword, and to destroy a civilization
All the glory, Lord, is thine."
that was higher, grander than their own (how the.
P OLONIUS : '' Very like a whale."
And am 1 to be damned, because the grace has crusaders were astonished as the glories of Constanti·
Thus onr clerical Poloniuses ever adapt themselves
"to suit tlle pressure of the changing times.
So it not been given, so that I can say, ''even so, nople, with its minarets and towers first fell upon
is the human nature, the humanitarian side of Christ Father, for tAus it seemeth good in thy sight."
their wondering sight), they found to their cost that
Believe, and thou shalt be saved j doubt, and thou those followers of tile prophet were posFessed by the
that is preached to-day.
It is long since I have
heard a sermon on tl:w Godhead of Christ-verv shalt be damned. What must I believe ? 'fhis : san~e religious zeal, were as ready to fight, and to
God, and very God.
The intelligence of the age that Christ died for my sins, and he being God the die in defense of their religion, as the Christian.
repudiates this dogma; and just so in the coming second, made atonement to God the first for those sins,
Every religion has had its thousands of martyrs,
age, will be dimmed the halo which now encircles his by shedding his blood on the cross-paying to God who bravG!y have died in its defense. "If falMhuman nature.
What says the New Testament the first, his own father, by so doing, the l!enalty hood has its ma?"tyrs, what is the c7·iterion of truth?"
But it would take two volumes octavo to review the
of C!Jrist? '• To the testimony" let us appeal; take him of my sins, and this nearly two thousand years
:;ts represented by the record, that is called inspired, before I was born, long, long ages before there was life of Christ as presented by the records, and as I
and he certainly is without that moral beauty or come· a possibility of my committing any sin; and I to-day, must not monopolize the entire pages of '£HE TRUTH
liness which our Christian friends ascribe to by merely crediting this strange sacrifice, become " a SEEKEU, I will now come to his death, and 'close for
him,
child of God," and entitled to all the joys of paradise. the pre~ent.
It has been said that "Socrates died like a man, but
'l'hat he made his followers believe he was the Now God has not given me his grace, by which I can
deliverer whtch was to come, who should redeein the believe this monstrous absurdity, for it is abhorrent Christ like a God." This sentence is often quoted,
Jews from their Homan bondage, is very plain.
to every fibre of my being. I cannot acquiesce in the and is considered eloquently expressive, but it is en·
"Is it lawful to pay tribute unto Cresar ?"
justice of being damned, because I have no desire for tirely without meaning; for as it is impossible to
"\Vhose image and superscription is this?" was his a blood bath; I would rather, ten thousand times, go know how a God should die, we cannot know if Christ
reply.
·
with John the Baptist, and take a plunge in the pellucid in his death came up to the requirements that would
"And they said unto him Cresar's:"
waters of the river Jordan. A remark a lady made to make the death of a God worthy of our admiration.
But allow me to say, in passing, that I am not
'' 'l'hen render unto Cresar, the things that are me some years ago, applies here very pertinently she
Cresar's."
said "she never knew any onhodox Christians among very certain that Christ ever did die; for the account
'l.'his is not the language of a bold, an earnest re- the believers in the "water cure." "A healthy body that Matthew, Mark, Luke, and .Tohn give us of ilis
former; it is weak, ambiguous-it is cowardly. If as generally gives a healthy mind," is a truth to which death is so very contradictory that their testimony is
our friend, :Mr. Bowen says, "that Christ was a great the world is jnst beginning to awake. Healthy, life- ulmost worthless, and according to the rules of lcgiti·
moral and political reformer," then 1ight here he lost giving food, with good air and a clean skin promote mate evidence is entitled to be thrown ou't of cot1I·t;
the grandest opportunity of his life.
a healthy condition; we should look closely to these for it is required that the witnesses shall agree in im·
Ganison was once asked in a Southern State, with sources of health. Each and every one of us must be p01·tant particula7'S. We shall see presently in what
the halter almost around his neck, if the Constitution our own savim·s. In reading Payson's sermons, you harmonious agreement the writers of his life stand.
of the United States did not guarantee the South in well know the mau did not live out "half his days .." Another most excellent test of the falsehood of a story
A healtty body will generally give a hea.thy is the silence of all contemporaneous writers, and
the protection of slavery, and his memorable reply
was: "'fhen it is a covenant with death, an agree- mind. It is we ourselves who must worl> out our own when this is the case we are certainly justified in sayment with hell !"
salvation. Not the blood of bulls nor goats, nor twice
I have heard it often said that Christ's loving ten thousand sacrificial lambs, can recall the cruel
*Dr. Wardlow.
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ing that the whole thing is entirely improbable, and
;yas written in a much later age. Now as regards the
story of Christ's life and· death ali contemporaneous
history is silent.
But you have forgotten that cele·
bra tell passage in Josephus. No, I have not forgotten
it: nor have I for.gotten that the ,great scholar and
philosopher ''Dr. Lardner,'' incleliblv stamps it as a
jOT[Je1'Y·

Let us then look at a few of those glaring discrepancies and contradictions. Matthew savs the thieves
also which were crucified with him "cast the same
in his teeth, that is, the mocking and reviling of the
priests, scribes, elders," etc. Mark says also that
·'they who were crucified with him reviled him."
John only say,; that "Christ was crucified with two
others with him, he being in the midst." Neither of
these three says anything of the conversion of oue of
the thieves, nor of the promise of ChTist that :• tltis
clay he should be with him iu paradise." But it is the
account given by Luke to which the Christian Churcll
gives prominence in this particular, and by the exam·
pie thnt Christ there gives, they go at the foot of the
gallows, and take a human monster, who was born in
sin, shapen in iniquity, whose every breath from birth
to death has been pollution, ancl then will send him
straight to "Abraham's bowm," with hallelujah to
the glory of Gocl. But sec how different is Luke's
story from the others. His words are, "If thou be
the Christ, save thyself cmd us." Now from those
words, does this man deserve the obloquy with which
the Christian world covers him ? "Save thyself and
us," he says: the benefit that he asks for himself, he
asks also for others.
Why was his prayer not an·
swerecl? Was it because it is said ''one shall be
taken and the other len?"
The other, asking selfishly for a b!essing for him·
self alone, obtains it, for to him Christ says: This day
shalt !hou be with me in paradise." Now there certainly is nothing in Luke's account of the conduct of
the two men, to merit this distinction-that one
~houlcl be sent to hell, and the other to heaven. See
also, how they differ in their account of Christ's own
death: John says that Christ's dying words were, ''It
is finished," "and he bow«cl his head and gave up the
ghost."
Luke says that he said "Father, into thy
hands I commend my spirit.. " But Matthew and
:M:>trk mflke him utter the despairing cry, , "Eloi,
Eloi, lama sahachtlumi ! :ll'Iy G-od, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me ?"
Luke and John make Christ to die very re·
.~pectably, indeed.
But according to ::VIatthew and
Mark, he dies in the very agony of despair. It
would be yery amusing to you were I to give
you the different explanations that C!u·istian theologians bave given in their endeavors to harmonize
those fatal contradictions. If he did die as l\iatthew
and Mark say he did, then his doctrines were not able
to sustain him in the hour of his greate~t need. He
eli<.! not die triumphantly. He did not die gloriouslv.
He did not die like a man.
. "
Cranmer and Latimer, and, for the honor of our hn·
man nature be it said, thousands of his own fol·
lowers vinclic·1tecl their title to the name of man
and died mo're heroically-far more courageously;
than did their master. Christ in his death has no
claim to the martyr's crown, for if Matthew and Mark
tell the truth it was in deed inu·lorions-most in·
glorious.
'
o
vVhy to me, our loved and honored Charles Summer,
in his mnrtyrdom, appears as far above Christ as the
heavens are higher than the earth. vVho ever heard
from' his lips the compla ning word? He drank the
bitter cup to its very dregs.
He never once uttered
the coward's prayer, that it might pa~s from ~lim.
No, No! In his death there was sublune hermsm;
J1is only anxiety at that supreme moment was that the
work for which he had given his life mig! 1t be com·
pletecl: "'l'nke care of my Civil Rights Bill," 1yere the
last words of our own h'Jorious Sumner.
vVho is there so coltt to whose eye the tear will not
start as he reads the t~uchin." lines of vVhittier ?'
"'
"And when the hour supreme had come,
Not for himself a tiJOugllt he gave;
In that last pang of martyrdom,
His care was for the half-freed slave."
And the coming age, whose dawning light is even
already seen in our eastern sky, will take tile halo of
glory which .the superstition of the past have thrown
around this mythic Christ, and place it on the brows
of those great anli noble men of our age and generation, who have C!l.l'l'ied us in their stroug arms. forced
our hearts to beat with higher aspirations, and taught
us to live for noble!~ and loftier purposes. And to
those men shall yet be ascribed '' tlll glory."
"All honor! all praise, now and forever,
Let these be thy gods! 0, Israel."
Yours, not in Christ, but in kindness and human
sympathy.
ADDENDA.
It might be said that I have entirely omi.tted to say
anything of the beautiful saymgs that Chnst utterecl,
or the noble doctrines he prcacilell to the people. l
know it· I will consider them some other time. I will
now in ;hi~ adtlendn just say that it is not right or fair
to give to Christ the credit of. first givi~g tl~em ~o the
world: ali this I most emphatically say 1s histoncally
untrue.
Mr. Beecher is even compelled under the

light of this present day to say, "that the sermon on
the Mount and the Lord's prayer are n'ot m·(qinal with
Christ." John Morley, the editor of the " Fo1'tnightly
Review," says in his able and searchino:r analysis of
Mill's three essays on religion in a Ia~ number of
that magazine: "Readers receive so many shocks to
their faith in these clays-that the impression of "any
One of them seldom lasts more than a few weeks.
Perhaps therefore they have ample time to forget a
shock they received seven yeflrS ago.
A learned
scholart then showed them that the sublimest dicta
of the gospels found exact parallels in the Talmud.
and warned them that to assume that the Talmud
borrowed from theN ew Testament would be like as·
suming that Sanskrit sprang from Latin or that
French was developed from the Norman w~rds found
in English; and the wider our knowledge extends, the
fainter becomes the claims made for the gospel moral·
ities as original, new, or exceptionably profound in
insight;" and he also says, which is certainly an en·
dorsement of the view I havrl here· taken of Christ;
that we construct an ideal figure out of the sayings,
the life, and the character of the great figm e of the
gospels, and we do this only on condition ot: shutting
our eyes to about one-half of the portr·aits of Christ
flS drawn in the gospels. Not merelv are some essential elements of the 1\igbest morafity omitted, but
there are positive injunctions and positive traits recorded which must detract in the highest degree from
the justice of an m•qualifiecl eulogium. Thus on the
shores of old superstition, the waves or free thought
still rise, higher-still higher.

Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race
BY

DR. DANIEL ARTER, CAIRO, ILL.

As far back as history extends, man has always
been the most barbarous, blood-thirsty, treacherous,
and tyrannical creature of all the animal creation.
I know that this is strong language; out the history
of the race fully warrants it.
Man's first and highest object in life has always
been the attainment of wealth, eminence and power,
that, through an exercise of these he might enslave
and subjugate his fellow men to his service; flnrl to
achieve these ends he has rejected no means, however base-murder and even fratricide not exceptedutterly unmindful of the love or wratl1 of God, or the
opinion of men.
The most potent power for the enslavement of men
lias been, flnd continues to be, priestcmft, operating
upon the ignorance and superstition of the n:asses.
Long before the Genesaical creation, priests ruled and
controlled the masses, through their ignorance and
superstitious fears. No sooner harl Moses established
his power than he fastened upon the people a herd of
priests and their attendants, chiefly of his own kindred, who fattened upon their substance, exacting
two·tifths of their earnings, as well as everything clevot·
ed both ..of man and ?e~st-of their fruits and ~vines
. ?emandwg peace-offe;mgs, burnt-offenugs, sw-offer·
mgs, atonemcnt-offenngs, as also a share of the
spoils taken frm:1 enemies, virgin maidens not
excepted. All th.Is was .exacted under threats of ~he
dire wrath of their Jewish god, Jehovah. Happily
tor that people, however, the Lord had not, at that
time, prepared his burn in!/ lake of fire, nor even inti·
mat~cl a state o~ future existence. .
.
.
Aft.er the partial overth~·ow of tlus. tyrar:mcal reign
of pne~tcraft and oppre~sion, the pncsts, m order to
mawtmn po>yer, found It necessary to pronmlgat? a
new ~heologlCal dogma! and to devise means to llll·
p~se 1t upon the crecluhty _of the m.~s~es. To. ~fl.ect
tins. they went back I? a tune 1_1ntenur to thc.c.Je,mo.n
~f t.he ":oriel to prov1cle a.Savwr; and to utliizc tlus
Savwr It became 11:ecessmy to find some one to be
~~ve.cl.as w~ll,,~s a fall to be save~ from. Hence t_Jw
ongmal sm m the Gar.den. of ~den, and the cmse
of the angry Jehovah, which IS smct to have descended
to us in this thousandth generation. They denoL:nced
all who did not embrace their dogma ancl contnbnte
to their support., as enemies of God, who were with·
out the pale of mercy, cloomeu to an ever-burning
lake of brimstone-they and tl1eir progeny, even the
infant not tt span in length. This is Cttlvanism. But
here the good and pions Dr. vVatts comes in-tile
God-loving creature who was so delighced in the
imaginary groans and shr.i.eks of_ those infant spirits,
tlutt he set his fancies into metrical verse, to be sung
as sweet music to tb.e glory of God. Let this Godserving creature be heard:
"There is a never-dying hell,
And never-dying pains.
Where children must, with demons dwell,
In darkness, fire, and chains.
Have faith the same in endless sbame,
In all the 11 uman rttcc;
For hell is crammed with infants damn'Ll.
Without a tlay of grace."
How impressive these "sacreLl lines,'' when announced frum a tasse!IP.cl pulpit by a black-coated,
white·cntvateu divine, and sung, with an organ pre·
Jude, by a devout congregation, with upturned f.ae!es,
anu rollinU' eyes? Yes, clear mothers and dear fnends
who have been bereft of your infant darlings:

t A. W. Newman.

" There is a never-ending hell,
And never-dying pains,
Where children must, with demons dwell.
In darkness, tire, and chains!"
r.Hallelujah!]
"For hell is crammed with infants damned,
Without a day of grace."
Is there-can there be any conception more horri?le than this, to the mind of man, or more blasphemous
In the eyes of a Father-God ? and vet this was one of
tile l!Jeans em played by the so-called minister of God,
~o fn.ghten the honest, the ignorant and unsuspectmg, mto orthodox, Christian traces!
Is God consistent? If so, was it consistent to create a Savior before there was any, one to be saved, or
a doom to be saved from? And has he saved us from
the curse said ~o.lrave been prOJ;IOunceli against us
through our ong1~1al parents? Let us, for a moment,
e;"amm.e the _worcln~g of the cmse, as pronounced by
Gocl hun.se.lt: leavmg the snake to crawl upon irs
belly, as 1t lS reasonable to suppose it al•vay8 did, and
to ''eat dust," as it is reasonable to suppose it does
not now, tfnd never di~ll Referring to this curse, I
~1ust confess that, owmg to my early Christian train·
mg, so lleeJ~ly was tl~is perverted pass>lge impressed
upon my nHncl, that for many years ·I labored under
the delusion that it was irrevocably fixed npon all the
postenty of Adam.
·
But, to my text: Ge11esis, ch. 3; verses 17 18 and
19: 4-nLI unto the wonum he· said, "I will gr'eatly
multiply thy sorrows and thy conception; <tnd in sor·
row shalt thou bring fortll children ; and thy desire
shall be unto thy husband, and he shall rule over
thee."
And to Adam he said: '' Because thou hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife, ancl hast eaten of the
tree w!lich I COI!!-mandell you, saying thou shalt not
eat of It, cnrsed ~s the ground for thy sake; in sorrow
shalt thou eat of 1t all the days of thy life· thorns also
and thistles shall it bring forth to thee; a{Jd thou shalt
eat of the herb of the field .
. " ln the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy bread,
till thou retmn unto the ground, for out of it wast
thou taken; for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt
thou return."
Now let us inquire: Is this curse removed? Are
~others saved from the sorrow and pains of partlll'i·
twn, even the most devoted Christian believers? I
tell yon, from numerous and painful observations
Ll~ll'ing a medical practice of nearly two score years:
lvo I No I Does not the gronncl still brincr forth
~horns and t11isc!es? Docs not man still eat Ill~ bread
In tl1e sweat of his face, and does he not- "0 clown to
the ground from which he was taken? HZw all this
whi?h is uut the fate ami experience of the hnma~
family, can be accepted as punishment for the
"original sin," is beyond my comprehension, and
fiuds .U<! warrant in reason, justice, or common sense.
Adm1ttmg Its truth, the curse can only be accepted
according to th~ literal meaning and import of the
;-vords, and not m a metatJ!lOrical sen~e. Accepting
It thus, no mnn can escnpe from or avoid it unless
Got! changes his "immutable law~," in which ~ase he
would prove himself fallible. Then, by what forced
con,tructions or figurative twistings this curse can be
tortured into a ''penal hereafter," from which man
can only be saved through faith in a mvt!Iical.Savior
priests alone must explain. 'l'be Lor'i.l did not inti:
mate a future in his curse; but limited the punishment
to the tillle when man should return unto the "'I'Ollnd
out of 1yhich.he :vas take!?-.. Thi.s high autho1~lty (th~
Lord himself), gives no mtmmt10n of a life beyond
the grave; of a burning hell, or of a new Jerusalem
of lmme uliss. Y,et this (the original sin, a:nd atonement tlu·ongh a tlavior's blood), is to this day, the
very corner-stone of Christian creeds-the .rreat
'•open-sesame," by which the ignorant and crecl~lous
masses ar~ .robbe~ of million~ every year (in many
cases entmlmg misery and pnvation and not unfre·
quently insanity), that a crafty, ami often imbecile
pnestltood, may ue support~d in case, inc!· ·lence, and
luxury,. Compare our spacwus and gor;;eous church·
es, tl1C1~· ornamented -yalls, ami tasselled pulpits, carpeted msles, and cusluoued pews, gilded c!Ianclcliers,
and costly organs, with the lowly cottage, witl1 its
bare walls and .cmtr·se allll scanty lumiture, witl! the
half-clad, pale-laced mother, poorly clothed children
-the fatller, if living, stri~i~1g dtty by cb1y to provide
scm~ty supplies, ttnd who, If .found mellllmg his boot,
sawmg l11s ~vood, or .cultivatmg l1is garden Oil the so·
called holy Sabbath, IS uenonueed as a worker of in·
iquit.y, if he is not arrested and tined as a culprit·
wt,ile the Ohurcl.I, by a species of fmud, gambling:
and bcggmg commually adds to its horde of wealtn,
and is lauucd for its success! The poor man, even
the widow, with t~n only cow, a !'ickety cook stove,
~n~ bed of stmw, IS taxed, while the Unurch, gmnd
in Its wealth anu ovcr.shadowiug marrniticence is exempt; and yet the poor, who are t7nable to 'clothe
themselves up to the orthodox standard to appear in
those consec,ated temples, are expected from their
scanty means to contrilmtc to tlleir support! Shaull[
some unfortUIH1tC mother with het· children obtrude
her -presence in these hallowed sanctuaries, clothed in
the humble garb that belits her means and station in
life, ~he becomes the gazing stock of the congregation,
and 1s so completely bta~ed and scow led out of countenance that she scar.:ely ever summ0ns the coura()'e to
repeat the visit.
"'
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And this is the Christian religion, fr?m a _promulgation of which tens of thousand_s (Imbeciles . and
hypocrites among tlw rest) draw thmr support, largely
from the ignorant, th~ poor, and t)le ?redulous-denouncing those who Withhold contnbutwns as !l).fid_e~s
and Atheists; betraying, by word and de.ed, a spmt
which if unrestrained by law, would depnve them of
citize~ship and in this nineteenth century, re-enact
the ·scenes ~f th~ Spanish Inquisition l Indicati:ve. of
such a spirit is the prevailing struggle among Ch;1st1an
fanatics to insert the name <?f God, an_d r~cogmze the
divinity of Jesus in our Feaeral ConstitutiOn.
It is true that our . n:odern ~heologian~ ar~, ~ot re,s;ponsible for the ongm of .tills theologiCal . trnposttion," for we find that, anterior to the ~cnesmcal ~re
ation men had their objects of worship, each natwn
establishing or creating its own god. Gods of gol~,
silver, brass, wood, stone, and clay; gods of the ammal and reptile creation, such as bulls, elephants,
crocodiles, and serpents.
Planetary and elementary
gods such as the sun, moon, stars, and fire, and
wate~, and, at a later day, man-gods. T?e. Hindoos
had tlleir Christ, or Christna, born of a V u·gm, as was
the Christian's Christ, without a natural father, and
like llim put to death, long before the lat~m: was born.
Hence, it was only necessary fo: the Chnst1~~ fathers
to copy the Hindoo legend, w1th such additiOns and
alterations as would better adapt it to the people and
times, leaving their successors in the fait~1 such merit
as they might win in the labor of spreadmg the monstrous deception throughout all the eartll.
All nations above the savage have their own bibles
and their own gods, shaped in accordance with. the
will and desires of their authors.
The Amencan
aborigines, without a Bib~e, worshiped. t~e Gr~at
Spirit; alld until brought mto commumcatwn With
the Chtistian world, were among the most honest,
trustworthy and conscientious of all living men. No
Jocks or bar~ were required to their wigwams. Murders were of rare occurrence; drunkenness was unknown· and unlike their Christian successors in the
land they ranked seduction and licentiousness among
tliC 'highest crimes-ordinarily inflicting upon the
male offender the penalty of death!
But no sooner
were these so-called ''savages'' brought to a knowledge of the Christian reli!\'ion, than they . became
deceitful treacherous, and d!shonest-becommg robbers and 'murderers, as we :find them at the present
dav.
And now, of all the numerous worshipers in
the world the Christians alone claim the atonement for
original sin, and, with a few exceptions, the existence
of an endless hell. Is it not marvelously'strange that
God after depositing Adam in the dust where he left
him' and afterwards manifesti~9 himself to numbers
of bible notables-speaking to lYlo~es face to face, giving him his laws_ and ~;om~a~dme_nt~, which he was
forty days and mghts m wntmg-1s It not strange, I
repeat, after all this, that God now~ere allu?ed to the
original sin, the fall of man, a com~ng Savwr,_ or future state of existence? Why was It that he Withheld
this knowledge, so i~portan~ to man, when b~ing so
voluble and commumcative m matters of less Importance? Was it an after-thought, that he might amuse
himself by a contemplation of the pain and shrieks of
his helpless children, whom he had circumvented by
his fore-knowledge that they might writhe and roast
in an endless hell; 'oris the whole plan of .salvation a
scheme that IS totally unwortlly of belief?
I know that I have made use of strong language,
but have not gone beyond an expression of my firm
convictions. I have, therefore, no apology to offer to
any one. I cherish no ill feelings toward our clergy;
on tile contrary, I consider them in the light of oth~r
charlatans and astute speculators, who earn thmr
bread and butter by imposing upon the credulity of
tile ignorant and unthinking masses. Many of them
are entitled to no small degree of credit for their sagacity for it is an acknowledged fact that the greater
and m'ore mysterious the humbug is, the more greedily the peope swallow it.
But I dare not, being merely human, condemn any
of their tenets or ereeds, as all claim their origin in a
greater or less degree, irom the g~ds themselves. The
Chinese the Hindoo, the Brahmms, and the Buddhists· tile Greeks and the Jews; the Christians; the
follo~ers of Mahomet, and the believers in other creeds
and dogmas-all claim divine origin; and who am I
that I should condemn them, although my right to
study, question, and investigate is as great as the right
of the greatest?
. .
. .
But it is contended that the Chnst1an doctrme 1s
the entire embodiment of peace and good-will on earth
to man.
The contrary is the fact; and I challenge
the Christian world to deny that its teachings have
been the cause of more bloodslled, misery, tears, and
suffering during the Christian era, _tha~ all other
causes combined.
Our standard histones declare
that over one hundred millic:ms of human lives have
been sacrificed as the direct result of its teachings.
But this terrible loss of human life our clergy profess
to be able to explain away :• if they only hail time!"
Years and decades have resolved themselves into centuries and yet we are without the explanation!
Wh'ile I do not condemn any 'religion or mode of
honest· worship, I claim it as a l'ight and as my duty
to criticise all, and if I can, to expose theil- frauds,
their errors. and their impositions.
I would not be
1mderstood as denying a great "First Cause, "-fl.

spirit incomprehensible, full of power, goodness. and
glory; but I do deny that he 1s the author_ of the
Uhristian ?·el-igion, or is in any manner respons1 ble for
the bloodshed, terror, and misery that may b~ P\lt
·down as its legitimate outgrowth.
He has, m Ins
wisdom, fixed laws for our government, and ~o a violation of them we may trace all our physical and
mental ills and sufferings. Where is the man or
woman that does not suffer from wrong-d:>ing, bot.h
in body and mi~1d? Where is the:J?urderer1 tile thief,
the liar, the swmdler, and hypocn~e that 1s at peac~
with his own conscience? Cons1der the effects of
physical excesses and imprudence?
. ..
.
How many thousands suffer from a vwlatwn of nature's laws? Ninety-nine out of every hundred of the
ills to which humanity is subjected, may be ascribed
to that cause; and the only atonement is through
suftering.
It is true tll.at _there are many who su.fier
from hereditary transmiSSIOn, and hence the trmsm
that "The sins of the father (let me add the mother,
too), shall descend even unto the. third g:eneration."
It is also true that there are exceptiOns winch we cannot comprehend; but all arise out of the same cause
-the tl'ansgression of nature's laws.
But, where is
the man or woman who has lived an upright, honest
life and conformed as nearly as possible to the laws
of his or her being, who does not enjoy that peace of
mind so essential to human happiness? We may, at
times be at a loss for an explanation of the evils
that beset us; but upon close examination the cause
will be found within ourselves; and prayers, unless
seconded by individual effort will avail us nothing.
· In concl nsion let me say that all owe it to themselves to use the reasoning powers their creator has
endowed them with, to improve themselves, to search,
seek and examine for tllemselves, and not to rely
upo~ the ipse dixit of any man, be he scripture-monger salvation-peddler, saint or sinner-ever bearing
in' mind that every individual write~;~ his own destiny,
and that that destiny cannot be changed by all the
cant and prayers of all the popes, bishops, priests,
deacons 1 and elders that ever lived on earth ;-that
everybo dy is responsible for himself alone, and that
no mediation can shield llim from the penalty of his
own misdeeds. Let none flatter themselves that they
are exceptions; let no one rely upon the efficacy of
Church ordinances or the prayers of hired priests, for
death is not surer than that each and every one of
us must answer for himself.
As we can neither add
to nor detract from the greatness of the Almighty, or
change or modify his laws, _ali ou_r pray_ers anll J?etitions OUl' praise and adoratiOn Will avail us notlung.
We ~an most effectively serve him by an observance
of "The Golden Rule," laid down for us long before
the advent of Christ, and reiterated by him as an
explicit and even god-like rule of conduct-to "Do
unto others as we would have them do unto us." Do
this· relieve our fellow-creatures, and render them
as h~ppy as we can, and the mission of onr lives will
be happily fulfille_d.
.
.
Wherein does It benefit the nnpovm?shed -~an or
woman to address the Ruler of the Umverse w song
and systematic prayer, in the hope that, suspending·
his Iawi he will shower down bread from heaven, and
send be~fsteak upon the winds, as he sent myriads of
quail to llis chosen people of Israel? Would it not
be wiser and more consistent in us to thank him for
the blessings that enable us to relieve the necessities
of the poor and unfortunate-to supply their needs
from our abundunce, thereby rendering ourselves his
"good angels,'''-diffusing light and bringing happiness amoncr our fellow-creatures, where, else, ali had
been dark~ess, misery, and distress.
.

(Concluded from Fiilh Pa(Je.J

was claimed that lie was "in the beginning with
God;" that he existed from all eternity; that he took
upon himself the form of man; that he was the
"word "-the son of God ; that he was the second
person in the trinity; that he could control the elements; that he could walk in the air; that he could
move any bodies at will ; that he raised the dead ;
that ·he came to redeem the world from sin; that he
was the world's "Savior," "Hedeemer," aml ' 1 the
only begotten of the l!'ather," and that through his
name the world was to. be saved.
Numerous other " Saviors" anc! "Hedeemers," who
lived before Christ, might be named in this connection to show the striking similarity which existed between him and them, but we have already quoted
enough to give the reader cle.trly to understand that
there were, hundreds of years before the time of Jesus,
abundance of material of which to spin and weave his
story; and that taking all the facts into consideration,
the prior existence of similar claims, and the extreme
doubt of the authenticily of the gospel narratives of
Christ, the strongest probability is that such a personage as Jesus never had an existence; or .that, if
he did exist, he was only a common mortal, to whom,
a century or two after his death, was falsely attriuutetl
by designing, dishonest persons, tleific characteristics,
impossible performances, and moral utterances, after
the style of the fabulous demi-gods and distinguished
teachers of older times.

---

For tlJ,e Love of God.
" Tile time is coming when Christians will love God so
intensely that they will vut to death even their own children who may be founcl holding and teaching heretical
opinions."-Rev. M·. H'ells, Sec1·etary of the 1': Jli. a. A.
of No 1·them Ohio.

PerhaJ)S our readers will remember the reply to "A
Pious Letter," which recently'appeared in these columns, by Morgan R. Nichols,
est Winfield, N. Y.
We have just leamed that this worthy young man, after having been refused admittance to the W. ""IV.

Yv

Academy by the Principal, !las been obliged to leave
his father's house because of his Liberal belief. The
pious parent of young Nichols obliged him to accept
the alternative of destroying his books, giving up his
claim in a Liberal library, and renouncing his honest
convictions of truth, or else to leave his home. He
has chosen to give up his father's house rather than
.
surrender Ius _manhood. This Christian father is
doubtless longmg for the ''good time coming" predieted by Wells.
TnE subject of money is the most distasteful to us
of. any ~topic we are called upon to allude to. We
dislike to be obliged to mention it ; but we just wish
to say, that if our patrons who have not renewed will
be kind enough· to do so, they will confer a special
favor upon us. Our expenses are heavy and "funds"
u:·e necessary to _meet them. Friends, remember our
needs. We again request those who do not want the
paper and do not intend to pay for it, to pay up for
the time they have had it and notify us to stop it.
We wish to furnish all who want it and will pay for
it, but cannot afford to send it to those who will not
pay.

OPEN QuEsTroNs.-It is a great mistake to consider
any question respecting man's condition after death, or
the personal identity of invisible. inteiligenc~s _as _settled. This is a foregone conclusiOn m Chnst1amty,
and had the mystic rap of the nineteenth century
only commenced in the pulpit,_ it would .h~ve been
hailed as a miraculous confirmatiOn of Christian dogmatism. Let Spiritualists, therefore, be slow in building theories on mystical phenomena, lest,they b~come
like Christians who are spell-bound by faith m the
Bible." To b~ crystalized in settled opinions respectA NEW DooK-Mr. C. P. Somcrby has presented
ing the unknown is proscriptive and sectarian, as all
believers in mediumistic ''revelations" are prone to us with a copy of Scriptural 8peculation8, by Halsey
become.
LE RoY SuNnl!:ULAND.
R. Stevens, a work of over 400 pages, just issued.
It is a review of many pttrts of the Bible from a LibThe Law of Compensation.
eral standpoint, and presents many new thoughts as
well as ole! thoughts in a new dress. It is an interestThe soul that sins dies-such is the Law.
Ga1tse an'd EjJ'ect r~n parallel through every fibre of ing work, and can be freely recommended to tlte genour being-through the U niv!'rse. .
.
eral reader. Price $2 hy mail.
High on the list of Beatitudes, IS the Beatitude
which enables us to see God-the Living Gocl, in Living Temples-enable3 us not only to se~ _God-It enZELL'S ENCYCI.OPEDIA. We call attention to the
ables us to be Living Temples of the IAvtn!J God.
In my circle of acquaintance, are those to whom I advertisement of this valuable work on the fifteenth
reverently bow-·'l'o my perc~ption, they a_re. the per- page. We lately treated ourselves to a copy of 1110
sonification-the Material izatwn-of the Livmg God
-the Power of God and the ""\Visdom of God-the work, n.nd are well pleased with it. It contains not
Power of God, enabling them to pre_sm:ve th~ir form only all the matter in "W cbster's U nabritlged Dicerect through all strains upon thmr mtegnty-tlle tionary," but is also a fnll Hepository of Knowletlge,
Wisdom of God,'_direct!ng their every action, wo?'d and Science, Biography, Literature and Art. It is truly
thouoht.
Though deeply religions, I'm t.oo materialistic to one of the most valuable works in the English language.
adore abstractions.
PREN'rrss.
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w:as ?ccasioned by the robbery of $500,000 of the InTo the Readers of The Truth Seeker :
dianS money, for the want of which they were
driven by starvation and the influence of the rebels to
D.EAR FRIENDs.: Permit me to address you on a
seek redress by force of arms, the same as the whites subJect that I thmk should to some extent interest
w~re doing. ":his report could not at that time re- every person of Infidel or Liberal principles. You
c~1Ve the at~eutwn whtch its importance required, and are all wel.l aware that religious literature is circulatsmc.e then rt caunot be ~~uud ou the records of the. eel extenst.ve)y tl~rough the meG.ium of tra veliug
Indian Bureau, although drhgent search has been made; agents, mrsswnanes or colporteurs. The Southern
but .the subscriber received-in regard to it-the fal- 8tates are, perhaps, more infested with these godlylo.~mg note:
~1:·umme_1·s than, the Northern States; I can speak pusMY AGED FRIEND BEESoN: I have heard your state- rtrvely for the 8tate of South Carolina which is almost
f.:letn t~. I have thought much, though I.have said.little, deluged with these 1•eligious pimps t~aveling through
Freethought Lecture.
,tssure
that asshall
soon
as the
of th1Hand
warr til e coun t ry se 11'mg b'bl
'· S unday-school
isusett\(ld,
theyou
Indians
have
my bus
ftrstmess
attention.
I es, d'tstn'b utmg
A lectnre was delivered at Masonic Hall, last Sun- shall
not rest until they have justice that will satisfy both and other tracts, soliciting subscriptions to the various
day evening, by Alfred S. Green, entitled "Free- them and you,"
. .
ABR~HAM LINCOLN.
religious. ~e.wspaper~ published in this and adjoining
thought and Freethinkers.'' There was a fair attend- . The second Commrsswn was organtzed under Pres- ~tates, vtsrtmg sectwns remote from railroad faciliance, and the lecture was well received.
Mr. Green rden~ Johus_on, and re~OI·ted the. necessity of an im- tres, and carrying their gospel right to the doors of
desires to go West, and will fill any engagement that mediate r31drcal reform m the Indran Department.
then customers. Many of these gospel drummers are
may be desired. His list of prepared lectures is to be
The third Commission was organized as "the In- doing a thriving business, both for themselves and
found in another column.
dian Peace Commission," in accordance with the their great cause. Now can't we Liberals profit by
re.solve of Pre~id.ent C!'r~~t, '.'to facilitate ~uy meas- this Christian example; have we not an equal cause,
We cheerfully give place to the .following from me for the Chnstian crvthzatwu of the Iudrans. '' It yea, a much greater cause to be up and doing? Can
was composed of twenty distin~uished citizens and we !lot afford one Infidel missionary, just one, whose
Father Beeson on the Indian subject. We have had pastors, who en~aged to act wrtho11t pay from the busmess shall be to travel and sell Liberal books disseveral interviews with the kindly old gentleman Government. Vmcent Colyer and others of its mem- tribute Liberal tracts and solicit subscribers t~ our
(over seventy years of age), and find him thoroughly bers visited the various tribes, and their reports fully newspapers, viz. : THE TRUTR SEEKER Common
the appropriateness of the following ext.ract Sense, Boston Investigator, or any other Infi'del publihonest and in earnest. He has afforded us new light sustained
from a published appeal of the Commission, dateu cation ?
upon the Indian question. The course our govern- July 16th, 1868:
.There ~re in our country .tii?usands of people of
ment and our people have purs~ecl towards the red
"We do JiiOt deny that the Indian is an uncivilized man. Lrberal·vrews and Infidel pnnctples, who never saw
men has assuredly been most dishonest and cruel. and til.at hn; practiCes toward his e.n~~ies are cruel and or read an Infidel book or paper ; in fact, there are
revoltt,ng, but we affi:.;m that, to ctvrltze and n,ot to de- many who do not know that there are any sucl1 b k
.
.
.
oo s
Every t.waty we have made with them has been bro- stroy, iS the noble policy of a magnammous natwn. We
moreover, affirm that his cruelties are exaggerated by the and papers published m the U mted SLates and the
ken on our part, and in the work of aggression we cun,ning ,of interested whites 'll'ho, themselves, witll all clorgy are doing their "level best'' to keep this bit of
have always been foremoet. If we had, in all cases, thetr ~,nhghtem;q.ent, gften .riyal the Indian in .deeds of information fenced out and ignorance fenced in
Th . .
. t
· ·
blood. . . . . Public opmwn has been fed wtth falseete ate a gtea many persons who are skeptiCal
treated the sons of the forest in the way which hon- hood, uuttl not only sympathy, but even common justice .
ha.s
been:w:ell
nigh
extinguis~ed. Taking advantage of Ill regard to the Bible and the Christian religion ; but
esty and humanity would dictate, it would have been thiS condition of t\J.e pub.hc .mmd, p.ordes of speculators who-as I said before-never read an Infidel book or
uponthis
theevil
Indians
rmpumty."
. . be
"Asvisited
there I)aper· Ill
· tlJell
· · l'tves. Tl
vastly better for the Indians, and more than $500,000,- prey
must With
be stopped
or its. guilt
. te most of these people would
is a God,
000 in the public treasury. Father Beeson has spent upon our land; it is dangerous, 'as well as mean and buy a book and subscnbe to a paper from a traveling
to. gppress the w~ak." . : . ·:We appeal ~o agent, but will never do either by ordenng them elitwenty years in Oregon, and has become thoroughly cowardly,
our fello,w~qitiZ!JllS f:rom Mame to Cahforma, to feel thmr rect from the publishers or book stores I II
fo
Ill this matter, as well aR their power to
II ,
.
•
ave r
acquainted with various tribes of Indians, as well as responsibility
reverse the sad and shameful picture. We ask them to ~ e 1ast three years been strongly impressed with the
the numerous wrongs that have been done them.
help us by ICass-meetings, and by the voice of the free tmportance of this subject, and have often wished that
Press in every city and to,w!!·"
·
some one more competent than myself would ()'ive it a
In behalf of the CommiSSIOn.
· that some one mrght
·
"'
·
An Open Letter
HoWARD CRoSBY President
pu bl'rc ?O t'lee, h opmg
engage
m
PETER CooPER, Vice-President,
the. bu~mess ; but never until recently did I think of
To the Pasto1'8 of all Denominations, and to the Senate
BENJAMIN TATHAM, Treasurer. trymg rt myself, but cu·cumstances of a peculiar uactnd House of Representatives of the Unit@d States for
VINCENT COLYER, Secretary.
ture have determined me to " try my hancl ''
1875-6.
WILLIAM
BLoDGET,
~
I propose to com\llence the busmess
·
· about the
LE
Gl\Al'fD
CaNNON,
Executive
Committee.
on or
GENTLEMEN: One hundred years have nearly gone
EDwAR;D
CRoMWELL,
first
of
Jan.,
1876.
If
I
succeed
in
my
plans,
I prosince our fathers declared that all men (women includTo thrs earnest ap:peal there has not as yet been pose to canv:as the States of South Carolina, Georgia,
ed) have a right to life, liberty and. the pursuit of happiness, and yet, to-day, the women, and the Indians, any proper resppnse from the pulpits, and as the In- North Carolma anu 'l'cnnessee, and sell Infidel books,
and the ill-paid working mim are, either by pTejudice dian Ring is paramount over 1·eligion and law, the ~amphlets, tracts, etc., etc., also to solicit subscripor by p!YI!e?·ty, debarred from the enjoyment of these Peace Commission remains powerless to stop frauds twns to THE! TRUTH 8EEiillR and Common &nse, and
rights. This sad fact is an appeal for you to unite, as and Modoc tragedies. Some of its members have re- any other Ltberal paper from which I can obtain an
with the heart of one man, to remove the obstacles, signed rather than retain a sacred office as a useless agen?Y· I see but one drawback to n1y euterprise,
and thus prove by the equality of rights, instead of by sham, but the good results of their work are apparent that IS the lack of money. It is true it will not require
the partiality for riches, that our nation is worthy of in a rapidly increasing interest and in the readiness of a large sum to set this ball in motion, still it requires
the clay which, for the hundredth time, we are about the leading newspapers to plead for the oppressed. more tha~ I c31n command; anu unless I can get help
to celebrate, and in order to impress You, as the It is also seen in the fact that the Indians,:wlw have I must gtve It up. I have already obtained a little
national representatives of Religion and Law, with no faith in Government officials, sti!l hope for justice and have. the promise of a little more, and have had
euc?uragmg words from 5?me of my Infidel friends,
the necessity for special action, a statement is here- from the people at large.
And now, gentlemen, as you and your predecessors advtsmg me to push the thmg through at once. I do
with given of what needs to be done, and the names
of representative men (deceased and living) who have in office, from the landing of our Fathers on Plymouth n?t by any Ill:eans wis~ any person to bestow or conby their sympathy and pecuniary aid sanctioned the Rock, until now, have had the command of the army tnbute a~y~lnug gratUitously, I only wish to borrow
and of the national treasury, ar;.d the moral force of funds ~ufficwut,. to start me in the business, and pledge
subscriber in this work:
all the churches, and have failed to prevent Christian myself to refund every cent twelve months after date
'l'he late Archbishop Hughes, and Facivil'izcd:ion from being a blight instead of a blessing with 10 per cent interest; any one who may feel disCatholics. upon our Indian neighbors, and a bar against the posed to aid me can do so by depositing the amount
ther Desmit,
'l'he late Rev. Dr. Wayland, President
enjoyment of equal rights of all classes. There is no ~tey wish to loan me with the Editor of 'l'nE TituTH
Baptist. faith felt by any party in your sectariauisms or in ::iEEKER, (Dr. Bennett) or Col. R Peterson, Editor of
of Brown University,
The late Rev. Theodore Parker, and
your politics. You are, therefore not asked for the Common Sense, when the name of the loaner and the
Unita1·ians. enactment of new laws, or for fresh measures on the amount loaned and the date it was received shall all
Thomas Starr King,
The late Rev. Dr. Kirk, President of
old plan, but only that you willlearu the lesson which appear in TnR TRU'rn SEEKER or Common Sense, as
Tract Society. was taught by the ancient version of "a great sheet the .case may be; al!-d as soon as a sufficient sum is dethe American
Episcopal. let down from heaven containing all manner of living postted to start me Ill the business, due notice will be
Bishop Clark, Providence, R. I., ·
Rev. H. Crosby, Chaucelor of the New
creatures," (symbolic of different creeds,) that the In- gtven, and each person will receive my promisory
P.resbyteTian. dian's faith in the Great Spirit is as acceptable to God note for the amount they deposited before it is paid
York University,
Methodist. as your own, and that faith of any kind is worthless, over to me. I suppose 1t will take about 300 or 350
Rev. Dr. Abel Stevens, New York,
0 rtlwdox Friend. except there is added to it virtue, knowledge, temper- d~llars to :~tart .me. Say a good horse or mule, which
Benjamin Tatham, New York,
Ilicksite F1·iend. auce, patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and Will cost Ill thts State $150; a suitable wagon, $125;
Delwyn Parrish, Philadelphia,
[JniversctUst .. above all, "charity which thiuketh no evil, is not eas- a set of harness and other fixtures, $35; advertising
Hev. Dr. Minor, Boston,
Luther· Colby, Editor Banner of
ily provoked, and which sufl'ereth long and is kind." $40; .to~al, $350.
'
Light,
Spi1·itualist.
For this end, you, with all who read this, are invitT~ts 1~ a small amount, but small as it is I have not
Horace Seaver, Editor Boston Investieel (in advance) to consider the decisions of a two &ot rt. If all who are able, would each loau me twentyInfidel. days' meeting, which will be called as soon as repre.: five ~ents, I .w?uld soon have the "ark moving," and
gator,
The late Gen. John E. Wool, Gerrit
seutative persons (men and women) have signed their I believe, strrnng up Freethought element that can be
8mith, Hon. Wm. Sprague, Peter
names to a call for the following purposes:
reac~ed in no other way.
Cooper, R. '1'. Trall, M.D., Bronson
1. To ascertain the reason why Christian civilizaFnends of the Liberal cause, Brothers and Sisters of
Murray,
Citizens. tion is su h a lamentable failure.
humanity, niy project is before you; shall I have your
In addition to these, the subscriber has received dona2. To adopt a Platform which shall embody a pro- support or not 'I I am poor, but willing to work and
tions from the "Boston Unitarian Association for the vision for the enjoyment of the natural rights of all devote the rest of my life. to the great struggle for
spread of the gospel among the Indians ;" lie has also persons, regardless of color, g1·ade or sex.
men t~tl fre~don!, an~ notwrthstandiug I am ostracised
spoken in scores of pulpits, and has been kindly spo3. To nominate a President of the United 8t3:tes, here ~n ~hts pr:rest-nddeu, superstitious community, I
ken of, almost without exception, by the local Press whose rightly-formed head and well-ordered prevwus am strUm durmg the war, pay 01' no pay.
at every place he has visited.
life shall be a sufficient guarantee of fitness for the
Fraterually,
R. M. CASEY.
office.
Pendleton, S. C., Sept. 17th, 1875.
WHA'l' HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED.
Gentlemen, in full confidence that, to the extent of
Prior to 1860 several Indian Aid Associations were
formed in the States of Ne'v. Yoi·k, Pennsylvania, your love for God and for your neighbor, and for
DR. BETHUNE used to tell a good story about two ScotchRhode Island and Massachusetts, all of which did your country, yott will contribute yom' money and men who came to this country several years ago. "What's
much to attract public atte;:Jtiou to the outrages upon your influence in some well-devised _Plan which &hall the matter, Andrew, that ye seem sae troublml tltis mornthe Indians, which resulted in the appointment of actualize "Peace on earth, good-wrll to man," and ing?" "I had a fearful dream in the nicht." .. What did
successive Commissions of investigation-the first by ''glad tidings of great joy unto all people" (Indians ye dream?" "I dinna like to tell." "Did ye dream ye
President Lincoln, secretly to ascertain if the reports included).
'!'hose having suggestions to make, ~ouchiug the saw the deil ?" "No, it was farwaur than that." "Did ye
which he had heard were true. In clue time the Comdream yer mither was dead?" "Nay, it was fat· waur
mission returned, and confirmed the worst reports he foregoing, will please address the subscnber.
than that." "Well, what did ye:dream ?" "Why, I dreamJoHN BEBSON,
had previously received, showing that the :Minnesota
ed I was hame again.''
Cooper Institute,. N. Y.
Indian raid, iu which hundreds of whites were killed,

THE valuable work, The Pro and Con of Supernatm·al Religion, by ex-Rev_ E- E. Guild, which, for several months past has appeared regularly in our columns, will be completed in our next, after which it
will be published in book form, both in paper and
cloth. Those who will wish copies, will please notify
us. Price, in paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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at the hard times, or that we are not totally eaten
Iupderand
demolished by human vultures, in the hum-

Labor the Grand Criterion.
BY

A,

GAYLORD SPAULDI:<i"G.

To the G1·angm·s and Toilers of the Nation:
BROTHERS AND SrsTERS: You all know, and everybody knows, that lrtbor creates, sustains, and pre~erves
everything-earns and deserves all. Who but Labor,
then, personified, should be voted kiug of the Cannibal Islands, or Emperor, Czar, Khedive, :Milmdo, Kaiser, President, Governor, or Chief, of any
State or Nation ? Nothing else is at all worthy to
stand at the helm, to represent the people in any capacity. It is always the high mark and standard,
measure, value, proof, and test, of true manhood,
morals, and intellect, everywhere. Brains are soft,
if not hardened up by labor. Htmds are puny, when
not made brown, tough, rough, and bony, by toil and
sweat. Soft brains and puny hands are wasting moths
that ruin the whole country. Let them be anested,
tried, convicted, and sentenced to
EVERLASTING BA!<ISHMENT AND INFAMY.
Labor is the mysterious alchemy or philosopher's
stone, that turns everything to gold-or b1·ead, which
is better; and all non-producing professionals, speculators, shirks and vampires, are thieves and robbers,
who deserve the fate of tlHo grasshopper, for they live
on plunder. Labor is health and wealth, and should
be the pride and boast of every man and woman.
Labor is heavenly, and fills .the world with plenty,
beauty and perfection-with fair distribution and
eqmtl rights. The Grange Movement gives labor notable prominence and distinction, and it is now
A WORLD QUESTION1
what will become of the reigning monarchs of the
earth-the autocrats, dictators, and despots-the
Rt>thchihls and money kings? They have forfeited
their proud claims to rule, and must therefore abdicate. Such a tender, slender, weak-nerved, nonworking crew ! Their high poBitions are a mere assumptiou and chance possession. Labor is now the
mighty watchword, and workingmen demand the
thrones and chairs of state, with women for prime
ministers and cabinet officers. No army can put
them down, because they tbemseives are the army
perium in imperio. Reason, justice, and the welfare
of mankind are on their side. It is au evolution and
a revolutivn. Our government will rise up at the
great centennial of 1876, when Grant wi.ll slide gracetully out, and the people march quietly m. No more
Cresarism, or third-termism. This is the new era of
Labor, which is the burden of fervent prayers, sermons and songs, on Sunday or week-day--always sacreel. And what is the great secret of such a marvelous consummation ? It is simply the blessed efl'ect of
the
NEWSPAPER LEAVEN,
showered so copiously on the candid minds of the
working class. How speedily and easily it all comes
about. But yesterday all slaves-to-clay all free men
and women ! Let us have a gram\ jubilee-a universal celebration of the splendid victory and triumph of
clown-trodden labor. All hands up and banners waving!
Labor was the high co11ege of Benjn,min Franklin,
Abraham Lincoln, and Farmer Taylor of Wisconsin,
graduating in the distinguished Freshmen and Sophmore ranks of the heroic type-setter, rail-splitter, ancl
sod-turner. It is the noble school of
COMMON LABOR AND COMMON SENSE.
And will not Common Sense make a good president,
governor, representative, or constable ? Didn't Lincoln answer miduling well at tile bead? Such a diploma, then, stands far above yom· popular fancy
qualifications of classic pride. So what now becomes
of your West Point epaulets and shoulder-straps, or
your Grants, Shermans and Shericlans? Bosh! Suppose a man did kill Cock Robin, Little_(Jrow or Jeti
Davis ? . Does that make him an angel, or a man any
more deserving your vote~'/ No; it is a terrible de"
lusion of the great foolish, numbskull world. Really
the honest marks and scars and sun-tan of productive
labor are far higher commendations than any bloodstains of human slaughter, because labor feeds the people, while war starves them to death. Labor represents the masses, w bile military and professional
titles and honors are monopolized by the few, an~\ furnish bread to none.
A national Congress of political, and professional
idlers, loafers, gambler.'l, thieves, speculators, whiskey
guzzlers and whoremongers, is an awful buriesque
and disgrace ; and if such men are supposed to represent the working class, they (the worKers) must be
low indeetl! But they do no such thing. 'fhey are
"another breed of pups" entirely, and working men
are blinded and cheated all around most shamefully.
Ao-ain, right here at home, it is reported that our
J\tlin~esota legislators, dming their last session (60
clays) expended ten thousand dollars for the nice little
luxuries of
TOBACCO, CIGARS AND LIQUORS,
(td say nolhiiw of other nameless vices and indulgences). The sa~e complimentary facts are probably
•llOre or less true of every other State, showing our deplorably demoralized cuntiition as a nation. All this,
emember, is a continual outrage imposed on univerallabor-for labor pays every cent. Who can won-

im-1

bug name of such government and legislation?
Under this most dubious and discou-raging aspect
of things, our only consolation and hope rest iri the
.confident belief that there is yet a balm in Gilead.
That healing- balm and physician is the inherent power
and virtue of labor and the laboring class_ And, if
such rottenness, rpcklessness, wickedness and corruption, are the le~itimttte outgrowth and fruit of nonprGductive speculation, and of professional and political, and money aristocracy, in State and Church,
smely the downfall of our republic is but a question
of time, unless ave\ted by Wi8e and timely reform_ It
is well that we are awakening to the threatened danger_ Light among the workers, with geneml industrial co-operation, only can save the ship.
LABOH AND TEMPERANCE.
Enlightened co-operative labor is a mighty lever to
elevate and reform society, because labor itself naturally produces steady habits and sober minds. 1\.nd
without general co-operative labor reform, it is a
question if political temperance agitation is not wasted
and useless. An expensive campaign is necessarily
limited, and soon terminates for lack of funds.
\Vhen, if such efforts and money were devoted to the
work of organizing labor, temperance reform would
extend and prosper on no ephemeral or fictitious
basis. Combine the two, then, with labor at the bottom, and save your wasted time, breath and shoeleather. Labor reform is the great panacea·. What
say you, temperance fneuds ?
LABOR AND RELIGION
belong together, because practical religion makes
labor an essential element and duty. W ilhout it, religion becomes aristocratic and priestly, and a mere
empty Sunday affair of speculative theology. That
will never do for the Grange. Labor tames and civilizes men, as well as hvrses, and when organized and
co-~pera~iye: no school is bett~r. for mental, moral and
socml tr~mmg. Tlt~n the G1an~e be?o.mes a real
churc~ of refo_rm, With labor for 1t.s _rehgwn, for t~1e
peoples s~lvatwn. ~ esus was a wo: l~mg man (~ccorc~
mg to ~1ble authonty)-.a Soveieign-a .Giangei,
cradled m a manger. His badge, or regalia, 'Yas a
carpenter's apron .. No mon~rch's crown, nor pn~stly
robe; .no Sun~ay. form nor. gilll~cl steeple, but ~ni:er
sal umty, humam~y and brotherhood. How diffment
from mod~ru se.ctism.
Clwmplzn, Mmn.
------~--

The Car of Time is Moving.
On, the car of time i;; moving,
Ever moving on the way
Towards that bourne where sleep the ages,
In the silence of decay,
And from out whose gloomy portals
Comes no love-note, sign or token;
Nought to cheer us in life's wanderings,
Since the silver cord was broken.
Yet some tell us, in the future
We shall meet those gone before,
In a land where youth and beauty,
As in youth, bloom evermore;
Rising higher by progression,
Knowledge gaining to the soul;
Upward, onward and forevermore
The car of progress rolls.
Strange to me are such wild fancies,
Stranger still the world of man,
With its learning, science, knowledge.
Dare not life's great problem scan;
Try to make each other happy,
Raise the f!tllen from the dust,
Feed the hungry, help the needy,
And in God no longer trust.
J~ife's

great duty is before us,
Here to labor," do or die,"
Heedless of a God eternal.
Or of mansions in the sky;
Seeking ant the sorrow-laden,
Cheer their hearts with words of love;
Give them bread, or cash to buy itNot a check for worlds above.
'Tis not in the laws of natureAll in wealth can equal be;
Some are poor by laws inherent.
Like the channels to the sea;
Each one are by laws of being
Doomed life's channel to pursue,
Whether rough, smooth or pleasant,
"::\fine's for me, and yours for you.
But to all we owe a duty,
Let us then perform it well:
Clear th" thorns from out their pathwayNot for heav~n or fe:;~r of hell,
But to make .the heart beat quicker,
By the aid we can bestow;
Help the needy, raise the fallen,
lVI,ake our heaven on earth below.
RLower Lake, Cal., .A,t(l., 1875.

w_

Dry Goods Price-List.
Thousands in the country are constantly debating
the question of prices in dry goods_ 'rhey go to the
most popular store in the neighborhood, and fail there
to learn for a certainty whether fair prices are charged
or not· Other thousands are not only seeking lwneot
and fair prices, but they want also reliable infonnation in regard to the styles of goods most in demand_
Now, all such persons should send a letter to the highly respectable and reliable tinn of M_ Altman & Co.,
and ask for their new Price-list. This enterprising
and well-known dry goods firm have tal{en this method of popularizing theii· business in every section of
country. This Price-list, containing thirty-two pages
of closely printed matter, gives a. minute description
of a $250,000 stock of Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Millinery Goods, Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
Ladies' and Children's Under-garments, Costumes,
Cloaks, Basques, Hosiery, Gloves, Jewelry, Lace~.
Trimmings, Parasols, Umbrellas, Notions and the
thousand and one articles usually sold in first-class
city houses. It will be sent, free qf cost, to any oHe
sending address and postage stamp for mailing the
same.
We have examined this Price-list, and find that it
teaches its readers how to order goods. 'fhe description it gives of every article is so perfect and complete as to make the selectwn extremely easy and
certain of giving satisfaction. This firm will give
their best attention to the execution of all orders, and
they agree to refund the money in every case where
the goods turn out different from their representations. The standing of the house is such that we
cheerfully vouch for the truth of whatever they say.
Address M. ALTUAN & Co., comer 6th avenue anct
19th street, New York.-EDITOR INDEPENDENT.
[We know and have known Mr. Altman and his
manner of doing business for some time, and arc fully enabled to endorse the views of our contemporary,
and although we seldom agree in matters theological,
we are pleased to accord our hearty concurrence with
its judgment in reference to our friend MoRRis ALTllfAN.
He is just getting out his new Fall and ·winter
Price-list, containing accurate descriptions and the
lowest price of House-fumishing Goods, such as
Sheetings, Towels, Blankets, Quilts, etc., as well as
his full assortment of Ladies' Suits, made up in the
latest styles in Alpaca, Poplins, Reps, Merinos, Cashmere Silks, Camel's Hair Goo us, etc.; etc., as low as
$10 each, and as high up as $300.
This Price-list is sentfree to all our readers who
may send a stamp and their address, and to those hesitating, or who may be unable to send stamp, he will
furnish the Price-list free upon their sending in their
address. 1\lr. Altman is also anxious that Liberals
who may send for his Price-list should distribute them
freely in their towns and villages.-ED. T. S.]
TURKS BETTER THA.N CHRISTIA.Ns.-Nothing has surPrised me more than the contrast this city presents to
most European and American cities in the way of temperance. Wine and stimulants are forbidden in the
Koran, and coffee is the universal drink everywhere. At
all the scalas or steamboat landings on the Bosphorous,
nothing but coffee-Turkish coffee-is to be had for drink
at the numerous restaurants that line its banks. A party
of English, returning from Egypt, spent a day in steamboat, viewine the sights. They told me they made diligent search for something to drink, but eould not o bta.in
even a glass of beer-nothing but coffee. In Pera, on the
opposite side of the Horn, tne European section, occasionally, though rarely, a restaurant may be found where
wines, an<l liquors are sold. This may, perhaps, be accounted for in part from ·the fact that no one can sell
without a license, and licenses are very high.
Tobacco chewing seems to be unkncwn here; I have
not seen an instanC'e since I have been here, nor a spita on; but smoking is universal. Cigars are rarely seen,
and common pines never. Europeans and America.ns use
cigarettes, and these are made no as occasion demands.
For this purpose they carry a small box containing small
strips of paper, made of wood for thiB use, and fine-cut
tobacco, with which they roll up one or more cigarettes
as wanted, insert in an amber tube. and all is done save
lighting. Easy as this seems, it requires skill of manipulation. They are very delicate; are not offensive to
ladies, who permit tlwm in their reception rooma as a
matt8r of course. The Tnrk, if at home, smokes his chibouque, which is a wooden tube six feat long, with amber
tip at one entl, and an earthen bowl at the other, resting
in a polished brass saucer upon the floor. If he is at a
restaUI·a.nt he smokes 'the mwgh\li, the apparatus for
which there abounds. This machine is composed of 11
flexible tube, one inch in diameter and two yards long,
attached with brass mountings to a large glass urn or
bottle, partly filled with water, and so constructed that
the smoke is all foreetl through the water to be cooled !tnd
purified. In actual consU"1Ption of tobacco, the Americans, in smoking alone (to say not.hing of chewing), far
exceed this people. and also every other I have seen.From a Gonstanl'inople Lette1'.
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grain ir. the barn, eggs in the hen-house, aud beef in present time, and the only time to be saved. Then
the barrel, and by that time the sheep have wandered he proceeded a posteriori to show that since there
from the fold, and when the shepherd comes they could be no doubt that hell existed, and that all men
know his voice no more, and may decline to part with were sinners, and that but one possible way of salvatheir fleece. The song of Zion is no more caroled by tion was provided, that it was reasona!Jle to suppose a
FRIDAY, SEPT. 17TH.
faithful lips.
good God would provide a way to let all men know
[THREE HUNDRED' AND ~LEYENTIT MEETING.]
it, for how could they believe tmless tl1ey heard?
"Corne ye sinners. poor and needy."
A paper was read by G. L. HENDERSON, entitled,
But the song of the self-reliant man, whose reason And how can they hear without a prPacher? Here
he ceased to further elucidate the general principles,
stands at the helm is:
Freethought in the West.
but began faithfully to apply these doctrines, special"Ring out the old; ring in the new;
ly to each individual present. " Sinner, clare you apFreetlwught in the West was ~uggested to me as a
And let every man paddle his own canoe."
proach the throne of God and say, 'I am not a sinsubject which would be of interest to those who comThis is a poor country for doctors and priests; ner.' Have you remembered the t\abbath day to keep
pose both the membership and t!Je audience of the what few there are wear poor clothes and visit their pa- it holy? Have you followed the Lord in baptism?
Liberal C!u!J. I have lived in the vVest ~ince 1846, tients and their flocks either on foot or behind a Have you never told a lie? Have you never doubted
when Chicago was but a village, and not a mile horse so thin that its shadow would attract less notice the holy word of God? Have you never taken his
of railroad existed. The telegraph poles were still than the virtues of a congressman.
sacred name in vain? Have you never denied the
growing undisturbed in the tamarack swamps; the
On my first settlement in vVinncbago county, Iil., Christ and the holy Trinity? Have you lived in an
orick and stone school-houses, court-houses and in 1847, I found a mixed community of Irish CathoJ. atmosphere of prayer, trusting in God and taking no
churches, now to be found everywhere in this great ics, Srotch Pres1Jyterians, German and Norwegian thought for to-morrow ? If you have been guilty of
valley, were tlien reposing in tlleir argillaceous and Lutherans, and Eastern Yankees of every creed, from sins, either of omission or of commission, your soul
rocky beds. Civilization bad not then kindled the sa:- the Baptist, ready to follow his Lord througll the is in peril, and should death summon you to judgcred fire of the brick-maker, nor sharpened the chisel water, to the Adventist Saint, ready to follow him ment while uneonverted, you will surely damn your
of the stone-cutler. The red man had not then relin- through the air as soon as the ''Anatomy of a Feather" soul in hell forever and forever. You cannot plead,
quished the hope that his prayer to the Great S~irit should lead to the discovery of the true method of as could the heathen, that you have never he,lrd of
·would be heard, and tlwt the war-whoop and scalpwg- constructing a substant-ial pair of wings. Till then heaven and hell, Christ and his salvation, for have I
knife would yet strike terror to the heart of the pale tile prudent followers of Miller plod along with the not thundered it in yonr ears? Your fathers and
faced invader, who, to save his scalp, would flee usual care that marks the daily life of the Hationalist. your mothers h:tve warned you; tiie holy spirit
towanl the rising ~un, and lctLve him to practice the Fortunately for society these fanatics prepare their pleads with you ; your owu conscience tells you ; the
virtues and acts of his ancestors, which consisted white garments and get ready for the appointed c\ny whole Church warns you that you are standing on the
mostly in keepi_ng his wives wellwhipped, his dogs when Gabriel is to blow his trumpet, the graves give edge of the grave, anc may at any moment wake up
well ted. and· Ins own body beautitully p~unted; ami, up their dead, tlte stars fall from heaven, ancl the firm- in hell, where the voice of mercy never enters."
like his European !Jrother, he relievet.l the monotony ament be rolled up a like a scroll (the earth is p:·etty
These terrible warnings were thundered forth, pe>tl
of existence and also pleased the gods, by occasion- well rolled up now), und they shall meet their Lon\ upon peal, amid the prayers and tears and groano of
ally !Jurning a captive, whose crime was, iirst, that of in the air: bnt when the clay comes, and the sun an earnest multitude. At the close of 1he sermon the
being captured, and ~econd, that he was hoi:n a Paw- keeps on in its daily round, no stars fall nor trumpets anxious seat was opened, and all who felt that they
nee instead of a Swux. But do not shed a emgle tear blow, they quietly lay by their angel dresses, roll up needed this salvation were invited to go forward.
for the fate of the Pawnee, for I can assure you that their sleeves, and return to their work at forge, desk, Mothers pleaded with thdr sons; grey-haired sires with
had the Sioux: been the captive, the Pawnee god and kitchen, while their spirit1ral guides go IJack to their daughters; maidens with their sweethearts.
would not have been deprived of the luxury of a Daniel and St. John to count the horns of the beast, Each was led to believe that he was bearing tlte cross
and to ask the holy spirit whether each horn is to in going forward before all the world to confess himroasted Sioux.
In 1R46 I found myself transferred from a populous stand for a hundred or a tlwusand years. In the self a sinner, and own his Savior before men. Oae
Europe>tn city to a western wilderness, wh~se princi- menntime a few disappointed angels get a glimpse after another !Jegan to go forward. At last Miss Bulpal attraction consiste~ 11_1 the unsurpassed fertrhty_ of through the thin drapery of superstition, abant.lon the lard, followed lJy my English friend, movetl to 1\'arcl
iLs soil and in the nnl!nutecl scope for !ls possessiOn prophets and take up the philosophers, and become heaven. No wonder that Adam took an apple at
and oc'l·upancy. Nature is said to abhor a vacuum, sensible men.
Eve's !Jidding. ·what paradise is not worth a woman's
and Uivi.ization, with its myriad eyes, is searching
About this time I fonuecl the acquaintance of a kiss? I was left alone. Had my Eve been there, I
it out an,\ from its fruitful womb hastens to fill it. young, wild, singing, fiddling, dancing Englishman of might have followed too. As each new penitent
The Briton, the German, the Scandinavian, the Celtic easy virtue, and utterly incapablb or constructing any moved forward, a shout of glory and a hymn of
races or France, Italy, and Ireland, even the remote system of faith for himself, or of resisting any ingen- praise went up to heaven. At last there was a pause;
Hussian all pressed toward this new Eldorado.
ious system of faith !lmt his neighbor, might con- It seemed as though the 1ast shot had !Jecn fired, and
This iJCtero<'eneous multitude· are all in search of struct for him. Accustomed from infancy to the all the sinners saved ; but the shepherd hac! resolvetl
Jiappiuess. 1-f.tppiness is dependent upon two things: fantastic acting of the Episcopal Church, whose ritual, to gather every sheep into the told. I had moved
First space for the person; second, space lor the per- ceremonies, hymns and prayers had !Jeeu invented and back into the coruer. On the opposite side r,f the
somt!'ity. Like the forest nee he must not only have perfected like r.ny act of creation in the time of James room there were still three sinners who held out.
lil.Jcrty to St>lll~ l.Jut he must have h_herty to SWll_lg Ius I. since which this sublime comedy has been on They, lilw myself, had crept into their comers, but
arms around lnm as the tree waves rls branches lll the the boards, and with but little variatien. It is true, our the shepherd stepped into the aisle and began to clap
wind. Unlike tue 1ree, the man has legs, and _they little unpleasantness of 1776 compelled this Church his hands and coax, and plead and threaten till the
desire to move and to run, and he must be permittee\ in this country to evolute so far as to drop out of its sweat streamed clow·n his cheeks. At last one of the
to use both. But in addition to arms and legs he has Jmtyers the Hoyal family of Great Bntain, the two three-a lady-st~rrendered, and the two gentlemen
a st01nach · an umniverous stomach, and he must be Houses of Parliament, and all the lor,Js, dukes and soon followed. amid tbe wildest tumult, "Glory to
permitted to gather outs, hunt. in forest and pr_a~rie duchesses, and substitute therefor his Excellency, the God! glory hallelujtth !" came from all parts of the
for beasts and lliO" in the earth ior food. In addrtwn President of t!Je United States, the two Houses of house.
to the org'ans of l~eomotion >md digestion, he possess- Congress and all the sachems of Tammany, whom the
He had been inspired by the wish to sweep the
es a brain. It, too, is an insatiable devourer. lt Lord has placed in auth:.ll'ity over us, and the people decks clean. He had resolved that I, like the unconkeeps constantly at work two faithful s.ervants-the now res pone!, ".From all such. may the good Lord de- querable Cato, should grace his triumphal march
eye and the ear-and they must be penmtred to trav- liver us." But my English friend bad not discovered to victory. "vrothers and siaters," he shouted, "will
erse the whole mu-th and search the unlimitell abyss tliis insignificant change in the forms of devotiou. you not join me in trying to save this last poor miserof the starry heaven~, for food. As the mouth is the But he did discover that prayers read out of a able wretch from going to perdition?" l looked
inlet to the stomach fo1· unclig;ested food, so the book, by a masculine lady dressed in white, and about me, in the hope that he might mean some one
tono-ue is the outlet for the digested material of the draw lee! out in measured tones, clid not possess that else, but no, I was the ''last of the :i\Iohicans." " 0
brain. Thus the person requires space for his body, vivifying power over the worshiper, as did he who Lord, break his stulJ!Jorn will! Lord, scud thy arrows
fool\ for his ~tonmch, thought for his brain ; in other tiained the artillery of his own I.Jrain, and assaulted of conviction through his soul! Now is the uppointthe .throne of heaven in the most fervent forms of ed time; now is the day of salvation!" He jumped
words, to be lutppy he must move, eat, and tlunk.
The immortal John nlilton says: "Of all rights, human speech.
into the air, like a frenzied madman, and shouted as
However, he clashed in upon me one night with, loud as he could roar, for he had a voice like the
give me tile right to speak, to think, and to spea:;:
"Hmmh
I
G.
L.,
here
I
am
with
my
sleigh
half-filled
freely what I think." Here he but once asserts l11s
bulls of Bashan: " Come sinner ; the door of mercy
right to think, while he twice asserts his nght to with handsome girls, and you must go wiLh us up to stands open to-night, but to-night it may close to you
Lhe
Caledonia
school-house,
where
the
l't'lethodists,
speak. And there is goocl reason for this demand.
forever! The Devil is draggiiJg you down to hell,
Every despot Wl'll .knows t~at if he cal!- silence the Baptists and all the saints are raising hell." All the and all the damned in hell are helping him! Hark!
gals
are
getting
religion.
Mary
Durgin
has
got
it,
Can yon not hear the roaring of the !Jottomless pit?
ton"ue paralysis of the bram Will soon follow. Nowh~re lr. all the world's past history has there !Jeen and so has has Ed. B~tl.Jcock-vou know he would fol- Do you not feel the gnawing of the worm that never
low
Mary
if
she
went
to
tbe
·Devil,
and
so
woultl
I,
foutlll tiiCse three adjuncts of civilization, so admiradies, already grappling at your soul: These convertbly combined, ns in tile Mississippi V1tlley, viz: space, too." Here he ca~t a rapturous glance at Ann Bul- ed sinners ; the Church ; Christ, the angels and the
lard,
whose
m~rry
face
vanished
behind
a
buffalo
eternal Gocl, as well as your own conscience, all say,
food and matter for thought.
Tl;e winters in the North-Western states are quite robe to hide her blushes.
'Come!' Your happiness in time, and in eternity,
l accepted the invitation, and, amid the _jingl~ of bids you come. If you will gf) to hell you will have
severe. The ttbsence of forests allows the col_d wm~s
an uninterrnpted sweep; and the ::tbsl'nce of timber rs bells anclmerry voi('es, l sped away to sec for the first to wade through the Savior's blood and over the
the result, of the uninintcrrupted sweeps o[ the annual time a revival of religion conducted on the Ameri(;ttll cross! Mountains of Bibles bar your way! Can you
allll inevitable prairie fire which comes at times slowly plau. We found the house crowded, but managed to set at nought the prayers of the Church, the tears and
over mountain and valley, like the rolling waves of a procure seats. After the regular number of pray- blood of martyrs, tho smiles and the love of woman,
sea in a moderate gale. At other times it com~s roar- ers and songs, the orator of the evening, Mr. Newton, honor upon earth, !llld everlasting happiness in
ing and craclding thronglr the ~all grass w1th the (not Sir Isaac,) took for his text, "Now is the ap· heaven?"
I believe it i-; a well recognized principle of comsprecl of an Amh_ian steed, devourmg every shr\Ib ai~d pointed time, now is the day of salvation." He proeverything that ltves, ex~ept the rodent, who !ndes J_n ceeded to unfold the terrible realities of death and mon law that you must seek to escape from one who
assaults you, until yon ron against tt w:lil ; then you
the eartl1 or the swilt-footed deer, who dunng tins hell, dividing his subject, thus:
1st. Salvation impl!Cs something to be saved.
may turn upon your assailant ai)d defend yourself.
season m!e se~dom found far from a frie~dly river.
2d. It implies something to be saved from.
giving· blow for I.Jlow. I \mel crawled up to the wall.
'l'hese same wmlls serve a double purpose: 1n summer
3d. Sometltiog to be saved by.
1 sprang to my feet. "vV!w are you, sir," I said,
they keep the air pure and free from m liaria ; in the
4th. A time to be saved.
"who stand With your hand upon the door of heaven
winte1; they seek out every crack and cranny of ~he
5th, and lastly, a time when the possibility of salva- and threaten to slmt it unless l enter now? vVas it
human dwelling, and compel.the l!ccupan~ to prov~de
by your permission I entered this world, and must I
in summer against the seventy of the Wlllter. 'I h_e tion must end.
He lirst proceeded by the a priori method to show have your permission to leave it? \V ho toll\ you I
climatic conditions of this region preclude the possibility of contracting bronchial affections. P_ersons of that there must be sinners, terrible sinners, else hell was a 'poor, miserable wretch,' abandonell !Jy, God
a consumptive tendency are generally benehted by a were made in vain. 'I' hat some must be saved, other- and forsaken by n1an? Have you a contract to sell
wise Chnst had lived and died in vain ; and thut if heaven to the hig-hest bidder? Must we crawl at
resilience here.
Ali, !Jutyou should sec wh~ta brec~c is raised when saved at all, they must be saved in time, otherwise your feet, allll lick your hands like a spaniel? Is
the coutlict of the creedti bcguis.
'I he pnest seldom time were made iu vain; and since yesterday is gone, heaven like a piece of beef, which yon hold in your
appears as an actor in the great elrama until there is and to-morrow may never come, therefore now is the hand, and must we jump for it like dogs, or howl for
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it like beasts of prey? Would you, sir, torture your the church, the hostler went with me to the stable.
enemy with a red-hot iron for even an hour, and laugh O_n opening the door, a large watch-dog jumped upon
at his shrieks, and mock at his tears? Would you, lnm playfully, but happened to scratch a sore upon
sir, dare tell me that any of these innocent children, his hand. The man kicked the dog and shouted, "'l'o
who lie prostrate at your feet, are fiends incarnate, hell ! to hell! you, too, shall go to hell !" In attemptand would they, even, torture a savage beast because it mg to enter a stall between two horses, one of them
acted out its nature ? And dare you tell me that God jostled him, and he repeated the terrible sentence. On
is not as good as they? Can God ask us to forgive leaving the barn, the wind closed the door with such
our enemies when he can never forgive his own thro' violence as to split it, and also caught his blouse and
the endless ages ? Your God is only :fit for a Caman- held him fast. He struck the door witl1his foot. and
che Indian, and you are but a combination of coarse- for the third time hissed the terrible malediction
ness, vulgarity, and ignorance! No gentleman would through his set teeth. Thus I was led to reflect on
have used such language as you have to me, an the fact that the pulpit coin oaths, and the people
entire stranger-not even under the pretext of saving circulate them. It would be impossible to calcul!1.te
his S0Ul."
the number of times this has been reproduced in the
" When God is conceived of as an implacable mon- last quarter of a centmy; and you see the spirit passster, it becomes necessary for him to have wretches ed into the form of a kick to a howl by the dog,
capable of administerinp: his will. During the reign thence into the midnight caterwauling of the cat.
of William and Mary, Robert Aiken, a young man The clergyman never dreamed into what a fruitful soil
nineteen years of age, had the misfortune to arrive at he ilad cast his seed.
the conclusion that the multiplication table was a
Another fruitful theme of the pulpit is the French
divine revelation, and that the dogma of a Triune Revolution. I once heard a clergyman depict the
God was but a myth, and had been forced upon the horrors of Infidelity with a free hand, and sum up
minds of men under the influence of terror. For this the consequences by stating that "in '93 the streets of
offense he was tried and sentenced to be hung for Paris were red with blood. That king, priest and
blasphemy. A number of lawyers and merchants of philosopher alike fell victims to the same spirit that
the city of Edinburgh sent a petition to the good King bad denied God and torn the drapery from the altar.
William, asking that he be pardoned on account of That Voltaire, Volney, Rousseau, Robespierre, and that
his youth and his otherwise blameless life. The par- implacable wretch, 'Tom Paine,' were armed with
don came, but it came too late. The clergy hastened pistols and Bowie-knives during the 'Reign of Terthe execution two hours earlier than the sentence re· ror,' shooting, stabbing. and making midnight hidequired, and a mob of white cravatted scoundrels gath· ous with their cries for blood. If you would re-enact
ered around the scaffold, backed by an ignorant and '93, encourage the growth of Infidelity and Atheism,
priest-ridden multitude from the slums of the city. then you will soon have the midnight torch and the
To prevent a rescue which they fe{tred from the assassin's knife at their hellish work. But let the
friends of l!,ree Thought and human progress, t!Je Church be filled with worshipers and the united praybody of Aiken was buried under the scaffold, pelted ers of millions rise to the throne of God, and all will
with stones and the grave filled up with rocks instead be prosperity, happiness and peace."
of eartil. But the multiplication table survived poor
At the close of this wonderful mixture of arrogance
Aiken, and to-day there are millions of rational men and falsehood, I asked permission to present some adand women who accept the one and reject tile other. ditional facts, to show what a terrible thing this
Fools, bigots and slaves are. all that is left to the French Revolution was. My request was granted. I
Church. Milton, who helped to uestroy the despot- stated that there had been many revolutions, and they
ism of the British throne, did much also towarcis the were usually marked by many painful and unpleasant
intellectual enfranchisement of man and the triumph events, such as assassinations, the sacking and burnof human reason. Grander than all "Paradise Lost," ing of cities, but that a careful observer might see
is that passagewherehe says, ''He who cannot reason that ·some good always resulted therefrom.
The
is a fool; he who will not reason is a bigot, and he "Round-heads'' of England-all pious, pJ;aying menwho dare not reason is a slave."
had executed a king and overturned a government, in
During my address the young men had begun to re- doing which, over one hundred thousand lives had
flect, and had found their way back to the empty been sacrificed, and all because a brewer and a landbenches. The enchantment was broken, the rei!J;n of owner would not 1)ay a tax levied by a king, but not
terror had ceased. A Mr. Wilcox, a justice of the sanctioned by ParliaHJent.
In '93, not over four
peace and an active member of the Baptist church, thousand perished by the guillotine, and the most exstepped forward and said "he was very sorry that :Mr. travagant estimate places the limit at fifteen tuousand,
Newton had been carried away by his zeal so far as to while in 1572, on the 25th of August, forty thousand
forget the courtesy clue a stranger. The mother of perished in one night, in the name of God, ami by the
this young man is an active member of our church, sanction of his priests and their ally, the king. Pope
and I am both surprised and sorry to hear from his Gregory, the Vicar of Christ, ordered 'l'e Deums to be
own lips that he is not a Christian. I do earnestly chan tee! in St. Peters in honor of the event.
hope that he will not judge of the religion of Christ
The Protestant Cilurch has shown, in the spirit of
by the frailties of his followers. I hope :Mr. Newton its laws, an equal willingness to crush out all the enewill acknowledge his error, and that lYir. Henderson mies of God. In Ireland a Catholic priest must not
will not presume to use his reason for the purpose of ride on a horse within seven miles of a royal burgh.
destroying the Christian religion, or of calling in To perform any religious ceremony, or marry a Pro·
question the holy mysteries which God has seen fit to testant and Catholic together involved the penalty of
reveal to us through the Bible."
death. For one hundred and fifty years the foot'.rhis was, indeed, a severe rebuke to poor Newton, prints of the Catholics of Ireland were marked with
whose unwilling apology was worse than the original blood. During the reigns of Charles V. and Philip
insult. The calm, respectful and considerate lan- II., and under that remorseless military leader, Alva,
guage of Mr. Wilcox acted like "oil upon the troubled there perished in the Netherlands and Spain by poiswaters." But it also enabled the excited converts to on, the fagot and the sword, over one million of
recover their equilibrium ; and I myself had been human beings ; and Christianity can safely be creditnearly as excited, though in a different way; as the ed for the murder of sixty millions of the race during
Spiritualists would say, ''the harmonious circle was the sixteen hundred years of its supremacy in Europe.
broken." The meeting was soon dismissed with a And allow me to say that Voltaire and Rousseau were
prayer, very reasonable, both in tone and time. Next both dead before the Revolution began. Volney was
Sunday I was informed that his text was about " the part of the time in Corsica, in prison, and '.rhomas
Devil coming in the night, in the absence of the hus- Paine, the "author hero," voted ap:ainst the execution
bandman, and sowing tares among the wheat." Of of Louis and was sent to prison, and would have been
course it is easy to conceive who the devil was, in sent to the scaffold but for a fortunate circumstance
his parable. This wretch succeeded, however, in se- that saved him. Robespicrre, naturally opposed to
ducing a young convert, and he afterwards abandoned cruelty, could not oppose the ferocity, which was the
his victim, and made no provision for his child. That result of ages of repression and ignorance, so that
revival resulted in four illegitimate children.
the crimes of the French Revolution may be justly
It is unquestionably true that where reason is de- laidJl-t the door of the Christian Church, which has
throned, and the emotional nature thoroughly arous- been the educator of the people."
ed, the passions assume tile ascendency, and sink the
The gentleman expressed his surprise at what I had
individual to a point as low as the devotional ecstasy stated, and confessed that he had never read a history
hac! attained above the ordinary level of every day of the Revolution, but had always supposed that all
life.
Therefore the sentiments and the emotions the crimes of that period were chargeable to those
should always be subordinated to the reason.
men and their opinions.
I may here relate an occurrence which excited my
Universalism hac! contributed largely to the enlightattention during a bl"ief visit at a revival meeting held enment of the people, by ~~:iving more generous conat Bloomingdale, west of Chicago, in 1847. The speak- ceptions of a God, but intellectually it stands no
er of the evening possessed a powerful voice, and higher, and in some respects it is less logical than the
toward the close of his sermon ·he made frequent old orthodox systems. Spiritualism, perhaps, of all
perorations somewhat like the chorus of a song:
the modern phases of sectarianism, is at once the
"Do you claim heaven on your own righteousness? most destructive and reactionary. It has denied all
Ah! but the Judge will point to the left and say, 'To the miracles of the old faiths, and professes to worl(
hell ! to hell ! you too shall go to hell !' Do you pro- out in harmony with natural law the most marvelous
pose to dance, and sing and spend your youth and things. I have heard them ridicule the conception of
money in serving the Devil, aud then when yon are a special Providence, and proceed to tell of a spirit arold and can enjoy life no more, you will come to tho resting them on the street until a falling tile had reachLord and offer him your worn-out and worthless soul ~ eLl the pavement. They conceive the spirit to be at
]Jut, he will point to tile left and say, ''l'o hell t to once material and immateriaL I was told but recenthell! you, too, shall go to hell!'"
ly, that a spirit could materialize cotton am! woolen
In every possible way he rung the change, and fabrics, which could be both touched and seen, and
closed with this fearful denunciation. After leaving then dissolve into impalpable aucl invisible matter,

while flowers could be materialized aud distributed as
other flowers, remaining, however, until the decay of
nature disolves them as it disolves all bodies. In the
old ghost ideas of Christianity, tile phantom was an
object of terror, and the haunted-house was shunned;
but the modern ghost of the Spiritualist is treated as
an ordinary friend. They talk with him, shake hands
with him, compel him to lift pianos and tables, and
also do washing-in this case they use the hands of
the medium, which is a very sensible application of
this new force.
The Masonic society is another agency that has
contributed largely to dissipate superstition and also
prepare the way for a rational direction to the devotional and soeiul instincts. This society furnishes a
ceremonial and orderly arrangement of its members,
each class in subordination to the one above it, as in
society; and it also inCLLlcates, as a duty, fraternal aid
and sympathy in the various emergencies of life. I
have seen the members of this society manifest a care
and attention for the sick ancl dying of its order such
as can only be had in the bosom of a well-regulated
family, bound together by t·he tenderest sympathy,
and after death the brother is buried with pomp, and
a beautiful ritual, half Druid, half Christian, is read
at the grave. The broth6r, if deservinQ.", is apotheosised, and his name preserved in the records of the
order. Where this order has come under my observation in the West. I have noticed that its members
generally prefer the fraternity of the lodge to the fellowship of the Church, and many of them have long
since severed all connection with the latter, and I
have noticed n steadily growing opposition on tile
part of the Church to t!Iis order, as the natural enemy
of superstition, whether of the Roman Catholic or
Protestant type.
Another agency that has contributed largely to
hasten tile cleca.y of ecclesiasticism is the persistent
manner in which it allied itself with the last relics of
feudalism on this continent. I remember a singular
scene at a meeting of the Methodist church, where the
true infidelity appeared in the church itself by its opposition to the moral sentiments of the age. In 18li1
a large meetin~ of the Methodist church gathered in
conference, in Aamakee Co., Iowa. On that occasion the clergy were n unit in opposing the aggressive
spirit of tile people toward the Christian slaveholders
of the South. Every passage of the Bible was marshalled and made to do service for established order;
it argued that God hall seen fit in his· inscrutable
providence to transplant the African to this continent,
where millions of them had been converted, civilizecl,
and saved. That if God ruled the Universe ile must
govern it for the best, and lie had ordered "servants
to obey their masters," and the people to submit themselves to the powers ·that be, for those powers being
from God, they who opposed them opposed God. A
~Ir. John Minant, a good 1\'lethodist, and a just man,
and my father, though of another church, both lifted
their voices against this mode of reasoning, which, as
they pointed out, practically sanctioned every villainy
that could get unto itself authority sufficient to become the law making and executing power ; that rebellion against Great Britian was a crime, and every
subsequent act of this government a violation of the
will of God. After this meeting l\'Iinant shook hands
with me more cordially, and, to a limited extent ever
after ignored the authority of the church; and I think
that tile political conflict hastened forward tile disintegration that is now, everywhere on this continent
grinding the Church to puwder.
'
Another powerful agency in this direction is the
rapid spread of scientific literature, for whiclt there is
a steadily increasing demand in the Western States.
At Osage, Mitchell Co., Iowa, three years ago 1 visited the city library, and enquired of the libral'ian what
class of books was most sought for and read. He
answered, the works of Tyndall, Darwin, Max Muller
Spencer, and Huxley. "While we were talking a lady
of culture and refinement-a J\IIrs. Gibson-stepped
forward and enquired for the second volume of the
''Descent of Man.'' Mr. Ro:r.ine replied that he was
"sorry it was not in, and that she must register for
such a book four weeks in ad vance."
" Then take my application now."
''But," said Mr. R., ''I have' Darwinism Refuted;'
won't you read that ?"
"That must be written by some D. D., and I stoppeel reading their 'stuff' five years ago."
A lady just tilen stepped iu with a book in her
hand, and, saluting Mrs. Gibson, enquired what hook
sl!e had read last. 'l'he reply was, the !lrst volume
of the ''Desent of Man."
"Why, Mrs. Gibson, I supposed that was not fit
for a lady to read!"
''As to that," replied Mrs. G., "every lady must
judge for herself. Do you tilink the Bible alit book
for a lady to read?"
"Certainly; it is, you know, the word of God."
"'l'hen if you will agree to read before a refined audience ten verses from the Bible, wllich I will select
for you, I will agree to read tlw whole of the two volumes of that great book without a blush, and without
the least apprehension of bringing a blush to tile
cheek of the purest maiden. Why, my <lear, neither
God nor man do the best work first. Yon know
Burns says,
·God tried his 'orontice lmml on man,
And then he made tile lasses. oh !'
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And so with books. There is more divine revelation 'Church and State. For so long as great religious
if. B. EAToN, Utica:, N. Y., Writes: I rea~l the differ~nt
·
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Liberal papers of this country, and there 1s noue I pnze
m one page o
arwm s gr ea WOI r
m ?OI~Ol a:twns escape taxatiOn, they are v1rtua ly tate as highly as THE TP.UTH SEEKER. It is just the paper for
all the books of Moses and the Prophets, and for good mstitutwns. As soon as the burde11 of their support the age and people. I think, from present indications,
measure I will throw in the twelve Apostles also."
is borne only by those who use these expensive toys tha~ we have much to fear from the Romjs.h Church.
The l~dy declined the challenge. I noticed that called churches they will throw down the load with Tllls.Cl1Urch I look ~Ipon as a dangerous politiCal powe,r
.
G'
,
· ·
.
.
'
.
.
. m this eountry. It IS not the fear of God nor the Devil
other ladles treated Mrs. Ibson s opmwns With great disgust and open these edifices either as halls of SCI- that restrains the members, but the fear of the priests.
deference, as one whose judgment was final.
ence or human homes. Once the cry was, no taxa- If it was not for. this fear. Cat)lolics, almos.t to a man.
Another indication of the rise and progress of free tion without representation . the coming cry will be would become Libera:ls. But LiberalJ? stand m n? fear of
·
W
·
·
ff h
t
S
·
'
' God. man or the Dev1l. It stands us mhand to live pure
thought lll the
est, IS the sweepmg o t e sta ute no tate protectiOn for property that does not support and honest lives, and I am proud to say, that as far as I
books all the ''blue laws," and where they are not the State; no exemption from taxation of any prop- am acquainted with them. their lives are the best of any
swept entirely away they are ignored. In this. city erty when the title is not vested in the whole people. class of people in the world.
the immaculate Victoria Woodhull compelled a Judge
When that is consummated, a State-paid Church
D. R. SPARKs, Alton, Ill., writes: When I first received
to seal the lips of a witness, on the ground of alleged will lie in the same grave with its twin-sister, slavery, your little sheet from Paris. Ill., I had no confidence
atheism. Not many months a~o a similar attempt whose continued existence depended wholly upon its in.its
success,
and when
youI concluded
make and
it a semimonthly,
I doubted.
But
doubt no to
longer.
shall
was made in one of the District ourts of Minnesota, protection from the State.
welcome the weekly and wish it success. THE TRUTH
but the judge declined to apply the gag. The at torThe West, the glorious free West, will lead the way SEEKER is well worthy its name, Its bold, unvarnished
ney, however, opened an inquisition into the specula- to this grand consummation. Then the new Church attacks on false theologies and supersti~ions, is what we
want. Give us plain talk, plain truths, instead of fine
tive opinions of the witness.
will depend wholly upon its utility to the people. It spoken, unmeaning stuff, which so manv of our Frae" Do you believe in a God?"
will not be reactionary like the Church of Rome, nor thinkers indulge in. Tho great power of the immortal
"l do."
stationarv like the Protestant Church. It will com- 'l'homas Paine, was in his plain, positive manner of
" What is your .God?"
bine order with progress and march forward under are
writing;
andshaking
though long
since dead, his
words
to-day
the foundations
of written
the Christian
'"l'he Universe."
the banner of science to achieve new victories and Church.
"But that is made up of many material things, some attain a higher intelligence and a purer happiness for
A. D. CoRNWELL, Salem, Wis., writes: I am glad you are
wise men and many fools!''
the whole human race.
about to send out a weekly, and at the low price of two
'• Yes, undoubtedly ; but! fortu~ately, you are only
dollars per year. 'l'RE TRUTH SEEKER has the right ring
a very small part of the Umverse.
The usual discussion followed the lecture, which to my mind-it is bold, franlc. and tells the truth. r wish
"yon are insolent sir . answer yes or no: do yon was participated in by several members of the Club, every soul in the land would read it, for its teachings
•
•
a part of which was COlllJ)limentary of the lecturer, would make them free from the dead theologies of the
believe in a personal God, separate and apart from
past. I wish I was rich in the world's goods; if I were
the Universe?"
.
. and a part in the line of friendly criticism, but for such publications as THE TRUTH SEEKER would be better
·
11 I k
t0
st and 1 want of room we cannot lay it before our readers. lt sustained
"I do not. I believe In a
now
exi •
n
b
'd
f'
·
The voo'r priest-ridden people fear they will Jose the 1·r
all that I can conceive to exist, which is my God, and may e safely sar ' however, that none 0 . the posJ- souls if they fail to support the popular religion. All
all the rest is yours.,
.
.
tions taken by Mr. Henderson wer'e effectually re- races of men have made their own religion, and all devoHere the Court interposed, ordcnng the attorney t? futed.
tiona! religion is idolntry. We should be free to criticise
'th tile c,ose I'll hana·. "The value of h. is evrall the theologies of the past !tnd present, and reject all
go On Wl
"
that does not suuarc with good sense and practical life.
deuce will depend upon its consistency, and h1s ch.arflrr'trr.B~nond""'nti!\.
L. S. HART,l\Iichigan City, Ind .. writes: About a Year
acter for veracity. This Court could never dec1de
~~ u;.
~ ~4.1'
4/f.l~
4/
4/
ago a combination of clerical and orthodox scoundrels
whether his God-the Universe-was l.arge enough or
joined against me on account of my Liberal opinions
and beat me out of a situation where I was g-etting :nooo
small enough to comply with the reqmrements of the
A. SwEET, False Cape, Cal., writes: I would like to see per annum, since which time I have had all I could do to
statute."
A
· , all the liberal minded people formed into a society, and support my family, which accounts for my not remitting
The attorney was compelled to take a.n ~heists all contribute something to aid the good work.
mY subscription more promptly. Spiritm1lists arc looked upon by religious fanatics as being more dangerous
testimony, and a Christian jury accepted 1t; fo~· one
MARGARET
JONES,
Centralia,
Ill.,
writes:
I
think
THE
than
1\Iaterialists. To only say that I admire THE TnuTH
of them once lost $500, and a brother of the Witn.ess TRUTH SEEKER the best paper I ever had the pleasure of SEEKER
would be expressing myself in a weak way. Tho
found it and returned it, without any fee for bemg reading. I will do what I can to help circulate it.
harder the blows you strike against such a hell-tlrod crew
damnable
idiots and swindling scoundrels, the better
of
honest, and ihe juror knew t!Jat t~is brother was also
W. H. CORWIN. Philadelphia, writes: I like your two you will please
mo. I cannot believe, however, that a
an Atheist. He declared before hJS fellow JUrors that last tracts first rate. They meet my views fully. 'l'HE man
of
your
intelligence Cttn fail to see that the reasonany man who returne.d $50q to the rightful o~ner in TRUTH SEEKER is of the right stamp. I am thirsting for ing force whi~h ~ocs by the name of D. l\L Bennett will
eease to exist. When Nature causes the stoppage or
tlwse hard times. believed m a pret~y good kmd o.f a such reading as you produce.
J. 0. STEINMETz, Monroe, N.Y., writes: The publication death of the machine which the Bennett reasoning force
God no matter whether he was a umversal somethmg
of such a paper as yours is a necessity to the Liberal propels, you know you will continue to exist. If you
or a~ everlasting nothing.
.
of this country and I trust that your efforts Rhould not, then there Would be a fault in that universal
ln conclusion I would say from my observatiOns for element
system of law that produced you.
against priestcraft and cimrehianity may be suE>tained.
---------------------------a quarter of a century, that the
estern S~ates -are
JACoB
REEDY,
Toledo,
Iowtt,
writes:
Your
little
paper
is
intellectnallv prepared for the ent1re separatiOn from doing its work splendidly iu this section of country. I
Another Lecturer in the Fiel£l.
the Church,· and are in fact, vir~~ally separated from believe it is more effective in opening the eyes of the blind
it so far as a hearty support of Its dogmas are con- than Christ's clay ttnd spittle salve, or tho washing in tho
FmEND BENNg'l"l': n'i'any thanks for past favors
c~rned even by the insignificant number who now pool oi Salome.
great and small, and I trust. I shall be able to help forF. A. Gn.A.ACK, Davenport, Iowa. writes: I like your
occu11 the pews. 'rhe fertility of the soil, the feeble
paper very much. Its contents are such as to set people wanl your noble paper, and the cause of Freethought
barrier opposed by .Nature. to the all-conq~er~ng to
thinking, without hurting. the feelings of any, I am generally. I hope to start West in about one month.
march of civilization, tend to mcrease the convictiOn pleased to see that you confine yourself to fighting My objective point is Omaha, by way of St. Louis.
that human effort, not human prayer, can a~one superstition. and the evils growing out of faith and beThe following arc my lectures for the season :
either remove mountains or tunnel them, bndge lief.
1. The Clergy the Opponents of Progress.
JAJ\fES BROWN, Galt, Ont., Can., writes: I must also conrivers or create them where they a_re J?-eeded; hence
2. Position of the Church in History.
yon on the ability of your lecture on the Gods.
there is a steady increase of the belief lll the freedom gratulate
3. Freethought and Freethinker:;.
which is not surpassed by anything I have ever read upon
of the will and of the right to a free exercise of the the subject. THE TRUTH SEEKEJ:i has ~een generally con4. The New Philosophy.
ducted in an able manner, and It ments the aPproval of
intellect on all subjects wh;atever ..
5. The Antiquity of J\llan.
2d. The rapid and ever-mcreasmg number .of new all its readers.
6. The History of Devils.
JoRN CuNLIFFE, Du Quoin, Ill., writes: I am not given
sects, each sect setti_ng up. clail.lli;J .to perfectloll and
7. Relig-ions Compared ancl Contrasted.
practically laying claim to Infallrbihty. And although to flattery, but I must say that I like Y\)Ur paper as well a.s
8. What has Science to say about Immortality.
Liberal paper I read~-,and these !llClude the Invesl1Evangelical ~l!iances hav~ made repeated attempts t.o any
\l. Tlle Bible the Curse of the W orlcl.
oat61·, London NationaL .L~efonner, an<f the Beaoo>te1', I
re-unite then· so-called forces, they hav~ found lt hope to see THE TRUUH SEEKER fiounsli as a weekly, as
Other lectures will be added from time to time.
utterly impossible; because they h.ave no mtellectual it deserves to. Put me down as a subscriber for next
Yours sincerely,
ALI<'HEJJ S. GHEEN.
basis upon which to lay the foundatiOn of a permanent year.
s. M. BALDWIN, Washington, D. C., writes: I feel liko
union.
· 1
giving yon the cordial right hand of congratulation in
3d. The inability of the old theologJCa system to the name of the Liberal world. Although You commenced
meet the critical spirit of .the age, has compelled them in weakness only a little while ago, you now have tho
•
WOO!)STOCK, ILLS., June ~1. 1875.
to stoop to a species of lll.tellectual dec~It to . esca~e strongest and best paper on the planet for rational m0n
DR. H. P. FELLOws.-Dear Sw:
and women. I hear your paper highly prnised on all
I
have
received
the
six
boxes of Powder, and hnvc taken
from the two horns of a dilemma. 011 whiCh s~wnce JS sides
by people who have bnck bono enough to think in- them according to directions,
and I am ever so much bet•1lternately tossine; them.
One bemg that therr sacred dependently.
ter. I can sleep well; my appetite is good; I nm strongbooks are false m their scientific teaching, o~· that
REV. J. l\I. GETCHELL, Black River Falls, Wis., writes: or. Before takingthel'owder I could not sleep; and when
they have misunderstood them. If they admit the Notwithst~tnding I have the Hev. to my name, I enjoy I laid down I was in such distress that I could not lie in
first then the foundation is had.. If .the latter, the reading your paper. I do not endorse all of its thoughts; one position but a few minutes at a time. I was bloated
yet I believe that comparative ideas. as well as compara- consideral.Jly on my left side, so I could neither sit or lie
intc;pretation is worthless and then· gmdttnce no long- tive
theology, is beneficial. I trust I do not make the de- with any comfort. I had spells when it seemed my heart
nomination or church to which I belong a charnel house did not boat. and that I could not breathe, but now I am
er safe.
.
With grateful thanks I remain
4th. The intellectual hypocnsy that se~ks to escape for dead theories of truth. I think the principles as set entirely cured.
LYDIA BARREll.
through new interpretatioll;s has. been follow~d by a forth by the ::,I:eat teacher a:r~ vita.!. yet I would not pu~ tho
new
wine
of
ms
blessed
sp1r1tas
It
comes
to
my
soulmto
Dr. Fellows should be consulted by those who are
moral corruption in the entu·e pnestl~ood, which tor old bottles.
in need of a physician, as he is a most thorongh and
a time seems to sap the very foundatwll: upo~ whi~li
E. L. WINHAlii, Atlanta, Ga., writes: I like THE '.rnuTH skillful practitioner.
The powder iu $1.00 per box.
all social morality rests, in the destru.ctJOll of t~re I~ SEEKE!l
very much, and think it gets better all the time. Address, Vineland, N. J.
tegrity of the family its~lf1 and the VIrtues winch. ~t Am glad you are going to mnke it a weekly next ye~tr. I
alone can create and diffuse through?ut the e~tue pay for it more cheerfully than any other literature I get,
A GERMAN paper expresses uneasiness at th11 decreassocial body. 'rhe sudden outbreak of Mormomsm, because it suits me better, I infer yon must have mot
with considerable encouragement, or yon would not venwith the revival of polygam}~, is the, le!1s~ d~ngerous ture upon n weekly. Will try and get as many new sub- ing population of Prussia proper. Between l~lil an<ll864
as ect of the general corruptiOn. Chns~Iamty com- scribers for you as I possibly can. Whether sucl,essful or there \vas an increase of 8,-111\l, but between i86·1 and lRI\7
m~nced with celibacy among the clergy; It seems des- not, I shall not be deprived of the satisfaction of wishina there \\'J1S tt decrease of 12,!122, and between JH67 and I87l
you thousands of new, paying subscribers for tho one of 56,-HO. Allowing for the loss of life in the last two
tined to e11d with tt disgraceful retrogression to P.oly- for
next and all succeeding volumes.
andry. The priest, as .in t~e .e!tse ?f Glenclenmng,
wars. :tnd for tl<e Prussian soldiers qmutered in Fr:mce
L. H. BRoNSON, New York, writes: From the time I was at the time of tile census, the loss of poPultttiou in ten
withers up a young ma1den s lite WI.tlr?ut c?mpun~ eighteen
years of age, I have foughtpriestcraft and kingtion. and as in the case of Beecher, lt mys Its sacn- craft. I am now past seventy. The ;Bible hns, been the years amounts to 52,200.
ligio~u; hand upon the mother and blast~ a home for- main weapon I have used. The priests cant stand n
ever. 'rhe polygamy of' Utah b; rcspecta!Jle compared well-directed eross fire from their pretended word. of
JuDGE RunNHAJ\f, of the ''Boston 'raehygraphic SocieGod 'l'lle obsecnity contnined in the book is too much
with the P'Jlyandry of the Chm:ches,. 'l~he ~formon for them. Tile story of Lot':; daughters, of David and ty," proposed to drop the letter" a., from" head," and
rovides houses food and clothmg for Ins Wives and Uri!th's wifo, Absalom's show on the house top. (2 Sam.
from ·'though," as "u" was dropped from ulabor,"
~hildre 11 · but the ministers, lik~ the sweet-voiced xvi. 20-2:J) together with the Songs of Solomon, make '"ugh"
them hang tlreir heads now-a-days. But one thing dis- "honor," and ''valor," and ·'k" fronl .. almanac," "muRiC'.''
ckoo
lay
their
eggs
in
other
bu·d~'
nests,
aJ?-d
~hus
1
turbs me as I advance in years: that is, I fear some Hev.
~~cape the duties of providing for their own otlspnn!i. leeeher will be permitted to pray over my corpse. I do 1wcl" logic." Millions of minutes and money aro lo~t in
'!'here is but one more step to take, when what still not wish them allowed at my funeral. I only reg_uest that writing useless letters. We should adiloro to the pho netof my friends am on~ the Liberals and Lund He- ic rule of letting each letter have only one sound, and
remains of the Church will be placed in.the J:?Useu!n, some
formers would attend and improve the occasion by conto he arranged,and classified by the an~1quanan wrth versation on land reform, pnblic education and the most ea~h sound one iettcr. The pen of a rapid writer travels
the mummies of Egypt, and as a fossil whos~ only effective means of putting- down priestcr~J,ft ~tncl super- tt mile in five and a half hours, ancl makes more thau
forty millions of stro!,es in tt year.
)l+e;rit is it;> a,ntiquity, and t4at is the separation of stition of every kind,

lI
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y
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Save the Women ami Children!
THE SICK AND .INFIRl\1 FROM

THE

BHAGAVAO-GITA;

EXPOSURE .AND DISCOJ1FORT.

Or, a Discom·se on Divine Mattel·s, between Krishna aml A1juna.

Abclish that Nuisance in the back Yard
by using the

A SANSKRIT PHILOSOPHICAL POEM,

WATROUS EARTH CLOSET.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST.

THE LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENTS.
A CHILD CAN MANAGE IT.

IlandsOJne, Dur£tble, Odorless.
PmoE, $16 to $25.
Send for circulat to the WAKEFIELD,
EARTH CLOSET CO., 36 Dey St., N.Y.

J'ttst From the P1•ess.
SECOND EDI'J'ION.

Startling Facts in Modern Spiritualism.
BY N. B. WOLFE. M.D.
The constant and regular demand for
this liook exhausted the first edition some
months ago, although a very large edition
was worked off. For the second edition
the plates have been carefully revised
under the immediate supervbion of the
author. The JJU!Jlishers h;we had the
paper ma<le expressly for the second edition and the united efforts uf the Author
and Publishers have placed on sale a very
fine and attractiYe >tppearing book. Althougtl no expense hfts been deemed too
great that would >1dd to the perfection of
the book; the price has been reduced onelift h.
·• STAUTLING FACTS IN MoDEUN SPIRITUALISM" embodies some of the most remotrkable and wonderful facts, ever published. and of the deepest interest to all.
The truth of the history herein set forth in
such graphic and absorbing style, is clearly
establishe<l by the most indubitable evidence. Among the witnesses are some of
the orominent members of the press, and
others eqmtllywell known,
Tho book is a large12 mo., 543 pp. Bound
in extr[l. heavy clotl1, illuminated with four
elegantsteel portnLits and numerous fine
wood engravings.
PRICE, $2. Postage, 25 cents.
For sale by
D. ilL BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y,

THE BETTER WAY;
An Appeal tv Men in behalf of lluman OultuJ·e through a Wiser Parentage.
CONTENTS:
I. A 1\fother's Plea for a Wiser Motherhood; Importance of Human Culture;
Re,;ults of Ignorance un<l ~Iarriuge
Prostitution; the Divine Overshadowing; Undisturbed 1\htternity.
ii. A Few Fttcts; How Beauty and Amiability were Conferred: How a Tattler
,and Busy-bod v was Made; Timidity
'J'mnRmitted: fllyness and Thitwing-,
how Entailed; A Welcome Child; Cratt,
'l'r€'1\Chery, etc.; How Murde1·ers are
1\Iade.
·
III. 1'he Snurce of Crime; Futility of Penal Laws and Capital Punishment;
Abortions >mel AttemJJtS at Abortion
and tlto Hesults; Who are ResponKible
for the Execution of Criminals; How
they should be Treated.
IV. 'J'lle Key to other l\1ysteries; Origin of
var·ious 1'raits. Diseases, etc.; thel\lotlter'6 Privilege; the Law of Pre-natal
Culture; Sturtling Possibilities; the
Father's' Power.
V. Durios of Fatherhood; Personal Preparottion: Sdection of a Partner; llfutual Luve; Law of Conjugal Harmony;
Fowomble Circumstances; Public Recognition; Mrtrriage; a Suitable Home;
Freedom; Pecuniary Indep<mdence;
Attendanec through tho Critical Podoll; No Intrusion; No Prnf>tntttion;
Support and Etltlcation of Offspring.
VI. Objections Answere<l; Im practicability; i:ltrength of the Sexual Impulse;
}; ece>'sity, etc. ; Better Uses for Prot•reative Force,; Value of Continence;
Overrhrc>w of 11Iarriage; What 1\'Iarriage ~honld be; Non-increase of Population; Homes of the Lower Classes
Unlit; Revolutionary, etc.
A work (;! rat'" iJractical merit. In paper, 25 cents. Cloth. 50 cents.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

THE

Boston

Investigator !

THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED STATES

TRANSLATED. WITH COPIOUS NOTES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRIT Will commence i~s 45th year April18, 1875
PHILOSOPHY, AND OTHER MATTERS.
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
at 84 Washington street, Boston,M:ass by
JOSIAH P. MENDUM.
.,
BY J. COCKBURN THOMSON,
liORAOE SEAVER, Editor.
MEMBEU OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FUANCE, AND OF ~HE 'ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
PureE: $3.5Q per ann"'m. Single copies,
OJ!' '!ORMANDY.
7 cents. SpeCimen cop1es sent on reeeipt
This work contains curious details of the Manners. Customs, Mythology, Worship of a 'l'wo-Ceq,t Starryp to pay the postnge.
The Invesl'1aalo1· IS devoted to the Liberal
etc., ot the Hindus. The 'Principal design of these dialogues p,eems to luwe been to
nnite all the prevailing modes of worshill of those dttys: the Bnthmins esteem it to Pnuse in religion; or, in other words to
contain all the grand mysteries of their religion, and have exercised particular care to Universal lVleutnl Liberty. Jndepenrl'ent
in all its discussions, discarding supersticonceal it from the knowledge of those of a different persuasion.
The spirit of the a&'e prompts thoughtful people to inquire into the tradition,; of tions theories of what never enn be known
the past. In doing so, 1t is found tlmt Mythology has played her part well. The tradi- it devotes its columns to things of this
tions of the fathers, have been systematized b)• thoughtful mAn, from time tu time. in world alone, an<l leaves the next, if there
diff~rent ages of th.e world. Later g!Jnerations howe believed such tradtioins, so syste- be one, to those who have enter,e<l its unmatized, to be nothmg less than ,detfic commands. Imaginary gods .have been con- known shores. llt<lieving ttwt it is the duty of mortals to work !'or' the interest of
structed, to whom th" world has pai<l homage and divine honors.
If we receive as truth all that is believed by credulous devotees, the world has had t!<is wor!!l. it confines ib;el! to things of this
l!fe eut u·ely. It will soon com me nee its
numerous incarnate deities.
,
Those who have been edueated to b~elief in the Christian religion, and to reg[l.rd the ¥'oRTY-FIFTR year and asks for support
ger.tle Nazarene as the only Son of God, trtke a very limite([ view of th•c various relig- from those who are fond of sountl reasoning. goO(.l reading. reliltble news. rtnecIous svstems of the nresenL and of the past ages.
Among the incarnate deities that different systems of religion have recognized as tlotes. scronce, art, ancl a useful Family
Journal.
Reader, ple>tse send your subhaving exibted, tbro~gh om.nipotent love for fallen h!-lmanity, by the overshadowing o
females of vestal punty.Rnshna WllS a chara('ter as 1mport11nt m the Brahminical sys scriptions for stx months or one year· a!ld
if
you
are
not satisfied with tho wny the
tern of religion, as Christ is" in the plan of salvation" instituted by the Jews' Grea
Investigator is c~nducted, we won't ask you
Jehovah, believed in by Christians,
to
continue
with us any longer. Now is
His coming was foretold. even as was Christ's.
'
At the .a~e of sixteen Krishna began to preach, and was, like Christ. the founder of Ute time to sniJ.'tJribe.
a new rellgwn.
Prior to the great Chicago fire, the RAligio-Philoeophical Publishing House published the Bhagl!vad- Gila, from a translation of the Sanskrit by that celebrated s<•holar, Charles Wilkins. Nearly two editions of that work were sold when the fire-fiend
came ?ond destroyed the stereotype })lates. ThA demand for the work being so greoct, we
were mduced to send to England for a copy of a more re<·ent tra.nslatinn, by J. Cockburn Thomson, member of the Asiatic Society of France, and the Antiquarian Society
Amusement and Instruction.
of Normandy.
Tile translator accompanied the work with copious notes, which are doubtless of
more oor less value, as explanatory of the text, but the reader will take them for just
what they are worth-nothing more is expected.
BLAKEMAN'S
The text. as correctly transhtted, contains gems of thought, transmitted from antiq~uity, which are of real intrinsic value to the thoughtful people of the age, and to them
TWO HUNDRED
he work is most respectfully recommended by the Amencan publisher.

For Children and Youth.

PRESS COMMENTS ON THE BHAGA VAD-GITA:

P oet i oa l Rid dI es,

'More than ordinary care and trouble have been spent upon this work. It is in
every way creditable to the scholarship and enterprise of the west."-JntfP- Ocean
"This curious volume purports to give a full and accurate compilation of the tenets
taught by Krishna. . . . The text contains many brilliant thoughts. well worth the ON A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.
attention of the thoughtful student of history, literature or science."-Ot~r Fireside
Friend.
AND NEW!
"This translation of a Hindoo poem, dedicated by 1\Ir·. Thomson to his ~ometime IN'l'ERESTING
instructor, Professor Wilson of Oxford, is one of a class of works dr;manding all the
PUBLISHED
BY
consideration and assistance that scholars every-where can afford. It belongs to a
class of books believed by great numbers of our fellow-men to have been supernaturD. M. BENNETT,
ally inspired, and trusted by them for their guidance in the "·ays of this life and for
light to pi~rce the dividing d.arkness between death and a future. existence. No such
book can, m the nature of tlnngs, have been thus esteemed by ratwnal beings without
335 Broadway, New York.
having in itself much that is intrinsically valuable for comfort and instructi•m in
righteousne~s. or at least, considered at its lowest, much that is curious and SU"ges- Sent Postl)aicl on receillt of Price-20 cents.
tive. as affording insight into the d<ilsires and needs of the souls that found thereintheir
bread and water of life."- Overland Month!!/.
"This is an unusually interesting publication. Mr.,Thomson has rendered good
THE
service to the more thoughtful <:lass of readers. There is a peculiar charm about ancient literature of tl!e pro founder sort. 'l'he ol~ Hindoos were an i.ntellectual people,
'l'he poem before us 1s pro baLly older than the'ttme formerly fixed m Christian chroology fo,r the creation of the world. It breathes a lofty spirit of unselfish devotion to
good obJects. We cannot refrain from complimenting the Religio-Philosopbical Publishing House, upon giving to the public s0 excellent, a book. . . . Grandly useful
especially as it is thoroughly indexed."-Chicaao Evellina Jow·nal.
'
BY Wi\I. McDONNELL,
"A rare work from the ancient Sanskrit. in which will be found many of the reli"'Author of "EXETEU HALL."
ious ideas anu notions which the Christian Church adopted long after. •
. It coiltains some 275 pa:<"es. printed on beautiful power, and richly bound. . . : It is profus•·ly supplitd with ntes, d<'linitions. and ><xplanations."-Trvlh &eker.
THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. "Rich
"This is a rare book, which sheds more light upon the subjects of which it treats
than anY we have ever i'ead, We heartil) recommend it to those who wish to look into in romantic and pathetic iuci<lent." It ex
antiquitY in regard to the religious views c'f a most remarkable people."-b'l!muel hibits, with tt terrible array of facts, th~
Watson, D.D., Editor Spirit,u.al Magazine.
atrocities cornmitte<l hy the Christian
The book is a 12mo. of 278 pages, and the mechanical part is finished in a Church at various times, It shows tluit
superior manner, being printed on heavy tinted paper, and bound in extra heavy "the purest morals existed without the Bible," and that many of the Heathen Philoscloth· with richly illuminated back, borders and sicle title.
ophers were as groat lovers of virtue as
PRICE, plain, $1.75;
Gilt, $2.25. Post free.
the characters named in tho Bible. dhock*** For sale wholesale and retail by the Publishers, Religio-Philosophical Publish- ing instances are given of the <lepravity of
ing House, Adams st. and Fiftl1 Avenue, Chicago.
4eotlo
mttHY Christian ministers, and of the pre- - - - - - - - - vailing inhumanity among Christian people. "The folly of Foreigr.l\Iissions, while
THE
the heathen at home are neglcctud, is pow_
erfully illustrated." "On the whole it is
Colorado Horticulturist and the
work of a master hand." "A worl;: of
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,
unaffected beauty," and its most valuaLle
Gardener's Companion.
feature is. alltwsilions are proved and auBankers,
thorities giveu.
Issued
Quarterly.
Sixteen
Pages.
J.
H.
Le Boy, Minnesota,
Published by
FOSTER, Editor.
D. 1\I. BENNET1'.
BRANCH OFFICE. 18 Clinton Place, near
A selection of 35c. worth of useful seeds
335 Broa<lwiw. N.Y.
· Broadway, N. Y.
Green Hom•e plants, etc .. given gratis to
~ach sub~criber. On our li~t of P1·<~miums 500 pp. 12mo. In paper $1, IJOstpttid; cloth,
$1
50.
to be found that delicious wild, bardv
MONEY I NV E S 'I' E vn 1s
Haspberry(found growing at nn altitude o'f
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
) ~ooo f et above tl)e !<e , level,) known as the
Rocky lVIonntmn Hed ;"also the Colomdo
On ImprMJed Fa1'1ns in JIL,inne- i "Wild Cueurq,berVine," exceedingly ornamental and vigorous.
•· Beautiful, tellller, delicnto. and ottthetic
sota and Iowa,
If you want to learu how we of the" New
West." cultivate l<'ruits. Flowers, and Gar- in its appeals." "A tl'llthful portntiture of
Running 3 to 5 ye>trs, with Coupon Interest den Vegetables, subscribe for the Colorado th<;> mj~ehi~vous tend<llleie~ of religion.';
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in ad- Horticulturist. lf yo a Wttnt tc• len,rn how It IS a dtmml of,tlte Mltlwl'lty and iu~pir
vance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually we irrigate gnrdens, subscribe fo1· the Col- ation of the Bible." It po1·tmys the "dovelin advance, free of expense to the Loaner. orado Horticulturist. It will please you; opme,n~ of tho pnw~ical eff<Jct~ of religious
Interest collected and paid annually :tt it will pay you.
hmatlClRlll as seenm the fttmily an<l in soGilman. Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
•· Hocky Mountain Rasp Lorry" Plants, 35 ciety.'' "AltogetlHH' it is the most scorchNew York. No exoense to loaner. 'J'itle cts each: 3 for $1; $3 pt,l' rloz, post-paid by ing book over publi>;lwcl in America since
and security _guaranteed in ·every loan mail. "Colorado Wild Cucumber Vine" the 'Ago of Reason.'"
macle by us. We pay9 per cent. until mon- seeds. 10 cts. _Iler packet. SPud 50 cts. for
Pap.,r, GOC.; Cloth, SOc.
ev is in vested.
HORTICULTURIST and get both these as
These two great works should be in tho
a premium. Sent without p1·emium~ 01-e
and Freethought Books year for 25 cents. Send 5 cents for speci- library of every ;;earclH•t· after truth and
every Ioyer of mental lihGi·ty.. The two in
C>ttalogue sent Free. J. tmen copy.
oaper Wlll be "ent, lor Sl GO; m elotl1 for
1 1 FnaNcrs RuGGLEs. BibFOSTER & CO .• Publishers.
$2 20.
D. il'l. BENNETT,
liopole, Bronson, Mich.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
P. Q, Bo:~; aGo,
Greeley, Col,
tS156

HfATHtNS Of THt HfATH.

Scottish Western Loan Co.,

EXETER HALL.

)
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" The Special Poem of the Age."

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:

The World's

THE DRAMA OF DECEIT;

OR

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;

A SATIRE, AN ARGUMENT AND EXPOSE.

Henry Ward Beecher
AND
THE ARGUMENTS OF HIS APoLoGISTS IN
THE SoANDAL .TRIAL FULLY SHOWN UP!
Nearly 1,000 lines of wit, sarcasm. deep
tnought and merciless caricature. Evm·ubodv is reudino it.

PRESS COMMENTS.
" One of the sharpPst. most satirical
poems ever brought before the American
public. Logical. wittr. and mirth-provoking. The subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher Rcandal.
A rough, wide-awake Yankee, by the
name of .. Jonathan," a kind of a John
Hay of a fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coals ina sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits,
than is often found in such rough-clad
phraseology. The one who reads this
pamphlet will never regret the investment."
-(}rucible, Boston.
"Da.vis' new poem is in his best vein.
Racy, trenchant, suggestive, it will help
Jieople to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scaH,lal, ».nd more sensible views
regarding love and marriage."-] he Word,
Princeton,
"The great mogul of Christianity. Henry
Ward Beecher, is very artistically shown
up in the ''Drama of Deceit."-Philomathean. San Francisco.
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deserve a better sitting."-Sun,
N.Y.
Sent, post-paid, to any address. Price.
15 cents per single copy.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Woman, The Hope of the Wol'ld;
A poem read at the Woman's Mass Meeting in 1871, contains important new views
of Woman's 1!Iission, the Bible. etc.
Price, 10 cents a dozen. Send for it. Third
Edition just out.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

TRACTS
Publish Ad by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
SOCIETY of Worcester, ]'fass.:
CTs.
- 20
Christianity and the Bible
··']'rue Love" (See Catalogue.) 10
- 18
Dmma of Deceit
···woman." etc.
1
- 1
Most Dangerous Man.
1
1'he World Mows.
Bible and the Rule of Right. - 1
1
Sacred Animals, Reptiles, etc.
- 1
Life of David
1
Bible-class Lessons
The God Proposed for
Our National Constitution
Sent by mail by
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway.
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.

Christianity and the Bible
AGAINS'l'

Philosophy and S01er:ce.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, of California, has
written a strtking P>tmphlet. with the above
title. A tHn·usal of its maRs of faets will
t.wtter post nnd fortify the Liberal mind as
to ecclesiastical pretensions. and the persecutions of the Church in all ages. than
a more bulky and ambitious work. Liberal friend, no litter work can be selet•red to
h>tnd to your bigoted neighbor of the
Cllut·cll than thb instructive pamphlet.
Anxious to spread the truth. we have red<HJed the price of this work. (which is elegantly pn11ted i11 clear type, on line white
pn.per.) ro twenty ce,ts. postage 2 cents.
For sale at t.hio otlico. 25 Cllnts bv mail.
~ Sold by
D. l\I. BENNt.T'.r.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

A Code of Directions for A voiding most :of ·the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing ..

OR,

Christianity Before 0 hrist.

A new, true and extraordinary historical
work.
BY K. GRAVES.
400 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden At/B.
"A wonderful and exhaustive volume."A work whose excellence surpasses our power to commend.-New York Mail.
Banner of Light.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
"Embraces a subject of Univet·sal interest, and takes high rank A.S a book of reference."-lb.
.
"It contains extraordinary revelations in
religious history."- Investiaat01·.
"One of the greatest books of the age."
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
-Gommo,,wealth.
"A great book. The right work for the
The book is for the inost part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the right
age."-.!. If. Jlfendenhall.
slightest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many larger works.-New Yo1·k
"He who would enlarge and enlighten
Tribune.
his
mind
may be sur~ of being dchlv reOne of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos. JJaily Advertisn·.
by reading it."-Banne1·.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic big- paid
Every Libeml should have it.
·
otry.-Ghristian Reoister.
Sent, post-paid, by mail. by
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
D. li'L BENNETT.
wholesome A.nd practical re~ipes they ever saw.-E. R. Bmnson.
I am delighted wtth it.-H. JJ. Baker M.D. of Michioan State Board of Health.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
EDITED BY. M. L, HOLBROOK, M.D., Editor of the Herald of Health.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sen by Mail for $1.

Lady Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY
A Soientifio and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
NINETY-EIGHTH EDITION.

Sociology.

Containing a complete list of all the town><
in the United States. the Tenitories and
the Dominion of Canadn. having a population greater than 5,000 according to the
BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
last census, together with the names of the
newspapers having the largest loc.al circu5,000 COPIES SOLD
lation in each of the places named. Also,
a catalogue of newspapers which are recommeHded to ad\HrtisArs as giving greatest value in proportion to pri•·es charged.
Also. all newspapers in tlw United States
and Cana<la printing over 5,000 copies <>acb.
issue. Also, all the Religious. Agricultural, ::lcientific and lllechanical,l\IPdical.Masonic, Juvenile. Educati'lnal. Commercial,
Insurance. Renl EstatB, Law, Sporting,
musical. FA.bhion. A.n<l other special class
journals; very corn plete lists. Together
with a eomplete list of over 300 Germ!Ln
papers printed in the United States. Also.
an essay upon advertising; mauy tables of
rates, showing the cost of ad,·erth;iug in
various newspapers. and everything wh!ch
a beginner in advertising would like to
know, AddrPSS
·
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO~~ .
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
41 Park Row, 1~. Y.
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practicA.l bearing of the various subjects treated, in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NoT BE oVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number The Cheapest Book of Referand sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetence ever Published.
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should bll
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.
Contains injonnation on e·very subject of
SYNOPSIS OF C 0 NTE NTS.
hurnan knowledge.
Sexual Generation.
The Origin of Life.
Impregnation.
The Physiology of MenstruaZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA embraces DictiollEmbryology.
tion,
aries of Language, of Biog1·apby, of HisLactntion.
Pregnancy.
Regulation of the number of tory and of Medicine. It is a complete GaParturition.
zeteer, and includes a full AXplanation of
Offspring.
The Law of Sex.
The Law of Sexual Inter- all the Arts and Sciences, with definitions
The Theory of Population.
of all the terms used.
course.
Hereditary Transmission.
Beautiful Children.
IT Is ILLUSTRATED WITH NEARLY 3,ooo
Rights of Offspring.
Woman's Dress.
CUTS.
Good Children.
Interm11rriage.
Monstrosities.
It is issued in two Quarto Volumes, at $32
1!Iiscegenation.
Temperamental Adaptation.
in cloth, and $36.50 in half morocco. It is
Uniou for Life.
The Conjug;.,l Relation.
sold to subscribers in p;trts (59 parts), at 50
Choosing a Wife.
Courtship.
cents, completing the work.
Woman's Superiority.
C1wosing a Husband.
BAKER, DAVIS & CO.,
The Marriageable Age.
Marrying and Giving in MarSuccesso~s to
Old Age.
riage.
'.r. ELLWOOD ZELL. PuBLISHEH,
Philadelphia, and No.5 Beol,man St.
New York.

In

GET ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.

Price Reduced!

BY COL. H. G. INGEltSOLL.

ORJ[GIN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF

Religious Ideas.
BY l\IORlUS ENSTEIN.C
Which was published at $1.50 is now offnred at $1.00. It gives u comprehensive accot<nt of the origin of all the principal religions of the world. For reference as a·
text-book it is of the greatest value, and is
very cheap at the price offered.
For !Dale Bet this offi()e, Sent pc:>!!tpe.id for
$1,00,

N. B.-Professor Wil<ler, of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
kind ever published, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-pai<l, to one address, for $3.50.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable work haH ever before been issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335 :Broadway, New York.

A new edition, containing .. The Gods,"
"Humboldt,"" Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and .. Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised 1lnd corrected by the author.
'.rhe volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from· the Liberal
press. in force, clearness and incisiyeness
none equal these admil·able lectures. The
work ought to be in the library of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. l\1. BENNETT,
335~Broadway, N.Y.
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fldds and flint!~.
"You would be very pretty, indeed," said
a gentleman, patronizingly, to a young
lady, "if your eyes were only a little
larger." My eyes ma.y be very small, sir,
but such people as you don't fill them."
"You'vE pinned it back he cried, with
grief.
Much further than you'd 0rter:
Your front stands out in bold reliefMy darter! oh, my darter!"
A CoNNECTICUT editor, returning from a
clam bake, discourseth as follows:
0. clam, that sitteth silent and serene
Beside the margin of the mighty sea,
Whose grief or madness has no power to
wean
Thy spirit from its old tranQuility;
Or who, reposing underneath the sand,
Dost greet the dreamer,~razing far away,
Who over thee unconsciously doth stand,
By SQuatting in a most peculiar way;
I love thee, clam, thou dweller by the sea!
Thy rich secretions savor of its wealth;
For succulent thou art to a uegree,
And no ways prejudicial to the health,
To daily feed upon thee would be my wish.
Go to! Thou art the monarch of all fish.
l\IAx ADELER tells a new story, the gist
of which is as follows: Bill Slocum was
nominated for Mayor of Pencader, anu one
day, in a street conversation. he remarked,
"Iv'e got to win." He pronounced it, "I've
got t'win," and old Mrs. Martin, overhearing it imperfectly, went around and reported that Mrs. Slocum bad got twins.
The boys at once decided to serenade Bill.
and that night they marched out to his
house, with a band playing "Hail to the
Chief," several ward clubs, some fire companies, a group of white-dressed girls in a
wagon, a lot of banners, and plenty of enthusiasm. Bill made a speech about the
canvass, and there were shouts of "Where':;;
the twins!" "Hold 'em up to the window!"
and the like, Bill said there was a mistake.
but the band sarcastically played," Listen
to the Mocking Bird!" and the boys shouted louder for the twins. When the truth
prevailed the assembly dispersed in disgust, and Bill was overwhelmingly defeated at tho polls.
A DUTCH VICTORY.-A croWd of young
chaps about town were in one of the popular beer saloons yester<lay, where they
met a jolly old German, who often gets
thoroughly soaked in beer and maudlin
funny.
"Hello, Kaiserlicher, have you heard the
news?" said one.
"Nein: vas ish das ?"
"The Water Works are busted!"
"V cl, dot's bad mit dem tombrance
beeples, don't id, poys ?" [Laughter all
round.]
"Yes, and the rolling mill's gone up!"
said another of the boys.
·• Vel, chust don't got skeered about that;
it's so heffy dot it goom don again, eh ?. [A
grand peal of laughter.]
"And-and-the ice machine has exploded!" cried a third.
"Ish dot bin possible? Den dot's bad.
midoug some misdake, and id don't rain
midou t it pours-de vasser ou<l-de rolling
mill oud-no more ize-unt all you young
shackasses broke ond ol' de shtable lot!
Dot makes me gry !"
Ana nobody thought it necessary to
laugh.- Atlanta OonstituHon.
RESIGNED TO HIS Loss.-The funeral
party had retired from the burying groun<l,
but he lingered about like a loving widower, to see the last sod put on. With his
black clothes, his black silk g{oves, his
black-bordered handkerchief hanging
carelessly in his left hand, his sombre visage, and half a yard of black bombazine
wreathed arounu his black hat, he seemed
the very picture of melancholy. Presently
he awoke from the reverie into which he
had fallen, and said to the grave-digger:
"I hope you think she is comfor'ble
down thur. I've put in all the style I knew
how: prime rosewood coffin and trimmin's, an' seventeen carriages. She
oughten to be oneasy."
"Oh, she'll never bother you again.''
cheerfully replied the brisk little spades-

I Truth

seeker

man, stopping back to see if he hac1 built
up the mound symmetrically,
"Well, now, I am g:lad to hear you say No.
Cts
that," added the bereaved man, "'cause 1. Arraignment of Priester aft, by D.
M. Bennett.
yon see. I expect to have another one afore
5
10
2. Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
Christmas, and I don't want the sperit of 3.
Thomas Paine.
"
5
this here onfort'nate to come roamin' 4. Arraignment of the Church. Ingersoll.
round the house.''
5
Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
Then he turned and walked out of the 5.
6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
5
cemetery with the expression of a man 7. Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
F. Underwood.
returning from the performance of a be
2
8. Proohecies. B. F. Underwood.
2
nevolent deed.- D~troit Free Press,
9. Bible Prophecies
Concerning
Babylon.
·B.
F.
Underwood.
·
2
A l\IINISTER wHo CouLDN'T STAND THE 10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
2
TEST.-A well-known clergyman was pass11. H;~lci::V o~'tlf.e B~~iY:'t~~~~c Paden.
5
ing Lake Eric many years ago upon ono 12. The Jews and their God. "
10
of tho lake steamers, and, seeing a small 13. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers. 3
"
3
lad at the wheel steering the boat, accosted 14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
15. Come to Dinner.
3
him as follows:
2
16. Fog Horn Documents.
2
"l\Iy son, you appear to be a small boy 17. The Devil Still Ahead.
18.
Slipped
U_p
Again.
"
2
to steer so largo a boat."
19. Jo>ohua Stoppinlr the Sun and
"Yes sir; but you can see that I can do it,
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. M,
though."
Bennett.
2
"Do you think you understand your bu- 21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. M.
siness, my son?"
Bennett.
2
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
"Yes, sir, I think I do."
D.
l\f.
Bennett.
10
·"Can you box the compass?"
23. Paine Hall Dedication Address.
"Yes, sir.''
B. F. Underwood.
24. Christians at Work. Wm.l\fcDon"Let me hear you box it."
nell.
~
Boy boxes the compass.
25. Bible Contradictions.
''Well, really, you can do it! Let me hear 26. Underwood's Prayer.
1
27. Honest Questions and Hon<ost Anyou box it backward."
swers. D. M. Bennett.
5
Boy boxes it backward.
28. Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
"I declare, my son, yon do seem to unSotheran.
10
29. Reply to Elder Shelton's Fourth
derstand your business."
Letter. D. l\I. Bennett
3
The boy now took his turn Question-ask- 30. Woman's
Rights & Man's Wrongs,
ing.
John Syph13rs.
2
"Pray, sir, what may be your business?" 31. Gods and God-houses. John Syphers.
2
"I am a minister of the Gospel."
32. The Gods of Superstition and the
"Do yon understand your business?"
I
God of the Universe. D. l\I.
Bennett.
8
"I think I do. my son."
~3. What has Christianity Done? S.
"Can you say the Lords' Prayer?"
H. Preston.
2
··Yes."
34. Tribute to Thomas Paine. S. H.
Preston.
"Say it."
2
35. llfoving the Ark. D. M Bennett.
2
Clergyman repeats the Lords' Prayer.
36. BAn nett's Prayer to the Devil.
2
"Well, really, you cLJ know it! Now say 37. A Short Sermon. Rev. TheoJogicns, D.D.
2
it backward."
38. Christianity not a Moral System.
Clergyman says he cannot do it.
x. Y.Z.
2
"You cannot do it, eh? Now, yon sec I 39. The True Sa.int. S. P. Putnam.
1
understand my business a great deal bet- ±o. Bible of Nature vs. The Bible of
Men. John Syphers.
2
ter than yon do yours."
41. Our Ecclesiastical Gentry. D. M.
Clergyman acknowledged himself beatBennett
~
42. Elijah the Tishbite. D.l\I. Bennett.
en, and retired.- Providence Jotwnal.
43, Christianity a Borrowed System.
D. M. Bennett.
A YEAR AGo AND Now.-They lingered at
4±. l\Ianline~s and Godliness. S. P.
the gate until he could finish that last re1
Putnam.
mark, and she toyed with her fan, while 45. Elisha the Prophet. D. M. Bennett.
3
"
3
her eyes were looking down from beneath 46. Did Jesus Really Exist'!
47. Cruelty and Credulity of the Hua jaunty hat that only partial! y shaded her
mace. Dr. Daniel Arter.
48. Freethought in the West. G. L.
face from the light of the silvery moon.
Henderson.
5
He stood gracel'ully on the outside, with
one hand resting on the gate post, and the
SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
other tracing unintelligible hieroglyphics 1. Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
6
on the panels. They were looking very
2. Evolution; from the Homogensentimental, and neither spoke for some
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
3
minutes, until she broke silence in a sweet,
F. Underwood.
5
3, Darwinism. B. F. Underwoo<l.
musical voice:
4. Literature of the Insane. Fred"And you will always think as you do
erick R Marvin, D.D.
5
now, George,"
5. Responsibility of Sex. l\Irs. Sara
B. Chase, M.D.
3
" Ever, dearest; your image is impressed
G, Graduated Atmospheres. J, lifeupon my heart so indellibly that nothing
Carroll.
2
can ever efface it. Tell me, J nlia, loveliest
Others will be added to these lists from
time
to
time.
of your sex, that I have a right to wear it
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
there."
off; on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
·· Oh. you men arc so deceitful," she an- dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
40 off.
swered, coQuettishly.
As few or as many of any given kind may
·· 'l'rue, Julia, men are deceitful," he bo ordered as desired.
said, drawing a little nearer to her and inAddress
D. :!If. BENNETT,
sinuating. himse!l' inside the gate, "bnt,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
who, <larling, could tleceive you?"
" And if I were to <lie, George, wouldn't
yon find some one else you could love as
well?
"Never, never. No woman could ever fill
your place in my heart."
"Oh, QUit now! That ain't right," she D. M. :BENNETT, Editor Truth Seeker.
murmured, as she ma<le a feint to romovo
Wishes the Public to remember he is
his arm 'from around her waist.
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
"Let me hold you to my heart," he whis- and Progressive Works of all kinds.
pered passionately, " until you have conBooks by the following Modern .A1ttlw1·s
sented to be mine," and he drew her near- kept in Stock :
Huxley,
er to him and hel<l her tightly until he obDa~.·vvin,
tained the coveted boon.
Tyndall,
It seemed but yesterday since our weary
Herbert SI>eneer,
J. Stua•·t lllill,
footsteps interrupted that touching little
F~·outlc,
scene, bnt when we passe<l near the SfLme
L. Fum·baeh,
locality early yesterday morning, ere the
. Dr. Louis Buechner,
Thon1.as Buckle,
moon and stars had paled, and heard a
Louis Figuicr,
gentle voice exclaim;
Sir ..Joltn Lul)bttck,
Charles B>·a<llaugh
"No sir; you've stayed out this long,and
Robt.
Dale
Owen,
you may just as well make a night of it.
Ste}>hen Pearl Andrews,
I'll teach you to stay at the lodge until 3
A. J. Davis~
o'clock in the morning, and then come As well as numeJ'01.ts other authors. ·
fooling around my door to worry me and
Addres11
wake the baby. Now, take that, and sleep
D. M. BENNETT,
on it,"- Viclcsb·nrgh Jlerald,
33G BROADWAY,

BOOKS!

Tracts.

BOOKS!!

SCOVILL'S

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP.
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body indicate an

Impure Condition ot the Bloocl,
and this may or may not be Scrofula, but
in either case the diseflSO is nothing more
than an INsmrous POisoN that

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as it courses through the veins, sowing
seeds of death with every pulsation.
In this condition of things something is
needed at once to cleanse the blood; and

Scovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
will JlOSitively effect this desideratum, expe:Jmg every trace of diseasA from the
blood and system, leaving tho skin

FAIR, SOFT AND :BEAUTIFUL.
Hundreds of certificates attest its value.
Price $1 per bottle.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE CREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
TIVE. REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
tho OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGs, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfact>s which the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
S~ITTING

OF BLOOD,

WHOOPING COUGH,

CROUP,

And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAM is sol<l everywhere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE !IIOST POWERFUL HEALING
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
QARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pams of burns.
CARBOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptions.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts and
bruises.
Sold everywhere, Price 25 cents.
-----·-··---

·----------

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYG ENA'l'ED BITTERS have been
the most popular remedy for DYsPepsia
Heartburn. Indigestion, all(l other like dis~
orders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and still maintain their unrivalled
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache Anodyne
Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache in
One Minute,
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold everywhere
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
6 and 9 College Place, N, Y.

DEVOTED

TO

SOIENCE,MORALS,FREE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR J~',1PORM, PROGRESSION,
.
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE RUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason to!fether;" Let us hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is good."

Vol. 2. No. 28.

D. M. BENNETT, }
{ EDITOR & PROPRIETOR.

NEW YORK, OCTOBER 15, 187'5.

PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLy,
Until Jan. 1St, 1876, after which time it will be published
WEEKLY. Price, per year ................................ $2.00
From Sept. 1st, 1875, to Jan. 1st, 1876..................... .5o
From Sept. 1st, 1875, to Jan. 1st, 1877 ..................... 2.25
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers.

ago sentenced in this city to two years imprisonment
in State prison, for stealing, or for harboring stolen
goods.
·
THE Roman Catholic Church in Nicaruga observes
eighty-two feast days. Estimating the laboring population at 15,ooo, and wages at thirty cents per day, the country sustains an annual loss of at least $3,ooo,ooo, besides a
vast diminution in its agricultural products.

335BROADWAY,
{ SINGLE
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BEWARE OF PoiSoN,-Henry Ward Beecher announces
that he proposes to take "a far more active part " in the
management of the Oh1•istian Union than heretofore and
to" make the paper his own in a more important s~nse
than it ever has been," " I shall consider it," he adds" as
a parish, parallel with Plymouth Church."
This announcement should be sufficient to keep the
Oh?·istian Union out of all families where honor, virtue,
truth, and piety are respected.-N. Y. Sun.

A BUFFALo physician asserts that iron at a white heat
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
produceR merely a tickling sensation on the flesh, and
GIVING EXPLICIT INSTRUCTIONS.-A pious deacon prayOne Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch therefore Clara Morris could not have suffered the ex- ing earnestly for rain in a long dry time, expressed him&r subsequent insertions.
quisite torture reported. We prefer to be tickled with a self as follows: "0 Lord thou knowest the earth is dry
feather than with an iron at white or red heat.
and parched. and that all vegetation is dying for want of
ABoUT THE AVERAGE.-The last week the police arrested rain. If in thy wisdom thou seest fit to send us refresh2.108 persons in this city; there were 586 deaths and 464 ing rains, do not withold the same. But. 0 Lord, we
births and 36 marriages. The deaths nearly always would ask thee, not to send it in such profuse and vio:::·.o---==-========== exceed the births, showing that if we did not get recruits lent a manner as to suddenly raise our streams and wash
away our haycocks, fences and bridges, but let it come
from the outside world, we would in time all die off.
THEBE are 1,486 male convicts in Sing Sing prison.
drizzle drozzle, drizzle drozzle, for about a week, for the
MR.
G.
W.
SMITH
has·
been
directed
by
the
trustees
of
ONE of Brigham Young's sons is studying medicine and
Redeemer's sake. Amen I
·
the
British
Museum
to
resume
his
excavations
at
Ninepolygamy in Paris.
veH, and he expects to start sooii for the East. His new
A BAD RECoRD To LEAVE BEHIND.-The Ron. Geo. W
LoUISIANA's recent census shows 2o,ooo more colore<! book on the "Chaldean Account of the Genesis," which Bardwell, member of the Legislature and deacon of the
residents than whites.
contains his recent discoveries is now in the press, and Methodist Church, of which he was a shining member, in
a thriving Massachusetts town, was recently called to
LAST year 1,746 wives and 4,492 children of British sold- will shortly be published.
iers '11'ere compelled to petition the State for bread.
THE Rev. Dublin J. Walker, the leading colored preacher "pass in his checks" and close his earthly career. After
his death it was found he had been a very bad man. A
EMBEZZLEMENT has now become a fashionable crime. of South Carolina, formerly School Commissioner of
Chester county and now a State Senator, has been con- large amount of forged paper was traced to him, and it
We have one of the Oneida Community indicted for it.
victed on a charge of issuing fraudulent school certifi- was proven that he had also robbed his brother deacon,
KAN~AS can now fill orders for thirteen million bushels cates for $70. Eleven jurors were colored and six com- Zedediah Graves, of nearly $2000, and had caused a suspicion of the theft to be directed to innocent parties.
of wheat, and any number of grasshoppers in the colfl municants in his church.
is to be hoped such deacons will not become abundant•
st&(e.
JAMES LICK has just proposed to build his $8oo,ooo
IT was observed of a deceased lawyer that he left but few astronomical observatory on the summit of Mount HamREV. NATHAN DAVIDSON of Rayton, Ga., while recently
effects. to which a lady remarked" that he had but few ilton, if the Supervisors of Santa Clara county will con- preaching upon the miracles, and after describing the
eauses."
struct a railroad thither from San Jose. Mount Hamilton restoration of the blind man's sight, (John ix. 6) made
IN consequence of the destruction of forests in southern is sixty-five miles from San Francisco, and its summit is this expression; "Now this was very foolish of the
Russia, the climate is becoming colder in winter and drier 4,440 feet high. It is thought by many that llfount Diablo Savior." The story goes that he had hardly uttered the
would be a better site.
words, when his tongue was paralyzed and for several
in summer, every year.
THEoDoRE TILTON is succeeding remarkably well in hours did not recover the powbr of speech. As soon as
AT the recent fair in Norwich, Conn., a Roman coin of
he was able to speak, however, he said what he intended
the era of Marc Antony was exhibited as a gentle hint of his starring lecturing tour. He draws immense houses to say, was: "Now this was very foolish of the Savior
everywhe: e. In this city and in Brooklyn his lectures
the durable value of hard money.
were perfect ovations. The houses were densely cram- from a worldly point of view," It was held that he was
IF it be so very hard to find bald-headed ·consumptives or med, and he was heartily and repeatedly applauded. His stricken with dumbness on account of the impious
bald-headed lunatics, it is next in order to ascertain if lectures were pronounced the finest specimens of oratory expression he made; but a nice question is here involved
between Providence and fore-knowledge. The belief
there be any bald-headed suicides.
delivered here for many years.
that it was a providential rebuke is placed in the awkBETTER STEP DowN AND 0UT.-Mr. Beecher's" future" ward dilemma, that Providence had smitten an innocent
MARSHAL McMAHoN's income as President of France is
$12o,ooo per annum, besides which he is allowed $78,ooo for is not likely to be free from the infamous stain upon his man from a lack of knowledge of what he was going to
character, at least so long as he does everything in his say. If Davidson tells the truth, Providence showed
household and reception expenses.
vower to hinder and prevent a complete investigation of undue haste to smite him before he knew what the man
A BIG crop of oysters is set down for the New Jersey
the charges against him. If he will only get out of the intended to say, while if Davidson lies, Providence showeoast this year, four million bushels being the estimate.
pulpit, which he disgraces by his presence, the Christian ed himself guilty of inconsistency in pun~hing the man
The oystermen are already in a stew.
world will care little where he goes.-Trov Press.
for blasphemy, and letting him pass free for lying. Which
THE Rev. Mr. Revels of Africa, formerly barber. and late
IF THE CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY is true, the Catholics are is it? Nice point, this.
United States Senator, is just now engaged in giving a
quite right in holding the Virgin Mary iri the high
NoT APPRECIATED.-The Rev. J.D. Fulton of the Hanson
elose shave to sinners in Mississippi.
esteem they do. A woman capable of acting as wife to Place Baptist Church. Brooklyn, is falling into disfavor
'l'HI!l increase in the number of books in the Public Li- one God, (with all the name implies) and being with his flock, and they have demanded his resignation
brary of Boston averages 2,500 per month, and there are mother of another God, is fitted to be called the on the ground of "brusqueness," dogmatic manners,
"Queen of Heaven," and is doubtless as deserving of arrogance, self will, softening of the brain, uncomplaisnow 286, 334 volumes on the shelves.
great reverence, honor and worship, as were Venus and ance, falsehood, &c., &c. Although his congregation
THE rice crop of Louisiana amounted to only 3,ooo barJuno of the ancient Greeks.
may see· many imperfections in him, they do not charge
.rels in 1869, but the yield of this year will reach 200,000 barIT is a popular belief that lightning will not strike a him with not having the requisite love of Jesus. The
J.Iels. One planter has 2,500 acres of it.
beech tree, In a recent thunder shower at Goshen, Mass., great love he bears his master may outweigh his many
THE Lutherans of Russia are following the example of
a beech and maple standing near together, with branches faults. Later. After a regular prayer-meeting a few
the Mennonites to escape miltary service. A large numinterlocking each other, received the electric bolt, which evenings since, the congregation of Bro. Fulton's Church
ber are on their way to Wisconsin to found a colony.
shattered the maple and passed into the earth, through a held an animated discussion and an election to decide
whether their pastor should step down and out. The
THE LoNDON Enauirer says, after spending $15o.ooo a prostrate hemlock tree lying near, which was stripped of
deacons and near one hundred of the faithful were opweek in the Moody and Sankey revival business, the its bark nearly the whole length. No trace of the lightposed to the pastor, while a somewhat larger number
blood of England and the river Thames are as foul as ning was left upon the beech.
remained faithful to him. Hot words and harsh epithets
ever.
"PoT CALLING KETTLE BLA.CK."-Rev. Dr. Crosby of our passed currently from side to side. The parson acted as
city,
recently
refering
to
medical
fees.
said:
"If
some
of
"BliETJ!RIN," said a good Baptist in Indiana, while
moderator, and when one of the deacons upraided him
~rivine; his exverience, "I've been a tryin' this nigh onto our doctors ever become knights. they will be knights of for words he had used in prayer, detrimental to the
forty years to serve the Lord and get rich, both at once; the Golden Fleece." Now if the doctors of medicine are deacons, the parson meekly told the critical deacon that
any more fond of the golden fleece than the doctors of it was none of his business what words he (the varson)
IIJld I tell yer all, I find it's mie;hty hard sleddin'."
divinity, the poor sheep are to be pitied indeed. Ail it is, used in prayer. The Christian love manifested on the
O.uDJ '1'0 G~IEl'.-The Rev. Thomas J. Weeks, regularly the simple sheep are nearly doulored to nakedness and oooasien was not of the Jesus kind; and the trouble !s~not
&rdained pastor of the Baptist Cburoh, was a few days ha.ve to stand shivering in the cold.
yet ended.

Jllotts and !fklippings.
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The Pro· and Con of Supernatural
Religion ; or,
An Answm· to the Question: Have We a Supernattwally Revealed, Infallibly Inspired and Mimculously Attested Religion in tlte World'!
BY E. E. GTIILD.

Tlw Priesthood Fu1·tlw1' Gonsidm·ed.-Conclusion.
The art of proselyting they understood to perfection. This is an. important part of their business.
However ignorant they may be on all other subjects,
this they perfectly well understand. They are in
possession of all the accumulated experience of a
long line of predecessors extending through all of the
past ages. They know human nature well and how
to take advantage of its weaknesses. They make
their appeals to the superstitious, selfish hopes and
fears of ignorant men, and l1aving what Archimedes
only wanted, another world on which to plant their
machinery. It is no wonder that in almost all past
time they have moved this at their pleasure. They
tax all their ingenuity and eloquence in describing
the beauties of a heaven about which they know
nothing, and a hell of which they are equally ignorant, and the one they promise as a reward to all who
embrace their doctrines. the other they threaten as a
punishment to be inflicted on aU who do not. In this
way they may succeed, perhaps, in luring some and
entrancing others, but no man was ever made really
any better by being actuated by such selfish considerations. They condemn human selfishness and yet
cultivate and strengthen it by making constant appeals to i.t. They are the greatest beggars in the
world. Their horseleeeh cry of give, give, cau be
heard on the mountains and in the valleys, in the
public streets and in the churches. At every public
meeting ostensibly for the worship of God, the contribution box is passed around and the people are
entreated in God's name to give. The people are assured that if they will give, God will restore to them
four-fold, but not one of them will stand sponsor for
the fulfillment of the promise or guarantee the refunding of the gift in case it is not. In a thousand va.ricty of ways vast sums of money are raised by these
men which goes to help the warring sects to vie with
each other in building costly churches and to support
a class of useless drones in the human hive.
The same envyiogs and jealousies that exist among
the members of other learned professions exist among
them. They will unscrupulously resort to measures
to supplant a brother in an advantageous situation,
or in the esteem and affections of the people which
lawyers and physicians scorn to adopt, and have too
great a sense of horror and manhood. to think of
adopting. If one of their number happens to become
convinced of the erroneousness of his creed and has
independence and moral courage enough to avow his
honest opinions, tbe rest will pounce on him like a
hawk upon a chicken. They will pursue him with
misrepresentations and slander, hurl at him the epithets of "infidelity," emisary of Satan," ''enemy of
religion," call him a Judas, a renegade, an apostate,
ostracise him from society if they ean, and all to
counteract his influence in opposition to their sectarian views. On the other hand if one of their profession is aeeusecl of any crime, the rest of the fraternity will gather arouncl him, form a solid phalanx,
and shield him from exposure if they can. The peculiar position occupied by these men brings them into
close relation to the female sex, They knowing that
women are more susceptible of religious as well as
superstitions influence than men, regard them as their
right-hancl weapon of offensive and defensive war.
They rely mainly on them to further· their designs.
Women educated to believe that they must depend on
men for support and protection, will inevitably be inclined to look up to the clergy for religious guidance
and instruction. This brings them into frequent and
familiar iriiimaey with that class of men. What has
been the result ? Not only are our· sectarian churches
made up principally of women and children, but the
history of the priesthood in all ages and countries
proves that by no other class of professional men have
so many crimes against female virtue been committed
as by them.
The clergy profess to look upon what they call Infidelity and :Materialism with the utmost horror and detestation. They represent that the Materialistic doetrines arc destructive of all joy and peace on earth,
and deprive us of all our bright hopes and anticipations
in regard to the future. Apparently they are entirely unconscious of the fact that they themselves are constantly promulgating a doctrine as much more horrible than anything in :Materialism as it is in the power
of the human imagination to conceive. At the very
woTst, even, ultra-M;Lterialism would do nothing worse
thim eon sign us to the quiet s.leep of non.-existence or
annihilation, whereas the doctrine of the clergy would
involve a majority of our race in miseries untold, nevCl·-ending and indescribable. All; therefore, who hope
for a future blissful existence, inust desire it with the
full knowledge that if they ·have it, they enjoy it
at tlui"expellse of the endless and inconceivable sufferings of millions of their fellow men. Can a more
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monstrous exhibition of supreme selfishness be con- The Christian deludes himself if he supposes that he
ceived?
is actuated by motives any different from those of otltThese men claim, too, that by some mysterious su- er men. If he renounces what he supposes to. be the
pernatural process they have experienced such a pleasures of this world for the sake of the glory and
change of nature, such a regeneration of character, bliss of eternity, he has made a good bargain, he has
such a sanctification of mind and heart as fits them to looked out for number one. The balance of profit
be the month-pieces of God, and the leaders and in- and loss is decidedly in his favor. No shrewd Yankee
structors of mankind. But of what use is it for them to could hope to make a better bargain. If the wicked
pretend to any superior sanctity, when all intelligent expect to find happiness in sin, they commit a capital
men know, and all the world o~1ght to know, that they mistake, which, sooner or later, it is to be hoped they
''are men of like passions as others," that they have will discover and correct. The good are to be conthe same appetites, passions, desil'es, faults and foibles gratulated on account of their goodness, the bad are
that all men have. The criminal records of the coun- to be commiserated on account of their bauness. vVe
try prove, that in proportion. to their numbers no class are, therefore, to have '' eom passion on the ignorant
of educated men furnish a greater number of the in- and those who are out of the Wfty." We arc to be as
mates of our jails and pl'isons than the clergy.
God is," kind even to the unthankful anu the evil."
ls this religiGm a grevious burden on men ? No, it is
Now there are in the United States nearly fifty thousand clergymen. We would utilize this element of so- no burden at all. Is its yoke heavy ? No yoke about
ciety. That portion of them who, by their educa- it. Is it hard to practice ? Far from it. Will it
tion, talents and moral worth are qualified for the make our pleasures less on earth ? It will greatly enwork, we would have converted into teachers in OUT hance and increase them. Will the practice of it subschools and seminaries of learning, public lecturers ject us to the scorn and derision of ungodly men ?
and leaders of the people in the great work of reform. ''Who is he that will harm you if you be a follower of
We would have them teach their fellow men on those that which is go0d ?" No ; even the vilest of men arc
snbjeets abont which they have some positive knowl- so constituted l,Jy nature that they cannot but respect
edge, and in relation to which it is of the utmost im- virtue, honesty, goodness, and those who practice these
portance that they be informed. We would have virtues, whether they themselves practice them or not.
The truly religious man, freed from every vestige
them teach the people to know themselves, to do their
own thinking, to form their own opinions, to under- of superstition, full of confidence in God and human
stand the laws of their own nature, and the conditions nature, views this life as a school, a state of discipline
on which the prosperity and happiness of human be- for the development of the powers and faenlties of
ings depend. We would place them on a level with man. He believes that for this purpose man has been
the rest of mankind, give them the same chances, the subjected to many and grevious evils, but that neversame opportunities, and let them depend on,themselves, theless, there is much more happiness than misery in
instead of being merely dependents upon others. As the world, more virtue than vice, !llOre good than evil.
for the rest, we would have them expend the force and Evil in his view is but the shadow of good. "'l'here
energy which they now spend for naught in some will be briers where berries grow." If we have the
branches of trade, or agriculture, and thereby make good. we must take the evil also. Enor he conceives
to have no existence except in the opinions of men.
themselves a blessing to the world.
To this, or something like this, it must come at last. Outside the human mind there are no errors, no mistakes. Error has no basis in nature, no solid foundaThe people will not always suffer themselves to be led
hoodwinked to their own destruction. A revolt is sure tion to rest on. lt, like evil, may be outgrown. The
to come, and when it does come it is to be hoped that error of to-day may be supplanted, extinguished, anthe crimes of the priesthood against humanity will not nihilated by the truth of to-morrow. It is, therefore,
be too vividly remembered against them, and that the transient, evanescent, passing away. So with evil.
sins of their predecessors who lived in the dead past There is no absolute evil in the Universe. Every stage
will not be visited on those. who exist in the living of human existence has its app!1rent evils. The ignorance, dependence and helplessness of infancy and
present.
Religion is natural to man. It is not an exotic which youth are outgrown when we come to be men. The
must be grafted upon him, but IS indigenous in the soil evils connected with mlLnhoocl we are relieved from
of his heart and mind. God has endowed him with re- in old age, and the evils ineidBnt to old age are termiligious faculties which seek gratification. It is only nated by death. We may hope that the evils of our
necessary to develop and properly direct the religious present state of existence will not follow us into anpowers to make him all that religion requires. }Jan'sre- other and higher mode of existence. Whether evils
ligious faculties, like all his other faculties, are liable of any kind will exist in that life is more than we can
to be misdirected. He possesses no appetite, no pas- tell. But if they do, we may be sure that the Being
sion, no faculty that is not in itself good. All that is who bas so guarded the interests of his creatures here,
wrong in man consists in the p~rversion or abuse of that none of us can sufl'er only a certain amount of
powers which are in themselves good. When his re- pain without its termin11ting in death, will so protect
ligious faculties are properly directed, they tend to his creatures there, as to render their existence a blessgood, and only good, both to himself and his fellow ing a.nd not a curse. God's ways are perfect. "He
men. Whan misdirected they are liable to produce hath done all things well." He has so established the
an incalculable amount of mischief. It is a law of na- order 0f the moral world as that no virtue can be unture that the very best things are capable of being con- rewarded, no vice unpunished. The man who inflicts
verted into the very worst. Thus it is that religion au injury on his fellow man, at the same time inflicts
when perverted may become a curse to its possessor a much greater one on himself. It is better to be
slandered than to slander, to be stolen from than to
and render him a curse to the world. vVoe to the
world when a religious fanatic or monomaniac is let steal, to be murdered than to murder, "to suffer
loose in it! Conceiving that he. only has God's truth, wrong than to do wrong " Nature knows nothing
and that the salvation of the world depends upon the about forgiveness in the sense of the remission of retriuniversal acceptance of it by men, and that all who bution, nothing 111.Jout iufiieting punishment upon the
do not accept it are the enemies of God and religion, the innocent fur the sins of the guilty ; nothing about
he goes forth full of bigotry and intolerance, scatter- atoning for sin by Ehedding the blood of innocent vicing firebrands, arrows and death in the world, and de- thus. On the contrary the great law of Nature is,
nounces the thunderbolts of God's wrath upon all he "he that doeth wrong shall suffer for the wrong which
deems to be God's foes. Animated by a zeal without he hath clone", and there is no respect of persons."
It is not for us to say who are the proper objects of
knowledge, he has no mercy on others, nor even on
himself. He will endure rnivations, encounter the God's righteous retribution, nor who should be theregreatest difficulties, brave the most imminant dangers, cipients of his blessings. We know but little about
bid defiance to tortures, eagerly sh~d his blood or lay ourselves, and ~till less auout our fellow men. We
down his life to seal his testimony. He may be com- cannot determine the amount of guilt or innocence of
pared to a lion uneagetl, a tiger unehaineu, a hyena a single human being. It ill becomes us to presume
to sit in judgment on our fellows. God only ean be
let loose.
To be truly reiigious is to be God-like in character the proper judge, and "the judge of all the earth will
and disposition. To be merciful and mild, peaceable do right." It 1s for us to look with charity upon all
and kind, charitable toward all, forbearing and for- men, to encourage them who 11re in the right way,
giving even toward enemies. Religion is true man- and to pity those who do wrong .
hood. To be religious is to be a well developed man,
The true religionist rises to the conception that the
a true gentleman, a lover of all men, both good and human mce consLitutes a brotherhood, that we all have
bad. 'lone distinction between good and bad men is one Father, all belong to one Church-the Church of
only a difference of degree. None are completely Humanity ; that we are all teachers, and at the same
good, none are entirely bac1. Human nature is the time ]earners in that Church, that the Dible of N asame in all men, but is manifested in a variety of ture includes all books, all objects, all sounds, all
ways. The human race furnishes one of the !Jest thoughts ancl all sensations. 'l'hat the rites and ccreillustrations of the law of unity in variety. 'l'he clifl'er- moncs of this Church consist in doing good to tLll
enee in the character ancl disposition of men is a dif- men as we have opportunity. 'l'he whole duty of man
ference of organization, temperament, education, eli- consists in doing all the goocl he can, an.tl as little harm
mate and condition. }!en may be found, even in civ- as possible.
ilzed society, in all the intermediate stages of developIn regard to fntmity, the philosophic religioniet rement between the lowest barbarism and the highest alizes that uJl that relates to the future, beyond the
civilization. In proportion as a man is wicked he is present moment, must be included in the domain of the
barbarous, in proportion as he is good he is civilized. unknown. Aside from the accounts both ancient and
Notwithstanding the diversity of character ancl action modern of the re11ppearunee of persons in the spirit
·among men, all are prompted to action by one grand who were known to have lived and died on emth-aeleading motive, the desire of happiness and the dread counts which are believed by some and discredited by
of misery. }len seek happiness in a variety of ways, others-the veil which separates· the future life from
and commit many .blunders and mistakes in their ef- the present has never been lifted, much le8s removed.
forts to obtain it. The good find it, the oad miss it. 'l'hc question "if a man die _shall he live agt<in '' haa
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been as thoroughly investigated and discussed as any
other. Able, learned, and good men have advocated
both sides of the question. Whenever a people emerge
from a condition of ignorance and semi-barbarism
doubters and unbelievers appear among them, the
number increases in the ratio that intelligence is diffused, and civilization, culture and refinement are promoted. Belief is the most general among those who
think and know the least on the subject. Doubt is allmost. c:celusively confined to th_inking, intelligent,
well-mformecl men. vVe draw no mference from this
but simply state the fact.
'
If we analyze and criticise the argument usually re·
lied on to prove a future life, it is plain that they are
inconclusive and unsatisfactory except to those who
arc resolutely determined to cling to a belief in it without regard to argument or evidence. To the calm enquirer whose mind is regulated by evidence in believing, and who has no desire to believe anything but
what is true, however pleasing and agreeable the belief may be, they will be seen to be mere inferences
often from premises which are wholly absurd or deduc~
tionsfrom premises which do not warrant' the con·
elusion.
No argument in its favor is more frequently appealed to, nor more generally relied on, than that foundecl
on the desire of men for immortality, and the happifying influence of a belief in it. It is surprising that
well-informed men can delude themselves with an argument like this. \Vho does not know that the hopes
as well as the fears of mankind can be as readily excited by fiction as by fact. And who does not know
that the idle fancies of our childhood days are dispelled by age and experience ? In like manner stern
truths of logic and philosophy dissipate the ideal fancies of onr maturer years.
On the other hand it is impo3sible to prove
tbat there is no fature life. The utmost that unbelievers can do is to nullify the arguments of the believer by clemonstrating their entire fallacy. The question then relates to the unknown, if not to the unknowable. It opens a wide field for the imagintion to
roam in. All our thoughts on the subject are purely
ideal and subjective. That they are not reliable is
prr>ved by the fact that the conceptions of different
person& are in direct contmdietion. To person who
abouncl in hope, the picture of the future will appear
painted in the most gorgeous colors; to those in whom
fear predominates it will present only the blackness
of darkness forever.
The influence of the belief in the doctrine in question will depend on the character and disposition of
the believer, and the form in wh.ich it is held. In calctdating its influence upon character, it is necessary to
keep in view the following facts. 1. No speculative
opinion has the power to change the nature of man.
2. The natural character and dispostion of men being
dependent on organization and t.emperament can be
effected but very little by their opinions. The utmost that opinion can do, is to call into exercise feelings and sentiments which alreltdy exist (iu a latent
condition perhaps) in the individual, and give direction to his actions. 3. So much stronger is the natural character than opinion, that men often act in a
manner entirely inconsistent with their belief. l\Ien
are not in character and disposition whatthey are, because they believe as they do. lienee we have good
and bad men· of all forms of belief, of all sects and of
no sect. A good man will be good in spite of his belief, however bad; a bad man will be bad in spite of
his belief, however good. Belief is not a sure index
of character, but conduct is. ''By their fruits ye
shall know them,'' is the best test that can be applied.
The doctrine of a future life is held in·a great variety of forms. In some of its phases it is comparatively harmless. Bnt in the form in which it has been, and
is now most popular in the world, if it is capable of
doing some good, it is also capable of doing, and has
clone an immense amount of mischief. No doctrine,
whatever, appeals with mere power to the hopes aml
fears of mankind, or is better calculated to stir their
emotions and call into exercise all the feelings of
their nat~ue. vVhen we consillcr how genera·! has
been the belief in it, and how much it bas been enforced and enlarged upon, it is truly wonderful that
its influence has not been much greater than it lias.
It can only be accounted for on the supposition that
its most intelligent believers have not more than half
beliveG. it, and that the ignorant multitude have accepted and endorsed it, without at all comprehend·
ing its full import and meaning. In tlte opinion of
tlte writer its influence for good has been very geneally overestimated, while its power to do harm has
not been realized by the many, and has been perhaps
cxa"geratecl by the few.
I~ contemplating the subject, we have often
wondered why men do not more generally view it in
the light of reason and common sense.
A conscious existence after death is something about
which all knowledge is withheld from us. If knowled"e on the subject woull.i be a blessing, it would not
be"'withheld. Vv c may, therefore, conclude that it is
best for us to be ignorant in relation to it. We have
been pushed into being by a powerover which we have
no control. This power, if it knows anything, knows
a great deal better than we do whether it is best for us
to live another life or not. If it is best, we shall cer·
tainly live again. If .it is not best it is folly for us to

desire it. The best course for us to pursue then is to
moderate our de~ires, and to banish ~ll adxious
~hough~s upon the subject. Anxious thought, even,
m relatwn to the to-morrow of our present life was condemned h_y the teacher, Christ ; why should we be
!llore .anxwus abou~ another life ? It was a noble sa.ymg of the great Spmoza, ''the free man thinks not of
death, bnt only of life." The n·eat question for each
one of us is not, shall I live an"d be happy to-morrow
or next year, or in another state of existence but do
I live and am I happy to-clay?
'
Those who embrace the popular view may boast, as
th~y are wont to do, about the superiority of their
fmth; but who has the most confidence in the Sum·eme
~ower, he wh~ is willing to trust his destiny, both for
ttme and etermty, to Nature's disposal, or he who is
c?nsta.n~ly t_roubled and anxi<?us in regard to what final
dtsposttlOn IS to be made of htm ? YVe know our present existence terminates in death but we do not know
nor have we good reason to be!idve that death is ~~~
evil, unless it be an evil not to exist. But if it is an
evil not to exist, what a monstrous and inconcei vable evil has been endured by every individual of the hu~lan ra~e, in that, _during the incalculable lapse of
ttmc before our extstence here we had no existence. At most, death can only put us back into the
same condition we were before· our existence here.
Not to be, can be no evil, but life if it is a miserable
life_, is a~ evil for which there is ~o remedy but death.
:Netther ltfe, nor death rs an entity. lloth are phenomenal. Death is the absence of life or the ueo-ation of
life. Nothing is more natural tha~ death. Life and
cl~ath are intimately connected. They run parallel
wtth each other. We no sooner begin to live tl.:an we
commence to die. Death pervades every kin 0o·clom in
nature. li_Ian, beasts! birds, fishes, insects, vegetables, all alike are subJect to the dominion of death.
Can it be that a thing so natural, so common, so universal can be an evil? For aught we know life cannot exist in finite beings only in connection with death.
Death is not a force. lf life is a force, it is far more rational to find fault with life rather thttn death in much
as life deserts us at last and consigns us to tl~e comlition of death. Nothing serves better to illustrate the
pernicious influence of false education than the fact
that that which men most dread and fear of all things
on earth has the least power to do them harm.
It may be objected that this view leaves us in uncertainty i!J. regard to the future. But is there not the
Eame uncertainty in relation to everything that is future to tlte present moment ? vVe know that we live
to-day, we do not know that we shall to-morrow nor
next year. \Vhen we close our eyes in sleep we arc
not certain tltat we shall ever be aroused from our sium·
bcr. However certain the believer may be that he
shall live again after death, he is not certain in regard
to what his doom may be in that life, or if he is, his
mind must be in painful uncertainty in regard to the
doom of others.
Again it may be saicl, that, however plausible our
view may be, it is at least safer to adopt the popular
belief. lf we proceed on the principle here iuclicMecl,
our only safety lies in taking refuge in the bosom of
the Catholic Church. The truth is, our true safety consists in being honest with ourselves, and true ·to our
own convictwns. He who pursues any other course is
either a slave, or a hypocrite anl.i knave. Honesty is
the mark of nobleness a>ld manhood, aml will carry a
man triumphantly through life, through death, and
through any life that may await him in the future.
The motto of every rational man should be this: ''The
best possible security for the future is a wise improvement of the pre~ent." Once more : It may be objectted that accordmg to our common-sense view oi the
doctrine of a future life, for anything we know to the
contrary, cleath may terminate the existence of man
forever, and this is rather a gloomy view of human
destiny.
.
There are four prominent views of the destiny of
man, which it may be well to state and view in
contrast. The first supposes that at death, man is resolved into his original elements, and is, so far as personal consciousness an:l il.ientity are concerned, as
though he had never been. One common destiny
awaits the human race. In the grave all ranks arc leveled, the king lies as low as the beggar, and ·all distinctions, are clone awtty, If we are insensible to happiness, we are also beyond the reach of sorrow, suffering and pain. If we suffer a Joss by death, it is a loss
of which we shall be forever entirely unconscious.
That this view is not as cheering as we are capable of
conceiving we have no disposition to deny.
The next view is, that there is to be a future life to
be enjoyCLl by a portion of the human race, while by
far the largest portion are to be annihilated forever.
The third view admits a future life for all, but contends that while it will be a life of blessedness to a
comparative few, to untolclmillions it will be a life of
inconceivable wretchedness and woe.
The last view supposes that the future life will ultimately result in the endlesS enjoyment and happiness of all mankind.
The first view may be somewhat gloomy, but it is
sustained by all human observation anct experience.
The second may be a little less gloomy, but that is all
that can be elaimecl in its favor. On the ground of
rea:lon, we can see no good cause for thinking that
there is a suf!icient difl"erence between the best man

that ever lived and the worst one to make an infinite
difference in their destiny. The' third has a brio-ht
side, but it has also a dark side. And the dark sid% is
so inexpressibly horrible and revolting as to obscure
even its bright side. lt does not become its advocates t.o object to the first view, on account of its
gloommess, so long as their view is so much more liable to the same objection. If the fourth view dmld
be sustained by a sufficient amount of evidence, no
possible objection could lie against it, All it lacks is
the proof. Reason sees that the order of nature is,
that whatever has a beginning must have an end.
Immortality can be predicted only of that which has
ha.cln? beginning in time. And as man, as a conscious,
thmkmg being, had a beginning in time, so in time
he must have an encl. It cannot be dimiecl, however,
that the same power that conferred existence upon us,
may do so again ; but whether it will or uot, is more
than we mortals at present know.
Header, if yon are morbidly sensitive on the question
of immortality, you may not like the views above presented. Very well, my friend, you are at liberty to
seek for better, and to find them if you can, but I beg
of you not to deem me your enemy because I tell you
what I believe to be the truth.
. vVishing you, and all my readers, health, prospertty and happiness I bid you adieu.
[TilE END.)

Spirit-Life and Matter Consl{lere{l.
Life and matter have a co-existence; one could not
be, if the other was not. All life from the monad or infusoria of the Sea to that of the highest individualized intelligence is the same in principle. Intelligence
-knowledge-consciouncss result from combinations
of different clements of matter.
Ignorance, crime, and evils of whatever kind or
character, to which man and all subordinate co~cli
tions of life existing, are immediately traceable to the
different combinations of the same matter, aucl each
individual species demonstrates its indulgence in just
and exact proportions to the various elements entering into its physical form; as is the combinations so
is the form, in its physical expression. l\Ian absorbs
all the elements of subordinate life and conditionsand that which has control, by its greater amount indicates the animal form from whiclt he has recelveLl
it. His mind a!lll actions are in conformity with the
nature of such elements, and his every act proves the
worth of this philosophy, dispute whc) can.
vVhatever has a beginning under the operation of
natures laws, must, of necessity, end under the operation of the same laws. Spirit, wJmlever tliat·may be
can have no individuality only as it is connected. wit!~
matter. Every molecule of matter possesses in itself,
inherently, attraction for that for which it has an affinity, and repels that for which it has not. Throu"h
the operation of this law worlds were brought into
being, and all forms and demonstrations of life result
from the same great law.
If the earth could be thrown into a vapor by retorting it, such vapor instead of flying oll" into space
woull.i hold its relative position to the planetary sys~
tem, and would revolve . around the sun as it does
now ; while the elements woulu, uncler the vitalization of their own inherent force, slowly condense
from the nebulous to the opaque comlition, from a
cloud-like appearance of a million miles in cliameter
to a rounded globe of sufilcient density to reflect
the light of the sun. But millions of years would
necessarily elapse before it woulcl be sufliciently condensed to be productive of water in which would
appear the first indications of life.
Spiritualists are in harmony with their orthodox
brethren in as much as they hold that mankind can
be good, kind, and charitable, if they 80 will, or indulge in every crime known to the criminal calendar.
This untenable belief has been in almost, if not quite,
every age the belief of mankind. It is certainly
strange how any one, who dares to reason from nature's laws, can credit such a wrong.
l\Iankind is the cfl"ect of a c,ause existing in the
laws of nature, ancl must therefore be, and ever is
subject to the law that gave him being, and must of
necessity be what the ctm$e rnaclc him to be.
I would therefore ask !tow tile effects can take prececlen0e of the cause, ancl iu the development of this
spirit of life, ~.;enderccl and born of matter, become a
power controlling the source of its being ~
Nature absolute, self existent, ancl supreme, produces anclcfcstroys the works of her own hands, aml
the clements through which vitali~ecllife gave cvi·
deuce of nature's power through the combinations of
matter is dissolved, ancl the vitalizing principle in
that combination of matter, forever ceases with it.
Where then is the individuality of the spirit~ ''Dissolved, and forever like dew in the foam."
H. IVIXCIIES'l"El(.
GERMAN critics assert that thero nevor was an Italian
who had inspiration. Hitherto Italy has passed as the
land of genius, with sons jumping to conelnsions without much effort; while Germans were sot down as dilligent students prosaicttllY plodding along into their. findings. It turns out now that Galilco, Colnmbus, Volta.
Dante, and Uaphael wore the plodders; Humboldt. Klopstock, Liebig, Wagner, and :i\Ioltko the insvirationists.
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JONAH AND THE BIG FISH.

.Among r.ll the pious stories to be found in that remarkable collection of wonderful tales-the old Jewbook-probably none have oftener been referred to
than the one giving an account of Jonah and the
whale. Fishermen, like sailors, have from time immemorial been noted as great story-tellers. Their
"yarns" and adventures have been so incredible that
they have passed into a proverb. To such extent has
it been thought that fishermen's and sai.lors' stories
are extremely apocryphal, that where .an incrediblt
tale or impossible yarn has been spun that nobody
could believe, it has, by common consent, been de·
nominated ''fishy," or a ''fish story." .Among this
large cl&.ss of stories, Jonah and the whale, stands preeminent, the fishiest of all. Yet we are still required
to believe it, and it is still, Sunday after Sunday,
preached from the pulpit, because it is bound up in the
"holy book" which we are repeatedly assured contains
"the trutlJ, the whole truth and nothing but the truth."
We have no idea by whom the story was written,
where it was written, or when it was written. It may
have been 500 years, 1000 years, or 2000 years before
Christ. In fact, it matters very little where it was
written, when, or by whom ; it makes no difference
with its veracity or credibility. If it is truth it depends not upon its narrator, and if it is false, all the
saints in the calendar cannot make it true.
Our hero is first introduced to tis as a prophet, and
son of .Amittai. Who .Amittai was we do not know, nor
where he came from. We are told that the word of
the Lord came unto Jonah, saying, ".Arise, go to
Nineveh, that great city, imd cry out against it." In
that age of the world the word of God seemed to seek
out particular individuals and was not free alike to all.
This was one of the very few cases where the God of
the Jews seemed to take the slightest interest in the
people of a heathen nation; the Jews appearing to
require and occupy all his time and attention. He
was not only wholly indifferent as to what became of
the outside barbarians-the nations that were not Jews
-but he seemed ever to be plotting against them,
venting his spite upon them and continually aiding
his special people to slaughter and destroy them. But
in this case the wickedness of Nineveh troubled him
greatly, and he made an unusual effort to reclaim them
from their wickedness.
Jonah seemed to be a disobedient prophet, and was
much like the ungoverned children in this age of the
world, who when told to do a certain thing do directly
the opposite. Thus Jonah instead of going to Nineveh
started for Tarshish where he could get away from the
presence of the Lord. Where in the world Tarshish
. is, or was, no geographer has been able to determine,
but 'wherever it was, God seems not to have visited it,
for by going there Jonah was to escape his presence.
The prophet proceeded to Joppa where he took passage on a boat in the Tarshish and Joppa line and
paid his fare like a man. In this particular we place
him ahead of the prophets and priests of our own
time , when they travel by boat or by rail they' either
want to go at half-price or be dead-headed through.
Jonah was no dead-head.
He was destined, however, to have. an unpleasant
voyage, for the Lord is said to have se~t a great wind
and brought on a mighty tempest so that the ship was
in danger of being wrecked, and the sailors became
alarmed. It is not likely this wind was sent from the
Lord in any other sense than all winds may be said to
come from him.
Wind is the result of natural
causes. The rarification of the atmosphere in some
localities produced by heat, the cold air rushing in
from other quarters to fill the vacuum together with
the electrical or magnetic conditions of the atmosphere arc what prodnces currents, breezes, gales, tern-

pests, hurricanes, tornadoes, and cyclones which are
more or less severe, according to the conditions which
rule at the time. In the heated portions of the earth,
in the vicinity of the equator, these intense commotions of the atmosphere greatly abound ; while in those
regions approaching the poles, far less so. If a
de8tructive storm visits any locality, and does any
amount of damage, it is shortsightedness, ignorance,
and superstition which induces people to attribute it
to the anger or vindictiveness of God. It only shows
they do not understand the forces which control the
Universe, and which produce every result that takes
place now, or ever has taken place.
Our man Jonah was doubtless well fitted for a
sailor, without at all heeding the severity of the storm
and ·though unused to being on water, he was neither
sea-sick nor alarmed. "He went down into the side
of the ship" and went fast asleep, while all this commotion and terror prevailed around him. He must
have been a regular stoic-a man of remarkable
equanimity of mind to be thus wholly unaffected by
the danger and the fury of the storm. It proves, at
all events, that his conscience, for trying to get away
from the presence of the Lord, was not troubling him
severely. The captain of the vessel, however, in his
great fear, hunted around and found Jonah and
waked him up, and asked him what he meant, to be
sleeping at such a time, and told him he ought to be
awake, crying to God to save them from destruction.
.After the sailors had been some time engaged in
throwing overboard such freight and luggage as
would lighten the vessel, they concluded to cast lots
to see which man among them had caused this terrible storm; as though a man could cause it ; as though
casting lots would indicate with any certainty which
man it was. They must have been ignorant and
illy-informed people indeed, fully illustrating the
superstition which characterizes sailors even to this
clay. .As well migh~ we now try murderers, thieves
and incendiaries by drawing straws, throwing dice,
playing cards, or flipping pennies. It would be
merely gambling to ascertain whether a man was
guilty or not-:-the most uncertain of all ways to
establish guilt or innocence.
Of course the lot fell upon our poor Jonah ; the
story could not otherwise have run in the right channel and the grand denouement could not have been
as desired by the writer. The ignorant sailors felt
positive, of course, that Jonah was the man who had
caused the mischief, and they immediately inferrogated him as to who he was, where he came from,
what people he belonged to, and what he followed for
a business. Jonah answered their questions in a
truthful manner, at which the men became still more
afraid, and asked why he had done as he had, and
censured him for his base conduct.
It strikes us that this novel trial.of a quiet stranger,
by the crew of · a ship in the height of a raging tempest, when it would be supposed every man would be
required to take care of the ship-to man the vessel,
to reef the sails, to cut away the masts, if necessary,
and to do the many other things needful to be done
in such an emergency, was indeed a most singular
and most improbable proceeding ; but it belongs to
the ''big fish story," and we must take it for granted
that it was " all exactly so."
When the court which tried Jonah and found him
guilty 1mquired of him what punishment should be
executed upon him for being guilty of having the
lot fall upon him, he answered like a brave, selfsacrificing fellow, and said : "Take me up and cast
me forth into the sea." We insist, there have been
few men in any age of the world who would have
shown, under the circumstances, such a disregard
for self and personal safety. Our opinion of Jonah
is elevated, and he certainly was too good a· man to be
used for fish-bait. But they cast him into the sea and
it immediately became very calm. He was the oil
cast upon the troubled waters, and his being thrown
into the surging. billows seems to have had a very
pacifying effect upon God, and he calmed the winds
and stilled the waters at once. Is it to be supposed
that the casting of a prophet or priest overboard in this
age of the world will still a tempest or calm a storm ?
.Are not the laws which govern the Universe ever the
same?

But. how about Jonah? What became of him?
Why, a big fish, which providentially happened to be
on the spot, "took the stranger in" out of the wet,
where he could finish his nap at his leiRure. .As
Jonah had such a happy faculty of adapting himself
to surrounding. circumstances, it may be supposed
that · his new birth was just to his taste. It was
Rnug at all events.
·The book of Jonah, with its forty-eight verses, all
told, does not inform us what kind of a fish it was
that took charge of the Prophet; but Jesus afterwards said it was a whale; and the original story says
God prepared the fish for the purpose. If it was a
whale, he must have prepared him, for naturalists
inform us that the true whale cannot take anything
into its mouth and swallow it larger than four inches
through. God must have " prepared " the mouth
and throat of that particular whale pretty extensively
by stretching it and enlarging it, to enable him to
swallow a man at a gulp. .A shark could soon dispatch a prophet, but would probably "chaw " him
up pretty badly first, and it is to be feared in such a
case, even with God's help, the man would not be of
much use three days afterwards.
It might be imagined that though Jonah harllanded
safely in the stomach of the fish, that it would have
been difficult for him to have found air enough there
to sustain him for three days. If the fish had kept his
mouth and throat constantly open, so as to let air in,
it would not have answered, for the water would also
have rushed in and drowned the poor Prophet at last.
How he obtained air to breathe, and to enable him to
keep up a three days cry to his God, is not satisfactorily
explained. .A rubber hose extending from the fish's
stomach t0 the open air above the surface of the
water, after the plan of a diving bell, would have
been very convenient, but we have no right to suppose God provided such an apparatus.
Notwithstanding the extreme improbability of the
truth of this fish story, it is amusing to see how easy
it is for our Christian friends to believe it. It does
not stagger them at all. If the book had said Jonah
swallowed the whale, or half a dozen of them, for
that matter, they could easy swallow it, Jonah,
whales and all. There is no limit to their credulity
and faith.
Fishes have astonishing digestive powers, and
whatever is taken into their stomachs is usually
''ground up" or digested in a short time. Under
this state of things, it is a marvel how Jonah •lould
have for three days escaped the strong digestive
functions of the big fish. He must have been a
'· tough cuss," or the Lord must have •' prepared"
the fish's stoma-Jh, as he had previously "prepared "
its mouth and gullet. Fish, also, are a hungry,
voracious race, and as this big fish did not digest
.Jonah, and had no room for any other food for
three days, he would naturally become very hungry.
.And Jonah, too, poor feilow, getting nothing to eat
for over three days, he must have become quite hungry also, thus shut up in the dark. Probably God
"prepared" J or:ah so the fish could not digest him,
and ''prepared" the fish so he should not become too
hungry, and "prepared" Jonah's stomach likewise,
and for the same reaeon. This was, by the way,
considerable of an enterprise, the Lord took upon
himself on that occasion. There were several points
to which he had to direct his attention. .As an
experiment or an adventure, it w&s probably quite
amusing to h1m.
W c are glad to be informed that after God had
punished Jonah until he was satisfied for the disobedience indulged, that he "just spoke to the fish,"
and the words immediately acted as an emetic, and
caused the fish to throw up Jonah on dry land, as good
as ever. '!'his experience was of much value to the
prophet and he proceeded without de1ay to do the
missionary work alloted him. He went to the exceeding great city of Nineveh which was three days
journey across it, and cried out: "Yet in forty days
and Nineveh shall be overthrown." His prophecy
seems to have had a marvelous efi'ect, and the king
soon issued orders that neither man nor beast should
eat or drink anything, and that they should all be
covered with sackcloth .
A few :points to wo:P.der at, and a few questions
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naturally arise in connection with this subject.
1st. How could a foreigner, as Jonah was in that
city, and who spoke a different language, succeed in
making himself understood by the populace ?
2d. How could a single man preach effectually to a
city of such immense dimensions, without spending
months to accomplish it?
Sd. Why should the Ninevites who worshiped Baal,
and who never heard of Jehovah, become so greatly
frightened when Jonah visited them that they should
so readily abandon their own God and accept Jonah's?
It was certainly the most effectual missionary work
ever accomplished.
Nowadays it takes several missionaries, several thousands of dollars, and sometimes
a year'8 time, to convert a single heathen, and he often
don't stay converted; but here this man Jonah converted a large, populous city in a short time, unaided
and alone.
4th. Where could so much sackcloth be found to
cover all the men and women, and beasts also ? Some
of the merchants must have had an immense stock of
Backcloth on hand.
fith. How is it that sackcloth has such a pacifying
effect upon God ? How does it operate npon his anger,
hi!l indignation, and his determination ?
6th. Why should he prefer sackcloth as a garment
for men, to any other kind of goods ? W.hy should
the beasts also be covered with sackcloth ? Had they
offended God, that they should repent before him ?
7th. How could life be sustained if the people and
the beasts were forbidden to eat or drink ? What
harm would there be in horses and asses taking food ?
Many such questions will arise in the minds of the
skeptical and those of little faith, but your true believer takes it all in without a question or a doubt.
"Blessed are they who believe all they are told, for
they shall always be easily imposed upon."
The most agreeable part of the story is, that the Nin·
evites quit their evil ways, and that God changed his
mind about destroying them ; or, in other words, that
he did not keep the cruel promise he had made. A bad
promise is always better broken than kept. But this
course of God's made Jonah very angry. After he
had prophesied that the city should be destroyed, he
wanted the destruction to come without failure or
postponement on account of the weather, or any other
reason, and rather than the people should not be de·
stoyed he preferred to die himself. He retired from
the city and made a booth on the east side, where he
could sit in the shade, and see if God would do what
be agreed to do,
The Lord seemed to take a little pity on Jonah and
caused a gourd to grow up in a single night so as to
shade the disapp,ointed Prophet, but even in this he
changed his mind again, for as soon as he found Jonah
was exceedingly glad of the gourd, he 11 prepared" a
worm to eat it and to . make it wither and die.
Thus, according to the accounts we get, God is alternately sending blessings and curses-pleasing or dis·
pleasing. He makes us glad one day with something,
that is almost sure to be destroyed the next day, thus,
making us sad.
The finale of this fish story is well known. Nin·
eveh was not destroyed. 'rhe sackcloth, the fasting;
and the ashes saved it, and caused God to place a
higher value upon the more than six score of thousand
souls who were in the city, who could not discern their
right hand from their left, also ''much cattle." It was so
frequent that he destroyed thirty, forty, fifty, sixty,
and even seventy thousand human beings at a time for
trifling provocations, that it is refreshing· to find that
he sometimes exercised mercy. But we regret to
think that his anger toward the Ninevites did not
continue to be appeased, for though he relented
on that occasion, it was but a short time before the
city was destroyed for a certainty. According to the
chronological notes of the Bible, Jonah prophesied
860 years before Christ, and" according to Diodorus'
history, Nineveh was destroyed by Arbaces, the Mede,
876 years before Christ, which was sixteen years before Jonah's preaching saved it. These little discrep·
encies, however, must not disturb us. 11 All things"
you know " are possible," etc.
What became of Jonah we are not told. Our oPinion is, that after that adventure he kept away from
the water. If another fish got after him, and swa1-

lowed him, we have no account that it vomited him
forth, ~nd it is more than probable that his body, or
portions of it, became, like this story, fish, fishy.
The principal use made by our Christian friends of
this remarkable fish story, is, that it was suc':t a
grand symbol or prototype of the death, burial and
resurrection of the 11 blessed Savior." 'rhe quotation
from Matthew (xii. 40) is well remembered, when
Jesus says, 11 For as Jonas was three days and three
nights in the whale's belly; so shall the son of man be
three days and three nights in the heart of the earth."
But here again is a slight discrepancy, Jesus, according to the record, was not three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth. He was placed in
the tomb on Friday night, and Sunday morning he
was up bright and early, only one day and two nights,
the most that can be made of it. Thus his own
words were proved untrue. It has been suggested,
however, that he might have found the heart of the
earth so uncomfortably hot, that he did not wish to
stay there his time out. Scientists assure us, the
centre of the earth i;; a molten mass of dense, fused,
super-heated metals, hotter than any furnace that can
be conceived of. If this is so-and it seems very
probable-it would not be a comfortable place to
stay in for three days and nights. When we bear in
mind, however, that it is four thousand miles to the
heart of the earth and four thousand miles back
again, we may well suppose he could not stay there
very long and make the trip in thirty-six hours from
the time he started. Verily, verily, which story is the
hardest to believe, the "fish story," or the "heart of
the earth story ? "
--------~---------

Twenty-five cents will pay for THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
from Oct. 1st, to Jan. 1st 1876, and three tmcts thr·own
-in. Send in the names of Friends and Enquirers who
ought to read the paper, but do not, that they may
thus secure lots of good reading matter for 25 cents.
"THE ToUCHSTONE" is the name of a new, brilliant,
literary, dramatic, and musical Weekly, which has
just made its debut upon the public stage It is edited by our friend Jas. McCarroll, and whatever he
undertakes to do, is well done. It will befirst class in
every sense of the word. It is published at No. 2
Clinton Place, at $2 a year. We wish it a long and
prosperous life.
NoTHING LIKE IT, oH STEPS TO THE KINGDOM. By
Lois Waisbroker; published by Colby & Rich, Bos·
ton; is a sprightly, ably written romance, and is well
calculated to induce a favorable consideration of the
Radical reforms of the day. Those who have read
the other works of this author will not need to be
told that she writes in a charming and most instructive manner. Bound ~n cloth, 12mo. 336 pages, price
$1.50, postage 18 cents.
DANGER SIGN.A.Ls.-An address on the uses and
abuses of modern Spiritualism, by Mary F. Davis,
is the title of a very sensible, well-written pamphlet,
just issued by the publishing house of A. J. Davis
& Co. Its object is to show the dangers, errors and
hurtful tendencies which are menacing Spiritualismthe mistakes which some are running into, and the fallacies "which are being imbibed. Our Spiritualistic
friends will be pleased with it. We have not learned
the price, but judge it to be 20 cents, post·1)aid.
'\VE HoPE our correspondents will still be patient
with us. We have many communications on hand
which we wish to lay before our readers as soon as
we can find room for them. We have many that are
excellent and worthy a place in our columns, but
our space is limited. It is not always because communications do not please us that they do not appear,
but because we cannot possibly insert all. Lot us
have patience and "fight it out on this line'' if it
takes a lifetime.
THE BuRGESS-UNDERWOOD DEBATE, held at Ayl·
mer, Ont., June 29th and 30th, and July 1st and 2nd,
1875 between Prof. 0. A. Burgess, President of the
N. W. Christian Univerity, at Indianapolis, and B. F.
Underwood, the American champion of Fn:e Thought.
We have this work NOW IN PRESS and it will be ready
to deliver in two weeks. It is a full report of a four
days excitin~ debate between the gentlemen named,

affording a fair exhibit of what can be said on both
sides of the great theological questions of the day.
The Propositions discussed were: 1st. 11 The Christian Religion, as set forth in the New Testament, is
true in fact, and of Divine origin." Burgess affirming; Underwood denying.
2d, PropO'sition, "The Bible is erroneous in many
of its teachings, regarding science and morals, and is
of human origin." Underwood affirming ; Burgess
denying.
The whole makes some 200 pages. In paper, sixty
cents ; cloth $1.00. Let those wishing the book send
in their orders. Every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
ought to have a copy of the work.

Truth Seeker Leaflets.
We give in this connection samples of tlrese little
Leaflets, consisting of two pages each, of terse,
sharp and trenchant reading matter, suitable to hand
to friends, neighbors or any wlro are willing to
read, which we have been induced to get up and furnish to patrons at very low prices, so as to enable
them to buy freely, and to circulate bountifully.
Some of them are original, and some, selections.
THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS are fast becoming a
popular institution for circulating Liberal sentiments
and opinions. They contain from four to seventyfive pages each, at varying prices ,from one to ten cents
each, with a liberal discount to those who buy in
quantity. We are receiving orders every day for the
Tracts, and would be pleased to have still much
larger numbers of them circulated among those seeking and needing light.
For many years we have been so accustomed to
having " Brimstone" and " Damnation" tracts stuck
under our noses, which we have almost been compel!.
ed to read, until the very fumes of sulphur have
reached our olfactories and offended our senses, that
it is time we returned the compliment. Let us circulate TRUTH SEERER TRACTS and TRUTH SEEKER
LEAFLETS until our ort.hodox frienLls get some_glimmerings of truth, common sense and reason into their
obtuse min~s. No one person can alone do this to
any great extent, but if many join together the bur·
den will be easy and the labor light.
The LEAFLETS are shorter than any of the TRACTS
and will often be read when books, pamphlets and
tracts would not. They are put up assorted, and
sent, post-paid, at the following prices : 4 cents per
dozen; 25 cents per hundred, or $2 per thousand.
When rates of postage are reduced, they can be sent
cheaper. We have gotten up, to start with, some
sixteen varieties, and more will be added from time
to time if the enterprise is duly encouraged.
It is ourwish to furnish Liberal, Freethought reading matter at very reasonable prices, and that the
Liberal public will duly appreciate our efforts in this
direction. We have sometimes thought we had occasion to feel that a portion of our readers are too apa·
thetic to our appeals and to our needs for aid. We
do not ask for donations, (though we have not yet
been known to refuse any,) but we do ask our friends
to not forget us, and that we need money to conduct
the business we have in hanll.
There is on our List considerable over two thousand names, more or less in arrears, and many for a
year and a half. This is not right. So great anumber should not ask us to carry them along. We are
not able to do it. Our last dollar was long ago put
into the enterprise in which our heart and soul are
enlisted, and we now have to depend upon the legiti·
mate receipts of our business, and it sometimes feels
hard that so many should show so much indifference.
An honored portion of our patrons are prompt and
ready to respond.
Let snell accept our grateful
thanks. We cannot forget their kindness. But those
of you whose time has expired, and who have not
renewed, please consider that we are addressing you
personally. We ask you to renew without delay.
We are in need of money, NOW. A year's subscrip·
tion is not very much to any individual, but in the
aggregate they are a great deal to us. It is easy for
you all to see when your time expires, by the little
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The '' Design Argument" Considered.
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.

[Taken from his third speech in his debate with the
Rev. Jolin l\'Iarples of Toronto, Ont., and held in
Napanee, Canada, July, 18713. It is be1ieved to contain a complete refutation of the argum~nt-a 1'08ten(n·i for a personal Deity.]
I now come to the desio-n argument, and will give
it all the consideration it ~eserves.
I do not think
he gave it satisfactorily. Tl!at there is an intelligent
being who created and governed the universe, it is
said, is evident to evtry til inking mind.
"The
heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament
showeth his handiwork." The order, harmony, and
adaption, observable"innature, it is said, prove design;
design is evidence of a designer, and a designer must
be an intelligent being.
It is absurd, we are told, to
suppose that tllis orderly world, containing sueD. admirable adaptions of means to ends, can exist indep~ndently of a Being who made and governs it.
Nothing could have come by chance, it is said, and
therefore it is inferred that this universe must have
been created by a God.
Let us view this famous argument for a moment.
God is something or· nothing.
To say he is nothing,
is to say there is no God.
If he is something, he is
not merely a property or quality, but an existence per
se-an entity, a substance, whether material or immaterial is unimportant. If he is a Eubstanee, a material, or Spiritual Being, there. must be order, harmony, and adaption or fitness, in his divine nature, to
enable him to perceive, reflect, design, ancl execute
his plans. If Deity does not reason, does not cogitate,
but perceives truth without the labor of investigation
and contrivance, he must still possess an adaptation
or fitness thus to perceive, as well as to execute his
designs.
To say God is without order, harmony and adaption or fitness, is to say he is a mere chaos-worse
than that imaginary chaos that theologians tell us
would result if divine agency were withdrawn from
the Univm·se. H a being without order, harmony and
aduption, or a divine chaos, can create an orderly universe then there is no consistency in saying that unintelligent matter could 110t lmve produced the objects
that we behold. If order, harmony and adaption do
exist in the;Divine mind (or in the substance which produces thought, power and purpose in tl.te Divine mind)
thev must be ctermtl, for that which constitutes the
essential nature of a God, must be the eternal basis of
his being.
If the order, harmony and adaptation in
God are co-existent with him, are eternal, they must
be independent of design, for that whichnever began
to exist could not have been produced, and does not
therefore admit of design. If order, harmony and
adaptation are independent of design in the divine
mind, it is certain that order, harmony and adaptation
exist, that are no evidence of a pre-existent, desif,';ning
intelligence.
·
If order, harmony and adaptation exist, which were
not produced by design, which are therefore no evidence of design, it is umeasonable and illogical to infer
designing intelligence from the fact alone that order
harmony and adaptation exist in Nature. Therefor~
an intelligent Deity cannot he inferred from the order
harmony and adaptation in Deit.y to produce hi~
thoughts, and to execute his plans, are eternal, why
not the formation of matter into worlds, and the evolutions of the various forms of vegetable and animal
life on this globe be the result of the ceaseless action
of self-existent matter in accordance with an inherent
eternal principle of adaptation? Is it more reasonable to suppose the Universe was created or constructed by a being in whom exists the most wonderful order and harmony, and the most admirable
adaptation to construct a Universe (which order harmony and adaptation could have had no designing
cause), than to suppose that the Universe itself in its
entirety is eternal, and the self-producing cause of all
the manifestations we behold ?
Is a God uncaused, and who made everythin!!' from
nothing, more easy of belief than a Universe uncaused
and existing according to its own inherent nature. Is
it wonderful til at matter should be self-exbtent · that
it should possess the power to form suns, planet~, and
construct that beautiful ladder of life tuat reaches
from the lowest forms of the vegetable kingdom up to
man ? How much more wonderful that a great beinoshould exist, without any cause, who had no liegil~
ning, and who is infinitely more admirable than the
Universe itself.
Again, the plan of a work is as much evidence of
intelligence and design, as the work which emllodies
the plan. 'l'he plan of a steam engine in the mind of
I~itch, the plan of the locomotive in the mind of
Stephenson was as much evidence of desigu
the
piece of machinery after its mer.ltanical construction.
If God be. an omniscient being-a being who knows
everything; to whose knowledge no addition can be
made-his plans must be eternal-without beginning,
and therefore uncaused. If God's plans are not
eternal; if from time to time new plans originate in
his mind, there must be an addition to his knowledge,
and if his knowledge admits of addition, it must be
finite. But if his plans had no Leginnincr· if 1 like
himself, they are etemal, they must, like hin~'bc iliclependent of design. Now, the plan of a thing, we
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have already seen, is as much evidence of design as
the object which embodies the plan. Since the• plans
of deity are no proof of design that produced them,
(for they are supposed to be eternal), tire plan of this
Universe, of conrse, was no evidence of a designing
intelligence that produced it. But since the phtn of
tit<:: Universe is as much evidence of c:esign as the
Universe itself, and eince the former is no evidence
of design, it follows that design cannot be inferred
from the existence of the Universe.
The absurdity of the a posteri01·i argument for a God
consists in the assumption that what we call order
and adaptation in nature are evidence of design, when
it is evident that whether there be a God or not, onler
and adaptation must have existed from eternity, and
are not therefore necessarily proof of a designing
cause. The reasoning of the theologian is like that
of the Hindu in accounting for the position of the
earth. "Whatever exists must have some support,"
said he. The earth exists, and is therefore supported.
He imagined it resting on the back of an eleplran t.
'l'he elephant needing some support, he supposed
rested on the back of a huge tortoise. He forgot that
according to his own premise, tl!at whatever exists
nn~st have some support, required that the tortoise
should rest on something. The inconcl usi vcncss of
his reasonin& is apparent to a child. \Vhatever exists
is ~>npporteu. The earth exists. Therefore, the
earth is supported; it rests on an elcphent; the e]')phant rests on a tortoise; the tortoise exists, but
nothing is said about its support.
The theologian says order, harmony and adaptation are evidence of a designing intelligence that produced them. The earth and its productions show
order, harmony and adaptation.
Therefore, the
earth ancl its productions have been produced by an
intelligent designer. Jnst as the Hindu stopped
reasoning whenltc imagined the earth on an elephant,
and the elephant on a tortoise, so the theologian stops
reasoning when he say·s, God made the world. But as
surely as from the premise that whatever exists must
have some support, follows the conclusion that the
tortoise rests on something, as it rests on the elephant,
does it follow from the proposition that order, harmony and adaptation are proof of an intelligent designer, that the order, harmony and adaptation in the
Deity to procluce the effects ascribed to him are evidence of an intelligent designer who made him, as
the various parts of Nature,adapted to one another,
arc evidence of an intelligent dei>igncr that produced
them. This reasoning leads to the conclusion that
there has been an infinite succession of creati vc and
created Gods, which is inconsistent with the idea of a
First Cause, the creator of the Universe. Then why
attempt to explain the mysteries of the Universe by
imagining a God who produced everything but himself, and why argue from the order and fitness in the
the world the existence of a designer. It reminds me
of the ostrich, that llaving buried its head in the sand,
so as to render invisible its pursuers fancies there is
no further need of exertion to escape from the dangers
and difficulties which surround it.
"Design represented as a search after final cause,
until we come to a first cause, and then stop," says
l<'. N. Newman, ''is an argument I confess which in
itself brings me no satisfaction." " The attempt,"
says Buckle, "which Paley and others have made to
solve this mystery by rising from the laws to the
cause, are evidently futile, because to the eye of
reason the solution is as incompi'ehensible as the problem, and the arguments of the natural theologian,
in so far as they arc arguments, mnst depend on
reason. n
D<>sign implies the use of means for the attainment
of ends. :JYian designs, plans, contrives and uses secondary agencies to accomplish his purposes, because
unable to attain his ends directly. But IIo w absurd to
speak of contrivance and design in a being of infinite
power and knowltc1ge. l\'Ian, to build a steamship has
to fell trees, and hew them into various shape&, get
iron from the eartb, and smelt it in furnaces, and
work it into bolts, braces, nails, etc., hundreds of
workmen, carpenters, joiners, blacksmiths, cttbinetmakens, painters, caulkers, riggers, etc., labor for
months llefore the vessel can be launched. If man
possessed the power to speak into existence a steamship, would he contrive, plan and use means to construct it ? On tne contrary, would it not come instantly into existence as a complete, perfect whole ?
But the existence of a steamer, since it is only a
means to an end, would be inconsistent with unlimited
power in man. If he were able to efl'ect his purposes
why should he construct a vessel with which to visit
far oft' lands? Infinite power would enable him to
cross the ocean by the mere exercise of his will. It
is evident at a glance that the use of means is incompatible with infinite knowledge and inJinite power.
This argument of my friend in proving too mueh
proves nothing, and demonstrates its own worthlessness, and therefore we cast it aside. Design implies
finiteness; man designs and has to calculate and usc
means to accomplish his encl. IUw were all powerful
would he usc that po wcr to construct s!Jips to cross
the ocean, or armies to win battles, when he could
accomplish his end without, and by those means demonstrate that he is infinite in power ? An infinite
being would not have to employ means to complete
his worl,s; be would not ht.ve to doubt aml cogitate

before he accomplished his design; that would be tlw
method of man. It is absurd to suppose that a God
did all those things. He suppo~ed God infinite in
everything, in his power, in his love apd kindness.
He has power to do everything. And yet the world
is so constructed that at every step we take we crush
to death creatures, as minutely and curiously formed
as ourselves. They kill one another in numerous
struggles and life has been such a series of bloody
battles, resulting in destruction of life, that the IV nlel·loos and Solferinos of history arc nothing in corilpa'rison. ·where is the design in the volcano that
belches forth its fiery billows and buries in ruins a
Pompeii and a Herculaneum? Where is the design in
the tornado that sends a fleet with its precious freight
of humanity beneath the l'emol'seless waves? \Vhere
is the design in the 8uffering and torture that thousands feel this very moment in the chambers of sickness, and in the hospitals full of diseases ? \Vhere is
the evidence of a great Being who has the power to
make illen happy, and yet allows the world to go on
in all its misery-such misery as it makes one's
heart ache to see, and which we, imperfect creatures
as we are, would gladly stop if we could ?
And where is the design in the thousands of facts
which science has brought to light, showing that
there are organs and parts that serve no purpose at
all but on the contrary, are injmious to tlleir possess
or~? ·why clo some animals, like the dugong, ha\'e
tusks that never cut through the gums ? Why lias
the gniniea pig teeth tha.t are shed before it is born ?
Science tells us these rudimentary structures are the
remnants of a former state, in which these parts were
of service; but theology which reqLlires us to believe
that a God made all these animals as we now see them,
cannot possibly reconcile tllese facts with infinite
wisdom and p;oodness.
Adaptation in organisms instead of having been
produced by a Deity, we hold is largely the result of
natural selection. Adaptation must exist as the adjustment of objects to 'their environments. If a flock
of sheep be exposed to the weather of a severe climate,
those of them having the thinest wool affording· the
least protection from the cold, will perish. Those
with the thickest wool ancl hardiest nature will survive every year, and by the law of heredity, transmit
their favorable variations. By this process those best
adapted to the climate live, and the others perish.
Thus in the struggle for life we have the "surrival of
the titcst," without any design whatever.
But tire
theologian comes along and looking a,t the sheep, says:
''See how God has adr,ptcd these sheep to the climate."
He forgets the thonsantls that have shivered and perished in winter's cold as the condition of this adaptation. So animals change the color of their coverings
in accordance with their environments. The bears
among the icebergs of the Nortli are white, becrtuse
in the struggle for life every light variation has been
favorable to the animal-has facilitated its escape
from the hunter and its preying upon the living things
on which it subsists. 'l'hose with darker coverings
have gradually become extinct, leaving in undisputed
possession of the snow banks and icebergs this species,
which in color rc:semble the general aspect of its surroundings. Look at the rabbits. Some change their
color every year; some are brown in the summer and
white like the snow in winter. 'l'1wse with this tendency to change their color during the year, having
the most favorable variation, have persisted, and this
tendency, by heredity, has been accumulated, until it
has become a part of the· nature of the animal.
These are but illustrations of a principle discovered
by Darwin and \Yallace, and which explains largely
how, not only color and thickness of coverings, hut
how speed, strength and suppleness of body, keenness
of sight and hearing, and all other parts aucl powers
of organism have becu developed in adaptation to
their environment, w itlrout any special design whatever.
l'liy friend says, we have no evidence of the eternal
existencee of the Universe, because we have no personal observation of it. But has he any pcrsoual observation to prove the existence of an ctcrual God ?
Yet he believes in it. IV e believe the Universe
always has existed in the past, because we see no
trace of a beginning; we believe it always will exist
in the future, llecanse we see no prospect or possibility of an end. W oriels have their formation and dissolution, but the substance is neither augmented nor
diminished. Jlrlatter is indestructible aml eternal. vV e
are not therefore in need of a creator.
l\iy opponent sayH, I declared space was matter.
But I did not. I simply said, in giving an illustration,
that we can measure space; that if it were nothing, if
it had no existence, it would not admit of measurement.; but since our knowledge of the etcmal world
is by comparison, of objects, or since our cxplmmtions
consist in showing what a thing is by designatiug
qualities whieh it has in common with other things
we have seen or known, it is impossible to define or
classify space, for the reason that we !mow of nothing
which it resembles. l\1.y friend sa,ys we cannot
measure space,· but we can. Is not the science of
trigonometry founded on the measurement of space ?
I admit, of course, that we cannot mea;sure the iuiinity
of space, but we can measure so much as may be incluclecl between two points.
Voltaire is quoted to provo the being of a God, but
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Voltaire was a Theist like my opponent and his
statement counts for nothing as affecting m~ even if
in history, I accept him as an authority. 'But exclaims my friend, look at the stars, and the sun' and
t.he moon and the beautiful planets! Yes, look at
them, but how are you going to prove by looldng at
them, the existence of a creator? Science has demonstrated that worlds arc evolved by a process just as
independent of a creator as is the formation of rain
by the condensation of vapor in the atmosphere. I
am told further by this representative of theology,
that life, vegetable, animal and inteilectual, is a general outline of a God.
He tells yon truly that Huxley has added materially
to our knowledge of biology. I am glad to hear a
good word from a theologian of this Province for
Prof. Huxley. But our friend forgot to point out how
life is a proof of a God. He appeals to the Bible and
says he will defend the teachings of that book from
the assaults made in the name of science. But he
should familiarize himself with the tcachin~s of science, compare them with the Bible, accept the true,
and cast aside the false, however consecrated by the
faith and piety of ages. A mere appeal to tile Bible,
in matters of science proves nothing.
We are told that Tyndall is not an Atheist. Well,
in what sense? In his reply to his critics, Tyndall
courageously says: ''I do not fear the charge of
Atheism, nor should I ever disavow it, in reference
to any definition of the Supreme, which he or his
order would be likely to frame."
Tyndall is not an Atheist according to the narrow
definition of my opponent, but certainly is in the
sense of recognizing no personal intelligent Being that
created and governs the Universe. Quoting from
somebody, my friend brings the authority of Tyndall
to the purport that, to the forces in the egg must be
added another form of force, called heat, before the
chicken is developed. But why take the trouble to
quote that ? vVe all know that there are certain
torces in the egg, which by the application of heat,
are by the law of correlation converted into life, intelligence and consciousness. This admits not of a
doubt. But how does it prove a God or a Designer·?
Life exists so homogeneously that there is not sufficient defferentiation for us to discover any difference
in the parts of the living substance which is but a mass
of jelly or a speck of albumen. There is nothing in
its origin more wonderful than in the phenomena of
crystalization. And from these low homogeneous
forms of life, by causes entirely natural we believe,
have been in the course of ages, developed higher,
more specialized and more complex organisms. \Ve
hold with Tyndall that "as far as the eye of science
lias hitherto ranged through Nature, no intrusion of
purely creative power into any series of phenomena,
has ever been observed."
'l'he assumption of such a power to account for
special phenomena has always proved a failure. It
is opposed to the very spirit of science, and I therefore assumed the responsibility of holding up in contrast with it, that method of nature which it has been
tllC vocation and triumph of science to disclose, and
in the application of which we can alone hope for
further light. Holding, then, that the nebular and
all subsequent life stand to each other in the relation
of the germ to the finished organism, I re-affirm here,
not arrogantly or defiantly, but without a shade of
indistinctness, the position laid down in Belfast."

The Threatened Danger.
In taking thought for the morrow and surveying
the horizon of our Hepu blic, it must be confessed
the outlookis neither pleasant, promising, nor encouragincr.
"Caution is speed when danger's to be passed," and
it behooves the people of our country to build carefully upon solid ground, and see to it that the fabric
of our institutions is of the best material to stand
the wear and tear of time's recurrent changes.
Aside from thieving politicians, political rings,
stuffed ballot boxes and a demoralized party press,
there looms up before our vision a threatened disaster
of such magnitude that we may well stand appalled
at the contemplation of what may be.
U!JOn one hand is a silly Protestant people combining to insinuate their God into our Constitution, thus
aiming at the very heart of our liberties, while upon
the other hand, a wily and designing Catholic priesthood strikes at our public schools, the bulwark of
our independence, in order 4> shatter the mind of the
nation.
·
"\Vhen we think of the bold designs of the Protestant religion and the shameful insult of a foolish old
man, three thousand miles away, dressed in the trappings a!l(J uplwbtery of a Pope, presuming to dictate
the conduct of the citi<~ens of a free country, we may
well pa.use u.nd ask, ·what are we coming to ? 'l'o
what end are we hastening?
Americans! Liberals! Citizens of the grandest government under the suu, lhe appeal is to you, guard
well the basis of our freedom, be watchful of your interests and the interests of coming generations, who
will bless you for your firmness and independence or
curse you for your negligence.
'
A hydra-headed monster is approaching, is even
now in our midst ; but a little while and all your
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energies will be required to beat back the viper that
w~uld sting our glorious privileges to death, and
pmson forever the fountain of our liberties. Let no
sweet flattery or hope soothe you to present rest and
repose, for now is the time for action and effort.
The times demand that ~very loyal, truth-loving
soul should be awake and m earnest, remembering
that "eternal vigilance is the price o.f liberty." _
SUSAN H. w IXON.

----------

Hymn on Modern Philanthropists.
BY

LEWIS MASQUERIER.

[TUNE-''.Auld Lana Syne."]

Philanthropists should be revered,
Who bolclly dared to tell
Those truths which priests and tyrants feared,
And always str ave to quell.
Recall to memory those men
Who early struck a blow·;
Who either fought with sword or pen
Against a pious foe.
CHORus-Let sentiments of gratitude,
With pleasure swell each breast,
For those who nobly Truth pursued,
And unborn millions blessed.
Those men can never be forgot,
Whose works are widely read;
Who govern by the force of thought
Long after they are dead.
Brave D'Holbach, Volney, Hume and Paine,
Like true Redeemers save;
Have ably striven to unchain,
And free the mental slave.
CHoRus-Let sentiments, etc.
Kind Rv bert Owen loved mankind;
He found all earth amiss;
That millions pauperized and bliuel,
Had reached no earthly bliss.
Forget not noble Frances Wright,
An honor to her age,
Who more than hell the priests affright.
Anel fill with holy rage.
CHORus-Let sentiments, etc.

''Temple of Reason."
By all means let us have it. Let us have a temple
dedicated to the chief counselor of all our faculties,
the chief educator of our intellect; not simply a monument of architectural beauty or a sanctuary of devotion bearing the monogram of .Reason, but a real
utilitarian edifice of a magnitude commensurate with
the importance of the propagandism of truth.
It should contain a hall with acoustic design sufficient for 20,000 people to hear Robt._ G. Ingersoll's
oration on the Gods, and many similar didactic orations, which science and education are preparing the
minds of tile people to receive. Be assured such an
oratorium will not be erected till it is needed, and
when it is built, such words of truth and science will
scorch like a terrible simoon the principles of superstition and priestcraft, and will call forth an audience
proportionably larger, as science and wisdom are more
attractive than the superstitious ritualism of priestcraft. 'l'he rehearsal of words of wisdom is interesting and captivating; tile sermon of an ecclesiastic
produces ennui.
The "Temple of Reason'' should contain the best
library and reading room of Freethought in the world.
It should contain a publishing house where Freethought volumes and journal& would welcome advanced ideas as messengers of truth. It should be a
kind of home for the moral philosopher all(! philanthropist-a kind of Alma Mater that will assist iri the
development of such moralists as Confucius, Aristotle and Thomas Paine.
.
No unutilitarian monument or mere sanctuary
would be productive of good to our cause. Our great
principles of truth forbid that we should spend time,
precious time, in idolizing a principle or in any ritualistic ceremony. Conscious justice bids us employ all
our time in forwarding the knowledge of the truth as
it is manifested by a perpetual revelation of N aturc.
God or Nature, the embodiment of truth and law
makes a perpetual reveiation to man, and the educators of our race should as continually receive and
assist in transmitting the truth. 'l'he highest types
of mankind will be produced where there is a free
and untrammeled use of reason.
J. R. PArms.

To honest Abner Kneeland, give
All praise, who dareel to scan
All creeds. and deemed it fraud to live
By that which curses man.
Charles Knowlton bless, who showed that mind
Is motion of the brain;
Searched for a spirit world to flnJA human soul in vain.
CHORus-Let sentiments, etc.
Bless brave Ben Offen-Nature scliooleclWho tore the thin disguise
From pious quacks, and ridiculell
The aiel Jew-book of lies.
Bless Gilbert Vale-Paine's advocate
Against all priestly liesWho fought tile wrongs of Church and State;
Scanned planets, suns and skies.
CHoRus-Let sentiments, etc.
George Henry Evans bless, who found
For hireling tenant's toil,
Tile thorough cure is in the grounel,
A life share in the soil.
That earth gives self-employment,
The power to procure
Fooel. clothing. shelter and content;
Riels earth of rich and poor.
CHoRus-Let sentiments, etc.
Let homesteads not be alienate,
Or mortgaged, willed or sold,
But swapped, that some may emigrate.
Yet homes forever !wid.
'rims e<Iual wants create a right,
And gi\'e all equal shares
Of homestead., water. air and light,
'rhus easing all life's cares.
CHoRus-Let sentiments, etc.
:\Ian, too, must reach self-government,
In towns throughout a state;
In JJroper person vote COJ>sent,
By townships legislate.
Forget not, then, such pioneers
In Science, 'l'ruth and Arts,
Who at the priesthood's lies and jeern,
Sought to u.mend their hearts.
CHoRus-Let sentlmentets, etc ..
Gov. Sl\IITH of Georgia says the worst scounelrels in
the country, and the men who keep tile negroes in a tur·
moil, are the negro preachers, or at least tt large maiority of them, who, under the cloak of religion, instil into
tl_1e. mi_nds of_ the col~roll men notions of law, politics.]
CIVil nghts, msurrectwn, and a host of other things
which only make them loafers and thieves. He wants authority to arrest Ior vagruney £Ill :such dlsturl!crs.

Dry Goods Price-List.
Thousands in the country are constantly debating
the question of prices in dry goods. They go to the
most popular store in the neighborhood, and fail there
to le:J.rn for a certainty whether fair prices are charged
or not. Other thousands are not only seeking honest
and fair prices, but they want also reliabl'e mformation in regard to the styles of goods most in demand.
Now, all such persons should send a letter to the high·
ly respectable and reliable firm of ~I. Altman &; Co.,
and ask for their new Price-list. This enterprising
and well-known dry goods firm have taken this method of popularizing their Jmsiness in every section of
country. This Price-list, containing thirty-two pages
of closely printed matter, gives a minute description
of a $250,000 stock of Dry Goods, Fancy Goods, Millinery Goods, Ladies' and Gents' Furnishing Goods,
Ladies' and Children's Under-garments, Costumes
Cloaks, Basques, Hosiery, Gloves, Jewelry, Laces'
Trimmings, Parasols, Umbrellas, Notions and til~
thousand and one articles usually sold in first-class
city houses. It will be sent, free of cost, to any one
sending address and postage stamp for mailing the
same.
We have examined this Price-list, and find that it
teaches its readers how to order goods. 'l'he description it gives of evmy article is so perfect and complete as to make the selec~wn extremely easy and
certain of giving satisfaction. This finn will give
their best attention to the execution of all orders, and
they agree to refund the money in every case where
the goods turn out different from their representations. The standing of the house is such that we
cheerfully vouch for the truth of whatever they say:
Address 1\'I. AL'l')IAN & Co., corner Gth avenue and
l!Jth street, New York.-EDrroit INDEPENDENT.
[W c know and have known Mr. Altman and his
manner of doing business for some time, and arc fully enabled to endorse the views of our contemporary,
and although we seldom agree in matters theological,
we are pleased to accord our !warty concun'ence with
its judgment in reference to our fl'icnd Momns AL'r:1\IAN. He is just getting out his new Fall and "\Vinter
Price-list, containing accurate descriptions and the
lowest price of House-furnishing Goods, such as
Sheetings, Towels, Blankets, quills, etc., as well as
his full assortment of Ladies' Suits, made up in 'the
latest styles in Alpaca, Poplins, H.eps, Merinos, Cashmere Silks, Carne l's Hair Goods, etc., etc., as low as
$10 each, and as high as $300.
This Price-list is sent jne to all our readers who
may send a stamp and their address, and to those hesitating, or who may be unable to send stamp, he will
furnish the Price-list free upon their scndjnrr
in t1.1eir
0
address. ~Ir. Altman is also anxious that Lib~rals
.
.
.
. ..
who m_ay se~d for h1s Pnce:hst should d1stnbute them
freely ~n thmr town8 and i'J!lagcs.-ED. T. S.J
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(Concluded from J!'ifth Page.)
monitor on the address tab which accompanies your
paper.
. We hope those who ought to be friends to THE
TRUTH SEEKER are not going to let it die of absolute
starvation. The world needs such a paper, and we
know it is doing good, but it cannot live without material aid. If every friend will pay up promptly for
himself, and send in as many new names as possible,
there will be no trouble. We will continue at our
post as long as life and strength endures, and we will
do our best to spread truth over the land if you will
sustain us and forget not our needs.
But to THE TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS ; here are
some of them. Let those who want these and others
at the low figures named, please send us an order.

21. If an angel became a devil by sinning, w~
Adam's the original sin ?
22. Would there be any more impropriety in imputing my sin to Adam than his to me ?
23. If men are totally depraved, must not children
be so also ?
24. If children are totally depraved, how ia it true
that '' of such is the kingdom of heaven ?"
25. Is it the revealed will of God that all men should
be saved?
26. Could God will that all men should be saved,
when he knew that many would be lost?
27. If belief and good works are essential to salvation, how can infants be saved ?
28. Can he truly love God who worships him
tlll'ough a fear of the devil?
.
29. Can the love of God be changed to hatred t
30. Can the Deity be universally good, if endles11·
punishment is meted out to a single soul ?
31. Can a good man love and worship a being who
has created millions for endless torture ?
Is the Bible the Word of Go(l?
32. Are those not the enemies of God who charge
such conduct upon him ?
Our Christian friends declare to us the Bible is cer33. Can it be a virtue to charge a good being with
tainly the word of God, and that it has been preserved
the most abominable characteristics ?
by his watchful care for thousands of years.
Is this
. 34. If God mad.e all thi_ngs and knew all things ;
so? If it is the work of a perfect being it must be a
If he made the Devil, knowmg he would lead mankind
perfect production, anc:j. contain no faults nor errors.
astray, will it be just to punish mankind for it ?
God would surely not write, nor send forth a book
35. Would not a being who would do this, be as bad
filled with absurdities and mistakes.
If it is defector worse, than the Devil ?
The Christian's Belief.
ive, if it is false, if it is eontradictory it can not be
36 If the .Devil is the author of endleslil hell-fire,
That God after spending in idleness millions of
God's work, it must be man's.
Upon careful examination it is found many statements are made in it ages, 6000 years ago made the earth, the sun, and would it not be the noblest thing God could do to put
which can n'ot be true. Hundreds of positive contra- moon, the stars and worlds in six days, and all from it out ?
dictions can be pointed out.
Much that is low and nothing. That there were several days, mornings and
The Bible and Liberty.
obscene is scattered all through it.
Much of it is evenings befoxe the sun was made, and that all vegetation,
trees,
shrubs,
and
plants
brought
forth
seeds
Frederick
Maurice warned people of the danger
unfit to be read by a modest lady or in her preand fruits before there was any sun; that he made they ran when they "turned the bread of life into
sence.
The best commentators admit that many passages man of dust and woman of a rib-bone weighing a few stones to east at their enemies." Now, passing by
and even whole chapters have been added to it; and ounces. 'l'hat he placed a tempting fruit before the the fact that many of us do not consider the Bible as
the first Christian authorities say that many books in pair when he well knew they would taste it, and the brea<l of life in any sense, I would suggest that
the Bible are spurious, without proof of divine origin, thereby damn their souls and thousands of millions of using it as a pebble to sling at the forehead of Liberty
and unworthy a place in the sacred collection. King their helpless offspring to the eternal torments of hell. has not, in the past, tended to exalt it, nor is it likely
James' version, first published in 1611, was one hund- That he made thb devil; with the knowledge that he to be more successful in the future. Long ago a
red years after corrected by Bishops Zenisun and would ever lead his creatures astray and down to the king sat on a beach to warn back the advancing tide.
Lloyd, and thousands of errors were found. More re- regions of the damned. That God got sorry for what Wave after wave broke into laughter on the strand,
cently the British Bible Society have declared that a he had done in making man, and, to get rid of him, and the water rose higher and higher, till it washed
"faithful examination of it gives serious doubt whether he sent an immense flood, and covered the earth five the kingly feet, and began to surround the kingly
it truthfully can be called the Word of God." We miles deep all over its surface and drowned every chair. The sea knew no master. And so for centuare told by the strongest advocates for a revision of man, woman, and child, every animal, bird and in- ries has religion stood, with the Bible in her lifted
the Holy Scriptures that there are 150,000 errors in our sect, every tree, and every plant, except the cargo of band; she has warned back each wave of the rising
version, or twenty-seven to each chapter; and though one boat. That God dried up all this water. and took tide of liberty, and each wave bas rippled forward
millions of copies of it have been industriously circu- it out of existence. That he gained nothing by all regardless of her threats. "Let every soul be subject
lated, they think these should all be laid aside, and a this trouble·, the world being just as wicked to the higher powers," said the Bible to Cromw 6 ll,
That
God again became and Cromwell, though he took off his hat to the Bible,
greatly improved "Word of God" given in their after as before.
place. A body of Bible-revisers have for years been greatly incensed with the human race, and to appease struck down the tyrant who strove to enchain the
at work at it in England, trying to make the book a fit his anger he devised this beautiful scheme by which a people. ''Honor the king," said the Bible to Washone for tbe people of the present age to read, aud it is few of tlle children of Adam might escape the effects · ington, and Washington defied the king, and founded
asserted that they are leaving scarcely a passage un- of his endless wrath, That he held intemourse with the American Republic. "Thou shalt not suffer a
changed.
Can it be possible sensible people will a young Jew girl, and begot a dearly beloved son and witch to live," said the Bible, and stern law saved the
longer believe that a book, made up of detached sent him into the world, where he worked several feeble from the Bible-sllarpened sword. If a city is
fragments written by unknown persons, that is found years at the carpenters' trade, then traveled around withdrawn to serve strange gods, "thou shalt surely
so full of imperfections and errors, could have been the country and preached, when he was put to an smite the inhabitants of that citv wilh the edge of the
written and preserved by God? Is not a base false- ignominious death to satisfy the relentless justice of sword, destroying it utterly," said the Bible to Alva,
hood uttered whenever this is asserted to be the case? his father, by which divine process one in a hundred of and Alva obediently harried the Netherlands, and the
Will the book be any more worthy the confidence of this race may escape the burning lake of eternal fire, people rose, and fought for their lives and won.
"Cursed is Canaan: a servant of servants shall he be
thinking people after this body of modern "doctors of kindly prepared for all the rest,
unto his brethren," said the Bible from ten thousand
divinity" have remodled it, than when in fragments it
Thirty-Six Questions.
pulpits; but men arose and swore that Bible or no
left the bands of ancient priests? Will such doctor1. \Vould endless punishment be for the good of Bible, the slave sllould go free. The Bible l why it
ing materially improve it or make that the word of
any human being?
has bolstered up eveiy injustice-it has bulwarked
God which before was not?
2. If God lovea his enemies will he punish them every tyranny-it has defendeu every wrong. With
Really has not this idol by a confiding people been
toil and pain and bloodshed have the soldiers of
believed and wor5hiped long enough? Is .the world any more than is for their good ?
3. 1f God loves his friends, if he loves his enemies Liberty wrung from the reluctant hands of priests and
always to be content with shams and falsehood? Is it
Bible-worshipers every char•er of our freedom
not about time we reject the book with 150,000 errors also, are not all mankind objects of his love?
4. If God loves only those who love him, what bet- every triumph of our cause. Every step in scienc~
and turn our attention to that great Volume of the U nihas been won in despite of the Bible; every inch of
verse, which is not false, which is not susceptible of ter is he than a sinner ?
5. As "love thinketh no evil," can God design the natural knowledge has been conquered at the sword's
alteration, which is ever tme and reliable, and will
point from the realm of the supernatural. From the
not lead us into error? Let us turn from this false ultimate evil of a single soul ?
6. If man does wrong in returning evil for evil, stake where Bruno stood and died, from the dungeon
book, written and defended by ignorant, superstitious,
where Galileo kne1t and trembled, a voice has rung
and designing priests, a mere relic of the barbarous would not God do wrong in doing the same thing ?
7. 1V ould not endless punishment be a return of out that every advance of science has been struggled
past, and let us study the immense volume of truth
against by the Bible and the Church. But take
ever open before us, which needs no revising, no doc- evil for evil ?
j3. If God hates the sinner, would it not be natural heait, you who cling to your Bibles; as soon as we
toring, and which is equally free and easily underfor the sim~er to hate him ?
have gained this one step forward-as soon as it rings
stood by all tongues, nations and peoples.
9. If God loves his enemies now, will be not always through the land that women are uo longer in subdo the same ?
jection, you will be able to claim as the offspring of
Christianity Briefly Considered.
10. Would it be unjust in God to be kind to all men your Christianity that which, at its birth, you anatheChristianit,r is now the established religion; he who in a future state?
matized. Each trophy of advancement, each symbol
attempts to Imtmgn it, must be contented to behold
11. If a.\l men deserve endless punishment, will of triumph, is claimed by the Bibliolator as his as
murderers and traitors take precedence of him in pub- not those who are saved miss divine justice?
soon as it becomes popular. You will be able to find
lic opinion; though, if his genius be equal to hi&
12. Does divine justice require the infliction of in your Bibles a sanction for the free development of
courage, and assisted by a peculiar coalition of cirfrom which mercy recoils ?
womanhood, even as you have found room in the six
cumstances, future ages may exalt him to a divinity ·
If God would save all men but cannot, is he in- days of Genesis for the vast mons of geology, and
and persecute others in his name, as he was
his power?
space in the petty firmament of Moses for the mighty
cuted in the name of his predecessors in the homage
' If God can save all men and wiU not, is he infi- facts of astronomy. The Bible is clnimed as the true
of the world.
The same means that have sp.pportE:d
in his goodness ?
parent of modern freedom, as the striker-off of the
every other popular belief, have supportetl"Christian15. Did God desire universal salvation when he chains of the slave, the guardian of the feeble from
ity. War, imprisonment, assassination, and false- created men?
the tyranny of the strong. It is the spi1·it of Chrishood; deeds of unexampled and incomparable atroc16. Will God carry his original designs into execu- tianity has done it all, you say, when the letter said
ity have made it what it is.
The blood shed by the tion ?
''kill," it meant "preserve ; " when the letter said
votaries of the God of mercy and peace, since the es17. Can God will anything contrary to his know!- "enslave," it meant ' 1 set free." So take courage, ye
tablishment of his religion, would probably suffice to euge?
worshipers of a book; your idol will be shattered
drown all other sectaries now on the habitable globe.
18. ·Did God know when he created man that a large once more, but it can once more be re-mended · it
We derive from our ancestors a faith thus fostered portion of his creatures would be endlessly wretched ? will fall once more before the trumpet-blast of freeand supported; we ql!larrel, persecute, and hate for
19. If hedid not know all at the creation, is he infi- dom, but once more it can be raised. We mean to set
its maintenance. · Analogy seems to favor the opin- n,ite in knowledge ?
woman free/ free to follow the guiding hand of Na20. If God made an endless hell, did he do so for ture, free to fulfiil every fair capability of her being·
im;I, that as, like other s._ys
s, ~hr~stian.i~. Y. , has
ansen and augment~, so h
m It Will de<:iitY:,and tile express purpose of burning men in it ?
free to develop every noble intellectual power, and

-'-~,
>~·
··.

perish; that as violence, darkness, and deceit, not
reasoning and persuasion, have procured its admission among mankind, so, when enthusiasm bas subsided, and time, that infallible controverter of false
opinions, has involved its pretended evidences in the
darkness of antiquity, it will become obsolete; that
Milton's poem alone will give permanency to the remembrance of its absurdities; and that men will laugh
heartily at grace, faith, redemption, and original sin,
as they now do at the metamorphoses of Jupiter, the
miracle of Romish saints, and the existence of witchcraft. Either the Christian religion is true, or it is
false; if true, it comes from God, and its authenticity
can admit of doubt and dispute no further than its
omnipotent author is willing to allow.
Either the
power or the goodness of God is called in question, if
he leaves those doctrines most essential to the wellbeing of man in doubt and dispute; the only ones
which, since their promulgation, have been the subject of unceasing cavil, the cause of irreconcilable
hatred. If God ltas spok€n, wlty is tlte universe not c.onvinced!
Christianity was intended to reform the world; had
an all wise Being planned it, nothing is more improbable than that it should have failed; omniscience
would infallibly have foreseen the inutility of such a
scheme which experience demonstrates, to this age, to
have been utterly unsuccessful.
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every passionate longing of her heart ; free to expand
in every direction; free to grow, to strengthen and to
rise. Little care we whether or not our work square
with the rules of an old Eastern civilization ; let
those who are anxious about it see to that. Our work
need not in Itself trench on religion ; but if religion
and the Bible grapple with us, and try to stop and
destroy us, then religion and the Bible must either
atand IUlide, or else they !!lust go down.

Christian Frauds.
Christianity is imperious in its assumptions. It
.a &!aims to be all that is truthful, noble and magnaniC!f mous; it boasts of its humanity and its moral and
civilizing influence ; but what a burlesque upon its
pretensions is its actual history, sectarian enmity,
~rass intolerance, and bloody and inhuman persecutions !
Uan Christianity with its arrogance and
cupidity, show a purer record than that exhibited by
ancient paganism ? Christian nations are pre-eminent for their love of war, plunder and devastation;
and so great is their mutual distrust, that even during
the uncertain periods when there is no actual war,
the armed peace o:f Europe costs $1,500,000.000 annually. <Jan Christian people claim to be more upright,
more honorable and more exemplary than Buddhists,
Mohammedans, or Parsees? In numerous in:;otances
the ethics of China or Japan, might bring the blush
to entire Christendom. What among the deceptive
transactions of Bible-worshipers, who boast of a
purer theology, is still most common? Frauds in
castle and court, in State affairs, and in Church matters ; frauds in national intrigue, in diplomacy, and
in naval and military affairs ; frauds in Senate
Chambers, in law tribunals, in elections and in appointments; frauds by word and by oath; in buying
aml selling, in giving and receivmg; frauds by
weight and frauds by measure; frauds by adulteration
and fraucs in ever·y imaginable shape and form that
may escape the penalty of crime."
"The priests, with all their spiritual endowments
and all their boasted superiority, have proved them•elves but frail and fallible men, and though there
are many excellent persons among them, yet as a
claes, in proportion to their numbers, they surpass all
others in sensuality, and so notorious have they
become in this respect, that one can scarcely take up
a newspaper that does not bear record of their vileness. Though a large majority of the cases of their
sexual criminality are covered up for the credit of
Christianity, enough comes to the light to effectually
damn the perpetrators and their institution in the
eyes of all right-minded people.
Yes, the despised heathen.s are n;tore honest and
upright than the first Christian natiOns, and the ordinary farmer, mechanic and labor~r is more moral
and pure-minded than the average pnest or preacher.
Why should sensible people continue to :evere a
privileged class of men whose conduct IS often
b1111ath an honest man's contempt ?

and devouring war-tempest and earthquake, alone
reign around us. A wild, wailing howl of agony resounds through all lands ; and even brute instinct
echoes the appalling cry of the human. Vanity is
written in fire-letters of min, even on yon starry
azure, where pale suns burst in shivered bubbles, and
vanish away. Urge not that Deity dug, in void space,
this universal sepulcher, haunted alone by the ghosts
of mourners, by the incalculable millions. Say that
it is the work of some dreadful demon, and I may entertain the proposition. .
Spirit of Nature! all sufficing power.
Necessity l thou mother of the world!
All that the Universe contains
Are but thy passive instruments, and thou
Regard est them with an impartial eye,
Whose joy and pain thou cannot feel.
The inexterminable spirit it contains
Is natures only God ; but human pride
Is skillful to invent most serious name10
To hide its ignorance.
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Being tile Biographies and important sayings of the
most distinguished Teachers, Philosophers, Refo1·me:rs,
Innovators, Founders of New Schools of Thouuht and
Reliuion, Unbelievers in Ourrent Theolouy, Scientists and
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down through the following 3000 years to our own time.
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It is believed the work will fill a want long felt, and will
add materially to the general information touching the
characters treated, affording a succinct and correct acChristian Confessions.
count of the best and truest persons who have lived, and
Rev. John Dick, D.D .. is conceded to have been the in a convenient and economical form.
ablest advocate Christianity ever had. Consider the
Tile whole will be divided into four parts:
following admis;,ions extracted from his Theology
PART I
(vol. 1, page 12.2). " We do not possess the original
copies of the sacred writings. The autographs of the Will embrace Menu, Zoroaster, Christna, Buddha, Conapostles and prophets have long since disappeared. fucius, Lycurgus, Anaximander, Epimenedes, Pyth~~.g
The copy of the law, which was written by the hand oras, Solon, Xenophanes, Socrates, Plato, Diogenes, Epiof Moses himself, seems to have been preserved for curus, Zeno, Hippocrates, Aristotle, Cicero, and many
many ages, and it was that copy which was found by others of the most prominent Grecian and Roman Sages
Hilkiah, the high priest, and read in the ears of J o- down to the Christian era.
siah; but it perished, we may presume, in the destrucPART I I
tion of the temple.
Modern times can boast only of Will contain Jesus, Seneca, Celsus, Porphyry, Pliny,
transcripts, removed from the originals, by more or Antoninus, Plutarch, Epictetus, Galen, Hypatia, Julian
fewer steps, according to the age in which they were the Anostate, 1\fahomet, Roger Bacon, Borcaccio, Bruno,
written. The oldest of the Mss., can not be referred Yanini, Copernicus, Galileo, Hobbes, Spinoza, Lord Bafarther back than the fifth, or perhaps the fourth cen- con, Descartes, Hume, and many others, prior to, and in
tury, and ie posterior to the last book of the New
the eighteenth century.
Testament by at least three hundred years."
PAR'.r III
" It may be presumed that the persons employed
in transcribing the sacred writings wquld be at great Embraces later Freethinkers, Philosophers and Scienpains to make the copies accurate; yet, without a mir· tists down to our own time, some of whom are Helveacle, every transcript. could not have been a faultless tins, Voltaire, Housseau, D'Alembert, Goethe, Kant,
representation of the original; and that no supernat- Condorcet, Volney, D'Holbach, Richard Carlyle, Sir Wm.
ural influence was exerted upon their minds, may be Hamilton, Combe, Paine, Jefferson, Humboldt, Mary
confidently inferred from the different readings which Wollstouecraft, Shelley. Comte, Frances Wright, Harriet
appear upon a collection of "A'Iss.
It is certain that Martineau, Kneeland, Parker, Feuerbach, Lyell, Strauss,
they can not all be right, and it is probable that not one G. Yale, Buckle. J. Stuart Mill, and others who have reof the;m is correct." (page 124).
''No single Mss. can cently died.
PART IY
be supposed to exhibit the original text, without the
slightest variation; and it is to be presumed that in all Will comprise tile living Scientists, Teachers, Liberalists.
jl:[ss. erro1·s more or fewer in number m·e to be found." Advanced Thinkers. and promulgators of Free Thought,
Transcribers made alterations in their copies, in among whom are Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Tyndall,
order to correct some word which appeared to them Helmholtz, Beuchner, Wallace, Crookes, Renan, Colenso,
faulty, or which they did not understand; they omit- Draper, Fiske, Holyoke, Watts, Bradlaugh, Mendum,
ted words which they reckoned superfluous, or added Seaver, R. D. Owen, S. P. Andrews, Frothingham, Abbot,
words to illustrate what they judged defective or A. J. Davis, Tuttle. Denton, Pike, Ellis, Ingersoll, Underimproper. Various re!>.dings have also been pro- wood, Peebles, and numerous others, composing the
duced, by transferring to the text glosses or notes which mental atlvance guard of the age.
The work Will embrace oVer ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY
had been written on the margin. Some have been atGodly Guardianship.
tributed to wilful C01'r·uption, with a view to serve the of the characters to whom the world owes so much for
If there be a God, be evidently does not interfere purposes of a party.
This crime has been charged the progress it has made in the evolution of thought,
in the affairs of this world. Pestilences may strew upon the Jews, upon heretics, and even upon those truth and reason.
the earth with corpses of the loved ; the survivors who were called orthodox."
Au important feature will be to give the death-bed incimay bend above them in agonr:-c~ildre~I mar: !lx" It is evidently ignorance and prejudice which dents of the characters treated, so far as possible. thus
nire vainly asking for bread; wlule uod Sits smthhg would lead any person to consider the received text disproving the false assertions so often made, that Unbein the sky. The innocent may languish unto death in as so sacred that no alteration ought to be made in it. lievers and Infidels recant upon their death-beds.
the obscurity of dungeons.; brave men and heroic wo- Its history shows that its claim is disputable, and that
The work will be printed on new type. good paper, and
men may be chano-ed to ashes at the bigot's stake, it may be superseded by a text more carefully com- will be bound in good style. Price, by mail or otherwhile the smiling Beity sits above the clouds, unac- piled.'' (127).
wise, THREE DOLLARS.
quainted with the miseries of men. .
"Ancient versions of the Scriptures are also anothNF N. B. No money required until the work is ready
Empires may be overthrown; dynasties may~e ex- er source of various readings.
But here, I think, to deliver; and after received, if it is not worth the price,
tinguished in blood ; millions of slaves may toil be- greater caution is necessary.
For in the first place, and does not give satisfaction, and is returned in good
neath the fierce rays of the sun, and the cruel strokes we are not certain that those versions have come down order, the money will be refunded. Those wishing thfl
of the lash, yet God serenely sits in heaven. ~ut to us in an uncorrupted state, or rather, we are cer- work, will make application as below, that it may he
on the wide sea in darkness and storm, the ship- tain that they have suffered as much as the Mss. of known how large an edition to print.
wrecked struggl~ with the cruel waves, and where is the Scriptures by transcriptions, so that we cannot be
All who feel disposed to contribute to the cause of Freethe God who is an ever present help in time of need ? sure, in many cases, that where they difier now from thought and to a better knowledge of those in the centuThe streets of the world are filled with the diseased, the originals they differed at first.
If a person were ries that are past by taking a copy of this book are rethe deformed, and the helpless ; the chamb~r~ of to read a variety of modern translations, and not to quested to send in their names to the author and puhpain are crowded with the pale form.s of the sufi~rmg, know that they were all made from the same text, 1
while God idly sits on his great wh1!e t!tr?ne, !ts~~n have no doubt that he would in some cases conclude lisher,
D. M. BENNETT, 335 Broadway, New York.
ing to the golden harps of the angelic chotrs. Cittes that thej'' i1ad been formed upon difierent texts."
are drowned by rushing lava.; the ~arth opens and (page 125).
I!.EADER, WILL YOU ENCOURAGE THIS ENTERPRISE~
thousands perish · women raise therr clasped hands
towards heaven, b~t the Gods are too happy and inQuestions.
"Born Again."
different to aid their suffering children.
1. Who will give a really truthful description of the
J\'Iust we be born again ?
If there be a God, that God must be the creator of
That is what they say.
all evil• and such a proposition is more revolting than God, the Devil, a heaven, a hell, an angel, a ghost,
W!ty?
the wo~st forms of Atheism. I had rather credit a spirit, a soul, or what conditions man takes on after
Reason enough why! Bless your dear souls, don't
any absurdity, or com~it any conceivable fully, than death as an individual existence, that words can make
you see we were not born in the right shape the first
acknowledge a creed hke that. Can we suppose that understandable ?
2. If the above is unanswerable for the want of op- time ? They who got us up had not God's likeness in
a God of infinite reason and unlimited power would
voluntarily create such a universe as this?. Would_he servation and knowledge, then tell me why we need all their thoughts. They were controlled by animal
give life to beings, only to confer au acqu_amtance With bible, priest or church to keep up such a ghostly forces. They got us up in their o1on likeness. Animal forces have the ascendency.
its exquisite sweetness, and then almost mstantly take farce?
We must be born again, to give the spiritual-intel3. Is the whole theological torture a brazen cleriit away ? Would he plant in quivering hearts not only
lectual, if that suits better-the power to hold the anthese burning tortures which are the very essence of cal lie?
4. Why not call it then by its right name, a priestly imal in subordination.
hate, but those sorrowing stings that follow the rosy
Sensible people are taking the matter into considT. L. BRowN.
feet of gliding love a·Jso ? Tell me that God made imposition ?
eration.
Binghamton, N. Y., Oct. 1st, 1875.
some other world, where perfaction is the order of NaThey will begin, pretty soon, to get up children unture, and I may, perhaps, believe you. But ask me
MR. SAMUEL MuRDoCK, who has made a thorough study der right forces-in good shape-in tile likeness of
not to admit a divine origin for such a deliolate sphere
as this. Somewhere else, for aught I know or care, of the mound builders, will try to construct lac-simi- God. Then, once borning will be all sufficient. 'Twill
there may bt harmony. Here I behol?- nothing but lies of the most remarkable works on the Centennial save a deal of wear and tear, and be a better job enPRENTISIO.
tirely.
~ia and diilgord. Peiitiliii.Cll and famlD.e-volcanoes Kroundli.
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Death.
BY l<'REDERIC R.

~!ARVIN,

l\I.D.

The history of death may be divided into three
periods : the fabulous, superstitious, and philosophic. These periods are not sepamted from each
other by any line of demarkation; they blend as colors
do, and it is impossible to say where one ends and another begins.
The most ancient period is that of Fable ; a period
in which imagination and fancy triumphed, and celebrated their victories in bronze and marble. In the
Age of Fable, men personified the powers of nature and
the passions and operations of the mind. They looked
on the same universe on which we gaze, but with
different eyes. They looked on this e~Lrth, but where
we see mica, gra.riite, and quartz, they saw ancient.
Terra, mother of the mountains, seas, and heavens.
They looked on the same sky on which we gaze, but
where we see constellations and systems, they saw
gods and heroes, gathered in council or engaged in
battle.
The Age of Fable was one of impulse; in it caprice
wore all the authority of conviction, and the lightest
suggestion carried with it a weight now almost inconceivable. True, the ancient world was the world of
Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates, but for every philosopher there were thirty gods who had nothing better to
live for than the caprice of the moment-gods and
godesses who were carried hither and thither, by
auger, fear, love, and jealousy, as leaves are carried
by the wind up and down tile pathway of forests.
But among all the fickle deities ot the early world
there were a few of whom it might be said that, they
are the same yesterday and to-day, if not forever.
Such a deity was :Mors or Death, daughter of Night.
The Homan artists seldom painted .i\Iors, and the
Greek sculptors never cm·ved the -godess in marble.
Our representations of her are taken from the ancient
poets, who seem to have enjoyed the horrible. She
was represented as wild, ravenous, and furious. Her
open mouth gaped like a grave, and her long, disheveled hair fell like a mantle over her thin and bony
shoulders. Her face was pale, wan, earthy, cleacl,
and wore the pinched expression of a corpse. 'l'he
glance of her eye was fataL :Nien trembled before her,
for she was inexorable-no prayer could move her to
mercy, no tear excite her to pity. Without warning,
and unannounced, she thundered at the doors of mortals to demand her debt. The king and the slave were
alike to her, there were no shields against her wrath,
and there was no method in her destruction.
1\Iors was sometimes represented as a skeleton
clothed in a black robe with snow-white fringe. This
robe was covered with stars and surmounted by a
crown of black rings, giving the impression that her
halo had burned out, and left nothing but a dead cinder on her iieshless skull. To her men built no temples and dedicated no altars; she had neither priest nor
testiv11l. When they saw her rude statue on the
public road they wound their mantles about their faces
and lmrrieu away.
I have outlined the Greek conception of death. Before tile Greeks were a nation, the early Egyptians
had statues and paintings of Death in the rock temples
of the Nile. But 1 will not speak of other mythologies, let the Grecian stand for them all. The second
acre was that of Superstition. It was characterized by
a"'gradual but ·~omplcte revolution in public faith. 'fhe
grand old gods of the pagan w mld receded, and a
rabble of saints with painted wings and fiaming nimbi
nsurpecl their places. "The gentle dryards forsook
the groves, and decayed and decrepid hermits hid
themselves under .the sacred shade." Perhaps the
most characteristic feature of the age was the metaphysical view it entertained of death. To the mediruval world, death was the immediate devitalization of
a body, and the liberation of an immortal soul. There
were no processes of death ; death was instantaneous
and radical. Death never began at the heart, brain,
or lung-it took place in every atom of the body at
once. It did not consist in disin tegratiou or metamorphosis of tissue-it consisted in the separlition of
soul and body. Against such views of death this age
protests. There are two methods of studying this
subject, the physical and the metaphysical, the last of
which takes into account the existence of a soul.
Aristotle describes three souls: the soul of plants, the
soul of animals, and the human soul. The first is unconscious, the second. consists in the union of mjnd
and matter, and is conscious, and the third is immaterial, immortal, aml conscious. Among various Teligions and philosophies there have risen seven theories with regard to the destination of the soul; they
are annihilation, reabsorption, resurrection, conveyance, recurrence, migration, and transition. Of ti.Je
soul I shall say little. If it exists it is indestructable
and deathless, for, hy definition, iL is without parts,
and whatever is devoid of parts cannot decay, since
decay is a disintegration of parts ; and, as death is my
subject, that which is deathless is foreign to the matter
in hand. Only organisms die. Of the two classes of
organisms, animal and vegetable, only the former will
demand our attention.
Several years ago I endeavored by careful experiments to di!tcrmiue the order and 1mture of the phenomena of death. I ·selected four heal thy dogs, w llieh
a few hours after feeding them, were subjected to the

following operations : 'l'o one dog was administered
arsenious acid. An hour and eight minutes after fttll
development of tonic symptoms, the animal expired.
The phenomena of death could. not be completely
separated from those of poisoning. Those which
were separable occurred in the following order :
increased mpidij;y and eoJTespondiug weakness of
pulse, intervals of cardiac-pulsation lengthened but
not otherwise interfered with ; dilitation f\f pupil ;
coldness beginning at the extremities and gradually
invading the frame. Four and a half minutes after
the cessation of respiration the heart pulsated. I
immediately cut down upon that organ, it continued
to pulsate fifty seconds after exposure. So soon as
pulsation ceased I ent into the right auricle wli.ere I
found venous blood.
Tile second animal was destroyed by introducing a
needle into the medulla oblongata-respiration and
pulsation were promptly suspended.
The.third animal was bled to death. Cardiac-pulsation ltnd respiratory effort seemed to fail at the same
moment. I observed the order in which the special
senses departed.
Twelve minutes from the commencement of. the operation the animal labored for
breath. I then tested the special senses. I pronounced the clog's name and obtained the usual response, it wagged its tail, licked my hand and appeared to recognize my presence. I tested the senses
of taste with substances of strong and persistent
fiavor. The dog exhibited its usual discrimination in
the selection of esculent articles. I operated on the
senses of smell and sight-on the former with volatile
salts, and on the latter with flames and colors; they
both responded to the test. The latter, however, was
considerably impttired. I tried the sense of feeling
by heat and cold, and, so far as I could learn, it was
perfect. I continued my observations up to the moment of death. The order in which the special
senses disappeared was as follows: sight, taste, smell,
hearing, tou~h.
In the fourth animal I repeated the experiment with
similar results. These experiments were performed
several years ago, but I have since repeated them and
found the observations then taken, correct. If my experiments are of value, they establish the fact that the
special senses disappear in death in the same order in
w liich they disappear in sleep.
I have frequently witnessed death in human beings.
I stood by.tile death-bed of a woman in whose statements I have implicit faith, and her answers to questions then asked, confirmed my confidence in theresult of my previously sLated experiences. After s1ght
and voieehad passed away she continued to communicate with me, answering my questions by the pressure
of her finger on the palm of my hand. It is impossible
to perform such experiments at every death-bed.
Convulsions, syncope, mental excitement, and pain,
frequently render all observations, for the purpose
mentioned, fruitless. But I am sure that if scientific
men would select persons from among themselves or
their families who are near death, and whose final moments are likely to be free from pain and muscular
and emotional excitement, and with them make an
agreement, touching signs and the line of observation,
they would learn much from the death-bed, calculated
to throw light into the dark valley.
Death has been variously defined. Dunglison calls
it " definitive cessation of all the functions, the
aggregate of which constitute life." But the word
function is not well selected, since it refers rather to
the organs than to cells of the jbody, and I wish to
make you believe that death begins and ends where
life does-in the molecule or cell. Remember all life
results directly from the ~egmentation or proliferation
of cells, and that death is consequent upon the disintegration of cells. Cells segment to grow, disintegrate
to die. Growth and deeuv both result from and
consist in' the division of eeils; in the ease of' growth
the division is segmentation, and ·in that of decay it
is disintegration. Life and death then start in the
cell. What do we understand by a eem
By a cell we used to mean a sack and its contents,
but we no longer mean the sack, we mean the contents.
A cell may or may not have a cell-wall, for the wall
Is no essential element in the eel! substance. The
fundamental form of t!Je cell, and the form which is
always preserved in those cells. which occupy iiuids,
as do the blood coTpnscles, is spherical. Later in the
lives of most cells, their textures assume characteristic
forms. 'l'hus we have the polygonal in pavement epithelium; the conical in ciliated epithelium; tile squamous in epidermic scales; the cylindrical in cylinder epithelium; the {usiform in contractile fibre-cells, and the
caudate, polar, or stellate in gray nervous tissue·. Our
bodies are composed of these cells--hundreds, thoueands, millions of them. The convolutions of the
brain alone are supposed to contain 134,000,000,000 of
them packed away in its gray tissue. Each of these
cells has a separate lile which it would Tetain for a
time were it removed from the body. And not only
a separate life, but a separate ami distinct birth, history,.and death. Our bodies are composed of these
little living points-take them away and you have beside the iiuids of the system only a few shreds of connective tissue left.
Fluids constitute the largest portion of the body,
and it is well known that a man's size and weight
may be reduced by evaporation. Scientists assert

that by exposure to a process of evaporation the human body may be reduced to twelve or fifteen pounds.
It is known to all of you that perfectly dry mummies
are sometimes found to weigh only seven or eight
pounds. Out of the twelve or fifteen pounds to which
the human body may be reduced, ten or thirteen
pounds will be found to ]Je cellular.
Every man may be reduced to a single eel! in his
mother's ovary. It is by the segmentation of the cellthat he has grown to be the man he is and it will be
by the disintegration of the cells tlutt compose his
body that he will finally die and decay.
'l'hese cells have different periods of birth and death.
Every moment they are being formed and destroyedyou are the aggregate of these cells, and are being
formed and destroyed every moment. 'l'here are no
particles in your body that were there when you >vere
a child, and in a few years there will be no particles
in yoUJ' org·anism that arc there now. Your body is not
the identical body you possessed yesterday-it is not
exactly tile same body with which you entered this
room. Every moment cells are dying and springing
into life. Nothing lives ·Or dies in the universe but
cells. Wllea the cells which compose your body die,
you will be dead ~ud not before, for you are the
aggregate of those cells. The cells which constitute
your body die individually-they do not all die at the
same moment-there is no such thing as death en masse.
Sudden death is a fancy-an illusion-we die with the
utmost deliberation.
'l'ake a man who falls apparently dead and is buried
the next clay; remove him from the grave on the third
clay; his senses are abolished, his thought has ceased,
his organs perform none of their functions. He is
cold, motionless, rigid, and perhaps putrification has
set in. He is everything that goes to make a corpse.
Place a little fibre of that man's tissue under a microscope and watch it a few moments.' It moves, it displays vital action-the cell lives. That life is identical
with the life which now animates you. There are at
this moment dead cells in your body, and after you
11re called dead there will still be living ones there.
Herbert Spencer, in his Principles o;f Psvehology,
says: "The organic force with which life be~rins eonstrains chemical ail:inity to work in spe.eialm~des for
the formation of special products ; when it is spent or
disappears, chemical affinity is at liberty to work in
its general modes ; and that is death. Life is the combination of action ; the imperfection of this combination is disease, its arrest is death. In other words,
life is the continuous adjustment of relations in our
organism with relations in its environment. Disturb
that adjustment and you have malady ; destroy it
and you have death. Life is the performance of
functions by an organism; death is the abandonment
of an organism to the forces of the universe."
But organs are merely names for groups of cells
performing the same function.
A corpse is a more interesting subject than most of
us believe. It is a problem in physics-a chemical
problem which Nature never fails in solvino and
which we may solve by art if we will. So soon a~' somatic life ceases, all the cells which compose the body
start on their journey to the vegetable and inor()'anic
worlds. 'l'lie body, no longer capable of entau'glin()'
the forces of the universe in its wo!ll1erful web of
nerves, arteries, and veins, and of using them to
further its own ends, is handed over to those forces,
to be, by them, re.solved into its original clements. It
must be resolved mto two groups.
1. Carbonic acid (CO 2), water (HO), and ammonia
(NH3).
2. Mineral constituents, more o_r less oxidized,
elements of the earth's stmcture, lime, phosphoros,
iron, sulphur, magnesia, &e.
'I'lw first group passes into the air and becomes
food for .plants, while the second enters the earth and
enriches it. We must all at some time be resolved
into carbonic acid, water, ammonia, and the mineral
elements. A description of the process by which
this revolution is effected is unnecessary, and the
benignity of their olliee is apparent.
Nature sustains a balance bet ween animal and ve.,.etable life. That balance has not always existed. "'In
the Carboniferous Age, plant-life reached a luxuriance of which we can now form but a faint idea. 'I' lie
Carboniferous Age was, as its name indicates, characterized by an atmosphere loaded with carbonic acid.
Not until the air became respirable for mau, did the
human race appear. Plants and animals make each
other's existence possible. Animals inhale oxygen
and nitrogen, auu exhale carbonic acid, watery vapor,
and a trace of animal matter in a gaseous form.
Plants reverse the process, they consume carbonic acid
and yield oxygen. Thus by constantly breathing
each other's breath, man and his neighbor, the tree
live. What then becomes of the first group int~
which we arc converted by the beautiful chembtry of
death? It goes into the aiT and fills the millions of
open mouths of vegetables. 'l'he hungry plants consume the carbonic acid which would otherwise render
the air irrespirable for man.
The carbon separated and assimilated comes to
Jorm vegetable libre. 'l'he wood that burns merrily
in your fire-place, the food and wine t11at make" you
strong and healthy, the crimson folia"e of Autumn
and the golden grain of , harvest have thought;
sorrowed, and loved, and dreamed the little dream of
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life, a thousand times, and shall yet dream it again, have been exchanged for the life of trees and grasses der _our feet, ?ver our heads,_ and on every side. They
and you have been, and shall be, like them.
and shrubs, until
'
' arc m the solid earth on whiCh we stand the unfathomed oceans that girt our continents, ~nd through
Death is usually divided into somatic and molecuBeneath the gnarled oak
the spaces of the air they ride on every wind. Not
Somatic death is such as effects the whole
lar.
Beats human blood,
formless phantoms changed in the twinkling of an
organism. Molecular such as effects a definite
And thought lies hidden
eye, nor spectre wrought from the texture of a dream
number of molecules.
'Twixt leaf and bud.
nor sentient vapors whose immortality consists in ~
"'l'he sphereule of force which is the primitive
It is difficult, if not impossible, to say where molec- ·defiance of the chemist and the naturalist· but real and
basis of a cell, spends itself in the clischarge of its
work," says II'Ir. Alger in his valuable work on the ular death begins. From the molecule it invades the tangible is the perfume of the lily and t~e whiteness
''Doctrine of Immortality." 'l'he amount of vital orli;anism-its invasion is revealed in the orcranism- of the snow; the motion of the wave and the hardness
"'
of the rock ; the richness of the harvest and the
action which can be performed by such living cells its origin is hidden in the molecule.
Somatic death may begin in the heart, lungs, brain, primeval. grandeur of the forest. In the la~guage of
1ms a definite limit. When that limit is reached, the
exhausted cell is dead. No function can be performed ~ray matter of the ~edulla oblongata, or, perhaps, an Amencan poet :
m the blood. ·when It begins in the heart the patient
without the disintegration of a certain amount of dies
of syncope or asthenia; when it begins in the
"Yet a few days, and thee
tissue. This final expenditure on the part of a lung the patient dies of asphyxia; when it begins in the The all-beholding sun shall see no more
cell of its force is the act of molecular death and the ?rain the patient dies of apoplexy; when it begins In all his course; nor yet in the cold ground.
germinal essence of all decay. '!'his organic law m the grey matter of the medulla oblongata deat.h Where thy pale form was laid with many tears,
rules in every living structure, and is a necessity results. from paralysis of the pneumog~stric nerves; Nor in the embrace of ocean shall exist
inherent in creation. • . . . ·wherever we I ook when 1t begins in the blood the patient is said to die Thy image. Earth. that nourished thee. shall claim
in the realm of physical man, from the red outline of necremia.
Thy growth to be resolved to earth again;
of the first Adam to the shapeless adipose of the last
'l'he population of the earth has been assumed to be And, lost each human trace, surrendering up
corpse when fate's black curtain falls on oui' race, we
1,000,000,000, and a generation is supposed to last 33 Thine individual being, shalt thou go
shall discern death, for death is the other side of life.
'l'he growth of plants and animals depends on the years; in that time 1,000,000,000.of people must die. To mix forever with the elementssubordination of their cells which yield their little Consequently the number of deaths will be approxi- To be a brother to the insensible rock.
And to the sluggish clod which the rude swain
lives for the perfect life of the whole. "'!'he forma- mately:
33 ooo ooo Turns witll his share, and treads upon. 1'he oak
tion of a perfectly organized plant," says Leibnitz, Each year
8
"is made possible only through the continuous dying
thy mould.
and replacement of its cells." Even so the cells
1. Shalt thou retire alone, nor coulLlst thou wish
second ............................... nearly
which compose our structures die that we may live,
Among 10,000 persons, one arrives at the age of 100 Oouch more magnificent. 1'hou shalt lie down
and in like manner our death is necessary to the
growth and development of the mce. We are the years. One in 500 attains the age of 90, and one in With patriarchs of the infant world-with kings,
separate cells that constitute the one man Humanity. 100 lives to 60. In the midst of this fearful mortality The powerful of the earth-the wis~.. the gooLlFair forms, aml hoary seers of ages past,
His integrity depends on our subordination. 'l'he we are living with the calmness of immortals.
All in one mighty sepulchre."
greater our subordination, the more perfect his
According to the quarterly records for the year 1873,
structure.
the annual death-rate per thousand of population in
Is cl~ath painful ? Death in itself, pe~· se, is painless.
Permit me to use another quotation from n'Ir. Alger's the cities named, was as follows:
'l'he chsease or acc_ident leading to death may cause
valuable work, before leaving this part of my subject.
lst Qr.
d Qr.
tl,~e. keenest angu~~h., but death itself is painless.
4th Qr. 'llus
3d Qr.
2
"In the timid sentimentalist's view, death is horrible.
nn~st be .so; If 1t were not we should be in pain
Nature unrolls the chart of organic existence, a
Z ,_.
Z 1,_.
Z ,_.
Z ,_.
all our lrves, smce there arc not moments when death
0
0
convulsed and lurid list of murders, from the spider in
? 8~ ? 8~
8~
8~ is not occurring within us-molecular death and
Cities.
the window to the tiger in the jungle, and from the
g. ::::£' g. ::::s- [; ::::£' [; ::::£' there is no death in thc·uuivcrsc which is not finally
~
~
~ro
~ ~
~
shark at the bottom of the sea to the eagle against the
~ ~
;:l"'
~ ;:l
~
~ ~
1!-1? I ecul~r. No man ever feels death, for the senses
0 "'
0 "'
floor of the sky. As the perfumeal fop in an inter- - - - - - - _::___ '!'"' _::__1'!'"' _::___ ~::_ _::___ '!'"' fa_il as life. recedes, and the struggle for breath is
val of reflection, gazes on the spectacle through his
1
,
Without pam.
London .......... 18.970 22.7 16,690[ 20 18,2:34 121.8 20.8!!8 25.0
I
dainty eye-glasses, the prospect swims in blood. and Paris
............. n,o88r2L4]lo,555, 23 10,58\l 23.0 10,26\1122.5
tis true that persons frequently die in a state of
glares with the ghostly phosphorus of corruption, Brussels ......... 1,218 26.51 1,144' 25 1.190:25.8 1.015 22.o body torture. Drunkards dying in rnania a potu are
1
and he shudders with sickness. In the philosophic B!Jrlin ............ 1 5,74~1~9.9
6,699 33 8, 62 7!H-~ 4 ·~ 1 :l~ 2 ~· 8 ha. unt.ed to the~last by terrific visions, and a man ~la~·
1enna ........... 5,3.Jo\34.4 4,804 30 7,004,43.6 3,667 2c.8 I
J
moralist's view the dying panorama is wholly differ- V
Rome............. 1.963 32.2 1,724 28 1,827]30.0 1,648! 27 .o c Ie With a heart so oppressed with guilt and remorse
ent. Carnivorous violence prevents more harm than RJor.ence .... .. .. . 1 1.542]31.6 .... .. .. .. 1,270.30.5 .... .. .. .. that the light of heaven is transformed into darkness
it inflicts. The wedded laws of life and death wear Tunn ............ 1,615 13o.4 1,524 29 1,267:24.1 1.122122.8 ·md t!Je co 111 u 1c>n a1·1· 11 eo !led
'tl 1
b
11'
3,643i32.1 2,606 23 2.~46'21.\l ~.G87 ~6.0 '
I
Wl l c cmons;
uta
the solemn beauty and wield the merciful func- Calcutta..........
Bombay.......... 4,448r27 .6 3,906 24 3,674!22.8 .J,592 22.2 such phenomena are those of disease, and not of
tions of God. All is balanced and ameliorating. li'Iaclras.. .... .. .. . 3,702]37 .6 3,684 37 3,·185,35.2 ...... 1.... death.
Above the slaughter-house struggle, soar safely the Ne)vYdork., ...... 7·074 ·30 ·1 6·593 i 26 · 8·\!54 :35 ·!! 5·661 ]"2\!.4
It is not so certain that death at the stake is intense.
clove and· the rainbow. Out of the charnel blooms P hila elplua..... 4,11822.1! 3,932 21 4,4362:3.7 2,103,17.0 1
Amsterdam ................ , 1.7251 25 1,604123.2 1,4sol:l3 .o Y pamful after the first scorch of the flames. In a
the rose to which the nightingale sings love. Nor The
1
Hague ................ ! 640 1 28 6ohG.o 4\12 ~2.0 curious article on the "Curiosities o! Death" J\Ir
is there poison that llelj)S not health, nor destruction
~~Wifd~fff~~ ici~[...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1·286 25 ·8 .. • ..
D?dge spe_aks of the cndu~·ance. of Bishops Hoo{>er ami
which supplies not creation with nutriment. .
1
mtl records .. ·' 4,309 22.\l' 3,45118.4
4,435 23.6 3,029 16.1 Ridley. BIS!JOP ~ooper lived m the fire forty-five minDeath multiplies the number of those who en.joy the
utes, and dwll with perfect calmness. His ·Jc.vs were
prerogatives of life. It calls up ever fresh genera'l'he following table furnishes the population, num- cha.rred ~nd. his body _blistered before tile plle was
tions with wonderint; eyes and eager appetites, to the ber of deaths, and the deaths to 1,000 persons living, entirely 1grllted, the wmd blowiun· the flames aside
perennial bouquet of existence.
in most of tile principal cities of tile United States for and. the fire bcing_twice re-fed wlt.il fagots. Ridley'
'l'he benevolence of death is boundless; it is equaled the year 1873:
Estimated
nate per
at ~1rst st!·uggle d Ill agony, but attenvanls became
only by the benevolence of life.
Cities.
Population.
Deaths.
1,ooo
living.
qUI~~ as I.f the sen~c of pain was gone. Hobert
. \.Y e place life anu death over against each other as New York ............ , .... l,04o,ooo
2\!,084
27.UG Smith, bemg well mgil half burned and. clustered
though they were antipod<tl, but they are not. 'l'he ~hilad~lphia. ... . . ..... ... 7~o.ooo
15.224
20.2\l together like .b.lack c~Jnls, suddenly rose' upright before
opposite of life is inorganism, not death. Death is t. Lams.................. 4"0 •000
8 · 551
l\l.oo the crowd, lifted Ius anus as if in defiance of his
Brooklyn................. 435.314
10.\lGS
25.1\l
.
d
the transition from organism to inorganism. 'l'he Baltimore................
305,ooo
7,614
24.\JG ene~ws, an c 1apped llis halllls together.
stone is the opposite of the living man-tile corpse is New Orleans.............. 278,060
7,505
37.05
Su· Charles Blagden, died in his chair while takinO'
the station between. Doubtless every particle of dust Boston.................... 27G.579
28 ·45 cofiee with Guy 8ussac and Bertholtcr, and that sZ
7.86\l
246,923
5,6!1
22,8J
tl
tl
on the globe ha~ passed an hundred times from the Cincinnati................
lUchmond, Va.. .... .. ....
60,705
2,037
33.3\l ca 1m 1Y mt wre was not a drop spilled from the
organic to the inorgtmic worlcl and back again.
cup in his !~an~. Dr. Black, also, died so composedly
Life nnd death seem separate and distinct facts in
'!'he highest death-rate in the United States was that the milk Ill the spoon which he held to his lips
the universe, but in the light of careful study the given by Memphis, viz: 46.6 in each 1,000 inhabitants; was all preserved. Dr. \.Yalloston watched with scicnwalls by which they a1 e separated dissolve, and they in Savannah the mortality was equal to 39.2 in each tific interest the gradual failure of his own vital power.
are seen to be different sides of the same destiny-the 1.000 inhabitants; in Vicksburg, 3U.5; in '!'roy, 34; in Dr. Cullen whispered in his last moments "1 wish I
results of law. 'l'hat which now lives, once died, and Hoboken, 32.9 ; and in Newark, 31.U.
had the power of writing, for then I would describe to
that which once died now lives.
'!'he earth we tread is a vast cemetery. 'l'he stones you how pleasant a thing it is to die." 'l'he last words
"Life evermore is fed by death,
under our feet are written over with histories and of .n::any prominm~t men have been preserved, indiIn earth, and sea, and sky:
strange legends of the dead, histories and legends no catmg that, to thmr authors, death was painless.
And, that a rose may breathe its breath,
eye will ever read and to which no car will ever listen. '!'he last wonls of Dr. ALlam of Edinburcrh
Something must die."
Scientists have amused themselves with speculations the ;,high-school headm,Istcr, were:
'' lt gro~v~
\Ve look upon the statue with very different emotions as to the number of human beings that have walked clark, boys, you may go.'' 'l'hc last words of Goethe
from those with which we look upon a corpse. One the planet since the Age of Man began. Such specu- were : ''Draw back the curtains and let in more
we at once recognize as the work of art, and the other lations must of necessity be crude and imperfect, but light." 'l'hc last words of Sir \.Ynlter Scott addressed
as the work of death. 'l'he fingers that lightly glide their tendency is to an enlarged view of the history of to Lockhart, were : "Be a good man 'my dear."
over the smoothness of one are drawn with horror the race, and for the benefit of the curious I record The last words of Charles Matthews, w'ere : ''I am
from the coldness of the other. Illen who faint in the the result of such speculations. lt is asserted by scien- ~·e~dy." '~,he l,ast words !1f John Knox, were: ''Now
'l he last wo~·ds of George ·washington,
dissecting-room stand or sit at ease in the sculptor's tific writers that the number of persons who have ex- It Is co1~e.
~otudio.
A wide uificrence is supposed to exist be- isted on our globe since the beginning of time amounts were : I am about to Lhe, ami I am not afraid to
tween the scalpel and tile chisel, but no such dif- to 36,627,843,273,075,000 (for every year,howevcr,since die." 'l'hc last words of Thomas Hood, were : "Dyference exists. Every atom of marble in the statue 187G the number 33,000,000, being that of the annual ing, llying." 'l'hc last words of Keats, were: ''I feel
once, long before man troll the phtnet, lived and suf- mortality, must be added). 'l'hcse figures when eli- the ilowcrs growing over me." And the last words
fered anli was glad, and died. Those little, shining vided by 3,095,000-the number of square leagues on of 'l'aisso, were: "Into thy hands 0 Lord do 1 com'
'
atom~ of marble are tile skeleton of animalculm-mil- the globe-leave 11,320,U8fl,732 square miles of land; mit niy spirit."
It is a popular i.Jclicf that sensibility remains for a
lions of minute animalcnlm that were fused in which, being divided as before, give 1,314,62'3,07U
the heat of central tires, beneath great oceans years persons to each square mile. If we reduce these miles time after Llccapitation. It is said that Charlotte
ago. 'l'hc statue is a corpse-aye, a congeries of to square rods, the number will be :1,853,174,UOO,OOO; Conloy's checks blushell at the exposure of her percorpses.
'l'he microscope reveals their disk-like which, divided in like manner, will give 1,283 inhabi- son; that the eyes of :JltLllame Holaml opened as if ill
structures with woi1derful perfection. The marbles tants to each square rod, and, these being reduced to surprise; that the lips of Phillip Egaliti curled iu
of Plliclias once throbbtld with life, and the old gods feet, will give about live persons to each square foot scum when his head was held up to the multitude,
of Greece antl Home were not always deaf, and dumb, of te1'1'a jirrna. It will thus be perceivcJ that our' and that the lips of .Mary Stuart, under similar cirand blmd, but no one worshiped them until they were earth is a vast cemetery. On each square rod of it cumstanccs, prayed visibly. The belief is fallacious.
1,283 human beings lie buried, each rod being scarcely Bounafont had ready near the guillotine, unde1·
so.
'!'he corpse in ils grave is not wholly dead, nor will sufficient for ten graves, with each grave containing whkh .two Arabs were to be executed, vessels with
it ever be so. 'l'hcrc. arc laws at work in its organism 128 persons. '!'he whole surface of our globe, there- pulvenzecl plaster, placcLl on a low table. His friend
associated with the experiment, was provided with ~
that do not work in stones, and waves, and earth. fore, has been dug over 128 times to bury its dead!
The dead arc everything, they are everywhere, un- small speaking trumpet and a sharp-pointed probe.
Processes that will go on until its animal life shall
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At the instant the first head fell, it was placed in one
of the vessels containing the plaster, in order to arrest
ltemorrhage. The speaking-trumpet was tlten applied to the ear ofthe head, and the man's name shouted
through it, but there was neither motion of the eyelids nor corrugation of the brow; the eyes were dull
and motionless, the complexion colorless, the expres·
sion of the face not indicative of pain. Neither were
the muscles contracted upon being pierced with the
tube. With the second head the results were the
same. The syncope induced by the section of the
large artenes instantly produced death.
Says Rev. 0. B. Frothingham, in a printed sermon
on the paternal aspect ot providence : "One who
narrowly escaped dettth by drowning, told me that
the process of it after the first moment of agony was
too delicious to describe." "To die of cold," he continues, " is, when the first pangs are over, a luxury,
for the senses are steeped in slumber, a soft numbness
takes posse5sion of the brain, an irresistible lethargy
overpowers the will, ravishing visions float before the
imagination, and in ecstasy the spirit takes its flight."
Alas, what phantoms we create, how like children
left in the clark we cry at the approach_ of death. We
shrink from the grave as though it were a torture·
chamber. But we cannot thwart the everlasting des·
tiny, nor stay the wheel of time for a single moment.
The earth has the same claim upon us that we have
on it, and when it shall have served us long enough
we shall serve it: No partiality-no monopoly-the
lily in the valley, the grass in the meadow, and the
oak in the forest, have an interest in us, and an interest
we shall not fail to meet.
·with regard to premonitions of death, I can say no
more than John Hunter said years ago. "We
sometimes feel within ourselves that we shall not live,
Jor the living powers become weak, and the nerves
communicate the intelligence to the brain." Dr.
Hunter's own death aftorded an illustration of the
phenomena of which he presented so rational an ex·
planation.
CoiJcerning the celebrated historic premonitions of
death, it is well to play the skeptic. The disease of
Fletcher, which caused him to send for a sculptor and
order his tomb; the salutation of Wolsey, so eloquently dramatized; the whining cant of Foote, when
Weston died. ''Soon shall others say, 'Poor Foote!' "
and the last picture of Hogarth, which he entitled
··The End of Thinge,'' addmg "This is the end," are
to be regarded only as curious coincidences.
The •• lighting up before death'' so often noticed in
p!ttients who have remained sometimes for weeks in a
semi-unconscious condition, is often referred to p:;y·
chological causes, when, in reality, it is due to the,
presence of venous blood in the brain, caused by the
non-arterialization of the blood. Thus the mind often
dwells on visions of coming glory or shame, and contemplates heaven or hell. Suakespeare makes Queen
Catherine, in Henry VIII. say : "Saw you not even
now a blessed troop invite me to a banquet, whose
bri"ht faces cast a thousand beams upon me like the
su;; they promised me eternal happiness, and
brought me garlands, IDY Griffith, which I feel I am
not worthy yet to wear?"
The same phenomena mark the rise and decline of
life. Tile circulation of the blood first announces
existence, and ceases last. The right auricle pulsates
first and does not cease until death. The mind loses
the faculty of association ; judgment gives place to
recollection, and the senses vanish, as we have seen,
in succession. The ruling passi01:1. though concealed
from intancy, is revealed in the hour of death, and
the thoughts of boyhood bound into the sunset of
declining age.
At the moment of de.ath there become disengaged
from venous blood certain gasses which are normally
confined therein, and which form a pneumatosis-a
swelling of the veins. This action in the veins of the
retina says Mr. Bonclmt, is easily appreciable by the
opthalmascope, and constitutes an immediate and
certain sign of death. '!'he pneumatosis is induced
by the interruption of the column of blood, aucl is
comparable to that observed in an interrupted column
of a colored alcohol thermometer.
A 1ew hours after death, generally from seven to
ten, a rigidity takes possession of the body. This rigidity, which physicians c~llrigo; morti~, is not confined to .the muscles, but 1s mamfested m the blood·
The rigidity may be removed for
vessels and heart.
a few hours by the injection into the arteries of the
corpse of oxygenated defibtinated blood. If the body
be uninterfered with, the rigidity will disappear after
thirty-six or forty hours, when the body will be as
pliable as at tile moment of death. If the body be weakened or emaciated .from great suftering, or long sickness, the rigidity comes on sooner, but does not 'last
so long. Physicians are not agreed as to the course of
this rigidity.
As the rigidity passes away, the beauty so peculiar
to tbe human face in death becomes more and more
manifest, and is nearest perfection three days after
death.
---·~ THERE are l.'ioo,ooo Baptists in the United States, and
only 260.000 in England. Virginia alone has as many as
Maine. New Hampshire. Vermont and Massachusetts put
together. The denomination is very popular with the
negroes.

Letter from D. R. Burt.

the hands of any one. But there is a deed, properly recorded, of'the property in the names of J. P. Men dum,
[We feel a certain delicacy in laying the following H. Seaver, T. L. Savage; to them, individually, and
letter before our readers.
The writer, as well as tile their heirs forever on which the Paine Memorial Hall
parties alluded to, are friends, against 'whom we have is erected.
For the erection of this building, the::
money held in trust by the Board of Trustees, for lect·
not the slighest ill-feelin!!".
We
have
already
in·
d
· 1 purposes 11as every co
1 11 ar b een
~
unng an mcmona
serted in our columns three other articles of a some· paid, and on January last the property was cncumwhat different character but upon the same subject, ami bered With a mortgage of $40,000, and since that
we cannot in justice refuse Friend Burt a hearing. time there has been another claim of $30,000 placed
upon it, but for what purpose I cannot say.
Either of the parties named shall have the same op·
Mr. Altman in his article alluded to briefly charges
portunity if desired.]
. those men with violations of trust and instructions to
MR. EDITOR : I have noticed a communication in which they gave their assent and voted for, when the
'l'nE TRUTH SEEKER for August 1, over the signature Bottrd held a regularly called meeting. Let us llxamof c. A. Codman, in which he seeks to be enlightened ine the charges a moment: the Building Committee
upon the Boston Association for building the Paine was instructed to purchase a lot in the name of the
Memorial Hall, and propounds the following interoga- trustees, and erect ther'eon a hall, at an expense not
tories: 1st, "What has the Boston society done to exceeding $60,000.
affect an organization?" 2cl, ''How many trustees has
Did they act in compliance with these instructions? I
the Boston society?" 3d, "Are there any.laclies be- have already shown that they did nnt.
The Treas·
longing to the Board of Trustees?" 4th, •' What are urer (Mr. Men dum), also was instructed not to pay
the names of the trustees to whom James Lick made out any money on any order or draft without the aphis donation?" A copy of the deed or instrument under pro val of the Secretary (Mr. Altman).
Was this re·
which they hold the trust for posterity, was also called garded?. 'l'lley took the last dollar, in violation of all
for.
understanding or instructions except, as before
you referred .Mr. C. to. the conclucto1·s of the Boston stated, the $5,000.
In'llestigato 1·, they being two of the trustees who, if
I endorse Mr. Altman's statement save where he had
theydesired, could give the information sought, which expressed the hope that they acted honestly. 1 move
you courteously offered to copy.
Two months have· that those words be stricken out, and leave it with the
passed, and 1 have seen no reply to the questions from people to pronounce upon it.
that source. I have also seen in THE TRUTH, SEEKER
I wish to say that I wrote to :Mr. Men dum that I was
an article over the stgnttture of A. K. Butts, in which ready and willing to assume all the responsibility rehe refers to Mr. Coclman's enquiries without answer· quired of any trustee, and to forward my wife's name,
ing any one of them, but put in special pleading for if necessary, to use it in the mortgage.
I also made
certain men whom he says have always been honest, excuses for their acts to Mr. Altman, assuring him
and are the proper persons for the Liberal public to that they wou Jd make the title all correct, having been
donate money to.
He advised the confiding people assured by Mr. Men dum that it should all be satisfacto pay into their hands upwards of $70,000, to be paid tory, and this, too, up to the 28th of January last. I
out for property controlled and held by, and in the wrote a letter to Mr. Altman in ~lr. ~len dum's office to
names of P. Menclum, H. Seaver, T. L. Savage, per· that effect on the 27th of January. and showed it to
sonally, to them and their heirs :forever.
'l'owards iYir. Menclum, and he gave his approval.
said property Messrs. JHenclum; Seaver and Savage
Judge of my surprise, disappointment and mortifi·
have applied all the money held in trust for lecturing cation upon learning from :Nir. Mendum on the 80th
purposes anll a Memorial Hall, amounting to nearly of January, that they {Messrs. 111. S. ~ml S.) proposed
$40,000, without warrant or order from the proper to make no change of title to the property; that they
officer of the Board of Trustees, as Mr. Altman af- also refused to acknowledge }Ir, Altman and myself
firms, save 55.000. and that under protest, and with as trustees. · This, too, by men whose interests for
not the shadow of security given, that it shall be per· more than a third of a centmy I had unceasingly Ia·
petuated one hour for the purposes intended. These bored to promote.
are the men Mr. B. urges the people to pay their
I was urged in the first place to take a position on
money to, and for purposes above stated, assuring them the Board by JHr. li'Iendum.
I made objections, but
that these men have always been honest. It was not he gave notiCe that I was one of the trustees, not
the past lives of any men that Mr. c. made enquiries heeding my objections. I had given my money, infiu.
about, understanding it doubtless to be the duty of all ence, and labor to the cause. It is well-known that a
men to be honest; and that though a man spend a number of thousands of dollars went into the fund
life of three score years honorably, it affords no im· through my efforts. I gave five months time in sell·
munity for wrong-doing; and that one act of premed- ing the Lick property, and paid out $250 more than
ited dishonest breach of faith should sink him below I received from the fund. I gave one hundred and
the favorable consideration of honorable men.
twenty continuous clays to that business and nothing
To the first enquiry, "what have the Boston soci- else.
ety clone to effect an organization?" I will say that in
Years ago I refused $1,000for legislative assistance,
consultation with Mr. Mendum, July, 1866, he inform· and had it put in hiJ (Mr. Menclum's) hands to be
ed me that he had presented the subject of a J','[emo- used for lecturing purposes, and he knows it. I made
rial Hall to the Liberal Convention at Pllilaclelphia, a Journey to St. Loui~ at my own expense, and oband that they rejected it. I urged upon him at that tamed $1,000 more from the same party for the
time to appoint a Board of 'l'rustees for the same ob- .building fund.
.
ject as a nucleus around which could cluster the prin·
There are many who wonder at the state of feelmg
ciples and aid which would develop and bring forth a existi~g. b~tween Mr. Men dun~ a~d myself. . I. can
memorial to Paine and a home for The Investigator. explamit m a few words. It IS Simply that I msJstecl
1 have also often consulted with Mr. B. F. Underwood that he and his associates transfe;· the property to a
upon the same subject, and he 'fully seconded the legal b?ard of Trustees, ~n whom the property can be
movement.
About the first of November, IR70, he safely mvested for postenty and accept as a su?cessor
wrote a letter over the signature " Old Subscriber," to myself, a _gentleman. named, and OJ~ e. prommently
published in The In'/Jestigawr, in which he proposed, before the Liberal p~bh~. Mr. ]','[. posi!Ively refused,
planned and placed in shape the crude ideas of Mr. but I have been unyieldmg; and my eflorts to accom!'Iendu~, myself and others on that subject, which plish it has cost. me over twohundred dollars. When
was approved by Mr. M. (as well as myself), enclors- I last parted With 1\'Ir. !'lendull;l I had usell ~o Ian·
ing :Mr. U's plan, save the cost, which he put at guage that he c~uld take ~xcepuons to, unless 1t waB
$35 000 which I urged should not be less than that I warned him tlmt Ins conduct would blow the
$5o'ooo:
whole thing higher than Beecher's" L~fe of Christ."
'l~he plan so clearly presented by Mr. U. I frequently If I was w~ong in this, I hereby apologize.
.
urged upon Jlllr. M., insisting that he appoint himself,
I have o~ten been. asked why th.e am?unt receive~
Mr. Seaver, and others, as a Board of Trustees, and to from the Ltck donatiOn. was not given m the lnvest~publish the same, which he did, and the said plan was gator. ,I sent the money to J'llr. Mendum, a~d he
adhered to and followed until the lamentable depart- received it. I wish to make a short statcm~nt In reure of the three trustees, to wit, Mendum, Seaver, and garcl to the sale of t~at property.
I negotmted two
Savage, as stated by Mr. Altman, in THE TRUTH sales: the first, $3,0t>o bet~er tluw the last.
lt was
SB:EKER for Sept. 15, in violating their own instruct- lost by the man~gement of _ll1r. Mendu!ll, :Vho would
ions and resolutions as to the purchase of the lot and not respond until he took t1me to consiLlei-tlms de·
the cost of the building.
laying the time until the ch~nce was !ost.
I rc:monTo the second enquiry, "How many trustees has strated at this. I next rece1vecl au offer of about $20,·
the Boston society?" Mr. Altman and myself, say ji'llej 000 in currency, and telegraphed to lVIr. Meudum, and
Mr. Mendum has said three.
the offer was made known to the trustees, and 1 was
Thirdly, '!.'here are no women attached to or belong· apthorized to sell. I did so, and forwarded the
ing to the Board of Trustees.
money to Menclum, save $250, about half the amount
Fourthly, The names of the trustees to whom li'Ir of my expenses.
Mr. Men dum ancl all the trustees
Lick made his donation of about $20,000 (one-half to warmly. appi:oved, _both by letter and orally, the
be held and used in aiding in the construction of a manner m which I discharged that duty, and on the
Memorial Hall in honor of Thomas Paine), and one- 25th of last January Mr. ~Ienclum r.epeated the same,
half to sustain lecturers in the field, were J. P. Men· adding tl1at they could not have found another mau
dum, H. Seaver, T. L. Savage, M. Altman, and who would have dor~e as well; but ten days after,
D. R. Burt, to them and their successors forever.
when I hall urged hun to make the transter to a
In answer to the question, "how the property is proper Board oi Trustees, he wrote. Mr. Altman that
helrl and the nature of the instrument under which ''the Lick donation had been so fnttered aw1ty that
thev' hold the trust for posterity " 1 have before it was a I'eproach to the cause, and he was ashamed
stated that there is no such instru::Uent, having the to give it a public notice." He cl.cl. not sur whether
least intimation that there exists any such property in it was himself or myself that had fnttered It away. I
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give the facts; the public can judge. I will add that
I learn that Mr. Lick relieves me of all wrong in connection with that sale; but it is not so with my
friend.
Respectfully yours, for truth.
])unleith, Ill.
D. R. BURT.

A Letter from A. K. Butts.
THE SUBJECT CONTINUED.
NEw YoRK, Oct. 6th., 1875.
MR. EDITOR :-If your readers will compare :Mr.
Altman's letter in your issue of Sept. 15th, with mine
of Sept. 1st, they will see that his letter has not the
slightest reference to mine, and they will look for
'some other letter of mine which might have called for
his. But there is no other, and so we must conclude
thdt Mr. Altman's gun has gone off at half-c9ck.
My letter was wholly innocent· of any attempt ''to
explain the difference existing between the. trustees,"
and for the most excellent reason that your readers,
as such, knew of no such differences. To Mr. Altman's nervous and super-sensitive temperament is now
due the credit of making public for the first time these
unhappy differences. My Jetter Wl1S written for an entirely difierent purpose as any one will see who takes
the pains to read it.
Mr. Altman refers to three most excellent and
veracious gentleman who, with "many others" he
thinks will bear him out in saying that they k1ww that
Iknow nothing about the Paine Hall· n:iatter, I suppose he means. I am perfectly willing my reputation
in that particular, (if it is of the slightest consequence,)
and others also, should be submitted to those three
gentlemen, Whom I am proud to claim as my friends ;
especially since many weeks ago Messrs. Burt and
Henderson told me the whole stery. I have a part of
his side from Mr. Meudum as well as a documentary
offer on the part of Mr. Mendum and the remaining
trustees to turn over the charge of Paine Hall to parties and on conditions which seem to me quite reasonable.
If Messrs. Mendum and Seaver had been attacked
by Mr. Cadman's letter I would not have offered to
defend them. They are quite able to defend themselves.
If they think Mr. Altman's attack worthy, they will
doubtless reply to it. I trust he will look before he
next leaps upon me, else he may for the third time in
his life fail to hit either me or even my shadow, but
succeed in thrashing a shabby ghost of his own conjuring.
In a future number, if .desired, I may submit to
your naclers the above mentioned " fair offer," (your
words, Dr. Bennett). I have now only space to say
that the darkly suspicious mind which first sowed
distrust, and " differences," and insinuations of evil
between such sincere, and straightforward, and honorable men as the six mentioned by Mr. Altman, is
greatly to be pitied, and has much to answer for.
Will Mr. Altman take notice that I have not yet
''attempted to explain any differences ;" but I have an
explanation of them ,vhich will satisfy nine-tenths of the
Liberals in the land I trust, and it is perfectly consistent
with all.I said in eulogy of Messers. Seaver and Mendum in my former letter, and all that any one will say
of Mr. Burt's honesty. That his-Mr. Burt's-" differences," with Messrs. Seaver and Mendum are'' honest'' on his part as well as theirs I fully believe. Iago's
italic, honest (I hope) is utterly out of place in discussing these men.
Yours very truly,
A. K. BuT'rs.

------·---Letter from B. F. Underwood.
THE PAINE HALL.
MR. EDI'l'OR : Every true Liberal must regret that
any differences exist between those connected with
the Paine Hall enterprise, to interfere with its success.
I earnestly advise that all means be exhausted for a
settlement of the difficulties before fnrther publicity
be given to the subject.
I am glad that Mr. Altman does not assert that these
differences are imcompatible with the best motives
and intentions on the part of all the gentlemen whose
names have appeared in connection with the enterprise.
Messrs. Mendum and Seaver, through the Investigato-r have represented onr principles for many years,
and whatever mistal{es have been made, the presumption is that they acted nccording to their ideas of propriety and duty, in the in~erest of_the Liber~l cause.
During my many years acqnamtance wtth them,
I have found them upright and honorable men in all
their business relations. I regard Mr. Seaver, the
editor of the Investigator, as one of the most unselfish
men I have ever known. If tile action ot three of the
Trustees of the Paine Hall has been somewhat irregular as is alle<red-on this point I express no opinion
in· his comm;nication-I think it requires no stretch
of charity to ascribe it to error of judg~nent (as )o~r.
Altman is inclined to) and not to a readmess to VJO·
late a sacred trust for selfish purposes.
I have also for several years been well acquainted
with Mr. Altman and Mr. Burt, and I have not a
doubt from my knowledge of .the men, that whatever they have done, has been from the mu.'.t worthy

motives, and in what they regard as the true interest
of the Liberal cause.
Now is it not possible for all these gentlemen to
meet, and with. the aid of sucll counsel as they may
invite, settle this trouble amicably, and thereby prevent a controversy which, if permitted, can only he
painful to every true friend of Free Thought and a
positive injury to the cause in which we are all de'3ply interested. Respectfully,
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Toronto, Ont., Oct. 2d, 1875.

Letter from S. P. Putnam. No. II.
EDITOR OF 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER : Lincoln is one
of the most beautiful of Western cities, and is alive
with the Liberal element. The most intellectual and
cultured classes have taken hold of the work with a
hearty good will, and it goes forward with increasing promise. Mr; Billingsly, whose name has been
often seen in THE TRUTH SEEKER and who is one of
its staunch supporters, is one of 'the leaders of the
movement. He mnks.among the most brilliant lawyers of the state, and has great influence. There are
other active and capable men who stand side by side
with him. Prof. ChurchofNebraska University, Mr.
Copeland, minister of the Liberal Society, Mr. Tuttle, candidate for Regent of the University, all are
thorough-going Liberals, bringing the best thought
the noblest purpose, and the most earnest manhoocl t~
the maintenance of intellectual liberty and growth.
·The Liberal Society established here is exerting a vast
influence throughout the State, by bringing the latent
Liberalism of_ the people into active play. Mr. Cope·
land's able and radical. discourses are published in the
"State Journal," and find a large reading among the
scatterered cominunities. Nebraska, destined to be
one of the first States of the Union, is sure to feel in
her institutions and growth the predoruinance of Liberal ideas.
Omaha is somewhat subdued by the "almighty dollar," and as that is hand in glove with orthodoxy, the
latter flourishes. But the Liberal cause is not by any
means dead, it has many strong and unselfish supporters, and they will some time, I think, consolidate and
become a permanent and enlarging power.
Fremont is one of the finest and most promising
places north of the Missouri. There is where our
friend Shed-whose name has been seen both in the
Investigator and THE TRUTH SEEKER-is doing such a
courageous work. He is not afraid to speak his sentiments upon all occasions, and, though warned that his
practice as a lawyer, would bfi\ injured by the expression of his "Infidelity," he despises the cowardly
plea. The result is, that he has a very large practice,
for it is true all the world over, that when people go to
law, they will get the services of the smartest lawyer; a dull orthodox stands but little chance with a
gifted Radical, and such is Mr. Shed.
Mr. Smails, of the Fremont Herald, is another live
and able Radical, and in conection with one of.the leading papers in the State, is fearlessly helping along tile
Liberal movement. Nebraska has, indeed, a brave
company of workers, and alive to the importance of
the issue, they are layiBg the foundations of a l:trge
and abiding success that will be felt in the ever broadening future.
S. P. PUTNAM.
CoMMERCE, Mo., July 22d, 1875.
~IR. EDITOR: An incident which is deemed worthy

of preservation in the columns of the TRU'l'H SEEKEH,
having occurred here, I proceed to report it forthwith.
In our little village, as in most small towns throughout our land, there is a church building, to which appertains a congregation, presided over in limited ecclesiastical monarchy, by a minister of the gospel of
love, assisted by certain vassals called deacons, the
whole petty government being controlled by the dictation of a few diminutive Boss Tweed's, who prescribed what kind of Christianity they wanted, and
the minister preached the same to order.
Tile ruler, the vassals, the dictators, and the worshipers, pursued the even tenor of their way, eating
the bread of bigotry, and drinking the wine of superstition, all unconscwus of a purer air, or fairer scenes
beyond, until the arrival of a free-thinker rent in twain
the rope of sand which held their ecclesiastical fabric
together. His name was Crandall, and being a good
singer, and acquainted with vocal music, entered the
church choir, and it was his custom after church to
analyze the sermons · .r the good minister, and the
prayers of the good deacons, and to amuse himself and
friends with a rehash of the aforesaid prayer£ and
sermons, which I need not inform you were illegal,
nugatory, and vapid, indeed. In short, this man Crandall was a scoffer, and sat in the seat of the scornful :
much to the disgust of the good deacons, and the
other pillars of the church which were gilded. Indignation meetings were held ; and it was decided
that ~ir. Crandall should no longer be admitted to the
house of worship. After which decision, no one could
be found who would inform the gentleman of their
action, thus leaving him in blissful ignorance of his
terrible fate, until, on going to a choir meeting, he
found the doors b(I;J"red against him.
Then he spoke his mind freely, and reasoned with
members of the flock; the result of which was, that a
part of the congregation took sides with him, and,
since a house divided against itself cnnnot st.and, the
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choir broke up ; the organ was hushed, and tile unity
of the congregation destroyed. And all on account
of one poor sinner, such as the god cou~sels them to
save, and for whom Christ died. In the words of the
~mmo~~al Elder Sllelton, "Consistency thou art a
Jewel.
Why! from their manner, I doubt not but
these good deacons would have made an assault upon
Mr. Crandall-perhaps have killed him-were it not
for their cowardice and the fear of the civil law.
Yes ! and the ,opposing members of this Christian
brotherhood, even went so far as to withdraw their
prtronage from one another. A quit boarding with
B, B stopped buying his groceries of C, C took his
washing from D, D will not speak toE, etc.
Did ever such a case of malevolent selfishness occur
in a community of Freethinkers? And all on acount
of one poor, miserable Infidel. Verily! the devil
hath triumphed grandly.
Sampson, slew a ten acre field full of Philistines
with the jaw bone of an ass, but one Infidel hath destroyed a congrPgation with a wag of his tongue.
Respectfully yours,
EllfANCIPATio:K.

Jlriendlu f!Ion·eseondenct.
llfARGARET JONES. Centralia. Ill .. writes:· Yours is the
best paper I have ever had the pleasure of reading, and
I shall do all I can .to )lelp circulate it.
W. H. CoRWIN. Philadelphia, writes: Put my namA down
for a copy of your forth-coming book .. I find THE TRUTH
SEEKER a pape~which I cannot do without. May the spirits,
orsomematPnalpower keep you many, many years m tl1is
world to battle for free thoughtWATSON KENDARDr:NE. Lumbersville. Pa.. writes: If
there is one thing I wish above all others. it is that truth
shall prevail over the. bigoted· prejudices of the past.
and that all publications which seek to bring about that
desired result may be liberally supported..
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle. Ill., writes·: I have talcen the
In~r'stigator nearly twenty years. but yet your staunch.
spiCY paper has grown as dear to me as any publication
that I have ev<Jr seen; and I trust that soon your financial
condition may be like your mental-,ound.
A DEMMLER. FaFmersville. La.. writes; What I have
already t'elt for a long time. without being able to express
it in words. I now find expressed in yuur TRUTH SEEKER.
I shall endeavor to enlist. as far as I am able. the friends
of truth and foes of religious humbug into the ranks of
your supporters.
H. J. REYNOLDS. Albion. N.Y .. writes: I thought after I
saw your conversion to Spiritualism I would discontinue
my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER. but I cannot see
but you are as liberal as eve1·. I am astonished to find
how many Liberals there are who do not wish to have it
known that they are such.
S. llf. WHISTLER, M.D .. New Kingston. Pa., writes: Count
me in for the weekly issue as long as you print it. The
pnper is a splendid one. diffusing light wherever It goes.
lilay you be blessed with an in pouring of subscribers to
gladden your heart and reward your labor, while you
continue to enlighten a priest-ridden world.
WM. H. JOHNSoN, NE;wtown, Pa.. writes: Among all the
Liberal publications that I have perused. I have yet found
none which furnishPs me such essential reading as THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I shall welcome the weekly with increasing interest. Regard me, so far as my means and
ability extend. a co-worker in the disseminaUon of Free
'l'hought.
R. L. NICHOLS, Chatfield. 1\Iinn .. writes: I think your
paper is helping break the shackles tbat bind the minds
of men and women to the old dogmas of orthodoxy.
Their already rotten structure will in time fall of its own
w0igl1t. Nevertheless we must keep pelting away at it.
We mu~t keep up the agitation and seek to move the
minds of the masses. ·
JoHN F. SHERMAN. Chillicote, Mo., writes: I have been
taking your paper for some time. but of late the rush has
been so great when they would arrive at our news depot,
that I have been left out in the cold. and am obliged to
secure some extras. Your paper is doing good out here.
Each of your papers taken in town. have a number of
readers who are becoming deeply interested.
llfARIE DE FoRD, Cawkflr City, Ran .. writes: your lecture
on the Gods was indeed a soul-stirring address. and your
Tl!UTH SEEKER is proving to be an earnest and succ<>ssful
truth finder. Your articles and reports of the Liberai
Club, are truly edifying. I shall be thankful when I can
welcome THE TI!UTH SEEKER every week. Every Liberal
and Spiritualist in the land should feel an unusual pride
and satisfaction in your noble and energetic enterprises
for promulgating the truth.
IsAAC PADEN, Woodhull. Ill .. writes: I am confined to
my room. The infirmities of my old worn-out body are
getting the advantage of me. This may be the last communication you will receive from me while on earth.
I send you my honest appeal to my Infidel brethren (who
nre the real consistent opposers to my religious views).
hoping I may live to see it published in 'I'HE TRUTH
SEEKER; which I recommend to the world as the best
paper for the present religious condition of man. that is
now published.
JoHNS. CRUM, Vienna. II!., wrftes: I think THE TRUTH
SEEKER improves with each number. Enter my name for
a copy of your proposed work. "The World's Sages. Infidels. and Thinkers." I would also sug&'est the propriety
of patting in book form E. E. Guild's ·Pro and Con of
Supernatural Religion." and your articles on th-3 Bible.
'I' hey will do great good. not only in the present. g nerabut in generations to come. I am anxious for THE TRUTH
SEEKER to become a weekly.
R. SoRENSON, Monroe. Utah, writes: I am very much
pleased to find your paPer is to be changed to a weekly.
You may reckon on me as a life subscriber. From a great
many parts of this country come complaints about the
power of priestcraft. by which the peop_le are kept in
darkness. We have a great aeal of Ignorance aud
superstition and old traditions gathered here from all
parts of the globe. Still we move onward. I hope the
day is not far distant when ligl1t will be tolerated in this
dark corner of civilization.
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Save the Women and Children!

THE CLOCK STRUCK ONE

THE SICK AND INFIRM FROl\I

AND

EXPOSURE .AND DISCOjJ:lFORT.

CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALIST

Abolish that Nnisance in the back rard ElliBELLISHED
by using the

WATROUS EARTH CLOSET.

WITH A FINE

STEEL

PORTRAIT

OF UfE

AUTHOR,

THE REV. SAMUEL WATSON,

THE

Boston Investigator !
THE OLDEST REFORM JOURNAL
IN THE UNITED" STATES

Will commence its 45th year April 18, 1875
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
THE CHEAPEST AND· BEST.
at 84 Washington street, Boston,l\[ass by
JOSIAH P. lUENDUM,
.,
HORAOE SEAVER, Eclito1·.
PRIDE: $3.5q per ann~un. Single copies,
7 cents. Spocm1en copies sent on roceipt
of a Two-Cent St!\mP to PlW the postn.gc
'I.' he Investigator is devoted to the Liberal
cause in religion; or, in other words to
pnive_rsal. Ment~l Lib~rty. J ndepcnd'ent
m all1ts d1scusswns, drscardiug su porstitious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to things of this
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
be one, to those who have entered its unknown shores. Believing that it is the duTHE LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMty of mortals to work for the interest of
this tilorld, it confines itself to things of this
PROVEMENTS.
life
entirely. It will soon commence its
Grand llhunination fl'om a Head-light in Methodism.
A CHILD CAN MANAGE IT.
FORTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
from those who are fond of sound reasonHandsmne, Dttrctble, Odm·tess.
ing, gooq reading, reliable news. anecdotes, scwnce, art, and a useful Family
PRICE, $16 to $25 ..
Jo-qrn!Ll. Reatl.er, please send your subscnptwns for srx months or one year· and
Send for ciroulat to the WAKEFIELD,
lf you are not satisfied with the way the
EARTH CLOSE'r CO., 36 Dey St., N. Y.
.
R .
(),
.
.
Investigato1· is conducted, we won't ask you
- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - Bezng ct evzew of" lock Stntek One" and a Reply to zt-ancl Pa1·t Second, showtng· to continue with us any longer. Now is
the :Eicwmony between Christianity, Science aud Spiritualism.
the time to subsm·ibe.
Jttst F·rom the P1•ess.
12mo., cloth, 352 pages, tinted paper.
- Price $1 50. Postage free. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SECOND EDITION.
***For sale wholesale and retail bY the nublishers, Religio-Philosophical Publishing House, Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
Of the ll'Iethodist EJ)iscopal Church. Being a synopsis of the investigations of spiri
intercourse by an .l!;piscopal BishoJ?. three ministers, five doctors and others at Memphis, Tenn., in 1855; also, the opinwn of many eminent divines, living and dead, on
the subject, and communications received from a number of persons recently,
"TRUTH IS MIGHTY AND WILL PREVAIL."
The" CLoCK STRUCK ONE" is an intensely interesting work in itself, and derives
great additional interest from the high standing of its author in the Methodist Episcopal Church in which he has been a bright and shining light for a quarter of n century,
a mu.n who is personally known to nearly all the clergy of the South and to a wido circle in the North and wherever known is held in the highest esteem. These circumstances cause the book to be eagerly sought for. This anxiety is heightened by the
action of tho Methodist Conference of which the author is a member in disciplining
him for publishing the book, thus attracting the t\ttentiou of thousands of all sects who
arc anxious to read and judge for themselves the" CLoCK STRUCK ONE."
I2mo., cloth, price, 1 50.
Postage free.
***For sale wholesale and retail by the Religio-Philosophical Publishing House.
Adams Street and Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Ill,

THE CLOCK 'STRUCK THREE.

For Children and Youth.

Startling Facts in lVIodern Spiritualism.

JESUS OF NAZARETH,

BY N. B. WOLFE, M.D.

OrA TRUE HISTORY OF THE MAN CALLED JESUS CHRIST

The constant and regular demand for
this book exhausted the first edition some
months ago, althot1gh a very large edition
was worked off. For the second edition
the plates have been carefully revised
under the immediate supervision of the
author. The publishers have had the
paper made expressly for the second edition and the unitecl efforts of the Author
~J.nd Publishers have placed on sale a very
fine and attractive appearing book. Although no expense has t>een deemed too
great that would add to tho perfection of
the book; tho price has been reduced onefifth.
'
"STARTLING FACTS IN MODERN SPIRITUALISM" embodies some of the most remarkable and wonderful facts, ever published. and of the deepest interest to all.
The truth of the history herein set forth in
such graphic and absorbinf(" style, is clearly
established by the most mdnbitable evidence. Among the witnesses are some of
the prominent members of the press, ancl
others equally well known.
The book is a large 12 mo., 543 pp. Bound
in extra heavy cloth, illumina-ted with four
elegantsteel portraits and numerous fine
wood engravings.
PRICE, $2. Postage, 25 cents.
For sale by
D. li'I. BENNETT,
335 Broadway. N. Y,

THE BETTER WAY;
An Appeal to Men in behalf of Human Oultu1·e tlwough a Wiser Parentage.
CON'£ENTS:

I. A Mother's Plea for a Wiser Motherhood; Importance of Human Culture;
Results of Ignorance and Marriage
Prostitution; the Divine Overshadowing; Undisturbed :i\'Iaternity.
li. A Few F~+cts; How Beauty and Amiability were Conferred; How a Tattler
and Busy-body was :i\'Iade; Timidity
'l'ransmitted; tllll).ess and Thieving,
how Entailed; A Welcome Child; Craft,
Treachery, etc.; How Murderers are
Made.
III. '.rile Source of Crime; Futility of Penal Laws and Capital Punishment;
Abortions and Attempts at Abortion
and the Results; Who are Responsible
for the Execution of Criminals; How
they should be Treated.
IV. The Key to other Mysteries; 0. rigin of
various •.rraits, Diseases, etc.; the.lVIothor'~ l'i:ivilege; the JJaw of Pre-natal
Culture· tltartling Possibilities· the
J<'ather'sPower.
'
V. Duties of Fatherhood; Personal Preparation; Selection of a Partner; Mutual Love; Law of Conjugal Harmony;
Favorable Circumstances; Public Recognition; l\Iarringe; a Suitable Home;
Freedom· Pecuniary Independence·
Attendance through the Critical Peri~
od; No Intrusion; No Profanation;
Support and Education of Offspring.
VI. Objections Answered; Impracticability; Strength of the Sexual Impulse;
Necessity etc.; Better Uses for Procreative Force; Value of Continence;
Overthrow of Jl'Iarriage; What JYiarriage should be; Non-increase of Population; Homes of the Lower Classes
Unfit· Revolutionary etc.
A work' o1 rare practical merit. In paper, 25 cents. Cloth, 50 cents.
Sold by
D. l\L BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Amusement ami Instmction.

BLAKEMAN'S
EMBRACING
His parentage, his youth, his original doctrines and works, his career as a public
TWO HUNDRED
teacher and physician of the people. Also, the nature of the great conspiracy against
him; with all the incidents of his tragical death, given on spiritual authority, from
spirits who were contemporarY mortals with Jesus while on the earth,
By PAUL and JUDAS, through ALEXANDER S~IYTH, Medium,
ot Philadelphia. by the spirits taking possession of him about one hour in every
twenty-four. usurping all his powers, giving a continued series of well connected ON A GREAT VA:RIETY OF SUBJECTS.
scenes, presenting scenery, characters and personages, dialogues and actions in their
regular order and succession. embracing all the most important personages and the
NEW!
incidents which occmrred during the sojourn of Jesus upon earth. There was proba- IN'l'ERESTING AND
bly no book ever written in which such perfect life-pictures occur; every city and
PUBLISHED
BY
country village, every river, brook and mountain, and scenery in general, is so vividly
portrayed that an ae.tual journey through the country could hardly be more interesting. The characters in this unexampled drama are so faithfully portrayed that as
D. M. BENNETT,
you are introduced to each in turn, you seem Well acquainted and delighted with y(mr
company, and the many points of interest you are calle<l to .visit. The book is replete
331\ Broadway, New York,
with interest from beginning to end and had already passed through several editions
when the plates were entirely destroyed in the great fire, since then we have had a very Sent postpaid on receipt of Price-20 cents.
greu.t demand for the work from our subscribers and the trade. The edition about to
be issued will be far superior in mechanical appearance to any of its predecessors
and we shall print a large etlition to enable us to supply standing orders and all no1v
THE
demands. 12mo., 356 pages, cloth bound.
Price, $1 50.
Postage, 16 cents.
~:i'* For sale wholesale and retail by the publishers. Religio-Philosophical Publishing
.tlouse, Chicago, Ill.
BY WM. McDONNELL,
THE
SOW THE GOOD SEED!
Author of "EXETER HALL."

Po etioal Riddles,

HfATHfNS Of THf HfATH.

New Gospel of Health:
AN EFFORT TO TEACH PEOPLE

The

~I'rinciples

of Vital Magnetism ;

Let Your Light Shine

OR,
CIRCULATE TRUTHFUL DOCUHow to replenish the Sp1ings of Life
MENTS! PASS AROUND THE
without Drugs or Stimulants.

TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS

and other Liberal publications to do missionary work and to help in· opening THE
Physician to the Troy Lunu and Jiyuienic In- EYES OF THE BLIND I
stitute; Inventor of the "Pulmometer, or
Lunu Tester;" Author of a" Treatise
on the Ourability of Pulmonary
Consumption by Inhalati.on of
are furnished at prices very low, so that
Cold JlJeclicated Vapors,
Societies and generous individ1lt\ls can
.rrat·u1"ltl Hyoiene," etc.
buy them for gratuitous distribution.
. .
.
LARGE DISCOUNTS
Its a~m ~s to set b~fore the ge1:1eral public
the rrmciples of vrtal magneusm, wp.ere- to those who purchase by the quantity,
Probably a few dollars can be expanded
bJ: tire sprmgs of life may be reJ?lemshed
~~1th~ut .the use of .druf:S. or ~t1mul~nts. in spreading TRUTH and LIGHT in no
ll)1e bUbJ~Ct matter IS dJVrded mto thirty- way so effectually as in dispensing broadcights~ctwns, and pu_rports to come f~·om cast
phystCJans who, ra~lung among the hrghTHE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS.
est when Ill earth-li~e, have now made the
. a~tempt from the spJnt sphere. to commuLet Liberals exercise liberality enough
mcate through au earthly medrum knowledge wln,ch shall be even more po:verful to give away thousands and tens of thoufor good amqng the masses than thmr for- sands of these tracts. They are well demer lu.bors Ill m_ortal. 'l'h~ groun~ gqne signed to do missionary work and in
over by ~hose ntrwus col!tn]:mtqrs IS '.VIde spreading the glad tidings of truth. If a
and vaned, and the hygwmc. lunts given proper enthusiasm is enkindled in the
for self-cure are worth manytrmes the cost hreasts of the lovers of Free Thought and
Mental Liberty, much good can be accomof the volu!I).e..
.
Th!J book IS Illustrated '~Ith over 120 en- plished. Prices range from one cent to
g:ravmgs. amon11: them bemg a stee) plate ten. From one to one hundred may be
likeness of Dr. Htone .. Also a magm11eent ordered of any of the various numbers,
and a heavy discount made to those who
steel plate of engravmg of the Goddess bl!Ybythe
ql'antity.
Hygwa.
.
.l!'riends, invest $5 or $10 in this way, and
519 pages, cloth, $2.50, postage 35 cents;
see how much good it will do, We cerpacller covers, $1.25, postage 23 .cents.
tainly ought to be as zealous in promulJ< or sale wholesale and retrrl by
gating truths as our adversaries are in
D. JYI. BENNETT,
disseminating error.
·
See List on last page,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
J3Y ANDREW STONE, l\f.D.,

THE TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS

THE HEATHENS 0~' THE HEaTH. "Rich
in romantic ancl pathetic incident." It exhibits, with a terrible array of facts, the
atrocities committed by the Christian
Church at various times, It shows that
"the purest morals existed without tho Bible," and that many of the Heathen Philosoohers were as great lovers of virtue as
the characters named in the Bible. .Shocking instances arc given of the depravity of
many Christian ministers, unci of the prevailing inhumanity amoug Christian people. "The folly of Foreign ll'Iissions, while
the heathen at homo aro neglected, is pow_
erfully illustrated." "On the whole it is
the work of a master hapd." "A work of
unaffected beauty," and its most valuable
feature is, all positions are p1·ove(l and attthorUies ai·ven.
Published by
D. llf. BENNETT,
335 B1·oadway, N.Y.
500 pp. 12mo. In pape1· $1, postpaid; cloth
$1 50.

EXETER HALL.
· "Beautiful, tender, delimtte, and pttthetie
in its appeals." '"A truthful portraiture of
the mischievous tendencies of religion"
It is a "denial of tire authority and inspiration of the Bible." It portrays the "development of the practica e1Tects of religious
fanaticism as seen in the family and iu society." "Altogether it is the most scorching book ever published in America since
the 'Age of Reason.'"
Paper, 60c.; Cloth, soc.
These two great works should bo in tho
library of every searcher after truth and
every lover of mental liberty. The two in
paPer will be sent for $1 50; in cloth for
$2 20.
D.li'L l3ENNET'.r,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
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'The Special Poem of the Age."

PARTURITI.ON WITHOUT PAIN:

r.rheWorld's

THE DRAMA OF DECEIT;

OR

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;

A SATIRE, AN ARGUMENT AND EXPOSE.

Henry Ward Beecher
AND
THE ARGUMENTS OF HIS APOLOGISTS IN
THE SCANDAL TRIAL FULLY S1lOWN UP\
Nearly 1,ooo lines of wit, sarcasm, deep
tnonght and merciless caricature. Evervbodv is reudina it,
PRESS OOJllJlfEN'l'S.
" One of the sharpest, most satirical
poems ever brought before the American
public. Logical, witty, and mirth-provokmg, 'I' he subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher scan<lal,
A rough, wi<le-awake Yankee, by the
name of ··Jonathan," a kind of a John
Hay of a fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coals in a sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits
than is often found in such rough-clad
JJhraseology. The one who reads this
pftmphlet w1ll never regret the investment."
-anwible, Boston.
"Davis' new poem is in1 his best vein,
Racy, trenchant, suggestive, it will help
people to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scandal, and more sensible views
regarding love and marriage."-] he ·word,
Princeton.
"The great mogul of Christianity.Henry
Ward Beceher. is very artistically shown
up in the" Drama of Deceit."-Philomathean. San Francisco.
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deserve a better sitting."-Sttn.
N.Y.
Sent. post-paid, to any address. Price.
15 cents per single copy.
Address
D. JYI. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Woman, The Hope of' the World;
A poem read at the Woman's 1\fass JYieeting in 1871, contains important new views
of Woman's JYiission, the Bible. etc.'
Price, 10 cents a dozen. Send for it. Third
Edition just out.
Sold by
D. JYI. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

TRACTS
PublishAd by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
SOCIETY of Worcester, l\Iass.:
CTS.
- 20
Christianity and the Bible
10
"True Love" (See Catalogue.) Drama of Deceit
·
- 18
1
"Woman." etc.
- 1
JYiost Dangerous l\Ian. , 1
'l'he World Moves.
·Dible and the Rule of Right. - 1
1
Sacred Animals, Reptiles, etc.
- 1
Lif\l of David
1
Bible-class Lessons
The God Proposed for
Our National Constitution
Sent by mail by
D. JYI. BENNETT,
335 Broadway.
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.

Christianity and the Bible
AGAINST

Philosophy ~nd Science.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, of California, has
written a striking Pamphlet with the above
title. A perusal of its mass of facts will
better post and fortify the Liberal mind as
to ecclesiastir;tl pretensions, and the persecutions of the Church in all ages. than
a more bulky ttnd ambitious work. Liberal friend, no fitter work can be selected to
hand to your bigoted neighbor of the
Church than thb instruetive pamphlet.
At1xious to spread the truth, we have reduced the price of this work, (which is elegantly prmted in clear typo, on fine white
paper,) to twenty cents, postage 2 cents.
~For sale at this office. 25 cents by mail.
Sold by
D. l\I. BENNbT'l'.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

A Code of Directions for Avoiding most :of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

A new, true and extraordinary historical
work.
BY K. GRAVES.
400 pages, Cloth. Price, S2.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton'.~ Golden Age,
"A wonderful and exhaustive volumc."A work >vhose execllenee surpasses our power to commend.-New Yorlc Mail
Bmmer of Liaht.
The priee by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
·
"Embmces a subject of Universal interest, and talces high rank as a book of reforence."-lb.
"It contains extraordinary revelations in
religious history."-liii'I'Stiaato1".
"One of the greatest books of the age."
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
-Commonwealth.
"A great book. The right work for the
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, corning to the point without the right age."-J. II. 1llencleuhall.
slightest circumlocution, and is more to the point than many larger works.-New York
"He who would enlarge and enlighten
T1·ib1me.
his mind may be sure of being richly reOne of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos. J)ailv Advel'tisPr.
paid by reading it."-Baune;-.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigEvery Liberal should have it.
otry.-0/w·istian Register.
Sent, post-paid, by mail, by
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these aro tho most
D. l\I. BENNETT,
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E. R. B1·anson.
335 Broaclway,N. Y.
I am delighted wtth it.- H. D. Baker M,]). of Michiaan State Boa1·d of Hearth.
EDITED BY l\I, L. HOLBROOK, M.D .. Editor of tho Herald of Health.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sen by Mail for $1.

Lady Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY,
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Ill

NINETY-EIGHTH EDITION.

GET ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.
BY COL. R G. IKGEHSOLL.

OF

$1,00.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

Sociology.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMEN'L'

BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
Which was published at $1.50 is now or cred at $1.00. lt gives a comprehensive account of the origin of all the principal religions of the world. For reference as a
text-book it is of the greatest value, and is
very cheap at the price offered.
For sale at this office. Sent postpaid for

Price: 'l'wentv-five Gents.

Containing a complete list of all the towns
in the United States, the Territories and
the Dominion of Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 according to tl1e
BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
last census, together with the names of the
newspapers having the largest local circulation in each of the places name<l. Also,
5,000 COPIES SOLD!
a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers tts giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States
and Canada printing over 5,ooo copies each
issue. Also, all the Heligious. Agricultural, Scientific nnd Mechanical, Medical, l\Ittsonic, Juvenile, Educatbnnl, Commercial,
Insurance, Heal Estate, Law. Sporting,
l\iusimtl, Fashion, and other special cla.Ss
journals; ve1·y complete lists. Together
with a complete list of over 300 Gcrmttn
papers printed in the United States. Also.
an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of advertising in
vttrious nowsp,wers, and everything which
a beginner in advertising would like to
know. Address
GEO. P. HO\VELI, & CO.,
41 PtHk How, N. Y.
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated, in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when ~Ien
struation, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number The Cheapest Book of Referand sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetence ever Published.
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Agents wanted.
Contains information on every subject of
S Y N 0 P S I S 0 F C 0 NT E N T S.
kuman knowledge.
Sexual Generation.
The Origin of Life.
Impregnation.
The Physiology of MenstruaZELL's ENCYCLol'EDIA embraces DictionEmbryology.
tion.
aries of Language, of Biography. of HisLactation.
Pregnancy.
Hegulation of tho number of tory and of i\Iodicine. It is a complete GaParturition.
zcteer, and includes 1L full Axplanation of
Offspring.
The Law of Sex.
The Law of Sexual Inter- all the Arts aud Sciences, with definitions
The 'rheory of Population.
of all the terms used.
course.
Hereditary Transmission.
Beautiful Children.
IT Is ILLUSTRATED WITH NEAHLY 3,000
Rights of Offspring.
CUTS."
Woman's Dress.
Good Children.
Intermarriage.
It is issued in two Quarto Volumes, at s:J2
Monstrosities.
JYiiseegenation.
Temperamental-Adaptation.
in cloth, and 53G.50 in half morocco. It is
Union for Life.
sold to subscribers in JHtrts (59 rmrls), at 50
The Conjugal Relation.
Choosing a Wife.
ceuts, completing the work.
Courtship.
Woman's Superiority.
C1wosing a Husband.
BAKER, DAVIS & CO.,
The Marriageable Age.
Marrying and Giving in l\1arSucccsso:·s to
Old
Age.
riage.
'l'. ELLWOOD ZELL, Punusmm,
Philadelpliia, and No.5 Boekmail St.
Now York.

Price Reduced!

Religious Ideas.

OR,

Christianity Before Christ.

N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University, says the above book is tho best of its
kind ever J,:mblished, aucl commends it to his students. We will send all the above
books, post-paid, to one address, for $3.50.
This work has rapidly passed through Twenty editions, and tho demand is constantly increasing; No such complete and valuable work has ever before boon issued
form the press. Price, by mail, $2. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.

A new cuition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,"" Indil"iduality," and ··Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author.
The volume is han<lsomeb· printed on
tinted pap or, an<l elegantly bound.
Among ail the works from the Libontl
press, in force, elenrne::;s and incisiveness
none equal these admirable lectures. The
work ought to be in tho libmry of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; postage zoconts. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. l\I. BENNETT,
335JBroadway, N.Y.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER 15, 18'15.
A YoUNG lady in Chicago vut a piece of
wedding-cake under her pillow, and went
to bed with the belief that she would dream No.
Cts
of seeing her future husband. That even- 1. Arraignment of Priestcraft. by D.
M.
Bennett.
ing, however, she had eaten two plates of 2. Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
~
lobster salad, about a pint of strawberries, 3. Thomas Paine.
5
· ·•
Arraignment
of
the
Church.
In4.
several sweet cakes, and two large pickles,
gersoll.
5
and she now says that she would rather 5. Heretics
and Heresies. Ingersoll.
~
remain single all her life thai\, marry the 6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
7. Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
man she saw in her dream.
F. Underwood.
~
s. Pronhecies, B. F. Underwood.
His FEELINGs.-Last night, as a frisky 9. Bible Prophecies
Concerning
2
colored youth was walking up Clay Street,
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
he was accosted by a colored acquaintance, 10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
2
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
who remarked:
11. History of the Devil. Isaac Paden.
5
12. The Jews and thei'r God.
"
10
"Well, Brutus. dey say you iz in love?"
13. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers. 3
"I iz, Uncle Abra'm-I don't deny de al- 14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
•·
3
ledged allegation."
',',
2
15. Come to Dinner.
16.
Fog
Horn
Documents.
2
"And how does it feel, Brutus?"
"
2
17. The Devil Still Ahead.
"You have stuffed your elbow agin a 18. Slipped U~p Again.
"
~
post or sumthin' else afore now, hasn't 19. Jm.hua Stol!.l!.ing the Sun and
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2
you, Uncle Abra'm ?"
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. M.
~
"I reckon."
Bennett.
"And you remembers de feelin' datruns 21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. M.
Bennett.
2
up yerarm ?"
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
"I dose."
D. M. Bennett.
10
"Well, take dat feelin', add a hundred 23. Paine Hall Dedication Address.
B. F. Underwood.
5
per cent., mix it wid de nicest ha'r oil in 24. Christians
at Work. Wm. McDon5
town, sweeten wid honey, and den you kin
nell.
1
25. Bible Contradictions.
'magine how I feel!"- Vicksbu1·g Hemld,
26. Underwood's Prayer.
1
21. Honest Questions and Honflst An5
swers. D. M. Bennett.
EQuAL TO THE CRISIS.-When at about the
di Cagliostro. Chtts.
middle of the cross-walk she dropped a 28. Alessandro
Sotheran.
10
well-filled wallet out of her hand. Then the 29. R®lY to Elder Shelton's Fourth
3
Letter.
D.
M,
Bennett
trouble began in earnest. She stooped over
30. Woman's Rights & Man's Wrongs.
in front to vick it up, but her fingers could
John Syphers.
2
not reach the wallet by eighteen inches. She 31. Gods and God-houses. John Syphers.
changed her parasol into her right hand,
32. The Gods of Superstition and the
and tried to reach sideways for the wallet.
God of the Universe. D. M.
It was no go, however, for her fingers did
Bennett.
8
R3.
What
has Christianity Done? B.
not reach anywhere near the coveted
H. Preston.
2
article. She then tried to get down on her 34. Tribute to Thomas Paine. S. H.
knees, but she might as well attempt to
2
Preston.
2
pick up a drop of water with her ear. She 35. Moving the Ark. D. M Bennett.
2
36. BAnnett's PraYer to the Devil.
reached backward, but her hand only ex- 37. A Short Sermon. Rev. Theologitended downward on a level with her hips.
cus, D.D.
2
She appeared to be much embarrassed. No 38. Christianity not a Moral System.
X-Y.Z.
2
one seemed to be passing at the moment 39, The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.
1
who could assist her. Ah! a thought 40. Bible of Nature vs. The Bible of
Men.
John
Syphers.
2
struck her suddenly. Quickly turning her
41, Our Ecclesiastical· Gentry. D. M.
parasol with the top on the ground, she
2
Bennett
5
glided a pretty little foot out from beneath 42, Elijah the Tishbite. D. M. Bennett.
43.
Christianity
a
Borrowed
System.
her snow-white skirts, and with a gentle
D. M. Bennett.
3
kick, the wallet Jay in the concave para- 44. Design Argument Refuted. B. F.
Underwood.
chute.-Cleveland Leader.
3
45. Elisha the Prophet. D. M. Bennett.
3
46. Did Jesus Really Exist?
"
3
AN 0BTUSEMAN.-She was a stylish young 47. Cruelty and Credulity of the Human
Race.
Dr.
Daniel
Arter.
3
lady about IS years old,and to accommodate 48. Freethought in the West. G. L.
a friend she took the baby out for an airHenderson.
ing, She was wheeling it up and down the 49, Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.
and the Big Fish. D. M.
walk when an oldish man, very deaf, came 50. Jonah
3
Bennett.
along and inquired for a certain person 51. Sixteen TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
6
supposed to live on that street. She nearly
SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
yelled her head off trying to answer him,
and he looked around, caught sight of the 1. Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
6
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
baby, and said:
2. Evolution; from the Homogen"Nice child, that. I suppose you feel
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
3~
F. Underwood.
proud of him ?"
3. Darwini&m. B. F. Underwood.
"It isn't mine," she yelled at him.
4. Literature of the Insane. Fred"BoY, eh? Well he looks just like you."
erick R. Marvin, D.D.
5
"It isn't mine!" she yelled again, but he 5. Responsibility of Sex. Mrs. Sara
3
B.
Chase,
M.D.
nodded his head and continued:
6. Graduated Atmosvheres. J. Mc"Twins, eh? Where's the other one?"
Carroll.
~
She started off with fhe cab but he follow- 7. Death. Fred. R. Marvin, M.D.
ed and asked:
Others will be added to these lists from
time to time.
"Did it die of colic?"
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
Despairing of making him ·understand off;
on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
by words of mouth. she pointed to the baby, dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
4D off.
at herself, and then shook her head.
few or as many of any given kind may
"Yes-yes, I see-'tother twin in the beAs
ordered as desired.
bouse. Their father is fond of them of
Address
D.:M. BENNETT
course!"
335 Broadway, N.Y.
She then turned the cab and hurried the

·SCOViLL'S

Truth Seeker Tracts.

ANYTHING Midas touched turned into
gold. In these days touch a man with gold
and he'll turn into anything.
"I TRINK I can suit you to a hair," said
a bnarding-house landlady to a bachelor
applicant who had been stating his requirements. ··Suit me to a hair. ma'am! I hope
not; that's what my last landlady tried to
do, and gave me three samples in the but-

ter."
"MAMMA, where do the cows get the
milk?" asked Willie, looking up from the
foaming pan of milk, which he had been
intently regarding. •· Where do you get
your tears?" waii the answer. After a
thoughtful silence, he again broke ·out:
" Do the cows have to be spanked?"
A CoUPLE of Yankee farmers became so
inimical that they would not speak to each
other: but one of them having been converted at a camp-meeting, on seeing his
former enemy, held out his hand, saying,
"How d'ye do, Kemp? I am humble
enough to shake hands with a dog."
A MAN brought before a justice of the
peace in Vermont, charged with some offense, pleaded in extenuation a natural inferiority, "I should have made a considerable figure in the world, judge," he sa.id.
"if I hadn't been a fool; it's a dreadful
drawback to a man to be in that condition."
WE were amused on hearing the story of
an old lady whose only exclamation on
hearing of the execution of a man who had
once lived in the neighborhood was, ··well,
I know'd he'd come to the gallows at last.
for the knot in his handkerchief was always slipping around under his left ear."
A YANKEE cotemporary asks: "What are
the street lamps for?" The man who
doesn't know what a street lamv is for is
hardly fit to sit in an editorial chair and
mould public opinion. Street lamps are
for weary young men to recline against at
midnight. when they forget the way home.
ON arriving at Calais, on her way to make
the grand tour, an English lady was surprised and somewhat indignant at being
termed, for the first time in her life, " a
foreigner," "You mistake, madam," sa.id
she to the libeler, with some figure; ··it is
you who are foreigners. We are English."
"IT's well enough to name your boy
Elias." said Aunt Hepzibah; "but for
gracious goodness' sa_ke don't name him
Alias. 'cause'the Aliases is cutting up bad.
Here's Alias Jones, Alias Brown, Alias
Thompson, Alais One-eyed Jake, all been
took up in New York for robbin' an' stealin'."
··JusT to think of it, my dear," said a wife
to her husband as he was taking his morning dram, "what a waste of liquor! This
paper says that the United States consumes
ninety millions of dollars worth of Spirits
every year!" "Ah," responded the husband." how I wish I was the United States."

AT the funeral of his sixth wife, Mr.
Bones, of New York, proffered the officiating clergyman a two dollar greenback.
The minister declined it, saying he was
not accustomed to receive pay for such
services. "Just as you say," coolly replied
the mourner; "but that's just what I have other way, but he followed and asked:
always been in the habit of paying."
"Do they kick around much nights?"
"I tell you 'taint mine," she shouted,
A vERY practical sermonizer made these
remarks on the soul-saving question: "My looking very red in the face,
"I think you're wrong there!" he anbrethren, a man cannot afford to lose his
soul. He's got but one, and can't get an- swered. "Children brought up on the
other. If a man loses his horse, he can get bottle are apt to pine and die."
She started on a run for the gate, but beanother; if a man loses his wife, he can get
another; if a man loses his child, he can fore she opened it he came up and asked:
"Have to spank 'em onoe t>nd a while, I
get another; but if >t man loses his soulsuppose?"
good-bye, John!"
She made about twenty gestures in half a
"You see, pa," said a bright twelve-year- minute, and he helped the cab through the
old boy," the way we fellows prove that if gate and said:
J'OU should Jose your left eye you would be
"Our children were all twins, and I'll
stone blind, is this: you lose your left eye. send my wife down to give you some adVecy wen; then your right eye, which is all vise. You see-"
you have is the left one. But you have lost
But she picked up a flower. pot and flung
your left one, and so you have no eye at all it at him. He jumped baek, and as she
and must, therefore, be stone blind, don't entered the house he called out:
uou see?" The father rushes blindly from
"Hope in~>anity won't break out on the
the room
twins."- :Detroit lJ'ree Press.

1 BLOOD AND LIVER SYPUP.

Truth Seeker Leaflets,
Containing two pages each of short,
sharp, terse and trenchant reading matter
and well suited to hand to friends, neigh·bors, enquirers and every one disvosed to
read, and do not care to go through a book
or lengthy essay. Th11y will help materially to diffuse the truth, and with a great
saving of time and breath.
Christian dupes have long bored us with
tracts; let us return the compliment, and
give them something worthy of being read,

All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
body indicate an

Impur~

Condition ot the Blood,

and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
In either case the disease Is nothina- mon
th
p
N th t
an an INSIDIOUs oiso
a

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as It courses through the veins, sowlneseeds of death with every vulsation.
In this condition of things something i1
needed at once to cleanse the blood: and

Scovill's Blood and Liver

~yrup

will positively effect this deslderatu!l'l, expe:lmg every trace of disease from tlla
blood and system. leaving the skin

FAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
Hundreds of certificates atteet it. val11e.
Price $1 ver bottle.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS
THE CREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP
TIVE REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATI!I, relieve•
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS TRII
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and exoorl
ated surfac('s which the venom of the dill
ease vroduces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS.
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING. OF BLOOD,
CROUP,
WHOOPING COUGH,
And all other diseases of the reilvlratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAM Is sold everywhere.
Price $1 per bottle.

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE MOST LPOWERFUL HEALIN•
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE vosltlvely eurea thl
worst sores.
CARBOLIC SALVE Instantly allay1 the
pains of burns.
CARBOLIC SALVE cures all eutan1oua
eruptions.
CARBOLIC SALYE removes vimvlu &nd
blotches.
·
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure euta ani
bruises.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cent..
---------------~~·--

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTEIUi
The OXYGENATED BITTERS haTe bee•
the most vo..Jlular remedy for Dyspevaia,
Heartburn. Indigestion, and other like dll·
orders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and !!till maintain their unrivall.a
povularity, Price $1 ver bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S

Sent, assorted, or as desired, post--paid,
Toothache Anod:vJU,
at i cents ver dozen; 25 cents per hundred, Subdue!! the most A.t:Qnlzing Tootha.ehe it!.
or $2 vee thousand.
On1 Minute.
Let them be distributed freely in every Prioe 211 oents l)er Bottle, Solde'ftn-wll••
town, village and neiehborhood.
JOHN F. HENRY, OURRAN, k Oo.,
).ddre!!>s
;D. M. BENNETT,
Pro!'r!llion,
335 Broadwa-y, N Y.
s ruul o Clollege Plue, •: Y.
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SOIENCE,MORALS,FREETHOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR .·-',1PORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE RuMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas~ Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocraolea,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burde~s Mankind Mentally or Physically. • ·

• "Come now and let

lM

reason toftether;" Let us hear all sides; Let us divest m~rselves of prejudice and the effects of early
edzwation; Let us "prove all thin.ts and hold fast to that which is .tood."

D. M. BENNETT, }
( EDITOR
&_PROP!\IETOR.
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this long and bitter feud, will be that of every other seotarian quarrel, the weakening of belief among the irreligious masse~ in the use and truth of Christiftnity. If
the Church, composed of descendants of John Knox and
other vigorous and faithful witnessP.s, can- give up
months and years of their short Jives to bitter recrimination and wrath; if its membel's can deliberately continue
to appropriate to themselves the fruit of other men's
charity, and to persecute at the same time the men
whose work they are seizing, th'ey teach the world that
their morality eithPr leads to what other peop]A call!Jishonesty. or they becc.me dishonest in spite of it."

"srtcred desk." His farewell ·~P'le'h wrts n. pitiful one;
among other oon fe~sions hA said: "This rna; be my ln.at
opportunity of addressing you, and I want to ask you
that you will not l'hnrge this great shame to the rPllrdon
of Christ. Charge it only to my own depraved, sinful na·
ture. I sever my connection with yon with a ~ncl henrt.
It would be sad under the mllst favorable clrcumstanceR;
but much more so as it is. Whenever you mAet me, and
under whfttever ciroumstan~es. remAmhAr there waq a
time when you were prou<l of me. But treat me aq yon
may. ar•t toward me a>< you choo•fl, I beg- that you will
remrmber my wife, kin<lly. Do not give her naln a.nd
sorrow beoauRA of my wrong- <loin~. Poor womnn· ~>he
has always •ufferAd onongoh. I mnrrleri hAr. a RWAAt And
innoOAnt girl. She has bPfln n. patf~nt. and falthf•·J wife.
Again, I R"k that you will kindly rememl:ler my wife
and ohildrPn."
"Drink no longer water. but u~A a lltt]A win A for thy
stomach's sake and thine often inllrmltles." [1 Tim. v. Ml.

ANoTHEl\ DRUNKEN 0LERGYMAN.-Rev. August Thor beck
in Morrisania, in the upper part of this city has for five
or six years been indulging in a very free use of "the
ardent," and the evil habit has been growing upon him.
He gets very drunk at home and has often been seon iutoxicatPd in the streets. The elders of the church after
ONIAWGARAH is said to have been the original neme of repeated admonitions and warnings, could en<lure the
Nial:!ara.
stigma no longer and have told him to step clown and
MoRE HoLY ADULTERY.-Thl~ time thll RC6DA 11'1 lAft'l at
FRANCE hao 123,000 industrial establishments, giving out. The clerg-yman also has another bad fault. that of Darling-ton. Wis. Good FnthPr Fltzgofl,bon. nfthA Catho·
borrowing money from all who would lend to him and forwork to about 1,300,000 men.
lio Church. hns re•irlPd there twPlve YPI\rR. mlnletPrlng
getting to pay. Poor fallible man.
to n very large congre>:!'ation with ~rrent fprrnr nn<l A"•
ARTIFICIAL grindstones are being ronde at Worms,
Germany, of grit, soluble glass, and petroleum.
MooDY ANECDoTEs.-M. D. Conway relates the follow- ceptan<'A, and WAS hfghJv rN:pe~ted h~ m~>mhPr,. of 111!
deJfOIDinA(iOnf' Hnt-i] 1\ very rMAnt rJnte. WhAn An eVPnt
THERE are said to be 63,084 more women thRn men in ing: Moody's worldly dnughter, upon meeting her saint- trnnRplre<l which Jeri to lJis <liRgr:HJA Rn<l tll~rht. Mr.
ly
father
at
the
breakfast
table.
niter
hPr
return
from
thA
Massachusetts and still polygamy is held to be a crime.
theatre the night before. she was greetAcl with, "Good Thomas G!Pason. an nnotir.>nPer nne! oon~tahl~> r~'•l<ling
IT is painful to hear a man say," it is as hot as ginger," morning, child of Satan," •· Good-morning, papa," was fhAre. wns mnrriPd on RAntomher ~th lnRt to Mf•f< 0fltho·
When you know well enough he does not mean ainoer at her reply. Moody once asked a gentleman, "Have you rinA O'Neil hy F·•ther F!b:gofhhon. ThA Jn<ly hncl hPen
all.
found Jesus?" was immediately answered, "No; have housekePper for FathPr Fitzg-Ibbon for thA ]n~t ,:;ix yPflrR,
She is abnnt thirty YPI\r~ of A !CIA nnrl coomely nn<l goo;!BILLY EMERsoN. the negro minstrel, makes 525,000 a you lost him?" In Yorkshire Moody met a profane
looking, ll!r. GIPason was n wi>lowAr nn<l i~ About forty
year. Ralph Waldo Emerson, the philosopher, makes young man at a railway junction, who entered the car
swearing fearfully, because, by following mistaken in- Years of Ill?". The mat~h wHs thon<!ht to he n ll'Ond one
$600.
structions, he had taken the wrong train. Shocked by for both NtrtiA•. A nigoht nr two Aft,r thfl WAn <lingo Mr.
ONE million bushels of peanuts are eaten by the people the young man's vrofanity. the Revivalist said graYe]y: Gleason hortrcl hi~ wirA tnlklngo in hAr ~]pep Anrl~n"nking
of the United States in a Year, and yet there are those "Young mttn, do you know where you are going?" "Yes; in llndf>ltrin::: tArms of Fath"r Fit?:>:!'ibhon. HA aiR<> <!Inwho say the American people are lazy.
I am going to Halif:tx," was the reply. "No," r-eplier! covered that she paid freqnPnt visit~ to FnthAT Fit.:goibbon's hou~<A. He then formArl a plnn to r>ntoh !hAm.
CHIOAGO, unable to get Moodv and Sankey before Chris- Moody, still more solemnly. "you are going to hell." Thnr~<dav. Onto her Hth. he Rtnte<l tn hfR wif" thnt he hnd
"On the wrong train again. by G-d !" replied the young
tmas. have enga:::ed Bliss and Whittle. Perhaps Brass
buf'iness thnt wonl<l rmll him :twnv frnm homA two nr
man.
nnd Damphool might be had.
or three <lny": awl hR drove ont of town a~ if on his
STEPPING DOWN WITH SADNESS AND ORIEF.-1'he Tenn- URnl\1 busine""· But hR r~>tnrn~d Anrly In the PVf'ning
AN Arkansas examining BotLrcl, asked an aspirant to
essee Conference h~tve just finished the trial of thE' Rev. and upon enterin!?l his hon•e fonnrl his wife wns
the position of Justice of the Peace, what he would do in
Dr. John W. Hanner, Sr.. the eloquent, and one of the eld- ab~ent. He procu rr.d n. w!tnA~.Q ·anrl thPy w~>nt to the
a case of suicide. answered: "I would fine the girl nncl
est, and most inflnential clergymen in the South. for Priest's hou•e. ani! thAre poor ()]PR~<On IDflO" the dl11~nv.
m""ke the fellow support the child."
gross immorality in writing a lascivious Jetter to Miss ~'rv whir>h chan!?IA<l his """Pir>lnnR to a tPrrlble rPA.lity.
AN enthusiastic minl~ter hns .iust been praying !or the Ntwlor, with a view of corrupting her and leading her Hi~< faith lA"~ wifA soon folloWP<l him homA. nn<l stoutly
Devil. That is good. Possibly if Moody 1md Sankey and into sinful paths. The vote against him upon tho main <leni"<l thnt ~<hA hnd hn<l any <'rf1"linnl ennnP~tlonR with
all the rest of the pious c!Prgy would pray for his conver- charge was unanimous, and Bishop Wightman, ,-;ith the FnthAr, hut In a ~hnrt tim A RhP wns for""d to <'Onfess
sion and stick to it persistently, he might be converted· greQ.t sorrow. performed the deli r-ate and painful duty of to the criminality. flnrl thnt it hn<l bPAn of ]on(( oontlnu.
Would thnt·not be 11 great catch and first-class blessing passing sentence upon him; which is a suspension of nnce. ThR hn~<bnncl nn thA followlna morning- took RtAn8
one year. Dr. Kelley, counsel for the accused, spoke on to cnu•A the n rre&t of FnthPr Flt?:!l'!hhnn. but PH COn ntered
' to those who sufl'er so severely from his nia<:hinntions?
the occasion, as follows; ".I left Dr. Hanner at his room mnrh difficulty. ns many friendA of thA nriP.Rt WATA np.
A PHILADELPHIA publishing house announces a llook too much overwhelmed by his emotion to appear in your no~<Acl to any exno,.m·e helng marlA o( thA ill~grAr>Afu]
entitled," The Kiss; its History." Such a work, proper- midst. He did not know what the verdict would be. He affair. The hnshnncl intercepted the following Jetter
ly edited, might prove ·of value to lovers requiring tui- dPsires to exp'ess no opinion whether it is right• or from his w!fA to thA nr!P..ot:
"DEAR FATHER FITZGIBBON. Tom han caul?ht us Rnd
tion in the osculatory art, But is the PhiladelphiR vol- wrong; but with tears rolling- down his cheelts. and
ume tho compilntion of the man best fitted for the deli- heart crushed by sorrow and age. he wishe;; to say that n-Il Is rllscovere<l. I am rnlneri anrl yon arA !oAt. Pra"~>
·
cate task, by reason of knowledge of kissing and wide he believe~ in the righteous intentions of the committee. fly! For my sake! for God's sake fly! Your JoYing
KAT","
experience in all its varietieli? We regret to say that it is With regard to tho folly which Ito aclmits in writing the
FnthPr Fitzgolhbon left tr,wn In thA forPnonn nnil ftn<l to
not. Mr. Bombaugh, the editor. may be a student of Jetter, and which has oost him such pangs of agonizing
kisses as written by other men, but he has no general repentnnce, he desires to say to the younger members of a brothRr prle~<t'R honsA nt llfinPrnl Point. wh"re Fitzeolb.
reputation himself as a kisser. The only fit editor for the Conference: "Look •upon my agony, behold my bon'S friAnOR mn.<!e extrnor<!lnfln•Pfforto to Sffl'()t aOPtJJe"The Kiss" is Henry Ward Beecher, the champion Amer- stricken old age and learn to avoid the very appearanr.e ment with the injnrA<l hn•bnn<l. The foJ!nwfng<lay G!Paican kisser. Let Mr. Beecher get out his treatise, doc- of evil." It would be well to profit by the poor old man's "on suocee<!P<l in ohtnlninl? a warrant for thA ArrPRt of
trinal and analytical, on the kiss. and the Philadelphia Sl\cl experience; but it seems they will not Jearn ; they thA RBnBU>tl nrle"L an<! thA RnmA wns nlacA<l in th" hAnds
will follow the Juring vice: but probably they try and of the sheriff. bnt DRW~ hnd hAPn nrh'atP]y eonvr>ye<l to
volume will be nowhere.- N. Y. Sun.
profit by the Eider's misfortune and ende~tvor to not get the priPst nn<l hA lmmPrllntP]y ll'ft for pl!r!R unknown.
The miserable wire I" Rtn,·ln!?l wlfh a ohnrltnh]P lA-<ly In
A CHURCH CoNTEST.- A long contested church case, caught as he was.
the Yillage ancl it I• ~air! she will Roon IPR''A for Cn }lfornla
growing out of the suspension.!Oeveml years ago. of Mr.
ANOTHER FALLEN CLERGYMAN.-For some time past the 1\fr. G!Pasnn hns r>ommAnr>Arl 1\ snit. fllr dlvllrce against
George H. Stuart. of Philadelphia, by the General Synod
of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, has recently been habits of Elder J. V. Beekman. pastor of the Christian h!s wlfe. ThA )PS.Qon to be IAn rnPd from th!R snd llffair lt<,
decided by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. sit- Church of :rtiaroa, Ill., has been suoh as to cause great grief that the ~lsters should not ta'k In their siMp: n.nd when
ting in Pittsburgh. The decision is in favor of the Fifth to his friends and to bring reproach on the church. He has their husbands say they will be absent for a few dal'S
Reformed Presbyt.Jriau church (the Rev. Dr. MeAuley's), become such an inebriate and has indulged the slavish they should be extre~ely cautiouf< that they do not return
against the First Reformed Presbyterian <Jhurch (the Rev appetite for stl'Ong drink to such an extent that it could suddenly And catch them In naughtin~ss. It is bad to be
Dr. Wright's). In commenting upon this case, the Tri not longer be tolerated that he break the bread of caught. Father Fitzg-ibbon should come on here and
/June uses this language: "1'he effect, not apparent, but life to the Jaithful lambs. On a recent SunclttY after bring Cardinnl McCloskey a preRent of $1,000 and it will
much more momentous, we n.re COJlStrn.ined to say of the sermon he tendered his resignation and left the he all right. ffe knows how it is himself,

Jllotes nnd g[lippings.
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Ruth's Idea of Heaven, and Mine.
BY SUSAN 11. WIXON.

Ruth is one of the sweetest and best girls that I
know. She is an orphan, one of three, very poor and
sometimes unhappy, for her surroundings are not in
harmony with her rich nature.
\Ve have manY' long
talks together, concern in~ theology and other things,
and her quaint ideas aresomewhat·amusing, and often
make me laugh.
.
One day I asked her to tell me her ideas of heaven.
'' vVell:" she replied, poising Iter reticule on her
finger, •· I suppose it is to dress in S•viss muslin every
day, your robe made loose and flowing like a nightdress, with a train such as angel& wear, and feast on
bread and honey! It is to stand on a sea of gla~s,
witla pearls and gold, right before the great white
Thwne, where God sits under a while canopy. It is
to go flying through the air like a kite, playing meeting-house tunes on a solid gold l1arp! There are
mansions in heaven, glittering with diamonds and
rubies, and oh! it's ever so pleasant there!" 1
I laughed, and Ruth's chin began to quiver with
paia and distress.
"Darling!" I. said, "I would not pain you needlessly. Your ideas are the same as held by thousands of
people because they've been taught it from childhood,
just as you have, and never stop to think whether
they are right or wrong-.
But that. conception of
heaven, Ruth, is a little behind the times. The knowledge of science and literamre of advanced minds,
have aeveloped some uew facts, and to-day. many, iu
the ligllt of reason and common-sense are obliged to
reject that crude fancy of a by-gone period; still there
are a great many who cherish the same whimsical
views, clinging to the old traditions, too obstinate or
too indolent to think upon this, and other matters for
themselves.
"But didn't our grandmothers and our great-grandmothers believe it?" questioned Ruth, and she looked
as though she tho.ught that a stunning qnestion.
"What if. they clicl ?" I asked. "Shall we permit
their beliefs or unbeliefs to bias us in our judgment ?
Now Rulli, my dear, let me suppo:;e a case.
You've
seen my great-grandmothers dress up-stairs in the
oaken chest, and the other thiugs belouging to her,
hav.en't you?"

''Yes."
"Well, how would you like to see me arrayed in
that Jmit every day~ How would I look in that scant
and narrow affair, so tight and uncomfortable, with the
immense sleeves; that blue and white handkercl~ef
pinned across my chest, a long blue and whtte apron
reaching to my feet, and on my head, that great,
fl.appy calash very much resembling Josiah Green's
fl.vin" machine, or that huge 'Navarino' that made yon
hi ugh so the other day when I put it on ? Now if I
should wear this garb every day, and it was all threadbare and mgged. too, my only excu~e being, that as it
was goou enough f'or my grandmother, it is good
enough for me, what would you think of me, Huth,
for so doing ?"
" You'd look like a fright, and I would think you
very stuptd, and-"
•· IV hat?"
"Kind of out of your head," said Ruth, hesitatingly.
"So I should be, I thmk; but there is just as much
sense and propriety in people wearing their grandparents' garments as there i.S in retaining their illeas
and beliefs, when the light shed upon them by reason
anu common sense, shows they belong to a day that is
past. And now, my darling I wam you to tell me
yonr idea of heaven, ,not your mother's, nor your
grandmother's, your father's nor your grandfather's
idea, but you1• own. Close your eyes one minute, and
think a little on your own account. You" should always remember, Hnth, to think for fjourse(f as much
a:; possible, and never take another':; opinion, unless
fully coincidiug with Y<•Ur own. What I mean, is
that you are not to fail in with the notions of another,
without giving them clue considera1ion, and your own
,iudgment which is good and comprehensive, will not
lead you astray.
"How muc!J, do you suppose we know, actually
]~now, of any other world lJnt this in which we live
and move, and have a being?"
'• N-o-thing!" said Ruth, lookiug vacantly into
space.
"Well, then, to find heaven, don't let us go sailing
ofi ·we know not where, or rear a cast.e in the air that
will surely vanish into the thin air ot that mysterious
land or the Unknown ; or send our olrip away only tn
be swamped amid the breakers and rocks of that
interminable ocean of space, and we ourselves be lost
in that fierce, cold silence of nowhere ; but let us
search for heaven amid familiar places, anll Jet it be
real and substantial, or it will be of no benefit to us."
H.nth sat quite still, thinking. Presently she put
her arms around my neck and said:
"If you won't laugh I'll tell you what! think would
be a nice heaven, tlutte good enough for me!"
"Go on,'' I said, "I'm as solemn as the Pope of
Rome!"
"I think, then, that if I could have beefsteak and
fried potatoes for breakfast, Parker House rolls and
coffee, ami roast lamb for dinner, plum pudding and
nice white bread and molasses, and enough of it every
day, and if I could hav\J nice new clothes like your

pretty cashmere and your handsome sacqne, with lace
trimming, and a father and mother to take care of me
and love me, and could go to school every day instead
of working in that dingy old cotton mill, with the
noisy machinery, and could live in a comfortable
house and breathe good, pure air, and not in that
·creaky attic, so low and dismal, in Central Street-!
do think that would be all the heaven I'd care for."
".That i£ a very sensible heaven, Ruth, and I wish
!j.ll could have such a heaven here, for it is more
·'taluable than ten thousand misty mansions in the
skies ; and sometime, Ruth, if you continue good and
true, it will be yours, and more besides."
And if I live, Ruth shall yet realize that heaven upon earth-all but the father and mother-they are
gone and she cannot have them again; but it is possible she may have one who will be father and mother
and lover all in one, and this may compensate for the
loss of the natural protectors of her childhood and
youth.
"I suppose you'll tell me your idea of heaven,
won't you?" asked Ruth, with a quizzical glance.
"Yes, certainly I will," I answered.
·' lt is simiJar to yours, Ruth, only I don't believe I am so much
oi' an epicure as yon are. though were I deprived of
plum pudding and beefsteal( and the things you
mentioned, I might think
much more of them. My
_
heaven, wltat I re!•anl "s heaveft, would be heaven
anywhere in this world or any other, worth more,
according tn my way of thinking, than the great whitl'l
throne and He, who, traditLm says, sits upon it,
worth more than golden pave and pearly gate-than
all the tales of Jehovah. Jesus and the Holy Ghost·
t1,an all the sacred saints, signs, and symbols-than
ship-loads of bread and heavenly honey-than millions of golden hllrps aitd angels' misty robes-indeed
its §i.reat value cannot be estimated !"
" vVhy, what can it be?" said Ruth, with eyes wide
open and mouth agape.
"It is simply, my dear Ruth, a 1YelJ-OTdered home,
pleasa~t, che~rful, well-~onducted •. and. in every I.espect, a gen1ft1!e hom~, wtth no_make-beheve about !t,
a sweet home mdeed. full of nch and te_nder as~octat10?s! whet:e love re.tg~s supreme, ~n~ w_tsclolfl slts at
bet nght hand. The1e ts a ~oly 1 nm~y m t~ts h_~ayen
---cou;~, you name the tluee composmg thts tnmty,
Ruth ·
''
Fath,~ r'· Is that right ?"
"y

"]\'[~~~1 r ,

"R'1

te' . .,
11 ,~gam.
1
"C,ln_d.
.
. _ ..
.
.
. Cotre~\ ~heneye1. I t_hl~k of ~ ~os~tble paradtse,
w~tlt not a ~et pent Ill tt, tt IS al.\\ ay s I? connectiOn
Wilh tlu:ee w~n·ds: B:_usban~- TVt(e-Chzld, .?r Fut!te1'
-Motlte1-Clnld. Tl!e~e tlu ee make the tnune ~od
of !Jeaven, and heaven Is home.
What do you tlunk
of tt dear?"
"· h · k , ,
·d R h
k"
d
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1 t Ill ,
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ut •. as s1Ie I sse me, . ~s you
Tem~rke1, of my conception of heaven, that It JS very
sensible.
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BY. B. F. UNDERWOOD.

.
A debate was ]Jeld in Watertown, Wis., iu 1871,
between B. F. Underwood, and Rev. Mr. Haddock,
in which the latter evaded many of JVIr. Underwood's
arguments and did not reply to them. JVIr. Underwood noticing this sharp practice on the part of 1he
reverend gentleman, proposed that each should propound a given number of. questions to be answered
by tne other,.one at a time, as given. Mr. Hadd,>ck
reluctantly assented to the proposition, well knowing
his refu&al to do so, would, by the audience, be conbtrued as cowardice on his part. His answers, however, were amusing; some of them evasive and
others, '' 1 don't know."
"It may have been Ito."
"Well, what if it is so?" &c., &c.
The following are the questions propounded by JVIr.
Underwood:
Does not the Olcl Testament. leach reven~e Y Did
not Jesus so understand when he sai.ll "Ye have
heard t.hat it hath been said, an eye for ;u eye aml a
tooth for a tooth, but I say unto you, resist not
evil?
·
Did not the Jewish law permit the nearest relative
of a man who had been killed by his fellow, to follow
and slay the homicide, even when the latter was excusable, if he could execute thi~ act of venl!eance
before he reached a "citY' of refuge?" [Deut.
xix. 4.
·
Does not the 10!Jth Psalm inculcate the most horrible revenge?
Is not the warmest eulogy on a woman in the Old
Testament bestowed upon her, who, with circum·
stances of the most aggravated treachery, assassinated a sleeping fugitive that hat! taken refuge under
her roof? [Judges v. 24.]
Does the Bible not command that "If tlly brother
the son of thy mother, or thy son,' or thy daughter:
or the wife of thy b.osom, or thy friend which is as
thine own soul, entice thee secretly, saying, let us go
and serve other God,; which thou hast not known,
thou, nor thy fathei·s; . . . . thine hand shall be the
first upon him to put him to death, anrl afterwards
the hand of all the people ~ [Dent. xiii. 6-!J. J

\Vas this command calculated to promote religious
toleration and charity ?
· Is it not recorded in the Bible that the Lord put
.Jying spirits in the mouths of Ahab's prophets, told
1hem to go 6ut on their lying mission, and promised
them success? [1 Kings xxii. 21.1
·
Js1this example calculated to promote truthfulness?
Does not the Old Testament give a man t.he power
when •• he hath taken a wife and marriecl her, and it
come to puss that she finds no favor in his eyeg '' . . .
to "write her a bill of divo'rcement, ,!rive it int.o her
hand and send her out of his house"? [Dent. xxiv.l.]
!J not the right of the wife to get a divorce under
any circumstances entirely ignored?
Did uot the Jewish l1tw require a mau to marry the
wife of his decased brother-if she were left childless
-whether he wished to marry her or not? And was
not this marriage commanded without reference to
the married or single condition of the surviving
bwtlter? (Dent.'xxv. G.]
In times when the law prevailed, when polygamy
was common with the best men among the Jews
and when nobody thought it wrong, could anybody
suppose it applied_only to nnmarriell brothers 'I
Were not Abraham and David polygamists 'I Does
the Bible not represent God as saying of Abraham,
" FI c 1;.ept my com~nanc1men~s, my statutes, and my·
laws;, and of Davnl, "He dtd all w111 ch was right in
the eyes of the Lord, ami turned not aside from anything that he conmwnded him all the days of his life,
save only in the matter of Uriah the Hittite, ?
K'
5]
mgs xv. ·
Do not tiJese declarations involve approval of
polygamy?
When l\foses, instead of condemning polygamy,
said that H 11 man • • take him an.other wife, her food,
her raiment, her duty of marriage, (i. e., of the first
wife) he shall not diminish," docs he not sanction
the practice, both by silence as to its wrongfulness
and by providing for its continuance~
When Moses in times of polygamy, saJ.d to the
Jewish soldiers, in invading the :Midianiti~h-territorv
"Now, therefore, kill every male among the !itt!~
1 ones.
and kill every married woman, out all the
women children that are vir~:;·ins keep alive for yourselvC's," (Numb. xxxi. 17-18,) did he not sustain and
command somethinrr worse than poJyrramy .,
In commanding ·Jewish s•Jldiers to" seize· beautiful
female captives of war when they had a "desire unto
them," and make them their wives by violence, and
afterwards when they no longer had "any delight
in them," to seucl them away, humiliated and out"
raged, (Deut. xx i. 10, l did he not sanction and perpet nate one of the nwst horrible practices of a .· t
times?
nClCD
Did not the command that women should offer
"sin offerings" 011 the birth of a child SU]Jpose til .
.
.,
• .. .
e1e
was stn attaehed to motherhood . [Lt>v. xu. U-7. J
Are the foregoing laws and commands calculated
to inspire re.· pect for the character of woman or to
elevate her c<mdition ?
Does the B11Jle uot sanction aiHl command human
slavery ? Does it not say, "Both thy bondmen and
bonclmaills which thou shalt have, ,;hall be of the
heathen that are round about you ; of tlten1 shall ye
\my bondmen and bollflmaids ; moreover, of the
clulclren of the strangers that. do sojourn. :mwng you,
of them shall ye buy, and of thetr fannhes that are
with you, which they begat in your lmHI; and they
shalllJc your possesswn" ~ [Lev. xxv. 44-45.]
Does the Bible not say tJ:at ~ nmster may beat his
servant, so that l.te sh~ll dte from the effects of it,
at..d yet go uupumshed 1f the slave does not die under
his ha!lCI, for the reason that ''lte isltismoney''? [Ex.
xxi. 20.]
.
.
.
Do.es the Btble not provtde for the ~ale by a master,
of his own d!Utghter, us a chattel, 111 these words:
•· If a man sell his daughter to he a maid servant,
she sh.1ll not go out as the men servants do"? (Ex.
xxi. 7.) C:uul9 not the new master, after making ,
thio maid serv:mt his wife, a!lll when ~he no lon.u:er
"pleased !Jim" send her away from his house? lEx.
xxi. t\.]
Is slavery calculated to elevate mankind Y
When God s~tid to Abr:Lllmn after he had married
Sarah, th~ daughter of Ius own father, (Gen. xx. 1112,) "I wtll b.ess ncr aucl she shall bert mother of
nations," a_nd cause her to becomt a mother when
she was nmety ~·ears old ; ami when he had said to
Abraham, "I wtll mttke thee exceecliu~ly frnitful,"
and wllcn God fmther ~ays, ·: Abmlwm kept my commanclments, my statutes, anul my laws," does it not
follow that this incestuous union was approved of
God Y Is the example a good one, according to our
present no~ions Y
Is the B1ble law that dooms to delllh the man who
worl's on the t\a.bbath calcnlated to benefit us ~
[Numb. xv. 32.]
.
Is the !a w eomnutndtng refr:tctory sons to be stoned
to death, one J,h_at we would llke to see rcvtved ?
Was the Jcwtsh law communcling that meat unfit
for the Jews, should _be solu t? ali~ns, one which we
should pattern after m our legtslatwn ~ [Deut. xiv.
21.]
.
.
.
.
Was the Jewtsh mode of treatmg captives of war,
(Deut. xx. 10-16!) com~anclecl b.y Goci,c::Iculat~d to inspiretheJewswtthsenttments of hum~mty, or tmpresR
them with the worth and sacreclnes,; of human life ~
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Is human s~crifice right ? Does the Bible condemn
Jeptha fot sac.'rificing his daughter ? Does it not
rather represent that the vow was made under the
influence of "the spirit of the Lord"? (Jud,ges xi.
29.). After be had made the vow, did not Jeptha
sacnfice his child in accordance with a law in Lev.
xxvii. 28-29, whi ;11 required that everything, whether
man or beast, devote,[ to the Lord, should "surely
be put to deatil" ?
Waq not the banging of two sons and five .grand
sans of Suul, to swp a famine that bad prevailed three
years for the dead king's sins, a clear case of human
sacrifice demanded by the Jewish Jehovah? [2 Samuel
xxi. 10-14.]
·
Was n?t the destruction of the Amalekites, for
what t!JeJr ancestors had done four hundred years
previously, (1 Samuel xv, I-3) and sevent-y thousand
Israelites for an act of .n.wicl, based on the idea that
the death of the innocent was required to atone for
the guiLt of the wicked? [2 Samuel xxiv. 1-10.1
Is it desirable to introduce such a principle in the
making or execution of our laws ?
At:e there not other causes titan adultery which may
furmsh proper grounds for divorce ?
Does not the New Testament forbid it except for
this reason, and does not tile New as well as the Old
fail to provide for a divorce for a wronged ltnd outraged woman ?
.
Does not the New Testament teach, that as the
Church is subject unto Chr1st, so let the wives be to
their own bnsbands in everything ; (Eph. v. 22-24)
that the husband is head of the wife as Christ is head
of the Church ; that women are not permitted to
speak in public, but to be under obedience as also
saith the law; that they are not permitted to teach,
but to learn in silence with all subjection, for the
rea~on that "Adam was first formed, then Eve, and
Adam was not deceived, but the women bein~ deceived was in the transgression" ? [1 Tim. ii. 11-15.]
Is this kind of teaching calculated to elevate
woman?
Did not Paul teach the principle of abstinence from
marriage, except for the gratification of uncontrollable passions ? [1 Cor. viii. 1.]
Does he not. say, ''The unmarried woman careth
for the things of the Lord, that she may be holy both
in body and in &pir·it, but she that is married careth
for the things of the world, how she may please her
husband"? [1 Cor. vii. 34.]
That. although marriage may be justifiable, "if a
man tlnnks that he behaveth himself uncomely towanl
his virgin" yet it is better not to marry at all? [1 Cor.
vii. 3 ;-38.]
.
·
Are these right views of the relations between the
sexes?
Does. not the New ~estament ::;ay, "Let every soul
be su hJeCt uuto the luglwr power8. For there is no
power but of God; the powers that be are ordained
of God; wlwsoever therefore rcsistcth the powers
resisteth the ordinance of God, ami shall receive to
themselves damnation"? [Rom. xiii. 1.]
:qoes it not sas:, "Submit yourselves to every
orchnance of man for the Lord's sake, whether it lJe
to the king as supreme or unto governors, as uuto
them that ure sent by him for the ptwislunent of evil
Llocrs" ~ [1 Peter ii. 13.]
.Are these doctrines of unqualified submission calculatcd to make bmve men, or to give us free governmeuts ?
Does the New Testament nut say, ''Let as many
~ervauts as are undPr the yoke count thei1· master
wurthy of all honor" "/ [1 Tim. vi. 1-2. J
''Servants, be subject 'to your masters with all fear,
uot m:ly to the good and, gentle, but also to the froward"~ ['ritns ii. D.]
Arc these teaching dilferent from those of tyrants
aud oppressors in all ages ~
In former times diu not kings and priests incite
whole nations to war, and urge them on to battle
against heretic nations in the name of Jehovah ancl
appeal for precedent to .the wars of the Jews ag'ainst
the hear hen nations?
Has not shtvery been perpetuated by the approval
>tnd sano:tion which tl.le Bible gives it ?
Have not the doct_ri!\es of witches and evil spirits,
and the command, · I hou shalt not suJfer a witch to
live," caused the death of hundreds of thousands of
innocent persons ?
Have not the Jewish laws against heresy and the
deelaration tlmt ''he that believeth not 'shall be
dtlmned," caused millions of human beings_ to be
hanged, burned, stoned, butchered, or othenv1se put
to de>tth, because of their opiniqus ?
Has not the doctrine that belief is a merit am! disbelief a crime, deterred thousands of earnest minds
from the pursuit of truth ?
·Have not the teachings of the 'Old Testament respectiug the.superiority of the Jews been a cnr;e to
that lJeople "I
.
, .
Has not the belief in a Devilled men to refer their
evils to other than natuml causes; and by diverting
their attention from the real· causes, prevented or
delayed the. removal of thousands of evilH ?.
.
Is not the doctrine that e. verything was right. at
Jirst, but has grown bad and must ever remain bad,
disheartening and discouraging, and caleulat.ed to
make men croakers and misanthropes~
·

Has not the doctrine that woman was the first
transgressor, clone infinite harm to woman ?
Has not the notion that labor was inflicted on man
for. disobedience, tended to degrade labor, to make
1t chsreputable, and to be avoided ?
Has not the doctrine of Pan! respecting marriage
caused thousands of beautiful women, who should
have been wives and mothers, to retire to convents
and slmt themselves up from the active world ?
Are not 1he teachings that we should take no
th?ught for the morrow, and that poverty is a virtue,
rumous JUst as far as they are reduced to practice ?
is not the doctrine that moral goodness is insufficient to save men, injurious to the interests of morality?
Is not tile doctrine that we are saved through
Christ, that his blood washes out our sins, that
thieves and murderers can go straight to heaven by
repentance of their sins an hour before their death,
and that the noblest men and women must go to hell
if they fail to believe in the dogmas of Christianity
demoralizing in its tendency?
'
What shall we say of a religion that consigns to
hell a Humboldt and Comte, a Paine and Jefferson,
a Huxley and Spencer, a Parker and Emerson, a
Lydia Maria Child and Harriet .Martineau, and prom·
ises eternal joy to every robber and assassin, provided they ''trust in Jesus" in their dying hour ?
Does not the doctrine that God twswers prayer,
destroy self-reliance and direct our attention in tile
wrong direction for help?
Has.not the crazy doctrine of the end of the world,
taught in the New Testament, caused thousands to
become insane, and thousands of others to give awily
their property and abandon their avocations ?
Has not ~he doctrine of election and predestina,tion,
as taught m the 8th chapter of Romans, made men
self-r;ghteous and Pharisaical ? Has not the cloctrin!'!
of eternal torment caused thousands, like poor Co\vper, to live in almost constant anxiety and distress?
And has it not made millions sorrowful and wretched
in the hour of death ?
Is it not true that the Bible contains good and bad
principles, ancl lilw all other books should be read
with discrimination ?
·

Christian Missions.
Of all the failures of that sublime humbug of the
ages, Christianity, itself a failure and a fraud, the
missionary movement Juts been the most complete.
In India and China, and among distant islands, missionary ze,tl has sacnficed many votaries ; and the
accumulated ofterings-often made up of widow's
mites and gleanings from the poor-have been lavished without commensurate result. The :Missionary
Herald, of the American Board for Foreign J\fi,sions,
llolefn!ly says : ''That only seven per cent of the population of Ceylon (2,000,000,) slwnld profess Christ.ianty, and that only two per cent should be Protest1tnt Christians, will be melanclwlyfacts pregnant with
sokmn reflections to many of our readers. Again it
says: •' If ours is the <lay of small things, what can we
say to India with her 200,000,000 against our 2,000,000,
and her less than half a million of Christians, say one
fourth of one per cent against our seven per ceut." In
a subsequent issue of the same journal, giving an account of the Mahratt•t lVlission, iu which during the then
last fourteen years over $20,000 liad been expended by
one society alone in its effort at conversion, it says :
"Tile aecount ll'h-. niunger (missionaryl gives of the
present state and prospects of the J\fahratta mission is
not encoumging. Le.-;s than a dozen Jlenons constitute
his stated sabb,tth audieuc~, a11d these arejt"om lti~o1on
jirmily and the Christian housclwld connected with tile
missio~." ·with respect to the Chinese missions, anottler American paper, tile Herald, says: "'l'he pig-tail
celestials of the iiow~;:ry kiuguom do not take very
kindly to Christianity. With 24 missionaries ancll:J
native helpers in China, the American Foreig-n J\Iissi"n organization reports the baptism of a first eon vert.
Millions of money contriLuted in 1he United States to
convert the Chiuese, and the rebult is a sin_gle baptism!"
Says the Montreal Daily Witness, Feb. 1866, "There
are now 25 Prot<:!Stant missimmry societies btboring in
India. These societies maintain about 5GO missionflries, and expend auually Ill tlwt country not far from
$1,550,000. '' Dr. Livingston, in one of his latest works
on Africa, said that forty llliS£ionai ies had been sacrificed to the deadly climate of that continent, even
beiore the first he,tthen had been converted. Ancl
~till restless visionaries continue to encourage thereligiously romantic to wani.ler from "pole to 'pole" in
eostly and wasteful attempts to supplant one absurdity
by the propagation of another, oblivious of tile personal and intellectual misery that lJtoods around thousands of heathens at home. Says that· distinguished
London clergyman Dr. Pusey: "There are places in
Loudon, as 1 have myself seen, where for generation
after generation-the name of Christ has never reached,
and their inhabitants had much better have !Jecu born
in Calcutta than in London, because the charity which
sends forth Christian missionaries would the sooner
reach them." And so while -missionaries •' watch and
pmy to be able to do something" the poor uuconverted lwathen die and 1£0 to penlition-according to Christian theory-and the God who has promised to'' ant~wer prayer" will nol open tile eyes of the blind, but
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will witness with indifference tl1eir gradual approach
to the precipice of destruction.
And so the pauper's penny, and the poor pittance
of the wnnting widow are snatched by the ravening
wolves ~f a costl_y su~erstition to fit out fioatiug palaces, freighted w1t_h B1bles, and grog and gunpowder,
to carry the glad tJdmg;s of great joy to the uttermost
parts of tile earth. Sea and land are compassed to
make one cannibal proselyte ten-fold more the child
of hell, while the home-ileathPn, about tlie church.
doors, are let to starve, aml soldiers are sent to shoot
the red heathen of the West.
·

The Bible and the Fagot.
It may be asked ; how could the Bible have existed.
so long allCl swayed such a mighty influence throuo-h all.
tile past ages, without the overrul iug !mud. of Pro vi
deuce? I answer by brnte force and authority .. Tile·
~den of the church which flourished in past ages was
lighted u:y: ten thousand fagbt-piles, ltpon which the
souls of tlnukers went up to heaven, anLl the lurid
g-~are revealed forests of g!biJet~. upon whose ghastly
auns swung hundreds of thousands of so-called
heretics.
!hen it was that religion, allied with its shadow fanatiCism, came forth into the light in all its nlceron; and
gt~astly deformity, anll propounding dogtmts reeking
~v1th t_he_ slime of P!"iestly selfishness, and blasphemous
Ill the1~· m~erpretatwu of the will of God, sought, byatrocities mnumerable, to crush humanity, and create
a race of slaves,
·
T!lis monster_ arra_ycd nation ag,tinst nation, and
strewed the plains of Europe with the wreck of armies
leaving the bones of millions to whiten the desolat~
waste. There, amidst the angry shouts of com- batauts, tile roar of engines of death, the flames
of IJ urning citie~, the smoke of which coneealecl crimes
at which demons·hid tiiCir abashed faces, the cry of
t!JC widow and the orphan, the wail of unspeakable angmsll of the hopeless mourner, this insatiate monslcr sat in tribunal, in her blood-~tained garments ..
Her throne covered with the bones of herticalnutrtyrs·
h~r footstonl chains and m11nacles ; her eyes rheumy
wtth the clnst of the sepulchre : her face wrinkled with
passion ; her month gory with her feast of human flesh
she dared to proclaim tile will of God ! Dared -!
Aye, and with her siur,wey hands bound the unfortunate lnficlel to the rack, turned the tightening screws
~hrust the heated irons into his ttesh, tore the quiver:
1~1g ~erv_es with re~ hot pincers, shrieking, fiend-.
like, 1n h1s ear-" Beheve, or be damucd."
.
Professing to be the evangel of peace, Christianity·
has strewn the half of earth with the wrecks uf armies and tile bones of murdered millions. Its history is one of wars and persecutions, cru~ades and·ho-.
ly massacres. Eo;tablishecl by the crimsoned !mud of
Constantine, perpetuated by fear, and force and
fraud,it inundated the ages with an ocean of' gore.
V rrely Christ came to briug a swonl.
At the ·birth of Christ there W>tS nui v<.~rsal peace.
The temple of Janus was closed. But since that periOLI, tlw so-called Prince of Pe,we, has indeed brought
a sworn •.1pou the C>irth. 'l'lie rivers of Christendom
have run hluod. "He that hath no swonl let him sell
his garment and buy one," commanded Christ. With
a sword'' Peter smote off the ear of the high priest's
servant. Christianity and the divine authority of the.
Bible were established by the sword in the great
Romau world by that Cltristian cut-throat, Constantine. Charlemagne left I he Sttxons the only alternative of being baptized or butchered. The conquered were obliged to ac:cept the Hibltl or deatl1. This.
"Eldest Sou of the Church" shtughtered 4,000 captive Saxons lll one day down by the river Weser, because they would not suumit to the snving ordiuance
of Christianity.
Three hundred millions of humau beings have been
sacrificed by Christian priests in their frenzied efforts to force a man-made, printed book upon nJauldnd as the word of their Gocl.
"Anu priests dare babble of a God of pcaec.
Even while their hands are rOLl with g"lliltle~s l.doud,
l\Iurdering tile while. uprooting ovory germ
Of truth. exterminating, spuiling.all,
l\Iaking the cttrth a shtul!;hter house"

-----------·---"Ask and Ye Shall Receive."
Very good. But lww shall we ask ~ EMth :.till!
heaven are absolutely deluged with words.
Heaven, especially, is fearfully bored wi tit words-·
words-won!~.
Everlastingly teasing the Lord,. for.
blessings-blessings he can never bestow, without
violating heaven's organic law. And he won't do
tlutt.
Blessings, as well as cm·sings, arc the result of
conditions. "\Ylmtsoever IL man soweth that also.
shttll he reap." And so of women.
.
''Blessed are the pure in ·heart." They are ali'etidy
blessed-blessed all the time. ".In blessing, ye shall•
be blessed." No better way of. asking a,. bles~ing,.
than to bless humauity, in geneml-and every body:
inptutieular-by doing all the good you can. By·
being examples of righteousness, worthy of all iin-··
itation.
PRENTISS.
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cus, and afterwards Gilmore's Concert Garden, and
Shook & Palmer's Lager-beer Saloon,) or if at any
, other time, you can spare a few moments to communiA JOURNAL
cate with me upon the subject matter of this letter, I
hope I sha11 be duly grateful, and I assure you I will
make good use of the information received.
n. ~C. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'r.
I i'Ilall not have room in one letter to enquire of
you
-a11 I wish to know, but if I um successful in obNo_ 335 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
taining answers to these questions, I may sometime
address you again, but in any event, I trust I apAu Open Letter.
proach you in a proper spirit, and that l give no ofIt is possible that some lJeople may deem it improp- fence. I wish not to be impertinent, but to indicate
er that a letter addressed to the distinguished person- to you the points upon which I need light. If you
ao-e named below should be written, but we cannot so are truly the sou:·ce of light, may I not hope to be
r:gard it. Countless prayers and appeals are daily suceessful ?
mad~:~ to him from all sorts of people, from all sorts of
In nearly all the lives and biographies tllat have
placos, and upon all sorts of subjectF. Every one says been wl'itten of you, a great lack exists of a descripor asks what l1e pleases, afld no man is authori;r,ed to tion of the days of your infancy, childhood and
dictate what sba11 be said. A pr11yer is an appeal, youth. How is it tha.t the "Evangelists," who are
a letter is also a form of appeal. Any individual l1as said to have been divinely delegated to write your life
a right to either form. That a letter is any more im- aucl teachings, should have been so silent in reference
proper than a prayer_ is not obvious, and in this case to this interesting portion of your existence? Were
a Jetter is preferred. It was first thought best to send these items purposely suppressed, or WRS it simply
it in the care of Messrs Moody and Sankey, the noted accidental ?
Evangelists now conducting lmsiness, for a limited
There is a great uncertainty relative to the origin
period. at the Skating Rink in our neighboring City,
of your existence; the account we have seems to
and, as is largely supposed, in the immediate interest of
the personage in point, as being the place of a11 others rest largely upon a dream which it is said your stcpftlther dreamed. May I ask yon, is that account rewhere a letter would be most likely to reach him; but
liable?
as there is not a little uncertainty as to the precise
Were you begotten by the Creator of the Universe,
locality where a letter or parcel would be sure to NRch
him so as to receive attention, it was deemed best to and was he personally present on the occasion ?
inse~t it in these columns, believing it would attract Were you begotten by the same process as all other
his attention as soon in the pages of THE TRUTH beings have been, who have lived in this world, or
was it out of the ordinary course of nature?
SEEKER as any other place, from the fact that so many
Was your mother psychologized or mesmerized, or
worthy people carefully peruse its columns. If there
otherwise
rendered insensible, or did she retain her
is anvinformality in the mode, it probably will make
no e;sential difference to the party addressed. He is consciousness?
Did she acquiesce in the interesting procedure ?
represented as having said "come unto me a11 ye
Was she simply passive, or was she overcome by n.
that labor and are heavy laden." Now we labor conforce which she could not resist ?
stantly and also are heavy laden-laden with doubt
Did love have ought to do in the transaction? and
and uncertainty on many points, laden, in common
if so, was it an example of "free-Jove?''
with many others, with a want of true knowledge,
Did the occurrence cause any scandal in the neighwhich want, is ignorance. This ignorance Is very
borhood, and was it generally understood that your
generally prevailing over the entire world. May it be
step-father bad dreamed out the true theory?
dispelled!
If you are part God and part human, can you not
To His Exr-dlency, IMMANUEL J. CHRIST, other- properly be called a hybrid, an amalgamation or mis!cise called "Prince of Peace," • 'Sun of Righteous- cegenation ?
ness," "Lion of the Tribe of Jwlah," "TVondm:fv-l,"
Your friends, the clergy, assert that you existed as
"Counsellor,'' "The Messiah," ·'The Redeemer," an individual from all eternity, and that your beget"The Savior," "The Brideg1·oorn," "1he La.mb of ting and birth eighteen hundred and seventy-five
God," "Captain of our 8rtlvatif1n," '' &n of God," years ago, was merely a formality for the purpose of
"Son of M(tn," etc., etc·.:
endowing you with the quality of mortality. Is that
RESPECTED Sm: Learning from our daily papers so?
tbat it is expected you wLl pags a few days in our
Did you, then, retain your consciousness during the
immediate vicinity, in connection with your agents, nine months of your mother's gestation ? If so, may
J\IIoody and Sankey, who are supposed to be in your I ask, did not close confinement for so long a period
special service, and who have just commeneed a become somewhat irksome?
grand starring engagement through our principal
Had you full consciousness during the days of your
eities, in your interest, I embmee the opportunity to infancy?
address you in this manner, hoping I may be able to
Was the star which was saicl to point unt to t!Je
attract your attention and to receive a reply. I am wise men who sought you in the stable in which yon
in quest of truth, and many say it is to be found with was born, a real star like others, millions of miles
you, and to attain any good gift whatsoever of you, away, and whieh are immense bodies of matter, or
it is only necessary to ask. I wish knowledge and in- was it a little star gotten up especially for the occaformation on many subjects, and I hereby malw my sion, and which moved near the surface of the earth ?
wants known, I trust with due respect and in a prop'vVas it so important that those men from the East
er spirit. _ If I have not troubled you latterly as often should tlnd you, wllile yet a new born babe, that a
as many do, I hope it will not c1ispara.gc my chances star was delegated to leave its course to point out to
of recognition. If your memory serves you, you them your precise locality, or to get up another for
will bring to mind, that something over a quarter of a that special purpose ?
century age, I was in the habit of addressiug ,you
Do you remember the critical period of "cutting
regularly four or five times !L day, from one year's teeth " ?
end to another, but finally coming to the conclusion
·was there any "Mrs. Winslow" in those days, to
t.hat my appeals were not heard, or that they availed prepare " Soothing Syrup ''for the babies ?
me nothing, I discontinued them, thus saving much
·were you much troubled with colic, croup, boweltime and ])l'cath and losing nothing, so far as I was complaint or wormi; ~
able to judge. After a silence of more than twentyAt what age did yon have the mumps, the measles
five years, it is hoped this effort will be successful; and the whooping cough ? Did you have them light
but jf it is not, I shall not be greatly disappointed.
or hard?
If you can make it convenient at intervals from
Did you used to wear pe~ticoats when you were
duty, durin;; these revival times, either during the little, and can you remember your first pants ?
present engagement of J!oody and Sankey at the
Can you remember when you first used to run out
Skating Rink in Brooklyn, or at their coming en- doors and play with the boys and girls ?
gagement in January next, at the Hippodrome on
Did you know, when you was a ,ittle boy, thl\t yon
Fonrth avemw in t.l)is cit.y, (formerly Rarnnm's Cir- was r+orl, and the R.nlnr of the Universe •
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Is it true as narrated in the New Testament, styled
".Apochryphal," that when you were 'a small child
and traveling with your mother, that she placed you
on the back of a mule that, by enchantment, had been
changed from a young man, and that yon transformed
him back to IL young man again ?
Is it true that you rolled up clay in the form of birds
and then made them fly away in the air ?
-Did the water in which your mother had washed
you, cure two sick children ?
Did you cause a boy to die because he Cttrelessly
ran against you ?
Did you use to go to sehoul and did yon liJ,e studying?
Did you lmtrn rapidly?
Did you !mow a11 things from all time, including
the ordinary branches of education taught in schools,
or did you have to study aud learn like other schrJlars?
Did you ever play hookey?
IV ere you fund of boyish sports ? IV ere marl.Jle~,
"hop-scotch," leap-frog and hase-lla11 in vogue at
that time?
Did you ever fall in love with any girls of your ag'e,
and if so did anything serious come of it?
How old were you when you commenced working
at the ca!·penters' trade ?
Did you stretch boards, doors, etc.. fur your stepfather when he made them too short ?
How did you like the carpentering business ?
If you were God and knew all things past, present
and future, why did yon not get up some such inventions as p1aning mnchines, morticing machines,
watcbin_g machines, or circular saws, which for the
last fifty years bave proved themselves so valuable in
saving labor ?
Why did you not leave some such invention behind
you to assist in immortali7:ing your name_?
How came you to quit the carpenter business ?
Was it not a good trade at that time ?
Did you like lJreaching and performing miracle;;
better ?
Have you ever doubted wlwther yom first miracle,
changing water into wine, at the wedding in Cana,
was well advised, especially as the guests wel'P. already
drnnk?
Have you nut many times, with sadness, noticed
the bad effects of intemperance and the undne usc of
intoxicating drinl\s ?
Have you ever thought that the miracle «llnded to,
was setting a bad example to wine-bibbers ?
Did it ever occur to you that it was not strictly
moral and not according to the commandments, to go
into other lJeoples corn fields on the Sabbath and
pluck corn, without permission ?
Upon mature retlection, do you ~till think you were
right and reasonable when yon got angry at the fig
trre and cursed it because it did not bear figs at an
~ntimely season of the _year ?
Do yon still think it kind and god-like to damn
people to endless punishmant hecanse they do not
believe that which they cannot believe '!
Ctm tt person believe just what l1e pleases, whether
convinced or not ?
Do yon still think the example of mcndicau(;}' anrl
idleness the hcst example yon con ltl ha.vc set your
fe11ow meN?
Is not the doctrine "take no thought for the morrow," calculated to prevent enterprise thrift and forethought ? Would we haye anything to eat in winter,
if we did not prepare for it in summer?
'vVas it strictly right for you to instruct your disciple;; to take an ass or a mule to which they had no
right ?
Wlwn you went without food for forty days, in the
wilderness, did you not endanger your life? Can a.
man now go forty days without food or drink, and
live?
When the Devil took you up into a very high mountain and showed you all the kingdoms of the earth,
did he carry you as boys say, "pig-back," or in what
way did be carry you?
How high was the mountain ?
Could you see the countries on the opposite side of
the globe any better for going on to a high mountain?
Did you g-et a good view of Rhode Island and New
.Jersey ?
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t?ousand saints dressed In white robes, bowing contmnally ant! ~inging tile song of Moses and the Lamb,
that song wluch no other man can learn ; I ask, can
you be.happy thus, while you know tile poor, wretch~d, unfortunate damned are 'nithing and screaming
111 the torments of hell ~
Do not the shriel1s of the uamned wretches sometimeil penetrate even to your throne and overpower,
fur the moment, that continuous song uf Moses & Co.?
Can you be completely happy thus surrounded,
when you know countless millions of poor, weak
creatures arc suffering the most excruciating tortures?
Would it not be v11stly better to suffer those pitiful
wretches to go out of existence than to keep then1 in
endless torment ?
What possible good can it do your Father, yourself
or any living being to punish eternally quintillions
of poor fallible men and women ?
Is there no possibility of ending this must wretched
and damnable i.J1tsiness ?
To rctum; when the Devil took you up into ti.tat
uigh mountain, to show yon all tile kingdoms of the
earth, and when he offered them to you, did you not
know he had no title to them at all, and that they helonged to tile estate of your ]<~ather~
If yon knew this, was it much of a virtue in vou
that yon did not accept his offer ?
·
Do you think it was a sharp tiling in tile Devil to
busine~s?
undertake to play such a game with a God?
Did it do your Father ~ny goorl, or the Devil any 'Was not the Devil, who could transport you on tu
harm, for yon to die ?
·
the top of a high mountain, equally as large and as
Would it not have been better fur your Father, for strong as yourself ?
yourself and for the whole world, .if the Devil could
~as he the same Devil, or the same sized Devil
have been the one to be put to death and then lntd that you subseque!ltly cast out. of the wild man you
remained dead ?
found raving among the tombs?
What was tile Devil eYer made for?
If that was a full-sized Devil, how could he get into
Was it not tile greatest mistake, the gt:eatest fully a man?
that was ever committed ?
]>lark says tile Devil left the man and went into two
Had there been nu Devil, would not everything thousand swine; were there two thousand Devils in
have been lovely with everybody, and would there the maE, or did tile one Devil divide up into two
have been any one to vex your Father?
thousand parts '?
Docs not tile Devil get fully nine-tenths of tile
IV hen tile two tilou~und swine rushed uown a steep
whole human famliy, and does he not annoy your place in tile sea and were drowned, what became of
Father and yourself more than all tile worlrl besides ? tile Devils ? Were they drowned, or did they enter
Wily is it you still suil:'er him to ·J;ve ?
tile fishes ?
Is it because you need him to officiate as ChiefMark says all these Devils were in one man, and
Burner-General in Lile nether regions of brimstone, Matthew says there were two men that had tile Devils
and to carry out your will in pitching and punching which was correct? Did :Matthew see double 1
'
and burning poor hapless beings to tile latest moments
If one told the truth, did not tile other tell a falseof eternity, and who hull no hand in bringing tliem- hood?
selves into existence or in getting up the vile natures
If you sent those Devils into two thousand hogs,
·with which they are endowed ?
thus causing their destruction, is it strange that tile
ls there not really a tacit, secret understanding-a people, when they learned tile fact, wished yon to
partnership in fact_:_ between the Devil, your Father leave their coast?
aud yourself ?
Would any of our Western stock-growers welcome
Does not the Devil cany out the wishes of your your visit now, if you should thus cause the clestrucFatiler and yourself, in punishing and tormenting I1is tion of their herds?
helpless victims1
·were those Devils that you sent into the swine the
·would your grand scheme of salvu.tion be worth same kind as the seven Devils which you extracted
anything without tile Devil?
from JVIary :Magclalene1
Is n~t the Devil in tile divine programme a personWt1at was the size of those seven Devils? Where
age equally as important as your father or yourself ? did they enter, aml where did they make their exit?
Could you get along without a devil ?
Is not all this business devilish strange, any way?
W o'uid the system of theology which we have jn
If your death was necessary to tile happiness of
this country, and which is attributed to you, be worth the world, to tile serenity and peace of your Father's
a row of pins without a devil in it ?
mind; if you had to die, that one in ten, or one in a
Could your sixty thousand clergymen in this coun- hundred of poor doomed humanity might escape tile
try get along without a devil'/
suffering vouchsafed to all the rest, and by which
Would their busin.ess pay mnning expenses except I g~·ancl pwcess your Father is to be eternally glorifiecl,
chd not Judas j)lay a most commendable part?
for a devil to warm 1t up~
Really, after all,, considering how much the Devil
If you had to be betrayed before you could be t!'ied
has clone towards carrying out the divine plan con- and crucified, was not tile betrayal most essential ?
cocted by your father and yourself; how much he has
If this is so, is it not wrong to de~pise Judas and
done for the human race by introclucinl-( education, hold him in detesttttion for the important work he
science, iilventions, innovations, and Frectilought, performed?
while your clergymen and your church have been
Should he not rather be canonized by your Church
doing all they could to keep them out, is he not after as a saint of the first water?
all, a pretty good fellow?
How could a single being ever have found salvation,
Is he really as cruel ancl relentless as the clergy rep- had there been no Judas ?
resent him ?
Were not the J ewisil priests who urged on your
Is it your ]'ather or the Devil tilnt is the most re- death and destruction, also important factors in tile
vengeful and unforgiving?
grand, clivin~ scheme ?
Let me ask yon, can yuu be happy in il3aven, seat-~ Were not tile Roman soldiers who performed tile
eel on tile throne, at tile right hand of your Father, the closing part of tile melo-drama, also worthy of specfour beasts near, with tile hundred and forty-four ial honor and distinction?
.
·
Did you at that time know the earth is a round
ball, or did the person know it who wrote the ac<J(lunt?
Did you know ttt the time you were accompanyino·
tile J?evil on this mountain trip, that he was yo!l~'
deaclhest toe, as well a~ the great. enemy of the human
race?
Wh~n you were riding on his back through tile air,
wily did you .not embrace the opportunity t1ncl choke
the villain to death ?
. Would it not have been the greatest favor you possibly could have confeneclupon the human race ?
W oulcl it not haYe l..>een vnHily better than tu IJe
yourself put to death ~
Did it please your loving Father better that you
sho1~lcl die, than his olcl enemy and creatme, the
Devil?
Did vom blood pacify his disturbed feelingr; better
than tile Devil's would?
Does blood actually appease your .B'athcr's auger ?
Did not tile blood of bullocks, rams and he-goals,
formerly have that effect ?
Does he not still have a fondness for blood ?
. Were the chemical constituents of your blood malerially different from other men's, that it could exert
a. more potent effect upon the angeD of your Father ?
lf it was either through the plan of your Father, or
through tile intligues of the Devil that yon were put
to death, was there not partiality and injt~stice in the
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. If you knew tile results of your death, in redeemtng a few singed souls from the burning sea of sulphur, were of such vast importance, why did you
clrea.d the special work yon came to perform-the
glonous death yon came to die ?
Was there ought uf fea1' or faltering in your mind
and courage when yuu so frantically reproached your
FatilerJur forsaking' you ?
Did you really think he had turned his back upon
you, when you cried out so piteously, "Eloi, eloi,
larmt sabachthani ?"
Do you think you met death as bravely as did old
Socrates and n umerons otilcra of those oh:} heroes
who prececlecl you ?
Siwul~ a God, in facing de~th, have less courage,
less furt1tude, and less backbone than a man ?
Did you know that your death would be the must
glorious event in the whole history of the wol'id ?
Did you conf!icler it any more for you to die than
for any other individual to pass through the same ordeal ?
Have not hundreds of thousands of men and women endured tile pains of dissolution with far more
fortitude than you did, though their sufferings were
many times greater ?
Let me ask you was the six hours during which you
was suspended on the cross sufficient to take a man's
life ?
Did you absolute!)" die, or was it merely a case of
fainting or swooning?
Did darkness c~ver the earth in consequence of
your suspension upon the cross ? ~where was tile snu
during those three hours ?
.Was an ear~hquake ·also prod need in consequence
of your suffenngs, and cl1cl tile graves open and tile
dead walk out alive and mix again with their former
cOlllpanions?
If this extraordinary affair really occurred, wily
wa~ l\I.atthew tile only one of your biographers tu
notiCe 1t, when mere trivial events were minutely related by all ?
Did you keep tile enga~ement you made at tluit time
with ~he thief, that he should be that day with you iu
paracl1Se ~
Did you not, rather, take tile opposite direction
and spend tile interim between your deatu and resurrecti?n .in tile heart of tile earth, according to your
pre<hctwn, or. "in hell," as the Apostles Creed ant.!
tile Bible have it ?
Did you not find tile interior of the earth intensely
hot and a very uncomfortable place to be in ?
If you were to pass three clays in the heart of tlte
earth did it not necessitate your traveling four thousand miles through dense, super- heated matter to get
there ?
Did you not find tile grettt density towards th"
heart.of tile earth a great impediment t(, your travel~
If 1t was loretold by yourself and others that you
should be three clays in tile heart of tile earth how
could you make two nights and one day to fill the
bill?
Are o.ne day and two nights-aggregating at tilt:
most forty-eight hours-equal to three clays or seventy.
two hours?
Had tile extreme heat of the interior of the earth
anything to do with yom returning before your timt:
was up?
Did you not make excellen~ time tu go four thou·
sand miles to tile heart of the earth and retum in tW•)
nights and a clay ? Did you have much time to tarrv
there ?
·
Let me ask you as lo your ascension· did your
physical body, tile sume that wns laid in the' sepulchre
ascend ?
'
How high did your journey reach v
Did you not not find the upper air extremely rare
and intensely cold ?
Can a physicttl body of fiesil and blood exist for tell
minutes at a distance of ten miles from the earth ?
As t~1e emy1 travels through space at a velocity ut
over s1xty-etght thousand miles an hour, does that
fact make any difi'erence as to tile direction, route or
distance from earth to heaven ?
·
. How is it that the four evangelists differ so widely
m reference to your ascension, :Matthew representing
that you ascended from a mountain in Galilee Mark
!Continued on EiQhth PaQe,)
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l'he Marples" Underwood Debate, at 'l'oronto, Ontario.
From. the To1·onto National.
"\Ve jmulish this week a lengthy report of the pub~
lie four evenings' cleba te between Hev .•Tohn Marples and Mr. B. F. Underwood upon the questions of
, the existence of a Personal God and the Inspiration
of the Bible which took place in this eily last week
(the first part of Oct.). The afl'air was ht~y as sue·
cessful and intere~ting as was anticipated. The ortho·
dox element was not as largely represented in the
audience as woultl have been clesirA.ble, owing, doubt·
less, to the policy which a cousideral>le number of
Christians deem it advisable to JlllrBne, of ignoring
such gatherings altogether, on the gronnd that such
questions should not be discussed. In strong con·
trast to this rather na.rrow·minde(l view, we must
mention the part taken in the affair h~· several prontinent cler!.!:ymen, tl1ree of whom Rev'ds. J. G. Robh,
D. J. :M,Icdonell, anll T. W .•Jefl"rey occupied the
chair in tbe cour~e of the rliscussion, endorsing, both
.. by their presence and their utterances, the ,!l:reat prin·
ciple of free and unfelteted opinion aE the first essen·
tial towanl the attainment of 'l'ruth. IL may lie deem·
cd invidious to particularize, but we were especially
grntified by the remarks made by the Rev. D. J. l\hctlonell, expressive of his intelligent ~ympathy with
the positior. of Free Thinkers and sceptics. We are
sure that m!cny of onr readers will be glad to lef\rn
that a debate between him and l\Ir. Underwood is
now under consideration, and, if the rletails can be
satisfactorily arranged, is likely to take place dnl"ing
the coming winter.
FIRS'!' EVENING.

The public debMe between the Rev. J oltn Marples,
Presbyterian minister of Toronto, and l\Ir. B. F. Underwood, Free Thought lecturer of BDston, which has
. for some time been anticipated by tbe adherents of the
respective causes with considemblc interest, com·
menced on the evening of the 2Dth ult. at the Temper·
ance Hall. There was an audience of about three
hundred persons in attenda1!ce in spite of the unfavorable weather, among whom were anum ber of ladies,
and several ministers belonging to the leading orthodox denominations. The gathering was a highly re·
spectable and intelligent one, and as far as could be
judgell, nearly equally divided in its proclivities with
a slight majority of the friends of Free Thought. Mr.
G. 1\I. Rose occupied the chair, and in a brief and ap·
p!·opriate speech introduced the champion of Christianity.
Rev. John :Marples explaimed tile drcumstances
which gave rise to the Napanee debate, and the subsequent armngement for a similar discussion here un
the same questions. He stated the first proposition to
be debated, as follows: '• That Atheism, Materialism,
and Modern Scepticism are illogical and contrary to
reason." He occupied a considerable portion of his
opening speech in defining the terms employed
Atheism he said was a disbelief in the existenl:e of a
God. Materialism was the assertion that there was
nothing but matter in the Universe, and Scepticisrt1
was uuiversal doubt. He defined truth as a knowledge of the real nature of things. Truths were of
three kinds, physical, mathcmatieal, and moral. The
mistake made by Freethinkers was the application of
physical .or mathematical tests to subjects which
could onlv be rightly judged by a moml st.andard.
He knew ·a man named Dod worth in Sheffield, Eng·
liuid, ·who was a leading Atheist, who used to argue
that if God existed, men could see, hear, ur feel him,
and have tangible evidence of his existence. God
being not matter but spirit, we could not expect to
recognize him by . the same faculties as if he were
material. Bishop Uolenso was an emineut mathema·
tic ian, but his mathematics had run a way with him,
_and he undertook to apply his measming rule to the
Bible, which could only be judged by a mural test.
Herbert Spencer's view was, that in<lLtction and analysis should be regarded as sciences. The courts of
law were accustomed to decide in accordance with
the preponderance of evidence. All human transac·
tiOI\S were governeu by the same rule. Any position
established by preponderance of evidence is consid
ei·ed established in logic. Anll he claimed that the
existence of a personal God could so be established.
The speaker then advanced the well·known argument
of design, quoting from Voltaire to the etl"ect that as
a w:;~tch proved a watch·maker, so the Univmse
proved a creating God. Matter must either be eternal,
self.caused or created, and it W>tS impossible to prove
either of the fifst two propositions.
Mr. B. F. Underwood accepted most of Mr. Mar·
pies' clefinitiuns as cunect in the main. He took
exception to the distinction cll"!lwn between difl:"erent
kinds of truth as purely arbitrary.
Truth was one
and indivisible-all truths mnst harmonize with oth·
ers. Logicians have made these differences-they
are not inherent in nature. The Atheist Doclwortl!
referred to by his opponent was not a representaive
man. He (Underwood) did not disbelieve in a per·
sonal Gocl because he could not see or feel him, but
because he had no evidence of his existence. Colenso
did ·apply tile moral standard to the Pentateuch. He
had examined it by the rules of enlightened virtue
and found it wanting. The speaker then adduced the

slaughter of the l\'I:idianites as recurdetl in Ntunb. xxx1· so an infinite succession of Gods can he inferred
13-18, as evidence of the atrocious nature of the which reduces the desig~J argument to a ?"educt'io ad
actions of the ancient Jews, said to have bRen com· absu1·dum. He a')knowledge(l the existence of an
mitted in accordance with the direct command of unknown and unknowable power; but to call that
God. Could his opponent endorse the slaughter of power "God'' was merely to clothe our ignorance
women and children in cold blood as a justifiable act? with a word. Personality was inconsistent with inHe repudiated all authorities except as aids and assist· finity. Personality implied self-hood, limitation and
ants.
He was not absolutely bound by any man's form.
Form implied formation, and as a conse.
opinion.
So far as prepondemnce of evidence was l}~tence, beginning. Intelligence infers Jiniten'ess.
concerned, two witnesses might overbalance twelve. There could be no such thing as infinite intelligence.
The design !1rgnment was a mere begging uf the qnes· The speaker contended that the qualities which conlion. It was as if a man, seeing a woodchuck's hole stitnted intelligence, such as reason, imagination, &c.
and knowing it to have been produced by a wood- we!·e inconsistent with infinite knowledge. Heaso~
chuck, should infer that the Hoosac tunnel was the implied a conclusirn arrived at-an increase to our
work of some gigantic animal of the same specie. stock uf knowledge. Imagination dealt with the
(Laughter.) Analog-y fttiled when stretched from realm of the unseen, therefore, if God possessed im.
heaven to earth. There was reason to believe in a agination, there must be something he could not see.
watchmaker upon seeing a watch, because we hall Nations made their Gods after themselves. The
seeli wacthes made. But we had not the same rea· African gods were black, the Indian deities red, &c.
l\-Ir. Marples speaking of the possibility of the de·
son for inferring the existence of a worldmaker.
Design impli·es 1initeness, calculation, doubt, incon· structiou of· the centrifugal force, showed himself
sistent with the character of an Infinite Being. "}{an ig-norant of the doctrine of tile con·elation of forces.
designs; Nature is." Matter was eternal. It was No force could be destroyed. Adaptation was the
imlestructible, and thcr" could be no infinity with one result of development. 'l'he earth passed thronglt
end cut ufl'. We could have no idea of anything we innumerable changes, and as its condition improved
had not seen. vVe could not conceive of abstract higher and higher forms of life atJpeared. Art hnd
qualities separately frOIN. the substances or persons improved on nature. , Animals and vegetables wert:
through which they found expression. The speaker wonderfully improved by breeding and cultivation.
cunclndl'd by arguing that the amount of suficring in He rC'ntl an extract from Schmidt, a recent German
the world, and the universal system of warfare pre· autltur, to show that some of the lower fot·ms of life
vailing throughout nature, negaeived the idea of a were propagated withbnt the process of generation
beneticent and omnipotent Deity.
by a process of disintegration, and closed by a quota:
:Mr. Marples, in reply, urged that the passage in tion from Tyn~all's celebrated Belfast address.
Numbers would not bear the interpretation pnt upon
l\fr ..l\'Iarples claimed tilat 'l'yndall estal.>lished his
it by his opponent. He read the precee(Jing passage position, that seed was necessary for the organization
(Numbers xxv. 1·8), as evide11Ce tilat the crimes of of life. The. infertility of hybrids was fatal tu tile
the l\'lidianites deserved punishment, and justified the development tileory. Prof. Huxley had stated that
wholesale slaughter inflicted by commancl of l\loses. it was nut proven that a species ever originated by
God v1as the author of life, and had the right tG dis· natural selection. We spoke of God as tlwugh he
had human attribbltes and parts, but it was a mere
pose of it as he thought proper.
Mr. Underwood, in his closing speech, denied that fignre of rhetoric. All things must have had an
he always required tu see before he could accept con- intelligent creator; but God was a being self-existent,
elusions deduced from scientific research. It wa·s not uncreated and eternal.
supposable that all the l\'lidianites were guilty of the
l\'Ir. Underwood argued that fitness and adaptability
offenses put forward as an excuse fur "·l!olcsalc arose from the struggle for existence. Those animals
massacre. He regarded the Bible as he did any other whose color was nearest to th&t of their surroundin"S
book, accepting wilat was reasonable, aml rejecting could most easily escape their pursuers, and hence st~·
such parts ns were abhotrent to humanity and decen- vivecl, and their peculiarities were perpetuated. The
cy. He advanced the theory of evolution, clailllinl'·' hardiest plants of any variety survived in a cold eli·
that the adaptation urged as a proof of design wa~ r,nate, while the weaker ones died OLJt and the species
caused by the survival of the fittest.
became gradually adapted to its environp.1ents Hux·
The best feeling prevailed during the debate, the ley has said, that the Darwinian theory could not be
speakers being courteous and gentlemanly in their absolutely demon~trated, still he regarded it as most
conclu<"'t t?ward .each other. 'l'he debat(; \:._ill be re- probable. Water adapted. itself to its bed, and graclne"l\·ed tins evenmg at the same place, Hev. J. G. Hobb ually wore a channel for Itself, but without any spe·
acting as chairman.
cia! purpose in view. The speaker then concluded by
SECOND EVENING.
referring to the various natural convulsions, pestilences,
The debate was resumed on ThursJay evening, at storms, fires, wars and famin~s_, and asked if the sys.
Temperance Hall, before a fair attendance. Rev. J. tem o~ Nature and the conchtwn of man was consist·
Gardner Rubb presided.
ent With tile theory of a God of love and power. In·
Rev. John Marples, in resuming the cliscnRsion, finite Power could prevent suffering~infin ite Love
said that his opponent placed design and adaptation woulcl.
·
in opposition, but as a matter of fact, adaptation was
THIRD EVENING.
practical design.
Design signified pnrp0se, plan, The secol'ld portion of the debate was taken up on Fri·
scheme.
Everything in Natnre .was wunclerfnlly d~ty evening, the subject being the lnspiration of the
adapted to the purpose it fulfilled. vVhat was the Scriptures. There was a good attendance, considerobject of the firmament ? vVas it not tu afford an ing the number of other gatherings. Rev. D. J. Macarena through which countless mighty and brilliant donnell occupied the chair.
urhs migilt roll ceaselessly on their course? The
l\'Ir. Marples stated the qnesJion to be discussetl as
object witil which the sun was created was to afl"orcl follows : •· That the Bible, consisting uf the O.d and
light and heat. It. was in every respect adapted to the New Testaments, contains evtilence beyond all
the purpose of its creation. The forces of gravity- other books of its divine ori><in." He stated that he
the centripetal and centrifugal forces were adapted to did iwt believe in the inspinltion of the E 1wlish ver·
their task b keeping the planets in their orbito. sion, nor did he cuntl'ncl that every word uftliC ori••i·
Suppose that the centrifugal force were suddenly nal was inspired. The three principal evidences
suspendeu ; the planEts would suddenly hurl them- mspiratiou were the fulfilment of prophecy, miracles,
selves upon the centre, and universal destruction and the effect of Christiltnity on mankind. There
would result amid "the wreck of matter and the were in the Old Testament no less than thirty·ei<rht
crash of wurld'l.'' Earth was perfectly adapted to be predictions with respect to the coming of Clu1'st,
the abode uf man. Tile wonderful mechanism of the some of which were uttered four thousand years, and
human body was admii·ably adapted to the purposes none less than four hundred years, before his appearfor which it was fo1mell. Nature was perfect. Art. auce. The destruction of Jerusalem was prophesied
when striving after perfection, ·was obliged to i111itate one thousand years before the prediction wns fulfilletl.
Nature. Nothing like tile order and fitness witne;sed Christ also foretold its annihilation in plain and nn·
throughout the Universe could be causae! by chance. mistakable terms.
There were other remarkable
Vve might as well throw a quantity of type into the prophecies uctered concerning the desolation of Eo·ypt.
air and expect it to come down arranged as a poem lt was propesiecl by Ezekiel that Egypt should J~ de·
by chance. His opponent apparently fancied that livered into the hands of strangers ; that there should
the world was created on that principle. No life be '' nu more a Prince in the land of Egypt." Volney
cuulll be spontaneously generated. In order for the in his travels testified to the degraded condition of the
production of life, two things were necessary-seed country. Isaiail had foretold that Edom or Iciumea
and favorable conditions for its nurture. He quoted shuulu lie waste. Volney speaks of thirty mined
from a criticism on Tyndall contained in tile Loudon towns in that country, of its being the habitation of
Globe, to the ellect that as an Ci!gg contuined all tile wild beasts anll the abode of desolation, accordin" to
germs of life, but could not be developed without the prediction of tlw sacred volume. Burkhardt s~ys,
heat, so the "promise ancl potency of every form of the country is a desert. 'l'he speaker closed by com·
life" which Tyndall recognized in inert ma.tter mentinp: upon the close and literal fulfillmeut of all
needed something from wtthuut to vivify it.
the pretlictions conceming Christ.
Mr. Underwood said there might be a preponder·
Mr. Underwood rectJmmended to liis opponent's
consideration, the doctrine of the conservation of ance ol' evidence concermng a subject of which we
force. If he expended so much physical energy, it had sullicicnt datti leauing to one side, but uot euough
wonld detract from his mental power. Adaptation to complelcly establish it. He contended, that had
was not necessarily an evidence of design, because Gull intemh;d tn give man n revelation, he wonlcl nev·
according to the urtlwdox argument, adaptation er have put it in a dead language, rendering the ·i1Mecould be prayed to have existed from etemity. dixit or· the clergy JWtessary to its correct interpretaOrder, harmony, and adaptation must exist in the tion; lmt that he would have written it upon the
creator, and if they are evidences of design, it is face of N<~ture in characters of Jiving li)! h t, or more
cle!lr that he in his turn must have been cre,l!e(], and probably, ·''"JH-'Sii'od it upu11 the millll u1ul heart of
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man. Mr. Marples did not believe that every word of
the Bible was inspired. · Others might say the same
concerning othet· passages, and who was to judge?
'l'he latest manuscripts discovered all differed from
each other, and from the generally received version
of tlw Scriptures, which had been forged to build up
certain clogm<J.S. The prophecies lacked circuu:stantiality and particularity of statement. He doubted
whether Christ's prophecy conceming Jerusalem wns
uttered before the event. There was no evidence
that any one of the gospels was wl'iten in the first century- The end of the world was foretold in the Bible,
as being then immediately at hand. Of the blessings
and curses pronounced with regard to the .Jewish nation in Deuteronomy xxviii, some hall been fulfilled
and some had not. He qur>ted a prophecy concerning Egypt which had not been fulfilled, aml claimed
that llis opponent should have furnished chapter and
verse of the prophecies relating to the Messi.;.h. Instead of bringing peaee on eat·th according to the prediction, the Gospel has brought war~ and dissensionF.
He concluded by pointing out the clitference between
Christ and the temporal ruler expected by the Jews.
Mr. Marples said that on the next evening he would
go into the predictions concerning Christ, and cltallenged his opponent to bring forward thirty-eight passages in any other so-called sacred book concerning
any other person which had been fulfilled. He said
that all the prophecies had come througll the descendents of Shem. No revelations had been vouchsafed
throUJ!;h Ham. In reply to Mr. Underwood's argument with re2;ard to the languf\ge in wllich the Bible
was written, he sail] this difficulty wns tracal>le to the
tower of Babel, where the Lord' confoumled the language of the audacious builders.
lVIr. Underwood said that Mr. Marples had not
replied to many of the arguments that he had advanced. He characterized the laws of the Btble as
disgraceful to savages and said that the Jews were a
barbarous and an ignorant people. The well-known
prophecy of Mother Shipton had been fulfilled to the
letter, excepting the lust item. He did not believe in
the story of the tower of Babel and the confusion of
tongues, which was against the views of the most eminent philologists.
The Rev. D. J. l\'facdonnell, in summing up, said,
that the debate .was calculated to do good, and result
in a firmer hold and deeper love of Trnth. There
were many people in all the Cllllrches who could understand and sympathize with much of Mr. Under'
wood's position, while repudiating his conclusions.
Many members of the Churches were looking not so
much for Truth, as for their particnlar "ism," and
the Sttme renuuk applied to many professed Liberals
also. They wished to establish preconceived ideas of
their own. Statements had been made, as matt<;rs of
fact which amazed him and set him thinking; and
he ,~ould probably take the opportunity of expresoing
his views on thes.e subjects at an early day.
FOUWrii EVENING.
~_:... The deb&.te on the inspiration of the scriptures was
concluded on Saturday, Rev. Mr. Jeffrey presiding.
:-.. A.s on the previous evenings the majority of the audi1,&o&e appeared to be in sympathy' with tile views of
· ...tjly,ifdvocate of Free Thought.
"":>'Rev. Mr. Marples took up the argument of the fulfillment of prophecies concerning the coming of the
"·'"'Messiait. He was referred to in tllC Old Testament as
• 1 _t.AAsee~ of the woman who should bntise the head of
th<f. ·~ir;P,ent-a~ Shiloh-as a great prophet-he was
· • ·t\i'lS){ufthe trihe of Judah of the house of David-to be
'.jcdJ)<)rlb iHiBethlehern-to be born of a virgin-to be reIlhld·.lmhle· for his wisdom, righteousneBs and meek' ,;.P~fimJi>,.}'jOrk miracles-to be despised and reje~ted
o.f · m~n-a man of sorrows-to be betrayed for thrrty
1
' 1 ' ~~c~i;i t/f-'silver-to be trieLl, conclemned, spit upon,
·rpre't~ecl''Witli a spettr, and put to death-to be lJu~·ied
lro.R}lli.cli"1nan'" tomb, and finally to ascend on lttg;h,
)1l~iH&,9ttPYvit;Y captive-h~s te;tchings wer_e to extend fur aud wrde, and enlighten the Gentries. He
crave the chapter and verse for seveml of these pas·-~~s.'(ulJ46 ··!~pponent would perhaps contend, that
M4rydW<JJ.S fwt.-,of the seed of David. There were two
gmqilJWll!efl,qtJJitr~st gi;en in _the Bible-tracing his
des~~tifrrom Dav1d. 'I hat grvcn by :ITiatthew gave
tlfW{1at~ilail.l'i'f6~'t'hrough Joseph-the other was to l>e
found in Luke and gave the descent of his mother
l\'(9,ry:a[J('il'}I~;Jlil.Oteultated that Joseph was the son of
HffiT!rr;nel}n;i.n!f f\n\-iq-law-Heli being the father of
Th_1a;tj.~"'Ae¢:yrclilt~'W,,t(Ht. ,Jewtsh s~stem of genenlo~y,
'ihe!Mt\h&'l.lf·tlt~Pl'l't'isban'd was put tor that of tile w11e.
!llh:gJb'f!fll((itlaker; <rea.di:!IJ:ll'extract from the writings of
, d'~lt-9r·J~~~~.at;L¥Ul ,ffi,J~);lich a high tribut~ i.s paid to
tlw · cliahtcter of"Cln:rst as a staUthrd of llt vme excel·n''leilc~::>~1)hclu\:l:ing1\VHh'1the sentence, "Wllatever else
may be taken away from us by rational criticism,

t:,

wo~l~~~.h~~tUr~41~J§1saYdi~e'~·itd asked

his opponent for
to by him,
but Mr. M>trple~ J.uull.nnvyrgiven them in three instan.. C({S ~hie!~ . l)t' nHl~t ~9.\}9J,ude, were the str.mgest he
'"~dHtHtr'a(\'cth1cg'th \'l'r&ve~th\/tultilment of pl'Ophecy.
The passage"N~ihlUtfli\;J~ V1fu!'iil'uising of the he>td of the
~s<ui1lrl?l~<fy;;f.tl.le .§<filll ?.~ 1\]WJ\'{9lllttn, had no reference to
CI>..P#--:-nl~r<;,!Yc. tp, •tf\<l ~k.\!l,mg 1 }n the rea~liest way of
·s()r~¢nlf?M nrett: 1rl co?f$~qtie'!'lce of the 111ea that the
.se4lFJi!u~JhtaUjt~lii['iteauE~.1:.%J;li tb.y seed shall all the
nations of the eartheJ.!a·!,bl~ssoo" was another text ad•1:J Ju:~::>rtiJ:rg.t.ul "'EsllJ 'Ji .,,Jr

~Ai! dfltpi.M.qilhl'Vllld& 1oflf1Ye 1~\-jfphecies referred

duced. All the nations were not hlessed in H1e seed
?f Abraham. Christianity was making no progress
m the East. "The scepter shall not depart from Judah until Shiloh come" could not refer to Christ, as
Judah was a subj1rgated p1·ovince at the oeriod of his
>tdvent. The text of Isaiah, "behold a virgin shall
conceive and bear a son," was a sign given to Kine;
Ahaz respecting his deliverance from his enemies.
The context would show that the event referred to is
mentioned by Isaiah as happening shortly afterward~.
Tite same argum~nt adduced to prove the divinity of
Christ, would establish that or Buddha-another
great moral teacher and illw-giver. He agreed with
Mill in his veneration for the character of Christ as a
reformer and iconoclast, who. were he to reappear on
earth to-day, would affiliate as of old, with the abused,
the clown trodden and the outcasts, and would find a
readier acceptance in the halls of the Infidels, than
beneath the ,!<ilcled steeples of a formal Christianity.
(Applause.) Rev. Dr. McNaught, of Liverpool, and
Dean Alford were both opposed to the view that Mary
came of the House of David. As to the effect of
Christianity, the doctrine of the atonement was demoralizing in its character as afl:'orcling a cover for
every kitttl of vice. 'l'he great banKrupt scheme of
salvation macle men more careful about getting converted, than anxious to live true and nol>le lives.
The speaker commented upon the absurdity of a system whicll, while receiving those wllose lives had
be@n a course of depravity, because they professerl
repentance >tt the last, held that M[ll, Humboldt, and
ottter benefactors of the race were damned because
they did not believe. Such an undue exaltation of
faith, gave a license to crime and wherever it was
preached the jails were filled with criminals.
Mr. Marries in reply said that the countries blessed with an open Bible c:omparecl favorably with others. The well-known Joseph Barker, once an Atheist,
had given damagihg testimony as to the immoral
lives of the Infidels he met in the States. He contended that he was entitled to be considered the victor as Mr. Underwood had not even attempted to
show that any other book afforded equal marks of
divine inspiration to the Bible.
Mr. Underwood claimed that, according to the rules
of clebftte, he could not be expected to prove a neg>ttive. It was tme that the .Bible-reading countries
were the most advanced, but that was because the
prevailing intelligence induced the people to become
acquainted with literature in general. He might with
equal truth say that the countries where the Greek
and Roman classics were most studied wet·e most
advanc~d.
He pointed to the low eondition of Abyssinia, which had been Clu'istian for fifteen huuured
years. England had increased in greatne>:s ih proportion as she had grown skeptical. He alluded to
the progress of Frectlwught in the States, in Germany, &c, and said that Joseph Barker was an unscrupulous adventurer-Christian or Atheist by turns
as suited his purpose. Cimstianity had no doubt
been a factor for good in human progress, but it had
outgrown its usefulness, was unsuited to the age, anu
a clog on the wheels of progress.
Tl1e speaker closed the discussion amid loud applause by expressing his satisfaction with the treatment he had received in Toronto, and his friendly
feeling towards his opponent.
1\'Ir. li'Ltrples, in a few appropriate words, reciprocated the expressions of good will on the part of Mr.
Underwood, ami assured him of his continued esteem
and friendsiJip.
The chamnan was exceedingly glad the discassion
had taken place, It would awaken thought, and lead
to closer investigation of the bnsis ot religion. The
great want of the age was not su much the want of
brains as a want of' thought.
After the pas:;age of a vote of thanks to the chair
and general committee, the meeting adjourned.

Labor Strikes.
BY A. GAYLORD SPALDING.

DEAR Enrrrm: \Ve know the universal antagonisin
of labor and capital, which explain~ all labor strikes
e.verywhere. Wise or otherwise, they are always justrfiable or excusable, and wi 1 continue, in the nature
of things. until justice and equity shall harmonize
the relations of men and classes-employers and
employees. JAbot· has the first claim, that can never
be yielded nor relinquished, since life itself is only
sustained by labor.
·
The negro chattel had rights, fonndecl in human
nature, and the rebellion was his strike,--most terrib!y
bloody, to be snre, but the last resort. In earth or
heaven who can ever blame or condemn him? It
was the cmck of doom to hoary injusticP, cruelty and
tyranny, and should have been far extended heeded. and applied. Bht mankind are slow to 'learn.
The Grange is now a gmnd and extensive strike
of the white man, as well black. vVe avoid the
blood, bnt mean none the less. It is a claim for justice_ and equal rights for the farmers and producers,
agamst non-prodtu:ers and vampires. Parties and
sects are ig-nored. It is a question of manhood and
labor, against money ·aml non-labor, or aristocracy. vVe inaugurate a new order of aristocracy, namely, the
ARISTOCRACY Ole LABOR.

· Man is man, ~nd who is more? Not even President Grant, Henry \Varcl Beecher. nor the Pope of
Rome. Men have then· pets and idols of oarty and
sect, but the Granre favors none of then1. Come
~ow~, come down, we say to the lofty and lordly milltOnmres, and the hundred thousand and fifty thousand dollar preachers and office-holders. No matter
under what name or head yon put it--Churclt, 1\'Iinistry, Bible, Religion, or Polttlcs-it is all one thing
to the Granger. Come <J,>wn to the farm< r's half
bushel. Ever so big or high, you all have to eat the
same bread witll us, and we produce it. It is common labor, common right, common humanity.
No priv:ileged class, of church, clergy, or profession,
of any lund. because the farmer claims equal manhood, and such 1mrtiality crushes him down in the
dust. You may boast of your vVebsters, Calhoum,
or Ben. Butlers; but the essence of all law, even the
seedy and swarthy farmer can understand, and save
the fees, though his speech be not reported in the
morning paper. You may he proud of your Beechers, Spurgeons, and Moodys; but the substance of all
true practical religion the plainest and humble't
worker may fully comprehend, without makino- any
man an idol, pope, or gocl, fnr an easy and g~nteel
profession. Snell distinction ruins the best society
like tile old cnste system of India.
·'
TIIE S'l'HIK8.

All superfl.twns offices, legislation, and burclens of
old ~ustom or habit, in the past, we throw off ancl
abolrsh, because thereby la!Jor is taxed, slutckled, and
crushed. It is a strike; and we strike in various ways:
by speech, oral or wntten, by the newspaper and by
the ballot. Let the sltining and heroi<.: TRtr'l''u SEEKElt strike. It doM strilte, with hitti'nj!; and cuttinolicks. Never fenr to speak the bold and saving trutl~
Speech is our greatest weapon and power. Spettk.
sing, write, print, the burning am! blistering truth:
'.'He that woultl be free, himself must strike the
blow." We may make a bloody strike, but there are
wiser methods. Ballot is bettet· than bullet But the
best strike of nil, is
CO-OPERA 'l'ION.

Strike, printers; strke. mechanics; strike, farmers·
strike, miners of Penm;ylvania, iu the cL rk coal-beds:
Strike, workers of New York, and of all the broad
contiuen t. Strike the saloons, the loafers, the shirks
the deadhead~, the politicians, the aristocrt~ts. Strik~
down 'l'yranuy and .Monopoly; strike up Brotherhood
and Equality. Strike fur the Millennium. Strike!
'

Tlte PQor this Winter.
To Peter Cooper and lion. AbranL S. IIewitt:
FRIENDS: The Fall River complication having
brought home to the laboring poor of New York the
qnesti0n of their own inumtnent extremity, the question how at le•tst scores of thousands of them are to
look freezing and starvatiol1 in the face this Wmter,
how could you refuse the h>tll of the Cooper Union to
the Labor Lyceum for a lecture from Charles Bmdlaugh, a man with such ttn inevitable fntut·e before
him as ao other man in Englan,\, yet to be the first
man in the United Kingdom, destined to enter Parliament and convert and compel it to justice to himself and his pleueian pa1·ty, and wh'O, as if his stake
was not that sea-girt Empire but the whole world,
yearly vaults to these shores to conqner fame and
position here, welcomed, honored and sped by such
men as Sumner, Philli]<S and Emerson? How coulLl
you reruse the hall to these tliousanus of .suffering,
imploring, destitute, despairing laboring poor? When
Peter Cooper, a penniless lad, grew to erect and
donate for the benefit of the snnilarly destitute, that
magnificent structm·e devoted to science and art,
with its reading-rooms, schools of design, and numberless benefactions open to all, alas! alas! was this last
act to turn his back on all that proud and noble
career ?-J. T., in R: Y. Star.

WO~IAN

SUFF. AGE.

is a noble and glorious strike; and the success of the
Grange is the success of that, because it. is a Grange
principle, anti fundamental. The Gnmge ~Iovcment
is national, not sectional, and therefore, when women
vote, in California aud lllinncsota, they wtll do the
same in New York and New England. Millions of
Grangers will be millions for womans·. ballot. Then
keep it before the people. Ettst, West, North or
South the cause is one, everywhere. Strtke !
'
GOVEH:>)!EN'l',

•

wit_h us, is a multiplicity, a cumbination,.and a compli<latwn, and may be compared to a newspaper, the
people being the types and self-comnesitors; or, to a
mixed, cunning ancl intricate web, with the people
for warp and woof, and self-weaving. · Oh, snell a
nice, curious, beautiful, harmonion$; "11erfcct, and
happy system! All right, illllecd, for tl.te tailleumnm-·
only, "'ere out the diabolical abuses and abominations.
But our Gratlts, Beechers, and Geii"mlissimus of
State and Church, incline to stand orit!lide, a peg or
two above the people, to boss, ussume, at,d monopolize
the whole job, aud hty on the taxes. However, the
Grange says, strike! We will mark and couect the
foul, black, proof-sheet, and pick out the knotted and
tangled threuds. Strike! We all are labor strikers
to kill monopoly stone £lead. Strike, in· November:
like a thunderbolt. "One shall chase a thousand and
twp .put ten thousand to flight.'' Strik~ !
'
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r Continued .from Fifth Page.)
stating that the ascension took place in a room where
the eleven were at meat, Luke having it that you led
your disciples out to Bethany, where you made your
ascension, while John says nothing about your going
up nt .all ?
How could such an important event in your career
be so differently stated by the four?
It' either was right, were not the others wrong P
Has :he great similarity b~tween many characters
ln the heathen mythologies and your own, ever attracted your attention ?
Are you not aware that the main facts; or what
are claimed all fnct~, in your history appear to have
been copied fwm similar legends pertaining to preexisting individuals ?
Were not Bnd1ha, Christna. Saki a, ZuliP, Bacchus,
Ilercnles, A!cides, Hesus aud several othprs who
lived, or were claimect to have lived, hundreds of
years before, said to have been born of virgins and
to have a god for a father?
Was it n0t said of many of them, that they had
disciples, to whom they taught excellent morals, and
before whom they performed wonderful miracles ?
W 11re not Christna, Saki a, Thammuz, Wittoba,
lao, Hesus, Quexalcote, Quil'inus, Prometheus, Tbulis,
Indt·a, Alcestos, Atys, Crite, Bali, l\lithra and still
others, all of whom lived centuries before your time,
claimed to have been crucified as expiations for tlj.e
sins of the world ?
•
If your life and death upon the earth were a divine
plan, devised in heaven, Is it not a little singular that
it should be so perfect a pattern after so many similar
schemes previously gotten up by pagan nations?
Is God under the necessity of borrowing his plans
!rom barbarians and ignorant heathens ?
Is not the striking similarities between the various
mytboloj!;ies the world has known, enough to cause
any thinking person to believe each system was borrowed from another ?
As Christianity was the youngest mythology of the
lot, does it not seem probable that it is wholly a plagiarism?
When you uttered your best and grandest sentiments and morals did you not know that the same
had been uttered by many, hundreds of years earlier?
Do you not know it now?
Do you not know that what is called the "Golden
Rule," was written much earlier and taught by Confucius, Pittacus, Socrates, Sextus, !socrates, Hillel
and others?
Did you give any of these persons credit for any of
the sentiments b'on·owed from them ?
Were not the sentiments and morals taught by these
old pagan8, when the same as yours, equally as worthy
of veneration and praise as when uttered by yourself?
Had not nearly every moral sentimt:nt which was
attributed to you been taught by others before you?
Is any given maxim or truth more true, or more
beautiful for being spoken by a God or a demi-god p
Is not the sume maxim when pronounced by a man
just as true and as admirable as when from a God ?
Is it just to transfer to any individto~al the credit' and
honor that has been earned by another?
Would it not be just as right that we should revere
and ho_nor Confucius, Pythngoras, Plato, and others
for the excellent morals they have taught, as to
g1ve you all the praise for inculcating the Bame?
Is it strange tlJat iu view of the great similiarity between your life anti teachings and those of your
predecf!sors, that many should doubt the probai.Hlity
of your existence?
Is it not a fact tllat all the rites, ceremonies, s~cra
ments and usages of the creed called by your name
arc traceable directly back to pre-existent heathenism?
If this is true can there be any harm in the world
being apprised of it?

•

Are not Truth, Science, Reason, Fraternal Love
and Hu1nan Brotherhood vastly superior to all these'!
Have not many ol' the propagandists of your religion been most bloody tyrants ?
Was not Constantine, who murdered many of his
own family, of this number ?
Were not Charlemagne, Guy Lusignan, Torquema<la, Alva, Phi!ip II., John Calvin, Munzer, C!averhouse and very many others of the same category?
Has not the religion called after your name caused
more bloodshed, more persecution, and more suffering
than all the other religions of the world ?
When the terrible slaughters, massacres and murders that have been commi lted in your name and in
yonr cause, came to your knowledge, why did you not
sometimes interpose and prevent those abominations?
Did you approve of the infernal im-t ilution call eo
the "Holy Inquisition" which for tiv" hundred years
cursed the most populous portions of Europe, and before which hellish. court were dragged at all hours of
day and night, men and women, helpless, defenceless
victims of priestly suspicion, avarice and malice~ and
where without evidence or means of defence they were
slowly and cruelly tortured on racks, wheels and infernal machines of every possible conception, and
where hot pinchers, pullies, thumb-screws, and the
stake and fagot were used in thousands of instances ?
Could you hear the cries and groans of these poor,
helpless, tortured wretches, hour after hour, day after
day, month after month, year after year, century
after century, and never feel a particle of sympathy
for the sufferers-and never stretch forth your hand or
to lift a finger to ;,tay these most accursed wrongs?
Did you participate in the wars of the Crusades,
when Christian Europe sent so many of her hardiest
and bravest sons to wrest the Holy Land from the
possession of the Infidel, which terrible wars lasted
many years, and which caused the blood of scores of
millions of human beings to saturate the earth?
Did you take part in other Christian wars by which
unknown thousands and millions of hapless mo1tals
were made to bite the dust ?
Did you assist in the bloody persecutions which
continued for centuries, that were directed against
the sincere, well-disposed, but most unfo1tunate Vaudois, W aldenses, Albigenses, the Moors of Spain aad
the Hugenots ofl!'rance in which unparalleled cruelties of every conceivable character and the most profuse bloodshed took place ?
If you did not aid in all this most infemal business,
transacted in your name, and by your Cllurch, were
you totally unconscious of it ?
If you knew of it, and possessed the power to stay
the red hand of blood, the heavy hand of oppression,
or the strong hand of death in this long night of gloom
and hm-ror, why in the narue of all that is good, all
that is merciful, all that is high and holy, did not
you! or your all-powerful Fatl!j!r, once stretch forth
your hands and stay these giant wrongs ?
Could beneficence, mer!"y and love, sit benignantly, placid.y and smilingly, on a golden throne,
with all power at band, and never raise an arm to
check this mad monster savagism, intolerance, cruelty
and death, which for so many long weary years, in
the name of the Christian religion, cursed the fairest
portions of the earth ?
As a God or as a man, have you at any time dispens, d to the human race the blessings which
would have been of the greatest value to them ?
Would not natural truths, science, positive knowledge, and general education been of intinitely more
value to the world, than the gift of your blood, or the
relics of ancient paganism which you handed down,
ur which have been forced upon the world in your
name?
Did not your bishops, your priests, and your
If Cllristianity in the dark ages of the world has Church, a few centuries ago, do all in their power to
served a purpose and assisted somewhat in helping hold J;mck advancing light, intelligence, education
man to emerge from the mists, falsities and supersti- aml science ?
th,>nsof the p1 imitive ages, does it follow tlJat he should
Were not the great discoveries of the truths of
always continue to hu_~ it to his bosom as truth?
Nature, the noble emancipators of our race from the
ln fac.t. is it not time the world discarded nll myth- rule of ignorance and error, systematically and perologies, man-made goLls,"ruentul crudities, absurdities sistently hunted down and persecuted p
monstrosities, falsities, senseless creeds, superstition~
Were not books, schools, and the printing press,
IUld impositions ?
time and time again denounced as of the Devil's agen111

cles and opposed by_ Christian zealots to the extent of
their power ?
Were not the masses purposely kept in ignorance
and tilled with superstitious fallacies by those who
claimed to be their religious and Christian teachers
and guides?
Has not the advance which the world bas made in
education, science and general intelligence been made
in spite of, and in opposition to Chri~tian leaders and .
the Christian Church?
Let me ask you right here, As God, or as man, are
you, or were you ever acquainteJ with what are called
the Sciences?
Do you understand astronomy, chemistry, geology,
·biology, physiology, psychology, philology, mathematics, geometry, natural philosophy, and natural
histo1-y in all its branches?
Are these not all valuable and beneficial to the human race, and do they not help greatly in elevating
man above the plane of barbarism, sensuality and
ignorance?
If you had known these, and had taught them to
the world, would it not have been immensely better
than to give your blood or to retail the mysticisms,
parables and the impracticable injunctions which you
presented to the world?
Is it not better and wiser now, to follow in the light
of science, reason and trutl!, than to adhere longer to
-tny of the mythologies, superstitions and absurdities
of the past?
Has not man advanced as far as he has, by his own
efforts,· and is it not vastly better for him to depend
upon his own powers, and to exercise them, rather
than to look to gods, demi-gods, popes, bishops or
priests?
Have not these held the world back in ignorance,
darkness and slaTery for thousands of years?
Has not your Church been signalized by the fallibility, vice and ignorance of many of its leaders and
rulers?
Htwe you been mindful of the villainous popes
who have, from time to time, filled the papal chair,
and who claimed to be your vicegerents and special
favorites ?
Did you approve the conduct of Gregory the Great
in the sixth l'entui-y, who was an aspiring, unscrupulous despot, notorious for his profligacy, cruelty and
crimes, and who sanctioned one of the most bloody
assassinations ever perpetrated ?
Was John Xll. in the tenth century a favorite of
yours, who was an unscrupulous libertine, gambler,
debauchee and murderer, and who turned the Vatican
into a brothel ?
How did you like John XXIII. in the fifteenth century, who was proved to have been guilly of seventy
difterent kinds of crime, among which was sodomy,
simony, rape, incest and murder, and with having
illicit int.ercourse with over three hundred nuns?
Do you not remember the delectable Alexander the
Sixth in the fifteenth century who was guilty of incest, who seduced his own daughter, who was the
father of many illegitimate children, and reeked in
the most abominable crimes, and among the rest murder?
·
Can yon a11prove of the conduct of many of your
modern clergymen who have claimed to be bright.
lights in your· galaxy of stars? What of Ephraim K.
Avery, who was guilty of seduction and then the
murder of his victim ?
How do you esteem Bishop Onderdonk, L. D.
Huston, Henry ·ward Beecher, John S. Glendenning,
and thousands of other cl'ergymen,. who have been
guilty of dark and damning CI'imes and debaucheries ?
Is it an in<:lication of the purity and goodness of a
cause when so many false lights and teachers are
claiming to represent it?
Do not the clergymen, who loudly preach in your
name, do quite as much to corrupt the morals of the
world as they do to improve them ?
Do yon approve in general of the rich, expensive
churches and cathedrals of these times ?
Are the $250,000 chm-ches and the $10,000 and
$20,000 pastors anything like the times when you were
upon earth and wanc;Ieretl listlessly about the fields, on
the streets and in the high ways ?
Would it not be better if these magnificent church,
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places, where Mr. Moneybags, Mrs. Grundy and
Mrs. Uppercrust meet to worship alike the unlmown
God, and the god of fashion, were all converted into
industrial Echools, hospitals for indigent widows, imbeciles, helpless cripples, the aged, the infirm and all
unable to do for themselves ?
Could not many of them ba profitably changed. into
halls of science, where the truths of nature, the useful arts and the various avocations of life might be
freely" taught to ·all?
In view of the pride, arrogance, extravagance and
hypocrisy of the modern clergy, would it be unsafe to
expunge them all as it bad lot ?
Would not the hu,nclreds of thousand> of priests
throughout Christendom, who are entirely an unproducing class, anti are living upon the labor and sweat
of the toiling classes, be much more profitably employed in useful and productive occupations, thereby earning an honest living?
If the masses who, through ignorance and mistaken
notions of virtue and morality, are now induced to
support these hordes of pampered, licentious priests,
and to build and furniEh these costly temples and
churches, could be relieved of the onerous expense of
all these; and if the priests, who labor not at all in the
avocations of industry, were forced to do so, would
not ·the hours of toil for the weary and overworked
millions be materially lessened, and would there not
be more time for rest, recreation and mental improvement?
Finally, as you now view the field, the past, the
present and the future, would it not, in your opinion,
be better to wipe out from the face of the earth all
the priestcraft, superstition, sectarianisn;, falsehood,
all the absurdities and monsf!·osities which have so
preyed upon mankind, and to inaugurate an era of
truth, reason, common sense, science, education, simplicity, fraternity and humanity; discarding false gods,
base devils, useless saviors and degrading creeds, and
to devote om· time and attention to tl;eimprovement of
this world and to the happiness of the human race?
Purdon me, Dear Sir, if I have been impertinent or
bolt.! in my interrogatories. I feel that it is perfectly safe to inquire of you on all the subjects here
touched upon, and upon which I wish information.
Should I be successful in obtaining an ,uw1ver from
you, I will be encouragetl to ask for more information. But as hinted at in the beginning of my letter,
judging from the success I used to meet with, years
ago, in the appeals I macle to you in thousands of
instances, I am prepared to not be disappointed if l
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the cheapest Liberal and Freethought reading matter ER LBAJ<'LE'l'Fi and Tnu'l'H SEEKER TRACTS should
in the country, if you will.stand by us, and not be too have a generous and a general circulation. We arc
penurious to sustain us in this glorious labor.
! getting many very complimentary letters concerning
l\lay we not still look in confidence to the Liberals the Tracts, stating that they are just the thing to open
and lovers of truth in America to aid us and support the eyes of those who do not sec clearly and are
troubled with moral blindness. They are ·destined to
us in the task we have undertaken?
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY orders for the work we be very efficient in the good cause. We will be glad
have in progress and propose to bring out in a fc,v I ~o fill any number of ordel's for them. Send them
months, ".THE WORLD'S SAGES, INFIDELS AND llll.
TIIINKERS;" but we have not received enough yet to
TH.I!l NEw AGE is the name of a new weekly eight.
justify our issuing a work so expensive. :Many who page paper just issued in Boston, J. J\!l. L. Babcock,
onler the book speak strongly of the great need that Editor and Publisher, A. Walter Stevens, Editorial
exists for a work of the kind, ancl the value that such Contributor, and Wm. Denton, Contributor. No. 1,
a volume will possess. ·If enough of our readers will Vol. I. is a fine specimen of an able literary journal.
take that view of the matter and conclude to patron- In the leading article we notice this: "The New Ag
ize us to the amount of $3, for a work richly worth $5, is not devoted to any special interest whatever, nor
they will please send us their names. We shall not the advocate of any special policy." Herein, we
risk bankruptcy in bringing it out on an insufficient think, lies a mistake. It would be better to have a
guarantee ; but if the proper amount of encoumge- special interest and a special policy t!Jan to:run with on
ment is extended, we shall bring it out as speedily as one. We see, however, it is liberally, disposed ant!
possible, and in first-class style. We believe there we wish it good health and a long life. Price $3.00
is no book in the country sold for $3.00, that is better' I per year.
worth the money, than this same work will lJe. Who , , .
. ., T , • ,
•
, ,
•
•
else wants a volume of The "~lvorld's Sages Infidels
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, anc1 rrrstram y rs most mteres mg an d rns
' to all classes of readers. AfJ both sides are faithfully
par ·
VoLUJ}fE II OF' TnE TrW'l'II SEEKER.-'l'hree num- reported, it affords a specially good opportunity to
bers after this completes the volume and the year: study the arguments of each side. We will be glad
A limited number· of complete copies of Volume to send a copy to every reader of TnE TRUTH SEEKEH.
II can be furnished at the close of the year. Some In paper 60 cents, in cloth $1. 00, post-paid.
will be bound in paper, pamphlet form, ancl some in
THE Pno AND Co.N OF SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.
lJUards and cloth. The Volume running sixteen
-This able and exhaustive little work, together with
months, from Sept. 1st, 1875, to Jan. 1st, 1876, will
a sketch of the life of the author, will also be out in a
contain thirty-two numbers, or 512 pages of good
few days. It is a valuable little production !or every
reading matter, including the interesting story of J,iberal reader and student of Freethought. Price in
"The Witch of the ·wine.l'lfark," the able work of
paper 40 cents, in cloth 75 cents. Let us see how
"The Pro and Con of Supernatural Religion," and a
many orders we will receive for it.
large number of ·talented lectures, essays, and long
TuosE who have copies of TnE TnuTH SEEKEH
and short communications and selections; mal in~.
altogether, a valuable volume for perusal and Hfe:- No. 2G for September ltith, 1875, and do not care to
ence. They will be sent by mail, post paid, at th; retain them will confer a favor on a worthy sister ami
following prices : In paper, $2.75 ; neatly bou1. d m an excellent Liberal, :Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, Snowville, Pulaski Co., Va., by mailing them to her. She
cloth, $3.50.
Those who wish a copy of Volume Il. of THE is anxious to obtain a few copies of that nunlber and
TRUTH SEEKER, will please inform ~s early and let as ours is exhausted, we are unable to supply her.
us know which binding they prefer, so that they may
SouL PuonLEJIIS is the title of a medium 12 mo.
be du;y served.
volume by Joseph E. Peck, and published by Chfts.
\Ve have Volume I. of 'l'HE TituTII SEEKBU in P. Somerby of this city. We have been too brrsy to
paper, which we send, post paid, at $1.00; when give it a careful perusal, but it appears to be wei
they lack one or two numbers, they wi1l be sent for adapftted for Liberal and earnest thinkers. Price, :t;l.
receive no reply to thi3, I am respectfully, and stud- 75 and 60 cents.
iously,
A THUTH SEEKEit.
\Ve wrll send what book-binders call, cases, or' l\IAlUUED. ARUNDELL-PATTERSON.-At Wapello, Iowa,
covers; for Vol. II. of THE Tm:Trr SEEKEB, ready on Friday, Oct. 8th, by W. G. Allen, Esq .. llir. Thomas
'!'HE GoLDEN AGE.-It is with regret we chronicle finished ana lettered, ready for any book-binder to Arundell of San Bwcnaventura, Cal.. to :!\Irs. A. K. Patterson, nee Amanda Kremer, of Wapello, Iowtt.
the suspension of th s excellent literary aud semi-lib- use fol' tl.e Volume ; these we send post paid for 65
The parties became acquainted with each other through
cents.
Those
wanting
them
will
please
inform
us,
eral paper. It survived the vicissitudes of nearly six
an advertisement in the Boston Invesliaato>' of Novembe
last. A visit f1·om l\Ir. Arundel! resulted in a marriaRe
years but was compelled at last to yield the struggle. that we may know how many to have made.
and after spending a few weeks visiting their relative~
Its patrons were not numerous enOUf.h or not prompt
VoLUME III.-The time is getting near at hand, they startcli for their home in tho fair clime of South••ru
enough in renewing. We hope this is not to be the when we shall start out with Vol. III. of Trm 'l'HU'l'H California, where }Ir. A. has resided for the past eigh
fate of THE TnuTu SEEKER, and that a m:1j >rity of S'EEKER us a 1Deeely. llany have written us that they years.
its patrons have not decided it shall cease to exist. will send us in clubs of new subscribers. We hope
These friends have o•u· best and heartiest wishes, may
While we are lot)J. to think tpis, we can only say, an effort in this direction may be general. As we, they live long aml happily t1nd leave a numerous progenr
if they wished to produce that result, they could propose to give some thirty-seven per cent. more read- behind them. ----·~---not take a better course than that which many of our ing matter for the money than now, we need to have
ELBVATIX(; LAllOU. So~IETliiNU l'iEw To BE TAUGHT rx
readers are now pursuing.
our circulation incrensetl to that extent; for thus far, THE l'UllLIG ScHOOLS OF NEW Yom>:.-Tbc special CO!ll·
Every patron wlto holds lmcl> nud does not renew in dollars and cents, we have hardly held our own mittoc of the Kew York Board of '!.'rude, appointed in
February last to inquire inlo the condition of labor in
when his time has expired, is efl:'ecually forcing the
and unless our circulation can increase largely with this city and State and to devise measures fort he promobreath out uf it, the Ji[e fr·om its body.
the new Volume, we shall lose money. lYe trust our tion of skilled labor, mot last m·ening. i\Ir. Chas. H. HasNo paper can live in this city which has not a libreaders will not suffer this to take place. Fr•iends of well was Chairman, and Mr. G. W. Clark wa!i Secretary.
Tho act, passed by the Legislature un the Hth of last ::IIay
eralli:;t of patrons who renew promptly.
TuE TnuTn SrmKEtt, please try to do what you ean on which tl!c committee base their action. provides tlm
A few hundred being prompt anti ready, will not
for us with for the new Volume. Send in all the names tho Board of Education in each city in the State shal
sustain a paper if four or five times a,; many hang
you C!>.n, and we will endeavor to furnish you the canso free instruction to be given in industri1tl and free
back and do not lend a lumd to su~t>1in it.
best ami the cheapest Liberal paper in the world. hand drawing in at lea~t ono department of the schools
Think not, friends, that it is just tire right course to
Price of the weekly only $2.01) per year, post paid. under their charge re,;pectiYely. This aet will go int.>
effect on tltc 1irst day of next month. In all the grca
pursue, when times are hart! and the publislwr necesSend in the JWmes. Let the truth spread. Send in cities of Europe free schools for thn study of tho indussarily feels it as directly and as uccutely as any man
the names. Let tire light shine. SJ:mcl in the names. trial arts arc numerous, bntin the metropolis of America
in the community, to withhold y~.tu support, either
Cooper Institute is tho only institution which is devoted
Tuunr SEEKEU L"APLETs.-In the hurry of busi- to thi,; purpose, and that is by far inadequate to satisfy
by not renewing promptly, or saying, "I don't care
nms, we have nut been able so get these ready to fill the wants of the POOJ)lc. l\lr, Haswell saiu last eyening
to take it any longer, you n11ty stop my paper."
We are making an earnest struggle to uitl:'use light, the orders received for them ; but will be, in a few that skilled htbor is the great element of national prostruth and mental liberty; we are engaged in au un- d,tys. They are a cheap medium for dispensing perity, and that it behooves us not only to contend successfully with the workmen of continent~tl Europe, lm
popular enterprise; we necessarily are denied the rec- Freetlwught aud vital truth. Friends, senl in your to surpass them. An amplo fund should be raised tv
ognition and esteem of the popular, hypocritical orders ; prices 4 cents per doz., 2i3 cents per hundred ; authorize the renting of a building, to equip it, and to
classes, but we care not for this. We are willing to $2 00 per thousand, post paid. We give a few more provide suitable instrudion in technical studies. Sevtoil in obscmity and obloquy, and to furnish you with specimens of them in this issue. THE TRUTH SJn:K- eral sub.committees were appointed,
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Tlte Bible God Disproved by Nature.
BY" WILLIAM EMMETTE COLEMAN.

Delivered before the Progressive Lyceum, America
Hall, 615 Jayne Street, Philadelphia, Sunday September 12th, 1875.
After a few prelimina1·y observations, of a rlocal
character, l\Ir. Coleman spoke as follows :
:Many of the most eminent scientists, and advanced
thinkers of the age, emphatically ignore the existence
of any power, personal or impersonal, outside of
Nature, denying in toto the being of the creator, or the
possibility of any such thing as creatiop, recognizing
only perpetual. formation from everlasting to everlasting ; all the powers, potencies, and principles
manifested in Nature, being inherent therein, having
always existed and will ever continue to exist. Such
a senseless non-entity as a personal God, is utterly repudiated and scouted. No person of any philosophical acumen, or clear perception of the nature of
things, can ever subscribe to such a palp!tble absurdity as the anthropomorphic monstrosity ycleped the
God of the Bible, hence the rational, philosophical
Rationalist and Spiritualist entirely ignore his existence, relying solely upon the eternal principles of mind
and matter mhercnt in the Universe.
Many Liberalists and Spiritualists, however, acknowledge their belief in what they call the "God of
the Universe," or the ''God of Nature;" not a personal
being, but a more or less Pantheistic God; while some
are purely Atheistic; but usually they are more
allied to Pantheism than to either Theism or Atheism.
Unlike our Atheistic brethren, they generally recognize an intelligence in the Universe, impersonal, so to
speak, till individualized in the human organism.
The unitization of the instinctive intelligence in the
Universe, the focalization of all the principles, forces,
and powers in Nature into one distinctive whole,
constitutes the Scientist's usual conception of
Deity, immutable law reigning supreme in the univer~al deific organization, as much as in the various
organic and inorganic bodies found in Nature's wicle
domain.
All over the country we find Spiritualists and !'laterialists fraternizing, as they should do. Liberal
Leagues are Prganized com posed of both, and societies
formed of Spiritualists and Freethinkers, before
whom Spiritual and Liberal lectures are heard. B.
F. Underwood ancl J. IV. Pike. Materialistic lecturers, often lecture for Spiritualists, as does that
sturdy veteran in the cause of Freethought and intellectual liberty, Horace Seaver, of the Boston Investi.qato1·. Clearly, then, the place of the Spiritualists
in tb.ese debates, is witb. the skeptics, the Materialists, the Atheists, excepting, of course, when the
abstract question of spirit and cognate subjects are
under discussion,
Apropos of this subject, in an editorial in the
Investigator of Sept. 1st, the oldest and most prominent Materialistic and " Infitlel" paper in the
country, the following language appears : "If we
are not greatly mistaken, nine-tenths of the Spiritualists of to-day will acknowledge themselves Infidel,
we mean so tar as respects their unbelief in the divine
authenticity of the Bible, and this is all that Infidelity
signifies. Every one of the Spiritualistic lecturers in
this quarter, of any prominence, is anti-Biblical and
anti-Uhristian, and as little atlected by 'the mental
poison of Infidelity,' as if it were good mental foodand so we think it is. Andrew Jackson Davis, the
John the Baptist ot Spiritualism, and Prof. Denton,
Warren Chase, Gerald .Massey, DT. Storer, Prof.
Carpenter, Prof. Toohey, Prof. Morse, and othersthe ablest of the Spiritual lecturers-are all antiChristian or Infidel ; and so, likewise, is the Banner
of Light, Religio-Philosophical Journetl, Hull's Or1tcible,
&c. 'fherefore, Spiritualbm, in its lecturers and its
press, is nearer to the Inve1Jtigetto1· or Atheism, than it
is to Christianity."
One of our Theistic friends recently declared,
"that no one but a Bible student was c'apable of
properly discussing Shis subject ;'' thus intimating
that himself ami his conjrere8 were better students of
Holy Writ (falsely so called) than those on the opposite
side. What constitutes a Bible student? Is it those
who delve and pore over ils pagel', with certain preconceived ideas constantly. in their minds, bending
everything found therein to meet their views, studying the book solely from the Uhristian standpoint,
without examining the various arguments of those
of contrary modes. of thought ? No one can possibly study the Bible fairly, dispassionately and
unprejudicedly, believing in it as an infallible divine
revelation.
8uch a believer is biased in its favor,
and it is impossible for him to judge impartially and
justly of its contents. The various absurdities, contradictions, and immoralities found therein, he either
skims over, scarce.y conscious of their presence, or
else he so turns, twists and distorts them from their
pure and simpte meaning, as to make them unrecogniz~ble.
'l'h" most far-fet('heli. and fancied iuter pretatious are given to the clearest and plainest statements; or else, as in the cases of i::lwedenborg and
'f. L. Harris, they are oo spiritualized, idealized and
transcenclentalized, that their deformities are concealed, and then hideousness mantled.
Has the gentleman referred to, and his Theistic
friends, who have spoken on this floor, made them~

selves acquainted with the various facts and argu- works of the Spiritualists, Andrew Jackson Davi~,
ments advanced against Bible infallibility, etc., found Hudson Tuttle, Prof. Denton, J. M. Peebles, H. C.
in the writings of tne Freethinkers of this, and past Wright, Robert Dale Owen, Wanen Chase, and a
generations ? Are they as familiar with anti-Chris- ho~t of others, including the newly published, "Sixtian ideas and arguments as anti-Christians are with teen Crucified Saviors,'' by Kersey Graves. This
those of Christians? I think not, indeed, l know not. latter is a splendid book for Chri--tian perusal! Not
The flimsy character of most of the views presented only one crucified savior, Jesus of Nazareth, but abby them on this floor-cleady evince their ignorance solutely sixteen others iu various kingdoms and connof the two unanswerable arguments of the noble tries, all teaching essentially the same doctrines, livarmy of disciples of Freet~ught, Rationalism and ing 1\ll(i dying in pretty much the same manner, and
Mental Freedom. No one can be truly qualified to· aU 1Jefo1'e Jesus toas bm•n, too/ Rather a poor show
decide upon the merits of the Bible as a divine and for the Jndean Jesus. Only the seventeenth part of
infallible revelation, unless he has first examined, in an atoning savior ! only one sev1wteenth of it dyinob
the fullest manner, the best that can be said on both God!
sides of the subject. Have our Christian debaters
Possibly the friends of the Bible God may be somehere, done so? Did they ever examine Volney's what acquainted with the burning words of that
"Ruins," and h~ ·'New Researches in Ancient g-reatest and gmnclest of all preachers, Theodore
History ;" Voltaire's "Philosophical Dictionary,'' or P:trker, or with the inspired ul.terances of the Sage of
that ablest of all Aheistic works, D'Holbach's Conconl, Ralph Waldo Emerson. or those of A. B.
"System of Nature,'' or even Helvetius' epitome of Alcott, the transcendentalist ; mHi the Free Religious
the "System of Nature ; " or Cure lVIeslier's "Good teachers and thinkenwf to-clay, Frothingham Abbott,
Sense, (a scarce commodity among Christians, Higginson, Weiss, Bartol, \Vasson, Johnso;1 Longwhen dealing with. theological subjects.) Do they fellow, Alger, Potter, Chadwick, Conway, Newman
know much about even Rousseau's ideas, (~nd he was an~ Vr:ysey, not f<>rgettilll! the long list of publications
.comparatively a feeble Freethinker,) or of Spinoza's bemg ISStJecl monthly by Thomas Scott of London.
"Theolotrical Tractate " or his '• Ethics ·" or of
\Villi am l\fcDonnell's excellent works ''Exeter
Gibbon's"' ''Decline a~d Fall of Rome ;'" or of Hall" and the'' Heathens of the Heath," shoulcl by no
Dupuis' scholarly "Origin of all Religions Worship" ? means be neglected, calculated as they are to open the
I wonder if they ever heard of Robert Titylor am! his eyes of many a benighted, blinded Chtistian heathen.
·' Diegesis," "Syntagma" and ·' Devit's Pulpit''? lf
Jacolliot's "Bible in India" demonstrates conclnthey ever got lwld of his '' Diegesis," they must have
felt sick a iter perusing it. They may have liked better sivel}' the Hindoo origin of a great part of the Bible,
Hume's "Essays on JHiracles," &c., or Shelley's both m the Old and New Testaments, and therefore
"Queen l'llab," or ''Gregg's Creed of Christendom"? constitutes ciioice reading for deluded bibliolate•·s.
. Of course our friends have not read Ingersoll's OraI think it very doubtful if any of our friends ever tions on the Gods, etc. If they had, I opine, they
came across Hasmm's famed Letters to the' 'Clergy and would be very chary thereafter in saving anything in
to the Bishop of Exeter,'' undermining as they do the advocltcY of the Bible God or any otlwr go<l; nor do
whole foundation of Christian belief and evidence. they take much to Underwood's orations and pamphWinwood Reade's recent work, ".Martyrdom of lets. He has too much strong common sense antl
Man," would also mightily please them, over the left, clear searching lqgic for them. Then beh~ld the vast
as would Robert Cooper's •'Infidel Text Book," "Bible army of deep, solid, profouncl thinkers and rational~
and its Evidences," &c. Perhaps some of them may ists the German mind has produced, all battering
have really looked over Paine's "Age of Reason," away at t!Je now tottering walls uf superstition superthat being the best known ancl most widely read of nn- naturalism and ec<iesiasticism. Look at Bt{clmer's
ti-biblical books; but if so, none of them have ever ''.Matter and Force,'' and other works· Feuerbach's
dared to attempt to ans.wer his unanswerable logic and ." E~.sence of CbristiaJ~ity," and "Esse~ce of Relig''knock down'' arguments.
IOn, bes1des those of Karl Vogt, Monschott Baur
Another most excellent work. the stuuy of which I Paulus, Schleiermacber, aml Schopenhaue:·, and
earnestly recommend to all Theists and Bible-wor- an army ot German til.eological critics and exegesists
shipers, is Higgins' masterly "Anacalypsis.'' After too numerous to mentwn, not omittiJJo·
that intellect0
reading that once, I think they will be "settled." ual gian~, the ma,ter scientist of the age, Humboldt
If uot, let them at ouce procure that incomparable the Athmst, Humboldt the Materialist, whose ·• Uosproduction of the great German theologian, D. F. mos," the mast, rly production of nearly niuety years
Strauss, I mean his '· Lne of Jesus," the grandest of maturetl thought and research, signally demonwork on Christology the world ever saw ; tlle great- strates the supremacy of Law in the Universe.
est specimen of pure analytical reason the hnman
De Wette, Ewald, and Kalisch's Uommentaries on
mind has yet produced. No one cnn come to a clear the Bible, are very useful reading for Bible students
comprehensi~n of the life and teachings of J esns, or thro~ving ~ tlood ?f light twon the imperfections, in:
the value and authenticity of the New Testament cons1stenews, m1stran~latwns aud geneml unreliarecords, without reading this work; bnt if found im- uihty of the whole book, Ilene~ reeommended to the
practib,e to be obtained, (and it is very scarce at prayerful cousidemtion of all U!tristians and Hebrews.
present,) then get Thomas Scott's "English Life of
But a!Jove all should such parties chligently stuc!y
Jesus," only published within the last few years, B1shop Colen so on ti.Je "Pentateuch and Joshua."
which contains in a small compass, very much that !'his .lieing the work ~f a. Uhristian bislwp, learned,
will be found amplified ancl elaborated in S.rauss' mtelngent, aml consc1entwus, anxious only for the
much larger work. Perhaps, however, some of our truth, certainly all our Christian friends should read
friends may have reud thttt very shallow and super- this pointt d and se~~rching examination of those six
ficial Rationalistic "Life of Jesus," by Renan, wishy- bouks of tl~e Bible. No one cau possibly be thoroughwashy stuft; in comparison with Strauss or Scott. ly posted 111 regard to the Old Testament without
Then there is Evan Powell Meredith's ''Prophet of reali.ing Uolenso, nor uf the .New Testament without
Nazareth," a recent able English work, critically an- reading Strauss' ''Life of Jesus." Beiug familiar
alytical of the character and teachings of Jesus. '':'lth tuese twu au.thors, ~clear and intelligent concep'' Amphilogia," by the same author is another fine twn can be obtamed ot the origm and purposes uf
production.
the Testaments and the probal!le exteut of their
Then again, do our friends on the other side know credibility ami authenticity.
anything of the various polemical writings of the
Are our theistic friends acquainted with the current
modern Bvanerges, Bradlaugh, or of his associate, Free Thought periodic>Lt Jiter.,ture ~ Do they ever see
Charles Watts, leaders of the English Secularists, and th~ Inde;r, In-vesligato·r.. TIW'l'II SJCEKEH, Bunner of
editors of the Lonli.on l{ettionat Reformer, or of the Lzght, Reltgw-Pittiosophzcat Joutnat, Common Sense
chaste and polished utterances of George J acub Crucible, opirit-aat &ientist, lf1reetltin/cer, opi1'tt·uali.st at
Holyoake, his admirable "Trial of Theism," "Last Wo1:fc, J'dedtum a'itd Duy/n·ea/c, London 8pi1·it,ualist,
Trial for Atheism,'' etc. 'r Every Theist should cer- Nutw1.wl Rejwme1·, Sewtar Ukronicte, or clo they know
tainly read his "Trial of Theism." Or do they anyUnng al!uut JJotyoc~lct's Beasone1' London In-vestig<bknow aught of the more impnssioned utteranc~s of tor, or the Lion.
'
Austin Holyoake, and of the earlier English Free- . Bemg tanuliar with all, or nearly all, the writings
thinkers, Richard Carlile, Charles Soutll wel!, Henry JU~t referred to, hnvmg most of them in my urivate
Hetherington, and Robert Owen, not forgetting our library, l think 1 am safely entitled to .JJe called someown Ethan ·Allen's "Oracles of Reason," Abner Llllng ot a Bible stutlent. Can our opponents state as
Kneeland's "Evidences of Christianity Examined," much ? I would ulso say that L am just a~ familiar
and Hittell's "Evitleuces against Uhnstialllty," also with all the arguments, principles and ideas of the
Elisha Palmer's" Principles of Na.ture ''?
Uhristians and l'lleists, as with those uf the 8keptic
An important work recently published in two large and Atheist. Reared in orthodoxy, a constant attenvommes, entitled "Supernatural Religion,'' scholarly daut upon the Bible class in Sunday School from my
and classically written, is specially commended to all em·lies~ recollection, until a year or two' al'ter my
bdievers in the verity of the New Testament writings, elllanc1pat uu from tile shackles of Chl'istian finalities
and that they are really the productions of tlwse und Htble worship, and having continued ever siuce
whose names they bear. A little work published a in theyath ot lnl!lieal research, 1 um truly say ttJat
few weeks since, entitled ''The Chiluhootl of Relig- there 1s scarcely an argument on either side uiblieal or
ion,'' by Edwarli. Cloud, would not ,he bad reading auti:bi !Jiicul, with w lJicli I am nut tlwroughly acfur BiblC-behevers, and those who swltllow clown the qumnted.
increuible, nonsensical stories narrated in the "Sacred
ln order also to place an intelligent estimate on the
(?) Scriptures." lt shows pretty clearly the ori~in of BibllJ and Ch1 ist~auity, .it i.s absolutely necessary to
many of the myths and legenlls, the marvelous ancl have souw ,,cquamtauce wtth the sacred books and
fubuluus traditions incorporated in the insp'i1·ecl vul- torms of thougut, of the other <>Teat reliu·iuns of the
ume, shpwing their essentntl oneness wiLl! similar world., yY ~ sJw~lld, as far as ;ppurtunity aftonl, befables and legends found among all the nations and come 1arrulmr w ttl! the Koran auli. Mollantmeli.auism .
tribes of autiquity.
the Zend-A vesta, aml Parseeism or Zoroastorism · th~
Then we have the rationalistic and so-called Infidel Vedas, Shaster, Puranas, U parishaclR, l{amayana, 'and
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·Institutes of 1\:[enu, in connection with Brahmanism,
including also what is sometimes called the Hindoo
New Tes.tament, the Bhagavad Gita, reauily purchasable in this country, and which consists of Dialogues
between Christna and his favorite disciple Arjoun,
these two corresponding to the Christ and Jolm of
the Bible, the suffix of Christua being dropped to
make Cllrist, and the prefix of Arjoun (ar) being
om tted to make John. Christna it is well known, lived
1000 years before Christ. and the Bhagavad Gita is
known to have been written long before tue Christian
era Also the Tripitika, and Buddhism; the five
King and fom Shoo of China, and the lives and teachings of the sages Confucius, Mcncius and Lao-tse; the
Talmud and Judaism; the Eddas, and the Scandinavian, and Teutonic mytliology.
Considerable information relative to all these mrty
be obtained fr..>m Mrs. Lydia Maria Child's" Progress
of Heligions Ideas," G. B. Stebbins', " Chapters from
the Bible of the Ages," and M. D. Conway's" Sacred
Anthology," and the pemsal of any or all of t!Jese
three books would be of much benefit to 01.1r biblical
friends.
Commending the foregoing works to the ccnsideration of our opposing friends, I proceed to tile discusshu of the question in point: Does Nature disprove
the God of the Bible? I will endeavor to establish
the fact that Nat me, through the following branches
of physical sctence. and other departments of systematized knowledge, completely disproves the exiete,1ce
of the Bible Deity, and demonstrates the utter unreliability of his pmported revelations, viz: Cosmogony,
Astronomy, Geology, Paleontology, A~thropology,
Ethnology, Arclimology, Clironology, History, Biology, Pllysiology, Botany, Zoology, Ornitbology,
P h1lology, Geography, Mathematics, Optics, Acoustics, l\ieteorology, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics, Mechanics, Chemistry, kiineralogy, Psyschology, and
Military Science, giYing one or more illustrative examples in eaclt ca~e.
1. CosMOGOJSY. According to the teachings of the
best scientists, the matter comprising the P11ysical
Universe is alike uncreatable and indestructible, our
t·artil and all other forms of Nature have been gradually evolved through processes of growtli and development, inlierent in the matter or substance comprising them, tile earth and all tlie suns an,] planets have
been originally compo;ed of nebulous or gaseous
matter, which, through extended processes of condensation and solidiJicatiou, llave assumed tlieir present
sliapes and positwns.· The Bible God, however, tells
us, tlirough his inspired penmen, that he miraculously
created our world and ev~rything else in the Universe
less than 6000 years ago, the earth llaving been finislied in six days, while all the other worlll>, suns and
moons were created in one clay ; our earth, although,
in comparison wiLl! the rest ol tlie U uiverse less than
the nul!ionth part of a grain of sand, requiring,
however, six tiwes as long for its creation as the
whole Universe beside. Tlms Cosmogony decidedly
disproves tlie existence of tlie God of tne Bible.
2. As'!'HONOliiY. Nature, througli the science of
Astronomy, informs us that the suu of our solar system was m extbteuce mtllious of years before our
earth was evolved. The sun liaviug priuwrdially
contained within its encircling atmosphere the material from which all .Jts attendant planets, including
our earth, were evol vecl, necessarily pre-existed before any of the planets, and as long !tges intervened
between the development of each successive planet,
tlie outer ones bemg Jirst evolved, and our earth being
one of tile most interwr, it 1ollows that myriads of
ages must have el<tpsed from tile time \Vlien tile sun
was first developed till the development of tbe earth.
Yet the Bible God reports the cremion of the sun Jour
days after the earth was created, an absolute impossibility, and self-evident absurdity, equivalent to saying
that tt man's father was born four years after his son.
Just as sensible ; just as true. 0, wise God! 0, intelligent God! 0, truthful God!
Again, the moon beiug tlie off,pring (so to speak)
of tbe earth was still 1urr her ,·eparated from tile sun
as regards• the periods of their evolution, yet the
Bible God represents them to have been createll bv
liim on tltc same day, as mucli as to say a man;s
father and a man's son were bottl born the same day.
Still, furtller, the stars of the sidereal heavens .Natme teaches us have been progressively developed in
like manner as our solar system, it beiug tlie type of
all ~ystems, one law runnmg through them all, and
astronomers in form us that tllis process of evolution
of suns and worlds from nebulous nnttter is still goiz~g
on at the present time. They also inform us that
they have observed certain stars, the light from wliicli
has taken two million years to reach the earth, cleftrly
proving them to have been in existence at least two
million ye,u·s ago. Yet our friend t!Je Bible God tells
us they were ereated tlie same' day tlie sun and moon
were, not quite six thousand years ago.
~aying uothin,t;: of the absurdities of liglit being
created three days before the sun, moon, and stars,
alicl of the existence of three momiugs and evenings,
constituting three days, before the sun was created,
there are yet several other peculiar astronomical
statements in tile " Sacred vV ore!." Joshua's commaud to the sun and moon to stand still a whole day,
aud the going back of the sun on the dial ten degrees
for Hezeki>th, are two marve!s so transcendently ab-

surd that it is only necessary to make a passing allusion tliereto. Then we have that wonderful star in
thP. East that guided the Zoroastrian Magi, or " \Vise
Men," to the cradle of the infant God at Bethelem.
Most accommodating star! whose like was never seen
before or since. The whole story is so contrary to
the known facts of astronomical science that it is not
worth serious consideration for a single moment.
The last astronomical wonder, recorded in the precious volume, I shall notice, is the prediction that the
stars shall fall from heaven to the earth. The well
known law of gravitation which reigns supreme
throughout all space, as far we !mow, renders
such a catastrophe an impossibility. 0 ur earth
being one of the smallest of the heavenly bodies,
if tbere were any falling to each other to be done,
would inevitably fall to the star instead of the star to
the earth, and as tlie stars are, in g-eneral, much larger
than the eal'th, only one star would be required to fall
upon the earth to cause a general "smasli-up" of
terresti'ial tliings. TJJere would not be any room for
more than one star, an<l even a great deal too much
for that one, owing to the ]Heponrlerauee in size of
the falling body. So you see tllis Baron Munchauseu
story about stars falling to the earth is all bosh, the
worst !dud of bosh, as are all the other ast.ronomical
statements to which I liave alluded. 'l'lius in seven
instances, through facts of astronomy, c:oes Nature
disprove the Bible God.
In taking leave of this branch of the subject I feel
tempted to exclaim, 0, the lieight, and depth, and
length, and breadth, of the unsearchable wisdom (?J
of God-the Billie God! Verily, a ten year old school
boy knew more in one minute than Jeliovah knew
from the time of Adam to that of John, tlie illustrious
author of that sublime and god-like book, the "Apocalypse or.Revelations, ''the teachings of wliicli are so
plain that "a way-faring man tliough a fool, need not
err tlierein," Query-Did Jolin l!ave the faintest
idea wl1at he was t,tlking about when he wrote it? I
am sure nobody else ever did.
3. GEOLOGY AND p ALEONTOI,OGY. Nature, through
Geology, declares tlie earth to be minions of years old,
and that vegetable and animal life has existed therein
also for millions of years, higher and liigher
species being gradually developed from the lower.
The Bible God says tllat the earth o.nd all organic
nature were miraculously created six thousand years
ago in six clays. Some pions expounders of the revealed word, anxious to hnrmonize that wliich is
totally unharmonizable and ideconcilable, say that
these six days are six indefinite periods of time,
geological epoclis. Even supposing this to be the
case, (which it is not), the work allotted to eacli of
these days by the Bible God, is not at al! in accorclauce
witl1 the revealations of geology. The Bible God says
the work of tlie fourth day was tlie creation of sun,
moon, and stars and nothing else. Now we liave
seen tliat Astronomy proves that neither sun, moon,
nor stars were created on this clay, hence if this fourtli
day be a geological epoch, millions of years in duration, God must have been idle all these millions of
years, as no otlier work is assignee! to liim on the
fourth day save the creation of the heavenly bodies,
which he certainly did not create upon that day or
clm·ing that epocl1. God then must have been at rest
on that day, hence the proper Saboath day is WedneBdr.y, instead of Saturday or Sunday. Here liave
tliese poor, deluded Cliristiaus and Hebrews been observing Saturday and Sunday as a Sabbath ail these
thousands of years, while~ according to their own
theories, carried to their logical conclusion, IV eclnesday is tlie true Sabbath day, God's grand rest day.
Again, if tile six days correspond to the six Geological Epochs, tlie seventh day must be the same, and
as a Geological Epoch is an indelinite number of millions of years, it necessarily follows tliat the seventh
must be of equal dumtion, and as only 6,000 years
have elapsed ~iuce the completion of the sixth, the
seventh nmst still be in operation, in short, compamtively only just begun; and as the seventh clay or
epocll is Llevotecl to God's rest and refreshment, he
must still be resting, and will continue to rest for
millions of years lienee. Tlierefore, as God has ])een
idle and unemployed ever since Adam's creation, the
whole of the accounts given in the Bible, of God's
doino-s and workin"s amono· men must be entirely
fabulous. God lia;ing bee~ doing nothing all this
tiwe, he certainly coulcl not have been continually interfering with the affarrs of men, as is reported in tbe
Bible, so !tll the tales and stories of God talking with
men; getting angry and killing thou~ands in a moment through petty spleen and malignant wrath ; all
tlie wondrous miracles therein recorded and ascribed
to God, sucll as making a whale swallow Jonah; aiding Aaron to manufacture frogs. lice and flies; assisting Samson to bmc!Jer thirty innocent men, in order
that he might rob them of their clotlics, so that he
might pay a bet; all tliese elevating, soul-uplifting
and virtue-inspiring narratives must be relegated to
the domain of the fabulous, mythical and legendary.
As tlie Universe bas been getting along so well for the
last 6,000 years witliout tile assititance or interference
of Jebovali, I think we can dispense with liim and
his handiwork altogetllCr, fur all future time, and
obligingly permit !Jim to continue to ''take a rest."
The orner of creation, as gtven in Genesis, does not
agree with the discoveries of geology. According to
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tlie Bible God, grass, herbs and fruit trees were the
first created organic substa,nces, while geology proves
t.liat the lowest orders of vegetable and animal forms
were first brougl1t into existence, such as sea-weed,
echinoderms, coral polyps, etc., and many millions of
years elapsed before such liighly cllevelopecl vegetable
substances, as grass and fruit trees, were evolved.
Fisli are placed by Genesis as created after herbs,
grass and fruits, while every geolog-ist knows fish
were in existence ages before the latter.
Genesis
locates the creation of fish, 1Jin1s and whales on tlie
fifth day, while reptiles are placed in the sixth day.
Now fisli were developed long ages before birds and
whales; in fact., mill ions of years elapsed between the
development of each of these three orders of animals. Fish were among the earliest animal productions, birds only a.ppearing in the triassic period and
whales in the cretaceous. Reptiles, instead of being
created after birds, precede(] them in order of development, they (reptiles) being a link between fish and
birds.
Many other discrepancies could be show u between
the Genesaical record· and the ''testimony of tlie
rocks," but time forbids their mention. 'l'hus, in
many instances, Nature, through the sciences of
Geology and, Paleontology, fully disproves the Bible
God.
4. AN'l'HIWPOLOGY and E'l'I!NOLOGY. Nature, througli
these sciences, teaches us the gradual development of
man from the animal kingdom, and his existence on
this planet, certainly one hundred tbousand years, ami
probably near two hundred and fifty thousand years
ago. Baron Bunsen, the famous Christian savan and
Egyptologist, proves that man has certainly existed
twrmty thousand years. Sir Charles Lyell demonstrates
conclusively the great antiquity of man, reacbing back
far into the past. The presence of man, either contemporary with, or immediately succeeding tire Glacial Epoch, which occurred, according to well established principles of calculation based on known astronomical facts, about two hundred arHl iHty thousand
years ago, has been comvletely established. ·what
then becomes of the puny six tlwuRand years of Genesis ? Dissipated into thin air, vanished in smoke,
like all the rest of the science of the Bible.
All the races of mankind, black, mixed and white,
are derived from Noah, so s:tys the "infallible" authority, but the best etlinologists declare otherwise.
Even Agassiz argued strongly in favor of se_!)arate
creations for the varied types of mankind. Science
demonstrates the impossibility of the black races
ever to have had white progenitors. 'rhus we see
Nature, through the sciences of Anthropology and
Ethnology, flatly repudiating tlie Bible God.
5. AnCIILEOLOGY, CnrWJSOLnGY and HrsTORY.Tllese just as fully disprove the Bible narrative of
man's recent origin as the kindred sciences of Anthropology and Ethnology, Geology and Paleontology. Hemains in various parts of the earth liave
been found, indicating a high state of civilization anterior to tlie time of tlie flood in Genesrs, tlie same
continuing uninterupteclly :t;or many generations subsequent to that supposed event, tlius showing that no
such geneml deluge as is tlescribed in tlie Bible occurreel at the time specified. Bunsen says liieroglypliical
writing was in vogue in Egypt eleven tliousand years
ago. Mauetho, the eminent Egyptian clironicler, as
quoted by Eusebms, tile famous cliurch historian,
speaks of a succession of dynasties in Egypt lasting
29,D25 years. Thus, aga.in, we see the six thousand
years of Genesis fade into insignificance.
Jesus is represented by tile Bible God as being filleel witli his spirit, the offspring of the Holy Gllost,
and as one witli the Father, yet we find him most
egregiously blundering as regards the history of his
own countrymen, God's chosen people. In Matt.
xxiii. 35, lie accuses the Jews of murdering Zacharias, the son of Barachias, between the temple and tbe
altar. Zacharias, son of Baracliias, was a Hebrew
prophet, whose writings constitute one of the books
of the Bible, but he was never killed, but died peacefully hke otlier men. Another Zacharias, sou of
Jehoid:t, living three hundred and twenty years b0fore the prophet Zacharias, was, however, slain between the temple and the altar. (See 2 Chron. xxiv.
20-22.) Here we have this ~on of God, or God himself as commonly believed, making 11 sad blunder in
Jewish history, confounding together two entirely
Llifferent p<ll:·sons on account of the similarity of their
names. Tliis one circumstance completely demolishes the infallibility either of Jesus or tlie record.
Either Jesus never made tlie mistake, and :Matthew
was inspired to write a falsehood, or else Jesus, tlie
pcrJ'ect man, or very Gocl (according to the conflicting views of dificreut Cliristian sects), had forgotten
which of the two Zachariases it was tliat wtts killed.
and, guessing at W;, liit upon the wrong one. Our
Cliristian friends cau take either horn of the dilemma tliey elect, both beiur; fatal to their views and ·theories. So Natmc, througli the agency of Archmology, Clironology and History, clearly destroys the
reliability of the Scriptum! Deity.
6. BIOLOGY. Nature declares the impossibility of
animals and men living wit.hout having fresh air to
breathe. Tlle Bible God says that N Ofth anclliis family, autl tile immense concourse of animals, lh·ell
without air in tlie ark for at least forty days, if uot
over a year. 'l'liere was only one ::<mall wmuow to
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the ark, on top, in the upper story, which, with the
door, was kept closed, .certainly during the rain storm,
if not afterwards.
[coNCLUDED lN ouR NEXT.]

Itake
at dedication of the Paine Memorial BuilJing, I
this mode to enquire as to the condition of the

property, title to the same, funds used in purchase of
I surmise by Mr.
Altman's letter that thel'e is one or more screws loose
as to title, lunds used, and controlling management.
. Now, it still appears to me, as I told you at my
PAINE HALL LE'f'rERS.
· residence last winter, that there arc two ways of makANOTHER FROM D. R. BURT.
ing all plain and clear-first, a special charter from
Second, an on~;ani
JI'IR. EDI'l'OR : I thank you for placing the facts re- the legislatura of Massachusetts.
lating to the Paine Memorial Association-and in zation of a corporation under the general laws of the
answer to the enquiries of :llfr. Charles A. Codman in State making trustees and legal successors who shall
relation to the same-before the public. But I will control the property. It would seem certain to me
say, with all due respect, that I was not a little sur- tltat, nude!' the present management, tilel'e is no legal
prised by your preface-that it was with feelings of title or control to the Liberals who have ful'nished the
delicacy you did so, Have you delicacy in publish- money so far, and more money is constantly wanted.
ing public facts, every word bome out by the record, Is there not dang·er of the building becomin)! the
and most of them known to yourself as facts, and property of certain individuals, or is it not already so?
such as are due the public. Having thrown to the May not these individuals sell said property to the
breeze your banner, inscribed, "Truth and Justice, Y. III. C. A., or for a shoe factory at their pleasure ?
though the heavens fall," we were not prepared for (I do not believe they would, hut their heirs or assigns
any exhibition of feeling. 1t is only truth and justice may.) I observe that yourself and .Mr. Altman, as
to the public and posterity we ask-nothing for our- trustees, take little part in the Building. What is
the matter? Are you free to say? Is there not a
selves.
And if those gentlemen, Friend Underwood and probability that the mortgagee will soon take the
Butts, would cease their pettifo!!ging and specious building? I should like to know all ai.Jout this
pleacling·s about the honest payment of obligations matter. Is it right, or is it wrong ? Please sHy at
and unselfislmess of men in the past-which have your convenience, and oblige yonr friend,
J. '\!fARNER
no relation to the case at issue-and would approach
the subject with firmness and kindness, advising
DONLlHTn, ILr,., Oct. 20th, 1875.
the Boston parties to make a clean breast of it, ~To A. K. Bu'l''l'S. EsQ.-.J[y Dmr Sir: I noticed in
by inviting a searching investigation, and proposing the last Tnu•rn SEEREH your article, iu which you
to bind themselves to abide the decision of a Board of IDbntion a proposition from the parties holding the ti·
Trustees, properly appointed and judiciously selected, tle to the P!line JHemorial property, which you
to represent the interests of all, say seven, nine, proposed to offer to the public, and which you
eleven or thirteen, whichever would be best, and consider will be satisfactory to the wishes and extransfer to said board and their successors, the Paine pectations of all except a fraction of the Liberals of
Memorial property, to be held and controlled by them the country. Nothing could be more satisfactory to
in all future time ; to organize under the general my feelings than to have it properly adjusted, and
law o~ Massachusetts, which requires not less than contl'olled by men who desire it as n public institution,
seven trustees, as an educational institution, and thus and not the means of advancing· the personal aggransave all taxes in future, then the above-named gentle- dizement of auy one man, or any three men.
men would prove themselves the real friends of the
It must be admitted that the irregularities of these
cause and the friends of those who have wrested the men were, and are, a grave error. But if tlreywill now
funds from their proper custody, and refuse to loosen invite investigation, and propose to convey in oroper
their grasp only upon conditions which they are time to a Boltrd of Trustees, properly selected, and
pleased to offer.
abide the determination of that Board as an investigaHas not Mr. Mendum established his unfitness to ting committee, I should judge that the matter could
control the matter since the lamentable departure ? be adjusted. I ask nothing but that the original obHad he followed instructions of the BDard, every dol- jects of the association be carried out, and in order to
lar of expense would. have Leen paid by this time. do this, it is necessary to increase the number of trns·
It is known that his departure caused tire loss in New tees to enable an orgamzalion to be effected under the
York of $13,000. I have a fl'iend tlmL was and is general laws of the State of ll'lassacl.iuselts for such
anxious to gtve all his property to an institution simi- pnrposes. If, by any fair and honorable mediation,
lar to what this was originally designed· to be, amount· you can be the means of affecting tllis, you will have
ing to $30,000. I can also name a friend who would earned the title of public benefactor.
give $1,000, and three others that would give $500
Fraternally your friend.
each, had all been honorably conducted.
D, R. BL"Itr.
When in California, I received a proposition from
.Mr. Joseph Lee, of San Jose, a worthy citizen and a
l•'R0,\1 1L ALT3LI.N.
friend of the cause, who proposed to borrow $3,000
OFFICE Ol<' }1. ALniA.N & Co., i
for three years and return $6,000, giving the best of
il01 & 303 Sixth Avenue, N. Y. )
security for the faithful performance of the same, as
MR. EvrTOI{: Were it not for a single word in the
a means of aiding the cause and himself at the same letter of A. K. Butts in your last issue I would not
time.
trouble you with this note so soon, aud that word is
I retained $i.l,OOO in tho bank for a ti.nie, and wrot,ll "tlti1·cl," which he iiaiicizes (in the passage "for the
to Mr. :M.endum the facts. He telegraphed and wrote third time, etc.,) thus insiuu::tting that. I had noticed
me not to loan any part, but to bring rt all away. I him before, by way of controver~y or argument.
then forwarded the money by draft, less $15.00 exAs far as my memory serves me I never had any
change. Thus was lost• to the fund $2,.500. '.rhis difficulty with him, and have not the remotest idea of
will throw a little light on the ''frittering" process what he means when he says I ''may for a third time
named by I\1r. Mendum.
fail to hit him," unless he refers to the following cir·
Mr. Lick has often stated, had the business been cumstances. Some three or four years ago, this man,
properly handled to ensure its safety for tile objects Butts, called upon me several times for the purpo8e of
designed, he would have made his gift amount to inducing me to auvertise in the Inde:c or to subscribe
$50,000 to each fund, to wit, the "Lecture'' and the for its stock. I refused several times, but he was per·
"Memorial," $100,000 in all. This sum, together sistent and importunate; finally I made him the Iolwith the promised subscriptions unpaid, and which lowing proposition, to wit: That I would subscribe
never will be in all probability, unless the condi- for $100 worth of Inde.t: stock upon condition that he
tions be changed, amounting to $4,361.51, these sev- would subscribe $100 to the Paine Hall Fund. This
eral sums, amounting in the aggregate to $135,361.51, he agreed to. I at ouce sent $10 to the ln-vestigcdoJ· and
will all be lost to the Paine Hall.FLmd, unless the en· a letter giving the particulars, which $10 was credited
ter·prise or institution be satisfactorily secured to pos- to, and acknowledged as coming from Butts. He sent
terity, as originally contemplated.
$10 to t.he Index which was credited to me. '.rhus far
In conclusion, l'tir. Editor, I plead with you and the contract was kept by him; but the next year I
with those above referred to, as well as with at! ":ho received notice from the Incltx Association that my
love the cause, to use every effort for the restoratiOn second installment was due. I wrote to Mr. Abbot
of that uni_on, confidence and enthusill;sm,_whic~, lik~, informing him that the Association must look to :Mr.
a halo _of light, clustered aro~nd the fil'st mceptwn of~- Butt!:! for the second 810; and giving him the details
the Pan~e Hall movement-~tspensed and attenuate~, of our· agreement. He replied, stating that Butts owed
though 1t undoub.tedly now 1s .o!l account of the sm- them more money alre::tdy, than they desired, and the
cJdal condu~t. of 1ts professed fnends-yet ~ earl!estly result was that I paid that $10 and six subsequent ten
hope.the o~·1gmal purpose may yet be a~tamed m the dollars making $80 on said stock; and when I called
erectiOn of a Temple of Reaoon ded1cated to the Butts' attention to the violation of his contract his
truth as !tis in Nature, and held in trust for that reply was evasive and discourteous; at any rate he
sacre.d obJect .to our successors forever.
.
never paid one dollar to the Index Ass., besides the firot
W1th the lm~des~ tefllmgs oJ.e respect, I remmn fra- $10 above mentioned. If he knows of any other cliftemally ;yours m fnenclsh1p and truth.
terence, difficulty, or controversy I ever had witll
Dttnletth, Ill.
D. R. BurtT.
him, let him speak out, giving facts as I have done.
~ p, S. I enclose ::t letter. from J. Warner, of Patch
I have no difficulty with him, even now; for what in
Grove, Grant Co., Wis., a contributor to the Hall fund, the world has he to do with the Paine Hall or its fund?
which be pleased to publish for its very proper sug- From what we know of him, he must be mucll more
gestions, and expression of feelings generally enter· familiar with the funds of the Inde:v Association than
tained. Very respectfully, yours for truth, j\lstice and with that of Paine Hall. We certamly never heard of
friendship,
D. R. B.
him in connection with our cause until he was turned
out of the Index Association. Who is this "BusyP A'l'CH·GROYE, WIs., Sept. 4, 1875.
D. H. BUR'!', Dunleith, Ill.
Decw Hir: Not having body Meddlesome," who rushes into print to defend
seen you since your expedition to Boston last winter better men than himself against char~es never made?
j grounds and erection of building.

I

I

~Iendum and Ben vet' are honest, upright men, and I
have never S!~id anythiug to t.he contrury. I have had
dealings with them continuously, CYPr since 1859 and
in all their dealings have always found them strictly
honest and conscientious ; ~tud yet. I say that they
have made mistakes in this Paine Hall matter. I repeat again, that in my judgment, thfl mistakes made
were honest ones; yet they should be, as they can be,
rectified.
It surely does not require Butts' word to assure us
that l\'Ienclum and Seaver are hone8t, and no man
deserves special credit for heing honest, and why
should Butts insist upon dei't.'I\Liing; them when they
require no defence, unless he intends drumming the
country for advertisements and commissions as he did
when a Free Ueligionist. The old adaa;e is remembered-'' 'When the Devil was sick the Devil a monk
would be, but when the Devil was well the Devil a
.nonk was he."
I trust, Mr. Editor, thnt whatever is written upon the
Paine Htdl Fund should bear upon that question
directly. As far as I mn concerned I am done with
side issues and inelevant personal gohsip. I stand
by what I wrote in my first card, and will prove all I
have said, if d('nin<l by any two parties interestednot outsiders.
M. AL1'MAN.

[The following letter from A. K. Butts is on the
other side of this unfortunate matter, and we insert it
just as freely as the above. ~Ir. Butts is recognized
as the nnthorizect spokesman for the Boston parties.]
'I'llhl l'AINhl HALT, ONChl M<H:E.

NEW Ymm:, Oct. 20th, 1875.
Enrrou : I seem to come in for attack, from
far and near_ While I am disposing of 1\'Ir. Allman
here in New York, an honored voice from the shore
of the Mississippi denounces me for what he considers my bact advice to the Liberal people. I thank
you again for the permission to defend myself. I
rejoice that in defe11ding my advice on this subject,
I shalt incidentally be defending ihose standard bearers of our cause, whose devotion started, and whose
ability carried on the Paine Hall enterprise. I only
wish their defence had fallen to ai.Jler hands. However, before this controversy is over I expect abundant assistance. Notwithstanding the virulent insinuat ons which have been cast about privately among
the Liberals for months past, there have !Jeen no deep
seated prejudices established except in some half-doz.
en minds and I am safe to say that nine hundred and
ninety-nine ont of every thousand in onr ranks will
be glad lo retmn to that almost unlimited confidence
whicli they have reposed in }Iessrs. Seaver and ~Ien
,Jum for more tlian one third of a century. And I predict that before the next anniversary of Paine's birth
these two men will receive more of honor aud gratitude for their sell-sacrificing labor~ in this cause than
at anytime heretofore. Either I and the majority of
Liberals have been miserably befrJOled and juggled
with,· -and that for many years-or .1\lr. Bun's mind
has recently been distorted, dazed, soured and turned
into a nest of haunting doubts and horrid suspicions.
llir. Burt, against my earnest protest, summons 1he
Liberal public to decide which of us is mistaken, and
I accept the issue. I never had but two hours conversaliou with Mr. Burt in my life. It was conducted
mostly by him and concerned only this trouble. AI~
though opposed to him Irom tho start on this question,
I was impressed by his apparent honesty of purpose
and natural nobleness of .character.
At the clo::'c of Mr. Burt's narr11tion, I told him I
still had absolute confidence in tire honestv of Messrs.
Mendum and Seaver, and further, in theil' anxiety to
accept of rmy compromif>e which could be demanded
by any candid Liberal. I begged him to remain a
week or two longer in New York, to see what could
be clone.
I understood hi:.n to promise me absolutely and uncontlitional!y, that he wouh.i do so. He left my office
immediately and left town for the W e~t within twelve
hours without the least word to me. Right here let
me say that I must never be understood to cast any
reflections on J\'Ir. Burt's honesty. He doubtless forgot his promise, ami I trust I shall maintain the respect due. to his age, as it is about double mine, and to
his services, which are, doui>tless, just as he describes
them.
But if we mea8ure by the latter, I am n.s well entitled to a respectful hearing, when I presutiie to advise
your ret~ders as before. When he mentions hundreds,
I couid mention thousands of dollars spent in the
c::tuse of Freethought, ancl where he mentions weeks,
of devotion thereto, I could ccunt nt le!LSt as many
months. Sometlring more than lwnesly aud devotion
should be demanded, however, when tt man makl's
such outrageous and scandalous attacks ou venerated
leaders of a noble cause. ~lr . .Bmt should have been
accuJ•ate,jttst and self j'orgefJ1tl, not to say kind, candid
and reasonable.
That helm~ b6en neither oue nor the other I propose
to prove. First, accuracy, 1\Ir. B. is entirely mistakim when he usserts iu private and pulJlic, that the
laml on which Paine Hall stands is the property of
the Boston Trustees, individually to bE:' liable for their
individual debts or to go to their heirs. The proper'
ty is held by them as "joint tenants." This Mr. B.
~fl{.
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ought to know as quite a different thing fi'om ''tenants have been glad if he bad been Jess so, for instance
Business Notices.
with Me~<srs. Burt and Henderson. . But these faults
The legal papers in this case were drawn by a dis- nre common amongst us. They are but exaggerations [In this colw;m short notices will be inserted at lOcts. a, line.]
tinguished Infidel lawyer of Boston, and under them of the virtues of frankness, uprightness and individuWrite to A. M. BunNs, Manhatta-;;, Kansas, (enclosing
so long as either Df the three Trustees lives and re- ality. "When Greek meets Greek then comes the stamp,) and get one of his circulars in reference to Burns'
mains faithfnl to nis trust, there cannot be the slight- tug of war." It is unfortunate that some of the few Seedling R!lspberry. One of the hardiest, surest bearers
est alienation o~ the property. They have the power who are fightin~ Mr. Mendum should have similar and best varieties in existence for the severe climate of
to appotnt their own successors, and to suppose that peculiarities. While we are waiting for Mr. Mendum's the northwest. They have been in cultivation fifteen
they intend to appoint improper persons r.o that of· return I should like to ask Mr. Burt a few questions vears, and in that time they have not Winter-killed nor
w'hich shall be in the best temper and utmost respect failed to bear bountifully.
flee, is too absnrd for argument.
Mr. Burt's figures are inaccurate. There is only toward him personally-! trust he will answer me as
The Liberal lectures by Prentice Mulford, announced
$62,000 of mortgage on the property, instead of $70,- considerately as he did :i\fr. Cadman.
000. :llfr. Altman signed for $10,000, instead of $5,1st. How long after he became a trustee was it be- as to be held at Masonic Hall. will be given at Trenor's
000, and the former was all which he was legally re- fore he became so suspicious of the Boston men as to new Hall, 1266 Broadway, between 32d and 33d streets, at
s o'clock. Admission free. They are noon. Let all at.
qnired to sign. He signed without protest too.
send his proxy as trustee to Mr .. Altman?
tend wllo can make it convenient.
Again, Mr. Mendum and the rest have never" posi2d. Who caused these suspicions and how?
ti.vely 1·ey{uMd" to re-decd the property to "a legal body
3d. Was there ever any legal organization of the
WE would call the attention of our readers to the card
of Trustees." On the contrary, they lmve always five trustees?
·
of G. L. Henderson & Co., in another column by which it
been ready and eager to make it over to any man, or
4th. When Mr. Burt obtained money from the Lick
will be seen that they are 8till engaged in supplying their
Ret of men, who would assume their liabilities and property and others, r.nd turned it over, as be says, to
responsibilitieR.
Mr. Mendum did he ask or obtain any security there- Western friends with goods.
It gives us pleasure to recommend l\Ir. Henderson and
Mr. Burt conveys the idea that he and Mr. Altman for? In other words, what then was the '' natme of
were put out from the Board of Trustees. This is the instrument under which they "-or :Nir. Men dum his assoeiates to all who may need their services, knowing that whatever business or trust that is confided to
not so. Mr. Altman virtually took himself out and -"hold the trust for posterity?
carried Mr. Burt with !tim. When they wished to
5th. If as Mr. B. says, Mr. Altman and himself ex- them will be faithfully and conscientiously performed.
come back they bad the same right there as any of us acted "not the shadow of secw·ity," then why does he
MooDY AND SANKEY are coming to save the so1tls of all
who might have been acceptable, but were not. If blame me now that the Paine Hall is a fact accmnplislted, poor Spiritunlists, Infidels, Free Religionists, etc., at
Mr. Burt were a younger or less \Vorthy man, I should and by it! history, its adaptability and infidel inscrip- small expense, but the Wakefield Earth Closet Co. will
accuse him of quibbling on some other points.
tions, etc., to say nothing of the integrity of the joint save the Holes of the ladies and children, the sick, aged
~fr. B. says that I referred to Mr. Cadman's in- tenants is "perpetuated for the purposes intended," and infirm from the dangers of ice and snow. mud and
quiries witlwut answering them. This point I wi:l why d~es he blame me for advising Liberals to the slush ,-;llile on their shivering journey to that ancient
leave to your readers, especially" to those who knew very s~me thing which they-Messrs. A. and B.-did nuisance in the back yard, which is misnamed a privy.
of no covert meaning in Mr. Cadman's letter. Osten- so freely?
Moody and Sankey's work may last a season, but tho
sibly, his letter was to ascertain what bearing the
6th. As the contributions were sent in by reason of Wakefield Earth Closet will last a lifetime. Now is tlle
history of the Boston enterprise could have UJ?OU ~ur the advertisements of the enterprise in the columns of time to buy. Send to 30 Dey street, New York.
desire to erect a simihtr hall here, and to that mqmry the Ir>.vestigator, ancl on the faith of the only two men ------===================::::
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·'Banner of Light."
'l'he oldest Journal devoted to the

SPIRJTUAL

THE BHAGAV AD-GlTA:
Or, a Discourse on Divine Matters, between Krishna and Arjuna.

PHILOSOPHY

A SANSKRIT PHILOSOPHICAL POEM,

IN THE WORLD!

Henderson & Brown
Would respectfully inform the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that they are still
engaged in .

Purchasing Goods

for their WestP,rn fl'iends and the public,
TRANSLATED. WITH COPIOUS NOTES, AN INTRODUCTION ON SANSKRI'l' esp~cially in the lines of
ISSUED WEEKLY
PHILOSOPHY. AND OTHER 1\'IATTERS.
CLOTHING, SEWING 1\iACHINES. DitY
AT NO. D MONTGOl\IEHY PLACE. BOSGOODS AND J300KS,
TON, MASS.
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COCKBURN
THOMSON,
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COLBY & RICH, Pub's and Prop's.
FROM 20 TO 40 PER CENT to the pUrchaser.
MEMBER OF 'l'HE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE, AND OF 7HE ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY
IsAAC B. RICH,. - Business Manager.
OF '<'ORMANDY.
They are also preparP<l to transact any
LuTHER CoLBY, - - - - - Editor.
This work contains curious details of thel\Ianners. Customs, Mythology. Worship business in New York c:ty which renuires
Aided b?J a la1ye cu11.M of able ·w1·iten. etc .. of the Hindus. The principal design of these dialogues seems to have been to personal and special attention.
·
unite all the prevailing modes of worshiP of those days: the Brahmins esteAm it to
cont>tin all the gmnd mysteries of their religion, and have exorcised pn,rticular care to
~ Pl'ico List sent on annlicn.tion by letTHE BANNER is a first-elttss, eight-page conceal it from the knowledge of those of a different persuasion.
ter. enelosing st.amn. 0.-d r~ mnst br-1 acFamily Newspaper, containing forty colThe spirit of the age prompts thoughtful people to innuire into the traditions of comp>tniml with Postal Order. Clwck or
umns of int•·resting and instructive read- the past. In doing so, it is found that l\Iythology has played her part well. '!'he tracli- CA.sh.
ing. embracing
tions of the fathers have been systematized by thoughtful mrm. from time tu timo. in
HENDERSON & ImOWN.
A LITERARY DEPAR'l'l\IEN'l'.
different ages of the world. Later generations h>we believed such tradtioins. so syste18 Cl iuton Place, N.Y.
REPOHTS OF SPIRITUAL LECTURES.
matized. to he nothing less than deific commands. ImaginA.ry gods ha've bcon conORIGINAL ESSAYS- Unon Spiritual, structed, to whom the w~rld has p>tid. homage >tnd divine honors.
Philosophical. and Scientific subjects.
If we receive as truth all that is believed by credulous devotees, the world has had
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT,
numerous incarn>tte deities.
CON'l'lUBUTIONS. original and select, by
Those who have been educated to belief ii::t the Christian religion, and to regard the
the must talented writers in the world, ger;tle Nazarene as the only Son of God. take a very limited view of th·_· various religetc., etc.
ious svstems of the Present and of the past ages.
•
• Amon~ the incarnA.te deiti~s that different systems of religion have recogniz~d as
having ex1sted, through ommpotent love for fallen humamty, by the overshadowmg o
Terms of Sul,script·ion, in Adwnce.
fem>tles of vestal purity, Krishna was a charac·ter as important in the Brahminieal sys
·THE OLDEST REFORM JCURN.'l.L
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s:J.OO tern of religion; as Christ is "in the plan of salvA.tion" instituted by the Jews' Grea
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His coming was foretold. even as was Christ's.
At tlr" age of sixteen Krishna began to preach, and was,like Christ. the founder of Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875
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must accompany the subscription.
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City, payable to the ordAr of Colby & ·Rich, were induced to send to England for a copy of a more re~ent translation, by J. CockHORACE SEAVER, Etlitor.
is preferable to Bank Notes, since, should
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
the Order or Draft be lost or stolen. it can burn Thomson, member of the Asiatic Society of France, and the Antinmtrian Society
M~~~~
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7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
be renewed without loss to the sender.
The trans!A.tor accompanied the work with copious notes, which >tre doubtless of
Subscriptions discontinued A.t the expir- more or less value, as explanatorY of the text, but the reader will take them for just of tt Two-Cent St>tm p to pay the postage.
'l'he Investir;ator is devoted to the Liberal
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what they are worth-nothing more is expected.
cA. use in religion; or, in other words, to
The text, as correctly translated, contains gems of thought, transmitted from antin- Universal l\Iental Liberty. Independent
~ Specimen copies sent free.
1uity, which are of real intrinsic value to the thoughtful people of .the age, and to them in all its discussions, discarding superstihe work is most respectfully recommended by the Amencan publisher.
tious theories of what never can be known
it devotes its columns to things of this
PRESS COMMENTS ON THE BHAGA VAD-G11'.A.:
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
'More than ordinary care >tnd trouble have been spent upon this work. It is in be one, to those who have entered its unevery way ct·editable to the scholarship and enterprise of the west."-IntPr- Oct!a11.
known shores. Believing that it is the du"This curious volume purports to give a full and accumte compilation of the tenets ty of mortA.ls to work for the interest of
taught by Krishna. . . . The text contains many brilliA.nt thoughts. well worth the this world, it confines itself to things of this
attention of the thoughtful student of history, literature or science."-Ow· Fh·es·ide life entirely. It will soon commence its
Friend.
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
"This translation of a Hindoo poem. dedicated by l\Ir. Thomson to his sometime from those who are fond of sound reasonNO. D MONTGOMERY PLACE,
instructor, Professor Wilson of Oxford. is one of a class of works demantling all the ing. good reading, reliabJe news, anecconsideration and assistance that scholars every-where can afford. It belongs to a dotes, science, art, and a useful Family
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after bestowing his blessing. departed. AnSCOVILL'S
fldds and ifntl~.
Iother look at the watch convinced its new Truth Seeker Tracts.
owner tlmt two rlollars was the market No.
Cts
Al'l"aignmeut of Priestcmft. by D.
=---=-================.=I price for it.
!If. Bennett.
]g BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP.
THE BUMP OF DESTRUCTIVENESS.-:\. railA SLIGII'.r HINT.-A bn,shful youth was
Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
I

1.
2.

way collision.
SoMETHING a rich man always wants and
a poor man always has.-Nothing.
IF a sweetheart is called a turtle-dove, a
eoqnette must be a mock turtle-dove.

paying his adnresses to a lass of the conntry, who had long despaired of bringing
things to a crisis. He called one day when
she was alone at home. After settling the
merits "of the weather, 1\fiss said, looking
slyly into his face:
1 "I droampt of you laBt night."
I "Did you? Why, now!"
I "Yes, I dreampt you kissed me!"
' "Why now! What dicl yon dream Your
mother said?"
"Oh, I dreampt she wasn't at home!"
A light da\vned on the youth's intellect,
and directly something was heard to crack
-perhaps it was his whip, ancl perhaps
not; but in about a month more they were
married.

WHY is a dishonest bankrupt like !I poor
man ?-Because both fail to get rich.
THE greatest" affair of the heart" known
to science is the circulation of tlie blood.
THE man who recently knocked down an
elephant, a lion,1tnd a rhinoceros, was an
auctioneer.
·
WHY is a marriage certificate like au
nrticle the public cannot do without ?-Ber·ause it is a noose-paper.
WHEN a girl tumbles and hurts herself badly, the first thing she does is to get
A young lady uf engaging personnl apn p and look at her dress.
pearance. who arrived in Burlington, Iowa.,
.
C t.
d tl t h
1a s e
'·Bah! saicl John Henry's hopeful to r1 recent 1y from res on, announce
small boy who wanted to whip him. "you was going to open a barber shop on North
Hill. The very next day each married
couldn't lick a postage stamp."
woman on North Hill surprised her hnsYou need never scruple to seize time band, whose many virtues she had long
by the foreloek, for he'll be pretty sure to known and admired, with a 11 eat little
pull out yours if you live long enough.
present, consisting of a razor, lather-brush
"ANY letters for J\Iike Howe?" asked !1ll and strop. And now, as oft as a North Hill
m<'n comes home, the wife of his bosom
individual of a clerk at a. post-office
window. "No letters for anybody's cow." puts hei· arms aroun<l his neck and rubs
her downy cheek against his face, in all
A TRAVELER called for mint sauce at a apna.rent innocence end affection; but if
hotel the other day, and the waiter said his cheek is smoother than when he went
they had none, adding: "Our cook makes away from home in the morning. she fans
all the mince into pies.not sauce.
him with the rolling-pin until he has to
lkGENE-" c e sit down 011 the sl1elly wear his hat on which ever lump if will fit
b t
-"
'
om
shore, and hear the mighty ocean roa.r." 1 es ··
Amelia-" I can'tsit down you silly goose '
JACK AND JILL.
'oecause I' c1 b urs t my pm· b ac'
1- 1oose. "
.. To climb t h at state 1Y emmenr;e.
.
..
i:>ays Jill to Ja.cl,, ".I go;
"FATHER, it tells here of illuminated
And if thoulov'st, then follow me.
:"\ISS. What are they lighted with?"
Follow in well! or wo<'."
"Lighted with? Oh-why-my son. they
a.re lighted with-with the light of other
Kays Jack to Jill: " W hate'er thou wilt.
days.''
Thy will is law to me:
And if to climb thou dost desire,
CRoWING boy on the fence to boy on the
" Lead on! I'll follow thee."
walk. "You ain't got no baby at your
house." Sneering ·boy on the walk to boy
'l'hey climbed the hill, but all too soon
·on the fence. "I don't care. our dog has
Repentance came to Jill;
got six puJ)s, aha-a."
For Jaek he tripped upon a stone,
And tumbled down the hill.
"AUGUSTUS, dear," she said, tenderly
pushing him from her, as the moonlight
"0 J<1ck! 0 Jack! i\fy own true Jove!
l\ooded the bay-wintlow where they were
Oh, "Wha,t tt fall wa.s theril!'
standing." I think you had bettm· try some
Behold! Like thee, I'll crack my crown.
other hair dye-your moustache tastes like
For what thou dar'st, I dare!
turpentine."
"I called on thee to follow me,
WHEN you se·e a woman with a raw-hide
Whilst climbing UlJ t!Je hill."
hid in the back drapery of htJr morninWith one wild shriek, ·• I follow tlwe !"
wrapper,and calling "William Henre-e-e"
Were the last words of Jill.
in a key about four octaves above hig-h C,
-Boston Advei'll:.~er.
you may know that a. whaling expedition
is about to set sail,
WAITING For: A CAVE.-'l'ht·ee orfourdays
AN In<lian and a white man were passing ago, within two or three miles of thio city,
;tlong a street in an American ci•y, when a Washington street mcr<•hant', who had
tho former espied a window full of wigs; business in the couutry, came to a small
pointing to the owner, who was standing creek, besi!le which a native was washing
in the door-way. he said: "·Ugh! Him his shirt. 'fhe man wus sousing the gargreat man-big brave-take heap scalps!" ment up ant! down and around, and as he
"soused" he whistled a merry tunc.
A CHICAGo woman advertises in the
··Do yon have to wash your own shirt?"
JlaJTiaue Razam·: "I want an honorable, inuuired the merchant as he halted.
honest gentleman for a husband. No law"Not all us, but old Bet has got one o' her
yer, doctor, or politician may apply, I flts on.iest now," waB the ready reply.
will give my future husband on my marri"Then yon don't agree very well'!"
a.ge day $10,000 cash, and twice that amount
"Purty well 011 the general thing. J~et's
in real estate. I a.m 22 years of age, 5 feet ki!!d o' mulish, and I'm kind o' mulish,
J~ inches high, weight 140 pounds, a good anll when we get our backs up we cr11wl off
musician, and well edtH:aterl. Erlitor has to see who'll ca.ve first."
address."
"I shoul.d think yo11 would w1mt some
LoGIC.-" Eat your bread, Charles, tlo not soap 't"
"I do,"
fling it away," said a learned and a good
"Why don't yott get it, then?"
.iudge to one of his family; adding," for
'"That would \Je caving to Bet, stranger.
who knows, in the vicissitudes of this life,
if you may not some day want it." The She's srJlHLttecl on the only bit of bar soa!J
old gentleman had to cough, look learned 'tween here and Vicksburg. and she's jest
and go away, when the youngster answer- aching for me to slid.e up a.nd ask her fnr
ed more Jogieally, "If I eat it, hfJw ·can I it."
" And you won't'!''
have it when I want it?" This is the re.. Stranger," replied the nntive, as h'1
sult of a learned judge having children,
stmightened UJ)," don't I look like a feller
BuYI:-~G A WATCH.- A respectably dressed, that would wear a. shirt three months ctfore
but woe-begone-looking individual enter- I'd cave in and holler for soap?"
ed a New York horse car. and pitifully
1'lte merchant sided with him. and as he
asked: "Is there any one here who will buy droYe on, the man soused the shirt 11p and
this watch? l\!Iy wife l!es dead in the house rlown and whistled:
and I want twenty dollars to bury her
f'm gwinc up the river--with." A passenger handed OYer the twenty
ffea.r me holler.
dollars, pocketed the watch, 11nd the man,
-- Viekobm·(llf~ntld.
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3. ·1'homas Paine.
"
4. Arraignment of the Church. Ingersoll.
5
All cutaneous eruptions on the faee or
5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
5 body indicate an
6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
7. Je~UR Not a Perfect Character. B.
F. Underwood.
·
~ Impure Condition ot the Rloo(l,
s. Pronhe!'iPS. B. F. Underwood.
9. Bible
Prophe~ieR
Conc .. rning
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
11nd this may or may not he Scrofula, but
10. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
in either caRe the disease is nothing more
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
thlln an INSIDIOUS POISON that
11. Hi~tory of tlH1 Devil. IRIIU.C Paden.
12. The JewR and thPir God.
"
10
13. The Devil's Due-BiiJs. Jno. Syphers. 3
14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
"
3 BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
15. ComA to Dinner.
"
7.
16. Fng Horn Do~uments.
2
17. The DeYil Still Ahead.
2
18. Slipped Un Again.
2 as it courses through the veins, sowing
seeds of death with every pul,.;ation.
19. Jo,hua Stopping the Sun 11n<1
Moon. D. M. BPnn<>tt.
In this condition of things something is
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. III.
needed at once to cle11nse the IJlood; nnd
l3en nett.
21. The Gre~tt Wrestling Match. D. 1\f.
Bennett.
22. Di~cuRsion with Elder Shelton.
Scovill'" Blood a.n<'l Liver Syrup
10
D. J\I. BennAtt.
23. PainA Hall Dedication Address.
B. F. Underwood.
will positit'Plu effect this desideratum, ex24. Chri;;tinns at Work. Wm. 1\IcDon5 · re:ling every trace of disease from the
nell.
blood
and system, le?<ving the skin
25. Bible Contradil'tions.
1
26. Underwood's Praye1·.
1
27. Honest Qunstions andJion'lSt AnFAIR, SOFT AND BEAUTIFUL.
swers. D. i\I. Bennett.
28. Alessantlro di Cagliostro. Cbas.
Sotheran.
10
Hundreds af ~ertifica.tes attest its 'iilt]ue.
29. Reply to Elder Shelton's Fourth
3 Price $1 per bottle.
Letter. D. III. Bennett
30. Woman's Rights & 1\Ian's Wrongs.
John Syph'lrs.
31. G~~~r~~tl God-houses. John SyFOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
2
1 a·2. 'fhe Gods of Supt>r?tition anrl tlw
God of the Unl\'erse. D. J\'1.
8
:,3 . w~~.f'h~i~· Christianitv Done? s.
I;£. Presti.•n.
- .
34. 1'nbute to Thomas Pam e. S. H.
Preston.
~
35. Moving the Ark. D.l\f Bennett.
2
BAnnPtt's Pmyer toRev.
the Deril.
a36.
Theologi7 • A Short Sermon.
THE GREAT AMERICAN GONSUMP·
ens. D. D.
38. Christianity not a Moral System.
TIVE REMEDY.
2
x. True
Y. Z. Saint. S. p . Putnam.
39. The
1
It breaks up the NIGHT sWEATS, rel!eve~
40. Bible of N;tture ''"· The Bible of
1\fen. John SyphPrs.
2 the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excori41. Our Ecclesiastical Gentry. D. IlL
2 at<:!<l surfacPs which the venom of the disBe1m•·tt
5 ease produces.
42. Eliiah the Tishbite. D.l\f. Bennett.
43. Christi,nity a Bonowed System.
D. !If. Bennett.
3
HALL'S
BALSAM
44. Design Argument Refuted. B. F.
·
Underwo'od.
3 is also a Sure Remedy for
45. Elisha the Prophet. D. M. Bennet.t.
~
46. Did Jesus Really Exist?
"
3
COUGHS,
47. Cruelty and Credulity of the HuCOLDS,
man Race. Dr. Daniel Arter.
3
48. FreAthought in the West. G. L.
PNEUMONIA,
Henderson.
5
BRONCHITIS,
49. Sen~ible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.
5
ASTHMA,
50. Jonah and tho Big Fish. D. M.
Bennett.
3
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
51. Sixteen TRUTH SBE:KER LBAFLETH.
5
CROUP.
WHOOPING
COUGH,
SCIENTIFIC SERIES:

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.

Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
5
Louis Elsherg, M.D.
Evolution; from the Homogeneous to the Heterog-eneous, B.
F. Underwood.
3. Darwinibm. B. F. Underwood.
4. Literature of the Ins>me. Frederick R. l\l~trvin, D.D.
5. Responsibilily of Sex. l\lrs. Sara
B. Ch11se. JVI.D.
_
3
6. Graduated Atmospheres. J. JVIeCarroll.
2
7. Death. Fred. R. l\Iarvin, ]\J.D.
Others will I.J'l added to these lists from
time to time.
DisC'onnt on orJe dollar's worth 10 per c·t.
off; on two dollarR' worth 20 off; on five
dollars' worth 30 off; on ten dollars' worth
40 off.
As few or 11s many of any given kind may
be ordered as desired.
A<ltlress
D. :VL BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
1.

And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.

2.

Truth Seeker Leaflets,
Containing two pug<:'s each of short.,
sharp, terse and trenchant reading matter
and woll suited to hand to friends, nr;igltbors, enquirers and rJvery one dieposed to
read, and do not care to go t.hrongh a book
or lengthy essay. ~'hey will help materinlly to cliffuse the truth, and with t1 great
saving of time and breath.
Christian dupes have long borecl us with
tracts; let us retu•·n the l'Ompliment, and
give them something worthy of being read,

HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere
Price $1 per bottle.
·

Henry's Carbolic Salve
THE lllOST :."'OWERFUL HEALING
AGENT EVER DISVOVEREI>.

CAllnOLIC SALVE positively cures th"'
worst sores.
CAHBOLIC SALVE instantly allay~ th~
pains of burns.
CAI!l30LIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptwns.
CAIWOLIC SALVE removes pimples a,nd
blotches.
CAlWOLIC SALVE will cure cuts ~tnd
bruises.
Sold everywhere. Priee 25 cents.

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
the most popular remedy for Dyspep~la
Heartburn. Indigestion,llnd other like diS:
orders of thll stomach. for the l11st THIRTY
YEAHS. mHl still m1tintnln their unrivalle<l
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
rroothache Anodvne

Sent. assorted, or as desired, post-paid,
at 4 cents per dozen; 25 cents per hundred, Subdues the most Agonizing Toot.baohe Jn
or 82 pee thousand.
One Minute.
Let them be distributed !reel y in every Price 26 cents )Jer Bottle. Sold ev~ryw)wre
town, village and neighborhood.
JOHN F. HENRY. OURUAN, & Oo ..
Arldreas
D. M. BENNET'J'.
Propr!eto1·:;,
335 Broadway, N.Y.
~ Mtd v Colle~re Place, N, Y.
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THOUSANDS of emigrants and artisans are emigrating
IT is related that a New Hampshire minister recently
back to their old homes in Europe on account of the hard portrayed the history of Jonah after the following style:
times and scarcity of work in the United States. Two "I seem to see Jonah passing along the-road to Nineveh:
hundred embarked at Philadelvhia in one day last week. I seem to see him enter the ticket office. buy his ticket•
and pay for it; I seem to see him walk upc>n the vessel:
THE two great express companies of the United States, I seem to see them lift their anchor, and the stately ship
the Adams and the American, employ about s,ooo men, moves grandly out upon the broad Atlantic."
1,900 horses, 1,200 wagons, and use 3,000 iron safes. Their
agents travel more than 100,000 miles daily, or more than
IN SPEAKING of the death of "American Girl," the fav32.000,000 miles annually.
orits race horse of America, which suddenly died in a
race a few days ago, the 1Ie1·ald says: " If there i~ indeed
A MAN in Michigan cut a large piece out of his leg the a horse heaven, she has gone to it. There she will meet
other day, under the impression that he had been bitten Bucephalus, with the horses of Achilles, with Balaam's
by a rattlesnake, and then discovered that he had merely Ass, Rosanante. Dapple, and all the mighty studs of
been stung by a bee. A meaner-feeling man, on making antiquity, to sport with them in fields of immortal bloom
the discovery, was vrobably never raised in that State.
and feed upon celestial oats.

THE indictments for libel against Tilton and Moulton
were ended recently by a nolle p1•osequi in the Brooklyn
City Court. This amounts to an admission of adu,tery
THE Prince Imperial of France is not only suffering on the part of Henry Ward .Beecher, while it adds nothwith his old constitutional affliction, but is in danger of ing to his reputation as respecting the sanctity of an
losing his eyesight.
oath.-N. Y. Sun.
Two old crows which perch on a tree in Dudley, Mass.,
THE great astronomer of Paris, Leverrier, who discovevery afternoon, and caw until hundreds of others are ered the planet Neptune, which could eat up this little
collected, are called Moody and Sankey.
earth of ours and not suffer from indigestion in conse-

A whole lot of new metals are found by the spectrum to
exist in a gaseous state in the atmosphere of the sun.
There are the vapors of hydrogen. potassium,sodium,rubidium, barium. strontium, calcium. magnesium, aluminium, iron, mang11.nese, cobalt, nickel, titanium. lead.
cadmium,zinc, copper, uranium. cerium, vanadium and
palladium, and how many others are yet to be discovered we must leave to the imagination of our readers.

THE Scientific American, says if a bottle of the oil of penADJUNCTS of a Roman Catholic fair in Springfield, Mass., quence, has made a prediction which is noteworthy. It
nyroyal is left uncorked in a room at night not a mosquiunder the auspices of the priests of the city churches, are is that the winter of 1875-6 will be uncommonly severe.
Eno.rmous quantities of snow are to fall in December and to or any other bloodsucker will be found there in the
a pantomime, comic singing and farces.
morning. Mix potash with powdered meal and throw
January.
·
into the rat holes in a cellar, and the rats will depart. If
BETWEEN May 12th, 1873, and Sept. 28th, 187.5, the SpringWE have received assurance that the charge against a rat or mouse gets into your pantry, stuff in his hole a rag
field factory issued 255,478,000 postal cards. Orders are
Julius Wittrup, recently referred to in these columns, is saturated with a solution of Cayenne pepper, and no rat
now on file for five millions of the new style.
founded upon no positive proof; albeit, it had current or mouse will touch the rag for the vurpose of opening a
"You never saw my hands as dirty as that," said a circulation in the neighborhood where the transaction eommunication with his depot of supplies.
mother reproachfully yesterday to her little eight-year was said to have occurred. There are, certainly, enough
A HEAVY FALL.-Abbe Joseph Chabert, a prominent
old girl. " 'Cause I never seen you when you were a lit- such cases of priestly veccadilloes. without giving curCatholic ecclesiastic of l\Iontreal, and· principal of the
tle girl," was the prompt reply.
rency to any which are not fully authenticated.
government school of art and design, was on September
FRANCE counts up 324 colleges, with 6n.soo pupils, be- FATHER Martin Egger, a Tryolese Jesuit priest, is re- 25th. arrested on a charge of rape, committed on Josesides G57 private and 278 ecclesiastical institutions, with ported to have taken out a patent in Vienna for an elec- phine Beauchamp, a girl of fifteen years, and in his own
an aggregate of 77,000 students. Eaeh bishop has at least tro-motor whieh makes the electro-magnetic current as room. PossilJly his saintshiv had indulged too much in
one training school for priests.
available for driving purposes as steam. The Vienna celibacy, until the fiesh rebelled against the spirit. His
THE registered tonnage of tho British empire now Academy of Sciences have admitted the practicability of trial will soon follow, but probably it will be immoral in
amounts to 7,533,492 tons, contained in 36,935 vessels, man- the invention, and have agreed to assist the inventor till a court to convict so good a man of so base a crime.
ned by 337,624 seam'ln. During the vast year 1.766 new his machine is completed. It will be sent to Philadelphia.
OLD Winston was a negro preacher in Virginia, and his
vessels wore built and registered.
THE Ohio river is the greatest coal carrier in the world, ide;ts of theology and human nature were often very
AMoNG the Yarrow tribes of Bengal marriage is arrang- notwithstanding the fact that it is frozen up during most of original. A gentleman thus accosted the old gAntlemnn
ed by the young couples themselves; but if their varents the winter, and nearly dried up a large vortion of the one Sunday: "Winston, I understand you belieye every
refuse their compliance, the friends of the lovers assem- summer. A" run" of coal was made during the month woman has seven devils. "How can you prove it?"
ble and beat them into acquiescence.
of July last, when 375,928 tons were shipved in forty-eight "Well, sah, did you never read in de Bible how seven dehAccoRDING to a French statistican, more than a thou- hours. It would have loaded0ver37,ooo eight-wheel cars, bles were cast out'er Mary l\fagalin?" "Oh, yes, I've read
sand veople have 11erished by fires in theatres frpm the which would have had to be made up into about 1,000 that." "Did you ebber hear of 'em be in' cast out of any
odder woman, sah?" "No, I never did." "Well, den,
beginning of the nineteenth centui'Y up to the present heavy freight trains.
date, while the pecuniary loss amounts to $6o,ooo,ooo.
IN a negro revival meetingatMountVernon,Ind.,Noah all cle odders got 'em yot."
Bishop was apparently one of the most contrite of the
MR. SLUSHEK. the largest man ever born in Tenneseo
FATHER McGill, a Catholic vriest, was recently arrested seekers after salvation. He was the loudest among those
in Jersey City for intoxication. It was only a few days in the mourners' seats, and was prayed for by all the died at Greenville in that State last Friday. He was but
before that he was discharged from thirty days' impris- brethren. Before the close of the services he said he had nineteen years of age, and, had he not been bent by an attack of rheumatism. woul<l have been nine feet high
onment in the Hudson county jail, for ·a like offense.
received the evidence of forgiveness. Then hfl wont out His boot was 18 inches long, and one of his hands waH
FRENCH experiments indicate that iron rails of excel- of the church, met his divorced wife with a man whom abont the size of four ordinary ones. He could sit on a
lent quality show in three years a wear of 0.393 inch€B, she was soon to marry, grew frenzied with jealousy and ehair and pick up anything three feet from him. His
head measured about 14 inches, and his ebestsoven and a
white steel rails show in four years a wear of only 0,157 killed her with an axe.
inches. the table of the rail preserving a perfectly regular
PLAIN LA~GUAGE FROM A KENTUCKY l\fiNISTER.-Two half feet in circumference. His coffin was H! feet long,
form.
preachers were so me time ago passing Haws's old mill, 28 inches wid'l, and 2t fe"t (\eep.
on
Lead creek, which was at that time sadly dilavitated.
A LITTLE boy in Springfield, after his customary eveCoLoR IN DEATH.-Henry Jones, a worthy man of color
Jning prayer, a night or two ago, continued," and bless One of them remarked that the mill needed a new dam, in Philadelphia, bought a lot in l\Iount l\Iorhth Pernetery
and
was
horrified
when
his
reverend
brother
earnestly
mamma, and Jenny and Uncle Benny," adding, after a
His money wag deemed as good as any man's, and was
moment's pause, the exvlanatory remark, ·• his name is answered: "That mill is not worth a dam." Tho seem- readily taken in exchange for the lot where he wished to
ingly
wicked
brother
is
now
our
presiding
elder.-llawes·
Hopkins."
have his bones deposited when he went the way of all the
ville PUandeale1·.
earth, But not so. He died a few days ago, and when
THE colored parson of a Georgia church gave out a
THE negroes of Jackson cou_nty, Ga., are reveling in the funeral procession was on the way to the cemetery
!hymn which did not accord with any tune known to the
,eongregation. An old darkoy in the corner rose uv and thfl excitement of a revival season. Here is t.ho favorite with his body, it wa~ stopped by order of the Christian
directors and was informed that the defunct colored
:said: "Parson, I'm pratty s:trtin I kin reech to both ends o' camp-meeting song;
man could not be buried in their grounds. The viouo:~
Forty-seben bull frog all in de row,
\them varses." "Brudder Jones will raise de tune;" and
souls could not think of the white saints lying moulderDown in de lagoon,laffin' at de crow:
:the old man gave out a series of shrieks to outrival a caling in their graves, being eontaminated by the contiguity
Bress de good Lord, how de cullud angels yell;
;liope with a drunken engineer. "Hold up, br_udder,"
of a man who once had African blood coursing in hia
Hand out de dimes, or -,ou all gwine to hell.
cried the fr.antic preacher; "de singing will be adJourned
veins.
Bress de g1X)d Lord.
!to ~lle .P.el'it.weeting,"

THE TRUTH

'rhe Bible God Disproved by Nature.
BY WM. EMMETTE COLEMAN.
[Concluded.]
Again, the Bible says death came into the world
through man's sin. Science pi'bves the utter falsity
of this statement. Death is a natural law of life, inh.erent in the na.ture of all organic existences, imposSible to be avoided, and waH rampant in the earth
millions of ages before the fabled Adam ever trod the
mythical Eden. Tl!us we have the biological teaching-s of Nature dissipating t!Je spectral Bible God.
7. PHYSIOLOGY. According to the Bible God, the
following events took place with Judah, during the
first forty-two years of his life : He grows up, marries
and has three sons ; the eldest son grows up, marries
and ciies ; the second son marries his brother's widow
and dies; the third son, after waiting to grow to maturity, declines to marry the widow; the widow then
dece:ves Judah himself ami bears him twins; one of
these twins, Pharez, (from whom Jesus was descended
according to Matthew) grows up ancl has two sons
born to him, yet Judah was only forty-two years old
at the end of all these transuctions. (See Genesis
xxxviii.) Four generations in forty-two years. Is
:not this manifestly absurd and impossible, contrary
to established physiological laws ?
Again, in less tlJan four hundred years after the
deluge, the descendants of Noah's three sons-none
of whom had a-child before the flood-had so multiplied that four kingdoms were engaged in war with
1ive other kingdoms, besides over a dozen more kingdoms are mentioned as then existing. Is not tins
also opposed to all uf Nature's physiological and 1 eproc.luetive lal'l s?
Yet again, from seventy people, Jacob's family, who
went into Egypt, there sprang, in two hundTed and
fifteen years, between two and three million people.
There were only four generations, as Exodus plainly states, yet seventy people proc.luces two millions
ur more iu two hundred and fifteen years. There
must have been forty-six clJildreu to every couple,
without an exception, in each generation, ) et we see
in the first of the four generations, that the twelve
sons of J .. cob had altogether only tlfty-th.ee sons.
At this rate of increase, in the tourtli generation
there wouhl have been only 6,311 males, instead of
over a million. Evidently a lie is out somewhere, and
it don't take long to place it.
The whole book of
Exodus is full ol falsehoods from beginning to end,
as Colensu demonstrates, beyonc.l all doubt.
Dan had only one son, yet in tl1e fourtlJ generation
his uescendants hatl increased to 64,400 warriors.
Counting women, clJildren, and males unable to figlJt,
the!'e must lJave been nearly 300,000 Danites. AnutlJer
monstrous falsehood !
Nature renders it impossible for a man to !Je older
than his father, yet in ~Chronicles xxi. 20, and xxii.
1-2, we find a man's youngest son two years u,uer
tltan his fatlJer. And yet people chug to, and worslJip
a !Jook full of snch ru!J!Jish, nonsense and downrigl1t
lies as is this Holy Bible. Holy ! Heaven save the
IIHI.rk !
T1IiH book plainly contradicts Nature, in stating the
birth of Jesus without a human father, and the LJirth
uf Isaac when Sarah was ninety years old, when, as is
plainly declared in the lJUuk, the reprudllctive functionb had lung ceased to act with her.
Also we read in the ''blessed New Testament"
of a certain dewoniac possessed of a legion uf uevil~.
A legion in the Rowan army was about three thousanu
l!iell; buL as these devil~ enterec.l two thuu~and swine
aiter being expelled fruw the man, we Will call thew
two thousand, allowing one devil for each hog. In
all repr~se.ntatiuns 01 dev1ls and uemons given us by
our Chnst1an friends, they are about the size uf an
average wan. We always see and hear of them in
human form and of human size_ Now we can conceive o( one devil possessing or obsessing a mt.n ·
but how in the name of common sense can two thou~
~and devils enter into one poor mortal ? Can devils
reuuce themselves in size, lllilllnish themselves down
to the size uimusquitoe~ aml tled.s, ami by that means
a legiOn uf them take pusses~ ion of u ne man ? TlJ e
natural history uf the Bible dues not give u~ any information on this subject; but suppo~mg that they
can so dimini&h thembelves, 1 presume uwy wuulu
l.>tke. up their abode iu.uillcrent part~ ol his anatomy ;
one Ill the mouth, one 1n each eye, one in each ear, one
m the nose, one m each knee, one in ~ach: bi" toe ><lid
one in each little toe~ Pvur fellow! he mu~L ·'nave
been in a surry plight! Beriuu.oly, it is urarvelous tu
see su many people calling Lhemselves intelligent,
swallow down such ndicuwus stuii as tius. 'l'Jms
we see in many cases how Natm·e, wrough phy~iol
ogy, utterly repudiates the Bible God.
b. BOTANY. According Lo 'the so-called JHosalC
record, (none uf which Muse~ ever wrote,) all the vegetatwu ut the earth was covered by a flood of waters
over Jive miles high, tor over a year, yet it was nu~
Llestroyecl; IW vegetable substances being saved in
J.l!e aTk, only anmials. Nature Llec1ares that such a
weight ot water pressing upon vegetation for such an
extemted. ,1-'eriod, wuull.l iuevit>tllly destwy every
vesuge uf 1L .un tne earth ; that noue -cuuhl possibly
surnve; umvePSal decay anu Llecompusition woulll
eusue both ol plant aml seed. '!'he Bible God further
ueclares that he cursed the ground for man's sin ;
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causing it to produce thorns and .thistles ; while
science proves that thorns, briars and thistles existed
as plentifully in the primeval world as after the appearance of man. Wrong again, Jehovah.
Wake up
please, and tell the truth sometimes! Thus the Bible
God is again disproved by Nature's laws exhibited
in the science of botany.
9. Zoor.oGY. The Bible God declares that the hare
chews the c•1d, and divides not the hoof; while science emphatically affirms that it does ·not chew the
cud, and does divide the hoof. It seems from this that
our friend, the Bible God, after making the hare,
el1tirely forgot what kind of a creature he was ; not
only forgot his physical conformation, but likewise
the habits with wh iclt he had endowed it. Strange
Gocl ! Infallible God l How we should honor and
revere thee foT thy matchless teachings !
"To every animal God gave every green herb for
meat," says the precious volume. Really ! Is this
true ? About as true as all the prececliug biblical
statements to which I have referred. From the very
beginning of life on this planet, carnivorous and flesh
eating animals have existed, millions of yeaTs before
the appearance of man, or the fabled "fall," through
which Christian theorizers account foT the .existence
of ferocious animals, poisonous reptiles, etc. ; but
which theory, alas, science rut'tlessly demolishes, by
proving that carnivorous animals existed, in even
greater numbers, prior to the advent of man than
since ; that from the beginning of all organic life,
animals have been preying upon each other, such
being the order of Nature. So we see that Nature's
teachings, as exemplified through zoology, distinctly
disprove the Bible God.
10. ORNITHOLOGY. The Bible God, it is reported,
catJsell 4,538,480,640 cubic yards ot quails to fall
around the Jewish camp, to supply them with food;
enough to make a wall around the earth eight feet high
and twelve feet thick, the quails l.Jeing brought by a
''wind from the Lord," from the sea. Science demonstrates, first. that quails are never brought from the
sea; and second, that no mch quantity could ever be
possibly collected, at one time, in any one par:t of the
world, or in fact, in the whole earth. Again we observe the Bible God disproved by Nature.
11. PmLoLoGY. The Bible God, as the book declares, originated the various languages of the earth
by confounding the speech of the builders of Babel's
Tower. Science declares language to be the result of
a gradual growth from a few primitive sounds,
evolved by man'~ dim consciousness in primeval ages,
developing as man develops _in civiliz .• tion and enlightenment, ~he distinctive branches of the human
family having each developed a different body of
languages, as the Indo-European, or Aryan, the Semitic. the Turanian, etc. Long prior to the time of the
a.leged Babel confusion, various conflicting languages and dialects were in existence in different parts
uf the world. Such a thing as a unanimity of speec'h
on .,arth, science knows nothing of, save, perhaps
in the dim and distant past when man first emerged
from the animal kingdom into the strictly human.
Unce more is the biblical divinity repudiated by
Nature's teachings.
12. GEoGRAPHY. The Bible God speaks in several
places of the '·four corners of the earth," the" ends
of the earth," the "foundations of the earth," etc.
all of which are entirely inconsistent with the spher:
ical shape of our g'!Jbe. It also speaks of Satan
taking Jesus up into a high mountain, and sltowmg him
all the kingdoms of the world. A pretty high mountain that! I wonder where it is situated ! As archmolugical research has demonstrated the existence of
kingdoms in Central America at that time, how did
Jesus see, from that mountain in Asia, those kinguoms?
Genesis, likewise, speaks of the four rivers in Eden
being united as one. These rivers being evidently
the Euphrates, Tigris, Nile and Indus, it is geographically impossible for them ever to have been joined
into one rivl~r. '!'bus we see that Nature, through
geographical science, clearly establibhes the non-ex-istence of the Bible Deity_
13. MATHEMATICS. Mathematical
certainties, you
.
k now, are t h e mu~t certam of all certainties, if I may
be allowed the expression, yet judged from the Btble
God's standpoint, they are very uncertain. Three
times one is three, is as about as sure as anything can
'bl b
possi Y e i yet the Bible says, three times one is
one. "There are three that bear record in heaven
the Father, the Wore!, and the Holy Ghost, and thes~
,
three are one,' is its phtin declaration. Comment is
unnecessary. l:lpeaking of the Trinity, I may here
parenthetically remark, thllt this dogma is clearly of
Pagan origin, the same idea appearing. in Hindoo
Persian, and Egyptian theologies; indeed there i~
uothing original in Christianity or Bible religion. It
can be demonstrated, beyond all duubt, that every
doctrine, uogma, rite, ceremony, institution, feast
clay, festival, fast, and fast llay, as well as every moral
precept, without. a single exception, has been borrowecl from Paganism. The Oicl 'restament bears as
much the impress of' "heathen" thought as the New,
one instance of which it n;,ay be pertinent to mention. Among the· ancient Egyptians, as is proved by
the inscriptions upon their monuments, there was
something of sacredness attached t\) the number 110
years. Many of their most famous kings are stated

to have lived one hundred and ten years, and other
instances of the sacred import of that number appear. It will be noticed that Jacob the Hebrew Patriarch, is stated, in the Bible, to ha~e died in Egypt,
agecl one hundred and ten years, the sacred number
of the Egyptians,thli.s being transferred to Jacob.
· It is a well established axiom in mathematics, that
the ~ho!e must be greater than any of its parts ; yet
the mspired record gravely informs us that a part of
five loaves and two fishes, viz. : the fragments taken
up was much greater than the whole.
A hundred is usually supposed to be the tenth of a
thousand; yet the '• Wurd of God" tells us that a
hundred and a thousand are the same. 2 Samuel, x.
18, says, David slew seven hundred charioteers of the
Syrians. 1 Chronicles xix. 18, says he slew seven
thousand, referring to the same event.
Again, three and seven are generally presumed to
be different in amount, but not according to the Bil)Je
God. 2, Samuel xxiv. 13, says seveu years of famine,
and 1, Ciuon. xxi. 12, says three years of famine . alluding to the same circumstance; we thus perc~ive
that three years and seven years are the same according to bBiblu arith111etic. ll'lathenmtics thus' conclusively negatives the being of the ideal biblical deity.
14. 0P'l'ICS. Genesis says God divided the light
from the darkness.
Nature says there is no such
thing, positively considered, as darkness, it being
mer·~ly the absence of light, a negative condition. If
he divided one from the other, they must previously
have been united, or mixed together, and what kind
of light was that united to darkness? It is sheer
nonsense to talk of dividing light from darkness the
veriest bosh! But you perceive our Bible God ~uch
delights Ill bush. Still ag-ain is this fabulous Scripture
God set aside by Nature.
15. AcousTICs. The Bible several times declares
that :Moses spoke to "all the congregation of Israel "
to '' all Israel," with similar phases. It alsfl says
Joshua read the commands of Moses to " all the congregation of Israel, with the women, the little ones
and the strangers conversant with them." This congregntion consisted of over two million persons. How
was it possible for Moses to speak to, or Joshua to
read to, two million people at once? Thus once
again, does Nature deny tlie existence of the J'ewi~h
Jehovah.
16. METEOROLOGY. The Bible God, it is declared
made a firmament that divided the waters above th~
earth from the waters below and on the earth. This
fir::nament was supposed by the Jews to be a solid
arch spanning the sky, in which the sun, moon, and
stars were "stuck" by God, above which was a large
body uf wate~· which it, (the 1irmament), held up.
There were, they thought, numerous little holes or
windows in this firmament or heaven which when
opened, let the water run through, th{ts causlng the
rain. 'l'here also existed, according to the Bible a
large body, of water under the earth, upon which t'te
earth rested. The Second Commandment forbade-the
making of any graven image of anything in the waters
under the earth, hence there must have existed some
kind of animals in those waters under the earth.
Psalms 24. 2. says, "The earth is founded on the seas
and established on the floods." Another psalm speak~
uf him "who atretctJes out the earth above the
waters." When the deluge came on the earth the
Bible saya, "the fountains of the great deep ~vere
!Jroken up," that is, the waters under the earth
were let loose over the earth; "and the windows of
heaven were opened," that is the coverings of the holes
in the firmament were lifted, and the rain suftered to
run through on the earth. Meteorologtcal science proves
that there exists no such thin15 as a firmament neither
windows of heaven, waters above the earth n~rwaters
under the earth. No more need be said on that
point.
Meteorologicalsciencealsodeclares, the impossibility
uf there ever, having been such a flood on the earth
a.s is. described in the Bible. lt is :tbsol?tely impos's1ble ~or a body of ~ater over five miles h.Igh (covering
the highest mountams), to be ever held m Bolution in
the atmosphere. If all the moisture in the atmosphere was condensed it would not cover the earth
· 11. T hen agaiu, where clid all the water go to
one me
when the fioocl abated ~
The Bible God still further declares that no rain
fe 1I on the earth till after the creation of every plant
and herb of the field. Impressions of rain drops
however, are found in both Silurian and Devont"an'
rocks, laid liuwn before plants and her!Js had an existence. So much for that story.
It is also narrated, in that strictly accurate volume, that, at the request of Elijah, it failed to rain in
a, certain locality where rain was accustomed to f;tll
for three and a half years. Science declares this m~
impossi!Jilit.y. No such thing ever did, or ever will
happ~n. ln sevum! instances, then, does metcoroloO'cia! science demolish the Bible hero.
"'
17. PNEUMA'I'ICS. The Bible Gocl, in order to prevent. men iluildinp; a tower that woulcll'each to heaven, was compelled to conl'onnll their language, when
if he hac.l only been aware uf one of the simplest
facts in the sc1ence 1Jf pueunratics, he need not have
troubled himself about it at all. All he hall to do
was to let them contin\ie building, until they reaclwll
a certain height, when the rarity of the atmosphere
would have compelled them to desist, as it is impossi-
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ble for men to live in the upper strata of the air.
What a pity it is that God did not know this, else
there would have been no confusion of tongues, and
all nations would be spea!;:ing the same language,
which would be far more convenient than the present
medley of dialects. Natme thus again disproves the
Jewish God.
18. HYDROSTATICS. Water invariablv seeks its
level, every one knows, yet, in Bible times: such seems
not to have been the case, for we read of the Hed Sea
standing up like a wall each side, so tlw cllildren of
Israel might pass through. A manilest impo~sibility
again.
Some biblical apologists say the deluge was only
a 1mrtial one, extending over a limited tract of country, forgetting that, as water always seeks its level, a
body of water five miles high would flow over the
whole earth, of necessity, till au equilibrium or level
be established. Thus again is the anthropomorphic
Bible God dethroned by Nattll'e.
19. 1\'IECHANICS. We read in the Bible of Aaron
casting into the fire a lot of gold and jewelry, and
behold! a golden ·calf came out, no mention being
made of any mould or mechanical appliances, the inference being that the melted gold formed of itself
into a calf, thus plainly contradicting one of the simplest laws of mechanics. Our lliblical divinity is
again supplanted by Nature.
.
20. CHEMISTRY. Man was made out of the dust of
the ground by our Bible God, it is said, but man con·
tains within himself numerous primitive elements
not found in dust or clay, likewise dust contains sili·
con in considerable quantity, scarcely a trace of
which can be found in man. Again the imaginary
Bible God is dispelled by Nature.
21. MINERALOGY. Moses, so the story goes, ground
the golden calf to ]lowder, and sprinkling it upon the
water; made the people drink it. Science declares the
impossibility, in the first place, of grinding gold to
powder. It may be melted, or beaten to a remarkable
tbinness, llut cannot be pulverized. In the second
place, it cannot be ltefcl in solution in water ~o that it
may be drank. These facts completely spoil that
pretty story, and again render the Bible God a nonentity when brought in contrast with Nature.
.
22. PsYCHOLOGY. According to the views of the
ancient Jews, and other nations, the seat of the mind
was in the heart, just as the Chinese locate it in the
stomach. One is as sensible as the other. So all
through the Bible, the heart 1s spoken of as synonymous with mind, brain, intellect, affection, etc., the
Bible God not having the remotest idea that the head
or brains had anything to do with man's mental nature. Science now teaches t.he brain to be the depository of the mind or soul, not the heart. Thus, as in
all other particulars, modern science establishes irrefutably tile utter ignorance of the Bible Deity.
23. MILITARY SCIENCE, STRATEGY. The Bible recounts the falling of the walls of Jericho, through the
blowing of rams' horns. Milita.ry science declares
the story utterly baseless, since the walls of any city
can only be made to fall by being battered clown with
the requisite projectiles, by being undermined, or by
the shuck nf an earthquake. Htonce once more, and
for the last time, !lave I demonstrated, through Nature, the non-existence of the God under consideration.
Having brought to bear upon this fabulous mons·
trosity the light of some twenty-six departments of
knowledge, I will now proceed, very briefly, to pay
my attention to some of his attributes, sayings uncl
doings, as recorded in his own holy word.
It has been denied that the Bible God ever sanction·
eel vengeance among men, or practiced it himself.
Those who make the statement must be woefully ignorant of the contents of the Bible, for, all through that
book is God described as a revengeful, retaliatory,
vindictive, sanguinary monster. Nahum i. 2, says:
''God is jealous and the Lord revengeth; the Lord
revengeth and is furious; the Lord will take vengeance on his adversaries, and he reserveth wrath for
his enemies." Tlwt is plain enough in all conscienc~e.
Exodus xxxii. 27, 28, says: ''Thus saith the Lord
God of Israel, put every man his sword by his side,
and slay every man his brother, and every man his
neighbor, and there fell of tile people that day about
three thousand men." 1 Samuel, xv. 3, says: "Go
and smite Amalek and utterly destroy all that they
have ; and spare them not, but slay both man and
woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, carne! and
ass." And this wholesale butchery was ordered sim·
ply for what their ancestors had done, four hundred
years previously. In 1 S:tm. vi., 19, we are informed
that God savagely killed 50,070 wheat-reapers in the
valley becttuse they lookeu into the ark. And what
was the ark ? A trumpery old box, :m idol of the
Jews, revered by them as sacred, like the ear ol Jugernaut by the Hindoos. That was a pretty extensive
wheat field in the valley in which fifty thousand men
could be reaping it at one time !
Again, a; the ark was being bome along, the oxen
jostCed it, and Uzzah s~adied it' with his lmnd, and
the Lord llecame umd with auger, it says, and killed
him on the spot. Comment ·is unnecessary upon
such 1i.endish cleecls. Scores of other passages might
be referred to, but time dc.es not admit. Indeed, of
all the cruel, blood-thirst.y, sanguinary, nuilignaut, fero·
cious, diabolical and infernal fiends and monsters of
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which the human mind has ever conceived, the Bible
In conclusion, it. is only necessary to state that the
God is the most devilish and cliaholical. Of course he is Bible probably contains more contradictions, absurdia mere figment of the Jewish imagination, a nonentity, ties, inconsistencies, fabulous legends, rhapsodical
but were it possible for such a despicable fienu to ex- nonsense and 1mmitigated rubbisl,t than any boolr the
ist, no language would be capable of depicting tl1e ut- world ever saw, and its author, the idolized Bible
ter loathmg and contempt such a wretch woulLl neces- God, must be of similar character to the book. "By
sadly inspire, in all men and women of kindly sym- their fruits shall ye know them." All I have to say
pathies, generous impulses, and a keen sense of jus- is, that if God can not write a bettH book than tile
tice.
Bible, he had better "shut up shop," sell out to some
The Bible God is also guilty of wholesale lying and one who can do better, and never attempt another
deceit. 2 Thess. ii. 11, says: "God shall send tllem book. One such dire failm·e is enuug'h.
strong delusion, that they should believe a lie, that
To sum up, this· God of the Bible is'' a Gocl who
they·:tll might be damned." In Ezekiel xiv. 9, the raised up enemies that he might conquer them, (ExoLord declares that if a prophet be deceived in speak- dus ix. 15-Hl) ; made promises that he might break
ing a thing, he, the Lord God, has deceived that them, (1 Samuel ii. 30-31) ; caused moral diseases
prophet. In Num. xiv. 30, the Lord tells the chi!- that he might cure them, (Homans xi. 32); and perclren of Israel tlutt they shall not come into the land mittecl his favorite people to go after other Gods, that
which lw swore he wouldr;ive them to elwell in, ami in the he might bntcher them.-Numliers xxv. 2-4.
thirty-fourth verse he acknuwleug;es his llreach of
A God who was before time was, (Psalms 5, 6, xc.
promise in the matter. Here God is a pC!jurer, liar 2,) cogitating before there was anything to cogitate
and a trickster ~!together. In Deut. xxviii. 68, the about-matle the Universe before there was anything
Lord says he will bring the Isr,telites into Egypt to make it. out of, and did before there was anything
again by the way he .~p(}ke to them tlwy should see it no I to do. - J olm i. 3.
more again, thus breaking his word in true Jehovab
A God who formed man in his own imao-e, thouah
fashion. Any number of similar pass!lges might be his own image had no form, (Genesis i. 27~ John lv.
quoted, in fact this Bible God was one of tlw most 24,) created an author of all evil, thotwh not hin1self
persis,ent and clumsy .liars of which we have any the author of any evil, (Gerre~is iii. 1 ~ James i. 13,)
record. Peace be to Jus ashes! Poor defunct! Sci- and caused his creatures to commit the most abominence and Freethought have killed him!
able crimts, and suffer the in tensest agonies, though
This God, however, seems to have been as good at not h~msel_f.. the cause of eithe!': crimimtlity or agony.
repenting as at lying, for we find numerous .cases of -Isamh Xlll. 16-18 ; Hosea XIII. 16.
hiH indulging in that delectable pastime-fit occupaA God who saw that the worl~ he had perf~rmed
tion for a God! It repented him that he had made was very goorl, yet presently Lliscovered that 1t was
man, and it grieved him at his heart. Poor fellow! It very bad, (G:n .. vi. 7, )-forek.new that man _wm!ld
repented him that he hatlmade Saul king. He repent- sm, yet _wa!! mdiguaruly astomshec\ that ~e chd .sn~,
ed, on several occasions, of the evil he thotutht of (Gen. VI. v-6,) f<>reknew that the J orblllclen fnut
doing the Israelites in the wilderness. He repented would b_e eaten, yet damn~~! the whole human race
of the evil he had intended to brin,; upon Nine~eh; and because It was eaten-Gen. 111. ~5.
.
in Jeremiah xv. 6, he says, in deSl'ttir, he is weary
A God who, though always m_all places, occasiOnwith repenting. No wonder! Poor, childish God! ally came clown from_ ~Ieav~n_. JUSt to see how the
He did not know his own mimi for an hour at a worltl wagged, (Gen. XL u; xv111. 21,) ; though a1ways
time.
of the same opinion, occasionally changed his mind,
The injustice and partiality of the Bible God are so (Gen .. vi. 6; ~uuah iii. 1~; though ip good temper,
glaringly apparent, it is scarcely necessary to mention occasiOnally m a thundenng passiOn. (~.Sam. vi. 19;
any cases thereof. Sec, however, Deut. vii. 6; 1 J':l'umll. xxy. 4); though a.lways .m.erciltil t'? perlecKings iii. 12; Malachi i. 2, 3; Rom. ix. 15, and Deut. twn, occasiOnally murdenug nullwns of mnocent
xiv. 21.
b~ings, (Exodus. xi. 4-5); a~d though without pm·ts,
The immoral teachings given to men by the Bible clid, upon a pa_iyuular uccaswn, show his lJack parts.
God are fearfully conspicuous. In Deut. xiv. 26, he -Exodus xxxm. 23.
commanded the people to buy, with the money obtainA G.od so deceptive as to send upon his people
ed through selling tithes, whatsoever thE:ir soul lust- "stroug deluBions" that they might believe a lie, (2
eth after, wine or strong d1ink. In Prov. xxxi. 6, 7, Thess. ii. 11-12); so very silly as to snfier himself to
he directs that strong drink be given to him that is be '' checknmted lly the Devil," l Gen. iii. 4-5); and
ready to perish, and wine to those that be of heavy so atrociously erne!, that no humau tyrant c.JU!d ever
hearts. Let them d1·ink and fm·get tlwi1• pove1·ty, and equal him in brutal wickcduess.-.Teremiah xiii.. 14;
remember their misery no more. These passages are 1 Sam. xv. 2-3.
as plain exhortations to intemperance and drunkenA Goc: wlwse presence would make a hell of heaYen,
11ess as can possibly be expressed in language.
(He b. xii. 29); whose virtues are vices, (Exodusxx. [i;
We· also find robbery, vagabondism, polygarny, Psalms vii. 11); whose reasons would disgrace an
prostitution, debauchery, adultery, degradation and idiot, (Exodus xxi. 21); whose laws would shod. a
enslavement of women, slavery and the slave trade, savage, (:..;umbers xv. 30-35); whose ficklenes<: protyranny and oppression, all enjoined in the Bible. vokes derision, (.Tcr. xv. 6j; and wllose wlwlc characVirtue and learning are discouraged, and vice all(] ter is a horrible compouucl, ''an iutcn>e conccnlraiguorance encouraged. Breach of faith, lying and tion" of the worst vices which have stainetl t.he worst
hypocrisy are also encouraged. Persecution unto human natures.-Exodus xxxii. 27; Ezeluel xiv. !) ;
death for opinion's sake, is expressly commanded. 1 Kings xxii. 21-22.
Suicide is recommeuclell in Prov. xxiii. 1, 2. WholeThis is the God of the Bible-mankind behold him !
sale murder ami assassination are commanded andre· look at him with wonder ami astoni,;lunel)t !-behold
warded on numerous occasioos. If I had time, I that All W isc Being who made man upr·ight, yet
could quote verse and chapter for every statement could not keep him so,(Eccl. vii, 20,)-mac\e 1he
herein made.
Devil, yet could not contrul him, (1 Peter v, viii,)Moreover, the most nonsensical language often ap- made all things pnr ', yet coulu not preserve them
pears in the Bible; for insttmce, Luke ix. IS, says : from corruption, (2 Peter iii, vii,)-that All Powerful
"When Jesus was alone, praying-, his disciples were Being who damned countless millions, for tiie irmowith !tim." How could he be alone, and they with cent error of an individu>il, (Isaiah xliii. 27, 28,)him? In Isaiah vii. 20, we read: ''The Lord shall destroyed by the Deluge '·every Jiving soul," bee" use
shave with a razor that is hirell, namely, by those be· of their wickedues, except two or tiirec living souls,
yond the river, lJy the king of Assyria, the head and who begat a second race as wicked as U,e first, )Gen.
the hair of the feet, and it shall al~o consume the vii. 23, Numb. xiv. 20,-provides an eternal heaven
beard.'' There's erudition for yon. A dozen "Phila- for the fool8 who accept, anrl au eternal hell for the
delphia lawyers" could not make any sense out of 1oise who reject his "holy Gospei,''(Jollli iii. 36,
that.
i\Iark xvi. 16,~-that Divine Being, who. after begetIn different parts of the Bible we find God variously ing llimsel f upon somebody else, (Luke i. 3G,) ~eut
described, thus: As aganlner(Gen. ii. 8J; a tailor(Geu. himself to be a mediator \Jet. ween himselt' :Illli ~ome
iii.21); a mid-wife(Gen. xxix. 3lJ; aJwuse-lmilclcr (Ex." body else, (.John iii. 17,) und after being derided,
i. 21); a slave-dealer (Joel iii. 8); a fool (l Cor. i. 2fl); spurned, hated, laughed at, scourged, ann nailed to
a lJutcher (lsa. xxxiv. 6); a schoolmnster(lsa. liv. 13); the cross, got himself decently buried, as tt prelim itt sexton (Deul. xxxiv. 6); a stone-mason (Ex. xxxii. nary to mounting once more to the rie;ht haurt or him·
16)· a shoemaker (Ezek. xvi. 10); a potter (Isa. Jxiv. selt, (Acts. x.39, 42,)-thnl Amiable Bein!\', wlwse hisS); 'a doctor (Jer. xxx. 17); a lJarber (Isa. vii. 20J; a tory should be writen in L>luod, for it is a bloody hiscook (Acts x. 15); and a candlestick-maker (Ex. tury,-whose name inspires disgust, for it is the name
xxxi. 6-8).
of an imaginary fiend, and whose religion should be
Numerous prophecies of the Bible God have also nniverHally execrated, for it i~ the rcli)!ion of horror,
totally failed to come to. pass. The prophecies of (Zeph. i. 17, Heb. ix. 52, Jer. xiii. 13, 1+, Lam. iv. 8Isaiah, ,Jeretniah and E:r,ekiel concerning- Tyre, Baby- 11.
!on, Egypt, etc., have :til f:~iled long ag'?, as could
Away, then, with this Bible God ! Away, then,
easily be demonstrated, did opportunity affo_rd. with this atrocious Trinty, OmniputcnL Uod, unmllll·
Christ.'s prophecy of the end of· the world talnng r,L] son, and voluptuous ghust! Away with all such
place in that gt:'neration, and his declaration that brutalizing phantoms, in whose name priests rule with
there were some standing by his side who should not a rod of iron, oppress ami persecute, upon !he princitaste death till lie came in his kingd0111, h!!ve never pie tlmt the oppressed aud perscculed in this world,
beeu verified. Eighteen hundred years !lave rolled shall by tlwir phantoms be nntcle happy in the next;
away, and yet no wind-up of things mundane; no Son fit n~ for heaven by making us tmfit for earth; make
of :i\Ian sitting on a cloucl; no Gabriel with his trnm- us wise unto salvation, by making us foolish unto Lie·
pet; no saints caught. up in the air! Verily, our struction; purify our thoughts, by teaching us that we
Bible God should have managed a little better than connot possibly think a guod thought; exalt our
J.lmt t
His "only llegotten &on" a false prophet t courage, by denouncing terrillle punuishments upon
Who then can we trust~
those who do not "fear God with trembling; in whose
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name priests ''damn to the lowest debths of hell •'
the scoffers at these soul-saving doctrines, the exposure of their body-plundering practices, and the despisers of their sanctified errors. ''-Godology, By Thomas Patt61·son_
Thinking, the God ofthe Bible has been sufficiently
disproved by Nature, Science, Reaon, and Common
Sense, I bid you fareweiL
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The Ills we Endure. their Cause and Cure.
Through extreme selfishness, undue greed, unrestrained avarice, obtuse ignorance, a mistaken theology, an excessive fondness for show and glitter, and
a love of aristocracy and caste, this poor world of
ours-and more especially this fair country-is far
less happy than it ought to be. It should be A HEAVEN, and might be, but man has made it almost A
HELL.

Through a misdirected policy and a defective system of civilization, this land, which should be in
every sense of the word a land of plenty and happiness, is with many a land of poverty and want. We
see riches, affiuence and splendor on one hand, and
destitution, disease, wretchedness and starvation on
the other.
It is painful, in this great city of New York, to
walk around in the aristocratic portions of the metropolis and view the magnificent palaces of the
rich, where all is grandeur and ostentation, where so
much wealth is lavished for mere display and show,
and then to turn our steps to the haunts-the dwelling places-of the poor, the toilers, the unfortunate
ones of the community, who are forced to crowd into
dingy attics, damp, noisome cellars, into badly-constructed and over-crowded tenement houses, often
twenty, thirty and fifty families, even, in one badly constructed building-luxury, plenty and pride on the
one hand, and desolation, discomfort and squalor on
the other. The contrast is striking and most appalling. In a large proportion of cases it is found that
those who wearily toil the greatest number of hours
in the twenty-four, sustain the greatest deprivations,
and live on the plainest kind of food. The extremes
between wealth and poverty are probably greater in
this city than in most parts of the country, but the
contrasts are much the same all over the country. As
it is here, it is nearly everywhere.
It is melancholy to realize that, in this "land of
plenty," where no individual should suffer for the
want of food, that starvation absolutely takes place.
There is far too much enforced idleness. It is not unfrequently the case in this one city, that there are from
:fifty to one hundred thousands that cannot find employment by which to secure the necessaries of life.
It is a crying evil that a man, seeking employment-upon which the existence of himself and family depend-is unable to find it. Our laws protect the rich
man in every dollar of the millions he has ground
out of the labor of the toiling masses, and it is due to
the poor man as well, that he has equal protection.
His labor is his capital, and this should be guaranteed
him as really as the rich man with his gold and his
ill-gotten gains.
There is a most serious defect in the Christian civilization of our times. It has sadly failed to extend
happiness and plenty to the masses. A large proportion of the people of this country, of unequalled advantages, are to-day groaning under poverty, deprivation, destitution and want. It is not as it should be.
With the productiveness of our soil, with the increased knowledge that has been acquired in the various
avocations and the varied conditions of life, all ought
to have plenty, all ought to be happy. If the labor
and the wealth were fairly apportioned, there would
be none excessively rich ; none excessively poor.
Six hours of labor in twenty-four would be sufficient
to aftord a comfortable living for all, and none need
famish with hunger_

The selfishness of our kind, the faults of our religion, and the aristocracies we have to support, are
chargeable with a great share of the evils under
which we groan. If we could exchange seventy-five
per cent. of the selfishness we cherish in our breasts,
and let a true feeling of humanity, a love of our race
fill its place ; or, if we could cause our selfishness to
become so enlightened as to show us that the best interests of individuals is most promoted by the wellbeing and prosperity of the masses, it would be vastly better for all concerned. In a family of ten children, where the larger proportion are healthy and
capable of getting along in the world ; if a brother
or sister from ill-health, imbecility or want of capacity, evinces an inability to grapple with the trials and
difficulties of life, the kind-hearted brothers and sisters who are more fortunate, will take an interest in
them, will aid them, will help .them along, and will
divide with them, if necessary.
This is the sentiment that should actuate all of us.
We are one large family.
All humanity are our
brothers and sisters. We should not try to pull each
other down, nor to rise upon ot~ers' misfortunes and
inabilities ; but it should be the duty and the pleasure
of all to make those around them prosperous, contented and happy. Excessive seiJishness.is the bane of
our ea!istence.
The aristocracies that have to be sustained are oppressive and expensive. First, perhaps, in this country, comes the aristocracy of wealth. Gold, and the
love of it, rules the country. The capitalist wields
an influence and power not easily computed. One
excessively wealthy man, like a Vanderbilt, a Ste")art
a Scott is able to control and oppress thousands of
his equally deserving, but less fortunate fellow-beings.
The rule of wealth and capital is most fearful despotism which the world would be happy in suppressing. The tendency is for this gigantic evil to increase,
and it is doing so in geometrical progression. The
rich men to-day are vastly richer than twenty-five and
fifty years ago, while the poor are much poorer, and
vastly more numerous.
If this state of things continues but a very few decades longer, the rich will become monied lords, comparatively few in number, while the millions will be
abject slaves, menials and dependents. This is upon
the supposition that the masses do not inform themselve of their rights and take the means of redress
into their own hands.
The aristocracy of knowledge is not so much to be
dreaded, but still it exists to a very great extent. The
number of educated, well-informed people are in far
too small a minority, and their power is by no means
inconsiderable. Ignorance still fills the land, and
though a large majority know how to read and write,
the general information that should, like the rays of
light, overspread the land, is, unhappily, feaTfully deficient. It is, however, a cheering indication that
knowledge is increasing. With each succeeding generation it is to be hoped some gain in this direction is
made upon the preceding generation. But much
remains to yet be done. The world needs a great
eal more of light, to dispel the great mass of existing
ignorance and error.
A happy fact in this direction
is, that any person and every person can acquire as
much knowledge as he pleases without impoverishing
another or lessening the grand aggregate.
The aristocracy of the Priesthood is indeed a fearful
one-an aristocracy that rules the world by working
upon the fears and the ignorance of its dupes, and the
more dangerous because of its insidious, presumptions,
arrogant, and exacting character. It claims a delegated power from a king in heaven, and it has for thousands of years ruled the world with a rod of iro.n, and
with :fire and the sword. Millions of treasure have
been wrung from ignorant and confiding dupes by
this greedy, oppressive aristocracy, and though they
have made pompous claims to morality, they have
doubtless been the greatest curses the earth has known.
An eloquent and distinguished teacher in the Liberal ranks has given utterance to this sentiment: "We
are satisfied there can be but little liberty on ettrth
while men worship a tyrant in heaven ;" and he
might have added: and but little little liberty and independenee while men sustain v licentious, pampered, pollutinq 'll'rieathood.

a

An approximate estimate of the expense of this
theological aristocracy can be arrived at when we
take into consideration that in Christendom there
are 600,000 priests that are wholly non-producers and
who live solely upon the labor of others; laying their
exactions upon the toiling masses with a heavy, mer
ciless hand. In our own country there are sixty
thousand clergymen, and scarcely one in the entire
number do as much as to grow a hill of beans. Their
salaries vary from $500 and $1000 to $10.000 and
$20.000. There are also sixty thousand churches to
be kept up, many of these temples to the unknown
God in the cities of our land, costing from $50.000 to
$500.000 each, and some even more. Many of these
churches are supplied with expensive organs, and
high-salaried choirs are employed. The Christian
religion costs this country $200,000,000 annually and
the question naturally arises, are the returns in p7·oportion to the cost 'I Truth answers no, NO, NO I It
is definitely settled that the religion alluded to does
not increase morality where it prevails. In no part
of .the world is there so much cheating, lying, stealing, robbing, killing, grinding the face of the poor,
trampling upon the helpless and needy, as in Christian lands. Christian despots, Christian lords, Christian millionaires, Christian capitalists, are more oppressive, more cruel, more exacting than any others
in the world.
Reader, think for a moment how it is.
The sixty
thousand clergymen of this country and their families
are supported in idleness by the laboring classes; for
all the rich, all the idle, all the indolent, and all the
aristocrats live and flourish by the muscle and sweat
of the toiling millions. Every drone, every non-producer, every one who adds nothing to the wealth and
products of the ~orld are supported and fed by those
who labor. Suppose every priest, every clergyman
who now feeds upon the best the earth produces, but
without lifting a finger towards producing it, suppose
by the power of public sentiment or other controlling
influence they were themselves compelled to become
producers-if by the labor of their hands they were
made to feed themselves and their families, just think
what a burden would be taken off the shoulders of
the weary toilers. If the clerical aristocracy, if the
monied aristocracy, if all the drones and idlers were
forced to feed themselves, to support themselves and
to clothe themselves, what a relief it would be to the
working men and women who not only are now
forced to feed themselves, but all the drones in the
great human hive. If the labor of the world could
.be equally apportioned, as we observed, six hours of
toil in the twenty-four would be sufficient to sustain
every person in comfort and plenty, and the remaining eighteen hours could be passed in recreation, mental improvement and rest.
It is fortunate that the remedy of the ills we endure
is mainly in our own hands. What we need is the
intelligence, the humanity, the love of our fellows
and the unselfishness to co-operate and work for the
general good instead of personal aggrandizement, and
exce~sive wealth.
The laboring masses must learn to
co-operate with intelligence and unselfishness. It is
impossible to limit the great good that can be accomplished by it. With the ballot, with the muscle, with
the habits of industry, and with the resolution and
perseverance of the working men and women the
greatest results can be produced. The laboring classes
have in their own hands the making of officers and
and law-makers, and consequently the laws. If they
will wor]{ together with due intelligence they can
compel the conditions as they please.
If certain laws are desirable to be enacted, they
have the power to elect the men to enact them. If
capitalists are bearing down upon the working poor,
let the laboring class bring their power and influence
to bear and command the terms. If the owners of
mills and factories, as at Fall River, are oppressive
and unreasonable, let one hundred and fifty men,
more or less, of the operatives work in a united interest putting in $100 apiece, or what they are able to do,
and inaugurate a business, ori a moderate scale, if necessary, and be their own masters. An honest and
practical co-operation in cases of this kind can hardly
prove unsuccessful, and will apply to nearly all the
avocations of life-in buying for consumption and in
selling the products of labor. Co-operation is success-
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ful in many parts of Europe and is becoming somewhat
so here ; and in this direction lies the remedy for
many of the ills endured by the working millions.
To make it a success a fraternal feeling, an enlightened intellect, faithful honesty and practical effort are
the essentials.
Our attention has recently been attracted to a cooperative movement at Springfield, Vt., known as
"The Industrial Works," that furnishes all its members with constant work at fair wages and a pleasant
home at small cost, and which is meeting with a success so marked as tg attract the attention of many
thinking people. The members of this association
are said to be young people who are willing to rid
themselves of bad habits, work steadily, dress economically, and save a portion of their wages. No others
are taken.
The men who join are required to furnish a small
amount of capital, and to save one fourth of their
wages which must be invested in the capital stock of
the company. Women are not required to put in
capital, but to save one sixth of their wages and to invest it in the business. Those who do riot comply
with the requirements of the association are expelled,
and those who wish to leave can do so at any time
and can withdraw thelr capital by giving a few months
notice. The wages paid to each member is fixed by
a board of directors and is apportioned to skill and
ability.
They have a large dwelling or home, where the
members live and enjoy many privileges and comforts not attainable by the poor in the ordinary
course of life, whether in small families or boardinghouses. All pay a moderate price for board from their
wages.
They have two new factory buildings and a good
water privilege and considerable machinery; and are
engaged in the manufacture of toy and house-furnishing goods, for which ready sale is found.
They commenced business a year ago with five
hands, and are now working forty-five. Their sales
for last month were over $3,000. Their pay-roll for
the month was over $1,200, and the saving of wages
which was added to the capital of the company was
more than $300. The average amount saved from
the wages of each man in a year is $150, and of each
woman, $50. Many of the members have saved more
than this amount, but this is all that is required of
them. The aggregate amount saved by the present
company will be about $5,000 for the year. By continuing in this course for a few years, the capital of
the association must become large, and the earning of
each member a respectable and comfortable competency.
Such a co-operation of industrious, honest &nd intelligent individuals, may certainly be practical and
very successful. It is a subject upon which we shall
have more to say. The success which has attended
the combined operations of the societies of" Shakers,"
"and the Oneida Community," establish the fact, that
not only in union is there strength, but that in union
and co-operation is there sociality, pleasure and profit.
There are various ways in which the principle of
co-operation can be applied. If it is not desirable in
all cases to enter into companies in the manner just
indicated, it can at least be carried out in the election
of officers, and in the enactment of desirable laws.
The laboring men of this country may be the rulers
of this country if they choose to be so. They have
only to act in concert and with discretion, to accomplish anything they wish. We urge them to an unselfish humanitarianism, or in other words, an enlightened self-interest. Let the great truth be always
borne in mind, tltat by promoting the ge·nerat welfare and happiness, we most effectually promote our own.
Let this principle be acted upon and carried out in
all the affairs of life, and vastly more can be accomplished for the happiness and good of the race, than
the Church, religion, and all the priests have effected,
for thousands of years.
We would briefly indicate, just here, the course,
that to us seems feasible for employing the thousands
who are unable to find employment themselves; that
the municipalities, the State, or organized companies
for the purpose, establish a series of manufactories
and industrial establishments, where any person can

find employment, at any time Let fifty or seventyfive per cent of the wages earned from week to week
be paid, the balance to stand for six months to be
then paid, or to be invested in the capital of the company for the benefit of the individual. This would
be vastly better than that unemployed thousands
should be left to crowd our cities and indulge in
crime. A reasonable amount of capital invested in
this way, would be vastly better than establishing
soup houses and alms-houses; and an immense saving
would thereby be induced in cost of trials and courts
of justice for the punishment of criminals. Labor,
even, at moderate pay, is a blessing to those wanting
bread.
Our prisons should also be made industrial institutions, and every person unwilling to work and who
has no visible means of livelihood, should be arrested
and made to work for no remuneration save plain
board.
In a word employment, at moderate wages, should
be furnished all who want it, and those who will not
work should be made to. This course would end
msot of the tramps, idleness, and crime that now
abound, and the average hours bf toil would be lessened for all classes. Now the workers have to support all the idlers. If the idlers were also compelled
to work, the laborers would assuredly have to devote
fewer hours to toil.
The insatiable and insane desire for excessive
wealth, which is one of the great evils of our time,
should be counteracted by e:xcessive ta:xation upon
the excessively rich. No man has ever honestly
earned a million dollars, and he really has no right to
it. Wealth is the common property of the world,
and a few individuals have no right to engross it all.
We say then, tax tlte immensily 1·iclt, heavily, and in a
ratio increasing with their wealth. Say on $50,000,
one per cent. ; 100,000, two per cent. ; $500,000 five
per cent.; $100,000,000 and over, ten per cent., or at all
events, such a rate of taxation as will render excessive wealth undesirable, thus leaving it to flow in the
usual business currents, and attainable in a moderate
degree by the masses. ·
Large land-owners should be treated in a similar
way. No man has a natural, or just right to more
land than he can use, and the excess above this quantity should be so heavily taxed that he would be
glad to part with it and to throw it into the market,
where men of moderate means can obtain it.
The people have these reforms within their power,
if they will but intelligently use the power they possess.
Our remarks, however, are already too e:xtended.
We must defer the further consideration of these and
cognate subjects, including money and finance, to
future articles.
(To BE CONTINUED.]

course cannot speak by the card; but it is our opinion
that there is a lie out in the matter. If he is so potent
at converting Infidels why don't he try his hand upon
some in these parts ? At 335 Broadway, for instance,
is a hardened and fearless Infidel who has not prayed
for many years, and has very slight faith in the saving efficacy of Christ's blood or any other man's, and
is more than anxious to be converted to the truth, if
he already has not found it. Come on, Brother Moody;
don't despise small game; we will meet you fairly and
"argue the case" with you. If you can convert us
to your ancient fables all right, and we will join in
the song' of "Moses and the Lamb;" but if we, on the
other hand, can show you that your system is all a
cheat and a ff'aud, and that you are engaged in a business that is really disreputable and ever ought to be,
we want you to forsake it forever.
Is it not really a ridiculous farce for men of educacation and talent-and scores of them for that matter'
-to stand up and harangue gaping crowds of simple
people, which reach thousands in numbers, about the
machinations of the Devil, the anger of Deity, the
great efficacy of blood as a propitiation and a
saving element, the eternal purposes of a God being
frustrated by the wiles of the evil one, and the imminent and everlasting destruction that awaits the human
race.
Is it not pitiable to see men and women who ought
to have better sense, to quake, and fear, and tremble,
under such silly ravings-to cry out in terror as
though a terrible impending danger was just ready to
overtake them, and the wrath of heaven just ready to
fall upon them, when they frantically call to this
clergyman and that pastor, (who are very possibly
deeper in sin than they are) to pray for them?
Do these objects of pity really suppose God has
changed, that there is a particle more-of danger to be
apprehended from God or from the Devil, now, than
a week ago, a month ago, or a year ago, and that there
is the slightest cause for alarm, more now, than before they entered the Rink?
This miserable tomfoolery is what is called " getting
religion," and in our opinion, the more a person gets
of it the worse off he is, and the more fool he is. Is
it really not about time that intellectual beings should
be fed on a different kind of pabulum, that the reason
should be appealed to instead of thefem·s, the ignorance,
the superstition, the emotions, and passions, and that
such men as Moody and Sankey should be able to
find some,more useful employment than firightening
old women in petticoats and in pants, out of the little
sense they have left?
Although many call for prayers we do not learn
that the number of the converted is very great. When
all the smoke of the excitement has blown away, we
apprehend a scarred, arid field will be left, and that
the converts of the hour will relapse back into the
crooked, winding ways they have heretofore walked
in.
The Brooklyn Revival.
0! for a revival of reason, of truth and commonBrothers Moody and Sankey are daily and nightly sense. May it spread over the land and visit every
holding forth in the Skating Rink in our sister city, man and woman, and II\ake them children of LIGHT
and with voices worn and hoarse they are still shout- and TRUTH. AMEN.
ind and calling upon souls to "come to Jesus." Over
THE BURGESS-UNDERWOOD DEBATE, AND THE
$10.000 have already been expended in the enterprise.
For the amount of money expended, the number of PRo AND CoN OF SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.-Both
clergymen in daily attendance, the ostentation and these works will be ready to send out about the 20th
display, the attention called to it by the daily press, it inst. We have been delayed some by the stereotypsurpasses all revivals which have preceded it, but ers, printers and binders; but our friends will not
whether the result is to prove a financial or a sub- have much longer to wait. Let us again urge all our
friends to order a copy of each, and thus render us a
stantial success, is more than doubtful.
Many are attracted by idle curiosity ; many go to little aid. They are clieap, and a slight amount of
hear Sankey's excellent singing ; and others imagine money will buy them. THE DEBATE, 180 pages, 60
by going there they will, for an hour or two, get a cents in paper, and $1.00 in cloth. PRo AND CoN,
little nearer to Jesus than they could be elsewhere, 150 pages, 40 cents in paper, and 75 cents in cloth;
and thus, perhaps, make amends for the short-com- sent postage paid. Who next says he will take a
ings and mis-deeds they have been guilty of.
copy of each?
From the accounts of reporters, Moody is not a
B. F. Underwood
very u.ble man. He is rather coarse and unlettered
Will speak at
and tells his stereotyped stories over and over again in
Nov. 14th.
an inelegant manner. Some of his allusions to the Yates City, Ill.,
15th, 16th, 17th.
Deity are also said to smack of irreverence and are Auburn, Ill.,
18th, 19th, 20th.
Clayton,
Ill.,
common-place.
24th to 28th.
He is reported to have claimed that he converted Du Quoin, Ill.,
Dec. 1st to 5th.
seventeen Infidels in Edinburgh; and one among the Oskaloosa, Iowa,
7th, 8th, 9th.
number was the president or chairman of a Free- Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
12th.
thinkers' Association. We wera not there, and of Lincoln, Neb.,
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Political Freethought.

owners and indirectly from tenants alike! "\Vhat a
disgmce to decency and common sense to see the
BY ~I. S'l'EIN.
benches of district courts, police conrts, .and someU niversat suffrage exercised by the sovereign people times those of the higher tribunals, occupied by deof the United States, is a beautiful thing if looked at graded men, companions of thieves and g·amblers,
from a distance, say, for instance, from the other side men without any knowle~~e of law, and whose eduof the Atlantic, where monarchy and more or less abso- cation is a mere slmm! vv hat an insult to common
lutism sits on the throne by the grace of God, to rule sense to have the majority of the judges and the retlle subjects which for hundreds of years. have been corder elected by the vote of the people, the criminal
tmnsferred from father to son, subjects m the tame clas>es, a ud future caudidat.es for the States prisvn
meaning of the word, ruled alternately by wise and illclLtded!
,
good men, by virtuous and vicious women, by idiotic
The conuption in Albany is proverbial, is talked of
and demoralized kings, all by tile grace of God. Here as a matter of f,ct, and the expression "lobby a~1d
we are ruled by governors of stl\tes ·allll by the" Great lobbying-," has found a steady place in om language.
Father" in "\Vashington, elected by the vote of the Snits for lobby services at·e openly brought before
our courts in the same way as butchers'• or
·
people and kept in power for on Iy a short t1me.
• ~rocer6'
•
bills. Albany is the high school for po 1JtJCa asptrUniversal suffra2:e in its widest sens~ is somewhat ants-the pia< e they "run" for-and it would gl!\dlike the elements. Fin' and water, when lWOperly used, den the heart of an artist if be could draw the picture
are beneficial to humanity, if left uncontrolled they of a defeated candid:,te for the Assembly, who exwill prove to be our greatest enemies and destroyers. pected to till his yockets, afte!' the last dollar is gone
Universal ~uli'rage, as at present carried out in this for election, whiskey and Cllmese huterns, and now
country, will eventually destroy our liberties, ruin our stands there an object of pity, compelled to take up
republican institutions and bring about a revolution, the spade and borrow or deal out poison from behind
which will compel the better class of our citizens to the bar of a public rum-shop patronized by statesml'n
put down by main force the ignorant rabble that as in embryo. The word "ring" in its political. meanpart of the sovereign people lJas been accustomed for ing is true American. Rmgs are profitable to 1ts own
years to think that brutal power can elect corruption links but expensive to outsiders; they are costly
to the seats of guvemors, judges, state ami city officers. Juxm:ies for cities,· counties and Sta~es. Look fur
To any reader who may thinK that these conclusions instance at the New York City ring, and see what
are exaggerated, we beg to propose tlJe following price the city paid fur the !nxury. ~'he ring l?OSsessed
questions. Do we always see in the results of an elec- absolute power over the c1ty, establishCLl an uTespontwn the expression of the wish and will of t.lle major- sible and autocratic system of government,
The
ity of the people, or of the more intellectual, the m~·e debts amounted, Jan. 1st, 1869, to $36,293,929; up to
honest and mural members of society? Dues not the the year 1870 it was increltsed $11,739,812 ; during
minority always include a great many uprigllt men, 1870, $25,339',810 wet·e added, and during eight
that-have fought for some sound principles? Does it months followhg, an increase of $24,000,000 took
not now require a· Diogenes to look up a true states- place; all these figures were added. to the bonded
man? Tile type of the men that a lJundred ytars debts during a few years.
ago framed and signed our constitution, seems
Although nobody wil~ ~eny that the majority. of
to be lost, and therefore it is not to be wondered at our citizens are law-abJdmg, orderly, well-meamng
that the memory of an honest president like Lincoln, and honest, everybody must co~fess tlJat ~he better
and of 11 noble and able statesman like Seward, is classes of our citizens are totally mddierent m matters
celebrated by tile erection of monuments. 'l'his, al- of public interest and reform. ~ g.ootl many wellthough it proves that there are exceptions to the gen- meaning people waste then· energ!Bs m reform moveera! standard of politicians, it at the same time proves ments of a doubtful character ; tempemnce movethat tlJese exceptwns are so scarce as to nmt'e them ments that know no limits to fanatical mrJasures,
wo1 thy of delivery to the !'rowing gener>ltion in stone, 1 elivious revivals tlJat will bring no lasting good,
marble or bronze.· Our average polit.cian knowing begging and squandering ~•way .money. fur the conthat no statulLI'y is in store for him, wisely concludes version of so-called heathens, dJstrtbutwn of thouto have his memory celebrated during life-time by S<mds of Bibles and millions o.r tmolty tracts, tighting
figuring in paint on political banners >UHJ posters, lly pauperism by means. that. \VIII only encourage the
playing a conspicous part in tl}rget excursions and very evil which they mtend to conquer. . .
rum-shop brawls, and by fumislliug his own rockets,
The object of our merchants and professwnalmen
powder, and calcium lights. In some few exceptional is mainly to make money; they will pay any amount of
cases the ntelllory of prolllinent political men is trans- taxes as long as they individually can make money
feneLl to tlte coming generation by the crimiual rec- enough out of their neighbors to pay. the bills. 'I'o
ords or by free lodgings in the penitentiary or states strike at tlJe root of a bali government IS troublesome,
prison,
·
to be indifferent is easy and vffends nobody. If we were
The modern politician, as a rule, is a prominent asked to. propose a plan for a general political and
church memlJer, because he knows tlle Church to be social reform we only could repeat what we have
a power ; til at a connection with it covers a great written on thls subject some eight years ago. Restrict
many sins and that he can repay any favor granted the power of tile l:'resi<;Jent to preyent hi~ ~rom .reby the cll'urcll, by voting a way tlJe people's money moving alJle officers of an o~t:gumg ad.mimstratJOn
fur sectarian purposes. 'N oulJ it have been possible ·and nlling their plaees by politiCal favontes, that are
for the political thieves that ruled this State and dty, often totally unlit for the position. •• Make bay
to have acquired a'nd kept themselves in power if the while the sun shines " expresses at present, too often,
church, and espeCially the infallible one, had not sup- the principles of guv!·rnment officers~ that expect their
ported til em by c.rilling tl1e uneducatl:d, brutal adl~e- dbclmrge in course of .a. few ye~rs fur no ~?tiler cause
rents of priestcraft to cul!le and vote m a phalanx fur than a change in the puhtwalllonzun. Abolish the usetile installation of conupt candidates? \Vhen uuce Jess ami costly omalllent called. the t::bna~e. Pay your
in power, lww easy it proved for the;p low-~re<.l puli- re!Jresentatives in Lt1e Legislature and In Congress a
tictaus to vote away nullious of the peoples muuey good salary ami m<tke them.work fur tlle.lllouey. ~et
for tte erection of sectarian schoob, w·llich are the at least two-thirds uf the officers be appomted tor life
true llreeding places of lligot.ry, ignorance and. pau- or a long term, especia!lY al.l the j ~dges allll ma.ke
perisnt, and in opposition to our public .schools.
;hem responsible tor thmr aCL!UilS.. G1 ve ;u the mmThe Clturcll will tiourisl1 must prulusely unJer two ority a vruportiunate representatiOn.
ExteuJ the
kinds of government, under a hl)eml and. absolute right of sutt'rage·to intelligent women.
l::leparate. tlJe
monarchy as ia En.,'land and ltussia, or uu<.ler a 8tate frolll the Church in the tme meantng of the
cunupt g~verntJient, ~s in tile Ulllted l::ltates. ln the word by taxmg church property and witllll?ldi!-lg
!irst ca~;cs LJw Chut'Cll and otate are one, they depend. sLate or city support from all aml every s~ctanau lllupon one another, an~ tlleref~re support one ano.U~er, stitution. Ullurcllmembers Will then be tree to vote
in tlw other case the Churt:hl~ at liberty-to fanatJCJse, fur the best man regard.less of future consideration
wauiputatc and colllrrmnd millwns ut uneducatc<.l, fur their ueneliL. Do nut allow any newspaper to atbigutetl and willing tuols to vote aecurding tl'l its d.w- tack can<.lidates with malice, slander and. tout langutates. A nolJle government, free frulll currulJtwu, In- age because tL has a Jemoruhzmg mtlucnce on the
dependent and just, would cripple ~he powm: of the nta~ses of ul the people. EstalJlish courts of arbitra()Jturcit by abolishing the many pnvileges, freedom tiun wherever advisable, it will reduce the.nulllber of
trum taxat.iun, granting of million~ of mu~ey.fur see- political shysters ttspiring fur posttwus With the extarian institutions, etc., now ellJOyed Wltlwut t11e pectation to share in rubbing the people.
shadow of right and. justice.
·
·.
Above all things refur.n the.elect:un pro.cess by exIf .Moudy, who is at present pedtllwg _out cheap eluding all persu!ls that are morally unti.t _to vote,
salvati<Jn fur the masses at the Broold vn Hmk, was a abulibh the voting cattle but on the utile!' s1de compel
New York priest, he would lmve evin~ed moreyolicy. every person entitled t~ vote to uo his. duty, under
than he d.ill the other night. He was wetglnng ott penaity of the law. The latter prop?sltwu can ~e
sinners ul<.l and youn" ol both sexes ; they all prov- cunied out easier than the reader ma_y 1magme. I~ IS
ed too h.,ht so that in°each case part ut Ghrist had to absurdity it the individual in a repuultcan cowlllun!tY
be thru\:u i~ to balance the sculeso i::l<J.lvatiun by this thinks Lllat he can escape respuns 1u11ity tor the exJstprut:ess proved. so far very easy, until a prol?ment in" evils by wit!wlcling his vote. '!'he passive or
Brooklyn polittciau was gut hold of, when It was silent element in pulitws, is liU less danger?us than
found out tllat a wllule Christ was not even enough to the one that votes fur the wrung lllan. lndttlcrcnce IS
llalance hiw, aud thu peddler had to throw in a holy tile stuwiJling uluck ut refurlll.
ghost in the bat gain.
.
. . .
'· · lJ
't ·
New York is tile wurst mled uf all the mtws 1n the
We are uvpused to knuw-aotumgJsJU ccause 1 IS
Universe anJ it is astonishing with what indifference contrary to coslllupulitan ide~s, b.ut m~nufact.unng of
the tax-p~ycrs luol;. uu, when Liley are ruiJbecl in open vutmg cattle, as carried on m tll1s country, IS a dJsdayli.,·ht by a moll ul politwal vagabonds! vVJmt a grace to tue Al!lerican citizeus, an msult to the l!len
set 0 {' lllen are wt~.sters uf tilts city ; wilat a band of tllaL 1rawed Lilt constitution ut Lhr.l countt·y. lguur:.·oi.JIJers uispose of the money wrung from property- ant lrisllmeu that cttnnot l'ead nor write, uneducated

Germans unable to .speak the language of the country,
Frenchmen and Italians not in the least acquainted
with the country, its language and its institutions, ignorant negroes and mongolians a!'e turned into voting
cattle by thousands, to lle used as tools by pohtical
factions. A man that cannot read or write or that
cannot read and express himself with ease in the
language of the country, has no right to decide upon
questions of political importance.
· State and city know how to collect personal taxes
and how to snmmon citizens for jury duty. Can tlJey
not act in the same way for the purpose of voting at
elections? Have blanks printed containing the usual
questions put Itt tlJe registeriug_places, let them be distributed, and let every voter answer on these blanks
the questions in his own lJandwriting. 'l'lte voter
takes this paper to the polls, where his name is kept
on record, he depo5its lJis vote, or part of it, or he
may, in exceptional cases, even withhold his vote
frolll either of two candidates, when a coupon at·
tached to above mentioned blank is torn ot[ stamped
and handed back to him to enable him to prove at
any time that he has performed !lis duty. A challenge would not require any foolish oath, as pen and
ink could decide on the spot if the paper and handwriting were genuine or not.
In calli.ng attention to tlJe existing political evils of
our country, we do not 1jretend to have said anything
new or unknown to tl!e reader. Parsons all(l priests
have been preaching their doctrines for eighteen hundred years, the same old stories every year, with the
exception that now and then they exchange their bundles of sermons; if their tlucks do not become tired of
their repetitions, you may well afiord to forgive the
writer.

Contrivance does not Prove Design.
liY JOHN SYPHEUS.

Wl!at do l!len mean when they talk about design in
nature? Let us pllilosophicu!ly consider this question for a short time in the light of reason and science. Design is a mechanical term which men hav<t
invented to represent the doings of their own hands.
When the term is applied to the things of nature, it
has no meaning nor applicability, and will mislead
the mind every time. There may be an adaptation of
means to ends in the inventions of men, and this
adaptation they may call design, but in nature there
is no such thing.
'l'he general constitution and
frame-work of nature may be built up in any promiscuous l!lanner whatever, or according to any plan
whatever, or according to no plan whatever, and tile
human mind beiug developed in accordance with tilat
system, it will seel!l full of design to that mind.
'l'he great question of standard comes in here, and
so long a' tlJe mind tries auy system or arrangement,
no matter how heterogeneous .and. promiscuous it may
be by i tsclf, it will looK to be and seem to be crammed
cltock full of design and adaptution, so muclJ so, indeed, tilat men, in theu superficial reasoning, will
declare that they can plainly see that this thing· was
maue for tllis purpose, and that thing fur that, when
the fact is, there was no d.csigner in the mecllamcal sense whatever. lf the whole frame-work of llllture had been right the opposite of what it is, men
would discover ju>~t as mucll design in it as they now
do in the present system of things. Why so ? Stillply ,because the mind woulu tllen be ~eveluped in
ac.eordance with that system, whatever It m1ght .ue,
and know nothing else. They would kuow nutlnng
dse, and have no other standard by which to cOll!JHtre
things. When meu have no standaru, but meu~~re
tllem,;elves by themselves, of cour~e then everytllmg
will tally stnctly with tl!at by~tem, .and m~u.call .tiltH
design, and thu~ foul themselves wJtlJ an lllJUdtcw~s
use of their own terms. lt the trees hall grown m
nature with their tops in the ground and the routs upward in tlle heavens; it pumpld-us had. grown on great
oak trees and little acoms on the slim pumpkin
viucs tlle~ we would lle hearing men talking about
acorn' villes instead of pumpkm vines, or if the
human bo(.)y had had no joints in the arms or
limbs, or if we had two faces and. a pair of eyes
on the back sid.e ut the head as well as on the
fore side, then men would. ~ee just as much design in
that system of things as Liley do now, and perhaps a
great dealmvre. 'l'lleulugians would be just as loudmoutlleu in their praise ut him who they supposed
frallled that beautiful systelll of things in which
means were so beautifully adapted to enus, as tuey
are now, not being sharp enough to see th~·ougll the
sophistry of their own argument and fallaciOus reus·
onings.
'l'HERI£ It; NO DESIGN IN NA'l:UitE,

consequently no big mechanic as a designer. That
old mechanical argument and. idea is now explo<.led
and become obsolete. 1Jes1gn is a terw wllwh meu
hatched up in describing their own operation5 here '
on tLe eanll and. it will mislead every Lillie wheu
applied uuyw Jtere else. 'l'alk about a world of. cilanc~!
Tllis is nuthin"· more nor less Lllan 11 world ut cllttnce,
although the :ord cha_nce is .nuL jns! the rig~t word .w
use in speaking on tins ~UbJect, Y e:;, tilts IS a w~Jlti
ut chance, anu a very slim chance at that ! , lt ~s ~
wond of heterogeneous prouuscuousness. lhe sys_
tcm and order, llarmony and design that lllen tllink
they see, exists ouly iu the miud.
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Look how promiscuosly the stars are scattered over their present form and shape, were evolved hv the sense of the word, and I wish to say that any person
.the blne vault of heaven. No more arrangement or force of inherent Ja:ws, which a!ways belonged to who cannot fully endorse your platform, and also that
order in them, than there is in the seeds that fall from Matter. But short-Righted men will argue that thin,qs of the Investigator is not a Liberal, and is not fit 1o
th~ hand of the W>wer; yet the human mind, when it must l.11ve a l>eginning, and they must ·have an end class himself among them, and the sooner he drops
b\wgs to bear the faculty called order upon them. also. Behold, l tell you a secret. That beginning the name the better for the cause. If vou have beWill see the shap~s of animals there, which thev call and !hat end which you think you so plainly S<'e, is come a Spirimalist, I cannot discover that you are
r.onstell~tions. Plrni~es, Hyrnides, Leo, Ursa Major. notlnn.e: more nor Jess than the be,qinning nnd end of any less liberal, and if it were possible for you to beUrsa Mmor etc. ThiS heterogenous conj!']omeration your mind I The hull!an mind in its present develoi)- come a ~ethodist, anr~ still retain your liberality, I
of stars, is all resolved into order and \au~<ht in a ment can only go out in either direction but a little should thmk no less of yon. I am the president of
science called the geography of the heavens. Yet w.ays. Aggregation and segrel!'ation are at least two the White~ide County Liberal Association, and as I
really, there is no order there-all is promiscuity of the ,great laws that pervade Matter. Attraction saw an article a short time ago in your paper in reJust so with the great and universal system of nature: will bring kindred particles of Matter together in an ~ard to the Rev .. l.VIr. Hunt and an indignation meetThe human mind conceives order and apparent organic body, and liold them there for a longer time mg held at l.VIornstown, and as the writer made the
design, where there really is none.
but finally the law _of repulsion becomes stronger tha~ statement tlwt t~e indignation meeting was largely atAstronomer~ b11lc learnedly of the twelve signs of the law of attractiOn, and then segregation or disin- tended hy the Liberals, I will say that he was mistaken, as there was only one of our members present at
the zodiac. They speak of the Bull, the Lion, the te_!?:ratlon takes place.
Worlds were never made, finished up and com~ said meeting, and the Ch'lirman and Secretary were
Rrtm and the Bear, yet there is, injact, no such
arrangement of those stars. It is wholly an ideal con- pleted in a few days or hours, as old ignorance affirms professed Christians. I wrote an article at the time of
ception. The human mind has worked ont so ours was ; but incalculable, millions, billions and the said meeting, in condemnation of said meetinamuch order and design from this great fountain of het- trillions of age~, has even om own little one horse and sent· it to the county paper for publication~
erogeneousness, that we could not. study astronomy nor world been in forming, and yet it is not finished, for but the editors would not publish it on account of
write intelligently upon that subject without it. ·This creation, or rather aggregation, is still going on. Our their. bread and butter. If I can get it back, I will
should teach us the great philosophical lesson that world will continue to grow until the laws of aggre- send It to you, to show you that the Liberals did not
JAMES M. P .RAT'!'.
what we call order and design, are creatures ;>f th~ .e:ation have fully exhausted themselves, and then._the a prove of their acts.
Pratt P. 0., Whiteside Co. , Ill.
mind alone, and do not exist in nature at 1tll. If one laws of disintel!'ration will set in, and the !!'ood that
of the inhabitants of Jupiter was fo make a flying -yvill have been ultimated by the long process· of buildvisit to this world, I should not wonder nor be the mg up and taking clown a world, will be carried forThe Story of' tlw Cross Simply Stated.
least surprised if he would almost laugh himself to ward into the great spirit world beyond. The •IltiA book is put into our hands when children called
death, to see our system of things l1ere. Everythin!< mation and elimination of spirit, is the great desi"'n in
would look to him like one great conglomeration of the aggregation of Matter into worlds in the" first the Bible, the purport of whose llistory is brietly this:
heterogeneous, lawless chance. His mirth would be place. The old heathen is tie idea· of a big man, called That God made the earth in six days, anti planted a
inci'eased ten·fold if he should ever chance to bear God, making not only this world, but the sun, moon delightful garden, in which he placed the first pair of
one of our Doctors of Divinity fulminate and boast ancl stars, was perhaps the very best that the ancients human beings. In the midst of the garden, he plantof the great design and adaptation which they think in their low estate could do. They had as yet no ed a tree, whose fruit, although within their reach
they see in everything around them here. He would science nor philosophy to gnicle t.hem ; but were they were forbidden to touch. That the devil, in th~
smile when he looked around upon this half made governed almost wholly by the ima!.!;ination, a'cl :>hapc of a snake, persuaded them to eat of this fruit;
world, where heterogeneousness sits enthroned upon henC'e we could not expect anything else but that we m consequence of which God, condemned both of
all things. He could see no two things exactly alike. would have some big mistakes left as a legacy by ~he~ and th~ir posterity,. yet unborn, to satisfy his
That four thousand
No two faces exactly of the same shape and feature them, for us to correct. But now, men's greatest JUStice by then· eternal misery.
-no two people of the same size and height-no two condemnation is, that scientific light has come in to years after tuese events (the human race in the meanflowers alike, no two trees alike, no two hills or the world, and old fogies love darknes~ rather than while having gone unredeemed to perclition) God enmountains of the same size and hei""ht, no two light ; but for what reason, l k .10w not, unless, gendererl with the betrothed wife of a carpenter in
Judea (whose virginity was nevertheless uninjured),
stars of the s!tme size, color, brilliancy" and glory- perhaps it is because their minds are evil.
There cannot be a law without a law giver, cries the and begot a son whose name was Jesus Christ, and who
no two rivers of the same length, and no two streams
running in the same direction. Everything to him · ophist. As far as human and man-made statutes arc was crucified and died, in order that no more men
would be full of chance. He would see that here concerned, that may be col'rect ; but the remark wilt might be devoted to hell-fire, he bearing the burden
men might be sick and die at any moment. Here we not apply when we speak of the laws of Nature. ?f his ~a.ther's displeasure, by proxy. The book states,
~now not wh~n it will be clear or cloudy, cold or Heat, light. motion. gravity, affinity, attraction, repul- m addmon, that the soul of whoever di,believes his
warm. But Ill ~upiter they know 1111 these things, sion, &c., &c., are some of the laws of Nature. How sacrifice will be burned with everlasting fire. During
many ages of misery and darkness this story gained
~or ~here everythmg is regulated by fixed laws; noth- could they be created ? How little and insignificaut
mg IS left to chance. He would remark, no doubt, mu~t that sophist feel, who would apply to them the implicit belief; but at length men arose who suspected
that here men and women seemed tr> be about half same arguments and mode of reasoning, that he would that it was a fable and imposture, and that Jesus
made, having only one pair of eyes and a face on one appty to the Legislature of Illinois ! "But the Uni- Christ,so far fr•)m being a God, was only a man like
side of the head, while in Jupiter they hav.e a pair of verse and its laws cannot be self-existent." What's tne themselves. But a nt1merous set of men, wlio derive
eyes on both sides of the heat!, and they c!tn walk reason it cannot? You claim that the big God who and still derive immense emoluments from this opinbackward or forward at any moment, without having made it, is self-existent. Is it not just as easy for one ion, in the shape of a popular belief, told the vulgar,
to turn the whole body clear around as we do. No to be self-existent as 1he other~ lf Nature with her that if they did not believe in the Bible they would
chance there'. to slip up behind and knock a man's laws, must have a big being for a creator, designer be damned to all eternity; and bumr,d, imprisoned,
and law giver, then we demand that your God, whom and poisoned all the unbiasse<J and thoughtful enhead oft and he not see the approach.
quirers who arose. They still oppress them, so far as
He continues, "you have a sophistry which is pop· you in your ignorance pretend to know so much about. the people, now become more enli~htened, will
ular among your theologians and logicians, here that must have a creator, desi!.mer and LLW giver also. allow.
The belief in all that the Bible contains
cont1•ivance proves design." This ar_!?:ument ;uises Here I spring a trap and a d!'ad-fall upon tlle clergy, is called Christianity.
A Roman Governor of Jufrom pure ignorance. Contrivance can prove nothing. and I defy the smartest of them ever to crawl from dea, at the instance of a priest-led mob, cruciThe old ar_!?:ument of the watch is only a plausible under it. Nature and the Universe must have a ere- fied a man called Jesus, 1,840 years ago.
He
sophistry. If man had no help from any source. he a!or ; but that creator, who mnst of course be greater was a man of pure life, who desired to rescue his
might look at, and study the mechanism of the first thnn that Universe, can get along wittwut any!
Oh consiRtency I thou art a jewel, but how seldom countrymen from the tyranny of their barbarous and
watcl1 he e~er saw until ltis hair was as grey as a rat
among tile bogus and brassy jewelry owned and degrading superstitions. The common fate of all who
ar~d his head as big as a bushel, and he never would found
desire to benefit mankind awaited him.
The rabble,
even suspect what it was made for. If a man coul..l WOl'n by the clergy ! Oh glorious and beautiful star- at tlH' instigation of the priests, clemandccl his death.
live long enough to stu~y a watch a thousand years, eyed science, the wo rid's only savi .1' ami ndee•ae?' ; although his very judge malle public acknowledgment
aucl at the end of that time, the watchmaker was to save us from ourselves and redeem us from ignorance of his innocence.
Jesus was sacrificed to the honor
step up to him and say, "sir, that is a machine by and send darknes~ and superstition lwwling frow the of that God with whom he was afterwards confoundwhieh I meamre time,'' he would no doubt, burst out world!
ed. Whilst the one is n. hypocntical demon, who anWhen shouts of loud triumph
into a loud laugh and haw haw, crying out "crazy
nounces himself as the God of compassion and peace,
Will sound o'er the sea,
again." "Is there any man fool enough to believe
even whilst he stretches forth his blood-red hand with
That priestcraft is fallen,
that such an intangible, imponderable and immaterial
the sword of discord to waste the earth, and having
And now the world's free I
thing as t'ime, enn be measured by a machine ? " A
confessedly devised the scheme of desolation from
very little s~mly will make it plain to the mind of any
eternity; the other stands in the foremost list of heroes
man, who Is not a bigot or an imbecile, that no man
who have died in the glorious motrtyrdom of liberty,
Stop M.r Paper.
can ever teJI or even guess the use of any machine
and have braved torture, contempt, and poverty, in
lUR." EDITOR: I choose this heading for the purpose the cause of suffering humanity.
without assistance from the inventor. No machine
·
or watch can tell their own story. Then away of giving a short lecture to that class of bigots who " I will beget a son, and htl sh•tll be.tr
goes the old argument of a tl>ousand years standing, pwfess to be Liberals, and are not willing that auy
Tile sins of all the world; he shall ttrisc,
that contrivance proves design. I will give any man person should differ with them in belief-LiberaliIn an unnoticed corner of the earth,
one hundred dollars for every model in the United ty, with a vengence. Such Liberals are worse than
And there shall <lie upon the cross, and purge
States Patent Office, which lle has never seen nor the worst Christian bigots in the world, becH.use big'l'he universal cl'ime; so that the few
heard of before, the true use of which he will tell mere- otry is pa1 t of his creed, am! ll'l!e liberality is the re- · On whom my grace descends, those who are mltrke<l
ly by a study of itv mechanical contrivance I How long do ver~e of his creed, and is the foundation of libenlitv.
As vessels to the honor of their God,
you suppose it would take an Indian to study out What right has a professed Liberal to conderrm any lll<~n
i\lay credit this strange sacrifice, and save
what a rail road engine was made for, merely from for his opinions, and then ask any man to reBpect his
Their souls alive; millions shall live and die,
its eontrivance; or a corn sheller, or a piano? I own? I have been a subscriber to your paper fur
Who ne'er sh<tll call upon their Savior's name,
w~mld not be_ the least afraid to make the ofter to any about two years, and to the Boston Investigator for
But, unredeemed. go to the gaping grave.
of our boastmg, self-conceited, clerical friends, for 1 about thirty years, and I have seen so mucl1 fault find'l'housn.nds shall deem it <tn old woman';; tale.
am sure that l could stall them, and that too, on a. ing among professed Liberals (I will not say Liberal~,)
Sucll as the nurses frighten babes withal;
machine not more complicated tllan a cow-catcher a because there had been something printed which did
'l'hese, in a gulf of anguish and of flame,
Jews harp, or even a fish hook! l.VIcn do uot thi~k not suit their particular belief, and woulLl stop their
Shall curse their reprobation endlessly,
nor reason on these things, at least not v~ry profound- paper in conseauence, that I !Jave felt ealled npon to
Yet ten-fol<l pangs shall force them to avow,
ly, or they would soon see what an immense amount g1ve my views in the matter. And I understand you
Even on their beds of torment, where they howl,
of guessing it would take to tell the use of even so have recently been converted to Spirituu.lism, and I
i\Iy honor and the justice of their doom."
simple a thing as 11 fisll book ! (i. e., provided they have seen some fault finding articles with you, because
had never &een nor heard of one before). 'l'he fact is, the same evidence which convinced you would not
llos'l'ON ha~ property anti buildings devoted to religious
when lll~n argue. about contrivance proving· design, c<>nvince them. Now, Mr. Eclitor, let me say to you,
al.ld design provmg a designer, they do not know I am a l\iaterialist of the rankest kind. I tlo not be- oductttional. and charitabre purposes. valued at nearly
what they are talking about; they are i"nomut ot lieve in any spirit. only as the result of natuml organ- $20.ooo,ooo, which nre exempt from taxation, one war.!
their own ig·norance and are not sharp enough to see it. ization. Bnt as you do noL ·measure my wheat in your alone having $5,000,000 worth of such property. As at the
Vt( orlds and systems of worlds forming this mighty half-bushel, neither do I measure your wheat iu my regular rate of taxation these structures would yield the
Umvers_e, never came into being by the hands of big half-bushel. I have no fa,dt to find. Judging from city at least $275,000 per annum ; a movement is on foot
mechamcs, whom heathens call Gods. Worlds in your paper, I believe you are a true Lii.Jcml in every to abolish the exemption clause in the law.
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flditorl IJotes.
TRUTII SEEKER TR..-I.CTS AND LEAFLETS.-\Ve are
receiving a good many orders for them, and we assure
our readers it affords us much pleasure to send them
over the land, knowing as we do, that they are capable of doing much good. We believe every person
who has received them from us are fully satisfied.
Let those who have not ordered some of them, make
up their minds to do so. We send them post paid, at
very reasonable prices. See List on last page.
WE THANK those kind friends who have lately remitted us their dues for THE TRU'l'H SEEKER, and
for the ensuing year. They have done their share
in helping us to bear the bmden that rests upon our
shoulders, and they are entitled to our gratitude.
Let us once more gently hint to those who are yet in
arrears, that we will still be very glad if they will do
likewise. Have you not put it off, and deferred it, and
made excuses long enough? If you will all send in
the little amounts due to us, we will agree to talk
about something else.
"THE WORLD's SAGES, INFIDELS AND THINKERS."
-The orders for this valuable work are coming in
every day, and we are progressing moderately in its
preparation; but we would be glad to receive orders
from large numbers who have not yet written us.
Friends, don't be afraid to order. We ask no money
till the work is ready, and it only costs $3.00, and it
will be cheap at $5.00. Reader, if you have not notified us you will take a copy, let us request you to do
so, before you sleep again.

Truth Seeker, YoJs. I. and II.
Remember, a limited number of bound volumes of
THE TRUTII SEEKER can be had by those who attach
a value to them. After a while they will be gone and
cannot be had.
Vol. I, 12 numbers, entire,
$1.00
11
.75
10
.60
8
.40
6
.25
Vol. II., 32 numbers, 512 pages, 16 mos. Paper, $2.50
Cloth, 3.25
Sent, post-paid, by mail. Those who want copies,
had better order soon, and state whether they wiflh
them in paper or cloth.

Volume Ill;
Two numbers after this comp]etes VoLUME II,
when we start out, we trust, under favorable auspices,
with VoLUME III as a WEEKLY. Many have written
they would send us in a good list of new subscribers
· for the new Volume. This is to notify all such, that
they need not wait ior the New Year, before remitting. For TWO DOLLARS sent now, we will send THE
TituTH SEEKER thirteen months, including December, 1875. It will thus be seen, that all who remit us
the amount of a year's subscription within the next
thirty days, will obtain THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER one
month extra.
Now we are very anxious that our list should grow
largely with the new volume when it becomes a
Weekly, and though we have made the price so low
that it is impossible to throw off much to clubs or
getters-up of clubs,· we will, nevertheless, offer the following inducements:
To those who send us three names for a year's subscription to theW eekly TRUTH SEEKER, we will send
one dollars worth of Tracts, or a bound copy of
Tnu·rrr SEEKER VoL. I., as he may elect.
To those who will send in five new names for a year,
we will send Vol. I, II. and III of TituTH SEEKER
'fRAC'l'S (in paper), containing 1.500 pages of the best
Liberal reading matter in the world.
To those who will send in seven new· names for a
year, we will send Vols. I, II, and III of TRUTH
SEEKER TRACTS (1.500 pages), neatly bound in cloth,
or a bound copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER v ol. II.
for sixteen months.
To those who send in ten new names for a year,
we will send a copy of our forthcoming valuable work
" THE WORLD's SAGES, INFIDELS, AND THINKERS,"
of over 800 pages, and which we are proud to think

will be one of the best books ever issued from the
Liberal press.
To. those who will send us fifteen new names for a
year, we will send a copy, each, of THE W oRLD'B
SAGES, INFIDELS AND THINKERS ; THE BURGESSUNDERWOOD DEBATE; AND E. E, GUILD's PRo AND
CoN OF SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.
To those who will send in twenty new names for a
yem·, we will send a copy, each, of Vols. I., II. and
III. of TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS; THE WORLD'S
SAGES, &c.; BURGESS-UNDERWOOD DEBATE, and
PRo AND CoN.
To those who will send us twenty-five new names
for a year, we will send all mentioned in the last proposition and add a copy, each, of THE HEATHENS oF
THE HEATH, and Vol. I. and Vol. II. of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, bound.
There friends, is something to work for. Who
will not do all in his power to double the List of THE
TRUTH SEEKER? The world is groping in darkness
and needs its light. If every patron will use his
efforts to swell our list, it can easily be doubled before the first of January. In many localities, three,
five and ten times as many copies should be taken as
are now sent there, and thereby securing for its patrons the best paper of the kind yet published.
If you cannot induce new subscribers to remit for a
year, try them for six months. If they hesitate for
that term, persuade them to send for three months.
\>rice of the WEEKLY, postage paid, $2,00 per year
six months, $1,00. Three months, 50 cents.
Let all orders be accompanied with the cash in
draft on New York, postal order, or in registered
letter, and let the names of the orders be ''Legion."

The Grand Plan of Salvation.

1~,

1875.

which he had decided upon four thousand years before; to came down from lJeaven and be born of a
woman, to renew the bitter conflict with his enemy,
with new weapons and new tactics. He overshadowed a young Jewish maiden and "got her in the
family way," or in other words, he entered her womb,
and at the expiration of the usual time, nine months,
he came forth a healthy boy-baby-god, who was both
fat~er and son to himself. This boy-god grew up to
manhood 11nd worked with his step-father at the
carpenters' trade till he was thirty years of age, when
he took up preaching and working miracles. Two
years, however, had not elapsed, before his old enemy,
the Devil, incited certain parties to put this God to an
ignominious death, and all in keeping with the preordained plan of God.
The philosophy of this sublime plan of salvation is
about in this wise: God made man and placed within
his reach a deadly poison which he knew he would
eat, and also made a Devil to assist in the fatal error.
For this offense, God damned man forever, and could
not possibly forgive him, unless he took himself the
penalty and in his own person-unless he took the
fatal blow he had aimed at. man, thus striking himself to satisfy himself, and to induce himself to pardon
man for what he could not help doing with the divine
Devil to lead him on. But even after God put himself or his son to death, the Devil was not conquered.
He is to-day, as lively and as active as e"ver. The world
is under his control, and thousands are daily going to
hell despite all that God has done to himself.
This is the great plan of salvation which priests
loudly extol and call upon us to accept. Is it not
most beautiful ?

Friendly Suggestion.

BRooKLYN, Oct. 18th, 1875.
Christianity teaches, that after an eternity spent
Em'l'OR TRUTH SEEKER: Permit me to express my
without employment and without a companion, God, unqualified thanks for the able manner 'l'II~< TRUTH
in the space of six days, made this world and the SE!!:KER is coilducted, and for the amount of useful
information you lJresent to its readers in each nullltrillions of other worlds and suns that fill immensity, ber.
with all existing forms of life; and among the rest he
I am pleased it is your intention to make it a Weekly
made man to be happy and to glorify his name ; that and would suggest to keep it the same size as it is
he planted a garden in which he placed man with now, being, 1 think, a very nice size for binding, and
I think none of your subscribers will object, if you
slight knowledge and no experience. In the center cha1·ge
three dollars· or four per year for it.
of this garden he planted a tree bearing beautiful and
Tile Liberalists of England donate a fixed amount
tempting fruit, but which possessed qualities worse of money, acc.urding to their means, to Mr. Bradthan the most deadly poison. A.s he knew all things, laugh, to be used by him as a propaganda fund for
lectures etc., delivered in places where there are Libhe was necessarily aware what the consequences would eralists who want lectures, but from their poverty, are
be-he knew man would eat this fruit ; but, apparent- unable to compensate lecturers.
I would like such a fund established by THE TRUTH
ly, to make it more certain, he suffered the Devil,
whom he had also created, to assume the form of a SEEKER; and I shall be most willing to contribute to
it, knowing it will be the means of bringing men
snake, and to lure and tempt man to taste the fair, and women to a "true knowledge of God.''
but fatal fruit. Weak and uninformed as he was,
Let us hear from other Freethinkers what they
man fell into the snare thus laid for him-he tasted think of such a plan of salvation.
Yours Truly,
A.JAX.
and died. By this most unfortunate tram;action,
REPLY.-It is not our purpose to increase tile size
man not only brought death and the eternal wrath of
God upon himself, but also upon the quintillions of of our paper so as to be unwieldy. The size decided
his descendants who have since lived. Herein is upon, is the same as Ht~rper's Weekly and several
manifested the great love and kindness of God. To others. We think differently from our friend about
plan the conditions so that this result, by any possibil- our subscribers not being unwilling to pay tllree or
ity could occur, argues a want of power or of good- four dollars a year for THE TUU'l'H SEEKER. Many
of them seem very unwilling to pay the present price,
ness on the part of God.
ln this first experiment which God tried, his adver- or are very slow about doing it. We think a paper
sary completely circumvented him and wrested furnished at a low price will have the widest circula·
the world of mankind from his grasp ; but as it was tion and give the best satisfaction. Our wish is to
in keeping with the programme laid down, perhaps furnish a first class Weekly at so low a price, that
the pair were mutually suited, A. few centuries pass- nearly every Liberal in the country, may feel disposed
ed, during which the Devil constantly gained upon to take it and pay for it willingly and promptly. It
God and became the governing spirit among men. would seem that every lover of truth and every hater
Tllis caused God to heartily 1·epent in his heart that of superstition and shams, ought to feel a little plide
he had made man ; and to wrest him from the custody that such papers as THE TRUTH SEEKEn are susof the Devil, .he sent an immense flood which sub- tained and have a wide circulation; but it cannot be
merged the whole earth and drowned every man and done by apathy and a holding back-too penurious to
everything that had life, save the cargo of one boat. spend a dime in the cause of truth. We would be
A.ll this, however, availed nothing. Mankind still glad if the Liberalists of America would follow the
did wickedly and the Devil had supreme control. example of the Liberalists of England, as our friend
This conflict between God and his Devil continued suggests. A. fund is really needed for the pronmlgathousands of years, but the Devil was invariably tri- tion of Radical philosophy and truths. We daily feel
umphant and victor in every struggle. Poor man the need of it, and heartily wish, the Liberalists of
was the victim. l<'or doing what it was designed he America were more willing to do a trifle, for the
should do, he incurred the eternal enmity of God and cause they love. We would say, let every man, who
is free, and wants to see others so, subscribe for the
was doomed to endless punishment in hell.
To gain an advantage over his adversary-to give a TRUTH SEEKER, and distribute, among his neighbors,
chance for a portion of humanity to escape its awful TRU'l'H SEEKER TRACTS, and TRUTH SEEKER LEAFdoom and to make it possible that he could forgive LETS. If this is done, our cause will prosper, and our
man-God at length carried out the grand scheme triumph will be assured.
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Another Appeal.
H. PRESTON.
DEAR READERS, FHIENDS OF FREETHOUGHT :
Again we appeal to you, and entreat your substantial sympathy, your encouragement and support. Let
it be ours to make THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER an institution. Individuals come and go, aiirl rhange overmasters all ; but institutions outlast the ftesh of their
founders, and live on through the coming and going
generations. Let us contribute our combined 'inftucnce toward making this TRUTH SEEKER such a
power in print as will testify for Truth, after we shall
have passed away. Let us so rig out this staunch
little iron clad, that it will sweep destruction among
the rotten old orthodox hulks which are to-day lazily
rocking, creed anchored, upon the ebbing tides of
superstition. All the shot and shell of the Christian
fteet will rain as unavailing against its truth-mailed
.ribs, as the pellets of a boy's pop gun against Gibraltor. But its furnaces must be fed, its steam kept up.
Little green paper slips furnish the fuel for its propelling power. The fires smoulder, and the wheels rest
and rust, when the paper fuel is lacking.
Dear friends, it is the many and many of these little
slips constantly coming in from all your several pockets that will enable this little cruiser to triumphantly
outride the financial breakers, which have whelmed
the many hundreds of more pretentious crafts within
the last few months.
Perhaps you do not realize.the cost of journalism,
or the embarrassments attendmg such enterprises as
those in which the Editor of 'l'nE TRU'l'H SEEKER is
now engaged. The change of THE TnUTH SEEKER
to a Weekly, ~he public.ation of 'l'racts and Leaflets,
together with the expensive work, such as he proposes
to issue, all at this particularly unpropitious time
make it imperatively necessary that all who wish hi~
success, all who feel an interest in the dissemination
of Liberal literature, should promptly render him
their support at this critical juncture.
The names of twenty-live hundred delinquents are
upon hi~ subscription list to-day. The prompt paymen t of these arrearages would place THE TRU'.rH
SEEKER in a prosperous condition, and enable its
worthy editor to prosecute with renewed zeal, his
welcome work.
As a class, we are poor. Opposed to us are Mrs.
Grundy, the Almighty Dollar, and all the wealth and
power of the conscienceless Christian Church.
In the darkest hour of the revolutionary struggle
Thomas Paine pledged his every dollar upon a sub:
scription list for the sufl'ering soldiers. The example
of his sublime individual efiorts inspired the colonies
to carry the contest on to victory. They emancipated themselnes and us from the rule of a ''royal brute
of Britain." 'l'o-day we are seeking to guard the
right of conscience trom a deadlier foe than ever sat
on England's throne. And it is only by co-operation
and self-sacrifice that the champions of Freethought,
to-day, can hope to do their duty. Each individual
may do something for the Liberal cause; may circulate a few Tracts or Leaftets, obtain a new subscriber,
or inC.uce an old one to renew. At least, those in
anears should pay their just dues; a:.J.d all should realize that every little push helps carry onward the
car of Progress.
'l'he "Fnendly Correspondence" in TnE TRUTH
SEEKEU indicates the absolute demand for such a print
and the place it occuvies in the hearts of its patrons.
has now become a necessity to the majority of its
readers, and the Liberal public must maintain it.
And not all the demons and devils, nor ghosts and
gods, nor Christs arrd churches and Uomstocks, can
crush it, if its triends will prove true Liberals-liberals in pocket as well as in ideas, and will properly
sustain it.
. 'l'he sole aim of its editor, is to give to the world
the cheapest and most efi'ective radical reading
matter. l!'or illustration, Ingersoll's Lectures, complete, a work co~ting $2.24, by mail, is fumished by
him in tract form for ilO cents. Those who are personally acquainted with him, are aware that he is ena Lied to publish at tlie surprisingly low rates he does,
only by the most economical business management,
and the most self-sacrificing devotion to the interests
of his patrons and the cause he advocates. Seeking
to strike off the cursed shackles of creed and ignorance from his soul-fettered fellows, he is contented to
perform his thankless task; to work unweariedly with
heart and hand, with brain and pen and muscle, sixteen hours out of each day's twenty-four, 'and to still
struggle on against the must disheartening circum:;tances. '.):'hose fully acquainted with his surroundings, appreciate his efforts, and trust that time hath
rewt1rd in store for him. Many of his friends would
persuade him to leave 'l'HE T.au•.rH SEEKEU for the
lecture field. He is fully assured that the latter pursuit would be far more profitable and pleasant, than
llis present position. But convinced as he is, that
'l'HE TRU'l'H SEJ£KER has an especial mission in the
great domain ol theological and scientific investigati?n, no ll;lere consideration:; of I!rotit or pleasm:e
~Ill ever. mduce him ~o abandon It.
All he has, rs
mvested lil the enterpnse ; all he has, all he is, and
all he hopes to be, are unreserve~il~ de.voted to the
work he has undertaken. But rt 1s evrdent that a
radical . paper like THE 'l'RT'l'H SEEKER, entirely un_
BY S.

It

support.ed as it is by friendly capital, must nl;leds seek
more substautil!-1 than Truth if it escape
the fate of so many others m these unhappy times.
And now, Liberal Friends, consider whether there
be another Freethought journal in America to-day,
that could supply the place of THE THU'J.'H SEEKER ·
co~sider· that a certain number of cash-paying sub:
scnbers are absolutely essential to its continuation.
and that no paper can afford to h1we the names of
two or three thousand delinquents on its subscription
list; consider what a jubilee it would occasion in the
Vhristian camp, were we to suffer this staunch little
sheet to languish for lack of necessary support and
what an everlasting stigma such a resuit would attach
to the very name of LIBERAL. We entreat you,
Bro~hers, earn.estly consider this, and send in your
remittances Without delay.

somethm~

Unwilling to meet the Issue.
[The following correspondence was held Itt Bedford>
Ind., at a recent visit of friend Underwood.]
BEDFORD, IND., Oct., 14th, 1875.
ELDER J~MES M. MATHER, Pres't Bedford College.
Dear Str: Mr B. F. Underwood is here, delivering a
series of " Freehoug:ht " lectures, and is willing to
meet you in a public discussion, on the issue of "Freethought" and the Christian Theology. It is believed
by the Freethought element there, that discussion
would be profitably advantageous; and as you are a
representati~e man of your church in Indiana, (and
doubtless of the West), we can see no substantial reaso_n why you sould decline engaging in a public debate
w1th Mr Underwood. He has debated with your
best minds, . Burgess, Braden, Russell, and others of
your theologrcal school. If you prefer, you may select
MssrsTrent, Sweeney, Burgess, or anyothercompetent
representative man of Christianity. If you conclude
to accept our invitation, we can then arange the preliminaries, number of sessions, etc. We confidently
hope that you will accept this challenge and communicate the same to us at your earliest conv6nience.
We are very truly yours.
N. L. HALL.
R. L. RouT.
J. D. 'l'HOM.A.SSON.
Wm A. LAND.
BEDFORD, IND., Oct. 15th, 1875.
MEsSRS. R. D. RouT, N. L. HALL, J. D. THOMMASoN,
A:ND W. A. LAND.
Gents: lhavethe honor to acknowledge this receipt
ot your very kind and courteous letter of 14th in st.,
coverin~ a challenge for a public discussion with 111:r.
B. F. Underwood, of the issues between tile Bible and
your belief. You tell me that you think that such a
debate would do much good in this community and
is much needed, &c.
In answer, I will say, that I am prepared to admit
th:.~.t your champion, ~Ir. Underwood, is a gentlema~
and a scholar, and possesses superior ability, both as a
debater and lecturer. And I may also admit that you
are honest in your unbelief Still I do not admit that
til ere is any necessity for such a debate in Bedford.
First. Because the Infidel elements in this community is only as one in a hundred of the citizens, and
therefore too small to make such a debate interesting.
Second. Mr. Underwood has met some of our
strong men, and the issues involved, have been as
thoroughly discussed as we could hope to do it; and
all that is likely to be gained by such discussions has
already been brought out, time and again. Why then
repeat it in a community where you have nothing to
lose-let the matter go as It may-where your defeat
even to you would be victory?
Third. Debating is one of the means adopted by Mr.
Underwood and his school of unbelief, to gain no toriety, and to publish their unbeliefs to the crowds, who
otherwise would not go to hear them. I decline being
a partner with h:m in such a meeting. Our fathers
and mothers believed and loved the Bible, and died in
the glorious hope of eternal life beyond the graves, inspired by its divine teachings, and we are satisfied
with the Bible as the word of God.
Fourth. I am told that you want to have fun, and
think that it would bej'unny, to have the debates you
propose, and hear a poor mortal impiously assail the
character and teachings of the Redeemer of the world,
and trample under his feet the blood of the Savior of
mankind.
·
Now it occurs to me that there could be no fun in
this. I want no fun of that sort. The subject is too
solemn and awful, forjun!
1
But I have sail1 enough. You now understand me,
and while feeling myself fully prepared and able to
defend the Bible against the attacks of unbelievers of
every school, whenever, in my judgment, such defenses becomes necessary, I most respectfully decline
to accept your challenge.
lam most Tespectfully yours,
J. M. M:.A.'l'HE~.
BEDFORD, IND., Oct. 16th, 1875.
ELDER JAMES M. lVIA'l'HEB, Pres. Bedford College,
Dear Sir: 'YVe are in receipt of your favor ot yesterday, in reply to our invitation to meet Mr. Underwood in public debate. We Tegret that you have decided not to engage in a public discussion in this
town. Knowing that you belong to a denomination
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th.at was born and reared and matured in controversy
wrth other sects, and that public debate is one of the
mean'S employed by your ministers to get your news
accepte 1 by the people, we were not prepared to believe that you would decline to meet Mr. Underwood
a gentleman of ability, cultu .. e and reputation. W~
are glad to see, however, that you do not resort to a
method t~o frequently employed, of deprecating an
opponrnt m onler to diminish the importance of the
views he advocates.
You think the Infidel element here so small that it
is not worth while to engage in debate with Mr. Underwood, its representr.'ive.
It is true, this is a
stronghold of your faith, but the Infidel element in
this community is probably larger than you have been
led to. su~pect,. There a:e probably more infidel~ and
skeptics m thrs cornmumty than tlirre are members of
your Christian Church, not to spenk of those whose
minds are filled with doubt, and who are lookino· for
arguments to fortify them in that belief whicli"' despite themselves, is growing weaker ~nd we~ker
every day. 'l'he notion that the Infidels here are as
one to a l~undred, is quite incorrect, and simply
shows that m your devotion to your faith, your eyes
are closed to the real danger that threatens your
Church. But even if the number of Infidels here are
as small as you say, provided a debate would be
favorable to the truth as you profess to believe, would
not that small number be sufficient to warrant a discussion?
Mr. Underwood, we can assure you, does not seek
discussion merely for notoriety. It is true, he endeavors b.'' debate to get the attendance of those who
could not otherwise be induced to listen to his reasoning. Is this not quite as true of the ministers of your
denomination ? Have they n<;t sought controversy
with the Methodists for the same purpose ?
You are pleased I o say "our fathers and mothers
believed and loved the Btble." But is that any reason
.that we should believe in the divine origin of the
:Bible? Were not our fathers and mothers fallible
erring creatures like ourselveS'? Did they not have
many errors and superstitions that we have outgrown?
Might not the Buddhist or Mohammedan make the
same statement in support of his faith, when urged to
investigate by the Christian missionary ? Indeed did
not the pagans of old say the same of their religion
when culled upon to embrace Christianity? We are
not aware that mere "fun" is the object of any Infidel
in this community in wishing a debate. We agree
with you thnt the subject is a serious one, and is enti·
tied to earnellt and candid thought and courteous discussion.
Our object in requesting you to debate wilh Mr.
Underwood, is to give the public an opportunity to
hear the arguments and reasonings of two men of
opposite views, who have !!iven much time and
thought to tne subject of religion. Your supposition
that Mr. Underwood would " impiously assail the
character and teachings of the Rerleemer, and trample
under feet the blood of the Savior," is entirely gratuitous and shows how unjustly, though unintentionally, we hope'you judge him in advance. On the whole
we cannot help th:nking yQur reasons for declining to
meet Mr. Underwood, are weak and msufficient, however satisfactory to yourself.
But through the eft'orts of Mr. Underwood and
others, we look for an increase of the Intidel element
in this community. The tendency of the age is that
way, we think, and orthodox conservatism in this
town cannot resist it. We hope, therefore, that you
or some other minister will be forced by candtd and
liberal public sentiment, to engage in a debate on the
Bible and the Christian religion.
We have the honor to be very truly yours,
A.N. HALL .
R. L. RouT.
J. D. TnoMAssoN
WM. A. LAI'ID.

Catechism.
W.hat is an Inlidel ?
An Infidel is a miserable sinner who has the presumption to not believe as I believe.
What is the unpardonable sin ?
The unpardonable sin is to be a greater man than
lam.
What is hocus-pocus?
Hocus-pocus, or legerdemain, is any law or force,
beyond my comprehension.
What is the chief end of mau ?
The chief end and aim of a large percentage of
what calls itself man, is to live by hook, or hy crook,
on the earnings of others-Honorable Exceptions to
this rule-We have the ladies in our miml'e eye.
And further your deponent saith not.
PRENTISS.
THE Methodist congregation in Frankfort Hill, N. Y.
quarreled about the location of the oman in their church.
One faction assembled to move the instrument by force,
and were so energetic in their work that it was bad!
damaged. It is nightly expeeted that the other party will
try to put it back in its old place. and if the attempt
should be made, a fight is anticipated.
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The nook-keeper's Dream.
The day had wearily come to its close.
And night had come down with its needed repose,
As a book-keeper wended his way from the store,
Glad that his toilsome hours were o'er.
The night was cheerless, and dismal and clamp,
And the flickering flame of the dim street lamp
Went out in the wild rough gusts that beat
With furious speed through the gloomy street.
Tired and cold, with pain-throbbing head,
He sank to repose in his lonely bed: ·
· Still tl1l'ough his brain. as the book-keeper slept,
Visions of debtor and creditor crept.
The great balance sheet he had finished that day,
And profit and loss, in the usual way.
Showed how much money the merchant had made
Or lost on the preceding twelve months' trade.
And he dreamed that night that an angel came
With the ledger of life, and against his name
Were charges, till thAre was no room to spare,
And nothing whatever was credited there.
There was life and its blessings, as intellect, health,
There were charges of time. opportunities, wealt'l,
or talents for good. of fdendship the best,
Of nourishment, joy, affliction and rest.
And hundreds of others, and each one as great,
All with interest accrued from the time of their date,
Till despairing of ever being able to pay,
The book-keeper shrank from the angel_' away.
But the angel declared the account must be paid,
And protested, it could not be longer delayed.
The book-keeper sighed and began to deplore,
How meagre the treasure he'd laid up in store.
He would cheerfully render all he had acquired. •
And his note on deraand, for the balance. if desired.
Then quickly the angel took paper and wrote
The following as an lj.Cceptable note:
On demand. without grace. from the close of to-day,
For value received. I promise to pay
To him who has kept me, ancl everywhere
Has guarded my SliUl with infinite care,
Whose blessings outnumber the drops of the ocean.
While living, the sum of my heart's best devotion;
In witness whereof, to be seen by all men,
I affix the great seal of the soul's amen.
The book-keeper added his name to the note,
While the angel across the great ledger page wrote
In letters as crimson as human gore,
Settled in fttll, and was seen no more.

Paine Memorial H;tll.
A STATEMENT BY G. L. HENDERSON.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : Many of yot\1' readers are
also readers of the Boston Inve8'igator, and have contributed sums of ·money toward the Paine Memorial Hall of Boston ; and whether the.v have contribnted monby or not, they are interested in every movem<>nt whose obje<>t is to unite upon a plan of orgnnization whir:h willnltimately furnish Temples of Reason in every city, villag:e, and township in the United
States. with trainecl reasone!'s capable of tilling them,
and performing the functions which the teachers of
Supustition are either unable or unwilling to perform.
Abont fonr years ago, I read with pleasure a notice
in the Investigator, that five trustees had been selected
to receive subscriptions for the purpose of erecting
a Paine Memorial Hall, This made the enterprise
popular and it was· indeed apprnpriate that the name
'
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sociated with the first temj1le derlwnted to Reason.
Boston being rPmote from the Mississippi river, I was
to notice that one of the trustees was chosen
p. le·lsed
'
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from theW est, and wtshmg to know that any money re·
mit ted to them would be useLI for the purposes s~t forth
in the call I wrote to a party in Dubnqne enq_uiriu«
.DR B
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'
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.
as to the character anr capactty of · · urt of Ull·
leith, Ill., who was one of the five trustees na1nerl to
control the funds. The reply was that '· D. R. Burt
· d
d
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h a d. by 111
ustry an petsevetance es a ~~ Jec a arge
bus mess, that he had conducted tt success tully, that as
a man of integrity and probity, none stood higher, so
much so tb·tt he was known by the name of 'honest
,
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Burt, and that Ius word was as good as ills bond.
Since then, I have learned, that he has been repeated·
ly sent to the legislature of hiH State and would have
·
1 • d G over~:tor o f' .t l.1e 8',ate o'f w·tsconsi.n~
· h ad
been e ec .e.
he not sacnficed hts arr:b1t1on on the altar of fnendship and throu•rl1 that sRcrifice t11e first solid support
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was (;lven. to t !e ,tJne memou,t unc ·.
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offenng lum two thousand dollars for Ius servwes, thts
scrupulous single beaned noble uld man refused to
accept it but presented it half to to the Memorial
Hall, and half to the Lecture Fund. On receiving
this letter I sent forward a sum of money ami prom·
! ·
'
d •t
tsed an adttwnalsum when they were ready to ex pen t
in building. I was at the btying- of the foundation of
the Hall on July 4th 1874. I addressed the audi11
h 1 · .
d
'
. ·
ence t Itere assem bl e d , encomagmg a to e P torwar
. its completion.

On the followin~ day I paid to J. P. Mendum the
smu promised, and enquired into the natnre of the
Society, its constitution and plans for drveloping its
resources 1tncl extendin!:( its influence, so t!Htt Rimilar
Rocieties might spring up in every State of the Union.
He told me that i\'Ir. Altman harl obstructerl their move·
ments, and had even threatened to issue A.n injunction
to ston their proceerlings, as illegal. ''But," said he,
"by the holy smoke he shall not do it."
·I was amused at his origiwtl mode of swefning.
Queen Elizabeth swore "by God's death." Others
have sworn by Jesus and ·11 the saints, but Mr. MEm·
dum chose the most unsubstantial thing to swrar by
thtlt I had ever h0ard. I then leamed for the first time
that there was any difference existing among the
Trustees, and I expresseclm y sincere regret, and hoped
the object would not fail on that account. He assnr·
ed me it would not. that himself ancl the other two
Trustees held the title, and the donors were safe. 1
ventured some close q_uestions as to the actual state
of things. When he lost temper and bec;a' to speak
about his honesty and ton!!; services in the cause, and
tlutt nobody doubted their intentions to do what was
right, I assured him that I had no reason to doubt his
integrity and honesty of purpose, nor the other two
Trustees, Mr. Seaver and Mr. Savage, nor Mr. Altmnn
and il'Ir. Burt, who, it n0w appeared, were not Trus·
tees, for before July 4th I had never met any of them.
But they had :declared, tlirough th•J Inve.qtzgator, that
five trustees were to receive donations for the erection of a building, and I had merely desired to know
how the matter stood.
On the following day, I met Mr. Unrlerwood, and
while seated under a tree in Boston Common, the
question of the Paine Hall came up. I asked him
what he knew about the Society, telling him that I
had asked Mr. Mendum ahout the relations which the
Trustees bore to Mr. Lick and others who bad sent
money to erect a build inc; and create a "Lecture
Fund.'' He frankly admitted that· he did nut know
how matters stood, but thought there was no legal organization; that 1\ir. Men•.lum usually resented any
attempt to inquire into the matter; that his high re·
gard for Mr. Seaver had prevented him from pushing
the enquiry, fearing that it might be regarded as :m
intrusion on his part, or m'ght be constl'lled by them
as a doubt of their intentions to faithfully perform
theii· tmst; and further, that he regarded it as of the
utmost importance tb:1t he, as the advocate, and they,
as the publisherg of Freeth ought, should be on· good
terms. I admitted the trnt.h of thiR, :tud liked the
fair and impartial way in which hl: spoke of the Trustees, and especially of Horace Seaver, in whom he
p!tteed the most unlloubted confidence. Mr. Underwood promised me to call and ascertain whether the
Trustees (for so I still regitrded them), had taken care
to have the property so pla<'ed that it would pass safe.
ly to their successors in office. I desired him to lio
this because; I thought his personal acqnaintauce and
public position as a lecturer would make it Jess oflens·
ive to them than to have similar inquiries put by me,
a comparative stranger.
On July 29th, 1874, Mr. Underwood wrote me that
after we separate.\, he had an interview with Mr.
Mendum regarding the Paine Hall, that. he talked very
fairly, and that he would see me inN. Y. soon, and
wouid talk with me a!!;ain on the subjer:t. When I
met Mr. Underwood in New York, it appeared that
nothing definite had been al'rived at in his interview
with Mr. Mendum and Seaver; that he haLl seen no
articles nor deeds, in fact. that they had given him no
definite information. Thinking that the best way to
get the facts w.as to wr~te to th~ Trustees (so-called)
and get the 111 formatiOn d~stred 1rom them, on
August 6th, 1874, I wrote as follows:
MEssRs. J.P. MENDUM AND HoRACE BEAVER.
l"lfy Dear Fr_ier"ls: I address you ass uch. because .we
are engage~ !n a common cause, and t~at cause bemg
unpopular, 1t 1sthe more ne<Jessary that 1ts few snpporters should be firmly hound together by ewry tie that
should unitfl honest .m~.n in seeldng th~ir own .hes~ interes~ a_nd that of tl_1e1r r.ace. I regret th,tt any dtffeumce
of opmwn, real or rmagmary. should have even temporal'ilydivided the Truste"s to whom is entrusted the funds
o~ the Paine l\femorial Hall. The generous gift of .Tames
LICl{ and many other donors to be;;et apar.t. as. a sacn d
legacy!ortheadvocacyofPoSITIVE raUTHllndmtelloctual freedom. If !VIr. Altman and Mr. Burt are laboring
under any misapnrehension as to your coucse in the use
of the Memorhtl Fund, I would sugg-est that you h~tsten
at once to mak.J th•l m<ttter clear to the many who feel a
deep interest in the success of the enterprise.
On pagfil sixe>ftlle lnl!est-i(}ator, where you appeal to the
~_r,ien.ds of '!'h.omas Paine to help tl)e cause, it reads:
:rht\1 Hallts.tnt.enr1ed for fre" J?leetmgs, a_nd when the
bmldmg IS pate! for,tts rents ancltncornes Will bedevoteil
to supporting- ~iberal lectures. &c." Now thrm, publish
in the lnve~ti(}at'!r the deed of tniE:t for the P\!-l'Poses intended, wliwh wtll show that thero ts really an llls.trurnent
legally executed to you and your successors m nffi<=e.
Whether this would satisfy Mr. Altman and Mr. Burt, I
cannot tell. But it will satisfy the many donors who have
investe~ their funds in this noble ~nterpri~e. tt;tat the
money IS used for the pur!:!oses for whiCh It was
::iven. and not for the promotiOn of any )Jersonal ends.
Hoping that you will see the propri• ·ty of this eourse ttnd
act accordingly, is the wish of your sincere friend,
.
.
. G. L. HLNDEttsoN.
In answer, I recetved the followmg reply:
.BosToN, A_ugust sth, 1~74.
FRIEND HENDERSON: Your kmd lAtter IS JUSt l'ACOlVed,
and I t1ea to sav that we are getting on finely with the
HA.ll. I twver utidet·stood that Mr. Burt wus in tb.e loast
di~satisfled ~ith what wn are do jug in .the. matter and I
thmk that fnend Altman's techmcal ob]ectwns are made
for the purpose of makit1g us keep our eyes open and not
get over-reached by sharpers, as he supposed we might
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be. Everything so far as I know Is satisfactory between
us. The work is satisfactorily progressing ani! every one
has conflde_nc~ in Ot!r integrity if not in our wisdom. uni<'ss some msmuatwns from our enAmiAs may have a
veln of suspi<>i0n as to our intrmtion. We have no apprehension of diffi•mltY with ~fr, Burt nor Mr. Altman. all our
acts are open to them. ani! surely thev can at any time
investigate and Soon find out if we are virong In anything
we ilo, and by their advice they can soon set tls right.
Truly yours,
J.P. l\fENDUM.
The careful reader will notice thn.t my letter c~tlled
fot· ft publication of the deed. The reply took no
notice of that call. I wa~ the more astonished Rt this
letter, because IVI:r. Mendum told me in Boston, that
Mr. Altman was so much dissatisfied that he threatened to sue out an injunction to stop thrir work on
the P:\ine Hall, and vet he writes that he had " no
apprehension of difficulty with Mr. Burt and Mr.
Altman." I m1de no enquiry about the pro"ress of
the work, mine was an enquiry into its safety to
posterity, anrl tl1:1t the Deed of Trust should be pub·
lished in the Invr:Migator, so that. all the world might
know what our Trustees were doing with the money
remitted to them.
I confess I was not sati~fied. Not one ~ingle line
has ever appearPd in the Investigator I o intimate that
any one had eve!' enquirer! into the doings of the
Trustee.RS. Trustees nre expected to publish a ballance sheet, showing how much harl been expended
of the money entrnstcd to thnm. Why are we co·npelled to. wl'ite through THE TRUTH SEEKER instead
of tlw old Investigator, who l1as for its m5ttn, "hear
all Rides, then denide." But if they are not Trustees,
they are not under any obligation to render an account of the money.
On Augnst 28th, 1874, I called at their offiee in
Boston, and happene.l to find the three Trustees tog;ether. I desired to know exactly how the property
was held. Mr. Mendnm replied that the deed was
made to the three Tn1stees. "Are you named in the
deed as Trustees ? " Mr. Mendnm replied "yes, for
one of us cannot sell the property without the consent
of the others." "Will von let me look at the deed?"
Mr. J.Iendum expressed-his willing-ness, but could not
find the instrument; thought it was at his residence.
I then stated, that since they would neither publish
the deed in the Inve•tigator, nor had the orig-inal at
hand, I would go to the City Hall and read it in the
record. Mr. Mendnm then stated the fact that they
held the deed as joint tenants, aud not as Trustees.
He l.Jecame quite waspish-(I know of no milrJer term
to expiess his manner to mf'). One correspondent, Mr.
Butts, cRlls it ''rough. harsh and uncompromising."
I should have been glad if he had been less so, for
instRnce with Messrs. Burt :md Henrlerson." Mr.
Men,lum proposed to return my money if I was not
satisfied. I answered, I had given my money to a
cause, ;tnd not to private individuals, and if that cause
coulrlnot be attained. 1 would recllive back my money,
bnt if it could be attain<:d, I would not receive it back.
Here Nl:r. Mendum became angry, and declared that
"the funds were sent to them, on account of their personal services to build a home for the Investigntm•,
and tlte Investigato1· is my property, and I shall do
what I please with it and its home."
This is the purport of his language, though not his
exact words. I entered my protest on the spot and
denounced it as an iniquity. Some will enquire why
I did not then make a public exposure. My reply is,
that I hoper! they coulcl be induced to reconsider their
course in this matter. The following letter to D. R.
Burt, will make this more clear:
NEW YORK, Dec. 8th, 1874.
D. R. BuRT, Dnnl~ith, Ill.,
Dear Fl"ienrl anrl Brother: At the request of Morris
AltmanJI write you, requesting that you be in New York
city on an. 22d. 1875, for tltH purpoS•l of devising the best
method of arranging the Paine Hall property. You are
aware tlHtt tile lot on lvllich the building is erected. is now
held in fee s-imple by Messrs. Mendum. Seaver and Savage,
and not as trustees of any society. As it now stands. the
doa.th of thes; three men would !<>ave the whole property to
their heirs, and would be a mis:tppropriation of all the
donations mad<l by donors to aid a definite cause. and not
a gift mttde to llrivate individuals. You and !VIr. Altman,
as the other 'l'rustees, must devise a way to place this
property as it shoulu be, in the hands of trustees and
their suceessors, for the purpose of furthering the cause
of Freethnught.
I have written to B. F. Undorwood to be here at the same
time. and aid us with his counsel. He is well aware of all
the facts in the casH. I think, and hope. that the three
gentlemen named will, when a proper plan iH devised,
immediately create a co,·poration and give a deed to the
'l.'rustees of the corporation, to be used for all time for
the pu1·poses intended by the dnnors,leaving a part of
the building as a frE'e home for tbe Invest·iaator, aud the
other l'ent:s to be used in m11intainiug lectures and in circulating scientific literature.
Your letter of Nov. 23cl in the Inv~stiaato1·, would lead
tho casualroader to suppose that you were fully sntisfled
with tile way in which the funds were disposed of. I
have already entered my protest to the parties themselves
in their own office. Hoping, however, that we will not
havn a repetition of the Methodist Book Concern,
I remain. yours very truly,
G. L. HENDERSON.
The following eircular w;ll show the inducements
held out to the pHblic, to send in their funds to the
'l'ru:;tees :
CIRCUI,AH TO 'l'llE LIBERAL PUB!.IC.
DEAR Sm: We oropose to nurcl1ase or er'lctill the City
of Boston a building to be known as the "Paine !VIe moria!
H<tll," as a testimoniltl to tl1e great services of '.rRoMAS
PAINE in the struggle for American Indeptmclence, and
for universal menml freedfllll. Said bnilding to bt3 suitable for stores, business offices. a hall for free discussion,
arnuseme!lts. lectures, and finally an offir;e for th•~ business purposes of the B<>ston Investi(}ator. To accomplish this, we need the assistance and contributions of all
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the friends of Mr. Paine and of the Investioator, and believing you to be one of the number on whom we may
rely, thi~ eircular is sent to you. hoping you will give it
your aid and asBistance. by contributing liberally yourself, and inducing others to do so. Subscription~ will be
given monthly in the columns of thH Invest-ioato1·. We
have labored under many disadvantages during our
connection with the Investioator. in providing suitable
accomrnoJ.ations for our business, and in secul"ing a
hall for our Paine celebration, and we ftppeal now to
the Libet·al public to come forward and help us to secure
a permanent place for business, and for holding our
meetings.
We send out these circulars to the Liberal public. trusting that each one will consider himself or herself a spAcial missiomu-y, to procure and forward to Josiah P.
Mendum. our Treasurer, all possible contributions. We
trust, also, that in forwarding pledges of money to be
p:ticl when called for, the subscriber will rest assured that
m developing a plan for the success of this enterprise,
the l1igb.est practical business talent of Boston shall bo
emploved in devising a legal method by which ow· l"i.tJhts,
the ri(Jhts of the suliscl'ibers, will be perpetually guaranteBcl.
·
Friends, brothers. sisters, the hour will come when we
must cease from our labor. The cause tllat tile proprietor and Editor of the Boston Investigator have expended
their lives in. is in itsp,lf an earnest voucher, that not fnr
self alone. but for hum.an.·itu. they have worn away ft lifetime. And we invitl-l all our friends to zealous and
prompt action, a~ advancing age indicates that timA
waits for none. WA all feel solicitous that our works may
still live after we retire: and that our advocate of freedom. our sturdy old Investigator, may still, for coming
g~>nerations, sound our rallying cry, "For all peoples,
and over all lands forever, Li be <"ty."
J.P. l.VIENDUM, )
HoRACE SEAVER, I
J. M. BECKETT, )-Trustees.
T. L. SAVAGE, I
M. ALTMAN,
J
March 1st, 1871.
The death of Mr. Beckett led t<> the appomtment of
D. R. Burt, of Dunleith, Ill., after which I sent my
contribution, as before stated.
I will now go back somewhat, and give a few letters that were written bearing upon the subject.
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done so perhaps at that time they would have kept ing names as TruRtees: Susan H. Wixon, Horace Seafh<dr promise and have taken "legal measures to ver, J. P. Mendum, T. L. Savag;e, Louis Masquerier,
protect the subscribers." But D. R. Burt had then E. P. Stowe, M. L9.mb, D. R. Burt, M. Altman.
no suspicion that these men would refuse to complv. Nathaniel Myrick. Mr. Burt and Mr. Altman offered
and Altman did protest anrl tolri them to niakfl ~o '':ithdraw, if that was necPssary to effect an organthe deer! in their names :ts a sub-committee and in tzatwn, but every overture was rejected, and at lnst,
trust. But tbey had the money in their own hands in·order t.o close the matter, the following paper was
and used it in the erection of a huildin(J" to them- presenter1 for their si!!natures:
selves as joint tenants, of which the la~t ~~rvivor and MESSRS. BURT AND HENDERSON,
Gentlemen: Regarding the matter in controversy, we
his heirs will be the sole posse-sor; and this under the
sav that we rRgard the various contribntinns to th'l
"advice of the highest practical talent of Boston, em- wnuld
··Paine i\Iemorial Hall anrl Home of the Irwe.<tir!ato,·." as
ployed to protect the 1'ight.~ of the subscribers." The personal gifts to.us on account of our long services in the
chances of life point to T. L. Savage as the man most C;tus<l of Infldehty, and dechne to make any oth'lr dislikely to he the last smvivor, nnd his children the posal of the property than that which now exists.
heirs of the Lick dona•ion and all other donations
Messrs. Menclum and Seaver both read this carewhich becol.lle part of the realty of their joint-tenant fully an':! approved of it. .1\Iendum sat rlown, :mel
lot.
partly wrote his name unrle• it, when it occurred to
Mr. Burt went forward to Boston anrl wrote b1ck a him to enquire what we intended to do with the
very encouraging let.ter, that after the dedic•ttion they paper when they had both sig;ned. Our reply was
would organize and make all right. He urO"ed me to that for eig;ht days we had remained in Boston, at our
come on and assist him, and bring as many from New own expense, trying to do what should have been
York as I couhl induce to come. I went and met Messrs. done before a single rlollar had teen receiv;Jd by them
Mendum and Sava~e, the latter assured me that every- and what James Lick supposed existed when he deed thing would be made satisfactory after t.he dedication ed them his mill property, and in his letters repeatatirJ. wished us not to <listurb the meeting by indicating edly speaks of them ''as a society." "When you sign
that there was any difficulty among- the Trustees. I was that paper, we cease all attempts at an rtdjnstment of
perfectly satisfied with this a•surance, and my address this matt.er by mutual efl"ort. IV"e will trouble you no
on that occasion was an index of my happiness at the more personally. This will be your ,final decision,
prospect that Freetllinkers had at last begun to assert and this property is in re;tlity the 'Home of the
themselves in the erection of halls dedic,,ted to science Investigator,' so far as you can make it.
an1! that the Paine Hall was the first fruits of th~
"But,'' he enquired," would you not reco(J"oize it as
"Age of Reason."
the home of the Investigat01·?"
"'
On the following clay we met together, when. to our
I replied that one fi<>or of it would he rent free and
astonishment, and sorrow, thc'y absolutely refused to would be a great help to the Investi_qatm·.
even discuss a plan of organization. Mr. Seaver said,
He arose in a great rage and said: "G-eld-nit! it
"1 think all are willing to trust us, and there is no will cost me more, in the Paine Hall, than it does now
need of making any change." Mr. Burt plead with in ·washington street, by the holy smoke!"
them, sayin)!, ''I was chosen by you, I was made a
An altercation then ensued between Mes8rs. Burl,
Trustee. by James Lick, I received the funds as a Meodum and Seaver. The old man again plead with
MENDUM TO ALTMAN.
Trustee, and I would basely betray that trust we.re I them by everything that was sacred in humanity and
BosTO!', Sept. 13, 1873.
lJeat·lf'riend Altman: Yours is received, and like all your to see it pass into the hands of private persons instead in justice, not to do so rash an act, as to strangle in its
letters is read attentively and with much interest. I think of 'l'rustees." Mr. Savage >trose and coolly left the in fancy, the firHt great etl"ort on this continent to organ·
Y-'-'ur are unnecessarily anxious nbout our responsibility. room. !.VIr. Burt's anger knew no bounds. "Gen- ize a society whose object would be to make this earth a
We deed only wl1at has been granted to us as Trustees. tlemen," said he,'' you have betrayed not only me, but heaven. by teaching man how to live in this world.
We have been made bonafide Trustees by Mr. Lick. to sell
ordispose·or keep that property. Perhaps we· have sold it. have basely betrayed flvery man who contributed one "Gentleman. organize! and deed the property to the
and so far as the other matter ot organizing, it can be dollar to this cause. Did you not promise me th tt after trustee8, sul>ject to all encumbrances. Announce to
done anv time when you I eel disposed to come here and the dedication you woulrl proceed to organize, and the world the principles you propose to propagate.
see us; especially after friend Burt gets back. I look on deed the property to legally qualifier! Trustees? I do
Show, that if we tear down the false. we will also
all this matter about as you do-the donations which have
been s"nt to 1ne were sent from friends of the Investioator not Mk to be one of that board, hn t I do in~ist that build up the true. And I warrant you that, in two
to hetp give it a permansnt, abiding place of business, such a board shall be created.
Gentlemen you have years, every do \Jar of debt will be p:tid, !tnd there will
etc. I choolle to give it the titile of P<tine Memorial Hall,
and Hom-1 for the Inve~li(Jat•>r-have eontributed to it trcaled me like au old horse who was once serviceahle be money b.;sides in the treasury, to employ leclurers
largely-and I hope to live to see the thing matured and and useful but when he can be ridden no longer you and teachers. By Jove, I would give my life, for this
carried out, and with your services and assistance I be- turn him nut to die." The old man became faint, and cause!"
li<.Jve I shall. I believe that all has been co fltributed was Men dum, Seaver and myself had to use restoratives and
It was fortunate for them that he did not lu)ar all
for the benefit of the old Investigator, to keel) it from being ousted and lost, or turned over to religious conduetors friction to prevent a stroke of apoplexy. It was a ~ad that was said in reply, by these misguided men;
after Seaver and I go tLWay. Contributions have all C•lme spectacle indeed, and !think that Mr. Seaver and even otherwise this meeting might have ended in a tragedy.
from its friends, and its friends will see it through-with Mr. l.VIendum felt some <·ompunctions as they saw the Fur so terribly was this man of giant frame and
your ad vice and assistance it will be done. After the return the fearful mental suffering of this old hero, the veins pure heart aroused, that I feared. at one time, that
of Mr. Burt we must make arrangements to carry out some
on his forehe:td were full and ready to burst, and the he would seize them, one in either hand, and dash
plan of organization. Your:; truly,
J. P. MENDUM.
heart-agony which he felt none can know. His faith in them into IV"ashington street, through their own
BosToN. May 18, 1874.
man was shaken, his fondest hopes blasted. Mr. Seaver three stmy windo1v.
Friend Altman: As you are aware we have agreed to
This was our last interview with them personally.
"Friend Burt," said he, "I
take the three lots on Appleton Streec. near the Parker spoke tenderly to him.
Memo rial Hall, which Y<JU saw when here. $5,000 is to be 1un willing to do right, we will all meet again to-mor- What occurred later, must be left for a futu<·e paper
paid o u receiving the deed; tile balance, Slo.ooo, to remain row night, ami this thing shall be set right so thnt and since they have t'e[used to show in tile Investigaon mortgage one year. And as the mor~gage and note you will be perfectly satisfied.'' With this assurance we tor what they have done with tlleir trust, we hope
must be signed by the Trustees, to whom thll deed runs,
and their wives, I forwar<l to you the mortgage and note parted. The old man remained moody and silent, his they will now open its columns, and discuss all sides
for you to sign, and for you to oend to ·!VIr. Burt for his lips moved incessantly as if in couuuunicatiun with of this case.
and Jlit·s. Burt's signatures, and he to return to us for our some one. He neither ate nor slept that night.
signatures. Let the witnesses of the signatures state where
Among my papers I find the following penciled
witness, he or she. is. We have eru?:al{ed the City 8olicitor
Paine Hall-Protest.
to ext~mine the title, so that we ma¥ be sure everything is lines to D. R. Bnrt, dated Jan. 31st, 1875:
correct. Please forward with as llttle delav as possible.
CARYVILLE, MAss., Feb. 1st, 1575.
J\Iy DEAR FRIEND: I fully understand the distress you
J.P. ~IENDUM.
HtlsLJectfully yours.
exp,,rience at being Ignored by your co-Tru~tees after D. R. B1·1RT,
you have so generously done for thB Paine Hall
My E~teemed anri Veneral1le Friend: I uorlerstand
Copy of J\llr. Altman's letter to .1\lend.um, Seaver and wltat
fund and the cause of mentttl fr"edom. But you must
Savuge. P!"Otest.
control your feelings and move with caution. ttnd if pos- th>tt the "Paine .1\femorial Hall" is erecteclnpon lots
207 East 45th St.. May 21, 1874.
sible SAVE THESE MEN FROM THEMSELVES awl from de- held by three men. as jnint-tenants, in fee simple, and
grading our cause. by proving themselves incapable of not in trust, as intended by James Lick and others,
FRIENDS MENDUM. SEAVER AND SAVAGE:
I ><end you the enclosecl papers without my signature, receiving 1t trust for the benefit of society, ancl instPad, therefore I denounce it ns an iniquity. atHl 1lemand
first because the deed aud mortgage should be made out blindlv appropriating it to tlldr own perRonal use. You
in th~ name of the Trustees, and secon~ll¥ that even that will piease read Mr. Altm>tn's letter of June 20th, I874. that the property be tr.msferred to leg>tlly q_ualitied
foruus unneces~ary unless you pt·efer 1t tn that way.
To J.P. MENDUM. Si,·: As member of aud Secretary to, trustees and their successors in office, constituting a
The res<)lution unanimously passed by the Board of the B. P. H. i\I. F .. I would respectfltlly ask: First. In
Trustees giving you !)ower to purchase the property and whose name. and how is the deed executed and record~d. corporate body in conformity with the laws of this
erect the buildiug, places the matteroiu the han us of you Second. Has any money other titan the $5.ooo whtch State, relating to educational and charilable instituthree gentlemen as a sub-committee, aud the deed can be I si~ned be<'ll dmwn from the funds as per the resolu- tions. To such a society only did I make my contrimade out in tile name ot you tltree gentlemen as s·1ch ti011 of tli" 1\Iay meeting:? Tl1ird. Please. send me a c~py bution of $50. Yours for justice,
committee, and the mortgage signed by you aoai,. a' such of the contract entered 1nto for the bmldlllg of the Pawe·
E1lORY P. STOWE.
-not requiring the signature or eitlter Burt or myself; I, H 1tll,
Yours Truly,
1\I. ALTMAN.
as for myself, and r;H·oxy for Burt, by voting in favor of
To
which
l\Iendum
replies;
empowering you with title, had, ttnd still have, the fullest
June 30th,1874.
contldence in you, hence you need have no delieacy in
A Legal Question-Is it Safe?
M ALTMAN. ESQ. We reg1·et very seriously that you
having the deed and mortgage drawn up in your name ean;t
be
h"re
on
the
-ith.
and
give
us
an
to
as committee of such board of Trustees. I reman your assure you that we are doing nothing butopportunity
FmEND BENNE'l'T : Like yourself and others, I
what
is
right
co-trustee,
(Signed)
M. ALTMAN.
and just. That your fears <?four disilo nesty are alto:.rether regret the necessity that forced this unhappy controOn January 20th, 1875, D. R Burt arrived in New gt'onndless. We are obllged to huny up to lmve our versy before the public; but as every honorable effort
Hall ready to lease as soon as OUR TENANT requires it, and to have the matter properly adjusted has failed, let us
York, and upon consulttttioo it wtts decitled that Mr. are
short of time; but as wei ntend to do right, it is mtlwr
Burt proceed to Boston and ascertain if they were cutting for any friend to presume we intend wrong, and know the whole truth nf the case, and to that end
willing to comply with the printed circuhtr of Marclt threaten a.n iJ,jnnction nn 1tS. If he knows aught a:.rainst allow me to reply to only one point in :Mr. Butts' dehe shonlcl nmkB the charge direct.
fense of the Boston men. which is rettlly the only one
1st, 1871, and devise a "legal method by which tlie usBut
I would beg to say onll word about that deed.
rights of the subscribers could be perpetually guaran- First. It. was made out to us flvfl 'J'("]Jstees, but you did in which the public are interested. namely : Whether
teed." If not, 1 declined to take any part iu the dcdi- not see fit to sign the mortgag-e, That required a new dc•cd the tenure by which tlte Paine Hall is held, is such ns
C<ltion.
Let me state at this stage that I pointed out which is made to us three, as joint tetutnts. As Trustees, will insure its perpetuation for all time, for the purwe could not give a mortg-age without a permit from the pose for which its donors Lle~igned it, and for no
two errors comi.Uitted by Mr. Burt and Mr. Altman. Supreme
nourt. We had no time, and did the best we
others.
1st. Mr. Burt siloulcl have placed the money realized could do after you returned the mortgage.
With much respect, yours, &c.,
J.P. MENDUM.
.Mr. Butts asserts that the tenure of ''joint tenai:ttfrom tile Lick property in the bank, suhject to the
Carefully compare the two letters of September 13. 1873, cy," on which this property is held by three of lite
order of J. P. Uendum, countersigned by the secrewhere
the··
orgnniziug
is
to
be
done
after
l\Ir.
Burt
gets
tary, l\L Altm>t!l. This woulil have been a check on back" and th1tt of June 30, ISH, where he ttrlmits that the original Trustees, is such a tenure. Let us see if this
the money. 2d · J\llorris Altman should have seut lor deed' should be to them as 'l.'rustees and not >v; joint ten- be so.
'l'he essential principles of the tenttre of ioint te~
D It Burt am! gone to Boston, effected an organiza- ants, and for not t!oing. which h!J pleads the want of time
tion, of wuieh J. P. J\llendum in his letter of 8ept. to get an order from Court to g1ve the mortgage I Now antey ~~~ expounded by Chancellor Kent, Vol. I\".
are
here
nnd
ask
them
to
organize,
they
refuse
l
you
pa~e 357, are :
lath says: "it cnu be dune at any time when you,"
First. "A joint tenant in respect to his companion,
For seven days we tried to get them to etlect this.
(Altmau and Burt,) '• clloose to come and see us,
is
seized of the whole ; but for the purposes of alienespecially after fdeud Bw·t gets back," and had tlley We presented a plan of organization with the follow-
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ation, and to forfeit, and to lose by default in a praecipe, he is seized only of his undivided part or proportion."
Second. ''If A and B be joint tenants, and A conveys his joint interest, being his moiety of the estate
to C, the joint tenantcy is severed, and turned into a
tenantcy in common, as between B and C, for they
bold under different conveyances."
Third. "On the death of a joint tenant, his interest
being undevisible by will, passes over to the remaining
joint tenants, and on the death of the last joint tenant,
it reverts to his heirs, or to the State, if 4e leaves
none.''
Such being the nature of joint tenantcy, three contingencies are liable to happen to estates held by that
tenure.
First. That unless expressly stated in the instrument, creating- the joint tenantcy, that it is a trust for
a specified purpose, (which is not known to be the
case) the donors have no security that their donations
will continue to be used for the pm·poses for which
they were designed, except the promises of the three
joint tenants. Should the mere word of any three men,
however honest, be deemed a sufficient guarantee in
such a case?
Second. By a sale of his interest by any one of the
three joint tenants, the purchaser becomes a tenant in
common with the other two, and consequently may
devise his int'erest to others, or his heirs may succeed
to it, who, not being legally restrained from using the
property for any other purpose, except that designed
by the original grantors, may not have the disposition
so lo use it.
Third. But supposing the joint tenants to remain
faithful to the cause, and to their promises during
their lives, what Is to prevent the heirs of the last
surviving joint tenant, from diverting the property to
other uses than those intended by James Lick, and
other donors to the Paine Memorial Hall ?
HUG!J BYRON BROWN.

.A Letter from Minnesota.
LEROY, Nov. 7th, 1875.
To G. L. HENDERSON. Dear Brother: I see in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, lately, a rumpus about the Paine
Hall matter. Who is this man, Butts, who defends
Mendum & Co. so ardently. He acknowledges that
the board of Trustees are not, and never were, a legal
body, and yet claims that the present management. of
the Hall, is in the best possible shape to benefit posterity; ancl he intimates in his letters, that Burt and
Altman are sowing discord amongst the Liberals of
Aruerica, by trying to get the whole matter on a sound
le!!al basis.
It looks bad to see this jangle amongst men who
pride themselves on their advancement in everything
that relates to reason and a sound morality. This
Paine Hall matter is a very simple affair. It is not as
Mr. Butts seems to intimate, dependent on the virtues
or good intentions of Mendum, Seaver, George Washington, Jesus Christ or any other man. The question
is, whether this Hall belongs to the Liberals of America or to Mendum and Seaver. If it is as Mr. Burt
and Mr. Butts both intimate, that the Trustees never
were a legal body, under the laws of Massachusetts ;
and if the parties in whom the property is' now vested, refuse to transfer it to the Liberals of America
through a legally constituted body of Trustees, then
we have simply another instance of sharp practice
where the Liberal element of this country have built
an office for a paper, called the Investigator, under the
supposition that they were building a hall commemomtive of the great Statesman, Thomas Paine, and
set apart for the promulgation of Freethought and
Liberal ideas, of which he was the great exponent. I
would suggest that the Liberals take a lesson from the
Presbyterians, who, in addition to laying up treasures
in heaven, never forget to look after the title deeds of
their churches. Your affectionate brother,
w M. L. HENDERi:iON.

Letter From Asa K. Bntts.
NEW yORK, Nov. 6th, 1875.
l'riR. EDITOR : I was more glad than sorry to see
M. Altman's liberal display of his nether self in your
last issue. Such exhibitions will give your readers a
glimpse into the very seat and source of the Paine
Hall difficulty, and in such a cause it matters not if I
do get a little bespattered with his characteristic insinuations, frothy falsehoods, and blustering blackguardism. I only ask of your, fairness a chance to
wipe it off again.
First. I plead guilty to the heinous crime of having
once been a "Free Religionist," and I still am one as
much as Altman is still a Jew, perhaps more so.
That is, in the best sense of the term-i~ it has any
:-·rmse-I am still a Free Religionist ; but I feel no
more out of place among you "uncircumcised Infidels," so called, than if I had been longer in your
ranks. To have been once a Jew or a Free Religionist, is no reproach to a man. What is the man now ?
That is the question. The principal difference between the claim of Altman and his "busybody meddlesome," to a home among Infidels, is, that while one
has made money advertising his fancy goods in your

papers, the other has lost it in publishing books and
pamphlets for you.
·
I am willing to refer to Altman's own referees on
this point. Even on Paine Hall matters I have performed more in proportion to my promises than he, as
will appear.
It is for the honor of the Liberals of this city that
the undersigned "rushes into print to defend better
men than himself" against vile insinuations, which,
whoever may believe thCJ~l now, had but one source
and fountain head, and that is becoming more and
more visible as the mist rises. Messrs. A. B. & C.,
have dragged their dirty linen right under my nose,
and I ask permission-but not of them-to stand by
and see it washed.
l'rlessrs. Mendum and Seaver will doubtless be
thankful for Altman's certificate of their character as
"honest, upright men," "strictly honest and conscientious," "better men " than I am. They would hasten
to return the compliment, doubtless, only that Altman instructs us that "no mau deserves special credit
for being honest," and they will not put that barren
crown upon his head to-day, I guess.
There is no offense in their being "better men "
than I. They certainly ought to be, as they are so
much older. I cannot hope to be any better than
they, even when I have lived to be a Freethinker as
long. They are the standard bearers. Altman and I
are in the ranks, and we might be ten times worse
than we are, and it would matter little. But Altman's
present opinion of these men shows a most miraculous conversion since, in private he denounced them
by every epithet, contrary to what he now says, and
in your columns, said they had "violated " their
most solemn obligations, and insinuated his "honest,
(I hope)" into bewildered eyes. How soon will
l'riessrs. B. and C., and the rest of the alphabet also
repent and announce their faith in Boston? Stand up
and be prayed for, gentlemen, I am wrestling in
prayer for you even now, "and "'hile the lamp holds
out to burn, the vilest sinner" may take up his cross
and follow M. Altman back into Paine Hall, even
more rapidly than you followed him out.
Now about the Index. Let those who know us both
put Altman's story side by sida with mine, and see
which they believe.
·
He says I called on him "several times, etc. He
"refused. several times." Now if one time is " several" he is rip:ht about my calling, hut not as to his re"
fusing. He did not r~fuse at all. He merely put rue
off, a~ he said, until I should conclude to give him
space !n the Inriex as low as he had bought it in the
Iuvestzgator. He wanted some editorial endorsement
too, which I could not promise him. Thereby, as h~
said, he had made several thousands a year out of his
advertisements in the Investigator, and when he was
convinced he could do as well in theindex, rates as low,
etc., he would try it. I measured my man too well in
the first interview to expect him~to take stock.
The next time I went to him, I sprun!S upon ltim the
proposition, which he says, that he made me ; viz:
that I should pay ten· dollars a year toward Paine
Hall, and he ten dollars toward the Index fund, i. e.
take a share in the stock. I remember thinking over
as I approached him, that I should have to flatter hin~
to g~t that out of him ; so I began the conversation
to this effect : " Mr Altman, we want the influence
of your name on our stock list for the Index, anrl s0 I
propose," etc. I had made the acquaintflnce of Messrs.
Mendum and Seaver, and determinP-d on puttino- a
few more bricks in their hands for Paine Hall a~y
how, so that Altman's subscription cost n1e nothing.
I never saw Mr. Altman again until last. Summer
('74). Hearine: he had quarreled with the Ind~x as well
the Investigator, I went to hear him deliver himself.
He said, among other things, that he bad written Ab?ot that "Asa K. Butts was fully justified," that is,
1n my conrse with the IndeJJ matters. This he remarked to others also, in this city. Compare this with
his insinuation about my connection with The Index
funds. You see what reliance to place on his statements, or rather call them insinuations, about Paine
HalL
The Index is running yet on the funds I raised for
it. It would have died the second year but for
my exertions, as I can prove by Abbot's letters and
whoever says or insinuates that I am indebted to them
to the amount of one cent, either lies, or is miserably
befoole~.
They tried to withdraw the suit they
merely for effect put upon me, but as my lawyer and
I both olJjected to its withdrawal, it bangs there and
has never be~n brou_ght to trial. Altman can \mrchase the claim, and 1f the court awards him anything
he shall have it to the l'lst cent.
'
Six or eight months after Altman subscribed to the
Index stock, he says I was turned out of the Index. I
had, as he says, subscribed $100 toward Paine Hall
but I was to pay it in ten annual installments, and t~
the Paine Hall Fund, not to the Index. (This arrangement I have kept to this day, having sent my
fourth recently.) Sow hen he wrote me some four or
five months before it became due, asking what I
meant to do about it, I replied to the effect that I
should pay to the Paine Hall Fund as, and at the time,
agreed tJ.pon. He, to my utter astonishment wrote
me that " then he should be compelled to tell 'the Index Association the whole arrangement." I think my
reply to that was almost precisely in the following
words:

"Friend Altman : Are you a trifle sun-struck this
Summer, or what ails you ? If you wish to tell Abbot our arrangement, why in heaven's name don't you
do so ? It will be no news to him. Tell the whole
Association, and proclaim it .to the rest of mankind
from the house-top, if you like, there is nothing to be
ashamed of."
His confused, suspicious nature thus revealed itself
to me, and I shall never be surprised at any statement
he makes again, whether about myself or Paine
Hall.
Tkia was the first time his gun went off
at half-cock to my knowledge, and "he failed to
hit me," for there was not the shadow of evidence,
save in his now suspicious heart, that I intended to back
out of my pledge to Paine Hall. There was no other
personal unpleasantness between tJS than as above.
I was indignant at being suspected of being like him,
a repudiator, and I am indio-nan t that "better men "
should also be suspected, and that he should have inoculated "better men" on his own side with suspicions worthy only of him.
He accuses me of the "violation of his (my) contract," and I am ready to show any friend or decent
enemy, even, by the acknowledgment in the Investi,qator and Mr. Mendum's receipts, that I have fulfilled my contract to the letter. Now when he accuses the Boston men of "violation," etc., we know
what it amounts to. He asks what I "know of Paine
Hall matters, any way?" If I am allowed a fair hearing in this paper, he may find out that I know quite
as much as he does about it. Having asked, like a
man, for facts and figures, I have had access to
the whole story, and seen some letters, for instance, of Mr. Burt's, concerning this this thing
and Altman's share in it, which may, if I ever
publish them, surprise Altman and amuse as well as
instruct your readers.
But as Altman knows so
much, perhaps he will tell us what has become of the
$13,000 which Mr. Burt says is lost to the cause or
the fund here in New York.
Having replied to his personalities, this once I
promise not to intrude personal matters again. My
character has not much bearing in Paine Hall matters, I admit. His has, however, too much bearing,
as already appears. In this matter, as in the Index
affairs, I act only on the defensive, and for the defendant. \Vhen I find myself in the minority and no
case, except to whine about my treatment in the public press, I will be quiet. If attacked, however, I
have defended myself, and incidentally "better men"
also, and will do it again. Nearly all of l\fr. Burt's
points were covered by my article in the same issue, except about taxes. We Liberals are trying to have the
churches taxed, meanwhile let us pay the taxes on
our own Church like men, and say nothing about
sneaking out of it under the shadow of the church
steeple.
·
· Mr. Burt has no idea how absurd it is to talk seriously about "advancing the personal aggrandizement
of any one or any three men." Please tell us, 1\'[r.
Burt, where this" aggrandizement" comes in. Neither
you nor I, nor seven, nine, eleven or thirteen like us
would like to take this "aggrandizement" off their
hands.
Excuse me at any rate.
Do you seriously
exhort Mr. Underwood and myself to approach these
"Boston parties" "with firmness and kindness"
"advising" them to get down on their knees and
"make a clean breast of it."
Picture it, my dear sir, and think how Underwood
and myself would look in the role of father confessors
to Seaver and 1\'Iendum, or making a " searching investigation" under those gray hairs and into those
depleted pockets to see if a cent or two has got out
of place. What could we say except, "sinful children you are accused of taking your own way instead
of M. Altman's way, and you regarcl not the voice of ·
Burt and Cadman, confess, therefore, how much you
have made-out of pocket-by Paine Hall. Tell us
wherefore ye refuse longer to sleep in the same bed with
Altman (I hope they will do this) and your sins shall
have absolution.~· I can think of two ways, only, more
reasonable than this. The first is for Messrs. Altman
and Burt to cease flirting their greivances in the faces
of those who don't wish to see them, and tell their
lawyer to fight it out in the courts. The second
manly way is for Mr. Burt to bring on the $135,361,51
which he speaks of, and his own board of trustees
with it, and offer to take Paine Hall with all its obligations. In this case I have been authorized by
Messrs. Seaver and Savage verbally, and 1\'[r. l\'[endum
by letter, to say that they would instantly and gladly
accept, prO>vided always they were not required to sit
on that board themselves.
And if Mr. Burt will do
this he shall have an account of every cent expended,
and it shall be turned in to swell the amount to $175,
000, or thereabouts, to be exact.
Messrs. A. B. and C. do vou mean business, or do
you mean revenge and scandal and the evasion by me
of you at least, of his promised contributions to this
cause? Will you not now "either put up, or shut up"
and "give us a rest"? Mr. Editor, yon say I am recognized as the "authorized spokesman for the Boston
parties." Let me not be misapprehended. I am authorized to make the above offer ~o all whom it may
concern; and I have srnne of my facts and figures
from Boston parties; but they have never asked me
to act as their attorney in this case, nor are they in
any way responsible for my manner of treating it,
personalities, etc. It is true I am and have been, to a
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slight extent, a customer of Mr. Mendum's like Mr.
Altman, but I can't say that I ever made anything by
it. I have never touched Liberalism, except either
directly or indirectly, to lose money, and I never expect to gain by it pecuniarily. But I do not live
merely to make money, if I did I might be marching
along behind Mr. Altman with two or three who are
''better men."
Very truly yours,
ABA K. BUTTS.

Special Notices.
rIn this column short notices ·will be inserted at 10 cts. a line.
A WINTER SCENE.-Is a walk throuuh snow and slush,
rain and mud, to a coop at the foot of the garden. to shiver over a Privy Vault desirable? If not. then rid yourself
and family of the vile abomination by procuring THE
WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET, Do YOU care for the health
of the females and children, the aged. infirm. and invalids of your household? Then furnish for their comfort
the greatest blessing of the day, THE WAKEFIELD EARTH
CLOSET. Is any member of your family confined to the
room with wasting disease? Remember you have in that
room an uncontaminated atmosphere by u.sing THE
WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET. S~nd to 36 Dey street, New
York, for descriptive pamphlet.

ALL who think difficult cases cannot be cured by DR.
R. P. FELLows' Magnetized Powder (Nature's greatest
remedy for the speedy and permanent cure of all nervous
and chronic diseases). are invited to read the following
voluntary and unsolicited testimonials extracted from
letters of patients treated in this way by DR. FELLOWs.
IraN. Mason, M.D .• of Markesan, Wis., writes: "Your
Powder has done me good. The pain in my side and back
is removed. The rheumatic affection of the arms is removed, and I feel much relieved." M. Heasley, of Wheeling, W.Va .. writes: "Your Powder is all taken, and I am
happy to say I can now hear the clock strike and tick distinctly for the first time in three years.'' Theodocia
Blair. of Rowley, Iowa. writes: "I have taken your Powder. and I have so much improved that I can eat and
sleep better than I have for years. I feel almost younu
auain." Lydia Barber. of Woodstock, Ill.. writes: "Before taking your Powder. I could not sleep. I was bloated so I could neither sit, or lie with any comfort. I had
spells that it seemed my heart did not beat. and that I
could not breathe; but now I am entirely cured by its
use." E. Casterline. of Belmont. N. J., writes: "When
your last vackage of Towders came to hand, I was suffering from a severe fever-headache, pain in my side and
bones, but when I took your Powder my bad feelings left
me almost instantly." For the want of space, interesting
quotations from letters of patients in other States are
omitted. The foregoing are only samples of those daily
rect'ived by DR. R. P. FELLows from all parts of the
world. The Powder is $1 pet· box. Address, Vineland,
NewJersev.

The Light of the Gospel.
Of all the Presbyterian clergy, whether of the Old
or New school, none stood higher than the late Albert
Barnes, the well-known author of "Notes on the Gospels." Mr. Barnes knew the "Word of God" by
heart from Genesis to Revelations, and supposed he
had mastered the exact meaning of every syllable and
sentence it conta'ined to the splitting of a colon.
There was not a dark saying in the "sacred voltune"
that he could not make as clear to the faithful of his
church as mud is in Sltnlight For half n century Dr.
Barnes preached the Orthodox Gospel in oue of the
most fashionable and well-nttended churches in Philadelphia, and devoted his leisure moments to t.he study
of the "Holy Scriptures," until he became "perfect"
in its understanding, and '~thoroughly furnished unto
all good O:·thodox works." And now, a! ter more than
half a century's close study of the Bible and preaching of the gospel, listeu to what the good man has to
say. In one of his last letters on l.nblical subjects, he
thus bemoans the lack of light afforded by the book
which Pollok terms "the bright cundle of the Lord."
(See page 124, of Practical Sermons): " I see not. oue
my to disclose to me the re~tson why sin came into
the world, why the earth is strewn with the dying and
the dead, and why man must sutter to all eternity. I
have never seen a particle of light thrown upon these
subjects that has given a moment's ease to my tortured mind; nor have I au explanation to ofl'er or a
thought to suggest that would be a relief to you.
I
trust other men, as they profess to do, understand this
Letter than I do, and that they have not the anl'uish
of spirit that I have; but. I confes5, when I look on a
world of sinners and sufferers, upon death-beds and
graveyards, upon the world of woe, filled with hearts
to sutler forever; when I see my friends, my parents,
my family, my people, my fellow citizens; when I
look ltpon a whole race, all involved in this sin a!td
danger; wheu I see the great mass of them wholly
unconcerned; and when I feel that God only can save
them, and yet he does not do it, I am struck dumb.
It is all da1·k, dark to my soul, and I cannot disguise it."
Thus, this greatest and purest of modern Orthodox
divines not only acknowledges the entire failure of
Christianity, but practically throws overboard the
whole system as a thing of naught, "Not one ray of
light," not even the eating of the apple by Eve, dis-

closes to him ''why sin came into the world!'
Nor
does God, although ·• he only can," do anything to
save sinners, and ''all is darkness to his soul." ·what
an awful comment is this upon the Gospel, the preach·
ing and diffusion of which, it is claimed is to enlighten the world!
'
The especial merit of the Gospel; Christians claim,
is the light and consolatiou it affords the true believers
~n the hour ?f death. Infidels are represented as takmg a leap m the "dark." But the glorious gospel
left it all ''dark, dark" to the soul of Barnes. "In
all my ~xperience," says the Rev. Theodore Clapp, of
New Orleans, " I never saw an unbeliever die in
fear." It i~ probable that I have seen a greater number of those so-called irreligious persons breathe their
last than any other clergyman in the United States.
But when I first entered the clerical profession, I was
struck with the utter inefficiency of most forms of
Christianity to afford consolation in a dyfng hour."
Jesus, the object of the Christian's faith, could neither
deliver himself from death, nor from the terror that it
inspired. Hear his prayer, in prospect of approaching death : "If it be poosible, let this cup pass from
me." It was not possible ; and in the anguish of his
soul he exclaims: "My God ! my God ! why hast
thou forsaken me ? " So overcome by terror at the
prospect of his own death as to "sweat, as it were,
great drops of blood," it is not surprising that the
believers in him tremble at the grim skeleton. Unable to deliver himself, how can he be expected to
deliver his followers?

J}Jriendlg f!iorresiJondtnct.
WM. T. WELLBORN,Forest City, Ark., writes: I am nearly a Spiritualist after reading your revly to Willicott in
the Iuvfstiuator.
W. F. JAMIESON, Eddyville, Iowa, writes: Put me down
as a subscriber for your book," The World's Sages, Infidels and Thinkers." Itavpears to me such a volume will
vrove invaluable.
A. W. BEMIS, Montezuma. Ill., writes: Put my name
down for a copy of "The World's Sages, Infidels and
Thinkers." THE TRUTH SEEKER is a cheap journal. Keep
the mill going. Let light into the dark recesses of suverstition.
J. W. SCOTT. Morrill, Kan., writes: I like THE TRUTH
SEEKER very much, and will be glad when it comes out in
its new dress every week. Consider me a subscriber as
long as it continues on its Present tack.
WM. E. POLHEMUS, Charlotte, Mich., writes: I see by the
llanner of Light a notice of your coming book. I cannot
do without it. 0, for a stirring up of the dry bones of
old theology and the advancement of truth.
C. L. HEATH; Angola, Ind., writes: Your paper is the
best eye-opener I ever read. Go ahead in the good work
of pulling down the strongholds of ignorance. You will
be sustained. Your letter to Immanuel J. is a stunner ro
.Christians.
R. J. LAMBORN, Glen Hall, Pa., writes: I take five papers
besides ~'HE TRUTH BEEKER. I spend more time reading
the latter than in reading all the others, and it is unpleasant to read tbat you are short of funds, and that the subscribers are slow to pay up.
W. R. YOUNG, Mankato. :tviinn .. writes: I have received
the llrst number of THE TRUTH SElmER, and will say that
I am truly delighted with it. Keep on, regardless of Mrs.
Grundy. People are becoming wiser and better. and are
entertaiuing more liberal views.
J. F. GREEN, Hyde Park, Pa., writes: You can count on
me for a copy of your new book," Th0 World's Sages,"
ete. I have been thinking for the past twenty years that
Christianity was a gi~-:antic humbug, and my every-day
observaticon only couflrms thnt opinion.
A. HAKES. Clay, N.Y., writes: I have resolved !L number
of times, that under the circumstances in which I am
placed, I bad better give up THE ~'RUTH SEEKER, but I find
that I cannot relinquish it-t bat I must have it, for it is
the best paper that I have ever read.
ABEL GooDNOE, Zoar, Mass., writes: I like your paper
better than any other of its class in this great country.
You are doing a mighty work in fighting the superstitions of the day, and you have my best wishes in the
cause of Freethought. liberty and progress.
HoRATIO GATES, Breakabeen, N. Y.. writes: For the
sake of humanity keep the machine running until this
disgusting superstition that makes men and women run
after and bow down to priest~. and submit themselves to
their will and wish, thinking they are doing God service
by so doing, is destroyed, root and braneh.
Blow ye the trumpet.
'I.' he cheerful Liberal sound;
Let, >Lli the nations know,
'l'o ettrth's remotest bound,
The time for Liberal thought is come;
Uomc home to common sense.
Come home!
Ye who in ignoranr.e wrought.
And placed a priest above,
May have the truth unbought,
The gift of friendly love.
The day of Liberal thought is come;
Come home to common sense,
Come home!
Ye who have sold for nought,
Your hapniness below,
Return to sober thought.
And you may surely know
'I.' he day of science now is com\);
Come home to common sense,
Come home!
Ye slaves to priest-forged hell.
Your liberty receive;
Be just, and truly tell.
As long as you can live.
The day of jubilee is come,
Come home to common >~ense,
Come home!
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L. 0. RooT, Minneapolis. Minn., writes: I regard THE
TRUTH BEEKER as the best reading I ever had. Each one
comes loaded with life-stirring truths. You have truly
worked yourself up to an enviable position, and may the
time soon come when 'l'HE TRUTH 'SEEKER will be found
in every house in this vriest-ridden land.
J. CooK. Lake Village, N. H., writes: I hove that the
time is not far distant when Freethinkers may be secured the right "to life, liberty and the pursuit of havPiness" in this country. Your live TRUTH BEEKER is making priests tremble. The veople are beginning to read
and think for themselves, and truth must prevail.
W. P. KREMER, Wapello, Iowa, writes: I am well vleased
With THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is just such a paper as
every Liberal should feel it his duty to support. It fills a
vacuum long felt in th" progressive world. The Investigator is good in some respects. but. is known to be notoriously old-fogyish on some issues, which lowers it in
the estimation of many.
P.R. WRIGHT, San Bernandino, Cal., Writes: THE TRUTH
SEEKER is gaining ground. I hear it universally avvlauded by all Liberals and Spiritualists. Keep good
cheer and go ahead! Better times are coming. Don't
fear about being too radical. A Western divine remarked: "It used to be the issue of the day, Is the Bible true?
but the issue of the day is now, Is there a God{"
DR. N.H. DILLINGHAM, Boston. Mass., writes: I go for
all reform so far as I can r.arry out in conformity with
my creed, whi~h has but two articles, viz:
·
Never condemn anybody or theory without positive
proof.
To live no longer in the bodily tenement than I can pay
the rent.
BENJAMIN F. STAMM, Detroit, Mich., writes: Send me a
copy of .. 'I.' he World's Sages. Infidels and Thinkers" as
soon as published. Although my library is sufficiently
large, and my advance in years precludes my reading
much beyond the papers of the day, yet I feel that I must
wade through one more volume. and add it to the many
on hand, I am sanguine as to the use of such works as
we advance in education and civilization.
W. P. RosECRANS. Clear Lake, Iowa, writes: The corresvondents of THE TRUTH BEEKER are among the grandest
thinkers of the age, and thoir writings are doing much tu
remove the priestly thraldom that still holds mankind in
darkness and degradation in spite of free schools and
free presses. THE TRUTH SEEKER must and shall live to
carry messages of truth and freedom until the last son
and daughter of humanity have been redeemed.
S. STEVENS, Knvxville, Ill., writes: I appreciate your
paver, It is doing a good work, and nothing gives me
more pleasure than to read your paper. It is more than
fifty years since the total fallacy and nonsense of the
Christian mythology became as tLpparent to me as my
own existence. Yet I know that if a man die, he shall live
again, I have seen and held communion with several of
my friends and relatives since they were in snirit life,
just as vlainly and palpably as when they were in the
fiesh.
ORRIS BARNES, Clay, N. Y., writes: Every truth-loving
Freethinker in A.merica ought to become a subscriber to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. If you had lived in the days of the
Puritans, and published such a paper, they would have
served you as they did the honest Quakers. or drive you
out as they did Roger Williams. Let us bless our stars
that we live in these days of Liberal thought. when men
can express their views without fear of the Inquisition.
Your" Open Letter" (whoever the writer may be), is one
of the shrewdest things I ever read. It ought to be issued in tract form. " 'l'he world moves."
S. W. LIPSCOMB, Greenfield, Ill., writes: Please count
me a subscriber for your proposed work, "The World's
Sages, Inlldels, and Thinkers." I am a voor young man
just starting out in the wol"id. and for some time have
been consulting with myself whether I should be able to
enjoy the treat of your book or no~. I have finally come
to the conclusion that I will have the book if I have to
work Sundays to pay for it, I have been a subscriber for
THE TRUTH BEEKER for two years. and while it remains
the stron~-: advocate of free thought and free speech that
it now is, I shall continue to be one. I hope the day is
not far off when this priest-trodden country will be truly
free, and the whole horde of pampered pastors and ministers will be obli~-:ed to earn their living by the sweat of
their brow like honest men.
DR. H. H. JACKSON, Cleveland. 0 .. writes: I have been a
regular and earnest reader of your little God-send for
blind humanity (THE '!.'RUTH SEEKER) for two years. When
I say,·· God-send," don't think I mean any great personal
being away up yonder on a white throne. Not a IJit of it.
Such is not my God. My God is the great and wise power
(if you please) whirh enables the wise and good to come
near and guide your pen in the silent hours spent in your
sanctum, which may be any of those noble philosophers
mentioned in the first, second or third part of your great
work in press," The World's Sages. Infidels and Thinkers." Please place my name on your list for a copy. May
the pure in thought be with you; may the wise and noble
guide and strengthen you in your noble work.
JoHN CLARK, Washington, Ind .. writes; I am well pleased
with your paper. I do not know how I could do without
it. Ev3ry Libernl should feP-1 it his duty to support it. It
is my heartfelt wish that it may live long and that it may
dispel the mists of superstition. I trust Liberals and
Seekers after 'l'ruth will respond to your moderate terms.

Fogyism nn.l superstition are losing ground in this sel'-

tiou. '!.'he Jesus lmsiuess is bocomin~-; more :tnd more
transparent every day. Free presseR n.nd free discnsRion
are fast wiping out the landmnrks of priestcrnft. I trust
the time is not far hence when every man null every
church will teach the doctrine of that noble aLivoeate of
truth and reason. Thomas Paine, whose life-motto was:
"The world is my country, to do good my religion."
EDWARD PALMER, North Castine, !He., writes: One of my
neighbors, a sea capmin, has for years been considered
one of the best of men, and kindest to those in his employment, About a year ago he .. got religion." The
vresent season he flogged a boy who lived with him. so
severely that he endangered his life. Another neighbor
of mine" experienced religion" at the same reformation
'l'his summer he so severely whipped nn orphan boy (his
uephew) that the lad was obliged to fico to one of the
neighbors for safety. A while since tho Rev. Henry F.
Durant, the founder of the Wellesley Female College. and
worth his millions, sE't fire to some brush so near a new
house. which one of his neighbors had just completed. as
to greatly endanger it. The owner of the house had wanwd
him not to fire the brush. Durant. however, caused tho
fire to be set, and in a short time the house was a heap of
ashes. The reverend millionare persistently refuses to
compensate his neighbor, (a poor man who does not bolo ng to his chw:ch.) for his loss.
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: The Special Poem of lhe Age."

THE DRAMA .OF DECEIT;
A SATIRE·. AN ARGUMENT AND EXPOSE.

Henry Ward Beecher
AND
THE ARGUMENTS OF HIS APOLOGISTS IN
THE SCANDAL TRIAL FULLY SHoWN UP!
Nearly 1,000 lines of wit, sarcasm. deep
tnought and merciless car.icature. E·verybodu is reudino it.

PRESS GOM.LliENTS.
"One of the sharp\'st, most satirical
poems ever brought before the American
public. Logical, witty, and mirth-provokmg. The subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher scandal.
A rough, wide-awake Yankee, by the
name of "Jonathan," a kind of a John
Hay of a fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coals in a sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits,
than is t>ften found in such rongh.clad
phraseology. The one who reads this
pamphlet will never regret the investment."
-Crucible, Boston.
"Davis' new poem is in his best vein.
Racy, trenchant, suggestive, it will help
people to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scandal, u.nd mor13 sensible views
regarding love and marriage."-2he Word,
Princeton,
"The great mogul of Christianity.Henry
Ward Beecher, is very artisti~ally shown
up in the" Drama of Deceit."-Philomathe·an. San Francisco.
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deservn a better sitting."-Sun,
N.Y.
Sent, post-paid, to any address. Price.
15 cents per smgle copy.
.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Woman, The Hope of the World;
A poem read at the Womftn's 11Iftss Meeting in 1871, contains importftnt new views
of Woman's Mission, the Bible. etc.
Price,10 cents ft dozen. Send for it. Third
Edition just out.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Publish<>d by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
SOCIETY of Worcester, Mass.:
CTS.
Christianity ftnd the Bible
- 211
"True Love" (See Catalogue.) 10
Drama of Deceit
- 18
" Woman." etc.
1
Most Dangerous Man.
- 1
The World Moves.
1
Bible and the Rule of Right. - 1
Sftcred Animals. Reptiles, etc.
1
Life of David
- 1
Bible-class Lessons
1
The God Proposed for
Our National Constitution Sent by mail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway,
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.

Christianity and the Bible
AGAINST

Philosophy and Smer..ce.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, Of California, has
written a str1king Pamphlet with the above
title. A perusal of its mass of facts will
better post and fortify the Liberal mind as
to ecclesiastieal pretensions. and the persecutions of the Church in all ages. than
a more bull•y and ambitious work. Liberal friend, no fitter work can be selected to
hand to your bigoted neighbor of the
Church than thib instructive pamphlet.
Anxious to spread the truth, we have reduced the price of this work, (which is elegantly printed in clear type, on fine white
pftper,) to twenty cellts. postage 2 cents.
, For s:tlo at this otllce. 2r. Cfmts by mail.
- Sold by
D. M. BENNt.'l"l'.
335 Broadway, N. Y.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:

'l'he Worlct.'s

OR

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;

A Code of Directions for Avoiding most :of th'e Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

OR,

Christianity Before Christ.

A new, true and extraordinary historica 1
work.
BY K. GRAYES.
400 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Tilton's Golden Age.
"A wonderful and exhaustive volume."A work whose excellence surpasses our power to c6mmend.-New York Mail.
Bnnner of Lir7ht.
'The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
"Embraces a subject of Universal interest, and takes high rank as a book of refere·nce."-lb.
"It contains extraordinftryrevelations in
religious history."-Invr-stioatol·.
"One of the greatest books of the age."
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
-Gommo11.wealth.
"A great book. 'l'he right work for the
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the right age."-J. H. Mendenhall.
slightest circumlocution, ~nd is more to the point thftn many larger works.- New York
·• He who would enlarge and enlighten
his mind may be sure of being richly re.
T,.;lmne.
. · 1Jterature.-Bos.
.Dat·1 y Advertt.~l'1·.
·
One of the best contributions to recent h yg1emc
paid by reading it."-Bannm·.
What is pftrticularly attractive about this book is the absence of ftli hygienic bigEvery Li.beml should have it.
otry.-Oh?'istian RPoister.
Sent, post-paid, by mail, by
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word thftt these are the most
D. M. BENNETT,
wholesome and practical recipes they ever saw.-E. R. Branson.
I am delighted wtth it.- H. D. Bake1· JJI,D. of "1licldoan State Board of Health.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D., Editor of the Herald of Health.

EATING FOR STRENGTH, ANEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sen bv Mail for $1.

Lady Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY,
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Fundamental Problems

Price, Twenty-five Gents.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
NINETY-EIGH1'H EDITION.

Sociology.

Containing ft complete list of all the townA
in the United t:>t.ates. the Territories and
the Dominion of Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 aecording to the
BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.
last census, together with the names of the
newspapers having the largest locftl circu5,000 COPIES SOLD
lation in each of the placeH named. Also,
a catalogue of newspapers whieh are recommended to ad~-ertisers as giving great••st value in proportion to pri<-es charged.
Also. all newspnpers in the United States
and Canada printing over 5,000 copies each
issue. Also, all the Religious, Agricultural, 8cientifio and !riechanical, Medical, Masonic, Juvenile. Educatbnal. Commercial,
Insurance Real Estate, Law. Sporting,
lllusical. Fashion, and other special class
journals; very complete lists. Together
with a complete list of over 300 German
papers printed in the United States. Also.
ftn essay upon ad vert ising; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of adverti~ing in
various newspapers. and everything which
a beginner in advertising would like to
know, Address
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO~~
The great interest now being felt in all subjects relating to Human Development,
41 Park Row, 1~. Y.
will make the book oF INTEREST To EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
its perusal, the practicftl beftring of the various subjects treated. in improving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, CAN NOT BE ovER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Explains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstru~ttion, Impregnation and Conception occur; giving the laws by which the number The Cheapest Book of Referand sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetence ever Published,
ting and roaring of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned. and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Ar7ents wanted.
Contains information on every subject of
S Y N 0 P S I S 0 F C 0 N T E N T S.
human knowledge.
Sexual Generation.
The Origin of Life.
--\~,:i.a?,~
Impregnation.
The Physiology of MenstruaZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA embraces DictionEmbryology.
tion.
aries of Language, of Biography, of HisLactation.
Pregnancy.
Hegulation of the number of tory and of Medicine. It is a complete GaPftrturition.
zeteer. and includes a full AXplanation of
Offspring.
The Law of Sex.
The Law of Sexual Inter· all the Arts and Sciences, with definitions
The Theory of Population.
of all the terms used.
course.
Hereditary Transmission.
Beautiful Children.
Rights of Offspring.
!T Is ILLUSTRATED WITH NEARLY 3,000
Woman's Dress.
Good Children.
CUTS.
Internntrriage.
Monstrosities.
It is issued in two Quarto Volumes, at $32
Miscegenation.
Temperamental Adaptfttion.
in cloth, and $36.50 in half morocco. It is
Union for IJife.
The Conjuga.l Relation.
sold to subscribers in parts (59 parts), at 50
Choosing a Wife.
Courtship.
cents, completing t.he work.
Woman's Superiority.
Clwosing a Husband.
BAKER, DAVIS &. CO.,
The Marriageable Age.
Marrying and Giving in llfarSuceosso:·s to
Old Age.
riage.
'l'. ELLWOOD ZELL, PUBLISHER,
Philadelphia, and No.5 Beekman St.
New York.

Ill

GET ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

-~~--~----·-~.

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.

Price Reduced!

BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMEN'l'
OF

Religious Ideas.

N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University, says the above book is the best of its
kind ever DUQlished, and commends it to his students. We will sond all tho abovo
BY l.VIORRIS ENSTEIN.
books, post-paid, to one address. for $3.50.
Which was publish eel n,t $1.50 is now o' or'.!'his work has rapidly passed through 'J'wcnty editions, and tho demand is coneel at $1.00. It gives a eornprebensive ac- stftntly increasing. No such complete and valu:tble work has over before boon issued
count of the origin of all the principal religions of t.lle world. For reference as a form the press. Price, by mttil, $2. Adclress
text-book it is of the greatest value. and is
vRry cheap at the price otierl3d.
For sale at this otllce. Sent postpaid for

D. M. BENNETT,

$1.00.

335 Broadway, New York.

A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt," "'Thomas Paine,"" Individuality," and ··Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and corrected by the author
'rho volume is handsomely printed on
tinted paper, and elegantly bound.
Among all tho works from the Liberal
press. in force, clertrnoss and incisiveness
uone equnl these admirable lectures. The
work onght to be in the lil>rary of every
Liberal, every skeptic, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; postage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 _Broadway, N.Y.
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·'Banner of Light."

Scottish western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.;

The oldest Journal devoted to the

SPIRJTUAL

PHILOSOPHY

IN THE WORLD!

ISSUED WEEKLY
AT NO. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE. BOSTON, MASS.
COLBY & RICH, Pnb's and Prop's.
IsAAC B. RICH,. - Business Manager.
LUTHER CoLBY, - - - - - Editor.
.Aided by a la1·ge corps of r;bte writers.
THE BANNER is a first-class, eight-page
Famlly Newspaper, containing forty columns of int· ·resting and iustructive reading. embracing
A LITER.ARY DEPARTMEN'l',
REPORTS OF SPIRITUAL lECTURES.
ORIGINAL ESSAYS -l[oo~ SJJir(tual,
Philosoi>hical. and Serentrfic subJects.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT,
CON'l'RIBU'riONS, original and select, by
the most talented writers in the'' orld,
etc .. etc.

Terms of Subscription, in Advance.
Per Year
$3.00'
Six Months
- 1.50
Three<li'I:onths
- - .75
~Postage fifteen cents per year, which
must accompany the subscription.
In remitting_bv mail, a Post-Office Money-Order on Bo'ston, or a Draft on a Bank
or Banking-House in Boston or New York
City, payable to the order of C9lby & Rich,
is preferable to Bank Notes. srnee, tihould
the Order or Dratt be lost or stolen, it can
be renewed without loss to the sender.
Subseriptions discontinued at the expiration of the time p<tid for.
~Specimen copies sent free.

COLBY & RICH,

Publis~ers an~ ~oo~sellers,
NO. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
BOSTON, MASS.,
Keep a Complete Assortment of

Spiritual, Progressive, Reform,
AND

MISCELTJANEOUS BOOKS.

Bankers,

Monks, Popes,

Henderson & Brown

AND

Would respectfully inform the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER that they are still
engaged in

Their Political Intrigues,

Purchasing Goods
By JOHN ALBERGER.
This book gives an interesting history of for their West'lrn friends and the public,
BRANCH OFFICE; 18 Clinton Place, near the two hundred and ninety-seven Po~.>es esp•,cially in the lines of
Broadway, N. Y.
who have filled the Papal chair. together
with their intrigues, vices and crimes. It CLOTHING, SEWING li'I:ACHINES, DRY
vividly portrays the corruption and unGOODS AND BOOKS,
MONEY INVESTED holiness of the Catholic Church, and the
abominations which have been practiced which they are able to do at a SAVING OF
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
under the name of" the religion of Jesus." FROM 20 TO 40 PER CENT to the purchaser.
It treats elaborately also of the "Monastic
On Imprnved Fa-rms· in Minne- Vuw,"
"Vow of Celibacy," "Pagan Origin
They are also prepared to transact any
of JVIonastic Orders," etc., etc. 376 Pages. business in New York city which requires
sota and Iowa,
personal
and special attention.
Price, by mail, $1.50.
D. l\L BENNETT,
Running 3 to 5 years. with Coupon Interest
335 Broadway, N.Y.
Notes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in adB Price List sent on· application hy letvance, or 10 per cent. paid semi-annually
ter, enclosing stam11. Orcl rs must be acin advance, free of expense to the Loaner.
companied with Postal Order. Check or
Interest collected and paid annually at
Cash.
Gilman, Son & Co.'s Bank, 47 Exchange Pl.
HENDERSON & BROWN,
New York. No expense to loaner. Title
Containing two pages each of short.
18 Clinton Place, N. '/.
and security _guaranteed in every loan shari.>, terse and trenchant reading matter
made by us. We pay 9 per cent. until mon- ant! well suited to hand to friends, neighev is invested.
enquirers and every one disposed to
-------------·---------------- bors,
read, and do not care to go through a book
THE
1
1
and Freeth ought Books or lengthy essay. 'l'hey will help materialI
Catalogue sent Free. J. Y to diffuse the truth, ahd with a great
1 1 FRANCis RuGGLES. Bib- saving of time and breath.
·
liopole, Bronson, Mich.
Christian dupes have long bered us witll
tS156
tracts; let us retu•·n the compliment. and
THE OLDEST ·REFORM JOURNAL
give them something worthy of being read.
THE
IN THE UNITED STATES
Sent, assorted, or as desired, post-paid.
4 cents per dozen; 25 cents per hundred, Will commence its 45th year April18, 1875
Colorado Horticultul.'ist and at
or $2 pee thousand.
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY
Let them be distributed freely in every
town, village and nei~;hborlH>od.
Gardener's tJompanion.
at
84
Washington street, Boston, Mass .. by
The following are the titles of some of JOSIAH
P. MENDUJVI.
them:
•· JVIanliness and Godliness;" "Is the BiIssued Quarterly. Sixteen Pages. J.H.
HORACE SEAVER, Editor.
ble the Word of God?" ·• Divinity of ChrisFOSTER, Editor.
PRICE: $3.50 per annum. Single copies,
tianity;" '·'I' he Grand Plan of Salvation:"
A selection of 35C. worth of useful seeds "Christian Confessions;"
•· Thirty-six 7 cents. Specimen copies sent on receipt
Green House plants. etc.i given gratis to Questio us;" "Christian Frauds:' "The of a 'l'wo-Cent Starn p to pay the postage.
each subscriber. On our ist of Premiums Light of the Gospel;" .. ChristianityBriefiy
'l'he Im•estioator is devoted to the Liberal
is to be found that delicious wild, hardy Considered;" "The Bible and Liberty;" cause in religion; or, in other words, to
Raspberry(found growing at an altitude of "Safest to Believe;" •· 'l'he Bible and the Universal ~Iental Liberty. Independent
6000 f· et above the se' level,) known as the Fagot:" "Inlldelity Vindicated;" "Chris- in all its discussions, discarding supersti"Rocky Mountain Red;" also the Colorado tian l\'[issions ;" .. 'l'he Story of the Cross tious theories of what never can be known
"Wild Cucumber Vine," exceedingly orna- simply stated;·' "Godly Guar·dianship ;"
it devotes its columns to things of this
'mental and vigorous.
world alone, and leaves the next, if there
Add res,;
D. M. BENNE'l'1',
If you want to learn how we of the" New
be one, to those who have entered its un335 Broadway. N.Y.
West," cultivate Fruits, Flowers, and Garknown shores. BL,lieving that it is the d uden Vegetables, subscribe for the Colorado
ty of mortals to work for the interest of
Horticulturist. If you want to learn how
this world, it confines itself to things of this
we irrigate g><rdens, subscribe for the Collife entirely. It will soon commence its
orado Horticulturist. It will please you;
FoRTY-FIFTH year and asks for support
it will pay you.
from those who are fond of sound reason"RockY- ~fountain Raspberry" Plants, 35
ing. good reading, reliable news, aneccts each: 3 for $1; $3 per doz, post-paid by
dotes, science, art. and a useful Family
mail. '·Colorado Wild Cucumber Vine"
Journal. Header, please send ·your subseeds, 10 cts. _I>er packet. SPnd 50 cts. for
scriptions for six months or one year; and
HORTICULTURIST and get both these as D. M. BENNETT, lditor Truth i;;eeker. if you are not satisfied with the way the
a premium. Sent without premiums 01 e
Wishes the Public to remember he is Investioator is conducted, we won't ask you
year for 25 cents. Send 5 cents for specicontinue with us <tllY longer. Now is
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal, to
the tirne to .•niJsC?·ibe.
rmen copy.
and Progressive W urks of all kinds.
.
FOSTER & CO., Publishers,
Books by the following jlfodern .Authors
Greeley, Col,
P. 0. Box 350.
THE
kept in Stoek :
Le Boy, Minnesota,

Truth Seeker Leaflets,

RA Rf'

op

Boston

BOOKS!

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

A NEW BOOK.

AMONG THE AUTHORS ARE
ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS,
Ron. ROBER'!' DALE OWEN,
WILLIAM DENTON.
J AS. M, PEEBLES,
HENR.Y C. WltiGHT.
EHNES'l' HENAN,
GILES B. STEBBINS,
W AHREN CHASE,
D. D. HOME,
T. R. HAZARD,
A. E. NEWTON,
Rev. l\'1:. B. Cl~AVEN,
Judge J. W. EDMONDS,
Prof. S. B. BRITTAN,
ALLEN PUTN Alii,
EPES SAHGENT,
W. F. EVANS.
HUDi:lON 'l'UTTLE,
A. B. CHILD.
P. B. RANDOLPH,
WAHREN S. BAHLOW,
Rev. 'l'. B. TAYLOH,
J. 0. BAHRE'l"l',
Hev, WM. MOUNTFOitD,
JVIrs. EMMA HARDING E.
Mrs, J. S. ADAMS,
ACHSA W. SPRAGUE,
BELLE BUSH.
Miss LIZZIE DOTEN,
Mrs. MARIAM. KING,
Mrs. L. MAlUA CHILD,
Mrs. LOIS W AISBitOOKER,
Etc., Etc., Etc.

THE

Doctrine

of Descent

AND DARWINISM.
By PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
University of Strasburgh.
'l'his is No. 13 of Appleton's International Scientific Series, and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows, ant! is richly worthy
the perusal of every enquiring mind, I\ ib
a work of 334 pages, 12 mo., and con tams
twenty-IO'ix illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosophy giving in clear language a comprehensive view of the subject.
It is eminently a whole library in one
volume and we recommend it in the highest terms. Sent by mn,il. Price. $1.60; postag<J, 15 cts. Address,
D. l\L BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

For Children and Youth.
Amusement and Instruction.

BOOKS!!

Huxley,
Da.t·"l-vin,
Tyndall,
Herbert Spencer,
J, Stuart lllill.
F1·otulc,
L. Ftt.erbach,
Dr. Louis Buechner,
Tbotna.s Buckle,

BY WM. ll'[cDONNELL,
Author of "ExETER HALL."

THE HEATHENS oF THE HEATH. "Rich
in romantic and pathetic incident." It ex
hibits. witll a terrible army of facts, the
atrocities committeu by the Christian
Church at various times, It shows that
"the purest morals existed without the Bi
ble," and that many of the Heathen Philos
oohers were as great lovers of virtue as
the characters named in the Bible. .3hock
As well as numerous other autlwrs.
ing instances are given of tire depravity o
Books on
many Christian ministers, and of the pre
Scit-·uec,
vailing inhumanity among Christian peo
The Arts,
ple. "The folly of Foreign l\1issions, while
Jllcdicinc,
Theology,
the heathen at home are neglected, is pow
La''''
··rfully illustmteu." "On the whole it is
History,
Biography,
the work of a master hand." "A work of
Literature,
unaffected beauty," and its most valuable
Rotnancc.
feature is, allpositi.ons are proved a>l<l au
Poetry.
Anc1 all Miscellaneous Subjects fur- horities aiven.
Published by
nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
D. JVI. BENNETT,
l<Jxpress or Mail as directed.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
Addres5
500 pp. 12mo. In paper $1, postpaid; clot)
D. M. BENNETT,
$1 50.
:Ja5 BROADWAY,
Chades Bra<Uaugh
Robt. Dale Ovven,
~tcphen Pc;.t1·1 Audre'-Vs,
A. J. D::tvis.
Hen>'Y C W1'ight,
D•·· A, B. Childs,
1\"lnri.a. .IU. King,
lll. B. Ct·avcu,
D. D. Hotne,
111. and D. W. Hull

Review of the Beecher Trial.

Published by the New York Times.
THE FOURTH EDITION JUST ISSUED.
This is admitted, on all hands, to be the
ablest review of the remarkable trial that
'l'ERMS CASH. Orders for books, to be
hns yet appeared. It ~nos thorou~hly into
sent by Express, must be accompanieu by 0-N A GREAT VARIETY OF SUBJECTS.
the morits of the case, ant! weighs ttllu oxall or JH1rt caslr. When the money sent ·Is
mnines the evidence in a most uispttssiounot sulllcient.to llll the ortl, r. t•1e balance IN'l'ERESTING
AND
NEW!
ate manner. It is selling rapidly. Every
must be paid C. 0. D.
.
por-on who takes an interest in the ease,
.cl!ff' Orders for books to be sent l.ly marl
and who wishes to read sound arguments
PUBLISHED
BY
musL in variably I.Je accomparried by cash
ant!
a thorough analysis of tlJO ease. should
to tlte am.:>nnt of each order. Auy book
read it.
D. M. BENNETT,
published in England or America, not out
Price. 25 cents, post-paid, by mail.
of priut, will be sent by mail or express.
D. K BENNE'l''l',
335 Broadway, New York.
¥ir Catalogues of books published and
335 Brondway, N.Y.
for t~ale by CJli.Jy & R1Ch sent free. "1iJD. 29 Sent posi;Jlard on recerpt of Price-· o eents.

Poetical Riddles,

HfATHfNS Of THf HfATH

Lo'S\~. ~!)\'::c.:;,bbuck,

BLAKbMAN'S
TWO HUNDRED

Investigator !

EXETER HALL.
''Beautiful, tenuer. delicate, and nathetic
in its appeals." ''A truthful portraiture o,~
the mischievous tendeneies of relh.dou.
It is a ''denial of the authority ant! inspir
ation of the Bible." It portnws'the ''d<welopment of the practical effects of religious
fttnaticism as seen in the: family and in soeiety." ··Altogether it is the rnost scorehing book <wer publish"u iu Arneric'L since
tho 'Age of Ueason.'"
Paper, DOc.; Cloth, soc .
'l'hesc two grettt works shoulu be in the
library of every searcher after truth and
every lover of mental liherty. 'l'he two in
paper will be sent for $1 50; in cloth for
$2 20.
D. M. BENNETT,
3:15 Broadway, N. Y.
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~tlds

;rnd ifntls.

"THAT clock, stranger," said a Michigan
farmer," was the beRt kind of a r.lock up
to six months ago, when my daughter began to have beaux, and now the blamed
thing is always two hours' slow."
"OH, my friends," exclaimed an orator,
"that I had a window in my heart, that you
might all look in and see the truth of what
I tell you 1" ~·Wouldn't a pain in your
stomach do just as well? " asked a small
boy.
WHILE a San Francisco undertaker was
drawing his tape line over the corpse of a
Chinese woman, he was surprised to see
her roll her eyes up at him. The surrounding friends ~hawed no surprise, but simply
said," She be dedee by twelve o'clock."
MAMMA (to her oldest son)-" My dear
George, where are your manners? You
should always say' Thank you' when anything is handed to you." George-" Oh,
bother, having to say thanks everv time,
rna 1 Can't a fellow have a season ticket?"
A LITTLE German girl in a public school
of this city was told to put the word year
in a sentence. After a moment's reflection
she answered: " Last year my sister was
married; this year she has a baby,"
JoNES had prepared himself for a home
dinner to his liking. He sat down in his
dining room at peace with all the world.
and said: "Now,Hannah, bring the cold
mutton. No hot meat for me this weather."
Hannah hesitated for a minute and said:
"But I done give it away, sir." "Give it
away ! Give my dinner away?" " Yes,
sir. You said if any tramps called, I was to
give them the cold shoulder."
SNIFKINs staked his all on the result of a
game of euchre the other night and lost
Throwing down the cards peevishly he
broke forth in the following pathetic
strain: "~Twas ever thus from childhood's
hour; I've seen my ·fondest hopes take
flight, and every time I played left bower, some one took it with the right."
"What's all tlifs talk about the courrency
and the flve-twinties and the sivin-thirties
that I hear about 1Hil{e?" "Why. bliss
your sow!, don't ye know, Pat? It manes
that the government wants to make the
laborin min work from flve-twinty in the
mornin' till sivin-thirty in the averring."
"Och, tlw spa! peens ! May the divil choke
thim!"
-A FAIR GAME, BuT NoT EQUAL.-During
the wut a Georgian sbtrted to lVIarietta with
some chickens for sale. He meta squad
of soldiers, and they bought all his chir.kens, but one rooster. He insisted they
should take him, but they were out of
money, and couldn't buy.
The old mun said he hated to go on to
town with only one chicken, and was greatly puzzled about it.
At last one of tlw soldiers said:
"Old man. I'll play you a game of seven
up for him,"
" Agreed," says the old man.
They pluyetl a long and spirited game.
At last the s<Jidicr won. The old man
wrung the rooster's neck and tossed him
at the soldier's feet, and mounted his sw;tbtailed pony and stttrted for home. After
getting some two hundred v:trds he suddenly stopped, turned round, and rode
back and said:
"You played a far game, and won the
rooster farly; but I'd like to know what in
the h-I you put up agin that rooster?"Jl[eridian Homestead.
UNJUST SUSPICIONS.-'rhe other day a
Detroit husband went on a fishing excursion with a small party of fl'iends. Heturning at midnight, he pounded on the
door and awoke his wife. As slHl let him
into the hall, she saw that something ailed
him, :tnd cried out:
··WhY. Henry, your f:tce is as red as
paint."
" Guei!8er n't," he replied, feeling along
he halL

Truth Seeker Tracts.

"And I believe you've been drinking,"
she added.
[REVISED LIST.]
Cts.
"Whazzer mean by that?" he inquired, No.
1. Discussion on Prayer. D. M. Ben-·
trying to stand still,
nett and two Clergymen.
"Oh! Henry, your face would never look 2. Oration on the God·s. Ingersoll.
1~
s. 'rhomas Paine.
"
5
like that if you had'nt been drinking."
4. Arraignment of the Church. In"1\fi to blame? " he asked, tears in his
gersoll.
5
5
eyes. "S'pozen big bass jumped up'n hit 5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
Humboldt.
R.
G.
Ingersoll.
5
6.
me in th' face an' make it red-mi to '1. The Stor~ of Creation. Bennett.
5
blame?".
B. The Old Snake Story.
"
2
5
And he sat down on the floor and cried 9. 'i'he Story of the Flood.
"
2
over her unjust suspicions.-.Detroit Free 10. The Plagues of Egypt.
11. Korah, Dathatn, and Abiram. Bennett.!
Press.
12. Balaam and his Ass. D. M. Bennett. 2
13. Arraignment of Priestcraft, by D.
l\1. Bennett.
5
A:BoUT ALLIGATORS- Anothm·, who like
14. Old Abe and Little Ike.
s
Washington, could not lie.-The passenger, 15. Come to Dinner.
2
who was going down the big river for the 16. Fog Horn Documents.
2
17. The Devil Still Ahead,
2
first time in his life, secured permission 18.
Slipped Up Again.
"
2
to climb up beside the pilot, a grim old 19. Jo,hua Stopping the Sun and
Moon. D. JVI. Bennett.
grayback who never told a lie in his life.
"Many alligators in this river?" inquir- 20. Samson and his Exploits. D. JVI.
Bennett.
ed the stranger, after a look around.
21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. M.
Bennett.
2
"Not so many now, since they got to
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
shootin' 'em for their hides and taller,"
D. M. Bennett.
10
was the reply.
23. R~ply to Elder Shelton's Fourth
Letter. D. M. Bennett
··Used to be lots, eh ?"
24. Christians at Work. Wm. McDon"I don't want to tell you about 'em,
nell.
5
stranger," replied the_pilot, sighing heav- 25. Discussion with Geo. Snode. Bennett. 3
26. Underwood's Prayer.
1
ily.
27. Honest Questions and Honllst An"Why?"
swers. D. JVI. Bennett.
5
··'Cause you'd think I was a-! yin' to you, 28. Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
Sotheran.
10
and that's sumthin' I never do. I ken cheat 29. Paine Hall Dedication Address.
at keerds, drink whiskey, or chaw poor
B. F. Underwood.
30. Woman's Rights & lVIan's Wrongs.
terbacker, but I can't lie."
John Syphers.
"Then thAre used to be lots of 'em?" in- 31. Gods and God-houses. John Sy.
phers.
quired the passenger.
32. The Gods of SuJJ.erstition ani! the
"I'm most afraid to tPll ye, "Mister, but
God of the Universe. D. M.
Bennett.
8
I've counted 'Ieven hundred allygaters to
has Christianity Done? S.
the mile from Vicksburg cl'ar down to R3. What
H. Preston.
Orleans! That was years ago, afore a shot 34. Tribute to Thomas Paine. S. H.
Preston.
2
was eYP.r fired at 'em."
35. l\foving the Ark. D. M Bennett.
2
"Well, don't doubt it," replied the stran- 36.
BAnnett's Prayer to the Devil.
2
ger.
37. A Short Sermon. Rev. Theologi·
cus, D.D.
"And I've counted 3.459 of 'em on one
not a Moral System.
sand bar!" continued the pilot. "It looks 38. Christianity
X. Y.Z.
2
big to tell, but a Government surveyor was 39. The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.
1
aboard, and he checked 'em off as I called 40. Bible of Nature vs. The Bible of
Men. John Syphers.
out."
41, Our Ecclesiastical Gentry. D. llf.
2
"I haven't the least doubt of it," said the
Bennett
5
42. Eliiah the Tishbite. D. M.Bennett.
passenger, as he heR.ved a sigh.
43. Christianity a Borrowed System.
"I'm glad o' that, stranger. Some felD. M. Bennett.
ler~ would think I was a liar, when I'm 44. Design Argument Refuted. B. F.
Vnderwood.
3
telling the solemn truth. This used to be 45. Ehsha the Prophet. D. M. Bennett.
3
a paradise for alligators, and they were so 46. Did Jesus Reali Y Exist? Bennett
3
thick that the wheels of the boat killed an 47. Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Race. Dr. Daniel Arter.
3
average of forty-nine to the mile!" ·
48. Freethought in the West, G. L,
"Is that so?"
Henderson.
5
Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.
5
"True as Gospel, mister I I used to al- 49.
50. Jonah and the Big Fish. D. M.
most feel sorry for the cussed brutes,
Bennett.
3
5
'cause they'd cry out e'en more like a hu- 51. Sixteen TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
52. Mfl.rples-Undenvood Debate. B. F.
man being. We killed lots of 'em, as I
Underwood.
3
said, and we hurt a pile more. I sailed 53. Questions for Bible Worshipers.
B. F. Underwood.
with one captain who ~llus carried a thouLetter to Jesus Christ. By
sand bottles of liniment to throw over to 54. AnD.Open
i\I. Bennett.
5
the wounded ones!"
55. The Bible God Disproved by Nature. W. E. Coleman.
8
"He did?''
56. Bible Contradictions.
1
"True as you live, he did. I don't 'spect 57. Jesus Not a Perfect Character. B.
F. Underwood.
2
I'll ever see another such a kind, Christian
Proohecies. B. F. Underwood.
2
man, And the alligators got to know the 58.
59. Bible
Prophecies
Concerning
NancY Jane, and to know Capt. Tom, and
Babylon. B.F. underwood.
2
they'd swim out and rub their tails agin' 60. Ezekiel's Prophecies Concerning
Tyre. B. F. Underwood.
2
the boat an' purr like cats an' look up and 61. History
of the Devil. Isaac Paden.
5
try to smile!"
82. The Jews and their God. Paden.
10
63. The Devil's Due-Bills. Jno. Syphers. 3
"They would?"
64. The Ills we Endure-their Cause
"Solemn truth, stranger. And once when
and Cure. D. M. Bennett.
we grounded on a bar, with an opposition 65. Short Sermon No. 2. ReY. Theolog.
icus. D. D.
2
boat right behind, the alligators gathered 66. God
ldea in History. H. B. Brown.
8
around, got under her stflrn, and humped 67. Hixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets No. 2. 5
her clean over the bar by a grand push I 68. Ruth's Idea of Heaven and ,\fine.
Susan H. Wixon.
It looks like a big story, but I never told a 69 JVIi"sionaries.
lVIrs. E. D. Slenker.
2
lie yet, and I never shall. I wouldn't lie 70. Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.
3
for all the money you could put aboard this 71, Paine's Anniversary. C, A. Cadman. 3
72. Shudraeh, JVleshach, and Abed-nego.
bo11t."
D. M. Bennett.
'rhere was a painful pause, and after 73. :Foundations, .John Syphers.
74. Daniel in the Lions' Den. D. M.
awhile the pilot continued:
Bennett,
2
8
"Our injines gin out once, and a crowd 75. An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.
of alligators took a tow-line and hauled us
SCIEN'flFIC SERIES:
forty-five miles up stream to Vicksburg!"
1. Hereditary Transmission, Prof,
"They did?"
5
Louis Elsberg, M.D.
from the Homogen"And when the news got along the river 2. Evolution;
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
that Capt. Tom was dead, every alligator
3
F. Underwood.
5
in tho river daubed his left ear with mud 3. DRrwini&m. B. F. Underwood.
of the Insane. Fredas a badge of mournin', and lots of 'em 4. Literature
eric R. lVIarvin, ~·.D.
pined away and died!"
5. Responsibility of Sex. 1\frs. Sara
B. Chaso, M.D.
The passenger left the pilot-house with 6. Graduated
AtmoSt)heres. J. Mcthe rcma1·k that he didn't doubt the stateCarroll.
2
5
ment, and the old man gave the wheel a 7. Death. Frederic R. Marvin,JVI.D.
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per ct.
turn, and replied:
off: on two dollars' worth 20 off; on five
"Thar's one thing I won't do for love nor dollars' worth 40 off; on ten dollars' worth
money, and that's make a liar of myself 50 off.
few or as many of any given kind may
I was brung up by a good mother, and I'm beAs
ordered as desired.
going to stick to the truth if this boat
Address
D. ~. BENNETT,
ll3li Brd&dway, N.Y.
doesn't make a cent."- Vicksb~1ru Herald.

SCOVILL'S

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP.
All cutaneous eruvtfons on the face or
body indicate an

Impure Condition ot the Blood,
and this may or may not be Borofula, but
in either ease the disease is nothing more
than an INSIJ?IOUS POISON that

BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
as It courses through the veins, sowing
seeds of death with every pulsation,
In this condition of things something Is
needed at once to cleanse the blood; and

Scovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
·will positively effect this desideratum, exJ;e:ling every trace of disease from the
blood and system, leaving the skin

FAIR, SOFT AND :BEAUTIFUL.
Hundreds of certificates attest its value.
Price $1 per bottle.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS.
THE CREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
TIVE REMEDY.
It breaks up the NIGHT sWEA.TS, relieves
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
LUNGS, and heals the lacerated and excoriated surfacPs which the venom of the disease produces.

HALL'S

BALSAM

is also a Sure Remedy for
COUGHS,
COLDS,
PNEUMONIA,
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
SPITTING OF BLOOD
CROUP,
WHOOPING COUGH,
And all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.
HALL'S BALSAJ\1 is sold everywhere
__
·

P~:~~~~ ~~_r:_~ott;Ie, __ ____

Henry's Carbol1"c SalVe
THE ~lOST POWEJ,tFUL HEALING
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED.

CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
Q.AUBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
pams of burns.
CAl~BOLIC SALVE cures all cutaneous
erupt10ns.
CARBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
blotches.
CARBOLIC SALVE will cure cuts a.nd
bruises.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.

GREENE'S

OXYGENATED BITTERS.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
the most popular remedy for Dy!>pepaia
Heartburn, Indigestion, and other like dla:
orders of the stomach ,for the last THIRTY
YEARS, and i'till maintain their unrivalled
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.

DR. TOWNSLEY'S
Toothache Anodvne
Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache in
One Minute.
Price 25 cents per Bottle. Sold evernvhere
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Plaea, N, Y.
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"Come now and let us reason to ifether;" .Let us hear all sides; .Let us divest ourselves of preJudice and the effects of early
education; .Let us "prove all things and. hold fast to that. which is jood."
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J!jofes and f!klippings.
THE dentist's epitaph: "He is filling his last cavity."
OREGON has a new town called Pay Up. It is said to be
a good place fur settlement.
IT is said there are more lies told in the sentence. "I
am glad to see you," than in any other six words in the
English language.
AT one of the colored churches in Columbus. Ga.. the
other night, a woman screamed, " Glory! I'se jest like
soda water! I'se bilin' over!"
MANY working men in Canada have been thrown out of
employment for this Winter, and many of the new settlers are returning to England.
THERE is a man in Beuna Vista. Ala .. who has eleven
daughters at home. It takes one hundred and ninetyeight yards of calico to go round.
JAMEs LICK has notified the Regents of the University
of California that he has decided upon 1\fount Hamilton
as the site for his proposed observatory.
A BALTIMORE servant girl the other morning tried the
good old time honored plan of lighting the fire with kerosene. Nothing has benzine of her since.
THIS ye~r's crop of apples in Michigan surpasses anything ever produced there before. From Adrian alone
22,851 barrels were shipped in the month of October.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH, the Democrat. and Liberal orator, of England. delivered a lecture to a large audience
before the New York Liberal Club, Fri'iay evening, Nov.
26th.
A couNTRY editor says, with apparent truthfulness:
"The best paper now issued Is the greenbacks signed by
Treasurer New. It is difficult. however. to get it on the
exchange list."
"MoTHER, does the Lord take the daily papers?" "No,
my child; why do you aslt so strange a question?" "Well.
I thought he didn't-it takes our minister so long to t<lll
him what is going on."
INHABITANTs of the planet Mars can make the tour 'of
the world there dry-shod or in forty days if they have
accomplished rapid transit. The land is not divided off
in i~o~lands as with us, the amount of water being barely
enough to form lakes.
liiANY very good people are annoyed by sleepiness in
church. ~'he following remedy is recommended: Lift
tho foot seven inches from the floor, an.:l hold it in suspense without support for the limb, and repeat the remedy if the attaek returns.
MooDY preached in the Unitarian church in Northfield,
Mass .. several years ago, and his theme was the atoning
blood of Christ. After the service the pastor said to him:
"Christ's blood has no more to do with us than the blood
of a chicken," and the shocked llvangelist luts not since
preached in a Unitarian church,
IF the proposition of abolishing clerical patronage in
Prussia is adopted. there will be tluite a revolution in the
interests of the Church. In connection with the ltoman
Catholic Church there are over ; .ooo ecclesiastical offices
in the gift of private patro~s. about 500 in that of the
State, and 5,200 in that of the bishops.
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A PRETTY young lady lawyer of Chicago always declines
divorce cases. Her argument on that score is short and
sweet. viz.: Every woman who accepts a husband shouid
forever thereafter during life be compelled to live with
him. whether ugly, shabby, good, bad or Indifferent.

NoNE of the congregation knew she was crazy until she
insisted upon singing a solo when the contribution box
was being passed around. The unfortunate sexton who
attempted to remonstrate with her was nearly knocked
down by the hymn-book she threw at his heart. and the
pastor. when he tried to quiet her, got a fearful blow on
OBJECTION has been expressed, in a Chicago meeting,
the head from her umbrella. Then the congregation
to the singing of religious verses in the common schools.
came to his aid. but the woman was too much for them
The Board of Education. which reCently stopped the u~e
all. and escap"d from the church. This happened the
of the Bible in the schools. is now asked in a petition to other day in Pittsburgh.
revise the singing books, expunging every orthodo~ sentiment.
OREGoN has a new cereH.l which looks like wheat, rye,
THE BRooKLYN REVIVAL is over. The sweet singers- and barley, and isn't either of them. and the" leading
Moody and Sankey-have flown. It is esfimated that the agr;culturists" of the State are puzzling themselves
revival cost. in money and tim A. from $50,000 to $100.000. about it. Its history is strang". About four years ago a
If the good it has produced amounts. at the highest esti- iarmer living in Tilamook county. Oregon, killed a wild
mate that can be placed upon it. to half that sum. we may goose. in whose crop he found a peeuliar-looklng grain.
all be glad. We know,however. of no class of people who He planted it: it multiplied wonderfully, and he subseneed reformation-a revival of honesty, integrity and quently raised forty bushels ern half an acre of land. Its •
decency-more than Christians and preachers them- growth is peculiar. from seven to ten stalks springing
from one root. The kernel is very thin and compact. of
selves.
a bright straw eolor. and extremely hard.
PRoF. TYNDALL's reply to Rev. James Martineau. and
which appeared in the Popula1· Science Monthly for DePRoF. RICHARD A. PRoCTOR has taken some notice of
cember. is an able. argumentative paper. He is evirlently the Christian attacks made upon him for his supposed
making steady progress to the ultimate position of true change in theological belief. He says he was once satisMaterialism. He is a little hard upon the theories of fied that the teachings of science and the dogmas of the
Spiritualists, but it is to be pres'umed they will excuse Church were consistent. but that the theologians have at
him for the apparent want of charity he evinces in that length convinced him that this is not so. while he is as
direction.
'
well satisfied as ever that the teachings of science are
THE grape harvest in France is said to have been un- right. Notwithstanding this frank explanation, the theoprecedented the present season. Tlie owners of large logians are not satisfied, and would not be unless he ga;e
yineyards have been obliged to fill their vats twice. and the dogmas of theology the foremost position. and scihave now double the usual quantity on hand. None of ence a secondary consideration, and this he can by no
the vine-growers have any recollection of so abundant a means do.
vintage. The quality of the wine has also turned out
A HEVIVAL·has been in operation in the P1·esbyterian
much better than was expected.
eh ureh at Bushnell, Ill .• at Which the excitement was
THE Los Angelos (Cal.) H•ral'l says, that at the present raised so high as t0 drive John J. Scott crazy, to the exrate of increase it is estimated there will be in four years tent that he ha~ been taken to the State Insai1e Asylum
l,ooo.ooo stands of bees in Los Angelos. Santa Barbara.• at Jacksonville. He was a very worthy man. a kind
and San Bernardino counties, which will produce annu- neighbor. and a good farmer. He owned GQ. acres of
ally 1oo.ooo.ooo pounds of honey, worth $2o,ooo.ooo, which is Janel. under tho highest cultivation. Is it not a pity-'-is it
more than the value of the. sugar and molasses ~rop of not a shame. even, that thes"' mischief-making foolpreachers cannot find sompthing bett•-r to do than to be
Louisiana. Texas. and Florida combined. •
roviug over the country, driving better men than themTHEBE are enrolled in t' e public schools of the United
selves crazy with their rantings• about an angry God, a
State~ s.ooo,ooo children. In the last fiscal year the averbleediag i:lavior, a roaring Devil. and a burning hell?
age daily attendance was 4,5oo."ooo. Thirt.y-seven States
and eleven Territories report an LJCrease in the public
ANoTHER AMoBous PAsToR. AND SERIOUS CoNSEQUENoohool income of Sl,232,ooo. and in attendance of chilJren CEs.-Bev. H. 0. Hoffman. of Quincy, Ill.. so far forgot
164,000. The total sum r~aised during the year was ~sz.ooo. the conduct due from a moral man. seized a sigter Olrs.
ooo, and the cast of public education was about $74,ooo.ooo. Ohatten) of his congregation. at whose house he was
PERFUMERs, r y blending primary odors. ohtain all the making a pastoral call, and placed her upon the bed
various bouquets. Roses. orange blossoms. jasmine. when he attempted. by forC•'· to commit a very improper
violets. gemnium, tuberoses. and jonquil, contain types act. She resisted him with all her streugth. and the
of nearly all flower odors. Blend jasmine and orange children making an outcry, he was unsuccessful. A
flowers. and you get the scent of the sweet pea; as mine trial followed. Judge Mitchell testified in the case. upon
and tuberose mixed produce the perfume uf hyacinth; which 1\Ir. Chatteu (liJe husband of the lady), taking umwhile violet and tuberose resemble thq lily of the valley. brage thereat, at1acked him on the street and s'wt him
in the head. 'l'he Judge was carried home on a shutt r,
'!HE Presbyterians of Jersey City have fully decided that and lllr. Chatten put in prison. Another instance of the
they have no further use for the Rev. JohnS. Glenden- sad results of a · Jergyman 's I ust.
ning. He has their concurrent permissiou to leave. He
goes to Henry, Ill., to there perform the work of his
THE tl'oubles of Brother Beecher and Plymouth Church
"Master." As he has married. it is to be hoped the lone. seem not to be ended. Another trial between Beecher
defenseless· young girls in the vicinity where he goes, and Tilton is expected soon to come off. Another examwill not be endangerAd. The church with which he was ination of Beecher's case before a board. or council, of
connected has changed its deacons, changed its namo, Congregational clergymen is to soon take place, and 1\Irs
and done all it could to wipe out the stigma of the Glen- :Houlton's application that she have justice done her. in.
dcnnini; disgraeo.
her connection with Plymouth Church. cannot be ignorAN ol•l lad· residing in Ohio lost the companion with ed. Besides. the Loader trial will soon take place. in
whom she had jogged along for many years. She neglect- which it is expected much evidence. touching Beecher's
ed to mark tho spot of his burial by even a stone. Not guilt. not heretofore produced. wil! be brought out. In
long 01.fter corning into possession of a small legacy. a the meantime. Beecher is extremely orthodox. very full
sister of the deceased said to her: "l sur,pose yo , will of Jesus. and is rigidly pursuing the policy of silence. He
now put uP stones for Daniel?" Her an~wer wa~ a set- is willing to say nothing in reference to the scandal. if
tler. "If the Lord wants anything of Daniel at the resur- other people will not. He much wants to be let alonil.
rection. I guess he can find him without a guide board I The policy of sil€nce in a case of this kind; smacks very
There ain'ta speck o' doubt but what the old man;ll be on Rtrongly of guill. Ari innocent verson is nuvur afraiu to
..;ho'w his hand.
hand in good time,"

•

•
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 1, 1871'S.
Vicarious Atonement.

ln writing upon a subject so sublimely sacred to
the orthodox world, and esteemed so Yi.tally important to all mankind, I wish to approach 1t gently, use
plain terms, and present it in its most simple form.
Inasmuch, therefore, as the atonement was made
for the sins of the world and as the whole structure of
the Chfistian religion is 'based upon faith in this aton7ment, it may, perhaps, be necessary to go bac~ to the
Bible account of creafion, and try to acqunmt ourselves with the peculiar organizations of o~r first parents, by whom, it is stated, sin was first mtroduced
into the world.
.
Here in their little Eden home we find them, JUSt
as God' made and placed tl1em tbe)·e, in a purely
childish state of mind, with perfectly balanced orgal}ization, no one organ more fully de:'eloped t~on another not at all capable of using thmr reasonmg facultie;, and consequently no more to be blamed tor
any mistake they might make, . than the fondlmg
child upon its mother's lap.
From the third chnpter of Genesis, we learn the
serpent not Devil, (as Orthodoxy ll~s it) had some conversation with mother Eve, who, m her undeveloped
nature not being yet capable· of discriminating between 'good and evil, did not !mow whether he was a
friend or foe.
. .
After concluding his speech and convmcmg her
that her eyes were somewhat dim, but that they
would be opened, and that she wo~ld know ~ood and
evil the one great desire of mankmd, and JUSt such
kno~ledge too as all good and honest tpachers try
now to impart, yielded to his counsel, partook ~f the
forbidden fruit and found the result to be no he, i!O
false statemen't, not deceived as we are inFtructed,
but just what the serpent had told l1er-God, himself,
(22nd verse) acknowledging the truthfulness of the
statement.-''And the Lord ftod said, behold th~ man
has become as one of us, to know good and eml? and
now lest he put forth his hand and talte also of the
tree of life, and eat and !ive forever," 'Yas sent out of
the garden to till the !!round from wh1ch he :was taken. Querv: If man had become as God or like God,
to know good and evil, why should he be condemned?
Has it not always been and ever will be, the great
• and constant effort of n':tankind, to gain kn?w1edgc
and wisdom· to become godlike; able at all t1mes, to
distinguish between good and evil? ·
Does not the Bible, purportin15 to be God's word,
contain numerous passages urgmg man to become
more like him in wisdOI:U and in goodness? Is ~ot
Jesus, as stated in Luke, second chapter. and fittysecond verse said to have increased Ill Wisdom and
in stature a~d in favor with god and man? That
would imply that h~ was no~ al'Yays in t:nll favor
with God, but as he mcreasecl. zn w1sdom he mc_reased
in God's favor, just as Eve d1d, and all mankmd do
in search of knowledge.
.
Then, I repeat, why censure the poor, 1~nocent,
ignorant woman for doing just what God mtended
she should do, and what is now acknowledged by all,
to meet his approbation, and lay to IH~I: charg;e, the
.ruilt for the sins of the whole world, for wh1ch to
~tone, Christ, another innocent being, is called upon,
to suffer and die. Through a false system of education, the Orthodox ~orld is la!JOring unde~· a very
great mistake; for, instead of the transgresswn, as 1~
is termed, being a curse, it has proved to be on~ of
the greatest blcssmgs, It was the grand steppmgstone to knowledge-the throne of reason.
.
.
Admittinp: for the time being, the theologiCal 1dea
of human d~pravity from eating an . apple, and the
irreconcilable state of man to God, bem~ytterlyy.ow
'Jrlcss and unable of ~Jimself to better Ills .conditiOn,
• it seemed, therefore, necessary tl1at s?methmg should
11e done, some means devised by w!J.!Ch he could be
re-instated to God's favor.
For a very great while sacrifices were ~ade to Jehovah God, by burning tire bodies of ammals up?n
:w altar erected tor that purpose, and th~ atoma ansing therefrom as a sweet-sm~lling savor mto the nosu·ils of their God, were considered by the .Jews suf?cient to appease his anger and atone for Sip. But !11
the process of time, after saci:ificing tho_nsands of
animals. and an attempt at one time to sacnfice. a human being-the sins of the world all the vyhile Increasing-it was considere:d necessary to d~v1se S?me
other means by which pardon and reilemptwn mig:ht
be obtained. Consequently, as already stated, an Inuocent man was born for that purpose, or, ns theology
teaches, "Gocl being made manifest in the flesh," w~s
made an offering (to himself) at the bauds of h1s
favorite people, to atone f.or th~ sins. of both Jew and
Gentile, to place all mankmd with hun !IP.on terms .of
peace and pardon. Hence no more oftenngs of life
were to he made, "he having tasted death ~nee for
all." •' For this special purpos<: CaJ?e he mt? th~
world," we are told, "to die, the JUSt for the unJust.
Now theologians represent Christ's death upon the
cross as unjust, cruel, an ignominiou~, ungodly act,.
censuring its perpetrators for the gmlty murder of
" our Lord."
.
Let us pause for a moment and consJder •the correctness of these statements. Isa.iah, one of God's
p:ophets, fifty-third chapter, says: "He (Ci?rist) .was
smitten of God and afflicted," "and wit~ Ius s~npes
we are healed." ".And the Lo1·d hath lmd on h~rn the
iniquities of us all.

•

It is also stated in the fourth chapter of acts, that
"There is none other name given under heaven
among men, whereby we must be saved."
From the above, and other sim.il~~;r quotations we
might give, it is quite apparent that 1t was. a comp~l
sorv aet on the part of the Jew~. they bemg the mstruments simply through which God's plans were to
be executed-a means for removing sin from the
world. Therefore, according to· God's own purposes,
they are blameless. They did as did Eve, ju.st wltat
God intended they should do, and as none otper t~an
the body of Jesus crucified, could atone for the sms
of the world and it being absolutely necessary that
Gods plans b'e executed,. they not only ~id no wrong-,
but arc the greatest benefactors to man lund, the world
has ever known. In consideration of the many who,
in their benighted zeal to become mor~ spiritu~J,
make the weekly sacrament a part of their worsh1p,
who have come to feel that their soul's salvation depends much more upon the sufferings, death and
•pilt blood of Jesus t,han upon the good acts of his
life, when the Scriptures teach and theologians affirm
that without the shedding of blood, there can
be n'o remission of sins, and that Jesus Christ is.made
a propitiation for our sins through the sheddmg of
his blood. I say, when the Scriptures are so .plain
upon this subject, and the absolute importance of
such a sacrifice so universally taught, it would seem
strano-e that censure should rest upon any one for
doing what seemed so imperatively necessary should
be done.
' But as the Bible and the Church have condemned
the serpent and the woman for bringing 5in (knowledge) into the world, so do .they co~den.m the Jews
for beiug God's instrnment.s m ~xpelhng _II•
:Now 1 think no rationalmlelhgence Will assert that
the Jews did no wrong in putting to death the body
of Christ. On the contrary, they did a great wrongwere guilty of the murdPr o~ one o[ their fe1lo\y men,
instigated through priestly Jealousy townrd !urn, ?e·
cause of his large liberal nature, and the supbnor
ideas he taught.
.
:Not unlike the Protestant priesthood, they, in the1r
infatuated enthusiasm to serve Jehovah, thought they
were rendering him sacred service, in destroying such
a p~rson from among them. He died AS tho~sa!lds of
other good people h~ve died, a marty1: t<J J.?Tt1laple--a
just God having nothmg more to do .w1th Jt t~an h_e
would have to do with any other cr1me. No mtelligent God, let me say, would suffer his subject~ ,to get
into such a predicament as to require the sacnfice of
the life of a human being, to purchase their redemption. The idea of the innocent having to suffer to expiate the sins of the g~ilty ~ ?ad its origin in .co.wardice, ignorance and supers~Jtlon, and strange, IS It not,
at this enlignteneLI age of the, world, that th_ere ar~
thousands who are bowing the knee, and makmg daily oblations to this cruel sacrificcr of human flesh'/
The Church, however, teaches it was love that influenced God to make an offering of his son. Well,
the Church may, in its visionary conception~ of the
true relationship between God a!ld man, and 1.ts tc~a
cious Puritanic reverence for his holy word, 1magme
a highly offended God to be so moved with _Pity and
compassion for the seeming wants of hum~mty, as to
accept the idea of such a ?arbarous act ?emg ?ne of
e:enuine charity; but I fml to see any ratwn.al display
of Jove in premeditated rn1t1·der, unde1• any C~TCU1n8tan
Ce8 while the fact of it having occurred nearly two
th~usand years ago, does n?t so palliate the crime as
to render it juRt, a!ld place 1t upon the pla.ne. of love.
There are in<leed so few of the· charactef!stJCs of an
all-wise G~d repr~sented in this pial! of salvati?n· that.
I am induced to reganl the whole .tlnng as a J)1'zestly dehtsi•m gotten up at the expense of Ignorance and sllperstition.
·
f
It is furthermore stated that Christ gave h1msel , a
willing sacrifice, which statem~nt i~ contra.dicted by
his own words when he plead With his God i~ the g~r
den of Getbsemane if it were possible to relieve him
from this penalty of sufferi.ng, and co~Jtinuiug his
entreaties upon the cross while undergomg the a~o
nies of death, crying to him, in tones of bitter angmsh
to know 1JJlty he was fo1'Saken. If the God, of whom
Jesus was a part, yea whose life was h~s ow~, ~as so
deaf to the dying prayer of his only ch~ld while m the
hands of cruel ·assassins, what may those, whose
lives are less dear to him by the ties of nature, whose
petitions for succor are daily ascending, have rea~on
to expect? If an· imaginary God (as all Gods arc unaginary who can't be s~en or felt,) should become angl·y, and so disple~sed wi~h the work of his own hand~,
as to require sacnficcs of life to aJ?pease that a!lge1,
and reconcile to him, a people of h1s own bcgettmgand still further to require the life of an innoceut person in whom, it is said, no guile was f_ound-m . a
pathological sense, would be regarded. m a morbid
state of mind, with the organ of destructiveness largely preponderating.
Such was undoubtedly true in the case o.f the Jehuvall God, who seemed never better sat1sficd, than
when engaged in the slaugh~er and mas~a~re of. those
whom he regarded his enem~es; not confinmg lns rage
to the male adnlt population, but causing to be put to
death, innocent women and children, often-times subjecting them tothe most infamous and cruel tortur~s
that could be thought of. Nor yet even were hiS
blood-thirsty desires satiated, but would frequently

command whole herds of animals to be slaughtered
for no other reason simply, than that they had previously belonged to his enemies.
The Old Testament scriptures abound in accounts
of bloody wars instigated at his commanrl, and be is
frequently spoken. of in both the Old and N~w Testaments as being a)ealous God, a God of mctlzce, anger,
etc,, ~nd greatly to be feared for his austeritY, and
highly extolled for his superior wisdom. However,
on one occasion be was so much influenced by a
speech be bad the pleasure of listening to from his
&ervant ~loseR that "he repented of the evil which
he in hts ~omtl.'was about inflicting upon his children."
I can form no conceptions of a truly infinite lovin.q
father becoming so stupid in the management of his
own affairs, as to he obliged to resort to such an overt
act of cruelty and degredation in order to again effect
a proper relationship b.etwecn hin:se.lf and his chi!dren-while the great sm of unbelwf m such absurdities, has Jed to many bloor.y persecutions, ~tnd is today the prime cause of se7fislm:ess and bipotry.
The blind reverence for tlnngs considered sa,crecl,
which in early life are so forcibly impressed upon the
mind, I nm truly thankful to know, are all the while
being outg-rown. I hold no book so sacred, ~he contents of which will not bear the closest scrutmy, and
the profoundest criticism-which to doubt a part of,
or call in question its entire truthfulness, would be
to be dm1med. Neither can I accept any thPory or statement of facts as true, until logically ~md scientifically
proven.
J. S. LYoN, M.D.
Springfield, Jlfo.

-------------------Obituary.

BY M. P. ROSECRANS.
NEBUCHADNEZZAR.-Supposed to have died about
two thougand four huudrPd and thirty-seven years
ago, in I be great city of Babylon, N ebuchadnczz1tr.
Age unknown to us.
While writing the above we felt sad, we felt bowed
down with g-rief; we felt like uttering loud lamentations ; we felt and still feel, like a hired mourner at a
rich man's funeral; we almost see before our eyes the
pomp and style attendant upon tl~e solemn cortege
surrounding the dead carcass of a kmg ; we fancy we
can hear the wails nnd sobs, the howls and yells of
the wives and concubines of the dead king, of the
near and dear favorites of royalty.
The king is dead, lies before ns powerless, his wives
are all widows, his concubines must now seek some
other paramour.
While the dead king lies before us, dressed in the
re2alia of State, Belshazzar, the son, is crowned in
his stead succeeds to his estate, to his robes and garments of royalty; and all this took place, all this
transpired within the short period of two thousand
five hundred years; a time so short it seems but yesterday to us. Had the subject of our thought been
poor, the time would seem longer, we could scarcely
call the fact to mimi at all, for this reason : poor men
seldom have their history written, their words recorded : seldom have visions or dreams that are remarkable that are worthy of interpretation; selrlom
have costly display at their funerals ; are seldom laid
ont in state · have hired carriages or hired mourners.
'fhe poor a~tor whose funeral was preache.d in the
"little church around the corner," has almost passed
out of mind while N ebuchadnezzar, the great, thEI
migllly king 'of Babylon, stands before us Lright and
distin<:t as the sun when the sky is clear at noon-day.
Yes rlear reader, Adam was remarkable as the
first m'an the father of the race; Eve us the mother
of all m~nkind ; Noah as an artisan, a ship-builder, a
preserver of animal life; Job as fu:J of patience while
covered with boils, and m the immediate presence of
a sc-olding wife; Jonah as a sailor-preacher, who came
ncar losing his life on the briny deep ; Samson for
his great strength and skill as a fox hunter. All these
bad their peculiaritws, incidents in their history
which were remarkable, and all of which were intended for our instruction to teach us great lessons;
but it remained for Nebuchadnezzar to outshine them
all, in riches, in power, in glory, in grandeur and
dominion· in dreams, and in their remarkable interpretation;' in change of diet and appearance, in having his heart changed to that of an ox.
Poo1· Neb! We see you seated high on the throne
of a great empire ! vV c see your subjects bow before
tbis throne dazzled with iLR brightness and its glory;
we see you dressed in the robes of royalty, the crown
of gold upon your head, the scepter of power in your
hand; an empire's weal or woe depend upon your nod
or your smile. We see by your order an image made,
and this image by yom deerce becomes 3; God. 'f!lis
image was of pwre .qold, was ninety feet !ugh, anclmne
feet. in breadth.
If but one foot in thiclwess this image contained
810 cubic feet of pure gold, and yet the treasnry was
still full, money was still plenty. We only mention
this fact to show his great riches, his great power and
the amount of gold at his command.
Were he living in our day and age of the world as
the posscs,ur of all that gold, he would be able to
control Grnnt, Stewart, Torn Scott., Vunderbilt, and
all the railroad interest in this republican government..
He would have gold enough to convert the 'furks, .the
Arabs and Hindoos, and ~till tllere would be enough
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left to control a few elections and put 'God in the
Constitution of the United States.
No wonder Ncb. became proud and haughty, arrogant and overbearing. No wonder he had dreams
and visions.
In his casH riches didn't take to themselves wings and
fly away, but he took to himself feet ami walked away.
He left the habitations of men and abode with c:attle, or
in other words he turned himself out to grass; be become to all intents and purposes an ox and did eat
grass with cattle. Whether he chewed his end we·
cannot say; neither do we know of his fitness for
market. Had this happened in our day he would
have had an owner, he would have been taken np as an
estray, would have had to chew hay and straw during
the cold and tedious winters. .
We once read stories of this nature in the Arabian
tales. We read of Genii and their powers. We read
of men and women by magic power being turned into
apes, dogs and other animals. We were interested in
these· matters ; we read with eagernes& and delight,
and were sorry to be told they were works of fiction
-were not true; we felt bad and refused to he comforted. 'vVe read of Alladin and his wonderful lamp,
and we were sorry that the story was not true, for we
did not know but we might sometime own such a
lamp; but. our ardor met with a check, our aspirations
have had time to cool. We laid aside fiction and
sought after tmth, we found the story of King Neb.
and are satbfied.
lf he had not Genii lie had gold, the power that
moves the world; and were we to make a God for
people to worship we could choose no better metal.
As fl)r the transmigration or change, his was as remarkable, as strange, as can be found in the works of
fiction. His stomach was changed entirely; and here
we must wonder, when iri after years he was restored
to his kingdom, his pomp his power and his glory,
whether he did not have a fellow feeling for the ox;
whether he could eat beef without remorse; or when
he passed a rich pasture field he did not feel a hankering for grass ?
We have all this to think and ponder upon. Whenever we see an ox we can't help thinking of this story,
we do not know but we b, hold some king in disguisesome greatness humbled. This sad obituary has attached to it a moral. It teaches us that riches are not
always availahle; that kings are no better than other
men; that all the works of fiction are not fiction; that
men that are proud, vain, and full of egotism would
appear to better advan age if turned out to grass ;
that none but the rich have a history, and upon this
sad , tory hangs a tale: Tllat upon the visions of King
Neb. rests the divine theory of this world's inglorious
and ignoble dissolution.
Farewell to .KrJzg .Neb /-To-day your grave is unhonored, your resting place is unknown; and yet the
grass grows just as green and the dew falla as sweetly
as when in the p11stures of Babylon you fed with the
cattle and ate grass like the ox till seven times had
passed over your head, and the writer of this obituary
desiring to close with a Latin sentence, says:
" Requiescat in pace."

Infidelity Vindicated.

sist in "doi•1,q justice, loving rne1·cy, and endeavoring to
make their fellow CTeatures happy.
Infidelity ha< enfranchised the human mind, has
rescu.e~ the world from the midnight of medreval supersutwn, and the monuments of Infidels are the
mile-stones along the highway of Progress.
We are mdebted to Infi,Jels for this American Republic, its liberal institutions and for civil and religious liberty. 'Fhe ''Au tho; Hero" of the revolntion was an Infidel. The author of the "Age of
Reason" first wrote "The Free and Independent
States of America." Yes, thanks to the heroic Infidels gone before us, who bared their breasts to all
the bli.ghting blasts of bigotry and persecution, and
who With a splenclid coura"'e dared to do and suffer
and die, civil and religious""li'berty have been vouchsafed the world to-day. Fallen along the roadside of
the centuries are tlHl stakes and crosses and faO'Ot
piles. Quenehed forever is the bigot's brand. No
longer are men unjointed, cruslled and mangled, or
torn by red hot pincers, because thpy cannot comprehend the mystery of godliness. No longer do loving
and tender and beautiful women rot in iron chains
for Christ's sake. It was the grand old Infidels of other
years, whose unfaltering feet left their blood-prints
along the rugged road of investigation, whose flamebleached bones whitened all the )It. Calvaries of
Truth aud Discovery, who secured the right of the
race to think and speak ; they cherished and consecrated the ark of mental freedom amidst the fiercest
flames of persecution, and passed it on, a priceless
legacy, from one to another throngh all the sweeping
storms of the years, safely down to us.

Extract from Shelley.
Is there a God ?-aye, an almill'hty God,
And vengeful as almighty! Once his voice
Was heard on earth: earth shuddered at the sound;
The fiery-visaged firmament expressed
Abhorence, and the grave of nature yawned,
To swallow all the dauntle&S and the good
That dared to hurl defiance at his throne,
Girt as it was with power, None but slaves
Survived-cold-blooded slaves, who did the work
Of tyrannous omnipotence; whose souls
No honest indignation ever urged
To elevated daring, to one deed
Which gross and sensual self did not pollute.
The slaves built temples for the omnipotent fiend,
Gorgeous and vast; the costly altars smoked
With human blood. and hideous peans rung
Through all the long aisles. A murderer hearJ
His voice in Egypt, one whose gifts and arts
Had raised him to his eminence and power,
Accomplice of omnipotence in crime,
And confident of the ull-knowing one.
'fhese were Jehovah's words:
From an eternity of idleness
I. God, awoke; in six day's toil make earth!
From nothing; rested and created man:
I placed him in a paradise, and tluHe
Planted the tree of evil, so that he
l\Iight eat and perish, and my soul procure
Wherewith to sate its malice, and to turn.
Even like a heartless conqueror of the earth,
All misery to my fame. The race of men
Chosen to my honor, with impunity
ll!ay s1tte the lusts I planteLl in their heart.
Here I command thee hence to lead them Oil.

Infidels, foes everywhere and forever of kings and
priests; Infidels, the saviors of liberty; Infidels gave
mankind the sublime Declaration of American lndependence-a Government without a Church, and a
Constitution without a God. In every hwd, through
Until with hardened feet, their conquering troops
all the dark and dreary centuries of chains and whip
Wade on the promisetl soil through woman's blood.
and tire, liberty was ever tlte watchword of the IntiAnd make my name be dreaded through the landdel.
Religion, in every age, has be~n the synonym
Yet "ver-burning flame· and ceaseless woe
·
· iss 1a!"ery.
Shall be the doom of their eternal soul~.
of slavery. 1nfidelity i~ liberty;
a 11 re. ]'tgwn
The Infidel has ever been found battling for the ngllts
With every soul on this ungrateful earth.
of man-the priest ever reeking with the gore of herVirtuous or vicious, woak or ~trong-even all
etics. The Church damned men-Infidelity reformed
Shall perish to fulflll the blind revenge
them. The Clnuch established inquisit,ons-Infitlel(Which you, to men, call justice) of their God.
ity founded universities.
But it is said that Infidels
The name of God
tear down destroy.
True; they have torn down the
Has fenced about all crim"' with holiness.
stakes an~! crosses and gibbets that; like a forest,
Himself the creation of his worshipers,
hedged in the rugged road of Progress, and have
Whose names, and attributes. and passions change,
raised telegraph poles in their stead. They have deSiva. Buddha, Foh. Jehovah, God, or LorLl,
throned king;, and enthroned man; they have rolled
Even with the human dupes who build his shrines,
back the unwieldly stone which the Church placed
Still serving o'er the war-polluted worlcl
at the sepulchre of Liberty; they have destroyed the
For desolation's watchword: whether hosts
thumbscrews and racks and torture dungeons of the
Stain his death-blushing chariot-wheels, as on
Church and put out the fagot fires in which Torque,
Triumphantly they roll, whilst Brahmins raise
mada a;,d John Calvin slowly roasted thinkers allll
A sacred hymn to mingle with the groans;
discoverers. Whatever has been done for the prosOr countless partners of his power divide
peri'ty and advancen~ent ~f man, has been done. by the
His tyranny to weakness; or the smoke
few heroic Infidels Ill spite of all the persecutiOns of
Of burning towns. the cries of female helplessness,
PI.1·ests ancl poj)eS .,,'•0 .,u potentates. \Vhile tllftt insatiUnarmed old age, and youth, anLl infancy,
ate monster Cl'llled Christianity, has strewn the fair
Horribly massacreLl, ascend to hBaven
In honor of hill name; or, last and worst.
fields of e ,rtll with the wrecks of armies and the bones
Of lllurdered millions converted populous nations
'nto desert• ail(] tl·ans o' rmed our beautiful world into
Earth gro:ms benAath religions iron age.
I
~
And priests dare babble of a God ot peace,
a S laughter:house, drenched w.ith. blood and tearE.
beeil tll.a creator of SCience, the preserve.r
Even "bile their hands are red with guiltless blood,
Infidelity '·as
u
~
l\Iurdering the while, uprooting every germ
IntiOf ai·t , a!Jd tJ 1e guardian of .tl.e ark of freedom.
Of truth, exterminating, spoiling all,
"The
dell'ty is religion-the relig·ion of goo.dJ.wss,.,
llfaking the earth a slaughter-house.
world is my country, to do good my 1·eltgwn, was the
life motto of that gmnd, heroic Infidel, Thomas
Paine.
The Church repeats creeds-Infidelity does
"'fH~> hardest trial of my life." said good •Jld Llc•acon
good. The Church pe~·secutes peopl.e ?ecause ?f their J Barnes," was to shed tears at the news tlmt m>· wife's unhonest belief.
Infidelity makes rehgwus duties con- chi had died and left her 860,000,"
.
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Fraternity of Jesus Christ.
Every day I hear and read, with astonishment.
ttbout the fraternity taught by Jesus Christ and
preached in the Gospel.
I meet with Liberals, Freethinkers, Atheists, Spiritualists, Sociolngists, Progressists, of any kind, who,
invariably, recognize, praise, extol, the so-called
jm.teTnity of Jesus Christ.
This is a baleful illusion. It is time to put an end
to such errors, which, when committed by Progressists, do not only lead to silliness and ridiculousness,
bnt lead also to calamities, miseries and pernicious
defeat.
The fraternity of Jesus Christ is the fratemity of
Cain.
Listen to what the Gospel teaches and
preaches: "Suppose ye that I am come to give peace
on earth? I tell you nay; but rather division."
(Luke, chap. xii. 51.)
" For I am come to set a man at variance against
his father, and the daughter against her mother, and
the daughter-in-Jaw against her mother-in-law."
(Matt. chap. x. 35.)
"1 am come to send fire on earth; nnd what will I,
that it be already kindled." (Luke, chap. xii. 49.)
"For from henceforth there shall be five in one
house divided, three against two, and two against
three.
The father shall be divided against the son, and the
son against the father; the mother ag-ainst the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the motherin-law against her daughter-in-law, and the daughterin-law against her mother-in-law." (Luke, chap. xii.
52-53.)
" If any man come to me, and hate not his father,
and mother, and wife, and children, aud brethren,
and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple." (Luke, chap. xiv. 26.)
'' Think not that I am come to send peace on earth:
I come not to send peace, but a sword." (Matt. chap.
X. 34.)
"And the brother shall deliver up the brother to
death, and the father the child: and the children shall
rise up against their parents and cause them to te put
to death." (Matt. chap. x. 21.)
"For I say unto you, that unto every one which hath
shall be given ; and from him that llatli 1VJt, even that
he hath shall.be tqken away from him." (Luke, chap.
xix. 26.)
·
"But those mine enemies, which would not that I
should reign over them, bring hither, and slay them
before me." (Luke, chap. xix. 27.)
Have you enough of it ? I refer those more
curious, more particular or not sufficiently satisfied,
to Matthew, chapter x. xviii. and xv. ; and to Luke,
chapter xii. xiv., :;cxi. and xxii. As for the commentaries and annotations upon those words of Jesus
Christ, written by the saints and fathers of the church,
it would be impossible to republisli them in ten years,
even if THE T1m'rn SEEKJ£I~ was a daily paper.
Such is the fraternity p!'l~ached by Jesus Christ and
the Gospel ! And it has for sanction fifteen centurie~
of bloodshed and persecution, a seal of carnage and
extortion !
If somew·here Jesus Christ has said.: "Love one
another," this was only a counsel of union given to
hb accomplices, the future conquerors of the world.
Thus. in his cavern, a chief of robbers recommends to
his com1J8nions, reciprocal honesty.
Fraternity is of human origin and of human essence.
It existed before Jesus Christ. And all the efforts of
this divine personage will not prevail against it. I
quote at a venture, from the pagans: "The largest of
all profits is to love one another. "-Xe1wplwn.
"Do not harm any one. · Benevolence agrees witJI
justice. "-Theognis.
·
"Be to every one kind and friendly."-Antonius.
"Give to every one what is owing to him."-Si/11.()/l.ide.~.

" A just man is he who thinks himself bom for the
benefit of his fellow-creature. "-E'u.ripiileii.
"Do not to others what you would not like others
to do to yon'; and act towards others ns you would
have them act towards you. "-8uc>·ate.<, and fifty
others.
Let us then give to God what belongs to God, that
is, theft, mur<!er, havoc, massacre. And let us restore to mnn what belongs to man, that is, fraternity.
OTTEH CounATE8.
FWHT To THE END.-A eolorml preacher in this.vieinity
recently aLldressed his congregation at a revival meeting
as follows: .. Now my moanin' frens, you comes heah an'
you moatis, an' rolls, an' habs a mighty struggle wid do
,
,
·
debbil, night arter night, an when you s nllg 11t near 1oose
you gits right up an' goes right back into do debbil'sarms
b
agin. Now I tells you, my frena, dat won't Llo; you ne er git away from de deb i1 dat way. You's jis like <1
lightnin' bug! When you git down an' moan' an' roll, an
d 1· 1 t · b
d
holler. you shows your light. like e Igl nm ug 0 •
when he raise his tail an' spread his wings. When you
• • t lk' • • f 1· 'wid
,
gits up an' goes roun 1aughin an a -In· an °0 Ill
'L d yo' J·is
de debbil you puts your 1·Ig h tun d er d e b us he 1• 'n
'· · • 1Jug wh en h e s h uts d own 111s
· wings •
like de ligutnm
Den he ain't no' mo' like a lightnin' bug dan any odder
bug-, an' you knows it. Now.lot's not hab any mo' ob <l
lightnin'-bug bisne&s, butgit down to workagin de deb
· in yearn est. Jtick••r& Stm.
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interpretation thereof, after which he seemed to ac- 1arge scale, s'o that the k ngs, nobles and the numerous
knowledge Daniel's God, did not seem to give his full spectators who attended the exhib:tion, could easily
adhesion to the same, but desired to have a god of witness the writhings. and contortions of the unhappy
A JOURNAL
his own and one he could compel the people to bow wretches consigned to the relentless flames. As in
do:vn to. So he created a god of gold, sixty cubits this case, the committing of human beings to a fiery
high. If a cubit is eighteen inches, the golden god furnace, may have been one species of public amuse
was ninety feet in height, and fou:r;teen feet across; ment for gala:d:•y purposes. It is hard to believe,
D. M. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'r.
and if a cubit is twenty-two inches, as some Bible however, that they were people of such cruelty, or
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
scholars claim, the god was one hundred and ten feet that their taste could have been so abhorrent. That
high and sixteen and a half feet across-a most re- kind of amusement was principally reserved for
spectable god indeed, so far as size and material both Christians of a later time.
The Bible. No. xxxi.
were concerned. The account does not say whether
It may be asked then, do we believe the story of
SHADRACH, MESHACH AND ABED-NEGO.
the god was hollow or solid; but if it was solid, it Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego withstanding the
For .hundreds of years there have been two classes assuredly contained wealth enough in itself to pay off eftects of that intensly heated furnace?
Yes, we
of men who have given their time and attention to the national debts of both England and the United believe it to be an untruth ; untrue because it is
fire and to fire-works. One class are styled pyrotech- States. He was a God that most any worshiper opposed to all our experience and utterly at varinists, and it is their business to get up all varieties of might bow down to. We think we know many ance with nature's laws. In all cases where human
fire-works, embracing rockets, fire-wheels, Roman Christians who would bow very low before such an beings have been submitted to flames of fire or to
candles etc., in which colored lights, stars and fiery amount of gold. In fact, they seem to·be as suscep- a degree of heat more intense than the living organizasprays are artistically blended, sometimes attended tible to the magic influence of this aureate deity as tion is able to withstand, they have invariably been
with loud detonations; in which chlorate of potash, any class of people in the worfd. There have, prob- overcome with the heat, and their lives destroyed. As
nitrate of potash, phosphorus, fulminating mercury, ably, been no races of men since this earth has been in the thousands upon thousands of cases of burning
per-oxide of manganese, sulphur, carbon and various inhabited, who have been more devoted, persistent doomed heretics at the hands of merciful Christians
other chemicals are used. The skill employed in and servile worshipers of the golden god, than Jews one thousand years ago, five hundred years ago, or
this branch of business is very C'(>nsiderable, and n.wst and Christians. If a Nebuchadnezzar could now set three hundred years ago, God never in one case interbrilliant and showy effects are product d. The avoca- up such a god in our Central Park, or at the Capitol fered with the laws or forces of nature to prevent tire
tion, unfortunately, however, is. a very hazardous one, at Washington, Christians and Jews from all parts of from causing death, we do not believe he did three
and many a man employed in the business, has been the land would flock to its shrine and bow in pro- thousand years ago. It is the nature of fire to destroy
killed outright or shockingly mutila ed; and many a found and subservient adoration to the god of Gold, organized life; and we cannot think that God has ever
building, in which this kind of work has been prose- especially if they could be allowed to saw off or de- interfered to prevent it. It. is not his province to set
cuted, has been destroyed or greatly damaged by ex- tach certain parts of the image and carry the same his own laws aside for Jew, Chaldean, Christian or
plosions and ignitions connected with this dangerous away with them.
Turk.
·
manufacture. Insurance co-q1panies are extremely
We much more readily believe the whole thing to
Not so with the three Hebrew young men. They
disinclined to take risks on property of this extra were made of stern stuff and would not bow, even to be "one of our Dan's big stories," or the story of
hazardous characier.
gold. At this, the King with the long name, became some unknown person, who drew entirely upon his
The other class have been called "fire kings," and very angry and proceeded to carry out the threat he imagination, and whose vagaries were attributed to
they are those who by the application of alum and had made. He caused the three boys to be bound, Daniel, and by ~;ome rmeans became incorporated into
other substances which are non-conductors to the sur· and had strong men of his army to throw them into the Jewish sacred writings. We feel under no more
faces of the body, are enabled to endure· an incredible a fiery furnace, made seven times hotter than usual. obligation to believe an impossible story in one book
amount of heat-to step on red hot b rs of iron, to The heat of the furnace can be imagined, when it is re- than in another. Had the Jews been scarce of mate·
handle heated metals, apply them to the tongue, and membered it was so great, that the mighty men who rial of which to compose their sacred writngs, and
take fire in various ways into the mouth etc., etc.
were compelled to throw the three boys in, though had adopted the Arabian Nights, or any portion of
It is astonishing how great a degree of heat the they approached only the mouth of the furnace, were them, we should have been compelled to reject them,
living organization is capable of enduring. Men utterly destroyed. But the young men who went to and to disbelieve their exaggerated and impossible rehave gone into ovens hot enough to roast beef, and the very heart of the furnace, were not burned nor citals, and conclude that the laws of God, or the laws
have remained there while the meat roasted. We do scorched in the slightest degree. Not even a hair of of Nature are never set aside by any power in existence
not, at this moment, remember the highest degree of their heads, nor a thread of their garments was singed
Possibly we are a little like the negro blacksmith
heat the human system has been submitted to with- at all. It seems their flesh was not only invulnerable who had rece1 tly gotten religion at a revival, and needs
out apparent injury; but it is above two hundred and to the fire, but the fabrics of which their apparel was must l.Je inducted into the "true faith," and into the
twelve degrees, Fahrenheit, at ~Vhich point water composed, were equally secure from its effects. "mysteries of godliness." He listened with rapt
boils. The resisting power of living organization is They were the most complete fire-proof mortals that attention to the accounts of the creation of the world
so great, that a man will emerge in a sound condi- were ever heard of, and could "stand fire" far better in six days from nothing; of the great calamity
tion from a heated oven, as we observed, where flesh, than any of their competitors in any age of the world. our first parents brought upon themselves and their
deprived of life, would soon- be cooked through and Salamanders-fabulous animals, said to live in the numerous posterity, of eating an apple, by the persuathrough.
fire, could not have stood that extreme heat-seven sions of a snake; that God · epented of the job he had
India and Europe have boasted in times past of sev- times greater than the furnace had ever been made performed, and decided to destroy the entire human
eral of these fire-kings, whose astonishing powers of before. Thermometers were not invented at that and animal races, except two of a kind, saved in an
endurance have excited the wonder of large assem- time, so the precise heat which that furnace reached ark, and that the waters descended all over the earth
blages. Some thirty years ago, or more, this city was never known. but as it·was seven times· hotter and covered it to the tops ol the highest mountain;
had one of these curiosities-a Frenchman by the than it was wont to be heated, and as six hundred how Moses and Aaron produced the plagues of
name of Chaubert-who, ·on many occasions, exhi!Jit- degrees, Fahrenheit, is not an unusual degree for a Egypt, pertaining to the frogs, the lice, the locusts
ed his powers in this direction before considerable furnace to reach, some four thousand degrees may be and the turning of all the water of the land into
numbers. Despite his charlatanry, he really was able supposed to have been reached-a higher altitude on blood; how to let the Israelites escape from the counto endure a high degree of heat with but slight injury, the scale, than is often attained. It must have started try, the Red Sea opened, the waters standing up on
and gave a fair representation of the extremely high the perspiration freely.
either side like a wall, so that near a million of people
temperature a human being is capable of enduring for
It may be supposed, it was not a good place to re- could walk through on dry land; how for forty years
a short period.
ceive compa11y, but, unseemly as it was, tl1ey had a this vast number of people were fed in the wilderness
There is, however, a limit to the possibility of hu- visitor, and the King, looking in and ~eeing not only upon manna daily sent from heaven; about Joshua's
man endurance in heated air or in close proximity to the three safe and sour1d, but a fourth there also, wa~ stopping the sun and moon in their courses, that he
fire. There is a point which cannot be transcended justly furprised. He said "the form of the fourth might have a few more hours of daylight to destroy
with any degree of safety. The unnumbered thou- was like the Son of God." What he, a heathen king, his enemies; about Samson tearing open the jaws of
sands of human beings who have been burned at the who h1td been only in the metal god business, could a lion with hiA own hands, and finally pulling down a
stake, and others who have been accidentally caught know about the form of a son of God, is a little mysteri• large temple by removing two pillars at once, and
in burning buildings, ships and steamboats, most ous. It may well be supposed, of all men in the with his own strength; how Elijah caused no rain to
conclusively prove that human flesh w·ill burn if sub. world, Nebudchadnezzar would be about the last that fall upon the earth for three years and a half, and
mitted to a hot fire; and there is no help for it.
coulrl have any true COIJception of what the "Son of was afterwards taken up bodily in a firey chariot into
The most remarkabl~ "fire kings " that have been God" would be like. But it is Daniel who tells the heaven; about Elisha causing the destruction of forheard of-those who were able to "stand fire" vastly story, and if he is great at all, it is in mysteries and ty-two children by two she-hears, and his afterwards
better than Chaubert or any other fire expert, living large stories. How the King couM see into the fiery bringing a dead man to life, and causing iron to swim.
or dead, or in any age of the world, were the three furnace and perceive who were there, is more than He was told also about Jonah being swallowed by a
Hebrew children, Hananiah, Mishael and Azariah, we can explain. Furnaces nrc not so constructed whale and remaining in the stomach of the fish for
whom the prince of Nebuchadnezzar's eunuchs, re- that people standing away from the eftects of the heat three days, when he was vomited up on dry land.
named, Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego. The can look into them so as to see if meu were ·here
All these narrations he listened to with close attenstory of their being thrown into a fiery furnace is so walking about. But we know not in wl1at form the tion, as they were explained to him, and he frequently
well known, we hardly need to repeat it.
Chaldeans made the;r furnaces; they may have con- asked questions about the wom1erful occnrences when
NebuchadneZI!Iar, the king of the Chaldeans, not- structed them upon the plan that the Christians in he failed to get a cqrrcct understanding, and he
withstanding Daniel had. told him his dream and the Spain arranged their au-to·rk-feor human burning on a th"ought that, as all these things were written in the
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word of God, he could believe them to be true.
When the story was told of the three Hebrew children being thrown into a burning hot furnace where
they received not the slightest harm, he hesitated
somewhat. He had had some experience with fire,
and had found out its merciless character-that it
would burn whatever was thrown in it.that was susceptible of being burned, and he was disposed to enquire into the facts of this particular case.
"Does yer mean to tell me," said he, "dat dem
tree men was trown in dat red hot funace, an' didn't
burn up?"
i'lift.
" That is tl·iielf'f,not a hair of their heads was
scorched."
"What's dat you'se a telling met not a ha'r o' dere
head, nor tread o' dere clo'es burnt?"
"Just so."
" An' dey was trown rite in dat bilin' hot, roarin'
funace, an' 't never burnt 'em 'tall?"
" Precisely so. The fire never harmed them in the
least."
" Now look ahere," said the negro, " I can't bleve
dat. It can't be true. Fire'll burn, for I'se tried it;
I don't bleve dis yere ol' fire story, no how; an' now,
since I think more about it, I don't bleve none o' dem
oder big stories you'se been tellin' me, noder!"

Letter from a Christian.
[We think we should have no ·doubt of the following being a Olwistian letter, from its language and
style.]
OFFICE OF ERASTUS F. BROWN, }
Counsellor at Law. 76 Nassau St.
NEW YoRK, Nov. 8th, 1875.
D. M. BENNETT-Sir: Your "Open Letter" to My .itfaster has been handed to me. When you say that you write
the letter because "I am in quest of truth," you tell a deliberate lie. When you. say, .. I was in the habit of addressing you regularly four or fiue times a day, and from one
year's end to anothe1·," I believe you lie. But be it so, why
apply to Christ, keeping company, as you unquestionably do, with your father the Devil. Go to him who
troubles my Master, with your lying tongue. Let me give
you two words of advice. BE DECENT.
Not your friend,
ERASTUS F. :BROWN.
REPLY.-We are sorry that the zeal of this pious
Christian, in the cause of his "Master," should induce him to forget the manners of a gentleman.
We have not been guilty of falsehood in the direction
he charges us with it. When he accuses us of "lying," he commits the very offense himself which he
charges upon us. We are assuredly in quest of truth,
and though we hardly expected to receive a· reply to
our " Open Letter " from the person addressed, we
will be very glad to have thii questions answered by
some one who calls him •' Master." When Mr. Brown
insinuates that we lied, in reference to the frequency
of the prayers we formerly offered, we can positively
assert, that he is in error; and we ought to know a
good deal more about it than he does. As a statement of truth, and n.ot as boasting, we assure Erastus
that for nearly a score of years we prayed regularly
every day on rising in the morning, upon retiring at
night, and at each meal we ate, besides frequently on
extra occasions. Did he never hear of the like before? It is possible we are quite as well acquainted
with his "Master'' as he is. Has he any right to
question us as to why we appeal to his "Master?"
Have we not the same right as himself and all other
persons in this direction? Has he any patent for addressing his "Master" that we have to purchase before we can use it?
The gentleman charges us with keeping company
with the Devil. He may be correct in that, so far as
we arc able to say; but we have no recollection of
ever meeting his Satanic 1\'l:ajesty, and we think we
could not easily have forgotten it had we ever met
him; as we have so often heard him spoken of, that
we would esteem him quite a curiosity to see. From
all that we can learn of the individual in question, he
has been shamefully abused and slandered by such
men as Mr. Brown, and liO far as our choice is concerned, we would quite as soon keep his company as
that of Erastus himself, believing him to be fully as
much a gentleman and quite as much our friend.
As to the Devil being our father, our assailant is
obviously in the wrong, for his assertion is in direct

opposition to the evidence of our mother, who certainly knows altogether more about the matter than
Erastus possibly can. She said our father was an entirely different personage, who neither had a cloven
foot, a horned head, nor a long, barbed tail. She is
still living, and we can substantiate our position
and prove the legal gentleman's error by her affidavit,
if he would be in the least gratified thereby. On that
aged parent's account, we regret that he should have
made such an untruthful, uncalled-for statement, and
one that reflects so seriously upon her early character.
Mr. Brown says another thing that we cannot help
regretting; and that is, that he is not our friend.
That is sad; we would that all men (including lawyers) might esteem us a friend. We would rather
have the good-will of a dog than his ill-will, especially if he is a cross, biting dog. If, however, Erastus
insists upon breaking friendship with us, simply because we saw fit to write a letter to his "Master," we
shall be obliged to subinit to it with the best possible
grace, and feel compensated with the conviction that
he loses quite as much by the operation as we do.
But if his "Master " manifests no ill-will towards us
for writing the letter, is it necessary for Erastus to
get so "huffy" about it? Does he expect to gain a
crown, or a pearl: or a diamond, or & star, by his zealous defence of one who is supposed to be able to take
care of himself? By.. the way he flutters, one might
be led to suppose he was slightly hit.
But is Erastus F. following the injunctionS' of his
"Master," who is reported to have said, "Love those
who hate yon and despitefully use you"? Does he
not rather evince the same intolerant spirit which
men of his caste were actuated by two or three centuries ago, when they persecuted, tortured, burned
and otherwise put to death hundreds of thousands of
those whom they supposed lacked in due respect to
their "Master," thus making cruel barbarians of
themselves? Is it not probable that had Mr. Brown
lived a few centuries earlier, that in his holy zeal for
his "Master," he would have joined hand in hand
with Torquemada, Montfort, Alva, Calvin, Munzer,
ClaverlHlmse and more of that class who reddened
their hands and deluged the earth with the blood of
their hapless fellow-mortals, because they fancied
their "Master " was not properly treated? Does he
not evince, in proportion to the age in which he lives,
the same intolerance,...the same want of charity and
the same barbarism that those bloody persecutors,
murderers and assassins did? Would not the same
spirit which induces a man to-day, to say in anger to
a truthful person, "You are a deliberate liar, you
have wronged my "Master," have caused him three
hundred years ago ,to say, "I will take your life on
my Master's account"?
The way this earth has been saturated with human
blood in the name of that "Master," is a tetror to
every thoughtful, sympathetic mind. The cruelty
that has been inflicted upon the human race in the
name of that "Master" far transcends all the cruelties, wrongs, and outrages the world has knOWll.
\Ve presume Erastus F. Brown is naturally an amiable, reasonable, kind-hearted person; but the bundle
of dogmas, superstitions and errors which he fondly
and ignorantly presses to his bosom, and which he
fancies is religion and virtue makes him what he is.
·when he attains-as we hope he may-to the advanced light and morality we have gained, he may become
as good a man as we are, and be able to depend upon
his own good deeds, instead of his •' Master's.''
In closing, he was kind enough to give us two
words of advice; we will give him more. Erast1ts:
remember that epithets and hard names are no argument; try and get your eyes open to see the truth and
have a little common sense.

The Ills We Endure, their Cause and Cure.
[CONTINUED.]
Among the crying evils of our time, is the sp'irit _of
extravagance and the disposition to contract indebtedness. It begins with the individual farmer, mechanic and merchant; it is fearfully apparent in corporations, cities and municipalities; it is an evil with
which every State is more or less troubled, and finally
our National Government is sadly involved in the
same evil. And so it is with nearly all the governments and nations of the .world. All are loaded
down with a weight of debt, which, like an incubus,
hangs heavily upon their necks. Generations must
pass away before this gigantic evil can be fully removed;· and unless reformatory measures are adopted,
the wrong will be more aggravated and still more
widely extllll.ded.
This city alone has an onerous debt of $150,000,000
in round numbers, saddled upon it, and our neighboring city of Brooklyn has nearly $50,000,000 weighing
her down; and in a similar manner nearly every city
and incorporated town in the country has, through
the criminal operations and mismanagement of local
rings, and designing, intriguing parties, loaded themselves heavily with debt. }'l:any counties and townships, nearly all railroad companies and similar corporations are in· the same predicament. The mania
to run in debt has been general, and the evil has become wide-spread.
To pay the interest upon this immense indebtedness is a heavy burden upon the people, even if the
evil can be stayed where it is, and is a burden which
the laboring classes have to carry. The dishonesty
and thieving with which much of this has been accomplished, is appalling, and assuredly is enough to
shake confidence in humanity, to its very center.
When is it to end, and where is the great remedy?
Is there a hope of escape from this burden, or must
we ever submit to it without relief?

Closely allied with this evil is the still greater one
of dishonesty, fraud, and thieving in public servants,
which has rapidly increased within the last ·twentyfive years. It pervades all grades and classes of officials. with very few exceptions, from city policemen
and ward -officers to the legislators of States and to
Congressmen, Senators, Cabinet officers, and even the
Executive himself, whose salary, like the salaries
of many other high officials, has been doubled,
and who, from a very poor man, has become, in a
few years, a millionaire. Almost every public officer
seeks places of trust to av·ail himself of the facilities
which the position affords him to plunder and steal
from the public purse, and thereby, instead of serving
the best interests of the public, to increase his own
wealth-his own dishonest gains. To such an extent
has this mammoth grievance been 'carried, that it has
become almost a dishonor to hold official positions in
the nation. If a man's name is mentioned who has
fill3d the office of Indian Agent, Congressman, a Secretaryship, or many other places of public trust, the
question at once presents itself to the mind, has not
that man, like all the rest of his compeers, filled his
own pockets from the public treasury? It is the saddest aspect of modern civilization, that gross dishonesty is greatly on the increase, and that promotion to
office is a most prolific source of theft, and is the
channel in which it largely fattens at the public expense.
These arc becoming a grave trucstion; how much
has our system of theology to do with all this corruption and crime? How much is the faith which teaches the believer 'that he secures a seat in heaven-not
by his own merits and good deeds, but by the righteousness of another individual, responsible for the
code of morals that now rules the land? Is it calcuTo the reader we will say, the above letter was lated to inaugurate and encourage honesty, to teach
drawn out by ou~ "Open Letter to Jesus Christ." It people that they can secure the most valuable riches,
is issued in tract form, and mailed at five cents each, the highest degrees of happiness of which the mind
is capable of conceiving, without any exertions of
or forty cents a dozen. ·
their own, but by the labors and sufferings of anWE have inadvertently neglected to notice the ad other?
vent of a new Spiritualistic paper of small dimenIs it natural that people should pursue an honest
sions, entitled " 1'1~ Investigator," a weekly, at one Jcourse ,through li_fe, wh~n they are taught from their
dollar a year. It 1s ably conducted by our friend mother s knees, m the l::lunday schools, and at every
John A. Lant, at 33 Park Row. Room 33. May it church they attend, during childhood, youth and rnaprove a. success.
(0ontinued·on Eighth Page,)

rrti:E tii:RtJT:H S~:Ek:E:R, bECEMBER i, i8~6.
[It taxes our modesty, somewhat, to publish the
following communication, which was wholly unexpected, but we are so well convinced of Brother
Henderson's earnestness, honesty and firm convictions, tlwt we cannot withhold it.-ED. 'I'. S.]

Appeal to Readers of Tbe 'frutb Seeker.
BY G. L. HENDERSON.
MY DEAR FRIENDS: At a time when many old
mercantile houses, banks, and manuf~ctories are closing their doors on account of "hard times," the Editor of 'l'HE '1 RUTH SEEK~tR has the audacity to propose issuing his paper every week, instead of twice
a month as heretolore. lvlany suppooed that when
'l'HE TRUTH SEEliEI{ moved from Paris, lll., to New
York that it would not survive one year. It is true
that 'the ghosts of a thousand defunct papers still
haunt Nassau street and ''Park Row." Even the
Golden Age, with all its editorial ability, ~uld not outlive the present crisis. How, then, shaliwe aceouu t
for the continued existence of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,.
which dares to continue the" struggle for lile" among
so many difficulties and so many comretitors, to sa?'
nothing of the numerous books, tracts, and leaflets 1t
is bringing out?
..
This iconoclastic paper has had no fat advertisements in its columns; no political ring at its back; no
wealthy church organization, wl~ose pletl.wric purse
could be relied upon to keep It alive; but 1t had that
indispensable element of every g• od journal, au Editor who like Horace Greeley, thoroughly believed
tb.a't he l;ad a mission to perform, and that. there was
on this continent a vast number who were ready to
hear the good uewR, which it was his earnest desire
io convey. D. :1\'1. Bennett, like Horace Greeley, never
has time to court his graces before the looking-glass,
or see that the legs of his pantaloons are smoothly
stretched on the outside of his boots.
Like Horace Greeley, too, be works eighteen hours
out oJt the twenty-four. The .former punctured every
corruption in the state ; Bennett punctures every corruption in both. Churcil and State. His "O~eu ~e.t
ter to Jesus Cbnst "shows that even heaven Jtselr IS
not exempt from the assaults of tl!is implacable enemy
of superstition; a.ud yet, like Horace Greeley, he bas
a mild, kindly face, with a broa~, ope.1 forehead.; he
looks at you with a pleasant bmJ,e through a patr ot
blue eyes, the '~rinl~les ~t th~ .corners of '':hich indicate a rat.ller mirthful d!SposJtJOu. ·when Ill repose,
you can hardly realize that t .. is is the man who edit~
THE TRU'l'H BEEKER, but speak of some act of ecclesiastical tyranny or social corruption; and the lips
suddenly contract and the eyes flash with indignatiOn.
In a moment the mild :1\'Ielancthon becomes the implacable image-breaker, like Joh" Knox, who cried:
'" Tear down the nests (catb.edrals), anll the foul birds
(the prie~ts) 'vill tlee away." Benn~tt denounces
these foul birds in language equally vigorous (See THE
TRU'l'H SEEKEH, Nov. 15tli. ··Tile Curistian redgiou
costs tllis country $200,000,000 annually, and the
question naturally an~e~<, Me the retu,ns in proporuon to the cost ? 'l'ruth answers, no, no, ,;;o, ")
Knox denouuceu tile Romisb. Uhurch ; Benuett denounces tile entll'e Cbristtan Church, Protestant as
well as Catuolic, and every form of superstition. He
is not only an unweaned worker, but lie has a happy
faculty ot making and retaining friends. His sanctum is now visited by Freethinkers from every State
in the Union. When they call, he will drop his pen
and gather up all the items of news, and in the bestnatured manner, enter in conversation with his guests,
who invariably leave the sanctum. in a happy and
lwpeful frame of mind; happy because tl!ey have met a
brother who is perfectly rwtural, thoroughly Radical,
and as free to speak as he is to think; hopeful, because he feels a lresh assurance that superstition will
be dethroned and NATURAL THU'l'H enthroned in the
human mind, in proof of w l!ie!J, tl1is man wb.orri they
lwve just left bas invested in the contlict his entire capital, his whole time, and all the energy and enthusiasm
ot his soul. Perhaps they do not kuow that to make
up for the time spent so pleasantly with him, the Editor must burn the ''midnight oil."
A ·west ern miller once said : " My mill never
knows when Sumlay comes," .so_the waterfell on the
wheel. So with Be,,uett's pen, the ink flows just as
freely on Sunday, aucl his thunght~ ~ore tiillOOtlily, ou
that day because he has 1ewer VISitors, and bee au -e
he belie~·es tlutt the necessity for labor is not a CUT8e
but a ble8sing. All toil, either of hand or brmn,
(when the oi.Jject is to remove what ob~tructs or increases the means of hU<11Un happiness,) is holy. His
Sunday is made sacred by unremttting toil.
I have often told him that, like most brain-workers,
the strain upon him would ultimately result in a Slidden collapse. He would reply: ''1 prefer to die in t11e
harness. 1 am healthy, because I am sober and temperate. I love o work, I.JecuLbe 1 love the '/.(!Ork aud
feel able to do it. i sleep sound because l llt~,ve a
clear consc.ieuce. My mind is often unea"y hecau8e a
newspaper cannot live without money, aud my subscriptions often come in so slowly that I nearly lose
heart. My philo~opby b.as lifted me above the fear
of death for myself, but I have no philosophy. that
would enable me to comemplate the death of THE
'!'RUTH SEEKER, without -a. sense of sorrow. Even

were I to die myself, I would, at the last moment,
look to my suceessor, and cry out, ' h_old the fort.'"
"But '' said I, "while you are dmng the work of
four m~n, and have to pay bills for paper, printing,
stamps, rent an<l light, which must all be c~1sh in lidvance your subscribers read tlte paper w1th pleasure, b~t forp:ct that the time paid for, has Jon/? since
expired and one or two thou,and such have forgotten to ~egd the necessary two dollars. \Vhat is it
that makes you chug to the oar lik~ a galley slave,
and struggle so han! to lwep TH~ rRUTH SE~KER
afloat, like a heruic color-bearer am1d the roar of battle?"
"Ah !" said he, ''just at the moment when I am
most despondent, the letter-c:trrier .will hand me a lot
of letters some of whtch are remmclers that au account will be due on a certain day, but one will read
li e this: 'Dear Dennett: Enclosed find a draft for
fourteen dollars, to pay the subscription of myself
and the following :five persons . . . and the other two
dollars is a present to yourself, and to et you kn.ow
that we do n t forget you.' See1 SUCil a letter lifts
me rio·ht up. I grasp my pen With a :firm hand; 1
work ~vith fresh ZL·al; my fai. h in the cause ri~es because I have proof that 1 am not alone nor forgot-

"Yes, aR square as a brick."
"Then Jet me have fifty cents worth, too."
Another gentleman, a Mr. Cleveland, came forward
and stated that he was a Spiritualist, and au unbeliever in old orthodoxy.
"How is this editor on Spiritual philosophy?"
" Oh," I replied, •' the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER accepts a portion of the Spiritualistic phenomena,
but lias never been a medium, and has never relied
upon any revelation from the other world, any more
than myself, I think; but his paper, like the lnvPsti,qator, has been, and is, OJ)en to a fair discussion of that
subject, for like you, Sir, nearly all moderh Spiritualists are also Rationalists, and ought to be heard in a
Liberal paper."
..-..
"All right, send me one copj't~~iAaron S. Olevland, of Volga City, Iowa."
i:., .
.
Thus, before I left that car, I had s1x subscnbers,
and I had the supreme satisfaction of knowing that in
the vVest, at least, we were a very respectable minority, and were rapidly on the increase.
Before I left this train I had another little bit of
romance which I think too good to omit. I was
somewhat tired of talking, and had subsided into a
quiet corner in another car, and was reading a copy
ten."
'
of David Swing's book, when a gentleman stepped up
Now, at tli's point, let me state, that many years alio to me and said, "Sir, at;e you a clergyman'/"
I became a render of the Invest(qato1', and att ough Its
"No," I an~wcrcd. "Did you suppose that I was?"
high pri e prevented its becoming a popular paper,
"No, not I, sir; but my wife has bet a dollar that
yet so anxious wa< I to see the cause of mental free- you are a clergyman, I have bet a dollar that you are
;m
out and out Infidel."
clom extended, that on the first d~,ty of every ye~t~· and
on otb.er occasions, I woul , think over a! my tnends
I replied, with a good-natured smile, "I am sorry
who would be h ely to appreciato the p:tper, unw. g your lady should lose her money on my account; but
whom I would select from four to twelve, to whom 1 do not think you have fairly won it, for I am neither
I could send the p~,tper free; some for six months, a clergyman nor an Infidel; for though I am not a
some for one year, for wh,ich ~paid the e~itor.
clergyman, in the popular sense, yet I both teach and
In this way I could h~lp the cause of :F. r~ethought, preach the Teligion of Httmanity, and I am an
for to me intellectual freeuom was a rehgwn, and I Infidel as commonly understood, that is, I reject
well k'new that the American Tr<1Ct and Bible Societies whate1•er is incompatible with reason. As I owe
were expending millions to teach the dang·e!· of trust- allegiance to reason, as the highest authority, and the
ina· to reason as a guide, and were blockmg up the court of last appeal, therefore I am not an Infidel."
pathway of science at every step, by teaching that our
This gentleman, who is now >treader of THE TRUTH
business on earth was not to be happy here, but BEEKEH, and a resident of Postville, Iowa, will rerather to be miserable in order to be happy hereafter. member this little episode, and will, I hope, remember
That as for our sake Christ had been very unhappy what I said, that as the wife hac! lost her bet, it could
in this world; so for his sake "'e ought to be very un- be no loss to her, since what she had lost, he had won.
happy also, that in ~he world to come .we mi!l·ht hav~ But the best thing was that I got a new subscriber for
a "far more exceed1no· and eternal wmght of glory. 'l'HE 'l'RU'l'li. SEEKER.
The thinker and the ~an of science speak a far differNow, in closing, let me say, that we must rally
ent language to the. weary, foot:sore ~avage, who al- around THE TRUTH SEEKER, one and all, male and
ternately scourges lumself and Ius fetish. They say: female.
"Come into this railroad carriage and ride," or "let
Look at its contrilmtors. B. F. UNDERWOOD with
me send your message by lightning;" "here take this his calm, rational and progressive logic.
cotton, or woolen, or silken fabric and cover your
l\Ir. 1\I. STEIN with his clear and practical common
naked body"; " this earth is your home and that of sense views of political and. social life. \Vhere he
your race, adorn it, improve yourself and be happy."; advises the settlement of all disputes in a court of
"birds nests do not grow on trees, they are bt~Jlt arbitration instead of a law court, where the jury is
there. Houses do not come out of the earth like usually composed of loafers and political lmngers-o·n
vegetables, nor do they spring up i? answer to prayer, of the party whom popular ignorance usually :floats
unless by prayer we mean conceptiOn, perceptiOn and to t1Je surface. Also, EL~INA D. SLENKER and SusAN
construction."
H. WrxoN,.whose stories possess that indescribable
A newspaper, like a house, is an offspring of the charm peculiar to ladies who are independent thinkers,
human brain we love the·lattcr when it becomes our but especially to those ladies of the Quaker type who
home; in a h'igher sense we love a newspap.er, because ·as Michelet says, "arc an unfathomable mystery, alit is our home, too.
Here we meet our fnends, here ways breaking out where you least expect tuem to."
our choicest thoughts find a1.1 abiding place; here we
'l'hen JoHN BYPIIEIUl, who wh~n lie S>tys a serious
either see our thoughts expressed or reflected.
thing we suspect a concealed jolw, and we begin to
Now let me suggest that the best way for every earn- laugh whether we will or not.
est reader of 'I' HE Tuunr SEEKER, to help it, and the
1'hcn HuGH BYRON•BnowN, with his deep, earnest
cause it represents, is to invest $5 or $10 according to nature, who sees in all the past, in its successive deability, and then select names to. whom you will send grees, only so many steps in an endless ladder whose
the paper until the sum sent IS expended .. In the name is PtlOGRESS, and whose ultimate aim is lmppimcttntime get all that you can to pay for 1t them- ness or heavci1 for all mankind. And above all stands
the short letters in the "Friendly Correspondence"
selves.
Last winter I had occasion to go out West, on some which are a kind of "camp-meeting" experience of
business, and I picked up :fifty-three snhscril.Jers for the each individual from JYiaiuc to California.
They are
TRUTH SEEI'Elt, on'ly five of which I paid for myself short, pithy and pointed.
I like to read them, and I
and one of these was a clergyman of very Liberal hope they will remain a leading feature of our paper.
views.
I b~came, Mr. Editor, more ttttached to your paper
To illustrate how easily this is done-I enter the every year, because I see in it signs of progress; that
cars at an Iowa station, I look around for a seat with it wi I become the organ, or expone11t of those social
one occupant, I generally select one who is well-de- reforms wli.ch will most effectually hc1p to estab ish
veloped in the upper forehead: in almost every case I a better religion, with science as its suppor:, a religfind that he is either a very advanced Christian, of the ioll which 11 ill endorse the family, resting upon 1he
Congregational, Universalist or Unitarian type, or an pure love of one pair, and that pa r will assume the
out-and-out Freethinker. I take out my THU'l'H sacred duty of raising up c ildren, to live a moral, a
SEEKER and begin to look over its pttges.
My com- virtuous and a rational life, which must also b · tt life
panion has also a paper; we finish about the same of labor in some n cful industry or ~.o h~ profession;
time'· I take his Chicago 1'imes, he takes my TRU'l'H and also to know that its 1ife must, in order to be imSEEI~ER. He looks over the first page; by-and-by he mortal, be ta.,en up into the succeeding life, and tlms
breaks out with:
Lhrou"·h humanity, live for l'Vcr. ·when that time
"Tough on Beecher."
come~ the barbarous notion that the body has a rest"Yes, rather too tough on him," I reply.
ing place, which can be marked by a tombstone, will
"Not a bit! The priesthood are a tough lot. They disapp ar, and the "s.m picture" will become the true
used to say, 'the king can do no wrong,' a:nd some and economical medium of embalming the memory
think so of the priests now. But they are lughly fed of those we love, and of those who have deserved our
and the gospel is a very light load for an ordinary love.
brain so that their animal spirits overflow in love to
Your paper, Sir, is .the only Rationalistic- paper in
other' men's wives. Look at Glendenning, hanging is this great metropolis, and as soon as it can unouncc
too good for him; and he is a fair sample of the whole a body of doctrine around whicl1 we can unite, not
lot."
only to free ourselves from past error, but to d"clarc
" Can't they lJe reformed? I say let them study for thG high st known tmth, that which we can th ow
and teach science that would occupy their time,"
a.s a mantle around ihe chi d, that. upon which the
"Let tltr:m, of course we will let them, but they ynung man and woman may rely, when assaill'd by
won't, they're a bad lot, sir! Olean them out I say, pa,sion, from within and temptatio ' f!·om ": t~wut, as
and give their room to better men. I want a copy of well as that wil cheer us in the declme of life, and
this paper, Sir." And he pays me for three months. enable us to meet d ath witltou. fear, anrl fee assured
The man behind us hears our remarks.
t~at, though objectively we 1 ave pa' se:l away, yet
"Is that a square up and down Infidel paper, Sir?" subjectively we shall live forever and ever.

First. Mr. Editor, make your paper catholic in its
Fpirit.
Second. Sell it as low as you can, in price.
Third. Publish all the short letters; they arc thoughts
in .~tatue, and statue is a body transformed into rock.
And, my friends-the readers-let me say:
1. Support the paper yourself, and pay fur it.
2. Induce others to take it and read it. If they will
not, send it to them; this will make it cathcilic.
3. Write to it, and let ns look at each other's souls,
rational, honest, pure and free. Let us tdl our experience, so that we may write our own epitaphs while
living, and save that trou IJlc and expense to our
friends.
And, Mr. Editor, if Jesus Christ does not take any
not ce of your "Open Letter," (and I don't think he
will ~•ny more than Tyndall, Huxley, Peter Cooper do
or Moody and Sanlwy, is likely to, with our friend,
Joseph 'l'rcn.t's,) t en I suggest that we fill the paper
up with short and friendly ones from living saints; for
if Jesus should actually send you a real letter with an
old-fashioned reel seal stamped with a head of the Holy
Ghost on the wax, how could you ever satisfy Syphers that Talmage, or Moody, or Beecher had not
written it, and signed Christ's name to it, for they all
claim to be his mediums, and declare that Christ and
the Holy Ghost arc at every meeting, anywhere they
may see fit to call them, down or up as the case
may be?
No! no! Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Christ, Shakespeare, :JYiilton, Descartes, Spinoza, Franklin and Lincoln have had· their day, and will never write any
more letters to anybody, "open" or shut. It is our
turn to write letters, edit papers, pay for them, make
saints and holy virgins-and every mother is onc-improv~d, and her son is O!le of the Godhead, and must
be crucified in death, each for himself, aad rise again
from the dead, as nobody ever did, except through
the never-ending life of our race, to whom be all
honor and glory, now and for evermore. Amen.

Missionaries.
Our little village has lately been visited by a man
who has a son who has been a missionary· in China
for a great many years. Tile old man delivered some
lectures on the progress of missionary labors in China,
and exhil.Jitedmany curiosities brought from there, and
among the rest two stone gods or idols-ugly little images about a fol)t in height. He also had paintings of
several other of their gods, all of which he showed to
the assembled crowd, and then made fun of and ridiculed a people who could worship such senseless images for thousands and thousands of years; and contrasted these little powerless gods with ''our'' great,
omnipotent. all-wise, "good God," telling us how
thankful we should be that our lot was cast in a Christian land where WE. were watched over and cared for
bv a t·ca< prayer-hearing, prayer-answering God. He
wondered how the "heathen Chinese" could have
any faith in their gods, when the:~; saw that in all the
years in which they had been praymg to them not one
prayer had ever been heard or answered!
. .
Thinks I to myself, "what prayer has your big, Im. aginary ideal God ever heard or specially answered
during the many centuries you have been so zealously
praising, eulogizing and beseeching him ? I'll wager
"a pretty" with any one, that .he may offer up· ten
prayers to his God, and I'll offer the s'!-me ten to a
stone imau-c and my prayer will be as often answered as his"' ~ill, notwithstanding my ungodliness and
want of faith.
He said that all the religions of tbc Chinese were
mythological (strongly emph<tsizing the myt_h) and
false throughout, and that they were all the ti~e arguing and disputing among themselves concermn!llt,
one believing this and another that, some not believing in any of them.
.
. .
And is it not just the same here m Chn~tian lands?
only still more so because snpenor educatiOn, culture
and rcfinem101nt have elevated the Christhm further
above his religion than it has the heathen abov:e his.
'l'he more people get to undcr:stand tru~ scwnc.e,
philosophy and FAC'l', the less fa1th they will have m
ali myths ami ologies whatsoever, and consequently
the more will they differ about them. He showed ~he
picture of a Chinese magician who cast. out devil~,
tellino- the story of the woman who was Ill, and this
man ~ast a devil out of her, put it iu a bowl, covered
it up, took it out and buried it in the ground-the
woman getting well afte~· this ~erformance; anrl then
reminded us as was his faslnon after each hit at
heathenism tJmt there was no authority for these
things iu '' ~ur" Bible, pointing each time to the holy
(?) book at his side.
.
.
Doubtless he forgot that, m that very Bible that
casting out of devils was a com~non .occurrence, and
that Christ himself cast a whole lcgwn of them out
of a man allowing them to enter a herd of 2,000
swine, which ran violently down into the ~ake and
were choked to death, while the men who ted ~hem
hastened to the city to tell the talc. The n:.ultitutle
on hearing it, besought Jesus. to depart, f~Jr they fear·
ed fur the safety of the remmuder of their flocks and
herds should·such a non-respecter of private property
longer remain with them.
.
Now this devilish tale is much more reprehensible
than that of the poor Chinee, who quiety put his

devil in a bowl and then buried it, .but it is to be presumed that Jesus thought it by far too great a task to
bury two thousand devils, and as the swine were nut
his property, he sacrificed them rather than soil his
delicate hands by manual labor. It is much easier
for some people to get a living with their tongues than
with their hands, and from all accounts this Emanuel,
this Christ Jesus, was one of the talkers, going about
helping himself from other people's corn-fi~lcls, stables, etc., whenever he was hungry or wished •for a
ride.
The lecturer also spoke of Spiritualism and the great
evil it had clone, ltgain remarking, that we had no authority for such things in "this book;" and 0! I did
wish to whisper in his ear, and in tt.ose of every
one there present, the story of Saul and the Witch of
Endor, asking them if TIIAT was not callingeup
spirits!
'fhen he went on to tell of the grea.t'good that had
been done by the missionaries in China and other
heathen lands, and how eager the heathen were w
read of Jesus, and what a wonderful power of conversion there was in the words of the holy Bible when
it was read by a heathen ; .and as he talked, I was all
the time thinking of the i::landwich Islands, which arc
constclered to be the most converted of all heathen
countries, and yet what has actually been accomplished. Read the news that uow comes from there.
They are fast being depopulated. The native inhabitants arc growing idle, vicious and lazy. The white
residents are leaving the country because business is
dull, and the past season has been so inconceivably
hot and money has been so scarce. They ha"l'e sucked the orange dry, got all they could out of the "poor
heathen," bought up and .obtained possession of the
land and turned it into sugar plantations, anti forced
the natives to do all the labor for them at ·starvation
prices or be imprisoned.
Only one hundred years ago the}' were a happy,
healthy and comparatively wealthy people, numbering 500,000 individuals, and now they are only 35,000)
and are growing poorer and poorer year after ye>lr,
''while a blight seems to be over everything." Now
had a few really disinterested, benevolent philosophers went among them teaching them morality, science, arts and industries, instead of preaching Christ
and him crucified, and pointing to a Biblical record
of wars, murders, rapines and religious bigotry and
persecution as a guide to all goodness, how different
would have been the result, and how immeasurably
less the outlay and expense. Christians go among
the heathen exaggerating enormously the few local
errors, misdeeds and ignorance which they find there,
and generally introduce half a dozen new crimes or
vices for every old one they eradicate.
I read not wng ago of a rui8sionary lady in Japan
who was watching a group ot the native children play
"blind man's bufl," and, said she, ·' 0 how heartily
they did play, with all their might and main ! Yet 1
bave never seen them quarrel or fight; and if one
~huuld chance to fall, all are anxious to help him or
her up, and wipe the face and dust the clothes, and
all so kimlly that it is very pretty to sec. But, alas,
-this is not all that mr1st be said of these very interesting children. If you would go with me to one of the
many temples, you would ·see- these little ones come
with their mothers, clasp their little hands and bow
their heads in honor, not of our Father in heaven,
but of some false god, they know not whom."
And is it not f11r better to wursllip a God that makes
them innocent, peaceable and happy, than one who
is angry, jealous and revengeful '? What we worship,
that we tend to copy, and 1f we worship the God of
Moses, we shall tend to be like him in character.
Just so long as missionarieH go about preaching up
the God of the old Jew book, just so long will their
teachin,g; do more harm than gocd. Nut until scient.sts and philosophers, Infidels and Atheists take the
missionary cause in their own hands, and go among
the barbarous and uncivilized nations, teaching them
morality without religion, science without religion,
arts and manufacture without religion, and social
economy without religion, the missionary cause is one
of almost unmixed evil to the world.
ELMINA D. SLENKEH.
Snowville, Pttlaski Co., Va., Oct. lts, 1875.

The Genii of the Period.
Pas~ing rcvere.ntly by the first chapter of Genesis,

elusion, that to every advance movement there is a
change of Genii, adapted to the services to be performed?
Compl-ed with the Genii who presided over lmmanity in its inception, are nut the Genii of the better classes of this enlightened age, ladies and gentlemen in the better acceptation ?
If different classes of Genii preside over humardty
in different historic periods, why may· not different
tutelars preside 'Over difl"crent classes of minds, in accordance with advancement, in the same period ?
And, as this little Universe is being constructed upon
the variety in harnwny idea-the individuality ideawhy may not each individual have a guardian spirit ?
In life's jouruey questions arise in which earnest
minds are at a loss which way the balance beam
ought to tip, and as it is fairly presumable that the
~uardian is, to some extent, the superior of the ward,
Ill the wisdom which experience gives, is it not well
so to hold ourselves in receptive rondition, as to hear
and understand what the guardian suggests? We
say suggests, for no spirit in harmony witli the sublime center of goodness, will ever trench upon the
freedom of the will.
·
And right here, I am minded of a little historic episode, in my long-time-ago acquaint<mcc with \he reel
man of the then far 'IV est-no far IV est now.
Ncar the foot of the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains, "Indian go hunting.'' When be come home,
children say, "Pale-face come and drive off our cattle." Indian &ay nothing. Children say, " What you
do-kill pale-face ?" Indian s .y, "No; Great bpirit
no be pleased with me if I kill pale-lace." Children
say, "Have pale-face no Great Spirit?" Indian say,
" Yes.'' Children say, " Is Great Spirit pleased with
pale-face, whcu he drive off our cattle?" Indian s1ly,
·'Great Spirit speak only to the inward ear, pale-face
so busy here and there and all about, he no hold still
long enough to hear with the inward ear, so he no
hear what Great Spirit say."
PRENTiss.

A Marvelous Manifestation.
(From a Ten·e Haute paper.)
Terre Haute, Nov. 6, 1875.-\Ve, the managers of
:JYirs. Stewart's seances, have known for some time
past that through her mediumship, spit·its materialize
and present their friends in mortal, beautiful and
fragrant flowers, fresh from the pm:ent stem with the
dew chop glistening upon the petals; and in return
the bouquets presented to them by earthly fri<.fnds,
are readily de-materialized and spirited away by some
mysterious and in visible process unknown to us.
This to us was wonderful, but far, far more wonderful were the demonstrations of last evening (Nov. 5).
The manifestations at this seance, for a time, were of
the usual order; thus, spirit friends, one after the
other, each in his or her own order, old and young,
appeared upon the rostrum, and each in tum, after
shaking the hand of some recognized friend or friend;;,
exchanging a few wonb of friendly greeting, closing
with a smile and God bless you, gave way for others.
Finally, Ohtules Smith, chief of the spirit band,.
appeared, who, after shaking hands with several
friends, concluding with remarks in a general way,
returned to the callinct, and after opening the doors
that all might see the medium, who was occupying
her 'chair in an unconscious trance, as was the custom of those who preceded him, the doors were
closed, and we were requested to remain quiet, explaining that they intcmlecl an experiment. Xaught
but the stcauy tinkling of the nmsie-box W;ls heard;
all else was as still as the grave; five minutes passed;
the door-bolt was sprung, doors thrown open, and lu!
the medium's chair was vacant, not a vestige of her
to be seen. Charles Smith, leaving the tlours open
that all might be convinced that she was not visi!Jly
present, advanced to the front of the rostrum, bringing the empty chair with him; returning, closed the
doors, and requested that the music-ilox he kept
continuously running, as they intemletl t.u n·ea!l tlw
medium. .l<'ive minutes passed in ~ilem:e, atlll it wa~
announced that the medium wa~ n·st.ot·e!l, H.ll(l the
most astonishing seance ever witnessed hy us clt"ed.
The medium came out in an exhaue;te<l condition,
from which she ntpiclly recovered.
In conclusion, we fearll;ssly assert, Jirst, that Smith
and Stewart arc distinct individualities, therefore,
Smith could not ha1·e lJCen JVIrs. Stewart in disguise;
second, it was impossible for Iter to remain in anr
part of tlw cabinet unobserved; an!l third, she could
not by any possibility pass from aud retnrn to the
cabinet in her normal condition, and not be uctec:tcd.
The phenomena, to us, are inexplicable and incomp.rehensiblc; the facts we record, leaving the sulutwn
for others.
.ALLEX PEXCE.
.LDIEs HooK.
SA~lUEL Coxxmt.
[We arc personally acquainted with the first two
signers t_Q. the above statmmmt, and know them to be
,
,
houorablB, rcliahle and truthful geutlcmcn.-En.
'1'. S. J

taking man as we find him within the ken of reliable
history, we make the sublime discovery that very im·
portant changes have come over him. When, a few
moons ago,
" Nothing dwelt but boasts of prey,
And men as fierce and wild as they,"
We now have the happiness to find a measure of
civilization and refinement-the alpha of an interminable series of advance movements, which m<ty, in
some vast future, culminate in an approach to the
lilwness of God.
If there be a Power, unsccable by the unpracticed
eye; an Intelligence, that overrules in the alfairs ot
men ; a \Visdum, surpassing the congregated wisdom
of our most enlightened nations, is it quite reas.on~ble
AN Indiana man said to a Bible agent:-" I'm a Christo suppose that, through all stages of progress, hu- tian. but I'll be blamed if I don't have to grit my teeth
manity is under the same tutelage ?
when the Ohio river is on a level with the top of my
Reasoning from analogy, do we not reach the con- corn."
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turc age, that however black their crimes, however
base their sins, however dishonest or iniquitious their
conduct may be, that it can all be blotted liltut; that
their record can be made spotless and clean; that
their sins, though as red as scarlet, can be made as
white as wool; that they can be washed in the blood
of an innocent lamb and be rendered immaculate,
pure and spotless; that however greal the score of indebtedness that may be posted up against them in the
great ledger. that a kind-hearted individual will settle
it l\ll, if they will simply believe in him-that "Jesu.~
pays 'it all"?
There can be no doubt that the sentiments and
morals taught to children and youth, have a great
inftuence in forming character and in establishing a
rule by which to square the conduct of life. It is
undeniable that the religious belief of a people has
much to do in controlling their actions and in establishing their character and habits. Can it be expected that a nation can ever be honest, moral and truthful, when they are instructed from infancy, tlmt in
securing happiness, that in laying up treasures in
heaven, morality and good actions count as nothing;
that in fact they are often a hindrance to happiness,
and that however great an amount of moral and
spiritual indebtedness a person may pile up, Jesus
stands ready and willing to pay the entire score.
This system of religion, this plan of salvation, is
well calculated for moral bankrupts and those who
want to eat wefl, and dress well, at somebody
<lise's expense and upon the result of the labors of
others. This getting to heaven by taking the benefit
of the bankrupt act, inevitably makes moral delinquents and dishonest individuals of most of those
who embrace the doctrine.
It is a far better religion, far more moral and more
truthful, to inculcate into the minds of the young, and
people of all ages, the great moral maxims that our
happiness and peace of mind depend upon our conduct;
that justification, like happiness, cannot be bought
nor'borrowed, nor stolen; that neither the blood or a
lamb nor a belief in any blood, can avail in washing
away the effects of wrong doing ; that every act c.ommitted, whether good or bad, either adds to, or diminishes our happiness and peace of mind ; that every individual is responsible for his own conduct; that the
virtue., good deeds and good qualities of one person,
cannot be transmitted to another ; that the effects of a
crime or a wrong action, can no more be removed by
forgiveness, than can the ell"ects of a burn, a broken
·limb or a dose of poison ; that the better way to
avoid the ell"ects of misdeeds,· is not to commit them ;
and that the safest plan to secure a competence, or to
ensure peace of mind and happiness, is to work industriously, live honestly, and to do wrong to no man.
The gods have little use for our services, our devotions, our adulations or our praises. They are
~o far removed from us, they are so uncertain a
llnantity that it is not in our power to aid them nor to
injure them. It is within our power to aid or injure
ourselves and our fellow-beings around us. In view
of these impregnable trp.ths, should the actions of
man be governed?
Common honesty is far too rare a commodity in
this advanced nineteenth century. The great bulk of
the community are trying to gain an advantage over
their neighbors, ~tnd so far as in their power to get
something for nothing. The actions of men are far
too much influenced by sel1i"sh motives, and there is
not regan.l enough felt for the happiness and welfare
of neighbors, friends and strnngers.
If we will do away with all dishonest gods, all
unjust devils, all false systems of theology, and all
blind and erroneous creeds; if we will square our
daily acttons by the principles of honor, honesty and
t1prightness; if we will make it a point to see how
much we can add to the happiness of those around
us; if we will resolve to dispense with all silly
gew-gaw~. all the trappings of vanity; if we will
strive for the beautiful and the useful; if we will
he content wit a moderate amount of weWI'tlt; if we
"·ill be willing to dispense with luxuries; if we will
at all times realize the truth that our own happiness
is increased by adding to the happiness of others, we
will do very much towards making this a brighter,
an honester and a happier world, and will need no
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blood of a god, nor a son of a god, to make us happy
now, or in the future.
Let us cherish the good qualities of our natures and
check and curb those of an opposite character. There
is scarcely a human being-however low and depraved-but what has liany good qualities in his organization. It should be the duty of his life to cultivate
and increase the good, and root out and lessen the
oppo!;itc.
The finest fruits, the choicest grains, the most beautiful tlowers, do not grow sponta'Ileously on every
hand, but have to be cultivated with care. The
weeds, the thistles, the nettles, and the poisonous
pll},nts, have to be uprooted and removed. So it is
with personal qualities and individual characteristics.
Some are less useful and less to be admired than others. One class needs culture and care, the other
should be destroyed. Let us apply the same tactics
and practices in one field that we do in another, and
we can succeed in making this world about as pleasant and happy as we wish. We will not need to wait
till we die before we go to heaven, for we can get up
one here, on our own account, and if there is a continued existence after this life, we will be far better
prepared for it than by.neglecting our own faults and
depending upon the virtues of ;mother.
If every man will make himself honel"t, we will
soon have an honest community. If we will search
diligentJy and select honest men, only, to fill public
offices and to be law-makers; if we will co-operate together in insisting upon such reforms as our country requires; if we will firmly resolve to have fewer
officers, and to pay them less exorbitant salaries; if
crime and dishonesty can be more effectually pu~
ished; if we will attach to wealth and its acquisition
no value any faTther than that it secures to us the comforts of life and the absence of suffering and want; if
we render it impossible fur any individual to accumulate, by fraud, dishonesty or otherwise, an undue
portion of wealth, whether in money or land; if we
will make the rich pay the burdens of the government; if labor can be provided for all: if none are
suffered to be idle and non-producers; w:e may have
a conn try flourishing in comfort, prosperity and happiness.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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mind, giving both sides an equal chance. 175 pages,
12 mo.; paper 60 cts.; cloth. $1.00. Sent free by
mail.
PRO AND CoN of Supernatural Religion is also
ready. A valuable little work by ex-Rev. E. E.
Guild, together with a sketch of his life. Paper 40
cents; cloth 75 cents.

B. F. Underwood's Appointments.
Oskaloosa, Iowa,
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
Lincoln, Neb.,

December 1st to 5th.
7th to 9th.
12th.

A Card.

MR. EDITOR: A sense of decent respect does not
permit rue to reply in kind to the column of falsehoods insinuated in the last number of your paper by
that man Butts. My character and standing in this
city require no vindication, but the many friends
who deal with me through the country may want to
have me stamp his misrepresentations :ts they deserve,
for which reason I take the trouble of asking you to
give your opinion of this man's insinuations (for he
has not the courage to make a clear, positivce statement) to the readers of your paper. They, doubtless,
read sufficiently clear, positive statements over the signatures of a number of very prominent ~entlemen a
couple of years ago, to fully appreciate h1s character.
Yours truly, ·
Mourns ALTMAN.
P. S.-Whenever my statements with reference to
the Paine Hall matter are denied by Messrs. Men dum,
Seaver or Savage, (which they have not yet done,) I
will reply to them, but to no hireling drummer or
outsider.
M. A.
We regret that the unkind personal allusions mentioned above, should have appeared in our last. W c
did not approve of their nature or animus, and protested against their admission. A disposition to let
both sides be heard, and especially an unwillingness
to deny our Boston friends, or their representative, a
place in our columns to defend themselves, was what
induced us, against our better judgment, to give insertion to the objectionable parts of the article alluded to, though we could not see what connection it
had with Paine Hall, o1· what additional light it
threw upon the matter. What has appeared in our
columns upon that unfortunate subject, we have pub"lished from a sense of duty, believing the Liberal
We gratefully acknowledge from Brother W. F. public were entitled to the fttcts in the case. We are
JAMIESON the receipt of a fine copy of his work, sure we feel no ill-will to any of the parties concern"The Clergy a Source of Danger," '· Was Jesus Christ ed, and are inclined to believe that the errors that
a Democrat," a reply to Prof. S. B. Brittan, " Origin have been made, were errors of judgment rather than
and Progress of the :Movement for the,.Recogaition of the promptings of dishonesty. We hope, in this conthe Christian God, Jesus Christ and the Bible in the nection, that no friend will ask 1:1s again to publish
United States' Constitution," and "Ought Christians unkind and unfair personal allusions that have no
to Debute." The first is an elaborate, able and ex- bearing upon the subject.
haustive work, which has been some time before the
We regret, exceedingly, if in what we have thus
public. The other three are pamphlets. Mr. Jam- done, the slightest injury should inure to friend Altie~on is an able writer and a popular lecturer.
He is man. He is a warm, generous friend of the Liberal
now in the lecture field in the West, ·and may, during cause; the cheerful acknowledgment of his generous
December, be add,·essed at Quincy, 111. The title of donations to THE TRUTH bEEKER, to aid in spreadone of his lectur~s is," Vaiue of Wit, Ridicule, and ing Radical, Freethought sentiments, have appeared
Laughter;" doubtless an interesting one.
in our columns. We regard him as one of the warmest friends of which TIIE TRUTH SEEKER proudly
TRU'l'H SEEKER TRACTs.-We shall issue in a few boasts. He has been forward in many Liberal moveweeks three bound volumes of THE TRUTH SEEKEit ments, and stands ready, to-day, to aid any worthy
TRACTs of some 500 pages each, or 1500 pages in all. Radical work that may need his aid. He commands
Many have made enquiries for them in that form, and the respect and confidence of a numerous circle of
we are glad to be able to announce to our friends that friends and acquaintances. fie is one of the leading
all can be supplied. For diversity of subjects, vari- dry goods merchants of the city; his credit and repety of authors, general ability and interest of mat- utation stand "A No. 1." His business is rapidly
ter and style, they can hardly be surpassed. They increasing. We have reason to know that many readwill be furnished at very low prices. In paper per ers of THE TRUTH SEEKER· have made many purvol., 60 cents, or $1.50 for the three volumes. In chases of him, .and we believe with entire satisfaccloth, $1.00, or $2.50 for the three volumes; sent post tion. We have read very complimentary letters from
paid by mail. Those wishing copies will please in- those who have purchased of him, expressing the highest satisfaction with the quality of goods and the
form us.
lowness of price.
His donations to "Paine Hall" were quite heavy.
THIRTY TRACTS by D. M. BENNET'l', the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKEU, embracing Bible Stories, Dis- He now holds in his safe a will, bequeathing $13,000
cussions, Lectures, and Essays, and making nearly to the Paine Hall Fund, upon certain conditions, which
600 pages, will soon be issued in a neat volume. Pa- he is waiting to have complied with by the Boston
per, 75 cents; cloth, $1.00 Free by mail. Very parties. We cheerfully add, that we have the fullest
cheap reading, and by some thought to be goo~!. confidence in :J\IIr. Altman's integrity and his devotion
to the Liberal cause.
Who wants eopies'!
This we say, without wishing in the slightest deTHE BuRGESS-UNDERWOOD DEBATE is now ready gree to disparage the efforts Mr. Butts has made to
for customers; an excellent work for any enquiring I spread Freeth ought and Liberal Sentiments over the
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country, and we sympathize with him that he did not
find it more remunerative.
Friends, all, a fraten·al feeling of accord and harmony is our great dependence in the affairs of life.
Let us not lose sight of this.-ED. TRUTH SEEKER.

the whale an emeti ·, and sculled him ashore anr1 the swallowing, and swam ·ashore, traveled 250 miles
caused him t_o throw Jonah out upon dry land.' But or mor~ to Nin.,veh, and in the midst of the principal
the thmQ: as 1t was, waR a very good sign for a lesse1• street, m front of the Grand Hotel or Post Office at
prophet. It won d II ave done well for a bigge1• proph- mid-~y stand ;ng before the crowd, "being too fullfo?'
et, and it might have been m>~de to answer for a ~ec ut erance," d1sgorged a ~ha 1 ~ of forty o1• fifty tons
ond Ol"thil'll-rate Go~. ThP sign of Jonah lmt faintly we1g11t, then would the Nwevttes have had a fi1st-tlass
portrays the s1gn of ;he Son of man. This sign of s1gn. • But, as it stands, the city was n0t overthrown
tile Son of man, was a sign of the first water- re,tl which was a sign to the Ninevites that Jonah ied. Anti
Short Srrmon No. 2.
baptism by fire, a sign worthy of a fir,t-class 'God. RS Jesus Christ wa~ a like sign, we must conclude that
BY REV. THEOLOGICus D. D.
0, my hearers, look at it, as I but faintly draw the lte lied also. Which is another proof of the '•diabolical
mood," and that Christ and the uevil are one.
picture.
Fijtltly and lastly-an.i many other signs.
A Sign Worthy of a God.
Only think of it, '·three days and three nights in
This as before, intimated, would on first sight, go to
Mr. EDITOR: I see that some of your contributors the hea~·t of the earth." The heart of the earth ! what
are still far from being orthodox, and I feel it htgh is it? The heart of a tree is its center; the heart of prove that there was a he out bomewhere. For it is
time that I preach them another short sermon, in which every fruit is its centec; the heart of everv sphere is first declared, .there sh011l~ be no sign, then one sign,
I shall try to reconcile what is irreconcilable in the in- its center; the heart of the earth is its cente1• more t11en another s1gn, then agatn, many other signs. But
fallible word of God.
than four thousand miles from it~ surface. N~w sci- where shall we saddle the lie, if there be a lie t "You
The reader will plense mark well the sacre<i text ence teaches us tbat, according to the ratio of increas- let God l>e true, but every man '.L lia~·," including the
Mark . viii. 12 : "An~ he sighed deeply in spirit: in~ heat as we descend toward the center, won d Son of Man anq. Apostles, Lhougll they be infallible.
and .sa1th why doeth tins generation seek after a sign ? bnng us to a molten mass of mineral substances in But my friends, compa1'atively there isn't muclt of a
Venly I say unto you, there shall no sign be given less than fifty mlles from the surface. Yes, a verita- lie. In fact, no lie at all. True, Jesus restored the
this generation. Math. xii. 38-40: There shall no ble bottomless pit of liquid fire; and to the very center sick, the blind, the deaf, the lame, t.he halt titc
sign be l!'iven to it but the sign of the p1'opltet Jonas : of this m~mlten mass was the Son of. man to penetrate maimed, and raised the dead by tue thousands. I
For, as Jonas was three days and three nights in the and remam three Llays and three mghts as a si(J'n o1 suppose he did not make less than ten thousand new
Also Peter Paul
whale's belly ; so shall the Son of Man be three days his Deityship. Now, mark you, he was to go "'body, ar-ms and legs for the people.
1tnd three nights in the heart of the earth. Luke xi. soul and all, as Jonah went into the whale. 0. my Stephen, Philip, and many others, did ma~y lik~
2~-30: "There shall no sign be given it, but' the God! only think of it! First he must penetrate signs and wonders befo e that generation. But lump
s1gn of Jo~as t1.1e prophet; for as Jonas was a sign fifty miles of ~rust, earth and 1?ock, the last half of all these thousands of lesser signs together, and pound
unto the Nmev1tes, so shall the Son of Man be unto the way at a red or white heat, the.t would have broil- them into one-yea, you may put in all the signs of
this generation. Mark, xvi. 17-18: "And these sign.• ed a common man to ·a crisp in one minute. Me- the Old Testament-Moses and Aaron with their
shall follow them ~hat believe ; In my name shall thinks even John Syphers woulu have !on !led for the snakes, frogs, lice, &c., Joshua with his rams horns
they cast out devils, they shall speak with new shady side of a "God-house" on the surface before Samson with his foxe>, Gideon with his pitchers'
Elijah w til his ravens, Elisha with his bear.' Davicl
ton!!'nes; tlwy shall take up serpents, and they Rhall he had got half way through this crust.
drink any deadly thi.ng, it Phall not hnrt them, they
The sacreu historian has not told us how the" Son \vith his ew•' lamb, Solomon with his thousand wives
shall lay hands on the sick, ~nd they s!Htll recover·, of Man" got throu!2_'h this c~·u-t. There may be some ami concubin~s, (it h~ always been .a great mystery
John xx. 20 : ''And many other signs truly did JeR~S royal road to he.ll o,·er winch he traveled, that has tome how he ltved wtth so many) Isamh and Jeremiah, with their sweeping destruction of cities and
in the presence of his dec'lples." Acts v. l5: And by 1n.ever y~t, been dJscov~,red, and p!'l~bably wil~ not be nations, Ezekiel with his '·short cakes," Daniel witl1
the hand of the apostles were many signs wrought ttll th ~ Son of ll;an .comes a_gam and bnngs the his lions, Jonah with his whale, and last, but by no
among the people."
keys of he!~ (see Ir.ov. 1. 18), ~nd unl_ocks the ~ecret
means least, Shadrach, Mesach, and Abednego. For
Eirst. What is a sign ? Second. No sign. Third. tr~p, and w1th a wlup ?f scorpiOns dnves into it "the
rt mu't be admitted that they stood fi1'efirst 1'ate-yes
One sign. Fourth. Another sign. Fifth. Many oth- w1cked and a.ll the na~wns that forget God."
er signs.
Yes, my fnends, this nat10n must hurry up and get and a1l these and it would be ''a small fry ''-a Vl:'rY
1st, Wh<tt is a si<rn?
the firm of Father, Son & Ghost into the constitution, small ji·y, compared with the sign of the Son of Man.
Comparatively. 1t wonlu be ba1'ely admissible to suy
There are tavern"'signs, cross-road signs store signs or every mother's son an~! daughter of ~swill soon be tlte s~qn oftlte Son of j![an, and. anoth r sign. But ho~
office signs, and signs of office. There ar~ title signs' through the tmp, for sctence and Scnpture both in- much more appropriate the sacred text, "There shall
signs like Rev,, D. D., L.L.D., Dr., etr.. Signs of rain' form us that." firey billow~ roll beneath our f<:et." no sign be given this generati0n; but the sign of the
signs of the ,ky, signs of the moon, signs of the zodi~ But I have d!gresEed-let me see_, where am I? 0,
of Man."
ac, signs of wealth, signs of poverty, signs of he:tlth, y~s, I have JUst got the Son of Man through the Son
Edinburg, Ind.
signs of debauchery, signs of Jove signs of hate signs Cl ust. Now com~·s the tug of war. He must travel
of war, signs of peace, ·signs of a 'prophet sig~s of a f ur thousand m1les through th·s firey mass to the
god; no sign, one sign, another sign, and' many otlter heart of the ea~th .. Anti here we are at a loss a_gain,
Christian Charity.
8ig• s.
as the sacred lnstm~nn dot:s not tell us by what force
1
A
few
weeks
before the great fire in Chicago, (1871)
2nd. No sign.-It is claimed for Jesus that he was he was sent en h_ls JOurney throu~h the fiery element.
God, and further, (in his diabolical mood,) the Scrip- For as molten mtneral sulJsta~ce IS many times m~re the writer read from a morning paper of that city
tures show him to have been one with Satan. Isa. xiv. dense than the ~mman. body, 1t would take an ommp- that on the mght before the reauing referred to, a~
unfortunate woman from the street called at the Young
12 : Satan is spoken of thus ; " How art thou. f:ti'len otent force to dll'e -t hun through.
from heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! LuciBut ~ second thougl!t! my ?earers, I remember he Men's Christian Association, asked for shelter and foou.
fer, if translated into English, is, literally Morning bor!l wt.th htm the 01'1g1nal ~Ill of the whole world, She was enquired of if she had a recommendation,
Star.
winch sill so saturated and fille,l up every pore of his Coming from the street and a life of shame, of course
Rev. xxii. 11, Jesus says of himself, " I am the root body, as t? make it ~ thnu.sand tirnes more dense t!Ltn she had not. She was turned away and returned to
and the offspring of David and the bright and morn- th~ combmed dens~ty o~ all metals. If so, land I tile etreet, contemplating suicide: While in this coningsta~·. This is proof poi~t blank. But if your de- tlunk I am C~>rrect Ill .tilts matter,) theu he went to dition she met on the street one of her own sex and
luded readers need further proof I refer them to the the cente1· of hell fire 1t has no l>ottom, as the plum- life, who listened to her story, took her to her hearth
following inspired passage, whi~h they can look u met descends to the bott• •m of the sea. Contemplate and home aud there supplied her needs. The reading
and read at their leisure. 2nd Cor xi 14 . Re p t, who can. For seventy-two hours he stands the of this narrative lead Lo t4e following thoughts:
ii. 58: 2nd Peter i. 19
., ·
'
v., finy orde:tl, four thousand miles from a breath of air ·• Christian young men," of noted fame,
As I set forth i~ my ·first sermon, God, and the dpv- till ?1'1ginal sin was t•urnt out of him, wh.ich ~eft ~in't The suffering ones of earth proclaim
il are both one, and it is all in the mood whether he as light and a-; porous as~ cork, when, w1th ltghtmng Their want and·suJiering in your ear,
is the one or the other
speed, he shoots, rocket-ltke, tow1tru the surface. 0, Why will you not their pleadings hear?
As for the masses, th.ey considered Jesus but a man. should he_ miss the tran-door but a sing!~ foot in his Ye seek the pinnacle of fame,
But as Jesus a11d his adhPrents claimed that he was upward fl1ght, he would b~ mashed .to a Jelly, and.the Did Jesus ever seek that name?
more, tlie people clamored for a sign, as proof of his '':hole w,n·id'~ prospect for sal va.uo.n knocked mto Your useless creeds. did he profess?
pretensions. but instead or giving one he flew into the pi. But bamsh your fears, ye tumd on~s, for the His mission saved-should yours ao less?
diabolical mood, and called them a generation of Father was at ,the ~eh,1}, and he .~new mJghty well Not long since, at your door, there stood
vipers snakes toads scorpions and lizards " "a that he wouldn t m1ss hell-gate, but come o.ut all A aister, asking shelter, food;
\~ick~d and adultero~s generati~n, seeking alter a right. And .he. did ! ll~y friends, !te did! and J?OW With heavy heart she turned away,
s1gn.
But, he declare~ with a verity no sign sball be st~nds at, 01 s1ts (I df~n t know whtch), on the nght She brought no character that day.
given this generation. Yea, he sighed deeply in spirit, o~ the throne of God m h~aven, wh~re you can see Out in the dark, she sorrowing went,
showing; that the inc 1u·nu.ted devil, (remember he was htm any day you have a mmd to go tnere.
Back to a life, 'o illy spent,
111 the diabolical. mood,) within him was aroused, anti
JoJulh thought he was in hell, for he says: ''Out of Sb.e had bowed her head in condemnation.
that which he said, he meant. It was :tS if he had said the belly of hell crietl I;" but bless you, he haden't To a" Young Men's Christian Association."
"I will not work a miracle, I will neither cast out ~ got even a fair start toward it, he did not go only to Back to a life of sin and shame,
devil, cure the sick, open the eyt'!s of the blind, un- the bottom of the sea which was not more than five Back to disgrace, from which she came;
stop the ears of the deaf, cause the lame to walk, un- miles at most. And then there was a wilole sea of She stood aghast with consternation,
loose the tongues of the dumb, or raise the dead." And water aroun•l him to cool his tongue had it been For she'd seen a" Christian Association."
furLhernwre,.!lone o~ my d~~ip!es, or any one else, parehed. But had he tr!lveletl th.e road over which With no place for rest, nor a morsel of food.
shall do the hKe, dunng the hfeume of this o·eneration the Son of ll1an went, With all Ills pluck, he would This prospective suicide, trembling stood
for mark you, "no sign shall be given this ge-neration: have been bmned to a cinder, and given up the ghost
At the threshold of death, when another drew nigh,
Of course he lied like the devil, that he was (remem- before he had gone a thousand miles. But I must not
And the Christ, in her nature said,'' Lo, here am I!"
ber the mood,) for that, see }lark, Luke ~nd John cnlargP, but hasten to consider
Her means were but scanty, though her heart was largo,
four tnfatlible witnesses testify to his wo;·ldng many'
Fou1·tltly, Anoth 1' Sign.
signs, also, that they did the same.
'
Luke intormo us that as "Joqah was a sign to the And this bow'ed down and weak one she took in her charge
- 'l'hird. One sign, Matthew comes to the help of Nmevites, so should the Son of Man be to that Gave her raiment and food, took her to her heart,
these poor, bedeviled Jews, and tells them that they generation." First, let us consider what kind of a Thus acting in truth the Samaritan's part.
should have one sign, but "nary another." But it was sign Jonah was to the Ninevites. lllost theologians Now tell me, ye Christians of populat· fame.
to be accomplished by the head of the firm of Fath- suppose that as Jonah was swallowed by the wluile, If your woJ·k is not all in a high-sounding name?
er, S m & Ghost, and the Son of man was to be the With results as aforesaid, it was a sign tv the Nine- And were Jesus to come. imploring for food,
subject of the sign by whicll his deific character was vites that God sent him to warn them of the coming Would you not first inquire" Is your character good?"
"CoNSISTENCY T~OU ART A JEWEL."
to be pNven. Think you, the sign· of Jon as· yea destruction of their city.
But I beg leave to cl iJler
and more than the sign of Jonas for "a ()'reate:· tim~ from most of my brethren in the minbtry on this
Jonas was there."
'
"
point. Fur what could the Niuevites know about the
ELEOTRIC science occupies a place of no mean imvortWe 1!-re infonl ed that Jonah was three days and Whale _swallowing Jonah, when at the nearest point it
three mghts m the whale's belly in the bottom of the was 2o0 nules li'.trll the sea? they could only have ance in the new opera-hous · in Paris. A special room i ~
sea. He thought it pretty rougli but still Jonah was had Jonah's word for it. and they were such wieked set apart as a battery-room. in which :JGO Bunsen's cells
in rather snup: quarters, with his' head wrapped up in cusses they would not have believed him, and we h.tVe arranged in setb of GO on rough plate-glass tables, are
sea weeds. 'Tis true, he was pretty well soaked wJth uo evidence that he saiu a word to them more than manivulated to pass a current to any )Jart of the stage, s
bile, which made his lot rather bitter. But he might his message, which was: "Yetforty days and God will as to direct tl.r.e electric light uvon any point of the seen·
have stood it a few days longer if God b.ad not given destroy this city." But, my friends, had Jonah_ done ery.
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At this stage of his development, t~e mind of prim- vah of the Jews, the Christ of the Christians and the
itive man must necessarily have been attracted to the one only God of the Koran, being no other than the
heavens, by reason of its wonderful phenomena, no Sun, that great dispenser of light and life; the Crealess than the intimate relations they bear to the world tor of all things!
But the God idea once fairly grounded in human
320TH l\IEJETING, FRIDAY EVENING, NOV. 19TH, 1875. in which he lived; nor could he fail to perceive, that
upon the sun, more than upon all other celestial objects, consciousness, found other manifestations less imagHUGH BYRON BROWN read the following paper, to depended, not alone his happiness, but his very ex- inative, but no less injurious to human welfare ..
a full, intelligent, and appreciative audience :
The same causes which led savage and rude men to
istence. The sun, then, from the remotest antiquity.
became the supreme object of man's worship, and, fear and worship the forces of Nature, led them also
The God Idea in History.
transmitted from generation to generation, and from to invest the most powerful of their tribe with the
It is safe to affirm that no one conception of the nation to nation, under various names and disguises, titles and attributes of the gods. As men progressed,
human brain has played so important a part in the and modified by climate, language and race, is still the divine titles and worship were withheld, while
the authority of the ruler was still deemed to be of
the God which we ignorantly worship.
affairs of mankind as that of the God idea.
It is curious and instructive to trace the evolution divine origin. Later, the divine authority became
Up from the first dawn of reason, through all the
stages of his progress, •rms, more than all others, has of this idea from its origin through all its different simply a divine right, which in time is also abandoned,
been instrumental in moulding man's character, con- phases, and to marie the changes that climate, mcc and the sovereign becomes distinguished only as the
representative of the government, with no attributes
trolling his actions, shapiug society and determining and language have made on this conception.
Seen through the brilliant imagination of our or qualities different from common mortals.
the polity of nations.
Nor is this statement at variance w.ith the now rec- Aryan ancestors all the phenomena of the heavens
But notwithstanding that this idea of a personal
ognized fact, that a man's God is only the offspring of had some analogy or relation to some important
his bmin, and therefore a true measure of his intel- event, pursuit, or thing with which they were famil- Supreme Being has no actual existence, the conception
lectual and moral status; for the conception being iar. The star that arose above the horizon coincident in the mind is a fact nevertheless; nor does it follow
only a projection of man himself, the characters both with some periodical event, as the bringing forth of that because the object which the idea is supposed to
of the creature and its creator are mutually influ- young, or the germination of vegetation, was sup- represent is a myth, that the idea itself can subserve
posed to preside over that function or period. The no good use and must necessarily share the fate of the
enced and moditied by each other.
It has been well said, "Show me the character of a fleeting clouds, or bright gods, related to their herds discarded idol and be cast aside \lS a worn-out toy that
God, and I will disclose to you the character of his of cows. Night or darkness, personified evil-light; served to amuse our infantile mind, but which we
worshipers." The converse of that statement is also good, and their seeming antagonism, a warfare between have wholly outgrown.
equally true.
them.
Whntever, either of institutions, customs. or ideas,
From this fancied analogy between the phenomena that have permanently eRtablished themselves in the
~o universal and so firmly imbedded is this belief
in human consciousness, that were not the doctrine of the sky, and the affairs and things of earth-and mind or in human :;ociety. indicates a want to
of innat~ ideas an impossibility, this might well be the, projection of the latter into the heavens, together which they administer; however the increase of
with the custom of primeval man to apostrophize and know ledge and the expansion of the mind may modify
deemed to be such.
So tenacious is tlie mind of this theological concep- personify the powers of Nature-the subsequent step anq change them; the needs, to which they adtion that even after the grounds on which it rests have of mistaking the impersonal for a person, and the· minister, if natural, remain unchanged. for human
been swept away by modern criticism and scientific imaginary for the real, was an easy and natural one. nature is ever the same, whether found among the
This tmnsition from the impersonal to personal -was polar snows, or the tropical•sun, whether iri the unlctresearch, the intellect, though convinced of its falsity,
seeks, rather than to abandon its idol, to retain it by ·first made and reduced to l\ system of worship, by the tered savage or the civilized man. In this sense, if
substituting abstractions and ideals in place of the an- early Greeks, by whom it was transmitted to the in no other, the aphorism of "whatever is, is right,''
is true.
tluopomorphic conceptions which it can no longer Romans.
worship.
0
'l'he God idea to the Greeks, assumed the aspect of· But what nre these uses in human nature which the
So long as the doctrine of innate ideas obtained, its plurality; every department and relation of life hav- God idea subserves'? One use-and the one that.
denial was hardly possible, for its universality and ing a Deity assigned to it, who was believed to have makes men so reluctant to abandon it-is that sense
the intensity with which the conviction was held, exclusive jurisdiction over the affairs of that relation. of peace and safety that springs fom n, firm belief and
That which the writers of the Zend books apos- trust in a beneficent power, stronger and wiser than
precluded denial or question, and proved a bar to all
trophized as astronomical phenomena, became in Greek themselves, who is conscious of their existence. who
progress.
This prolific source of error, which vitiated all the polytheism actual and real gods and goddesses-all cares for them and who will save them, not only
reasoning of both the ancients· and moderns, having the minor phenomena being transformed by the vivid from the dangers of this life, but from those of ai1
been happily di:;covcred, and in a measure abandon- imagination of that people into the intrigues and imaginary future.
It is UlC same feeling experienced by the child
ed, we are free to continue our pursuit after truth loves of· the gods.
Less imaginative nations made the mistake of con- while under the care and protection of its parents,
without the trammels and impediments that hamperfounding the signs and symbols used to represent the knowing its weakness and limitations is happy in
ed and misled the early thinkers.
I propose to consider, 1. The origin of the God astronomical phenomena with the things symbo'lized, the thought that there is one stronger and greater, who
as, for instance, the worship of the Bull, the Virgin will protect and care for it.
idea.
All, at times, have moments of disquietude and des2. The wants in human natme to which it adminis-· and other objects which were originally only projections of terrestrial things into the heavens from a pQP.dency, when the game of life seems hardly worth
ters.
3. Its influence on the character of the individual, fancied resemblance to, or connection with the stars, the playing, when the star of hope seems for the time
and which subsequently became symbols or signs of to have set, when the burden of life seems so heavy that
and upon society,
we would fain lay it down and be at rest. It is in
4. \'\"hat shall be its substitute when the intellect the twelve constellations of the zodiac.
This, together with the natural tendency of t.he moments like these that the depressed spirit seeks
outgrows the theological conception. ·
To ascertain the origin of a belief that had its in- rude savage to project his passions, and subjective s.trength and consolation in a power higher than itception long before men had learned the art of record- conceptions into inanimate objects, is unquestionably self. It is this feeling of weakness that finds uttering their thoughts, either by monumental inscriptions the origin of Fetishism as practiced by some of the ance, and at the same time consolation and ~trength,
in such poetic invocations as,
or on parchment, is necessarily attended with ~:,rreat ancient nations.
That the fundamental ideas underlying all the prindifficulties ; nor are there wanting more than one
cipal
religions,
Christianity
included,
arc
of
an
as"Jesus, lover of my soul
plausible hypothesis claimilig to be the only true 'soluHelp me to thy bosom fly.''
tion of the problem. But no mind free from the tronomical character, and have direct reference to
trammels of superstition, can, after a careful study of natural phenomena, will be apparent on noting the
•· Rock of ages cleft for me
the works of Dupuis, Volney, Strauss, ~Iullcr and similarity and significance of the principal ideas,
Let me hide myself in 'rhee.''
symbols
and
ceremonies
of
all
the
ancient
religions.
others, resist the conviction that thei1' solution is the
"Guide. me oh thou great Jehovah,
true one, and that it can hardly admit of any
For instance, all religions are based on two princiPilgrim through this barren land,
other, namely, that the idea of a God is in its first ples, light and darkness, or good and evil, which
I am weak, but thou art mightY.
origin, nothing but that of the physical powers of ideas were, no doubt, derived from the natural division
Hold me by thy powerful hand."
the Universe, considhed sometimes as a plurality by of time into day and night.
reason of the variety of their phenomena, and someTh.e God, born of a Virgin, who is overcome and But the strength anrl consolation flowing from this
times as one simple and only being, by reason of their slain by his opponent, the Prince of Darkness; but belief are po,ssible only when the intellect is in harmony
universality, and that all the theological dogmas on who arises from the dead and triuniphantly ascends with the belief. \Vhcn the time comes, as come it
the nature of God, the manifestation of his person, on high, can be no other than the sun, which at the must to every individual, when the intellect can no
and the origin of the world, are only the redtal of winter solstice appears to be overcome by the Prince longer sanction the theological conception, then folastronomical facts well understood by their m·igina- of Darkness; but who is born again at the new year, lows a period of anguish and mental anarchy in which
t.ors, !Jut misconceived and confounded by subsequent and again ascends, and increases until he conquers the soul pines like an orphan child for the support on
generations.
his enemy, Darkness, and reigns supreme.
which il had learned to lean.
After a long career of existence, akin to the lower
The gospel story of Christ and his twelve disciples,
Another use which this idea subserves, is that of an
animals, there came a time when primeval man is unmistakably an allegory of the sun and the twelve outlet for the emotional nature of man, as well as a
~Lwoke from the dullness and stupor of the animal to constellations of the zodiac.
source of inspiration and an incitement to noble effort.
u contemplatin·1 of his condition in nature. "He early
'l'hc serpent of Genesis, which also plays an imIt i~ true that this side of our nature finds a partial
began to pmceive that he was subject to forces supe- portant part in all the ancient religions, is only a sym- vent and satisfaction in passional attraction and in the
rior to his t wn, 'and independent of his will. The bol of chtrlmess which introduced evil, or winter, into pursuit of the fine arts-still it is incomplete. Our
thunder and ligh .ning awed and terrified him ; the the world, from which evil we are redeemed by the nature demands a higher and more unselfish ideal in
sun enlighten"'" and warmed him ; the fire burned, Savior, the sun of Spring or the· Lamb of God, hav- order to inspire our highest thoughts and noblest efthe wind chilled, the cold froze, and the water drown- ing reference to the season of reproduction of all life forts.
ed him : all the powers of nature acted upon him ,ancl beauty. .
An absorbing passion for one of the opposite sex,
powerfully and irresistibly."
The decorations of the Christian's altar and the or for high art, has, in many, a refining and ennobling
These reflections awoke within him sensations of Pagan's temple, the sign of the cross and architect- effect, but there is in such an exclusive devotion
pleasure ttncl pain ; of good and evil, power and ural designs of places of worship, have all a significance an clement of selfishness and limitation which (exweakness ; and, as a matter of course, he learned to derived from physical nature.
cept in rare cases) fails to call out the highest and
desire and love such as gtwc him pleasure, and to hate
The priest's tonsure is the disk of the sun, his stole !Jest in our natures. To inspire the highest aspiraand shun that which gave him pain.
is the zodiac, his rosaries arc symbols of the stars and tions, and to excite to great and unselfish deeds, we
The next step in this evolution of thought, was an planets; the mitre, the crozier, and the mantle of the must have an ideal, a mo.~t ki.qli; in a word, an imeffort to o!Jtain the pleasurable and to shun the pain- bishop, arc those of Osiris, the snn God of the personal and altruistic God, who shall be not only a
Egyptians.
ful.
subjective conception, but an objective fact. This
After a careful study and comparison of the cos- God, I need scarcely add, can be no other than the
It was natural for him to conclude that a force
could emanate only fl'om a being like himself; and mogonies, philosophy, ethics ~tnd doctrines of all the divine humanity.
from his own experience with his fellows, it was religions, the conclusion is il-rcsistiblc that the fundaA third want of human nature, to which the God
equally natural to conclude that a being mightier, mental ideas of them all are identical, and that the idea administers is, that it serves as a model for the
and more powerful than he, could, by adulation or central idea of the Indian, Persian, .Jew, Christian foymation of character, and a guidance for human
offenngs, be induced to forbear to harm, and to con- and JVIohammedan is one and the same.
conduct. Notwithstanding the fact that a god is just
fer desirable gifts-hence the origin of God and all
The Bachus, Adonis, and Hercules of the Greeks what his worshipers make him, it is likewise true that
systems of worship,
and R<_:>mans; the Osiris of the Egyptians, the Jeho- the virtues and attributes attributed to him are higher
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and nobler than those possessed by the majority of
his worshipers, .and until they have outgrown the
conception, the relference and respect'with which we
regard our ideal must necessarily assimilate our characters and lives to our divine ideal.
It is not true, as many suppose, that were all theological ~leas of God and worship obliterated that
men wou1d instinctively do right, be virtuous and act
wisely. Hight dqing, virtuous actions and wisdom
are no more a natural and spontaneous growth in man
than are the rarest flowers and finest fruits in the vegetable kingdom; the former, no less than the latter,
are the results of careful and continuous culture.
The germs of everything good and great are indeed
inherent in human nature, but without culture they
may lie dormant or be crowded out by the rank weeds
of ¥ice and crime. Man is proverbially a creature of
education, and it is only as the conditions of his life,
both pre and post-natal, are favorable to virtue, that
he will bring forth the best human fruit. He needs
not only a rich soil, culture, and a favorable situation
like the plant, but unlike it, he requires a culture
that shall regulate his passions, direct his energies
and teach him to substitute, as the rule of his life, altruism for egotism. This he will do, and become,
only in the degree that the God or ideal that he worships inculcates or inspires.
.

lands alone, in the reign of Charles V., has been esti- the latter. A denial of his existence, or an honest
mated by good authority at 50,000, and at least half difference of belief in regard to. his character or reas many perished under his son. And when to these quirements, is a crime; for he who "believeth shall
memorable instances we add the innumerable less be saved, but he who believeth not shall be damned."
conspicious executions that took place from the vic- 'l'o the Church he has committed th.e keys of 1\eaven.
tilns of Charlemagne to the Freetltinkers of the sev- "Whatsoever it bindeth on earth shall be bound in
enteenth century; and when we recollect that the heaven, and what~oever it loosed on earth shall be
area of persecution composed nearly the whole of loosed in heaven."
Christendom, and that its triumph was in many inAs he hated and destroyed his enemies, as recorded
stances so complete as to destroy every memorial of in his will; and as his people have been made by him
the contest, the most callous nature must recoil with the custodian of his honor .and the defender of his
horror from the spectacle! Nor did the victims perish cause, therefore the suppression of all opinions deby,a brief and painless death, but by one the most rogatory to his honor or to religion, aud the punishpOignant that man can suffer. They were burnt alive, ment of the promulgators of such opinions is a duty
not unfrequently by a slow fire. 'l'his was the pii.fsi- 'Vhich the Church may not disregard where ~he has
cal torment inflicted on those who dared to exercise the power to enforce it. Such is the inevitable conclusion from the Christian's assumption of a personal
their reason in the pur~uit of truth..
"And when the mother or wife saw the body of him God.
That this and its co-relative ideas have been a source
who was dearer to her than life, dislocated, and writhing and quivering with pain, and watched the slow fire of inspiration and a solace to millions, cannot be decreeping from limb to limb until it had smothered nied; that it has afforded consolation and cheered the
him in a sheet of agony, and when at last the scream fainting heart under the burdens and trials of life,
of anguish had died away, she was told that all this thousands can testify; that the hopes of another "exwas acceptable to the God she served, and was lmt a istence when life's toilsome day is o'er," where we
faint image of the sufferin"'s that he would indict shall IJe united to our loved aud lost, has been abalm
and a solace to the bru·e~wed heart, is unquestionable.
through eternity upon the d~ad."
"And besides all these things, we have to remem- But on the other hand, it is abo true that the same
ber those frightful massacres, perhaps the most fear- belief has caused unspeakable anguish and despair to
millions of the human race. While the merciful God
But whether fact or fable, it must needs be that a ful the world has ever seen-the massacre of the Al- or the heavenly Father has inspired and blessed, the
bigenses,
which
a
Pope
had
instigated,
or
the
masconception so· widely diffused, and so tenaciously
angry and revengeful God has awed and terrified.
held, must have been, as it still in a measure is, a sacre of St. Bartholomew, for whicn a Pope retumed
lf the hope of heaven has in~pired and strengthenpower either for good or evil. The unphilosophical solemn thanks to Heaven. VYe have to recollect those ed, the fear of hell has depressed and enslaved. If
iconoclast on the one hand, affirms with much reason, religious wars which reproduced themselves century the bereaved heart has been comforttd by the hope of
that the greater part of the woes and miseries suffer- after century, with scarcely diminishing fury, which a reunion with its idols, it has also been filled with
ed by mankind has proceeded directly from supersti- turned Syria into Aceldama, which inundated•with anguish and despair, when from unbelief or the diction, and whose fierce but honest indignation aO'ainst blood the fairest lands of Europe, which blasted the tum of a priest, the door of heaven has been shut
the cause of so much evil, finds fitting expression in prosperity and paralyzed the intellect of many a noble upon them. If, like Bunyan's pilgrim, the believer
nation, and which planted animosities in Europe that
the terrible indictment of Shelley:
two hundred years have been unable to destroy. . . is at times on the Delectable Mountain, he is also
"Priests have three words; well tyrants know their use, And when we consider that all this was but part of one more frequently like him in the Slough of Despond,
vast conspiracy to check the development of the hu- or lb the hands of Ghint Desp~tir.
Well pay them for the loan, with usury
The same mtty be said of its intluence on society as
man mind, and to destroy the spirit of impartial and
Torn from a bleeding world! God, Hell and Heaven!
unrestricted inquiry which all modern re~earches prove upon the individultl. If pemicious in the extreme at
A vengeful, pitiless, and almighty fiend,
to be the very first condition of progress, as of truth, one time, and in certain directions it was at other
Whose merPy is a nick-name for the rage
it can scarcely be no exaggeration to say, that the times and in other directions equally beneficial. It
Of tameless tigers, hungering for blood!
Church of Home has inflicted a greater amount of un- could hardly be otherwise than that such a power
Hell, a red gulf of everlasting fire,
merited suffering than any other religion that has ever should l.Je used for good as well as for evil, for such
Where poL;onous and undying worms prolong
is the nature of all power.
·
existed among mankind.!"
.
,
.
.
.
Eternal misery to those hapless slaves
When priests and rulers used this power, as they
''To wish for more than was necessary to keep one's
Whose life has been a penance for their crimes,
self alive, was a sin as well as a folly, and was a frequently did, to compel obedience to wholesome
And Heaven, a meed for those who dare belie
violation of the subjection we owe to God. To be laws and police regulations, to the conquest and subTheir human nature, quake, believe and cringe
poor, dirty and hungry; to pass through life in mis·- dual of rude and turbulent passions, and to the perBefore the mockeries of earthly power I"
ery, and to leave it with fear; to be plagued with formance of acts of mercy and charity, it becomes as
The Christian, on the other hand, regards the idea boils and sores and diseases of every kind; to be al- powerful for good as when differently used, it was for
of God as the source and fountain of all virtue, with- ways sighing and groaning, to have the face stream- evil.
Had it not been for this wholesome fear of supematout which society could not exist, and in the absence. ing with tears and the chest heaving with sobs; in a
word, to su:lfer constant atliiction, and to be torment- ural punishments and hope of rewards, it is diflicult to
of which life would not be desirable.
The truth in this, as in most cases of dispute, lies ed in all possible ways; to undergo these things was see how the rude savage could have been induced to
at neither extreme, but will be found somewhere be- deemed a proof of goodness, just as the contrary was abandon his nomadic habits of life which is the first
a proof of evil. It mattered not what a man liked; step in progress, and to submit his rude will and turtween.
It has been very truthfully shown by Auguste Compte the mere fact of his liking it made it sinful. What- bulent passions to the requirements of social order.
But for this wholesome check, what could have in'
that the very worst institutions, governmental or ever was natural was wrong.
"The clergy deprived the people of their holidays, duced him to forego his revenge and submit his cause
ecclesiastic, that the world has ever known, were not
withom their uses and advantages to mankind, the their amusements, their shows, their games and their to the civil magistrate; or what could have induced
truth of which statement become; more and more ap- sports; they repressed every appearance of joy; they him to tell the truth wlten summoned as a witness beparent as the doctrine of evolution becomes better forbade all merriment; they stopped all festivities; fore the court? 'What but this could have compelled
they choked up every avenue by which pleasure him to forego a present animal gratification, which he
known and understood.
Feudalism, slavery and .despotism are no doubt could enter, and they spread over the country a uni- could enjoy only by the violation of the rights of
great evils and the source of terrible suffering and versal gloom. Then truly did cbrkness sit on the another 'I In a word, it is ditticult to imagine what.
misery when they persist in remaining after they have land. 1Hen in their daily actions and in their looks, power other than this could have been instrumental
1.'heir in causing primitive man to take the first necessary
been outgrown. But there was a time in the history became troubled, melancholy and ascetic.
of the race when they were indispensable, and did countenances soured and were downcast. Not only step that leads to civilization.
lt is easy to comprehend now, after the progres;,
for it just what was required to be done at that stage then· opinions, but their gait, their demeanor, their
of human development. They taught savage men voice, their general aspect were influenced by that that has been made, and after the gradual formation
obedience and submission to authority; put a re- deadly blight, which nipped all that was genial and of a moral sense, and a public opinion in favor of the
straint upon nis passions; attached him to the soil, warm. Tne way of life fell into the sear and yellow right and the true, how mau can be good and do right
and made him useful to society, thus preparing the leaf; its gradually deepened bloom faded and pass- without the fear of au angry God or hope of future
ed off; it; spring, its freshness, its beauty were gone; reward, but it is ditlicult to see now what agency
warl;: for a higher civilization.
'lhat superstition, which has its root in the God joy and love ei tlter disappeared, or were forced to other than superstition, could have eJiected so great a
idea, has been a terrible curse to mankind no student hide themselves in obscure corners, until ~tt length the revolution in the incipiency of man's development.
of history will deny. It could not be otherwise than fairest and most endearing parts of our nature being It was the ladder lJy which the race ascended; the
that ambitious priests and kings should seize on a con- constantly repressed, ceased to bear fruit and seemecl scaJiolding on which the work was done and the
viction so powerful and universal, to accomplish their to be withered into perpetual sterility. Thus it was building reared, and as such, should be valued, I
that the natural character of the Scotch was in the laid aside when no longer re4uired.
own selfish ends.
In the hands of such cruel and unscrupulous eccle- seventeenth century dwarfed and mutilated."
\/'{e come now to the inquiry, 1 ' llifho is the God to
Terrible as this picture of human suffering is, it
siastics as Torquemada, Sextus ll., Diego Derza and
whom
we shall offer our sacrifices?" a t1uestiou a
but
imperfectly
represents
the
actual
condition
of
such rulers as Hemy VIII. and Bloody .Mary of Engpertinent to-day as when uttered by the Argau poe
laud; Charles V. and his sou, Phillip II., of Spain; Europe for centuries.
It is no answer to this terrible indictment to say in the early dawn of civilbmtiou. \Yill the God iclct.
Charles IX. and Catherine de ~viedici, of France, it is
not strange that it became a terrible foe to human that the atrocities of the Inquisition, the religious continue, 1\S in the past, to be a che;,slwd faith and"happiness-a promoter of discord and strife among wars and persecutions of which the history of Chris- dominant power in the affairs Of IH(IL? Or Will it, Jike
men-disturbing the peace of the nations and filling tendom is full, were not a legitimate outgrowth of a many another sweet and charmillt~" illusion of our inbelief in God, for the reason that all wrong, cruelty fancy, vanish in time, like youth .:md beauty, never tv
Europe with slaughter, rapine and rum!
'l'wo pictures drawn by the master minds of Lecky and injustice are expressly condemned and forbidden return ?
The key that will unlock the future of this, a;; of
and Buckle, shall su1tice to show what a fearful by God in his so-called will.
Assuming such a revelation possible, and admitting many other difficult problems, is the principle of evo
source of mischief the God conception and its co-relative ideas were in the politics of Europe for centu- that all wrong and injustice are prohibited therein, it lution. We have but to mark the changes that hav,,
ries, and what the character and condition of a noble still remains true that the same books are full of ex- taken place in the 'minds of men in reference to tlH:
and brave nation was when this idea and its co-rela- amples of cruelty and bloodshed, which have the God conception, to be able to predict. its future.
By comparing the conception of God ns held hy
tives became the dominant thought and concern of express sanction and authority of their so-called
different nations and uy people of different til•grecs of
its people. These pictures are not overdrawn, as in- author.
But setting all sacred books aside, it is evident from ch-ilizatiou, we find that it becomes le,;s gross aiHl
deed it would be impossible for language to express
what humanity in the,n:>ast has been called to suffer the very nature of the case, that the logical sequence anthropomorphic in proportion as the masses heeomc
of the one-God idea must be just what history dis- enlightcnrd aml refined.
and endure from superstition.
The God of the niuetl•cnth century is not the same
" We are assured by Lorente that the number of closes it to have been-au clement of discord, and the
God, except in name, that the men of the fifteenth
persons burnt by the Spanish Inquisition was <!1,000, prime cause of persecution, war and poverty.
God, says the theist, exists supreme. He is a jealous worshiped; and the conception as it lies in the mind
while 2!:10,000 were condemned to punishment little
less severe than death. The number of those who God. He hates his enemies, loves those who obey of a scientist is quite different from t.hat in the mind
were put to death for their religion in the Nether- and serve him, and will punish the former and reward of the rustic .
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THB TRUTH SEEKER, :b:ECEM.BER 1, 18~5.
Like the chameleon it assumes the complexion of the immortality, find the highest satisfaction and peace in
, Special Notices.
mind through which it is viewed.
doing our duty with the assurance that nothing acThe first conception of God in the savage mind complished can ever be lost, and that the results of [In this column short notices will be in!Jerted at 10cts. a line.]
must necessarily ]lave been grossly anthroponwrphic, our lives shall live in posterity as those of our ancesIF there is one thing behind the age more than another,
for man cannot imagine or conceive of anything hav- tors live in us.
it is the privy system. Except in a few of the larger cities
ing essential qualities different from the determination
The lecture was freely and warmly applauded, and where water-closets· are used. there has been no improveof his own nature. Man being the only animal so far an animated discussion followed.
ments since the earliest civilization whi(·h cdmpares at
as we know that has a consciousness of consciousness is
S. P. ANDREWS approved of the object, matter, and all with that suggested in the circular of the Wakefield
enabled to think of himself either subjectively or objec- style of the lecture, and was in favor of all sides of Earth
Closet Company of 36 Dey street, New York.
tively. God is nothing more or less than a projection these great questions being examined. He believed the
of man himself: that is to say, it is simply the subjec- speaker of the evening, and every intelligent person
ALL who think difficult cases cannot be cured by DB.
tive nature of man viewed objectively. Hence the in the city, and in the who~e world, would accept R. P.. FELLows' Magnetized Powder (Nature's greatest
reason why, when the intellectual and moral charac- that the God of the future should be recognized as remedy for the speedy and permanent cure of all nervous
ter of a people change the character of their God un- the J\fos'l' HIGH. He recommended the acceptance and chronic diseases), are invited to read the following:
dergoes a similar modification.
of the term. The question would arise, What is the voluntary and unsolicited testim"nials extracteil 1rom
But when the intellect has outgrown the theological Most High? He believed th11t a great majority of letters of patients treated in thia way by DB. FELLows,
conception, what then, if anything, will take its mankind would place it where the orator of the even- IraN. Masson. M.D .. of Markesan, Wis., writes: "Your
place?
ing had done.
Powder has done me good. The pain in my side and back
With some, no doubt, the subjective conception
MR. HEttMoN SnooK mildly criticized the lecture is removed. The rheumatic affliction of the arms is re·
will die out with the objective fact, or be relegated to and defended the Bible God. He affirmed that the moved, and I feel much rel\eved." M. Healsey, of Wheelthe realm of the unknown and unknowable, as indeed idea of the Messiah-the Son of God-being part di- ing. W.Va., writes: "Your Powder is all taken, and I am
all but the kurnan part of the conception must be, for vine and part human, was the grandest conception happy to say I can now hear the clock strike and tick disas the mind is conditioned in time and space it cannot that had ever taken hold of the human mind, and tinctly for the first time in three years." Theodocia
take cognizance of the absolute or the infinite. To favored joining in marriage the idea of alt1·uisrn and Blair, of Rowley, Iowa. writes: ·• I have taken your Powsuch the pursuit of science, the cultivation of the fgoti.•m, and could not see that the positions of the
mind and the worship of art will in a measure supply lecturer varied greatly from those laid down in the der. and I ha.ve so much improved that I can eat and
sleep better than I have for years. I feel almost yotmU
the place of the old faith, and to some, may fully sat- Bible.
auain." Lydia Barber, of Woodstock, Ill., writes: "Beisfy all their needs. Others, in whom the imaginative
MR. HENRY EvANS spoke of the difference be- fore taking your Powder, I could not sleep. I was bloatand the emotional predominate, and in whom the tween the modern conception of humanity and Chrissense of weakness and the sentiment of worship is tianity. The former embraces all who have contrib- ed so I could neither sit or lie with any comfort. I had
strong, will still cling to an abstraction as a substitute uted to the welfare of this world. The immortality spells that it seemed my heart did not beat, and that I
could not breathe; but now I am entirely cured by its
for the old God.
of man is the result of his character and action durWhen driven from the personal, they will find him ing his existence here. It does not offer to man an use." E. Casterline, of Belmont, N. Y.. writes: "When
in the impersonal; if he may no longer be worshiped eternity of p'salm singing and idleness, for professing your last package of Powders came to hand, I was sufferin the concrete they will bow down to him in the ab- to believe what is impossible so believe. He wished Ing from a severe fever-headache, pain in my side and
stract; if he is no longer contained in a part he shall Mr. A. to give an intelligent idea of what the "Most bones, but wlien I took your Powder my bad feelings left
me almost instantly." For the want of space, interesting
be found in the whole.
High " is. To him it had no foundation. To the
Such will find consolf!,tion and repose in the aU-God, pick-pocket "the Most High" meant to get off with a QUotations from letters of patients in other States are
who
well-filled pocket book. He regarded the idea as op- omitted. The foregoing are only samples of those daily
··Warms in the sun. refreshes in the breeze,
.,.
posed to religion and conducive to anarchy. The received by DB. R. P. FELLOWS from all parts of the
Glows in the stars and blossoms in the trees,
function of religion is to bind up individuals into a world. The Powder is $1 per box. Address, Vineland,
Lives throug:h all life, extends through all extent,
unit-a great conception towards which man can New Jersey.
Spreads undivided, ":>et·ates unspent,
rally. He alluded in a terse manner, to the effect
Breathes in onr soul informs our mortal part,
THE NEw GosPEL OF HEALTH.-This portly volMohammedanism had had to bind together the disinAs full, as perfect in a hair as heart.
tegrated and diverse tribes of Western Asia~ He ad- ume, to which we have heretofore referred in these
*
**
***
mitted that the theological conception of God had columns, compels a still more hearty approval of its
To him*
no*
high,
no *
low.*
no great.
no small,
been of use in the world, and he accepted the good it instructions with careful reading. It is one of those
He fills, no bounds, connects and equals all."
had accomplished; but he doubted whether any high- books which are for the times. Its practical object is,
But, however suitable the iw God or the all God may er conception can be formed of God, than is embraced in brief phrase, to teach people bow to replenish the
be to a few, neither can fully meet and supply all the in collective humanity, which embraces all we can springs of life, without drugs or stimulants. It is
needs of the mass of mankind.
The only God, that think or feel.- Any other idea of the " Most High " profusely illustrated with pertinent cuts and engravcan take the place of the old, and be to men all, and had no sympathy with the human race-a despot. ings, which greatly assist in impressing its teachings
more than the theological co"nception, is the Divine He said it was one of the most marvelous things in on the reader's mind. An excellent likeness of the
Humanity, the only true Supreme Being who is at the world, how a little tribe of scrofulous Arabs es- author faces the title pag:e, and there is a likewise
once a subjective idealization and an objective reality. tablished a religion that dominated the world; no given an engraving of Hy~·eia, the Goddess of Health.
•' This grand organism of which individual man is but wonder that it had been called miraculous. It was There are thirty-eight appropriate sections to the book,
an organ or cell sums up all knowledge, feeling and wonderful. Modern thought is in opposition to the each of which receives the fullest treatment from adactivity.
God of the past. When Christianity was the ruling vanced minds. 'I'he contents were communicated by
"In and by it we live and move and have our being; power, it could make the proudest king bow down a battd of spirit physicians who occupied a high poSIit contains not only all the past and the present, but and beg forgiveness. We shall have a proper religion tion in their profession when on earth, and who are
will embrace all that shall be. All who have served when we have a moral power of public opinion that now rendered capable of imparting a profound knowhumanity, and who have worked with it are still a will make people respect the rights of other people ledge of the principles and laws which govern physipart of it. The forces that worked through our an- and do their duty.
cal health. There are among the names of this band;
cestors exist in us to-day, and will be reproduced in
DR. EDWARD NEWBERRY said that when he look- Benja111in Rush, Sir Arthur Clarke, Arago, Mesmer,
those that come after us. The phenominal only re- ed at the records of past Egypt, Greece, and Rome, JamPs Rush, Reichenbach, James Y. Simpson, Elimains, and is permanent-all else is transient and he found man the same as now, and with the same phalet Nott, Valentine Mott, Ira Warren, Luther V.
perishable. To the sense of weakness and dependence attributes. The religious sentiment always existed Bell, J. Hughes Bennett, and John Abernethy. They
in the individual man it offers the aggregate strength more or less in man. The same creative laws had 1reat on a wide variety of topics, in which are compreof the grand man."
always existed as now, and it was hard to conceive hended the whole system of physical care and cure.
To the emotional side of man's nature it furnishes that there was ever a time when man did not exist. He Among them we mention the brain, the blood, vital
an outlet and an unlimited scope for its exercise; for alluded at some length to his early recollections and magnetism, consumption, odyllic force, drunkennes;
the affections being human cannot attach to an ab- impressions upon theological questions.
and drinks, the stomach, womanhood and maternity,
straction, or to a God without a human side.
MH. A. H. H. DAWSON made some very humorous re- the skin, insanity, the food, the nerves, and so forth.
It is only in proportion as the theological God is marks showing the ridiculous features of the Christian The list is made up of all the points in physical life
endowed with human attributes, that he enlists and theory that the inhabitants of a whole world were which ever raiHe questions and excite speculations
secures the affections of the masses.
doomed to the tortures of a never-ending heli, because and it is but speaking the simple truth to ~ay that each
The jealous and bloody Jehovah of the Jews attracts nenrly six thousand year<> ago, an old woman ate an topic is treated with scientific precision and exhausGnly those who are on a similar plane, which ideal, apple. He thought it small business for God to spenrl tively.
re-acting on the worshiper, intensifies and perpetuates his time in damning sou1s. He thought he had bPen
Dr. Stone hinself contributes of his own knowledge
those qualities.
acquainted wirh some who'>e souls were so small, ·that and experience to these, treating of subjects which
The stern and unsympathizing God of the Puritans it was derogatory to God to suppose he ever created the reader will meet with as he proceeds. The real
called forth only the emotion of fear and awe; while them, or that he would spend his time damning them. and sole aim of the New Gospel of Health is to teach
the tender Heavenly Father and the Virgin Mother Why, if a larj:!;e number of such souls ~ould be placed every one to be his or her own healer by understandfound ever a ready response in the human bosom, which in a pill box, a horneopat.hic dose of damnation would ing the rule and reason of self-cure, the means being
while it consoled and helped the worshiper, enriched amply suffice for the tntire lot. He said he disliked inherent in the constitution and not Olltside of it.
and enlarged his affectional nature and found expres- to talk upon reli!!:ious subjects or Christianity; they Above all, it aims tobringtoan end the reign of jrugs
sion at last in acts of charity and kindness to his were too funny; he preferred something more serious. and doctors' pills and boluses. It teaches that the
fellow-men.
MR. W rLcox spoke in moderate criticism of the lec- amount of vital capital or momentum each person
The superhuman, the unreal and the mystical hav- ture.
possesses is just ~roportioned to a sound and well oring been eliminated, leaving nothing but the human,
T. B. WAKEMAN followed with some able remarks ganized constitution, and normallyinherited tendenthe new conception inspires to noble actions and en- but we took no notes, and cannot do him justice. cies, and that this capital is to be continued as the ornobles the actor, because, having no selfish heaven 'to He scouted the idea of the Most High that had been ganism is constantly renewed, obedient to organic
win, nor hell to shun, it appeals only to the unselfish advanced, and pronounced it a fraud, indefinite, un- laws which are inflexible. Above all, it instructs one
and noble part of man's nature. Instead of a Divine meaning and an idea upon which two persons could in the power of sympathy as a healing gift, and that
Providence which has a tendency to relax the sense scarcely agree. In combined humanity he recognized natural healers are to be found in every household,
of human responsibility, it substitutes a human provi- all the elements and qualities worthy our adoration. and how they may be developed and made self-reliant
rlence, which, acting on its material environment, has
H. B. BRO:WN, the lecturer of the evening, closed healers, magnetizers or psychologists. It likewise
created all that is valuable and useful in society. It with some very timely remarks, explanatory and preaches the doctrine of nutrition as the means of reis to humanity in the past, that we are indebted for elucidative of tire positions he had occupied in the cuperation for the waning vital stamina; and hence
everything we possess, and it should be our highest lecture. The entire evening passed off very pleas- that a correct knowledge of the requisite elements of
conception of duty to do as much for posterity as our antly.
food or primates must be scientifically acquired. And
ancestors did for us.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH lectured before the Club on it demonstrates the truth that as mankind more and
It is to this great, yet imperfect God, to whom "we Friday evening, Nov. 26th, but too late for a report. more tend to the artificial ood the false in living, dis~hall offer our sacrifices," which sacrifices shall coneases change correspondingly, and defy the treatment
sist of an entire abnegation of self and self-seeking,
THE REv. MB. KALLOCH, of California, formArly of Mas- of the medical theories of the olden times ; and that
and an entire consecration of O\[rselves to that great sachusetts, thinks that there is no more sin in going to a though physicians multiply in the ratio of diseases,
Being, of which we are each an infinitesimal part. theatre than in going to a chur<!h festival, but that young they have continued to miss the secret by hot discovTo the new God we will transfer all our loyalty,. de- men should not go to either when their washing bills are ering that drug-taking cannot compensate 'for the invotion and l~ve, and while hopin: for no objective unpaid.
fraction of plain physical laws. The book ill an in-
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valuable thesaurus of curative and preservative instruc- erhood ; for love of God, love of men and a tender retion for the mass, and the very humblest may take it gard for every thing that feels in corr.mon with us
home to himself, assured that it will ltelp him to make the consciou,ness of existence.
his life long and happy on earth.-Banner of Light.

Synopsis of a LectUl'e on the subject of
Christianity and Freethought.

Jlrienillu {/[orrespondenct.

DY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
Q. E. HOWD, New Haven, Conn., writes: TRE TRUTH
SEEKER has now become a necessity with me. The longer
[Delivered at Yates City. Ill .. November 14. 1875.]
I take it, the more I think of it.
After defining the sense in which the words ChrisS. E. F.A.:RWELL, Waverly. Iowa writes: Do not fail to
tianity and Freethought are used,. the Lecturer pro- continue sendin2" THE TRUTH BEEKER to me. I think it
the
most sensible paper published in the land.
ceeded to say that Christianity teaches the existence
of a Being infinite in presence, yet a person ; an indiS. WRIGHT. Coldwater, ::\Iich., writes: I cannot do withvidual, infinite in knowledge, and yet a contriver, out THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is the first paper Iiook at.
out of the half dozen I take. I shall take 1t while it and I
planner, designer ; infinite in power and love, yet the live.
author of a world full of imperfections ; unchangeable,
JoHN GRIMSLEY, Corvallis. ·oregon. writes: I am 83
yet at a certain time after a beginning less past, arouseJ
years old and a Spjritualist. Some would think it strange
from his sleep of ages, and by an imperative fiat that
I continue takmg THE TRUTH BEEKER. All good men
spoke a universe into existence ; made everything but and women should read it, and it must not languish for
·
himself, yet is not the author of evil ; is free from in- want of proper support.
firmitieH, yet pleased and displeased every day.
JAMES COLE. Carlton, Mich., writE's: Press on 1 give the
Freethought (according to the materialistiC school ) jlell-ruaking, infant~damning~ black~coat brigade. their
desert.;. and dnve them rrom th1s land forever. By
teaches the self-existence, the eternity and suffi- JUSt
the bye, how does it smell around Brooklyn, since the
ciency of nature ; the universality and in variableness advent of Moody and t:lankey?
of natnrallaw ; that in the history of the Universe there
S. L. RUFFNER, Dexter City. Mo., writes: I like THE
has been evolution from the homogeneous to the hetTRUTH SEEKER very well, antt think that it is getting beterogeneous ; that worlds have cooled from a fire-mist, ter all the time. I wish it entire success. You are certhat animals and plant~ have come from simple brgin- tainly doing a noble work for humanity. and should be
ings ; that as animal life ruus insensibly into vegeta- sustained by all who love truth and philosophy better
ble life, so the organic runs in to the inorganic ; that life than superstition and ignorance.
is a form of force ; that organic natural selection acA. V. HERMAN. Pleasant Hill. Neb., (in sending a list of
counts for the adaptations of organisms to their environ- six subscribers) writes: I hope that every one who wishes
the
advancement of Freethou:.ht and science and huments ; and that there is no room in nature, and no manity,
every one who would·· shake off the shackes" of
foundation in reason for a personal, infinite, unchange· superstition. will send YoU as many subscribers as I do
able, prayer-answering Being, who existed before the at present. Your paper ought to have one million subUniverse, knowing everything before there was any- scribers in these United States.
thing except himself to know ; and who, after an
R.J.LAMBORN.Glen Hall.Pa., writes: If itbeclaimed
eternity of idleness, aroused and gratified a new desire that truth is proved by the existence of its opposite-then
error
claims as mueh credit as truth-inasruuch as truth
by making a Universe out of nothing.
could not be established without it. If we could obtain no
Christianity teaches the original perfection of every- clear
apprehtmsion of the genuine were there no spurious
thing. l<'reethought says the present condition of the with which to put it in contrast, then the existence of a
world is the final term of an immense series of pro· counterleit is essential to the prool of the genuine.
gressive changes. Christianity says that evil came
DAVID HARVEY. Washington Corners. Cal.. writ!'S: I see
trom a devil, a creature made originaly perfect by by the Investioa.tor. that you are publishing a book, •· The
God. Freetho11ght asks how imperfections can come World's Sages. Infidels, and 'fhinkers.'' Good I ~think
from perfection, and inquires if a perfect being can such a book will do more fur the world than all the Biever printed. Please register me for a copy. Science
fall, what assurance have we that God himself will bles
and Materialbm are the saviors of the world. The race
not fall? Evil and good , we hold, are relative terms. is indebted to them for all of the advancement it has
What affects us favorably we call good; what injures made.
us we call evil. All morality is founded on utility.
M.A. TaOMPSoN. St. John. Ill .. writes; Your paper is
Christianity says man can be saved only through invaluab!P.. lf eulooy was the only thing needful for your
enterprises.
would probably be wealthy. l:lut greenChrist. We hold man's condition impruvable by his backs seem toyou
be essential for tile maintenance of a.Liberown efiorts. We look to science, industry and mo- al paper in these times. My desire is that Your sheet may
rality for salvation ; not to an individual who died eight· be self-sustaining. This is all the prayer I recognize,
een hundredyears ago. Christianity teaches that belief having ceased formal prayer for three or four years past.
will write again soon if permitted, not by God (for I am
in the Christian system involves merit; disbelief, sin.· Inot
acquinted with the old gentleman,) but by the power
We regard belief and unbelief as involuntary and with- which rules the universe.
out moral merit or demerit. Christinnity says worship
J. A. RUTHERFORD. Honey Grove. Texas. writes·: I was
God. Freeth ought says worship is slavery. Let men
born J<tn. 3Jst.1790. I am writing by lamplight at 4
spend their time and mo.ney in physical, intellectual was
A. M. I am a contitant read .. r and admirer of THE TRUTH
and moral culture; not in telling God how great and BEEKER. Yes. I think I shall .want fuur copies of your
wise he is, and how mean. and miserable are the crea· promis~d book. I have one daughter and three sons. I
feel that it would be well for me to present a copy of that
tures he has made.
book to each child. It would be of more worth t0 them
Christianity has a heaven for a portion, and an end- than money. •• Tile world does move!" I wish I could
less hell for a majority of the race ; and this is a con- stay and see more of the grand revolution that is nnw
on. But I hope I shall look from the spirit land
soling religion ! Freethought says wherever man may going
and rejoice in it.
exist he must be fitted for hi~ condition. An unbroLumus SMITH. Brownsville. Vt., writes: Yes. I will
ken, everlasting sleep even affords no grounds for fear. "take
a copy" or your forthcoming work.·· ThH World's
How infinitely preferable to a future state in which Sages, Infidels, and 'rhinkers.'' I wish to encourage· his
millions will be forever miserable l
Christianity publication. because I want to get better acquainted with
claims the Bible as a revelation.
We say the teach- the great and good men ot every era in the world's history. I know of no better way of getting introduced to
ings of reason and the lessons of experience are man'!! such
than through your book or of obtaining so much
only revelation. The Christian bids us believe every valuable inlormation. and all so cheap. It will co.:tain
word of the Scriptures. We test them by the same treasures g!Paned from the centuries. A work displaythe most worthy characters of ancient and modern
rules of historic and moral criticism that we apply to ing
times cannot fail to add much to the pleasure and profit
Herodotus and Livy. Fur the Christian doctrine of of its readers.
prayer we substitute self-reliance. We reml'mber
WM. E. CoLEMAN. Leavenworth. Kansas. writBs: Your
that Fred. Douglass prHyed for his freedom fifteen
letter to Immanuel J. C.. has created quite a senyears, but, as he saye," the only prayer answere11 was fam<..us
sation here. The Liberals enjoy it much. but the orthothe one made with his legs." "Trust in God and dox are horrified. They say it is the most blasphemous.
keep y;our powder dry," stud Cromwell. On tlle same horr-ible thing they ever read. It has lead to am mated
discussion. wherein I have endeavored to open the eyes
princil'te our rel'gious friends, after building a church, of
Ohrislians. Already are they beginning to see things
don't neglect to attach lightning rods. They evident- differently. We have lots of fun readillg aloud the quesly believe with us that God would as soon t.lestroy a tions to I. J. C.. about meatiles. leap-frog.lovtng the girls.
&c. Even the Christians have to laugh at the phrase.
church as a barn. Instead of teaching men about a ··Immanuel
J. Christ." I want ab.)Ut a dozen of those
hel\Ven beyond the clouds, we urge the importance of Letters in tract form. It is rich.
trying to make a heaven on earth. This can never be
L. M. BENSONiM.D .. Lowell, Wis .. writes: I admire your
reHlized till religions bigotry and fanaticiam are desmuch.
believe you are doing much good, and
troyed. "One world at a time" ia our motto. In- paper
hope you will be rewarded •• even in thi;-~ world.'' 'l'l!e
stead of teachmg hell, we aim to a<' quaint men with basis of all true theology and religion. is science. and I am
the natural penalties of wrong-doing. For prcparmg glad to know that you are :Qresentiug this to your readin an attractive form. I hove Avery liberal-minded
to die, we would substitute how to Jive. Death takes ers
man and woman in this country will feel it a duiy to subbut a moment, and if we have any difficulty in d.ring, scribe for your valuable paper. There are thoutiands of
there are doctors always at hand to help us out of the nersons who pay their money freely fot· the support of
world. But living is a science and an art that none of aoctrinPS which they do not believe. bec•tuse they think it
will add to their profit or popularity. If all such would
us fully understand. Moral goodness and philanthro- lend their aid to the Liberal cause. it would soon bH
py we think better than piety. We have too little of popu,la.r. I have advocated the Liberal cause for over
the former, too much of the latter. Instead of rever- thirty years. and can see great p:.ogress dnring this
encing Jesus as an incarnate God, we 'steem him as time.
MRS. RUTH W. ScOTT BRIGGS, W. Winfield. N.Y., writAs:
a brother and a benefactor. For baptism, we substiPlease send extra papers, as I give away my regular
tute bathing :ts a practice. We believe in water hy- copies.
I keep all the Reform papers on the wing. for it
dropathically, not spiritually. Instead of the clergy seAms wrong to file them away. as many do. There arA
we would have scientists and men who could teach many who do not know of these Liberal prints. or who
afford to subscribe for them. I have taken the
practical, useful knowledge. For the fables of the cannot
/ia.rmer of Light from its birth. and havA added to it the·
Bible, and the, creeds o~. the midle-a~s \Ve .would giv~ OrwliQle,1 · .Weeklll,. Toledo 8un, and TD,E TRUTH BEEKER.
the faots of mo'dern sCience ; for sectanamsm, brt11ili' ~he l~r I .prize very highly for the wav in which it han-
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dleR, without gloves, the dogmaR and creeds which still
hold humanity in slavery and ignorance. I would like it
still b11tter if it treated more largPly on Social. Political
and Prison Reforms. I trust that it will receive the pros·
verity it merits. and that you may be blest in everythin(;"
that pertaJD& to Your welfare.
J. BERKELEY. Washington, Texas. writes: I have jusl
read your answer to Mr. Willicott in thA lm•estiga.to,· of
the 13th. and I am pleased at the dispassionate manner
of your r"ply. Your belief. governed. as it appears to be.
by the evidence yon have received, is certainly in accordance with the heading of your publication-THE TRUTH
BEEKER. And in my humble apprehension. if you failed
to acknowledge and publish your evidence. you would
not be acting the part of an outspoken man. to say the
least. Hence. although I at present am no believer in
spiritual communication. I am proud to see men with
your influence come to the front. discat·ding outside influenAe. and condemning bigntry wherever found. Like
you, I have seen evidence (in my own fawily) of an intelligent power outside (so far as I could deteet) of the •nfluence of the living. Now. what is it? I cannot sol ·:e
the problem. As you suggest. time and science may y t
unravel the mystery. and when tlie solution becomes ·'
proved fact. I will accept it. lead withersoever it will. A 1
you well Ray: "I can se1-1 no objection to continued existence. When all the conditions are good, existence i~ cer ..
tainly pleasant. and who will object to the proof? Let i
come.' I admire your desire to be a connecting link be·
tween the Liberal classes-their -unity Is much needed.
There is much work before them in this century.
ELIJAH WooDARD. Leslie. Mich .. writes: I accost yon
as a brother in the cause of hum~tn emancipation from
all that makes the race unhappy. I am quite aged. (H!)
and read nParly every reforma.tory paper. I have befohl
me THE TRUTH BEEKER of Sept. 15th. I read your heading with much interest, and heartily endorse every word
of it. Yourself and correspondents have much to say
upon the Bible and theology: please indulge me a litt!A.
The theological Rystem consists of allegorical personagfls
derived from ancient mythology. It is one stP.p in advance of paganism. as paganism is one in advance of
fetichism. or the first step in the mental and moral progress of mankind. Ideas were first expressed by signs:
second. by pictures; third. by all11gorical representations; fourth. by sounds and rtn alphabet. Who<t the ancients personified to represent human passions and
facq!ties. the moderns have madA personal anrl real.
Hen~e. a Personal God. Devil. a real material heaven and
hell. names which in the original language had only a
metaphorical ~>ignillca.tion. Judaism and ancient Chrl~
tianlty is a copy of pngan mythology, but of a higher development of tho human mind. Until we get a correct.
understanding of pagan mythology. its allegorical personages. its pictures. fancies. and fables. we eannot r;ghtly understand the Christian theology. Failing to do this.
modern comm<Jntators have proved themselves a s!"t of
imbeciles and ninnies. The human race is progressive.
Before ma.n outgrew fetichism and pagamsm. he was
simple and honest. But as the priesthood grew up. rites
and forms and ceremonies. knavery. eraft and cunning.
supplanted natural illnocence and righteousness. Gorlology and demonology corrupted all the natural instincts
of the human heart. As paganism was supplanted by
Judaism. Judaism by Christianity. so Christianity and
its Gods will be superseded by a more rational religion.
DANIEL TUTTLE. Poplar. 0,_, writes; I have Reen a letter
in THE TRUTH BEEKER from .l'Tiend Casey of South Carolina. He is a whole-souled Liberalist among the soulsaving cannibals. and he has in contemplation to strrrt
out as a missionary among the heathen of Zioll. 0. what
a wa.nt there is for such laborers in the field 1 Never before was there such a harvest to gather. ··Truth Seekers." Infidels. and all Liberals stanil in need of OJ"(Ja.wizat-ion. We want traveling missionaries. The Seavers.
Bennetts.Petersons. and hosts of mental herus are doing
a mighty work with their pens. but they are all located,
and their at·gument~ do not reach the dark holes of Godology and fiction. WH want laborers in the lleld. as well
as on the threshing floors and in the printing offices.
There is nee<l of knowledge. We want more Underwuods.
more Wixons and S!enkers. more men and women in
tbe field. prenching the true sal vat ion of humanity. If I
was young and rich. I would fill a trunk full of the Libeal documentH of the times. and would enlist. not only fm·
this mental war. but for the next. and would fight on nn·
til I saw all the gocb and son>; of virgins. all the ghosts.
and popes, and priestb. like thieving cowards. sneaking
away. Now if Bro. Casey wants to enlist in this war nf
Right against Jllight. in this rebellion of Reason and
Righteousne>S against Ignorance. Intolerance. and Debauchery. Falsehood. and every other crime. for Humanity's sake let evPry honest Liberal in the land help hirn
forward. The whole world has begun to move in a scientific direction. The times. the crimes and all the infernalism now rampant in our countrY. demand an immediate advance upon the llosts of priestcraft. mythology.
godology and sanctified fiction. Wilen the penitentiaries
of • the land are filled with ··reverend'" sca\lywags of
God; when adultr>ry, perjn ry and debauchery are traded
in market as .. sacraments" of the Church; when tho
rulers of the land pander to lying. stealing. as well as
every .. t)ler crime. alld when a venial t:ongt·ess legali7.e
the robbery of the po<>r and toiling millions. their apologies by prayer and psalm-singing for their wholesale in·
iqnitks. I do think that it is thu duty of all honest men
and women to assist the r sing of th" sun of righteousness. If there be any angels in heaven. surely now is
thP. time for them to wePp over the moral. soci"l· religious and financial state of the Christian world. Loafing.
idleucss. pride and dbhonesty iu ntl the relations of life
is now the rule. while industry. honor. int<>grity and
common morality is the exception. Now. to adorn the
above prosy facts. I will sn bmit the following moral:
If the people would think. 11.nd all learn to know
Instead of xricstcraft and fiction in place of the trnth:
If Y. M. C. ssociations were not gaugs of knaves.
The hard toilin~ people would never be slaves.
All of our bless1ngs proceed from the soil.
Secured by hard labor. by sweat and by toil:
The bankers. and loafers and Shylocks are a cnrse.
Yet the Rev. maw-worms are a hundredlim<1s worse.
No ship on the ocean would sail ft·om theso Rtntes,
Wero it not for the farmer to furnish the fr<Jight:
No frAight carR would run to bl"ing Shyloeks their meat.
l:t the farmers stopped raising- the corn and the wheat;
'.I'he doctor and lawyer would starve wi•h the bugs,
If the farruer renouncAd litigation and drugs.
We would have no need for prisons, were it not for
Preachers.
ThA Kattocks. Glendennings and thousands of Beechers.
But my letter and my moral is already too long.
And yet I've not hinted at half that is Wp>Dg.
Ldt bankers. and Shylocks and thieves li,'eed tho soJutiou,
That the starving thousanlis can produce Rtilfoluticin.
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• The Special Poem of tlte Age."

THE DRAMA OF DECEIT;
A SATIRE, AN ARGUMENT AND EXPOSE.

Henry Ward Beecher
AND
THE ARGUMENTS oF His APoLoGISTs IN
THE SOANDAL TRIAL FULLY SHOWN UP!
Nearly 1,000 lines of wit, sarcasm, deep
tnought and merciless caricature. Evervbodu is reudina it.
,

PRESS COMMENTS.
"One of the sharppst, most satirical
voems ever brought before the American
public. Logical, witty, and mirth-provokmg. The subject of the rhymes is the great
Woodhulf-Tilton-Beecher ,;eandal.
A rough, wide-awake Yankee, by the
name of "Jonathan." a kind of a John
Hay of u fellow, hauls all the characters
over the coals in a sensible manner. There
is more stern logic in his off-hand hits,
than is often found in such rongh-clad
vhraseology. The one who reads this
vamphlet will never regret the investment."
-Orucible, Boston.
"Davis' new voem is in his best vein.
Racy, trenchant, suggestive, it will help
people to a knowledge of the truth of the
Beecher scandal, and more sensible views
regarding love and marriage."-2he. lVord,
Princeton,
"'fhe great mogul of Christianity. Henry
Ward Beecher, is very artisti<•ally shown
up in the ·• Drama of Deceit."-Philomathean. San Francisco.
"There are jewels of thought in this
work that deserve a better sitting."-Sun,
N.Y.
Sent, post-paid. to any address. Price.
15 cents ver single covy.
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, N. Y.

Woman, The Hope of' the World;
A poem read at the Woman's Mass Meeting m 1871, contains imvortanr new views
of Woman's Mission, the Bible. etc.
Price,1o cents a dozen. Send for it. Third
Edition just out.
Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway. N. Y;

TRACTS

TRUTH SEEKER,

Bhiloso:phy

I. 1875.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:

The World's

OR

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;

A Code of Directions. for A voiding; most :of the Pains and
Dangers of Child-bearing.

·OR,

Christianity Before Christ,

A new, true and extraordinary historical
work.BY K. GRAVES.
*OO vages. Cloth. Price, $~.'
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.-Ti!ton's Golden Aue. ·
''A wonder:ful and exhaustive volume."A work whose excellence surpasses our vower to commend.- New York Mail.
Banner of Liuht.
·
The vrice by mail, $1, vuts it within the reach of all.
"Embraces a subject of Universal interest, and takes high rank as a book of refereijce."-lb,
"It contains extraordinaryrevelationsin
religious history."-InvPst-iuat01',
"One of the greatest books of the age,"
BY l\f, L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
-Commonwealth.
"A great book. The right work for the
The book is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the ri!fht age."-.L H. Mendenhall.
slightest circumlocution. and is more to the voint than many larger works.- New York
' He who would enlarge and enlighten
Tribune.
.
his mind may be sure of being richly reOne of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.-Bos • .Daily Advertiser.
vaid by reading it."-Banner.
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bigEvery Liberal should have it.
otry.-Gh1·islian Register.
•
Sent, vost-vaid, by mail, by
One man's mother and another man's wife send me word that these are the most
D. M. BENNETT,
wholesome and practiP-al re~jpes they ever saw.- E. R. Bran.•on. '
I am delighted wtth it.- H. JJ. Bakm- lJ{,JJ. of Michigan State Board of Health.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D., Editor of the Herald of Health.,

EATING FOR STRENGTH, A NEW HEALTH COOKERY BOOK.

Sen bv Mail for $1.

Ladv Agents Wanted.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY,
A Scientific and Popular Exposition of the

Price, Twenty-five Gents.

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING
NINETY-EIGHTH EDITION.

Contain in~ a comvlete list of all the town11
in the United !States. the Territories and
the Dominion of Canada, having-a povulation greater than 5,ooo according to the
BY R. T, TRALL, M.D.
last census, together with the names of the
newsvapers having the largest local circu5,000 COPIES SOLD!
lation in eaeh of the places named. Also,
a catalogue of newsvapers which are recommended to adY!lrtis~>rs as giving greatest value in rorovortion to vri<·es charged.
Also. all neWSI,lavers in the United States
and Canada vnnting over 5,ooo co vies Pach
issue.· Also, all the Relildous. Agricultural, ~cientific and Mechanical,liiPdicai,Masomc, Juvenile. Educati'Jnal. Commercial,
InRurance, Real Estate, Law. Sporting,
Musical. Fashion. and other svecial class
journals; very comvlete lists. Together
with a complete list of over 300 German
vapers vrinted in the United States. Also.
an essay upon advertiRing; many tables of
rates, showing the cost of a.dvertio;iug in
various newspavers. and everything which
a beginner in advertising would like to
know. Addrf'BS
GEO. P. ROWELL & 00~~
The great Interest now being felt In all subjects relating to Human Develovment,
41 Park Row, 1'. Y.
will make the book oF INTEREST TO EVERY ONE. Besides the information obtained by
Its perusal, the practical bearing of the various subjects treated. in imvroving and giving a higher direction and value to human life, cAN NOT BE OVER-ESTIMATED.
This work contains the latest and most imvortant discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the Sexes; Exvlains the Origin of Human Life; How and when Menstruation, Imvregnation and Ooncevtion occur; giving the laws by which the number The Cheapest Book of Referand sex of offspring are controlled, and valuable information in regard to the begetence ever Published.
ting and rearing of beautiful and healthy children. It is high-toned, and should be
read by every family. It contains eighty fine engravings. Auents wanted.

Fundamental Problems In Sociology.

Publish Ad by the INDEPENDENT TRACT
SOCIETY of Worcester, Mass.:
0TS.
Christianity and the Bible
- 20
··True Love" (See Catalogue.) 10
prama ot;,Deceit
- 18
Woman. etc.
1
Most Dangerous Man.
- 1
The World Moves.
1
Bible and the Rule of Right. - 1
Sacred Animals,Revtiles, etc.
1
Life of David
- 1
Bible-class Lessons
1
The God Proposed for
SY N0 PSI S
Our National Constitution
Sent by mail by
D. M. BENNETT,
The Origin of Life.
335 Broadway. The Physiology of Menstruation.
Pregnancy.
A NEW AND VALUABLE WORK.
Parturition.
The Law of Sex.
The Theory of Population.
AGAINST
Hereditary Transmission.
Rights of Offsvring.
~nd SCler. ce. Good Children.
DR. J. PILKINGTON, of California, has Monstrositie's.
written a strtking Pamphlet with the above Temperamental Adavtation.
title. A verusal of its mass of facts will The Oonjugul Relation.
better vost and fortify the Liberal mind as
to ecclesiastical vretensions, and the ver- Oourtsh'iv.
secutions of the Church in all ages, than Olwosing a Husband.
a more bulky and ambitious work. Liberal friend, no fitter work can be selected to Marrying and Giving in 1\farriage.
hand to your bigoted neighbor of the
Church than thib instructive vamvhlet.
Anxious to spread the truth. we have reduced the vnce of this work. (which is elegantly vrinted in clear type, on fine white
vaper,) to twenty ce••ts. postage 2 cents.
~]<'or sale at this office. 25 CP.nts Ql' mail.
Sold by
D. M. BENN.t.TT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Christianity and the Bible

D~CEMBER

GET ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA,

0 F

Contains information on every

C 0 N T E N T S.
-; -;~- \

mbj~t

o

human knowledge.

Sexual Generation.
Impregnation.
Embryology.
Lactation.
Regulation of the number of
Offsvring.
The Law of Sexual Intercourse.
Beautiful Children.
Woman's Dress.
Intermarriage.
Miscegenation.
Union for Life.
-Choosing a Wife.
Woman's Suveriority.
1'he Marriageable Age.
Old Age.

ZELL'S ENCYCLOPEDIA embraces Dictionaries of Language, of Biogravhy. of History and of Medicine. It is a comvlete Gazeteer. and includes a full Axvlanatlon of
all the Arts and Sciences, with definitions
of all the terms used.
IT Is ILLUSTRATED WITH NEAB_LY 3,000
OUTS.
It is issued in two Quarto Volumes, at $32
in cloth, and $36.50 in half morocco. It is
sold to subscribers in varts (59 varts), at 50
cents. comvleting the work.
BAKER, DAVIS & CO.,
Successo:s to
T. ELLWOOD ZELL. PUBifSHER,
Philadelvhia. and No.5 Beekman St.
New York.
·

THE COOS,
AND OTHER LECTURES.

Price Reduced!
ORIGIN AND ..DEVELOPMENT
OF

BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL,

-,.

Religious Ideas.

N. B.-Professor Wilder. of Cornell University. says the above book is the best of Its
kind ever vublished, and commends it to his students. We will send all the above
BY MORRIS ENSTEIN.
books. post-vaid, to one address. for $3.50.
This work has rapidly vassed through Twenty editions, and the demand is conWhich was published at $1.50 is now o' or!cld at $1.00. It gives a comprehensive ac- stantly increasing. No such comvlete and valw'lble work has ever before been issued
~ount of the origin of ail the vr·incipal retigions of the world. For reference as a form the vress. Price, by m.ail, $2. Address
•ext-book it is of the greatest value, and is
vf\ry cheav at the vrice offered.
For sale at this office. Sent vostoaid for
881 Broadway, New York.
.1.00.
.

D. M. BENNETT,

A new edition, containing" The Gods,"
"Humboldt."" Thomas Paine;''" Individuality." and "Heretics and Heresies," all
newly revised and correctP.d by the author
The volume is handsomely vrinted on
tinted vaver, and elegantly bound.
Among all the works from the Liberal
vress. In force. clearness and incisiveness
none equal these admirable lectures. 1'he
work ought to be In the library of every
Liberal, every skevtlc, and every enquirer.
Price, $2; vostage 20 cents. For sale wholesale and retail by
D. llf. BENNETT.
sal>, Broadway. N. Y,
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~'Banner

of Light."

The oldest Journal devoted to the

SLAVE SONCS
OF THE

UNITE D

PHILOSOPHY

IsAAC B. RICH,. - Business Manager.
LUTHER CoLBY, - - - - - Editor.
Aided by a large corps of able writers.

.A:nothet• Great Book!

The Relations of the Sexes.

THE BANNER is a first-class. eight-page
BY MRS. E . .B. DUFFEY.
Family Newspaper. containing forty col~
umns of int•·resting and instructive read- Author of "What Women Should Know "
ing. embracing
"No Sex in Education," etc.
'
A LITERARY DEPARTMEN1'
REPORTS OF SPIRITUAL LECTURES.
ORIGINAL ESSAYS- Ut>on Spiritual,
DEDICATION, TO
Philoso]:!hical. and Scientific subjects.
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.
THE
YOUNG
MEN AND WOMEN
CON'l'RIBU1'IONS. original and select, by
OF AMElUOA:
the most talented writers in the world.
etc .• etc.
THOSE WHO STILL HOLD IN THEIR HANDS
THEIR OWN LIVES AND THE LIVES OF A
Terms of Subscription, in Advan<Je.
FUTURE GENERATION, IN THE HOPE
THAT IT MAY SHOW THEM HOW
Per Year
$3.00
TO PERFORM THEIR DUTIES TO
Six Months
- 1.50
'£HBM.SELVES, TO EACH
Three Months
- - .75
, OTHER, AND TO FUTURITY,
l¥ir Postage fifteen cents per year. which
WIS:J:LY
AND WELL, LEAVING NO
must accompany the subscription.
ROOM FOR REGRET OR REPROACH. THIS
In remitt.ing by mail. a Post-Office MonBOOK IS HOPEFULLY AND LOVINGLY DEDey-Order on Boston. or a Draft on a Bank
ICATED. BY THE AUTHOR.
or Banking-House in Boston or New York
City, payable to the order of Colby & Rich.
is preferable to Bank Notes, since, should
GON'l'ENTS.
the Order or Draft be lost or stolen. it can CHAPTEK 1.-Introductory.
be renewed without loss to the sender.
CHAPTER 2.-Sexual Physiology.
Subscriptions discontinued at the expir- GHAPTER 3.-The Legitimate Social Instiation of the time paid for.
tutions of the World-The Orient.
CHAPTER 4.-The LPgitimate Social Insti.cil'ir' Specimen copies sent fre'3.
tutions of the World-The Occident,
CHAPETR 5.-Polygamy.
CHAPTER 6.-Free Love·and its EvilR.
CHAPTER 7.-Prostitution-Its History and
Evils.
CHAPTER B.-Prostitution-Its Causes.
CHAPTER 9.-Prostitution-Its Remedy.
CHAPTER 10.-Chastity.
CHAPTER 11.-Marringe and i:ts Abuses.
CHAPTER 12.-Marriage and its Uses.
CHAPTER 13.-The Limitation of Offspring.
CHAPTER J-4.-Enlightened Parentage.
NO. 9 :MONTGOMERY PLACE,
BOSTON, MASS.,
This book is written from a woman's
standpoint. with great earnestness and
Keep a Complete Assortment of
power. The author takes the highPst moral and scientific ground. The book is
bound to have an immense sale. Orders
should be sent in at once. Price, by mail,
$2.00.
AND
Wanted l,ooo active agents to canvaRs for
this book, to whom the best commission
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS. will
be given. Sold by
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
D. M. BENNETT,
335 Broadway, New York.
AMONG THE AUTHORS ARE
ANDREW lACKSON DAVIS.
Hon. ROBERT DALE OWEN.
$3.15 on . Tt"ial {or · $1.65.
WILLIAJ\'1 DENTON.
JAB. M. PEEBLES,
The RELIGIO-PHILOSOPHICAL JOURHENRY C. WlUGHT.
NAL is a large eight_-page weekly paper,
ERNEST RENAN.
an able exponent of Madan Spiritualism.
GILES B. STEBBINS,
The recent extraordinary attention the
subject is attracting and its investigation
WARREN Cl'l:ASE.
by
eminent scientists. increases the deD. D. HOME.
mand for current literature devoted to the
T. R. HAZARD.
subject. In order that all may become familiar with the most able. fearless and
A. E. NEWTON.
widely-circulated paper devoted to SpiritRev. M. B. CRAVEN.
ualism. we will send the JouRNAL, postage
Judge J. W. EDMONDS.
paid, to new subscribers on trial. three
mouths for 30 cents; one year for $1.65. The
Prof. S. B. BRITTAN.
regular price is $3.15 per year, at which
ALLEN PUTNAM,
price thousands of old subscribers welEPES SARGENT.
come it each week as the best visitor they
have.
Samvle copy free. Address
W. F. EVANS.
S. 8. JONES, EDITOR,
HUDSON TUTTLE,
Chicago, Ill.
A. B. CHILD.
N. B.-State where you saw this.
3t31
P. B. RANDOLPH.
WARRENS. BARLOW,
Rev. T. B. TAYLOR.
J. 0. BARRETT,
Rev, WM. MOUNTFORD,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,
Mrs. EMMA HARDING E.
Mrs, J. S. ADAMS,
ACHSA W. SPRAGUE,
Le Boy, Minnesota,
BELLE BUSH.
Miss LIZZIE DOTEN,
BRANCH OFFICE, 18 Clinton Place, near
Broadway, N. Y.
Mrs. MARIAM. KING,
Mrs. L. MARIA CHILD,
Mrs. LOIS W AISBROOKEH,
M 0 N E Y · I NV E. S 'f E D
Etc., Etc., Etc.
IN FIRST MORTGAGES

COLBY & RICH,

Publishers

an~ ~oo~sellers,

Spiritual, Progressive, Reform,

SPIRITUALISM.

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
E ankers,

TERMS CASH. Orders for books, to be
sent by Express, must be accomt>anied by
all or part cash. When the money sent is
not sufficient to fill the ord, ·r. tne balance
b
'd c 0 D
m~ oer8!~s for ·bo.oks to be sent t>y mail
must invariably be accompanied by cash
to the amuunt of each order. Any book
pubHshed in England or America, n<>t out
of vrint will be sent by mail or exvrest;,.
'
.
·
.M" Oa.talOiii:Ueet of bookli vubllshed ana
for . .le by OolbJ 1£ Rioh 11ent free. "'Q ~~

Monks, Popes,

THE

AND

HfATHfNS Of THf HfATH

:STATE S. Their Political Intrigues,

A unique collection of Original Melodies
-words and music-ohtaiued among the
Negroes of the South; precei!Pd by an acIN THE WORLD!
count of those Songs and an E•say on the
Negro Dialect. as observed at Port Royal.
ISSUED WEEKLY
Bv: Prof .. W. F. Allen, of the University of
W1scon~m.
8\'0., price $1.50. Sent,
AT NO. 9 MONTGOl'riERY PLACE. BOS- post-IJaid, onCloth.
recei I>t of price. by
TON. MASS.
D. M. BENNETT,
COLBY & RICH, Pub's and Prop's.
335 Broadway, New York.

SPIRITUAL

On Improved Farms in Minne-

sota and Iowa,

Running 3 to 5 years, with Cout>on Interest
Notes, drawing 9 t>er cent. annually in adyance. or 10 t>er cent. t>aid semi-annually
Ill advance, free of ext>ense ~o the Loaner.
~nterest collecte,d and I>aid annually at
Gilman, Son & Co. s Bank, 47 Exchange .Pl.
New York .. No expense to. loaner. Title
and security _guaranteed m every loan
J ,made by us. Wll Day9 ver cent. until mcin$v !11 lnves1Jed.
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By JOHN ALBERGER.
This book gives an interesting history of
the two hundred and ninety-seven Popes
who have filled the Pat>al chair. together
with their intrigues, vices and crimes. It
vividly I>Ortrays the corruption and unholiness of the Catholic Church, and the
abominations which have been practiced
under the name of" the religion of Jesus."
It treats elaborately also of the "Monastic
Vow," "Vow of Celibacy," ·• Pagan Origin
of Monastic Orders," etc., etc. 376 Pages.
Price, by mail, $1.50.
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Truth Seeker Leaflets,
Containing two Dages each of short,
sharp, terse and trenchant reading matter
and well suited to hand to friends, neighbors, enquirers and every one disposed to
read, and do not care to go through a book
or lengthy essay. They will help materialY to diffuse the truth, and with a great
saving of time and breath.
Christian dupes have long bared us with
tracts; let us return the ~ompliment, and
give them something worthy of being read,
Sent. assorted, or as desired, post-paid,
at 4 cents per dozen; 25 cents t>er hundred,
or $2 pee thousand.
Let thAm be distributed freely in every
town, village and neighborhood.
The following are the titles of some of
them:
"Manliness and Godliness;" •· Is the Bible the Word of God?" "Divinity of Christianity ;" "The Grand Plan of Salvation;"
"Christian Confessions;"
"Thirty-Rix
Questions:" "Christian Frauds;' "The
Light of the Gospel;" •· Christianity Briefly
Considered;,:' "The Bible and Liberty;"
"Safest to .tlPlieve ;" .. The Bible and the
Fagot:"" InfidelitY Vindicated;" ·• Christian Missions;" "The Story of the Cross
simply stated;" "Godly Guat·dianship ;"
Address
D. M. BENNET'.r,
355 Broadway, N.Y.

BOOKS!

BOOKS!!

D. M. BENNETT, Editor Truth Seeker.

BY WM. McDONNELL,
Author of "EXETER .HALL."
THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. "Rich
in romantic and pathetic incident." It ex
hibits, with a terrible array of facts, the
atrocities committed by the Christian
Church at various times. It shows that
"the purest morals existed without the Bible," and that many of the Heathen Philosophers were as great lovers of virtue as
the characters named in the Bible. .3hocking instances are given of the depravity of
many Christian ministers, and of the prevailing inhumanity among Christian people. "The folly of Foreign Missions, while
the heathen at home are neglected, is pow_
Hfully illustrated." "On the whole it is
the work of a master hand." ·• A work of
una!Tected beauty." and its most valuable
feature is. all positions are proved and authorities uiven.
Published by
D. M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, N.Y.
500 pp. 12mo. In pat>er $1, postt>aid; cloth
$1 50.

EXETER HALL.
'·Beautiful. tender. delicate. and uathetic
in its appeals." ''A truthful portraiture o,~
the mischievous tendencies of religion
It is a ''deninl of the authority and inA pi ration of the Bible." It portrays the "dtwelopment of the practical eff.,cts of religious
fanatlpism as seen in the family and in society.' .. Altogethet· it is the most scorching book ever published in America since
the 'Age of Reason.'"
Paper, 60c.; Cloth. soc.
These two great works should be in the
library of every searcher after truth and
every lover of mental liherty. The two in
paper will be sent for $1 ~~; in cloth for
$2 20.
D. M. BE1,NETT,
335 Broadway, N.Y.

Henderson & Brown

Wishes the Public to remember he is
Would respectfully inform the readers
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal, of THE TRUTH SEEKER that they are still
engaged in
and Progressive Works of all kinds.
Book3 by the following Modern Au_thors

Purchasing Goods

kept in Swck :
Huxley,
Da.r,vin,
Tyndall,
Herbert Spencer,
J. Stuart ltlill,
.Froude,
L. Fuerbac1l,
Dr. Louis Buechner,
Thomas Buckle,
Louis Figuier,
Sir John Lubbuck,
Charles Bradlaugh
Robt. Dale Owen,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
A. J. Davis~
Henry C Wright.,
Dr. A. B, Childs,
ltlaria ltl. King,
.Itl. B. Craven,
D. D. Hontc,
111. and D. W. Hull

for their West'lrn friends and the publio
esp~cially in the lines of
CLOTHING, SEWING MACHINES, DRY
GOODS AND BOOKS,
which they are able to do at a SAVING oF
FROM 20 TO 40 PER CENT to the purchaser.
They are also prepared to transact any
business in New York city which reQuires
t>ersonal and special attention.
1¥ir Price List sent on application by letter. enclosing stamp. Oril rs mnst bA accompanied with Postal Order, Check or
Cash.
HENDERSON & BROWN,
18 Clinton Place, N. Y.

As well as numerous other autlw1'1.
Books on

J and Freethought Books
Catalogue sent Free. J.
I FRANCIS RUGGLES. BibJiopole, Bronson, Mich.

RA Rf' ' 0 P

Science,
The Arts,
Medicine,
Theology,

I

t8156

Law,
History,
Biography,
Literature,
Romance.
Poetry.

And all Miscellaneous Subjects furnished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
Express or Mail as directed.
Addres~

D. M. BENNETT,
335 BROADWAY,

Review of the Eeecher Tril.
Published by the New York 'l'ime!.
THE J'OURTH EDITION JUST ISSUED.
This is admitted, on all hands, to be the
ablest review of the remarkable trial that
has yet appeared. It goes thoroughly into
the merits of the case, and weighs and examinPs the evidence in a most dist>assionate manner. It is selling rapidly. Every
per on who takes an interest in the case,
and who wishes to read sound arguments
and a thorough analysis of the case, should
read it.
Prioo, ~5 cents, I>Ost-paid, by mail.
D: M. BENNETT,
au B~oadway, N.Y.

A NEW BOOK.
THE

Doctrine of Descent
AND DARWINISM.
Br PROF. OSCAR SCHMIDT, of the
Umversity of Strasburgh.
'.rhis is No. 13 of At>plcton's International Scientific Series. and is not excelled by
any one of its fellows. and is richly worthy
the perusal of evHry Anquiring mind. It is
a work of 334 Dages, 12 mo .. and contains
twpntY-Rix illustrations. It is an elaborate
review and survey of the whole subject of
Evolution and Darwin's special philosot>hY, f'iving in clear language a comt>rehensive vltlw of the subject.
It is eminen'ly a whole library In one
volume, and we recommend it in the highest terms. Sent by ma.il. Price, $1.50; vostage, 1~ ots. Address,
D.l£. BBNNETT,
881 Broad-way, N. Y,
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Truth Seeker Tracts.

What evil genius put you to't?"
" 'Twas she, heroelf, sir," sobbed the lad,
No.
(REVISED LIS'l'.l
Cts·
I did'nt mean te be so bad1. Discussion on Pray<>r. D. M. BenBut when Susannah shook her curls,
nett and two Ciergym\'n.
And whispered I was 'fraid of girls,
AN EPITAPH.
2. Oration on the Gods. Ingersoll.
3. Thomas Paine.
"
And dursn't kiss a baby's doll,
5
Put away those little breeches,
4. Arraignment of the Church. InI couldn't stand it, sir, at all!
Do not try to mend the hole;
gersoll.
5
All cutaneous eruptions on the face or
But up and kbsed her on the spot,
Little Johnny will not need them;
5. Heretics and Heresies. Ingersoll.
5
5 body indicate an
6. Humboldt. R. G. Ingersoll.
I knew-boo-hoo-1 ought to not,
He has climed the golden l)ole.
7.
'l'he
Story
of
Creation.
Hen
nett.
5
But. somehow. from her looks-boo-hoo- 8. The Old Snake Story.
"
2
A GERMAN MOTHER at the West, taught 1 almost knew she wished me to."
9. ':!'he Story of the Flood.
"
5 Impure Condition ot the Blood,
10. The Plagues of Egypt.
"
2
her little son the prayers she had repeated
A CoNNUBIAL CoNTROVERSY.-The bolt on n. Korah, Dutham, and Abiram. Bennett.1
in her own childhood. One day he sur- the back door had needed replacing for 12.
Balaam and his Ass. D. M, Bennett. 2 and this may or may not he Scrofula, but
prised her by asking, "Ma, why do we a long time, but it was only the other 13. Arraignment of Priestcraft, by D.
in either case the disease Is nothing more
M. llennett.
always talk Yankee, and pray German? is night that Mr. Throcton had the presence
5 than an INSIDIOUS POISON that
a.
Old
Abe
and
Little
Ike.
Syp~ers.
3
God a Dutchman?"
of mind to buy a new one and take it home. 15. Come to Dinner.
2
16. Fog Horn Documents.
2
A SAJJIIATH scHOoL teacher in a country After supper he hunted up his tools, re- 17. The Devil Still Ahead.
2 BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE
moved the old bolt, and measured the loca- 18. Slipped Up Again.
2
town, asked one of her scholars what anition for the new one. He must bore some 19. Joohua Stopping the Sun and
mals Noah took into the Ark? To which
Moon. D. M. Bennett.
2 as it courses through the veinli!, sowing
new holes, and Mrs. Throcton heard him
seeds of death with every pulsation.
~he received the very prompt reply: "the
20. Samson and his Exploits. D. M,
roamiug around the kitchen aud woodlien nett.
2
leopard, the shepherd, the bob-tailtld
shed, slamming door~. pUlling out draw- 21. The Great Wrestling Match. D. M.
In this condition of things something is
monkey and the bear.
Bennett.
2 needed at once to cleanse the blood; and
ers, and kicking the furuiture around.
22. Discussion with Elder Shelton.
QuESTION.-Which would be the greater :She weut to the head of the stairs and
D. M. Bennett.
10
23. R~ly to Elder Shelton's Fourth
loss to the world. the loss of its priests, or called down:
Scovill's Blood and Liver Syrup
Letter.
D.
1\I.
Bennett
3
""Richard, do you want anything?"
tb e loss of its dogs?
at Work. Wm. McDon"Yes, I do!" he yelltlcl back. " I want to 24. Christians
Answer,-The loss of its dogs; because
nell.
5
the· theological s-eminaries could make know·where in ~·exas that corkscrew is?" 25. Discussion with Geo. Snode, Bennett. 3 will positively effect this desideratum, ex26. Underwood's Prayer.
_
1 r:e;Jing every trace of distlasA from the
··Corkscrew. Richard?"
plenty more priests. but nobody could
Questions and Honest Anblood and system,ltlaving the skin
"Ylls, curksertlW, Richard! I've looked the 27. Honest
make a dog.
swers. D. M. Bennett.
houstl over and can't tlnd it!''
28. Alessandro di Cagliostro. Chas.
Sotheran.
10
"Why. we never had one, Hi chard!"
A MoDEST ONE.-A litile girl, after reFAIR, SOF'l' AND BEA U'l'IFUL.
Hall Dedication Address.
"Didn't,eh! We've h<~.d adozen of'em 29. Paine
turning from church, where she saw a colB. F. Underwood.
lection taken 11p for thtl first time, related in the last two years, anll I bought one not 30. Woman's Rights &.Man's Wrongs.
Hundreds of certificates attest its value.
John Syph8rs.
2 Price $1 per bottle.
what took place, and among other things, four weeks ago. It's always thtl way when
31. Gods and God-houses. John Syshe said, with all her childish innocence, 1 want auythmg."
phers.
2
"llut you l.llUSt be out of your head, hus- 32, The Gods of Superstition anrl the
that "a man passed around a plate that
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
God of the Uuiverse. D. M.
had some money on it, bnt I didn't take band," she s ... id, uS slle de~eencled the
Bennett.
8
stairs,
'·
W
tl've
kept
hou~e
sevtlu
years,
u.ny."
33. What has Christianity Done? S.
ancll never remBI.llber of seeing you bring
H. Preston.
2
34. Tribute to Thomas Paine. S. H.
AT A SUNDAY-SCHOOL examination. the a corkscrew !lome."
Prtlston.
2
teacher asked a boy whether-after he had
"0, yes, I'm out of my head, I am!,. he 35. Moving the Ark. D. M Bennett.
2
been standing and repeating-he could for- grumbled, as lltl pulled. out thtl ~ewiug ma- 36. BAnntltt's Prayer to the Devil.
2
give those who had wronged him.
chintl drawer, and turned over its contents. 37. A Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D.D.
2
"Could you?" said the teacher," forgive ·• 1 erhap~ l'd betLer go to the lunatic lt~Y 38. Christianity
not a Moral System.
a boy, fbr example, who had insulted or lum rigllt away."
X-Y.Z.
2 THE GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP·
struck you?"
·· Well, HichnrJ, I know that I have never 39. The True Saint. S. P. Putnam.
1
TIVE REMEDY.
40. Bible of Nature ~•s. The Bible of
"Y-e-s, sir." replied the lad, very slowly, seen a co1kscrew in this hovse.
Men. John Syphers.
2
"1-think-I-could, if he was bi!JfM" than I
It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves
·· Tllen you are as blind as an owl in day- 41, Our Ecclesiastical Gentry. D. JVI.
Benndt
2 the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE
wrn."
light, for I'vtl bought live or s1x! 'J'lle 42. Elijah
the Tishbite. D. M. Bennett.
5 LUNGs, and heals the lacerated and exeori- •
house is always ups1de down, anyhow, and 43. Christianity a Borrowed System.
ated surfact>s which the venom of the disFAIR PLAY.-At the moment, when, on the
D. JVI. Bennett.
3 ease produces.
I never can lind au ything! "
Hth of October, 1797, the British fleet under
44.
Design
Argument
Refuted.
B.
F.
··~'he hou~e is kept a~ well as any one of
Unclerwood.
Admiral Duncan, and the Dutch fleet com3
HALL'S BALSAM
your folks can keep one!" she retorted, 45. Elisha the Prophet. D. M. Bennett.
3
manded by De Winter, were abuut to en46.
Did
Jesus Really Exist? Bennett
growing red in the face.
3 iii! also a Sure Remedy for
gage, two sailors. passing by Ajmiral Dunand Credulity of thtl Hu.. I'd liktl my motller here to show you a 47. Cruelty
man Race. Dr. Daniel Arter.
can's cabin, saw him on his knees.
3
few things," he said, as btl stretcned hi~ 48. Freethought. in the West. G. L.
COUGHS,
•· My eyes, Jack!" exclaimed one," what
Hender~on.
COLDS,
ueck to look on the high ~helf in thtl panis the Admiral about there?"
49.
Sen,;ibltl
Conclusions.
E.
E.
Guild.
try.
PNEUMONIA,
50. Jonah and the Big Fish. D. M.
"Praying to heaven," replied the other.
"Perhaps she'd boil her spectacles with
BRONCHITIS,
lien nett.
3
"Praying for what?"
51. Sixteen TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
5
ASTHMA,
the potntoes again!" an~ we red the wife.
"That the Lord may give us victory."
52. Mar pies-Underwood Debate. B. F.
SPITTING OF BLOOD,
··Do you know who you are talking to?"
Und,.,rwood.
3
"Well, now, that's a blasted shame. We
53. Questions for Bible Worshipers.
CROUP,
are well able to lick them ourselves. Be- he yelled, a~ he jumped down.
WHOOPING COUGH,
B. F. Underwood.
2
'"Yes, I do!"
sides, give the beggars a chance."
54, An Open Letter to JesuS Christ. By
And all other diseases of the respiratory
"Well, you'll be going to York State. if
D. M. Ben:oett.
organs.
55. The Bible God Disproved by NaTHE SMACK IN SCHOOL.-The following you don't look out!"
ture.
W.
E.
Coleman.
8
incident in a District School. described
"I'd like fo see myself! When I go this 56. Bible Contradictions.
1
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere.
many years ago by Mr. William Pitt Pal- houRe goes!"
57. Je .. us Not a Perfect Character. B.
Price $1 per bottle.
F. UndtlrWood.
·
2
mer, of New York, President Qf the Man"Look out, Nancy!"
58.
Pronhecies.
ll.
F.
Underwood.
2
hattan Insurance Company, in his address
" I'm afraid of no man that lives, Richard 59. l:lible Prophecies
ConctJrning
before "The l-iterary Society," in Stock- Throcton!"
2
Babylon. B. F. Underwood.
60. Ezekiel's Prophecies Conctlrning
bridge, JVIass., his native home. will take
"I'll leave you l "
'.ryre. B. F. Undtlrwood.
2
"And I'll laugh to see you go!"
many whose heads are now streaked with
61. History of the Dtlvi!. Isaac Paden.
5 THE ])lOST :?OWERFUL HEALING
silvery hairs, a journey back to boyhood
Going close to her he extended his finger, o2. The Jews and their God. Paden.
10
AGENT EVER DISCOVERED,
and early life:
shook it to emphasize his words, and slow- 63. The D ... vil's Due-Bills. Jno. :Syphers. 3
64. The Ills Wtl End11re-their Cause
A District.School, not far away,
ly said:
aud Cut·e. D. M. BPnnett.
5
CARBOLIC SALVE positively cures the
worst sores.
·
Mid Berkshire hills, one Winter's day
•· Nancy Throcton, I'll apply for a di- 65. Short Stlrmon No.2. lteY. Theologicus. D. D.
2
GARBOLIC SALVE instantly allays the
Was humming w.th its wonttld noise
vorce to-morrow! I'll tell the judge that I
66. G<>d lclea in History. H. B. Brown. 5 pmns of burns.
Of three-score mingled girls and boys-'
kindly and loviugly asked you where"the 67. Sixteen Truth SP.eker Leaflets No.2. 5
CARBOJ.,JC SALVE cures all cutaneous
eruptions.
Some few upon their tasks intent,
gimlet was, and you said we'd never had 68. Huth's Idea of Heaven and Mine.
Susan H. Wixon.
2
CAHBOLIC SALVE removes pimples and
But more on furtivtl mischief bent;
0118 in the house, which is a bold falsehood,
69 Mi,sionariPs. Mrs, E. D. Blenker.
2 blotches.
The while the Master's downward look
as I can prove!"
3
CAHBOLIC SALVE will cure outs and
70. Vicarious Atontlment. J. S. Lyon.
71, Paintl's Anniv ... rsary. C, A. Cod man. 3 bruises.
Was fastened on a f'opy-book.
"Gimlet!" she gasped.
72. l:lhaclrach, 1\ieshach, and Abed-nego.
Sold everywhere. Price 25 cents.
When suddenly, behind his back,
"Yes, gimlet!"
D. M. Btlnne;t.
2
Hose sharp and cle.tr a rousing SMACK I
"Why, I know where there are three or 73. Foundations. John Sypherl".
3
74. Daniel in the Li@ns' Den. D. M.
As 't were a battery of bliss
four. You said corkscrew I"
Bennelt,
2
GREENE'S
Let off in one tremendous kiss l
'"Did I?" he gasped. sitting down on the
75. An Hour with the Devil. Bennett.
8
"What's that?" thA startled Master ories; corner of the table: "well, now, I believe I
SCIENTIFIC SERIES:
··That thir," a little imp replies,
OXYGENATED BITTERS.
did!"
"Wath Willi!l-m Willith, if you pleathe•· And you went and abused me like a 1. Hereditary Transmission. Prof.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
Louis
Elsberg,
J\'l.D.
5
I saw hinfkith Thuthanna Peat he!"
slave because I wouldn't say a gimlet was 2. Evolution; from the Homogenthe most popul.ar r!'lmedy for Dyspepsia,
With frown to make a statutl thrill.
Heurtburn.IndJgestwn,andother like disa corkscrew!" she sobbed, falling on the
eous to the Heterogeneous, B.
3 orders of the stomach, for the last THIRTY
F. Underwood.
'.rhe master thundered "Hither Willi"
lounge.
Darwini&m. B. F. UnUerwood.
5 YEARS, and still m11intain their unrivalled
Like wretch o'tlrtaken in his track,
"Nancy," he said tenderly lifting her up. 3.
popularity. Price $1 per bottle.
4. Literature of the Insane. FredWith stolen chattels on his back.
"Oh, Richard!" she chokingly 11nswered.
eric H. M1trviu, ".D.
5
Will hung hi;; heacl in fear and shame,
"Nancy, I'll go right out doors and kill 5, Responsibiliry of Sex. Mrs. Sara
3
And to the awful presence camemyself!"
B. Chase, M.D.
6. Graduated
AtmOspheres. J. Me• ,.
A great, green, bashful simpleton,
"No, you needn't-! love you still! onlyCarroll.
2
'l'he butt of all good natured fun;
7.
Death.
Frederic
R.
lliarvin,
M.D.
5
-Toothache
Anodyne
only-you know a gimlet is not a corkDiscount on one dollar's worth 10 per ot.
With smile suppressed, and birch up- HCrew !"
off; on two dollars' worth 20 oft'; on five Subdues the most Agonizing Toothache In
raised,
"It ain't-it ain't, Nancy; forgive me and dollars' worth 4.0 off; on ten dollars' worth
·
One Minute.
'.rhe threatener faltered-" I'm amazed
let's btl happy!" ,
50 off.
Price 2fi cents per Bottle, Sold everywhere
That you, my biggest pupil, should
And that household is so quietly happy
As few or as mwy of .any, given kind may JC4HN F. HENRY, CURRAN, & Co.,
ocder!ld as dlt!'tlred.
Be guilty of an actso rude!
that a canary bird would sing. its.head off beAddre'Bii!
D. ;u. BENNETT.
I
Provrietors,
Before the whole set school to bootif hurii: uv in the hall.-.Detriiit Free PTes8.
tllli Bro~'Way, N. Y,
8 and D Oollea-e Place, N.Y.
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fig trees ib. full bearing. In the same county is also the
largest almond orchard in the world, containing loo,oob
trees.·
A LITTLE girl five years of age, askod her mother if sho
knew Deacon Brown. "No, my child," was tho reply.
"you never saw him, he died before you were born."
"Thim, rna, if he \Vont up befor(l I caine down, it may be
we mot on "tile way between." ·
·
·
THE. s~ientists and pr.ofessors in Italy ~re still occupying thenisel ves .with tb c art of embalming and petrifying
the bodies of animals-inc! uding man. ~Iazzini is. in a
state of petrifaction in his tomb at Genoa, The professors cite him as a g1:and success in this line of business.
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a fter J an."] S 1-,.

THERE is a Chin!•Sc priest in Pekin who is well nigh
crazy to con vm·t the heathen of America to 1ho true Asiatic
rolii<"ion of Buddha. Every timo the -Emperor takes an
airing, this benevolent Buddhite throws himself fiat before his majesty ·and shouts: "The heathen, siro, tho
heathen in America, send me over to con vorl their souls!"
The imperial body guards in vain try to bottle up his
zeal, and be bas become a tolerated r.uriosity in tho
streets. That priest was at ioast as sensible rs tilousanus
of our own, who are so anxious to send our religion to
the antipodes. Probably our people might be benefitted
by an infusion of Chinese morality.
WARREN. a little five-year-older in a neighboring town,
whose mother is in the daily habit of reauing tho Bible to
him, asked of a young la•ly visitor, ·• Who do you love
best in the Bible?" The visitor replied: "God, dou"tyou?"
"No!" f"aid Warren; "I love Noah best." "Why?" "Boca use he builtaehip." After a pause ho continued: "I
toll you what I moan to do; I'm going to get a eann0n
and fire it off, and make a bolo in the clouds and ask God
to let Noah down bY a string." Tho same night Warren
was sm·erely attacked with croup. The visitor was in the
si~k chamber, sympa1hizi,.g with bel' little friend, '"he·n
he looked np.iililiJW~, j.\nd in an almost inauu(blo voice,
from the hoaiC&CDJJ."61·'(>roup, he said: ' I tell you what,
if this thing keops up, I guess I'll go up to Noah, instead
of his com;nguown tom<'." Cute for five.

A Colorado poet sends the Denver Tribune an ·• Odo to
THE Rev. Henry By lew, hog thief, is in a Kentucky jail. Ortum." We have room, unfortunately, but· for the two
concluding stanzas:
THE ABYSSINIA took out 36,000 letters when she left a few
I would not dy in Ortum,
lays ago.
· With peaches fit for eatili.'
When the wavy korn is gettin' wripe,
IT is the man with tight boots who talks violently of the
& the candidates are treatin' ;
3ternal fitness of things.
When sassidge meat is phryin',
"CouRTSHIP is bUss,'' said· an ardent young man.
And hickory nuts is thick,
'"Yes, and matrimony is blister," snarled an old bach"elor.
Ow, who would think of dyin'
Or even gettin'.~-' , __ .
-:~~, ..
'I'mil discover~ of a process has been made by which
THE two ilegJ·o murderers, .Thompson anu Weston,
ashes can be converted into a solid mass as hard as rilm'now confined· in the Tombs, awaiting execution, wore
blo.
Methodists wi·en they committed the crimes of which
i\IoRE passengers are transported between Now York they are convicted, but have within the last few days bePLYMOUTH CHURCH MATTERS are still ripening; several
and Chicago, than on any other route in tiJ.e Uriited come devout Catholics. They have been baptised by examinations and councils are on tho tapis. Brother
States.
Father Barry and they expect to make a very brief call at Henry Ward is supposcu to bo feeling a trifle uneasy.
We cannot help pitying him; that he should strive so
NEw Richmond, West Virginia, is shipping walnut logs the purgatory station and pass on directly to the "kinghard and assume so much boldness to cover his iniquity,
directly to London, where better prices aro obtainecl"than dom of glory."
and ,to fail at la£t, He has been compelled to abandon
in this· country.
THE EMBROIGLio in tile Hanson Place Baptist church, the .. policy of silence,'' and the facts arc bound to coniC
THE CATHOL~C CHURCHES are organizing to support th.C Brooklyn, has culminated in a deadly quarrel, which out, The daily papers of this city ore ealling upon him
parochial schools by taxation, the voluntary contribution has severed the church into two hostile parties. Dr. to abandon tho pulpit, and to cease his desecration of
Fulton has been forced to tender his resignation, ancl that sacred institution. This. he must ultimately do.
plan proving a failure.
some sixty members retire with him to organize another 1\Irs. 1\Ioulton's recent letter to Plymouth Church was a
Two Portland negro boYs sat their aged uncle on a ·hot society. The retiring party are praying God will sot fire remarkable ono, and road lil•e the statomonts of an honstove to cure him of rheumatism. The treatmCl;t may to Hanson Place church and burn it up. This will do no est, truthful person. It carries conviction with it. Deacure, if it doesn't kill,
harm, if they do not undertake to help God a little in tho con West is a sore troublo to Plymouth; thoy would
IF names· moan anything, tho recent marriage of i\Ir. business. Verily, how these Christians do love one an- gladly bo rid of him, but thoy cannot shake him off till an
examination is hnd,
Gripp in and Miss Clinch gives promise of an occasional other!
lively matrimonial set-to.
· · IT was 1ho night on which John Todd made his great
THE Sun, in a full and scathing review of the Fourlh
speech to the colored population on Munjoy Hill. Capt. Volunic of th<J Rev. 1\Ir. Talmage's Sermons, says: "Liko
A girl fell down and died in the midst of a waltz. in
Chelsea, lU:ass.; and the Chelsea preachers diu not miss John Morrill from timo to timo awoke the echoes with tho three volumes which havo precoded it, it is distinhis cannon. A man rushed up to him and said," For guishC'l for tho lack of intelligence, for the egotism. and
thoir chance tho noxt Sunday.
God's sako don't fire any moro." "Why not?" asked the for tho disregard of truth which are exhibited in its
BEARS in Wisconsin aro not going into winter quarters, astonished John. "Thl re's a dead person lying in the pages. i\Ir. Talmage seems to have a spite against tho
tho Indians say. This indicates a mild season, but makos next house,'' said he. ·• Woll," Faid John, •· if she's dead Scriptures nnd agrievahce against tho English langnago,
tho noise won't hurt h(1r,and the country m•1st be saved." and he permits no opportunity for wreaking his veniL had for stray calves and small children.
·•yes,'' groaned the man. "I know that, but •he's my geance upon either the word of God or his mother
STEAM is reckoned to ho ninety times cheaper than
mother-in-ln.w, and I've hem·u that guns will awako the tongue to pass unimnrovcd. His perversion of Scripmanual power, seventy times cheaper than electro-moture aro a.lways irreverent and sometimes blasphemous.
dead.''
tive power, alid ton timos choaporthan horso power.
A liiETHODIST preacher traveling in the back sottlomcnt He habitually mi~-quotos, distorts and earicaturos lho
AN arrest· for voodooism has been mado in Contra! of a Western State stopped at a cabin, where an olu lady sacred text." This Heverond harlequin is doubtless ono
Point, Tenn. Tho vrisonor, a negro doctrcss, is accused received him very kindly, giving him a warm supper, of tho greatest" bl11thorskites" now extant. If one could
of performing incantations and thereby making her ancl asking many questions. "Stranger, whore mought be induced to believe that God Almighty employs such
neighbors sick.
you be from?" "Madam, I reside in Shelby county, Kcn- fellows as Talmage to attend to his business. he wonhl
rcn.dily conclude that he himself nectls a guardian as ono
THE Hev. Moses Brazeal and his two sons, with a party 'ucky.'' Well, strnngor, hopo no offence, but what mought non compos ment·is.
of seven other negroes, have beon arrested at Irwinton, you be doing out here?" "~!adam, I am looking for tho
THE Brahmo Somaj sect of India apparently consider
Ga., for Ku-Kluxiug sovoral of their colored brethren lost sheep of tho tribo of Is1·acl." "'John," shouted the
old lady," bore's a stranger all tho way from Kentucky a that though intoxication is a vice to llo n.vo'dod. yot in a
who disagreod with them politically.
hunting lost stock, and I'll.iust bot my life that old curly- spiritual point of view it is very eommondablo. 'l'ho folA LADY applying for admission to the junior class of a haired black ram that eame into our yaru last woek is one lowing curious "devotional" is publishcu in a Brahmo
Western seminary, being questioned by tho prosidont as of hi sen.''
paper: "I have tasted, Father doar, tho wino of sw, ct
to her qualifications, replied: "I aint much of an arithOLIVER Wendell Holmes years a.go sont a letter to lho communion, which, day alter day, lhou hast tJOnreu into
metickor, but I am an excellent gntmmarist."
post office of a hulies' fair at Pittsfielu, On tho first pago my he11rt uuring my morning prayers, anu I feel extrr.mely happy. But such wino no longer suits tho adIVE wero premature in announcing in our htst, tlmt he wrote:
·• Fair lady, whosoe'or thou art,
vanced stage of devot"on to which thou hast llrc ng!Jt mo,
Charles Bradlaugh lectured before the Liberal Club on
Turn this poor :en.f with tenderest care,
::tllll my heart naturally craves stronger <!rink. From thy
Nov. 26th. It was expected he would lecture at that timo,
And hush, oh, hush thy breathing heartinexhaustible storehouse do thou graciously supplr me
but a sudden illness the same day prevented lun,;, and
with such nectar of loYc and joy as may keep niy son!
The one thou lovest willlle thon?."
disappointed many.
On turning the "poor le!tf" there was found a ono dol- under its i ncbriating infinencrs all day and night. Experience has convill(cd mo tim~ thero is f;•r more real
As late as the 5th of November the fiowei-s in tho gar- Jar bill witl:l some verses beginning:
happiness in spiritual intoxication than in <til tho plea"Fair lady, lift thine eyes and tell,
dens of Santa Barbara, Cal., were of surpassing beauty.
sures of the world put tog, thor. Therefore I humbly
If this is not a truthful letter;
Among them were callas which measured H inches across,
pray unto thee, 0 Father, vonchsnfo unto mo far more
'lihis is the one (1) thou lovost well,
fuchsias coverin.: houses with their plume-like branches,
inebriating communion than I have yet tasted."
And nought (ol can make thee love it better.''
and passion flowers of various kinds, besides lemon and
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BRENTWOOD, N. Y. Jan. 29th, 1875.
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS: The anniversary of the
birth of Thomas Paine, which we have met to-night
to celebrate, seems a fitting occasion to review the
pathway we have gone over, and see from our present
stand-point, how much, if any; progress we have
made, ami what encouragement we may draw from
the retrospect,
The race grows aiowly, but at accelerated speed;
notably so, during the last three-quarters of the century we have now to consider.
Let us go back in (IUr memory. to the period that
gave birth to " Paine's Age of Reason," which we
know was written in the prison of the Conciergeri,
during the Reign of Terror, and under the very shadow of death, its completion liable at any moment to
he interrupted by the execution of the National Assembly's sentence, "Death by the Guillotine;" which
fate Paine escaped by tile merest chance.
The French nation was in an anarchy of social and
political excitement, unequalled in modern history.
The doctrines of Voltaire, Rousseau. Diderot, D'Holbach and the school of the Encyclopredists were being
put to the test of practice.
Then geology was unknown. In its place were a
few. wild and unsubstantial theories without verification. During this time, geology has gained a solid
footing, adding greatly to the stores of knowledge. It
has shown tilat death was in the world, ages before
man, forever upsetting tlJe theologiclll idea, that it
was sent as a punishment for sins committed in the
garden of Eden. It has overthrown the :Mosaic chronology, and shown that the Jewish record covers, as
it were, but a moment of time, compared to the countless ages it bas taken to produce the many changes
seen in the earth's crust-has exploded the traditiOns
of the deluge of Noah by showing that similar great
snbmerges have occurred many times in the world's
history, and may occur again; has exposed the utter
unreliability of the Bible account of creatjon, and
thus struck another deadly blow at so-called revelation, wringing from a Christian tiivine, the acknowledgement, that the first four chapters of Genesis must
be looked upon as an Eastern allegory, and finally, it
has demonstrated that the same causes which have in
the past wrought _!!reat crises, a,·e in operation to day.
And the ''Age of Reason" was being brought forward
with all the fiery energy of the long oppressed French
nation.
Exasperrtted by ages of tyranny and spoliatwn; intoxicated with their newly found liberty, and filled
with ardent enthusiasm for the Republic, there is little wonder that Iibert} ran to license and intolerance,
and rea~on to madness.
Carlisle says, " all France was in a wild paroxism
which only human blood would appease." But in
this wild tempest, was struck a fatal blow at the divine right of kings, which, up to that time, had been
tile unquestioned law of tile world, and from which
blow it has not, and probably never will, recover.
But a few months previnus, the science of chemistry was born, hy the discovery, by Priestly, of oxvgen
gas, which was the basis of a real chemistJ'y, for all
before this, was but little more than alchemy, but
here was possible a real knowledge of the constitut.ion of this world. From this discovery, the science
has advanced, step by step, to the re-discovery of the
great fundamental law of tile Universe, the correlation or force. Coincident with this, came the invention of the spectroscope which si.Jows us, that not
only our planetary system, but tile far off stars, are
substanti:.dly, of the same mlltter as our own globe,
and this demonstrates the unity of tile Universe, and
that these crises are the results of natural causes, and
not from the caprice or revenge of a supernatural
Gorl.
Out of this study of natme has grown the conviction that man has ascended from the lower animals;
that insteau of being created by the J ehovlih in his form
and image, anu fashioned by his hand from clay, it is
now shown that he is related to all that have lived
before him, linking him to all the past; that he is the
product of all the age,, instead of being an especial
creation of some short-sighted deity who soon cursed
and regretted his handiwork. By this kno'wledge another shock has been given to revelation, which has
lost ground it can never regain. Oken, Lamarcli,
and Darwin deserve the hearty commemoration of
their fellow .uen, for the flood of light. they have
thrown on this subject and their labors. Darwin i~ an
inbtance of what effect a single career may have on
the destinies of man. During this period have been
made the researches of Gall and Spurzheim on ti.Je
organization and functions of the human brain, demonstrating that man acts according to his organization
and' surroundings, in virtue of the laws of his being,
and of necessity ; and thus is forever thrnst out
tile assn mption of the freedom of the will which has
rested on man as an incubus, and been in the hands
of priests the prolific means of domination and tyranny.
Philosophy has also made great advances in these
years, ap.d )1as r-onw to realize the comparative futility

of the deductive method in the solution of problems,
and now recognizes that its path to success lies in the
inductive method. lt has mostly laid aside it.s facts of
consciousness and has learned that its true course is
to study phenomena, and from their examination discover the governing laws. It has left its beaten track,
trodden for thousands of years, finding the mehods of
the past barren of results ; it bas left off building from
the top downward, and gains its proof from the opposite method. From this great change of base we look
for ~plendid results, and may feel the highest encouragement in this direction, for see how great has been
the achievements of the scientists since tl1ey laid aside
their a, priori methods, and have gone to Nature and
the laboratory to examine for themselves, to question
the constitution of things, to analyze and combine, to
test a.nd weigh, and thus to get knowledge iu~tead of theories.
See what practical applications have been made, by
these means add in!!· to man's comfort. Steam, as a motor, is working vast changes in the conditions of society, bringing man in contact with his fellows, eliminating national prejudices, and enabling him to realize that
we are really brothers of one familv, and thus ameliorating distinctions of race and belief.
The telegraph brings the events of the world to our
breakfast table, the printing press gives us the mental
stores of the past, and the last thought of the day for
our enlightenment and consideration, and even the
wind and the weather are predicted with almost absolute certainty.
These growing means are great social factors, all
bearing on the human problem, the sig-nificance of
which we.can hardly realize. :!\'len and things are being studied critically and profoundlly, and the old
foundations are now under trial as in a fiery .furnace,
and the time is not far distant when all men will ask
for demonstratio,J, and be led no more by tlJgmas
assumed hy the artful and designing or the itpwrant
and bigoted.
I think the crowning di~covery of the period is, that
of the Haman God-the Supreme Being, Humanitywhich is sure to supplant the supernatural Almighty,
with his caprices and revenge, and replace that infantile conception with a rational object of worship,
worthy of man's highest devotion.
If Comte had done nothing more than this, he would
deserve to be enrolled in the front nmk of the world's
benefactors. But he bas also shown that wealth, being the product of all, must have a social destinationa principle of immense importance in the present
struggle between capital and labor, of which, as yet,
we have had only the preliminary skirmishes.
Such are some of the results that have been reached
in 1be last eighty years, and they are so grand and far
reaching in the field of thought and action which
they cover, so potent for good, that man may well take
heart, even amid the toilsome struggles of to-day, and
be filled with enthusiastic aspirations for ti.Je coming
era of Brotherhood and Unity, for anticipating which,
we as Socialists have been looked upon as fools and
dreamers. But. time hrings its revenges, and not
many 11:enerations shall pass before the organization of
society will bring peace and plenty, in place of strife,
~tarvation and mis~ry, with which the world is fllled.
Another source of encouragement is to be found in
the growing ur.belief in Supernaturalism; in the lessening hold of the priests and clergy on the peoplenotably so among the P1·otestants, which is shown by
the increasing disrespect shown the clergy, and from
the great number of scandals that have) of late years
come to light, as weJl as from increased enlightenment. The clergy realize that their grasp is ~!rowing
weaker, and make great effort~ to retain the connection, and it is quite the rule for them to come to the
people in various ways-by the modification of doctrine. by the recognition somewhat of Science, by entertainments and amnsements not long since looked
upon as ungodly. Who now hears of infunt damnation, literal hell, or resmrection of the body Y Tl\ese
are relegated to the past, and in their place tmnscendenttd explanations of the nature of the Deity, nf God
as the soft shadow; of the Holy Ghost as a thin film, of
bell as a condition of the eon science; and other impotent though important modifications of dogmas that,
until now, have had their hold for ages. TI.Je Church
realizes the gravity of the situation, and sees that the
coming struggle involves the very existence of the Almighty. On the other hand, the Cimrch of Rome insists on an even farther claim on its followers, and in
its pretentious to infallibility, its dogmas of the immaculate conception; and its anathemas against modern science and its tendencies; itshows itself thoroughly reactionary, and must, before lung, entirely
forfeit its claim as a real spiritual power; tor science
is illuminatim; the world; all;d as knowledge~ increases
so fades away the gloom of the dark ages. As the
more we know, the less we believe. Fiction is replaced by facts, dogmas by natural law, and tile fancies of the imagination, instead of being accepted as
truths, take their proper place in the domain of poetry.
To my mind, there are three problems of importance now standing in the way of progress, and pressing for :;olution, viz; The theological, (God, Heaven,
and Immortality), ti.Je relation of sexes, and the r~la
tion of capital and lal.Jor. Ami they are all Jlll trial;
substantial ghosts, that will not down, until they are
settled beyond peradventure. The growing demand

for justice in all the relations of life, is leading on to
d~yligbt in these ~atters. Science and philosophy
WI l seal the fate ~f theology; the study of history
a~d a knowledge of the law~ of the human organism
w1ll solve the sexual problem, and the oganization
of industry will harmonize capital and labor ; and
when these are settled, this life will be worth the living, and no longer a vale of tears, in which death iq
welcome. To tllis consummation have tended the
efforts of all good men; to this end the instincts of the
race point .. This is the_ meaning of history; to this
we are rapidly convergmg. Human unity becomes
the central point, toward which, the race is traveling.
And as we see clearly the destiny of man, the objective aim that, tho' nevm- so bl-indly through toil and
struggle _man's instincts have led him through blood
and sac1'1fice. Let us gather up the names of those
mighty men who have contributed to bring the era of
knowledge and justice; let us carve them high on the
fair temple of humanity, let us brinn· all the arts to
their g!Qrification, and, through sculpture, painting,
and poesy, hold their careers up for imitntion anct
emulation ; re-people om Parthenon with Phidiases
Pericleses, Ptolemys and Pythagorases from classi~
Greece; bring from the East, Confucius, Zoroaster and
Buddha, with Moses, Christ, and Mahomet. Let Homer, _Dante, Shakespe_are, and Goethe represent poetry;
Aristotle, Bacon. Mlil and Comte stand for pbilosoJ?hy; Newton,_Kepler, LaPlace, Huxley and Tyndall
for modem sc1ene; and, also, let us place Voltaire
Hume, Rousseau and (the man in whose name we hav~
met tonight), Thomas Paine, among this glorious company, as having been levers in the liberation of man;
instruments, in their ages, of the mighty instincts the
great gulf stream of human tendencies, fio~ing
through the ocean of time.
With these, and all others wort11y of working for
humanity, we will beautify our memorial halls, and
may man be glorified in his conquests over ignorance,
and happy in that realization, for which, he has ever
yearneo ..
Restored from oblivion, cleared of calumnies and
recognized ·at its true worth, will be found the name
of Thomas Paine, the patriot, statesman, and philosopher.

Spencer, Huxley, nnd Cairnes, on Social
Evolution.
In THE TnUTH SEEKER of Sept. 15th, I referred to
three classes of thinkers on the question of Social
Progress, but I shall not comment on those thinkers
(the Degredationists) who maintain that the condition
of man was originally perfect and has become one
of hopeless degredation "until some great man restore us," although there are among them men, (other
than those whom Dr. Marvin calls the rank and file
of humanity, the insane, the followers of Moody and
Sankey, and Robert Dale 0\\'en,) men eminent in
science, as for instance Hugh Miller. I confine my
remarks to those thinkers, (the Progressionists,) who
assume that each stage· of progress is upward, and is
the outcome of the preceding stage; and that the
series of stages, from the nwst savage to the most
civilized, are a connected series of sequences.
Prof. Cairnes. in his article, • 'J\Ir. Spencer on Social
Evolution," said of the thinkers who lJelieve that mttn
was originally a savage, and th>tt the condition of
society is one of prop;rcss and improvement, that,
though Spencer and Huxley agree with Compte and
Draper in the assumption tlnlt. the progress of 80ciety
has been, and will be, one of continuous improvement, that they disagree as to the method of demonstmting the trnt,h of t.I.Je assumption; and tllat Spencer
and Huxley disagree as to tl1e method of aiding progress in the future. AH the d1ssideut points 1n the
sociology of the above named representatives of n>odern science are so great, I think that our anti-Chnst.i>ln writers and lecturers, who advocate t1'ue as well
t1sfree thought, should discriminate, and not link those
representatives together so :ts to lead their readers aud
hearers to infer llmt the principles of their socialogy
are in ]1er!'ect accord.
First, as to Huxley and Spencer ; it is now five
year.-; Kincc the former, in an article on "Administration Nihilism," said that, on the question of aiding
progress in tlw future, he diverged widely from Spencer, who holds that the duty of a State is simply that.
of a policeman; that its duty is not'to promote good
or prevent evil, except so far as to enforce contracts,
anfl inflict penalties on those who !!ave been guilty of
obvious and tangible assaults on purses and persons ;
and that whatever government docs beyond this is
sure to lle done badly, and worse than if done I.Jy private enterprise.
Spencer C'omplaiucd that Huxley miscalled and
misrepresent.e,J his (Spencer's) doctrine of "Negatively Regulated ControL" Huxley's only !"(\joinder was
that he had not done either, and that Spencer's rc~Jly,
thonp;h argunwntative and vigorous, muy be rcpubed.
Cairnes ~hows that it may, and that. Huxley's charge
that. Spencer advocates that lais8cl' faire (let ~tlone)
shoulcl he :'lord of all'' in the Sta,te is j ust.ilied by the
concluding pages of Spencer's J·eceut work, "Study
of Socialogv." Spencer affirms that the future of the
human race depends on the action of motives of a
private nne! personal kim!, such ns operate in the production of wealt.ll; and that "the process of Social
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Evolution is, in its general character, so far pre-determined that its successive stages cannot be antedated, and that hence no teaching or policy can advance it beyond a certain normal rate, which is
limited by the rate of organic modification in organic
human beings; yet it is quite possible to perturb, or
retard or disorder the process." He says, 11 there
cannot be more good done than that of letting- social
progress go on unhindered ;" whereas, ''an immensity of mischief may be done * * * by policies
carried out in purstlit of erroneous conceptions."
This general conclusion Spencer says may be discom·aging. "Probably the more enthusiastic, hope·
ful of great amelioration in the state of mankind to
be brought about by propagating this belief or initiating that reform, will feel that a doctrine negativing
their sanguine expectations takes away much of the
stimulus to exertion.
If lare:e advances in human
welfare can come only in the Blow process of things,
which will inevitably bri'M-g them, why should we trouble
ourselves?"
Cairnes says that Spencer's answer to this very
natural question is simply this. that on visionary hopes
rational criticisms cannot but have a depressing infiu.
ence, but "it is better to recognize the truth ;" and
Cairnes says, there cannot be any doubt as to the
paralyzing effects of Spencer's teachings on laborers
in the field of human welfare. He contrasts Mill's
philosophy with that of Spencer, and says that Mill
teaches that social progress rests with the individual
men and women of each generation, who, within the
range of their influence, make or mar human welfare;
and that political institutions help or binder human
advance according as they ~re suited to the require·
ments of the time. He says that Mill warns us against
such a calamitous delusion as lVIr. Spencer's optimistic faith, and maintains "that there is an incessant
and everfiowing current of human affairs towards the
worse, consisting of all the follies, vices, negligences,
indolences and supinenesses of mankind; which is
controlled and kept from sweeping all before it, by
the exertions .which some persons constantly, and
others by fits, put forth in the direction of good and
worthy objects. It gives a very insufficient idea of the
importance of the strivings which take place to improve and elevate human nature and life, to suppose
that their chief value consists in the amount of the
actual improvement realized by their means, and that
the conseqences of their cessation would merely be that
we should remain as we are. A very small diminution of those exertions would not only put a stop to
improvement, but would turn the general tendency of
things towards deterioration; which, once begun,
would proceed with increasing rapidity, and become
more difficult to check, until it reached a state often
seen in history, and in which so many large portions
of mankind even now grovel.
Cairnes says that evolutiolil is a law of social existence, and that it depends on the efforts of those who
are concerned in the issue whether it shall be toward
improvement or deterioration. According to Spencer
the future of the human race may be safely trusted
to the action of motives of a private or personal kind.
According to lVIill social progress needs the support
of other and higher aims to keep it in its path, so that
if mankind ur some nioderate portion of them do not
rise to the level of higher aims, and will not· by
strenuous and persistent efforts labor for social good,
'' scorning delights and living laborious days," retrogression is certain and inevitable. This, says Cairnes
is the nature of the issue upon which the students of
so.cial science arc called to exercise their judgment.
It is nearly five years since this issue was raised by
Huxley. Spencer's reply to Huxley wa,s published in
the Fortnightly Review/ Cairnes, rejoinder to Spencer's
reply appeared in the same Review, in Jan. 1875, and
was republished in the Index for July. This issue
has riot been noticecl by the conductors of our Liberal
joumals, and the only notice of the rejoinder has
been in the lnd'X, and that merely refers to a statement that }lill was om~ of those who set the highest
value on Cairnes intellectual powers. The question
is of importance in relation to the respective influence
of thP philosophers cited.
Huxley argues that Spencer's principle, logically
c~onsidered, extends to much more tlmn the functions
assigned to it by Spencer. Huxley says, if the function of a State is limited to not allowing one man to
interfere with the liberty of another, it is a logical
consequence that the State ought to compel my neighbor to clean his drains, and not poison the atmosphere
which I breathe at the risk of typhus fever; and to
vaccinate his children; and should compel him not to
bring them up untaught ancl untrained to eflrn a living; and also not to leave strychnine lozenge~ in the
way of my children. In these cnscs my neighbor restricts my freedom just as much as if he threatened
my life with a pistol; and robs me by increasing my
burden of taxation for jails and work-houses.
.

New Ha1·muny,

['1'0 BE CONTINUED.)
JOHN CHAPPELSMI'l'll.
Iwl., Oct. 2~, 1875.

"'AUNTY, did God make that man?" whispered a little
four-year old to his companion. in the Jamaica Plain
horse cars. as he looked askance at Mr. Wah Lee, one of
the new laundrymen from the flowery kingdom. who sat
opposite. ··Certainly. my dear." was the reply; ··and
why do you ask such a question?" ··Because. auuty, he
didn't make the hinges to his eyes on straight,"

Man Not Degenerating.
The Mode1'n Egyptian as Big as the ·Egyptian of thousands qf years ago-1he Modern JJJnglishnum
Bigger than his Ancestors.
There never was a delusion with less evidence for
it, except a permanent impression among mankind,
which is often the result, not uf accumulated experience, but of an ever-renewing discontent with the actual state of things. There is not the .<lighest evidence
anywhere that man was ever bigger, stronger, swifter,
or more enduring uncler the same conditions of food
and climate than he is now.
As to the bigness, the evidence is positive. JVIodern
Egyptians are as big as the mummies who were con·
querors in their day, and modern Englishmen are
bigger. There are not in existence a thousand coats
of armor which an English regiment could put on.
Very few moderns can use ancient swords, because
the hilts are too small for their hands. Endless wealth
and skill were expended in picking gladiators, and
there is no evidence that a man among them was as
big or as strong as Shaw. No skeleton, no statue, no
picture, indicates that men in general were ever bigger. The Jews of to-day are as large as they were in
Egypt, or larger.
The people of the Romagnfl hnve
all the bearing and more than the size of the Roman
soldiery.
No feat is recorded as u~ual with Greek
athletes which English acrobats could not perform
now.
There is no naked savage tribe which naked Cor·
nishmen or Yorkshiremen could not strangle.
No
race exists of which a thousand men siwilarly armed
would defeat an English, or German, or Russian regiment of equal numbers. Nothing is recorded of our
forefathers here in England which Eng·lishmen could
not do, unless it be some feats of archery, which were
the result of a long training of the eye continued for
generations.
The most crvilized and luxurious family that ever existed, the European royal caste, is
physically as big, as healthy, and as powerf~l as any
people of whom we have any account that scrence can
aceept.
Thiers' Frenchman is Cmsar's Gaul in all
bodily conditions, and with an . increased power of
keeping alive, which may be pf<rtly owing to improved
conditions ot living, but is probably owing still more
to developed vitality. There is no evidencetlmt even
the feeble races are feebler than they became after
their first acclimatization.
The Bengalee was what we know him twelve hun·
dred years ago, and the Chinaman was representecl.on
porcelain just as he is now before the birth of Cbnst.
No race ever multiplied like the Anglo-Saxon, which
has had no advantage of climate, and till lately no
particular advantage of food. Physical status de·
pends on physical conditions, and why should a rac.e
better fed, better clothed, and better housed than rt
ever was before degenemte? Bee a use it eats corn
instead of berries? Compare the Californiaan and the
Digger Indian. Because it wears clothes~ The wearing of clothes, if burdensome~ which the expenence
of army doctors in India as to tile best costume _for
warching makes excessively dotlbtful, they declanngunanimously that breechless men suffer from varicose
veins, as men wearing trousers do not-mu~t ope_rate
as a permanent physical training. You carry werght
habitually.
Because they keep indoors? Comp~re
English professionals with Tasmanian sav>IJ;es, lrvmg
in identically the same climate, but hvmg out of
doors.
The conditions of civilization not only do not prohibit Capt. Webb, who would have out":alked, outswum. or strangled 11ny German that Tacrtus ever romanced about, but tiley enable him to live to seventy
instead of dyinp: 11t forty-five, as two thousand years
agq he, then probably a slave bred for the arena, would
have done.
That the human race, even under the best condi·
tions, advances very little in pliy8ical CaJ~a.cities is
true but then it is true also tbut those condrtwns tire
fatai to the most powerful of the·uld improvi~gforces,
the survival of the fittest. Still an advance IS perce]J·
tible in vital power, and we question whether a Greek
swimmer would ever have crossed from Dover to
Calais, just as strongly as we question wl_JCther the
ancient world ever possessed 11 horse winch would
have achieved a place at Epsom. Why should men
grow fet ble in civilization any more than horses?London Spect1ttor.

'"Safest to Believe."

r
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ist, and all against the sceptic ? Is there nothing to
be thrown into the opposite scale? Snrely much. If
religion be a fallacy, it is a fallacy pregnant with mischief. It excites the fears without foundation ; it fosters feeline:s of separation between the believer and
the unbeliever ; it consumes valu11ble time that can
never be recalled, and valuable talents that ought to
be better employed ; it draws money from our pockets to support a deception ; it teaches the elect to
look upon their fellow men as heatlrensimd castaways,
living in sin here, and doomed to perdition hereafter;
it awakens harassing doubts, gloomy despondency,
and fitful melancholy; it tums our thoughts from
the things of the world, where alone true knowledge
is found ; it speaks of temporal misery and temporal
pleasures as less than nothing and vanity, and fhus
fosters indifference to the causes of the weal and w::>e
of mankind; worse than all, it chains us down to an antiquated orthodoxy, and forbids the free discussion
of those very subjects which it most concerns us to
discuss. If religion be a fallacy, its votaries are slaves.
Whereupon, then, rests the assertion, that if the religionist does not gain. he cannot lose ? Is it nothing
to lose time and talents, to waste our. labor on that
which is not bread, and our money upon that
which profiteth not ? Is it nothing to feel that the
human beings that surround us are children of the devil, heirs of hell, sons of perdition? Is it nothin!). to
think that we may perhaps look across the great gulf
and see some one we have loved on earth torrnented in
a fiery lake ; and hear him ask us to dip a finger in
water that it may cool his parched tongue ? Is it no
loss to live in disquiet by day, and in fear by night;
to pass through dark seasons of doubt and temptation.
and to be conscious that we are but as strangers and
pilgrims here. toiling through a weary valley of cares
and sorrows ? Is it no loss to hold back when truth
oversteps the line of orthodoxy, and when there ought
to be free discussion, to shrink before· we know not
what ? Is all this no loss? Or, is it not rather the
loss of all that ll free and rational being most values?
Those engaged in the trade of religion, imagine
themselves to have a mighty advantage against Infidels upon the strength of the old, wo1·n-out argu·
ment that whether the Christian religion be true or
false there can be no harm in believing; and that belief is, at any rate, the safer side. Now to say noth.
iug of this old popish argument, which a sensible
man must see is tbe very essence of popery, and
would oblige us to believe all the absurdities and non·
sense in tile world : inasmuch as if there be no h11rm
in believing, and there be some harm and danger in
not believing, the more we believe, the better ; and
all the argument for any religion whatever would be.
that it should frighten us out of our wits; the .more
terrible, the more true ; and it would be our duty to
become the converts of that religion. whatever it
might be. whose priests could swear the loudest, and
damn and curse the fiercest. This is a wolfish argunH,nt in sheep's clothing-.

Sovereigns of' Industry.
New York city, which like the State, is slow to
avail itself of the benefits conferr~l by this Order, has
at last a council established, which we understand, is
in a flourishing condition, and is already enabling its
members to pu-rchase many of the necessaries of life
11t considerably reduced rates.
The leaders in this
council are hard, earnest workers, who believe in CO·
operation, and are determined that 11 Earl " Council
shall be an honor to the President of the National
Council, for whom they here named it. Though the
Order has been instituted primarily and principally
for the purpose of co-operative buying and selling, or
bringing the producer and consumer more immedi·
ately together, thus doing away with the services and
profits of the "mirlqle-men;" yet this council do not
by any means intend to confine themselves tc• this
purpose merely, but to make their weekly gatherings
entertaining and instructive by the discussion of va.
rious subjects pertaining to the welfare and progress
of mankind.
The intellect, ability, and earnestness
among its members ttre an earnest. of its success in
this direction. Vve advise our liberal friends to learn
more of this urg~tnization, and if satisfietl of its utility
to l"nd a helping lmnd.
J\-1.
Gon's VrcEGERENTs.-John Allber,:rer. in hb "'Monks
and Popes," s11ys: .,Of the two hundred and ninety seven
Popes who have Jllled the pap>tl chair ; twenty four were
anti-popes ; twenty -six were deposed ; nineteen were
compelled to abandon Rome; twent)'-eight were kept on
the papal throne by foreign intervention ; fifty-four were
obliged to rule over foreign parts ; sixty-four died by vialene ; eighteen were DOisonHd: one was strangled ;
one wns smothered : one di<'d by having nails driven
into his tinnplfls : one by a nuose ~trounci his neck ; and •
only one hundred and fift.y-th1·ce out of the whole number
proved themselves ttt 1111 worthy men.

It has often been argued that credulity is~afer than
scepticism-that " it i~ s11fest to believe ;" inasmuch
as if a man believes in heaven and hell, and there be
no such places, he is, if no gainer, at least np lo~c·r ;
whereas the Infidel !llll}" lose, and cannotgaw. Upou the same principle, it were safest to belwve all the
religions of the world at once-Christian, Mohamme·
dan, Jewish, Hindoo, Confucian, and all the rest; because it is but insuring the matter by halves to trn:;t to
one only. lf Allah be not the only God, and JY!a.lllllllet
be au imposter, there is uo harm done and no:lun~
lost ; and if t.here be not a paradise in another worl~l,
Two thousand oystermen, working one thousand YI'S·
there has I.Jeen a pleasant dream of anticipated joys Ill sels, of various kinds. arc harvostinc; the oyster crop
this.
near this city. 'l'h"Y cstimatB tlle crop at tw0 milion
Let nsask, is the balance of profit arid ·loss fairly hu,Jwls. wl,iel! will roturn a profit of six Ol" seven hunstrllck? Are the chances all in favor of the relig·iun·, J,~.i :ltvLt~aud doJia.rs.
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The Bible.· ·No. xxxii.
DANIEL IN THE LIONS' DEN.

Among the many extravagant and improbable
stories with which the Bible abounds, few are more
extraordinary and incredible than those related in
'the book called Daniel. Who the author of the book
was, cannot be known. . It purports to have been
written by Daniel, who lived over six hundred
years before Christ; but. it is thought by Bible critics
.that portions of the book were written in the time of
the ~Iaccabees, Jess than two hundred years before
Christ; but it is not very material how this was. It is
a book of wonderful !!tories and remarkable dreamswhich entitles it to rank with the last. book in the
Bible, called "Revelations"-which reads like the ravings of a mad man, and which non-e but au'insane
person can understand.
,
'l'he dreams. of Daniel about the bea:sts that rose up
out of the water, the horns that grew and extended to
the host of heaveri and· pulling down som~ of the host
thereof, (probably · ~ea~ing the stars, and it 'must
-have been a long Iiorn, and :a strong one to r:each so
far and do such execution); his dreams of images; etc.,
etc.·, have been a great· puz~le to divines for centu.ries. Scor.es of times have·. these sag-e divin'es,. by
counting• the, "horns." .the "images;" the "times,"
and the "·weeks," mentioned in Daniel, been able to
·predict to a day· and an hour, when t-he day of "eternal smash" was to come, and th« end of all sublunary
things take place. Oft and .oft again, within the last forty years, have the saints had their ascension robes made,
and held themselves in readiness to" go up" at the
sound of the trump, to meet their Savior in the air;
.tut as often have they been disappointed;_ for in
every ease has the final day of all things been postpaned, and the wise heads have returned to the book
of Daniel to more carefully count the weeks, the
times and the horns, to fix another date in the near
future, when tlte awful day should surely come-whe:u
the end of time would certainly arrive.
Within a few months, even, the last great disap.pointment in this.line occurred; the Lord-failed to
put in an appearance, and the saints were under the
painful necessity of again laying away their ~scension
robes, while the knowing ones and the interpreters of
dreams and visi0ns had again to ovehaul their spiritual
arithmetic and make a new calculation as to just when
the dread day shall surely come. Whether· another
clay is positively set for the" Son of Man" to appear
in the clouds, when all the faithful will ascend to
meet him, is more than we can say. If it has not
been, it doubtless will be, again to disappoint the ardent expectations of cred[\lous dupes.
Although
many have said in year; past that if the final day did
not come at a ccrtai n date in the ncar future, that they
would no longer have faith or confidence in the \Yord
of God, yet, when the day passctl, and nothing unusual happened, they again tumed to their Bibles as
fondly as ever, to count the horns or the beasts, to
estimate the wcekF, and times, and half-times, to solve
this time with unerring certainity the great mysteries
of GQd. It is one of the curiosities of poor human
nature to observe what simpletons and fools men and
women can make of themselves in matters or religimi
•~nd faith in that old book, and what importance they
attach to dreams and meaningless visions
Daniel seems to have left Judea in the reign of
King Jelwiakim, when he was quite a youth, at the
• time his nation was taken captive by Ncbuchadnez·.zar, and carrictl to Babylon, and with three
other Hebrew ehilclrcn seemed to be taken into snecial favo:· by the king in their new home. His uame
was changed from Daniel to Belteshazzar at the tiine
,tlte names of his companions were also cluingecl:
it wa~ decided they should be taught the literatme
ot thtl Cb!l.lde.ans and to be fed three years upon the

same quality of meat and wine of which the king parThe king murmmed at this remarkable prophecy
took. doubtless, upon the supposition that this kind or decree, as well he might, but there was no rnercy
of diet would contribute to their phyRical and mental nor·.pityfor him: That self-samehour he was driven
growth. Th~ four young men, however, it seems de- forth from the _sons of men, and he abode in the
cided not·to eat the meat and drink the wine of the fields; he was wet with the dews of heaven, and he
king but to use a diet of pulse and water, which probably ate gr·ass, sure enough, like an ox~ It is not known
was much like our bean-porridge-a good enough to this day_ )low long "seven times" was, that the old
dish, now and then; but perhaps hardly the thing for king was- thus debarred from the society of men ; hut
a steady diet. They, however, seemed to flourish at all events -it- was long enough for his hair to grow
finely_upon it, for at the end of ten days they were out like eagle's feathers, and his nails like bird's
looking more plump and healthy than any of the other claw's. ·when, it' is intimated, he was restored to his
children who lived upon the king's prescribed diet, throne and his kingdom, though but little is afterand they were allowed to have their own way in the wards saicl about him.
matter of food.
The story is a very extraordinary one, to say the
It seems by the narrative that Nebuchadnezzar had least. The stomach and digestive apparatus of the
a remarkable dream, so remarkable, in fact, that he human race is differently coostitutecl, from the
could not remember a word of it. He. however, bovine class of animals, and is very illy calculated for
called all his magicians and wise men tog-ether to tell subsisting- upon grass, and it is very diffkult to unucrhim what his dream was which he had forg-otten. stand how a man could live upon grass, and how his
The king was so unreasonable as to threaten them all hair could become like eagles' feathers.
with death if they did not tell' him what he had
It is singular, also, that the Chaldeans, who we~>C
dreamed. It was in vain that they remonstrated with among the most enlightened nations of _that age of
him, and told him it was an unreasonable demand the world, should allow their king to str:ay into the
which no living person couH:l comply with, for he fields and .live there like au ox. If he. became destill insisted upon .the, terms being carried out which mented or insane, they doubtless would have taken
he had laid down. Had.not Daniel come forward and better care of him than that. It is very remarkable,
announced to the king that he could declare unto too, if such ·an occurrence evei· did take place' with
him, not only his dream, but the interpretation also, one of· their great kings, that their histories. should
there is no telling how many of th_cse poor magicians contain no mention of it, and that no body in the
would have been executed.
After four days of world shohld' ever have mentioned it, save the author
thought and labor, upon the strength of the bean-par- of the book· of 'Dalriel. It should be takeri as truth,
ridg-e diet, Daniel-if we are to believe the story- with many grains of all~wance.
·
told the king .what, he had dreamed, which was about
When Belslmzzer succeeded to the throne of Babya great image, with a head of gold, breast and arms lon, after his father had ·' g-one to grass," he seemed
of silver, belly and thighs of bniss, ·and legs and feet to go in for having a good time, and ·got up a great
of iron mid clay. Whether this was precisely the feast, at which a thousand guests attended. In the
dream which . "old. Neb" h;:td dreamed, nobody midst of the hilarity, however, an event took place
knows, and perhaps he did not know himself, but in- which produced. a sudden damper upon the king's
asumch as -the. young nian boldly declared it to him reJOlcmg. A hand became visible, and wrote four
and said with confidence, it was the dream, the old words-" jlfcne, mene, tekel ttp!ta1'8in "-upon the wall
king seemed to be satisfied, and after hearing the in- of the festival room, and none of the astrolog-ists and
terpretation, he conferred great honors upon Daniel, sooth-sayers could interpret the meaning of the omigiving him fine presents and making a great man of nous words; but when, at the suggestion of the
him.
queen, Daniel was called for, he soon unravelled the
1t might be supposed such a mark of divine power mystery, and 'read· it off forthwith. It meant that
as Nebuchadnezzar had received, would have con- the clays of the kingdom were numbered; that the
verted him to the true faith, and IUt'tcle him a wor- king wns weighed hi tlui balance and found wanting;
shiper of the God of the Jews, but not so, for in the and that the kingdom was divided and given to the
very next chapter we. arc told about his erecting an .i}Iecles and Persians.
It was like a " word and
image of gold, sixty cubits, or one hundred and ten blow," for " in that night wa:s Bclshnzzer slain."
feet high-the ·most valuable god· of which any menDarius W<\S the next ruler in the country and Daniel
tion is made in sacred or profane history, mid one succecclecl in securing his good will and in obtaining
which, must be sup1wsed, would seriously tax all the c.fficc under him, as he had with his predecessors.
gold mines in the world.- At this time, when we have Daniel was a very prayerful iudividw~l ·aud he prayed
the gold mines of California, Nevada, Australia and regularly at stated times; bnt his enemies induced
Soi1th 'Ariiei·iCa, ·which· at' that· time were iuiknow!-1, Durius to sign a royal decree that whoever should
would, combined, find it to be no .easy matter. to turn ask any petition of God or man for thirty clays·, save
out gold enough in a year to make a god over one· of the king, he should be cast into the denof lions.
hundred feet in height and eleven feet across.
This made no difference with onr good Daniel, and he
Nebucha.ct'nezza;- commanded that every pm:son in kept on praying ev~ry day as was his wont. When
his_ kipgdom -should bow. down to this golden god, this intelligence wns brought to the ears of the king
which all seemed to do readily enough,- save Shad- he was very .sorrowful, for Daniel was a favorite of
rach, ~Ieshach, and Abedneg'o; and for refusing to
his, but as the laws of the l\[cdcs and Persians could
so, they were tln·own into :fiery ·furnace heated ex- not be changed he caused Daniel to be thrown into the
prcssly for the occasion and mude seven times hotter den of lions.· It is probable these were not wild lions,
than usual, with not the slightest harm, however, to roaming the forests, for they do not, in a state of naTl!C '' den" wus
the three young men, thi'OWn bound into the seething ture, congregate - in' "d }!lS."
fire, but sudden death to the strong man· who threw probably n cage where lions, more or less tamed,
them in. As all wlw did not bow down to tir~ image were kept, either for exhibition or other purposes,
were thrown into the furnace, and as Daniel was not something as Van Ambmgh, Bamum and other men
th'rown in; we are to infer·that he bowed clown to the have clone in our time.
image. If he did not, he surely was unlike 't!ic great
Within the last thirty ymus it lms been a very
bnlk of his n'cc, who have ever prove~ themselves to common thing for soml.l one connected with a menagerie to enter the lions' cage in course of the percherish a warm ami devoted admirati•>ll for gold.
Ten years after this, and thirty-three years' from formance, and go through varions exercises. If the
the date of N ebuchadnezzar's first" dream, behold, he lions are well feel ancl under a good degree of trainhad another dream which troubled him greatly. This ing, they seldom have otlcrccl to do any injury to
time his dream was about a tall tree whicli reached those who have thus entered their cages.
Some
unto heaven, and the sight thereof to the ends of t:he persons,. doubtless by their superior magnetic powers,
earth. (Where the ends ot the earth are located, is nrc able to control, to a grca:t extent, anim11.ls, as well
not told us). Daniel was again called upo_n to inter- as men: Van Amuurgh, doubtless, possessed this
pret this dream, which he e!tsily did, which was, that peculiarity in his intercourse witir lions, as Rarey did
Nebuclmdnezzar sll\Juld be dl'iven from the habitation with the horse. Is it not; improballlc th~~t Daniel also
of men, to dwell with the beasts of the Jield and tci possessed similar characteristics? If, however, the
eat grass like an ox; ami ''seven times" were to pass lions hac! just been feel ami their !.Jellies were full, and
over, before he s1wuld return, when he shonlcl become an old man like D>tniel-for he then had got to be
aware that the 1\-Iost High ruled in heaven.
· · - - about eighty years of age, and' prob~tbly somewhat
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shrivelled and dried up, it is 1..1uite possil!le tile beasts
would voluntarily let llim alone, and tllis without the
interference of God or any of llis angels.
Those, llowever, wllo clloose to think that a miracle
was performed in this case, and are of the opinion tllat
God caused the moutlls of tile beasts to be closed, so
they could not bite llis servant Daniel, certainly have
tile rigllt to entertain sucll belief. How would snell
persons like to make the test, by having a dozen
priests make long prayers over tllem, imploring the
protection of heaven, arid tllen be thrown into a cage
with a lot of hungry lions ? Would tlley be willing
to trust themselves to tlle•safe keeping of tlleir God
under such circumstances ? I~ God less able, or less
disposed to stop lions' moutlls now, than twenty-five
hundred years ago ? If lle did it then, why not now?
It is our opinion God and ·augels interfered very little
witll the moutlls of lions ; tlley are, doubtless, left to
be governed by tile natures tlley are endowed with ;
and tllis was tile case in Daniel's time as much as now;
but it being a free country, any one can .believe tile affair took. place as narrated ; and can also believe it
was a striking miracle if they can pe'rsuade tllemselves to do so.
After tllis Daniel went into tile dreaming business,
and some of llis dreams portended great events. ' One
of llis dreams was in reference to four beasts rising
from the sea, one of wllicll was like unto a bear with
tllree ribs in his mou tll and the ribs spoke and uttered
words. Tllat certainly sounds like a dream and a
crazy c:_me at tllat. His second dream was about a
big ram witll long horns wllicll bore down everytlling
before it, till lle met a goat, also witll a long 11om, and
more powerful than lle, wllici.t proved too much for
llim.
Daniel's c:lreams may be of vast importance to tile
llumtln race, and it may. be, God busied llimself in
writing tllem clown for after generations, but if so, tile
world has llardly realized any benefit from it, except to
!lave sometlling to quarrel ove1· and puzzle tlleir simple minds about. It would seem, God could be able
to find more important employment.
Besides dreams, Daniel also llad visions while
asleep with llis face to tile ground, and vyherein tlley
differed from dreams, is not very clear. One was
about Micllael, the great prince, wllen he sllall stand
up, and many of tllem tllat sleep in the dust of tile
cartll, sllall awake, some to everlasting life, and otllers
to everlasting contempt. Daniel enquired of a man
dressed in linen, and who stood upon the water, llow
it was, and tile mr"n told him tllere would be one
tllousand, two llundred and ninety days before it
sllould take place; but that number of days, and that
number of years passed, without the vision being fulfilled. Tllousands are still enquiring, "wllen sllall it
l!c ?" · But old· Daniel himself passed off the stage
without knowing wllat his vision meant, and we will
alltlo the same; we sllall never know wllat tile meaning of tl1ese vision was, for the simple reason tllat
there \Vas no me'aning in it. Of snell dreams and
chimeras is tile Cllristian creed composed.

Anotker Letter ti·om Erastus F. Brown.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 2d, 1875.
D.· M. BENNETT, ESQ.-c'-ir: ~Iy letter. printed in the last
number of your paper. was neither intended for you, nor
for publication. It was sent as a private communication
to a gentleman. as a thrust at your" Open Letter." sent to
me by him. Tllrough a mistake which I very much regret,it was sent to you. and blazoned 'in your paper.
"The Christianity of Cllrist." What is this dreadful
thipg toward which you ure striving to pta,y the part of
Hercules towards the Lernman Hydra? '.rheodore Parker, in Ills tract, entitled, "A Lesson for the Day," thus
des0ribes it: "The f{llristianity of Christ is the highest
and most perfect ideal ever presented to the longing eyes
of man." and in llis review of "Strauss' Life of Jesus."
he says: "To write do'Yn the true Christian Church
seems to me all absurd· as to wl'ite down· the solar
system. or put an end to tears. joys and prayers. Still
less have we any fear that ,Cllristianity itself should come
to 'an end. as .soon appear to fancy: a form of Religion
which has been the parent and guardian of all modern
civilization; which has sent its voice to the end otthe
world, and now addresses equally the heart of the beltgar and of· the monarch: wllich is the only bond between
societies; an ·institution cherished and clung to, by tile
choisest hopes and the deepest desires of tile. hllllHL\I
raco.·iS not in a moment to be displactld."
... E>.'er' since tile day tllat he was in the flesll;·the Uo. deemer's image !las l>een stamped lneJiacoably 'pn tile

hearts of men; oven if tho letter should perish,-which
is holy onlv because it preserves to us this image,-the
image itself would remain forever. It i& stamped so
deeply in the hearts of men that it can never be effaced.
and the words of the Apostle will ever be true." Lord,
wither shall we go? thou only habt the words of eternal
life."
But what is offered to us in the place· of this, so precious? James .Fitz.iames Stephen, in his recent work. entitled. "Liberty. Equality. Fraternity." says: •· Eacll must
act as he thinks best. and if he is wrong, so much the
worse for him. We stand on a mountain.pass in the
midst of whirling snow and blinding mists. through
which we get glimpses, now and then, of paths·. which
may be deceptive. If wo stand still, we shall be frozen to
death. If we take the wrong road, we shall be dashed to
pieces. We do not certainly know wllether there is any
right one."
Turning from this dark picture. to the "Cllristianity of
Christ." let us say, sweet it is witll courage-giving hopes.
FI·om your" Open Letter to Jesus Cllrist." I will now assume that you are bewildered. by the supernatural history of his life; but there are more things in heaven and
earth thaii are dreamed of in your philosophy. The wise
Lord Bacon said: "A' little a>hilosophy inclineth man's
mind to atheism, but depth ill philosophy bringeth men's
minds about to religion." I therefore urge you to drink
deap, or taste not; shallow draughts intoxicate. drink
largely; and that will sober you. Tllen will the truth
break upon your mind. "that Nature and the Supernatural together constitute the one system of God."
ERASTUS F. BROWN.
Yours,
REPLY.- \Vhile we perceive a uecided improvement in tile tone and style of the above, wllen compared witll Mr. Brown's previous lttter, pnblislled in
our last, we connot but notice tile peculiarity of his
defense. He says now, tllat letter was not intended
for publication, nor for us to see. Can it be possible
he would direct a letter to us; call us a deli berate
liar; say we were a cllild of tile Devil; ask wily we
presumed to trouble his master, and wind up wi£11 tile
sage advice to us, to be decent, and not mean it for our
eye, but to be read by a near friend of ours? Does
tllat put any better face on tile matter? If it is On1·istian to write a scurrilous, untrutllfulletter, to be read
only by clleris_lled friends, witll tile design tllnt it
sllould not be read by the party nominally add>ressed,
we cannot think it is honorable or gentlemanly. Is tllat
sucll a "tllrust" as a just man would be likely to make?
Under otller circumstances we do not believe Mr.
Brown could think so llimself, as he is uudou btedly a
gentleman. .We must, tllen, attribute llis course in
tllis matter, to his creed, or religion, and not to llis
own inllerent sense of rigllt. It is anotller item in tile
long score against Cllristianity.
We !lave never llad tile pleasure of meeting lHr.
Brown, but irom the admiration· lle has for tile cllaracter of Jesus, we judge the organ of veneration is
well developed in llis cranium ; we· venture tile
OlJinion tllat the center part of llis head is somewhat
elevated. Jesus is llis model of excellence and true
worth, and his veneration impels him to worship and
adore tllat ideal. Our !lead is i·atller level on the top,
and it is not easy for us to venerate and worsllip any
fuytllical, doubtful cllaracter.
N otlling in tile world is more fully proved, tllan
tllat lluman beings can easily be made to believe in
imaginary personages, and tllat, by constantly nearing tile good qualities of any individual wllo llas lived
continually lauded and be-praised, that an undue degree of admiration and reverence IS excited.
Wlll.lt can be more real to an imaginative cllild, tllan
tile absolute existence of St. Nicholas or'' Santa Claus"
-tile patron saint for juveniles during the Cllri::,tmns
holidays? A little girl, who, on Cllristmus morning,
finds a beautiful, doll or a set of toy-dislles in ller
stocking, believes, just as firmly, in the existence
and goodness and benignity' of 'Santa Claus, and
would be as indignant to !lear llis personality or good
character que~ tioned, as lVIr. Brown is, in reference
to llis demi-god, Jesus. Has not tile little girl occular demonstration tllat Santa. Clans exists, and thinks
of ller and loves ller? Has' Mr. Brown anything
more? Has he as mucll?
Unfortunately for Jesus· and his worshipers, tllere
is a great want of autllenticity, in tile. first place, as to
his existence. We !lave simply tile statements of
wllttt purports to be biographies of llim, written by
four individuals of whom we know notlling and cari
know nothing, ant! wllicll is critirely' unconfirliieu by
.any 'cotemporaneous llistory: lt. does appear .that
tllesc stories were not known ~o be in existence for
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over one llundred years after Jesus is said to have
lived, and even accoruing to the claims of Cllristian
writers, tile gospels were not virittim till tllirty, and
some of them sixty years after Jesus died. ·
When tile great difficulty which u!ways exists in
obtaining tile real facts in all occurrences and items
of llistory is remembered; when it is borne in mind
tllat rigllt llere among ourselves, where the facilities
for writing, printing and I!tpidly disseminating intel~
ligence are a tllousand times greater tllan eighteen
hundred years ago; when we know it is a fact tllat
not a strictly trutllful report was ever written of a
single battle that occurred in our recent war; wllen
it is a truth that, in the compiling of the great ''American Cyclopmdia," now being revised and re-publislled by the Appletons, upon whicll tllere are engaged
such an able corps of editors and revisers, wllo assiduously and constantly labor to keep out all enors
and mistakes, when, despite all tile caution and
watcllfulness, tile most glaring mistakes !lave· cr. pt in
witll regard to our Croton water works, tile capacity
of tile various reservoirs, and tile amount of water
discllarged from each, as we;] as otller statistics in
reference to Croton, w llich would seem could be
easily and correctly obtained; when, we say, tllese
facts are borne in mind, as well as tile trutll tllat tile
early fatllers and founders of Christianity were notorious for tlleir inventions and pious frauds, can we,
with any degree of certainty, take tile statements of
unknown persons, wllo are supposeu to have lived
nt.arly two tllousand years ago, especially wllen tlley
relate many tllings tllut are impossible· and could
never have occurred?
If J e~us was begotten by a ghost-if lle !lad no
fatller, except an invisible, impalpable, imponderous
phantom, wllat eartllly chance llad .il'Iattllew or Luke
to know anytlling about it? Tiley make no claim of
writing by inspiration, and if they did, could we
believe tllem in~plicitly? If any one or two
writers, or reporters, or p·ie~ts, slwuld now write a
statement that a young, obscure girl llad become a
motller witllout one of tile opposite sex !laving
intercotirse'witll.ller, would tile wol'ld believe snell
a story? Ougllt it to believe it? Were story-tellers in
oltlen time any more reliable than now? Were not
fal!le, tietion and enor more blemled witll what tlley
meant for ldstm·y tllan in tile present age of tile world?
When in recitals of tile present time we find we are
compelled to take tllem witll many gruins of allowance, is it not quite as necessary to use caution in this
direction witll tile uncertain stories of olden time?
Is tllere any virtue in . belief without proof ? Is not
the little girl wllo believes in Santa Claus upon the
strength of wllat slle is told, equally as meritorious us
Mr. Brown wllo believes in tile remarkable conception, tile remarkable life, tile remarkable deatll, and
the remarkable resurrection and ascension of Jesus,
simply because four Unkno\vn and unreliable persons
agreed indifferently in saying so?
Matthew states that .at tile uucifixion tile sun ceased
to give ligllt for several !lours, tllat terrible eartllquakes occurred wllicll opened tile graves, and that
tllose who were dead and buried came forth out of
the).r graves and mixed again. witll tlleir former companions; is it not a little singular that neitllLr Mark,
Luke; nor John, nor Peter, Paul, nor J uue, nor Colsus, Josephus, nor Pliny knew notlling and said notl,ting about it? If snell an occunence sllould take place
now, can it be supposetl one single indiviuual woultl
be all who would take any notice of it ? Is any sensible person under any ol!ligation to believe a writer
wllen lle states sucll great improbabilities, especially
wllen he can be convicted of a score of mis-statements in other lesser mutters ? Is tllere any virtue in
believing a falsehood at any time ?
. We do not say tllat Jesus never lived, but we clo
say there is no proof tllat lle did. When we consider
that wllat are called tile •' four gospels" migllt very
easily have been wriLten by Easebius or some of the
other early fatllers, priests or .monks wllo were anxiqus to transplant tile older pagan mytllologics of the
East intu Judea and tore-focalize tlle.atttique notions of
India, Persia and Egypt, an1..hvllcn it is known to be
a fact tllat a:most every incident narratetl in the life
~f Jesus llacl its. prQ.tolypc mo1·e tllan five llundrcd
( Guntinued on Eiohth Paoe.J
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Foundations.
BY

.JOHN SYPHERS.

The Scriptmes inform us that a house built upon
the sand must sooner or later tumble. A good solid
foundation is indispensahle to the permanency of a
house or a castle in architecture, and equally so tn re·
spect. to a religions organization or church. \\Then
we hunt for the bed roek of the organization, called
"the church.,. \Ve must admit that it is something
hard to find. That Hnre foundation stone, that was
once laid in Zion, has slipped from under it by some
means or other. Modern religion rests on no natural
facts or principles, but is based upon a few myths, a
few SUl)erstitions, a few bogus miracles, and a big
ghost story I
I design to look into this big spook story, so intimately connected with the life and history of the hero
of the New Testament, Jesus Christ. I have often
wished that the ghost story connected with the birth
of Christ had been left out of his history. Even if it
were literally true, I think it would have been much
better to have left it out. If Christ is a sure foundation stone, laid in Zion, upon which to build the
Church of the world, I don't think the story that he
was ghost-begotten and virgin-born helps the founflation m the least. It makes the foundation uo broader,
no deeper, 110 firmer to tell that spooky story about hb
mother's intimacy with a ghost in the ovei·shadowing
business.
The story seems to be so completely outside of the
ordinary course of things, that it has caused his followers to become the objects of much ridicule and
laughter, as well as the butt of many a sarcastic joke.
The story seems to the minds of the "unregenei·ate "
as ·a faithful copy of an old Egyptian story concerning the vhginity of the mother of one of their
~~·cat redeemers, saviors, reformers or law-givers,
If not gods. .Matthew and the other evangelists tell
this story of ghostly intercourse just as if they had
been present and saw it all; but they knew not that
such a man existed until he Wtts thirty years old, and
had thrown away the hammer, the square, the saw
and the jack-plane and had gone into the vreaching
business. It f~llows, then, that this story which they
have been tellmg the world, was all hearsay with
them, and to us it must be third or fourth-handed.
1t'lary should have told this story to the world herself
if it was true. She would be better testimony than
even Christ himself, as all that he would be supposed
to know about the matter \\·ould be what his mother
told him.
The general popular idea of a ghost is, that it is
something very thin. If the thing actually took place
as narrated, it is the most masterly piece of materializing to be fonud in all the annals of the past. If
·that ghost actually did do what is ascribed to it in the
sacred Scriptures, if God was really the father of
this gifted young man, possessing such fine spiritualistic powers and mediumistic development, then he
must have completely materialized himself to get
within the laws governing the transmission of animal
life. A bare, unmateriabzed ghost is altogether too
thin a substance to exercise those laws and functions
necessary to reproduction. The thinking portion of
the world must and ever will look upon this story as
being concocted by the parties interested, as a dodge
by which to get rid of certain odious reflections which
;ociety was sure to heap upon the parent who gave
birth to children under 811Ch very suspicious circumstances.
.Many chnrch people turn up their noses at the
modern mauife;;tations of spiritual power, 1leclarino·
that they don't believe in ghosts, no, not they! It i~
a sure sign of a weak mind to believe in ghosts, say
they, and yet the very first thing you ·strike on opening their New Testament, is one of the most improhable ghost stories to be found in the religious annals
of the whole world; that a ghost-a holy ghost, i. e.,
a good ghost-should be the father of a child by a
little curly-headed, black-eyed .Jewish girl. The people in the tO I\ n where she lived, doubtless had many
>t laugh· over the story she or her friends ~et afloat,
that sl!e was with child by a ghost!
When Joseph and little .Mary went up to the city of
Bethlehem to be taxed, they found that the scandal
had got there before them, and the landlord at the
1wtel would not keep them. They were notorious
characters, and their names as connected with this
scandal had spread abroad.
The hbtormns try to smooth the matter over by
saying that the hotCJ was full, and that there was no
room fol' them. If that little Jewish gtr! ever did
make that old bacl!elor-Joseplt, the barn-builrlerbelieve that the father of her child was a ghost, then
she was not only smart but tricky as well. And
.Joseph, the old tool, I do wonder if he lived all his
life and never discovered how completely she had
pulled the wool over his eyes? I am sorry to have to
say it, but I must be true to myself and put myself
square upon the record before I leave this world forever, by saying that I feel just as sure that this whole
Jesus busiuess is a "put-up" job upon an ignorant
world, as 1 am sure that I am in this room at this
time, and writing with this pen.
The vicarious business, or salvation by proxy, or
salvation through the name of Christ, or by the
or any one else, I am mentally, morally and spir·

itually certain is one of the most monstrous hum·
hugs that ever was perpetrated upon man. Man
must save himself by a growth in knowledge and a
continual development into hig-her conditions of
spirituality and purity. I have found ont to ademonstrated certainty, that there is no other name under
heaven or among men whereby I can be saved, save
the name of John Syphers, and him not crucified
either. And, my dear reader, you will yet find out th~
same things concerning yoursPif. either in this world
or in the next. But the great ±'oundation of the faith
of the sectarian religious world is an old religious
work called the Bible, or rather Bi-bills, as it was for
a long time called, it being a collect;on of old bills
which had been laid by for a great while before the
thought struck the priests to collect them into a book.
The New Testament is a compilation, a collection of
a great many small pamphlets on religious subjects,
written, most of them. by a little tailor who plied It is
needle and thread, and hung- out his shingle-Andy
Johnson like-in the city of Damascus, until a streak
or wave of inspiration struck him, and then he broke
his needle, took down his sign and started out preachIng.

Jn the old part of this greai old foundation hook
upon which everything h~ been built and by whicJ{
every vile chimera that ever danced tln·ough the cranium of visionary men, has been proved, is told many
amusing stories, one or two of which I will take a
little peep at before closing ,this articl.e.
The Lord is not only the hero, bvt also a star actor
t1pon the wide theater of the Old Testament as well
as the New. He.generally playeclleading and heavy
parts. At one tune he was billed to appear in the
country of the Orient as a "city bu1'nm·, but in this
~·ole I do r~ot think he distinguished himself by addmg anythmg to a g6od reputation. At one time he
determined to destroy a certain city. \\That the provocation was, I know not, but opine that it was altogether whimsical on his part, for it seems to me nothing could just.ify a Lord or anybody else in destroy·
mg a "·bole crty from the face of the earth for any
cause whatever. In these wholesale destnJCtions the
innocent must suffer with the "Uiltv the babe and
the innocent chilu with the adult. ~Jhe Lord held a
council in his audience chamber and elected that certain cites must burn. But before applying the torch
and playing the incendiary on so large a scale, he
thotlght it best to set a price on the towns. He actually came down and capitulated with the inhabitants
concern in?\ the destruction of their town. He thouo-ht
fifty righteous men about a fair price for a city or''its
size. He levied no contribution, either in gold or
greenb~cks. up?n them. As for gold, it was already
a drug m hrs kmgdom, so much so, indeed, that the
very streets were paved with it. But be delllunded
of them (Very unfortunately) the very thing of which
just at that time they were about as good as out of.
llood, solid, honest, upright and righteous men were
at that tiJ:?e so very ~carce in the city, that it would
take a philosopher wrth five lamps, all well trimmed
and burning in broad daylight to find one !
Now if this J;ord was a real, genuine Lord, and
not a. bogus article. he knew well enough their impovenshed condition with respect to the article demanded; h.e k~ew that he was setting the price too
brgh-so brgh, mdeecl, that they never could reach it.
He promised faithfully that if the fifty men, possessing. the r~quisi t~ qualifications, were forthcoming
agamst a grvei,I trme, he would spare the city; but if
not, up she goes in flame and smoke I
But the poor, frightened cittzeus, Mavor and other
official~, when they .came to canvass ihe city, they
found rt to l.Je very like many of our modern citiesthe righteous men that it contained could all be count·
ed on your fingers and then have plenty of fingers to
spare. Men who could fill the bill were founll to be
alarmingly scarce. ,'fhey soon discovered that their
only salvation consisted in beiug able to .Jew the Lorcl
down in his price. They returned to the Lord with
long faces, beclounded with gloom, and told him that
there was no use talking, unless he would come down
in his price, the city was doomed.
The Lord then graciously·recousidered the matter
and came to the conclusion that perhaps he had bee~
a little too steep in his price. He then, with great reluctance, relluced the pnce from forty to thirty, and
even came down to ten men; and ;~t that low iigure,
even, they had to give it up, being entirely unable to
raise that number. But why did he demand fifty men
at first, when he knew very well (if he kut>w all things)
that the wlwle city could not scare up a batrer's clozen
of her citizens who could fill the l.Jill ? 'l'he whole
thing, from first to last, was a very shabby transaction.
Now, if that ancient Lord, who figures so conspicuously in the role of an incendiary and town-burner, is
the same one that they preach about now-a-days, then
I cannot worship him for a momenl. I cannot work
up my organ of veneration to such a pitch as to throw
n1yself on my knees before him, considering all the
mean things that sacred history lays to his charg;e. I
cannot worship him, nor indeed scarcely treat him
wlth decent respect.
In the olden time, this great Lord of the ChristianE~
used to keep some old, bald-headed men going about
as his ministers, attending to business for him. You
remember, no doubt, the Bible story of one of these,

a .P<?or, mis,~rable old soul, "barefooted on the top
of .lus head, who thougliL himself a prophet. He was
gomg on a mission of the Lord's up to a certain city,
no doubt to prophecy against the inhabitants thereof,
was accidentally spied by some children who were at
play by the roadside. They began to poke a little
fun at him, and the fearful con~equence was that the
Lord sent his bears down upon the little mischiefs,
aml they were devoured by them.
·
This was a very foolish act on the part of the Lord
for the children were only in fun. The prophet wa~.
nobody but a superannuated, worn-out oldman, who
was not worth to the world, either physically, mentally or morally the powder and lead that would blow
him up! \\Thy must so many bright-eyed, beautiful,
cheerf_nl, sprightly, laughin~, curly-headed little boys
and g1rls be eaten up by bears for his sake? The
world and society bad much at stake in these children. They were the idols of loving parents, and tl!e
future hope of the country. Bnt what had the world
at stake in the old bald-tread? Nothing, absolutely
not/Ling. If the Lord's bears had to eat somebod}:,
why did he not turn them loose on the old, defunct
man, aud let the children live? How many children
does it usually take to make a·couple of the Lord's
bears a mess, anyhow? But that depends. I suppose,
altogether upon how hungry they are. Now my l)l·i·
vate opinion, publicly expressell, is, that there is a
brtre possibility that this bear story is a barefaced lie I
I do not write these things to assist in destroying
the Bible, which bas many sweet and spiritual things
·n it, but to assist in breaking the ::pell which enshrouds the minds of thousands upon thousands who
worship it as an idol, and thiDk ignorantly that it is
the only foundation, and on it the salvation of man
hinges, and the hope of the 1\'0rld rests. Every idol
must be broken to piecel' by the great hammer of
truth and reason, wielded by the strong arms of the
iconoclasts of the age, before men will be taught the
great lesson that they must look to themselves- alone
for salvation.
Big stories,Jike Gulliver's travels,
In a Bil.le are much out of place;
They're all right in Don Quixote and Crusoe,
But to a Bible the greatest disgrace.

Glimpse of an Un-holy Bible.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I send you a short clip
from a book just ready for the press. It has been supposed that Paine exposed nearly all the the gross
blunders of the Bihle, hut he does not show one in a
lmndTed. The book referred to· will be a complete
work, annotated and with references given. It w1ll
aKtonish even the deepest reader, and will only deal in
apparent errors.
"And it came to pass, in the four hundred and
eightieth year, after Ihe children of Israel were come
out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of t:iolomon's reign over Israel, in the month of Zif, which is
tile seconcil month, that be began to build the house of
the Lord ll Kmgs, vi. 1.)
·• Now these are the generations of Pharez: Pharez
begat Hezron, and Hezron begat Ram, and Ram
begat Aminadab, and Aminadah begat Naashon
and NMshon begat Salmon, and Salmon begat Boaz:
and Boaz begat Ohecl, and Obed begat Jesse, and
Jesse begat David." (Ruth, iv. 18-22.) (Matt. 1-2-6.)
"And Judas-.Judah begat Pharez."
.Just so, that malws assurance doubly sure. Ten
generations from Judah to Solomon.
''David was thirty years old when he began to
reign and he reigned forty years." (2. Sam. v. 4.)
Now, Pharez was born before the Jews went down
to Egypt, and as the whole history of Joseph in Egypt
comes after the birth of Phare:.~ it is fair to presume
that Pharez was some thirty years old before going
clown to Egypt, fnr hi' had two sons. (See Genesis
xlvi. 12.)
.
"Now the sojourning of the children of Israel, who
dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred and thirty years.
And it c~tme to pass at the end of the four hundred
and thirty years, even the self-same day it came to
pass, that all the hosts of the Lord went out from the
land of Egypt." (Ex. xii. 40-41.)
Oh, bow goorl it. seems to have the holy, inspired
writer so positive ; well, then, from the day the
J·ews entered Egypt to the clay Solomon begRn the
temple, in the fourth year of his reign, the time was
just nine lw:n.dred and ten yea1's.
Now, subtract the four yea1's of Solomon's reign,
and the se?;ent,y ye!1(J'S of David's life, from the nine
hundred and tl!n yeaTs and it leaves eight hundnd and
thirty.lfix yean to be divided among the nine generations inclusive from Pharez to Jesse, or ninety-two ai1d
ei.ght-ninthsfor eacl• man; that is to say, ninety-three
years before any of them had a son born-for the
reigning genenlogies are drawn from the first born
son.
'l'hen we have whatever years of age Pharez was
before l.Je went to Egypt to add to thi8 eight
lmndred and thirty-six, s·ty thirty, for he had GWO
sun~, making eight hundred and sirety.six or ninety-six
yea1·s to each generation.
Now who believes such
foolish trash, to say that each one of these excellently
preserved old patriarchs forbore marriage till above
ninety; or, if married, had no children until ninety·
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four years of age, is asking too much of our gullibility.
0, Inspiration, what a fool thou wert to get caught
in the toil€; of common addition. Amply inspired thou
mightest have shunned the breakers of science. Thou
must have known that science would scatter thy facts
to thjl winds raised by the breath of scorn.
Man was bound by the enslaving toils of bigoted
belief, and. would !lave gulped down any marvelous
tale thou "mightest have told, wh~tt a fool thou wert to
put a club in his hand with which to beat out thy
brains.
How simple, and at tbe same time how indisputable
would have been tbe word~ of Er.r», when he invented
his commission from the king of Persia: "Peace, and
·rtt such a time."
(Er.ra, iv. 17.) If inspiration bad
only put such a roving· date to all the events and marvels he records, how ~oothing it would now be to the
true believer, who finds on every hand a desire to
square ail things by a matllematical precision.
But the above does not comprise the only gro~sly
lying statements by any means.
Whenever the Bible
gives two separate accounts of the same event, in which
m·ithrnetic can be used to compute time 01' quant'it;1J, one
wilt nem·ly alwctys be found to d-ispute the othe1·.
· "And the8e are tile names ot the sons of Levi, according to their generations: Gershon, and Kohath,
and Merari, and the years of the life of Levi were· a
hundred and thirty and seven yenrs * .,. * * And
the sons of Kohatb., .Amram, and 'fzhar, and Hebron,
and Uzziel: and the years of the life of Kobatll were
a hundred and thirty and three years * * * And
Amram tool~ Jochebed, his father's sister to wife, ;J,nd
she bore him Aaron and Moses, and the years ofti.Je
life of Amram were a hundred and thirty and seven
years." (Ex. vi. 16-20.)
Now, Levi was the third son of Jacob, and was an
old man compamtively when they went down to
Egypt, for Judah's youngest ROll was a man .e:rown before they went to E_g;ypt.
(Gen. xlvi. 12.) And
Judah was younger than Levi, and Pharez the bastard son of Judah bad two sons before they went to
Egypt. (Gen. xlvi. 12.) And Pharez was borl?- after
Judah's family were all grown up and mm·ned, so
Kohath must have been ali old man before he went to
Egypt.
Then Jacob was a hundred and tllirty years
old when he went to Egypt. (Gen. xlvii. 9.)
Now all this data places the age of Kohath, the son
of Levi, at about fifty or sixty, for he was the second
son of Levi, and Levi the third son of Jacob. Now,
pres.uming Levi to have been bori1 when Jacob was
thirty or forty, and Kolwth when Levi was thirty,
now subtract this from Jacob's age when he went to
Egypt, and you have Kohatil's age fifty or sixty.
Now, let us see·, we have left of Kohath's life sixty or
seventy years after he went to Egypt. Amram, his
sou, lived one hundred and thirty-seven years, and
Moses was his second son, and was eigl1ty yea1's old
when he left Egypt.
(Ex. vii. 7.) (Dent. xxxiv. 7.)
(Joh. v. 6.)
Now let us see, we have of Kollath's life seventy,
of Amram's one hundred and thirty-seven ; and of
Moses eighty, making, of the whole time of their lives,
but two lnmtlred arret eighty-seven years. But let us
compute this in a more common-sense wayior no one
can suppose .iVIoses was born when his father, Amram,
was one hundred and thirty-seven years o:d, nor Amram when h1s father, Kohatll, was sixty. Suppose,
then that Amram was born when Kollatb. was forty,
that is ten years before the migration into Egypt, til en
tl1at Moses was born when Anuam was forty, then we
have this result: Time from entering Egypt until they
left it in Amram'g lifetime, before the birth of :i\Ioses,
thirty years; during lVIoses life dgl.Jty years.
"Now the sojourning of the clHlclreu of Israel who
dwelt in Egypt, was four hundred anJ thirty years."
Just exactly. (Ex. xii. 40-41.)
Now bigoted reader, should any such be found who
could be induced to read this, how will you answer
this ~ I know how, leavmg all argument, all proofs,
ull good sense, all gentlcmrmly fair dealing, you will
try to ward o.!I these deadly i.>lows against your besotted fapaticism, by attempting to prove by brassy assertion, unsupported by proof, that the allthor is a
criminal of the deepesL dye, a hardened villain from
whose breast every scintilla of goodness has long ago
vanislled.
\I\' ell, suppose you could prove ail this, would it
make these lying figures matcll better ? Would all
creation then be bound to bow the slavish knee before
Jehovah, the Ogre of Jewry? \Voulcl that make
the detestable characters of Abraham, JttcolJ, .Moses,
Shmuel, David or Elisha more endurable~ If you
can escape this go, Jchov~l loves snell worshipers,
who without question adore him and the Bible, the
most fearfnl book ever published.
But as for me, I cannot mould my idea of Deity,
by comparing him willt your cru~l tyrant.
·
ln my book, "The Unhvly B1ble," l have reterences of infinite value to the seeker <tfter Truth. It
is written without a particle of reverence for ancient
humbugs, without fear, without straining a point, nnd
its remarl;:s are simply just. The Old 'l'estament is
ready for the press, anu the New will be ready soon.
OcciDENTUS.

He that Believeth Not shall be Damned.

Divinity of Christanity.

The spirit. or main principle. the essence of ChristianitY is· mostabominablethat was ever conceived by" man.
What busines is it to you. if I will not assume that a proposition is tr·ue. that I have not one evidence to prove is true?
By what authority do you continue mylil'inu existenee in
an endless hell of fire? Because I will not sarI believe
that which I do not beliene? This is Christi:~nity. and
has been ever since it has had an existence. If there
ever was a God greater than man. and that Creator had
written on every stone on earth the above text. and the
reason. only one reason, ··He that believeth not." it
would have seemed strange enough to us. that the everywhere present. aU-seeing Creator·should write such a law.
and the one reason on all the stones. And we would
be punished in hell-fire. without any priest about it·
"'All things are possible with the Creator." or "God"
say they. It seems strange to us now. that Omnipotence.
Omniscience. Omnipresence. Almighty Power. three of
them. did not. or could not manage mankind without
priests. Saint Peters is the Satan (Matt. xi 23). We account
for it only in one way. According to Dr. Clarke, seventyfive gospels were rejected because of the style. doctrine
etc. Those we have now are no older than the 6th or
7th centuries. When Bible revising was in fashion.
from A. D. 1529. Tyndale's did not suit the hierarchy. and
we have got now some fifteen versions. ··All the omissions and additions" says Clarke. "do not endanger a
salvation or'the soul. God has watched over and preserved what is most important." He might have said St. Peter has watched. The murders. suffering. misery. and woe
perpetrated since Christianity started are overwhelming
evidence that it is the priests' fabrication. The holy
horror,tbey manifest if a man express a doubt of its divinitY. and their readiness to murder. imprison. torment.
and persecute is positive evidence of falsehood. Our text.
so often recited by them, not he that believeth not, God will
damn to endless hell-fire; but .. he that beliveth not shall
be damned, "(they have practically said), God or no God.
is proof of priest's fabrication. The first chapter of Genesis is proof. ··In the beginning "-no man ever had any
evidence that the Universe had a beginning. It exists.
but its existence is proof of its eternity until you prove
that there. was a time when it was not.
"Go.d created." The name ·• God" was fabricated from
an Anglo Saxon word that our rmcestors used to express
good. in general. and ther <Lpplied it to an imaginary,unknown being.
·
The Catholics make salvation depend upon the Church.
without books.
That Zeus, Deus, Dieu. and God. all created the Universe
is simply false. ··Created out of nothing" they say. An
infinite. eternal. self-axistent Being caused all existence
to arise out of non-existence. Bah! ··barn." Parkhurst
says. ""The first definition of· bara' is to create. Did the
Christo-Jew-God make wo1·ds for his chosen _people.
so that each word ment five different things? Well. a
priest-forged God could "do it. Every time the name
··God" is represented in our English Bible, nonn and
pronoun. they are proofs of priests' fabrication. Dr. Lardner. E. S. Guild, and others quote from the Christian
Fathers. that they did lie in support of their superstition.
and Dr. Mosheim admits it. Christian priests forge a
name. and repeat that name millions on millions of
times, and that beeomes by repeating a 1'eal pe1·son. creator of the U niYerse.
As said in the Analogy. by Bishop Butler." 'l'he lowest
presumption is of the nature of a probability. and often
repeated amounts to a certainty. In other words. a lie
preached 1875 years mr1kes our present state of morality.
piety. and civilizHtion, and a revelation by a human Jehovah God. For absurdity this cannot be beat. 'l'he earth
was bohg tohu. rendered. ··without form and void."-" a
fol·mlessvacuum." Did God knowhow the thing looked?
Priests can put a meaning to palm tohu, and it will be holv writ. You could not descibe it. You said it was Bolmt~/m. And darlmess covered intlnite sp:1ce ; and God
who is light. and in him is no darkness at all. said, '"Let
there be light. and there WitS light the first day. The second d:ty. the sky. heaven. was made ; and the third day.
the e<trth, gmss. trees. beech-nuts, the centre of our solar
system. etc. The fourth day. the sun. moon. and also
stars were made and put in the sky, to separate day from
night. 8homayin. In the fifth day. great whales were created. In the sixth day four-footed beasts. creeping
things. male a~d.female ; and man. to our image, after
our likeness. That the author of the Universe ever told
man such stuff is the most absurd of all absurdities. Now.
were it not for the fear of fire, fagot. thumbscrews. pincers, the rack. endless damnation in hell( in a living state)
>tfter we are dead. and immortal souls ; (all priests' forgery) there is not a sane man on earth who would not reject the Christo-Jew-book. and. Josephus (each proves
the other false). with the utmost contempt. as a base fabrication. until the Creator makes man know unmistakably that his true name is God. and that he did make the
Christo-J ew book without a priest.
JosEPH NoYES. Realist.

A standing argument in favor of the divinity of
Christianity is the benignity of its character, tile rapidity with which it has spread, and the great prevalence it bas obtained in the world. How do tile facts
support this claim?
The religions of the world are
as follows:
Buddhists, 360.000,000; Brahmins, 160,000,000;
Mahometans, 250,000,000; Christians, [Communicant~], 120,000,000; Jews, 5,000,000; Idolotars, 150,
000,000; Modern Spiritualists, 10,000,000; Nothingarians, 100,000.000; Unclassified, 175,000,000.
Thus we see there are more Idolotars tllan Christians, more Brahmins, twice as many J\llahometans, and
tllree times as many Buddi.Jists.
If the Jews are
taken as a unit, they stand thus: Jew8, 1, Spiritualists,
2; Nothingarians, 20; Christians, 25; ldolotars, 30;
Brahmans, 32; Unclassified, 38; .iVlahometans, 50;
Bul!dhists, 72.
For every Christian in the world there are over ten
who are not CIJristians. If it bas taken over eighteeen
hundred years to gain one tenth part of the race _to
Christianity, it will, at the sam.e rapid rate, reqmre
eighteen thousand years to bring the wllole world to
Jesus; but according to our leading clergymen the
progress of the world to Christianity is much lilce
the toad's getting out of the well, "one forward, and
two back." Rev. Dr. Talmage says, "Oh! we have
magnificent church machinery in this country; we
have sixty thousand American ministers ; we have
costly music ; we have great Sunday-schools ; and yet
I give you the appt.Jling statistics that in the la;;t
twenty-five years, laying aside last year, the statistics
of which I have not yet seen. within the last twentyfive years the churches of God in this country have
averaged less than two conversions a year eaci.J. There
bas been an average of four or five deaths in tile
churches. How soon, at that rate, will this world be
brought to God ? We gain two; we lose four. Eternal
God, what will this come to?" According to this, the
grand conversion of the whole world BlUSt be post_poned many, many years.
Are there then, in the
numbers which have embraced Christianity, the
slighest proof of its divinity? By no means.
How about its benignity~ No religion in the world
bas persecuted so much as the Christian.
Nny, all
combined have not begun to compare with it in this
hellish business.
Untold thousands have in cold
blood been by it brought to the stake, the block, the
scaffold, the rack and the dungeon; ami in all this
scarP-ely a scintilla of mercy was shown.
60,000,000
of human beings have lost their lives in Christian
wars.
Christianity and J\lluhometanism have been established and spre(td by the sword, and rivers ot human blood have run in the name of their Gocl. In the
Jewish wars of Jehovah millions of lives wel'a sacrificed. Not so with the Heathen: the history of their
religion has not been written in blood.
Not all the
pagan religions of the world have put to death onetenth the number of human beings that the Christian
religion has. Where then are the proofs of its. divine
origin? Where is the evidence of its superionty and
truthfulness over other forms of belief ? If it has
taken more life; if it llas caused more misery and woe
than other religions it certait..Jy is worse than they.
Though wily and designing priests persistently tell
us that Christi!mity possesses all that is good, all that
lovely, all that is moral, all that is godly, all that is
true in the world, the claim is positively false. It's
record is dark and damning, and all the excellence it
possesses comes from humanity. It is nearly all borrowed from olcler systems of faith.
THE Catholic Church in the United States probably numbers 8.ooo.ooo communicants. 'l'he Catholics occupy 6,920
stations. chapels. and churches. They have the service of
4,87! priests. 6 apostolic vicars, 49 bishops. 9 arehbisops
and one cardinal. 'l'hey have 18 theological seminaries
with nearly 1.500 students ; over 2.000 schools of all grades
and more than 300 asylums and hospitals. There are
more than 7 different orders of monks and friars. 12 of
nuns. 8 different institutions. such as the Jesuits .andRedcmptionists. 12 congregations of priests and brothers.
and 30 sisterhoods. lVIuch of the money that is reLlUiretl
to run these institutions of superstition has been craftilr
wrung from tile confiding lllickeys antl Bridgets who
carry the hod and do the kitchen work.
THE English explorations of Palestine are going on
satisfactorily. Surveyors are triangulating the country
at large expense. anti the ·• Palestine Fund" publishes a
quarterly statement containing papers of great interest
to Biblical students. The last volume has a valuable
paper on the scene of David's duel with Goliah. Perhaps
if they hunt around earnestly. they may find the place
where David triangulated for Bathshebn. u·riah's beautiful wife. That will be a most valuable acquisition for
Bible students. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NEARLY 6oo.ooo persons were employed during last year
in and about the coal. fire clay. iron stone and ~;hale
mines of Great Britain and Ireland. about four-fifths of
A PETRIFIED forest has been discovered in the desert of whom were ocCU!Ji~d under ground.
Northwestern Humboldt, about thirty miles west of the
.. WHAT does· Good Friday' mean?" asked one school·
Black Rock range of mountains in Nevada. The CentenA PENNSYLVANIA printer. who is the father of twentr- nial Commissioners are having a tlect!on cut out and boy of another. ··You had better go home and read your
six children, is puzzling himself to account for the hard
• Robinson Crusoe,'" was the withering reply
prepared for the exhibition.
times.
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·years earlier, in Christna, Buddha, Prometheus and
many others, it is more easy for a plain, matter-of-fact
·man, who is not biased by early education, to think
the whole story a borrowed one, rather than that the
s ..me events of half a millennium before should take
place over again. Cu.n we justly ascribe to Jesus,
priority and originality fur sentiments. and doctrines
which were positively known to have been taught
hundreds of years earlier by the Essencs of Alexandria, and other localities?

But admitting that Jesus did live, aml there· were
doubtless many by the name the same as there are at this
tlay in Spain and Mexico, and as for two thousand ye1u·s
there have been Jamcses and Joshuas, he was only a
man who was begotten and born like other human beings, who lived and died like them, ami after he was
dead did not aris"e again and go sailing up bodily in
the air where it is cold enough to freeze a man through
aml through in five minutes .. His praises, his wonders
and his super-humanity have been so long sung and
reiterated that tlwu~anus of people like. M.r. Brown
have absolutely got to believe that such a remarkable
pC!:son once lived on the earth, and that he was Gotl
and made the Universe.
'l'here is no lack of instances where human beings
of only onliimry traits of character, have had great
honors thrust upon them, and especially after death,
have been deified and have been elevated to a niche
of great j:lminence in the temple of atlulation. In
olden times it was very common, and even in the last
century there has been plenty of it. How Napoleon
Bonaparte has been revered and magnified in all his
excellent qualities far beyond the reality, constituting
him. a hero, a wonder aml almost a demi-god, while
his enemies saw little in him to admire. How our
own Washington, by being extolled, bc-prai;;ed, and
always spoken of as a perfect, faultless individual, is
now revered by millions far beyond his real merits.
One of the tendencies of the human mind, tspecially
the ignorant· and superstitious portion, is to "heroworship." This, however, will gradually pass away,
as intelligence and correct thinking gains sway in the
world.·
If Jesus did live, and if he said every word that is
attributed to him, ;,vhy should he be credited with
great power and wisdom, and with divinity it~elf,
when he uttered no better, no wiser, no more Godlike sayings, than Zuroa~ter, Buddha, Christna, Confucius, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, and ruany others
who lived hundreds of years before him? Is there a
virtue in selecting one individual who has lived in
the past, and in acconline; to him all. the wisdom, all
the excellence and u.ll the adorable characteristics that
belong equally as much, to say the least, to numerous
other individuals ? Is it justice or equity to rob one
individual or many individuals, of the honor and
credit to which tliey are fairly entitled, and to bestow
it upon another no more worthy than themselves ?
Uur friend quotes Theoclore Parker. It is rather a
new thing for Christians to quote him to sustain their
institution.· They neither recognized him as a Christian while he lived, nor had scarcely a kind word to
say of him when he diecl. To them he was an Infidel almost equal to Paine or Voltaire. Had we room,
· we think we could quote many of M.r. Parker's sayings which Mr. Brown would harclly endorse. , 'l'heodore Parker was a great man, anJ was much farther
acl vauceu in mental freedom and bolclness than the
great majority of those around him; but he, too, like
~Ir. Brown, had 'an excessive amount of veneration,
ancl he fancied he saw in the charucter of Jesus a vast
amount to love ami admire.
If Parker did say, on a certain occasion, when he
had a special point to make, that ''the Christianity of
Christ is the highest and most perfect ideal ever presented to the longing eyes of man," it was an extravagant I!Xpres~ion, unfouncled in truth. We would
like to have Mr. Brown, or any other incliviclual, show
wherein the morals or inculcations of Jesus were any
higher or purer than those taught and believecl by
persons just namcll, none of whom claimecl to be
Gocl. It is just as easy for the aclmirers and worshipers of J csus to accord undue reverence to him, as
it is for the worshipers of Buddha, Olni~tna or Mahomet to 4o the same by them. Proi.iably no Chris-

tiau llevolee can cxceecl the high degree of adoration will not regret the invc~tment. l::lent by mail for
which tlle several followers of th~se great leaders feel $3. 00. Let the list still grow.
towards their beau-ideals. We who are without the
WE shall issue of Vol. III. several thousand extra
circle can see that all are equally .mistaken, and that copies for specimen numbers for those 'uot on our
virtue attaches to one no more than .another for believ- lists.· We will thank all our friends to send us in the
il.ig what is untrue.
names, of Liberal peoi)le ~h~ will be likely to feel
If Christianity possesses all the excellence and vir-· disposed to patronize the paper, that we may send
tue the world has ever known, is. it not singular that them a copy. There are .thousands who know nothing
it has produced more intolerance, more persecution, of' the paper who would doubtless like to take it.
more bloodshed and more death, than any and all Friends, help us to become acq1,1aintedwith such.
other reiigions the world has ever known ? That
BoUND Corms of TnE· 'l'uunr SEEKEH, Vol. ll,
this hasbeen the case,and.that the history of Christianity llll,S been Written in blood, can be easily containing tliirty-two numbers, ·or 548 pages, will be
furnished within a few days, and sent, post-paid, by
showri.
Lord Bacon was truly a wise and a great man, ancl mail,· at $2.50, in heavy paper, and $3,25 in cloth anti
we will be glad if Christians ever become willing to boards. They will last•a •lifo-time, and they contain
accept
the positions he arrived at ; but when he much valuable reading matter, and will always he
said, "a little philosophy inclineth man's mind to convenient for reference.
Bound. Copies of Vol. 1, of TnE TIWTII SEEKER
Atheism, but depth of philosophy bringeth men's
minds allout to religion," it only proves that evengreaf will be mailed for one dollar. "vVe are preptu·ed to
minds can err. How is it to-day ? Tile greatest till order~. Let them come in.
minds o.f the age, the ripest scholars, the soundest
Within the last ten da_ys, we have sent out several
thinkers, and the most leamed scientists, are those hul1dred eopiesof the "Burgess-Underwootl Debate,"
who have tlie 'least faith in theology, reyealed relig- and "The Pro and Con. of Supernatural Religion ....
ion and a personal God. In this· category are enroll- We will be equally as glad to send out a few lmndrecl
ed Darwil;, Huxley, Spencer, Tyndall, Farraday, more coj)ies before the end of the year. vV c are
Proctor, Helmholtz, Buchner, Schmidt, Draper, Fiske, satisfied that they will please those who read them.
and numerous others of less distinction ; while in the 'l'hey cannot be too widely circulated. Those who
oppm;ite column are found Moody ant! Sankey, Mrs. have not secured copies, will do well to do so. DeGrundy; M.rs. Partington, Erastus F. Brown, ancl bate, 60 cts. in paper;' $1.00 in cloth. Pro and Cou
unfortunately, too many more.
40 cts. in paper, 75 cts. in cl.oth. Sent, post-paicl, b;
·
If it is a virtue for ~Ir. Brown to believe in his mail.
myth, it is equally a virtue for the little girl who
W
c ar:c receiving daily l)Ssuranccs that TnE TRUTir
hangs up her stocking, to believe in her myth, Santa
SEEKER TlB.c:rs and TlWTn SEEKERLEAFL;E'rs m:c
Claus. A.nd. it· is not strange, that, when she was
doing much good over the country.
Many order
told by her mother, that she was now getting large
them to counteract the wild revival influences now so
enough to lay aside her dolls and playthings, and be
prevalent over the country. They are fomid very
a woman; that there was no such person as Santa
efficient in promoting clear views and good "common
Claus, that, :w:heJl her cherished ideals were thus so
sense." Sec list on last page and notice the heavy
cruelly destroyed, she should reply in this wise: "Now
discounts we make in quantities, and if you are
Mal l(you· have been telling me a story all this time,
troubled with the revival epidemic, send for a lot and
about Santa Claus, how do I know but you have been
circulate th~m· fr~ely. They arc a good antidote.
telling rue a story about Jesus, too? If there is no
Santa Claus; I don't believe there is any Jesus Christ
"TuB BmLE IN PunLIC ScnooLs·. "-vVc have reeither ; there is as much proof or one as the other." ceivcd a very able pamphlet by this title by Damon
And the little child was about right. If, in the opin- Y. Kilgore and pub}i.shcd by the Liberal League of
ion of her mother, it was time for her to lay aside Philadelphia. It is one of the ablest productions we
childishn.ess and error, and not believe longer in liave seen. upon this eng.rossing and very interesting
myths ancl fallacies, .is .it not also time for !lfr. Brown subject, and ,\re shall be pleased to make some exand thousands of others to do the same, and embrace tracts ffom it.. Those who feel an interest upon this
the universal' truth's which exist in nature and reason, important question would do well to semi for it.
and which dep~nd .neither upon ~loses, Buddha, Zo- Price, single copy 10 cents, per hundred $5.00. Adroaster, Confucius, Christna, Plato, Aristotle, Christ, . dress, Jolin S. Dye, 2527 Brown St., Philadelphia.
Mahomet, Luther, .or Joseph Smith, bnt which exists
JusT as·we are going to press, we have received a
inherently and eternally in the boundless Universe.
May he, and numerous others, early come to see the beautiful volume of poems, "The Cuban Martyrs,"
truth as it is clearly brought to light by science ancl rea- and others, 1)y our friend, Charles Stephenson, of
son, which cause myths, superstition, and fables to Rock Island, Ill. From the glance we have given the
step to the rear and to return to the shaclcs of oblivion. Poems, thee- are good, anll. evince a fair order of poetical talent. There are over two hundred pages in the
volume, and more than sixty poems. Friend SteB. F. UNDERWOOD lectures at Quincy, Ill., Dec.
phenson writes us he will send us some to sell. We
10, 11, and 12. · A.t Canton,.Mo., Dec. 13, 14, and 15.
will be very glad to send to any who wish them. lie
His engagements at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, and Lincoln,
did not name the price, but we judge it ought to b'c
Neb., arc cleferrcd for the present.
about $1.50. Bro. Stephenson is an anlcnt Liberal,
OuR friend C. P. Somerby, 130 Eighth Street, has and Liberals ought to buy his book.
presented. us with copy of a sermon in pamphlet form,
MANY articles are crowded out of this issi.w by that
entitled." Who .are, the. Infidels?" by Rev. John W.
"devilish lecture," which we delivered at Trcnor
Chadwick. It is well worth reading.
Hall to a very respectable audience, on Sunday, the
WE welcome the advent of a new Liberal paper, 5th in st. W c carried out one pf the injunctions of
The ·Pacific Livered. Published monthly by A. J. Jesus; we promised them one hour with the Devil,
Boyer, San Franci.s,co? at $1.00 per year.· It is gotten and gave them two. Although most of the audience
up in good style, is ably conducted, and we wish it remained till the close, some of them decided we
'' ga vc them the very Devil." Our readers may come
length of days and great success.
to the same conciusion. jcfore. they wade through it.
WITII Volume III_, we wish to commence "TnE all. (See page 10.) Some who were present at the
Ou•rcAS'l'," by Win wood Reade, who died a feW months lecture complimented us by saying they woultl patientago. He was on~ of the very best writers of the age, ly have listenecl to it 'l'WO hours longer, had it lasted so
and this was .l1is last production. It is a work of re- long. We hope many of our readers will find it
markable interest and ability, and will itself be worth etrually interesting. The lecture is published in tract
the price of the j)aper for a year.
form, and will be mailed to any address at ten cents
each, three for twenty-five cents, or seventy-five cents
'' TnE Wom,D's SAGES, INFIDELS, AND TmNKERS."
per dozen. Orders. can be filled at once.
We itrc daily receiving ·subscriptions foi· this valuable
W c shall issue before the· closing of the year,
work, pf over 800pl)-gcs, which will be issued within
a few,montliH .. Rcad~r .. if you have not sent in your "Tnllt'l'Y DrscusstoNs, LECTURES, BIBLE S•ronms
name, let us arlvisc you to. do so .. We arc sure you AND EssAY:>," hy D. 1\1. Bennett, including "Discus-

all
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sion on Prayer,'' with two clergymen. "1'he Story
of Creation," "The Old Snake Story," " The Story of
the Flood," " The Plagues of Egypt," " Korah, Datham and A biram," "Balaam and ·his Ass," "Arraignmimt of. Pric,Jstcraft, ~· "Joshua Stopping the
Sun and. Moon," ~' Samson amd his Exploits," "1'he
Great Wrestling Match," "Discussion· with Elder
Shelton,'' ~·Reply to' Elder Shelton's Fourth Letter,"
· '' Discus~ion with .George Snode." · '' Honest Questions and Honest Answm:s, "-"The Gods of Supersti, tion,!' "Moving the Ark;' "Bennett's ·Prayer to the
:Dev:il," "·Our ,Ecclesiastical Gentry,!' "Elijah the
.Tish bite," " Christianity a Borrowed System," ''Elisha
the. PJ"op)iet," "Did Jesus Really Exist?" "Jonah
and the B~g Pish," ''An Open Letter to Jesus Christ,"
"1'he Ills We Endure, Their Cause and Cure,"
'' Shadr!wh,· Mesh;1ch and Abednego," "Daniel in
the Lions' Den,"" An Hour. with.the,Devil," "Discussion with Erastus F; Brown,"· and '' The Fear of
Death." The whole will contain nearly six hundred
_pages, and a wood-cut likeness of the author. All
for .the extremely low pr~ce of $1.00 in cloth, and
.75 cents in paper. Who wants copies? Those ;who
get a copy of this and do not think they have had their
_money's worth, we will try and negotiate ·for the
"Astor Library" for them. We can, at all events,
promise that' they shall· have free access to the library
'from 10 A.M., to· 3 P.l'L, for a year. This volume
. -will be closely followed by three others of similar
.size and price, containing over eighty TRUTH SEEKER
TRAC'l'S, and comprising over 1,500 pages. Who wants
'the whole set ?

Closing the .Volume.
The present number completes Vol. II. of TnE
TRUTH SEEKER, which volume has continued sixteen mouths. We have reason to believe the much
larger portion of our readers have been pleased with
the -paper, and have felt as though they had obtained
the worth of tliei~· mon~y. · We have received infor. mation of numerous cases where the paper has carried conviction to tli.e minds of those who have reatl
its pages, and that many, by its aid, have had the
·scales of superstition removed from tileir eyes, and
have been enabled to discern the truth as it is in
nature and reason. \oVe hq,ve satisfactory assurances
that the papei: has done good.
We thank those kind. friends who have faithfully
stood by us, and who, by their little contributions
and remittances, have supplied us with the means to
keep the paper running. Without this kind flid, it
must, long since, lmve ''gone to the wall." As long
as such kind friends stand side by side with us, give
the pflpcr their support, find help us bear the burdens
connectied with it, we. have full confidence thflt TIIE
TRU'l'II SEEKim will be fl living success.
As this is the lflst numbcr·of this volume, find of
this ym·r, it is fl very suitable time for those who are
indebted for a portion of the volume to remit the
trifle due, \md renew for the coming one. It is not
· pleasflilt for us to so often refer to this nmttcr, but
. tlHH'<> is ~o brge a number who seem' to be indifferent,
find it is so necf)ssary' thflt we have the little amounts
due .us,. we cannot.refmin.
The next number will be the commencement of the
·weekly, find· will appear in a new dress, find somewhflt .ch~nged in form and style. It will contain
some new features, and we trust that, with the experience we have had, we shall be able to make Vol.
III. better than its predecessors. · \oVe shall, at alt
events, do our best.
It is a hard time for papers to keep alive. Since
·we commenced thJ publication of this sheet more
tlmn one thousand papers have been compelled to discontinue. We hope it will be long before Tmc
'rltu'l'Ir SEEKER will have to take that course.
Many hp.vc pro!nisecl to send us new names with
· the new volmi:J.c. We hope they will not fail to do
. so. We will be glad if every patron will send us a
, new name. ·. 'rhose who subscribe for Vol. III. before
the end of the year will: be. entitled to this, the closing number of Vol. II. We shall also be glad to ful: fill, to getters-up of clubs? off~rs made in a former
issue.
W c hope that every frie'nd; and reader who has
been with us in this volume will 'continue with us in
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the next, and succeeding volumes. We do .dislike to am. unable to discover any force in his argument,
~·eceive. orders from any friend of Freethought and which, he· presumes, has proved that the1·e is no design in the works or laws of Natu1·e.. It is idle to dogLiberal. sentiments, to ".Stop my Papm•."
matize against ce1tain principles, which all who compre~en_d the: Ordinary use of language,· know· to be
MAT~IMONIAL.-01).r . :advertising columns being self-~vident and have so been considered, time immemonal.
otbCI'Wise occupied, we insert the following, here :
In the affairs of human mechanism, whei·e we beAN INI"IDEL Wmow LADY, living in retirement,
would be· pleased to correspond with some liberal- hold a machine, so contrived, ~s to accomplish· the
minded gentleman, between the age of thirty.five and end for which it was intended, we impute wisdoin of
design to the ·maker, just in proportion to the· excelfifty years, with a view to matrimony. Address, .
lence with which the adaptation appeflr:; in the acMHs. E. L. DEvEREAUX,
.
complishment of the work. Such a conclusion as
Cawker City, Kansas.
this is so much the dictate of commor: sense; that a
Here widowers and bachelors is a fine opportunity mere statement of the proposition is a sufficient confor you, wliich you should not neglect. Froru what firmation of its truth. No reasoning man or woman
we know of the iady, we can speak of her in the pretends to question it. In applying the same rule to
the works and laws of nature. I have never yet seen,
highest terms. We guarantee her intelligence and nor can. I see, the impropriety of the application,
confirmed Liberal sentiments-such a prize as many though Its propriety has been flatly denied without the
a man ot~ght to be. glad to win. Who is the lucky conji7mation of even the semblance of reason. If, for
instance, in the organization of a bird or beast, we
man ?
discover certain qualities which pre-eminently fi
them for their respective spheres of action-and withNEw YoRK Cr'l'Y, Dec. 6th, 1875.
DEAR EDITOR: I read some time since in one of our out such qualities there is little room to believe tha:t
daily papers, of a great revival at Port Jervis, and even its existence could be supported-is it not a reathat among tile converts, were two subscribers to the sonable and natural conclusion that there must have
Boston Investigawr. I don't know how true it is, bnt been a wise design in its formation? Just to specify a
I often see Infidels who need reviving, badly, and I creature or two in which such qualities are foundwish ~ll such could ln~;ve spent two delightful hours, how could the humming bird derive its· sub~istence
as I dul last Sunday wrth you, and your really fascin- from the honey in the cup of a flower if its bitl was
ating Devil; I guarantee they would haye been ef- shaped like that of other birds? Of wl'Iat use woulu
fectually served. You referred to his Satanic Majes- one shaped like that of a wren, a swallow and a hawk
ty's intercourse with women. In that glorious poem be to the little creature, which, while poised in air,
called, ~estus, which Margaret Fuller once said, at the very opening of the flower, inhales its precious
''con tamed poetry enough to set up a dozen poets," contents. In this case, ioo, we see the peculiar conthere is to be found one of the most delicious love formation of the wings is quite as important as that
passages between Lucifer and Elisia, that ever was of the bill. If chance was the builder of such a creaconceived in the brain of a poet. And I am happy to ture, it would scarcely seem that this singula7' powe1·
say, he bears himself on this trying occasion in.. the could have been quite blind.
Again, there is the mole-where would have been
most manly and honorable way, thus corroborating
your repeated statements, that he has not been guilty the use of eyes in such an animal of the size of a rat,
of one-half the meanness ascribed to him. I believe or even a mouse? Was it not a wise adatJtcttion? But,
you will never find a more deserving character to instead of confen:ing upon it a couple of glaring eyes
defend, and I am sure .the Devil himself will be per- -to have glVen It a couple that are shrouded by a
fectly satisfied with your treatment of him. He '~dim curtain-argues design and surprising 'forewould indeed be hard to suit, should he fail to appre- Sight.
But the above facts not only afford evidence of exciate the treatment he received at the hands of a man
traordinary means afi'orued for the subsistance of
so earnest and honest as yourself. Yours.
certain living creatures, but they manifest wonderDr VERNON.
ful economy in the supply of the means. What uncouth fore-feet (mOTe like hands) ,:oes this mole pre'"Contrivance does not Prove Design.". sent! Yet bow admirably are they adapted to its
The above is the heading of an ably written article mode of life! Had its fore feet been like those of a
from the pen of Mr. John Syphers, printed in your rat or a mouse, of wnat use could they have been in
its progress under ground? But none of the' means
edition of Nov. 15th.
The best of thinkers will sometimes be found con- afiorded for its gaining a living are superfluous !
tmdicting themselves. Mr. Syphers says, page six, Even its slender snout fulfills a most importam
'' 1'here is no design in nature, consequently, no agency.
One more illustration in conclusion. Of late years
big mechanic is a designer." On the following page,
" The ultimation and elimination of spirit is the the readers of all newspapers have seen accounts of
great design in the aggregation of matter into worlds the ~ightless fishes in the mammoth cave of Kenin the first place." Do these two sentences not con- tucky. It is· no longer questionable that the fish
tradict one another? Mr. Syphers' standpoint is one ~ound in this cave are formed without eyes. Accordvery difficult to defend. The "Law of casualty" and mg to the theory of my friend Syphers, his blind Deithe "Design in Nature" are two important points, ty may be supposed to have seen, at one time; or he
which, up to the present time, no philosopher has was certainly sagacious and powerful to be el1ual to
been able to explain away. I do not undertake to such an emergency. Was not this a display of forewrite an article on these important philosophical sight and adaptation?
But it is useless to enlarge further on the subject.
questions, but I would like to read an explanation regarding the above contradictions, from the pen of I shall merely add in conclusion, that, although I
have read with satisfaction the former charge, when
your able contributor.
M. STEIN.
he attempts to realize the conceptions of the Atheist.
viewing the fruits of the pumpkin-vine and the oak, I
Reflections.
cannot quite see w-ith him, eye to eye.
WM. H. JonNSON.
On the mode of making the wo1·ld and all things thereon ;
Newtown, Pa. lt th Mo. 27th, 1875.
1])3
suggested by John Syphm·s in THE TRUTH
P. S. The critic visitant from Jupiter, it is supSEEKER.
.
posed, from the fn.cts above presented, might have
"W orlcls, in. their present form and shape, were seen
that some advantages may arise at least from
evolved by the force of inherent laws which always· animals
being formed on a different plan.
belonged to matter. . . . . This is nothing more
nor less than a world of chance, although the word
EPITAPH in the cemetery at Keysville, N.Y.
chance, is not just the right word to use in speaking
Sarah 'l'homns is dead, and that's enough;
on this subject. Yes, this is a world of cllance, and
'I' he candle is out, also the snuff.
a very slim chance at that! It is a world of heterogeneHer soul's in heaven, you need not fear,
ous promisc7wusrwss. "-J. Syphers.
And ttl! that's left is interred hero.
The author of this novel sclleme of world-making
IN tho Vm·mont Jou1·na.l of March 3Ist,I78!, there is the
will excuse me for italicising a few of his descriptive
words, but tbey impressed me as being peculiarly em- following epitaph on a lawyer:
Beneath this stone lies Robert i:llmw,
phatic in such a system of cosmogony as the work unWho follow'd forty years tho law,
der consideration. I hope not to speak irreverently in
And when he died,
saying that his plan of operations appears as destitute of design as did the act of the little boy whose
The· devil cried:
musical talent was so evidently a gift of nature, that,
"Hal Bob! give· us your paw."
when accused by his teacher of whistling in school,
Here is the Yute account of the creation: "In the beginand the deed had been traced to his mouth. he positively denied the fact' and declared that "It wltistled ning tho earth was covered with mists. You could not
see before you. Tho Gre1tt Spirit took his bow and
itselj:"
Don't condemn my illustration of friend Syphers' arrows and shot-shot so wei I that he scattered tho mist .
plan of world-making, for the writer has positively The eartli bacame visible to him; but there were no men
set the work going in the same style, in first develop- upon it. Then he took clay, fashioned a man, and sot
him to bake. The men came out wJ1ite; tho tiro had not
ing hls plan ..
It 11lainly appears from this view, that not onlv been strong e!lough. Tho Great Spirit began his work
our world must have made itself, but, by a plain inefr- again, and this time the man came out blaclt; he had
ence, all the other. worlds in existence, must have remained too long in tho oven. It was necessary to try a
come into existence by the same easy contrivance.
thinl limo. 'l'he experiment at longth strccoeded, and a
Although friend Sypher~ has succeeded in suggest- man came out dono to a turn; hc.was a redskin, the mos
ing a plan for bringing a universe into existence, I perf oct of human types."
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An Hour With the Devil.
BY D.

~f.

BENNET'!'.

[Delivered before the New York Liberal Association, at
Trenor's New Hall, 1266 Broadway, Sunday, Dec. 5th, 1875.1

As far back in the twilight of human existence as
we are able to penetrate, we find our race has believed
in evil spirits, demons, fiends and devils. In the
!light and gloom of man's primitive condition, before
the light of intelligence and reason illumined his dark,
uncultured mind, when he was an utter savage and
lived ·in caves and feel upon the wild fruits of the
earth and the carcasses of such animals as in unequal
conflict he was able to subdue and slay, he first became aware of the forces and powers of nature, and
that they often caused him pain and discomfort. He
felt the burning rays of the sun, the storms and tempests, and the cold winds and biting frosts of winter.
These annoyed him and deprived him of Bnjoyment,
and he soon regarded them as enemies. That which
contributed to his pleasure or comfort was good; that
which prevented his happiness and enjoyment was
evil.
Tllus, in the childhood stage of his existence, and
while he was unable to comprehend the true nature
of these forces he soon learned to regard them as
good or bad beings, which alternately pleased or displeased him .. Being· unable to realize the possibility
of a force or result similar to himsPlf, acting without
extraneous aid, he naturally decided that the various
forces of nature were the movements of invisible .beings, some good anrl others bttd.
As his observation and knowledge slowly enlarged,
he pereeived an increasing number of agencies and
forces that affected him for good or ill, and, consequently, the numbers of these invisible beings greatly
multiplied; so much so, that a god or a demon was
stationed by him at every waterfall, every river,
every lake; in the woods, in the gTO\'CS, in the shady
dells, in the zephyrs, in the breezes, in the gales, in
the hurricanes; in the nortll wind, the south wind,
the east wind and the west wind; in day and-night,
in morning, noonday, nncl evening; in spring, summer, autumn, and winter; in fact he imagined and
assigned a god, a demon, a sprite, a fairy, a gnome,
to every form of matter and motion, and every place
and condition of ,\·hich he was able to take cognizance;
and as to him there seemed to be more bad than good,
it is not strange that his demons or devils greatly outnumbered his deities. As these imaginary spirits
caused him disquietude, and interfered more directly
with his happiness, his attention was more called to
them and his ingenuity wns taxed to please and placate
them. To these he addressed his pntyers and supplications, as upon them he wished to nmke the most
favorable impression.
Crude and ignorant as primitive man. was in this
state of animism, he wished a representative for the
sub-deities, sprites and devils alluded to, and he endowed numerous objects in nature with these invisible existences, and among such objects were cats,
clogs, sheep, cattle, horses, birds, reptiles, fishes and
numerous inanimate substances, as plants of numerous kinds, blocks of wood, stones, crude images of
clay, etc., etc. This was the condition of feticism
which all primitive nations had to pass through, and
which led to more advanced ideas.
As man's intellectual powers enlarged, as he became
able to imperfectly reason from cause to effect; as he
learned to develop a erude language by whicll he
could converse with his fellows, he was enabled to
take higher views of the forces of nature which he
eame in contact with, and he began to have more
comprehensive views of the nature of good and evil,
and to assign til em antagonistic positions in the world
around him. It did not require long for him to perceive that the sun was the source of light and heat,
and all vegetable and animal life. He regarded this
orb as the great deity tllat caused all good results, and
that its absence was the sotm::e of evil. Thus light
and heat became to him great goods, and darkness and
cold; great evils-the ·one a god, the other a devil, in
perpetual warfare with each otller, and in turn blessing and cursing the human race and all that has. life.
These opposite principles became fully personified as
Uod and Devil, in the wake of each of which were
numerous subordinates, as we have seen.
That the original condition of man was on the low,
animal, savage plane alluded to, has, lly the developments and acquisitions of science become so well
established in the minds of the lJetter informed portions of our race, that the fact is hardly longer questioned exeept by theologians and their supporters who
have an interest in perpetuating the ancient superstitions handed down from former ages, and a system of
faith which they learned in their childhood to regard as divine revelation. "Pre-historic archmology
shows that man, as first presented to our view, was a
low, ignorant, brutal savage." Lenonnant, in his
Ancient History," (Vol. I. p. 25,) says: "To find the
most ancient vestige of the existence and the industry of man, we must go back to that period which
geologists call quarternary-the period immediately
preceding the commencement of the present geological epoch. The arms and utensils of this premature
age are, for the most part, pointed axes of fiint, formed by breaking off lai·gc splinters. We can easily see
that these flints, whose white coating proves their

great antiquity, were intended to cut, to cleave, and to low it was a red loamy mass, fifteen feet thick in
pierce. borne of these stones are scrapers, whicl}. some parts, in which were buried flint flakes, or
were used, no doubt, to clean the inside of skins knives. and bones of the mammoth. Beneath this
which the savages of the Stone Age used as a defense was a bed of gravel, more than twenty feet thick, in
against the cold. We may even form a pretty cor- which flint flakes and small bones were found, includrect idea of their mode of life. The cultivation of ing the bones of bears and wooly elephants. As it is
the soil and the domestication of animals were un- known these flakes of flint were chipped by the hands
known. They wandered in the forest and inhabited of man, it is not hard to prove he lived in this counnatural caverns in the mountains. Every branch of try when those animals roamed over it.
the human race, without exception, has passed through
You may ask, what proof have we that the bones
the three stages of the "age of stone," and its traces of these creatures are so old? Apart from the fact
have everywhere been proven.
. There is no that, for many centuries, no living mammoth has been
necessary sychronism between these three stages in seen, we ·have the finding of its bones buried at a
different parts of tlw world. The Stone Age iR a goodly depth; and as it is certain no one would
period that cannot be chronologically determined, but take the trouble to dig a grave to put them in, there
a state of human progress which, in different coun- must be some other cause for the mass of loam under
tries, varied enormously in date. Entire populations which they are found. There are several ways by
have been discovered, who, at the close of the last which tile various bones may have got into the cave.
century, and even in our own day, have not passed The creatures to which they belonged may have died
out of the Stone Age."
upon the hillside, and their bones may have washed
Learned geologists differ as to the number of thou- into the cave; or they may have sought refuge, or
sand years that have passed since man's era on the what in the case I am now describing, seems most
earth; some have estimated the time at .one hundred likely, lived therein; but, be this as it may, we have
and fifty thousand years, while others place the to account foi' the thirty-five feet of loam and gravel
time at a lower figure. There are few, who, judg- in which their remains are buried. The ag·ent that
ing· from the fossilized human remains found in an- thus covered them from view for long, long years, is
cient caves and under deposits in the early formations, that active tool of nnture, which, before the clay when
and from the wearing· and changing in the. beds of no Jiving thing was upon the earth, and ever since.
rivers since such deposits have taken place, think has been cutting through rocks, opening the deep
that not less than forty thousand years have rolled valleys, shaping the highest mountains, hollowing
away since man has inhabited the earth.
Lyell, out the lowest caverns, anrl which is carrying the soil
Hitehcock, Dana, Denton and other distinguished from one place to another to form new lands where
geologists concur in this opinion.
now the deep sea rolls. It is 70ater which carried that
Prof. 'Vhitney, our American philologist, says: deposit into Brixham cavern and covered the bones,
"Modern science is proving, by the most careful and and which, since the days that mammoth, and bear,
exhaustive study of man and his works, that our race and reindeer lived in Devonshire, has scooped out the
began its existence on earth at the bottom of the surrounding valleys one hundred feet deeper. And
scale, instead of at the top, and has gradually been although the time which water takes to deepen a
working upward; that human powers have had a his- channel, or eat out a cavern, depends upon the speed
tor-y of development; that all the elements of culture with which it flows, you may judge that the quickest
-as the arts of life, art, science, language, religion, stream works slowly to those who watch it, when I
philo~ophy-have been wrought out by slow and pain- tell you that the river Thames, flowing at its present
ful efforts, in the conflict between the soul and mind rate, takes 11,470 years to scoop out its valley one foot
of man on the one hand, and external motion on the in depth lower. , Men of science have, therefore,
other, a conflict in which man has, in favored races some reason for believing that the flint weapons were
and under exceptional conditions of endowment and made by men who lived many thousands of years
circumstance, been triumphantly the victor, and is ago." Science is thus teaching us the great age of
still going on to new conquests. For ourselves, we the earth, and the great antiquity of the human race
heartily hold this latter view, deeming it to be estab- upon it.
lished already on a firm basis, soon to be made imThese great facts are very damaging to current thepregnable."
ological dogmas, and pointedly disagree with the
Edward Clodd, an eminent English writer, in his teacllings of a pseudo revelation. In matters of this
"Cllildlwod of the W oriel," says: ''Man was once kind. however, science is the arbiter which the world
wild, rough and savage, frightened at his own shad- will accept, and it is in vain for tile adherents of olJow, and still more at the roar of the thunder and the solete theories to attempt to push her aside. It bequiver of lightning, which he thought were the clap- in{}' however our present purpose to look a little
ping of the wings and the flashing of the eyes of the aft~l' the Devil, we will waive a further consideration
angry spirit as he came flying from tha sun. . . . of the subject at present.
There are several reasons for believing that man was
As mankind made further advances in the domain
once wild and naked, and that only by slow degrees of intelligence and reason, he also accepted wider
did he become clothed and civilized. There h!tve views of the good and bad principles in nature; and
been found in Europe, Asia, Africa and America ; different nations elaborated settled opinions as to the
but especially in Europe, thousands of tools and nature of evil. Thus thtl theologies and the mytholoweapons used by savages now living in various parts gies of the olden times gradually emerged from the
of the earth, and among whom no traces of a past civ- primitive, crude mental condition of the race. We
ilization can be found. One of the first things which will briefly glance at some of the more prominent
man needed was some sharp-edged tool, harder than nationalities aud their evil deities and devils.
the thing he wished to cnL. He knew nothing of the
In India, that cradle-land of theology and religious
metals, and he therefore mnde use of the stones lay- superstition, was gotten up thousands of years ago, a
ing ahout. .Men of science have given the name trinity consisting of Braluna, Vishnou and Siva-the
"Age of Stone," to that far off time when stone was Creato~·, the Preserver, and the Desl.royer. The third
used for weapons and implements.
These oldest personage in this trinity, if not really a devil, wa~ the
stone weapons have ueen chiefly found in places destructive element and the cause of death and drsorknown as the " drift," and buried under ground and ganization.
It is needless to say here, that this
clay and stones, 'which have been drifted or carried trinity was believed in longanterior to the one adoptclown by rivers in their ceaseless flow. In those eel in conneetion with the Jewish God, known as the
early days of man's history have wild animals shared ()hristian trinity, but such is the fact.
Europe with him.
There were mammoths, or
The Hindoos also believed in a "legion of Evil
wooly haired elephants, rhinoceroses, hippopotamuses; there were cave-lions, cave-bears, cave-hyenas, Spirits, called Rakshasas, who had 3; prince name~l
and other beasts of a much larger size than any found Ravana; also in numerous classes of good and cvrl
in the world at this day.
That they lived at the spirits, culled Sooras and Assoor·as, which they besame time man did, is certain; because under layers lieved to be step-brothers in perpetual hostility, to
of earth their bones have been found side by side illustrate the supposed antagonism between spirit and
with his and with the weapons whieh he made. Year matter. Wicked spirits were generally described as
after year man learnt to shape his tools and weapons giants, and were often said to have a gr.ea! serpent ~or
better, until really 'veil-formed spear-heads, daggers, their leader. They were continually armmg to do Illhatchets, hammers, a~d other implements were made, jury to mankind, and fought desperate battles with
and at a far later elate he had learnt the art of polish- •Indra and his Spirits of Light. They would have
ing them. The older age is called the " Old Stone taken his Paradise by storm, and subverted the whole
Age," and the latter the '' Newer Stone Age." The order of the Universe, if Brahma had not sent Vishbetter shaped tools and weapons have been chiefly nou to circumvent their plans. To perform this misfound in caves which were hollowed by water, ages sion successfully, he assumed various forms at differ]Jefore any living thing dwelt tlwrc. These caves ent times, and was twice incarnated in. a human body
were nscrl by man, not only to live in, but alRo to and dwelt among mortals "-another mstance .. showbury their dead in; and from the different remains ing thut a later mythology was able to appropnat.e an
·
found in and Rear them, it is thought that feasts were idea, however fallacious its origin.
The worshipers of Siva believed he had numerous
held when the burials took place, and food and weapons were placed with the dead because their friends wives according to Iris various titles in the multifarithought such things were needed by them as they ous departments of distinction or change. Under the
name of Iswaras he was wedded to Isa, supposed to
traveled on their journey to the other world. ,
There is a large cavern in Brixham, on the south represent Nature, which, in all languages, is metacoast of Devonshire, which was discovered fourteen phorically called she. As changer of the seasons and
years ago through the falling in of a part of the roof. promoter of germination, he was united to Parvati,
The floor is of stalagmite, or particles of lime, which Goddess of Illusions and Enchantments. As Time,
have been brought clown from the roof by the drop- the Destroyer, his mate was the dark goddess, Cali,
ping of water, and became hardened into stone again. with four hands full of deadly weapons, a necklace
ln this floor, which is about a foot in thickness, were of human skulls, and a girdle of slaughtered giant's
found bones of the reindeer and cave-bear, while be- hands. Thus, like the numerous gods and devils who
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have succeeded him, we see he had a spe.cial fondness
for females.
There was early in: India a universal belief in evif
spirits of various ranks and degrees of power, from
gigantic demons, who attack the orbs of light, down
to the malicious little Pucks who delight in small
mischief. These were supposed-to enter the minds of
men, producing bad thoughts and criminal actions,
and also to take possession of the body, producing insanity, fits and all manner of diseases. lt was ~up
posed they could be cast out only by some form of
holy words, pronounced by a priest, with duly prescribed ceremonies.
'l'he Egyptians, vieing in antiquity with the Hindoos, had also their evil spirit or devil. His name
was Typho, and he was the brother of the god Osiris,
who was for a long time the principal deity of that
ancient nation of literature, theology and art.
lt is not a little curious that, in all the mythologies
of the world, the god and the devil have been closely
connected by the ties of consanguinity. In India the
creating and destroying principles were united in the
same personage. In Egypt the beneficent and destructive gods were twin-brothers. In Persia, Ormuzd, the King of Light, and Ahriman or Ahrimanes, the Prince of Darkness, both emanated from
the Eternal One. !11 the Grecian and Homan mythologies, Pluto was the son of a god, as were also Vulcan
and Pan, In the Christian mythology, the Devil, if
not the offspring of God, was of his direct creation, an honorable member of his household, and was
for a long time on the most intimate terms with him.
In the ancient Persian mythology, the evil spirit,
Ahriman, became jealous of the first-born. In consequence of his pride and envy, the Eternal One condemned him to remain three thousand years in the
dark realm of shadows, where no ray of light could
penetrate.
During this time Ornmzd created the
• firmament, the heavenly orbs and the celestial spirit;
without the knowledge of his unfortunate brother
Ahrima.n. When the latter had served out his time
in darkness and returned, the dazzling beauty revived
his old feeling of envy, and he resolved to compete
with Ormuzd in everything. He created seven spirits,
called arch-devs, in opposition to an equal number
of good spirits in the service· of Ormuid, and placed
them on the seven planets to substitute evil in place
of good. He also created twenty-eight spirits, called
Devs, to coiluteract the good !zeds, by spreading a!
manner of disorder and distress. The most powerful
and pernicious of these was an impure serpent, with
two feet, named Ashmogh. He subsequently produced a crowd of ge~i to oppose the beneficent work
of the Fervers, the good angels in the employ of
Ormuzd. Thus the contest became violent and continued.
Ormnzd, to arrest the increase of evil, made an egg
contl}ining kindly spirits, and Ahriman, to equal him,
made one containing evil spirits, and then break them
together, tlms liberating the good and bad spirits to
engage in eternal conflict. Ahriman also made the
wolves and tigers, and serpents and venomous insects
to annoy the good. By eating.a certain kind of fruit,
he transformed himself. into a serpent and went gliding upon the earth to tempt human beings.
His
devils entered the bodies of men and women and produced all manner of diseases, and also sensuality,
falsehood, slander and revenge. Into every part of
the world they introduced discord and death. When
Ormuzd tried to lead his hosts against Ahriman, they
deserted him and joined the enemy, thus enabling
evil to gain and hold the ascendancy on the earth for
three thousand years.
Here we sec a very fair prototype for the later ideas
of dev/(o/{)g?/ which prevailed in the world, and the
word Dev only needed the addition of two letters to
give liS our own illustrious Devil.
In the Grecian and Homan mytholo.s-y, the powers
of evil were not concentrated in one mdividual, but
the honors were divided among a number. Hades or
Pluto reigned in a dismal, subtemuean, sulphnreons
region, and wore a stern, gloomy countenance, aml
presided OI'Cr deaths and funerals. He was so much
of a monster no one of the goddesses was willing· to take
him for a partner, so one tine day he stole upon earth
and kidnapped the beautiful Proserpine, carried her
off in his chariot to hell and forced her to become his
wife and the queen of the infemal regions.
The Fates and Furies "'el't! attend11nts upon Pluto,
and assisted him in the diabolical business he had in
hand.
Charon was an old decrepit, long-bearded
fellow, and was the ferryman of hell. He waited
patiently to carry over the souls of the dead, which
came flocking to him promiscuously and iil troops,
but was particular to collect tl~e fare from each.
'fhe monsters at the entrance of hell were those fatal
evils which bring destmction and death upon mankind, and by which the inhabitants of the infernal
regions were constantly augmented: these evils ~verc
care, sorrow, disease, old age, fright, famine, want;
labor, sting of conscience, tire, fraud, strife, war, and
death. Cerberus must not be forgotten; he was a
dog with three heads, and whose body was covered
in a terrible manner with snakes instead of hair. He
was the porter of hell and was begotten by 'l'yplwn.
Of the heathen nations and pagan systems of
religions, all had their devils and evil spirits. But
we must not dwell too long upon the deYils of
heathenism; our prmcipal business is with the Devil
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of the Christian mythology, and to him we must now
Some have had the audacity, or the hardihood, to
pay our particular respects. We must not suffer the doubt whether this snake that so early engaged in the
ideal devils of olden times to deprive this equally apple business and thus cornered the market, was
mythical character of his due share of attention.
identically the same Devil who afterwards entered
As every principal system of religion has found a into a speculation with God in the matter of Job, the
necessity for a Devil, as an adversary and an antago- putting of his children to death, killing off all his liYe
nist to the all-ruling power of good, so Christianity stock and covering him from head to foot with the
must needs follow 8uit, and it was perhaps, fortunate most terrible boils that was ever heard of, and the
for the founders of the system, that inasmuch as their same muscular Devil, who, on a later occasion transoriginal inventive powers seemed not to be of the ported the Son of God to the~op of a very high mounhighest order, that they were able to find plenty of tain and also to the highest pinnacle of the temple;
models of devils already at hand, as well as all the but O!lr reliable, disinterested clergymen, who were
other pagan dogmas of which the Christian system is better posted in all matters pertaining to the Devil,
composed and which they so freely appropriated.
than any of the rest of us, assure us in the most un'fhe Hebrews had a very indefinite idea of the mistakable manner that such is the fact, and we are
Devil, and Moses himself threw but a small amount not at liberty to doubt them.
of light upon this dark subject. Is it not a little
It is to be regretted that, though the devilish snake
curious that the word Devil is not mentioned once in was doomed to crawl on the face of the earth and not
the Jewish Bible. Th~ word Devil.~ is used four to speak a loud word from that time forth, still
times (Lev. xvii. 7. Deut. xxxii. 17. 2 Chron. xi. 15. matters did not move smoothly between God and
and Ps. cvi. 37. but means simply evil spirits or idols, man. Although the serpent was placed at such great
and not the old archfiend, and eternal adversary of disadvantage, he seemed to still have power enough
the Almighty who was especially discovered after the to pervert the whole human race and to alienate them
Old Testament was written and of which Christians from God to such a degree, that he got very sick of
are in such perpetual terror.
the enterprise und heartily wished he had never unIt is an important fact also that the name "Hatan," dm'taken it. He saw no way out of the muddle he
another prominent name for the Devil, is used buttive had gotten into. except to drown the entire human
times in the Old Testament-twice in the book of Job, race and all the animal kingdom, save the fishes and
once in 1 Chron. xxi. 1, in Ps. cvi. 6, and Zach. iii. 9. one man and his family. 'l'hese were heroic mensExcept in Job, neither passage alludes to the Chris- ures, truly, but the case was desperate.
Mankind
tian Devil, but simply implies an adversary and not a was rapidly going to the Devil any way, and he depersonal being. The first is the meaning of the original cided to send them all by water.
Hebrew word. In Chronicles it says 1::\atan provoked
lt must have been an interesting sight to those old
David to number the people. In narrating the same antediluvians who had lived to the mature age of
occurrence in Kings, an earlier history, it says: " God nine hundred years and over, to see the animals gathmoved him to number the people," so as both pass- ing from all quarters of the earth, of however diverse
ages must be true, it follows that both beings are one, nature and characteristics, filing into the Ark two by
and that at all events, it was not the Christian Deyil two, wolves and lambs, tigers and kids, hawks and
that was meant.
chickens, turkeys and grasshoppers, all in the most
Before we proceed farther in this interesting his- fraternal and amicable manner, disposing of themtory, it will perhaps be well to give the various selves in the Ark and stowing themselves away like
names by which his Infernal Highness is known, so cord-wood, and waiting for God to shut them in,
that there may be no possible doubt as to whom we in pitch darkness, there to remain some thirteen months.
have under consideration. Among the titles accorded It is presumable the serpent or the Devil-whichever
in the Bible to this distinguished personage are, he may have been-was shrewd enough to get into the
8e1'Pent, 1'/te Old Serpent, Sa.tan, Devil, Lying Spi1'it, ark before the door was closed, for we see that the serLucifer,Sonofthe.Morning,PrinceofDarkness,Prince pent still lives and that the Devil has been in a
of the Power of the Air, The Adversary, 1'/te Tempter, flourishing condition ever since.
The Accusm·, Angel of the Bottomless Pit, Angel of Light,
Could he have been drowned beyond all power of
.frfammon, Belial. Beelzebub, The Enemy, The Evit Une, resuscitation, we could have been better reconciled to
Leaion, The Foul Spi1•it, Tlte Unclean Spirit, The God the merciless drowniug of the lambs, the kittens, the
of this World, The Great Red Dragon, Abaddon, Apoll- fawns, the cows, the horses, the camels, the Guineayon, 'l'he Dest1·oye1', etc., ete.
In outside circles lie lias pigs, the squirrels, the larks, the mocking-birds, the
a few additional names, some of which occur to us at bob-o-links, the honey-bees and the butterflies, none
this moment, and we will niention them. Zamiel, of which had done any wrong, so far as we are inThe Archfiend, Asmodeus, J.Wephistopheles, Jiis t:Jatnnw formed; had the Devil been drow '1 ed, ,we could
Majesty, Old Nick, Old Split;{oot, The Old Gentleman, have submitter! to the necessary loss of life on the
The Old Scratch, The Deuce, The Dickens, Old Hm·ny, other hand; but to realize that they were all drowned,
O~d Ha1'1'Jf, Prince of Brimstone, King of the Netlter and lie kept alive, excites our extreme indignation.
Regions, The Old Boy, etc., etc. Here is certainly an
It is to be further regretted, that this immense outarray of mtn).es quite sufficient for one poor Devil, and lay of life and treasure resulted in so little benefit to
if he could get anythilig for them, lie might sell a either God or man, for we
expressly informed that
score or two of them and have plenty left.
the world went on just as bad after. as before. The
His Imperial Lowness i~ first introduced to us in Devil still ruled the hearts of men, thus showing himthe Bible story in the Garden of Eden, as a precocious self, as he has on many other occasions, the smarter
snake who could stand erect on the tip of his tail and of the two.
talk human language so ;utistically as to persnde, in
Although very little is said of the Devil for some
a!Jout fifteen minutes, the most perfect woman that hundreds of years after that extensive freshet, we
ever breathed, and right fresh from the hands of her are not to suppose lie was asleep or idle. He is said
maker, to eat a fine looking specimen of apple from ever to be on the alert, ami to let no opportunity pass
the work,;hop of the same workman, but under where he can "turn an honest penny," or to do any
whose fair skin there was poison and damnation little job in his line of business. Judging from the
enough to perpetually curse countless millions of lm- history of the events occurring between the flood and
man beings who for thousands of years succeeded Job's time, and the amount of butchery and killing
her. That was indeed n villainous but cunning old and the various other crimes committed by God's
snake to thus completely thwart the King of Hea-ven, peculiar people, as well as the rest of ihe world, we
the Eternal God, of all knowledge and power, and the may well suppose he was steadily improving the
1daker and Ruler of Heaven and Earth; and it was a golden moments as they passed.
most pernicious and deadly kind of fmit that could,
Under the name of Satan, the Devil is prominently
by simply being masticated by om grandmother, thus ~1rouglit to our notice in the book of Job, and lie
inexorably damn to hopeless, perpetual and excrucia- 1s there represented a,; a very respectable gentlemanting tortme countless quintillions of her offspring. vastly improved in character and circumstances from
\Yhy did God ever make such a snake'? 'Vhy dicl lie the time, when in the garden of Eden he was cursed
ever make such an appleY Why did he ever make to crawl upon his belly all the days of his life. At
such a woman? '\-'liy should he have created the the time of that cursing, it may be supposed God
possibilities for such a tenible catastrophe'/ How had the utmost contempt for him, and despised him
could he have made such an egregious blunder'/ aboYe all living beings; but when he is introduced to
Who is allle to answer these momentous question~? us in J oll, there seems to be great cordiality between
It is a painful subject to elwell upon, and let us le:wc the two, we are led to suppose that the Devil was
it at once.
the Son of God, or at least a close and intimate
There i~ consolation in knowing (though it is rather friend. On "a ·day when the children of God came
inadequate to the occasion) that the old serpent who to present themselves before the Lord, that Satan
thus defeated God, and rnined the world by one came also among them" (.Job. i. 6). 'l'he Lord salutmaster-Htroke of cunning, was condemned to crawl on cd him in a friendly manner, and asked him whence
his· belly, to eat dust, and to have the organs of speech he came. Satan imswered: "From going to and fro
taken from him. And we are glad to be able to state in the earth, and from walking up and down in it."
to yoi1 on this occasion that the old serpent has never Then the Lord asked lliiu: "Hast thou considered
stood on his tail nor spoken a word since be performed my tiCrvant Job, that there is none like him in the
that apple trick. V'{ e fear, however, he has not ob- earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that fcareth
served the sentence about eating dust. No naturalist, God and escheweth evil?" Sat.an answered this quesno snake hunter, nor snake charmer has in \.Iiese six tion in a true Yankee fashion, by asking another:
thousand years ever caught a snake eating dust, but "Dost .Job fear God for nought'! Hast not thou
they have frequently been detected in swallowing made a hedge about him, 1tbout his hou~e, and about
frogs, toads, mice, birds, etc., and it has been observ- all that he has on every side? Thou hast blessed the
cd, too, that this villainous beast always insists upon work of his hands, and his substance is increased in
taking his food alive. We would be willing to sign a the land. Put forth thy hand now and touch all that
petition to the high court of heaven that this vile he hath, and he will curse thee to thy face." To this
enemy of God and man be made to abide by the banter the Lord, with much magnanimity towards
original sentence and eat nothing but dust.
the Devil, (more, surely, than to the good man
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.Tob,) said: " Behold, all that he httth is in thy pow- Devil is ser';'ed ,up. in. almost every couceiva!Jle style. Adam, that on the day he ate of the fruit, he should.
er; only upon himself put ·not forth thy hand." At one time he tempts· God, or the Son of God-as surely die, but the Devil came along in the convenient
Upon this Satan took his leave, to enter upon the you choose-another time he takes him to the pin- and f;tscinating form of a snake; and told Eve that
work of depriving the good man of his wealth, ac· nacle of the temple; again he conveys him to the top though· she ttte of the fruit, she should not surely
cording to God's suggestion.
of a very higlnnountain where he shows him all the die; but her eyes should be opened; and she should be
This interview and conversation between God and kingdoms on both sides of the globe; (we have thought as gods, knowing good and evil.
Well, Eve and
the Devil suggests a few thoughts. First. As to the no one but a De'vil could perform this difficult feat); her "old. rmtn" ate o~ the fruit, and they did not die
sons of· God: who were they? Where did they come then he gets into a great many different persons; one that clay, but lived nme hundred years afterwards;
from? How many sons had he?· Who were their was the wild man among the tombs. If the imp was big and theit' eyes were opened, so they discovered their
mothers? Were they legitimate or illegitimate? What enough and strong enotigh to carry a god or a man nakedness which they httd not before ascertained.
was their occupation? Where did they go to? Were around it would seem singular how he could get into When the. Lord came clown, in the cool of the day.
they· divine or human, or half and half? Was Satan a person. In the wild man alluded to, he seems to to walk in the garden, and discovered man had got
one of them'! Where are they at the present time?
have entered very extensively, for when he came out his eyes open. he became very angry and stated the
Second. How is it that the Lord; who is omnis- there was enough of him to occupy two thousand matter thus: " Behold, the man is become as one of
cient and sees and knows all things, should be under swine.
Whether there were two thousand of the us, to know good and evil, and now 'lest he put forth
the necessity of asking the Devil where he came devils that got into the man, or whether he divided his hand, and take also of the'tree of life and eat and
from? Is he not expected to know where everybody up into two thousand parts when he entered the swine live forever;" therefore l!lw Lord 'in his anger turned
is at all times, especially his arch-enemy, who is con· has not yet been settled.
Seven of him, or seven of him out of the garden, and made him go to work for
stantly working against him? If God is everywhere some devils, seem to have got into Mary :M:agclaleuc, a living. Now, who lied in this business? If there
present, and his all-seeing eye is always open, how is but how they could make themselves comfortable in was a lie out, who told it? It seems God's anger was
it, if Satan was constantly walking up and down the such a locality is ti little·mysterious. Jesus, however, moused, not because m[tn Wtts to die on the clay that
earth, that God did not sometimes meet him? It made them come out; in fact he made short work of he ate the apple, but that his eyes had become opened
would seem that Satan was au excellent traveler, and dislodging devils. If he possessed such power over to know good and evil, and his fears were excited lest
was looking after the affairs of men better than God them it seems very strange why he did not utterly de- he should eat of the tree of life and thus live forever.
molish them, destroy them, or any way to get rid of Who, we ask, told the lie? It surely was not the Devil.
was.
· Third. While it must be set down as rather of a them.
Every word he said was strictly true.
cruel and dishonorable business for God and the
If Jesus left his bright, happy home in heaven to
We stand here now to defend the Devil against the
Devil to thus plot against a righteous man like Job come down to this gloomy world of ours to make base charges that have been so persistently made
who had discharged his duty in all respects, that from human beings happy, why did he not with one blow, against him, and we fearlessly assert that it cannot be
the account, the ignominy and dishonor of the trans- kill the Devil, the cause of all the evil and trouble proven that he has ever told a lie from the time of the
action attaches equally to the two; in fact, God the world has ever known? This would have been a apple, till now; and we assert, too, that there is not a
would seem to be the most culpable, for it was he wodr worthy of a God indeed, and vastly more priest on the face of the earth, can show that he has.
who first called the Devil's attention to the man Job, effective than simply dying on the cross. If, how- An unfair effort has been made to prove him guilty of
and it was he who commissioned the Devil to despoil ever, God wished to have a Devil in the first place, a lie at the time he took Jesus up on that high mounand saw fit to make him, he probably has his reasons tain and showed him all the kingdoms of the earth,
him.
Fourth. It is painful to read the account that fol- for preserving his life.
and offered them to him, if he would worship him; but
lows;· how thoroughly Satan executed the commisIt is a debatable question whether the Devil is not there was no lie in the matter; he did not say anything
sion he had received, and how the heart of good old a very serviceable being to God, and whether there is that was false. He simply offered the kingdoms aforeJob was made sore by the loss of his oxen, his sheep, not a kind of partnership between them. In the case said to Jesus, upon certain conditions. It is claimed •
his camels, his servants, and finally his sons and of Job, they seemed to. operate in a joint interest and that he proposed to give to Jesus what did not belong
daughters. It is no wonder that in his great grief he by mutual consent. In the interviews between Jesus to him. Another error; there was a fiaw in the title.
arose and tore his mantle. Had he torn it into shreds, and the Devil, there seemed to be no marked ill-will. In one place it says: "The earth is· the Lord's and the
no one could have blamed him. But he endured it They passed considerable time in each other's society. fullness thereof," and in another, the Devil is called
all manfully, and neither cursed nor blamed. It In fact, is not the Devil a very important factor in "the prince of this world," iniplying that he also had
would seem that even the Devil's heart ought to have the grand scheme of salvatio·n and in eternal punish- just claims to the property; and besides, according to
been touched by 1).ie good old man's afflictions, and the ment, which Christ taught, and which he came to in- the rules of war and the laws of nations, the earth benoble resignation with which he bore them, that he augurate'? Hls giving up his life as an atonement for longed to him by virtue of conquest; and when he
would have ceased his persecutions. We must say the world, is said to be the most sublime and god-like had so long had undisputed possession of it, he would
in all the foul deeds that are laid to the Devil, this is act ever performed; but how could it have been at least, seem to have acquired title enough, at
really the meanest of any that is proved against him. played without the Devil? Who else but the Devil all events, to execute a quit-claim deed; and we have
Such igno!Jle conduct cannot !Je excused even in a could have incited Herod, the High Priests, Pontius no authority to S\lppose he intended to do anything
J.evil. We must remember however, that God had Pilate, and the Roman soldiers, to perform their more. So another charge, that the Devil lied, proves
given his. consent to it all, and knew all about it. essential parts? Who but he could have inspired Ju- to be itself a lie. Now let some one show when
·whatever dishonor the Devil gained in that nefarious das? Without the Devil and Judas, how could the he absolutely did lie. It is east to call him a liar,
business, God must share with him.
grand work have been accomplished?
but let it be proved, if it is true. It can't be done.
It seems, further along, that the sons of God came
Is not the Devil entitled to a very: large share of But with his antagonist, we are sorry to say, it is
together to hold another re-union and Satan came al- gratitude from the human family, for the indispensa- otherwise; for in his own word he admits he sent lyso to present himself before the Lord as before, when ble part he performed in this grandest and sublimest ing spirits and put lying words in the mouths of his
God and he had another conversation about the [tf- scheme of salvation which God or man ever devised prophets to deceive a king, and very numerous 6ases
fiicted Job. God asked him again where he came -if it is of such a character?
can be cited where he made misrepresentations, and
from and received the same answer as before. He
Is not the Devil also most essential to God in other where he also made promises that were never performasked the Devil again what he thought of Job, and directions? In God's divine and benevolent scheme of eel. Who, then, we ask again, is the liar?
admitted that the Devil had induced him to bring punishing his poor, fallible creatures to the latest
The Devil is also ~Tossly charged with malice,
afiiictions upon the poor old man without the slight- moments of eternity for misbehaving or misbelieving, cruelty and great injustiCe to the human race; but we
est cause. The Devil's answer was much as before; who could carry out his kind intentions so faithfully raise our voice on tl!is occasion and say these charges
" Skin for skin; yea, all that a man hath will he give as the Devil?. What other being could be induced to are false-basely false. He has never stolen, he has
for his. life. Put forth thy hand now, and touch his attend to the nether regions of fire and brimstone, never robbed, he has never murdered, and we defy any
bone and his ficsh and he will curse thee to thy face." remaining patiently in that super-heated locality to clergyman in the land to show that he has.
His opThen said God, "Behold, he is in thy hand; but save pitch and punch into the burning lake, for unknown ponent, of whom it is claimed, he is all goodness
his life." He virtually said, do what you please with millions of years, countless billions of poor human and excellence, very frequently sent his people out on
the old man; afflict him and torment him as much as wretches who had no hand in bringing themselves into stealing and robbing expeditions; and there would be
you like, so that you don't quite take his life. existence?
no trouble in citing many scores of cases where God
Upon this the Devil again took his departure to carry
Who else but the Devil could be found who would authorized his chosen ones to despoil their neighbors
out this new commission. Then follows the recital carry out and execute so fully, God's beneficient and and take away, forcibly, or by deception their most
of the !Joclily sufferings that were visited upon that deific designs in this direction? It would seein that valuable property, and many times while doing this,
patient, good man in the shape of boils all over his God is under a debt of gratitude to the Prince of to slay, murder and slaughter countless tlwusttncls of
!Jocly from the crown of his head to the soles of his Brimstone, that he can never fully repay. It would men, women and children. It will be easy to show
seem to be wrong in any one, to seek to defraud the by God's own llook where he has taken the lives of
feet.
Any person who has had a good sized boil on any Devil out of the honors, emoluments or profits, result- almost countless thousands of human beings, and often
part of the body, well knows the sufferings it pro- ing to the firm, of which he iS" so distinguished a upon the most trival pretexts, sometimes 5,000, 10,duces. No !Joil has ever yet found the right place to member.
000, 20,000, 50,000, 70,000, and, yes, ()70,000 at a time,
locate to be out of the way. One boil has always
In view of all this, we are sometimes sadly pained as with Pharaoh and his hosts in the Red Sea; but wo
!Jcen found sufficient at a time; we never saw a per- to hear his August Highness, (or lowness) so berated assert here to-clay, and without fear of contradiction,
sou who wished two at once. One was quite all he and abused, as he frequently is, by those who count that the Devil, with all the power that has !Jecn aswished to attend to. But thi_nk of a poor victim be- themselves special servants of God. There never signed to him to defeat God and to rule the entire
ing covered, all over from kead to foot. Just think was an unfortunate being so slandered, maligned and world, has never taken the life of a single human beof the intense pain and anguish they must produce vilified on all occasions and in all places, as this same ing. , (Here is a striking contrast, indeed!)
when coming to a head; and when they got to Devil. He is accused of doing, or inciting every
On the other hand he has shown himself to be a
running whnt a time the poor man must have had. cruel, ignoble criminal, low, mean, dirty act, that true friend to the human race in innumerable inWe pity him now, from the bottom of our heart. Of has ever been committed by God or man. He is de- stances. At the start, in the garden, as we have just
all the sufferings poor mortals h.ave eYer been afflicted nounced in the most vehement terms, as the great and seen, his object was to do our first parents a favorwith, we can imagine nothing worse; and to be kept persistent enemy to God and all that is good. It is to open their eyes to discern good and evil-to give
up so long. · 0, Dear! it is a painful subject and we laid t<;> his charge that he is constantly lying in ttm- them knowledge, and for this very reason God was
cannot elwell upon it longer. How a decent Devil or bush, seeking to waylay, seduce, entice, and then angry. And, if we can take the words of priests,
a good God could staml by and thus wantonly atliict destroy every son and daughter of humanity .. It bishops and divines in all ages of Christendom as true,
[1, poor, hapless mortal, hu,s always !Jcen a mystery to would require volumes to contain a tithe of the num- the Devil has been the source of knowledge, intellius. For the credit and good name of God and the erous and reiterated indictments of this kind that gence, education, science, inventions and all the imDevil both, we have always wished that the picture have daily and hourly !Jeen brought against the poor provements in the arts and mechanics that the world
here presented was overdrawn.
We would much Devil, by clergymen, and other pious, godly persons. has 1nade. We have no account of God's ever teaching
any science to man-neitheT astronomy, geology,
rather that the writer of the elrama or story had mis- The charges are grave, lltit are they true'!
stated the facts, than to think them truly given. If
Let us spend a moment in looking up his record, to chemistry, mathematics, natural history or philosophy.
it is a fact that the whole human family are in the see if it bears out these terri!Jle charges. He has, And when he incarnated himself and lived thiTty
hands of such a God and such a Devil, we would call times without number, been denounced as a liar, and years in that condition on the earth, did he teach a
upon the angels to pity and weep.
has a million times been called the ''father of liars." single science? Did he get up a single new invenAfter this discreditable piece of business !Jut little Is it so? Has he been such an inveterate liar? When tion? Did he teach the alphabet even to a single
is said a!Jout the Devil in the older part of the Bible. did he lie so much? When dicl he lie at all'? It has child? Did he open a school anywhere, or 'j'Vrite a
Although God's chosen people seemed at all times been charged l'lpon him !Jy many thousands of divines, book or a lcttm·? We have no account that he J.id.
But how is it in this Tespect with the Devil? Why,
to !Jc very full of the Devil, his name is seldom men- that he lied to our. poor olu granclmo,tlter Eve, in that
tioneLl till we reach the New Testament, and then the little affair. au<?u! ·the apple; but was it so? God told he has !Jecn ei·euitcd by Christians themselves, as llc;
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ing the odginator and foster-father of all 'the education and knowledge the world luis to-day. When
Copernicus and Galileo discovered. that the earth is
a round ball, that it revolves upon its own axis every
twerity-four hours, and that it courses round the sun
every three hundred and sixty-five days-facts which
every schoolboy now understands-the highest Christian authorities in the world denounced it as the work
of the Devil, and Martin Luther, even called Copernicus an "old fool " for making such a statement.
Those Christians knew that neither God nor his Son,
nor his prophets, nor his priests knew anything about
these things, and had never said a word about them, and
they very naturally concluded that this knowledge
came from the Devil, and for this reason they persecuted those early scientists, and sought their lives;
they eithel' drove them from their country ·or shut
them up in the Inquisition and tortutecl them till one
of them-Galileo-was compelled to denounce the
great truths -he had uttered; but the old man, though
he soon died, was able to reiterate the grand discoveries he had made.
The art of 1:>rinting, too, has been attributed to the
Devil, time and time again. Guttenburg and Faust,
when they invented the art, were denounced as being
in league with him. Leading bishops and priests of
the Christhw Church but a few centuries ago; did all
they could to suppress and keep back the art of·printing. They saw in it the facilities for conveying intelligence to the masses, and that it was calculated to
·Jessen their hold upon them, and hence they fought it
bitterly. They knew that God, neither direct, nor
through any special agents, priests or prophets, ever
diu a thing or said a word about the printing press,
and it was very easy for them to come to the conclu. sion that it was the work of the Devil.
In the same way all the succeeding inventions, innovations and discoveries that have been made, have
successively been attributed to the Devil. In this
category· may be mentioned the steam engine, lightning rods, the· tele~raph,rail roads, reaping machines,
sewing machines, friction matches, and thousands of
other inventions, ·that have been denounced as the
· Devil's contrivances. Even the pious Christians in
Scotland, persistently fought the use of the fanning
mill·for cleaning their oats, theit rye and· their beans,
because it was the Devil's wind, and they would have
. nothing to do with it. These godly souls well knew
· that their Deity, and all of his self-constituted servants had never brought any of these inventions to the
knowledge of men, and they knew not who else to
attribute them to, save the Devil. If he is the.author
of all- the grand improvements, inventions and sci'
ences, the world owes him vastly more than it will
eve!' be able to pay.
In the matter of good 'nature, equanimity of tern~
per, geniality and kindness, the Devil compares most
favorably with his competitor aforesaid; while God
ftom· time immemorial, has evinced striking traits
of passion, anger, changeableness, irrascibility
·malice, revenge, feroCity, vindictiveness, fickleness,
falseness, and a.ll the accompanying traits, the Devil
has been remarkably free from them all. IV e
have no authentic account of his ever getting
· mad, of his flying into a rage,· of his showing malice,
of his being vindictive or cruel, of his ever hurting
any body; or in short, of his being g]lilty of any conclnct unbecoming a well-disposed, good-natured,
genial, gentlemanly Devil.
· On the ground of sexual excesses, we think we can
point to the .Devil with a great amount of pride. In
this direction he has certainly acquitted himself •with
a great tical of credit. If he lias had his little
'weaknesses in this direction, he has also had the good
sense; or the shrewdness to not be caught at it, and he
nas not landed his exploits in this line, abroad. While
God has had numerous sons, who came together from
different pmts of the world, though it is not known
who their mothers were or that he ever was married
or·had a wife; though he held clandestine sexual intercourse with a young, dark-haired, modest Jewess,
· and though he directed his servants on many occasions
to engage in the sexual relation, and tHough his servants, the prophets, the popes, the. cardinals, the bishops, the priests, clclcrs, preachers and ministers of ttll
stripes and sects, have distiug·uished themselves in a
remarkable degree, in this illicit business; we m·e proud
to say that there is not a single instance where any such
conduct can be proved upon the Devil. So ftw as can
be shown, he has been a paragon of virtue and continence. 0; clear! if there could have been less gOt!,
and more devil in the world, how much better it
would have been for the hunutn race, ancl how many
criminal and "dirty scrapes," it would have saved
our pious clergymen, who, right round here among
us, and in every direction in which we turn. our eyes,
in all' parts of the country, are so . often drag~ed
clown in disgrace and are compelled to defend themselves in courts of justice and at a heavy expense,
against the well-proven charges of sexual sins. How
much better too, it would be for the younger sisters in
the Church, and the bewitching clmnscls in every dcpmtment of life.
Yet this amiable, virtuous Devil is still abused, belied ancl vilified by those who in the scale of morality
and purity of character are far· benellth him. They
still accuse him of every crime in the calendar when
it cannot be shown that he has ever committed a
B~nglC;J one of ·1lhem. .Herein the benignity and great

excellence of his ch:;tractcr is strikingly manifested; " though he was oppressed and afflicted, yet he
opened not his mouth; he is brought as a Iamb to the
slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is dumb,
so he openeth not his mouth;" and who, "when he
was reviled, reviled not. again; when he suffered
threatened not." For this reason we feel that it is
incumbent upon us to stand up here before you and
say a word in his defense. · He is too J;UOdest, or too
peaceful, or too J;Unch in favor of the policy of silence
to strike back when he is smitten, even to uphold his
ow~ innocence.
Can it be possible that a being possessmg these remarkable characteristics is really so
bad as he is represented by his maligners, and the
source of all the wrongs and evils in existence?
In point of ability, shrewdness, generalship, power
and success he also compares most favGirably with his
author and maker. Take into consideration that the
Devil was only a creature of the Creator, to begin
with, that he labored under the great disadvantage of
commencing business as a snake; that he was subjected to extreme. ignominy and degredation, that he has
ever been hated, shunned and despised, that he had
an Almighty God for a competitor, and it must be
admitted that he has held his own in the world re
markably weK
After he was cursed, some six thousand years ago to
perpetually crawl on his belly and eat dust, it was
but a few generations before he had the entire world
of mankind under his contTOl, with the exception of
a very small number. So full and general had his
power become that his antagonist, in order to gain an
advantage over him, resorted to the terrible necessity
of drown,ing the whole world. Th!is expedient, however, seemed to cripple the Devil in a very slight degree; his rule in the earth was soon as powerful
as ever, and for thousands of years he was able to
trouble 'his antagonist excessively.
To such a strait was God driven through the machinations of this enterprising and industrious Devil,
and so great was the danger that the whole world would
follow after him, and be utterly lost to its maker, he
was at length compelled to come down from heaven
aud be incarnated-a human being for thirty years and
then die ignominously on the cross. Notwithstanding
this, and the fact that for eighteen hundred
years he has had a great number of priests of all kinds
and qualities, to assist him in fighting the Devil, and
though the most severe measmes-the stake, the scaffold, -the beheading-axe and block, the rack, the torture-wheel and hundreds of other pious and cruel inventions for inflicting pain and taking life, to say
nothing of long continued and desolating Christian
wars,. the Devil has kept right along in. the even tenor
of his way, constantly gaining upon his antagonist
and bringing the world more and more under his influence and control.
·
.
·
If success is the measure of power, the .Devil must
be set down as far more powerful tlian his opponent,
for in taking the whole world together he has twenty
faithful followers, where God has one; ancl any
Christian clergyman will tell you that nearly the whole
world is tocday led by his Satanic Majesty. That he is
smart, powerful and great, who can for a moment
doubt?
It is amusing to observe the different ways in which
the Devil is pictured and presented to mankind, ancl
how many forms he is made to assume. The Bible
picture, as we have seen, is quite varjcd-sometimcs
a snake, sometimes a noble, manly fellow, who congregated with the sons of God, and held friendly converse with God himself; and sometimes an imp of
darkness, sneaking around to crawl into some unfortunate human being; sometimes a muscular athlete,
Cl1pable of carrying a God through the air ancJ transporting him from place to place; sometimes a liidcous
monster with the skin of a goat, horns on his hcttcl,
a cloven foot and tt long tail; sometimes an affable, plcasm1t, cngttging gentleman, and sometimes
a red fiery dmgon of hideous mcin. ·
:i\'li!Lon saw him as a tall, majestic, imperious personage, possessing dignity, eloquence ancl it massive
intellect. He thus describes'him, ttftcr his expulsion
from heaven, as he lay prostrate upon the snrfnce of
the buming lake, as he just bcrran to recover from the
stunning shock of his trcmenclous fall, and hacl been
l.olding converse with his fellows :
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I( such astonishment as this can seize
Eternal spirits.; or have ye chosen this place
After the toil of battle to repose
Your wearied virtue, for the ease you find
To. slumber here,'as in the vales of heaven?·
Or in this abjQct posture have ye sworn.
To adore the Conqueror? who now beholds
Cherub and SAra ph rolling in the flood;
With scatter'd arms and ensigns; till anon
His swift pursuers from heaven's-gates discern
The advantage, and descending tread us down
Thus drooping; or with linked thunderbolts
Transfix us to the bottom of this gulf.
Awake, arise, or be forever fallen!"
Byron; in his poem, CAIN, makes Lucifer thus dis
course to Cain:
"I tempt no no,
Sl1ve with the truth; was not tho tree, the troe
Of knowledge? and was not the troo of lifo
Still fruitful? .Did Ibid her pluck them not?
Did I plant things prohibited
Within the reach of beings innocent, and curious
By their own innocence? I would have made yo
Gods ; and even he who thrust yo forth, so thrust ye
Because "ye should not eat the fruits of life,
And become gods as we." Were those his words?
And again, he speaks as follows:
"No! byhel1ven~ which ho
Holds, and the abyss, and the immensity
Of worlds and life, which I hold \'Viti! him-No!
I have a victor-tt·u1'; but no superior.
Homage he has from all-but none from me:
I battle it against him, as I battled
In highest heaven. Through all eternity,
On the unfathomable gulfs of Hades,
On the interminable realms of space,
And the infinity of the endless ages,
All, a .I will I dispute! And worltl by world,
And star by star, and Universe by Universe.
Shall tremble in the balance, till tho great
Conflict s•~l1ll cease, if ever it shall cel1se,
Which it ne'er shall, till he or I be quenched!
And what can quench our immortl1lity,
Of mutual and irrevocable ltato?
He as a conqueror wiN call the concruored
Evil; but what will be tho aood ho gives?
Were I the victor, his works would be tlcem'd
The only evil ones. And you, ye new
And scarce born mortalls, what hl1ve beon his gifts
To you already, in your little world?
CAIN.-Bnt few: l1nd some of thoso but bittor ..
LUCU'ER,BtiCk
With me, then, to thine earth, and try the rost
Of his celestial boons to yon and yours.
Evil and good are. things in their own essence.
And not made good or evil by the giver;
But if he gives you good-so call him; if
Evil springs from lzim, do not nl1mc it mineTill yc know better it.s true fount; l1nd.iutlge
Not by words, though of spirits, but tho fruits
Of your existence. such as it must be.
One aood gift has tile fatal apple givenYour 1'eason:-1ot it not be over-swayed
By tyrannou» threats to force you into faith
'Gainst all external senHe and imvl1nl feeling,
Think and endure,-and form nn inner world
In your own bosom-where the outward fails;
So slmll yon nearer be the spiritual
Nl1turo, and war triumphant with your own."

.

We would like to lJUOLe wlmt ot.her poets lmvc said
of the Devil, and what words they have JJUt into his
mouth, bnt Lime will. not pchnit. \V c umst hasten
on. The Devil has truly been ~t most prolific theme
in this world of ours, ancl in connection with his
sulphurous abode, the c:msc of nnnt.temblc Len-or, :Lilgnish, grief and woe. No subj eeL has been so much
ancl so often discussed, ancl none lms pro(]uccd a
greater amount of misery. Volumes htwe lJeen written of him, and salaried priests have dt•scanletlupon
his nature and attributes, and millions of sc·rmons and
harrangucs have been delivered, about tlic august personage under consideration. Our attention, within tl
few days, was called to a· large numlJcr of antique
hooks, in one of our Broadway bookstores, pcrtnining
"Ho scarce had coased, when the superior fiend
to the Devil, some of them l.Jcin~ two ttml three hunWa,o; moving towards the shore; his ponderous shield, dred. years old. So large Wtls ~the list, that. it was
Etherial temper, ml1ssy,Jm·ge, l1ntlt;onw1.
deemed necessary to issue a catalogue cont:Lining their
Behind him cast; the brol1d circumference·
titles and descriptions, and itself is a 1Jook of perhaps
Hung on his shoulders liko the moon, whoso orb
forty pages. Some of the works were wriLll'n in a
Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views
humorous and satirical vein, hut t.he larger portion of
At evening from the top of Fesole,
them most serious, giving clahomtdy the chamcter
and maliciousness of his Sulphurous .J[ajcsty, :11111 his
Or in Vailll1rno, to descry new lands,
connection with God's plans tllld purposes, not failing
Rivers, or mountains, on her spotty globe.
to portray the impcncling danger awaiting all who lisHis spear, (to equal which the tallest pine
ten to him. Truly did Voltaire exclaim: "NeYer Jws
Hewn on Norwegian hills. to be the mast
there been a more univcrstLI empire Lh:m lhtLL of tht.l'
Of some great Admiral, were but a wand.)
Devil."
He walked with. to support uneasy steps
Painters and picture-makers wm:tlly represent. him
Over the burning marie (not like those
as a horrid monst.l'r, with coarse, sttrrlonic features,
Stops on heaven's azure!) and the torrid clime
with mischief :LzHlmaliee tlcpiclcfl in his countenance;
Smote on him sore besides, vaulted with fire."
two horus upon his ht•ml, like a goat's; wit.h tL cloven
To aronse his fallen and st.npified companions to life hoof, like the S<Lmc anill!al. hut much I:trgcr. ancl w.ith
and action, he thus addressed them:
a tail much longer ~mdlarger than the goat can boast.
He seems to have a great fondness for goat-meat, and
"Princes, Potentates,
all the goats in the wm:Id arc ·consigned to his ensWarriors, the flower of heaven! once yours, n~w lost,
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tody. That they finally do not appear among the
goats, going down to his heated sulphurous regions,
has been the terror and the agony of millions.
The goat idea in the make-up of the Devil was
doubtless taken, in part, from the ancient Egyptian,
Grecian and P,oman earthly deity, Pan, who resem·
bled a horned half-goat, and with cloven feet and the
tail of a goat. He was also called Incubus, and his domain was the crude world-the earth. He was, however, full of music, and in this respect our Devil closely
resembles him. It is highly probable the traditions and
ideas of a Devil were borrowed from the ancient
Chaldeans or Persians, in whose country the Jews were
detained seventy years in captivity.
Before their
captivity, they had very slight ideas of the Devil, but
after it the idea cropped out perceptibly, and was
handed down with the dogmas of Judaism to the era
of Christianity.
,
As so much has been written and preached by Christians about the Devil, it may be well to give a quotation or two from Christian authors concerning him
and his sulphurous home. Dr. Watt's says:
.. Far in the deep. where darkness dwells,
·.rhe land of horror and despair,
Justice has built a dismal hell,
And laid her stores of vengeance there.
Eternal plagues and heavy chains.
Tormenting racks and fiery coals,
And darts to inflict immortal pains,
Dyed in the blood of damned souls.
There Satan, the first rebel. lies.
And roars antl bites his iron bands;
In vain the rebel strives to rise,
Crushed with the weight of both thine hands."
We cannot envy the mind capable of imagining
such a horrid picture. Here is another choice bit from
the Rev. Dr. Sewell, of Oxford, in his " Christian
Morals": "No sooner does the infant dmw the vital
air, than in consequence of· it, being under the wrath
of God, it is taken possession of by the Spirit of Evil.
. . . We will hold, and realize and act upon the
true, unfignrative, literal personality of a Spirit of
Evil, tempting man, lying in wait for him, triumphing over i1im, hating him, going about seeking whom
he may devour. On this main fact must rest the
foundation of all Christian ethics."
Baxter, in his "Call to the Unconverted," draws
some vivid pictures of the Devil and his miserable,
fiery home. Our own, Jonathan Edwards, was also
rich and voluminous in delineations of the Devil and
the regions of the damned, but we must 'not enlarge
in this direction. \Ve will, however, give a single
r1uotation from the '"Course of. Time," by that orthodox Christian, Pollock:
Wide was the place,
And deep as wide, and ruinous. as deep.
Beneath I saw a lake of burning fire.
With tempest tossed perpetually, and still
'.rhe waves of fiery darkness, 'gainst the rocks
Of dark damnation broke. and music made
Of melancholly sort; and over head,
And all around. wind warred with wind, storm howled
To storm, and lightning. forked lightning, crossed.
And thunder answered thunder. muttering sounds
Of sullen wrath; and as far as sight could pierce.
Or down descend in caves of hopeless depth.
Through all that dungeon of unfading fire,
I saw most miserable beings walk,
Burning continually, yet unconsumed;
Forever wasting, yet enduring still:
Dying perpetually. yet never dead."
"O'er their heads a Bowless cloud,
Of indignation hung; a cloud it was
Of thick anal utter darkness, rolling, like
An ocean. tid~s of livid. pitchy flame;
With thunders charged. and lightnings ruinous,
And red with forked vengeance, such as wounds
The soul; and full of angry shapes of wrath,
And eJdies whirling with tumultuous fire,
And forml:l of terror raving to and fro,
And monsters, unimagined heretofore
By guilty men in dreams before their death,
From horrid to more horrid changing still
In hideous movement through that stormy gnlf."
Those who are fond of pictures of this kind can be
to theh· heart's content in the Christian theology of the past few centuries.
It is thought strange by many, why men of education and intelligence will continue to teach such monstrous ideas about a vindictive God, a malicious Devil,
and a ~eething, foaming hell; but when the fact is
borne in mind th~tt in the words of the Rev. Dr. Sewell, already quoted, " On this main fact must rest the
foundation of all Christian ethics," the reason can be
understood. This is the base on which the structure of Christian theology i~ builded-a vindictive
God, angry with the whole human race, a villainous
hut subservient Devil in his employ, and it hell, of the
<lcscription just given, to burn poor wretches in-and
here you have the bulk of Christianity.
This is the
principal nourishment which these blatant and extra
pious clergy for hundreds of years been have doling
out to the simple children, small and large, who devoutly listen to them Sunday after Sunday, month
'after month and vear >tfter year.
These themes ·ani their principal stock in trade,
plea~crl

How could the clergy get along without a Devil or a
hell? The Devil is their best friend. It is to escape
his clutches that induces millions of Christian dupes
to support this idle, unproductive but privileged class
of priests and bishops, enabling them to dress in fine
linen and broadcloth; to eat the best the land
affords, to live in splendid mansions of brown-stone
and pressed brick; and all without lifting a finger or
soiling their hands to earn a penny of the money
which they cost. Were it not for this very convenient Devil who serves them so well, they would be
under the necessity of turning their attention in other
directions, and devising some other, but perhaps more
laborious, mettns of obtaining a livelihood.
Do you realize, kind Friends, what the promulgation of the repulsive doctrines we have under consideration, has cost, and is costing the world? In
our own country we have over sixty thousand priests,
who with more or less fervor are preaching this kind
of gospel, and as many churches in which it is listened to. This is done at an annual expense of $200,000,000. In Christendom there are not less than 300,000
priests of all kinds, who preach the Devil, and it costs
the poor people who pay for this kind of amusement
the enormous sum of $1,000,000,000 annually. Could
not this amount of wealth be used where it would do
vastly more good to the race'? Is it so important that
his Satanic Majesty should be held up in all his deformity before the trembling millions, that tlds amount of treasure, wrung from the weary muscles
and the aching backs of the toiling, credulous masses,
should year after year, and century after century, be
worse than thrown away? Cannot some theme more
pleasing and interesting than the Devil, with his hoofs,
horns and tail, be delivered to the people? ·
It has doubtless been obsei"ved by the most of yon,
who are pious enough to attend Church, that his Satanic ~fajesty is, of late years, receiving the "cold
shoulder" from the clergy, who have been so much
indebted to him in the past. They say far less about
the Devil now than t"'enty-five years ago; and they
mix far less of sulphur in the gospel pap which they so
affectionately feed to the babes of grace. The fact is
the mental stomach of the public has become so sensitive that it rejects such highly seasoned diet as the
wrath of God and brimstone make when duly blended together. It requires something milder, and we
see the Doctors of Divinity, like the Doctors of Medicine, hasten to furnish their patients with such boluses and mixtures as they are willing to aceept mid
pay for.
Clergymen, like other professionals and tradesmen,
are very anxious to please their patrons, and are willin'; to furnish just such commodities as are in demand. They are getting to take a very sensible view
of the matter, and virtually they talk to their customers in this wise: "vr c wish to please you; you
pay us your money, and we desire yon ~o have just
what you want. If you do not like so much sulphur,
we can just as easily give you Jess; in fact, we think
we can soon dispense with it altogether. If you ohject to the Devil. we will• keep him behind the curtain, and even not exhibit him at all, if you say so.
We are anxious to please our customers as nearly as
we can; we are determined to study the tastes of
those who patronize our establishment."
Remarks, practically like these, were made to ~t
congregation in this city three weeks ago to-day, by tt
pastor who has just newly heen called to fill the pulpit. He said: "Now you just let me know how you
want this church run, and it shall be done just according to your instructions." He hac! an eye to
business, and many of them are acquiring the same
degree of shrewdness, and are so obliging as to try to
please those who pay them. They ·will raise the
Deviltwhen the Devil is wanted, and make him dmoh,
when he is not desired. The whole truth lies just
here: clergymen will preach up the Devil just so long
as the people willingly accept him; and will throw
him overboard, Jonah like, when he does not suit the
popular demand. As it is money they work for, they
feel it to be incumbent on them to answer the demands of that money; so when the people unitctlly
say: "We wrmt no -more Devil/' we will have no more.
But what will Christianity do without a Devil and
a hell? It will be worse than the play of "Hamlet,"
with the part of "Hamlet" omitted. This Devil,
after all, cannot be given up, for the entire Christian
theology is so blended and interwoven with him, that
he cannot be dropped out, nor expurgated, without
ruining the entire institution.
Can any loyal .Christian doubt., for a moment, the
existence of !L Devil-a re~tl, simon-pm·e, personal
Beelzebub? Did not Jesus, Pan!, Peter, .John, Constantine, all the popes, prelates, hishops, fathers,
priests, monks, friars, pastors, preachers, elders, and
deacons, from the Master, down, believe in, and teach a
live, walking, real Devil? Did not Luther, the father
of Protestantism, believe in a Devil"? In fact, did lw
not absolutely see him? We have his word that he
did. The Devil appeared to him in his study, and
the good saint threw his ink-stand at the Devil's head.
Unfortunately he missed his mark, or, at ~til events,
he did not kill, nor seriously injure his distinguished
visitor. The great man was kind enough to commit
to writing, and leave as a legacy to those who Ruccecded him, some of his experiences with the gentleman from below.
In his work on the abu~cs r~ttendant on private

masses, he says that he had conferences with the Devil
on that subject, passing many bitter nights, and much
restless and wearisome repose; tlu1t once in particular,
Satan came to him in the dead of the night, when he
was just awakened out of sleep. "The Devil," says
Luther, "knows well enough, h0w to construct his
arguments, and to urge them with the skill of a master.
He delivers himself with a grave and yet shrill
voice. Nor does he usc circumlocutions and beat about
the bush; but excels in forcible statements and quick
rejoinders. I no longer wonder that the persons whom
he assails in this way arc occasionally found dead in
their beds. He is able to compress and throttle, and
more than once he has so assaulted me and driven my
soul into :t corner, that I felt as· if the next moment
it must leave my body. I am of the opinion that
Gesner and CEcohtmpadius came in that mannc:r to
their deaths. The Devil's manner of opening a debate
is pleasant enough, but he soon urges things so peremptorily that the respondent in a short time knows
not how to acquit himself."
Here is positive testimony from the highest Christian source that there is a Devil, and that he is verv
sociable, argumentative and able in discussion. No
Christian can doubt Luther's testimony on this very
important subject.
\Vc have also the positive testimony of Swellenborg
and Blomberg that there is a Devil for they had seen
him and conversed with him. Our own Joseph
Smith, too, the Mormon Prophet, a man who· could
not be induced to make the slightest misrepresentation, avers that he not only saw the Devil, but had a
pcrsomtl conflict with him over those golden plates
on which the Mormon Bible was engraved. The
Devil was determined to get the plates away from
the Prophet and he struggled hard to accomplish it,
but for once, he found his match; Joseph was too
much for the Archfiend, and he held on to the plates,
compelling the Evil One to retire in disgrace.
There arc plenty of others, divines and undivines,
who positively assert that they have seen the Devil,
and c.ame in close contact with him. Yes, they not
only saw him, but they smelt him, also. Some of the
goatish smell was about him, but the 6dor of sulphur
predominated. (It is asserted that he uses no cologne
water nor "rosadora," to overcome his disagreeable
smells.)
Notwithstanding the numbers who have seen him,
there are several points as to his personality that arc
not clearly settled. There is some doubt about his
complexion, the color of his cyeH, the length of his
horns. the dimensions of his tail, his avoirdupois, his
exact height; whether he pttrts his hair in the middle;
whether his clothes arc in the latest fashion, whether
it is his right or left foot that is cloven; whether on
the other, he wears a boot or a gaiter; whether his
coat is dre8s or sack; whether he regards :Moody and
Sankey's style of snatching souls from his grasp, is
the most effective that can be devised; whether he is
in favor of a "third term," whether he believes Henry
\Vard Beecher knows anything about Elizabeth, and
whether Henry is to be believed under oath.
lt lms he<m reported by some of these interviewers
that the Devil is cross-eyed, in his off eye; but we
have reason to think it an unmitigated slander, put into circulation by his enemies. We think if this had
hecn the case, ]\fartin Luther, who was a very observing man, would have discovered it and reported the
same. It cannot easily be supposed that he could
hold heated arguments and di~cussions with the
Devil, wherein the major and minor propositions were
duly pres en ted; the premises laid down according to
rule, aml he not have <liscovcrcd that his celebrr.ted
opponent Wtts cross-eyer!. The case is not presumable.
One of the saddest features in the whole history of
the Devil, is his opemtions in the line of witchcraft.
vVe will not say he is responsible for the great wrongs
that have been c.ommitt.cd in t.his direction; but as he
wtts supposed to be the author and originator of all
witchcraft, it is but proper we should consider it in
connection with hb clmract.erand existence
The belief in witchcraft long existed in the world.
As long agO'as Moses penned the law~ to govern the
descendants of .A.bmham, he wrote very lun·d tm'ms
for those supposed to be witches. " Thou shalt not
suffer a witch to live," was one of his enactments, and
this cruel, merciless sentence, for many centuries was
accepted ~tnd acted upon as a decree from the throne
of heaven, and many were put to death in that em, for
being unfortunate enough to he judged !L witch. lt
prevailed also in many heathen countries for hundreds
of years, but it was reserved for Christianity to acid
the crowning touches of infamy ttml wrong, to t!1 is
most unfortunate delusion, mtmia, or mcnt~tl discast•.
\Vitcheraft was held to be a supernatural power,
which persons were supposed to obtain possession of,
by entering into compact with the Devil. It was
most frequently associated with the femah~ clmractcr,
and from that circumst.auce received its mmw.
The modern idea. of witchcraft, denoting a regular
league with t.hc Evil One, dates from the rise of
Christianity ttnd obtained its higher development in
the Middle Ages. At. :t later period, the W aldensfJI"l
and other early seccdcrs from the regular church,
were accused and were eruclly and persistently per~e
cuted for witchcraft. The highest dignitaries of the
Church maLic no dl'ort to check the madness that ran
riot over Christian countries, hut c1itered fully into
the spirit of tormenting and putting to death, the un·
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fortunate belngs who were basely suspected of entering into compact with the Devil. Many thousands of
pitiable wretches were whipped, and scourged, and
drowned, and hung, and burnt, for the slightest suspicion of witchcraft being breathed against them. }!any
tests were devised for ascertaining whether a person
was a witch, and had entered intp a league with the
Prince of Darkness. Water was often resorted to.
They were thrown into the same; if they floated, they
were hung as witches, and if they sank, they were innocent; but nevertheless were drowned; so it was
death even to be Huspected.
It is lamentable that dignified courts of justice lent
themselves to this nefarious business, and aided in
spreadin~ this mental malaria.
Sir Matthew Hale,
one of England's ablest judges in former times, sat·
ptttiently, day after day, listening to the evidence adduced to prove that certain implicated parties were in
secret compact with the Devil; and in passing sentence upon the hapless victims of ignorance and superstition, whom to be accused was, almost, to be
put to death.
The persecutions and infamous crut>lties extended
toward the miserable females, who were chiefly suspected of the crime of being witches, and of entering into unholy compact with the Evil One, were exasperated and carried out in all Christian countries. In
1484 the head of the Christbm Church, Pope Innocent, issued his famous bull, in which he narrated the
prevailing superstitions on the subject, and appointed
commissions to examine and punish witches. From
that time it bc,ca.me a crime especially recognized by
ecclesiastical authorities. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the persecutions of witches were actively carried on all over Europe, and an incredible
number of unfortunate beings lost their lives.
Co lange says: "The ideas that had come to be connected with the subject, are of a remarkable character. "The witch was believed to have entered into a
rep;ular engagement with the Devil, who delivered
lHii· over to au imp or familiar spirit, to be always at
her call and -to do whatever she desired of it; she,
on thf· ~ther hand, agreeing that she should be his
after death. The witch was believed to possess the
power to transport herself through the air upon a
broom-stick-which was their favorite mode of travel
-and of transforming herself into various forms of
animal life, lmt more especially cato. As they are
animals specially fond of slily roving around at all
hours of the night, they were thought to be particularly adapted to the use of tlw witches. It was fully
believed they possessed the pc wer of inflicting disease
upon any person whom they chose. Objects .that
were horrid and loathsome were regarded as chosen
instruments of the witches_, as dead bodies, toads,
fro.~s, lizards, serpents, etc., etc.
A power was also assigned them over the elements,
of raising storms or producine: calms, and of casting
malign influences over the fruits of the earth. The
suspected persons were put to the most cruel tortures,
in the agonies of which confessions were .extorted
from them which bad little foundation in fact. Some
confessions were, no doubt, voluntarily made, which
were the result of imagination."
It is a black, bloody chapter of cruelty, oppression
nnd wrong, which was for many centuries proseclo!ted
in the name of religion and in behalf of a malicious
Devil. It is said five thousand of theFe nnfortunate
victims of ignorance were burned at Geneva alone,
:tnd other parts of Europe, were not far behind.
Voltaire states in his great work, "The Philosophical
Dictionary," that over one hundred thousand witches
were executed in the Christian States of Europe.
In the early settlement of this country, when tlu•
Pnritai1ical stock brought with them from Europe the
i"nomnt, super~titious and religious intolerance domiu~mt there, they brought, also. the spirit of persecution and bitterness towards '' witches." This cropped out early in certain localities, nnd raged with
tiendish hate. Many a. happy home was made desolate by it; many an innocent gil"l was wrongfully ne
cused nf being bewitched, a.nd was cruelly subjected
to the most abhorrent tests; muny were incarcerated
in loathsome prisons and kept there for the grave
crime of being ~uspected of holding communication
with the Devll. It was a busy time, indeed, for
"witch-finders," nnd these were usually some sanctimonious, long-faced, nasal-twanged, p:aying, hypocritical church members, who constituted themselves
into smelling committees, to look after the young
girls and spinsters, as well as old women in their
neighborhood-for lihese were the ones supposed to
he liable to enter into compact with the gentleman
below.
Hundreds of these innocent and interesting persons, against wlwm the merest. breath of
suspicion was whisperecl, were remorselessly dragged
from their homes and friends, and at all honrs of the
day and night, anrl imprisoned for weeks mid the grent·
est discomforts and· disgrace; and after formal trials of
great solemnity before learned judges, and the first
Christians in the country, but upon the most triYial
and cxpnrte testimony, were found guilty, and condemned to death; yes, considerable numbers of these
unhappy victims of ignorance, religious superstition,
mal a.nd intolerance were positively executed, and
this less than two. centuries ago, and in our glorious
ol(l State of Massachusetts.
But, thanks to dawning reason and increasing common sense, this terrible business was soon ehecked;
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trials and executions of witches were suppressed, and ·indulged in excess. The evil with these qualities exthe evils that had been supposed to be witchcraft, soon ists not in themselves, but in the use and application.
terminated; and, except among persons of limited in- that is made of them. There are no persons so good,
telligence and reason, there has been but little belief in but what they have some imperfections. and none so
witches and .witchcraft since. With the faith in sor- bad, nor disproportionately organized, but what they
cerers and sorcery, which for many centuries pervaded possess some good.
and cursed many countries and peoples-a belief that
It should be the labor of our lives to inform oarsorcerers were in close communion with the Devil, and selves of the uses and abuses of everything that exist~,
by his power foretold future events, revealed hidden and to learn to make a proper use of all we come m
secrets, discovered stolen property and did many other contact with. If the best use we can make of some
impossible things-fortunately for the happiness of the things, is to avoid them and let them entirely alone,·
human race, has passed away.
so he it.
Witchcraft, trnly, had a long, cruel and bloody
These qualities, called rJood and bad, are like the
history, which it is not our present -purpose to sketch, plants whiCh grow out of the e_arth; all are good for
but with a blush of shame for our race, we have to some purpose, but some possess more good than others.
confess that this gigantic, almost incomparable wrong It should he our study and our purpose to cultivate the
for centuries and milleniums even, was fostered and good and uproot the hurtful. I'Ve should remove the
prosecuted in the name of a personal Devil! It is one weeds, the thistles, nettles, .briars and thorns which
of the sad, saddest blots on the page of history, which occupy the ground and contribute btit little to our
we would gladly erase, were it in our power.
happiness, and encourage and give careful culture to
Now, from what we have here uttered, about that the wheat, the corn, the esculent roots, the fruits, the
supposed, ever-vigilant enemy of the human race, flowers, and every plant that ministers to our needs
some of you may have a curiosity to kriow if we be- and adds to our happiness.
lieve in the existence of a Devil. ·with all due solLet us do this in the mental, as well as in the materemnity, and with the highest regard for truth, we are ial domain, and W(' will need to have but a small
compelled to confess that we do. We believe in an amount of evil in our world, and will surely have no
absolute, over-ruling Devil which has long, long use for a big, ugly, insinuating. tormenting, vindiccursed the world and our most unfortunate race. tive, persunal Devil.
When this good day c'omes,
The name of this Devil is. I(+NOIUNCE! He is not may we not hope the tens of thousands of public
only a positive, real Devil, but he is the author of all teachers and preachers who now spend their talents
the other devils that have ever existed in the imagina- and their lives in promulgating ancient crudities,
tion of man: and beside him there is none other. But superstitions, falsities; fables and myths, which, as we
thanks to the powers that be, there are forces superior have seen, had their origin in ignomnce, will decide to
to him, and all of m, yes, all mankind who have been instruct the people only iu the grand, the beautiful,
cursed. with the machinations of this powerful devil the elevating, the refining, the lmppifying and the true'!
may easily learn to subdue him, and to gain absolute '1 hen science and reason will he our guiding stars, and
~ower over him.
These forces are KNOWJ"EDGE, the myths and the flevils of tlw primitive ages, will
SCIENCE, INTELLIGENCE-the t1·ue Suviors of the world. hide themselves in the shades of forgetfulness.
With the supremacy of these potent forces, no
It is possible some of the expressions and some of
Devil can longer exist; hut with the imps, the demons,
the sprites, the gnomes, the satyrs, the genii, the furies, the arguments we have used, may to some seem harslt
the gorgons, the harpies, the bogies, the goblins, and uncharitable. Far be it from us to hurt "the
·the dragons, all the monstros1ties, as well as the oil and the wine'' in the heart of any individual,
witches, the faries, the nymphs, the naiads, the nn- or to speak disrespectfully of the good that exists in
diues, and all the _qod8, which, for thous<ll!ds of years any system of religion, or iu any form of belief. We
have existed, only, in the imagination of man. are are free to confess, Christianity with all its excesses,
fast passing off the stage. They wertO all equally in- with all its faults, and with all its errors, has containventions and creations of man, devised and believed ed and enjoined much that is good, ana that great
in, when ~qnorance reigned supreme. As this power numbers of those who have embmced it, have been
is dispelled by the forces just named, these will all take sincere, honest-hearted, well-disposed men and
their final departure for the land of oblivion, to annoy, women ; hut who have been misled in supposing the
system to be heaven-born, God-given, and angelafflict and curse our race. no more forever.
But is there no Evil in existence? Is everything nurtured, when it is only made up of the dogma~,
good and lovely? Is there no wrong·? There surely fables and mythologies of heathen nations, which exis wrong; there are evils; but they are not pcrson•l- isteu thousands of years before Christianity came
ges nor beings, any more than death. sin, life, trnth, upon the stage: and all of which dogmas, as we have
hope, charity, love, and many other similar qualities, ~ccn, were the figments and imaginations of the huwhich in poetry and figurative language lmve ?f.ten man brain.
It is now fully demonstrated that the human race
been personified. None of these are personal! tiCs,
none have a lo(·al, circumscribed existence. They came from a low origin, on a level with the animal
plane, and has, with obstructions and drawbacks,
are p1·inciples, and have a 1mivm·sal existence.
"What, then, is Evil~ It is, in three words, a mi.q- gradually progressed, until it has arrived where it is
applicatwn of good. Good and evil are relative terms. to-day ; and that it did not start high up, at a point of
There is nothing in existence hut what is ei~her, good perfection, and since been constantly deteriorating
.
or evil, according to the use that is made ?f rt .. Ever~· ana getting worse and worse.
All systems of religiou.s belief which the world has
thing of which we know, or can concerve, rsgoocl1f
properly used, ttnd it. may al~o he evil if not -so contained, have possessed some good, ancl the adherused. Take fire, for mstance, m cold weather, as ents of all have doubtless, been sincere and aimed to
at this season of the year, in warming our dwellings, discharge their duty and to accomplish commendible
in dispelling Ute eolrL and iu cooking our food, it.is a results. Every system has been more good, more
,rreat and indispensable good: but when misapplied, commendible than it might have been, had it been
lt becomes a most gigantic evil, which Chic,ngo. Bos- worse. All could have been worse-more pernicton and thousands of other localities can fully under- ious. But not a system of religion the world has
yet believed in, hns been free from errors; not one
stand.
The snme with water. In the eomposition of our that bas been true. All were based upon mistaken
bodies and the bodit•s of all animal and vegelli!Jlc notions of gods and devils ; all originated in fallalife, for quenching thirst, for flriviug our mills. and cies ancl absurdities, or which were copied and adoptfactories for floating: onr ships and steamboats, for a ed by one system from another.
I'Ve see the same general characteristics common to
highway' between continents and mttions, it is n grl'at,
an' incalcnhtble, an indispen~ai.Jle g·ootl; but when it all the numerous systems that have preceede.d us.
comes in deluging rains and devastating floods, it is an All have had their gods which they worevil of imml'nsc magnitude, which the pe~Jple f~f shiped; all have had their devils which they feared.
France our own L'.onntn· anrl nearly all eountnes, t1us Uhristianity originated none of_ this, nor <t single
dogma she holds to-day.
This truth might as
yet"ll", a~d many others, can easily ~tPpreciatc. .
The same witJ1 the wind. When gentlt', Ill the well be plainly slated and plainly understood as to
zephyr and in the breeze: enliveni~g and. pnrify~ng Ionger evade the issue. It _must _be met sooner or
the atmosphere and removmp: the eHects o± stagnatiOn later and there cun be notlung gamed by longer deand malaria and in driving: our sailing vessels, it is a ferri;lg it. Let us manfully face the m usi~ at <lll(',e.
gTe!tt u-ood ': hut when it 'comes in tht· form of the It is a borrowed systelll-a part from .}lHhusm, at.d a
gale. ti~e hurricane, the whirlwind ami the cyclone, part from paganism, but all false to(Setl.lCr.
The foundations of it are not hml m truth. I'Ve
it is ·an immense evil.
The same with ttl! kinds of food; if nsetl at proper now know the Universe was 11ot started six thousand
time and in proper quantities they" are goorl, hut if years ago, and that the ca1·t.h is uot the centre. of it;
used in excess they are all Cllpable of becoming g!·eat that the sun ami moon do not revolve around rt, :md
evils. .Most substances that nrc goorJ, when 1•tken mto that the stars are 11ot small brilliant obje<"ls set m a
the month if inserted in the eyes or e~trs 11re ]JO~itive firmament or circumscribeLI arch, near the earth, and
evils. ~o 'we see that evl'rything is L'ithcr good or for "signs and seasons;" we kno'.v tlmt Adam and
evil, just •tceonling to. the u~e .that _is_nrat~e of it, and Eve could not haYe been the first human pair that exno !Jcing or person of nu1n·s nnagmmg JS nccessnry isted but 1hut human beings h;~ve Jived on the
earll; at least forty thousand years. S:~nil_ar!y ~ve
to represent either.
Man is an intricate org-anization, possc:;oing man~ know that all the cardinal doctrines of Clmstramty
functions of heart, lungS, stomach. brain aml other are unfounded in truth. We have seen how th~ crude
parts of th~ body. He has i_n hb ~ental organizati.on idea of devils and gods first took position m the
noble sentrmcnts, elevated mccntrvcs, eomprehensrve infantile hunHIIl mind and how they evolved and dejudo·ment and a masterly intellect; and he also pos- veloped from age t<; age; and on taking" !\ correct
sess~s lower propensities and passions. These are all view of these old beliefs, we see that to suppose
good in their legi~imate plnces and in proper propor- any of rllose dogmas or opini?ns were given from a
.
tions. Eve.ry passron subserves a gooc~ purp~se wh_cn got! is wholly without foundatiOn:
We are not oue of tlrose who th1nl\ all these vanous
in its appropriate use, and when not mrs-applied or m-
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systems oCreligion. hav•J bern con.tinuQu~ Jinks in the great chain of evolntion,
and that they all must needs be, like a
wheel in an iutri(!ate machine, which
could not be spared without immense
damage to the entire structure. If there
has been a gradual progression from
one to another, (and this has not always
been apparent. for there has been retrogression;) there has not been a ~ingle
system of faith which could not easily
have been spared from the world without serious inconvenience ; and Christianity is no exception.
It is difficult to understand how the
belief in any form of error can be of
great utility to the raoe, or how the
tloundcring- of mankind, for thousands
of years in the fogs, and mists and darkness of superstition and delusion, was
the greatest good the race could have
under the circumstances. ·It is the naure of error-however firmly planted
·n sincerity-to hamper, cl0g and fetter
"ts adherents, and we cannot understnnd how it can, undm· any circumstances, be the greatest good the race
could en joy. Truth is better than error·
·eality than imagination.
'
How great soever the results arising
for any of the antique religions of the
mst may be supposed, by many, to
lave been, 'and how so ever closely they
nay be thought to have been connected
n the great work of evolution through
:vhich ·the race has passed, one thing
s morally certain, ·they are no longer
adapted to the wants lind needs of the
present. The wo1·Jd bas outgrown all
the imperfect and fabulous theories and
doctrines of olden time, and is r.eaching out for something better, something
higher, something truer. ·wise is he,
who is prepared and wil!ii1g 1o step
forward witll. the advance guard, and
help to "ring out the old and ring in
the new.''
The religious creeds of the world
have doubtless held it back in the regions of darkness and imperfection for
thousands of years.; arid· they have .::Jot
been the benefit to mankind which many
magine. · The advance of · the race
vould have bee'n mu.cl! ·more 1·apid,
could truth always have been the guidng sta!·, and n0t falsehood. It is, however, useless to mourn over the mistakes
of the past; "Let bygones be bygones."
Our uuty ahd our labor to·clay is;· to
come to the truth, direct, and to rid
onrsel ves of the mistal{es of the past
with all possible and practicable speed,
cultivating, under all Circumstances, a
spirit of fraternity and a desire to add
as much
the welfare a11d happiness
of humanity, as in our power.
We have reason to rejoice that the
progress the world has made is as. great
as it ·is, considering the impediments
and difiienlties it has had·to encounter;
anti the great mass of ignorance; superstition and wrong it has had to meet and
contend with. Light is breaking in ;
Lite myths of olden times are, one after
another giving way, mid in Uue time,
j[ we steadily pursue our course, and
keep our faces toward the goal of trutu,
the full efrulgence ot the genial sun of
Heason, Science and Devotion to Humanity will ultimately illumine our
pathway.
In closing, we will quote two more
extracts, which seem appropriate to the
line of thoHg;ht we it<IVC been pursuing.
'l'he tir~t is from onr own revered
Prof. Dr<tper, than whom, iH thP- hnmI.Jlc opinion of your speaker, there is
}J:>t<lly ~~ grc:Lter living man, and one
wbo has done more excellent service in
the cause of truth. We quote from his
incomparable work, "'l'he lntellectu ,J
Development of Europe" (p. 412):
"All these delusions, whicll occupied
the minds of our fotefathers, and n·om
which not even the powerful and Jcarnetl were free, have .totally passed away.
·The moonlight has now no fairies ; the
solituue no genii ; tile darkness no
ghost, no goblin. '!'here is no necromancer who cun raise the dead· from
their graves-no one ·who has solei his
sot!! to the Devil and signed the contract
with his blood-no angry. apparition to
rebuke tlte .crone who has disq111eted
him.
Divination, agromancy, pyromancy,
hydromancy,
cheii·omancy,
augury, interpreting of dreams, oracles,
sorcery, astrology, have all· gone. It is

to

three hundred and fifty years sipce the
last sepulchral lamp waf\ found, and
that was at Rome. There are no gorgons, hydras, chimeras ; no familliars ;
no incubus or succubus. Tile housewives of Holland no longer bring forth
sooterkins by sitting over lighted chauffers.
No longer do captains buy of
Lapland witches, favorable winds ; no
longer do our churches tesound with
prayers against the baleful influences
of comets, though there still linger in
sQme of our noble old ·rituals, forms
of supplication for dry weather and
rain; useless, but not unpleasing reminiscences of the .past. These delusions
have vanished with the night to which
they appertained, yet they were the
delusions of fiftli!en hundred years."
The second extrnct is from the pen
of the equally meritorious Prof. Wm.
Denton.
Sigh. priests :-cry aloud-hang your pulpits with black.
Let sorrow bow down every head;
The good friend who bore all your sins on
his back,
Your best friend. the Devil, is dead.
Your church is a corpse-you are guarding its tomb;
The soul of your system has fled;
The death knell is tolling your terrible
doom;
It tells us, the Devil is dead.
You're bid to the funeral, ministers all,
We've dug the olLI gentleman's bed;
Your black coats will make a most excellent pall,
To cover your friend who is dead.
Aye. lower him mournfully into the grave;
I.et showers of tear-drops be shed;
Your business is gone:~there are no souls
tosavo;
·
Their tempter, the Devil. is dead.
Woe comes uvon woe; it is dreadful to
think.
Hell's gone and the de.mons have fled;
The damn'd souls have· broken their
chains. every link.
The jailor, who bound them, is dead.
Camp-meetings henceforth will be needed
no mote:
.Revivals are knocked on the head;
The orthodox vessel lies stranded on
shore:
Their captain. the Devil. is dead.
:A DOCTOR went out West to practice his
profession. An old friend·methim on the
street one day and asked hlm.how,he \Vas
succeeding in his Lusiness. ,'"First rate."
he replied. ··I've had one case." "Well.
and what was that?" ··It was a birth.''
saio.l the doctor. "'How did you succeed
with that?" •• Well. the old woman· died,
and tho child died. But I think I'll save
the old man yet!"

A LITTLE GIRL lately reproved fur playing
out-doors with boys. ancl informed that.
being s'lven years old, she·· was too big for
that now," replied with all imaginablo innocence. ··Why, grandma, the bigger we
grow, the bettor wo like 'om." Grandma
took time to think.
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NOT AF!'AID OF TIIE DEV!L.-A colored
ma.u named Nelson is owing a butcher on
Beaubien street five or six dollars, and ~tf
ter trying in Yain to collect tlic rrioney, the
butcher and 1t friend put their heads together the other night and laid a plan
About miunight they railed at Ncbon's
house. and he was awakened by a rap on
the window.
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